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POLITICAL NOTES.

There is naturally great commotion in political circles about the

resignation of Lord Randolph Churchill, and speculations about the

result ; as far as we Socialists are concerned we need not trouble our-

•selves much about it. It emphasises the idiocy of our Parliamentary

•struggle, that the resignation of a man who is looked upon by every

one as a mere trickster, who openly repudiates the folly of having

principles to trouble himself with, should be a matter of such mighty

importance. Further, it is an indication of the disintegration of

parties which is caused by the shadow of advancing Socialism, and

w^hich has been going on at such a great rate recently.

But although it is really a sign of this decay of party government,

it is probable enough that its first results will be the uniting of the

Liberal party on the basis of the surrender of the Gladstonian

Liberals. Mr. Chamberlain's speech at Birmingham had a tone of

confident triumph about it which is somewhat justified by the situa-

tion. The Liberals are quite prepared for this act of ratting ; indeed,

Mr. Gladstone himself has given the signal for it by letting it be

known that he too condemns the " Plan of Campaign." The Jonah

of Home Rule once thrown over, nothing prevents the Union of the

two sections of the Liberal Party, who can then set to work about the

business which the more enlightened of them see to be their true

function, of widening the basis of exploitation in these islands in

various ways. The attempt at the creation of a new lower middle-

class to stem the torrent of Socialism will be the serious business of

this new party (for in spite of names it will really be new), of which

the two brothers-in-arms, Churchill and Chamberlain, are such distin-

guished leaders.

Mr. Chamberlain's very clear statement on the necessity of turning

the Irish tenants into owners of their holdings was very significant of

this aim. As far as Ireland is concerned it must be said that dismal

as is the prospect which the realisation of his views would put before

that luckless country, the turning of the Irish tenants into peasant

proprietors is only too likely to][take place, whatever political party

may get the upper hand. It is the new misery which Ireland is

bound to go through, unless the new social order is realised in civilisa-

tion generally in time to prevent it. Nor is it by any means unlikely

that the promise of such a change may break up the Irish Parlia-

mentary Party, and leave the New Liberal Party free to do its work
in Parliament. That party will be the then Intelligent Reactionary

Party, the great enemy of progress expressed by Socialism. But so

fast are things moving that its great men will not be the Hartingtons

and Goschens, who were once called Liberals and are now mere] Tories,

but the Radicals old and new, among whom, I suppose, we must now
rank Lord Randolph Churchill.

But meantime what is this ominous sound in the air? War is

threatened again, and this time more determinedly and clearly than
«ver. On all sides one hears that this time it is certain, and that
spring will see murder afield on the monstrous scale of modern times.
How will our EngUsh parties deal with this horror if it comes? Will
it afford a last chance to the old Tory party to do one more injury to
the world before it departs for ever ? Or will the Tories unite with
the Intelligent Reactionary Party in one great flood of Jingoism ?

At first sight, indeed, it would seem a mere act of madness for

Bismark and Co. to provoke a hurly-burly which may very well make
an end of his firm and its aspirations. But one must remember that
they are hardly their own masters in the matter. The monster of

Commercial Militarism which they have created must be found i^pork

for or it will destroy its creators ; and there comes a time when all

must be risked—even revolution behind the invadiug armies.

Meantime, if war really becomes imminent our duties as Socialists

are clear enough, and do not differ from those we have to act on ordin-

arily. To further the spread of international feeling between the

workers by all means possible ; to point out to our own workmen that

foreign competition and rivalry, or commercial war, culminating at last

in open war, are necessities of the plundering classes, and that the

race and commercial quarrels of these classes only concern us so far

as we can use them as opportunities for fostering discontent and

revolution ; that the interests of the workmen are the same -in all

countries and they can never be really enemies of each other ; that the

men of our labouring classes, therefore, should turn a deaf ear to the

recruiting sergeant, and refuse to allow themselves to be dressed up

in red and be taught to form a part of the modern killing machine for

the honour and glory of a country in which they have only the dog's

share of many kicks and few halfpence,—all this we have to preach

always, though in the event of imminent war we may have to preach

it more emphatically. Also, since if any English government allows

itself to be dragged into war it will as a matter of course be on that

side the triumph of which would mean reaction—i.e., Bismark and Co.

we may have to protest specially and definitely against such a proceed-

ing, and probably we should have to put ourselves forward^somewhat

prominently in such a protest, from which respectability of all kinds

would be very apt to hang back. William Morris.

THE WORKHOUSE; OR, JOHN POORMAN'S
REST.

The Science, industrialism, economic doctrine, and philanthropy of the

19th century find their architectural expression in the railway station,

the gasometer, the factory, and the w^orkhouso. The two latter as dis-

tinctly characteristic of our civilisation as the Pyramids of Egypt, the

Parthenon of Greece, or the Cathedrals of mediaeval times were of

theirs. One tells the story of the marvellous increase of productive

power which our age has received, the other shows the share of that

increase the worker has obtained. The one is the place where the

worker pays the master two-thirds of his hours of toil for permission to

possess the results of the remaining third, the other is the refuge

appointed for the close of life when there is no longer left to him
strength from which " profit " can be wrung.
At present it is only of the workhouse, known in Chartist speech

and Corn Law Rhymes as " the Bastile " (sic) that I can speak. To
the close connection with the place of labour of this place of rest, I
can only incidentally refer. Inside and out the place is wholly unlovely,

and there is nothing of romance in its story to bewile your ears, and
yet, for the sake of its many inmates, fellow countrymen and women
of ours, I dare to ask you to give me all your attention as I try to

explain what English State charity really is.

The workhouse and the Poor Law System, of which it is the expres-

sion, are quite modern things. They belong wholly to our country and
are the outcome of its industrial conditions. Long ago there was a
time in this England of ours when poverty, as we now understand the
word, was unknown, when toil was whoksome, and life was glad and
fair. So much ignorance prevails on this matter that I must ask

leave to dwell a little on it so as to remove all doubt about the fact.

If some Bible-wise man should quote against me the text ascribed to

Solomon (Ecc. 7, 10) :
" Say not thou. What is the cause that former

times were better than these 1 for thou dost not inquire wisely concern-

ing this,^' I must remind him that the words are those of a voluptuous

scoundrel who squandered in shameless debauchery the hard earnings

of the Judean poor. The advice of such a counselor is to be followed

.

by the rule of contrary.

In his just-published admirable * Introduction to the History of the
Factory System,' Mr. Cooke-Taylor says, speaking of the 15th century :

" Paradoxical and almost unaccountable as it may at first sight appear^
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it is nevertheless just this period of English History that some recent

and most competent writers have fixed upon as opening the brightest

era throughout the whole of our country's annals ; as being in fact

' the golden age ' of England. The paradox is only an apparent one,

and that view of things not so unaccountable as it seems, though the

difficulty of reconciling such apparently contradictory facts is not to

be denied. The seeming contradiction is in the aspect in which we
choose to regard the political-economical conditions of these times

;

that is, whether from above or from below ; whether in the interests

of the ruling or of the working classes. Regarded purely in the

former light, England was indeed in a bad way just then ; the succes-

sion to the throne unsettled, the country involved in a cruel civil war,

commerce nearly non-existent, population failing, wages high, profit

small, and the lower orders ever trenching upon the traditional privi-

leges of the higher. Regarded from the other point of view, that of

these lower orders themselves, those very elements of political dissatis-

faction wore the aspect of bright promise, and were the just founda-

tions of their rising hope. The very lowness of profits and sparsity of

population—political-economical evils to the employing and trading

classes—were sources of wealth and therefore of unaccustomed comfort

to labourers whose general condition was greatly raised in consequence.

But further, when the political turmoils ceased at length, the popular

advancement thus fostered began to tell with redoubled effect in face

of the more happy position of things attained, and the impetus

spread to higher strata of society. All classes began then to feel it,

, . Even the destruction of property caused by the Wars of the

Roses was not able, it would seem, to prevent the English people at

their close from being in the enjoyment of a condition of well-being

which made them the envy of their neighbours, and to which the

working classes long looked back with aff^ectionate regret. Our country

was then * Merrie England,' a title conferred upon her by rival

nations which she accepted and felt she deserved. It is only necessary

to compare this estimate of us with that of any foreigner of to-day to

add to the astonishment with which we must regard this fact. If there

is one thing that invariably strikes every intelligent visitor here now,
it is the exceeding gloom of our national life, the absolute incapacity

for joyousness which the national character displays. Merriment is the

very quality of which the modern Englishman seems to know least.

Wealth has vastly increased since then ; the standard of comfort has

been immensely raised, political freedom is general, and yet at the end
of a century of enormous prosperity the country which once was
* Merrie England ' is now the gloomiest, weariest, least enjoying on
the face of the earjh."

Students of that golden age will find valuable information in
' Cobbett's History of the Reformation '—a book all Protestants ought

to read—in * Froude's History of England,' and in Professor Rogers'

great work— * Six Centuries of Work and Wages.' Professor Rogers
says :

"The 15th century and the first quarter of the 16th were the

golden age of the English labourer, if we are to interpret the wages
which he earned by the cost of the necessaries of life. At no time

were wages, relatively speaking, so high, and at no time was food so

cheap."

The wages of ordinary labourers and artizans were 6s. a day the

year through ; agricultural labourers received 24s. a week. The work-

ing day was 8 hours. Day work was paid for at full rates, and at

times even Sundays and festivals were paid for also. Women received

the same wages as men. Wages were equal to twice or three times

the cost of maintenance under contract. The common people were fed

with great abundance of all sorts of fish and flesh, were clothed

throughout in good woollens and were well provided with all sorts of

household goods. On all things were the marks of beauty that tell of

the workman's pleasure in his craft. Serious crime was almost
unknown, the judges at the county assizes tried scarcely three

prisoners in the year (Cobbett, 56) though at that time water was
only drunk in England when men did penance !

Such cases of need as arose from old age, accident, and sickness,

were relieved by those inns, hospitals, and schools of learning, called

monasteries. The average number of these in each county was 50, or

2500 for the Kingdom. The medical service given was the best known
to the time, and the dole received by the applicant was not dry bread
and skimped skilly, but a generous gift that made the heart stout

and glad.

The decline in the prosperity of the English worker dates approxi-

mately from the suppression of the monasteries, and the distribution

of their lands among his followers by the royal polygamist Henry YIII.
Into the causes of that decline I cannot now enter, and must content

myself in passing with quoting this suggestive sentence from William
Cobbett

:

" From the land all good things come. Somebody must own the

land. Those who own it must have the distribution of its revenues.

If these revenues be chiefly distributed among the people from whose
labour they arise, and in such a way as to afford them a good main-

tenance on easy terms, the community must be happy. If the revenues

be alienated in very great part ; if they be carried away to a great dis-

tance and expended among those from whose labour no part of them
arise the main body of the community must be miserable poor-houses,

jails, and barracks must arise."

Having made men beggars the State proceeded to make them slaves.

Severe laws enforced by terrible punishments were enacted. The reign
of Henry VIII. is specially disgraced by such legislation. Some feeble

attempts to provide alms for aged and sick people began to be made
in 1536.

In the reign of Elizabeth a Poor Law System came into existence ir*

1601. The Act ordered the nomination yearly in every parish of over-

seers, who were empowered to raise money by taxation of the inhabi-

tants for the relief of the poor. Children were to be apprenticed,

persons able to work were to be set to work, and the impotent were to-

receive alms. Relief was to be given only in the birthplace of the
recipient, and parents and grandparents were held liable for the sup-

port of their children. Vagrants were left to the harsh provisions of
the criminal law. Ninety-six years later a workhouse was built in

Bristol, and by an Act passed in the reign of Greorge I. power was given
to parishes, or unions of parishes, to provide houses for the poor, and
it was ordered that " No poor who refused to be lodged and kept in

such houses should be entitled to ask or receive parochial relief."

These houses, says Sir Geo. Nichols, were established and mainly con-

ducted with a view to deriving profit from the labour of the inmates,

and not as a means of testing the reality of their destitution. The
workhouse was, in truth, a kind of manufactory, carried on at the risk

and the cost of the poor-rate, employing the worst description of the
people, and helping to discourage and pauperise the best. The ultimate
tendency of establishments so founded and so constructed was, in fact,,

to increase the burden of relief, to lead the entire labouring population
to a dependence upon the rates, and to bring them down to the lowest
level both individually and socially." The same author declares that
in the reign of Geo. III. these places were misnamed workhouses, and
had become " seats and sources of contagion, and a sort of pest-houses

where diseases social, moral, and physical were generated and nurtured.
"^

Some curious experiments in the three acres and a cow direction mark
this period. They throw instructive and discouraging light on Mr.
Jesse Collings philanthropic scheme.

Wm. Sharmax.
{To he continued.)

LITERARY NOTICES.
We have before us the prospectus of a projected reactionary journal, whichi

is as refreshing in its frankness as (to make use of an inspired and original

simile) an oasis in the desert to the thirsty traveller. " Le Gosmopolitainy,

anti-Socialist and anti-republican journal," to be published in London but
written in French, will appear as soon as 1040 subscribers for a year of £\
each can be found to support it ; and, if the fruit be as fair as its promise set

forth in the prospectus, we recommend our Socialist friends who have gold
to spare to pour the same before the feet of the journal's managers, for its-

existence will be a weekly boon and source of joy to Socialist edit'^rs. The
authors of these edifying pages represent society as in a state of gibbering
fear before the rapid and steady growth of Socialist feeling throughout the
world, and cry that it is high time that " something " should be done to pre-

vent a fdenoument. " Socialism has become everywhere a social danger,

and it is to be feared that under its hurtful influence Europe will soon
become prey to a formidable Jacquerie of international extent." This is a
frank and encouraging admission. We quote the next piece of impudence,
as interesting to the Strike Committee of the Socialist League, and we have
done :

" The Socialists cry aloud that above all, those on strike whose anger
is not yet cooled must not be abandoned to the generous and beneficent

influence of those who are even now trying to lead them back to the path of

duty by showing them the 'dangerous trap which is opened before them in

their confiding good faith." It is absolutely necessary to " defend by all

legal means the existence of Conservative European governments." We
congratulate our projected contemporary on the frankness of its sentiments,,

if not on the purity of their expression, and wish it a speedy appearance in

this wicked and hypocritical world.—M. M.

For Bob Ingersoll's Eye.—" Understand me," said Col. Eobert Inger-

soll in a recent speech, " I am not an Anarchist, nor a Socialist, nor a Com-
munist. 1 am an Individualist. I believe in the justice of man to man."
Now, if the Colonel is not an Anarchistic individual, nor a Socialistic indi-

vidual, nor a Communistic individual, what other flag is there left for him to-

sail under ? Answer : Pirates on the sea of Industry !

—

Clegg, in John
Swinton^s Paper.

A lot of human beings pushing, crushing, gouging, cheating, and playing

at a brutal game of cut-and-slash—that is what we are told is peace, law-

and-order government and civilisation. A lot of human beings organised on
a basis of unity of purpose and recognising that each and all are possessed of
the same rights to a chance to develop their best inclinations, morally,,

physically, and intellectually—that, we are told, is war, destruction, chaos,

anarchy and socialism.

—

Labor Enquirer.

" Bloody-minded Communists ! "—Louis Blanc one day was discussing

with Pierre Leroux, in the presence of several friends, the question of the

moral lawfulness of war and physical resistance to oppression, and expressed

the opinion that these were undoubtedly most deplorable evils, which it

should be the greatest task of humanity to suppress, but to which it would
be necessary to have recourse in extreme cases, so long as the causes of

oppression and war are not removed. Whereupon Pierre Leroux contended
that there were only two doctrines between which thoughtful men, friends

of humanity, had to choose : that of Mahomet, which opposes evil by means
derived, as the use of the sword, from evil itself ; and that of Zoroaster,,

which opposes evil by good. Of these, he said, the latter was his doctrine,..

and the only efiTective one in the way of real progress. Blanc then put this,

case to him :
" You think yourself, surely, useful to your fellow men by your

writings, your ideas, your examples. Well, suppose you are in a position

in which you must lose your life, or defend it against a murderous attack

from some one you believe to be a monster, and whose very existence you
are conscious is a curse to humanity ; what would you do]" He unhesitat

ingly replied :
" It being known that I die for my principles, I should suffer

myself to be killed, thoroughly convinced that I should thus serve my cause

better than in any other way." "Then your only means of opposing evil in

such a case would be " He interrupted :
" Martyrdom ! " Again and

again these men gave earnest of their pacific nature, and yet there are no
two men more vilified by the bourgeois press.—S.
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A DREAM OF JOHN BALL.

(Continued from p. 307.)

<* Brothkr," said John Ball, "how deemest thon of our adventure?

I do not ask thee if you thinkest we are right to play the play like

men, but whether playing like men we shall fail like men.

" Why dost thou ask me 1 " said I, " how much further than beyond

ithis church can I see ?

"

^u ^ ^i. ^ x. ^ j u ^
"Far further," quoth he, " for I see that thou art a scholar and hast

read books; and withal, in some way that I cannot name, thou

knowest more than we; as though with thee the world had lived

longer than with us. Hide not, therefore, what thou hast in thine

heart, for I think after this night I shall see thee no more, until we

meet in the heavenly fellowship."

" Friend " I said, " ask me what thou wilt ; or rather ask thou the

years to come to tell thee some little of their tale ; and yet methinks

thou thyself mayst have some deeming thereof."

He raised himself on the elbow of the stall and looked me full in

the face, and said to me : "Is it so after all that thou art no man in

the flesh, but art sent to me by the Master of the fellowship, and the

king's son of heaven to tell me what shall be ? If that be so tell me
straight out, since I had some deeming hereof before, whereas thy

speech is like ours and yet unlike ; and thy face hath something in it

which is not after the fashion of our day. And yet take heed if thou
art such an one, I fear thee not, nay, nor him that sent thee ; nor for

thy bidding, nor for his, will I turn back from London Bridge but will

press on, for I do what is meet and right."

" Nay," said I, " did I not tell thee e'en now that I knew life but
not death 1 I am not dead ; and as to who hath sent me, I say not
that I am come by my own will ; for I know not

;
yet also I know

not the will that hath sent me hither ; and this I say to thee, more
over, that if I know more than thou, I do far less ; therefore, art thou
my captain and I thy minstrel.'^

He sighed as one from whom a weight had been lifted, and said

:

" Well, then, since thou art alive on the earth and a man like myself,
tell me how deemest thou of our adventure : shall we come to London
and how shall we fare there 1

"

Said I, " What shall hinder you to come to London, and to fare
there as ye will ? For be sure that the fellowship in Essex shall not
fail you ; nor shall the Londoners who hate the king's uncles with-
stand you, nor hath the Court any great force to meet you in the
field

;
ye shall cast fear and trembling into their hearts."

" Even so I thought," said he, " but afterwards what shall betide ?
"

Said I, "It grieves my heart to say that which I think. Yet
hearken; many a man's son shall die who is now alive and happy,
and if the soldiers be slain, and of them most not on the field, but by
the lawyer, how shall the captains escape? Surely thou goest to
thy death."

He smiled very sweetly, yet proudly, as he said : "Yea, the road is

long, but the end cometh at last. Friend, many a day have I been
dying ; for my sister, with whom I have played and been merry in the
autumn tide about the edges of the stubble fields ; and we gathered
the nuts and bramble-berries there, and started thence the missel-
thrush, and wondered at his voice and thought him big; and the
sparrow-hawk wheeled and turned over the hedges and the weasel ran
across the path, and the sound of the sheep-bells came to us from the
downs as we sat happy on the grass ; and she is dead and gone from
the earth, for she pined from famine after the years of the great
sickness; and my brother was slain in the French wars, and none
thanked him for dying save he that stripped him of his gear ; and my
unwedded wife with whom I dwelt in love after I had taken the ton-
sure, and all men said that she was good and fair, and true she was
and lovely

; she also is dead and gone from the earth, and why should
I abide save for the deeds of the flesh which must be done ] Truly,
friend, this is but an old tale that men must die ; and I will tell thee
another, to wit, that they live ; and I live now and shall live. Tell
me then what shall befall."

I took less heed of him than I had done, and the voice that came
from me was less of me as I answered :

" These men are strong and
valiant as any that have been or shall be, and good fellows also and
kindly

; but they are simple and see no great way before their own
noses. The victory shall they have and shall not know what to do
with it

; they shall fight and overcome, because of their lack of know-
ledge

;
and because of their lack of knowledge shall they be cozened

and betrayed when their captains are slain, and all shall come to
nought by seeming ; and the king's uncles shall prevail, that both they
and the king may come to the shame that is appointed for them. And
yet when the lords have vanquished, and all England lieth under them
again, yet shall their victory be but fruitless; for the free men that
Hold untree lands shall they not bring under the collar again, and
villeinage shall slip from their hands, till there be, and not long after
you are dead, but few unfree men in England ; so that your lives and
your deaths both shall bear fruit."

^u^^}^ ^
f^*'"

^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^'^^y "that thou wert a sending from
other times? Good is thy message, for the land shall be free. Tell
on now.
He spoke eagerly, and I went on somewhat sadly :

" The times shall
better, though the king and lords shall worsen, the Gilds of Craft
shall wax and become mightier

; more recourse shall there be of foreign
merchants. There shall be plenty in the land and not famine. Where
a man now earnet^i two pennies he shall earn three."

"Yea," said he, "then shall those that labour beocane stmng «j^d
stronger, and so soon shall it come about that all m«a shall work nkd
none make to work, and so shall none be robbed, and at last shall

men labour and live and be happy, and have the goods of ike e^i)b
without money and without price."

" Yea," said I, "that shall indeed come to pass, but not yek tot a
while." And I sat for long without speaking, and the church gifW
darker as the moon waned yet more. Then I said :

" Bethink ^iaft

that these men shall yet have masters over them, who have at Iwiid
many a law and custom for the behoof of masters, and being msaimm
can make yet more laws in the same behoof; and they shall wiAr
poor people to thrive just so long as their thriving shall profit ^fe,
mastership and no longer ; and so shall it be in those days I t^l \dl;

for there shall be king and lords and knights and squires still, with
servants to do their bidding, and make honest men afraid; and all

these will make nothing and eat much as aforetime, and the more that
is made in the land the more shall they crave."

" Yea," said he, " that wot I well, that these are of the kin a£ the
daughters of the horse-leech ; but how shall they slake their greed,

seeing that as thou'sayest villeinage shall be gone ; belike their men
shall pay them quit rents and do them service, as free men may, but
all this according to law and not beyond it ; so that though the workers
shall be richer than they now be, the lords shall be no richer, and so

all shall be on the road to being free and equal."

Said I, " Look you, friend, aforetime the lords, for the most part,

held the land and all that was on it, and the men that were on it

worked for them as their horses worked, and after they were fed and
housed all was the lords ; but in the time to come the lords shall see

their men thriving on the land, and shall say once more, * These men
have more than they need, why have we not the surplus since we are

their lords 1 ' Moreover, in those days shall betide much chaffering

for wares between man and man and country and country ; and the

lords shall note that if there were less corn and less men on their

lands there would be more sheep, that is to say more wool for chaflTer,

and that thereof they should have abundantly more than aforetime,

since all the land they own and it pays them quit-rent or service, save

here and there a croft or a close of a yeoman ; and all this might grow
wool for them to sell to the Easterlings. Then shall England see a

new thing, for whereas hitherto men have lived on the land and by it,

the land shall no longer need them, but many sheep and a few shepr

herds shall make wool grow to be sold for money to the Easterlings,

and that money shall the lords pouch ; for, look you, they shall set the

lawyers a-work and the strong hand moreover, and the land they shall

take to themselves and their sheep, and except for these lords of land

few shall be the free men that shall hold a rood of land when the word
of their lord may not turn them adrift straightway."

"How mean youV' said John Ball, "shall all men be villeins

again 1

"

" Nay," said T, " there shall be no villeins in England."
" Surely then," said he, " it shall be worse, and all men save a few

shall be thralls to be bought and sold at the cross."

" Good friend," said I, " it shall not be so ; all men shall be free

even as ye would have it
;
yet, as I say, few indeed shall have so

much land as they can stand upon save by buying such a grace of

their masters."
*' And now," said he, " I wot not what thou sayest. I know a

thrall, and he is his master's every hour and never his own ; and a

villein I know, and whiles he is his own and whiles his lords ; and I

know a free man, and he is his own always ; but how shall he be his

own if he have nought whereby to make his livelihood ? Or shall he

be a thief and take from others ? Then is he an outlaw. Wonderful
is this thou tellest of a free man with nought whereby to live !

"

" Yet so shall it be," said I, "and by such free men shall wares be
made."

" iSTay, that cannot be; thou art talking riddles," said he, "for

how shall a wood-wright make a chest without the wood and the

tools ?

"

Said I, " He must needs buy leave to labour of them that own all

things except himself and such as himself."
" Yea, but wherewith shall he buy it ? " said John Ball. " What

hath he except himself ?

"

" With himself then shall he buy it," quoth I, " with his body and
the power of labour that lieth therein ; with the price of his labour

shall he buy leave to labour."
" Riddles again !

" said he, " how can he sell his labour for aught

else but his daily bread ? He must win by his labour meat and drink

and clothing and housing ! Can he sell his labour twice over 1
"

"Not so," said I, "but this shall he do belike; he shall sell himself,

that is the labour that is in him, to the master that suffers him to

work, and that master shall give to him from out of the wares he maketh
enough to keep him alive, and to beget children and nourish them till

' they be old enough to be sold like himself, and the residue shall the

rich man keep to himself."

John Ball laughed aloud, and said :
" Well, I perceive we are not

yet out of the land of riddles. The man may well do what thou

sayest and live, but he may not do it and live a free man."
" Thou sayest sooth," said I.

William Morris.
{To be continued,)

The man who is not doing work, day by d»y, that Mill ca

stealing his dinner.

—

John liusl-ln.

cam his dinner must be
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^*HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW I FIRST, FEW MEN
IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON !

'

Communications invited on Social Questions. They should be written on one side of
the papert addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Bd.y E.G., and accompanied
by the nam>e and address oj the vxriter, not necessarilyfor publication,

A» aZl articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of theirposi-
tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing
the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

Refected MSS, cam, only be returned if a stamped directed envelope isJorwarded with
them.

Subscriptions,—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.,

tix months, Ss,; three months, Is, 6d,

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far
ringdon Road, E,G, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
NoncE TO ALL Socialistic Newspapers.—The Commonweal will be regularly sent

to all Socialistic Contemporaries throughout the world, and it is hoped that
they on their side will regularly provide the Socialist League with their papers
as they may appear.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday December 29,

England
Justice
Norwich—Daylight
Ciub and Institute Journal
IXHidoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Die Autonomie
Freethinker

India
Madras—People's Friend
Allahabad—People's Budget
Bombay—Times of India
Voice of India

Ahmedabad—Praja Mata
Canada

Toronto—Labor Reformer
Montreal—L'Union Ouvriere

United States
New York—VolkszeitHng

Freiheit
Truthseeker
Der Sozialist
John Swinton's Paper

Boston—Woman's Journal
liberty

Denver (Col.) Labor Inquirer
Cincinnati (O.) Unionist

New Haven (Conn.)—Work-
men's Advocate

Paterson (N. J.) Labor Standard
Springfield (111.)—Voice of Labor
Chicago (111.)—Vorbote
Knights of Labor

Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Socialiste
Le Revolte
La Revue Socialiste
L'Action
La Lanteme
L'Intransigeant

Guise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le Travailleur

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Belgium
Brussels—Le Chante-Clair
En Avant

Liege—L 'Avenir
Antwerp—De Werker

Italy
Milan—U Fascio Operaio

Turin—II Muratore
Rome—L'Emancipazione

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista
Cadiz—El Socialismo

Portugal
Lisbon—O Protesto Operario
Voz do Operario

Austria
Arbeiterstimme
Brimn-Volksfreund

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

Roumania
Bucharest—Pruncul Roman
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

Norway
Kristiania—Social-Democraten

EDITORIAL.
With this number there is begun a new volume of the Commonweal,

For two years it has managed to appear regularly and keep before the

public a consistent, unflinching exponent of International Revolu-

tionary Socialism. Difficulties of many kinds have had to be sur-

mounted, and in the future we may confidently look for a hardly less

arduous endeavour as the price of a continued and useful existence.

During the two years that have elapsed since the Commonweal was

founded the cause of Socialism has made great strides. In every

country of the civilised world there is a definite, strong, and increasing

Socialist party ; while the influence of the untiring propaganda of its

advocates is markedly shown in every popular political and social move-

ment. From all directions come tidings of good cheer; everywhere

and all the time commercialism, making desperate but futile efforts to

regain its ground, contesting vainly every vantage point, is being beaten

backward toward the precipice of final destruction.

In the warfare against class-rule and social wrong the Commonweal

has borne and will bear its full part. Though there are signs of vic-

tory on all hands, and the end of the struggle approaches, yet no strain

must be relaxed, no effort cease. Again and again have popular move-

ments been wrecked, because at some period of promise their supporters

failed in their vigilance or neglected their labour.

We call upon all men who desire to see the solution of the great

problems that befront the labouring people to help us in our task.

What we can do shall untiringly be done, but there exist a thousand

places into which the light of Socialism has not penetrated, millions

of men whom it !ias not reached, Everyone can help in some way to

spread the light. Let each one do his best. Circulate the Common-
weal, push Socialistic literature, speak a word in season and out of

season for Socialism. Let pass no opportunity of helping on the over-

throw of capitalism and the substitution for it of a system of united

free labour and fraternal enjoyment.

William Morris.

H. Halliday Sparling.

COMMERCIAL COLONISATION.
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE *• CIVILISATION " OF JAMAICA.

(Concluded from p. 308).

We frequently hear that emancipation, free trade, and sugar bounties

have ruined Jamaica. It is affirmed, by the wolf against the lambv
that since emancipation labour is so uncertain that the estates cannot
be worked to pay. To pay whom and what ? An answer to that wiU
explain matters. The estates, it is true, do not at present pay, but it

is no fault of the labourers. They do not get the surplus ; when they
are honestly dealt with they can be depended on to work. Jamaica^

negroes make good navvies at Panama. The Jamaica Government
experienced no difficulty in getting all the labour required for the rail-

way and other public works, yet the planters have to get coolies^

imported for them from the East Indies. This pauper labour is a
downright injustice to the blacks of Jamaica, and the more so because

the Government levies a tax to carry on the immigration. If it were
not for it the labour conditions of the island would soon undergo a
change at the expense of some English capitalists. The estates are
nearly all mortgaged to English capitalists and there are few resident

proprietors. The management of the estates is, therefore, not what
it should, or could be. It is neither vigorous nor prospective j it is-

always extravagant in details, and future crops are often sacrificed to

a quick return policy in order to be up to time with payment to the

mortgagees. The truck system in freights and estates' supplies prevails.

The planters are forced to ship only in mortgagees' ships at excessive

rates, and the estates' supplies purchased and shipped by the mort
gagees are equally extravagant and expensive. The estates of Jamaica
are like " a headless trunk bleeding at every pore." Strange, is it not,,

that in every country the labourer has to suffer for sins not his own ?

Those capitalists in England who endeavour to develope the industry

of Jamaica to their own undue enrichment are doing so to the im-

poverishment of Jamaica and its people. These plunderers wanted the

Jamaican to labour for starvation wages, and the latter was too much
of a man to return to slavery 3 he preferred to starve or go to Colon
even though he met a premature death in going. When the planters,

or plunderers failed to bring the Jamaican to his knees they called

upon the Goverment to secure pauper labour and it was done. But
danger again looms ahead. Twenty thousand labourers are shipped

every year from Jamaica to Colon. Of this amount one-half must be
deducted for those who return on friendly visits, but this stream will

stop with the wind up of the Panama Canal works. These works were
a God-send to the Administrators of Jamaica. But for it the labour

revolution would have developed ere now into something which
would have surpassed any rebellion of the past for far-reaching con-

sequences.

The present Governor—Sir Henry Norman—recognises this, for he
has had a Bill passed this year giving powers to suspend Coolie immi^
gration at the expense of the Government. How does labour stand

at present in Jamaica when so many thousands are drafted each year
to Panama 1 At present the rate of wages, for skilled labour, per
day is : bricklayers, 2s. 6d. to 3s. ; blacksmiths, 3s.

;
joiners, 2s. ta

2s. 9d.
;
painters, 2s. ; and for unskilled labour : men. Is. to Is. 6d.

per day; women, 9d. to Is. per day. These figures sink much lower in

value than the figures indicate, when we consider the cost of food and
shoddy clothes. The price of bread is 3d. per lb. ; sugar, 2d. per lb. ;.

coffee, 5d. per quart ; Indian meal, 2Jd. per quart ; oat meal, 6d. per

lb. ; butter. Is. Od. and 2s. per lb. ; English cheese, 2s. per lb. ; American
cheese. Is. 3d. per lb. ; rice, 4^d. per quart ; salt and fresh fish, ^d. per

lb.
;
potatoes, 2Jd. per lb.

;
yam, Id. per lb. The Jamaica labourer

gets two meals proper per day besides the mangos he picks up. For
the first he takes yam and salt fish, and for the second for a change he
takes salt fish and yam. This is an alarming fact if it be true whut
Mr. Espeut said in their legislative council last month. He declared^

" I have noticed that people who live on roots are always lowest down
in. the mental and physical scale. Cereal food is what the people

should produce and eat." Mr. Espeut would be a better legislator

were he to inquire into the cause why the people eat roots, instead

of trying to cure the effects. He is like our temperance reformers

who mistake an effect for a cause. There is a more degrading thing

than yams operating on the people of Jamaica, and that is the

enslavement of its women. They are made to carry stones on their

heads for ten or twelve hours under a tropical sun for a miserable

pittance of 9d. They have to do it frequently when they are in a con-

dition not favourable to the development of the coming race. The
character of a race is the true reflex of the condition of its women.
If they are degraded the result is branded on their offspring, and it

is a well known fact that the poorest and most wretched countries

are those in which women are made to labour most. The " ladies

"

and clergymen of England who advocate pit labour for women should
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study this phase of the question, and try to ascertain whether women's

labour does not reduce men's pay so low that it compels the former to

work unsuited to their strength and sex. The negroes of Jamaica are

naturally not prone to discontent, and their whole disposition tends to

fulfill the Scriptural injunction :
" take no heed of to-morrow." The

iniustice and tyranny must, therefore, be great which goads them to

rebellion. Even the destructive cyclone cannot for long subdue or

keep them in a pessimistic vein, for they, like the Irishman, wish to

^^lh)e all the days of their life," and they do not load one day with

the sorrows of another. ,. j. . .

Their climate helps to sustain this disposition, for they fear not the

pinch of cold or the want of house-shelter. In fact it is very hard

to get a black servant to stay in the house over night. They prefer

to stay in large numbers in courts and yards where they enjoy their

peculiar dances to the music of the "bashura." Quashie does not

envy Buckra his wealth, but Quashie can distinguish between things

that differ. He can spell Justice and Right, and he recognises that

the administrators' actions do not spell the one nor the life and

teachings of their clergy the other. The clergy of the English Church

are, some of them, usurers and merchants besides being preachers.

They trade on the poverty and ignorance of their flocks, and there are

some of them who do not shrink from robbing their Lord. When the

Church was disestablished the clergy had a clause inserted in the Bill

to secure their salaries to the existing curates so long as they were
engaged it the same occupation. This clause soon enabled many to

draw double salaries, by leaving country charges—for which they con-

tinue to draw the salary although they fail to perform any service

—

and accepting town churches with salaries from the general fund raised

in England. These go to the Treasury and sign receipts as curates of

parishes which, so far as they are concerned, are spiritually destitute.

But, with all the corruptions in the Church, the negroes have a
tendency to be religious. I shall never forget the unselfishness and
sympathy they infused into their hymns as they marched in hundreds
on Sundays, at sunrise, singing "Ten thousand thousand are their

tongues, but all their joys are one," on their way to immerse in the
harbour the new members of their Church. But among these same
people are the elements of a near revolution which will ere long be
heard of, and whether it be a violent or peaceful one depends on the
leader who may arise. The negroes of Jamaica recognise that they
are really still slaves so long as the means of production are withheld
from them, and although we may look upon them as benighted blacks,

it is just possible we may get a lesson from them, in the immediate
future when the Panama works stop, that will help to remove the
chains which have so cunningly fallen on us. The coming labour
dilemma in Jamaica will draw attention to an industrial system which,
when the people comprehend it, they will abolish, and substitute for
the reign of Imperialism and plunder the reign of justice and fraternity.

George McLean.

MACHINERY AND THE WORKER.
{From a Lay Sermon hy Colonel R G. Ingersoll.)

Myriads of machines have been invented—every one of them to save
labour. If these machines helped the labourer, what a blessing they would
be ! But the labourer does not own the machine ; the machine owns him.
That is the trouble. In the olden time, when I was a boy, even, you know
how it was in the little towns. There was a shoemaker—two of them—

a

tailor or two, a blacksmith, a wheelwright. I remember just how the shops
used to look. I used to go to the blacksmith shop at night, get up on the
forge, and hear them talk about turning horse-shoes. Many a night have I
seen the sparks fly and heard the stories that were told. There was a great
deal of human nature in those days ! Everybody was known. If times
got hard, the poor little shoemakers made a living mending, half-solint^
straightenmg up the heels. The same with the blacksmith ; the same with
the tailor. They could get credit—they did not have to pay till the next
January, and if they could not pay then they took another year, and they
were happy enough. Now, one man is not a shoemaker. There is a great
building- several hundred thousand dollars' worth of machinery, three or
four thousand people—not a single mechanic in the whole building. One
sews on straps another greases the machines, cuts out soles, waxes threads.And what is the result ? When the machines stop, three thousand men are
out of employment. Credit goes. Then come want and famine, and if they
Happen to have a little child die, it would take them years to save enough
of their earnings to pay the expense of putting away that little sacred piece

^A ^ {^
^.^^' "^ ^^^^ machinery we can produce enough to flood the

7^^ n S^ ^^ inventions in agricultural machinery the United States can
feed all the mouths upon the earth. There is not a thing that man uses
that can not instantly be over-produced to such an extent as to become
almost worthless

; and yet, with all this production, with all this power to
create, there are millions and millions in abject want. Granaries bursting,
and famine looking into the doors of the poor ! Millions of everything, and
yet miUions wanting everything and having substantially nothing '

U^^,?^^-^^^^^^^T®* ^^^ inventions, all machinery which properly tends to save

rmiT.i^i
•^^''^^'''^^'''^^^ *^^ '^^^^« ^^ li^^J ^^* *^^ey must save labour, and

by tS.-'^S Cm^^^
'''' ^'""^ *^^ exclusive right of wealth to profit

inf^tt^^^T.''^^ i!r
^?H0PS.-Why do bishops, who won't go to theatres, accept

Zn^fT.i .^""^^^'^^Tf' • ^^^^y ^^^ "^^^^ ^«**^^ b« «««^ *t the representa-

at anv timp Tl^^'^^^ *^^^ ** ^ ^^^^ Mayor's feast. It has an unseemly look

of the fr.t'in ?r'^^^y
'"^ y^^^ ^^* ^^«^^P' ^^^ "^««^ especially when the reports

If such trpmpn^n^^
^^^ followed by accounts of the starving poor.

whvmoX'fr^hr^^ condition are not to be remedied,

h^l^r^nlttlT^V^^' ^^ ''^ *^^y *^^' ^^y exasperate them? When
the rarest thinHn^r''' f^^^ "^^^' ^^'^^ ^^^ poorW pVorer. and when it is

selfisTo™^^^^^^
*^ ^^^ *^^"^ attending a public meeting but for

eteckllv Xn f^^^^^^
P",^P^" naturally dislike to see them fat and feeding,

^l\^^^l\^^U ^« at these Lord Mayor's feastlLi.aops should never appear m flocks, like vultures. -i^ci^/^ HunVs ^Table-Talk.

^aAZARUS, COME FORTH I"

" Lazarus, come forth !
" Out from the gloom,

Haggard and gaunt and dazed, there came
He who had lain within the tomb

Until the Blessed One called his name

;

But, in death's night, he heard the sound

;

Forth to the shuddering gazers' sight

He staggered, in foul grave-clothes bound,
And breathed at last in life and light.

" Lazarus, come forth ! " The people lies

With mind in bonds, with soul all dead

;

Shall not Christ, through us, bid it rise ?

Through us shall not His words be said 1

Strong in His love—strong with the strength

He gives, shall we not, in His might,

Call forth our Lazarus at length

From its dark gloom to life and light 1

TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.

Behold, four thousand years ago,

Beneath swart Egypt's sun,

Her Hebrew serfs, with want and woe.

Their bread of slavery won
;

With days of scorn and scoffs and moans.
They toiled beside the Nile,

While vengeance marked their tears and groans,

Yet paused to strike awhile

;

What recked their lords what Moses said ?

They wisdom would not know,
Nor, till their homes were filled with dead.

Would let their bondsmen go.

Lord ! Lord ! to-day the millions live,

But lives as filled with pain,

And ask the rich relief to give.

And cry for help in vain

;

They toil and die, for anguish born
;

No help, no hope they know

;

And will the high their misery scorn.

Nor sign of justice show ?

How long, ye wealthy, will this last ?

Wait ye, until ye know
God's time to smite comes, slow or fast,

To right the wronged and low !

W. C. Bennett.

THE BATTLE OF TEAFALGAR SQUARE—CLASSES V. MASSES.
The shopkeepers of the West End are getting up a petition to Parliament

praying for the stoppage of public meetings in Trafalgar Square. They
protest that they have no designs on the right of free speech ; but they pro-
test too much. Trafalgar Square doesn't belong to the small-souled hucksters
who keep shops in its neighbourhood. To this the Echo replies that all the
West End shopkeepers are in favour of the petition, and that they have
rights in the matter, whereas the ruffians and pickpockets have no rights.
Why should ruffians and pickpockets be distinguished from shopkeepers in
this fashion ? It is a mere quibble ; there is no distinction except the quality
of their coats. And if the ill-dressed pickpockets have no right, all the more
reason for their getting some. Anyhow the people of London can be trusted
to insist on the right of meeting and free speech for all sorts of people and
classes. Let the shopkeepers look out, however. This too-diplomatic move
of theirs can be easily seen through as a first move. If meetings in Trafalgar
Square can be stopped because they inconvenience the neighbouring middle-
class, they will be put down elsewhere for the same bad reason. It is inter-
esting to see how such " Radical " papers as the Echo go with the shop-
keepers. The press of all shades of opinion are sure to turn against the
people in these matters. The clique of toadies who have the London press
under their thumb can be reckoned against the people in any struggle which
involves a right worth getting or keeping. It is noteworthy also that the
shopocracy have lost faith in the effectiveness of police protection. Evidently
the employers of the blue-coats cannot entrust the guardians of law and
order with any more arduous task than hunting poodles in Piccadilly.

—

J. L. M.

" Three copper-plate engravers " were regarded by Mr. George Sampson
in Dicken's immortal work as "a large number." Two hundred and fifty
" bankers and West-end tradesmen of influence " may also be looked upon
as "a large number" of such cattle ; but an ordinary citizen of no special
influence may doubt whether the number is large enough to dictate to the
whole of London terms on which it may express its political and social
opinions, and whether or no it is preposterous impudence in them to meet
for the purpose of egging on Government to attempt to close Trafalgar
Square to public meetings ; and an attempt in which they will undoubtedly
fail._W. M.

"^ r

All men are equal : it is not birth, but virtue alone, that makes the difference.
Voltaire,

The rich have no means of living but by the labour of others, as the landlord
by the labour of his tenants (agricultural labourers) and the merchants and traders
by the labour of the mechanics.—/oAn Bullers. n!^*J^
The greatest question in the world is, how to give every man a man's share in

what goes on in life. Not a pig's share, not a horse's share, not the share of &
machine fed with oil, only to make it work aad nothing else. It isn't a man's
share just to mind your pin-making or your glass-blowing, and higgle about yo«r
owTi wages, and bring up your family to be ignorant sons of ignorant fathers, and
no better prospect ; that is a slave's share.—Gcorfje Eliot,
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
International Uncon of Glass-Bottle Makers.

In connection vrith the strike at St. Helens, to put an end to which the

employer was trying to get workmen from the Continent to replace those on

strike, a deputation from the English workers has been to Denmark, Sweden,

and Germany, and has succeeded in fraternally arranging matters with their

Continental comrades, and the employer has been compelled to return in

dudgeon from a bootless journey. As foreshadowed in the letter from there

published last week, Mr. Lyon (the employer) failed completely to get any
men from Gerresheim. Let those who still fail to see that it is the home
competition and not the foreign workmen that is their enemy ponder well

over the inducements held out by this employer to the German workers.

Each of them, he said, upon arrival in Lancashire could have " anything he

liked " up to £25, and be paid £2, 6s. per week for 400 bottles per day.

Provisions, clothing, coals, and everything requisite for a working man's

comfortable livelihood, were remarkably cheap. Best beef, mutton, etc.,

could be got at 6d. per pound ! All they had to do was to come to England
and be happy ever after ! The delegates report that they met with a good

reception wherever they went ; that although there were a few individuals

here and there who retained a tinge of national prejudice, the general im-

pression upon their minds was that the international solidarity of the workers

grows apace.

Cleveland Ironworkers.

Mr. W. Snow, secretary of the Cleveland Blast Furnacemen's Association

has handed in, on behalf of the members of the association, notices signed by
the men of a strike for an increase of wages. Some of the employers receiving

these notices, including Messrs. Bolckow, Vaughan, & Co., refused to accept

the notices, on the ground that they were illegal, inasmuch as they were
handed in by Mr. Snow instead of by the workmen individually

.

Colliers' Federation in the Midlands.

On Monday a meeting of the new Colliers' Federation for the Midlands
was held in Wolverhampton. Delegates attended representing ten thousand
members in North and South Staffordshire, Warwickshire, and Shropshire.

It was announced that the Federation was making good progress, particu-

larly in Warwickshire and Shropshire, and confidence was expressed that it

would prove of great advantage in the event of a wages agitation. Deputa-
tions were appointed to assist in settling disputes at the Pelsall Wood and
Brereton collieries. It was resolved to take part in the National Conference
of Miners in Birmingham on January 11.

Self-Employment.

Amongst many cheering signs of a forward movement of the forces of

organised labour, not the least significant is an itein in the December
monthly report of the Leicester Amalgamated Hosiery Union on the subject

of self-employment. We commend the following words to the serious con-

sideration of other unions :
—" In conclusion, let us call your attention to

an important subject, namely, self-employment. As a trade Society we
ought to give this subject our best consideration ; our temporary object is

to keep up wages, and to make that object permanent we should endeavour
to employ and work for ourselves instead of always allowing others to live

out of our labour. The subject will be considered both by Executive and
Council before it is brought before the Annual Meeting." If generally

adopted and acted upon, such a policy would do much towards limiting the

power of the capitalist, and to prepare the way for the abolition of the

wage-system. It is lamentable to see the funds of the unions being doled

out to the unemployed, or left in the hands of bankers to be used against

the workers, instead of being utilised by the workers to enable them to

become their own employers.

The Hours op Labour in Textile Factories.

On Tuesday evening, a meeting convened by the Hosiery Union was held
at the Temperance Hall, Leicester, to protest against extending the hours of

labour for women and children. Mr. Holmes, Secretary of Amalgamated
Hosiery Union, moved the following resolution :

—" That overtime for women
and children is unnecessary, because the means of production and the surplus

labour through the introduction of labour-saving machinery is sufficient to

supply any growing demand if work is anything like fairly distributed.

Secondly, the overtime asked for will not meet the objects the manufacturers
have in view, because if orders are placed so late with men working over-
time, they would be placed later still if women and children could work
overtime too. Thirdly, it would be dangerous, because it would supersede
male labour, lower wages, and bring down the standard of life. Therefore,
in the opinion of the workpeople, it is unnecessary, useless, and dangerous
for women and children to work overtime, and we earnestly raise our pro-
test against the resolution passed by the Scotch and Leicester Chambers of

Commerce and the Leicester Hosiery Manufacturers' Association asking for
power for women and children to work overtime on any days in the year."

Miss Ruth Wills seconded the resolution, which was supported by Miss
Brown, from the Women's League, London, the delegate appointed in place
of the late Mrs. Paterson. She spoke strongly against the proposal of the
employers, and appealed earnestly to men and women to stand together in
the matter, as their rights, duties, and claims were identical. The resolution

was carried unanimously. A member of the Socialist League treated the
question from the Socialist point of view, but his speech and presence was
entirely ignored by the local press, which gave a very poor report of the
meeting. The workers should refuse to support unfair and hostile papers.

Fife Miners.

The Glasgow Herald reports, that the Fife and Clackmanan miners are

fpushing on a movement for the restriction of the output of coal. A delegate
from them will attend the Birmingham Conference of Miners to support the
movement for a seven hours' working-day or a week's holiday every quarter.
This restriction of the working-day seems prompted, also, by a desire to
decrease the supply of produce as much as to secure more leisure. It seems
a pitv that in revolutionary times a class of workers like the miners should
still be shilly-shallying about terms with the capitalist. If the miners would

,

take up the revolutionary movement they would find themselves at once on
f t^e road to a real change in their condition, and in a position to wrest better
terms from the masters with less trouble. However, if the miners will

*^<^^^^Sbly reason out their seven hour's movement they will find them-
^%elv^ .thrijjt into the re\^olutionary path. Meanwhile, this Birmingham
**:€Soriferenee*should not be allowed to pass without getting a taste of thorough
Socialist opinions.—J. L. M.

The London Trades' Council and Government Relief WoRKa
Now is the time for the Government and vestries to start temporary

relief works if they really wish to do so or can do so. But just at the

critical moment the impotence of the authorities ia most glaringly shown.
George Shipton, of the London Trades' Council, publishes a batch of letters

in the Daily News. His own letter, a meek, mild, and roundabout effusion,

laments that the Government officials have been delaying answers, answer-

ing indefinitely, and bringing all the powers of the slow torture of red-tape

to shirk the question. The Government officials have, in fact, elaborately

humbugged Mr. Shipton, and no one but a fool would have expected any
other treatment from them. Mr. Plunkett, Lord Randolph Churchill, and
Lord Rosebery ingeniously aided the humbugging process. Mr. Shipton

puts forth a vague threat that the London Trades' Council is going to make
it hot for the Members of Parliament who neglect the interests of the

worker, and that they will no longer be ignored. But the stage thunder

of the London Trades' Council is getting stale, and their valiant promises no
more heeded. If they have any intention of " making it hot " for the author-

ities they had better sing dumb and do something.—J. L. M.

AMERICA.

New York, Dec. 23.—The employes on eleven tramway lines in Brooklyn
struck to-day because the company controlling them refused to recognise the

authority of the Knights of Labour in the settlement of their difficulties.

Nearly 2000 men have left work. Thirty-five cars were running during the

day with some old hands who refused to strike and some new men. All

buildings of the company are protected by the police. There was no serious

opposition by the strik^^rs till the middle of the afternoon, when slight riot-

ing occurred at several places. One man is reported to have been shot.

The Cooks and Pastrycooks (Acorn Association) are going to establish a

free labour bureau in Sixth Avenue. It will be supported by the associa-

tion, and the members will save money. The bureau will supply help of all

kinds to hotels and restaurants free of charge. Only Union help will be
supplied.

The question of the Ehret boycott has again been brought prominently

before the working-men of this city, by the communication of Messrs. Red-
path, Dr. McGlynn, and others, asking the Central Labour Union to remove
it. The matter has been referred to the sections. It is doubtful whether
the sections will vote to remove the boycott, and, if they did, it is a question

whether any benefit would result to George Ehret. If the boycott is un-

just, the working-men will see it in time ; but it will be a slow process to

recover what he has already lost. George Ehret is rich, and he is not suffer-

ing from hunger, nor is he going around barefooted this Christmas, nor does

he see his children crying for bread,—like many a man who has been boy-

cotted by such as him.

—

John Swinton^s Paper.

A National Organisation op Clothing Cutters.

The clothing cutters who have been in session in Cincinnati have com-
pleted a national organisation. Joseph H. Geis, of this city, has been
elected National Secretary and Treasurer. The members of the Executive
Board are : James L. Wright, Philadelphia ; James Hughes, Chicago ; R.
M. Lovell, Cincinnati ; John Lutz, Newark, N.J. ; William Schroeder,

Milwaukee,

The New Federation of Trades' Unions.

As a result of the Congress held at Columbus, Ohio, from the 7th to 10th
December, twenty-five National and International Trades' Unions, with a
membership of 316,782 well disciplined men, have solidified into one homo-
geneous body. One of the most active men in bringing about this move-
ment was P. J. McGuire, Secretary of the Brotherhood of Carpenters.

From an interesting interview with a reporter of John Swinton^s Paper^ we
extract the following :

—

Q. What is the necessity for any such organisation in view of the existence

of the Order of the Knights of Labour ?

McGuire. We are founded on a democratic basis, and are opposed to the

centralisation of the labour movement, and its power in a few hands. We
deem it safer, in view of the tremendous growth of the labour movement,
to have large liberty of action for the multitudes engaged in it. No seven

men, or seventy, however able, honest or experienced, are capable of directing

these immense forces, in all details.

Q. What is the recognised title of the new organisation formed at

Columbus ?

McGuire. The American Federation of Labour.

Q. But surely you do not desire to antagonise the K. of L. ?

McGuire. By no means. There is undoubtedly a necessity for the exist-

ence of that Order, inasmuch as it appeals to a large mass of men whom the

Trades' Unions cannot reach. The feeling of the Convention at Columbus
was that there is room for both the Knights of Labour and the Trades'

Unions, as well as for a Federation of the latter ; and instead of raising

their hands in internecine war, they should co-operate in making united war
upon their common enemies, the monopolists, the politicians, the usurers,

and the legal sponges of society. There is nothing to be obtained by anta-

gonism but damage for both parties, to the advantage of our mutual
opponents.

Q. Are only Trades' Unions expected to join the Federation ?

McGuire. We have made provisions for the organisation of mixed bodies

of skilled and unskilled labour in localities where there are not sufficient

men to form a district trade union. In the large centres, unskilled labour
can also afiiliate with us, and such organisations are to be known as
" Federal Labour Unions," without having the forms or ceremonies of secret

bodies.

In answer to other questions, McGuire stated that so far from their being
any animosity towards the K. of L., most of the delegates were members
of the Order, and the Committee of the K. of L. appointed to confer with
the Federation parted on the most friendly terms. In conclusion, MeGuire
expressed his conviction that the Federation was destined to be a very
powerful aggressive organisation which would put new life into the hereto-

fore scattered unions, and furnish for them a general head through which to

act in concert.

The clerks and book-keepers of Cincinnati propose forming themselves

into an assembly of the Kjiights of Labour.

The Phih U'lphia cigar-makers liave started a cc- operative factory.
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REVOLUTIONARY RUMBLINGS.

IRELAND.-Eyen in staid conservative Ulster the leaven works Orange
xn,i:-ua.xT^

^^ disclaun any desire to take part against

'^tZlZmo^e^^^^^^ ^' Londonderry's Do'wn eftate^

S^^^ "the garden of Ireland," the tenants are demanding 30 per cent

rXXn and announce their intention of getting it. At Draperstown the

Ste of the Drapei^'and Skinners' companies liave been discussing the

Vhm^d Campaign aSd to some extent acting on it. In the other districts

of Ireland the fight goes on amam, among others, it was stated by Mr. John

O'Goimor M P that all the rents on the Kingston estate, less 20 per cent,

hav« been paid in to trustees. The prosecution against Dillon was with-

dmwn on Thursday, but the money stolen by the police has not reappeared.

Im«pite of the Government's stage thunder, the Irish party and people are

undeterred in their work—rather has it stimulated them to fresh exertion.

Everv Socialist should watch the development in Ireland carefully.

The Queen's Jubilee—Proposed People's Memorial.

It seems certain that during the next twelve months large amounts of the

"w-ealth extracted from the brain and muscle of the useful classes of this

nation will be wasted in various schemes for putting on record the gratitude

of the servile classes of the community for the fifty years, culminating in

widespread penury and starvation, during which Victoria Guelph has been

the monarchical figure-head of the State. It has forcibly struck some of

those who .despise and abhor the loyalty which means servility to a costly

mid avarici'Ous puppet, and the patriotism which consists in filling the

pockets of the adulterating and expl-oiting traders of Great Britain at the

expense of weaker " peoples rightly struggling to be free," that this oppor-

tunity ougfet not to be allowed to slip without a protest being made by the

plundered head and hand workers throughout the empire. They have

consequentfy requested John Morrison Davidson and Henry Hyde Champion
to act as trustees for a fund to be raised for the purpose of establishing a

permanent memorial of the opiiaioo held by the subscribers regarding the

present fiwign, its leading incidents and crimes, and the institution of royalty

generally. Any person on forwarding two penny stamps with his or her

name and address legibly written, to H. H. Champion, 13 Paternoster Row,
London, E.C., will receive by rebu'm of post collecting cards and a printed

envelope.

The Queen's Jubilee astd the " DANGEaous Classes."

"We are about to witness a grand rally of all the dangerous classes of the

community on the occasion of the Queen's Jubtlee. Robber landlords,

ravenous capitalists, knavish lawy<ers, slimy parsons^ unprincipled journalists,

title-'hunting mayors, and workiaag-men "leaders" (saving the mark !) of the

royalty-'worshipping Broadhurst-How^ell-Arch-Potter-Shipton stamp, may
all be expected to figure promioecitly in the approaching royal carnival.

—

Southport.—The Late Lifeboat Disaster.

One of our Southport comrades has an eloquent letter in the Liverpool

Evenmg Times of 21st, directed against the attempt now being made by the

committee appointed to administer- the fund subscribed for the families of

the lifeboat men who perished lafteSy in a heroic endeavour to do their duty.

This mosit noble committee considers that the fund is too large to be all

spent on working folk, so they me«^ to give only part to the rightful re-

cipients ;and apply the rest to 8®me public or charitable object. With
scathing sarcasm our comrade lashes this wretched attempted job, pointing
out in strong terms the injustice ^ it as well as the greater injustice under
which these men and all their class feave laboured a[l their lives. He inci-

dentally <quotes reliable authority tbo the effect thaA for the past twelve or
eighteen oaaonths some of the toilers of the sea, who have given their lives

for others, have eked out a miserable existence on >Ss. or 9s. a-week, gained
through very cold, laborious, and hard toil. It is stated that some of the
crew in the St. Anne's boat were iai ewch a state from privation as not to be
fit to take their places in the lifeboat, and that one of them had for his food
all day a basin of gruel ! Yet it was these men, the hardly used and
oppressed, who went out to almost certain death and met it bravely for
others' sake ; while the wealthy, who now grudge bread to these men's
children, were cowering by their comfortable fires !—S.

"Free" Trade astd Adulteration.

The frequent accidents on scaffoldings and consequent loss of life are
often due to the breaking or stretching of the tieing cords of the erection.
It is a fatal and reprehensible economy on the part of the contractors, who
buy cheap msushine-made rope of inferior hemp or jute, instead of good
hemp woven by hand. Ropes are " adulterated " in many ways ; to make a
cheap rope of Indian or Russian hemp look like "the real thing," they are
soaked in water and thus weighted to 20 per cent. When exposed to the
air they heat and rot and snap. Thus are the lives of workers constantly
exposed to quite unnecessary dangers.—Crtc^w Peuple.

Socialists in Brussels.

Dec. 27.—The Brussels Socialists, following the example of those of Ghent,
have inaugurated a building for future meetings, which has been purchased
by the Co-operative Bakers' Society. More than a thousand workmen marched
with red flags to the building, which is styled the " People's House." It ism the Rue de Baviere, in the centre of the town, and was formerly a syna-
gogue. The police were present in force, but there was no disturbance.

Expulsion of Social Democrats from Frankfort.
Dec. 26.—The Frankfurter Zeitung states that a number of Social Demo-

crats, including Herr Sabor, a member of the Reichstag, were served with
notices to-day expelling them from the district over which the minor state
ot siege was recently proclaimed. They are required to leave by Tuesday

Discovery of fresh Nihilist Plots in Russia.

^'^^xT^^-r^^
^^^^ succeeded in discovering a largely ramified confederation

of a JNinilist character amongst the workmen in the provinces of St. Peters-
burg, Moscow, and Vladimir, where the greatest Russian manufactories are
to be found. The serious troubles which have occurred in three manufac-
tories near St. Petersburg, and which made the intervention of considerable
military forces necessary, were the first essay of that confederation. Fresh
disturbances are expected in other manufactories. Numerous workmen have
been arrested, but no leaders, the principal of whom seem to dwell abroad.

There have been thirteen deaths from destitution in and about London

during the last few days according to the official returns. The actual number
doubtless is considerably more, whilst the amount of misery which the chil-

dren, the aged, and the sick poor must have suffered during such weather as
^

there has been during the last fortnight is appalling to think of. How long
'

will the people starve and perish miserably in the richest city of the greatest

empire in the world ?

Mr. Grant Allen in his " American Jottings " in the current Fortnightly

^

has incidentally the following direful forecast of what the tendencies of the

E
resent system will result in if left to themselves :

" The whole earth will

e one big dead level America, as like as two peas from end to end, dressed

in the same stereotyped black coat and round felt hat, enjoying a single

uniform civilisation, and looking out upon a single uniform landscape of

assorted European, Asiatic, American, African, and Australian weeds, diver-

sified here and there by the congenial architecture of railway arches, crema-

toriums, gasometers, Board schools, Salvation Army barracks, and main
drainage works."—S.

Europe is now in a din with the rumblings of w^ar preparations. In Eng-

land the flunkey curs of the capitalist press bellow not quite so loudly as is

their wont when a petty savage tribe is the enemy. Although we rule the

waves, and know that one Briton is equal to so many dozen Frenchmen, or

any other foreigners, we get somewhat awe-stricken at the tremendous

forces being marshalled by the Continental States. Workmen should watch

more closely the conduct of the middle-class. They are always furiously

Jingoistic when some poor helpless barbarians object to our civilising pro-

cess, but they become virtuously peaceful and diplomatically discreet when
a big State like Russia crosses our path. All the time it is the hope of

commercial gain or fear of similaa? loss that actuates them. They are never

afraid of losing their skins because they never risk them. They are aware

that no part of the fighting will fall to their lot. Fighting, like all other

ill-paid hard work, is done by the working-men. We shall soon have a

renewal of the Jingo fever, and no party to fight against it but the

Socialists. The namby-pamby Peace Society will hide its meek little head,

or only now and again gently urge some biblico-ethical reasons for peace and

goodwill among nations. Perhaps the real antidote to the commercial war
fever may turn out to be the revolutionary war-fever.—J. L. M.

"THE POSITION OF THE WORKING CLASSES.'^

(Errata.)

In my article on " The Position of the Working-classes," para-

graph 5, on the commercial classes, should have read as follows :

—

^*The commercial classes numbered 980,128, from which the following

will suffice. Merchants numbered in 1881, 15,936. Commercial
clerks numbered 181,457, being an increase of 90 per cent, over 1871.

Commercial travellers 35,478, an increase in the two years of 100 per

oent. Bankers, bank clerks, etc., 16,055, increase 35 per cent.

Brokers, etc., 31,208, and agents 15,068, an increase of 180 per cent.

Accountants, 11,606, increase of 60 per cent. Musicians and actors,

43,896, increase of 37 per cent. Grocers, 134,397, increase 18.8 per
cent. Tobacconists, 22,175, increase 34 per cent. Taking the above
classes, the average increase is over 69 per cent. Here is w^ork for

the Malthusians. The increase of the whole population was only 14.5

per cent, in the ten years. Yet see the increase of the above classes,

while the increase of the working-classes was only 7.3 per cent. The
getneral increase of the population being 14.5, and the increase of the

working-classes only 7.3 per cent., of itself shows an enormous in-

crease of the non-producing classes." J. Si^J^TCHiiBY^

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringbon Road, E.G.

Notices to Members.

GeTrnxd Meeting.—The next General Meeting of London Members will be held
on Tuesday January 4, 1887, at 8 p.m.

Library.—The librarians, May Morris and W. Chambers, attend on Mondays
and Fridays from 7 to 9 p.m. A Catalogue has been printed and is now ready,
price 2d. Country Branches can have parcels of books sent by paying cost of
carriage.

Notice to Branches.
In future, publications not printed at the Socialist League Office will not be

gupplied on credit or entered in the Branch accounts with the Central Office. If
such publications are ordered direct from and paid for direct to the firms which
publish them, the parcels may be sent as an enclosure with the weekly parcel
from the League Office, and thus save carriage.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.
Mile-end, to June 30. Birmingham, Clerkenwell, Hackney, Hull, Leeds,

North London, to August 31. Croydon, Dublin, Marylebone, to September 30.
Manchester, Merton, Norwich, to October 31. Bradford, to November 30.
Bloomsbury, Hammersmith, Hoxton (Labour Emancipation League), Oxford,
to December 31.

Children's Party and Social Gathering of Members and Friends.
A meeting as above was held at 13 Farringdon Road, on Monday 27th Dec.

The children assembled at 3.30 and were entertained with tea, cake, etc. A dis-
tribution of toys from the hand of a " real live Father Christmas," magic lantern,
singing of nursery rhymes, and other amusements, kept the budding Socialists
merry until about 7 o'clock. After they had been safely dispatched homewards,
an informal gathering of members and friends took place. Songs and readings
were given by several comrades, and speeches reviewing the past and forecasting
the future were made by Kropotkine and Morris. Great use was made of the
opportunity for talking over matters connected with the movement by comrades
whom on ordinary occasions the accursed system keeps asunder. An enjoyable
evening was brought to a close by the singing of the " March of the Workers,"
and the ** Marseillaise."
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LECTURE DIARY.
London Branches.

Bloomsbury,—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street.

Friday Dec. 31 at 8.30. Edward Carpenter will lec-

ture on *' Ethics and Socialism." Music, songs, and
coffee to follow. ' •'

Clerkenwell,—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.C. Lectures on Sunday and Wednes-
day at 8.30. Business Meeting Sunday at 7 p.m.

Croydon,—B,oyal County House, West Croydon Station
Yard. Sunday Jan. 2, 1887. C. J. Faulkner, ** Pro-
perty, or the New Bigotry."

Fulfulm,—338 North End Road (comer of Shorolds
Road, opposite Liberal Club). Sunday at 8 p.m.

Hackkey.—2B Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11. Discus-
sions held every Sunday morning at 11.30. Members
are earnestly requested to attend. Sunday Jan. 2,

1887, at 8 p.m. H. H. Sparling, "What we want,
and how to get it."

Hammersmith. —Kolm&cott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday Jan. 2, at 8 p.m., J. L. Mahon will lecture

on "Radicalism and Socialism."
Hoxton (L. E. L.).—Exchange Coffee House, Pitfield

Street, opposite Hoxton Church, N. Sunday Jan. 2,

a lecture.

Merton,—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions will be held every Sunday morning.

Mitcham,—Comer of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

North London,—32 Camden Road. Fridays at 8.

Country Branches.

Bingley,—Coffee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.
Birmingham.—Carr's Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford.—Scott's Temperance Hotel, East Parade,
Leeds Road Wednesdays, "at 8.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Reading Room and Li-

,

brary open every Wednesday evening, 8 till 10. The
Treasurer attends for members' subscriptions first

Wednesday of every month.
Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. Saturday
Jan. 1. A concert of vocal and instrumental music
wiU be given in our rooms at 7.30. Members and
friends invited. On Sunday open-air meetings will

be held at the Green (Jail Square) at 12 and 4;
and on George's Square at 5 o'clock. At 0.30 in

Hall No. . 1 Carlton Place, Clyde Bide (adjcdtiing

Gorbals Parish Church), Dr. (fecil Reddie will de-

liver the first of a course of lectures on Socialism,
subject, ** The Anatomy and Physiology of Society."

H^ctm*7<ow.—Branch meets every Thursday at 7.30 in

Blackswell School.

Htdl.—11 Princess Street, off Mason Street and Sykes
Street. Club Room open 7 to 10 every evening

;

Sundays 10 am. to 10 p.m.
Jpsioich.—The Branch has left the George Inn, and have

not yet procured fit premises for the club about to be
formed.

Leeds.—New Fleece Inn, Pemberton St. , Dewsbury Rd.
Lancaster.—Market Hall Coffee Tavern Lecture Room.
Saturday evenings at 7. 30.

Leicester.—Silver Street. Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
Manchester.—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-

chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-
ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. 5

^

Norwich.—No. 6 St. Benedict St. Lecture and dis-

cussion every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m. Read-
ing-room open every day from 8.30 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Ox/brc?.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.
> Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Open-air Propaganda—Sunday 2.

11.30...Hackney—"SalmonandBall" H. Graham
1 1 .30 . . .Hammersmith—Beadon Rd The Branch
1 1.30. . .London Fields—Broadway Flockton
fl.30...Regent's Park D.J. NicoU
Il.30...St. Pancras Arches The Branch
11.30. . .Walham Green—Station .The Branch
3.30. . .Hyde Park (near Marble Arch) Mainwaring

PROVINCES.

—

Sunday.

Ipstmch.—Old Cattle Market, 11 ; Ship Launch, 3 p.m
fflroriWjp&.,—St. Mary's Plain, 11 ; Market Place, 3.

Leeds.—^Hunslet Moor, 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, 7 p.m.

SOCIALIST LEAGDE LITERATDRE.
o

The Manifesto of the Socialist Leagiie.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on

' which the League is founded Id.

For Whom Shall We Vote? Addressed to

the Working-men and Electors of Great Bri-

tain. 8pp. cr. 8vo. For distribution, 2s. per
100 . . . . Jd.

Trades' Unions. By E. Belfort Bax. . . Id.

The Labour Question from the Socialist
Standpoint. By William Morris. . . Id.

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors). . . . . . .. . .Id.

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William
Morris Id.

The Rights of Labour according to John
Ruskin. By Thomas Barclay. . . .Id.

The Woman Question. By Edward Aveling
and Eleanor Marx-Aveling 2d,

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. . Id.

Socialism. By William Morris. . . . Id.

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morris. . . . 2d.

Art and Socialism. By Wm. Morris. Bijou

edition 3d.

Large Paper Edition . . . .Is.
Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.

Fine hand-made large paper 6d.

Echoes of Truth. Twenty-four Sermons by

the late E. M. Gelbart. Selected and arranged by

his Widow. Bound in cloth, 6s. Kegan, Paul,

^ . Trench & Co. , Paternoster Square ; or Mrs. Geldart,

82 Lansdowne Road, Croydon.

Social Salvation.
GRAND NEW LECTURE

By Col. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
The Great American Freethought Orator.

PRJCE ONE PENNY.

Progressive Publishing Co., 28 Stotiecuttw St., LondOTi, KG.

Socialist Headquarters, New York.—Library
and Reading-room open daily (Sunday included) from
9 a.m.,,to 9 p.m. Commonweal always on the table.

Gifts in books and papers thankfully' received. Ad-
dress "Free Socialist Library," 143 Eighth Street,

New York City, U.S.

Scale of
Brevier
Lines.

The ' Gomtnon-weal
Terms of Advertising.

3d. per Line each Insertion.

Raff Column (51 Lines), 13s. 6d

One Column (114 Lines), £1, 5s.

Two Columnsy . . £2, 8&.

Three Columns, . . £3, lOs.

Discount on Monthly Accounts amount-

ing to £ly five per cent.; £5, ten

per cent.

Advertisements must he acceptable in

every respect. Copy received until

Tuesdays, 3 p.m.
The Commonweal is sent free to those

who advertise in it as long as their

advertisement continues. -10

BiBKBECK Debating Society, Breams Buildings,

. Chancery Lane.—Monday Jan. 3, at 8 p.m., H. Halli-

day Sparling on " Socialism, the only possible remedy
for existing social evils.

"

"ALL,FOR THE CAUSE."
'' A Song fo3? Socialists

Words by WILLIAM MORRIS.
Music by E. BELFORT BAX.

FROM
SWAN SONNENSCIiEIN &

LIST.
Co.'s

.^bould be sung everywhere. May be obtained from

tliis ofi&ce or from W. Rbeves, 185 Fleet Street, E.G.

Single Copy ^^« Special terms for larger quantities.

Where to get the ' Commonweal.'
AiRDRiE—A. Thomson, High St.

Arbroath—Andrew Noble
Birmingham—J. Sketchley, 348 Cheapside
Bradford—W. A. Clough, Well Street; Jamos Schofield, Wake-

field Road ; B. Trainor, 33 Heaton Road
Bristol—Morrish, Narrow Wine St.

Broxburn—David Fairlie

Dublin—Wheeler, Earl St. ; O'Brien, 22 Upper Ormond Quay

;

Carver, 41 Amiens Street ; Mannock, 9 Great Brunswick Street

Dundee—Blair & Son, Castle St.; Wm. Blair, 40 Wellgate and in

Overgate
Edinburgh—B. Given, 20 Bristo St. ; News Stall, Princes St.;

Inglis, Dimdee St.; Jas. Tait, Leith Walk; J. Donald, 272 Leith
Walk ; Hardie, Cumberland St. ; L. Forrest, St. Mary Street.

Glasgow-B. Ferguson, Ingram St.; W. Porteous & Co., Royal
Exchange Place; Mrs. Thomson, St. Enoch Sq.; Walter Scott &
Co., 4 Bridge St.; J. Tollins, 5 Main St., Bridgeton ; W. Stew-
art, 94 Canning St., Calton ; W. Winning, 270 Crown St.

Grahamston—R. S. Frew
Haverhill (Suffolk)—Chevens & Son, High St. '

Hamilton.—-J. Smith, Gateside Street; J.* Rankin, Chapel St.

W. Maxwell, 21 Chapel Street
Hawick—J. Finlay, High St.; J. C. Goodfellow, High St.

Hull—H. Witty, Suffolk Bow, Winoolmlee
Leeds—W. Walton, Old Market Street ; Hutchinson, Meadow
Road ; J. Walter, 11 Market Street, Briggate

Leicester—Seoulsu: Hall.
Leith— Robinson, Kirkgate . , .

Linlithgow—R. Hardie, High St.

Liv^RPOoi/—Landing Stage ; Stocker, 27 Vauxhall Road ; Tibbs,
11 St. James Place ; F. Bacon, Prescott St.

Manchester—F. H. Cadle (wholesale), 145 Grey Mare Lane, Brad-
ford, Manchester; Putaiam, Tib Street, behind Oldham Street

;

Watts, 48 Charles Street, Oxford Road; Jones, 46 Oxford Road;
Hulme Radical Club, Ck>pto^ Street ; etc.

NoBTHAMPTON—W. Brain, 16 Little Cross St.

Nottinoham-^-C. W. Clarke, 56 Melton St.

Norwich—Howse, 'Bethel St.; Thompson, Magdalen St.

Oldham—J. SAlway, 64 Falcon St. off AshtoA Road.
Oxford—English, 38 St. Bbbe's St. ; Hias Foy 5 The Pltlii, St.

Clement's. ' •

Spennymoor—Wm. Tunstall, 62 High St.

The Russian StormelOUd : or, Russia in her

Relations to her Neighbouring States. ' By Stepniak.

Demy 8vo, cloth, 12s. 6d.
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WORDS OF FORECAST FOR 1887.

The war-rumours are solidifying and it cannot be denied that there is

great probability of this year seeing the long-threatened war which will

embrace all the nations of Europe. There have within the last few

days been stories of alliance between Germany and Russia. This

seems at first sight highly improbable, considering the strong race

animosity between the Slav and the Teuton, and also the difficulties

which dealing with Austria would offer to both the great reactionary

states ; because Austria, if not used as the tool of Germany against

Russia, would probably in the case of a successful expedition of the

two great robbers, have to submit to the doom of partition.

One thing may be noted in reference to this rumour about Russia,

that it points the fact that there are two developments of the European

struggle possible—the one springing from the forward impulse of Rus-

sian aggression in the East, the other from Bismarkian or German

bourgeois aggression in the West.

As regards the effects of such an alliance on the popular movement.

At first sight it would seem to be the most disastrous event that could

cross the path of progress, meaning little less than crushing the various

and often-disappointed aspirations of the nineteenth century with the

weight of a new influx of the post-feudal absolutism which has survived

into our epoch ; but on the other hand it may be hoped that it would

stir up a fresh force of resistance from all the elements which tend

towards liberty, and that the struggle would develope in the prole-

tariat a more definite consciousness of what real liberty means, so that

the onrush of a mere reactionary current might be met with the rising

.flood of revolution, and the attempt, even if partially and temporarily

successful, might inflict a mortal wound on the Bourgeois World.

In the other contingency of war beginning in the West, it is a matter

of course that Germany, with what allies she can muster, would fall

upon France. As was said in last week's issue, in that case Germany
would probably hope for England as an ally ; but obviously the best

method for Germany to gain that advantage by would be to involve this

country in a quarrel with Russia, which might possibly, although not

necessarily, develope into direct hostility with France. It is absolutely

necessary, therefore, for Socialists to watch the situation carefully and

closely so as to avoid any possibility of their being dragged into a false

position by the recrudescence of jingoism which is quite certain to be

one result of even the advancing shadow of a European war.

It ought not be forgotten that for some time past there has been a

steady attempt on the part of the bourgeois press to embitter public

feeling in this country against France. If Germany attacks France,

she will attack her not as the enemy who is plotting a war for the re-

gaining of Alsace and Lorraine, but as the dangerous home of revolu-

tion—a country whose proletariat may at any moment unite actively

with their brethren the German proletariat—^which is the real danger
to the monstrous absolutism bound together in slavery (for the time so

successfully) by the ceaseless care and energy of the Prince of blood
and iron.

Our readers must not think that in mentioning these matters we are
merely smiting the air. It is true that a rumour published one day in

the papers is discredited the next; but then as often as not it is

reasserted on the day after that, and certainly the general tone of the
news everywhere, joined to what Socialists must know of the economical
necessities of the European states, betokens the coming of the great
war, in spite of the fact that our English press has little time for the
consideration of European affairs in face of the eagerness with which
the public fall on tidings of the wretched intrigues and petty squabbles,

party and personal, of the Tory, Unionist, and Gladstonian factions.

E. Belfort Bax.

William Morris.

PUBLIC WORKS UNDER SOCIALISM.

Folk who do not understand Socialism, and who are therefore unable

to recognise in its fulness the real significance of the economic and

social revolution, sometimes imagine, and urge against the acceptance

of our beliefs, that large works of public utility, such as railroads, canals,

and so on, will have small or no chance of being constructed after the

direct stimulus of personal and private profit has been removed. Still

more impossible do they think it will be for such an enterprise to be

undertaken as the embankment of a river or the building of a harbour

where the immediate necessities of the men then living do not dictate it.

Under Socialism all things necessary to the production of wealth will be

held and possessed in common ; there will be no special prerogative to

one or to the other whereby he may take or claim for himself the benefit

accruing from any work done for the community ;
private property

will have perished, and with it the power of extorting a revenue from

those desiring access to any of the means of life. Thus to those who
are unable to project themselves in thought beyond the present system,

or who, in other words, when thinking out the details of society in the

future are unwittingly warped by considerations drawn wholly from
that of to-day, it seems as though nothing beyond men^s immediate

daily, or at most monthly and yearly, necessities will be attended to

when the work that should supply a want, to be pressingly felt only

at some further future time, cannot be undertaken by men who may
reckon upon exclusive and large profits arising from it to themselves.

And again, they say, when no man possesses a large accumulated "capital"

there will be none capable of entering upon any great work, even were
the public conscience so fully developed that men undertook a work
because it was good, and waited for no other reason. Further, it is

claimed that when competition is abolished and rival contractors no
longer bid in a deviVs dutch-auction for the privilege of exploiting the

construction of a public work, it must of a necessity be done in an
expensive, wasteful way, and the gain to the labourers engaged upon
a work be a loss to the community at large.

These be objections worth considering, for that their putting for-

ward shows at least that the objector has tried to think on the subject,

sees nought repulsive in Socialism itself, and is endeavouring to reason

out its ultimate effects.

To-day, when a tunnel, railroad, or canal is found to be required,

a number of capitalists, large or small, are banded together to form a

company—that is to say, to combine their resources and command
enough money to pay for its construction. These men receive tenders

from sundry contractors, each promising more work or a lesser price

than his fellow. Then that one is selected who unites these two
desiderata in the greatest degree, and the work is handed over to him.

He, again, subdivides and contracts with other men for this and that

portion of it. When it is completed and has been handed over to its

" owners " they appoint a manager or superintendent, who, with a staff

of employes of all kinds, does the real work of the concern, while the

shareholders simply perform the helpful function of consuming its

profits among them, The charges for the use of the railroad or what-
not are regulated solely by what can be got out of the public without

making the demand so exorbitant as to provoke competition by making
it worth while for a rival shoal of sharks to struggle for the spoils.

When some part of the sea-coast is being eaten away, or a river

overflows its banks frequently, causing a constant loss or inconveni-

ence to the community, recourse is again had to the capitalist. What-
ever public body it is that must see to the construction of the sea-wall

or river-embankment, borrows money from whoso will lend it at

interest, and therewith sets to work in the same way as above de-

scribed. This money, with the interest agreed upon, is afterwards

repaici to the lenders from the labour of the community.
l^ovr what is done in all these cases is this : A certain thing, be it a

building, railroad, canal, or sea-wall, is seen to be required by the

comnSllnity. It is estimated that so much labour will be required for

its construction, such and such tools and plant to render the labour

effective, and an ascertainable amount of food, clothing, housing, and
so on for the labourers. The tools and plant are simply the embodi-

men|i of stored-up labour, and the food and so on produced while the

work/ls proceeding, and furnished to those employed upon it, must be
paid for from some other store of past labour. The " capital " then
that is expended upon any public work or improvement is the past

labour of the community, which has not been needed for present con-

sumption, and has been stored in enduring form for future require-

ments. It is a mere accident, and belongs only to the present system,
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efe^i^moi

that this stored-up labour should rest in private hands, and be under
individual <Jontrol as to the direction in which it may be utilised.

Accttmi&iatibn of labour-products will not cease with consmercialism.

B'^maii'upon the average, working in association, a^d with the
ineans of labour, produces far more than he Consumes is

ain. So much more does he produce that even with the

numbef of non-producers who consume /^vitborjjb replacing,

tber^ i3>ia greater arid greater accumulatipn of th'6^stor^-up labour"

feijtdj isi/^he diverted In any direction ^e^e'it is rieei^d. tJnder'
Socialism, where each would produce as well as consume, the accumu-
lation would be enormously magnified, but the resultant mass of wealth
would be held socially for common objects, and no longer individually

for personal profit.

It is true that the capitalist is always on the alert to supply a need
of the community as it arises, and this because it is his control over
the supplying of social needs that gives him his power of profit-making,

-but it is' hardly likely that the community, in the days when the in-

terest of all is the interest of each, will be less alive to its own
interests, rather more so, one would think, after it has been so aroused
to them as to shake itself free from the incubus of class-rule and
monopoly-restriction.

i)
.^,When it' is the community itself which looks after its own service,

•'It Will most surely be better served than it is now. If our objecting

(^fiends will take the trouble to consider that what the capitalist cares

^^f^r is not the satisfaction of a need, but the doing it so that he can
^^make profit out of the transaction, they will readily see that the
f^^nergy employed will be utilised more effectively toward the real end
'lof work—-the benefit of the community. Again, when a large work
• has been completed, the effect is a saving of labour or time. Whether
it be an improvement in the means of production or distribution, it

saves something to the community ; under the present system this goes
as increased revenue to the monopoly-class, and in no way helps the
proletariat. Under Socialism the economised labour would go to the

i-community's coffers, and be available to still further swell the resources
-always accumulating from its surplus- production. When any special

<'wark was seen- to be needed, Society would set aside an adequate
amount of " capital'^ for the purpose of its completion. For its ex-

penditure it would have an equivalent in the finished work, and all

the "profit" from it, nor would it be compelled to pay tribute to any
man for its use.

. It is notorious that contract-performance does riot mean any
guarantee as to efficiency for the intended purpose of a work. It

tneans only that enough efficiency for use is given it to ensure its

profit-bearing capacities, and this at as small a cost as possible. It

means that the proletariat is exploited in all directions, that every-

where the screw is given one more remorseless turn, in order to secure

to the capitalists their pound of flesh. Society, managing its own
affairs, recognising its own needs, will satisfy them with just the re-

quisite expenditure of labour; It will be to the interest of every
individual to try for the greatest return for least exertion ; in order to

do this itis not the mere economy of labour in the construction of a
work that will be looked after, but also its most effective embodiment.
In those days the pressure of circumstances will be against all bad or

transitory work, because the people will quickly see that work well

done is once done, but badly done is never finished, needing constant
care and much waste of labour in mending and keeping up.

Nor need it be feared that the "enterprising capitalist," or rather
he who would be that now, willbe less enterprising although not a
capitalist. To every one the outcome of moderate exertion will be a
comfortable livelihood : everything that saves labour or time anywhere
will benefit all. Each man finds it easier to work in the direction his

special powers impel, and the good orgatiiser will have a far more en-
joyable berth when he is organising labour, and no longer only plunder

' or chicanery. Each man's energy devoted to his own welfare in that
of -Society; every precaution against waste and for utility; these
things will follow the Revolution, and render life and work alike
wholly pleasant and to be desired. H. Halliday Sparling.

THE WORKHOUSE; OR, JOHN POORMAN^S REST.
... (Cofttinued fi^om_page 2.)

. JLn reading the sad annals of the poor you must always bear in mind
the oardiaal fact that the bread of life of the profit-making classes is an
abundant supply of cheap labour: This explains the successful attempt
made in, 1662—only 61 years after the passage of the origi];ial Act—to

reduce the workers to virtual slavery. Thq original Act mad,e persons

iwlj^o became paupers chargeable on the parish in which they were born,
the second required that persons removing to a new parish might be
^sentbac]^ to their own place of settlement unless they gave security

, against becoming chargeable: Mr. Fowle, in his hand-book 6ti the
. Poor Law, says : "By this Act, it may with truth be said, that the
iron of islavery entered into the soul of the English labourer and made
him cling to his parish as a shipwrecked sailor to his raft. From the

.fVery first it w-as the fruitful parent of fraud, injustice, expenditure, ill-

vWill, and endless litigation,"

,
' Having thus tied the labourer to their acres as securely as a Russian
serf or a "Virginian slave, the Splons of the State next hit on the device
-of making the ratepayers at large contribute his maintenance. " The
gublic funds were regarded as a regular part of the maintenance of the
tbouring people engaged in agriculture." "The able bodied pauper

WAP P^liged to live where the law of settlement placed him, to receive

the income which the neighbouring magistrate thought sufficient, to

%6rfe for the master and in the way which the piarish authorities pre-

scribed, and very often ik> marry the wife they found for him* '''

The following figures exhibit the progress of the cost of pauper relief

in England and Wales to the close of this period: In 1688, 2s. ^Sd.

per head on the population ; 1784, after end of American yar, ^s.

;

1803, 8s. lOd. ; 1818, after A^aterloo, 13s. 3d. ; 1832, ReformiaBill, lt)s.

Ttie Bfeform Bill of 1832 was followed by the Reform of the PoOr LW
in r83 4' When the scheme \ind6r ;^hich "sire live, pay, and 'd& 'was

adopted. There has been much fine writing about the willingness of

the new Parliament to be guided by economic science. Much more
light on the subject may be attained by careful consideration of the
fact that the balance of power had passed from the agricultural to the
manufacturing exploiters of labour, and that cheap workers were
required in the towns rather than in the fields. Hence, for instance,

the freedom to the migration of labourers given in the new law.

The effects and defects of the old system and the principles and
objects of the new are set forth in the Poor Law Commissioners First

Report of 1834, a document altogether the most valuable of all the
many publications connected with Poor Law controversy, when the
reader has independence enough to remember that what is written is

not Scripture.

The new proposals were fiercely denounced by Fielden, Richard
Oastler, the Rev. J. Stephens, and the Chartist leaders generally, but
they were adopted by large majorities in both Houses of Parliament.
What the law is, what it seeks to accomplish, and what are its effects

upon the worker I can best tell you by relating the several stages that
mark the life of the applicant for relief from the time of his first

application to the relieving officer to the end when the workhouse
hearse "rattles his bones over the stones, ^^ and he is laid in an
unmarked grave in " sure and certain hope of a resurrection to eternal

life."

Before doing so, however, I will first, in order to get them out of

the way, give the statistics of pauperism and its cost in the last year.

The total number of paupers in receipt of relief on January 1, 1886,
in the 647 unions and parishes under separate boards of guardians
in England and Wales, was 813,173 ; of this number 199,641 were,

indoor and 613,532 outdoor paupers. The population of England
and Wales, as estimated by the Registrar General, was 27,499,041
in the middle of the year 1885. Taking this as the basis of the
calculation, the paupers relieved on January 1, 1886, amounted to

one out of every 34 persons, or 3.0 per cent, of the population. The
various tables given in the returns show that there was an increase in

the number of paupers relieved on January 1, 1886, as compared with
the same day in 1885, in every division of England and Wales except
the northern. The largest increase took place in the north-western
division, comprising Cheshire and Lancashire, where it amounted to
11*2 per cent.

The following figures show the economic results of the new law and
complete the statistics already given on the same subject. In 1835—
first complete year of the new law—the cost of poor relief per head of

the population was 7s. 7d. ; in 1837 it fell to 5s. 5d. ; in 1848 it rose

to 7s. 2d. ; in 1852 it fell to 5s. 5|d. ; this year it is about 6s, 4d.

In considering these figures it should be born in mind that the high
rates previously quoted refer to years when the price of all the neces-

saries of life was very high, and when the allowance to the poor was
very liberal ; while to-day the necessaries of life are very low, and the
allowance given is very niggardly.

And now to my story. John Poorman, finding himself unable to

get work, applies for relief. If he lives in East London he is promptly
told that the economists and the philanthropic clergy have come to the
conclusion that out-door relief is demoralising, and that he must come
into the house. In that case it is possible that he mliy refuse to do so,

and become the hero of a story like this—a story told a hundred times
a-year of men and women in whom the sturdy spirit of England's
golden age still lives :

" Mr. William Carter held an inquest yesterday at Bermondsey as to the
death of Maria Osborne, aged 57, the wife of a labourer, and lately residing
at 24 Maltby Street, Bermondsey, who died on Sunday last. John Osborne
stated that deceased was his wife. He had been out of work for a long time,,

but had had occasional employment In the parish yard breaking stones, biit

he had been shut out of the yard for the past fortnight. He and his Wife
became in a starving condition, and on Monday last the deceased obtained
eUiployment at a pickle factory, for which she was paid 6d. or 7d. per day^
She continued to work until the following Thursday, when she was taken
ill, and came home, unable to work any longer. On Friday she kept to her
bed, and appeared worse, and declined to have medical assistance. On that
day they only had a small piece of fried fish and a piece of bread, and his
wife could not eat hers. The next day she appeared weaker. There was-
not a particle of food in the room which they occupied, and witness, having
purchased a halfpenny's worth of milk with his laist coin, weht for a doctor,

and Mr4 Wightwick came about two o'clock in' the aftembon, and prescribed
medicine for her, and gave an order for parish relief. It was too late to go
to the relieving officer that day, and his wife died about eight o'clock on
Sunday morning. In further reply to questions by the coroner and jury,,

the witness said that he and his wife had been in want of food for two years.

He had tried lately to get work by breaking stones to get a loaf, but could
not. He was 68 years old. He had not applied for relief, as, if he had, he
would not have got it, for they (meaning the officials) would want them to
•go into the 'House,' and he and his wife had an objection to it. Mr. F. P.
Wightwick, a surgeon in practice at Horselydown, gave evidence showing
that the woman had died from actua,l starvation, that the immediate cause
was exhaustion arising from the diseased condition of the kidneys and the
continual want of sufficient and proper food. The jury returned a verdict
in accordance with the medical gentleman's opinion."

—

Standard, Wednesday
September 15, 1886.
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"^f Joim .Po^^^^^~li^^^^^di«t"'=* where so«ze out-door relief .is

II jonn xwiiu
-„„f^W as to his circumBtances. Unless he

?^*^%^^f^^f:''''^'^l^lZorv^^eA every article of fumi-
IS really destitute—that is, nas soiu " f

^^kfprir-P rpll^f will V.p

ture and apparel not absolutely necessary to existence—reliet will be

refused Possibly John Poorman reso ves to stay out a little longer,

2d goes on tramp to see if anything will turn up Any ^ay you /nay

see two long processions-on the road between Preston and Blackburti

m64ngonLthatMicawberhope--one going to Preston rom Black-

bum, the other from Preston to Blackburn, to seek work where no

work is, because it would profit the worker only The inevitable result

of kch a pilgrimage is that sooner or later the tramp and vagrant finds

himself without the pence needed to pay for a^iight s lodging. If he

knows the law—and the law supposes every Englishman to enjoy its

acquaintance—he knows that the penalty of sleeping in any barn or

outbuilding, under a haystack or hedgerow, or m a field or on a com-

mon—in- which he might be thought to have some common-right—is

imprisonment as a vagabond. He is thus driven to go to the tramp-

ward of the nearest workhouse. On arrival there he finds that the

old notion that an English worker sins when he moves out of his parish

is still lively. The tramp is the black sheep the Poor Law especially

detests and the Local Government Board seeks to exterminate. In

1881 the average number of this class was 6979, and Parliament passed

the following brief Bill in the hope of extinguishing him :

" 4. Section five of the Pauper Inmates Discharge and Eegulation Act,

1871, is hereby repealed, and in lieu thereof it is hereby enacted as follows :

A casual pauper shall not be entitled to discharge himself from a casual

ward before nine o'clock in the morning of the second day following his

Admission, nor before he has performed the work prescribed for him as in

the said Act mentioned ; and where a casual pauper has been admitted on

more than one occasion during one month into any casual ward of the same

union, he shall not be entitled to discharge himself before nine o'clock in

the morning of the fourth day after his admission, and he may at any time

during that interval be removed by any officer of the guardians, or by a

police constable, to the workhouse of the union, and be required to remain

in such workhouse for the remainder of the period of his detention. Pro-

vided that in computing the number of days during which a casual pauper

may be detained under this section Sunday shall not be included."

The effect of this Act has been to reduce the number of vagrants in

1884 to 4,096. Thus, if, John Poorman goes in on Saturday night he

is a prisoner until nine o'clock on Tuesday morning. His dietary is

worse than that given to the vilest convicted criminal, and often he is

required to do his work in solitary confinement.

Satisfied with three day's imprisonment, John Poorman returns tp

his own parish, again visits the relieving officer, and accepts au invi-

tation to see the Guardians. As soon as he enjoys this high honour

he discovers that they are mis-named Guardians of the Poor, and that

their proper title is Custodians of the Rates. Various Boards adopt

variotis rules as to outdoor relief. When given it amounts to from 2s.

to 3s. per week mostly given in kind, that is, in bread—often of poor

quality and short weight-—and groceries open to the same suspicion

(I am now referring to no union or person in particular, but have in

mind the complaints often reported in various newspapers. I have
collected some of these, but have no space to quote them). The whole

tendency of the system constantly fostered by the Local Government
Board is towards the abolition of outdoor relief, the ideal of Sydney
Smith and other promoters of the new poor law. This is fully shown
by the fact that in 1874 the number of outdoor paupers was 683,739,

falling in 1884 to 585,068, while the number of indoor paupers, which
in 1874 was 143,707, rose in 1884 to 180,846. These figures show
the real cause of the alleged diminution of pauperism to be the in-

creased severity of the house test. On this point Mr. Hoyle's testi-

mony given on page 151 of * Our National Drink Bill,' deserves

attention: "In 1871, a change took place in the system of giving

relief. Orders were sent from the Central Board in London to apply
more rigorously the workhouse test ; and in regard to able-bodied
paupers, both in the house and out of it, to apply the stone-breaking
and other tests. The Poor Law inspectors visited Boards of Guar-
dians to press these points upon them. County Conferences were held
to ensure united action. I am not here writing off* the book, for I

was myself a Poor-law Guardian in Bury for the ten years from 1870
to 1880, and witnessed the whole of the proceedings, and on more
than one occasion I felt compelled to raise my voice against the harsh-
ness of some of the proceedings." The Local Government Board, in
its Annual Report for 1884-5, at page 17 says: '^ This decrease is

wholly due to a falling off* in the number of adult able-bodied persons
receiving outdoor relief, the mean number of indoor paupers who were
•adult and able-bodied being larger in 1884 than in 1874."

Wm. Spiarman.

( To be continuetL )

11

The Pall Mall Gazette has been sending to Madame de ISTovikoff* to
ask whether it is true, as is generally supposed, that the Czar of all

the Bussias has been driven out of his senses by that very human
but not very dignified passion, terror. Everybody outside the Pall Mall
supposes Madame de Novikoff to be a Russian political agent. The Pall
MalVs proceeding, therefore, is, to say the least of it, grotesque. It
is much as if he had sent to the devil's varlet to ask the truth about
those awkward rumours of hoofs and horns, and those rumoured strange
views of his majesty's about the welfare of the human race. The varlet,
as.iin duty bound, replies. that it. is all a foul lie; that his Satanic
Majesty has ten toes Mke other people, and is a prince of well-known
benevolence. Of course the public is satisfijed with this answer !—W. M.

SELF-HELP.
(Anon. ITrans/a^edJ &y J. L. J oynes.)

^* Here, Common Folk, a bone ! Catch ! Hold it tight,

And gnaw and worry it with all your might.

/ $elf-help ' the thing is called ; and, credit me,

Tis that alone will your salvation be."

So cries a certain rascal knave to you ;

Then straight make answer, " This thing I will do :

I'll gnaw—for your plan tallies with my own-
But you yourself, you hound, shall be the bone.

" I'll ' help myself ' from you ; but first I'll tear - '
;

From off your face the mask of lies you wear, .-

-

And keep the thing for ever for a show,

With whips and screws and instruments of woe.

" And next I'll hurl upon the rubbish-heap

The cradle that has lulled me long to sleep

;

And warming to my work when I've begun,

I'll help myself in far more ways than one.

" For when I've set your tyranny aside,

I'll seek that monstrous monument of pride,

That makes the soul of free-born man its slave,

The high-throned Church, thought's thousand-year-old grave

" One word is strong to lay its ramparts low.

Like trump that cracked the walls of Jericho :

Yea, Knowledge all its wonders shall contemn,

And work new wonders by o'erthrowing them.

" In righteous wrath with my resistless hand,

I grasp the pillars that to prop it stand
;

And shake and snap them with a giant's strength.

Whose thousand-year-old bonds are loosed at length.

"And ' Hallelujah !
' with a deafening din

I shout, as idols and their shrines crash in :

While through the crash a voice of jubilee

Cries, ' Eeason, prisoned ages long, is free.'

" The cross is made my weapoi^ ; from the shrine '"'-':

I hunt the Priests with their own sacred sign :

Now since nigh nineteen centuries of pain^

Is he that hangs there first riiade glad again.
;

*' A surer sign of victory I beacr, - •'
• - •

;

A banner red-r-but *'Peace ' is written there :

Peace is the sign that tyranny shall cease ;

Yei, Bevoiiition^s self is nought but peace* ' * "'"

" The earth is rocked and shaken ; marching come •-

Freedom's battalions to the tuck of drum, -.

And burst the barriers in her path that stood,

Break down all evil, and build up all good,

" The plough, that chain that bound me to my lord,

I'll forge afresh into a two-edged sword :

The means men's cruel craft has used so long

To crush me down shall yet avenge my wrong.

" On march the hosts with Freedom's flag unfurled.

Like storm., from pest that purifies the world

;

Break Pride's defences ; tread the traitors down ;

Pluck off and trample on the tyrant's crown.

" The earth rejoices in the rising sun
;

A gladdened world gives thanks for freedom won

;

Oppression's yoke lies broken at our feet

—

' Self-help ' with ringing cheers we all will greet,"

The party of Labour is not an outburst of passion ; it is the result

deep causes, working by and through social evolution.

Edward Atkinson, the economist of slops and scraps, is very much afflicted

by the waste of food in cooking. We are a great deal more aff'ected by the

waste of life in production and want of justice in distribution.

Etigland is vigorously prosecuting the work of building railroads in

India. As usual, her enterprise is inspired by the highest considerations of

philanthropy, and exclusively designed to prevent the recurrence of famine

among the Hindoos. But it may, incidentally, enable Great Britain to'

.obtain from the East all the wheat she needs at lower prices than she is

paying to our farmers ; in which case India may yet starve, notwithstanding

the railways, as Ireland is occasionally doing, while philanthropic John Bull

eats her potatoes.

—

The (N. Y.) Leader,

Strange Indeed !—The following extract is from an Essay of Montaigne
(b. 1533), translated by Florio, chap. 30o Montaigne is writing about the

North-American Indians :
—" Three of that nation, ignorant how deare the

knowledge of our corruptions will one day cost their repose, securitie, and
happinesse, and how their ruine shall proceed from this commerce, were at

Kouen in the time of our late king, Charles IX., who talked with them a

great while. They were shewed our fashions, our pompe, and the forme pf

a faire citie ; afterwards, some demanded their advice, and would needs

know of them what things of note and admirable they had observed amongst
^

us : they answered three things, the last of which I have forgotten, and am
'

very sorie for it ; the other two I yet remember. They said :
* First, they

found it very strange that so many tall men, with long beards, strong and
well armed as it were about the king's person, would submit themselves to

obey a beardlesse childe, and that we did not rather chuse one ajinongst'

them to command the rest. Secondly, they had perceived there were nuen

amongst us full-gorged with all sortes of commodities, and others which,

hunger-starved and bare with neede and povertie, begged at theire gat^s :

alnd found it strange these men so needie could endure such an injustice, and
that they took not the others by the throate, or set fire on theiie hoiises,'

"
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW '. FIRST, FEW MEN
HEED IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON I

'

Communications invited on Social Questions. They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Rd,, E.G., and accompanied
by the name and address of the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As cUl articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of theirposi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing
the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Ejected MSS, can only be returned if a stamped directed envelope isJorwarded with
them.

Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

,

six m,onths, 3s.; three mxmths. Is, 6d,

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far
ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
NoncE TO ALL Socialistic Newspapers.—^The Gommonweal will be regularly sent

to all Socialistic Contemporaries throughout the world, and it is hoped that
they on their side will regularly provide the Socialist League with their papers
as they may appear.

Periodicals received

England
Justice
Norwich—Daylight
Club and Institute Journal
Lcmdoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
IXe Autonomie
Personal Rights Journal
Christian Socialist
Freedom
Worker's Friend
The Revolutionist
Freethinker

India
Madras—People's Friend
Allahabad—People's Budget
Ahmedabad—Praja Mata

Canada
Toronto—^Labor Reformer
Montreal—L'Union Ouvriere

United States
New York—Volkszeitiing

Freiheit
Truthseeker
Der Sozialist

John Swinton's Paper
Leader

Boston—Woman's Journal
Denver (Col.) Labor Inquirer

during the week ending Wednesday January 5,

ItalyCincinnati (O.) Unionist
Toledo (0.)—Industrial News
Cleveland (O.)—Carpenter
New Haven (Conn.>—Work-

men's Advocate
Paterson (N. J.) Labor Standard
Springfield (111.)—Voice of Labor
Chicago (111.)—Vorbote
Knights of Labor

Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
Detroit (Mich.)—Labor Leaf
Portland (Greg.) Avant-Courier
Salem (Greg.)Advance-Thought

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Socialiste
Le Revolte
Jotimal du Peuple

Guise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le Travailleur

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Belgium
Brussels—Le Chante-Clair
En Avant

Liege—L'Avenir
Antwerp—De Werker

Milan—II Fascio Gperalo
Turin—II Muratore
Rome—L'Emancipazione

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat
Geneva—Bulletin Continental

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista
Cadiz—El Socialismo

Portugal
Lisbon—G Protesto Operario
Voz do Gperario

Austria
Vienna—Gleichheit
Arbeiterstimme
Brunn—Volksfreund

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

Norway
Kristiania—Social-Democraten

PROF. SIDGWICK AND POLITICAL ECONOMY.
An article entitled " Economic Socialism " contributed by Professor Sidg-

wick to the Contemporary Review some time ago should not be allowed

to pass without a little Socialistic criticism. It is satisfactory that in

it orthodox "political economy" has been dealt a very severe blow.

This portentous science has, in fact, been condemned out of its own
mouth. If Professor Sidgwick's account of its aims is a trustworthy
one, it appears to have no raison d'etre as a science. Indeed, as far

as the workers are concerned, it seems to be " good for nothing but to

be cast out and trodden under foot of men." The professor states

explicitly that political economy is primarily concerned with the pro-

duction of wealth ; that it seeks to show that wealth tends to be
produced most amply and economically in a society where government
leaves industry alone ; and that it subordinates conditions of physical

or moral wellbeing to considerations of wealth. He says that political

economy is only indirectly concerned with the distribution of wealth,

and does not aim at showing that wealth tends to be distributed among
the different individuals who have co-operated in producing it in strict

accordance with their respective merits. He adds also that when
Ricardo talked of " natural wages " he had no intention of stamping

the share of produce so designated as divinely ordered and therefore just.

Now the question which naturally arises after reading this exposi-

tion is : Of what good to the people can a science be which treats only

of the production of wealth and advocates that system in which wealth

can be produced most amply and economically, no matter how wretched
morally or physically the people, the wealth-producers, may be in

consequence of it ? A science like this, openly professing disregard of

all moral considerations, can surely be of no earthly interest or benefit

to any save the comparative few who control both the wealth and the

wealth-producers, and who wield it as a merciless weapon against the
disinherited. That it is antagonistic to the good of the people is borne
out by the damaging statement made by the same writer that it is

beyond the scope of poKtical economy to protest against a needle-grinder
being worked to death in a dozen years, if it paid, and that this science

(to disobey whose " laws " it is, forsooth, regarded as in the highest

degree impious by the "educated" classes) must necessarily have

justified the action of those sugar-planters who worked their slaves to
death in six or eight years, because it paid. What are we to think of
the morality of those who walk by the light of " laws " which sanction

such revolting brutalities as these %

But let us glance at " the vast fabric of modem industry " which
charms the professor by its "very impressive approximation to the
economic ideal," and see if its wealth is produced as amply and econom-
ically as might reasonably be expected from the transports of the
students of the dismal science. In the Century Magazine a month or
two ago Professor Ely wrote that "the needless waste of railway
competition [in America] has been sufficient to provide good, comfort-

able houses—a whole house to a family—for that part of the entire

population of the United States not already provided with such houses.

The first item in the count is needless expenditure in railway construc-

tion. This has been estimated at one thousand million of dollars, and
it is certainly a low estimate, for two needless railways, the West Shore
and the Nickel Plate, alone count for one-fifth of this sum. It must
be borne in mind that needless expenditure is waste of national

resources which ought to have benefited the people. This is very
simple, yet it is often necessary to repeat it. Now one thousand
million of dollars is a sum sufficient to build houses for one million

families or five million people." It is undeniable that, as Ely seems to-

maintain, this sum of one thousand million of dollars needlessly ex-

pended cannot be termed wealth in the true sense of the word, since

every want of the American people which railways supply would have
been met with no further expenditure of labour had this enormous sum
been consigned to the depths of the sea. Consequently it seems reason-

able to require that all waste, of which the above is an illustration,

should be computed and deducted from the total wealth of a country

as estimated by political economists, in order that the amount of its;

real wealth may be arrived at. Without doubt the result would show-

that in the existing order of things wealth proper is much less amply
produced than a superficial observer would suppose and political

economists would have us believe.

Moreover, we find on close examination that the vaunted economy
in the production of wealth in the present system is also at variance

with hard facts. We shall quote Professor Ely again, keeping in

mind that railways are factors in the production of wealth just as^

much as workshops and factories :
" Every needless train is a waste,

and parallel and competing roads necessitate a vast number of them
daily. Our railways have not been planned according to any intelli-

gent scheme, so that they should become part of one grand system of

means of communication and transportation, supplementing our
natural and artificial water-ways and other highways. On the con-

trary they were often designed to injure other public highways and
are still managed with that view. Railways run along by the side of

canals and drive them out of existence. At times they buy the canal^

and stop using it lest it should longer render service to anybody. The
Richmond and Alleghany Railroad is an example. Here is a great

waste of resources expended in canals. Railways prevent the use of

natural water-ways. Thus the Pennsylvania railroad and the Pacific

railways discriminate against those who use the Ohio River and the

Atlantic and Pacific Oceans respectively. These are examples of a
waste of Nature's bounty. Freight rates are often so much cheaper

between competing points than from an intermediate point, that freight

frequently passes twice over the same track—a waste of labour and
capital. Freight is thus sent from Pittsburgh to Philadelphia, New
York, and then right back through Pittsburgh to a western point, so

as to get the competition rate from one of the large cities. Freight

has likewise been sent from Rochester, New York, to New York City,,

then back again over the same tracks through Rochester to the West.
Last winter, freight was sent from Baltimore to New York, then back
through Baltimore to the West. These examples might be multiplied

indefinitely." But this long story of waste of wealth and want of

economy in the production of it is devoted to one industry only, the

carrying trade. Any person of average experience can point out
numerous cases of shameful extravagance of a similar kind in nearly

every branch of industry. No small item, too, is the waste of labour

implied in the enforced idleness of the great army of unemployed and
half-timers.

Political economists will, of course, retort that Government inter-

ference would only aggravate the evil. But this is sufficiently disproved

by the striking fact that the control of the German railways lately

acquired by the State has been entirely satisfactory. So much so,

that according to Ely the Frankfort " Gazette " was able to state in

1885 that there was not one of the Manchester School to be found in.

Germany who desired a return to private railways, while business men
were gratified by the stability, impartiality, and publicity of railway

charges. To do Professor Sidgwick justice, however, the Government
interference he refers to seems to partake only of the nature of paternal

legislation or piece-meal Socialism, which is of course as far removed
from Socialism proper as darkness is from light. If those of our

opponents who give evidence of their inability to distinguish true

modern Socialism from the quack remedies commonly called Socialistic,

were to study the question, and if political economists were to take

as much trouble to think themselves into the Socialistic ideal as into

the " economic ideal," they would find that under Socialism the motives

to " energetic self-help " would be less impaired than in existing

Society, that private initiative would have even greater scope than at

present, and that above all the production and distribution of wealth

would be managed in the most efficient and economical manner witk
due regard to the moral and physical welfare of the people.

J. H. Smith.
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A DREAM OF JOHN BALL.

(Continued from p. 8.)

,, , . „^i,;i^ nnd then he said: "But no man selleth

htS.^i^K.d^t^n"\»..J.» "-Pelled; nor i. »yM
s^relt a fool as willingly to take the name of freeman and the life

of i thrall as payment for the very life of a freeman. Now would I

^k thee somewhat else ; and I am the readier to do so since I perceive

that thou art a wondrous seer; for surely no man could of his own

wit have imagined a tale of such follies as thou hast told me. Now well

I wot that men having once shaken themselves clear of the burden of

villeinage as thou sayest we shall do (and I bless thee for the word),

shall never bow down to this worser tyranny without sore strife m the

world • and surely so sore shall it be, before our valiant sons give way,

that maids and little lads shall take the sword and the spear, and in

many a field men's blood and not water shall turn the grist mills of

England. But when all this is over, and the tyranny is established,

because there are but few men in the land after the great war, how

shall it be with you then ? Will there not be many soldiers and ser-

geants and few workers ? Surely in every parish ye shall have the

constables to see that the men work ; and they shall be saying every

day, * Such an one, hast thou yet sold thyself for this day or this week

or this year ? Go to now, and get thy bargain done, or it shall be the

worse for thee.' And wheresoever work is going on there shall be

constables again, and those that labour shall labour under the whip

like the Hebrews in the land of Egypt. And every man that may,

will steal as a dog snatches at a bone ; and there again shall ye need

more soldiers and more constables till the land is eaten up by them

;

nor shall the lords and the masters even be able to bear the burden of

it • nor will their gains be so great, since that which each man may do

in a day is not right great when all is said."

" Friend," said I, " from thine own valiancy and high heart thou

speakest, when thou sayest that they who fall under this tyranny shall

fight to the death against it. Wars indeed there shall be in the world

great and grievous, and yet few on this score ; rather shall men fight

as they have been fighting in France at the bidding of some lord of

the manor, or some king, or at last at the bidding of some usurer and

forestaller of the market. Valiant men, forsooth, shall arise in the

beginning of these evil times, but though they shall die as ye shall,

yet shall not their deaths be fruitful as yours shall be ; because ye,

forsooth, are fighting against villeinage which is waning, but they

shall fight against usury which is waxing. And, moreover, I have

been telling thee how it shall be when the measure of the time is full

;

and we, looking at these things from afar, can see them as they are

indeed ; but they who live at the beginning of those times and amidst

them, shall not know what is doing around them ; they shall indeed

feel the plague and yet know not the remedy ; by little and by little

they shall fall from their better livelihood, and weak and helpless shall

they grow, and have no might to withstand the evil of this tyranny

;

and then again when the times mend somewhat and they have but a

little more ease, then shall it be to them like the kingdom of heaven,

and they shall have no will to withstand any tyranny, but shall think

themselves happy that they be pinched somewhat less. Also whereas
thou sayest that there shaft be for ever constables and sergeants going

to and fro to drive men to work, and that they will not work save

under the lash, thou art wrong and it shall not be so ; for there shall

ever be more workers than the masters may set to work, so that men
shall strive eagerly for leave to work, and when one says I will sell

my hours at such and such h price, then another will say, and I for

so much less ; so that never shall the lords lack slaves willing to

work, but often the slaves shall lack lords to buy them."
" Thou tellest marvels indeed," said he ; " but how then if all the

churls work not, shall there not be famine and lack of wares ?

"

" Famine enough," said I, " yet not from lack of wares ; it shall be
clean contrary. What wilt thou say when I tell thee that in the

latter days there shall be such trafiic and such speedy travel across the

seas that most wares shall be good cheap, and bread of all things the

cheapest."

Quoth he : "I should say that then there would be better liveli-

hood for men, for in times of plenty it is well ; for then men eat that

which their own hands have harvested, and need not to spend of their

substance in buying of others. Truly, it is well for honest men, but
not so well for forestallers and regraters^ ; but who heeds what befalls

such foul swine, who filch the money from people's purses, and do not
one hair's turn of work to help them."

" Yea, friend," I said, " but in those latter days all power shall be
in the hands of these foul swine, and they shall be the rulers of all

;

therefore, hearken, for I tell thee that times of plenty shall in those
days^ be the times of famine, and all shall pray for the prices of wares
to rise, so that the forestallers and regraters may thrive, and that
some of their well-doing may overflow on to those on whom they live."

"I am weary of thy riddles," he said. "Yet at least I hope that
there may be fewer and fewer folk in the land ; as may well be, if life

is then so foul and wretched."
" Alas, poor man ! " I said ; " nor mayst thou imagine how foul and

wretched it may be for many of the folk : and yet I tell thee that men

^ Forestaller, one who buys up goods when they are cheap, and so raises the
price for his own benefit ; forestalls the due and real demand and supply ; re-

grater, one who both buys and sells in the same market, or within five miles
thereof, buys, say a ton of cheese at 10 a.m. and sells it at 5 p.m. a penny a
pound dearer without moving from his chair. For us Socialists the word mono-
polist will cover both species of thief.

—

Ed,

shall increase and multiply, till where there is one man in the land now
there shall be. twenty in those days—yea, in some places ten times

twenty."
" I have but little heart to ask thee more questions," said he ;

" a.nd

when thou answerest, thy words are plain, but the things they tell of

I may scarce understand. But tell me this : in those days will men
deem that so it must be for ever, as great men even now tell us of our

ills, or will they think of some remedy ?

"

I looked about me. There was but a glimmer of light in the church

now bui what there was, was no longer the strange light of the moon,

but the first coming of the kindly day.

" Yea," said John Ball, " 'tis the twilight of the dawn. God and

St. Christopher send us a good day 1

"

"John Ball," said I, "I have told thee that thy death will bring

about that which thy life has striven for : thinkest thou that the thing

which thou strivest for is worth the labour ? or dost thou believe in

the tale I have told thee in the days to come 1
"

He said : "I tell thee once again that I trust thee for a seer ;:,

because no man could make up such a tale as thou ; the things which .,.

thou tellest are too wonderful for a minstrel, the tale too grievous.

And whereas thou askest as to whether I count my labour lost, I say ^

nay, if so be in those latter times (and worser than ours they will be) -

men yet seek a remedy : therefore again I ask thee is it so that they v

shall?"

"Yea," said I, "and their remedy shall be the same as thine,

although the days be different: for if the folk be enthralled, what

remedy save that they be set free ? and if they have tried many roads

towards freedom, and found that they led nowhither, then shall they

try yet another. Yet in the days to come they shall be slothful to try

it, because their masters shall be so much mightier than thine, that

they shall not need to show the high hand, and until the days get to

their evilest, men shall be cozened into thinking that it is of their owtt

free will that they must needs buy leave to labour by pawning their

labour that is to be. Moreover your lords and masters seem very

mighty to you, each one of them, and so they are, but they are few ; .

and the masters of the days to come shall not each one of them seem .

very mighty to the men of those days, but they shall be very many,

and they shall be of one intent in these matters without knowing it

;

like as one sees the oars of a galley when the rowers are hidden, that

rise and fall as it were with one will."

" And yet," he said, " shall it not be the same with those that these -

men devour ; shall not they also have one will ?

"

" Friend," I said, " they shall have the will to live, as the wretchedest

thing living has : therefore shall they sell themselves that they may^

live, as I told thee ; and their hard need shall be their lord's easy

livelihood, and because of it he shall sleep without fear, since their

need compelleth them not to loiter by the way to lament with friend

or brother that they are pinched in their servitude or to" devise means
for ending it. And yet indeed thou sayest it : they also shall have

one will if they but knew it ; and for a long while they shall have but
a glimmer of knowledge of it : yet doubt it not that in the end they

shall come to know it clearly, and then shall they bring about the

remedy ; and in those days shall it })e seen that thou hast not wrought
for nothing, because thou hast seen beforehand what the remedy should

be, even as those of later days have seen it."

We both sat silent a little while. The twilight was gaining on the

night, though slowly. I looked at the poppy which I still held in my
hand, and bethought me of Will Green, and said :

" Lo, how the light

is spreading : now must I get back to Will Green's house as I promised."

"Go, then," said he, "if thou wilt. Yet meseems before long he

shall come to us ; and then mayst thou sleep among the trees on the

green grass till the sun is high, for the host shall not be on foot very

early ; and sweet it is to sleep in shadow by the sun in the full morn-
ing when one has been awake and troubled through the night-tide."

" Yet I will go now," said I ; "I bid thee good-night.

Therewith I half rose up ; but as I did so the will to depart left me,

as though I had never had it, and I sat down again, and heard the

voice of John Ball, at first as one speaking from far away, but little

by little growing nearer, more familiar to me, and as if once more it

were coming from the man himself whom I had got to know.

William Morris.
{To be continued.)

The animus of the " class " press is plainly shown by the head lines they
place over labour news, dispatches, and reports. They exhibit in this way
also the real bent of their thinking, for they never fail to treat a labour

item in any other way than as a thing apart from that which concerns them.
The " class " newspapers have an attitude of their own, and it is always
actively or negatively hostile to the interests of Labour.;

—

The Leader.

In a fatuously futile editorial, the Artist, a " journal of home culture,"

reviews the past year, and gives gratuitous advice to all and sundry as to

the good or evil they have done or may do to " Art " by this or that course

of action. The advice is conveyed in platitudinous periods of studied am-
biguity, and may mean or not mean all or anything as one's fancy dictates^,

but any hint of the real condition of art, or its true reason, is carefully

avoided. Art is simply the expression of man's delight of life and pleasure

in his labour embodied in the work of his hand. So long as the present

system of wrong and misery endures there is no hope for a healthy art.

Those folk who now repine bitterly over the decadence of Art should work
toward the building of the only abode in which it may abide—a Society
founded on justice and right, where all have enough and none over-much.
For those who are stupidly content there is no word that will reach them ;

they, like the stolid pharisaic bourgeois, must wait for the rude awakening
time holds in store for them.—S.
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:THX LABOUR STRUGGLE.
This department is under the direction of the Strike Committee, Labour News

arid Contributions to the Fund should be sent to T. Binning, at the Offices,

Short. Time AT Kailway Works.

J}i^ jVIetropolitan Di&trict Railway Company have posted notices up in

their works at West Brompton, to the effect that on and after Saturday,

January 8th, their employes will have to work short time, to the extent of

nine hours pei'wee^' which ' amounts to one full working day. This will

aSect' bet^een^ two Kuhdretl and fifty aiid thi-^e hundred men.

Northumberland Miners.
,

A protracted meeting of delegates from all the Northumberland collieries

was held. at Newcastle Dec. 30, in reference to the demand of the colliery

own^Vs for a reduction. of 15 per ceiife. in wages, to take effect on 1st. Jan. It

was decided to ask the employers to suspend their notices for a week or two,

with a view to arranging a compromise. This request will be considered by
the employers at once, and it is now hoped a settlement will be effected.

North of England Seamen.

A conference of delegates from branches of the North of England Seamen
and Sea-going Firemen Society was held at South Shields Dec. 29, to con-

sider, the adoption of a uniform rate of wages for ports on the north-east coast.

There were present representatives from various ports. It was resolved that

wages' be 30s. per week for weekly boats, £4: per month on deck and below
for the Black Sea and Mediterranean, and £4: 5s. monthly for the Baltic and
Atlantic during the winter months.

The Employment of Females as Cotton Spinners.

There appears no signs whatever of the strike of mule spinners at Lostock
Mill, near Bolton, coming to a close. The mule spinners^at the instigation

of ' the operatives' union, struck work against Messrs. Heaton employing
women as spinners on some short mules, and running very slow speeds. The
objection raised against females being so employed, is upon moral grounds,
and no one who knows what duties have to be performed by mule spinners
will say that the grounds of objection are unreasonable. There is a wide
difference between being employed in the spinning room and being employed
in the weaving, winding, reeling, and card-room, as they have to dress so

much different, and the nature of the work to be done is such that no woman
should be asked to do the work. Thirty years ago, it was quite common for

feinales to work a'^bdtton ^iecers, but rarely as minders or spinners, but
with the advance of education amongst the middle and lower classes, it has
almost died out, owing to the growth of public opinion being against the
system. It is Very rare where a spinner takes his daughter in a spinning
room with a view to teaching her to piece, and to follow the trade for a
living. Those of the' female sem who follow such employment are generally
thfe daughters of careless and indifferent men, who have no thought or con-
sideration for the future welfare of their offspring. In Oldham and districts

no'feihale is employed in a spinning room either as a piecer or spinner, and
were liiere* norstrong objections irom a moral point of view, we thinkfemales
would fiiid employment in that'direction. We are surprised that an intelli-

. gent body of gentl^me^ like the committee of the Bolton Masters' Asso-
ciation should, through their secretary, Mr. A. Bailey, make it known to

the public at large that Ijhey are in favour of females being employed as
pi^derS, a^nd sj)ini^ers in, cotton mills. Suqh r an r admission speaks very little

fof tbeir desire to improve the tone of sopiety as at present existing in the
. cot?tOii mills ; but we understand their motives by their conclusions, and are

notfdtMHde of the marlc when we say it is to keep down wages regardless

of the characters of the females being injured by the nature of their em-
ployment. If employers won't dispense with the obnoxious system, spinners
must in all cases refuse to teach any female to piece, and by so doing the
evil will be sure to die out.

—

Cotton Factory Times.

The Nottingham Lace Trade.—The Board of Conciliation which for

some time has had under consideration a proposal of the manufacturers for

a 33 1-3 per cent, reduction of wages, have agreed upon a revision of the card
prices which practically amounts to a reduction of 12 per cent all round.

Strike of Weavers.—At a mass meeting of two thousand weavers, now
on strike at Ashton-under-Lyne, it was resolved to abstain from work until
their employers conceded the terms asked for—namely, to be paid the same
rate of wages that is paid in Chorley, Preston, and other towns for similar
work. This is the sixth week of the strike.

The strike of weavers at Ashton still goes on, but a few days ago some of
the firms showed a tendency towards developing what we had thought to be
a worn out system of getting hands. Some of the spinners were told that
their own shops depended on their relatives returning to their looms. This
method of doing business is, however, so un-English" on the face of it that
we are not surprised to find that those who resorted to it don't care to have
it knowiiv

—

Cotton Factory Times.

AMERICA.

Socialist Victory.—Chicago, Jan. 3.—The election of officers to the
Trades' Assembly in this city has resulted in a victory for the Socialist Parfcy.

The men who took the places of the Chicago packing-house strikers have
been turned out of their boarding houses and must seek other quarters.

The miners =df Salisbury, Ala., have organised a co-operative coal company
and are taking stepis to open a mine on the property of the Keystone Coal
Company.

Several new co-operative enterprises have been established in New York
during the past few weeks. The United Tailors have established a shop, and
the Shirt Ironers will start a co-operative laundry.

The;!Painters' and Decorators' Co-operative Association, organised recently
at Minneapolis^ Minn., has 5000. dols. capital in shares of 50 dols. each. Each
member holSs the sanie number of shares, and all share alike in the results.

'^yen dollars reward for a Knight of Labor found on the premises," is a
placard pasted.'all over Whitely's works in Springfield, O. The time is

connng when an equal reward can safely be offered for any American farmer
who buys one of the Champion lasichmQS.-^Industrial News.

(Jreesnvillb,' Pa.—a union has been formed here by domestic servants for
the^fpi^Qseofv advancing their wages toy ^ eehta a week. The girls are
yinit»i4:«yEr th^-mo^ement^ aiKj «»? far liave gaifted th^it point. The movement
•s IpfJ^ ^^pcmrwith? considiMrafeie amugfenaient, 'tat no diie seeiiis inclined to
^p^riBifei^iwi of th« gbisJi. V .,,: .

FKANCE.
Nantes.—" The- distress in our town is very great, but something different

from a '*fine-art lottery ' is needed to come in aid of the working class this

winter weather." Certainly, philanthropy on a so-called business-like footing

is bad enough, also the good-dinner-once-a-year style of charity so rampant-at
Christmas, is bad enough, but playing at philanthropy and playing at art *^ for .

.

the benefit of the unemployed" is a double-barrelled insult, and sliould,

stir the blood of the greatest dullard to clamor and revolt.

ViERzoN.—Last Wednesday the strikers held a general meeting, at which
,

it was unanimously resolved to hold out and struggle on to the end in spite^;

of all tentatives on the part of the Soci^t^ Frangaise. The strikers arW
resolved to maintain this course, sure of the fraternal help and encotrrage--

ment of the whole oi the proletariate of France.

Havre.—A general strike of tilers and slaters is announced here;,IPhe'
workers demand 75 c. the hour ; -the masters refuse, and are calling in work-
men from elsewhere. :

'

ITALY.
Finale-Emilia.—A strike of 500 labourers is announced at Finale Eta ilia.

They were making 80 c. a-day. The employers refuse every demand, and •

threaten to call in foreign labour.

CoMO.—The servility and submission of some of the workers in Italy (ais
'

elsewhere) is shown up in the following letter from a correspondent of the
Fascia. " Scarcely a week passes without my receiving threats and abuse
from manufacturers or from the workmen. These latter either cannot
understand my writings or else desire to maintain themselves in the good
graces of the former." This, we venture to think, is a situation not at all

difficult to understand, nor, if it comes to that, to be blamed at all heavily,

being a natural development of to-day's system, which bears for its legend,
*' Grind, or be ground." As the writer adds, exploitation by the capitalists

is not enough, but we must also be exploited by ourselves, every man against
his brother.

MoNZA.—Again, here we see the fear of outspokenness and of Socialist

writings. In some of the factories the seller of the Fascio Operaio is sent -

about his business, with, " We don't want you here ; the Fascio has been the
ruin of us." Some of the firms here have been overproducing largely, which,
especially considering the season, is a serious matter.

AsTi.—The journeyman-bakers of Asti, who some days back were all dis-

missed by the masters by reason of some dispute, have opened a bakehouse
among themselves, thus forming the nucleus of a very useful co-operative '

society. The town authorities, finding the matter of importance, interfered
'

and tried to bring the two parties to terms, but the bakers held out and-*
would not be persuaded. Meantime the masters have called in a supply >v

of "hands" to keep on business, which move has not proved successful, aj* the
townsfolk prefer to patronise the co-operators.

For the third tim.Q the electors of Ray^nna and Forli have giyen their

votes to Ainilcare Cipriani, having been summoned to elect si deputy in his/,

place, as his two previous elections were annulled. At Ravenna 'he had 'r

2680 out of 2764 votes ; and at Forli, 3256 out of 3609 votes. '
'^

The beginning of the year is fertile in legal proceedings against Socialists,
'

Early in January, at the session of the Court of Assize at Milano, six well- ;•

known membei's of the Labour Party will go up for trial. In February li-^

process is being .prepared iu Alessandria agJvinst several "comrades^' for thJe-'

publicatioti of the pamphlet /Era Contadini ' and for that of the * Chaht qI,[j

the Italian Labour Party.' By the by, we are rather curious to §^e ,thispt
' Inno del Partito Operaio Italiano.' Will any Italian comrade kindly take' 1

the hint and' send us a copy ?

AUSTRIA.
ViENiTA, December 28, 1886.—Just now, in all workers' assemblies the

projected labour-chambers are being discussed carefully. The project has
been subjected to the Reichsrath by the Opposition, and the discussion is

therefore not perilous to the State, and is consequently allowed by the
Government. The workers have therefore the duty to profit by this oppor-
tunity, so seldom offered to them, especially as there is a very important
matter influencing strongly the condition of -our movement. You may
imagine what parts the capitalists play when they wish to appear friends of
the worker. Our comrade Dr. Victor Adler has shown us in his leaflet " Die
Arbeiter-Kammern und die Arbeiter " (The Labour-Chambers and the
Labourer) the motives of this party by citing Engels, who says that in the
struggle between capital and landlordism there comes a moment when both
parties apply to, the proletariat for aid. The feudal lords tell the workers
that they have the same interests against capitalists, and these latter assert
that the capitalists and the labourers represent the new world against feudal-
ism. Two Dourgeois parties are inclined to concessions: the reactionary to
economical, the liberal to political ones. In this moment the proletariat

grows conscious that they form a special class with special interests. The
same farce is being attempted in Austria now. The feudals have introduced
some economic "reforms," although very platonic ones—as eleven-hour
normal woi'king day, insurance against sickness, restored guilds, and so on—• .

and the liberals, nothing but liberal compulsory dissolution of associations

and public assemblies, liberal suppression of the labour press, the liberal

exception laws. Now on a sudden they are trying to become popular ; as
they are in the minority they will create labour-chambers, which they
refused to create when in a majority of the Reichstrath ; they will create '

them after the model of the chambers of commerce and trade ; and it is very
characteristic how they deviate even from this modeL The labour-chambers
are not to enter into mutual correspondence, allowed to commercial cham-
bers ; the labour-chambers can elect only their members, while the com-
mercial ones may elect every Austrian who has the franchise, into the
Reichsrath. This restriction is intended to prevent the election of an editor
or other well-educated comrade. For the suffrage is restricted to such
industrial workers who subscribe to a friendly society, who are 24 years of
age (for the passive electoral right, 30 years), who are not under arrest or

'

'

imprisonment. Now imagine : a labour-chamber chooses a Social-Democrat

;

on the morning of the electoral day he is arrested, charged, for instance, with
high treason ; by this arrest he cannot be elected. I do not speak of the
determination that voting is to be public ; I mention only the paragraph
that only those workers can vote or be elected who have complied with the
above regulations and who have lived two years before the election in' the
electoral place, by whieh the workers in many industries, as the buijdiflg .^

and metal traded, are excluded almost totally from the suffrage.

However oppreissive these ridiculous regulations and restrictions may be, '[

we will profit by them, in showing to our brethren who are not yet with us



tj'W^^:^^^ admltt^. t^ the ^.ichsralj, their

Bpeei^^Tihere they wM kave the hberty of s|^ing^ not^alWd f us

oth^tiwiU be gopd means of agitation and ^m furnish leaflets lobe

spre^ among the dkinherited. This part of t^^at project of law is therefore

ttfP*ta63!.Hm'portant, that the chambers have
,

the right to return, nine

deiDti^ek. Abroad, meh who do not. know Austria will wonder and question :

if fee tilling classes will admit representatives of the workers totlie legisla-

tion why do they not grant universal suflrage?
^
To these we answer, Aus-

tr^^'is not^yet developed enough. Besides the evils caused by the capitalistic

mode of'4)i-oducti6n we suffer from remainder^ of obsolete feudal institulSons.

la many parts of Austria there is no great industry
; only agriculture bksed

•om corvee—legally abolished, indeed, but existing yet, only small, mediceval

industry. In Austria there are districts niCdernly quite proletaire, but yet

moi'e districts where not even one capitalist can be found. And imagine

now : these institutions, based on different systems of production and society,

enter into mutual communication ! Must there not arise strange situations,

'60 that Austria may be truly be called the country of incongruities ?—F. S.
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INTERESTING ITEMS.

The party of Organised Labour is not a party of despair, but of hope and
ideas.

—

The Leader.

Commercial enterprise allows no bar to its far-reaching developments.
An artist's model in- Paris, tired of doing all the work that earned his

living, has opened an establishment for the letting out of his kind to artists

at so much a-head. Albums containing photographs of the "stock-on-
hand f are kept at the disposition of his customers, and he has also a room
where his " goods" may be examined before hiring. Like all capitalists he
is, perforce, an exploiter, and makes profit from the labour of his employes
in the natural course of events.—S.

France is arming* Germany is arming. Eight millioiis of men
J
brothers

in toil and suffering, may suddenly, at the word " Go," rush upon each other
on murder bent. Was ever such a conflict seen in Titanic days ? And what

. . for, please ? Surely, men brave enough to face death in such a melee should
deem it easy to rid the earth of a few oppressors. And what a grand sight
they would be Avhen they meet on the Rhine, should they drop their leaders
into the noble stream, and with one mighty shout pi'oclaim the brotherhood
of man !

—

-The Leader.

Mr. John Dillon, M.P., speaking at Arklow in support of the Plan of
Campaign, said he gave bail to be of good behaviour, and the best behaviour
he knew was to carry out the Plan of Campaign. He intended to continue
the behaviour which he had observed for the last two months ; and if he
could not carry out the good work by sunlight, he was perfectly prepared
to carry it on by moonlight. Bent money gathered in the dark was just as
good money as that collected in the day. The Plan of Campaign was legal,
and, as one of the makers of the law, he refused to take his law from a
policeman.

'

Mr. Hubert Herkomer has been speaking recently upon the advantages
of a long careful trai^ng in any craft, and advocating the revival of the
schools and apprenticeships of a bygone time. As to the benefits, let alone
the -absolute need, of apprenticeship and long training in steady careful
craftsmanship, all Socialists would agree with Mr. Herkomer. They would,
however, point out that, in these da^^s of the grande industries of machine-
production on a large scale, when men are rather the functional portions of
machines than aught else, when it is deftness in doing some one monotonous
thing instead of true skill that is required of the workmen, that it would
be waste of labour to make a man, and afterward break him down into a
factory-slave. When we have kicked out commercialism men will have
room to grow, but not before.—S.

It is curious to note how the stand-point of the present system vitiates
the view men take of human nature and life generally. In an otherwise by
no means unintelligent review of the life of Henri Regnault, just publishedm Pans, for instance, it is said :

" He possessed the revolutionary tempera-
ment, the rebellious spirit which is often a virtue in art and literature, but
which IS always a vice in a soldier—perhaps ^roof positive that highly-
civihsed beings are not tit to inhabit this nether world, where brute force
and diplomacy, otherwise dishonesty, alone succeed and reign supreme."
What more natural, one would think, when the case is thus presented, than
for a man to conclude that there was something wrong either with civilisa-
tion or with this " nether " world—or, it mayhap, both ? But most men
have fixed m their mmds the immutable stability of the present system
and if human nature cannot square with it so much the worse for man.—S.
We wish to give notice to persons who are occupying themselves with the
labour problem," that what we have asked them for is not more rreneral

discussion, but a definite description of those wrongs of the labourer^which
are capable Of

^
being remedied by legislation, and a sketch of the remedy in

the shape of the draft of a statute bill. We say this because we are being
deluged with letters of the old sort about the designs of the Creator in
making the earth, and the "natural rights" of the inhabitants thereof.Among other answers to our demand for a bill of particulars, we have re-
ceived a letter from Mr. Charles F. Wingate, the sanitary engineer, who
ligured P^/ninently m the George movement, calling attention to the con-
aition ot the New York tenement houses, and enclosing the draft of a bill

r.^lrH.T^u'il/ ^^^^ ^^^^t^^, providing for their improvement aslegards healthfulness. But a moment's reflection ought to show Mr Win-gate tfiat the New York tenement houses might all be converted to abodesas wholesome and cheerful as the Navarro flats, without contributing any-

lo\^fd .HniV^^^^^^^^
^^" ^^^^^^ P^^^^^^- The wages of the labourerwould still be what they are now, the rent of his dwelling as high or higher

his share m the amusements and 'luxuries of life just as^small, and h s de^

SSoroTtTe N^^^^^
'^^ ^^P^^^^«^> j-^ - ^-^^- Moreover, the con-dition ot the New York tenement houses only affects a very sma 1 bodv of

iwTnf I'^'-'i'^'^'^-.^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^i<^i4 for is some^grTnd piece or

^rw^LK^'"'^ ^}l'^^
^''}^ ameliorate the lot of labourers in general.Mr. Wmgate offers nothmg of this sort.-iV^. F. Nation, capitalist orfan.

i u. '^i> *, ;^ -

Evmrnthv"^ '?h^ rt^h*!^^^^^ ^^^^^T'
^^*^^«^ ^^^"^ ^^^^^ ^s ^^ interest and nosympathy-the rich and the poor.-i.orrf Beaconsfield,

thi^t^rLw n' f *^^ ^°
x^ P^'P^'^ *^^^ ^^y t<^ d^y ? Arise and begin in

** DEFRAl^DING A RAIJ^WAY CQjyiffiY.".., ..:i

In » ease recently brought fcefore hini 'of iHie^bo^HB' natttre,^^ M^
the luminous stipendiary at Lanil)eth,~gave utterance to *^P|?^^*^9*
conventionalism that "it was shocking to see people, in thQ.«iosibion

of the prisoner pq.rticuiarly, acting in such a disgracefttl m'anrt^.'-'^.He

further stated that "the offi^nce in his opinion was equal tQ'pic^fe
pockets." If -the latter is Mr. Chance's opinion, Mr. Chance is.-^'^yi-

dently capable of forming opinions without due consideration^' Public
sentiment may be muddled enough onthe subject of ethics, but it has.

a sufficient glimmer of enlightenment left in it t6 discenl^ instirife-

tively the difference between depriving a concrete human being of nioney
intended for his personal use and failing to surrender to an abstra.ct

"company." with neither "heart to feel, soul to save, or anything

to kick," the tax it lays upon those who make use of the social function

it performs in pursuit of the one end of its existence—profit^malsing,

which means the plunder of its servants and the public. We do not

consider Mr. Lornax acted in any way disgracefully, since no moral
obligation, as we have already shown, can obtain between, a living,

human being and an abstraction such as this. Were it possible, we
could wish that a practice by wluch the heartless, bloodless vampires
of latter-day civilisation called joint-stock companies were deprived of

at least a portion of their ill-gotten gains.might become much'mbte
common. The " company," under the cover of law, though without

even a pretence of the moral, responsibility which binds man; to man,
attaching to it, can practically do what it pleases, the individual man
having no redress at law, "fighting " ^ " company " being about _as pc^^i-

ble for the ordinary man as fighting a sea-serpent. What Mr. tomax did

may have been illegal, and contrary, to the rules of the commercial

garae^ but it was certainly not immoral—it was no wrong to Ms
neighbour. E. B. B.

LITERARY NOTICES.
"y?^s; an organ of Individualism," is the name of a penny weekly paper

which is to make its first appearance on Friday, Jan. 7th. To advLcate the
principle of laissez faire, to criticise over-legislation of a socialistic tendency,
and to provide a register and compendium of strictly political information,
are the chief objects of the journal. The publishers are Messrs. Foulger and
Co., 13 Paternoster Bow.

Time, is this month, as usual, full of sound readable matter, notably the
articles by W. B. Eobertson and Armine S. Kent, on the New Coinage, and
Matthew Arnold's poetry respectively. The story of Amilcare Cipriani's
life is written from an inimical standpoint by E. Strachan Morgan, who
however, fails utterly to shew our comrade as aught but the hero he is. The
list of " best books " given at the end of each number of this magazine is a
most valuable and important feature.

The Leader is an afternoon daily published under the auspices of the
Central Labour Unioa ef Ne#3!^fk. It is a well-conducted, smaxt^ readable
paper and should make a hit. Our American comrades are go-ahead fellows
who seem to beat us on this side hands down and not half try !

* The Leader
is the only paper in New York that has kept its columns clean, while its
cotemporaries vied with one another as to which could cram most Campbell
filth into its columns, and in other ways it has proved its superiority to the
monopoly press. American workers should rally in thousands to its support.
We most cordially welcome it as an exchange.
The Christian Socialist this month takes a long step upward, and will now

rank, if it fulfils the promise of its present number, with the most useful
of the Socialist monthlies. The Christian Socialist Society has now assum,^d
its entire control, and it will no longer be the vehicle of the whims^ knd fads
of one man. The existence of bodies and organs of Socialist opinion that
are dubbed with a prefix or sufl^x of some modificatory kind seems to assert
a demand for such modification, and while not agreeing with the policy we
can hardly blame those who consider their weaker brethren in that wise.
Despite its temporising title, the Christian Socialist speaks the truth straitly,
and under its new editor's is not likely to falter or fail from its duty. S.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

Library.—The librarians, May Morris and W. Chambers, attend on Moadiys
and Fridays from 7 to 9 p.m. A Catalogue has been printed and is now ready,
price 2d. Country Branches can have parcels of books sent hy paying cost 'of
carriage. '

Branch Subscriptions Paid.
Birmingham, Hackney, Hull, Leeds, North London, to August 31. Croydon,

to September 30. Manchester, Merton, Norwich, to October 31. Bradford, to
Nov. 30. Bloomsbury, Clerkenwell, Hammersmith, Hoxton (Labour Emancipa-
tion League), Oxford, to December 31.

General Meeting.
A General Meeting of members was held on Tuesday evening, January 4* at

13 Farringdon Road, and reports read—^by Mahon as to the condition of the
Branches ; by CommoTiwea^ manager, who impressed upon the members the need
of earnestly pushing the paper during winter months ; and Secretary of Strike
Committee, who requested friends in the different offices, shops, and factories to
send for insertion in the Commonweal items of interest to their trades.

STRIKE COMMITTEE.
W. M. (two weeks), 2s. ; T. B., 6d. T. Binning, Treasurer.

FREE SPEECH DEFENCE FUND,
Deficit, £2, 8s. 6d. Ph. W., Treasurer, Jan. 4,

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Anonymous (donation) £20 ; H Ch. (three weeks), 3s. ; E. B. B. (two weeks),

\ ; ?n ^^'^^r
'^^^^''^'

^'V ^- ^; (^^^ ^^^^«)> 2s.
;
Bloomsbury Branch (two

weeks), 10s. ; Hammersmith Branch (two weeks), £1.

Ph. W. Treasurer, Jan. 4.
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BRANCH REPORTS.
Bloomsbury.—On Friday, Dec. 31st, Edward Car-

penter lectured on **The Morality of Interest" to a
large audience. Afterwards the Branch had a suc-

cessful social evening.—L. W.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, December 29th,

A. K. Donald gave a reading from E. B. Bax's ' Re-
ligion of Socialism ' to good audience. Good discus-

sion followed. On Sunday, January 2, W. Utley
spoke on "The Woman Question." Members of this

Branch are particularly requested to read the lecture
notice for ensuing week, and especially to come and
help in the good Cause.—W. B.
Croydon.—On Sunday last, C. J. Faulkner gave

an exceedingly diverting lecture on ** Property, or

the New Bigotry." The unsettled state of the weather
interfered with the number of our audience, but
those who were present were m««k interested. Good
collection.—A. T., ast.-sec.

Hackney.—On Sunday afternoon, H. Davis spoke
on *' Scientific Socialism." In the evening, H. H.
Sparling lectured on *' What we want, and how to
get it," contending for a full and happy life for each
and all, which could only be obtained through the
realisation of Socialism. Good discussion followed.
Fair sale of literature.—H. Matthews, sec.

Glasgow.—We opened our course of lectures in

the Carlton Hall on Sunday evening. Owing to a
misunderstanding as to date. Dr. Reddie could not
give his promised lecture, so comrade Glasier de-

livered the first lecture, his subject being " Equality."
The weather and the holidays have somewhat inter-

rupted our propaganda, especially outdoors, but we
hope next week to settle down steadily to our work.
Lancaster.—Small meeting on Friday night. Com-

rade Mclvay addressed us on specific views and
^points, and E. P. Hall followed with some pertinent
reflections. W. Wyatt was in the chair. On Satur-
day, Leonard Hall addressed a crowd of labourers at
Galgate, in the square. Bitterly cold weather, but
extremely attentive audience, who appeared to be
wholly with the speaker.—L. H., sec.

Norwich.—Good meetings were held at St. Mary's
Plain, Long Row, Catton, Mill Hill, Catton, Sun
Lane, Catton, Market Place at 3, and Agricultural
Hall Plain at 7. Henderson lectured at Branch
meeting-place at 8, on " The Duty of Socialists."

Ipswich.—The Branch has left the George Inn, and have
not yet procured fit premises for the club about to be
formed.

Leeds.—New Fleece Inn, Pemberton St. , Dewsbury Rd.
Lancaster.—Market Hall Coffee Tavern Lecture Room.

Friday evenings at 8.

Leicester.—Silver Street. Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
Manchester.—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-

chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-

ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every
Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—No. 6 St. Benedict St. Lecture and dis-

cussion every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m. Read-
ing-room open every day from 8.30 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Oxford,—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Open-air Propaganda—Sunday 9.

11.30...Hackney—**SalmonandBair Davis
1 1.30...Hammersmith—Beadon Rd The Branch
11. 30.. .Regent's Park D. J. NicoU
11.30.. .St. Pancras Arches T.E.Wardle
11.30...Walham Green—Station The Branch
3. 30...Hyde Park (near Marble Arch) Mainwaring

Provinces.—Sunday.

Ipswich.—Old Cattle Market, 11 ; Ship Launch, 3 p.m
Norwich.—St. Mary's Plain, 11 ; Market Place, 3.

Leeds.—Hunslet Moor, 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, 7 p.m.

Cleveland Hall, N.W.—Sunday Jan. 9, at 11

o'clock, H. H. Sparling, "Cannibalism."

Debate on Socialism.

Will you allow me to inform your readers that a

Debate will take place at the Hall of Science, 142 Old
Street, City Road, E.C., on February 2, 9, 16, and 23,

at 8 p.m., between Mr. G. W. Foote and myself, on
the question, "Is Socialism sound?"

—

Annie Besant

PROM
SWAN SONNENSCHEIN & Co/s

LIST.

LECTURE DIARY,
London Branches.

Bloomsbury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street.

Friday Jan. 7, at 8.30. A. K. Donald on Chap. IV.
' Socialist Catechism.'

Clerkenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.C. Sunday Jan. 9, at 8.30. Charles
iFaulkner, " Inhuman Arithmetic." Wednesday 12,

at 8.30. Mrs. C. M. Wilson, "The Revolt of the
English Workers in the Nineteenth Century."

—

Members please note that post-cards cost money

;

therefore turn up at the Business Meeting, at 13

Farringdon Rd. , Sunday at 7 sharp.—W. B. , T. E. W.
.Croydon.—Royal County House, West Croydon Station

Yard. Sunday Jan. 9. D. J. NicoU, "Charms of

Civilisation."

Fulham.—338 North End Road (comer of Shorolds
Road, opposite Liberal Club). Sunday at 8 p.m.

Hackney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11. Discus-

sions held every Sunday morning at 11.30. Members
are earnestly requested to attend.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday Jan. 9, at 8. E. B. Bax, "The New Ethic."

Hoxton (L. E. L.).—Exchange Coffee House, Pitfield

Street, opposite Hoxton Church, N. Sunday Jan. 9,

Committee at 7, important business. At 8, Lecture
by C. Wade.

Merton.—\\ Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions will be held every Sunday morning.
Jan. 9, at 8 p.m. Mahon, " Working-Class Orthodox
Movements."

Mitcham.—CoTCLQv of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11,

.North London.—S2 Camden Road. Fridays at 8.

Country Branches.

Mingley.—Coffee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.
Birmingham.—Carr's Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-

day evening, at 8.

5rarf/orc?.—Scott's Temperance Hotel, East Parade,
Leeds Road Wednesdays, at 8.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Reading Room and Li-

brary open every Wednesday evening, 8 till 10. The
Treasurer attends for members' subscriptions first

Wednesday of every month.
Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. Saturday,
open-air meeting on Jails Square (Green) at 6 p.m.
Sunday, open-air meetings on George's Square at 2

o'clock, and at Jails Square at 4.30 p.m. In the

evening at 6.30 in Hail No. 1 Carlton Place, Clyde
Side (adjoining Gorbals Parish Church), Dr. Cecil

Reddie will deliver his lecture (postponed from last

Sunday) on "The Anatomy and Physiology of

Society."

Hamilton.—Branch meets every Thursday at 7.30 in

Baton's Hall, Chapel Street, until further notice.

Lectures and Discussions.
Hull.—ll Princess Street, off Mason Street and Sykes

Street. Club Boom open 7 to 10 every evening;
Sundays lO'am. to 10 p.m.

The Russian StormclOUd : or, Russia in her

Relations to her Neighbouring States. By Stepniak.
Demy 8vo, cloth, 12s. 6d.

A Translation of KARL MARX'S great
Work on Political Economy, * DAS CAPITAL,'
under the editorship of Mr. F. Engels, is now ready
in two vols. Demy 8vo, cloth, 30s.

272 pp. , crown 8vo, cloth neat, 2s. 6d.

A Short History of Parliament. By B.

C. Skottowe, M.A., New College, Oxon.

Thick demy 8vo, cloth, 15s. [This day.

The Historical Basis of Modern Europe
(1760-1815). An Introductory Study to the General

History of Europe in the XIX. Century. By Archi-
bald Weir, M.A.

The Religion of Socialism. By E. Belfort
Bax. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 4s. 6d.

Six Centuries of Work and Wages. By
J. E. Thorold Rogers. Second edition, in one
volume. 8vo, 15s.

London : Swan Sonnenschein, Lowrey & Co.,

Paternoster Square.

FROM
KEGAN PAUL, TRENCH

LIST.
& CO.^S

LITERATURE
PUBLISHED AND SOLD BY

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.

id.

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded.

For Whom Shall We Vote? Addressed to

the Working-men and Electors of Great Bri-

tain. 8pp. cr. 8vo. For distribution, 2s. per
100 Jd.

Trades' Unions. By E. Belfort Bax. . . Id.

The Religion of Socialism. By E. Belfort Bax.
Cr. Svo, cloth gilt 4s. 6d.

The Co-operative Commonwealth. By Lawrence
Gronlund. Author's Edition, revised and enlarged.

Paper covers, 2s. ; Cloth, 3s. 6d.

The Labour Question from the Socialist
Standpoint. By William Morris.

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors).

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William
Morris Id.

The Rights of Labour according to John
Ruskin. By Thomas Barclay.

The Woman Question. By Edward Aveling
and Eleanor Marx-Aveling

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. .

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morris. .

Art and Socialism. By Wm. Morris. Bijou
edition 3d.

Large Paper Edition . . . .Is.
The Aims of Art. By Wm. Morris. {In the Press.)

Bijou Edition, 3d. ; Large paper. Is.

" All for the Cause ! " Song. Words by William
Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 4s. 6d.

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.

Fine hand-made large paper 6d.

Id.

Id.

Id.

2d.

Id.

2d.

Echoes of Truth. Twenty-four Sermons by
the late E. M. Geldart. Selected and arranged by
his Widow. Bound in cloth, 6s. Kegan, Paul,
Trench & Co. , Paternoster Square ; or Mrs. Geldart,

82 Lansdowne Road, Croydon.

Scale of
Brevier
Lines.

The * Q OTTim onTV^eal
Terms of Advertising.

3d. per Line each Insertion.

Half Column (57 Lines), 13s. 6d

One Column (114 Lines), £1, 5s.

Two Columns, . . £2, 8s.

Three Columns, . . £3, 10s.

Discount on Monthly Accounts amount-
ing to £1, five per cent.; £5, ten

per cent.

Advertisements must be acceptable in

every respect. Copy received until

Tuesdays, 3 p.m.
The Commonweal is sent free to those

who advertise in it as long as their

advertisement continues. -10

Physics and Politics ; or, Thoughts on the

Application of the Principles of " Natural Selec-

tion " and *' Inheritance" to Political Society. By
Walter Bagehot. 4s.

The Study of Sociology. By Herbert
Spencer. 12th Edition. 5s.

Workhouse Visiting and Management
during Twenty-five Years. By Louisa Twining.
2s.

Trade Unions ; their Origin, Objects,
and Efficiency. Sm. cr. 8vo., paper, Is.

Kegan Paul, Trench, & Co., 1, Paternoster Square,

E.C.

"ALL FOR THE CAUSE."
A Song for Socialists

Words by WILLIAM MORRIS.
Music by E. BELFORT BAX.

Should be sung everywhere. May be obtained from
this office or from W. Reeves, 185 Fleet Street, E.C.

Single Copy 6d. Special terms for larger quantities.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
We can believe that our old acquaintance Mr. Phillips really was sorry

that he could not help the unemployed men who applied to him to help

them, and were waiting to see if they could get a job in clearing off the

snow, because he seems to have some appreciation of the condition of

the unemployed at present. He appeared to relish the job of blowing
to pieces a lie that appeared in the respectable Times to the effect that
^' although a large number of persons were wanted to work to clear the
snow from the streets on Boxing-day, only three applied, and they were
under the influence of drink." Mr. Phillips said that the Town-hall was
not open on tha^ day, neither was any notice given that men were
wanted on that day. Mr. Phillips, much to his credit, stigmatised
t^is as a deliberate lie, and a libel on the working classes—"in fact a
malicious libel." It is^ however, the kind of lie which is very commonly
accepted as gospel truth in these winter days, as anybody can bear
witness who has an opportunity of listening to the conversation in a
second-class carriage on the District Railway.

" Infamy " has different meanings to different minds, it would seem.
To Mr. Mansfield, for instance, it appears to have meant the other day
the extremity of poverty which forces a man to beg in the streets in
order to get a little victuals for himself and three little children.
*'Your conduct is simply infamous," said the "worthy" magistrate.
On the other hand, others (myself amongst them) might think the title

dl " infamy " fairly well earned by the magistrate who from his un-
answerable position goes out of his way to insult a poof* man, even
supposing that he was compelled by a stupid and brutal law to send
Mm to prison for what was no offence. W. M.

One of the " swell " kind of emigration-touts, Mr. David Buchanan
of the New South Wales Parliament, had a rather stormy reception
when, at St. James's Hall on Friday week, he started out to prove jSTew
•South Wales a veritable heaven for working men. For twenty-five
years a political trickster, his long experience served him in good stead
when he came to solid, right-down lying as to the condition and
resources of the colony. "Enormous tracts of alluvial land which
could produce forty bushels of the finest wheat to the acre" laid
promiscuously around and waited to be picked up. "ISTot one of the.
really industrious " was sufiering or ever had suffered from distress
there. John Norton, the N.S.W. workmen's delegate, G. Lansbury,
and our comrade Somerville, opposed the lecture, and a very stormy
scene followed, which was only terminated by turning out the gas.

A good illustration of the " ministerial meaning " of a political speech
was given in the Northern police-court of Dublin during the examina-
tion of Sir Michael Hicks-Beach on the 7th in the case against John
Dillon and his comrades. When " Mickey the Botch," as he is calledm Ireland, was referred to the speech he made at Bristol on November
13, and asked what he meant by saying " the Government have brought
what pressure they could within the law to bear upon those few land-
lords who would not follow the example of their more generous fellows,"
he would only respond, " Exactly what I said," and would give no clue
^s to what " pressure within the law " meant. Now, either the " pres-
sure

^

was a mere figure of speech (and this after all is almost a
certainty) or it was not, If it was a reality and "within the law,"
why hesitate to speak of it? If it was not "within the law," how
comes It that a government which to curry popular favour and prolong
a shaky existence will overstep the law, will yet seek to punish others
tor tollowmg its example ?

Kl^ fl } ^""^^""^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ly reading. What with the miser
aoie floundering of perjured police witnesses under the searching cross-

S'nf r f ^'; ^"^^y ^^^ *h^ ^^^^^ <^^^"«^1 ^^r ^he defence; the

Artw A ^^rAl^'"^^^)
^^^"" ^* ^^^^y^ J^l^^ I^ill^^'s nieeting atArKiow, and W. O Bnen's at Fairymount, they overflowed with interest

tor any one not wholly dead to the cause of the people in its various
pnases.

The "majesty of the law " asserts itself in many ways. Mr. Bowler,
counsel for the defence in the case against the chairmln of the Water^
ford Tenants Association, while the case was proceeding was twice
threatened with violence District Inspector Davis, provoked by an
allusion made to him in the counsel's speech, shouted that "if I wasn'tm court Id wring the head off you," and was with difficulty restrained

from attempting to carry his grotesque threat into execution. While
struggling with those who interposed he shouted again that he " would
pull the throttle out of him," and so on. Information against him was
applied for and refused, the impartial magistrates apparently believing

that any treatment was good enough for a Nationalist.

The Plan of Campaign has scored another triumph. Lord Dillon,

who so stoutly refused 25 per cent, reduction, and " would die first,"

has now agreed to accept an abatement of 20 per cent. aU round, re-

instate all evicted tenants, and pay all costs incurred on either side in

the whole affair. S.

LIBERTY AND PROPERTY DEFENCE LEAGUE
REPORT FOR 1886.

Whoever has drawn up the above Report deserves credit for having
concocted a most formidable and imposing document, which will doubt-

less comfort and gladden the hearts and brace up the nerves of the
weaker brethren, as they read the record of the heroic resistance offered

by the redoubtable knights, Wemyss, Pembroke, Fortescue, and Co.,

to the advance of the terrible Spectre Rouge.
Putting aside the ineffable disgust which every honest intelligent

person must feel at the shameless pretence and gross hypocrisy of this

league of monopolists posing as friends of freedom and champions of

the oppressed, there is much in the Report to gratify and encourage
all who work and hope for the Social Revolution. Allowing consider-

able discount for bombast, bunkum, and soft sawder, there yet remains
the solid fact that our Cause has grown so stout and strong as to tax
the energies and resources of a wealthy and " influential " organisation

like the L.P.D.L., with its 71 federated bodies, to copo with it.

By far the larger part of the Report is taken up with a record of

Parliamentary Bills rejected or mutilated through the action of the
League Parliamentary Committee. As, however, even the best of

these Bills, emanating from the hopelessly corrupt bourgeois parliament
at Westminster, are and could be nothing more than miserable make-
believe make-shifts, anything that the League could do in regard to

them is of comparatively little importance, except as showing the real

spirit that governs its action. I do not propose, therefore, to occupy
space and time in commenting on the forty odd Bills enumerated in

the Report, but will confine my observations mainly to two—viz.. The
Shop Hours Regulation Bill and the Coal Mines Regulation Bill. With
regard to the former, the precious committee of loafing landlords and
landsharks showed their devotion to Liberty by contending for the
right of greedy grasping shopkeepers to drudge their unfortunate
youthful assistants, male and female, as many hours as they choose.

There is, however, a curious admission in the Report, to the effect that
" after consultation with the Shopkeepers' Defence Committee, your
Committee concluded that it would not be practicable to oppose the
Bill in toto with any certainty of success." They therefore confined
their efforts to securing modification of the Bill, whilst their " agents
attended meetings held by the promoters for the purpose of moving
resolutions against the Bill ; and the principle of the Bill was attacked
by the League speakers on various occasions in workmen's clubs in

different parts of the metropolis." What other interpretation can be
put on this than that the evidence disclosed such a state of things that
even the tough consciences of the middle-class M.P.'s felt a twinge ?

Yet these gentlemen of the L.P.D.L. did not scruple to take advantage
of the need of some of the more cunning among the proletariat to use
them as agents to delude their ignorant and simple fellow-men into

supposing that in opposing the curtailment of the shopkeeper's power
of exploiting his assistants, they were maintaining their own freedom.

Their action in regard to the other Bill—that of the Coal Mines
Regulation—calls rot s< mewhat fuller comment, inasmuch as it con-

cerns the vexed qu'-.sti')n of female labour, the particular instance being
that of the employment of women at the pit-brow. I quote a sentence
from the Report which is pregnant with meaning and deserves the

serious consideration of the workers for more reasons than one :
"A

miners' conference at Birmingham in January, under the presidency of

Mr. Thomas Burt, M.P., having passed a resolution in favour of the
legislative suppression of women's labour at the pit-bank, a member of

the League specially experienced in the matter wrote a letter to the
Manchester Examiner and Times, warning the pit-brow women of the
impending danger, and appealing to the public to assist them in retain-

ing their freedom of labour." Before dealing with the main question,
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it is worth while to note how freely the columns of even such

papers as the JEJchOy the Examiner^ and others are placed at the d:

of the en^emies of labour. And no^ obsefrve the audacity of the

attempt to^ divide^ th<a interest of working women iv6^ tbiit df' "^otking

men^^d tb divert attention from the re£|l motive—i.e., to maintain
fr^^aa of trade in ok^p laboury hla John Bt^ght, under pretence of

maifltaining the personal freedom of the women. This was a par-

ticuiiitly tJftifty iao^e^ in view of iM^ frfct tli^t * c^jrfeiua ^ivoirt

like the Rev. SteVart Headlam and certain advo^tc^ of l^dvanced

theories, whose sympathies with the cause of i:he people none can
question, were thus secured as allies in an apparently righteous cause.

The result of such action, however, by whatever motives prompted,
must necessarily be to play into the hands of the exploiting classes,

to intensify the labour struggle, and lower the standard of living

aipongst the workers. It is most essential to point out that fine

phrases and exalted motives do not alter the character of the results

which follow from a particular mode of action. And to use an apt if

well-worn illustration, if black swans will consort with crows, they

mu^t not wonder if they be mistaken for them occasionally, with
possibly very unpleasant consequences. The fact is, as Louis Blanc
has well said, " as long as competition exists, freedom is impossible."

The freedom of the mine-owner to employ these women because they

are cheap, and the freedom of the women to sell their labour-power

cheap (because only for that reason are they preferred to men), means
necessarily a denial of the freedom of the husbands, fathers, and brothers

of the women so employed. These are placed by the competition of the

members of their own families still further at the mercy of the em-
ployers. To talk of the freedom of the women under such circum-

stances is outrageous humbug. The fact is that they are driven (in

the vast majority of cases) to seek by their labour to augment the

scanty wages which the men are receiving, and by so doing help to

maintain a supply of cheap labour for the exploiters. The " impend-
ing danger " which the " experienced " member feared, the workers
may feel assured, was as to the effect upon the rate of wages more
than from any genuine concern in the freedom or wellbeing of the
women. These latter were patronised and photographed, and their

habits and habiliments became for a short time the fashionable theme
of conversation amongst the ladies of the idle classes, many of whom
doubtless were deriving a considerable portion of their wealth and
luxury from the liberty to labour cheaply which they were so anxious
to maintain—for their poorer sisters. The result of the agitation was
that the clause was struck out before the introduction of the Bill into

Parliament, and the pit-women, after being trotted out to suit the

purposes of their exhibitors, were left ,to pursue their unwomanly
occupauon, and to live their hard and unlovely lives as best they
may.

The Report makes considerable mention of the amount of lecturing

done by their speakers in workmen's clubs and elsewhere. I should

fancy this to be the most unsatisfactory item of the League's work as

far as regards return for the outlay incurred. The ignorance and
gullibility of the workers is, unfortunately, very great; still it is

difficult to believe that the utterances of paid agitators—that is to say,

agitators paid to preach what they do not believe, and therefore cannot
put any heart into—can have any weight with the masses of the

people. It is, doubtless, a degraded means of getting a livelihood

;

but the condition of Society compels all more or less to occupy false

positions, and, after all, it may be that in taking the pay of the

L.P.D.L., these men, or some of them at any rate, deserve our pity

rather than our blame.

As a printer, I am naturally interested to read that on the day
following the West-end riots on Feb. 8th, 3000 handbills were sent

to the house-owners and shop-keepers in the West-end, and that

100,000 bills were distributed in connection with the Lord Mayor's
Show demonstrations. It might be worth the while of my fellow-

compositors to give the Socialists a lift, even from a business point

of view.

There is just one other matter on which I cannot forbear to say a
word or two. It is contained in a little paragraph which is so naively

funny that I quote in full :
" The foundation of a working-men's

Individualist Club in London two years ago was an indication that

the aggressiveness of the Socialist propaganda was beginning to pro-

duce a reaction. The recent opening of the club in more commodious
premises in the City Road is a proof that this counter-movement has

taken root and is spreading."

Conceive the ridiculousness of the proposition involved in the fore-

going paragraph, that in order to avoid the presumption that they

were Socialists it became necessary for certain working-men to dis-

tinctly label themselves Individualists, Now the only individualism

possible to working-men, as such, is to hold themselves aloof from their

fellows, and to make terms with the employers, each for himself, with-

out any regard to the welfare of his neighbour; to be, in fact, a

"rat "or "scab"—in plain language a traitor to his class, and an

enemy to the common weal. It is quite in accord with the short-

sighted selfish policy of such individualist working men that they

should be constantly on the alert for any chance of plundering those

who employ them to betray their comrades. Where the carrion is,

ttere will the crows be gathered together. The L.P.D.L. and the 71

bodies federated with it must be simple indeed if they are deceived, or

think to deceive any bond fide working-man, with such a silly story as

that of the foundation and progress of their individualist club. The
real danger against which the workers will need to be on guard is the

unscrupulous hypocrisy of these wolves in sheep's clothing. The devil

cg-n quote Scripture for his own purposes ; and even so, the L.P.D.L.

will, we may be sure, in the futuife as they have done in the past, make
•use* of the noblest maxims to cloak their nefarious designs, and wilB

seek in the name of Liberty to keep the people in bondage. f'''"' '•'
'

vjf. Binning/'

THE WORKHOUSE^r OR;JOHN POORMAN'S pS^
(Concluded from p. 11).. ... . , '('},

, ;'

How strict and cruel the enforcement of the house test often is, two
instances cut from Truth, September 10, 1885, will prove :

—

" Tn the first, the Rev. J. Swire, Rector of Newbury, brought under the
notice of the Board of Guardians, Wantage Union, the case of a man named
Thomas Bolton, who is over eighty years of age and lives with his old wife.

The two receive, it appears, 3s. a-week, and three half-gallon loaves. This
is all they have to live on. But the old man could occasionally obtain a
little light work, which he is at all times most willing to do. Mr. Swire,
therefore, thought that the Board might see their way to exercise a little

discretion, and by slightly relaxing their rules, give the poor old fellow a
chance of earning a little money, and ending his days in comparative com-
fort ' outside the house.' He was fortified in this hope by the knowledge
that a similar request had met with the ready sanction and approval of the
Guardians in a neighbouring union. But the only reply he received was a
curt communication from Edward Ormond, clerk, to the effect that * one of
the great principles of the Poor Law is not to grant relief to any person in

aid of wages, and that, therefore, they are unable to allow Thomas Bolton to
work whilst he is in receipt of relief.' The second case, brought by the
same gentleman before the same Board, is even still more astounding. In
this instance one William Bolton, who is between seventy and eighty years
of age, and quite incapable of work, is the happy possessor of a weekly
allowance of three shillings and sixpence, the result of money he has paid
into a club from his youth. He also receives from the Board two loaves per
week. Believing that Bolton had been a hard-working man all his life, Mr.
Swire thought that he was a worthy object for the consideration of the
Guardians, so he asked them to supplement his limited, means by a small
allowance. Again Edward Ormond, clerk, wrote and informed Mr. Swire
* that the full allowance to William Bolton would be two shillings and twe^

four-pound loaves weekly, and as he is provided with three shillings and
sixpence weekly from a club, the Guardians have allowed him two four-

pound loaves weekly, making his weekly income three shillings and sixpence
and two loaves instead of two shillings and two.' In view of such a mon-
strous decision as this, how can we expect our working-classes to become
thrifty ? h\ fact, by saving sufficient to provide himself with an allowance
in his old age of three shillings and sixpence a week, this unfortunate man
Bolton has deprived himself of all chance of receiving any assistance from
his parish."

To return to John Poorman. After waiting for an hour or two
among a little crowd of applicants as wretched and hopeless as him-
self, he sees the guardians, and is given an order for the house, and
with it a sentence to imprisonment and a decree of divorce from wife

and children. In anti-black-slavery times piteous pictures were
drawn of the grief of the "man and brother" at parting from wife

and child, and an evangelical rhymer moved the hearts of English folk

by the assurance that " affection dwells in white and black the same."

The poet has yet to come who shall move us to sorrow for the white-

slave of the Poor Law, and show to us the dehumanising circumstances

of poverty's dungeon. The stories known to workhouse visitors of

mothers pining in dull-eyed grief for the embraces of their children >

who are fretting into illness because denied sound of their voice and
touch of their hand, are among the saddest told in the tear-blotted

annals of the poor. Even the intercourse sanctioned by the regula-

tions is often discouraged and sometimes virtually refused.

Mr. Towle describes the "spirit of the workhouse as one of cheer-

less comfort"—with the comfort, let me add, mostly absent. The
character of the houses varies considerably. In some good fires are

the rule, in others there is a severe economy of coal. In many the

provisions for personal cleanliness are insufficient to. a disgusting de-

gree. A respectable, well educated, sober, godly man, who was for a
time an inmate of a house in the west of England, said to me, " When
I first went in I thought * all these people are rotten.' When I had
been in a week I found I was as foul as they were." The reason is^

plain to those who know what prison regulations are and what work-
house practices are not.

The aim of the Poor Law, as stated by the Commissioners, is to
" subject the pauper inmate to such a system of labour, discipline, and
restraint as shall be sufficient to outweigh in his estimation the bodily

comforts which he enjoys." A favourite form of labour is oakum-
picking, which is "chosen because it causes real suffering. The
fingers become sore, and a painful sensation is produced at the tips of

the fingers and thumbs, which is acute and peculiar to that occupa-

tion" (Dr. Mcaise, quoted in Standard, September 4, 1885). Life in

the house is intentionally made dull and cheerless, and even in the

case of the children the monotony of life is painful and benumbing.

The atmosphere of the place is tainted with vice, and the moral con-

tamination prevalent meets with but slight opposing influences. The
want of moral classification in nearly all workhouses is a source of

positive pain to clean-minded persons, and makes a prison far pre-

ferable to such.

The " bodily comforts " provided are about as kind as the tender

mercies of the wicked. They consist of clothing which is a badge of

social leprosy and of food which, though sufficient to maintain exist-

ence, frequently fails painfully to satisfy appetite. The dietary is

calculated by science for the needs of the average man. Now the

average man is a purely imaginary being. Real men sometimes come
short of his stature, and others exceed it. If the food placed on the

workhouse table were given to each according to his wants, there would
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be enough for all. The Poor Law, however sternly forbids such com-

munism^ The man who cannot eat all that is set before him must

leave it for the pigs; he who has more than the average appetite by

law established must go hungry away Many, especially m the early

days of their residence, do go hungry, desiring a little more bread as

vainly as the prodigal in the Syrian land desired the husks that the

swine did eat. Kow as then, there is more care for pigs than men.

The story is part of the old, old story of mans inhumanity to man.

Charles Dickens gave voice to the cry of the pauper for " a little more

bread" years a<-o, but still it falls on ears that do not hear, because the

cry comes from^the ward of an English workhouse, and the Pharisees

of Christian England believe that ^' the poor m the lump are bad."

Mr. John Bright, speaking at Birmingham Nov. 5, 1885, audaciously

said: "The prayer that is taught us by the divine mouth, * Give us

this day our daily bread,' has been answered, and we have taken it

from the New Testament and have placed it in a clause of an Act of

Parliament and there it remains for ever in the constitution of the

country."

The cries from starving London and from the wynds of Glasgow,

from Staffordshire chain-makers, and not least the cries for a little

more bread from the workhouse ward, refute Mr. Bright's boast, and

bid us prepare for a war against poverty more earnest and more

radical than the struggle against the Corn Laws.

Meanwhile whenever you think of State charity, remember, again,

to quote Charles Dickens, that " we have come to this absurd, this

dangerous, this monstrous pass, that the dishonest felon is, in respect

of cleanliness, order, diet, and accommodation, better provided for and

taken care of than the honest pauper."

After his incarceration, John Poorman from time to time made
attempts to obtain work outside his " voluntary " prison. These efforts

were hampered by the fact that the officials always treated him as a per-

son who desired to desert his wife and children, and were made fruitless

by his utter inability to find the means of again furnishing even a

home of one room. The outcome was that John resigned himself, as

requested by the chaplain, to "the will of God."

One dolorous day in November John asked to see the doctor—an
ill-paid official, much worried by the guardians of the public purse

because of his tendency to ask for quinine, opium, port wine, and other

medicines which heaven obviously intended only for the well-to-do.

Being sent into the sick ward, John's dietary was greatly improved,

and a temporary return of strength was the consequence. His sur-

roundings in the ward were unpleasant, and the death of a man in the

bed next his own, who died unsheltered from his gaze, greatly shocked
him. The nurses were mainly paupers, quite unqualified for the work
entrusted to them. While John was in the ward, a little child who
was ordered a warm bath was scalded to death, and an old man who
was ordered a cool bath was given one so cold that he died of conges-

tion of the lungs. . (This is no romance, no exaggeration. The docu-
ments that prove my statements are in my own possession.)

At last John died, and was buried in that pauper grave in which one
in every fourteen of our brothers and sisters find their final rest.

I conclude with the words of Mr. T. Illingworth in a letter to the
Manchester Guardian dated February 19, 1886 :

"The thought that one in 14 of our fellow-countrymen die in a workhouse
cannot be a pleasant one. It is nevertheless a fact that in wealthy England
after 40 years unparalleled increase of wealth, and according to Mr. GitFen
40 years of unexampled progress of the working classes, one in every 14
freeborn Englishmen dies a pauper's death in the workhouse. How much
suffering and wretchedness these facts reveal it is difficult to comprehend.
Mr. M'Dougall, of the Manchester Board of Guardians, says that not more
than 2 per cent of the pauperism of Manchester can be traced to hereditary
taint. What is true of Manchester pauperism will be a good guide as to the
pauperism, in respect of this feature of it, throughout the country. The
knowledge that of those born in this country one in 14 will die a pauper is

enough to stir up the feelings of the fathers and mothers to cry with lamenta-
tion over the possible future of the children they nurture so fondly and of
whom they expect and hope such bright futures—alas ! only to be disap-
pointed. If the progress of civilisation can show no greater things than this,
well may there be grave doubts as to the security of the principles on which
it IS based. Probably the results may be as w^e find them because it is based
on no principles whatever but those of brutal selfishness and oppression

;

humanity and justice could never bring one in fourteen to a pauper's grave."

I wdll only add words of warning you will mock at until too late
you find them true : Our civilisation is a sham ; our Christianity is an
hypocrisy. Unless we learn to do justly and love mercy, the earth-
quake and volcano of God will shake our social structure into ruin
and consume it with flame. AVilliam Sharmax.

tl P !q^
ijieetmg^ of the Trades Assembly, held at Chicago last Sunday,

the Kadical and Socialistic element secured complete control. The repre-
sentatives of some organisations withdrew after the election of officers.

The sixth anniversary of the death of Blanqui was celebrated bv the
feociansts of Pans in the usual way by speeches over his tomb at PeVe-la-
cnaise and wreaths deposited thereon, the crowd at the cemetery being more
tlian iisually numerous this year. Among the red wreaths, beneath which
JJalou s bronze statue was soon completely hidden, were those deposited by
the Comiterevolutionaire central," the Cri du Peuple, the "Comite revolii-
tionaire du XlXe. arrondissement," LIntransiqeant, the " Comite ni Dieu ni
Maitre of Lyons, eta Most of the orators made allusion in their speeches
to the pi-obability of European war, urging all Socialists therefore to make
the most of their opportunities and take advantage of the times in which
they found themselves Before leaving the cemetery most of tho^e gathered
together paid a visit to that scene which is among the last scenes of the
drama of 1871—where those remaining of the defenders of the Commune
were shot down unnumbered by the Versaillese.

*'Homo sum, nihil, a me alienum puto."
—Seneca.

I am a man ; to me all men are dear
;

So said the Roman Stoic ; so say I

;

So said the holiest One while He was here,

And lived for men and dared for men to die

;

So let me strive for men, whatever befall

Myself, still working for them all I can.

Still crying, " All for each and each for all
!

"

And aiding men because I am a man.

And, if my wages be their hate and scorn.

If they know not their brother, well, what then %

Shall I give hate for hate to any born

With me to share the brotherhood of men %

Let me still keep the truth clear in my soul,

And serve my brothers every way I can

;

The whole for each and each one for the whole,

That be my faith because I am a man.

\y. C. Bennett.

THE KELTIC LEAGUE.
We have received the following statement of the aims of the Keltic

League :

—

" To promote the Party union of the Scottish and of the Welsh Members
of Parliament respectively, and to organise co-operation between the Scottish,

Welsh, and Irish Parliamentary Parties, with respect not only to the common
general objects of Home Eule, and thorough-going settlements of the Land
Question, but with respect also to the special questions more urgently de-

manding solution in the Highlands, in Wales, and in Ireland respectively.

With respect to the same common general objects, and special national ques-

tions, to organise co-operation also in the country between the Scotch, the

Welsh, and the Irish ; and thus to give such a lead to the divided English
Liberal Party as will transform the better elements on both sides into a New
Radical Party with a definite programme, economical, ecclesiastical, and poli-

tical. To create a spirit of brotherhood and solidarity, not only between the
different branches of the Keltic race in these islands, in the colonies, and in

America, but also between the more Keltic and the more English sections of

a population which is everywhere mixed, and Anglo-Keltic, rather than
Anglo-Saxon,"

With its platform, of course, we are not quite in sympathy ; but in

these times any union of peoples, apart from their governments, cannot
fail of being revolutionary in its tendency. S.

The Unemployed.
The unemployed question is again coming to the front. A gentleman
connected with the Kensington Yestry wrote to the Daily Telegraph

last week stating that in spite of the great deal of talk about the num-
ber of men out of work, it had no foundation in fact, as the vestry

wanted five thousand men to clear the roads from the accumulated

snow and could only get three hundred. The Stratford board of guard-

ians complained that in answer to a similar request only three unem-
ployed turned up, and they were drunk. Both these statements have

been contradicted by facts. On Wednesday week the Kensington Vestry

wanted some " unemployed," and they got them—more than they

wanted. Over a thousand appeared, and they would not find work
for them. The gentleman who writes these letters to the newspapers

under various names had better confine himself to the truth in future,

or lie within bounds in the leader columns. He had said they could

find work for five thousand. The bumbles of Stratford have been

equally unfortunate. Mr. Phillips, the West Ham police magistrate,

has from the bench stigmatised the statement published in that upper
middle-class paper the Times as " a deliberate falsehood." The distress

hourly grows worse ; thousands of families are starving for the want
of the barest necessaries ; and meanwhile the gentlemen said to be
appointed for their relief are employing themselves in inventing

"deliberate falsehoods" about the unfortunates consigned to their

tender mercies. Why don't the " unemployed " help themselves 1 That
they will get no other help is evident.—D. N.

LITERARY NOTICES.
To-Day for January has a poem by our comrade Maguire, the continuation

of " Eros or Erin," a somewhat weak presentation of an old problem that may
be guessed from the title, and a calmly-stated but crushing reply to Mr.
Marson's attack upon Socialism, by E. Belfort Bax. Edward Carpenter also

contributes a good article on " Trade."

Articles in the January reviews likely to interest Socialists are :

—

Nine-
teenth Century :

*' The Government of Ireland ; a reply," John Morley ;

'• Rural Pussia," Lady Yerney. Contemporary : " Jubilee-Time in Ireland,''

T. M. Healy. Fortnightly : " The Iron and Steel Trade," Sir Lothian Bell
;

*' Womanhood in old Greece," by E. Lynn Linton. S.

The Socialists in Holland.—The Hague, Jan. 10.— The Court of Cas-
sation has affirmed the sentence of one year's solitary confinement which was
passed in the Lo wer Court last June, and subsequently confirmed by the
Court of Appeal, upon M. Domela Nieuwenhuis, the Socialist leader, for the
publication of insulting expressions against the King. Jan. 11.—Domela
Nieuwenhuis attended a meeting last night, He said that he would endure
his penalty with resignation, being convinced that he had received it solely
for deserting the ranks of the capitalists and espousing the cause of the
people. M. Vanbeveren, of Ghent, stated that Socialism in Belgium had
gained fresh strength since the condemnation. A resolution 'pledging the
meeting to continue the propaganda was carried
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VLX.TE TOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS OOlfE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW : FIRST, FEW MEW
IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THK CAUSE IS WON !

'

Oommunications invited on Social Questions. They should be tvritten on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Rd. ,E.G.^ and accompanied
hy the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication,

Ai all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of theirposi-

tion in these pc^ges. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing
the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Bejtcted MSS. cajnonlybe returned if a stamped directed envelope, isJorwarded with
them.

Syhscfiptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 68.,

»%x months, 3s.; three months. Is, 6d,

Buimess communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far
ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
NoccE TO ALL SOCIALISTIC NEWSPAPERS.—The Commonweol will be regularly sent

to all Socialistic Contemporaries throughout the world, and it is hoped that
they on their side will regularly provide the Socialist League with their papers
as they may appear.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday January 12,

ItalyEngland
Justice
Norwich—Daylight
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Parsonal Rights Journal
Practical Socialist

To-Day
National Review
Radical
Worker's Friend
Jus

United States
New York—VolkszeitHng
Truthseeker
Der Sozialist

John Swinton's Paper
Boston—^Woman's Journal
Cincinnati (O.) Unionist
Toledo (O.)—Industrial News

Chicago (111.)—Vorbote
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
Portland (Oreg.) Avant-Courier

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)

Le Socialiste

Le Revolte
Guise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le TravaiUeur

Belgium
Brussels—L'Avant-Garde
Liege—L'Avenir
Antwerp—De Worker

Austria
Vienna—Gleichheit
Arbeiterstimme

Holland
Hague—Becht voor Allen

Milan—11 Fascio Operaio
Turin—n Muratore
Rome—L'Emancipazione

Switzerland
Ziu*ich—Sozial Demokrat

Spain
La Justicia Humana
Madrid—El Socialista
Cadiz—Bl Socialismo

Portugal
Villafranca de Xira— Campino
Oporto—A Perola

ROUMANTK
Bucharest—Pruncul Roman

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

THE POLITICAL CRISIS.

It is difficult to write about the " Political Crisis " seriously, except so

far as contempt may be serious. The bespattering with flattery for

their patriotism of those members of the Government who are wanted

to take themselves off ; the flutter among the lesser men lest they too

should be pulled off their perch and be boiled down for gravy for the

new coalition pie ; the terror of some Conservatives, like the Standard^

lest Mr. Chamberlain should climb half-way down the tree ; Mr.

Goschen's anxiety that his position should not be misunderstood,

whereas all the while it is as plain as the nose on Mr. Goschen's face

that he is a high Tory reactionist. All this is sufficiently grotesque,

and once more illustrates happily enough the dignity and honesty of

Parliamentary Government, but otherwise does not concern us in the

least.

All this on the Tory side ; the Liberal position is perhaps a little more

noteworthy, but also considerably more discreditable. The confusion

in the Tory camp has given them hopes of success once more, and it

is quite clear that most of those who may be called the responsible

men of the party do in consequence look upon " compromise " in quite

a different light from that in which it showed a few weeks ago. There

are rumours afloat that Mr. Gladstone is prepared to cut down his

Home Kule Bill, feeble as it is already, so that it would amount to

nothing but a perpetual English-Irish squabble in the Westminster

Parliament. This rumour the Daily News denies with all official

solemnity ; but as it admits the almost plenary power of the " Con-

ference " to be held presently, which will have only one sincere

Home Ruler (Mr. Morley) in it, this denial is not of much signifi-

cance. Mr. Labouchere put the matter on a reasonable footing in his

Reading speech when he practically pointed out that no conference

between those who were for Home Rule and those who were against it

could mean anything but surrender on one side or the other.

Clearly whatever comes of it the Gladstonians are anxious to sur-

render, if only they can put a good face on it and hoodwink the rank

and file of their party to the extreme baseness of the proceeding;

otherwise they would have insisted on genuine Home Rule being

made the basis of the Conference. It can scarcely be doubted that

the Responsible Liberals will, if they dare, heave the Irish Jonah over-

board ; the only thing which will prevent them from doing so will be

their fear of the consequences of their being accused of his murder

when they reach the shore. Even if they do not they will have

weakened themselves by their shilly-shally ways ; if they do, no man
with even the remains of wits in his head will take the trouble to

distinguish them from their Tory competitors for loaves and fishes.

The moral to be drawn from these corrupt and degrading dodgings

and shirkings is simple. Let the genuine Radicals turn from the

collection of incompetent tricksters, and the battered and disgraced

idols whom they hold up to our worship, and concern themselves with

the serious questions of the day. Shall England make alliance with

reactionary powers to crush out Revolution ] Must we always have

some piratical war on hand in order to conquer a fresh cheating-

market for the harm of barbarous countries and our own unhappy

population ? Must we always have a mass of unemployed workmen

hanging about, till to many of them, by the force of habit, work be-

comes impossible, and they are turned into mere loafers, a constant

disgrace and a periodical terror to Society I Are we to be for ever

satisfied with bestowing " mere subsistence livelihood " {i.e., semi-star-

vation) on the lower part of our labouring classes ] Are the members

of the artizan class for ever to be condemned to live poorly, without

leisure or pleasure, in constant anxiety of falling into the gulf below

them % Is the lower middle-class for ever to be stupid, vacant, and

vulgar, and the upper middle-class to oscillate between blank Philis-

tinism and simpering preciosity? In fine, why are these "classes,'^

and what end do they serve ? Let them face these questions uncon-

ventionally, and in the spirit of men who have abandoned the idea of

finality in politics and social matters, and the old parties will soon be

united in desperate opposition to the one Party of Progress, the

Socialist Party. William Morris.

A dream of JOHN BALL.
(Continued from p. 13.)

He said :
" Many strange things hast thou told me that I could not

understand
;
yea, some my wit so failed to compass, that I cannot so

much as ask thee questions concerning them ; but of some matters would
I ask thee, and I must hasten, for in very sooth the night is worn old

and grey. When thou sayest that in the days to come, when there

shall be no labouring men who are not thralls after their new fashion^

that their lords shall be many and very many, it seemeth to me that

these same lords, if they be many, shall hardly be rich, or but very few
of them, since they must verily feed and clothe and house their thralls,

so that that which they take from them, since it will have to be dealt

out amongst many, will not be enough to make many rich ; since out

of one man ye may get but one man's work ; and pinch him never so-

sorely, still as aforesaid ye may not pinch him so sorely as not to feed

him. Therefore, though the eyes of my mind may see a few lords and
many slaves, yet can they not see many lords as well as many slaves

;

and if the slaves be many and the lords few, then some day shall the
slaves make an end of that mastery by the force of their bodies. How
then shall thy mastership of the latter days endure ?

'^

"John Ball," said I, "mastership hath many shifts whereby it

striveth to keep itself alive in the world. And now hear a marvel

:

whereas thou sayest these two times that out of one man ye may get

but one man's work, in days to come one man shall do the work of a
hundred men—yea, of a thousand or more : and this is the shift of

mastership that shall make many masters and many rich men."

John Ball laughed. " Great is my harvest of riddles to-night," said

he ; " for even if a man sleep not, and eat and drink while he is

a-working, ye shall but make two men or three at the most out of him."

Said I :
" Sawest thou ever a weaver at his loom *?

"

"Yea," said he, "many a time." He was silent a little, and then

said : "Yet I marvelled not at it; but now I marvel, because I know
what thou wouldst say. Time was when the shuttle was thrust in and
out of all the thousand threads of the warp, and it was long to do

;

but now the spring-staves go up and down as the man's feet move, and
this and that leaf of the warp cometh forward and the shuttle goeth in

one shot through all the thousand warps. Yea, so it is that this multi-

plieth a man many times. But look you, he is so multiplied already

;

and so hath he been, meseemeth, for many hundred years."
" Yea," said T, " but what hitherto needed the masters to multiply

him more ] For many hundred years the workman was a thrall bought
and sold at the cross ; and for other hundreds of years he hath been a
villein—that is, a working-beast and a part of the stock of the manor
on which he liveth ; but then thou and the like of thee shall free him^

and then is mastership put to its shifts; for what should avail the

mastery then, when he no longer owneth the man by law as his chattel,

nor any longer by law owneth him as stock of his land, if the master

hath not that which he on whom he liveth may not lack and live

withal, and cannot have without selling himself 1

"
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He said nothing, but I saw his brow knitted and his lips pressed

together as though in anger; and again I said : "Thou hast seen the

w^ver at his loom : think how it should be if he sit no longer before

the web and cast the shuttle and draw home the sley, but if the shed

open of itself and the shuttle of itself speed through it as swift as the

eye can follow, and the sley come home of itself; and the weaver

standing by and whistling The Hunt's up ! the while, or looking to

half-a-dozen looms and bidding them what to do. And as with the

weaver so with the potter, and the smith, and every worker in metals,

and all other crafts, that it shall be for them looking on and tending,

as with the man that sitteth in the cart while the horse draws. Yea,

at last so shall it be even with those who are mere husbandmen ; and no

longer shall the reaper fare afield in the morning with his fiook over

his shoulder, and smite and bind and smite again till the sun is down

and the moon is up ; but he shall draw a thing made by men into the

field with one or two horses, and shall say the word and the horses

shall go up and down, and the thing shall reap and gather and bind,

and do the work of many men. Imagine all this in thy mind if thou

canst, at least as ye may imagine a tale of enchantment told by a

minstrel, and then tell me what shouldst thou deem that the life of

men would be amidst all this, men such as these men of the township

here, or the men of the Canterbury gilds."

"Yea," said he; "but before I tell thee my thoughts of thy tale of

wonder, I would ask thee this : In those days when men work so easily,

surely they shall make more wares than they can use in one country-

side, or one good town, whereas in another, where things* have not
gone as well, they shall have less than they need ; and even so it is

with us now, and thereof cometh scarcity and famine ; and if people

may not come at each others' goods, it availeth the whole land little

that one country-side hath more than enough while another hath less

;

for the goods shall abide there in the storehouses of the rich place till

they perish. So if that be so in the days of wonder ye tell of (and I

see not how it can be otherwise), then shall men be but little holpen
by making all their wares so easily and with so little labour."

I smiled again and said :
" Yea, but it shall not be so ; not only

shall men be multiplied a hundred and a thousand fold, but the

distance of one place from another shall be as nothing, so that the
wares which lie ready for market in Durham in the evening may
be in London on the morrow morning; and the men of Wales may
eat corn of Essex and the men of Essex wear wool of Wales ; so that
so far as the flitting of goods to market goes, all the land shall be as

one parish. Nay, what say I ? Not as to this land only shall it be so,

but even the Indies, and far countries of which thou knowest not, shall

be, so to say, at every man's door, and wares which now ye account
precious and dear-bought, shall then be common things bought and sold

for little price at every huckster's stall. Say then, John; shall not
those days be merry, and plentiful of ease and contentment for all

menl"
"Brother," said he, "meseemeth some doleful mockery lieth under

these joyful tidings of thine ; since thou hast already partly told me
to my sad bewilderment what the life of man should be in those days.
Yet will I now for a little set all that aside to consider thy strange
tale as of a minstrel from over sea, even as thou biddest me. There-
fore I say that if men still abide men as I have known them, and
unless these folk of England change as the land changeth^—and for
sooth of the men, for good and for evil, I can think no other than I
think now, or behold them other than I have known them and loved
them—I say if the men be still men, what will happen except that
there should be all plenty in the land, and not one poor man therein,
unless of his own free will he chose to lack and be poor, as a man in
religion or such like ; for there would then be such abundance of all

good things that as greedy as the lords might be, there' would be
enough to satisfy their greed and yet leave good living for all who
laboured with their hands ; so that these should labour far less than
now, and they would have time to learn knowledge, so that there
should soon be no learned and unlearned, for all should be learned

;

and they would have time also to learn how to order the matters of the
parish and the hundred, and of the parliament of the realm, so that
the king should take no more than his own ; and to order the rule of
the realm, so that all men, rich and unrich, should have therein ; and
so by undoing of evil laws and making of good ones, that fashion
would come to an end whereof thou speakest, that rich men make laws
for their own behoof ; for they should no longer be able to do thus
when all had part in making the laws ; whereby it would soon come
about that there would be no men rich and tyrannous, but all should
have enough and to spare of the increase of the earth and the work of
their own hands. Yea surely, brother, if ever it cometh about that
men shall be able to make things, and not men, work for their super-
fluities and that the length of travel from one place to another be made
of no account, and all the world be a market for all the world, then all
shall live in health and wealth ; and envy and grudging shall perish.
-b or then shall we have conquered the earth and it shall be enough

;

and then shall the kingdom of heaven be come down to the earth in
very deed. Why lookest thou so sad and sorry % what sayest thou %

"

I said
:
" Hast thou forgotten already what I told thee, that in those

latter days a man who hath nought save his.own body (and such men
shall be far the most of men) must needs pawn his labour for leave to
labour? Can such a man be wealthy? Hast thou not called him
a thrall?"

^

"Yea," he said; "but how could I deem that such things could be
when those days should be come wherein men could make things work
for them ?

"

-^^i, ^iam Morris.
[,To he concluded).

OORRESPONDEJ^OE.

JOIN HANDS ALL BOUND.
It is known to the readers of * Josephus ' that the cause of the Jewish

defeat by the Romans was due to the differences which existed between
their various sects, which, instead of uniting together to fight the enemy,
exhausted their strength in fighting with each other. The above statement
ought to serve as a lesson to us Socialists, Anarchists, Communists, etc. It
is painful to see the discord between the various sects, how one attacks the
other, and how each one pulls in a different direction. Can any one suppose
that with such actions we will ever reach that for which we strive ?

We find among us : State Socialists, Revolutionary Socialists, Christian
Socialists, Anarchists, Communists, Communistic-Anarchists, Socialistic-

Anarchists, and Collectivists ; each one of these denounces the others. Yet
we are all the children of the same parent, namely—The Present System,
and we all aim to free humanity from its chains of slavery. But it may be
said :

" How can we unite together when we disagree in the means and in-

the ends ^^^^ Nonsense! There are no such differences between Socialism,

and Anarchism which should render their advocators so antagonistic. It is

only owing to the ambition of idealists, who wish to show their ideas

superior to those of others ; it seems as though we all intended to spend our
time, talents, and energy in discussing ideas and deserting the real work.

I will now endeavour to show the identity of Socialists and Anarchists in.

means and in ends. Socialists accuse Anarchists as preachers of violence,,

but Anarchists never preached unreasoned violence as the means of over-

throwing the present system. They are as intelligent as Socialists, and they
know that through riots we shall not gain our demands ; they preach that

violence should be met with violence, and who is justified in asserting the

contrary ? Anarchists attack Socialists as depriving them of individual

liberty. What is individual liberty ? Every individual should have liberty

to live on this earth ; every individual should have liberty to work ; every

individual should have the liberty to enjoy all the wealth he has produced ;

and every individual should have liberty to obtain education according to his

or her talents. Does not Socialism grant all these liberties 1 What is the
individual liberty which one would not be able to exercise under Socialism ?

Such individual liberties through which the liberties of others are injured

,

of course would be denied, but this Anarchists admit.

Again, Anarchists are scared at the Socialistic laws, State, Government,
but forget that although the same in name it will be different in nature.

As regards laws. I do not see what they are afraid of ; if they would only
carefully consider the Socialistic plan they would realise that laws as they
exist now shall cease. In fact, I do not see a necessity for any laws ; when
you examine the present laws you find the greatest part of them treating on
private property ; laws regulating capital and labour ; laws of bankruptcy,

,

strikes, boycotts, etc. ; laws about armies and navies, and so forth. All
these, and many others, could not exist under Socialism, and therefore laws
will be out of place. The State will not be what it is now, it will merely be
as a committee in a society to transact the business of the society. What
can such a state do to oppress the people? Even according to the
Anarchistic theory there must be some appointed to carry on the business
of the group, I mean a medium who shall collect the products from the pro-

ducers and distribute it to the consumers.

After all, let us not forget that the chains of oppression will be broken,
and all will have liberty to live according to their pleasure.- There will be
no Russian despot or Bismark to prevent. Why should we quarrel about
such details while the principal thing is yet so far off? Agitate the Social

Revolution to the down-trodden workers and to all other people of sorrow
;

let us all unite, and thus be better able to tight the enemy. Having said so

much, 1 venture to suggest that a Cou ferenee should take place of all the

various bodies under the banner of revolution, also such as Trade Unionists,

Knights of Labour, at which should be considered the best method for the
emancipation of the workers, even the adoption, perhaps, of one common
platform for which we could work, so that we may not be like scattered

sheep, each going a different direction, but all united under one banner and
one name we should march toward the Golden Future. J. Finn.

Boston, Mass., Dec. 2, 1886.

"THE BI^CH OF FOYERTY."
It is pleasant to see how, as soon as one sets to work seriously to consider

the present condition of things, he is immediately led towards Socialism.

Geo. R. Sims, who has floundered into the question of our present social

systen^an M» article "The Pinch of Poverty" in the Dail^/ News, after

telling!^||Sf^nS,^^"We cannot get rid of poverty altogether," has contrived

to discove/**any biie who wishes to invite the co-operation of the governing
classes in attacking the causes of poverty must be hampered by the know-
ledge that he is inviting the men upon whose support he relies to smash,
destroy, and pulverise some of their most cherished and venerated super-

stitions. Many of the altars upon which the poor are sacrificed are the

altars of the very gods whom the rich regard as the presiding deities of

their own prosperity ;
" that " the causes of a vast number of cases of dis-

tress among working people " are " too many children and too much rent,"

and that "one cannot be satisfied with the state of affairs as it now exists."

Without entering on his ideas with regard to working folk having too many
children, which seem to me to resolve themselves into the belief that work-
ing-men and women have no right to the physical constitution of human
beings ; or else, that there should be greater prostitution ; it is well to

observe that he has come, somewhat late perhaps, to the conclusion.
" Directly w^have found out how to give the poor three or four rooms for

the price thej^ are now paying for one or two we have commenced operations

against o?ze of the attackable causes of over-population." Moreover, "the
conditions under which the poor are compelled to live cause them to be
vicious, drunken, and improvident. They are housed in a condition favour-

able to vice, their surroundings are favourable to drunkenness, and the lack

of protection given to their earnings and their savings is favourable to

improvidence. The poor are systematically overcharged for lodging and for
food, and there is little or no security for their savings." In an earlier por-
tion of the same article he says, "Divide a given quantity of anything
among a certain number of people, and, if some have considerably more
than their share, then some must have considerably less." A truism, cer-

tainly, yet one not obvious to all. This sort of writing is surely a mark of

progress, coming as it does from one whose delight seems to be his, appa-
rently self-assumed, office of Advertiser-in-Waitmg to the Court. G. JP.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
This department is under the direction of the Strike Committee. Labour News

and Contributions to the Fund shoidd be sent to T. Binning, at the Offices.

The Strike Committee.

. The Comiiiittee during the past week have received correspondence from
various centres of industry which has been acted on. A leaflet on " Strikes

and the Labour Struggle," has been issued which the committee will be
pleased tp send to any one willing to distribute it at places where strikes

axe taking place* Arrangements have also been made for the distribution of

literature at the miners' conference at Birmingham on Jan. 12. Mainwaring
gave in a.report of the work he had been able to do on behalf of the com-
mittee in South Wales. He stated that there was good ground ?or the pro-

pagation of our ideas, the workers having given up all hope of bettering their

condition as the struggle is now carried on. H. A. Barker having been
elected general secretary of the Socialist League, resigned from Strike Com-
mittee. J, Lane was appointed secretary in his place. The committee would
urge all those in sympathy to give what tinaiicial aid they can that the work
may be carried on effectively. J. Lane, Gen. Sec.

The Glass-Bottle Makers.

A lock-out which will affect between 4000 and 5000 men and boys has
taken place in the Yorkshire glass-bottle trade. Ail the masters who are
connected with the Yorkshire Glass-Bottle Manufacturers' Association have
intimated to their men that from this week their wages will be reduced, the
proposed reductions being 3s. per man per week, and Is. per gross on the
overwork. This reduction is declared on all wages irrespective of amount,
so that the bottle-makers, who earn 30s. per week, the bottle-blowers, who
earn 28s., and the gatherers, who earn 25s., will be equally affected.

At Mexborough, Swinton, Conisborough, and Kilnhurst, the glass-works
have been stopped.

At Messrs. Eedfern's, Old Mill Glass-Works ; and Messrs. Wade and Dob-
son's, Oak Glass-Works, Barnsley, the men ceased work on Friday, having
failed to come to any terms with their employers.
A conference of glass-blowers took place at Mexborough on Saturday

afternoon. The proceedings were private, but it would seem that the men
are almost unanimous in favour of " holding out "—for a few weeks at least.

Some say that the masters will be ready enough to send for the workmen to

return at the old rate of wages after the lapse of a few weeks, and those who
thus speculate are desirous to exert their influence in preventing any con-
cession being made by the glass-blowers. On the other hand, the manufac-
turers assert that they cannot continue operations unless the men meet them
in a reasonable spirit, owing to the keen competition in Lancashire and else-

where, where the wages are from 3s. to 4s. per week lower.
From 15 to 20 firms in different parts of the country will consequently

suspend business to a great extent, although in many cases the " green-flint

"

hands will continue working. The men have been in the habit of working
nine hours and a quarter per day per week of five days.

The Northumberland Miners.—Last Saturday, the Northumberland
miners met the coal-owners, on the latter demanding 15 per cent, reduction.
The men made a counter proposal, which was rejected, and the negotiations
were broken off. The owners then held a consultation, and decided to issue

on Thursday, Jan. 13, a fortnight's notice to the miners to terminate their
contracts, as a result of their non-acceptance of the reduction demanded.
Twenty thousand men are affected.

Colliers' Strike.—Fifteen hundred men and lads came out on strike on
Monday at New Seaham Colliery, the property of the Marquis of London-
derry, owing to the dispute between union and non-union men. Last night
the unionists held a meeting and decided to remain out until the masters
undertook to see that the non-union men descended the pit apart from the
union men.

Slate Quarrymen.—At the Carnarvonshire quarries of Lord Penrhynn,
the output for many months has been limited to four days ; and in the Fes-
tiniog district short time is also being worked, many of the smaller quarries
being altogether closed. The North Wales Quarrymen's Union is assisting
its members to emigrate to the Welsh colony in Patagonia.

The Tinplate Workers.—An amicable arrangement has been arrived at
in the settlement of the dispute between the Pontypool Tinplate Company
and their workmen, the latter agreeing to make a slight concession. The
works, which give employment to over 1000 hands, liave been stopped for six
weeks, and the consequence has been a large amount of distress and destitu-
tion. It has been arranged to re-open three large mills on Monday next.

The Lancashire Weavers.—At an important meeting of the Northern
Counties Weavers' Associations, held at Blackburn last Saturday, a proposal
was made that in consideration of the weavers' associations bringing out the
weavers at the Burnley mills, where the overlookers are on strike, the over-
lookers' association should also bring out overlookers at Ashton, where the
weavers have struck, the object being to stop all mills in Burnley and Ashton
where strikes exist, with a view to ending these disputes. It was decided to
test the feeling of the operatives before taking action.

Cheap Printing.—In pursuing my inquiries into the system of working
in offices where labour is so wretchedly underpaid, I almost invariably find

that the character of most of the work done is " religious." Thus 90 per
cent of Hazell, Watson, & Yiney's printing consists of magazines with pious-
sounding titles, and which doubtless do much to inculcate doctrines of the
" do your duty in that state of life in which it shall please God to call you "

order ; and other of the goody-goody class of literature, such as The British
Worhnan, which, while indulging in fanciful woodcuts of the model carpenter
returning from a job with his basket of tools over his shoulder, holding out
one hand in virtuous indignation on seeing a mate quenching his thirst with
a modest half-pint of fourpenny, teaches the beautiful doctrine of " Knowing
our proper stations, And blessing the Squire and his relations," and " being
content, let come what may, With doing our work for four shillings a-day."—London Correspondent of Scottish Typographical Circular.

Mr. Bright and the Trades Unionists.—At a meeting of the Birming-
ham Trades Council last Saturday night, Councillor Granger presiding, a
livelv discussion took place respecting Mr. Bright's letter on the wages
question in the Nottingham lace trade, in which he deprecated the unwise
restrictions on labour resulting from the combinations of workmen. Several
speakers condemned Mr. Bright as one of the bitterest enemies of trades

unions, and it was eventually resolved, with only one dissentient, "That
while recognising the very eminent political service rendered by the Right
Hon. John Bright to the country, this meeting cannot but express its very
deep regret that he should allow himself to be drawn into a correspondence

condemnatory of the principle of trades unions, seeing that in his long

Eublic career he has had so many opportunities of measuring the enormous
enefits these combinations have conferred upon the wealth-producing por-

tion of the community wherever they exist." [Socialists found out. long ago
that Mr. J. Bright was a fraud, and they got roundly abused in consequence
of mentioning the discovery. However, his own household are now awaken-
ing, and the above report is instructive. " Let him down gently, Shelve him
with care. Fashioned so selfishly. Old and so rare."]

The Typographical Conference.—The Report of the Conference of

Typographical Societies of the United Kingdom, held in London at the end
of October of last year, has just been issued to the members of the different

unions. At this Conference several important trade matters were discussed,

and resolutions adopted on the following subjects :—The gathering of non-
unionists into the ranks ; arbitration in the settlement of disputes ; the

unfair use of stereotype in newspapers ; the employment only of bond fide

machine men on newspapers ; reciprocity between the various unions in the

matter of the dispensing of society benefits to members ; the formation of

a national federation ; against the systematic working of overtime ; a
guaranteed minimum number of hours in night work, and payment for

standing time ; the placing of female compositors on the same status as

journeymen ; the placing of restrictions on the employment of apprentices ;

inter-communication between British, Colonial, American, and Continental
Societies ; the establishment of a weekly trade newspaper (which I should
very much like to see) ; and, of course, the never-failing votes of thanks all

round. At the conclusion of the Conference, the delegates were entertained

to a dinner by their London brethren, and passed a pleasant time in saying
many complimentary things of each other in language usual on such occa-

sions. I note with considerable disgust that the company preceded their

after-dinner speeches by the stale, hackneyed toast of "The Queen and
Eoyal Family." Surely the workers might be content with having to

support the Queen and her large family, and could very well leave the toast-

ing of her health to dukes, lords, and the Guildhall turtle-soup gentry.
" The Cause of the Workers " would have been a toast more worthy ; the

idlers have always known how to take care of themselves.—W. B.

Wages in the Nottingham Lace Trade.—At a largely attended meet-
ing of the Levers branch of the lace trade last Saturday night to hear reports

from delegates to the Board of Conciliation as to their acceptance of a
reduction of 12 per cent, in order to check the removal of machinery from
Nottingham, and enable the manufacturers of the town to compete with
those in outlying underpaid places, it was resolved to repudiate the action

of the delegates, and to resist the reduction. The threatened strike or

lock-out has, however, been averted. The majority of the men have
accepted the ruling of the Board of Conciliation and the Lace Operatives'

Council, and resumed work under protest.

The effects of competition are being felt by the Nottingham lace-makers
in a severe fashion. Their report for 1886 shows that in the last week of

November 334 were idle, and this had been the average for two months.
The amount paid to the unemployed was very large. The local newspapers
remark that in maintaining the unemployed the unions are doing good work
by effecting a saving in the rates. This kind of congratulation will show
why trade unions are becoming less unsavoury to the middle-class nostrils.

As the unions became powerful and kept up wages in Nottingham the

masters resorted to the dodge of removing their machinery to districts where
cheap labour could be found. This movement has not been very great, but
still great enough to cripple the unionists and bring them to terms. The
conduct of the " board of conciliation " has evidently not been very satis-

factory to the men, who are in favour of continuing the strike now going on.

They can only resume work at a reduction of twelve per cent, which will

bring them to low enough terms. Anyhow the effects of competition in this

case were plain and cruel enough to force the men to look beyond merely
making the best of the present conditions.—J. L. M.

AMERICA.
New York, Jan. 5.—The strike among the coal dock-labourers has extended

to the men at Hoboken and Newburgh. The Reading, New Jersey Central,

and Lackawanna Railways are affected by the movement. Various collieries

in Pennsylvania which ship their coal over the New York Central Railway
have stopped work, owing to a strike among their labourers. Eight hundred
miners have thus been thrown out of work.

Albany, Jan. 5.—The Governor of New York in his annual message to the

State Congress makes special reference to the labour question, and advocates
shorter hours and better wages for the working classes.

The K. of L. in Elizabeth, N.J., are preparing to start a factory to manu-
facture overalls, etc. It will start with thirty girls who were discharged
from the cordage works.

As a result of the stock-yard strike a license has been secured for a corpora-

tion to be known as the Chicago Co-operative Packing and Provision Com-
pany. The incorporators are all Knights of Labor.

The K. of L. will operate the Clarksville mines in Arkansas.

Street car employees of Philadelphia propose to buy and co-operative

control a street car line.

The Boston Central Labour Union calls on the women to boycott garter

made from web manufactured by Thomas Martin.

Messrs. Childs & Drexel, master-printers in the State of Mississippi, have
made a splendid gift to the Typographical Union of North America. They
have sent a cheque for 10,000 dollars, without condition of any kind, in full

confidence that the executive of the Union will use it for the general good.

The Great Troy Boycott.—The firm of Fuller and Warren Co., the con-
tract-breaking stove manufacturers, closed their entire works. The boyco tt

has been too much for them, and at last they have been forced by organised
Labour to close their doors. They have been taught the lesson "that honest
Labour has rights which capital is bound to respect.

Florida.—A correspondent at Narcoossee says :
" The signs of it (the

Social Revolution) are very visible even here in the pine-woods of this remote
corner of the world. Florida is overrun with young Britishers of the middle-
class on the hunt for a soft job, and when that is not forthcoming you not
unfrequently see them working at hard manual labour in competition witt
negroes at a dollar a-day." He speaks of the gradual absorption of the
" waste " lands of the continent, and says they will not long be un-monopol
ised, " and then w« shall see what we shall see."
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The New Car Strike.-Brooklyn Dec 26.-After doing all that was

possible to be recognised a^ an organisation the 2000 men on the Brooklyn

O^Eailroad's lines struck on Thursday mormng There were^gnevances

whfchihey desired to have rectified but President Lewis would not listen

To the Executive Board of the Knights of Labour He said he would have

nothing to do with them. The organisation^he said, had no standing He

snubbed the Board more than once. On Wednesday night the Local As-

semblies K of L of all the eleven roads met, and after a stormy session m
:more than one local, it ^ss finally agreed to give the Executive Board power

to
"

tie up " Representatives of the locals met afterward, and were in ses-

sion until four o'clock Thursday morning, when the result was reached, and

the order went out. A bitter fight is in progress. The City Railroad has

a lar^e surplus of money, the president and directors are determined to break

the power of the Order in Brooklyn, and boast that they can get all the men

they want. The police are doing duty on the few cars running. The men
know that* if the organisation is not recognised they may as well throw up

their charters. They know, also, that if they are defeated their positions

will be made unbearable by petty bosses, their hours will be extended as of

yore their wages cut down to the starvation line, they will be hounded and

harassed and life itself be not worth living. Would that by a stroke of our

pen we could bring all the roads under city and State control. It must come

to it. The sooner the better.

—

John Swinton^s Paper,

FRANCE.

Seine-et-Oise.—A group of persons of this department have formed a

society for Socialist propaganda amongst the working classes. It will be

called the " Union of the workers of Seine-et-Oise."

Marseilles.—The cigar-makers of Marseilles to the number of 1200 are

on strike. Some dispute arising in the factory, delegates went to the director

who refused to receive them. The women then declared themselves on strike

and repaired with their grievances to the Prefect of the town, who received

the three delegates and heard their claims. Nothing is yet settled.

Malakoff.—Ever since 15th June some 15 unfortunate " navvies " of this

community have been trying to reclaim from the mayor wages due to them
for work in the cemetery. The contractor had declared himself bankrupt,
and these workmen were of course among the creditors ; but although the

mayor was liquidator in the affair, and although moreover he had 25,000 fr.

of public money in his charge for the works in question, not a centime could

these men get out of him. The man who makes the communication says

that he has lately applied to the prefect of the Seine, but without response.

What answer could he hope to get from the clerkery at the Prefecture about
"' such a trifle " and so long ago ?

Winter—that is, cold in addition to hunger—has made no effect on the
strikers of the " Societe rran9aise." The fireless hearth as well as the cup-
board without bread finds them standing firm. It is for the whole of the
working-class that they have been struggling for months, and of this they
are aware. We must not let them want for funds just at the decisive hour
which is now approaching ; for the month of January is the last delay pos-
sible for agricultural machines, which must be in i;eadiness for the spring.

Thus in about three weeks' time, either work will be resumed (not nominally
but in reality this time)—and this means the capitulation of the masters and
the triumph of our friends re-engaged—or else all's up with Arbel and Co.,

bankruptcy overtakes them, punishes them and avenges us.

—

Cri du Peuple.

The feverish activity which is caused in most of the Parisian trades by
the provision for the frivolous purchases at the closing of the year is now
over and past. The winter stoppage of work which is broken during the
few weeks of December, becomes more severe than ever when January
appears. The long days of 14, 16, 18 hours, the nights passed amid glaring
lights tracing round the eyes circles of red, have given place to the hopeless
idleness which empties the cupboard, exhausts credit, and extinguishes the
fire on the hearth, killing with cold perhaps the latest born. For the artisan
class all years begin again eternally, hopelessly alike. . . . Amidst all

political commotions, diplomatic complications, while the low Parliamentary
intrigues roll and unroll themselves, the condition of the worker remains
the same. ... On the other hand, in every stroke of speculation, of indus-
trial invention, of war, or of famine, it is the worker, the worker alone who
suffers. If cholera, smallpox, or any form of pest invades the country, it

is again he who is most cruelly struck. There are no mistakes of* the
Government for which he is not punished, no national crime he does not
expiate, no social evil which does not weigh him down ! It is customary for
us to be astonished at the patience and indifference of the people. Yet, if

anything should surprise us, should it not be that the impulsive force of
European nations is not stifled by discouragement and despair as it was
stifled for centuries among the ancient races of Asia 1—Cri du Peuple.

Here are a few extracts from one of the " Shops and Factories " series of
articles in the On du Peuple which will assuredly interest our English
readers. A man is giving his experience in an oil-mill in a letter written to
the Cri :

" In the N oil-mills I was specially charged with the care of
the machinery. The works are in action day and night, stopping three times
a-day for oiling, and twenty-four hours every second Sunday. The work
w^as done by two employes, myself and another, in spells of twelve hours
alternately. . . . Having had bad coal for five weeks, and the shaft being
broken off short in a storm, we had to force the fires, and very urgent re-
parations were necessary. I pointed this out to the director, laying stress
on the fact that at the back of the boiler some fifteen men were at work in
danger. He promised everything, but as at this season the least stoppage
causes ten times more loss than in summer, he contented himself with
promising:' He goes on to say how he at last, alarmed at the dangerous
state of the boiler, gives on his own responsibility the order to stop the
machine. The case then appears before the " prud'hommes," the director
refusing him his salary on the pretext that he was found wanting in his
duty in stopping the works. The man simply demands seven days' wages
^^ ^

A \^ ^*- "^^^ waster demands, on the other hand, 275 fr. 50 c. for loss
caused by his kaving. After hearing the for and against, the president asks
the employe " How js it that your successor proceeds with the work if there
was danger for you ] » Shrugging his shoulders, the man answers by asking
signiticantly, '' For my words to be verified must one wait until a number of
the men are killed ?

" Incredible as it may seeem, the case ends by his being
fined 5 fr. for leaving his post, and, it was added, "to establish a precedent."
The master, too, is bidden to pay him his salary and expences, which he
leaves the court vowing he will not do, and promising to prosecute his ex-
employ6. We must compliment the prud'hommes on the apparently limitless
capacity for compromise m the sentences they pass on master and man.
Here is a most obvious case of heartless carelessness on the part of the
master, which yet goes not only without riprimand, but almost condoned !

BELGIUM.

Ghent.—A considerable number of weavers have declared a Strike at the

Coster-Rousseau factory.

Charleroi.—Another strike is announced here, 200 woi^kers employed in

the mines have ceased work ; some men in the mines of Vicoigne near
Charleroi, have also stopped work.

Amercceur,—The miners of Ainercoeur are holding out firmly in spite of

all tentatives on the part of the director. The miners claim 11 hours' work
at 4 francs fa-day ; formerly they worked 16 hours, receiving only 2fr. 80c.

The union of the miners of Gohyssart-Jumet held a meeting' last week, at
which it was unanimously decided to continue the strike until the miners get
what they demand. All the unions and societies of the Centre are helping
their comrades of Amercceur to the best of their ability, sending what money
they can afford, the co-operative bakehouse of Jolimont sending bread. The
strikers have held out for two months as yet.

AUSTRIA.

Vienna, Jan. 6.—The exceptional Court has condemned Otto SteidI to

five and Job. Ondricek and Jos. P. Schwarz to three year's imprisonment
with hard labour, aggravated by one fasting in the month. These
"Anarchists" have been accused because of forgery of coin they committed,
in conjunction with Wilhelm Bachrelt, an engraver, who apparently played
the part of an agent provocateur, and afterwards came forth as a witness
for the prosecution. The Public Prosecutor endeavoured indeed to prove
that the accused were tools in the hands of an alleged Anarchist party, but
he failed completely, not even the Court, whicfh commonly is no great friend

of the Anarchists, adhered to this opinion, on the contrary stating that the
crime was committed by the accused with the police for their teachers.

From a previous letter you will gather that among us a union can only be
formed with the permission of the Government. The Socialists are being
en masse and always persecuted, because they are suspected of forming secret

unions without the knowledge of the authorities. And the proofs upon
which these arbitrary prosecutions are based ? When you subscribe to an
organ of the party ; when you possess in your room the image of an
eminent comrade

;
you are in peril of being accused of being a member of a

secret union, as learned to their sorrow ten comrades of the Politic Union
in Prague, of whom two have been under arrest during five months, the
other two during seven months, before the hill of indictment has been handed
to them ! After this long inquiry, two have been condemned to 14 days'
imprisonment and expulsion, a third to 3 weeks', and a fourth to 3 days'
arrest. A letter from Prague states that in that town we have never less

than fifty to sixty Socialists under arrest—a fine charitable institution in
the ruling depression and crisis ! Notwithstanding these obstacles, the
party exists and grows ever stronger, though this growth cannot be always
perceived on the surface, owing to the situation so often described in this

paper. That the Austrian workers may more and more unite and adhere
to our party fighting for their welfare, is our " happy New^ Years " wish.—F. S.

SPAIN.

Madrid.—A goodly number of those soldiers who have been in prison
since the insurrection in last September, have made their escape from the
military prison at the San Franciscan convent in a simple and direct way,
which does credit to the turnkeys of the prison, and makes one feel hopeful
about the revolutionary sympathies of guard, sentries, etc. The simple,

child-like method worked as follows : When the prisoners' friends, who are
allowed to stay with them until the warders lock up at night, wanted to

leave the prison in the evening, they found the inner door locked and no one
near it. It was then discovered that turnkeys and gatekeepers had de-

camped, taking the seven revolutionaries with them, and thoughtfully lock-

ing the doors on the governor of the prison and the visitors, to release whom
locksmiths had to be called in aid. " Singularly enougli," as an English
journal naively^remarks, the military guard and sentries at the outer door
noticed nothing unusual. " None so blind as those that wonH see."

Mr. Henry George and the Roman Catholics.—New York, Jan. 10.

—Father M'Glynn, who was summoned to Rome by the Pope to explain his
advocacy of Mr. Henry George's land theories, has declined compliance with
the request of his Holiness.

IRELAND.—On Friday week a process-server was on his way to serve
some of the tenantry at Armagh, but the signal was given of his approach,
and, as if by magic, about 300 women appeared and took possession of a
bridge about a mile from the place. This was too much for the official, who.
fled incontinently. On the Saturday following nearly 500 people gathered
near a bailiff's house on Lord Dillon's property, while many other groups,
gathered at given points, and their signal system was so perfect that the
bailiffs could not evade them. A regular patrol system is kept up, and
questionable individuals watched. At Fairymount, on the borders of Ros-
common and Mayo, on Sunday week a great meeting took place, at which
much money went into the hands of trustees. Meetings have been and are
being still held all over the country, with the same result. During his
examination on Friday 7, General Buller, in answer to the question whether
certain correspondence had not passed between the Sub-Sheriff of Cork
and Inspector Moriarty, said :

^' It is not correct to say that it passed^ be-
cause, although that letter was written by Mr. Moriarty, it was apparently
received by United Ireland^ and not by the Sub-Sheriff of Cork." (Laughter.)
"But it was sent?" "Oh, yes; and in due time it reached what many
people believe to be the real centre of government I " In speaking of the
evictions carried out at Cappagh, a wild and desolate district about eight
miles from Killarney, the Daily News correspondent says :

" Patrick O'Leary,
who was first evicted, has nine children, most of them of tender years. His
wife carried a young baby in her arms. T-he scene was of an exceptionally
distressing character. The mother and children*cried piteously to be allowed
in their homestead, but the bailiffs said they were instructed by the agent,
Mr. S. M. Hussey, not to permit them in as caretakers. To add to the un-
pleasantness of the scene, the eviction was carried out under a heavy down-
pour of rain, and the children, all of whom were barefooted, sought shelter
by the side of the ditch. The next tenant evicted was a man named Timothy
Looney, and here also a scene somewhat similar to the previous one was
witnessed. Looney has seven children, his wife, and his father, an old man
eighty years of age, who had to be assisted on crutches out of the house. As
they also were not readmitted as caretakers they improvised shelter by the
side of the ditch. Both tenants owed about three years' rent for a large
tract of mountain land at i'25 a-year."
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Librari/.—The librarians, May Morris and W.
Chambers, attend on Mondays and Fridays from 7 to
9 p.m. A Catalogue has been printed and is now
ready, price 2d. Country Branches can have parcels
of books sent by paying cost of carriage.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.
Burmingham, Hackney, Hull, Leeds, North London,

to August 31. Croydon, to September 30. Manches
ter, Merton, Norwich, to October 31. Bloomsbury,
Bradford, to Nov. 30. Clerkenwell, Hammersmith,
Lancaster, Oxford, to December 31. Hoxton (Labour
-Emancipation League), to March 31, 1887.

"Commonweal" back numbers.
In future back numbers will not be exchanged dating

back further than three weeks from current number.
Branches are asked not to take more than they intend
to keep of Commonweal

Is.; J

STRIKE COMMITTEE.
W., 2s.; H. C, 2s.; S. M., Is.; T., Is,

C. W., Is.^ A. S^^^d.
"^ BiNNf^G, Treasurer.

L., Is.;

V.D.,

X.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
M. M. (weekly). Is.; H. Ch. (weekly), Is.; E. B. B.

(weekly). Is.; Hammersmith Branch (weekly), 10s.;
Bloomsbury Branch (weekly), 5s. ; W. B. (three weeks),
la. 6d. ; Edward Carpenter, £5.

Ph. W., Treasurer, Jan. 11.

BRANCH REPORTS.
Bloomsbury.—On Friday, Jan. 7th, A. K. Donald

discussed the 4th chapter of the * Socialist Cate-
chism.'- -L. W.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, January 5, Ed-

ward Carpenter gave very interesting and instructive
lecture on *' Railway Companies." He pointed out
very clearly that the misery and hardships of the
railway employes is due to the system which allows
the shareholders and bondholders to take £3 for

doing nothing, for every £2 received as wages by
those who do all the work. Good discussion followed.
The meeting closed with the song, "The Starving
Poor of Old England." On Sunday, January 9, C. J.

Faulkner lectured on "Inhuman Arithmetic;" brisk
discussion ensued, and good reply. 48 Commonweals
and several pamphlets sold. Members' Branch cards
for 1887 are ready.—W. B. and T. E. W., joint-sees.

Croydon.—Last Sunday evening, D. J. NicoU gave
an amusing address on " The Charms of Civilisation

"

a-s displayed in the manners and customs of our
middle-classs. Pagan festivities and the weather
still militate against anything like good audiences,
but making due allowance for these disturbing ele-

ments our audience was very fair.—A. T., ast.-sec.

Hammersmith.—On Sunday, Jan. 2, J. L. Mahon
lecturing on "Political Economy," recommended
Socialists to read our comrade Carruther's ' Communal
and Commercial Economy ' as an able refutation of

Mill and other orthodox exponents of the " dismal
science," who, the lecturer said, were in the habit of

ignoring other social systems than the present profit

grinding commercial one, to which their theories
almost exclusively applied. Oh New Years' day the
Branch entertained themselves and their friends at
an "evening party." The room was decorated with
hangings, tapestries, and pictures lent by comrades
Morris and Crane. Comrade Scheu sang Morris's
" All for the Cause" to the new music by E. Belfort
BaK. On Sunday, Jan. 9th, E. Belfort Bax gave us

- an interesting philosophical discourse, entitled " The
New Ethic." He said that both the theological

.theories of Plato, the elder Stoics, Christ, and Buddha,
and the materialistic ethics of Epicurus, Spencer,
Comte, Bentham, and Mill, were developing into and
being superseded by a new social morality, of which
we see germs in the working-class movement of to-

' day, and which, unlike the elder systems, has for its

. aim the creation of an ideal individual through ideal

society, and not an ideal society through ideal indi-

viduals. —W.
Hackney.—On Saturday we held our concert in aid

of the club funds, which went off very successfully.

On Sunday evening, H. Davis lectured oh '* Trade
Unions, their Weakness and Strength." A lively and
interesting discussion followed.—H. Matthews, sec.

Merton.—Last Sunday, comrade Mahon lectured

upon " Working-class Orthodox Movements," passing

in review the co-operative and trades union move-
ments. He said that they failed to solve the labour
problem, and only raised a few working-men into a
better position at the expense of the mass. It be-

hoved us to watch narrowly the attempts now being
made to set the aristocracy of labour against those
comprising the fringe, and to preach persistently the
solidarity of the workers. Comrades Curtis, Har-
man, and Kitz also spoke.—F. K., hon. sec.

Glasgow.—On Saturday evening, comrades Glasier
and Downie addressed a good open-air, meeting on
Jail's Square. No open-air meetings were held on
Sunday owing to the cold weather, but leaflets were
distributed. On Sunday evening, in the Hall, Carlton
Place, Dr. Cecil Reddie gave an exceedingly interest-

ing and suggestive lecture on " The Anatomy and
Physiology of Society." The lecturer drew an analogy
between the animal and social organisation, from
which he deduced an admirable plea for Socialism.

A number of questions and considerable discussion

followed the lecture.

Lancaster.—The foe is already hard at work
amongst those we have not so far reached, teaching
them the " real truth " about Socialism, viz., that it is

mere jealousy of other men's goods, and that, saving

such dreamers as those who dote over Socialist ideals

poetically, H. W. Beecher's advice as to extermina-

ting them as copperheads and rattlesnakes ought
stringently to be followed. However, as revolu-

tionaries we are not too pale with paralysed fear at

what we must naturally expect, and are actually

working yet. Meetings at the small room. Market
Hall- Coffee Tavern, every Friday night. Last meet-

ing, comrade Simpson was chairman, and Wyatt and
Leonard Hall spoke.

—

Leonard Hall, sec.

Norwich.—We held meetings on Sunday as follows :

Waterloo Road at 1 1 a. m. , Sun Lane at 11.30 a.m.,

and Mill Hill at 12, addressed by Henderson ; St.

Mary's Plain at 11, by Mowbray ; Market Place at 3,

by Mowbray and Henderson ; and Agricultural Hall
at 7, by Mowbray ; Mowbray gave a lecture at 8,

subject, "Political Economy and the Labourers."
Our meeting on Monday, Jan. 3, of unemployed, was
attended by upwards of 6000 people, and was a great

success. We held another unemployed meeting on
Monday morning, which had not been announced, but
was attended by over 1500 people. Several of our
members are out of employment. Our comrade who
took the chair at our meeting last Sunday night, was
discharged next morning. We have started a fund to

commemorate the Jubilee Year by building a Socialist

hall. Slaughter is treasurer. Crotch, Mills, and
Houghton trustees.—C. W. M., sec.

Oxford.—The Branch had a social gathering on
Thursday, Jan. 6, when nearly sixty members and
friends sat down to tea. Afterwards we had sing-

ing, in which the "Marseillaise," "March of the

Workers," and "England Arise" figured promi-
nently, dancing, and short Socialistic speeches.

—

F. M., sec

Notice to Provincial Branches, Members, and
Correspondents.

At the suggestion o^ seveitil country Branches, com-
rade Mahon ha?> set off on a provincial pivpagandist
tour. The route will be by Oxford, Bedford, Birming-
ham, Leicester, Nottingham, and Sheffield. At Man-
chester a few days' stay will be made, to work up the
neighbouring districts. Liverpool, Preston (perhaps),

and Lancaster will be visited next, after which Leeds
will be made a centre of stay, and visits made to the
Branches at Bingley and Bradford, and the districts

of Shipley, Castleford, Wakefield, etc. After this

Mahon will go on to tlie Hull Branch, and from thence
up to Newcastle and Shiehls, returning by Hull to the
Norwich and Ipswich Branches, and from thence back
to London. Any Socialists or sympathisers willing to

get up meetings at any place convenient to this route
are invited to communicate with Malion. Letters

addressed to 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.C., will

be forwarded.

Brcudford.—Scott's Temperance Hotel, East Parade,
Leeds Road Wednesdays, at 8.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Reading Room and Li-

brary open every Wednesday evening, 8 till 10. The
Treasurer attends for members' subscriptions first

Wednesday of every month.
Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. Saturday
evening at 6 o'clock, open-air meeting on Jail's

Square.—Sunday, open-air meeting on Jail's Square
at 4.30 p.m. In the evening at 6.30, in Hall, No. 2
Carlton Place, Clyde Side, J. F. M'Laren wQl
lecture on "The Scottish Land System."—On Tues-

day 18, Monthly General Meeting of Members at

8 o'clock p.m.
Hamilton.—Branch meets every Thursday at 7.30 in

Raton's Hall, Chapel Street, until further notice.

Lectures and Discussions.

HtUl.—11 Princess Street, off Mason Street and Sykes
Street. Club Room open 7 to 10 every evening

;

Sundays 10 am. to 10 p.m.
Ipswich.—The Branch has left the George Inn, and has

not yet procured fit premises for the club about to be
formed.

Leeds.—New Fleece Inn, Pemberton St., Dewsbury Rd.
Lancaster.—Market Hall Coffee Tavern Lecture Room.

Friday evenings at 8.

Leicester.—Silver Street. Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
Manchester.—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-

chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-

ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every
Wednesday at S p.m.—Comrade Parkinson will lec-

ture at the Bee Hive Inn, Lower Broughton Road,
Salford, on Sunday evening 16th inst.—subject,
" Socialism and the Workers."

Norwich.—No. 6 St. Benedict St. Lecture and dis-

cussion every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m. Read-
ing-room open every day from 8.30 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 254 Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Open-air Propaganda—Sunday 16.

11. 30...Hackney—"Salmon and Ball" The Branch
1 1. 30. . .Hammersmith—Beadon Rd The Branch
11. 30.. .Regent's Park D.J. NicoU
11.30. ..St. Pancras Arches The Branch
1 1 . 30. . .Walham Green—Station The Branch

Provinces.—Sunday.

Ipswich.—Old Cattle Market, 11 ; Ship Launch, 3p.m
Norwich.—St. Mary's Plain, 11 ; Market Place, 3.

Leeds.—Hunslet Moor, 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, 7 p.m.

LECTURE DIARY.
London Branches.

Bloomsbury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street.

Friday Jan. 14, at 8.30. T. Binning, "The Irish

Question from a Socialist Standpoint."
Clerkenivell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-

don Road, E.C. Sunday Jan. 16, at 8.30. George
Bernard Shaw, "Some Illusions of Individualism."

Wednesday 19, at 8.30. Edward Aveling, "Social-

ism in America."—Members are requested to take
up Branch cards for 1887.

Croydon.—Royal County House, West Croydon Station
Yard. Sunday Jan. 16. R. A. Beckett, "Philo-
progenitiveness.

"

Fulham.—338 North End Road (corner of Shorolds
Road, opposite Liberal Club). Sunday at 8 p.m.

Hackney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11. Discus-
sions held every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. On
Sunday Jan. 16, at 8, S. Mainwaring, "Socialism."

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday Jan. 9, at 8. A lecture.

Hoxton (L. E. L.).—Exchange Coffee House, Pitfield

St., opposite Hoxton Church, N. Sunday Jan. 16,

at 8 p.m. C. Wade, " England in the Fifteenth
Century."

Merton.—\l Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

—

Sunday Jan. 16, at 8 p.m. H. H. Sparling, " Modern
Cannibalism." 23. W. Morris, "True and False
Society."

Mitcham.—Comer of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

North Londo7i.~32 Camden Road. Fridays at 8.

Country Branches.
Bingley.—Coffee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.
Birmingham.—C&rr a Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Debate on Socialism.—A Debate will take place
at the Hall of Science, 142 Old Street, City Road,
pj.C, on February 2, 9, 16, and 23, at 8 p.m., between
Mr. G. W. Foote and Annie Besant, on the question,
" Is Socialism sound ?

"

Cleveland Hall, 54 Cleveland Street (near Port-

land Road Station).—Sundays at 11.30 a.m. Jan. 16,

H. H. Sparling, "The Evolution of Cannibalism."
23. W. Morris, "Socialism : its Aims and Methods."

London Patriotic Club, Clerkenwell Green.

—

On Sunday morning, Jan. 16, at 11.30, Thomas E.

Wardle will lecture on " The Truths of Socialism."

English Land Restoration League.—Meetings
on the Irish Question :

—

Jan. 15. Enfield Wash (John Morley Club).

5, 17. West Ham Radical Alliance.

,, 19. Woolwich District Radical Club.

,, 26. Central Finsbury Club, 81 Pentonville Rd.
Feb. 16. Dulwich Reform Club, Goose Green.

Several other meetings are being arranged.

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded. . . . Id,

The Co-operative Commonwealth. By Lawrence
Gronlund. Author's Edition, revised and enlarged.

Paper covers, 2s. ; Cloth, 3s. 6d.

The Labour Question from the Socialist
Standpoint. By William Morris.

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors). . . . . .

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William
Morris Id.

The Eights of Labour according to John
Ruskin. By Thomas Barclay.

The Woman Question. By Edward Aveling
and Eleanor Marx-Aveling

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. .

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morris. .

Art and Socialism. By Wm. Morris. Bijou
edition 3d,

Large Paper Edition . . . .Is.
The Aims of Art. By Wm. Morris. {In the Press.)

Bijou Edition, 3d. ; Large paper, Is.

" All for the Cause ! " Song. Words by William
Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 4s. 6d.

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.

Fine hand-made large paper 6d.

Printed and Published by William Morris and Joseph La^e
at 13 Farringdon Road, London

Id.

Id.

Id.

2d.

Id.

2d.
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NOTES ON PASSING EVENTS.
Prince Bismark has made his speech, set all Europe guessing as to

what it might mean, had his Army Bill thrown out, and dissolved the

Reichstadt, and now he is to have another by March ; energetic work
•enough, but what does it all mean 1 First, one may suppose that he
knows he is not going to live much longer, as he said, and that he
wants to leave the German army still the tremendous engine for the

purpose of reaction which it has been for so long ; which it cannot be
unless it is systematically increased and perfected. As to his speeches,

so plain-spoken and yet so capable of reading between the lines,

doubtless a great deal of the threatening and ominously warning tone

of them was due to the fact that he wanted to scare, not the present

Reichstadt (for doubtless he expected the hostile majority), but the

electors of the new House to assemble in March. Therefore, no doubt
he was bound to make the most of the possibilities of a French war,
of the prowess of the French army, and the terrible results of a French
victory ; and that all the more as he was also bound to parade the
good understanding between Germany and Russia, so as at one blow
to destroy the hopes of Austria for German help against the advance
of Russia in her direction ; and also to point out to the French that
when the day for the advance of the German army came no attack on
their rear from the Russians need be expected. Since it had to be
made clear that no danger was to be apprehended from that quarter,
the danger in the other quarter had to be made the most of.

Nevertheless, all deductions made, the speeches of Prince Bismark
were ominous enough ; let everything be ready they seemed to mean
for the demand on the French of disarming under pain of invasion

;

-and who shall say how long it will be before that demand will be
made? Nor need any one think that Prince Bismark's defeat the
other day means relief from imminent war ; the army is to be duly
•augmented, vote or no vote ; and the necessities of electioneering will
force the Chancellor to appeal to the Jingo spirit in the forthcoming
contest, so that we may expect an increase and not a decrease in the
fever of German "patriotism"; as it is pretty certain that Prince
Bismark will sweep the table clear in the coming elections and have a
big majority at his back.

And what then ? Will not this be the position 1 The German
bourgeoisie will practically say, Germany as she is is too poor to bear
this big army ever crying out for fresh steps towards perfection ; in
order to avoid its eating its head off, it must undertake some expedi-
tion, the result of which will be expansion for German commerce on
the grand scale.

" Thou hast a fine sword, my son," says the father in an eastern
tale, " but where is the head for the shearing 1

" " Doubt not, father,"
says the son, " but that I shall soon find a head for the shearing." No
doubt the primary use of the German army is the upholding of " law
and order" in its own land, but to find " a head for the shearing" is
necessary for it as for all other such weapons in the hands of
actionary Governments.

re-

The "great Liberal meeting" of January 12 was of course a regular
caucus meeting. No doubt from that point of view it was a success,
the present staggering of the Tory party being an encouraging sight

Ti.
-^^^^^^ 3,s they are beginning to feel sanguine (rightly or wrongly)

ot having one more innings as a party—perhaps as a " united " party.
All, however, was not unity at the meeting ; a section of the Radicals
perceiving that the fate of their party would be to be smothered under
the incumbent weight of conventional Liberalism, moved an amend-
f^?^'*' P^.* ^^^ward by a prominent Chelsea Radical and Mr. Foote on
oehait ot the Metropolitan Radical Federation, which had the fate of
l^assandra s warnings, as might have been foreseen. Mr. Bradlaugh, ina speech which gave the Daily Fews ecstacies of delight, took the side
ot respectability, and practically begged the Radicals to allow them-
selves to be smothered, lest the party organisation should be weakened
oetore the lories. So the London Liberals and Radicals are declared
"' united —until next time.

There were some demonstrations in the hall, however, with which
the more respectable part of the meeting could only have been half
pieased. But it is a pity that those genuine Radicals who were
there couldnt see that it will not advance things much to merely hiss

" God save the Queen " and cry out for the " Marseillaise." Strange

that they don't understand that the changes which such demonstrations

hint at will not be allowed to be furthered in the party of such respect-

able persons as Mr. Bradlaugh and Mr. Shaw-Lefevre ! The Liberal

Party is willing to use the Radicals to attack the Tories on the ono
hand and snub the Socialists on the other ; but mighty little of their

own way will they have, till at last they will look round and find the

Liberal Party gone and themselves a weak army indeed before the

united forces of Reaction, and weak not only from want of numbers
or cohesion, but from what is worse, lack of definite principles.

The best advice one can give to Radicals at present is to stick tight

to genuine Home Rule and the attack on landlordism in Ireland, and
to see where that will lead them—it will not be into the arms of the
" Respectable Party." Unless they make up their minds to give up
all their aspirations towards freedom, and all attempt to look seriously

into social questions, the Respectable Party will not want them long.

Meantime the Conference of Conciliation has met and—^parted

—

till after Parliament meets, or the Greek Kalends, as the case may be.

The idea still seems to hold that Jonah is to walk the plank with all

decency, in the interest at once of the Unity of the British Empire and
the Unity of the Liberal Party. Truly our recognised political parties

are running an eager race towards the goal of Unlimited Shabbiness,

and 'tis hard to say which will get there first.

Our comrade Mahon tried to get a hearing at the Mansion House
meeting about the Coloi>ial Institute, but of course was not allowed to

speak to foregone conclusions. In fact the promoters of this scheme
are quite right to do their best to prevent all discussion on the subject^

as even the sheep-like general public are beginning to see that it iF
nothing but a barefaced job, bolstered up by servility and flunkeyism

of the basest kind. However, since the money to float it will only be
a part of the general robbery of labour, it would be scarcely worth
while noticing it if it were not for the astounding impudence of it, and
its connection with the humbug of Imperial Federation which is being

so busily pushed forward by one of our Philistines. A scheme which,

with much parade and volumes of clap-trap speeches from those who
are paid to lie to the people in various ways, proposes to collect money
and do with it something (not specified) for the honour and glory of

the empire, is worth noting as a triumph of jobbery, even in these days,

W. Morris.

POET AND POLITICIAN.

Two men have spoken out their thought upon the affairs of to-day, two
men much alike in many things, and both of them figures that fill a
large space in the record of our time. Both old ; both having negated
in the chill of age the sentimental starting-points of their youth, diverse
as they were ; both steeped in bourgeois tradition and fulfilled of the
spirit of the present system ; Alfred " Lord " Tennyson has from the
" wisdom " of his age answered the exuberance of his early manhood,
and William Ewart Gladstone has criticised the performance, and given
his version of the true verdict.

Wellnigh inexorably does fate avenge the proneness of youth to
accept a belief from mere sentimental adhesion and without due
thought. Thus, in either of these men, the poet and the politician, is

a curious contrast between their earlier and their l^ter selves. The
one, democratic in sentiment—fiercely so—the writer of stirring demo-
cratic verse, who saw the labouring folk as " Men, my brothers, men
the workers, ever reaping something new. That which they have done
but earnest of the things that they shall do," this one now, in place of

wearing only wh X Gladstone calls the " livery of the muse," is become
the venal songster of a court and a member of the class of professional

hereditary obstructors. The other who began as a Conservative from
an emotional clinging to long-established usage, has attained the utmost
limit of his possible development, and tentatively dabbles in the side-

work of the revolutionary advance, timidly though it be and with much
backward shrinking.

In their development, and in their thought-position now, are both of
these men wholly formed and governed by the present system. Fervent
revolt while young and ardent against conventional formality and un-
fairness

; gradual regression before the opposing forces of established
wrong ; and at last a bitter outcry from so much of him as remains
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honest against the hopelessness of things that to him appear inevitable,

these are the stages through which Tennyson has passed and through
which all must pass, during the last ^ays.of a dying civilisation, who
have./itjhe, ^irtistic temperament without a great' and abiding strength

and ^qJii^^of growth that is possessed by few. Gladstone, again, has
groWrf';and has not receded, but by his latest utterance, as by all that

haT^efgone before, he has rendered it manifest that though he is able and
willing to advance upon the lines of his previous growth, those of old-

time Liberalism, he cannot go beyond; he is alarmed and uncertain,

knowing nothing of the real forces that are at work to-day nor having
prevision of the gigantic change that is preparing. He feels, and is

frightened by, the preliminory tremors that bespeak the coming earth-

quake, but knows not what it is nor what it will bring forth.

Criticism of the poem as a poem, and of the critical treatment ac-

corded it by Mr. Gladstone, would be out of place in these columns,
but it is interesting to note how the " old parliamentary hand " betrays

even here that, like the dyer's, it has been " subdued to what it works
in," and must temporise. Tn the beginning of his article Mr. Gladstone
says, " Yet is his poetic ' eye not dimmed, nor his natural force

abated,' " while, toward the end, he speaks of ** the stinted vitality of

his age " that he likens to " a spent cannon-ball."

Knowing its due place and meaning, Socialists may pass the new
Locksley Hall unchallenged. It is the wail of one who sees the hellish

iniquity of our civilisation, but has not strength to rise against it nor
insight sufficient to discern the new birth and growth that are realising

themselves, as the present system rots itself into oblivion and prepares

to give place to them. It may be taken as the swan-song of the

bourgeoisie.

Mr. Gladstone's vision of things demands another treatment. It

puts, not unplausibly, the case for advance upon the old lines, and
pleads that man be set free that he " may work out his vocation with-

out wanton hindrance," meaning thereby the extension of " free con-

tract " to its uttermost, with some illogical restrictions of expxoitation

here and there. Hopeless it is to look for further growth from Mr.
Gladstone, but the vain wish arises that he were young again in order

that he might follow out to its legitimate conclusion his query as to

the right of being and cause of existence of the increased and increasing

number of leisured men and idle men ! He speaks of the improvement
as he has seen it in the social conditions of the past half-century and
while admitting many imperfections says, " the fair wage of to-day is

far higher than it was then, and the unfair wage is assumably(!) not

lower." This of the "fair wage" is true—a fair wage being the sum
of one's production, and that in many ways has been magnified ; but
that fair wage is never paid ! As to the " unfair wage," even though
it were true—which it is not—that in mere amount it is higher, in re-

lation to the increased production and heightened standard of vymfort
it is incalculably lower. For the truth or falsehood of Mr. Gladstone's

assertion that " they work fewer hours " for " increased wages," and
" purchase at diminished prices "—in other words that they have im-

proved all round—let the people answer—what their answer is we
know ! Of what avail is it that the suffrage be widened so long as the

voters yet remain slaves of those who own all whereby they must live 1

or that education is popularised and made compulsory if it be only for

the making of monotonous toil more endurable and slave-labour more
efficient ? If it is " well to be reminded " of the children who " soak

and blacken soul and sense in city slime," and of the maidens who are

cast in thousands on the street, is it well also to lull oneself to sleep

again with a hymn of praise for the tinkering attempts at palliation

made by well-intentioned but quite helpless people—people, that is,

who are helpless against the economic necessity that makes these things

what they are 1 What benefit to the proletariat has resulted from the

reform of " fiscal follies " ] such reform having lessened the cost of their

subsistence and allowed them to compete the amount saved into the

pockets of their masters. Or what good has been gained by amend-
ment of the game laws to a folk who possess no land, and of whom the
great mass know " game " only as an appanage of wealth, while those

who do know aught else of it, have seen it only in some rich man's
covert or in the shop-window of some " purveyor to the aristocracy " *?

What is gained save temporary relief and a passing quietude by the

legislative lessening of taxation, tithe, or rent, in answer to the demand
that such exactions be abolished as fundamentally unjust ? To sum
up, what has the present system to say, even from the mouth of so

earnest an apologist, to show cause why it should not be abolished

—

peaceably if it may ;
forcibly if it must 1

Mr. Gladstone's great plea is that " No greater calamity can happen
to a people than to break utterly with its past." To do that is impos-

sible and beyond human power to achieve, and therefore beside the

question; but were it possible, we retort, we do not seek it. The
change we work for is the natural outcome of the social forces that have

carried us thus far, and that, despite alarmist outcries or timid depre-

cation, will carry through the Social Revolution and replace the present

system by one that will more than realise the fairest vision that ever

poet spake. H. Halliday Sparling.

" Charity "-Robbers.—We have ^ot the regular batch of begging letters

from " charity " institutions, which we get every year at this season. These
institutions are mostly run by the men who create and are enriched by the
poverty they ask us to palliate by sending them money for the salaries of
their officers. Let the capitalists who are the " patrons " of these shabby
concerns cease to swindle their hirelings by pocketing the proceeds of their

labour, and there will be no need of asking us to give the poor children that
food of which robbers have deprived t\\tm.—John Swinton's Paper.

WEALTH.
J. H. Smith on p. 12' of the Commonweal asks : " Of what good to thb
people can a science be which treats only of wealth and advocates that

system in which wealth can be produced most amply and economically,

no matter how wretched morally or physically the people, the wealth-

producers, may be in consequence of it li
" The answer to these ques-

tions is : In the first place, that Political Economy advocates no system,

the business of science is the discovery of truth ; and in the second

place that the science which " treats only of wealth " is of paramount
importance to the people. To see how important a subject to the
human race wealth is, we require to know what is wealth ; and it is

with a view to arriving at this knowledge that I offer the following

fragment, written about two years ago, to the consideration of the

readers of the Commonweal.
The subject-matter of political economy is designated by the word

" Wealth." Respecting the meaning of this word many different

opinions have prevailed and do prevaiL Some of th^e we shall briefly

consider.

In an early stage of society, when tribe fought with tribe, when the

stronger attacked the weaker and appropriated whatever they wanted,
it is easy to see that the community that numbered most would, coiteris

paribus^ be the wealthiest, for whatever such a community wanted
it would take. It would take the best hunting grounds, the richest

rivers—the best, in fact, of everything that there was to be had. To
enable it to acquire and to retain these possessions, it would require to

be sufficiently numerous to cope with hostile tribes, and the more
numerous it was the more certain would it be of accomplishing this.

Under circumstances like these public feeling would incline to favour

the procreation of children and to regard the man that reared a large

family as thereby contributing largely to the strength and to the

wealth of the community. Here population was a source of wealth,

and accordingly it was part of the public policy to stimulate population.

This view of wealth and the policy founded upon it continued to infect

the laws of this country down to 1834, when Malthus' essay began to

take practical effect, as seen in the thorough alteration then made in

our Poor Laws. Proof of its past influence still lingers, for at the

present day, when a woman gives birth to more than two children at

one time she receives from the sovereign a bounty oi £1 per child—

a

custom that no doubt has its origin in the belief that to bear children

is to contribute to the wealth of the State.

After a community is fairly established and trading transactions

have been introduced, considerations of convenience soon suggest some
medium of exchange—money. When money has been in use for a time,

it is seen that whoever has money can obtain anything else he may
have Q^^casion for. The rich man, the man with money, is now the
strong man ; he can command the fat of the land. From this it is an
easy inference that the rich country, the country with money, is the

strong, the wealthy country. Money and wealth now become in public

estimation synonymous, and thereupon laws are made with a view to

favour those courses that are peculiarly adapted to increase the nation's

treasure. '^According to the doctrines then prevalent," says John
Stuart Mill, "whatever tended to heap up money or bullion in a
country added to its wealth ; whatever sent the. precious metals out of

a country impoverished it. . . . Exportation of goods was favoured

and encouraged because the exported goods being stipulated to be paid

for in money, it was hoped that the returns would actually be made in

gold and silver. Importation of anything other than the precious

metals was regarded as a loss to the nation of the whole price of the

things imported. . . . The commerce of the world was looked upon as

a struggle :among nations which could draw to itself the largest share

of the gold and silver in existence."

This view of wealth persists a long time and makes a deep impression

upon the mind and upon the laws of nations. Just as circumstances,

however compel a relinquishment of the view already noticed, so do

they compel a relinquishment of this. We have been compelled to

relinquish the view that makes a large population synonymous with*

wealth by the dangers attending on overcrowding, and so forcibly have

these dangers been brought home in modern times that many believe-

population to be a source of weakness and not of strength. The view

that considers wealth to lie in money is not altogether abandoned yet.

It certainly no longer influences the public policy to the extent of

inspiring any legislative enactment. It is, however, the source of

many a fallacious argument. If annually, for instance, the imports

of a country be two millions and the exports only one million, it is

often contended that such a country is losing a million every year, is

living on its capital, because it must yearly send a million of money to

other countries to pay for the additional million of imports. Suppose

that to pay for the additional million of imports, a million of sovereigns,

or bullion to that amount, is sent out of the country : what is the

difference between this and sending out other commodities ? The gold

that is thus sent out has been previously brought into the country in

exchange for goods—it would not be sent in for nothing ; and if more
gold be wanted to take its place, goods can be sent out for it. Another
instance is furnished by landlord absenteeism from Ireland. These

landlords are blamed for drawing their rents in Ireland and spending

them in England. Suppose that an Irish landlord draws a thousand

sterling a-year and spends it in England ; all he takes from Ireland is

a thousand pounds--a thousand sovereigns say. Suppose, on the other

hand, that he remaifts in Ireland and spends the money there ; in this

case he consumes in one way and another a thousand pounds' worth.

Now a thousand pounds' worth is surely as good as a thousand pounds
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itself. In either case all that the landlord consumes is a thousand

pounds' worth, and in either case it is Ireland that^ supplies it to him.

What difference does it make where he consumes it]? . None whatever,

•except on the hypothesis that to take gold from a country is to weaken

in some special way, to lessen the wealth of, that country.

We come now to another view of wealth, the view that may be

/regarded as predominant to-day, the view also that is usually given in

text-books on political economy. Wealth consists nowadays in what-

ever contributes to human gratification, all agreeable or useful things.

To these statements is appended the modifying clause, '' that possess

exchange value." This is the widest view that has prevailed in any
age, and it has given rise to a more generous public policy so far as it

has prevailed. It was this view that swept away all the vexatious

restraints that the mercantile system, or the system that was based

upon regarding money as wealth, imposed upon commerce. It, too,

would seem to be too narrow, however, for here we are with tco many
useful and agreeable things—suffering from a plethora of good things

—

for that is what the phrases "glutted market,'' "over-production,"
signify. Just as the two views already noticed led to disasters, so this.

Just as the previous views affected public policy also, so has this ; for

it is this view that is at the bottom of Free Trade. If wealth be
regarded as consisting in commodities, it is a natural consequence that
men should say, let us throw open our ports, so that we may have
access to as many commodities as possible.

These three meanings of the word "wealth" show how important it

is that we should endeavour to have a right understanding? as to what
wealth really is. We see that whatever men consider it'to be, so do
they strive. In fact, it may be said that wealth has been the word
used in any given period of a nation's history to indicate what in the
prevailing opinion is good for tliat nation. Let the meaning attributed
by any age to the word "wealth " be known and the aim of that age is

also known.
It has never, so far as I am aware, been pointed out by economists

that the word "wealth" is an abstract^ name—that is to say, it is the
name of no existing thing or things. It resembles such" names as
^'height," "motion," "beauty," roundness"; and differs from such names
as "river," "horse," "cupboard," "star." No one ever saw height,
or motion, or beauty, or roundness ; we have all seen high things, mov-
ing things, beautiful things, and round things. In the same^way no
one ever saw wealth ; we have seen only wealthy persons or wealthy
countries. To define wealth, therefore, as the produce of the land and
labour of a country or as all useful and agreeable things possessing
exchange value, is as grave an error as it would be to define height as
consisting of steeples, trees, chimney-stalks, mountains, etc., or to define
motion as trains, hansom-cabs, etc., or roundness as balls, hoops, etc.
Height is what is common to high things, the one point in which all

high things, no matter how different in other respects, agree ; ii! the
3ame way motion is what is common to moving things ; so wealth is
what is common to wealthy persons or wealthy nations. Now if we
compare wealthy persons one with another, we find that the only point
of resemblance between them all is the possession of power. A man
on a desert island with all the gold that had ever been dug would not
be a wealthy man. I might possess large estates in an uninhabited
country and still be poor. The mere possession of money, of lands of
houses, or of any other material does not confer wealth ; there must be
present certain circumstances. A sovereign is of no use to me unless
others want it and are willing to give me what I want in exchancre
Large estates are no use to me unless I have men to work them and
unless there are people willing to give me for the produce of thesemens toil whatever I may want. Innumerable palaces are no use tome unless there are people willing to give me whatever I mav want forthe privilege of residing in them. Possessions confer wealth upon aman only when they at the same time confer power. It is the samewith nations Wealthy nations are powerful nations

;
poor nationsare weak nations. Wealth, then, we shall, in the meantime, defin^

^ • W. B. R.
{To he continued.)
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^'"^ J^ntuh Weekly. [The itaHcs are ours. Comment

4ShG^^;;:?rfe2rVair^*^^°^ «- ^^^^-^ name, s«e: * A Higher

•THE MYSTERY OF THE SHROUD,' AND THE MYSTERY
OF CITY JOBBERY.

That wordy and dreary representative of book-making talent in the
House of Hereditary Imbecility, known among his peers as Duke of
Argyll, once had the cheek to move the House to issue as a State
Paper one of his books. This attempt to increase circulation at
public expense failed.

Public money has often been used that Literature should assist
Jobbery; prime ministers have often called in able writers to help
on some high-toned swindle of statecraft. Sometimes the minister has
been sa,tisfied at what he got for his money, but there have been times
when the able author has turned on the initial employer, and a con-
science quickened by special study to write up a swindle has done good
service in writing the swindle down. Sometimes default in payment
or a row in cutting up the spoil has brought about a similar exposure.
Some of this old time work one is almost led to forgive, because it was
the means by which some literary work was made possible that the
world would be sorry to lose.

Powerful as this sort of work was at the beginning of the century,
it was as nothing compared with to-day. Pen work tells more than
ever ; small good to do much without the printing press.

Socialism^ to-day is the subject of many pens—able and otherwise,
for and against. Socialists are tolerably able to answer all that can
be fairly brought against them ; but a protest has to be made against
expenditure of money extracted from Socialist pockets to be fraud-
ulently used against Socialism.

The City of London authorities are old sinners in this sort of work.
That foul-smelling abomination old Smithfield was persistently written
up and defended, and a large portion of £6000 expended to maintain
that plague-spot was spent for literarv work. (See ' City of London
Corporation Inquiry,' by Sergeant Pulling : Hatchards, 1854.)

Socialists who are ratepayers in the City may like to busy themselves
m finding out who is paying for the issue to vestrymen of other parishes
of ' The Mystery of the Shroud, a Tale of Socialism.' Arrowsmith's
Bristol Library, given a big boom by Conway's ' Called Back,' has
supplied the lovers of sensation with one or two fair samples of that
article

; but by thunder ! the one who pays a shilling for the particular
hundred and thirty-four smalKpages, less numerous blanks, under
consideration seems to me to be entitled to pity. Fancy any sort of
cause being supported by such unadulterated bosh as, " In the second
place, the lapse of the coal dues had brought about a most extravagant
use of coal, which had tended to saturate the air more completely than
heretofore." This is directly in opposition to another and the general
statement, that the amount of the tax is so slight that there cannot be
any appreciable difierence in price. Every sort of lighting, even the
electric, was a failure ; the police are rendered quite helpless in tracing
crime, and therefore the criminals—the Socialists, of c6urae=^wax -Hiorl
and more audacious

; journalists and editors who write against Social-
ism are either kidnapped or murdered on their own door-steps ; cabinet
ministers ditto, ditto ; London is under a reign of complete and absolute
terror. " The Order of the Shroud " lays the rich under tribute to any
extent, the levies being sent to. unknown persons at untrackable places
by means of pigeons (a new breed, evidently, made to go through the
densest fogs). Kent and Sussex are worked as mining districts, and
clnmnies crowd the Thames thick as leaves in Yallambrosa, and the
smoke and the fog helps the Socialists in their diabolical work. " The
days of the millenium, too," says our sapient author, " appear to be
still distant

:
men are not much better as a mass than they were." He

perhaps means not much better for his writing, which is probable.
"Socialism and a tendency to revolutionary disorder are undoubtedly
on the increase; and there is every reason to fear that should the
turbulent element of society ever be organised by abler hands, they
would become even in broad daylight, to say nothing of in thick foggy
weather, a positive and absorbing danger to the respectable portion of
the community."
Under such considerations the coal dues must be at all hazards kep.t

up; "nobody feels them but the owners." " From the coal dues themoney can be ungrudgingly spent; from the rates it will always be
given out with so stingy a hand that the great task of conserving open
spaces would probably falj into abeyance before long."

This is a sample of the rotten logic used to bolst'er up a rotten case
distributed at some unknown person or body's expense. One can but
pity a case which can be supported by such.
One of the "gods" in a theatre noted for blood and blue-fire one

night shouted out, "We don't expect no grammar, and we don't expect
no plot, but yer might jine yer flats." In shilling startlers we don't
expect much grammar or much plot, but we do expect the stuff to sink
or swim on its merits (?), and not to be floated into circulation at
expense of compulsory taxation of those who suffer by uniust privileo-e
and monopoly. ^ j r ^

How much of force there is in the argument used is seen in the City
accounts for 1884 which shows that the coal-tax produced £543,966

;

wine-t^x ^9396 (note the luxury as compared with the necessity);
gram-tax £1 / o61. Of this the Thames Embankment eat up £307,861
Holborn \ laduct £106,999, the bulk of the balance being expenses.

fi. 'f''^
^^'^"^

*
^^'^''^ ^""^ ^^™^ influential Socialists in the City; can

they fend out if they are finding the money to be bowled over in the
tashion suggested here, and will they take action by way of protest
stop payment ? Thomas Shore, jun.

'

^vl'i^'^^^^c 7^ }^^^ fatherless/' as he remarked wlio filled an asylum with theorpb3;ns of his last coffin-ship's crew.
"-^yiuni witn the
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW ! FIRST, FEW MEN
av rr ; next, most men contemn it ; lastly, all men accept it—and the cause is won !

'

0<mtmunications invited on Social Questions. They should be toritten on one side of
the paper y addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Rd. ,E,G., and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer y not necessarilyfor publication,

Ab aU articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

Rejected MSS, only returned if a stamped directed envelope isjorwarded with them,

Svhscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s,

j

six months, 3s,; three months. Is. 6d,

Buiiness communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far
ringdon Road, E,G, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Notice to all Socialistic Newspapeils.—The Commonweal will be regularly sent

to all Socialistic Contemporaries throughout the world, and it is hoped that

they on their side will regularly provide the Socialist League with their papers.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday January 19,

Toledo (O.)—Industrial News Italy
New Ha,ven (Conn.)—Work- Milan—II Fascio Operaio

men's Advocate Switzerland
Springfield (111.)—Voice of Labor Zurich—Sozial Demokrat
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
Portland (Oreg.) Avant-Courier

England
Norwich—Daylight
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Die Autonomic
Worker's Friend

India
Ahmedabad—Praja Mata

Canada
Toronto—Labor Reformer
Montreal—L'Union Ouvriere

Australia
Adelaide—Our Commonwealth
Sydney Morning Herald

United States
New York—Volkszeitnng

Freiheit
Truthseeker
D&c Sozialist

John Swinton's Paper
Boston—Woman's Journal
Denver (Col.) Labor Inquirer
Cincinnati (O.) Unionist

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)

Le Socialiste
Journal du Peuple
L'Action

Guise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le Travailleur

Belgium
Liege—L'Avenir
Antwerp—De Werker

Austria
Vienna—Gleichheit
Brunn—Volksfreund

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista
Barcelona—Acracia
Torino—II Muratore

Portugal
Oporto—A Perola

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

Norway
Kristiania—Social-Democraten

Greece
Athens—Ardin

NOTES.
The evictions at Glenbeigh and other places during the past week or

so, carried out as they were with extreme brutality, have assisted in

sapping the foundations of monopoly everywhere. Folk are beginning
. now to see what we so long have been explaining to them, that it does

not condone the possession of an unjust privilege that it is upon the

average exercised mildly ; that because all landlords are not in the

habit of emulating the money - lenders, who are skinning the

(dis-)Honourable Roland Winn's estate, there is no guarantee against

any of them doing so.

Control over the land, and thereby over all their means of life, gives

into the hand of a landlord an enormous power, legal and actual, over
his tenants, which is a continual temptation to its use.

When, as in the Glenbeigh case, the exercise of a landlord's power
is deputed to a hired scoundrel, brutalised by his previous life, there
is no limit to his exactions nor stay to his cruelty.

In Ireland, the homes of honest hard-workers are burnt above their

heads, while they themselves are spurned into the bitter winter
weather to perish, or be rescued by somebody or another as it may
happen. In London, a woman, a type of many, is driven to seek

refuge with her child in the workhouse, and in order to satisfy bour-

geois justice and duly to protect bourgeois pockets, this woman and
her babe are kept outside in the snow, left to moan their miserable

lives away unaided, and would infallibly have died were it not for the

accident that a humane heart beat in the bosom of a passing police-

man, who succoured them. How long shall these things endure and
the people die patiently %

" Self-preservation is the first law of life," says Jus, Why, then,

do our " Individualist " enemies growl at our trying to get the work-
ing-classes to combine for " self-preservation " against monopoly ?

Will somebody help to explain 1 Individualists are complaining
through their organ that the municipalities have a way of leaving
" their " work to individual action. But combined action on the part
of the community must necessarily somewhere interfere with the
freedom to " do as you darn please " that Individualists claim ; and, if

compromise be possible, how far should it go ? S.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL.
(Concluded from p. 21).

" Poor man !
" said I. " Learn that in those very days when it shall

be with the making of things as with the carter in the cart, that there

he sitteth and shaketh the reins and the horse draweth and the cart

goeth ; in those days, I tell thee, many men shall be as poor and
wretched always, year by year, as they are with thee when there is

famine in the land ; nor shall any have plenty and surety of livelihood

save those that shall sit by and look on while others labour ; and these,

I tell thee, shall be a many, so that they shall see to the making of all

laws, and in their hands shall be all power, and the labourers shall

think that they cannot do without these men that live by robbing
them, and shall praise them and wellnigh pray to them as ye pray to

the saints, and the best worshipped man in the land shall be he who
by forestalling and regrating hath gotten to him the most money."

" Yea," said he, " and shall they who see themselves robbed worship
the robber ? Then indeed shall men be changed from what they are

now, and they shall be sluggards, dolts, and cuwards beyond all the
earth hath yet borne. Such are not the men I have known in my
life-days, and that now I love in my death."

" Nay," I said, " but the robbery shall they not see ; for have I not

told thee that they shall hold themselves to be free men % And for

why % I will tell thee : but first tell me how it fares with men now ;

may the labouring man become a lord ]

"

He said :
" The thing hath been seen that churls have risen from

the dortoir of the monastery to the abbot's chair and the bishop^s

throne
;
yet not often ; and whiles hath a bold sergeant become a wise

captain, and they have made him squire and knight ; and yet but very

seldom. And now I suppose thou wilt tell me that the Church will

open her arms wider to this poor people, and that many through her

shall rise into lordship. But what availeth that ? Nought were it to

me if the Abbot of St. Albans with his golden mitre sitting guarded
by his knights and sergeants, or the Prior of Merton with his hawks
and his hounds, had once been poor men, if they were now tyrants o€

poor men ; nor would it better the matter if there were ten times as

many Houses of Religion in the land than now are, and each with a
churl's son for abbot or prior over it."

I smiled and said :
" Comfort thyself ; for in those days shall there

be neither abbey nor priory in the land, nor monks nor friars, nor any
religious." (He started as I spoke.) "But thou hast told me that

hardly in those days may a poor man rise to be a lord : now I tell thee

that in the days to come poor men shall be able to become lords and
masters and do-nothings ; and oft will it be seen that they shall do
so ; and it shall be even for that cause that their eyes shall be blinded

to the robbing of themselves by others, because they shall hope in their

souls that they may each live to rob others : and this shall be the very

saf^uard of all rule and law in those days."

"Now am I sorrier than thou hast yet made me," said he; "for
when once this is established, how then can it be changed 1 Strong shall

be the tyranny of thy latter days. And now meseems, if thou sayest

sooth, this time of the conquest of the earth shall not bring heaven
down to the earth, as erst I deemed it would, but rather that it shall

bring hell up on to the earth. Woe's me, brother, for thy sad and weary
foretelling ! And yet said'st thou that the men of those days would
seek a remedy. Can'st thou yet tell me, brother, what that remedy
shall be, lest the sun rise upon me made hopeless by thy tale of what
is to be? And, lo you, soon shall she arise upon the earth."

In truth the dawn was widening now, and the colours coming into

the pictures on wall and in window ; and as well as I could see through
the varied glazing of these last (and one window before me had as yet

nothing but white glass 'n it^, the ruddy glow, which had but so little

a while quite died out in the west, was now beginning to gather in the

east—the new day was beginning. I looked at the poppy that I still

carried in my hand, and it seemed to me to have withered and dwindled.

I felt anxious to speak to my companion and tell him much, and
withal I felt that I must hasten, or for some reason or other I should

be too late ; so I spoke at last loud and hurriedly :

" John Ball, be of good cheer ; for once more thou knowest as I
know that the Fellowship of Men shall endure, however many tribu-

lations it may have to wear through. Look you, a while ago was the
light bright about us ; but it was because of the moon, and the night

was deep notwithstanding, and when the moonlight waned and died

and there was but a little glimmer in place of the bright light, yet was
the world glad because all things knew that the glimmer was of day
and not of night. Lo you, an image of the times to betide the hope
of the Fellowship of Men. Yet forsooth, it may well be that this

bright day of summer which is now dawning upon us is no image of

the beginning of the day that shall be ; but rather shall that day-dawn
be cold and grey and surly ; and yet by its light shall men see things

as they verily are, and no longer enchanted by the gleam of the moon
and the glamour of the dream-tide. By such grey light shall wise

men and valiant souls see the remedy, and deal with it, a real thing

that may be touched and handled, and no glory of the heavens to be
worshipped from afar off*. And what shall it be, as I told thee before,

save that men shall be determined to be free
; yea, free as thou wouldst

have them, when thine hope rises the highest, and thou art thinking

not of the king's uncles, and poll-groat bailiffs, and the villeinage of

Essex, but of the end of all, when men shall have the fruits of the

earth and the fruits of their toil thereon, without money and without

price. The time shall come, John Ball, when that dream of thine that

this shall one day be, shall be a thing that men shall talk of soberly,

and as a thing soon to come about, as even with thee they talk of the
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'^ t^rll UtK^nate' 111 abide by thy hope in those days

to come, and thou shalt not be forgotten.
i • i..

I heard his voice come out of the twihght scarcely seeing him

though now the light was growing fast, as he said :

-. . ii

"Brother, thou givest me heart again; yet since now I wot well

that thou art a sending from far-off times and far-^off things
;

tell thou

if thou mayest, to a man who is going to his death how this shall

^^^Only this may I tell thee," said I ; "to thee, when thou didst try

to conceive of them, the ways of the days to come seemed follies scarce

to be thought of
;
yet shall they come to be familiar things, and an

order by which every man liveth, ill as he liveth, so that men shall

deem of them, that thus it hath been since the beginning of the world,

and that thus it shall be while the world lasts ; and in this wise so shall

they be thought of a long while ; and the complaint of the poor the rich

man shall heed, even as much and no more as he who lieth in pleasure

under the lime trees in the summer heedeth the murmurof his toiling bees.

Yet in time shall this also grow old, and doubt shall creep in, because

men shall scarce be able to live by that order, and the complaint of the

poor shall be hearkened, no longer as a tale not utterly grievous, but

as a threat of ruin, and a fear. Then shall those things, which to thee

seemed follies, and to the men between thee and me mere wisdom and

the bond of stability, seem follies once again
;
yet, whereas men have

so long lived by them, they shall cling to them yet from blindness and

from fear ; and those that see, and that have thus much conquered fear

that they are furthering the real time that cometh and not the dream

that faileth, these men shall the blind and the fearful mock and mis-

say, and torment and murder ; and great and grievous shall be the

strife in those days, and many the failures of the wise, and too oft

sore shall be the despair of the valiant ; and back-sliding, and doubt,

and contest between friends and fellows lacking time in the hubbub to

understand each other, shall grieve many hearts and hinder the Host

of the Fellowship
;
yet shall all bring about the end, till thy deeming

of folly and ours shall be one, and thy hope and our hope ; and then

—

ihe Day will have come."

Once more I heard the voice of John Ball :
" Now, brother, I say

farewell; for now verily hath the Day of the Earth come, and thou

and I are lonely of each other again ; thou hast been a dream to me
as I to thee, and sorry and glad hav-e we made each other, as tales of

old time and the longing of times to come shall ever make men to be.

I go to life and to death, and leave thee; and scarce do I know
whether to wish thee some dream of the days beyond thine to tell thee

what shall be, as thou hast told me, for I know not if that shall help

or hinder thee ; but since we have been kind and very friends, I will

not leave thee without a wish of good-will, so at least I wish thee what
thou thyself wishest for thyself, and that is hopeful strife, and blame-
less peace, which is to say in one word, life. Farewell, friend."

For some little time, although I had known that the daylight was
growing and what was around me, I had scarce seen the things I had
before noted so keenly ; but now in a flash I saw all—the east crimson
with sunrise through the white window on my right hand ; the richly-

carved stalls, and gilded screen-work, the pictures on the walls, the

loveliness of the faultless colour of the mosaic window lights, the altar

and the red light over it looking strange in the daylight, and the biers

with the hidden dead men upon them that lay before the high altar
;

a great pain filled my heart at the sight of all that beauty, and withal
I heard quick steps coming up the paved church path to the porch,

and the loud whistle of a sweet old tune therewith ; then the footsteps

stopped at the door ; I heard the latch rattle, and knew that Will
Green's hand was on the ring of it.

Then I strove to rise up, but fell back again ; a white light, emptj^
of all sights, broke upon me for a moment, and lo ! behold, I was
lying in my familiar bed, the south-westerly gale rattling the Venetian
blinds and making their hold-fasts squeak. I got up presently, and
going to the window looked out on the winter morning ; the river ran
before me broad between outer bank and bank, but it was nearly dead
ebb, and there was a wide space of mud on each side of the hurrying
stream, driven on the faster as it seemed by the push of the south-west
wind. On the other side of the water the few willow-trees left us by
the Thames Conservancy looked doubtfully alive against the bleak sky
and the row of wretched-looking blue-slated houses, although, by the
way, the latter were the backs of a sort of street of "villas " and not
a slum ; the road in front of the house was sooty and muddy at once,
and in the air was that sense of dirty discomfort which one is never
quit of in London. The morning was harsh too, and though the wind
was from the south-west it was as cold as a north wind; and yet
amidst it all, I thought of the corner of the next bight of the river
which I could not quite see from where I was, but over which one can
see clear of houses and into Richmond Park, looking like the open
country

; and dirty as the river was, and harsh as was the January
wind, they seemed to woo me toward the country side, where away
from the miseries of the " Great Wen " I might of my own will carry
on a day-dream of the friends I had made in the dream of the night
and against my will. But as I turned away shivering and down-
hearted, on a sudden came the frightful noise of the "hooters," one
after the other, that call the workmen to the factories, this one the
after breakfast one, more by token. So I grinned surlily, and dressed
and got ready for my day's " work " as I call it, but which many a man
besides^ John Ruskin (though not many in his position) would call
"play." William Morris.

[The End.]
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» CORRESPONDENCE.

T. LEMON AND THE S. D, F. - \
I see that our ex-comrade, T. Lemon, has met with a well-merited exposure

at Poplar. No one deplores the apostacy of Lemon more than myself, for it

has given a severe blow to our agitation in the East End, and caused hun-

dreds of working men to look askance at every movement since made in that

neighbourhood. But isn't it a little too much for the anonymous writer of

the diverting pars, in the front page of your contemporary Justice to assert

that Lemon used a reputation and influence that he " could " never have had

without the Federation ? My memory carries me back to some seven years

ago when at Stratford a band of men were associated with Lemon under the

name of the Strg-tford Radical Club, from the loins of which sprang the

Labour Emancipation League, which, in conjunction with the West End
Socialists, carried on a vigorous propaganda whilst those who now compose
" the purely English party " were making up their minds or waiting to see

which way the cat would jump. The attempts to destroy the autonomy of

the L. E. L. and crush out its representatives upon the council of the S. D. F.

are matters well known to the seceders from the august " council."

There is not a single attempt at agitation, from the anti-emigration agita-

tion down to the Lord Mayor's Show business, but what are borrowed ideas

from the men who leavened the masses with Socialistic literature and pre-

pared the ground for the present Socialistic revival. And now we have in

the field a body of men who, whilst denouncing all monopolies, strive to

make a monopoly of Socialistic thought and effort, and allow an anonymous

writer to declare that|they " never forgive, and never forget" any man who
tries to use the cause for his own benefit ; and this from those with all the

honours of the last general election fresh upon them. " Alas for the rarity

of Christian charity." There may exist Socialist organisations who would,

in the case of Lemon recanting and mending his ways, let him return to the

fold, and thereby put in practice true Socialism, But those whose present

prominence is largely due to the foundations he and his associates laid, they

will " oh never, no never," forgive. If ever the ramifications of the S. D. F.

extend so widely as to include the janitorship of the gates of Paradise, those

awaiting beatitude may expect to be refused admission unless they have held

a card of membership of the S. D. F. right up from its momentous inaugura-

tion and swallowed its programme, stepping-stones and all, and moreover

can bring vouchers and witnesses to attest their " purely English Socialism.'*

I do not wish this letter to be construed as a defence of T. Lemon and his

present tactics, but with the knowledge of the tactics that have been em-
ployed to destroy and undermine our Branches—notably in Marylebone and
in the East End—I can say of Lemon that he is at all events an open enemy
and not a sneaking friend professing the same aims as ourselves and yet

seeking to injure us.—Yours fraternally, F. Kitz.

MORE JUBILEE SUGGESTIONS!

Our comrade, to whose letters in the Southport Visiter we have before

referred, in the last issue criticises a discussion which took place

among the Committee of the fund raised for the families of the men
who lost their lives in the late lifeboat disaster, as to an expected

surplus. He suggests that, even if a surplus be not fairly forthcoming,

a large slice be cut ofi* the fund, in the usual way, by the toad-eaters

who administer it, that this slice be labelled "surplus," and sent to the

Jubilee Fund, saying :

—

"The progress, sir, that we have made during the past fifty years is, as

you are doubtless aware, remarkable ; hy the rapid development of labour-

saving, and therefore labour-starving, machinery, we have steadily increased

the wealth of this great and free country till it stands at the appalling and
enormous sum of nine thousand million pounds, and as steadily displaced
the human machine, giving him or her of course the choice between starva-

tion, emigration, crime, or the workhouse to obtain a living or die ; but
surely these ^ hands,' as they are termed—pity 'tis God gave them anything
but hands— will vote for my suggestion, and also contribute something
handsome themselves ? Waken up ! waken up ! ye thousands who sleep
under railway arches, and ye who sleep on the Thames Embankment this

pleasant weather wrapped in newspapers ; waken up and rejoice, for the
Jubilee Year is at hand. You are cold. Ah I warm your heart with the
thought of the large fund which will be raised by a * happy ' and ' pros-
perous' community to celebrate this glorious year. Oh! you pick up one
of your warm blankets, the London Times, and by the light of the cold
frosty moon and a friendly lamp turn to the Local Government Board re-

turns of pauperism'. Well, what then ? Year 1883, 88,618 paupers

;

1884, 89,221 ; 1885, 90,143 ; 1886, 90,901. And you sigh. Be happy, man,
and remember what glorious institutions we live under. Suicides. What ?

only' 1800 per annum on an average sacrificed to the god of Mammon.
* Oh, don't bother about such trifles. Look at the peaceful and contented
condition of Ireland. Look at the Welsh tithe payers, and the Scottish
crofters, and again I say rejoice. Look at the morality of the aristocracy,

and remember they have the majority of the livings of this glorious Estab-
lished Church at their disposal, and throw up your battered hat and shout
with joy when you hear the ' Lord's annointed ' preach that you should not
lay up for yourselves treasures in this world. Oh, you are doubtful and
cynical, then I leave you to fly on the wings of joy to fresh scenes. Come
forth ye dwellers in the slums and cellars of Manchester and Liverpool

;

get from off your beds of straw, reeking with filth, look at your cheerless
grate, empty cupboard, and starving children, but come forth. Lift up your
heads, ye everlasting fools, and prepare to join in the Jubilee hymn that no
doubt Baron Tennyson is busy at. It may be to ^ hold your own,' but do
not forget the important point, ' you have a penny.' Ah, never mind the
cofFee-stall at the corner, or the sick child at home, but march straight to
the local secretary of this great fund, if your shivering limbs will permit,,
and pay your coin, and be cheerful, for there will be no surplus arising from
that fund. And you men of Southport, especially good Conservative work-
ing men, who, having served an apprenticeship to your trades for seven
years, are now some of you receiving the price of three decent cigars per
day from the tramp ward, on which to support, in * happiness ' and comfort^
your families. You will surely vote for my suggestion, and also contribute
something yourselves, but, on the other hand, if you think there is a strong
tinge of irony running through my letter, it will not very much surprise

A Socialist."
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\THE LABOUR STRUGIGILE.\
This department is under the direction of the Strike Committee. Labour JS^ews

and Contributions to the Fund should be sent to T. Binning, at the Offices, -^

BRITAIN.
Eeduction in Agricultural Wages.—In Worcestershire, where the

wages of agricultural labourers average from 10s. to 12s. per week, the far-

mers declare their inability, in consequence of the low price of produce, to

continue to pay that amount. A general reduction has already been made
in some districts to 10s., and in the Stewponey (northern) division notice was
given on Saturday of a reduction of 2s. per week.

The Lanarkshire Miners.—At a meeting of the Miners' Central Board
at Hamilton last Saturday night, it was resolved to issue an appeal, to every
miner in the country to cease work on Thursday if an advance of wages was
not granted before that date. The miners of Lanarkshire are resolved that
if the system of reducing the output by means of short hours and "idle
days" does not compel the masters to yield, a general strike must be
resorted to.

The Ashton Strike.—There is no change to report in this dispute,
tiumgh by all accounts the employers are becoming disherateiied. Ther6<'is

[I corresponding feeling of coniidence on the part of the operatives that their

cause will triumph, and they are exceedingly grateful for the ready response
the weaving districts of Lancashire are "^making to tlie appeal of the
Northern Counties' Amalgamation. According to present reports, there is

no danger of any falling off in the subscriptions, and so long as reasonable
support is forthcoming the operatives of Ashton will be true to the cause
for which they are fighting, not only in their own interests, but the interests

of every weaver throughout Lancashire.

—

Cotton Factovfj Times.

Rawtenstall.—Novel Way of Paying a Fireman's WxVge. — At one
of the mills in this district a notice has been posted up to the effect that
the weavers will have to pay the sum of three halfpence per fortnight to

the fireman for the privilege of warming their dinners. This is another
mode of nibbling at the weavers' wages.

—

Cotton Factory Tunes.

Nelson.—The Cotton Trade.—Although all the loom.s are running here
tliere is no end of complaints about bad work, and it has been difficult to

keep the weavers, etc., at work, as it is stated that only about 14s. a-week
off four looms can be earned at several firms. One six -loom weaver last

week had 17s. to draw, and out of this he had his tenter to pay. At one
firm about 30 weavers tendered their notices to leave ; while one employer is

paving weavers weekly wages of from £\ to .£1, 4s. per week until their bad
work is out. A strike of winders at Mr. L. C. Evans's took place on Friday,
but they returned to their work again on Monday. On Tuesday evening a
meeting of Mr. F. S. Witham's weavers, winders, etc., was held in Allison's

Market Hall, when it was resolved to come out on strike at dinner time on
Wednesday if 5 per cent, were not allowed them until the present work is

out. The operatives of Nelson are beginning to occupy an unenviable
position. What with low wages and landlords raising rents on account of

the scarcity of houses, owing to the influx of weavers, it would be wise
before any one removes here to enquire whether there is a house to let or not,

and work to get. Rates are also high, and the people are accommodated
with dirty streets, etc., which are scarcely fit for cattle to cross.

—

Cotton
Factory Times, '^'-

Manchesper.—The Building Trades.—The operations in several branches
of these trades are in a disorganised state, especially so since the joiners'

strike of 1877. The only body of operatives able in any way to hold their

own with the masters is the Stonemasons' union. In face of the fact that
we have located in Manchester the headquarters of the wealthiest society of

operative joiners (the Amalgamated Society), the men are generally disorgan-
ised, not half the workers of the craft are members of either the Amalgamated
or General Union societies. Previous to 1878 employment was found in the
Manchester district for upwards of 7000 operative "joiners. Up to 1877 a
standard rate of wages was paid by the masters, and the working rules signed
by masters and men were strictly carried out on both sides sjenerally. Since
1878 the masters have defiantly ignored the working rules in the joinering,

plumbing, painting, and a few other branches. On many of the outside jobs
the working rules are ignored by the masters, the rule binding employers to

provide hot-water and shelter for the men at meal times beirig contemptuously
treated, the men being put to great inconvenience and outlay in obtaining
warm beverages to their food. The trade is overrun with improvers, who
work for wages ranging from 4d. to 6^d. and 7d. per hour. The standard
rate of wages is 8d. per hour, but only few masters pay it. I warned the
operatives in the trades that the employers would in 1887 take steps to
reduce wages, etc. The first blow has been struck at the ])i-icklaTers. Notices
were last week posted up at the works of the Manchester " Royal '''' Jubilee
Exhibition that in future bricklayers' wages would be reduced from 8id. to
8d. per hour. In full time, 54 hours per week, this means a reduction of 2s.

2d. per week. Plumbers, painters, stonemasons, plasterers, bricklayers,
joiners, and especially labourers, have suffered very severely through slack-

ness of trade, not only this winter, but for the last*^ three years. The Man-
chester bricklayers complain that men from London, members of the " London
Order," have made terms with local employers to work at the "London"
rate of wages, 8d. per hour, being |d. less than the Manchester district rate.

The bricklayers are totally disorganised here, and ought at once to take steps
to reorganise the trade. File-Gutters,—In consequence of the competition
forced on by Sheffield capitalists, the file-cutters at work in this district are
working at prices 60 per cent less than those of a few years ago. In my
next letter I will give you some statistics on this matter.

—

Gleaner.

AMERICA.
Goodwin and Co., cigarette-makers. New York, have discharged all their

hands and put in machines. No wonder there are 1,000,000 tramps on the
roads of this country.

Organised Labour in Terre Haute, Ind., has scored a victory in the adop-
tion by the ciiy council of a resolution making eight hours a legal day's
labour on municipal work. A committee was appointed to prepare an ordi-

nance for its enforcement.

Typographical Union No. 6 has 3500 members. Pressmen's Union No. 7
has 900, the Franklin Association has 400, the stereotypers 350, bookbinders
2Q.75j the photo-engravers 233. A union of all the printing interests in New
York IS probable.

Chicago, Jan. 6.—The Girls' Co-operative Clothing Manufactory, the in-

corporation of which was accomplished two weeks ago, began operations
this morning at 145 Ontario Street. A large room has been fitted up with

about thirty sewing machines, and sixty girls, who have heretofore worked
for starvation wages for others, are now banded together to work for them-
selves. They will each draw moderate wages weekly, and the amount of
work done by each will be kept account of, and a dividend declared accord-
ingly at the end of the year. Miss McCormick is at the head of the con-
cern, and nearly ail of the sixty females are experienced in the work they
are doing. They are engaged in the manufacture of men's clothing, and
the wholesale houses of the city have contracted to take their goods. This
is the first experiment of the kind tried in this country, and the Avomen,
who are all Knights of Labour, are very hopeful about their enterprise.

Philadelphia, Jan. 17.—The Philadelphia Press states that a gigantic
scheme of general reorganisation, by which all coal miners and mine
labourers in the United States will be placed under one banner, is being
accomplished by the Knights of Labour, in order to secure concerted action
in their interests.

There were 1500 strikes in New York last year. The 18,000 car drivers
in New York and Brooklyn gained a strike at a cost of 100,000 dols. which
has added 2,000,000 dols. to their annual pay roll, and which has lessened
the hours of labour twenty-three hours per week,' besides creating additional

employment for 3000 men.

The horse car employes of the city of Brooklyn scored a complete victory
last week through a well organised and general strike, which was brought to

a close . in one day by the surrender of the bosses. The men get a rise in

their pay as well as other advantages in the details of their work. Besides,

and most important, the bosses recognise the jurisdiction of the organisation,

the Empire Protective Association.

The most prominent female Knight is Mrs. Elizabeth Rogers, master
workman of D. A. 24 of Chicago, 111. She was one of the delegates at the
Richmond convention. Mrs. Rogers' baby is the youngest Knight in the
world. It was born Sept. 10, 1886, and carried to Richmond, October 1.

It had to be a Knight before admission, and was numbered 800. Mrs.
Rogers organised the first working woman's union in Chicago more than ten
years ago, and has been a delegate to the State Trades Assembly of Illinois

for seven years.

A recent letter from Atlantic, Iowa, states that a member of the local

assembly of Knights of Labour there recently secured a patent on a heat-

ing stove, and has turned it over to the Assembly for their use. The right

to manufacture the same will also be given to all K. of L. co-operative stove

companies on certain conditions. Comrade Butler, for that is the inventor's

name, has exhibited the true Socialistic spirit, and we wish there were more
like him. When all men and women believe that their talents are given
them to be used for humanity instead of self, they will fully comprehend
the beauties of existence under a properly regulated system of Society.

—

The Ava7it-Co2crier.

FRANCE.
The deficit for the year 1886 in France is seventy million ; while awaiting

therefore the final destruction of the bourgeoisie in the ever more widely
yawning chasm, let us expect fresh taxes and fresh foreign loans.— Cri dv,

Pewple,^

Boulogne.—A meeting was held here on Sunday, at which Jules Guesde
addressed a large audience, who listened to his discourse with much interest,

and received \\, with every sign of applause.

YiERzoN.—At the recent municipal elections at Yierzon-Village, Baudin,
Feline, and Rossignol were at the head of the Socialist list, in protest

against the bourgeois magistracy, which had just made them undergo 93

days' imprisonment, after depriving them of their political rights. The
electojrs of Yierzon-Yillage understood their duty, and the list of Socialists

was passed entire.

Clermont-Ferrand.—The compositors of the Petit Clermontois^ a journal

founded by the Radical deputy Blatin, have suddenly ceased working this

week, having heard that the administration of this paper was about to

replace them by female workers. A meeting was held approving the action

of the strikers, who, however, it appears to us, have only anticipated the

move of the directors, and would have had more of a grievance had they

stayed to be dismissed v:ithout notice^ as was the kind intent of the adminis-

tration.

Marseilles.—The strike of cigar-makers at Marseilles is by no means
the slight unimportant incident that the directors of the factory took it to

be at first. The women last Monday convened a special meeting to

discuss the situation, to which the General Council of the department,

the Council of the Arrondissement, and the Municipal Council sent ten

or a dozen representatives. The strikers, whose demand is that a certain

overseer named Roustan, who has made himself obnoxious to them,
shall be dismissed, have for once the entire sympathy and support of the

local authorities, as is shown in this meeting, where the official representa-

tives urge the women to m£^,intain their esprit cle corps, and to persist in their

demands. The Prefect also receives a delegation from the meeting, and
promises to send a despatch to the Minister, asking for the denoument of the

situation to be hastened, and vouching for the justice of the strikers' claims.

The continuation of the strike was unanimously voted at the meeting.

During the first days of the strike, the last words of the director to the

delegation of strikers were frankly brutal, and commendably devoid of the

embroidery of humbug :
" You can leave this and suffer for it if that

pleases you ; as for me, I have goods in the warehouses to last six months,

and 1200 applications for admission to the factory." The women, who are

on piece-work, gain from If. 40c. to 2f. 50c. a-day, mostly having families,

which they have to support on this salary. The latest news from Marseilles

is that the strike is ended, the Minister announcing in a despatch to the

Prefect that the demand for the removal of the obnoxious Roustan as over-

seer is accepted. The last thing we hear of the business is the cigar-makers

marching in a body to the Prefecture with floral thanksgiyings, a step which
they might very well have spared their sensitive Socialist sympathisers 1

BELGIUM.

The strike in the Poirier coal-mines in the Charleroi district is assuming a

certain importance. The strikers marched in a body to the St. Andre coal-

mine, at Montigny, and insisted on the men who worked in the furnaces to

come up and leave off working. The place is full of gendarmes. A new
strike is declared at Bayemont near Marchiennes, 170 men have refused to

go down to the pits, demanding a rise of salary.

Brussels, Jan. 16.—The Etoile Beige this evening states that a project ii

on foot for organising a general strike in the Charleroi district. The journal

adds that the urban guard is being placed under arms.
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INTERESTING ITEMS.

The Government have decided to bring in a Coercion Bill for Iveland, but

its provTs'ns will be made applicable to the whole of he United Kingdom.

, .i_i ^ «^o ^^^ \^a^r^(T rommitted by the landlords in Ireland m
JnlS'" 1^^^^^^^^^^ th" consolatL that they are helpmg to

marshal the forces of the Social Revolution.

A recent compilation shows the total number of men m the European

armies to be 3,134,304. Three millions of men who are but trained mur-

de^rs ; and the producers support every one of them.-Lahour Enquirer,

The new scale for compositors' work which has come into operation in

Vienna adds a farthing to the price of the thousand for all sizes of type,

while the 'stab hands receive an advance of a florin per week.

When a working man requests another working man not to deal at a boy-

cotted store it's conspiracy ;
when a manufacturer telephones to another

manufacturer, not to hire certain men who have just left his employ, its busi-

ness ird^ieYmty.—Industrial News,

Great opposition was shown at a public meeting at Oldham on M<>nday to

the mayor's proposal to celebrate the Queen's Jubilee in that town, and an

amendment against it was carried. Nevertheless, the mayor declared that he

should persevere with the movement.

* The Labour Fallacy,' the latest attempt in the book line to turn back

the incoming tide of Radical thought on the labour question, is issued by

the "Patriot's League," a body of men, thirty of whom represent over

300,000,000 dollars.- Labour Enquirer,

New York, Jan. 16.—Father M'Glynn, the Catholic priest who advocated

Mr. Henry George's land theories during the recent election for Mayor of

New York, and refused to obey the summons to Rome to explain his action,

has been inhibited and deprived by Archbishop Oorrigan. Father M'Glynn's

parishioners are stated to be much incensed against the archbishop.

The traitor slave in a workshop is easily " spotted." He seeks every op"

portunity to post the employer about everything done in his vicinity, brags

how quickly he can do the work as compared with others in the shop. Self

is his only study ; for self he will injure his neighbour ; he lives for himself.

He is the rusher ; he can make precedents fKsr others to follow. He cannot

afford to join his union. He is virtually a social plagua

—

Syracuse Laborer.

England has free trade. She also has thousands of working-men out of

work and on the brink of starvation. The United States have protection.

They also have thousands of working-men ^ut of work and on the brink of

starvation. A working-man was asked what difference free trade and pro-

tection had for him, and he said : "The sarnie difference that it makes to me
whether the king of the Cannibal Islands wears his breech-clout cut bias or

with a ragged edge."

—

Labour Enquirer.

About two months ago the printers of G^ermany presented a new scale to

their employers. It was submitted to a committee composed partly of work-
men and partly of employers, and agreed to, but when it came to be applied,

several masters refused to accept it. The result wa^s, combination on the
part of the masters in many of the towns, and a strike on the part of the
meiL In Berlin a master-printer requested the Minister of War to cp:U up
all the men on strike who were liable to military service. The order was
given, and executed.

An English syndicate has just concluded the purchase of a tract of 638,000
acres of land in the territory of Idaho for an alleged eattle ranch. N. P.
Kimball, of England, who conducted the laegotiations, states that no attempt
will yet be made to stock the land, but that a few Hereford cattle will be
placed upon a 40,000 acre track of it next spring. Thus land-monopoly has
taken another stride in the United States, and English landlordism has got
hold of over half a million more acres of our most fertile soil.

—

John Sivin-
to/i's Paper^

The Unemployed in Sydney (N.S.W).—With reference to the unemployed,
we have obtained the following particulars of the operations carried o^ at
the Carrington Relief Depot, King Street, for some time past. From the
29th October up to yesterday 2193 siiigle men and 731 married men have
received relief, making a total of 2924, and 1525 persons have been found
employment From the 29th October to the 30th November 40,603 meals
were given at the depot, and 17,657 rations have been issued to married
people. 120 men are to go away this morning to Gordon, in addition to
those already despatched to the locality ; 20 more go to Subiaco, and 10 to
Prospect. To-morrow morning^^O.will start for the Jenolan Oaves road, and
30 to Burragorang, and this will bHng the total number to whom employ-
ment has been furnished up to 1745, this being exclusive of 350 who h^ve
received free passes. 340 men have been turned away from the gates as
undeserving of assistance. The married peoples' rations have been contracted
for at 9d. per ration, and the single men have been supplied with two meals
per day at a cost of lid., or 5id. for each meal.—v%c7?^e?/ Herald, Dec. 8.

"Alcoholic Excess."—The anti-alcohol fanatd<;ism renders folk absolutely
blind and incapable of distinguishing between -Gause and ef'ect. Of this we
stumble across numberless instances isi our own happy land, but of course
hold no unenviable monopoly of this style of reasoning from false premises.
For instance, I find quoted ni the Cri du Peuple passages from an article
relative to the diseases of tanners and leather-dressers, the writer whereof
(in the journal La Halle aux cuirs) is firmly and comfortably convinced that
all the ills that tanners' flesh is heir to are bequeathed by " the demon, Drink,"
as our own penny-a-line scribes are wont to call it. It is noteworthy that
all bourgeois writers who pen articles on the abuses and sufferings toVhich
the labour-class is subject are quick enough in "owning up" to the abuses
ot the past, but they hasten to add, "All that is changed now ; to-dav we
improve every way, thanks to the application of science to the things of
every-day life." But the "application of science" cannot make healthv
occupation of cleaning skins, constantly absorbing putrefying and diseased
ainmal matter, standing with feet in water and bending over the stretching
irames hour after hour, day after day. Our author affirms that the con-
stantly evolving injurious gases have no effect to-day on the worker, though
tliey may have had formerly I That which really affects him is "alcoholic
excess,' which renders him liable to disease, etc., etc. He proceeds after this
assertion to enumerate and describe the various ills caused by this trade-
diseases, like many others, " invented '^ bv the nineteenth century and the
advance ot civilisation

;
a civilisation which invents machines to make its

art objects,' but so far has invented nothing that will do its dirty w^ork,
but must needs set men toiling at that, inventing for them new disease, and
diseased bodily wants to follow, the satisfaction of which is a disgrace and a
crime according to the dishonest writers who make their livino- as apologists
tor the present rule of Capital—M. M. - i -

f
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The Disturbances at Norwich.

The Council of the League has received a letter from our comrade Mahon

(who went down to speak at Norwich on Sunday) about the disturbance that

tebk place there on the 14th. He tells ue that the meeting at which this

occurred was a spontaneous one of the unemployed, at which our comrades

were asked to speak. The town is much excited, and the workmen entirely

on the Socialist side. A meeting held in the Market Place on Sunday 16th

was attended by over 5000 persons who were enthusiastically Socialist in

feeling. The Council has deputed a member of the League to speak next

Sunday (23rd) at Norwich, addressing the workers and exploiters generally,

rather than the unemployed specially, since their cause cannot be separated

from that of all the workers, nor can they be relieved under the present

system of wage-slavery, except as a matter of charity or from the results of

a passing panic, which w ill leave them in a short time in as bad or a worse

condition than before. It is necessary for the present system of production

that there should be an army of unemployed in order to keep down the

wages of the employed. It is impossible for any government except a revolu-

tionary one to " employ " this army on making goods for the market. All

that they can do is to grant " out-door relief " on a large scale ; nor can even

that miserable expedient last long.

Two members of the Socialist League and two others who were arrested,

are held for trial at the Assizes, which began on Tuesday 18th. They are

probably on their trial as we go to press. We are glad to hear that several

anonymous friends, men of means in the city, have guaranteed all the ex-

penses of the defence. Subscriptions are also coming in for the same purpose

from numbers of workmen sympathisers. Verdict and sentence are already

practically rendered and passed, as may be seen from the accompanying re-

marks of Mr. Justice Grantham in charging the Grand Jury :

" He regretted to find that the working people of Norwich, who had always

been well-known for their orderly character and conduct, should have allowed

themselves to be led away by those who, although they might say so, could

not have the welfare of the working classes at heart. The great difficulty

with which we had to contend was to prevent the working classes being misled

by those who told them that they were badly treated ; that they ought to

have money whether they worked for it or not ; and that those who had
should be made to give to those who had not. He was happy to know^

that there was no reason why any one should starve in England, as«.

food must be provided by law for those who had not got it. Some-
times, no doubt, people were not able to get quite as much as they

would like, and perhaps sometimes not so much as they ought to have.

But on the whole provision was made for the subjects of the Queen, so that,

whatever might be the case, they could keep body and soul together, and
live until they could improve their position. It was right that the legisla-

ture should not provide what might be termed ample food for everybody,

whether everybody liked to work or not, because unfortunately there were

many men w^ho would rather stand idle on a pittance than work hard to get

good wages. It was the principle of English law that such people as these

should not be supported in idleness, and that nothing should be done to

induce them to continue this description of life. He hoped that the working
men of Norwich would take warning from what had happened, as it was
clear that they had nothing to gain by assembling together and acting in a

tumultuous manner. The recent rioting in Norwich arose from the foolish

and seditious language of one or two persons who w^anted to make themselves

notorious ; and he hoped that when these persons had been tried nothing

more would be heard of such disorders."

We are awaiting further information, and shall publish a more detailed

report next week.

LITERARY NOTICES.
' Mining Eents and Eoyalties (Modern Press, Id.) by J. Morrison David-

son, is a clever criticism upon one phase of modern exploitation and gives
nationalisation of rent as the remedy.

The ' House of Commons ' (Reeves, 4d.) by Herbert Courtney, is a well-
grounded attack upon the present " representative " system and a plea for
the author's favourite " proportional representation." His view of the House
of Commons as it should be is hardly that of a Socialist, who is apt to believe
that non-existence is " as it should be." g^

The current number of Time contains an article entitled "Convicts in
Parliament," in which Cipriani's career as a revolutionist fighter is recounted
not unably. But I cannot refrain from uttering a protest against the tone
of contemptuous abuse which pervades the article. However distasteful
Cipriani may have been to Italian politicians and Italian Pespectability, a
" vulgar murderer " he is not : the mere detailing of the career of this ardent
revolutionist should guard against" the use of such terms. It is well known
—though of course no anti-Socialist writer would allow it—that the " crime"
of Alexandria icas merely an act of self-defence in a meeting planned to pro-
voke Cipriani to some act of violence whereby he should incriminate himself,
and that Santini -was the aggressor in the quarrel. As to the sentence passed
111 1881, all one can say of such a proceeding as comment on Mr. Strachan
Morgans remark that "it was only bv a legal quibble that his lawyers had
tried to get him off from the punishment which he so richly deserved," is
that the law is made up of legal quibbles, and that this passing of sentence
after a lai3se of over 10 years which, according to law, annuls legal proceed-
ings, IS a violation of justice w^hich can surprise none—not even the most.

justice wiiich can surprise none—not even the most
devout believer id Human Nature or that "indulgence in sentimental hu-
manitananism ^^ which Mr. Strachan Morgan considers "out of place in
Italy." ^

jyj
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Offices : Farringdon Eoad E.G.

Library.

*The librarians attend on Mondays and Fridays from
7 to 9 p.m. Catalogue now ready, price 2d. Country
Branches can have parcels of books sent by paying
oost of carriage.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.
Birmingham, Hackney, Hull, Leeds, North London,

to August 31. Croydon, to September 30. Manches
ter, Merton, Norwich, to October 31. Bradford, to
Nov. 30. Bloomsbury, Clerkenwell, Hammersmith,
Lancaster, Oxford, to December 31. Hoxton (Labour
Emancipation League), to March 31, 1887.

Executive.
At its usual weekly meeting the following resolution

was unanimously passed :
" That this meeting of the

General Council of the Socialist League expresses its

heartiest sympathy with the victims of the miscreants
responsible for the recent atrocious evictions at Glen-
beigh." The Council draws the attention of mem-
bers to the resolution passed by them, as under

:

"That members attending meetings must show their

cards of membership, signed up to within two weeks,"

"Commonweal" back numbers.
In future back numbers will not be exchanged dating

back further than three weeks from current number.
Branches are asked not to take more than they intend
to keep of Commonweal.

by Socialism. This'
^

Sansom, Devlin, Smi'

3^^V w
fti^^anc
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was also taken by Sheckell,

and Porter, whilst Muir, who
agreed in theory with our views, was much exercised
as to the method of attaining them, as well as on the
absence of " law and authority " in a Socialistic com-
munity. He was reiii^^'^^UJO by Devlin, Smith, and
Teesdale.--E. T. ^''*^,
Lancaster.—Interestifi^ gathering on Friday night

at Market Hall Coffee Tavern, Hoyle presiding. Com-
rade Tarn read thoughtful and pungent paper on
*' Competition," remarking that the only excellence

possessed by the existing competitive arrangement
was -its inherent element of self-destruction.

—

Leonard
Hall, sec.

Leeds.—On Sunday afternoon, we held our usual

open-air meeting in Vicar's Croft, and comrades
Braithwaite, Hill, and Sollett addressed an attentive

audience on the "Principles of Socialism." At the

close of the meeting a number of Commonweals were
sold. In the evening, comrade Maguire lectured at

the Gardener's Arms, Domestic* Street. A good dis-

cussion followed.—F. CoRKWELL, sec.

Individualist Club. — One of our comrades at-

tended the opening ceremony of this famous club.

The meeting began about three-quarters of an hour
after the advertised time. There were four speakers

to explain its objects. The audience were scarcely as

numerous as the speakers, and discussion was pro-

hibited.

The Rev. Albert Lazenby delivered the first of a
course of lectures on *' Socialism" in the Unitarian
Church, Vincent Street, Glasgow, on Sunday evening
last. The lecturer, without committing himself to

the methods, expressed himself quite in sympathy
with the aims of Socialism. The large audience that

assembled to hear the lecture shows how wide spread
the interest in Socialism has become in that city.

on Sunday evening Jan. ^—subject, "Socialism

and the Workers."
"

Norwich.—No. 6 St. Benedict St. Lecture and dis-

cussion every Sunday ai!d Monday at 8 p.m. Read-

ing-room open every day from 8.30 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Oa;/or(^.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 -p.m.

Open-air Propaganda—Sundfey 16.

11.30...Hackney—"Salmon and Ball" ....^.The Branch

1 1 . 30. . .Hammersmith—Beadon Rd. • The Branch

11.30. ..Regent's Park The Branch

11.30.. .St. Pancras Arches .....The Branch

11.30...Walham Green—Station The Branch

3.30. . .Hyde Paris (near Marble Arch) T. E.Wardle

Provinces.—Sunday.

Ipmvich.—Old Cattle Market, 11 ; Ship Launch, 3 p.m
Norwich.—St. Mary's Plain, 11 ; Market Place, 3.

Leeds.—RunBlet Moor, 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, 7 p.m.

Debate on Socialism.—A Debate will take plage

at the Hall of Science, 142 Old Street, City Road,

E.C., on February 2, 9, 16, and 23, at 8 p.m., between

Mrs. Annie Besant and Mr. G. W. Foote, on the

question, ** Is Socialism sound ?

"

Cleveland Hall, 54 Cleveland Street (near Port-

land Road Station).—Sundays at 11.30 a.m. Jan. 23,

W. Morris, " Socialism : its Aims and Methods."

Manhood Suffrage League, Berwick Street, Ox-

ford Street.—On Sunday evening Jan. 23, at 8.30,

Thomas E. Wardle will lecture on "The Truths of

Socialism."

English Land Restoration League. —Meetings
on the Irish Question :

—

Jan. 26. Central Finsbury Club, 81 Pentonville Rd.

Feb. 16. Dulwich Reform Club, Goose Green.

Several other meetings are being arranged.

W. M., Is.

STRIKE COMMITTEE.
T. Binning, Treasurer.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
M. M. (weekly), Is. ; E. B. B. (weekly), Is. ; T. B.

(weekly), 6d. ; W. B. (weekly), 6d. ; B. (weekly), 6d.;
Bloomsbury Branch (weekly), 5s.; T. Wardle (dona-
tion), 5s.

Ph. W., Treasurer, Jan. 18.

BRANCH REPORTS.
14th, T. BinningBloomsbury.—On Friday, Jan.

lectured for this Branch. —L. W.
Croydon.—On Sunday last, R. A. Beckett gave an

interesting lecture on " Philoprogenitiveness. " A
good discussion followed.—A. T., ast.-sec.

Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, January 12, Mrs.
Charlotte \Vilson gave very interesting and instructive

lecture on "The Revolt of the Workers in the Nine-
teenth Century ;

" a lively discussion followed. On
Sunday, January 16, Geo. Bernard Shaw lectured on
" Some Illusions of Individualism;" brisk discussion

and good reply. Fair sale of Commonweal and pam-
phlets. Members are requested to take up Branch
cards for 1887.—W. B. and T. E. W., joint-sees.

FuLHAM.—On Sunday night, a meeting of members
to discuss future arrangements was held at 34 May
Street, and was adjourned till next Sunday at same
address. The Branch is looking out for more suitable
premises.—M. R.
Hackney.—On Sunday, S. Mainwaring lectured

here on " Socialism." He said that the revolutionary
Socialist never asks for palliative measures, either

from local boards, or even Parliament itself. He
showed that all movements of the people against
abuse or monopoly, never succeeded except through
the efforts of men who rebelled against the then
existing "law and order." ^ood discussion. After
the meeting the following resolution was carried
unanimously :

" That H. Graham be empowered to

hring the question of the arrest of Mowbray, Hen-
derson, Hall, and Murrell before the Council with a
view of ascertaining its view on the matter."—H.
Matthews, sec.

HoxTON.—On Sunday evening, W. C. Wade lec-

tured to a fair audience on " England in the Fifteenth
Century. " Good discussion followed. One new mem -

ber made. The club in course of formation here is

making satisfactory progress, and will shortly be
opened, we being now in treaty for the premises for

same.
Glasgow.—The extremely cold weather still limits

our efforts here. On Sunday afternoon, however,
comrade Glasier addressed ja large audience on Jail's

Square. In the evening in Hall, Carlton Place, com-

rade Fisher McLaren gave an interesting history of

the Scottish land system, in which he clearly showed
the wholesale robbery by which private property in

land has become so ** deeply written " in our glorious

constitution. A good discussion followed.—J. B. G.

Hull.—On Sunday last the meeting was opened
with singing, the majority of those present joining

beartily in " The March of the Workers." In future
all our meetings will be opened in this way. Teesdale
spoke briefly on *'The Unemployed," showing this

necessity of this class to the present *' profit " system,"
and the impossibility of solving the problem except

LECTURE DIARY.
London Branches.

Bloomsbury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street.

Friday Jan. 21, at 8.30. A. K. Donald will discuss

the Fifth Chapter of the * Socialist Catechism.'

—

Members are asked to attend more regularly. Old
membership cards can now be exchanged for new
ones.

Clerkenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.G. Sunday Jan. 23, at 8.30. Hubert
Bland, ''Nihilism." Wednesday 26, at 8.30. A
Lecture.—Members' Business Meeting at the Hall
first Sunday ir the month, at 7 Ji m. sharp.

Croydon.—Royai County House, West CroydSh Station
Yard. Sunday Jan. 23. Sydney Olivier, *' A Social

View of Wealth."
Fulham.—34 Mary Street. Sunday at 8 p.m.
Hackney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.—

A

Free Concert will be held on Saturday Jan. 22, at

8 p.m. ; members are earnestly requested to attend.

Sunday 23, at 8 p m. Mrs. C. M. Wilson, "The
Revolt of the Workers in the Nineteenth Century."

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday Jan. 23, at 8. A lecture.

Hoxton (L. E. L.).—Exchange Coffee House, Pitfield

St., opposite Hoxton Church, N. Sunday Jan. 23,

at 8 p.m. A Lecture.

Merton.—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

—

Sunday Jan. 23, at 8 p.m. W. Morris, " True and
False Society."

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

North London.—32 Camden Road. Fridays at 8.

Country Branches.

Bingley.—Coffee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.

Birmingham.—Carr's Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford.—Scott's Temperance Hotel, East Parade,

Leeds Road Wednesdays, at 8.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Reading Room and Li-

brary open every Wednesday evening, 8 till 10. The
Treasurer attends for members' subscriptions first

Wednesday of every month.
Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. Saturday
our comrade Arch. M'Laren, M.A., will lecture on
"Anarchism" at the Southern Literary Institute,

Norfolk Street, S.S., at 8 o'clock.—Sunday, open-air
meeting on Jail's Square (Green) at 4.30. At 6.30,

in Hail, No. 2 Carlton Place, Clyde Side, Arch.
M'Laren, M.A., will lecture on "The Gracchi, or
the Social Conflict in Ancient Rome."

Hamilton.—Branch meets every Thursday at 7.30 in

Paton's Hall, Chapel Street, until further notice.

Lectures and Discussions.
Hull.—11 Princess Street, Sykes Street. Club Boom
open every evenmg. Lectures every Thursday and
Sunday at 7 p.ni. Jan. 23. J. Devlin, "The Con-
dition of the Workers."

Leeds.—No meeting-place at present.

Lancaster.—Ma-rkct Hall Coffee Tavern Lecture Room.
Friday evenings at 8.

Leicester.—Silver Street. Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
Manchester.—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-

chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-

ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every
Wednesday at 8 p.m.—Comrade Parkinson will lec-

ture at the Hall of Science, Horsedge St., Oldham,

Socialist Headquarters, New York.—Library
and Reading-room open daily (Sunday included) from

9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Commonweal always on the table.

Gifts in books and papers thankfully received. Ad-
dress "Free Socialist Library," 143 Eighth Street,

New York City, U.S.

Echoes of Truth. Twenty-four Sermons by
the late E. M. Geldart. Selected and arranged by
his Widow. Bound in cloth, 6s. Kegan, Paul,

Trench & Co. , Paternoster Square ; or Mrs. Geldart,

82 Lansdowne Road, Croydon.

The Russian StOPmclOUd : or, Russia in her

Relations to her Neighbouring States. ' By Stbpniak.

Demy 8vo, cloth, 12s. 6d.

A Translation of KARL MARX'S great
Work on Political Economy, * DAS CAPITAL,'
under the editorship of Mr. F. Engels, is now ready

in two vols. Demy 8vo, cloth, 30s.

London : Swan Sonnenschein, Lowrey & Co.,

Paternoster Square.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

Por Whom Shall We Vote ? Addressed to

the Working-men and Electors of Great Bri-

tam. 8pp. cr. 8vo. For distribution, 2s. per

100 Jd.

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded. ... Id.

The Co-operative Commonwealth. By Lawrence
Gronlund. Author's Edition, revised and enlarged.

Paper covers, 2s. ; Cloth, 3s. 6d.

The Labour Question from the Socialist
Standpoint. By William Morris.

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors).

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William
Morris . . .Id.

The Rights of Labour according to John
Ruskin. By Thomas Barclay.

The Woman Question. By Edward Avelmg
and Eleanor Marx-Aveling
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NOTES ON PASSING EVENTS.
Mr. Justice Grantham, in charging the Grand Jury at Norwich,

apropos of the events which so unhappily delivered two of our comrades

to the tender mercies of that strange specimen of humanity, the Special

Fool in a high place, sung a song of triumph over that glorious institu-

tion, the workhouse. Oddly enough, in the issue of the day before of the

«ame paper that gave us the solemn wisdom of this genius, there is

printed a paragraph which is a good commentary on that blessing of

modern times—that refuge for the unlucky which, according to his

lordship, affords such a firm and satisfactory stand-point from which

to aim at the conquest of health and wealth—the workhouse. We give

the passage in full

:

" Wandsworth.—Casuals and their Food.—James Harding and George
Wright were placed in the dock charged with refusing to work while casual

paupers in Wandsworth workhouse.—George Cheshire, the superintendent,

said the prisoners were admitted on Saturday night, and that morning he
set them to work. Both refused to work.—The prisoner Wright said he
could not work on the food given to him. He had dry bread, and was put
in a place where he was perishing with cold all night. He would not do it

for the Queen of England.—The superintendent said the wards were heated.

The food consisted of eight ounces of bread for breakfast, half-a-pound with

IJ ounces of cheese as dinner, and eight ounces of bread with hot water to

drink for supper.—Mr. Bennett : Not any cocoa, nor anything of the kind ?

—No, sir.—The prisoner said he had a pail of hot water and dry bread. A
pail of hot water was brought in as if to a horse.—The witness stated that

the diet was given by direction of the Local Government Board.—Mr.
Bennett said if the prisoner had any ground of complaint he must go to the
Local Government Board.—The prisoner said he might as well go to Bucking-
ham Palace, and knock at the door and ask for the Queen.—Mr. Bennett
committed the prisoners for seven days."

The only comment on this paragraph that is possible is to ask if there

is not some mistake in the report that the prisoners were sent to prison

for seven days 1

Mr. Justice Nupkins (we ask pardon, Grantham), being in a jovial

and joking humour apparently, was so pleasant as to say that certain

persons who misled the people and told them they were badly treated

—to be sure : badly treated when going to the workhouse they can get

their water hot : hot water, the drink at present of the more refined

among the " cultivated classes "—that these persons told the working-
classes that they ought to have money whether they worked for it or

not. Setting aside Mr. Justice Nupkins' confusion of ideas about the

working-classes who don't work, which is of itself pretty to behold,

his lordship has only to attend a few Socialist meetings (he might
draw up his carriage at the edge of the crowd) to hear those who want
to have money without working for it pretty sharply denounced by
these very misleaders of the working-classes. He would there learn

that the living on other people without working is the very thing we
demand to be abolished, though it must be admitted that at present it

is the very foundation of that society of which his lordship is so start-

ling an ornament.

It was announced last week that the Government were going to

make a new departure in coercion, and would bring forward a regular

gagging Bill, which would serve for arranging Irish affairs at present,

and would also be available for dealing with English, Scotch, or Welsh
discontent,, as it was to be made applicable to the whole of the United
Kingdom. Socialist organisations, we were told, might expect to be
particularly honoured by the notice of this new Act.

This news seemed from the first almost too good to be true ; but it

seems it was true for the time, and that the Tory Government, on the
look out for something to damage their really strong position, had hit on
this device as a satisfactory one. But unluckily it is almost impossible
for them to go on with the gagging enterprise, as it would stir up the
vigorous opposition of the Radicals, and even the Liberals would be
shamed into voting against such a measure. Accordingly they are
now backing down : are going to begin with the bill on procedure, and
will only make their gag for Ireland, though even on these terms they
have very little chance of getting it through Parliament.

Mr, Goschen is carrying on his candidature for Liverpool merrily,

and in spite of the result of the last election, in which the Liberal

candidate was successful, he will probably get in, owing to the servility

of all parties towards '' a distinguished ofiicial," " a man of so much
importance," and so forth. Meantime this light of intellectual finance

has introduced himself by making a long speech down there which was

really remarkable for emptiness, dullness, and twaddle, even among
election speeches.

Apropos of Members of Parliament, the following story told by Mr.

Labouchere at Spalding on Thursday week is too good to be lost. He
said :

—

" The atmosphere of the House of Commons does not seem to agree with

Radicals. They soon want to become fine gentlemen. He remembered a

case in one of the divisions with regard to the admission of Mr. Bradlaugh,

About ten minutes before the division a highly respectable gentleman on

the Liberal side of the House came to me and said, ' You know I have been

thinking this over, and my conscience won't allow me to vote for Bradlauffh.*

I replied, * I have not got time enough to talk about your conscience—what

do;
--_.--. .-

sort (

and ^
him, 'Have you got a wife?' and" he answered, '* Yes.' 'Well, do you get

asked to those crowds, those receptions, at the Foreign Office ?
' The hon.

Member admitted that he and his wife rather complained that they had
not, and then I said, ' You go in and vote, and I'll see that you are asked to

them in the future,' and in about ten minutes afterwards I polled that

patriot in."

Walpole, in the good old bribing days, would have been happy if he

could have bought his votes as cheap as that.

The Commission on the Depression of Trade has issued its report.

It will be criticised hereafter in these columns in some detail, so that

it may go for the present with a few words. It is a matter of course

that the Commissioners try to put the best face possible on the state of

things commercial, though they do not succeed very well in the attempt.

They say, "There can be no question that the workman is in this

country, when fully employed, in almost every respect in a better posi-

tion than his competitors in foreign countries." The italics are our

own. Will the Commissioners pretend that they do not know that

even in good years the great mass of working-men in and about

London are unemployed for four months out of the twelve ? that the

workmen of the great industries have to "average" their wages, have

to insure, so to say, against the months that they are " at play," from

strikes and lock-outs and the like ^ Will they say where in Europe or

Asia they can find a workman more miserably pinched and resourceless

than the south-west country labourer with his income of 10s. a-week
when things are going well ?

Or need one keep one's patience any longer with those miserable

fools and liars, paid to lie and paid to be dull by a blind society amidst

its last corruption 1 It is true that they are not paid to be imagina-

tive ; but a little imagination is necessary to most men, if only to keep

their bodies from stinking in default of salt. Let them, then, bring

their imagination to bear upon facts, and try to picture their noble

and cultivated selves reduced to the condition of those workmen whose
lot they are so contented with. Let them think of themselves as living

and keeping a home together on 10s. a-week in a Gloucestershire

cottage, or worse still, on 1 6s. in a London slum ; and if they have really

tried to do so and have any honesty left in them, if they can do nothing

else, at least let them hold their tongues and live silently on the pro-

ceeds of the perpetual robbery which habit has made them look upon as

a holy right and the cement of society. William Morris.

MEN VERSUS CLASSES.
The well-intentioned, kind-hearted gentleman who perspires philan-

thropy all over at the bare thought of the working-classes, is often

shocked at the fact that modern Socialism starts from the idea of an
irreconcilable class-strugglei " Look at me," he says, " and others

like me ; we are middle-class men, and yet we have a profound sympathy
with the people. It is surely unreasonable to attack a whole class in

the way you do when it contains such excellent and noble-hearted re-

presentatives." Now, irrespective of the genuineness of the particular

person in question or his friends, there is undoubtedly a point touched

on here which to the neophyte in Socialism requires elucidating.

Socialists attack the middle-class as the root of all evil. The neophyte

knows that he daily comes in contact with middle-class men whom he
respects, nay, who may themselves be working for Socialism. On the

other hand, he finds that there are plenty of men belonging to the

working-class whom he cannot respect. Now, here is a problem for

the Socialist ! What is the solution ?
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In the character of every human being, man or woman, in .the

present day, we shall J?0. aUe to detect wi^pat ibu^j^i^ffiiffiuBtiity

ti5|3u|i^|j^' iQftCjre t^^ , 1^^ ,<}i8tmG*> .ikiore ^r^c^Iessj .t^d^a. .
' ^^ the one

|^3^l»5l^'l;^^8idei'ofc friendshipjvof oigood^naltfiiire, of

^fii^ii?^,^rof ,tiie social qualities generatty ?; on . the other, that of

,^gta^i§ii4yenei5s (greed), meanness, hypocrisy, coarseness, brutality

—

in fact, the anti-social qualities. Now, we maintain, that in every

avilised human being these two elements are pteaent to a greater or

Jess extent, it is only a question of degree. The anti-social qualities

belong at bottom, to the anti- human, or pre-human nature,

which human nature has inherited, and which were superseded by

the specifically human nature or qualities which presided over the in-

stitution of tribal Society. But, in their present form, we contend

, they have taken on the forms and become crystallised into expressions

of class-opposition. Some of them, indeed {e.g., vulgarity in its various

forms, and hypocrisy), are entirely the offspring of the class-society of

^modern times. The social qualities, on the other hand, are inherited

from the human nature which, as we have just said, superseded men's

brute nature in the earliest forms of society. But these, again, have

maintained themselves only in spite of the class system, and have

.
disputed the ground with it inch by inch. It is evident, then, that

)^very man in the present day, inasmuch as he belongs to one or other

of the two great modern classes, the fleecers or the fleeced, the oppres-

.sors or the oppressed, the middle-class or the working-class, possesses,

in addition to his manhood, a classhood. The classhood necessarily

(interpenetrates his whole system, although it may not be always

obvious. His social qualities may gain the upper hand, and perma-

•nently repress the anti-social qualities and prejudices which he inherits

from his class. Again, his class-character may completely eat away
his human character. Like the cells and fibres of cancer in the human
body, his class character may be latent, and only become active from

- some external cause. It may then break out in the most unexpected

ways,, In any case, the human or social character varies m an inverse

proportion to the class or anti-social character of the man. This is an

important fact. A mathematician might make a reputation by wrap-

ping it up in curves and equations.

And it will be observed that I make no distinction here in favour

of the working-class as such. All class character qua . class character

is bad. Were the working-man any more than the middle-class man
a seraph, Socialism would be unnecessary. Socialists who recognise indi-

vidual character to be the child of social condition, could not expect a

class degraded materially to the condition of Proletarianism not to

bear the mark of this degradation on the character of its members.
We may observe, however, in passing, though it is immaterial to the

point, that while the class-element alike in the character of Prole-

taire as of Bourgeois is bad in itself, yet it has probably in the former

case been less generally successful in corrupting the human nature

into which it has entered than in the latter. The particular class-

qualities in the character of the modern capitalist may be roughly

indicated by the definition, vulgarity in a solution of hypocrisy ; the

particular class-qualities in the character of the modern proletarian as

brutality in a solution of servility.

How plainly both are the outcome of economic condition will be

evident at a glance. Open your morning paper, and you will see both

illustrated in its columns. They are the obverse and the reverse of

the same medal—modern civilisation. But, we repeat, these class

qualities may be reduced to the minimum in favour of the essentially

human or social qualities in individual instances in either case; or

they may on the other hand be so highly developed as to exclude the

latter altogether. The last case may be best illustrated by types

drawn from those concerned in class-politics. Almost any statesman

—let us take as types a Harcourt or a Goschen—exhibit the class-

element in its purest embodied form. Such men are lumps of class-

feeling. A hypocritical vulgarity has in them absorbed humanity.

The corresponding illustration of the mere proletarian class-element

may be looked for in that section of the Anarchist party which pur-

. sues the tactics technically known as diehspolitik, and of which a

Stellmacher is a type. Here also the class-element, a servile brutality,

the mere bloodthirstiness and lust of gain of the slave, has eaten out

^humanity. Of course, these are extreme instances on both sides.

Human life would be manifestly impossible were the whole male

middle-class transformed into Harcourts or Goschens, no less than if

the whole proletariat were transformed into Stellmachers. Between
them lie the great mass of both classes, where Imman feeling struggles

with class-feeling with varying success. In the centre a nucleus

is beginning to form. It is the International Socialist Party. And
just here the chief superiority of the working-class as a class over the

middle-class comes into view. Among the working - classes there

is a large section, especially on the Continent of Europe, among
whom the mere class-qualities have to a large extent succumbed to

human qualities, although they necessarily and properly (as we shall

show directly) take a class/orm. Such, in the nature of things, is not

the case with the middle-classes. They, as classes, have material

power and wealth bound up with their class-being ; so that while with

the working-man culture in the natural course of things is a direct

avenue to the elevation of the class-feeling within him to a human
feeling, with the middle-classes it too often only cements it with a

thicker varnish of hypocrisy. The educated workman knows that human
progress is bound up with the ascendancy of his class. The educated

bourgeois knows that human progress is bound up with the decay and
overthrow of his class ; so that where we have among the working-

classes whole sections that are Socialistic, we have among the middle-

classes only isolated individuals.

]'^\. How, then, itmaybe said, if we admit class-feeling to be that element in

tke modern character in whighjis worst ajnd anti-social feajbu^ses aretrem-

bodied, cani we mti&e the ^afecehtuation and exsLcet^^ion %S^ diass-

ieeling the starting-point for a isocial reconstruction in which classes

shall be abolished] ? Is not the attitude of the benevolent old gentle-

man who says, let us ignore classes, let us regard each other as human
beings, more consonant with what we have been saying? We answer
no, if we are to deal with facts and not with phrases. Classes exist;

you may ignore them, but they will exist still with the respective

characters they engender. Though you ignore them they will not
ignore you. The difference between the Socialist and the benevolent
bourgeois Radical in their respective crusades against classes is, that

while the one would affirm the form of class-distinction, knowing that

thereby the reality of class-distinction will be negated, the other,

though ostentatiously denying the form of class-distinction, would
affirm the content or reality of class-distinction, inasmuch as he would
leave it untouched. He thinks to get rid of class-instincts while
maintaining classes. To be rid of classes, the possessing and expro-

priating class must be itself expropriated—expropriated of its power
of expropriating, in other words—of that control of the instruments of

production by which its class-character is maintained, when it will

disappear together with its correlate, the possessed and expropriated

classes. It is not true, as might at first sight be supposed, that the

political class-feeling of the Socialist workman is the mere anti-social

class-feeling of the ordinary proletarian (lumpen proletarier), or of the

mere bloodthirsty Anarchist. It is human feeling in a class guise.

The Socialist workman's conscious end and aspiration is the annihil-

ation of classes, with the class-element in character. He knows well

enough that his classhood places him at a disadvantage. He knows
that the fact of his belonging to an oppressed class is an insuperable

obstacle to the development of the best within him
;
just as the middle-

class Socialist knows that the fact of his belonging to an oppressing

class is equally an obstacle to the development of his nobler qualities.

Mere class-instinct, which per se is necessarily anti-social, can never

give us Socialism. That is why the most degraded section of the pro-

letariat are, to a large extent, useless for the Cause of Socialism.

Their lower c?ass-instincts are incapable of being purified of their

grosser elements, and transformed into that higher instinct which,

though on its face it has the impress of a class, is in its essence above

and beyond class ; which sees in the immediate triumph of class merely

a means to the ultimate realisation of a purely human Society, in

which class has disappeared. With those w^ho have attained to this

instinct, classhood or class-interest has become identical with humanity
or human interest. In the Socialist workman the class-instinct has

become transformed into the conviction that, in the words of Lassalle,

" he is called to raise the principle of his class into the principle of the

age." He knows that in the moment of victory—of the realisation of the

dominion of his class—the ugly head of class itself must fall, and
Society emerge. Militant, his cause is identified with class ; trium-

phant, with Humanity.
Meanwhile, we who li^e to-day, who are the offspring of a class

Society, and who breathe the atmosphere of a class Society, bear

ineradicably the mark of the class-demon upon us. It is engrained in

our characters. Even among Socialists, where its grosser features are

toned down or obliterated, it shows itself ever and anon. It is only

a question of more or less. In no human being born in a class Society

can the class element be altogether absent from his character. In the

best working-class Socialist there is a strain of possible brutality. In
the best middle-class Socialist there is a strain of possible snobbish-

ness. Meanwhile, we know that these things endure but for a day.

We may, therefore, take heart of grace. One more decisive affirma-

tion of class-interest, and then the end of Classes (with their hypo-

critical vulgarity on the one side and their servile brutality on the other)

and the beginning of Men, E, Belfort Bax.

WEALTH.
(Concluded from p. 26).

Having arrived at the conclusion that wealth is power, and we hope

our arguments are sufficiently clear to carry the assent of the reader,

we shall now endeavour to specialise our definition—that is, to indicate

the kind of power that is meant. The way to do this will be to name
the opposition, the forces, that wealth overcomes. These forces range

themselves under two categories—one permanent, the other temporary.

The permanent forces comprise those that under all circumstances are

opposed to man in the struggle for existence—or instead of " under all

circumstances," the natural forces that he has to overcome in seeking

to supply his needs or to procure enjoyment. The temporary forces

comprise those that man opposes to man : it is the conflict between

these forces that has hitherto been the subject-matter of history. The

history of the Roman Empire, for instance, is simply a series of

struggles between the Romans and other nations, and, in the absence

of such struggles, another series between different parties in the-

Empire itself.

As a consequence of the dual character of the human struggle for

existence, we find two broadly distinct classes in human society.

Soldiers, policemen, and other government officials are embraced in

the class that contends with what we have called the temporary

forces; while the industrial classes are those that contend with the

permanent forces. Under no circumstances can the former class

live except on the latter; under easily enough conceivable circum-

stancjBS, however, the latter can do without the former. These two
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classes ^re pretty much the same as the productive and unproductive

classes of the economists. This, however, by the way. Suffice to

remember that the human struggle for existence is of a twofold cha-

racter—the struggle of man with man, and the struggle of man with

Nature. The struggle of man with man is 'per se a barren struggle
;

during its continuance nothing is produced^ much is wasted. The

struggle of man with Nature is the only struggle that is productive,

and that results in progress.

In seeking to define wealth we do not require to take into considera-

tion those temporary forces that it enables us to overcome. For every

nation those forces are different ; consequently the science of w,ealth

would be different in every nation. The forces that we have called

temporary are matters for the consideration of statesmen—not econo-

mists—and from such consideration is framed the public policy. These

forces being temporary and fluctuating, the policy of a nation ^-^iiries

;

being, moreover, as already pointed out, different in different nations,

the policy of one nation differs from the policy of another.

It is from the permanent forces that man has to contend with that

the meaning of wealth is to be got at. These forces we have also

called natural forces ; by them we mean the opposition that Nature

offers to man's continued well-being. For instance, to live and to

thrive man must have food and water, and must keep himself up to a

certain temperature. Now these things are not attained without an

effort ; the want of food, of water, and of shelter is not satisfied with-

out some opposition being overcome, and the power to overcome this

opposition and to satisfy this want is wealth. Wealth, then, is power

to satisfy desire, to attain ends. The wealthier man is, the greater is

his power to satisfy desire, to attain his ends ; while the poorer lie is

the less is this power.

That the definition of wealth just given is correct, may appear more

clearly from a consideration of some of the definitions given by political

economists. Take Adam Smith's :
" The annual produce of the land

and labour of the Society." Here, in addition to the error, already

pointed out as common to all definitions yet given, of neglecting to

consider wealth as an abstract noun, we have a misconception intro-

duced by the word "annual." The wealth of England, for instance,

at the end of a year, is not surely to be measured by what England

has produced during that year. The roads, the railways, canals, docks,

ships, warehouses, machinery that have been made in previous years

in England, go as much towards contributing to the wealth of Eng-

land as the produce of the year under consideration.

Besides, suppose a country where everything is free, where man has

only to pluck and eat, where there is no necessity for toil ; then^ the

produce of the labour of that country would amount to nothing "and

consequently its wealth, if wealth is to be regarded as the produce of

the labour of a country, would amount to nothing. Such a country

would, instead of being the richest, as Ave should ordinarily be inclined

to regard it, be the poorest country in the world.

It may strike the reader that we have dealt with only part of Adam
Smith's definition in the preceding paragraph, and that our strictures

are not applicable to the whole of it—viz., that the wealth of a country

is the produce of its land and labour, not of the produce of its labour

only. We took this latter part by itself merely for convenience, and

not with any evasive intention. Let us now consider the definition

as given by Adam Smith himself, and let us suppose two countries

instead of one where the fruits of the earth are to be had merely for

the plucking. In respect of the produce of the land these two

countries are equal in wealth ; it is, however, necessary for one country

to build fortifications and to keep itself provided with the instruments

of war ; for the other country no such necessity exists, it being made

impregnable to foes by Nature, and it accordingly is not provided with

any such things. Now if the wealth of a country is the produce of

its land and labour, which of these two countries is the wealthiest ?

The one whose land and labour produce is greatest. Now that would

be the one that had to be prepared against attack, because its land and

labour produce would be greater than the produce of the other by the

results of the labour imposed on it by its position. Here, then, would

be a disadvantage leading to an increase of wealth, which is of course

absurd.

With such a view of wealth as that laid down by Adam Smith,

there is no inconvenience, no matter how great, that cannot be shown

to be a source of wealth. For instance, if we suppose, as John Stuart

Mill does, that from some revolution in Nature the atmosphere at the

disposal of some community were to become too scanty for the con-

sumption and had to be artificially supplied, then here would be

additional labour imposed upon the community, and consequently

additional wealth would ensue. Such are the erroneous conclusions

that we are led to from regarding wealth as the produce of the land

and labour of a country.

The preceding remarks on Adam Smith's definition of wealth apply

with equal force to the definition, " all useful and agreeable things

possessing exchange value." In the first place, this also overlooks the

abstract nature of the name wealth. In the next place, if a com-

munity existed where all useful and agreeable things had no exchange

value, in other words if they were as free as air is now, then such

community would have no wealth at all. Ordinarily we should con-

sider such a community to be extremely wealthy, inasmuch as its

members enjoyed such facilities, such power, to satisfy their wants.

That wealth is power has frequently been remarked. Among others

we find Hobbes calling wealth power. Adam Smith, however, denied

this, adding that although a man may have a large fortune he may not

rise to political power, the large fortune only enables him the more

easily perhaps to secure that power. This criticism applies only to a

large fortune and to political power, which are by no means synonymous

with wealth and power. Mill also incidentally remarks that wealth is

power. Nowhere, however, so far as the present writer is aware, is

wealth formally defined to be power to satisfy desire, to attain ends,

W .B. R.

**POMARE.
{By Heinrich Heine. Translated by 3. L. Joynes.)

All the Cupids in my breast,

All the little Love-gods there,

Cry aloud, and will not rest,
*' Hail to our great Queen Pomare !

"

Not the Queen of isles Pacific ;

Nay, a Christian convert she

;

Mine is turbulent, terrific,

Fierce, impetuous and free.

Twice in every week she prances,

Where her worshippeite may view

;

In the public gardens dances
Polkas, and the Cancan too.

Majesty in all her paces !

Every inch a Queen by right

!

Bounteous glimpses of her graces
Dazzle each beholder's sight.

Let her dance—but in my breast

All the little Love-gods there

Cry aloud, and cannot rest,
*' Hail to our great Queen Pomare !

"

She dances. How her body glides !

What grace her everymovement guides

!

Such raptures through the gazers thrill,

Their beating hearts they cannot still.

She dances. When she shows hercharms
By whirling round with outstretched

arms,
Then stands erect on pointed toe,

My sense and reason reeling go.

She dances. 'Tis the self-same dance
In Herod's sight did gleam and glance,

Before his fair niece paused for breath
With lightning in her eyes like death.

She'll dance me mad; my brain's on
fire;

Speak, girl, what is't thou dost desire ?

She smiles: ^ha! slaves, the doom is

said;

Go smite me ofi" John Baptist's head !

Yesterday, to earn her food,

Danced she where thick mud was
strewed

;

But to-day in carriage proud
Rides she through the common crowd :

On the silken cushions there

Lies her raven length of hair.

Seated high she scorns to greet

Folk that trudge with weary feet.

Ah, when thus I see thee ride,

Pity needs must pardon pride.

Woe is me ! another day
Thou wilt ride a drearier way
To the hospital, where death,
Foul of form., will stop thy breath.

Students then with greasy hand,
Fain thy fate to understand.
Thy fair body will inspect.

All thy lovely limbs dissect

;

And thy steeds, for fate is hard.
Yet will tread the knacker's yard.

Nay, the plot has been amended ;

Kind is Fate that seemed so dread ;

God be thanked, thy life is ended ;

God be thanked that thou art dead.

Yes, the attic was thy mother's,
^

Where thou lay'st in woeful wise ;

Her kind hand, and not another's.

Was the hand that closed thine eyes ;

Bought a shroud to deck thee duly,

And a pillow pure and clean ;

Though thy train of mourners truly

Was a trifle poor and mean.

Not a priest his presence lent

;

Not a bell for thee might stir ;

By thy bier none other went.
But thy dog and hair-cutter.

'* Often have I combed her hair,"

Sighed he, **hair that reached her

knees.

As she sat before me there

—

Black locks o'er her white chemise."

For the dog—with much miagiviBg
From the churchyard door he goes ;

He will find a famous living

Later on with Mistress Rose.

Mistress Rose, who once for spleen,

When she first from Provence came.
Grudging thee thy name of Queen,
Did her best to blast thy fame.

Poor lost Queen, whose crown of clay

Graced—as such crowns can—thy
head.

By God's loving hand to-day

Thou art saved, for thou art dead.

As thy mother, so thy Father
Now takes pity on thy state ;

This, methinks, he does the rather,

Since on earth thy love was great.

LITERARY NOTICES.
Ou7' Commonwealth, Adelaide, South Australia, is an advanced, alert, and

readable exponent of land nationalisation and tax reform. It is also an

honest labour paper, a great desideratum in that part of the world.

The Fio7ieer is a new Radical paper, published at Id. weekly at 42 Argyll

Street, Glasgow. It is rather more advanced than the name "Radical"

generally conveys, and if it keeps up to the lines laid down in its first issue,

will do much to destroy the loathsome Whigism that masquerades under the

more advanced name.

Articles of interest to Sod^alists. Scottish Reviezv : " Byzantinism and

Hellenism " ;
" Egypt on the Eve of the English Invasion." Statistical

Society's Journal: *^ Economic Science and Statistics"; "Working-men's

Co-operative Associations in Great Britain." Edinburgh Review : "English

Land, Law, and Labour " ;
" The Ancient Laws of Wales."- Quarterly :

"Epidemics" ; "The Coming Session." London Quarterly r^'^h^ Alterna-

tive of Socialism " ; "Mr. Arnold's Eeport on Continental Education." Poli-

tical Science Quarterly: "Scientific Socialism" ; "Theories of Property."

George F. Kohrbach, one of the Labour representatives elected to the Il-

linois Legislature, received an annual pass from the Alton road and returned

it, writing, " I must respectfully beg to decline it, being under no obligation

to you whatever, nor wishing to put myself under any, and knowing no

reason why this railroad pass should be sent, except it was for some purpose

of your own or to further ends that are to the advantage of railroads and

detrimental to the constituents I represent—namely the people."

Ghent, Jan. 25.—Disturbances occurred at the theatre here to-night during

the performance of a Flemish piece, in which the occupation of Belgium by

thv^French Republicans is represented in an unfavourable light. At a given

moment a large number of workmen and Socialists among the audience in-

terrupted the performance by hooting and hissing, and a scuffle thereupon

ensued between tke working men and the tradesmen and middle-class people

among the audience. The police eventually intervened and effected a number

of arrests. During the disturbance inside, a large number of Socialists col-

lected at the entrance of the theatre singing the Marseillaise.

\
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MAITT A CAUSE BEFORE NOW I FIRST, FEW MEa
a> IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON I

'

Oommunications invited on Social Questions. They should he written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 FarringdonRd,, E.G., and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication,

Ab all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of theirposi-
tion in these pages. None to he taken as more than in a general manner expressing
the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

Ejected MSS. only returned if a stamped directed envelope is/orwarded with them.

Svibacriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.,

aix months, Ss.; three months. Is. 6d,

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Fa/r-
ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
NoncE TO ALL Socialistic Newspapers.—The Gommonweal will be regularly sent

to all Socialistic Contemporaries throughout the world, and it is hoped that
they on their side will regularly provide the Socialist League with their papers.

Periodicals received <during the week ending Wednesday January 26.

England Cincinnati (0.) Unionist Turin—11 Muratore
Eastern Daily Press Springfield (111.)—Voice of Labor Spain
Luton Free Press Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt Madrid—El Socialista
Glasgow—Pioneer Portland (Oreg.) Avant-Courier Barcelona—Acracia
Worker's Friend
Norwich—DayUght
Justice

Coming (Iowa) Revue Icarienne

France
Cadiz—El Socialismo

Portugal
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily) Oporto—A Perola

South Australia Journal du Peuple
Adelaide—Our Commonwealth Guise—Le Devoir Arbeiterstimme

Canada Lille—Le Travailleur Vienna—Gleichheit
Toronto—Labor Reformer Belgium ROUMANIA

United States Liege—L'Avenir Jassy—Lupta
Model Commonwealth Antwerp—De Worker Denmark
New York—Freiheit Brussels—L'Avant-Garde Social-Demokraten
Boston—Woman's Journal Italy Sweden
Denver (Col.) Labor Inquirer Milan—n Fascio Operaio Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

NOTES.
In its comments upon affairs in general the Spectator indulges in

the following :
" The taxes have not pressed perceptibly ; bread has

been abnormally cheap ; wages have declined less than the fall in pro-

visions, and the suffering has not fallen on the body of the people.

The Haves have borne the brunt instead of the Have-nots."

As for the taxes, any taxpayer will answer that taxes have
increased much beyond any asserted greater efficiency in the public

service.

Bread has been cheap, but not so cheap as the tone of the Spectator

would seem to imply ; even if it were, what particular benefit would it

work to the proletariat, seeing that the present system at once trans-

fers all saved thereby to the pockets of their exploiters %

Wages can only be said to have declined less than the price of pro-

visions, because other things, such as rent, have risen, and because the
lessening of the cost of subsistence must necessarily go before the wage-
lowering that it causes.

The man is to be envied for his consummate impudence, or despised

for his falsity, who can look round upon the people to-day and assert

that " the suffering has not fallen upon the body of the people."

" The Haves have borne the brunt." Of what 1 Of misery, anxiety,

degradation? Have they been driven again and again to despair and
suicide 1 If they, not we, are miserable, why do they not throw aside

their hampering wealth and come out of " the House of Bondage "
?

Accidents happen pretty impartially to rich and poor—that is to say,

accidents not arising directly from the conditions of the lives of the

poor. The notice taken of them varies, however, to an enormous
degree. Seventeen people are crushed and trampled to death on Tues-

day at Spitalfields, and it is not until Wednesday afternoon that any
details reach the public, and not until Thursday that the full story is

published. Had the seventeen been " swells," and the place a West
End hall, what a noise would have been made !

One of the so-called comic journals in a late issue propounded a
brilliant plan for relieving the present distress. " How would it do
to engage one half of the unemployed as extra policemen, with the
special mission of locking up the other 1" Most probably, to the man
who wrote and to the men who read this it would require a tremendous

amount of explanation to show that this was much like what is continu-
ally being done to keep the system going—one half the working-class
being uniformed and set aside to keep the other half " in its place."

A friend writes giving us the particulars of a case which came under
his own observation. A young lady made application by letter to a
draper for employment. She was quite inexperienced in such matters,
and wrote a simple, plain statement of her qualifications and require-

ments, incidentally mentioning food and sleeping accommodation. She
had no reply from the firm, but one of the assistants employed there
saw her letter and wrote very kindly to give her advice to guide her
in writing after another berth. The chief point in the advice was

—

" Never ask about sleeping accommodation or food : you will always,
find it resented." The friend who writes is quite astonished at all

this, and says, " Service in shops and abject slavery are very much the
same thing." The particulars given not long ago in these columns, a&
well as those that have appeared in many other places, go to show that
among wage-slaves the shop-assistants are the most ill-treated ; but all

people dependent on an employer are liable to this kind of treatment,
nor can it be wondered at that employers are touchy as to their dignity
while their position confers such power. S.

This month a Warrington leather cutter died from having his arm
crushed by machinery. The widow said he had several times com-
plained of the danger and that he should be crippled. The manager
admitted that others had been injured. After the coroner (W. F.

Husband) said " there was no doubt risk attending the working of the
machinery, but this must have been known to the deceased, who was
at liberty to leave^^' the jury returned a verdict of accidental death,,

expressing the opinion that precautions should be taken. Of what
value are our protective laws while men still work at dangerous and
complicated machinery ?

"Archdeacon Farrar denounced the luxurious habits of the present

day, which gave * the picture of wealth, a monster gorged, side by side

with suffering and starving poverty.' He candidly confessed himself,,

however, unwilling to abandon the flesh-pots." (Quoted in Vegetarian

Messenger,) The Archdeacon, speaking also of the "dribblets given,

away in charity," says we are at this mpment stupendously and over-

whelmingly wealthy, and we have in ten years invested and laid by for

the enrichment of our families 120 millions of pounds. "There is.

money enough in the country to beautify every city and gladden every
home." We are glad to find any one in such a position denouncing^
Mammon-worship, the love of selfish luxury, family aggrandisement,
and personal display. May we not hope that the Archdeacon will go
on to discover that our archbishops and bishops need converting ta
renounce the filthy lucre which they are now loth to lose, and that
finally he will join the Socialists to sweep away the iniquitous system
which in so many cases brings ugliness to our cities and sadness to

our homes 1

We understand that the Earl of Derby was lately the nameless
donor of £5, 5s. to the Vegetarian Society. What a pleasing sur-

prise there is in store for those who now provide for his lordship, when
they learn that he has acquired the vegetarian's art of living on a
shilling a-week 1 His tenants may then laugh at foreign competition ;

and the patient plodding labourer change from the long-suffering,

despised rustic into a free and light-hearted peasant; for the feast

(and houses, horses, dogs, and all) Hodge now provides will be no longer
required when his masters are taught by this beneficent society " How
to Live in the Street called Straight." W.

John Smith, labourer, was indicted for having on the 31st ult.

broken the window of Messrs. Austin's establishment, Westmorland
Street, and stolen two silver bracelets value 35s. The evidence showed
that the prisoner had in broad daylight smashed the large pane of plate

glass with his hand and snatched up two bracelets. He was caught
redhanded and brought off to the station. The Recorder directed a.

verdict of " Guilty." He asked the prisoner what he had to say for

himself. Prisoner : It is a very hard case that some people should

have their shop windows lined with jewellery while others should be
going about without a shilling in their pockets. The Recorder said he
could not treat this kind of ruffianism like an ordinary case : he must
sentence the prisoner to twelve months' imprisonment with hard labour.

(Dublin Daily Express^ Jan. 15.) Which is the "ruffianism" that

cannot be treated as an ordinary case—stealing the jewellery, or pro-

testing against the system under which one displays his wealth whilst

others starve? Would the quondam philanthropist who represents

Law and Order in Green Street kindly say ? O.

At Frankfort on Saturday the great Socialist trial was finished. Thirty-

one of the accused were sentenced to various terms of imprisonment.

The German Socialists in New York have held a mass meeting at which
the dissolution of the Reichstag was denounced, and a resolution was passed

to supply the working men of Germany with funds for the electoral campaign.

The S. D. F. and the Norwich Socialists.—^The following resolution

was unanimously passed at the meeting of the General Council of the Social-

Democratic Federation, held on Monday Jan. 24 ; "That this meeting of the

General Council of the Social-Democratic Fiederation expresses its deepest

sympathy with their comrades of the Norwich Branch of the Socialist League,

who have been so harshly dealt with by Mr. Justice Grantham in connection

with the disturbances in that city, and strongly condemns the ferocious

Partisanship and indecent distortion of facts shown by a judge who gained

is seat on the bench by doing the dirty work of the Tory Party."
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THE NORWICH SOCIALISTS.

A TOWN IN TURMOIL—SHAMEFUL SENTENCES ON
COMRADES HENDERSON AND MOWBRAY.

The news of rioting and amateur rebellion in Norwich on the 14th,

took most people by surprise. It was thought that the " unemployed

question " had been settled by the alleged revival of trade. The re-

ports published by the London papers were very meagre, just large

enough to get a string of lies in. They made the impression that a

riot had been provoked by the Socialists, and was quickly quelled by
the valiant police. But this turns out to be a totally wrong impres-

sion of what took place.

On Sunday, at 2 a.m., I arrived in Norwich from London, and found

about a score of members of the Branch at the station. I soon set

about getting at the real facts of the disturbance of the previous

Friday. The Branch of the Socialist League has not been carrying

on a special unemployed agitation, and had no part in calling the

meeting at which the riot occurred. The unemployed took the move
in the agitation themselves, and carried out the arrangements from

first to last. After having arranged to hold the meeting they asked

for a Socialist speaker to address it, and this request, of course, could

not be refused. Mowbray agreed to speak at the meeting, and Hen-
derson went with him. The meeting took place, and there were very

few members of the Socialist League present. A stranger moved
" that Mowbray take the chair," and this was carried by acclamation.

A deputation was then appointed, in which Henderson was included,

and it went to interview the mayor. This official did a good deal to

exasperate the people by the indifference with which he treated their

complaints. The meeting sent up a series of yells, which had the

effect of reducing the dignitary to a civil mood. While the deputation

was in the Guildhall, Mowbray kept the meeting together with a

speech, which was certainly not of a very inflammatory character.

After waiting one hour and a quarter, a message was brought to the

meeting by the deputation that the mayor would put a notice in the

paper calling a meeting of his friends, and would see what they could

do, and that their decision would be conveyed through the press. This

kind of reply was hardly likely to put hungry men into a good temper.

They called aloud for Mowbray to lead them, and they would sack the

shops. Mowbray answered that in laying their case before the mayor
he had done all he could, and must now leave the matter in their

hands. The meeting sang "The Starving Poor of Old England."
Henderson addressed several short speeches to the crowd, and it is

difficult to find out exactly what he said. Some say he told the men
to go and take food, others that he told them the food was there, and
that they would be criminals if they allowed their families to starve

while it was there. After this the crowd moved down towards the

Market Place. On coming to a street called " The Gentleman's Walk,"
the crowd got more turbulent, and arguments and other things were
used. A solitary ham was all the food stolen. A banker's, a grocer's,

a tea merchant's, and a confectioner's windows were smashed. About
fourteen policemen then charged the crowd. They used their trun-

cheons very freely, although no resistance was offered. Hall was
taken first in the act of trying to smash a window. The whole four-

teen policemen took one man and marched him off to the station.

Mowbray was then taken. He made no resistance, and dissuaded the

crowd from protecting him. One of the policemen went to strike him
with his truncheon, but somehow Mowbray got hold of the weapon
and pitched it away, and "stealing a truncheon, the property of the

corporation," is among the other crimes laid at his door. Henderson,
and afterwards Hurrell, were also arrested. The crowd soon dispersed,

and things quietened down. Mowbray is known to have saved an old

woman's nut-stall from being pillaged by someone, but this will not
tell so much in his favour as if he had saved the banker's window.

Such is a true and fairly complete account of what happened. The
speeches made, whether wild or not, were endorsed by the crowd and
by half the workmen in the town. On Sunday I addressed four

meetings, and in every case there seemed the utmost unanimity in

supporting the imprisoned men. Hurrell and Hall are not members
of the Branch, and are total strangers to the Socialists. At this

moment it is impossible to say what the result will be. The four

prisoners were committed on Saturday to the Assizes, and their case

will come on for trial on Tuesday or Wednesday ; the result will most
likely be known as soon as this number of the Commonweal is pub-
lished.

The meeting in the Market Place on Sunday, was attended by over

5000 people, and the greatest enthusiasm prevailed. Three stentorian

cheers were given for the Social Revolution, and another three for the
imprisoned men. A considerable sum was collected for the defence.

In the evening at seven another very large meeting was held in the
Open-air. At eight, the Branch lecture-room and the street adjoining

was packed with those anxious to hear the lecture, and testify their

interest in Socialism.

Of edurse, the town authorities soon passed from a state of callous

indifference to an absurd panic. Orders for bread and soup are being
given out pretty lavishly, and the hungry and miserable have again
beeix taught that where begging fails threats and disturbance will

succeed J. L. Mahon.
Norwich, Monday Night, January 17th.

Since receiving our comrade Mahon's letter, the verdict and formal
sentence have been given ; the verdict, of course, Guilty, as seldom

fails to be the case when the cats try the mice ; as to the sentence,

from Mr. Justice Nupkins-Grantham, it was not likely to be a light

one, but most people who have noticed the case must have been rather

startled when they saw that Mowbray was sentenced to nine month's
hard labour, and Henderson to four. As to the trial it is clear that
in the minds of the judge, and probably in those of the jurymen
under his direction, the prisoners were not being tried for creating a
riot, but for preaching Socialism in Norwich for the past six months.
The judge's charge was worthy of the times of Peterloo, and was un-
disguised advocacy against the accused; and it was a mere farce to^

call the trial a trial by jury.

The judge stopped Mowbray in his statement before the sentence,^

and told him " to refer to what took place on the occasion, and not to
make a speech," although in his charge he spoke chiefly of what had'
happened before the riot ; so that he was clearly of opinion that there
should be one law for the prosecution and another for the accused.

The dwelling on the previous convictions of Mowbray for the terrible

crime of creating a technical obstruction as an aggravation of his .

offence, was of a piece with the whole ; and the judge ignored the fact

that in those convictions the magistrate repeatedly asserted that he
had nothing to do with the opinions of the open-air speakers, though
he could scarcely fail to know that such was the case.

An unfair trial, a judge who was determined to get a conviction, and
a vindictive sentence ! Strong language will scarcely add to the impres-

sion of the violence, brutality, and baseness of " authority " frightened

out of what it is pleased to call its wits, which reading the report of the

trial in the local papers gives one. In short, our comrades are being
punished not for rioting but for being Socialists ; and our comrades
generally may take note that they are at any time liable to the same
fate even if the Government does not succeed in passing a Gagging
Act. And what will it be in a year or two "i What will become of

our boasted tolerance of opinion as events threaten more and more the

break-up of our system of robbery 1 If they do these things in the
green tree what shall they do in the dry ? W. M.

On Sunday, Jan. 23, an indignation meeting of 6000 people was
held in the Market Place. Strong resolutions were carried condemn-
ing the action of the judge and in favour of the Social Revolution. A
petition to the Home Secretary to intervene and review the sentences

is being extensively signed in the town. Nicoll, in reporting to the
Council, says " the workmen are entirely with ,us." There has been
some mistake about the guaranteeing of the expenses, which are very
heavy. Subscriptions are flowing in, but very much remains to be
done. Our comrade Mahon reports that at meetings held by him,

subscriptions have been taken up to assist Mowbray's wife and family^

at Oxford, lis. 2d. ; at Bedford, 7s. S.

A NEW BOOK ON THE DRINK QUESTION.

One of the first objections launched at Socialism in England is that

the poor have mostly deserved their fate, that they are drunkards, &c.

Some of the most obstinate opponents of our propaganda are tem-
perance lecturers. They still make use of arguments long since refuted

by modern science, as to the cause of poverty. For them the great

factor of misery has always been drink, whilst we all know quite well

that except in rare cases, mostly .pathological, drink has not caused
misery, but misery has caused drink and its consequences. Those
gentlemen charge drink, besides, with all sorts of other vices, and with
as much unreason, criminality, and suicide, diminishing the rate of

births, and so on. We do not wish to go so far as the French savant
Fournier de Flaix, who lately tried to prove that the more alcohol a
country consumed the higher it stood with regard to civilisation, the
strength of its people, rate of increase of its population, having a smaller

number of crimes when compared with countries where alcoholism is

rare, and as example opposing countries where alcoholism prevails, as

England, Scotland, Holland, Sweden, with Italy, Spain, Greece, where
drunkenness is rare, whilst crimes are numerous and ignorance is great.

I am far from agreeing with the conclusions of that savant I know
that drink is often a moral plague, but though myself a teetotaler for

seventeen years, I cannot deny that as far as the economical influence

of drink is concerned, the devil is not so black as he is painted. But
how often in discussions do not we feel the want of thoroughly reliable

and unbiased statistics on the subject of alcoholism, not of the sort

concocted by various Giffens, Leone Levys, and their kidney, to refute

at once the objections of the blue ribbon lecturers.

Our comrades who know Italian can now get all the information they
may desire on this subject. Dr. Napoleone Colajanni (the author of a
highly interesting book, * II Socialismo ') has just published at Catania
(Filippo Tropea, editore 1887) a small book replete with statistics.

The book called * L'Alcoholismo, sue consequenze morale e sue cause,' is

divided into two parts, the second especially being of importance to

Socialists, as it treats of the causes of drunkenness and its cure by
the transformation of the present state of society. Colajanni gives as

the principal causes of intoxication, as physical cause, the climate ; as

economical cause, poverty ; as psycho-social causes mostly allied with
misery—ignorance, want of pleasure, sociableness, the condition of the

homes of the poor classes, moral depression, idleness, the social organisa-

tion of the present day.

We must add Dr. Colajanni has made use of all the best works
published on his subject, and that the tables relate to all the countries

of Europe. Brochbb.
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THE LABOUR STEUGIGILE.
^his department is under the direction of the Strike Committee, Labour News

and Contributions to the Fund should he sent to T. Binning, at. the Offices,

BEITAIISr.

Dundee.—The jute-spinnei's' wages have been increased five per cent.

Meetings of seamen were held at North and South Shields on the 20th

inst., and a resolution was carried that it was desirable to again confer with
the shipowners, with a \aew of obtaining the wages demanded by the men ;

or, if not, that they come out on strike on February 1.

Manloves and Elliott, Engineers and Machinists, Nottingham, have given

notice of a reduction in wages. The union men, numbering about 30, will

come out if the reduction is carried out.

At the Miners' Conference in Glasgow, a resolution was carried by 17 votes

to 4, advising the miners of Scotland to cease working at once unless an ad-

vance of 6d. per day be conceded.

On Tuesday notices were posted at all the Welsh collieries under the
"ocean sliding scale" that a reduction of 5 per cent, will be made in the

miners' wages rate for the next three months. This reduction will affect

several thousands of workmen.

The delegates of the Northumberland miners have decided that the men
at the collieries who have not received notice of a reduction shall, if the ballot

confirm the decision to strike, give in their notices, so;that the stoppage shall

be general.

A meeting of delegates from all the Northumberland collieries was held
at Newcastle-on-Tyne on the 19tli inst., to consider the ultimatum of the
owners announcing a reduction of 12.^- per cent, in wages and refusing to ac-

cept 10 per cent, as a compromise. Mr. T. Burt, M.P., attended. It was
decided by an overwhelming majority that the miners of the county should
strike, but that a ballot should be taken at the collieries before the strike

commenced. Jan. 26.—The men have decided by 9,745 votes against 2,167
to strike. Altogether twenty-four thousand men and boys will come out.

The Monk Bretton miners have held a meeting, and decided unanimously
that unless the manager (Mr. Marshall) agrees to meet the deputation they
have chosen to represent them to discuss their grievances with him, they
will send in their notices at once to leave their work. The resolution was
proposed and carried by non-unionists, and a committee of non-union men
was appointed to give effect to the arrangements for carrying out the
resolution.

The demand of the South Staffordshire finished ironmasters for the aboli-

tion of certain extras now paid is creating a strong resistance amongst the
men. A meeting has been held at West Bromwich to consider the masters'
action. It was reported that at one works where the masters were already
attempting the reduction the men had come out on strike. It was resolved
to resist the demand as unjust in the face of a rising market,, and it was
further resolved to give notice for a ten per cent advance as a counter-claim.

Carluke Miners.—On Wednesday evening, Jan. 20, the miners of Carluke
met in the Black Bull Hall. The meeting was large, consequent upon the
important issues now before Lanarkshire miners. Comrade Small was
present, and gave a resume of the proceedings of the Birmingham Confer-
ence. The policy to be adopted to force an advance of wages was fully
discussed, and at the conclusion the following motion was unanimously
carried :

" That no legislation on the coal or other royalties be accepted by
the miners unless based upon nationalisation without compensation."

Hamilton Miners.—The miners of Hamilton district held a meeting in

Scott's Hall on Jan. 20, Mr. Cochlan presiding. The chairman submitted as

an alternative to the proposed general strike of the Miners' Union a *' Plan
of Campaign," which included the raising of a fund of ,£1000 and the taking
out on strike of 1000 men if an advance of Is. were not granted. The scheme
further proposed the clearing of the pits on strike of all the officials, and
the putting of the executive officials on a strike allowance. The chairman
contended that under the plan they could, without any outside aid, hold
out for three weeks, while no master, without his oncost men at work, could
afford to allow his pits to stand three days. It was suggested that 6d.
instead of Is. should be named as the advance, but the chairman maintained
that the latter amount was justified by the state of trade. The Plan was
adopted and ordered to be submitted to the County Board for their con-
sideration. Jan. 25.—At a largely attended meeting of the Bellshire and
Bothwell miners, held at Airdrie to-day the men decided to come out on
strike. Fully three thousand are now idle, and the masters are determined
not to give the increase of one shilling a day demanded.

^ Kise in Steel-workers Wages.—Mr. Pdley, the general manager of the
Steel Company of Scotland, has called a meeting of the men employed at the
Newton Works and at Blochaim, and intimated that on account of the
prospects of the advance of prices during the spring the directors have
resolved to grant a slight advance of wages, to date from last Monda}'. The
advance will be the half of the last reduction^ made about ticelve months ago^
and will be from 2J to 3| per cent, accordmg to the grades of work done.
This advance was given unsought, and came on the men as an " agreeable
surprise." Mr. Eiley spoke of the "good relations existing between the
employer and the men." [The old proverb says one should not look a gift
horse in the mouth. In the same way I am inclined to think the steel-

workers will not need to scrutinise the motives too closely which prompted
the above "agreeable surprise," with the accompanying tag about "good
relations," etc. Good relations between the fox and the geese ! Surely the
workers will not be much longer duped with such goody-goody twaddle.
They are beginning to understand that they themselves produce "their own
wages, big or little, and that no thanks are due to those who fleece them
gently only that they may continue to fleece.]

Eawtenstall.—Glaring Case of Overtime.—There is a weaving shed
in this district which is becoming notorious on account of the great amount
of time which is cribbed. The engine only stops twenty minutes for break-
fast, and sometimes less than that, and during that short space of time the
weavers have to swallow their breakfast as best they can, and also take the
waste and broken cops to be booked, and bring the weft to last them till the
following breakfast time.

—

Cotton Factory Times,

Farnworth.—Coercion at Spinning Mills.—Public attention is being
drawn to the unjust rule enforced by some millowners at FarnwOrth, by
which Catholic parents and others are deprived of their parental and legal
right to choose^the school at which their children shall be educated. For the
lastfi^ty years one large fiw» has made it compulsory on children employed
as half-JiiipLez;s that they should attend a particular school chosen by the firm.

Other millowners do the same, and in many cases, owing to poverty, the
parents are obliged to submit.

—

Cotton Factory Times. [Mr. Bradlaugh
objects to the term " wage-slaves." By what other term can he designate
those poor because fleeced of the results of their labour and denied the con-

trol of their own will, as in the above instance ?]

Dublin.—The Kecent Strike of Bottle-makers.—The members of the
Dublin Society of Bottlemakers have presented our comrade Schumann, with
a testimonial in recognition of the invaluable services rendered by him to the
bottlemakers during the late strike. The testimonial which consisted of a
silver service of plate beautifully chased and a gold watch and Albert, was
presented at a meeting presided over by Mr. Dawson, an old but retired

member of the trade. Schumann, in returning thanks, congratulated the
society on the successful termination of the strike. The Dublin bottlemakers
had, as the outcome of the strike and the departure of the Swedes who had
come to take their places, been the first society in Ireland to establish an
International Society of Bottlemakers, the influence of which was consider-

able throughout the United Kingdom in advancing the cause ^of Trades'
Unionism. He also spoke of the good work done by the Dublin Trades'
Council on behalf of the bottlemakers. An illuminated address and purse of

money was presented to Mr. Graham, Secretary of the Society.

Female Labour in Spinning Eooms.—The secretary of the Operative
Cotton Spinners' Association has completely exposed the hypocritical sophistry

of Colonel Bailey, the secretary of the Master Cotton Spinners' Association,

who endeavoured to discredit the motives of the men in seeking to put a
stop to the employment of female piecers. Mr. Fielding has himself been
an operative spinner and employed female ^piecers as his assistants. He is

therefore likely to have a fuller knowledge of the daily life of the spinners
than Colonel Bailey and his committee, and he repels with indignation the
insinuation that his assertion as to the dress and attitudes of the women are
to be taken as insults. " They know me better," he writes. " I do, however,
hope and believe that my efforts in their behalf have aroused in them a sense
of the moral degradation to which they have long been subjected. If so, my
object has been partially accomplished. My primary motive was to bring
before our men the injury they were unconsciously inflicting upon their

daughters ; that I have succeeded is proved by their resolution of a month
ago, and which was confirmed in silence at another meeting held last night.

It redounds more to their credit when it is borne in mind that they, the
parents, will have to suffer the loss of wages, if any, by the course they have
decided upon. Personally I have the consoling reflection that, in opposition

to all that Colonel Bailey and his committee may say, I have killed a system
which ought never to have had an existence." The Dispatch appears to

doubt the statements made by Mr. Fielding, and, as is not unusual, seems
inclined to take the employers' view of the matter. It is a disgrace to the
workers, especially those who are organised, that they continue to support
such capitalist papers.

AMERICA.

Chicago laundry girls are organising an assembly of K. of L.

The store girls of Pittsburgh have organised a K. of L. assembly.

The K. of L. of Frankford, Pa., are building a co-operative textile factory.

South Adams, Mass., EL of L. have started a co-operative meat market.

The cigarmakers of Weaverville, Pa., who were recently defeated in a strike,

have started a co-operative cigar factory.

The Amalgamated Carpenters of Chicago have a contract to build three
houses for 6000 dollars.

The boycotted firm of Fuller, Warren & Co., Troy, N.Y., have closed their

entire establishment, there being no demand for their stoves.

The Chicago Trades Assembly have elected William Kliever, the Socialist

candidate, for president, and F. W. Long, also a Socialist, as vice-pr esident.

Two thousand five hundred persons employed at Messrs. Higgins' carpet
factory, in New York, have struck work owing to a number of men having
been discharged.

The employes of the breweries in Philadelphia, including brewers, drivers,

coopers, engineers, firemen, and other hands, numbering in all over 2000
men, are on strike against a 20 per cent, reduction.

The vice-president of the Iron and Steel Association has expressed fears

that the price of iron will reach the importing point, and that foreign iron
will flood the market. He says that to his own knowledge 6000 tons of steel

rails have been imported into New Orleans at two dollars per ton less than
the Pennsylvania mills could supply them.

The San Francisco car strike is still on. The cars have been running to
some extent in daylight but not at all in the evening. And they run empty,
mostly. One of the strikers was asked to come back to work, and was pro-
mised three dollars a day, two detectives to escort him from his residence to
his car, two more to escort him from his car to his residence, and two police-

men to escort him on the car. Why it's a whole procession ! And yet he
wouldn't walk in it, adhering to the wise and good old rule, " My son, if sin-

ners entice thee, consent thou not." Whether the strike is hurting the men
or not, it is hurting the companies terribly.— Weekly Star.

FRANCE.

Amiens.—^The Mayor of Amiens, through his skilful administration, has
had the extreme kindness to fix the salary for communal works at 1 fr. 30 c,

a-day, and that of the town sweepers and cleaners at 90 c. To raise the
voice in expostulation against this " reward of labour " is only to bring on
one's head a shower of official insolence and blinded arrogance.

Ivry.—The Socialists of Ivry are going to try to^ get up a " groupe " in
this Commune, and issue an appeal to those " who have the heart to free
themselves from the present situation, to come together to seek out the
means of remedying the same."

Mery-sur-Oise.—In this Commune also the Socialist propaganda an
study of Socialism has been set on foot.

CiVRAY (Vienne).—The navvies employed in the construction of the
railway of Civray au Blanc, have declared themselves on strike, demanding
a rise in wages.

ViERzoN.—A telegram to the Cri announces that at Vierzon village,

Samson, a Socialist, has been elected mayor, and Baudin and Rossignol, tWa
well-known Socialist names, first and second deputy-mayors,

Memun (Cher).—The porcelain makers on strike here have had an inter-

view with the Mayor, the delegates insisting with energy en their condi-
tion, which is the dismissal of an obnoxious director or overseer. The
place continues to be absolutely quiet.
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ViBRZoN-FoRGES.—The strike of glass-workers still continues. The strike

•^committee wishing, under the circumstances, to try every means of bringing

about an understanding between the men and their etnployer, Sieur Auhriot,

sent several delegates to discuss the matter with him, but he refused to

receive them. In consequence of this unconciliatory attitude, it was decided

at a meeting held by all the strikers to sustain the struggle to. its end.

Havre.—The strike of tilers continues, the men demanding 75 c. the hour

instead of 65 c. Some of the employers have given in, but, twenty or thirty

have protested through the press against the proceedings, threatening to

leave the men " out in the cold," which matters the less, as they are by their

own act already out in the cold.

EouBAix. The weavers at the house of Couronble and Carrette have

been on strike since the 4th inst., the motive, of the strike being the per-

sistent diminution in the price of labour. At the demand for a rise the

employers have merely intimated that those who are not content can take

up their " books " and go. Knowing that if they get their " livrets " and

shake the dust off their feet, there are plenty of their fellows who will step

into their places eagerly at whatever price almost, the strikers prefer to

make a stand and attempt to arrive at some sort of a compromise, poor

comfort as that may be !

The saddle-makers of the houses of Lecerf, Sarda, and Helbronner, in

Paris in consideration of the wages imposed upon them, have agreed to

strike, and after holding a general meeting to discuss the situation have

appointed a Committee and sent delegates to ask for an audience of the

War Minister, so as to prevent these houses, who contract for the army,

from obtaining a delay in the completion of their contracts. Keduction of

wages has gone on here rapidly as elsewhere, for in two years alone the

price of labour in the military equipment industry has fallen between

30 and 70 per cent. Of the quality of the goods served out to the French

army it is almost superfluous to speak ; one has but to call to mind the

fearful rubbish which our soldiers have to wear and use, the tradition of

shoes with paper soles being a type of the general excellence of the goods,

and no exaggeration.

Decazeville.—For nearly two months the Company has only sold coal to

the neighbouring country folk every two or three days. Every day it occurs

that twenty and thirty of them are obliged to hang about with their animals

for several days, waiting for the trucks to bring them some few sacks of

coal. This is the Company's way of avenging itself. The directors prefer

not to execute all their orders rather than take on again those dismissed in

consequence of the strike, which they could not get on without if they

worked all the boards, and did not wittingly and wilfully make the popula-

tion of an entire district want for coal. This voluntary arrest of work
paralyses circulation ; the retailers on the roads have no longer their tran-

sitory clientele, every one feels it and every one complains. The townsfolk

are obliged to utilize the cinder-siftings while awaiting the good pleasure of

the Company to deliver goods due a month ago. The coals delivered lately,

moreover, have been nothing but stones. . . , One hears that over sixty

families have left the country for America, others preparing to follow in the

spring. . . . Bad as the present situation is, it is like to grow worse, for the

new director entering into the views of the Company proposes to stop in

March three-fourths of the furnaces and worksheds.

—

Cri du Peuple.

SOCIALISM IN AMERICA.

Edward Aveling delivered in Farringdon Hall a partial a<5Count of his

experiences in the States, last Wednesday, to a crowded audience. He
found that Socialism was much more advanced in the States than at home.

The workmen are to a greater extent than in this country the foremost men
in its propaganda ; not only are there more Socialists in America, but they

are much better organised. They are a more compact body, and can more
readily take combined action. In this we would do well to imitate them.

By their exertions they have created an exceedingly good labour press,

which has now great influence. Keferring to the Knights of Labour, Dr.

Aveling described their organisation as a very heterogeneous one, containing

within it men who were very conservative, and others who were pronounced

revolutionists. It is curious that though their declaration of principles

states in effect that they desire to bring about the abolition of the wage-

system, and the substitution of universal co-operation, yet many of them
feel alarmed when they are told that that is Socialism. Dr. Aveling regards

it as probable that in the near future there will be a schism in the Knights

of Labour. The minority of active and intelligent men will come into the

Socialist party, and the others remain on the old Conservative lines. At
present, it is widely thought that Powderly—who is a Eoman Catholic—is

too much under the thumb of the priesthood, and that more than once recently

the workmen have suffered through the intrigues of capitalists and priests

who have used Mr. Powderly as their tool. Mr. Powderly says that there

are very few Socialists in his organisation ; but let some crucial labour

question come to the front, and let Mr. Powderly shilly-shally or trim, and

he will find his organisation will split as nearly as possible in halves, the

left wing declaring for the socialisation of land and capital. The researches

of Edward Aveling and Eleanor Aveling have led them to conclude that the

position of the workman in England is, on the average, the same as in

America, and that those who hold out hopes of better wages to English

workmen if they emigrate to the United States are spreading a pernicious

fallacy, the facts being that the small increase in money wages is quite

swallowed up by the expense of living, etc. Wise workmen will stay here

in England to help forward the Social Eevolution, and in doing so they will

not be sacrificing any advantage. Dr. Aveling said that the feeling of the

American public towards the condemned Anarchists in Chicago had under-

gone a complete change, and he regards it as very probable that a new trial

will be granted, in which case, unless evidence of a less bogus and perjured

character is forthcoming than was at first trial, they will be acquitted, and

this change has been brought about to a very great extent by the persistent

agitation of the Socialists. The lecturer will continue the subject next

Wednesday (Feb. 2). D.

It is a pity the mass of the people in all climes and countries are so stupid,

ignorant, or indolent, or all at the same time, to leave their fates in the

hands of a few ambitious statesmen, whose sole aim is self-glorification, and

who look upon the masses as so many sheep to be driven to the slaughter-

house, whenever their hides are wanted. We read amongst the European

telegrams that France intends to increase her armaments on account of

Germany ; and the latter is doing the same because of France ! The true

secret, however, is that in either country there are a few villains, who, in

order to satisfy their ambitions, do not shrink to murder thousands of their

dupes if necessary.

—

Ou7' Commomoealth (Adelaide).

THE COMING CHANGE.
Owing to the severity of the weather, the depression of trade feas

heightened to an alarming extent; everywhere, in our midst tod'j)ur

surroundings, haggard faces are discernible, the harrowing orjimXpp^
may be heard ; cases of death from starvation are revealed alijaost

daily
;
yet the guardians of the different parishes throughout England

seem powerless to act, and the Local Government Board leans a d^af

ear to the voice of the people who ask only for a trifling endowment of

that which they have been so heartlessly robbed. The charities that

have been left for distribution to the poor in time of need, throughout

England, have mostly been appropriated by the middle-class to their

own use, and even these not being suflScient to satisfy their cravings,

they tax the people exorbitantly to meet the demands which they (the

people) do not incur. They have shirked the responsibility which rested

on them, to alleviate the distress of the needy, they have bled the

workmen td such an extent that there is little left for the nourishing

of their bodies, and consequently they are dragged down under the

pressure, to equal nothing better than the poor negro slave. Every-

where the torture rack is being used with undue severity by capitalists

masters against the workers, so that those who are in work are very

little better off than the unemployed. Long hours, hard work, and
short pay, are the methods that are adopted for the endurance of

British workmen, who in return for such kind considerations are quite

willing to submit to eke out a miserable existence, whereby their days

are shortened, their children are, in many instances, stinted and

deformed, and life, instead of being bright and happy, is made a

drudgery even worse than the beasts of burden have to endure. How
long this struggle for bare existence will continue is more than

philosophers have predicted ] but even as Rome fell a victim to its own
vices, so also must the crash come here, and England will no more be

a mighty power governed as it now is, by a few crafty statesmen, for

the eyes of the people will be opened, the political tricksters will deceive

themselves, and like Napoleon, at the Franco-German war, will sink

insignificantly into chaos. Swiftly as the birds fly the day dawns that

will bring to mankind their deliverance. Ea^h day brings news from

abroad which is putting anxiety into the minds of Statesmen -, the state

of the whole British Empire is unsatisfactory to their interests ; the

tithe war in Wales, the land question in Ireland, and also in Scotland,

coupled with the brutal evictions ; the depression of trade in England,

all tend to harass the minds of ministers ; while Socialism is taking

rapid strides in our dominions and will probably be a death blow to

landlordism, jobbery, and corruption. Such is the state of affairs, and

who shall predict what the next few years will bring forth. Time is

the harbinger of strange events. What would not be listened to to-day

may become a living monument on the morrow. And what is mocked

at and scorned now, may be raised up and exalted at no very distant

date. Every living being who takes a part in life's drama, cannot

always personate the same character, and so it may be seen (I hope in

my time), when Dives and Lazarus will change their positions and

come on an equal footing with each other ; and this can be accomplished

by the federation of the workers, each one working mutually with

another, casting aside all party prejudices; each one claiming that

which is his due ; and by rallying round the banner of freedom our

emancipation will be achieved. John Bull,

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Eoad, E.G.

Branch (Capitation) Subscriptions.

The Treasurer would he glad if the Branches made every effort during the

year to pay up their subscriptions at the end of each month, so that the adver-

tisement of these subscriptions would show the united energy of the League.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.

Birmingham, Hackney, Hull, Leeds, North London, to August 31. Croydon,

to September 30. Manchester, Merton, Norwich, to October 31. Bradford, to

Nov. 30. Bloomsbury, Clerkenwell, Hammersmith, Lancaster, Oxford, to

December 31. Hoxton (Labour Emancipation League), to March 31, 1887.

STRIKE COMMITTEE.
H. C, Is. ; J. L., Is. ; W. M., Is. T. Bix^^ing, Treasurer.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
H. Ch., (2 weeks), 2s.; T. B. (2 weeks). Is.; E. B. B. (weekly), Is.; M. M.

(weekly). Is.; Bloomsbury Branch (weekly), 5s.; total, 10s.

Ph. W., Treasurer, Jan. 25.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.

Our comrade Mowbray, who has been sentenced to nine month's imprisonment,

leaves his wife and five children totally unprovided for. Henderson's sentence

is imprisonment for four months. His case is not so hard, he being a single man.

The cost of the trial amounts to £50, this has to be repaid, and the wife and

family of Mowbray provided for during his imprisonment. Ton are earnestly

appealed to, to give all the assistance you can. Collection cards have been

issued, and can be had on application to the Committee : Lane, Charles, and

Barker, at 13, Farrhigdon Road, London, E.C. All monies received will be

acknowledged in Commonweal. Money can be sent addressed to Committee, and

those who cannot take cards are asked to respond liberally to tliis appeal.

Collected in Hyde I'ark by Mainwaring, for the wife and family oi' Mow
bray, 2s. 6d.
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BRANCH REPORTS.
Bloomsbury.—On Friday, Jan. 21st, A. Donald

discussed the 5tli chapter of the ' Socialist Cate-
chism.'—L. W.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, Jan. 19, Edward

Aveling spoke on '"Socialism in America." (See
report of lecture in another column). Edward Ave-
ling will give continuation of this subject at the hall
on Wednesday, Feb. 2, at 8.30 p.m., when trade
unionists are especially invited. On Sunday, Jan. 23,
Hubert Bland gave very interesting and instructive
lecture on "Nihilism." The lecturer pointed out
very vividly the cruelties, punishments, and terrible
hardships which the Russian Nihilists have undergone
for the Cause. Numerous questions followed, which
were replied to by the lecturer. 71 Commonweals
sold, and fair sale of pamphlets. Members are re-

quested to take up Branch cards for 1887.—W. B. and
T. E. W., joint-sees.

Croydon.—On Wednesday, the 19th inst., we, in
conjunction with the Mitcham and Merton Branches,
attended a Self-help Emigration meeting at the Town
Hall, Croydon, organised by the Croydon Charitable
Society, and presided over by the Mayor, who was
supported by the Vicar, Commander Cameron, and
some local magnates. The Mayor elected to veto all

discussion, and refused to allow a resolution sent in
by our comrade Kitz to be put to the meeting, saying
that they had not met to argue but to state facts.

Thereupon the assembly became very lively, all the
" facts " being so fiercely challenged that the lecturer
had to admit the existence of large numbers of un-
employed in the Colonies, the inadequacy of the pro-
posed scheme for relieving the local distress, etc., and
ended by giving a really good anti-emigration lecture.
We were treated with great respect by the authori-
ties, they providing us with a most powerful police
escort gratis. They regard us rightly as public bene-
factors, for we were the only live element in an other-
wise dull meeting, and we have furnished matter for
more than three columns of local news. I don't think
any more emigration meetings will be held here just
yet. On Sunday, Sydney Olivier lectured on " A
Social View of Wealth." He pointed out the diffi-

culty of ascertaining the OKact value of any one's
work, and that it is impossible to discover what are
the "full fruits" of any individual's labour. This
line of thought led him to endorse the Communist
dictum, " From each according to his ability, to each
according to his needs." Fair discussion and good
collection.—A. T., ast.-sec.

FuLHAM.—Usual outdoor meeting held on Sunday
morning at 11, moderate attendance. Members are
invited to write the secretary for information and
literature. It is confidently anticipated that rooms
will be opened shortly.

Hackney.—On Sunday, Jan. 23, Mrs. C. Wilson
lectured here on " The Revolt of the Workers in the
Nineteenth Century." She clearly traced the causes
which led to the revolt of workers against the ex-
ploitation of their masters. Referring to the Luddites
she said that they were dimly conscious of the true
cause of their misery, and contended that through
middle-class influence they were deluded into adopting
constitutional means to remedy their condition. The
problem being economical, it could not be solved by
any political changes but the possession of the land
and instruments of production by the workers them-
selves. Good discussion and sale of literature.—H. M.
HoxTOX.—On Sunday evening, H. A. Barker opened

a discussion on " Socialism v. Individualism," which
was well taken up by members present. At the close
of the meeting the following resolution was unani-
mously adopted: *'That this meeting expresses its

sympathy with the Socialists of Norwich, and places
on record its disgust at the mean, cowardly, and
biassed attitude assumed by Mr. Justice Grantham
toward them on their trial.—E. Pope, sec.

Bradford.—On Sunday, January 23, F. W. Sowett
gave a lecture on "Socialism and Reform" at the
Exchange Discussion Club, City Road, which proved
a^ thorough success, no opposition being ofi'ered, but
signs of progress were shown towards a better under-
standing of Socialism and its necessity. Sale of
literature good. On the same evening, P. Bland read
a paper on " Our Indian Empire " at the Newmarket
Hotel. The Sunday previous, G. A. Gaskell read a
paper on *' Individualism and Socialism" at the
Royal Oak, Shipley.—C. H., sec.

Dublin.—On Monday evening, at the Coffee Palace,
Townsend Street, before an audience of about 300,
mostly labourers, a paper entitled "Trade Wants,"
was read by Mr. J. Charlton. The lecturer recom-
mended to the workers the usual middle-class farrago
—thrift, temperance, technical education, etc. Dis-
cussion having been invited, comrade T. Fitzpatrick
mounted the platform, and forcibly pointed out that
however good temperance and its kindred virtues may
be in themselves, or might benefit isolated individuals,

their general adoption under the present system of

Society would not materially improve the position of

the workers ; while technical education would only
make the worker a more skilful tool in the hands of

the capitalist. What was wanted was. the substitu-

tion of a co-operative form of that Society in place of

the fratricidal strife that necessarily results from the

present relations between capital and labour. The
remarks of our comrade were well received.—O'G.
Glasgow.—On Wednesday evening, comrade Geo.

McLean delivered a lecture on Socialism in the Hall
of the Unitarian Church, St. Vincent Street. The
lecturer described the present industrial system in
vigorous terms, and pleaded ably for a reorganisation
of industry. A long discussion followed, in which
several of our members joined. On Saturday evening,

in the Southern Literary Institute, Arch McLaren
delivered a lecture of unusual merit upon "Anarch-
ism," in which, while expressing his belief that
Socialism must precede Anarchism, he maintained
that law and majority-rule were, and must be, oppres-
sive, and that individuals and minorities must pre-
serve their liberty by revolt. On Sunday evening, in
our Hall, Carlton Place, comrade McLaren again
lectured, his subject being, "The Gracchi, or Social
Conflict in Ancient Rome."
Hull.—On Sunday, we opened the meeting with

" No Master " and " March of the Workers." Devlin
spoke on the "Condition of the Working-class,"
which he contended was little, if any better, than
than of chattel-slaves. The slave-owners did see that
their slaves were fed, but the modem employer cares
not a straw whether his slaves starve or not. An
earnest discussion followed, to which Devlin replied.
Oxford.—Mahon lectured to a good audience on

" The Patha to Socialism," and was very well re-

ceived, the opposition being very weak ; I4s. 3d. was
collected at the meeting for the defence, etc., of our
Norwich comrades.—T. M.

South Hackney Working-men's Club, Brooksbys
Walk, Homerton.—On Sunday, Jan. 23, Lane lec-

tured on "The National Loaf, who earns and who
eats it." No opposition was offered. The audience
was quite in sympathy with the views of the speaker.
2s. 6d. was paid the lecturer, which has been handed
over to the Propaganda Fund.

LECTURE DIARY.
London Branches.

Bloomsbury,—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street.
Friday Jan. 28, at 8.30, a Lecture will be delivered.

Clerkenwell,—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.C. Sunday Jan. 30, at 8.30. Sydney
Webb (Fabian), a Lecture. Wed. Feb. 2, at 8.30.
Edward Aveling, "Socialism in America."—Mem-
bers' Business Meeting at the Hall first Sunday in
February at 7 p.m. sharp, when important financial
matters will be discussed

; please attend.
Croydon,—Royal County House, West Croydon Station
Yard. Sunday Jan. 30. George Bernard Shaw,
"Some Illusions of Individualism."—General An-
nual Meeting of the Branch next Sunday at 3 p.m.

;

Members please note.

Fulham.—Address Sec, 34 May Street.
HacJcney,—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.—On
Sunday Jan. 30. H. Charles, " Who is the Thief ?

"

Hammersmith. —Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday Jan. 30, at 8. A lecture.

Hoxton (L. E. L.).—Exchange Coffee House, Pitfield

St. , opposite Hoxton Church, N. Sunday Jan. 30,
at 8 p.m. A Lecture.

Merton.—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

—

Sunday Jan. 30, at 8 p.m. D. Nicoll, "The Benev-
olent Middle Class."

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

North London.—32 Camden Road. Fridays at 8.

Country Branches.

Bingley.—Coffee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.
Birmingham.—Carr's Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford.—Scott's Temperance Hotel, East Parade,
Leeds Road Wednesdays, at 8.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Reading Room and Li-

brary open every Wednesday evening, 8 till 10.

—

Free Tron Hall, Monday January 31, at 8 o'clock.

Archibald Campbell, B.A., " Social Utopias. "—Mon-
day Feb. 7. R. W. Armour, "The use of Banks"

Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily.—On Sunday,
open-air meetings on Jail's Square at 1 and 5 o'clock.

In the evening, at 6.30, in Hall, No. 2 Carlton Place,
Clyde Side, J. Shaw Maxwell will lecture on " The
Labour Struggle."

Hamilton.—Branch meets every Thursday at 7.30 in
Raton's Hall, Chapel Street, until further notice.
Lectures and Discussions.

Hull.—11 Princess Street, Sykes Street. Club Room
open every eveniug. Lectures every Thursday and
Sunday at 7 p.m.—Hull Radical Club, Foresters'
Hall, Charlotte Street. On Thursday Feb. 3, at
8, E. Teesdale on "Socialism and Social Reforms."

Leeds.—No meeting-place at present.

Lancaster,—Market Hall Coffee Tavern Lecture Room.
Friday evenings at 8.

Leicester,—Silver Street. Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
Manchester,—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-

chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-
ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every
Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Norwich,—No. 6 St. Benedict St. Lecture and dis-

cussion every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m. Read-
ing-room open every day from 8.30 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Oa;/br(Z.—Temperance Hall, 26^ Pembroke Street.
Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Open-air Propaganda—Sunday 30.

11. 30...Hackney—"Salmon andBall" The Branch
I1.30...Hammersmith—Beadon Rd The Branch
11.30.. .Regent's Park The Branch
11.30. ..St. Pancras Arches The Branch
11.30.. .Walham Green—Station The Branch
3.30, . .Hyde Park (near Marble Arch) T. E.Wardle

Provinces.—Sunday.

Ipswich,—Old Cattle Market, II ; Ship Launch, 3p.m
Norwich.—St. Mary's Plain, II ; Market Place, 3.

Leeds,—Hunslet Moor, II a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, 7 p.m.

Comrade Mahon is pursuing his Provincial Propa-
gandist Tour, and wishes us to say that he will be
in Manchester on the 28th, 29th, and 30th inst.

Cleveland Hall, 54 Cleveland Street (near Port-

land Road Station).—Sundays at 11.30 a.m. Jan. 30,

D. Nicoll, " The Benevolent Bourgeois."

Debate on Socialism.—A Debate will take place

at the Hall of Science, 142 Old Street, City Road,
E.G., on February 2, 9, 16, and 23, at 8 p.m., between
Mrs. Annie Besant and Mr. G. W. Foote, on the

question, " Is Socialism sound ?

"

SWAN SONNENSCHEIN & Co.'s

NEW LIST.

Capital. By Karl Marx. Translated by
S. MooRE and Dr. E. B. Aveling, under the super-

vision of F. Engels. 2 vols. 8 vo, 30s.

The Religion of Socialism. By Ernest
Belfort Bax, Author of * Handbook to the History
of Philosophy.' Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

By the Author of * The Historical Basis of Socialism,''

Demy Svo, cloth gilt, *7s. 6d,

The Bankruptcy of India : an Inquiry into
the Administration of India under the Crown. With
a Chapter on the Silver Question. By H. M.
Hyndman.

the imperial institute and imperial federation,

Just Published, at all Libraries and Booksellers,

Svo, lOs. Qd,

The Unit of Imperial Federation: A
Practical Suggestion to a Solution of the Problem of

Imperial Federation by means of Imperial Institute.

By H. Mortimer-Franklyn.

Six Centuries of Work and Wages

:

The History of English Labour. By Prof. J. E.
TnoROLD Rogers, M.P. Second edition In One
Vol. 8vo, cloth, 15s.

** An interesting book on a subject of no small im-
portance, on which hitherto it has been impossible to

find a concise and reliable treatise."

—

Spectator,
** One of the most important of economic books."

—

Westminster Review,
** Is destined totake its placeamong standard books."—Literary World,

The Co-operative Commonwealth. An
Exposition of Modern Socialism. By L. Gronlund,
Crown 8v, cloth, 2s. 6d. ; paper, 2s.

"There is no other book in the English language
which contains in a concise, consecutive form, all the
leading tenets of Socialism."

—

Bookseller,

The Principles of Social Economy. By
Yves Guyot, Hon. Member Cobden Club. With
numerous diagrams. Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 9s.

"That well-known work . . . is an excellent store-

house of facts and ideas."

—

Times.

"A valuable addition to the literature of economic
lore. "

—

Spectator,

Hereditary Peers and Hereditary Pau-
pers. By Samuel Hughan. Second and Cheaper
Edition. Is.

"A clever addition to the literature which deals
with the great social and political problems of the
day."

—

Society.

The Dilemmas of Labour and Education.
By Dr. Akin Kasoly. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

"There is much food for thought in this little vol-

ume.

—

Mark Lane Express,
" Maintained with much ingenuity, and well worth

diligent examination."

—

Literary Churchman,

Christ and Democracy. By Rev. Charles
W. Stubbs, M.A. 8vo, cloth gilt, 3s. 6d.

"The sermons and addresses it contains are full of

broad sympathy with the working classes, but a sym-
pathy that never runs into a weak flattery of their

follies and intellectual narrowness."

—

Academy,

The Red International. By Dr. Zacher,
Assessor to the Government. Authorised transla-

tion of the third German edition, by the Rev. E. M.
Gelbart, M.A., formerly scholar of Balliol College,
Oxford. With Preface and Notes by the Translator.
Crown 8vo, Is.

London : Swan Sonnenschein, Lowret & Co.,
Paternoster Square.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

A few sets of the Commonweal containing the above
Story can be had at the Office, 13 Farringdon Road.

Price One Shilling.

Printed and Published by William Mobris and Joseph L^lke
at 13 Farringdon Boad, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
Mr, Chamberlain waxed almost pathetic in his appeal for the grati-

tude of constituencies to their representatives for past services : a very

^convenient feeling to establish on behalf of " rats " and dishonest poh*-

ticians, and I fear a feeling rather strong amongst voting working-men.

I fear, because as a matter of fact such a feeling at best means a weak
doubt of one's own principles, and at worst (and oftenest so, probably)

means mere servility and stupidity. Gratitude to traitors and turn-

coats ! Sham sentiment of the nineteenth century, you do indeed get

into curious corners when politicians deal with you

!

Mediaeval sentiment was at least more logical than this. An old

chronicler puts into the mouth of an orator pleading a cause some
words like these : "Why do the heralds at the tournaments cry 'Hon-
our to the sons of the valiant^ (preux), and not 'Honour to the
valiant '

^ Because a man that has been valiant may do amiss, and
spoil his valiancy, and then he is valiant no more ; but when he is

dead, and has not spoiled his valiancy in aught, then you may call him
valiant indeed ; and to think of this is great encouragement to younger
men, so that they may endure to the end."

Certainly in politics "we have changed all that''; and the rule now
is that when a man has once got a reputation as a leader he may
indulge himself in almost any shabbiness and sneaking ways, and injure
his reputation scarcely at all ; always so long as he brazens it out, and
keeps Jiimself well before the public—advertises himself, in fact.

Mr. Chamberlain, for the rest, said very little worth noting. His
scheme of peasant-proprietorship, which he has always before him, is

really reducible to this : the creation of a class of small owners who
would (somehow) have bought their holdings, and the driving those
who^could not (someho^v^) buy them into the class of day labourers.
This" would certainly be an advantage to both landlord and capitalist,

but it would hardly turn Ireland into a heaven for the working man,
whether he were a labourer or a small proprietor with a millstone of
mortgage round his neck. W. M.

Can the stupidity of " national " rivalry as engendered and fostered
by commercialism go much further than in the Fisheries Dispute be-
tween England and America ?

War is even talked of. Of course, it is not very likely to come off

;

but like two boys who say " Yah, who's afraid !
" the two governments

are trying to frighten one another into concession.

The policies proposed only differ as to the capitalists of which nation
the profits shall go to, no thought is given to the people's benefit.

That men of any intelligence should become in anywise excited over
the "Queen's Speech" is difficult for a Socialist to understand, the
ponderous empty platitudes that convey nothing with great effort are
so desperately trivial.

Dealing, even in the way it does, with "the affairs of the Empire,"
it has no word for the folk or for their interests. Some distant hint of
peasant proprietorship is all that can even be twisted into a semblance
of being projected on their behalf.

The way in which people leap into the fray and attack Socialism
•without in the least knowing what it is, both amuses and disgusts one.

Thus a journal whose only raison d'etre is the combatting of Social-
ism speaks after this fashion: "Mr. Fyffe, formerly 'the candidate'
for Oxford city, Mr. Rowlands, M.P., together with the Leasehold
* Enfranchisement

' Association, and all other urban Socialists "
!

Now, our contemporary is either under the delusion that all the
named folk are of one kidney—and that Socialist—or else it is seeking
simultaneously to enrage the Socialists and discredit the politicians by
the conjunction of their names.

But it is almost certain that Jus does really regard any one who
recoils from the unlimited license and boundless self-assertion of Indi-

vidualism as, ipso facto, a Socialist.

In order that our friends the enemy may have a criterion whereby
to judge of a man's Socialism, they should remember that a Socialist

is one who believes in the destruction of the system which now obtains
of individual property in the means for the production of wealth, and
the substitution therefor of a system of social collective ownership and
collective control.

Unless a man thus believes, he is not a Socialist, however honestly
he may desire to limit the wrong and robbery of to-day.

Poor Mr. Bradlaugh ! He was, once upon a time, quite an Ishmael
among the respectabilities and proprieties, but now Jus is asking what
is the exact amount of disagreement between him and the Liberty and
Property Defence League. "It appears there is a difference, but it is

so slight that it seems to us almost invisible to the naked eye." Quite
so, as the quondam champion of the people is now pilot-fish to the
association of sharks drawn together for the defence of the " liberty

"

to devour the folk.

It is surely enough degradation to fulfil the loathsome function,

without having public attention thus insolently draw^n to it.

Even as I write comes the Chicago Tribune of January 11, in a leader
of which the following occurs :

" No man possessed of genuine American manhood can be found in the
ranks of Socialism. No man speaking the English language, educated in our
schools and having the American characteristics, is identified with it, except
as he hopes to become a leader of one of its sections. None of the.older Ger-
mans who have become Americanised and none of the younger Germans
attending our schools and familiarising themselves with our institutions are
to be found advocating it. Its followers are those who have come to this
country indoctrinated with its foreign unrepublican principles. No Ameri-
can or Americanised working-man can subscribe to its doctrines without
sacrificing his manhood, his personal dignity, and all his individual rights,

and voluntarily declaring his willingness to become a pauper and live upon
the workhouse system. Before taking such a step, before allowing these
demagogues to fasten a system upon them which will pauperise them, would
it not be wise and prudent for them to study it a little, and to read what
Mr. Bradlaugh has to say about it, before they surrender to a clique of
demagogues who are plotting to destroy organised labour and its rewards
and substitute organised pauperism and its penalties'?

"

The Chicago Tribune is about the biggest " rat " paper in the States.
" Like likes like." Still, it is very funny to be advised to read Mr,
Bradlaugh as a corrective to demagogueism !

The Personal Rights Journal takes a long extract from the article

upon the Liberty and Property Defence League that lately appeared
in our columns. For this we thank it, as also for the ludicrously clear

proof once more given, in its comment upon the extract, of the utter
lack of knowledge of the economic position of the working class

possessed by Individualists in general.

Jus pleads with us for "goodwill and fraternity" towards the
Liberty and Property Defence League and all other opponents. Has
it ever heard the historic advice "not to swap horses in the middle of
the stream " *?

It is not in the heat of battle that men can stay to analyse motive
and give credit for intention. We are arrayed for the destruction of
a wrong : all who are not with us are against us. The Liberty and
Property Defenc3 League is expressly and avowedly formed to combat
us, and they must look for hard knocks. We fight with clean weapons
—but relentlessly.

When the dust of battle has cleared away, and the victory has been
made secure, it may be that we shall see—it is certain that we shall

see—that there has been much good intention and pure motive behind
these men's action.

To-day they stand as our declared foemen, honest or not, a bar in
the way of the folk toward freedom. They must stand aside—or go
down ! H. S.
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COMPETITION.
The great stumbling-block which so many of the muddle-headed fossils

of the present system of society find it impossible to surmount, is com-

mercial competition and the blessings which are supposed to flow from

it ; and to conceive a state of society in which progress is without such

competition is beyond their feeble comprehensions.

"Competition is necessary for progress," say our opponents, and we
reply, " Agreed—under the present system." Indeed, our opponents

continually cite instances of the wretched way in which railways and

other big public concerns are administered under the present system,

in cases where there is no competition. We, in reply, simply point

out that all business at the present day is conducted in the interest of

shareholders and employers of labour, whose one object in conducting

these concerns is not to increase our comforts, but to obtain from these

enterprises as much as possible of the wealth produced by the workers.

Is it astonishing that under such a system there is no tendency to pro-

gress, except what is due to competition between the gamblers 1 And
in how many cases does the competition produce improvement 1 In

the majority of* cases it results in lowering wages, in the replacement

of human labour by machinery, or in the production of cheap and nasty

goods.

Competition is of two kinds—viz., (1) that which prevails amongst

the robbers for the chance of being able to rob their workmen, and

(2) that which prevails amongst the workers for the privilege of being

robbed. The first of these is the cause of the second. The competition

between the robbers causes them to employ as few human machines as

possible and to replace them as far as possible by iron machines,

because the latter don't require clothing and houses, they are not

encumbered with wives and families, and above all things they are not

given to striking. Then as a number of human machines can't get

work, there comes in that great and divine blessing to the human race,

commonly known as the " struggle for existence." A great many of

our opponents are pious people who believe in the six days' creation,

Adam and Eve, etc., and look upon scientific men as a desperately

wicked set
;
yet it is astonishing how eagerly they take to Darwinian

theories as soon as they are confronted by Socialists.

Yes, the struggle for existence may have resulted in the "survival of

the fittest " whilst our ancestors were hairy quadrupeds and the like
;

but we absolutely fail to see how it does so in the present position

of the human race, when we are no longer the servants of Nature, but

Nature herself is fast being brought into subjection to the human
intellect.

Moral principles and intellectual faculties are the characteristics

which should now distinguish the human race from the rest of creation,

and the fittest to survive are those that possess these in the highest

degree. Yet does the present struggle for existence bring about such

a survival of the fittest 1 Absolutely nothing of the kind It

tends to develope all the basest tendencies of man—deceit, injustice,

selfishness, the desire to rob one's fellow men and succeed at their

expense ; and those who possess these in the highest degree succeed in

surviving.

A nice prospect for the human race ! A return to the condition of

wild beasts or worse !

Grimy towns, filthy homes, dirt, squalor, starvation, such are the

results of this devilish dishonesty ; the human race, the masterpiece of

Nature, diverted from its true destiny ; and many of the inhabitants

of this great Empire living under circumstances to which the condition

of the least advanced races of mankind were infinitely preferable.

There is one bright feature about competition, and that is that it

will bring about the ruin of the great gambling system called business.

We see this in the case of gambling of a similar kind on a small scale.

Consider, for instance, the word-competitions which are now all the

rage. When one person found he could make a good thing out of the

general idiocy of the middle-classes, plenty of otherst followed his

example, and as more and more do so, profits will grow smaller owing
to competition, until either the dupers will find it not worth while

carrying on, or the duped will find they lose more than they gain and
cease to patronise the sport. It is just so with the business of the

world : either the gamblers will find it doesn't pay well enough and
will drop the game, or the human dice they play with will see through

it all and put a stop to it themselves. It is to be hoped that the latter

course will be adopted ; in fact, it is the aim of us Socialists to make
the workers take matters unto their own hands.

Because they have rather more of the comforts of life than their

ancestors of 100 years ago, many amongst the working^classes are con-

tented. They are like a man who has a right to an estate and is con-

tented to take one square yard of it, and let the rest fall-Jnto the hands

of a robber-band, and not only that, but consent to become the slave of

those who have stolen his property.

It must be remembered that all the greatest inventions and improve-

ments h^-ve not been due to competition amongst the capitalists, nor

have they issued from their brains, although some people seem to think

they are the only people possessed of that commodity. They have

come in great measure from the hands and heads of working-men, and
the means by which capitalists have obtained the advantages of these

inventions are characterised by injustice and dishonesty.

When we consider on the one hand all the beautiful things which

man has produced ; the cathedrals, the Jike of whicll our modern
resources fail to reproduce; the works of the great masters, the

thoughts and the literature of past ages, and even the most beautiful

productions of the present age, our parks, public gardens, and boule-

vards, we find that in no case do we owe them to the competitions

between robbers and slaves, but to the freely-developed genius of man,
encouraged by the demands of the community. Whilst on the other

hand, when we contemplate the wretchedness, the filthy living, the

starvation, the paucity of great thinkers in proportion to the popula-

tion and to the advanced position to which some of the human race

have attained, when we find also an almost total absence of any classical

production in art, we perceive that all these evils are due to the com-
petitive warfare of the present time and the hurry which is everywhere
manifest in the education of the race, even the mighty human intellect

which was fast conquering Nature becoming itself enslaved to the

sordid and debasing thirst for gold.

Under an honest system of society, progress, due to the power man
possesses over Nature, will take place far faster than now. Public

opinion will see that necessary improvements are carried out, and there

will be all the free scope for moral and intellectual development which
is almost impossible in the present age of selfishness and hurry.

A. Tasn.

SOCIALISM FROM THE ROOT UP.

THE TKANSITION
CHAPTER XIV.

FKOM THE UTOPISTS TO MODERN
SOCIALISM.

(ContiiiTicd from Vol. II., page 243.)

Of the Socialist thinkers who serve as a kind of link between the

Utopists and the school of the Socialism of historical evolution, or

scientific Socialists, by far the most noteworthy figure is Proudhon
who was born at Besancon in 1809. By birth he belonged to the

working-class, his father being a brewer's cooper, and he himself as a

youth followed the occupation of cowherding.

In 1838, however, he published an essay on general grammar, and
in 1839 he gained a scholarship to be held for three years, a gift of

one Madame Suard to his native town. The result of this advantage

was his most important though far from his most voluminous work,

published the same year, as the essay which the Madame Suard's

scholars were bound to write : it bore the title of * What is Property ?

'

his answer being. Property is Robbery.
As may be imagined, this remarkable essay caused much stir and

indignation, and Proudhon was censured by the Besan90n Academy for

this production, and narrowly escaped a prosecution. In 1841 he was-

tried at Besangon for a letter he wrote to Victor Considerant, the

Fourierist, but was acquitted. In 1846 he wrote his * Philosophie de

la Misere ' (Philosophy of Poverty), which received an elaborate reply

and refutation from Karl Marx.
In 1847 he went to Paris. In the Revolution of 1848 he showed

himself a vigorous controversialist, and was elected Deputy Tor the

Seine ; he wrote numerous articles in several journals, mostly criticisms

of the progress of the revolution : in the Chamber he proposed a tax

of one-third to be levied on all interest and rent, which was, as a

matter of course, rejected. He also put forward a scheme for a mutual

credit bank, by which he hoped to simplify exchange and reduce

interest to a vanishing point : but this scheme was also rejected.

After the failure of the revolution of '48, Proudhon was imprisoned

for three years, during which time he married a young woman of the

working-class.

In 1858 he developed his system of 'Mutualism' fully in his last

work, entitled ' Justice in the Revolution and the Church.' In conse-

quence of the publication of this book he had, to retire to Brussels,

but was amnestied in 1860, came back to France, and died at Passy in

1865.

Proudhon's opinions and works may be broadly divided into twa
periods : In his ' What is Property 1 ' his position is that of a Com-
munist pure and simple ; but after this one clear development of a

definite thesis we meet in his works, and we must add, in his political

actions also, with so much paradox that it is next to impossible to

formulate in brief any definite Proudhonian doctrine. At one time a

Communist, at another the vehement opponent of Communism ; at one

time professing Anarchy, at another lending himself to schemes of the

crudest State Socialism ; at one time an enthusiastic Theist, at another

apparently as strong an Atheist ; in one passage of his works giving

his eager adhesion to Auguste Comte's worship of women, in another a

decided contemner of the female sex,—-it is with a sense of confusion

that one rises from the perusal of his works.

His connection with the Revolution of '48 seems to have been the

turning point in the history ; in his address to the ^electors of the Seine,

in which he put forward the scheme for a credit bank backed by a

number of decrees of a State-Socialistic nature^ and strongly smacking

of Bismarck, he announces himself as the man who said Property is

Robbery, says that he still maintains that opinion, and then goes on to

defend the rights of property which he had so successfully annihilated

in his first work.

But as to his political career, the element he had to work in was an

impossible one for the success of a man holding definite Socialistic

ideas. On the one hand were the Jacobins with their archaeological

restorations of the ideas and politics of 1780 ; on the other Socialism

showing itself and taking hold of people's minds, but attempting to

realise its doctrines by crude
_
dislocated and consequently hopeless

schemes of action. IntO: all these affairs Proudhon looked shrewdly

and with insight, and his bitter criticisms of the confusion of the period

were shown by the event to have been well founded. .. ur ,
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Proudhon defended the modern family and monogamy m its strictest

sense, and does not seem to have troubled himself to study the history

of those institutions even superficially : in short, he seems to have been

singularly lacking in the the historical sense, and had not formed any

conception of the evolution of society. Those who read his works will

find themselves forced to return to his first essay,^ ' What is Property ?

'

if they are seeking in him for any consistent series of ideas. He was

an eager and rough controversialist, and his style is brilliant and

attractive in spite of its discursiveness.

We may now mention the names of two men of no great importance

in themselves, but worth noting as forerunners of the sentimental

>8ocialists and Christian Socialists of the present day. Hughes Felicite

Robert de Lamennais (born 1782, died 1854), is the type of the Chris-

tian Socialist : he was intended for a priest from the first, c^nd duly

took orders. He began by efibrts to reform the Catholic Church, so as

to make it an efiective instrument for happiness and social morality

and reform. He expected to be helped and encouraged by the clergy in

these efforts, and at first, before they perceived their real tendency, he

received some acknowledgment from them. At last, in his paper

IJAvenir (the future), he took so decidedly a democratic turn that he

incurred the animosity of the whole Church, especially of the then

Pope, Gregory XYT. The signal for his complete rupture with the

Church, however was the publication (in 1834) of his ^Paroles d'un

'Croyant ' (words of a believer), which the Pope characterised as " small

in size but immense in perversity.'' After that he became thoroughly

democratic or even Communistic, as Communism was then understood.

A series of political works and pamphlets followed, all in the sense of

his new departure. He started, in 1848, two papers, one after another,

which were suppressed. He sat in the Eepublican Constituent Cham-
ber till the coup d^etat : and while Deputy drew up for the Left a plan

of Constitution which was rejected as too revolutionary. He was
buried by his own direction without ecclesiastical rites.

Pierre le Roux (born 1798, died 1871) was originally a disciple of St.

Simon. In 1840 he published his most important work, 'DeL'Humanite,'

whence the name of his school, the Humanitarians. He joined George

Sand and Niardof in a literary review, and it was owing to this connexion

that the humanitarian tendencies of some of her novels are to be traced.

In 1843 he set on foot a co-operative printing association, and started a

journal advocating co-operation, or as he termed it, *Hhe pacific solution

of the problem of the proletariat." He also sat in the Republican Cham-
ber of 1848 : was exiled in 1851 and lived in Jersey, not returning to

France till 1869. He died in Paris under the Commune, who deputed

two of its members to attend his funeral, in the words of the Official

Journal, "not in honour of the partizan of the mystical ideas of which
we now feel the evil, but of the politician who courageously undertook
the defence of the vanquished after the days of June." This is an
allusion to the unpractical and non-political tendency of his teaching,

which undertook to reform society by the inculcation of morality

blended with mysticism, the result of which was to be the gradual

spread of voluntary co-operation.

We finish this series with the well-known name of Louis Blanc, a

personage more important than the last-named, and more definitely

Socialistic in principles than either he or Lamennais, though his political

eareer finished in a way unworthy of those principles, even if we accept

the excuse that he never grasped the great truth that only through the

class struggle can the regeneration of society be accomplished. He
was born in 1813, of a middle-class family which, on the maternal side,

was Corsican, and an incident of the relations between him and his

brother Charles is said to have suggested to Dumas his famous novelette

and play of the ' Corsican Brothers.'

In 1840 he published his * Organisation of Labour,' the ideas of

which he attempted to realise in the famous *' National Workshops," by
which he is best known. In this work he put forward the genuine
Socialistic maxim of " From each according to his capacity, to each
according to his needs " as the basis of the production of a true

society.

He took an active part in the Revolutionary Government of 1848,

and got an edict passed abolishing the punishment of death for poli-

tical offences. And we ought here to notice that the common impression

that his National Workshops failed from inherent defects is wrong

;

they were suppressed as dangerous by the Government, and their sup-

pression was largely instrumental in causing the June revolution. We
must, however, also note that this scheme was not founded on purely
Socialistic principles, dangerous as it was thought to be at the time.

In consequence of the events of June Louis Blanc was compelled to

flee from France to England, where he wrote his 'History of the
French Revolution.'

He returned to France 1869, was elected to the legislative body,
but played only a subordinate part in the stirring times that followed.

It remains, indeed, an indelible stain on his character that he deserted
the cause of the people in the days of March, leaving Paris to sit

amongst the " Liberals " in the reactionary Chamber at Versailles.

He died in 1883, having outlived his reputation and his influence.

E. Belfort Bax and William Morris.

THE LITTLE VAGABOND.
(William Blake : born 1757, died 1828.)

[William Blake was almost the first, if not the first, of those poets who drew
English poetry from the slough of conventional twaddle in which the 18th cen-

tury had sunk it ; and visionary as he was, he was able to look at realities, and to

make his words mean something ; whereas it was an understood condition of the

so-called '* poetry " of the 18th century that they should mean nothing.—W. M.]

Dear mother, dear mother, the Church is cold,

But the Ale-house is healthy and pleasant and warm.
Besides I can tell where I am used well.

Such usage in heaven will never do well.

But if at the church they would give us some ale.

And a pleasant fire our souls to regale,

We'd sing and we'd pray all the livelong day,

Xor ever once wish from the church to stray.

Then the parson might preach and drink and sing,

And we'd be as happy as birds in the spring
;

And modest Dame Lurch, who is always at church,

Would not have bandy children nor fasting nor birch.

And God like a Father rejoicing to see

His children as pleasant and happy as He,
Would have no more quarrel with the Devil or the barrel,

But kiss liim and give him both drink and apparel.

The Prince Eegent of Bavaria has given the order that each of his grand-
children shall learn some handicraft. The future king has chosen the trade
of turner, and works every day in the shop of a Munich w^orkman. Prince
Franz wishes to be a house-painter, while Charles prefers to follow the
calling of gardener. The Prince Eegent of Bavaria appears to us to have
a very good idea of the want of solidity of the foundations of thrones to-

dswy. Otoe never knows what may happen \—Cri du Peiifle,

THE JUBILEE OF THE NORTHUMBERLAND MINERS.
" It is not to die, or even to die of hunger, that makes a man wretched ; many

men have died ; all men must die. But it is to live miserable we know not why ;

to work sore and yet gain nothing; to be heartworn, weary, yet isolated, un-

related."

—

Caklyle.

On Wednesday Jan. 26 the Northumberland miners resolved to strike

against a reduction of 12i per cent. The miners were asked to say

"Yes" or "No" to the following : "Provided 12|^ per cent, be con-

ceded off the present w^ages of hard collieries and 7^ off soft coal

collieries, the owners of Bedlington, Cramlington, and Seaton Delaval

collieries consent to pay house-rent allowance under the arrangement

of 1882, and the above apply to all to whom the house-rent allowances

are paid at those collieries." The result of the ballot was declared on
the 25th. The figures w^ere : For accepting the masters' terms, 2167;

strike, 9745. Altogether 24,000 men and boys are to come out. The
owner of Walbottle Colliery, however, has withdrawn the notice of a

reduction of wages, and the men accordingly return to work. The
arrangement made is to the effect that no reduction take place during

the next six months. The employers at Walker Colliery on Friday

intimated to their men that as they did not desire the pits to be closed,

as the cost of reopening them at the termination of a strike meant a

great outlay, they wished them to continue work at the present rate of

wages. The men sent a deputation asking the same conditions as those

granted at the Walbottle Colliery. These were refused, and the strike

commenced here also. Arrangements have been made for drawing

the horses and ponies to bank, and there is every sign of a protracted

struggle.

Many strikes have taken place among the Northumberland miners.

In 1844 a strike for an advance took place, the men being defeated

after several months' w^ar. In 1839 at Seaton Delaval, in 1865 at the

Cramlington Colliery, and many other minor strikes, all were gained

by the employers. The last big strike was in May 1877, this time

against a reduction of 10 and 15 per cent. ; after arbitration, the men
returned at the old wage. This lasted till November, when notice of

a reduction of 12i per cent, was made. After about three months'

strike the employers obtained the full reduction demanded.

Efforts have been made by the miners' leaders to bring about an

amicable arrangement with the employers, but have failed. It is said

that overtures have been made to two M.P.'s to act as mediators. In

an 'Address to Trades' Unions' published by the Socialist League

appears the following :
" The good-natured reformers would fain lull

such antagonism to rest by palliatives, make of capital and labour a

united happy family by smooth talk and practical measures. His

efforts are vain. We tell you that these antagonisms will never sleep."

Ever between WTong and right, capitalist and labourer, robber and

robbed, must warfare exist ; and it will only cease with the destruction

of the present condition of things—the abolition of the individual

ownership of capital. Determined warfare, then, is the only course

open. In this conflict all workers ought to take part. The cause of

the miners is equally the cause of all. The scenes of Charleroi may yet

be repeated in England ; but the lessons will be given by an organisa-

tion not quite so isolated, and the effect will be sooner seen. Public

opinion is a strong force, and the sympathy of the workers will be

with their more oppressed fellows.

The present is a fitting occasion for the celebration of the Jubilee by

the workers. Subscription-sheets should be filled, and the proceeds

ensure the first great victory of the miners. K,

Flunkeyism Kebuked.—At a large and influential meeting of the mem-*

bers of the West End Branch of the Alliance Cabinet Makers' Association

on Thursday, the 27th Jan., specially summoned for the purpose, it was re-

solved, with two dissentients, that "We withdraw our subscriptions from
the London Trades Council, in consequence of the recent action of the self-

elected deputation to Sandringham."
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW ! FIRST, FEW MEN
HEED IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON 1

'

Communications invited on Social Questions. They shotdd be loritten on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Rd. ,E.G., and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS. only returned if a stamped directed envelope isJorwarded with them.

Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.,

six months, 3s.; three months. Is. 6d.

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Notice to all Socialistic Newspapers.—The Commonweal will be regularly sent

to all Socialistic Contemporaries throughout the world, and it is hoped that
they on their side will regularly provide the Socialist League with their papers.

Periodicals received during the tveeh ending Wednesday February
England

Glasgow—Pioneer
Norwich—Daylight
Cotton Factory Times
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Church Reformer
Freedom
Jus
Justice

South Australia
Adelaide—Our Commonwealth

India
Voice of India
Bankipore—Behar Herald
Allahabad—People's Budget
Ahmedabad—Praja Mata

United States
New York—VolkszeitHng

Freiheit
Truthseeker
Der Sozialist

John Swinton's Paper
Tax Reformer

Boston—Woman's Journal
Denver (Col.) Labor Inquirer
Toledo (0.)—Industrial News
New Haven (Conn.)—Work-

men's Advocate
Springfield (111.)—Voice of Labor
Chicago (111.)—Vorbote
Tribune
Knights of Labor

Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
Portland (Oreg.) Avant-Courier
Detroit (Mich.)—Labor Leaf
Seattle (W T) Voice of the People

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Socialiste

Le Revolte
La France

.

Guise—Le Devoir

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Belgium
Liege—L'Avenir

Antwerp—De Worker
Brussels—L'Avant-Garde

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Turin—II Muratore

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista

Portugal
Oporto—A Perola

Austria
Brunn—Volksfreund
Vienna—Gleichheit

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

D RNM \RK
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

Norway
Kristiania—Social-Democraten

PEACE OR WAR?
It must be of interest to all Socialists to review the relations of the

different European nations to each other at the present time. The
well-known phrase of the arch-murderer and titled bandit Count Moltke,
" all Europe bristles with arms," must have startled from his slumber

the most " benevolent " and honest-poor-supporting of all five per cent

philanthropists, and this alarm has certainly not been lessened by
" liquor " Bismarck's brutal and candid confession of his intention to

leech France. Salisbury declares the outlook on the Continent to be
very black, and the pinchbeck Gambetta of England, Lord Randolph,
gives notice of his intention to pursue an honest foreign policy. How
do affairs stand at the present moment % The middle-classes of France
cannot forget the loss of two fair provinces; they cannot afford to

hand over to Germany the commercial supremacy of the Continent,
and they are humiliated that their prestige is vanishing fast. They
are terribly afraid of the revolution which is preparing in France itself,

and consequently to regain their former position and to escape the
coming danger they are preparing for war. Germany—and if I speak
of a nation I desire to speak of the ruling classes in contradistinction

to the working-classes, who have no nationality, but are international

—has at present but one object, to annihilate France. The annihila-

tion of France means to Germany established commercial supremacy
on the Continent, and would also enable Germany to annex Belgium
and Holland. Bismarck—this fine specimen of the modern trinity,

" statesman, landlord, and captain of industry "—comprehends very well

the desires and ambitions of the German bourgeoisie. He knows that

the possession of Antwerp by Germany would be the complete ruin of

the glorious British Empire, the most formidable foe of German com-
mercialism. A strong agitation is just now going on in Belgium,
advocating the union of Belgium and Germany. The sinister schemer
of Yarzin has his eyes and agents everywhere, and I am not in the

least astonished that Madame Adam believes him to know something
more definite than the general public about the sudden disappearance

from this world of Generals Chancy and Skobeleff and Revanche
Gambetta.

Austria—this vile compilation of bourgeois interests, the pet child

of the most noble Lord Salisbury—needs for its commercial expansion
a good deal of the Balkan peninsula, but unfortunately cannot have
it all its own way. Russia also desires to have a finger in that pie.

Count Kalnocky and his men may talk big, but they know very well
the emptiness of the imperial exchequer. They also know that while

the imperial troops are engaged in opening up the roads to new markets,
the revolutionists may take it in their heads to do something and to
end the reign of the Hapsburg dynasty. Between the Jingos who
desire a war with Russia, and the revolutionists, they resemble very
much indeed the ass in the fable. But ere long they will have to choose,

and it is my firm conviction they will choose war with Russia.

Italy, the latest creation of bourgeois evolution, and naturally the
most lean and meagre, is like a hungry hyena, always on the look out
for something. Whoever promises most to Italy may have Italy's-

most loyal support. Whenever she comes down from her position on
the fence it will not be to help the weak but to slaughter the van-
quished or plunder the slain.

England, poor soul—the British Empire, the ruler of the waves,
the nation with the men, the ships, and the cash—is altogether out
of the running. England in international policy has been degraded into
" une quantite negligeable "—a nation not to be taken into account-

Bismarck sneers at her, Russia snaps her fingers at her, and Austria,

is not silly enough to play at England's bidding " the sentinel on the-

rampart." Fancy the England of MacDermott down so low. But
what else can be expected of a nation which is oldest in the vile game
of industrial exploitation %

Last but not least I have to speak a word or two about Russia.

Russia is ruled at the present moment by the Tsar and the Conservative-

party. The principles of the Conservative party are absolute authority.

The foreign policy of this party is the foreign policy of the last hundred
years, in fact since Frederick the Great of Prussia—viz., alliance with
Prussia. A new party, however, is daily gaining strength. The
Panslavist party, whose representative in London, Madame de Novikoff,.

is well known to readers of the Pall Mall Gazette. This party is the pro-

gressive party, and whenever they gain court supremacy a constitution

will be presented to the Russian people. As the name already indi-

cates, this party dreams of a large Slav empire, and they hate Germans-
far more bitterly than even the most outrageous French " revanchist."

I might almost be tempted to say that the very day their rule is

established in Russia war will be declared against Germany. Their

hatred of Germany is a simple question of £ s. d. They know it is

impossible for Russia to become strong commercially as long as German
trade is all supreme, as long as the Baltic and the Black Sea are not
Russian seas, and they know that on these issues they will have to-

fight the Germans.
My firm belief is that the next war will be an international war,

and it is therefore the duty of all revolutionary Socialists to agree on
a plan of campaign to make this universal war the last war. What,
then, can we do %

We must go on with our present agitation, spreading the principles of

international revolutionary Socialism, introducing Socialism into every
city, town, and village. To tell the workers how they are robbed, how
they are swindled, and how they are exploited. But this would not be
sufficient. It is also our duty to call upon the workers to prepare
themselves for the coming struggle. It is not sufficient for the worker
to know the causes why he is robbed, he must also know the means
how to get rid of all parasitic classses. These classes have at their

command the police, the army and navy, and it would be foolish in

the extreme were the workers to meet these foes with folded arms.

Some practical knowledge of modern warfare is therefore highly

advisable.

Our experience at Norwich and many other places is quite sufficient

to enlighten even the most determined peacemonger as to what we may
expect, and we must benefit by such teachings. The stronger our
organisations are when the time comes and the better prepared for

strong definite action, the more peaceable will be the revolution, but it

would be a blunder, it would be criminal madness, to cry peace when^

no peace is possible. Henry F. Charles.

NUPRINS REDIVIVUS.
Moralists observe, perhaps a little too often, that there is no nobler

sight than that of an honest man struggling with adversity. Noble
sights then must be very common, or else honest men (the more likely

hypothesis) very rare. Norwich has in historic times had the privilege^

of seeing the sufferings of two such men. Charles Dickens in one of

his histories, more truth-telling than most of those used in schools,

describes the agonised feelings of A. Nupkins, Esq., Mayor of Norwich :.

"What prevents me from detaining these men as rogues and im-

posters % It is a foolish mercy. What prevents me % " is the cry

forced from the magistrate, torn by the agonising mixture of family

considerations, and thirst for vengeance on the pretended Captain Fitz

Marshall.

The magistrate has blossomed into one of Her Majesty's judges;

but however deeply he may pity men for not knowing better than to

speak their minds, no more shall he be led astray by foolish mercy

towards rogues and agitators. No, the majesty of the law must be
upheld ; it needs it much. The judge's regret, his sadness, his sorrow,

bedew with tears, as it were, the pages of the Eastern Evening News
of Jan. 18. I quote from this journal some of his sayings, in con-

densed form, since like other good men he is somewhat long-winded.

He became very sad over a secretary of a certain Oddfellows Friendly

Society, who had " taken money that did not belong to him." He
mourned that "people who had been comparatively speaking in a
better position of life than those who were called the working-classes,

should be led to commit * educated crimes,' such as embezzlement."

With what admirable and kindly skill does he just allude to the fact
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that working-men are only called so, and lashes those criminals who

are of a class comparatively, just comparatively better off than the

so-called workers, educated enough to commit embezzlement, but not

so highly as to know how to do this in a legal and respectable fashion.

" It was really very cruel and heartless, that people in such a position

of life should rob other people in that position." Quite so ;
what is

to become of Society if members of the same class begin to do to each

other, what appears to be fair only between members of different

classes 1 Heaven forbid that hawks should begin to peck out hawks'

eyes 1

Leaving the " educated criminal," Her Majesty's judge almost wept

over his blasted hope that the respectability of Norwich would be

eternal. " In previous years he was glad to know that in no other

town had the working-men and people out of work "—those, that is,

who call themselves working-men and say they are in want of work,

« in no other town had these people ordered themselves so decently

and humbly towards the better-to-do," nor uttered so fervently the

respectful prayer : Teach us to know our proper stations, God bless

the squire and his relations. But now, in place of this, he was grieved

at heart that he, sitting there in dignity, one of Her Majesty's judges,

should have to beseech these starvelings " to show themselves ready to

work when work was offered to them," to take whatever wages might

be offered by employers, " who certainly had shown themselves desirous

of being considerate to the distressed," not to carp nor complain if this

consideration stopped at the stage of desire, but to recollect how often

the church had urged upon them that the intention is better than the

deed, and above all to bear in mind that "provisions are very cheap."

" He very much regretted to find, however, that even in Norwich,

where the working-classes are much cared for "—(this very same issue

of the Eastern Evening News contains a list amounting to at least <£5

of contributions for the distressed, and another list of donations,

coming to 30s., for penny dinners)—" even in Norwich the working-

men have been got at by ' agitators,' who could not have the welfare

of the working-classes at heart. He was happy to know that in this

country there was no reason why anyone should starve. It was true,

no doubt, that sometimes perhaps people did not get as much as they

ought to have, particularly in winter time, though the law distinctly

laid it down that they should have enough to keep body and soul to-

gether." His lordship (grieved as before) went on to say that "in

most large towns there were always a certain number of loafers." It

appears that these " sedition-mongers " had been talking on this very

subject, and tickling "the fancy of the working-classes" by telling

them that the loafers were highly paid, and that the law distinctly

provided them with a great deal more than enough to keep their bodies

and souls together, both summer and winter. In short, they sneered

at the better-to-do, as being merely law-provided loafers, and actually

went to the profane length of arguing that it was not "from want of

work that people suffered " but from want of victuals.

" But," said his lordship, " the working-class gains nothing by it

;

on the contrary, the hearts of kindly people are hardened by this com-

motion raised without the slightest need or cause," nor will they again

show the " foolish mercy " of subscribing c£5 and 30s., even in the

winter, to keep together the body and soul of any of those, who one

way or another happen to miss the tender provision of the law. Still

less will our Nupkins hesitate again to detain in durance vile these

agitators and sedition-mongers, but rather get himself armed with a

new Conspiracy Act, which will pop these rogues into the prison cell

before, not after, they have had a chance of speaking. C. J. F.

A HEBREW SOCIALIST PAPER.

Since December last, our contemporary Tlie WorJcer^s Friend has appeared

as a weekly propagandist. This paper (which is published in the Hebrew-
German dialect by the International Working-men's Educational Club, at

40 Berner Street, Commercial Eoad, E.) was started some eighteen months
ago as a monthly, and since then it has worked with great effect in enlighten-

ing its readers on the question of Socialism. The first number of the weekly

issue commenced with Victor Hugo's ^Les Miserables' as its feuilleton,

which is considered to be a good "helping hand" in touching the feelings of

the indifferent readers, and making them understand the meaning, and the

cause, of being unfortunate. In the Editorial occurs the following: "Our
only object in publishing the Worker^s Friend is to enable the Hebrew-Ger-

man speaking workers also to keep abreast in the great labour movement

;

to make them acquainted with all labour questions and the glorious teachings

of Socialism. We shall do all in our power plainly and clearly to educate

our readers in all matters that may be of interest to the workers ; but at the

same time we shall try to keep ourselves as impartial as possible to all the

different sections of the Socialistic party. We consider that all Socialistic

organisations that aim to realise their ideal by revolution are beneficial for

the working classes. Social-Democrats, Anarchists, Communists, and Collec-

tivists, are to us Socialists, and therefore our comrades. Our only contempt
is against the capitalist class, against our present society of wholesale robbery

—in short, we are wholly for the interest of the Proletariat and against the

interest of the Bourgeoisie. Wherever we shall have the opportunity of

defending the true friends of liberty and to protect the interest of the people,

there shall we take our place. And when the day of deliverance of all the

sufferers will arrive, and the mass of the people marches under the red flag,

and fights in the streets for human rights and liberties—in short, when the

social revolution will come, our place shall be among the revolutionists, and
with them we shall raise cheers for the social revolution."

The size of the paper is the same as that of the Commoniveal, but four

pages, and its price is Is. 6d. per quarter. It has our heartiest wishes for its

success. W.

The Shop Hours Eegulation Bill has been passed, but as there is no One to

whom to apply to put it in force, it is practically a dead letter.

SOCIALISM IN THE PROVINCES.

On Tuesday, January 18th, I attended the Norwich Assizes, and listened

to Judge Grantham's address to the grand jury. Before the accused men
were tried the judge assumed that they were guilty, and even hinted that

their sentence would be severe enough to give Socialist agitators a lesson m
future. He entered into a long and very silly tirade against Socialism, and
throughout his speech showed the meanest of petty middle-class prejudice.

The peaceful and orderly sort of workman was beslobbered with praise ;

while the discontented were warned that law and order must be venerated,

no matter what their misery might be. It is supposed to be a judge's duty
to keep his mind free from prejudice against either side of a case, and to

refer only to the charges included in the indictment ; but Judge Grantham
had evidently been influenced by the tittle-tattle of his middle-class friends,

and the case was practically tried and the accused condemned over the tea-

table of some of his acquaintances. It is certainly an outrage upon justice

that men should be tried by a judge who, before hearing a scrap of evidence,

displays the most rabid prejudice against them. Grantham is a young judge
but he will soon be a notorious one.

On Wednesday, I left Norwich to begin the series of meetings announced
in the Commoniveal. At Oxford, the audience was fairly large and very

appreciative. The only opposition was from a gentleman troubled with

some ancient ideas on Free Trade, who entered into a glorification of Cobden..

The Branch seems fairly active, and although not large its members are

steady and reliable. Very few students attend the meetings, most of those

with Socialist leanings prefer to work in the semi-Socialist societies, of

which there are several in the Colleges. Oxford has no very large body of

workmen, and a general spirit of flunkeyism pervades the poorer class ; so

that a very strong Socialist movement is well-nigh impossible there at pre-

sent. Still the Branch is in a healthy condition, and will keep the Cause

alive.

On Thursday, I went to Eeading and got names and promises enough to

form a corresponding group, which may soon develop into a Branch. The
meeting arranged for the previous Tuesday fell through, as I had to stay at

Norwich ; but there was little difliculty in ascertaining that there is a strong

Socialist feeling in the town, which is shared by many of the advanced
Kadicals. The place is most favourable for Socialist propaganda, and a good
Branch should soon be established.

On Friday the 21st, I went to Bedford to give the first Socialist lecture

in that town. Bedford is a rather quiet place, with only one large engineer

shop to represent the factory system. The middle-class resort to it for the

cheap education it aflbrds their children. There is no great amount of

misery among the working-class, and nothing more alarming that Radicalism

has ever disturbed the peaceful little town. On the day before the lecture

the Liberal paper had a very fair-minded leader claiming an impartial hear-

ing for Socialism. The Tory paper had an ironical welcome suggesting a

certain part of the town for Sunday morning rowdyism, and rejoicing that

the Jubilee should be celebrated by the establishment of a Branch of the

Socialist League. The meeting-hall was well filled, and it soon became
evident that there was a rowdy element in the audience, .They canie ex-

pecting to see some kind of a wild animal, and to hear an invitation to

indulge in wholesale looting and garotting. The interrupters were kept

under, however, and nothing worse than a smashed window resulted.
_
I

made an attempt to reason out Socialism with them, much to their surprise.

The opposition w^as not very serious, but I felt much hurt on being compli-

mented for my moderation. The gist of what I said was that rent and.

interest were robbery, and that the upper class lived on the labour of the

workers, that all the*^ political parties were rotten, and the workmen who
followed them ignorant of their own interests ; in conclusion, I spoke of

revolution, and expressed an ardent wish too see the British Empire smashed,

—and then they said I w^as moderate ! Here, as at Eeading, a group has

been formed to study Socialism and arrange for a lecture by William Morris,

after which it is hoped the group will become a Branch.

On Saturday, Jan. 22, I got to Leicester and met the members on Sunday
morning to talk over Branch business matters. At Christmas time the pro-

paganda went flat for a while, but as soon as the holidays were over the •

interest revived. The main topic of discussion in Leicester, and nearly

every other manufacturing town, is Socialism, and it is quite surprising to

find the wide-spread sympathy and interest shown in the Socialist move-

ment. The prospects of the Branch are splendid, and before long it will be

one of the largest in the country. On Sunday afternoon I lectured to a

well-filled room on " The Opponents and Prospects of Socialism." I took up-

Father Kickaby and Mr. Bradlaugh, and we had a lively discussion on the •

arguments of the two Priests. It was soon apparent that Mr. Bradlaugh

has lost popularity with the workmen through his opposition to the revolu-

tionary movement. Even those workmen who do not call themselves

Socialists, don't care to see a working-class leader so energetic in defence of

the rights of property. The workmen's thoughts are now more than ever

directed to the antagonism between the rights of property and the happi-

ness of the people. In the evening I spoke at a meeting held in the Eadical

Club to denounce the Glenbeigh evictions. The meeting was very enthu-

siastic. On Monday night a good audience gathered in the Radical Club to

hear a lecture on " The Path to Socialism," which went down very well and

raised a useful discussion. The meetings held in Leicester were all very

successful, and the audiences seemed very well acquainted with the Socialist

aims.

On Tuesday, Jan. 25, I spoke to a small but appreciative audience in Not-

tingham, and on the following evening had a wery friendly conference with

the members of the various Socialist bodies. In Nottingham the feeling in

favour of Socialism is very widespread.

On Thursday night I got to Sheffield, and lectured for the Sheffield

Socialists on "The Meaning of Revolution." I illustrated the working of

Socialist and commercial economy by reference to the actual conditions of

labour in the Sheffield cutlery trade. Some of the points provoked a good

deal of discussion, the most interesting feature in which was a speech by a

workman, who upset an excitable critic by declaring that though he had

never heard a Socialist speaker before he quite understood how Socialism

would work on the principles explained. The speech could only be appre-

ciated if rendered in the brogue in which it was spoken.

In a separate article I shall report half-an-hour's look through a Leicester

stocking mill. Collections made for the Prisoners' Aid Fund during the

week will be acknowledged by the treasurer of the Norwich Branch.

Everywhere Socialism seems to be making headway, and Branches might

be formed in nearly every town in England if only some energetic organistrt

could be sent round to give things a start. J. L. Mahon.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
This^ department is under the direction of the Strike Committee. Labour Neicfi

and Contributions to the Fund shoidd be sent to T. Bixmng, at the Offices.

The Strike Committee.
The Strike Committee continues to receive from all parts of the country as well

as in the States and on the Continent, most gratifying evidence of the interest

taken in their work. They regret that their limited means as well as the small
size of the Commomoeal at present, seriously cripples their efforts, and can only
urge upon their correspondents and the workers generally the necessity of strenu-
ous and sustained exertion in order to overcome these difficulties. Several inter-

esting communications are held over for want of space, including another report
from Stafford. The attention of comrades and friends is called to the great op-
portunity now presented for our propaganda. Particnliirly is it desirable that a
missionary should be sent to the Northumberland miners. A little pecuniary
help would enable this to be done. ' * The harvest truly is great, but the labour-
ers are few."

Glass Bottle Makers— Special.

We are asked to intimate that Mr. Lyon has succeeded in getting about 30 men
from the Continent, aiid that they will probably arrive- :iia London. Our friends
are asked to keep a sharp look-out and communicate any news at once to the
>Secretary of the Strike Committee, at the League Offices. J. Lane.

The bulk of the men at Messrs. Bolckow, Vaughan, and Go's Steel "Works
ill Cleveland have decided to stand out for an advance of ten per cent, in

their wages.

At Ashton-under-Lyne the weavers' strike still runs on, and is likely to do
so for some months to come, judging by the attitude of both sides at present.
The dispute is costing the Operatives' Union £1000 per Aveek in strike pay.

The chainmakers in the Midlands, who have been on strike for 25 weeks
against low wages and the " truck system," seem at last likely to l)e suc-

cessful, many of the employers having agreed to comply with their requests.

The Lanarkshire miners commenced their four days' idleness on the 25th
Jan. At an early hour pickets were out at each colliery, and with a few
solitary exceptions, the entire industry from Law to Glasgow was suspended.

In consequence of a section of the w^orkmen employed in the Nottingham
lace trade declining to appoint delegates to act upon the Board of Concilia-
tion, that body has ceased to exist.

RiSHTON.—Strike at Daisy Hill Mill.—The whole of the w^eavers em-
ployed at Messrs. Smithson's, Daisy Hill Mill, rec^tly came out on strike,
owing to the extensive system of " bating." The ass#iation took the matter
ill hand and an arrangement was come to in favourw the weavers.

Farnworth. — The Employment of HALF-TiMEits and Attendance at
School.—The subject we broached last week about certain cotton manufac-
turers enforcing their half-timers to attend a given school is exciting consi-
derable interest in the town and district, and there is a possibility of a public
meeting being held to protest against employers using this form of coercion.

A meeting of the North and South Shields branches of the North of Eng-
land Seamen's and Firemen's Society was held on Monday at North Shields,
when it was de'^^.ed to strike. The men denand a isse from ^'8s. to 30s. on
weekly boat i, and from £Z 10s. to £\ on the monthly boats. A strike has
been commenced at Sunderland for the same wages.

In the north of England the Ironworkers' Association is being consider-
ably strengthened. Large numbers of the men had drifted off but are now
rapidly joining. The National Conference will be held in Birmingham early
next month. The men in the Cleveland and north of England district have
almost unanimously resolved to join the Association, which appears likely to
be placed on a wider and stronger basis than it has ever been before, espe-
cially should the Staffordshire workmen come in, as they appear desirous
to do.

Clough Hall Ironw^orks, Kidsgrove, have been re-opened. It will be re-

membered that these works were closed some months back, owing to bad
trade, throwing thousands of men out of work, and nearly ruining the town.
The news of re-opening has been most joyfully received by the inhabitants
of the district. The closing of these works has been referred to many times
by Socialists as showing the power of the capitalist to starve a town. The
reason for the closing was that the works did not "pay," i.e., produce suffi-

cient profit to gratify the greed of the owner. A new owner having been
found, the people may work again so long as he remains satisfied.

Stafford.—The Shoe Trade.—A serious dispute res])ecting the rate of
wages paid in this town, w^hich has been pending for some short time, has
at length terminated in a strike. The cause of the dispute is the desire of
a number of the employers to effect a general reduction of from 20 per cent,
to 30 per cent, on the rate of wages, which since 1879 (when the wage
statement was thoroughly revised by representatives of both employers and
men) has been paid. The firm, of which the "worshipful mayor" of the
town is the head, was the first to give notice of their intention to reduce the
wages of their lasters 4s. 3d. per dozen, or considerably over 50 per cent, on
the wages hitherto paid. The men who during the winter months, when
the shoe industry is proverbially slack, have been earning but very small
wages, naturally objected to this unreasonable reduction, especially when,
as some of the masters who have declined to join the movement, say " there
is a certain prospect of an improved spring and summer trade," and they,
therefore, think it is the wrong time to disturb it now. The result was
that the men struck work and were speedily follow^ed by the operatives of
other establishments. Since the year 1879, when the present wage list was
mutually agreed upon by employers and workmen, numerous evasions of
the list have been made by the masters, several of whom now declare that
it is their intention to stamp out Trades' Unionism in the town. The mayor,
whom I referred to above, has since his elevation to the mayoralty last

November, been particularly noticeable for a lavish and ostentatious display
of wealth, by providing luncheons, dinners, etc., to guzzling public officials,

ancj in distributing relief to various " deserving applicants," while during
the same time many of his own employes have been endeavouring to starve
respectably on wages in many cases under 12s. per week. This " gentleman "

who was tiie first to forego the proposed reduction, and apparently submit
to the men; has placed a number of youths and men on standing wages of
24s. per week (who are now doing work which if paid for according to the
statemei^t, would amount to over 40s. per week) leaving the majority of
tUose ^o struck work " out in the cold to think about it." No one has any
i;eason to be surprised that the strike has occurred when one takes into con-
sid^a'tion tiie fact that the average wage paid in London, Leicester, and
o<i&Ei8hoe^«i%king centres is some 20 per cent, higher than it is in Stafford.

There scenes to be every prospect, however, of the masters, at any rate for

the present, withdrawing their demands and the men scoring a victory, but
if the tactics of Mr. W. H. Peach (the mayor), who is a great enemy to

trade unionism, should be adopted by the employers generally, I am afraid

it will be only a nominal victory. As one of the strikers remarked through
the m-edium of a local paper, " There is no wonder that men hanker after

Socialism when they see men constantly growing richer while they are

growing poorer." The men throughout have been supported by their two
organisations, the National Union of Operative Boot Rivetters and the

Amalgamated Society of Cordwainers.—C.

Female Labour in Spinning Rooms.—Much has been said and written

of late respecting the propriety or otherwise of females being allowed to

work in spinning-rooms in the capacity of piecers or minders, and were we
only to judge of the question from a moral point of view, we should say by
all means keep females out of the spinning-rooms, as our experience rf

cotton-mill life leads us to the conclusion that much injury is done by
females working in the manner in which minders and piercers are compelled
to do. There is also danger surrounding the circumstances of females in

other departments of cotton-mills besides the spinning-rooms, and the dis-

closures which have come to light through a strike of some seventy to eighty

cardroom workers, mostly composed of women and young girls, at a spinning
company in Oldham, reveal a sad state of things ; but what makes the case

worse is the fact that these persons have had to sacrifice their situations

rather than allow their moral characters to be blasted by working under
those in whom they had lost all confidence. That the women and girls were
forced, as it were, to take the action they did is a proof that they felt justi-

fied in acting in the summary manner which the directors felt aggrieved at

and as the complaints had been pending for a considerable time, aii<l no
notice seemed to have been taken by the directors of what was c ommunicate
to them, we think they are to blame for the consequences of the strike, and
not the w^omen and girls, who acted from motives which should be encour-

aged rather than condemned ; and those directors who will not support the

women and young girls are surely assisting to encourage a state of morality
in the cotton-mills which will prove to be most injurious from many points

of view. Therefore we trust that those who are placed in authority will

use their influence in having the management of cotton-mills so carried out
that there need be no fear on the part of parents or their children of other

than straightforward conduct being displayed towards those who require

protection. We have often heard of the failure of individual strikes in cases

of disputes about wages, prices, and bad work, through unprincipled men
taking the places of those on strike, and who by their action have assisted

the employers to defeat the just cause of the strikers ; but we don't ever

remember a strike undertaken on moral grounds, and that by women and
young girls, in which the strikers have been defeated in such a manner as

have those who struck work at a spinning company at Oldham. The card-

room workers, nearly eighty in number, struck work, and, strange to say,

in less than two days their situations were all filled up, and that by their

own sex, notwithstanding that the strike was entered upon solely on the
grounds of morality. There is much to be learned from this, and we are
afraid the result will act as a barrier to the progress which moralists are so

anxious about. Certain it is that others will be deterred from acting in a
similar way ; thus encouragement will be given to evil-doers. Those females
who lend their assistance in perpetuating a system which brought about tKe
strike are real enemies to their own cause and sex, and surely are not aware
of what injury they are doing. It ought to be the duty of all to make
strikes of this nature successful ; those who act otherwise must have cause
for regret.

—

Cotton Factory Times.

AMERICA.
The men who went from New York City to Chicago, to take the places of

the stock yard strikers, are now stranded as paupers in the latter city.

Baltimore printers have increased the price of composition on morning
papers to 45 cents, and on evening papers to 40 cents.

New York, Jan. 16.—The street-car strike in San Francisco had not been
settled at the date of the latest advices in daily papers. There are curious
reports about the "sympathies" of the police, many of whom are said to
belong to a certain labour organisation of which the strikers are members.

The Ohio Valley Trades and Labour Assembly, composed of Knights of

of Labour assemblies and trades unions of the cities of Wheeling, Bellaire,

Martin's Ferry and neighbouring towns, will hold a grand fair and indus-
trial exhibition, from Feb. 14 to Feb. 19, to procure means for leasing a hall
for the use of organised labour.

The Paper Rulers of New York, although they do not number more than
200 men, are an important factor in the blank book trade. There are 95
per cent of them in the union. They fixed a price-list and an apprentice
system, to both of which half the bosses in the city objected, and locked out
their men. The Bookbinders are also associated with the rulers, and resolved
not to bind any books ruled by " scabs." The men have resumed work on
their own terms.

Westerly, R. L, Jan. 6.—Many of the strikers at the Moss Manufactur-
ing Company's works are being turned out of the tenements owned by the
company. W. C. King, a weaver who did not strike, has also been turned
out of his tenement because, according' to his story, he refused to turn his

boy, who is a Knight of Labour, out of his home. He says he has spent
much money and time beautifying the house, and has always been faithful to

the interests of the company. There is a great deal of suffering among the
evicted tenants. The Whipple family was turned out in the midst of a
blinding snow-storm, and old Mr. Whipple, who is dying with consumption,
was carried out to the wagon in a blanket.

—

Labor Enquirer,

New York, Jan. 27.—All the Union longshoremen employed by the
various steamship lines have struck work, except in the case of one coast line.

The strike now includes the coal and grain shovellers, the longshoremen, the
bag sewers, tug-boatmen, and lightermen, numbering in the aggregate over
thirty thousand men. The District Committee of the Knights of Labour
has requested all dock labourers to suspend work for three days with a view
to the settlement of the coal-handlers and longshoremen's strike. This action

on the part of the Knights delays the departure of vessels belonging to the
companies affected by the strike. A mass meeting is to be held to-night,

and extra police have been called out, the situation being considered more
serious. Jan. 29.—The Lehigh and Wilkesbarre Coal Company and the Penn-
sylvania Company report that a general strike of miners will probably be
ordered on Monday next in response to an appeal from the coal handlers now
on strike. Jan. 30.—The men on strike threaten that all the coal-labourers

belonging to the Knights of Labour will strike this week at every place
where coal, not handled by unionists, is used.
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FEANCE.

Toulon.—There is ^reat excitement among the workers at the arsenal

^ere, 150 of them having been dismissed, this being it is said, but the be-

ginning of a long series of dismissals which will affect a large number of

the employes.

Mehun T€her).—The strike here still continues, the strikers receiving the

support of their fellow-workers elsewhere, who have decided to le^e their

workshops rather than endanger the success of the movement here.

A Marseilles journal announces that Koustan, the " chef de section " at

=the tobacco factory, whose abuses were the cause of the women's strike

there, has come to Paris to lay his case before the Minister of Finance, as

be has no intention of giving up his position in the factory. If this is true,

in spi^e-of the announcement by the Prefect of his dismissal, the strikers

will be on the qui-vive again, and will have learnt how much trust to put

n the good faith of official gentlemen.

Eoa:«Aix (Nord).—The Labour Associations of Roubaix, having in view
the formation of a Co-operative Society, publish in Le Travailleicr 3in3iddYess

to, the.people, pointing out that co-operative societies hitherto have always

come to be supported by the capitalist, as they have been for his benefit,

and that it is necessary to substitute those for the worker's benefit. They
ntend, they say, to f<5rm themselves on the model of the successful Co-
operative Society of the Voontit of Ghent, and call on all the workers of the
department to bestir themselves, and support the project.

BELGIUM.
Marciiienxes.—A large manifestation took place last week at Mar-

chiennes, near Charleroi, composed of working-men's Leagues, which were
represented to the number of 32. This cortege of some six or seven thou-

sand persons marched along to the town with the burgomaster, accompanied
by the police-commissary at its head, whether as an open sympathiser or

with an idea of keeping order by his impressive presence, history sayeth
not. After parading the streets the manifestants made a stand in the Grand
Place, where citizen Jean Holder spoke on the programme of the Labour
Party,, and the labour organisation and universal suffrage. The Government
-apparently feared disturbances on the occasion, the garrisons of Charleroi

•and Namur being held in readiness to respond to an immediate summons.

The strike i« spreading in the Charleroi district, and reaches now as far

as Forchies-la-Marche. In the two last pits of Ameroosur, which have been
in activity till now, work was stopped last week. So far, writes a corre-

spondent to LAvenvi\ it is impossible to foresee what turn things may take,

thougl^it is generally believed tfhat the strike will spread throughout the
Centre. He remarks that the movement developes from day to 'day, Socialist

ideas gaining ground surely.

Anseele, editor \>i the Vooruit^ will be set at liberty on Sunday next, to

celebrate which occasion the Socialists of Ghent are organising a *' Demo-
cratic fete^^' to which they will invite all Belgian Socialists.

By the bye, how does a Socialist journal manage to worry aloog when its

editor, its father and natural g'/^ardian, is not actually on the spot to protect
it from invasion and the " whips and scorns of ticie " ? If it were an
ordinary commercial affair one would feel it irresistible to quote the sceptical

Mark Twain on the subject, where he says of a provincial paper ^'That
brand of paper gets on just as well with a sick editor as a well one, and
better with a dead editor than either." But editong a Socialist paper i«

a very serious and tremendous aCair, and never trifled with after so frivolous

a fashion, eo that the locking up of an editor is not te be lightl}^ spoken of.

Ghent.—Some of the Socialists of this town have been much troubled in

their minds by reason of the production of an anti-Socialist play, written by
an official gentleman of Brussels, who does not apparently approach the
" question of the day " in a friendly spirit, but rather amuses himself by
dragging the " Holy Ked " of the Eevolution hither aaxi thither in the mud,
thereby lacerating sorely the hearts of our Socialist friends. It is dimly
rumoured that the police had to interfere, and that ihe civic guard are on
foot, but details thereanent are wanting, and whether to-day '^ peace reigns
in Warsaw " or no we have not heard.

CORRESPONDENCE.

When we went to Egypt we were going to establish -civil, moral, and Chris-

tian influences on the banks of the Nile. What we have done has been to

establish an enormous number of grog-shops and brothels.

—

Mr. Caine, M.P.

Three crofters from the Island of Tiree have been liberated from Edin-
burgh Prison by order of the Home Secretary a month before the expiration
of their sentence, which was four snonths' imprisonment. There are about
twenty others still in prison.

Boycotting has been carried to ^ grotesque extreme in Galveston, where
a woman who worked as a union printer married a non-union printer and
was put under the ban. As the husband would not join the union the wife
left him at the command of her associates, and will sue for divorce.

A^BUl was introduced in Congress in 1877 to nationalise the militia for
the purpose of being used against working men in the case of strikes. It

has been held over from session to session. It is now said that extraordinary
.efforts-will be made this session to call up the Bill and have it passed.

' 'Mr. Atkinson, professional statistician, compares the working man of to-

day wlib is employed the whole year with one of twenty-five years ago, also

employed the whole year, and concludes that he of to-day is much to be
envied. When we consider that from one to two million workers are now
out of work, such statistics make us smile.

—

Tax Reformer (N.Y.).

.
Tl^e "Man in the Corner Seat," in the Glasgoiv WecMt/ Mail says :

" The
Glasgow Tramway Co., who have paid 9 per cent dividend, are being severely
critici'sed by their employes and others for the want of feeling and sympathy
•exhibited towards their workmen. Low wages, fines, long hours, and no
mea4* hours seem to be the staple grievances. Dividends so earned are as
immoral as "

;",' J^ord, Con)pton thinks that if the distress among the unemployed in Lon-
,dop,i§"lallowed to go on much longer "without the Government doing some-
thing to alleviate it," the slightest spark may cause discontent and dispair to

J)reak -out into open rebellion. By which Lord Compton means that he is

.willing ,to giYQ his share of what is required if everybody else is compelled
todo»tbe same. But we do not think the appeal to "funk" is the strongest
appeal' to Englishmen. Besides, we may, some of us, think that the starving
will hold out a good deal longer before having recourse to violence, when it

will be time enough for the "Government to do something." No ; let Lord
Compton put his hand into his own pocket—not other people's. —Jz^.?. [Does
this need any comment ?]

"ABSENTEEISM."
We have Ijitherto considered that absenteeism increased the evils of land-

lordism to a very material extent, and if W. B. E. will keep his thinking
cap on a little longer he will come to see that there are good grounds for the

popular opinion. Let me try to help him. Suppose that the Irish tenants

pay their landlords in kind, and that the landlords live amongst them, em-
ploying Irishmen and Irishwomen for all the services they need, it is evident
that the Irish tenants are simply employing and supporting their own
brothers and sisters through the landlords, who are a kind of middlemen.
It is true the hard-working tenant might still consider it a misappropria-
tion of the fruits of his toil to keep a coachman, gi^oom, butler, and viilet

attending on a man ; and a maid, governess, and nurse attending on a
woman and her children, while the said man and woman would be best

employed in doing for themselves what those menials do for them. Never-
tl^less, that system of living amongst the people who provide the rents

reduces the evils of landlordism to their lowest degree.

Now, suppose instead of living amongst his tenantry the landlord lives in

London or Paris, and his rent in the shape of a certain portion of the pro-

duce of the farms is sent to him there, and that he and his wife employ
English or French people to attend to their wants, is it not patent that

there is a perpetual drain on the Irish land for the support of foreigners,

and that the landlord's rent is a dead loss to the Irish people 1 Landlordism
is an evil whichever way you look at it, but absenteeism assuredly aggra-

vates it.—Yours faithfully, G. D. L.

"T. LEMON AND THE S.D.F."

Is the victory of Socialism in London so nearly won, that a good comrade
and soldier for the Cause like Kitz can find time to leave the attack on the

common enemy, in order to stand aside and squabble about the honour and
glory of the victory ? Or is his letter rather an instance of those words of

Morris's, which, by a curious coincidence, are printed in the next column
exactly opposite to the most uncalled-for part of comrade Kitz's attack on

the S.b.F. ?:- "Backsliding, and doubt, and contest between friends and
fellows lacking time in the hubbub to understand each other, shall grieve

many hearts and hinder the Host of the Fellowship."

We Socialists in small towns or villages, who, from our isolated position

feel especially the need of unity and good-feeling, cannot' but deplore and
feel ashamed of this bad-blooded rivalry, which makes the Cause look ridi-

-culous, and gives occasion to the common enemy to laugh in his sleeve at us.

For it m\!;st be comic, to one who does not care for the advancement of

Socialism, to witness the complacent swagger of Justice, and the occasional

mutter of the Comraonweal, as of some sulky boy who has been teased by
his fellows, and is too thin-skinned to take it in good part. Would it not

be better to try to see the good (of which there is so much) in both associa-

tions, and to recognise how unlikely it is that any one should embrace all

I

the tactics which the Democracy must employ for the development of the

I new Society ]

And now a word to comrade Kitz. I never knew bad feeling removed,

nor the bitterness of rivalry sweetened, by the use of sarcasm. It is easy

to speak of a " sneaking friend "
; and even the Baily Telegraph can give

point to its irony by writing of the " Council " with quotation marks,^ as

though it <iid not exist ; but hard, hard it is, to overcome the sore feeling

which suck sarcasm produces, and liarder still to gain our Cause with that

sore feeliKg in our midst. And our comrade's letter is for that reason espe-

1 cially to be regretted, appearing as it does on the very day when those

anonymous paragraphs in Justice begin to recognise the Socialist League in

a more eanciliatory spirit.

Is it Bot, in short, the duty of Socialists not only to be pulling down the

old Society, but at the same time to be laying the foundation of the new
Society of comradeship and fellow-feeling '^ And are such letters as this of

^comrade Kitz likely to help on the work I

In tl^ firm belief that the direct opposite of that sort of thing is what is

needed, I am, yours \^yj truly, George Sturt.
"

Farnham, January 24, 1887.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Eoad, E.G.

NOTICE.—All business matters relating to the Socialist League to be directed'
to the Secretary, H. A. Barker, 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.G.

Subscribers in arrears are notified that the Commomrtal will not be sent
if subscription be not paid up v/ithin a fortnight from this date.

Bazaar and Concert postponement.—Circumstances v/hich have arisen
since the committee of management announced the date of the Bazaar compel
them to postpone the same/rowj February 5 to Saturday March 5.

A Concert will, however, be held, in accordance with previous announcement,
on Saturday February 5.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.

Birmingham, Hackney, Hull, Leeds, North London, to August 31. Croydon,
to September 30. Manchester, Merton, Norwich, to October 31. Bradford, to
Nover^iber 30. Hammersmith, Lancaster, Leicester, Oxford, to December 31,
1886. Bloomsbury, Clerkenwell, to January 31. Hoxton (Labour Emancipatioiif
League), to March 31, 1837.

STRIKE COMMITTEE.
/

P. W., 2s.; W. M., Is. T. Bixmng, Treasurer

''COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
E. B. B. (weekly), Is.; M. M. (weekly), Is.; H. Ch., (weekly), Is.; Blooms-

bury Branch (weekly), os. ; W. B. (two weeks), Is.

Ph. W., Treasurer, Feb. L

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
International Working Men's Educational Society, 23 Princes Square, Cable

Street, E. (per the Secretary), £1 ; Hyde Park, Jan. 23, 2s. 6d. ; Clerkenwell
Branch, 17s. (Id.; Raymond Unwin, 2s. Gd. ; K. F., 5s.; Bloomsbury Branch,
5s. 1(1. ; Charles, lis. (ki. ; Cleveland Hall, 3s. 4d. ; Hyde Park, 6s. 7d. ; Owen
Lloyd, 3s.; T. C, Is.; C. J. F., £1; C. Walkden, 10s.; P. C. Walkden, 5s.;
^^'altcr Crane, £1.—lotal, £6, los.
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BRANCH REPORTS.
Bloomsbury.—On Friday, Jan. 28th, W. B. Robert-

son gave a lecture.—L. W.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, Jan. 26th, Eleanor

Marx-Aveling lectured to a good audience on "The
Relative Position of English and American Workmen."
After the lecture a resolution expressing disgust and
contempt at the inhuman sentences passed by Judge
Grantham on our Norwich comrades, was carried
unanimously, and 17s. 6d. collected for Mowbray's
wife and family. On Sunday, Jan. 30th, Sidney
Webb (Fabian) spoke on " The Law of Rent." The
members of this Branch have attended two other
meetings of other societies during the week, and two
lectures have been given at other halls, with good
results. Sale of Commonweal and pamphlets are in-
creasing rapidly in Clerkenwell. Members are re-
guested to take up Brancli cards for 1887.
Croydon.—On Sunday afternoon, we held a general

meeting to elect officers, committee, etc. Various
matters were discussed in regard to action in the
event of Parliamentary election, the carrying on of
open-air propaganda, the sale of the Commonweal, etc.
The committee are to meet every Friday at 8 p.m. at
Parkes Road. In the evening, at 7 p.m., G. B. Shaw
gave a splendid lecture on *' Some Illusions of Indi-
vidualism," which was " reported " for Croydon Echo,
in which paper it will occupy about half a column.
Two new members made. Two letters which we sent
to the Conservative Croydon Guardian, in answ er to
'' Correspondence re Self-help Emigration and Social-
ism," have been inserted.—A. T., ast.-sec.

Hackney.—On Sunday, Jan. 30, H. Charles lec-

tured here on *' Society in the Past," pointing out the
inevitable corruption and breakdown of all Societies
based upon slavery of any kind. Is. 2^d. was col-

lected for Henderson and Mowbray Defence Fund.
Next Sunday at 11.30, we commence our open-air
meeting at the Salmon and Ball. One new member.
H. Matthews, sec.

HoxTON.—We started our outdoor propaganda on
Sunday with very successful meetings both morning
and evening. Wade, Barker, and Pope taking part in
them. Sale of Commomueal fair. In the evening,
E. Pope, lectured to a good audience on the " Curse of
Machinery."—E. Pope, sec.

Marylebonb and North London. — These two
Branches decided to amalgamate for the winter pro-
paganda. They have a good chance to engage in very
active work at Cleveland Hall. The members met
last Sunday, and appointed H. Charles, 34, Caver-
sham Road, Kentish Town, N.W., as secretary of the
two Branches.—C.

Mbrton. — A fortnight since, we commenced an
agitation amongst the unemployed. The first meet-
ing was held on Mitcham Fair Green, from there we
marched down to the club-room, of the Mitcham
Branch, where another enthusiastic meeting was held,
a resolution was carried with acclamation declaring
that until the Social Revolution swept away the
monopolies of the means of life, now in the hands of
capitalists and land thieves, there could be no peace
jior hope for the workers. A temperance lecturer,
who had hitherto been an antagonist, mounted the
platform and declared his conversion to our principles.
On the Thursday following we broke new ground in
Wimbledon Broadway, hitherto the undisputed pos-
session of the lugubrious apostles of cold water and
damnation. We had been assured that it would be
utterly impossible for us to hold our own upon this
spot, but as a matter of fact some 300 people listened
attentively, and passed the revolutionary resolution
;with more verve than the one that simply dealt with
the administration of the Poor Law. The red flag
and the speeches seemed to greatly exasperate a
small knot of dealers in the strange items of Christian
belief, but their leader, by name Mercer, was content
to literally hide behind a woman, for he put forward
a Mrs. Kingsley (a female guardian of the poor) to
interrupt the speaking, and when forced to desist and
address the crowd, she said, amidst much opposition,
that the inmates of workhouses and jails were there
chiefly through their own fault, and cited that shining
Christian light, Rev. Horsley, in proof. These gentle
feminine utterances were too much for the crowd, and
she had to *' shut up " herself. The local unemployed,
whilst heartily endorsing our action, are forced to
accept the doles of these Christian almoners because
of the necessities of their families, and they assure us
that the relief would be stopped did they actively
support us. The local press belied the meeting by
describing us as roughs, and stating falsely that we
begged of passers by. The man Mercer, referred to
above, has held a mother's meeting at a local coffee
palace, where the tenets of Christianity are allied

with the sale of pea-soup and mysteriously concocted
beef steak puddings, and alleged that I incited the
6rowd to break windows, and the still more astonish-
ing statement that the unemployed have only to be-
lieve in " his " God and all the necessaries of life will

be added. Meanwhile, the "respectable" church-
going landlords of the neighbourhood are extracting

their rents from the half-starved working-men by
brokerage and threats of eviction. The smug cheat-

ing traders who compose the Board of "Guardians,"
have in the case of the Croydon Union, compelled
starving men to trudge across snow-bound Mitcham
Common, four miles to Croydon stoneyard, there to

work without food until dusk, and receive in return
merely bread and a ticket for meat, to obtain which
another journey to the contractor is necessary, in . all

at distance of ten miles per day and laborious penal
work upon empty stomachs. It will be a cold day for
those w^o prey upon our vitals if ever we serve them
aa^ tilfy seixe us. At Morris's lecture on 23rd, at

Merton, we had a full audience, and a resolution of

sympathy with our Norwich comrades was passed
with cheers for the Social Revolution. The men com-
posing both Merton and Mitcham Branches are, after

a long experience of want of work and its attendant
sufferings, now entering upon better times that will

enable them to give harder work in the movement,
and we can assure the humbugs and parasites of this

neighbourhood that their dominion of cant will be
strenuously attacked, and will be in danger of being
destroyed.—F. Kitz.
Mitcham.—On Sunday morning, Kitz addressed

meeting on the Fair Green, afterwards good discussion

was carried on in club room. In the evening, Harri-
son lectured on "Land Robbery in Ireland." A re-

solution of condolence with Mowbray and Henderson
was carried with three hearty cheers. Two new
members.—S. G., sec.

Dublin.—Our good comrade John A. Ryan died on
Thursday, Jan. 27, and was buried on Sunday last at

Glasnevin. He was treasurer of the Branch at its

inception, and had been a member of the Interna-

tional during its short-lived existence in Dublin. He
had been in poor health for the past four or five

months. Nearly all the members of the Branch at-

tended the funeral.—O'G.
Edinburgh.—On Monday, Jan. 24, in Free Tron

Hall, Dr. Reddie gave a lecture on "The Anatomy
and Physiology of Society." He maintained that
Communism was the ultimate ideal of Society, and
that the various Socialisms were stepping stones to-

wards that end. There was some criticism on minor
points raised in the lecture, but in the main the
audience was with him. In the course of the even-
ing, Prof. Flint, who has been lecturing on Socialism,

was subjected to some severe handling. In connec-
tion with Flint's lecture we mean to distribute a deal
of our literature, and generally to push the Cause.
Glasgow.—On Sunday afternoon, Glasier addressed

a large meeting on Jail's Square. In the evening, in

Hall, Carlton Place, James Mavor lectured in place
of J. Shaw Maxwell, who was prevented by illness,

on '
' Experiments in Providing Im.proved Dwellings

for Artizans." The lecturer cited examples to show
what might be done even under the existing economic
system if the authorities were in earnest in the
matter, or if the workers paid any attention to their

own interests. Referring to the experiment in arti-

san's dwellings about to be made by the (rlasgow
City Improvement Trust, he pointed out that the
propertied class who composed the committee were
more interested in making the experiment a failure

than a success. An interesting discussion followed.

This Branch will subscribe 2s. weekly for Mowbray's
family.

APPEAL TO LUKEWARM MEMBJ::RS.

How hard the Secretary's work,
Tho' he the pick of men is,

When members all their duties shirk,

And never pay their pennies 1

Some hoard their wits, some hoard their gains
;

I don't know which the worse is ;
—

Why, those who cannot give their brains.
Might surely give their purses !

(If the Printer does not jtrint these verses, the Secretary will
resign !)—J. 13. G.

Hamilton.—A very successful meeting was held on
Thursday, Jan. 20. A good many miners who are on
strike, were present, and greatly appreciated the ex-

position of Socialism ably given by comrades Glasier

and McLean, of Glasgow. There was slight opposi-

tion, which was eftectively replied to.—W. M.
Lancaster.—Good meeting on Friday night. We

passed resolution of sympathy with our Norwich
comrades, condemning the brutality and partiality of

the " man " Grantham. Copies are forwarded to the
Premier, Home Secretary, Mr. Gladstone, Mr. Par-
nell, and Mr. Williamson (local M.P.)—L. H., sec.

Norwich.—We held five outdoor meetings in various

parts of the City on Sunday, which were well at-

tended. We sold all our Commomveals, and a good
deal of other literature. Lane was the principal

speaker at St. Mary's Plain at 11, in the Market at 3,

and on the Agricultural Hall Plain at 7. He also

lectured in the Branch offices at 8, a hard day's work.
We are not daunted because our comrades Mowbray
and Henderson are in Norwich Castle, but intend to

work on all the more. We are getting one or two
more of our members as speakers, and are in hopes
we shall soon be able to do good work in the Cause
w^e all have at heart.—T. M., sec.

CUrhenwell,—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.C. Sunday Feb. 6 and Wednesday 9,

at 8.30. Dr. W. H. von Swartwout, *'The only
Practical Solution of the Labour and Capital Ques-
tion."—^Sunday 6th, 7 p.m., Members' Meeting; a

full attendance desired.

Croydon.—Royal County House, West Croydon Station

Yard. Sunday February 6. A lecture.—Committee
Meeting every Friday at 8 p.m. sharp, at Parker Rd.

Hackney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.—On
Sunday Feb. 6. C. Wade, "England in the Fif-

teenth Century and Now." i

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday Feb. 6, at 8. Graham Wallas, a Lecture.

Hoxton (L. E. L.).—Exchange Coffee House, Pitfield

Street, opposite Hoxton Church, N. Sunday Feb. 6,

7 p.m. Committee Meeting, members requested to

attend. 8 p.m., Discussion, " Will Dietetic Reform
Benefit the Workers?"

Merton.—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

—

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

February 6, at 7.30. Henry A. Barker, '* Socialist

Morality."

Country Branches.
Bingley.—Coffee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.
Birmingham.—Carr's Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford.—Scott's Temperance Hotel, East Parade,
Leeds Road Wednesdays, at 8.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Reading Room and Li-

brary open every Wednesday evening, 8 till 10.

—

Free Tron Hall, Monday February 7, at 8 o'clock.

R. W. Armour, *'The use of Banks " Monday 14.

Jas. Mavor, Sec. Socialist League, Glasgow : subject

to be announced next week. Admission, 3d.—The
Treasurer will rec«Lve Subscriptions for Mowbray's
defence fund.

Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily.—On Sunday,
open-air meetings on Jail's Square at 1 and 5 o'clock.

In the evening, at 6.30, in Hall, No. 2 Carlton Place,

Clyde Side, David M'Lardy will lecture on " The
Claims of Labour."

Hamilton.—Branch meets every Thursday at 7.30 in

Baton's Hall, Chapel Street.—George M'Lean, Cam-
buslang, will lecture on Thursday first—subject,
*' Socialism, what it teaches."

Hull.—11 Princess Street, Sykes Street. Club Room
open every evening. Lectures every Thursday and
Sunday at 7 p.m.

Lancaster.—Market Hall Coffee Tavern Lecture Room.
Friday evenings at 8.

Leicester.—Silver Street. Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
Manchester.—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-

chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-
ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every
Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—No. 6 St. Benedict St. Lecture and dis-

cussion every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m. Read-
mg-room open every day from 8.30 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Birmingham (S.D.F.) Branch have passed the fol-

lowing resolution :
—" That this meeting expresses its

sympathy with the Norwich Socialists, and strongly
condemns the bitter partisanship of Judge Grantham.
That this resolution be sent to Commonweal, Justice,

and the Norwich Socialists."

Our Comrade J. L. Mahon is doing much useful

though unostentatious work in the provinces. Since
we last noticed his peregrinations he has visited Bed-
ford, Reading, Nottingham, and Manchester, and held
most successful meetings. Mahon's engagements are :

Feb. 4, 5, and 6, Lancaster ; 8 and 9, Leeds ; 10, Wal-
sall ; 12 and 13, Nottingham ; 14, Sheffield ; 15, Clay
Cross (miners) ; 17 to 25, Leeds, Bradford, Bingley,
etc. ; 27 to end of month, Hull. Mahon will be glad
to hear from any persons willing to arrange meetings
at Burnley, York, or Middlesbro'.

LECTURE DIARY.
Bloomsbury.—CommvLniat Club, 49 Tottenham Street.

Friday Feb. 4, at 8.30. T. Binnmg and A. K. Don-
ald will speak. On the 11th, Hubert Bland will

lecturi on '* Nihilism."—Members are requested to

show a little more interest in the Branch, and attend
the lectures.

Open-air Propaganda—Sunday 6.

11. 30...Hackney—"Salmon and Ball" Davis
1 1 . 30 . . ,Hammersmith—Beadon Rd The Branch
11.30...Hoxton Church, Pitfield Street ...Wade, Pope
11.30.. .Regent's Park The Branch
11.30. ..St. Pancras Arches The Branch
1 1.30. . .Walham Green—Station The Branch
3.30. . . Hvde Park (near Marble Arch) Mainwaring

Provinces.—Sunday.

Nonvich.—St. Mary's Plain, 11 ; Market Place, 3.

Leeds.—Hunslet Moor, 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, 7 p.m.

Cleveland Hall, 54 Cleveland Street (near Port-
land Road Station).—Sundays at 11.30 a.m. Feb. 6.

H. H. Sparling, " Self-Preservation."

The Decorator's Club, 37 Howland St., Totten-
ham Court Road, W.—Thursday Feb. 10, at 8.30.

Thomas E. Wardle, "The Twin Curses, Civilisation

and Religion."

Free Lectures on Socialism, in reply to recent
Criticism, will be held in Farringdon Hall, 13 Farring-

don Road, on Sunday mornings in February.—Sunday
February 6, at 11.15 a.m., Edward Aveling, "The
Errors of our Opponents."

Debate on Socialism.—A Debate will take place

at the Hall of Science, 142 Old Street, City Road,
E.C, on February 2, 9, 16, and 23, at 8 p.m., between
Mrs. Annie Besant and Mr. G. W. Foote, on the
question, " Is Socialism sound ?

"

Communist Working Men's Club, 49 Tottenham
Street.—We are asked to call the attention af our
readers to the fact that this club has been recently

fined £20 for selling spirits, etc., although they re-

ceived a good character from police inspector. Those
who can assist in paying the above fine are asked to

do so, and will please forward their subscriptions to

the above address.

WAR OR PEACE?—A meeting of the mter-
national revolutionists to protest agamat the Coming
War will be held in Cleveland Hall, Cleveland Street,
Portland Road, W., on Tuesday February 8, at 8 p.m.
The chair will be taken by comrade Morris. Speeches
will be made in varioua languages.

Printed and Published by William Morris aiMl Joskph L^lNS
at 13 Farringdon Road, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
Parliament has offered us a sort of stage-battle over the Egyptian

rascality. No one, of course, thought that anything would come of it,

though 97 members voted in favour of immediate withdrawal ; some

of whom perhaps would not have done so if they had thought that

their vote would have had any influence in bringing about a with-

drawal.

Some of the Radicals were, though they knew nothing would come
of it, rather afraid of pledging themselves against our piracy wholly ',

and moved another amendment, substituting the Yankeeism " in the

near future " for " immediate." This raised laughter from the Minis-

terial benches, as it well might ; though probably it would be found
that "immediate" would have the same meaning as "in the near

future " in the mouth of any capitalistic government.

One of the mediaeval Joe Millers tells of an inn which bore the

following inscription :
" Good wine given away for nothing to-morrow.

^^

Of course when the sanguine toper who had seen the promised blessing

on Monday called for its fulfilment on Tuesday, he was told that to-

morrow was still ahead. So it will be in Egypt till the bayonet of

some other robber is applied to the rear of the British Christian.

A modern American traveller in Persia, after giving an account of

the arbitrary and violent acts of the rulers of that strangely long-lived

kingdom, which are of the sort with which students of ancient and
mediaeval history are familiar, and after saying of the peasant, " that

if he produced upon land so rich that it easily produces enough to meet
his humble wants, any more, it would be simply to render him the

victim of extortion," goes on to say, " the people of Persia are as

happy as the average of other people !

"

This fact, which is borne out by the observation of travellers among
peoples under similar conditions, is not so difficult of explanation as

the bourgeois observer sometimes thinks it. The Persian labourer
works lazily to supply his humble wants, and then stops, knowing that

anything more he produces will be taken away from him. But we
have got our labourers into better order than that. We make the

English labourer work industriously after he has supplied his humble
(^v-ery humble) wants, and thereby make him supply our own not so

huAble wants. The Persian labourer knows that everything that can
be taken away from him will be taken away, and therefore doesn't vex
the kind oarth and his own body too much. The English labourer is

in exactly the same position of being robbed of what he earns ; but
then he does not know it, and so he sweats away and tries to keep out
of the workhouse. Fraud is out and out a better weapon than force,

it does the cleaning-out job so much cleaner, let alone its being so

much safer—till it is found out.

Among the advantages offered by emigration agents, a free passage

to Davy Jones' Locker should figure prominently. Yet it will not be
long before the horrible murder of the Kapunda will be forgotten by
all classes just as dozens of other like cases have been. Nevertheless,

while it is remembered (if it is still remembered by those not directly

interested in it) let us ask what it was that drowned all those poor
souls without remedy, and the answer must be Commercial Profit

!

No one who thinks about the event can doubt that it was possible

by spending more money to have contrived that the sliip should not
sink in a few minutes without any chance of getting her boats out

;

and if people will think a little more the^i will have to come to the
conclusion that in these matters as in others the one thing sought after

is " profit." Ships must be made safe enough not to frighten freight

and passengers off them, and also not to make them uninsurable, or to

risk too much loss if they are not insured. Outside these necessities
" applied science " will not be applied to the making of people's lives

as safe as it knows how, but to making of the owner's profits as safe

as it knows how ; and if you please, as those profits are made on the

average of ships and voyages, the loss of a cargo of human beings now
and then can be borne by the enterprising owners without their purses

or capitalistic lives suffering much. But what fools we are to bear it

!

well. Mr. Foote threw no new light on the objections to Socialism,

and, as often happens with a clever anti-Socialist debater, he made too

much use of the argumentum ad hominem, a very feeble weapon if

applied to anything more important than a Parliamentary debate.

It was curious to see Mr. Foote in his quality of Land-nationaliser

so very bitter against Socialism ; in him the lower middle-class preju-

dices and shibboleths seemed to unite readily with the acceptance of

Mr. George's nostrum. Mrs. Besant's exposition of the fallacy of de-

taching the land from the other means of the fructification of labour

was very clear and satisfactory. She also made her position as to the

relation between Socialism and Communism clearer than it is in her

pamphlet, and I should say had advanced from that position. Mr.
Foote, of course, twitted her with this, but not very fairly. Socialists

will follow with much interest the progress of this debate.

William Morris.

*'Even Englishmen, in a factory or elsewhere, would be demoralised

if their earnings and their status, their lives, in short, depended on
the caprice of some employer who could be at one time coaxed and at

another time coerced into concessions, and who by occasional cruelty

provoked their wrath. What legislators, therefore, must aim at is the

elimination of the personal element from the control of the soil. The
right of raising rent indefinitely was too great a power to lodge in the

hands of a man who might be driven to extortion by the pressure of

his own debts ; and when the addition was made because the tenant

had been industrious the result was robbery, however legalised."

—

Daily TelegrajA Feb. 4, 1887.

The who've extract does not look out of place as a note in a Socialist

paper. Yet it is cut from one of the most rabid bourgeois journals,

and is, therefore, significant as a sign of progress. « S.

In the first of the debates on the subject " Is Socialism Sound ?"

batireen Mrs. Besant and Mr. Foote, Mrs. Besant sustained her part

PROFESSOR FLINT ON SOCIALISM.
Socialists are entitled to congratulate themselves on the attention their

creed is attracting among all classes of the community. The Cause has

certainly passed through that period in the history of many another

cause, when "few men heed it." Free discussion is before all things

desired by the lovers of truth, and this is what Socialists seem to be

in a fair way of getting. Confident of the final triumph of truth, we
always welcome criticism, whether it be fair and intelligent, or the

reverse. If our opponents are bitter and prejudiced against us, un-

willing to present our views in any light but an unfavourable one, we
gain by the reaction which most certainly sets in when a faithful and
clear exposition of our principles is laid before the people. If on the

other hand they are honest, impartial, and well-informed, but slow in

perceiving the truth of our doctrines solely in consequence of their

peculiar training, . we reap the fruits of the good seed they are un-

wittingly sowing.

In this way good work is at present being done for us in Edinburgh.

Dr. Flint, Professor of Divinity in the University, is delivering a series

of five fortnightly lectures on Socialism to crowded congregations in

the Tron Kirk, and a good space in the daily papers has been devoted

to reports of the two already over. Taking, in the first one, a general

view of Socialism in theory and history, he regarded it, as opposed to

individualism, an exaggeration of the claims and rights of society. In
his opinion its principal feature is the excessive intervention of the

state, the private and personal being absorbed by the public and collec-

tive. The statement of a superficial view like this is likely to lead

people to imagine that life under Socialism will closely resemble life in

a huge, well-regulated prison. But any one who has studied Socialistic

literature closely and sympathetically, must admit that such a state of

things cannot possibly result if society is reconstructed in accordance

with our principles, and that Socialists would be the first to rebel against

such irksome and debasing conditions of life. We would build up the

new society on the old principles which the Professor, I presume, him-

self believes in, that it is our duty to bear one another's burdens and to

love our neighbour as ourselves. We are fully persuaded too, that not

only is it possible to do this without encroaching on individuality or

liberty, but that the masses will be enabled to enjoy such freedom and
happiness, as they cannot have any conception of in the present age,

crushed as they are by the despotic and merciless power of landlordism

and capital. As we have often pointed out, the workers in these day$
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are debarred by their economic circumstances from the possession of any
individuality, and are merely human machines for producing wealth for

their masters. All their interests are subordinated to this end. But
even admitting that some of us would sacrifice unduly the interest of

the individual to the good of society, it must not be forgotten that their

influence is salutarily counteracted by the teaching of the Anarchist-
Socialists, at least of the school represented by Freedom. That this is

one of the functions of philosophical anarchism is, however, not per-

ceived by Professor Flint,- who can see it to be nothing but ^' individu-

alism in a highly hydrophobic condition."

Hemaintained also, that under Socialism private property will be largely
or entirely done away with, and each will have his work assigned to him,
and its value determined for him. A statement of this kind is rather

misleading to such as know little or nothing about Socialism, and is

likely to cause the people to look askance at it. The fact is, we advocate
the abolition of private property in land and capital in the certainty

that this would lead to complete freedom of labour, and therefore to the

extinction of property in the ordinary sense of the word, which implies

the right of a private person to the use and abuse of all the wealth
which the law allows him to call his own. It will be seen, therefore,

we use the word " property " not quite in the ordinary accepted sense.

All articles for consumption, wear and use will remain under the com-
plete control of the individual who receives them in payment for ser-

vices rendered to other members of the eommunity. Even the instru-

ments of production and distribution, viz., factories, mills, workshops,
railways, ships, docks, etc., etc., might remain private property in the sense

that the owners of it, who will each possess sufficient to produce the

wealth he consumes, might have the complete and entire enjoyment of it,

minus the power of using it to extort interest or profits. As no rent

will be charged for the land, it will form no constituent in the price of

agricultural products as at present. The soil might be cultivated by
skilled agriculturalists for the consumers, who would, of course, provide
the necessary means of labour, the share contributed by each bearing
the same ratio to the total wealth as the portion of the products he con-

sumes to the whole out-turn. Mines and quarries might be similarly

managed. Avoiding details, however, we may simply state that the
so-called rights of property will be encroached upon only so far as to

prevent rent, interest or profits being taken. It is difficult to under-
stand why Professor Flint holds that each would have his work assigned

to him without being consulted in the matter, when it is well known
that one of our reasons for revolting against the present system is that

the tastes, inclinations, and capacities of the individual receive so little

attention. And again, I am sure it would be considered no hardship
at all, if the value of the individual's work was determined for him in

a just manner, and if each was remunerated on exactly the same prin-

ciples. The Professor must know very well that just now the worker
has very little say in the matter ; he has surely heard of the *' iron law
of wages." The remuneration of labour must, of course, remain a

matter of periodical social calculation, so long as the forces of Nature
which co-operate wdth man in the production of wealth are inconstant,

and so long as the invention, knowledge, and skill of man increase ; so

that it would be absurd to allow the individual to make an arbitrary

estimate of the value of his own services.

In his second lecture Professor Flint denied, at great and quite un-

necessary length, the truth of the proposition that " labour is the source

of wealth." He treated it as a socialistic tenet, forgetful or ignorant of

the fact that Karl Marx in his *' ingenious and laborious book " of

"verbal and logical juggleries," as the professor called it, says "labour
is thus not the only source of the material wealth resulting from the

use-values it produces. Labour is its father, as William Petty says, and
the earth is its mother." He also asserted, what I submit is false, that

we teach the doctrine that mental workers, scientific men, and orga-

nisers of labour, do not help in the production of wealth, that only the

hand'labourers are the wealth-producers. We maintain, on the contrary,

that often many of them do very, very important work for the commu-
nity, for which they ought to be paid. What we feel is that the pay-

ment is too frequently out of all proportion to their deserts, and that

anything in the shape of rent, interest, or profits drawn by the orga-

nizer of labour above his equitable remuneration, cannot be justified

by any law of morality. The lecturer also took certain Socialists to task

for teaching that the great end of life is material and physical enjoy-

ment, a doctrine, he said, implying that man is all appetite—all stomach
and belly. Those conversant with our literature will readily admit that

it would be difficult to point out even one Socialist who takes such a low
view of " man's chief end." Indeed, many non-socialists are impressed

with the great moral beauty of the Socialistic ideal, and contend that,

" human nature " being so depraved and base, our endeavours to realise

it are hopeless. We are nevertheless often misunderstood on this point

because we direct our attention specially to the alteration of the present

economic conditions of society, convinced that as long as they prevail it

is impossible to humanise the great multitude of the people. Dr. Flint

then considered another view, which he held was advanced by us ; that

society should not only be organised for the production of wealth, but

in the interest of the producers of wealth. He wasted a great deal of

time pointing out the antagonism between buyer and seller, consumer
and producer, in the present system. Apparently forgetting that such

antagonism would not exist in a community conducted on co-operative

principles, and unaware, perhaps, that we use the term " producer " in

contradistinction to " idler," he rebuked us for advocating a " doctrine

directly and inevitably anti-social and as unwise as unjust." Failing to

see also that wages are merely a part returned to the worker of the
total produce of his labour which is all rightfully due to him, and that

ohly a creature devoid of any semblance of manly spirit would submit

tamely to the robbery of any part of his own, he deprecated our de-
scribing wages as the badge of degradation and slavery. After ridi-

culing the various proposals of St. Simon, Louis Blanc, and Karl Marx
as to the method of determining the remuneration of labour, he advo-
cated, as the moral rights labour is entitled to, payment of due honour
and esteem to it ; suitable education for the working classes with
opportunities of rising into the arts and professions ; the right of com-
bination to get as much as possible, limited only by the rights of private

property ; freedom of combination to establish collective partnerships,

in every way hut the socialistic. After dilating on his newly-discovered,

hitherto-untried and infallible means of obtaining the workers' glorious
" New Utopia," he hastened to defend the poor, suflfering capitalist

(whose justice or generosity, by the way, he did not think it would be^

safe to trust) from the charges trumped up by us against him, winding;
up by recommending the teaching of political economy to working-men
as the antidote to our baneful influence. In the course of his lecture

he sneered at our denouncing usury as immoral in these days of en-

lightenment, and laughed us to scorn for resuscitating what he calls a
mediaeval economic error. To expose his inconsistency in this matter
as a follower of Christ and his immorality as a social being, must,
however, be deferred owing to want of space. J. H. Smith.

THE BIG BEER "BOOM."
I TAKE the following from ' Barker's Trade and Finance,' a fortnightl;y

circular. It is a splendid illustration of the way in which the vast

sums fleeced from the workers are utilised for their further enslave-

ment. The article I refer to is headed " Guinness, Son, and Co." :

" From first to last more than ordinary interest has been taken by investors

and the public generally in the floating of the enormous concern of Arthur
Guinness, Son, and Co. as a limited liability company. The investment was-

regarded as a good one, and there was a great rush of applicants for shares,

with the result that the amount required was offered many times over. Thi&
was sufficient to cause a few days' talk, but nothing more ; and had no other
special circumstances been connected with the launching of the concern,

little would have been heard of it again. In one way or other, however,
Messrs. Baring Bros, have contrived to keep the matter before the public,

with results which they cannot deem satisfactory to themselves. Above
everything, an Englishmen does like impartiality, and the impression has
been given that in this business a preference has been shown in the allot-

ment of shares.*'

It is all very fine for the pious to throw up their eyes and say the

cause of the misery of England is because the poor drink ; but what
are our nohle and great doing to prevent it, the philanthropic Duchess
of Teck included ? The following list from the same circular, on the
same subject, will show how far the wellbeing of the country is con-

sidered by those who have wealth. Why, they simply stick at nothing,

as long as they acquire wealth for themselves without exertion on
their part.

It appears from a list which has been published in Money that fifty

persons, consisting of the promoters and others, have had allotted to

them ordinary shares to the amount of £1,714,450, and Preference

Stock to the amount of £1,044,500, or a total of £2,758,950, out of a

total capital of £4,500,000 (excluding the Debenture Stock). The
following are the fortunate fifty :

—

Ardilaun, Lord ...

Baring Brothers . .

.

Baring, T. C
Baring, Sir Evelyn
Baring, Thomas ...

Brown, Shipley,

and Co
Bryant, F
Bryant, J. H
Bischoffsheim,H. L.

Benson and Co. . .

.

Brand, J
Beaumont, W. B. . .

.

Chaplin, C
Cocks, Biddulph
and Co

Fruhling feGoschen
Guinness, Sir E. C.

Guinness, Claude . .

.

Guinness, Reginald
Guinness, R. S. ...

Guinness, Henry...
Geoghegan, Saml...

Glyn, Mills and Co.

Glyn, P. C
Gibbs, A. and Co.

Gibbs, A
)
Green, J
Hambro, C. J. and
Son

Pre- Ordi-
ference nary
Stock. Stock.

£ £—
. 15,000

317,800.. . 501,050
16,000 .. . 1,000

2,000 .. —
2,000 ..

—

6,000 .. . 3,000

5,000 .. 1,000

5,000 .. 1,000

9,750 .. . 4,550

1,000 .. 600
3,150 ..

—
2,000 .. . 1,000

3,750 .
—

3,000 .
.

3,000. —
21,800 .. . 835,000—

. 3,000—

. 2,000
1,000. . 2,000

1,500 . 1,500—
. 2,500

175,000 .. . 75,000
50,000. —
75,000 . . * 3,500

75,000 .. . 3,500

3,000 . . 1,400

65,000 ... 45,000

Hanbury, G
Herries, Farquhar
and Co

Hodgson, J. S
Lubbock, H. J. ...

Lubbock, B. W. ...

Morgan, J. S. and
Co

Martin and Co. ...

Montefiore, J. S..,.

Marlborough,Duke
of

McAlmont, H
Newgas and Co. ...

Norman, C. L
Praed, F
Pearse, B. K. W....

Purser, E. T
Rothschild and Co,

Ransom, Bouverie,

and Co
Skinner, T
Sun Fire Office

Scott, Sir S. & Co.

Teck, Duchess of...

Tidd, F. A
Wertheimer, A. ...

Pre-
ference
Stock.

£

Ordi-
nary
Stock.

£
2,000

3,750 .. . 1,750-

5,000.. —
3,750 .. —
3,750 .. —

60,000 .. . 40,000
3,750 .. . 1,750

3,000.. . i,ooa

. 2,000
5,000.. —
6,000.. . 2,100^

5,000 .. —
2,000 .. —
—

. 4,000—

. 2,50^
500,000 .. . 150,000^

3,750 ..

8,000.. . 2,000
7,000.. —
7,500 .. . 1,750
1,000 ..

—
3,000.. —
1,000.. i,ooa

£1,044,500 £1,714,450^

Here we find that, including the 80,000 shares reserved for the

vendor as part of the purchase payment, half a million more than half

the ordinary and preference stock went to fifty persons. Amongst the

fifty, Messrs. Baring themselves figure for £839,850, the Rothschilds

have secured £350,000, Glyn, Mills, and Co. £250,000, C. J. Hambro-

and Son £110,000, and J. S. Morgan and Co. £100,000. Thus, five

firms appear for £1,649,850, and they, together with the vendor and

his family, have obtained £2,517,650 out of £4,500,000.

Then the stockbrokers have not done badly. A li«t is given of fifty
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who have secured amongst them £2

stock.

Amongst them are the following :

Ordi-
nary
Stock.

£
... 8,000

... 1,400

... 2,400

.^ 1,750

;
7 2,680 of ordinary and preference

Pre-
ference
Stock.

£
Bruntoii,Bourke & Co. 20,000

Bourke, Hon. H 3,000

Oramshaw and Co. ... 4,000

.
Jacobson and Son 3,750

Laurence, Sons, and
Gardner 6,000

Morrice, J. C. & C. W. 4,900 4,450

Pre- C>rdi-

ference nary
Stock, Stock.

£ £
Morris, W 15,000 ... 7,000

Mullens, Marshall, &
Co 4,500 ... 2,100

Renton Brothers 7,500 ... 1,750

Ricardo & Woodroife 4,000 ... 2,000

Ricardo&Co 7,500 ... 3,500

Steer, Lawford & Go. 56,750 ... 8,700

The follow-"The contrast is great when we come to the general public,

ling is a list of fifty names :

pref-
erence
Stock.

50

120
120

600

100
50

100

Ordi-
nary
Stock.

60
50
50
30
30
50
50
50
60
60
50
30
30
30
30

, 300
30
30
30
60
50
30
60

Pref-
erence
Stock.

Bell, J. F.

Bennett, J.

Bestall, K.
l^yron, H. A.
Curran, W. J.

Cherry, S. A.

Cherry, M.
Cherry, G. P.

Campbell, J.

Curley, J.

Carson, J.

Caldwell, J.

Collins, T.

Dill, J. ...

Evans, R.

Ferguson, R.
Green, J. ...

Galloway, R. L.

Hopkirk, J.

Hamilton, S.

Hughes, W. H.
Johnson, C.

Joyce, J. J.,

Johnson, J.

Eerr, H — ... 30
Kennedy, C. B. ... — ... 30

"What a miserable selection of small allotments ! Yet, be it remembered,

these are fortunate people. A very large proportion of general applicants

got nothing at all. Their applications and deposits were returned to them."

The same paper goes on to state :

'* What a plum these allotments have been to those who got them will be

seen on reference to the price at which the shares are standing on the market.

The ordinary shares are selling for rather more than 75 per cent, above par,

and the Preference Stock at 25 per cent premium. What that means to the

large houses who have got the lion's share of the allotment, if they have held

their shares and can sell them now, or have sold them at the present

premium, can easily be calculated. Messrs. Baring's ^839,850 fully paid up
will now fetch ^1,300,850, or a comfortable profit of £461,000 !

Surely if the workers read over these figures carefully, with their

<30insidering-caps on, all further comment will be rendered unnecessary.

Sarah S. Gostling.

Keogh, M.A.
Kavanagh, C.

Lowson, J. B.
Lavery, P.

Lindsay, A. E. ...

Lindsay, E. A. M.
Lindsay, E.

Leeper, N. G.

Latimer, W. T. ...

Lyell, G
Marshall, W. H.
McMitchell, T. ...

McKay, A.
Merrick, L. J. B.

Merrick, O. S.

M 'Mitchell, M. ...

Martin, W. J.

Morrison, S. G. ...

McCummon, W.
McDuff, G. T. ..

Neely, W.
Preston, Sir J.

Purdy, J
Smith, C. ...

50
240

40

50

50
50

120
50

120
50

£1960

Ordi-
nary
Stuck.

60
30
30

30
30
30
50
20
30
50

30
30
30
30

'. 30
60
60
50
60
60
30

£2140

NEWS.
{By Hoffman?^ vox Falleksleben. Translated by 3, L. JoYNES.)

What wonderful things the newspapers tell

Of the land that we live in and love so well 1

What a budget of news we have this day read

!

The Countess was yesterday brought to bed

;

And to-morrow the Earl will be coming this way ;

And the King will perhaps come home, they say

;

And the Emperor soon will be going away
;

But they all will meet on a future day

—

What wonderful things the newspapers tell

Of the land that we live in and love so well

!

What wonderful things the newspapers tell

Of the land that we live in and love so well

!

Of the outlook they give us an excellent notion

;

A titled young man has obtained his promotion
;

The chaplain at Court has been given an order
;

The lackeys have lace on their legs for a border

;

Their Lordships are leaving the town altogether

;

And we never have had such fine spring weather—

What wonderful news the newspapers tell !

God bless the land that we love so well I

SOCIALISM AND THE SEA.

THE LATEST THING IN INTERNATIONAL BURGLARY.

8o the harbinger of the gospel and shoddy goods, Stanley, of swash-

bucklering memory, is again on the rampage, in the interest of his

imperial extension and market-lusting clients. A neat little excuse is

once more found (they are never wanting). A brother marauder, or

philanthropist like the rest of them, with the single-minded desire of

extirpating that dreadful curse of slavery—the very mention of which

makes tke modern capitalist's heart burn with righteous indignation,

and long to take to himself the victims if possible, but at all events

the natural produce of their lands,—this " worthy pioneer," then, has

been for some time past keeping a corner of equatorial Africa warm
for the establishment of a British protectorate. At length, after the

necessary role has been played of giving out that he is surrounded and

his valuable life in danger, his confederate Stanley is sent by the

British Government on a marauding or relief expedition, amid the

plaudits of the Bourgeois world, to comfort this heroic soul, and with

a mitrailleuse of newest construction to correct the refractory African.

If Continental complications do not arise meanwhile, we may expect,

by the autumn, to see the comic papers resplendent with the well-known

figures of their typical whore Britannia and her " fancy man '' John
Bull, both with holy indignation thirsting for the blood and lands of

their barbaric victim. For it is quite possible the Central African

may venture to remonstrate with Mr. Stanley before surrendering

themselves, " body, soul, and estate," to him and the vampires whose

^gent he is. Meanwhile every true Socialist may " drink damnation "

to Stanley, Emin Pacha, and all their fellow brigands. E. B. B.

With all the reek-less fire of a man who has made his Cause his

religion, I chanced the other day to be holding forth to a brace of sun-

reddened Jack-tars on the •^^ro^^ of Socialism. A slumbering indigna-

tion, the legacy of some small erstwhile experience of the delicacies of

Yankee coasting, had been waked up by their retailing, in the grotesque

vernacular traditionally peculiar to the sons of the brine, some by-the-

by incidents in the log-book of brute slavery which sailor-men are

hammered into on even bitterer lines than the agrarian serf of modern

vegetation—for they cannot get out and walk/ What a damning

witness, spattered bloodily, will that log-book be against the Scarlet

Whore, Commercialism, in the great Doomsday that is so near, when

the shades of her million victims shall " clamour in chorus from the

ocean "
! Too much—enough—can never be written of the systematic

doing to death of men by the notorious cofiSn-owners, a felicitous

process which culminated in the Plimsollian crusade; but there is also

this other side in the lives of subordinate mariners who go down to the

sea in ships, slaving on maggots and chickory-water for months

together on the moody sea, that the employers of their manhood may
idle on the land, consuming the spices and tid-bits which the slaves

must carry but never touch. And no PlimsoU has yet arisen to fix

the enduring-point of the human craft. Any one who has any acquaint-

ance with the commonplaces of a mercantile sea voyage will bear me
out in saying that to recount a few sample facts would simply be to

induce doubts of ray veracity in the minds of the unsuspecting. Cir-

cumstance and habit necessarily, I allow, have a proportionable

responsibility in the vulgar bullyism and brutality so liberally served

out to the helpless 'fore-masters by those angels chartered for the

purpose and specially protected by the law, but a little observation

and knowledge of things suffices to convince that " commercial exig-

encies " and 'long-shore bureaucracy lie at the base of this evil and this

shame. Some time ago I read an " objection " to Socialism founded

on the stunning assumption that though the cut and-dried mutations

of terra firma existence might well be coped with under the New
Regime, yet in this particular branch of industry the difiaculties would

be unsurmountable 1 For myself, I can't see it, and a detailed examina-

tion of the marine machinery in conjunction with the afifably loquacious

couple in mention has removed the faintest vestige of misgiving. From

the standpoint of a propagandist I want to suggest that a (watery)

field of labour hitherto not much experimented upon opens up with

a prospect that is hopeful. Sea-men are generally manly men ;
their

discontent with the economics and domestic injustice of tbeir lot is

waiting (amongst Britishers) for the proverbial spark ; current rates of

wages still further illustrate the Iron Law ; and—their united power,

politically and in relation to a social crisis, would be gigantic. Our

friends in the seaports must recognise all this, and perhaps any sug-

gestion from inlanders will be regarded in an idtra licitum light—but,

cannot something be done in the way of amalgamating and fraternising

the sailors with the international movement? I feel that we oicght

to have an interchange of sympathies, and that we must

Leonard Hall.

Father McGlynn.—New York, Feb. 4.—Father McGlvnn has issued a

statement, in reply to Archbishop Corrigan's representations, in which he
re-endorses the principles of Mr. Henry George's political faith, and re-

affirms his declaration to the Archbishop that in becoming a priest he never
surrendered his rights as a man and a citizen. Father McGlynn denies the

right of his bishop, the Pope, or the Propaganda to punish his participation

in the late municipal canvass, or in other political movements, and denies
also the right of the Vatican to order him to Rome. He declares, in con-

clusion, that the vow of obedience taken by a priest is simply a promise to

obey the Church in matters concerning his religious duties.

—

Renter.

Yes, and to bow the head and bend the social knee to some dudelet, son of

millionaire , feeling all the while that the brainless whifi'et is not worth

the spittle you feel like whirling at him, and yet to know that you must
cringe to get or keep a job. To meet the scornful pityingly-curled lip of a

disdainful social miss, whose father's fortune could not buy for her brains

enough to learn at school, and feel that you are morally and intellectually

as far above her as the sun above the cloud-caps, and yet be forced to cringe

and crawl to keep a job as family hostler, or get a job of sawing wood.

These are social customs which endanger society as much as it is endangered

by class laws. Social customs that array the many against the money are

subversive of society itself. Too many caged lions in a circus are unsafe, as

when one roars he may arouse so many that the keepers will be overpowered,

the ringmaster even rou^d, and the public safety jeopardised.

—

Knights of L,
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW I FIRST, FEW MEN
IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON !

'

Oommunications invited on Social Questions. They should be ivritten on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Rd. ,E.G., and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSB. only returned if a stamped directed envelope isJorwarded with them.

Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.,

six months, 3s.; three months. Is. 6d.

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E. C. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

Subscribers in arrears are notified that the Commonweal will not be sent
if subscription be not paid up within a fortnight from this date.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Notice to all Socl^listic Newspapers.—The Commonweal will be regularly sent

to all Socialistic Contemporaries throughout the world, and it is hoped that
they on their side will regularly provide the Socialist League with their papers.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday February 9,

England
Justice
Jus
Glasgow—Pioneer
Norwich—Daylight
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Cotton Factory Times
Personal Rights Journal
Badical
Worker's Friend
Anarchist

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald
Allahabad—People's Budget

United States
New Tork—Volkszeitnng
Truthseeker
Der Sozialist

John Swinton's Paper
Boston—Woman's Journal
Liberty

Denver (Col.) Labor Inquirer
Cincinnati (O.) Unionist
Toledo (0.)—-Industrial News
St. Louis (Mo.)—American Celt
Spring^eld (111. )—Voice of Labor
Salem (Oreg. )Advance-Thought
Portland (Oreg.) Avant-Courier
Detroit (Mich.)—Labor Leaf
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Socialiste
Le Revolte

Guise—Le Devoir

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Belgium
Liege—L 'Avenir
Antwerp—De Werker

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Turin—II Muratore

Spain
Cadiz—El Socialismo

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

Norway
Kj-istiania—Social-Democraten

"GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!"
Great Britain, in tbe estimation of every true-born Englishman and
Scotchman, is the most Christian of all nations. It has, according to

the words repeated almost every Sunday in the pulpit, "been a pecu-

liarly blessed land." God, it is alleged, has been pleased to vouchsafe
to its public "the sincere milk of the word;" and every child is

expected to know that the secret of Britain's greatness has been its

earnest devotion to the teaching of the Bible. With a generosity, too,

becoming its proud position, it has undertaken the mission of convey-
ing the " secret " to all the barbarous tribes of the world ; but unfor-
tunately these benighted peoples do not seem to have appreciated its

true value or the proper method of applying it, its failure to achieve
" greatness " for them being of a very conspicuous character.

Well, in this Christian country of ours, we have what is termed a
" National Anthem.'' Of its popularity there can be no question. It
is the perfect expression of the patriotic fervour of every honest Chris-
tian Briton. When it is sung, it is sung with vigour and gusto, Tory
and Liberal, pauper and peer, school-boy and professor, rising to their

feet and uncovering their heads, and vieing with each other in the force

of lungs and earnestness of countenance with which they give utter-

ance to its pious and patriotic sentiments. Not only indeed, do loyal

people insist on standing uncovered during the singing of the anthem,
but they reckon it rank blasphemy for anyone to presume to act other-

wise. I have been once or twice myself mildly reminded of this fact,

by having my hat crushed down upon my skull as a penalty for daring
to exercise the right of private judgment upon the matter. However,
being a good Scotchman, if a bad Briton, I have comforted myself with
remembering that Robert Burns was once, for a similar act of impiety,
bundled head and heels out of the theatre at Dumfries. Burns, how-
ever, almost deserved this treatment as a retribution for his writing
in a moment of patriotic enthusiasm, stimulated by the threatened
Prench invasion, the somewhat equivocal lines :

Who will not sing, " God save the King,"
Shall hang as high's the steeple

;

But while we sing, " God save the King,"
We'll ne'er forget the People.

Our National Anthem is an indispensible institution. No theatrical

performance, concert, or public entertainment ; no civil or political

demonstration can appropriately terminate without it. Children are
taught to sing it in schools, and elephants to perform to its strains

in menageries. It is alike in request in announcing the arrival of

the village circus, and in celebrating the instalation of the Chancellor
of a University. Nor is the sphere of its popularity confined to
secular uses—it has even upon occasions displaced the venerable
Psalms of David in our national and dissenting churches. Some time
ago one of Her Majesty's chaplins was discoursing upon Socialism to
a fashionable congregation. Towards the conclusion of his sermon he
dwelt upon the dreadful state of things that would supervene if Socialism-

should prevail—the possibility of which so roused his indignation, and
his indignation in turn so filled him with a fervour of commingled piety

and loyalty, that—with the view I suppose of exorcising himself and
his congregation from the pernicious efiects of even the thought of

Socialism transpiring—he called upon the people of God to join with
him in singing " God save the Queen !

" And the people of God did
join with him, and sung the anthem with electrifying force and unsur-
passed depth of devotion—clinging as fervently to the refrain as the
crew of a sinking ship clings to a top-gallant spar.

There is one verse of this truly touching and beautiful hymn which,
deserves particular notice. It is always rendered with especial volume*
and spirit, and may be said to be the grand motiv of the piece

:

O Lord our God arise !

Scatter her enemies,
And make them fall !

Confound their polities,

Frustrate their knavish tricks,

On her our hearts we fix

—

God save the Queen !

What quaint emphasis lies in the expression, " And make them fall !

'^

Now, what I think must be evident to every impartial mind is, not
only the ingenuous magnaminity of those lines, their excellent accord-

ance with the history and spirit of our nation, but the Christian

humility that pervades them, and especially the closeness with which
they paraphrase the injunctions of the Scriptures :

" Love your
neighbours as yourself;" "Love your enemies;" and "Do good to-

those who revile you and spitefully use you." When, too, we remember
that these lines (applied to George III. as " God save the King ") were
sung against our American brethren during the War of Independence,

we cannot but discern how admirably Christian sentiment compounded
with politics is adapted to make manifest " the fatherhood of God and
the brotherhood of man."

It might be argued, Why ask God to save the Queen 1 If there is

any lady in the land who knows how to take good care of herself, at

other people^s expense, it is surely Her Majesty. We give her several

hundred thousand pounds a year to provide her with the decencies and
comforts of life, supply her with palaces and yachts and keep them in

repair, pay lords and ladies to attend upon her ; we do all this and get

nothing in return save insult and injury. Surely if any body in the
world could get on without the special assistance of the Almighty, it

is the Queen. Seeing we do all the " works " for her, we might
reasonably leave her to do the " pt-ayer " part of the business herself.

If we asked God to save the poor old women who are starving in the

slums of our cities, or cast out to die upon roadsides by ruffian land-

lords in Ireland and the highlands of Scotland, there might be some-

reason in our supplication ; but to howl to the creator of the universe

for his special protection to a self-satisfied, over-fed, greedy, scandal-

mongering old relict of an efiete despotism, is surely downright imper-

tinence not to say patent blasphemy.

But let us be prepared. This is the Jubilee of Her Majesty's most
beneficent reign, and " God save the Queen " with a forty million power
of lungs and brass bands will soon re-echo through the kingdom. We
will have probably more of " God save the Queen " in this one year

than in all the last fifty years put together. A terrible thought ! Let
us hope the ordeal, even if it cracks our ears, will not crack our heads

;

and that if ifc does not bring judgment down from the skies it will

waken the long-slumbering Demigorgon power in the hearts of the

people, which will rise and drag despotism and plunder down into the
void. J. Bruce Glasier.

LITERARY NOTICES.
We have received the first three numbers of the Revista Italiana del

Socialismo, a monthly review published at Imola. It is a welcome addition

to Socialist publications, and contains articles of interest by Andrea Costa,

Dott. N. Colajanni, P. Schiaperelli, and others.

We have received a very interesting pamphlet, * The Land Scheme of the

Eurasian and Anglo-Indian Association,' published by the Association at

the Mint Street, Madras. It describes a scheme for industrial villages and
peasant proprietorship to be carried into effect in the^ Mysore Province.

Although his remedy is so inadequate, the writer explicitly recognises that

the position of a working farmer under a proprietor or landlord is one of
" subjection or slavery pure and simple."

Dr. W. C. Bennett, the veteran song-writer, who has on several occasions

contributed to the Commonweal, has in the Liberal Home Ruler, of Jan. 22

and 29, a poem called 'Locksley Hall,' being an appeal from Tennyson's
* Locksley Hall Sixty Years After ' to the original * Locksley Hall.' It is a
stirring poem with a true democratic ring, its keynote being
*• Now, though Lords may mourn at changes that the wise years swiftly brings

Demos's shall be the future ; his will be the hymns we sing."

Articles of interest to Socialists :

—

Fortnightly : " The State of our Trade,
"^

Geo. Howell, M.P. ; "The Mir and the Police," Stepniak. Westminster .-

" State Education in America," " The Art of Government," " Plato's Moral
Mission," " The Eent Question in Ireland." Scribner's : " Reminiscences of

the Siege and Commune of Paris," E. B. Washburne. Century : " Relative

Strength and Weakness of Nations," Edward Atkinson. Contemporary:^
" Ireland, 1782 and 1886," by Lord Edmond Fitzmaurice. Sw
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THE P. M. G. AND CAIRENE MORALITY.

The Pall Mall has been at a loss for sensations lately ; so much so

that Sir William Thompson's prediction of the probable end of all things

terrestrial in 30,000,000,000 years (we forget the exact figures, but

from a practical point of view a cipher or two more or less doesn't

matter much) had to be pressed into the service as though it were an
imminent declaration of war between France and Germany. An
extract from Mr. Cotter Morrison's new work on the probable future of

Christianity was also made to do duty in default of a " latest telegram."

But at last Mr. Caine has come home from Egypt to the rescue with

a real genuine Pall Mall grievance, a sort of thing that ought to have

a good run. The English Government has actually been so remiss in

its duty, after four years' occupation, as not to have made any attempt

to dragoon either natives or " occupiers " into teetotalism and sexual

abstinence. Nay, it has even dared (not, it is true, from humane
motives, but with a view to the " efficiency " of its best troops) to make
some sort of attempt to check the spread of that divinely appointed

pestilence, syphilis.

Now, all these things must be stopped, says Mr. Stead, as his hair

rises. Temperance and stern morality must be enforced in the city

of the Khedives. What? shall Egypt be evacuated? Oh dear no.

The high-commercial and Christianising mission of England must be
fulfilled. The empire must be extended, but in the interest of the
factory and the clearing-house, not the grog-shop and the brothel. Of
course, all Socialists know that these four great institutions are indis-

solubly connected, and that where you have the first two you are bound
to have the last in some form or shape, law or no law, and so probably
does Mr. Stead. But this wall not prevent the ex-" Northumbrian
boy " from continuing to puflT imperial - extension schemes, or from
aflecting indignation at certain of their inevitable results, in the interest

of the "great evening journal."

This last grog-shop business should help to fill up the time till the
next aristocratic divorce case comes on. E. B. B.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR IN STAFFORDSHIRE.
Affairs in Staffordshire are now in a very depressed state. Wages
are being everywhere reduced, and the only refuge for the proletariat

is the workhouse. At Staiiord an extensive strike is anticipated in

the boot trade. In some "shops" the Cutlan heeling machine is

displacing labour, and in others reductions are being made. Fifty men
are now out on strike against a reduction proposed by Messrs. Harris
and Marson. Boots are made in four classes, for which of course a
graduated scale of wages is paid, and the efiect of the proposed changes
will be that what will be still practically a second-class boot will be
paid for at third class wages, and the firm will profit the difierence.

All the extras previously allowed are also to be cut off, and the total

reduction is estimated at from 20 to 30 per cent. The state of things

in these modern factories has been well illustrated lately. At Stane
Local Board the inspector of nuisances recently reported that a
ventilator in Messrs. Bostock's factory there opened into a cow-shed.

Of course nothing was done by the Board. Again, at Stafford police-

court lately an apprentice was summoned for not doing his work. The
employer, Mr. Riley, admitted that there was no coal that week (Jan.

3 to 10), and that the fire was fed with "patches," or shreds of leather.

The reader can imagine for himself what heat is likely to be caused by
smouldering leather. The employer's foreman also admitted that the
stove was a bad one and smoked when lit, and that the shop was cold.

The defendant further alleged that there was a broken window near
where he worked, and tliat he was too cold to complete his allotted

task. In the face of this the respectable Biley had the impudence to

maintain that the "shop" was in a proper state. Where is the
factory inspector'? Another interesting case came before the same
bench. A labourer was summoned for not providing his six children
with adequate food and clothing, " he having the means and ability to
do so." The children, it appeared, were half-starved and thinly clad

;

lived in two rooms in which there was hardly any furniture, and slept

with their parents in one bed. On the other hand, the defendant said

he could only earn 6s. or 7s. a-w^eek at his work, and was unable to

get them more food unless he stole something. Asked why he did not
apply to the relieving officer, he said his wife did and was offered

an order for the workhouse—that dreaded bastille of the working class.

The prosecution was evidently so preposterous that even the capitalist

magistrates had to adjourn the case in order that evidence might be
procured as to the man's means. A specimen of the treatment this

family would have met with in the workhouse was afforded at Walsall
police-court about the same time, when several able-bodied paupers
were charged with neglecting to pick 4 lb. of unbeaten oakum. It
appeared that the poor wretches' fingers did not move fast enough for

the task-master at the workhouse, but also that one of the defendants
had done more work tlian any other able-bodied man in the house.
The mayor said it seemed an extraordinary thing that the man who
did most work should be prosecuted, and the case was dismissed.

The strike among the South Staffordshire chainmakers continues,

and the men are still undergoing great privations to raise their starva-

tion wages and to put a stop to the infamous " truck " system which
flourishes there. Efforts are being made to start a co-operative chain-

tactory in the district. p.

Labour fighting for its rights in detachments has but a very slight chance
of winning.

SOCIALISM IN THE PROVINCES.
Lancashire is one of the best fields for Socialist propaganda in Britain.

There the factory system is to be found in its most typical form. It

is dotted all over with huge mills, which are nearly uniform in their

aspect and methods of working. The people have a common experi-

ence, and look at questions in much the same light. The whole county
in fact is one big manufactory, and the people live in that dull, rigid,

and cheerless " equality " so much dreaded by the critics of Socialism.

The people of Lancashire have gone through several generations under
the capitalist system, and the result would form a curious and fruitful

study for the economist. The death rate is the highest in England,
the employment of women and children is very extensive. Of course,

this employment of women has a frightful result as shown in the
infant mortality. The relation between capitalist and labourer are
not exceptionally bad, because where the whole family, father, mother,
and children, can work in the mills, the family income is fairly large
when all are employed, and even in times of distress it seldom happens
things are so bad that the mother or some of the children cannot find

something to do The relations between the manufacturer and the
small shareholders on one side, and the bankers and speculators on
the other, would also form an interesting and profitable study. If some
intelligent banking official could be converted to Socialism and induced
to undertake such a piece of work, and do it thoroughly, he might earn
immortal fame thereby.

The meetings I addressed in Manchester were not so successful as

might be expected, chiefly for want of proper organisation. At Ashton
there was a large gathering of people, who listened very carefully, and
a Branch of the League can soon be formed there. At Hyde a
successful open-air meeting was held, and was followed by an indoor

lecture to a good audience. Enough names to form a Branch were
taken, and the work of formally starting it and pushing the propa-
ganda further was left to an energetic comrade who had just come to

live in the place. On Sunday evening I spent a pleasant hour with
the members of the Salford Branch of the S. I). F. On Tuesday
afternoon I happened to be in the County Forum, a city temperance
restaurant, where frequent discussions are held in the large room. On
the previous Saturday night comrade Utley had opened a discussion,

which led to an animated set-to between the Socialists and the

Radicals. Tuesday was market day, and the place was well filled with
a decidedly respectable audience. Some misconception of my views

must have got abroad, for much to my surprise I was asked to open a
discussion on " The Future of the Liberal Party." However, I

accepted the invitation, and proceeded to explain how the Liberal

Party was but the political expression of the capitalist class. That
the interests of trade and commerce was all they concerned themselves
with, and that these interests were at variance with the interests of

the working-people ; that in the near future the Liberal Party would
go to the devil, pushing the Tories in front of them and dragging the

middle-class Radicals behind, and that the sooner this happened the

better. The speech was received w^ith warmth but not enthusiasm.

On Tuesday night there was a orood gathering at Blackburn. The
meeting was held in the Market-place, and the attendance was about
500. Afterwards a meeting of Socialists was held to discuss various

party matters.

On Wednesday I reached Preston, where no public meeting was
held, but I spent the afternoon in talk with comrade William Sharman
from whom I got a great deal of information. In Preston there is

little chance of a Branch being formed at present, and the interests of

the propaganda can best be served in other ways. Of Preston's 100,000
inhabitants, 45,000 belong to the Established Church, 35,000 are

Roman Catholics, and only one- fifth of the population are Dissenters,

while the mortality is abnormally large and the morality abnormally
low. Still there is a good deal of Socialist opinion abroad, though the

frightful respectability of the place makes it dangerous for anyone to

hold unorthodox opinions upon any question—especially the Property
Question. There is an Eclectic Society in connection with the Uni-
tarian Chapel, in which Socialism is ably represented.

On Thursday, Feb. 3, I visited Darwen. No public meeting was
held, but a few Socialists met to discuss the future of the propaganda
in the town. A Socialist society had been in existence, but from
various causes broke up a few weeks ago. It was agreed that another
meeting of Socialists should be called in a day or two and a Branch of

the Socialist League formed. From Darwen I went on to Lancaster,

where a very successful campaign has just finished. A detailed account
will be given next week.

Feb. 7. J. L. Mahon.

A Cockroach's Funeral.—When Mahon addressed the meeting in the

Market Place at Norwich, two middle-class people were standing on the

verge of the crowd. One was a police inspector, the other a well-known
tradesman. Quoth the police-inspector, " It's a lot of use trying to put down
the Socialists, isn't it 1 " " Yes," said the tradesman, " it is like a cockroach's

funeral. You kill one and a hundred appear in his place."

The tendency of trade schools has been, and always will be, to reduce
wages. Jay Gould, with the operators "graduated" from his Missouri

Pacific schools of telegraphy, not only broke the continental strike of opera-

tors in 1883, but has succeeded in greatly reducing the wages of these

mechanics all over the South-west. As it is in the South-west, so it will be
in New York. Every one of these " graduates " will be a menace to union-

ists in any demand for wages, hours, or fair treatment. They are taught the
" good old principle of Ben. Franklin," that if you can't get a dollar a-day,

work for fifty cents ; if you can't get fifty, work for twenty-five.

—

John
Sivinton's Paper,
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
This department is under the direction of the Strike Committee. Labour Neivs

and Contributions to the Fund should be, sent to T. Binni^'G, at the Offices.

BRITAIN,

About 450 men employed at the Silkswortli Colliery, Sunderland, have re-

ceived notice to cease their employment. Depression of trade is alleged as

the reason for the stoppage.

The whole of the miners employed at the Treharris Collieries, Rhonda
Valley, have struck work against proposed reductions amounting in some
cases to about 30 per cent.

The miners employed at the Manvers Main Colliery (1,200 in number)
have struck work, owing to several grievances which, it is alleged, they were
unable to get settled. The men are in no association ; but it is expected they
will join the Barnsley Association.

After lasting 25 weeks there are at last good indications of a termination
of the Staffordshire chainmakers' strike, several of the employers having
agreed to grant the advance demanded.

The agitation amongst the seamen of the Tyne for an advance of wages is

maintained. At meetings of the men held at North and South Shields, reso-

lutions have been adopted pledging them to stand out for the advance.

At Sunderland, the result of a ballot amongst the seamen and firemen,

showed that 21 were content with the present wage (28s. per week), and 301
were m favovir of enforcing the demand for an increase to 30s. 4d. per week.

Great distress exists amongst the Lanarkshire miners. A report just "re-

ceived, too late, however, for this issue, discloses such a shocking state of

things as might even provoke a " wicked " word from Mr. Bradlaugh.

The Northumberland Miners.—In reference to the compromise suggested
by Mr. Morley, M.P., in the matter of the Northumberland miners' strikes,

there have voted for the continuance of the strike 8238, and for the 10 per
cent, reduction 1850. Several collieries refused to vote.

At Rowley, Staffordshire, a dispute has occurred in the nailmaking in-

dustry, some of the employers refusing to pay the recognised list of prices.

The executive committee of the Nailworkers' Association have decided that
the operatives shall be supported by levies made upon the surrounding
districts.

The miners of Fife and Clackmannan, numbering upwards of six thousand,
have voted, by an overwhelming majority, in favour of terminating the con-
tracts with their employers, in order to compel the coalmasters to concede an
advance of 15 per cent. The coalmasters have resolved to resist the action
of the men to the utmost.

Last week an indignation meeting of the scavengers employed by the Cor-
poration was held in Glasgow to protect against the recent reduction of wages
accompanied with an increase of work. It was stated at the meeting that
while 100 per cent, additional work had been imposed upon the men, their
wages which previously ranged from 20s. to 30s. per week, had been reduced
by 5s. to 10s., whilst thie salaries of some of the officials ranging from <£600
to £1200 had not been touched.

The Cleveland Steel-works at Eston, belonging to Messrs. Bolckow,
Vaughan, & Co., Middlesbrough, where some two thousand men are em-
ployed, have been closed, the notices which the men had given to the effect

that they would cease work unless they obtained an advance of 10 per cent,

having expired last Saturday. It is not expected • that the strike will con-
tinue more than a week or two, as the men are not orsfanised.

—

Later.
The strike has practically ended, the men having accepted the 2J per cent.

advance offered by the masters for the next seven weeks, and then submit
the further claims of the men to arbitration.

Conference of Trades' Delegates.—At the adjourned conference of
trades' societies' delegates in Glasgow on Saturday, a resolution was adopted
declaring that a reduction of the working hours to eight per day would tend
to the absorption of the surplus labour in the market. The meeting also
expressed approval of the Eight Hours' Bill as applicable to miners. An-
other subject discussed was systematic overtime, which it was agreed should
be abolished or so minimised as to distribute labour amongst the largest
number of hands. A resolution of sympathy with the miners in their
present struggle for an advance was adopted with unanimity.

Miners' Conference in Glasgow,—A conference of miners' delegates was
held in Glasgow on Saturday. The proceedings were private, but at the
close it was announced that it had unanimously decided that the men should
remain out until a future conference—the date of which is not fixed—iwiless
their demand was meanwhile conceded. The recommendation of the con-
ference was almost universally adopted in Lanarkshire and Ayrshire. At
Irvine, however, about 250 men went to work at Merry and Cunningham's
pit. The pickets were out, but the firm placed their men under the protec-
tion of the police.

National Labour Federation.—A meeting of the executive council of
this body was held on Saturday night at the Carlisle Hotel, Westgate Road,
Newcastle. Communications have been sent to the different trades' union
councils respecting the legality of their members joining the federation.
Several replies were read, which were favourable to the federation, and will
no doubt remove a cause that has prevented many unionists joining and
co-operating in organising the working classes. It was decided to hold the
delegates' meeting on March 26, to which each branch will send one dele-
gate. Arrangements were made for opening five more branches.

Dublin.—At a meeting of the Amalgamated Tailors in their Hall, Fish-
amble Street, with reference to the "sweating" system, the case of the
Southport Chronicle, which has been mulcted in law costs of nearly j£l70 by
a local tailor for denouncing the system, was taken into consideration. The
spacious hall was filled to overflowing. Mr. M'Mahon stated that sweating
was carried on in Dublin to an even worse extent than in the large towns of
England ; all the large firms in Dublin employed sweaters. That day he
had been in a sweaters' den, where a woman lay in childbed and where three
females and two boys were working. A resolution to assist in indemnifying
the Southport Chronicle^ and thanking its editors, was carried without a
dissentient.

The Strike in the Welsh Tin-plate Trade.—A demonstration of
strikers in the Monmouthshire tin-plate trade was held at Abercarne on
Saturday. The strikers formed a procession at the top of the valley and
marched down to Abercarne, where they were joined by other strikers. A
meeting was held, at the close of which a. collision occurred between a num-

ber of the strikers and tho.^e who are idle through the strike of the tin-house

and mill men. Many persons were rouglily hanHled, the neighbourhood
being in a state of riot for some hour^. A disturbance having been antici-

pated, a large number of police had been drafted into the place, and they
were able to cope with it, and succeeded in maintaining order. Delegates
representing the Glamorganshire and Carmarthenshire works attended the
meeting, and stated that they were prepared to afford support to the extent
of 14s. per man per week. It was decided to continue the strike resisting

the ten per cent, reduction.— Wednesday. Disturbances of a similar character

occurred yesterday, and the neighbourhood was in a state of riot for some
hours.

The weaving trade is so intensely unprofitable that capital is rushing into

it like a flood. Scarcely a daily paper can be taken up without seeing that

in one district or another extensions are going on. Some firms are extend-
ing their sheds, others are building new ones ; fresh companies are starting,

either to manufacture themselves or to supply room and power to tenants.

It looks as though we are to have a repetition of a dozen years ago. We
shall have looms put down without limit until the goose is killed that lays

the golden eggs. We shall then have lengthy articles about foreign com-
petition, and the employers will be asking for reduced wages. If the opera-

tives are wise they will take time by the forelock. With the demand for

weavers now existing, many of them are too apt to assume that because they ^

are comparatively comfortable it will always last, and there is no need to

prepare for a rainy day by organising this strength. What is occurring
now has occurred before, and we shall as surely have a repetition of 1878
and 1883 as that night follows day. Capitalists want teaching that they
have no business to rush their money in a trade till the profits are gone, ^and

then come upon the workpeople to pay for their folly. Now is the time to

prepare the lesson, and we shall be pleased to see that at the right time it

can be effectively taught.

—

Cotton Factory Times.

The Lock-out of Glass-Bottle Makers at St. Helens—Swedes brought
over to take their place—Demonstration against Foreign Labour.

On Saturday afternoon a demonstration to protest against the introduction

of foreign labour was held at St. Helens. During the week Messrs. Lyon
Brothers, glass-bottle manufacturers, have brought 39 Swedes and Nor-
wegians to supersede w^orkmen whom they had discharged. Of these, sixteen

have declined to work when they found that there was a dispute, some not
coming to St. Helens and five not working when they did arrive. On Satur-

day morning the other twenty-three Swedes commenced to work. Messrs.

Lyon have arranged some rooms in Corporation Street, about half a mile
from the works, for their accommodation, and they are conveyed to and fro

in a waggonette under a strong police escort. The popular feeling against

Messrs. Lyon is very strong. On Saturday fully 6000 workmen joined in

the procession, and about 10,000 persons were present at the meeting. Mr.
Thomas Glover, secretary to the St. Helens Trades' Union Council, presided,

and the meeting was addressed by Mr. Bobert Hunter, president of the St.

Helens Glass-Bottle Makers' Union ; Mr. James Hunter, secretary ; Mr.
Kobert Canning, a discharged foreman ; Mr. George Hempinstall, president

of the North of England Glass-Bottle Makers' Society ; Mr. Edward Tankard,
secretary of the Northern Society ; Mr. Morgan, vice-president of the Liver-

pool Trades' Council ; Mr. Schumann, Dublin Trades' Council ; Mr. Charles
Sweeting, Yorkshire Bottle-Makers' Society ; and Mr. Graham, president pf

the Dublin Glass-Bottle Makers' Society. The following resolutions were
carried unanimously :

" That this meeting of the various trades of St Helens
and surrounding districts hereby expresses its greatest condemnation of

Messrs. Lyon in introducing foreigners under false pretences, and thereby
turning out their own workmen. (It was stated that the agent of Messrs.

Lyon in Gothenburg had represented that there was no dispute in St. Helens.)
^' That this meeting use all its influence to support the bottle-makers during
their dispute." A strong body of police had been drafted into the town and
drawn up in position near the Swedish Barracks, but their services were not
required. The Strike Committee of the Socialist League immediately on
receipt of the news of the arrival of the Swedes, sent a delegate from the

Swedish Section of the Socialists to assist the unionists by acting as inter-

preter between them and the Swedes.

A large open-air meeting was held at Lancaster Market Place, on Monday
Feb. 7. J. L. Mahon (delegate from the Socialist League Strike Committee)
explained the circumstances of the dispute between Messrs. Lyons of St.

Helens and the International Union of Glass Bottle Makers. The following

resolution was put and carried with cheers; "That this meeting protests

against the mean action of Messrs. Lyons, the St. Helen's glass bottle makers,
in enticing foreign workmen to compete against their English brethren

;

that we send our hearty sympathy to the workers and wish them success in

their struggle ; and we hope the Swedish workmen will not allow themselves
to be used by the capitalist as a means of stirring up rivalry between the

workers of difi'erent nations."

AMERICA.

Italians of Norway, Mich., have formed an assembly of K. of L.

A French assembly has been organised in Iron Mountain.

In Des Moines, la., two sisters are professional paper hangers, hanging
paper at the regular rates charged by men in the same line.

The striking car men in San Francisco have established a line of 'busses on
Sutter Street to accommodate the people who formerly used the street cars.

The Federation of Trades Unions includes 34,000 cigarmakers, 22,000
bricklayers, 40,000 coal-miners, 20,000 printers, 27,000 iron-moulders, and
30,000 carpenters and joiners.

Ottumwa, la.. Knights will start a co-operative packing and provision

company, employing 1,000 to 1,500 men upon the eight-hour plan, March 1.

Capital stock 50,000 dols., shares 10 dols. each.

The gain of the street-car employes in this and other cities, through the
strikes of last year, has been absolute. It includes more pay, more leisure,

and more men at work. The effect of their combination in New York and
Brooklyn was to take an average of three hours and nineteen minutes of

work per day from the men employed, and to increase their pay by at least

25 cents per day. That is to say, the street-car employes now work seventy-

seven hours per week and earn 2 dols. per day, against a hundred hours and
1 doL 75 c, as per scale of January last year. They gained nearly two
working days of twelve hours each per week, and 1 dol. 75 c. in pay. The
cost of these efibrts, in wage-loss and expenses, all told, to the wage-earners,

was less than 100,000 dols. Over 2,000,000 dols. were added to the wages
of this class, and 2000 more men are now employed.

—

John Svnnton^s Paper,
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REVOLUTIONARY RDMBLINGS.
FRANCE.

Marseilles.—The women weavers of the La Palud factory at Marseilles,

having demanded an augmentation of wages without any result, have now
put themselves on strike. With the present tariff it is impossible for the

most skilful to earn more than 2 fr. 25 c. a-day.

Decazeville.—The members of the workmen's Syndicate of the miners

of Aveyron at a general meeting held at Decazeville on the 30th of January,

nominated Citizen Basly to represent them at the Congress of French

miners, which is to be held at St. Etienne from the 7th to the 13th of

February.

In spite of all protests and representations, Sieur Lachaise, porcelain

manufacturer, will insist on dismissing an employe whom he has found to

be a member of the Porcelain Makers' Syndicate and of the Socialist Com-
mittee, signifying his intention moreover of reducing the wages of the

moulders. His workmen, however, called a meeting and unanimously
agreed to leave the workshops if he persists in his unreasonable conduct.

Prison Revolts.—AVe hear of disturbances in the Central Prison of Al-

hertviile (Savoie) and also that of Embrun (Htes. Alpes), the cause in both
places being the complaint at the lowness of the labour-tariff in some of the

workshops. " Order is now re-established," say the papers, w^hich is a very
comfortable assurance to all parties, especially to those who have been re-

duced to '' order " by cajolery, promises, or the prison-cell.

Reuilly.—A correspondent to the On writes of the farce of an " inspec-

tor's visit" which has taken place at the tobacco-factory of Reuilly. It

seems that the same inspector who had charge of the inquiry into the
Roustan affair at Marseilles was sent thither, and his detailed report arrived
at the conclusion that an increase of the women's wage was necessary. This
increase accordingly took place, but, we are told, only for the space of a
fortnight, after which the former tariff was resumed ! The writer adds
that in the last ten years the mean of wages has fallen from 4 fr. 50 c. to

2 fr. 95 c, and that a strike is apprehended.

ViERZON.— Feline, lately released from his long-protracted imprisonment,
writes a letter of greeting to the Cri^ announcing his return to the ranks of

the " revokes," and his intention of resuming his work for that journal as
correspondent for the department. It is well for revolutionary propagan-
dists, of whatever colour, that the governing bodies do not perceive with
what stimulated ardour all those who are active in mind and sincere in their
convictions, return from long weeks and months of incarceration to their
former posts, or finding those filled up by their long absence, proceed to
make for themselves new places ! Otherwise would they (our governors)
rather seek to ignore the movement, and let the force spend itself prema-
turely aboveground. But in France at any rate. Repression v. Intimidation
are the watchwords of the adversary, and the ferment works in darkness.

BELGIUM.
Strikes are multiplying in Ghent just now, some of them being accom-

panied by a certain amount of disturbance. Persecutions of Socialists are
many and vigorous, the bourgeoisie here being particularly vindictive
against the movement.

The military repression of last March in the district of Charleroi has cost
the country two million francs (£80,000). All that to arrive at the massa-
cring of some dozens of starvelings and the imprisonment of some hundreds
of desperate men. Far otherwise would it have been useful and humane to
have sent the money's worth in bread and meat to the workers of Charleroi !

But that would be noways pleasing to General Vandersmissen—a butchery
of men—well and good !

—

VAvant Garde.

Ghent.—At a second representation of the Petit Patriote at the theatre
here, several Socialists allowed themselves the pleasure of hissing the anti-
Socialist sentiments of the play, whereupon they were " chucked " and
roughly han'^-^ . uy the police, their clothes torn, and so forth. In 1885, on
we know not what occasion, the burgomaster of Ghent declared at a sitting
of the Council that in buying a ticket of admission to the theatre a man
also bought the right to hiss the performers. Dear burgomaster, we should
think he did ! At the same time, theatre-goers being proverbially good-
hearted and lenient, the prerogative is seldom exercised by the gods (except,
of course, when a favourite " villain " comes on the stage,*^who would not be
content without this demonstration of disgust at the '' wickedness of vice ").

But a Socialist who goes to witness an anti-Socialist play does so as a religious
duty, and certainly buys with his ticket the right to express his distaste for
sentiments inimical to his views. Ungrateful Ghent ! A handful of work-
ing-men break the monotony of your after-dinner theatrical amusement and
add a relish of excitement thereto, and you reward them by opprobrium and
abuse !

GERMANY.
The Social Democrats have recently issued an electoral manifesto to the

people, in which they explain the position of the Socialist members of the
Reichstag, who protested against the augmentation of the army which the
Government asked for. Militarism is a serious danger for the peace of
nations, the manifesto says ; the present organisation of military force which
allows of aggressive warfare must be replaced by popular armies, more
numerous and efficacious for defence but useless for attaeJc, thereby making
an end of fratricidal warfare between nations. The manifesto goes on to
explain afresh the programme of the party ; annual vote on the budget,
substitution of collective production for capitalist production, suppression of
indirect taxation, to be replaced by progressive tax upon income, equal
rights for all, etc. According to the manifesto, the Social Democrats con-
sider that the electoral struggle opens under circumstances very favourable
for them ; the last Session having done nothing for the labouring class, it

is for these to choose between the Socialists and the enemies of Socialists,
who are likewise the enemies of the People.

AUSTRIA.
Prague, February 4.—The speech made by Herr von Pleuer in the

Reichsrath in support of his proposition to create labour-chambers is remark-
able in many respects. He referred to the importance of the project of law
relating to the solution of the social question, although there was a time
when the friends of this gentlemen denied all existence of the social question.
He spoke of the struggle between capital and labour, of the exploitation of
la^ow by capital, of the necessity to fouad institution* by which the labourers

should be enabled to withstand the great capitalists. And notwithstanding

all this he is an adherent of " economic liberalism " as deputy for the Com-
mercial Chamber at Eger in Bohemia, and he made a [difference between
Socialists and labourers and spoke of the necessity of combatting the Socialist

aims which threaten to root up the present society. The proposition was
referred to a committee ad hoc. How long it will stay in the committee^s
hands not even the committee knows.

In the year 1883 there was submitted to the Reichsrath a project of law
relating to insurance against disease and accidents, which is still, as we write,

only a project of law. More quickly a project of law creating a military
levy in mass (Landsturm) became legally binding. The preceding month
the respective ministerial executing ordnances were issued. According to

that law the territorial militia will be convoked when a war breaks out, in

order to maintain order at home, and in ease of necessity also against the
enemy. The first levy of the territorial army consists of all men of from
19 to 38 years of age w^ho are not soldiers, not blind, deaf, dumb, lame, nor
hunchbacked, etc., etc. ; the second body, of all men of from 38 to 42 years.

According to the dates of the Insurance Society argus that we have in

Austria, there are in the first levy 2,148,783, in the second class 518,988 ;

altogether, 2,667,771 men ; in Hungary, first levy 1,616,282, second levy
390,374 men ; in Austria-Hungary, therefore, 4,674,427 men. That the
territorial militia, consisting of men who have never worn a weapon, will

avail anything to the Government when the regular army is beaten and
dissolved, we may be allowed to doubt. If, after an unlucky battle, the
armed people rise and shake off the yoke of absolutism and capitalism I—F. S.

Blantyre Miners.—Feb. 9.—Serious miners' riots at Blantyre, shops
sacked, military called out, 17 arrests. A report on the miners' agitation

in Scotland will be printed in next week's Commonweal.

The trial at Posen of the Polish Socialists has just finished. The long-

deferred sentence condemns one man to two years' imprisonment and a second

to six months. The rest are acquitted.

Socialist Arrests in Ctermany.—Berlin, Feb. 7.—A number of Socialist

arrests, amounting, it is stated, to twenty-four, were made in Magdeburg
and its environs yesterday. The prisoners are charged with being members
of an illegal society.

The unemployed of Madrid have been parading the streets demanding
" work " of their exploiters ; the authorities busy themselves about preparing
a sop for Cerberus in the shape of public works. Fancy making work for the
people, when so much work remains undone in all directions ? The imp©-
tency and helplessness of the answer is about paralleled by that of the cry.

Peace or War ?—A crowded meeting of Socialists and sympathisers was
held in Cleveland Hall on Tuesday, to protest against the stupid and fratri-

cidal war about to be inaugurated by the bourgeois governments of Europe
in order at once to extend their foreign markets and smother the revolution-

ary propaganda. Wm. Morris took the chair, and speeches were made in

several languages by men of the different peoples. A strong resolution was
unanimously carried.

" Riot Monday."—On Tuesday evening a meeting was held on Clerkenwell

Green, in spite of its having been "proclaimed" by Charles Warren, to

commemmorate the terrific fright Bourgeoisdom received a year ago. The
police succeeded in thoroughly exasperating the people, so much so that some
window-smashing and general " rioting " signalised the homeward way of

part of the crowd. Some arrests were made. May we suggest Unjust
Grantham as the fit and proper person to try the prisoners ?

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.G.

NOTICE.—All business matters relating to the Socialist League to be directed
to the Secretary, H. A. Barker, 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.G.

Bazaar and Concert postponement.—Circumstances which have arisen
since the committee of management announced the date of the Bazaar compel
them to postpone the same /row February 5 to Saturday March 5.

Paris Commune.
An International Celebration of the Paris Commune will be held at South

Place Chapel on Thursday March 17. All Revolutionists are invited to take
part. Charles, Lane, and Cantwell have been appointed a committee to mak
arrangements.

A Provincial Propagandist Tour,

Comrade Mahon's engagements in the provinces are : Feb. 12 and 13, Netting
ham ; 14, Sheffield ; 15, Clay Cross (miners) ; 17 to 25, Leeds, Bradford, Bingley,
Shipley, etc. ; 27, 28, and March 1 , Hull ; 2, Newcastle. Mahon will be glad to
hear from any persons willing to arrange meetings at York, Middlesbro', Shields,
or Yarmouth.

Brancli (Capitation) Subscriptions.

The Treasurer would be glad if the Branches made every effort during the
year to pay up their subscriptions at the end of each month, so that the adver-
tisement of these subscriptions would show the united energy of the League.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.

Birmingham, Hackney, Hull, Leeds, North London, to August 31. Manchester^
Merton, Norwich, to October 31. Bradford, to November 30. Croydon, Ham-
mersmith, Lancaster, Leicester, Oxford, South London, to December 31, 1886.
Bloomsbury, Clerkenwell, to January 31. Hoxton (Labour Emancipation
League), to March 31, 18S7.

STRIKE COMMITTEE.
T., Is.; H. C, Is.; V. D., Is.; W. M., Is.; J. L., 6d. ; T. B., 6d. ; Arthur

Thomas, Is. T. Binning, Treasurer.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
H. A. B. (two weeks). Is.; E. B. B. (weekly). Is.; T. B. (weekly), 6d. ;

W. B. (weekly), Od. ; Hammersmith Branch (weekly), 10s. ; Bloomsbury Branch
(weekly), 5s. Ph. W., Treasurer, Feb. 8.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
(R is suggested by the Committee that each Branch organised a Concertfor the

purpose of raisingfunds.

)

Acknowledged last week, £6, 13s.; A. E., 5s.; W. R., 5s.; Webb, Is.;
Arthur, Is.; Miller, 5s.; O'Fallon, 3s. ; Morris, £1; collected in Hyde Park,
4s. 5d. ; Regent's Park, 4s. Od. ; Hamilton Branch, 3s. ; Leeds Branch (weekly)>
2«. ; collected by 0. S. Farnham, *s. Total, £9, lis. lid.—J. Lane, Treasmr«r.
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BRANCH REPORTS.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, Feb. 2, H. H.

Sparling lectured on "Commercial Cannibalism;"
good discussion folloM^ed. On Sunday, Feb. Gth,

Dr. VV. M. von Swartwout gave us a very interesting

lecture. The ordinary monthly meeting of members
was held as announced, at which important Branch
business was transacted. The secretary gave out,

among other good news, that after settling liabilities

up to date, the treasurer had a balance in hand.
Members are reminded that a monthly free concert
will take place first Sunday in each month, and not
to forget to bring their friends. The open-air propa-
ganda in Clerkenwell will soon be started, and we hope
members will rally round.—W. B. and T. E. W., sees.

Croydon.—On Sunday last, Graham Wallas gave
an exceedingly interesting lecture on " Education," in

which he keenly criticised our present system of in-

struction ; which he pointed out was merely prepara-
tory to really useful education, and was very soon lost

after leaving school. His statement, however, that
schooling should last from 5 years up to 18 years of
age to be really useful, rather startled some of the
audience, and provoked a discussion. The Radical
Association have passed a resolution expressing sym-
pathy with Mowbray and Henderson, and condemn-
ing Grantham. At the West Croydon Liberal and
Radical Club the Radical Association also proposed
same resolution after a lecture on Lord Palmerston,
but the, chairman ruled it "out of order." Much
sympathy is expressed, however, and we hope to carry
similar resolutions in most of the local Liberal and
Radical Clubs. Collecting cards now out.—A. T.,

ast. -sec.

Hackney.—On Sunday morning, we held our first

open-air meeting at the " Salmon and Ball." Graham
and Davis addressed a good audience ; no opposition.

In the evening, W. C. Wade lectured on " England
in the 15th Century, and Now." An interesting dis-

cussion followed.— H. Matthews, sec.

Hammersmith and Fulham.—With the return of

milder weather thcfattendances at our outdoor meet-
ings, which we have persevered in holding throughout
the winter, have much improved. On Sunday, Feb.
6th, we held successful meetings at Beadon Road and
at Walham Green. At the latter place in the absence
of expected speaker, Hunter Watts, of the S.D.F.,
who chanced to be in the neighbourhood, kindly de-
livered an address on our principles, taking for his

text Ruskin's statement that there are only three ways
of getting a living, viz., by working, begging, or
stealing. Tochatti made an appeal for comrade Mow-
bray's family, and 6s. 2d. was collected. Our recent
lectures have been by T. A. Manson on "Burns,"
Mrs. E. Bland on " Ancient Rome and Modern Baby-
lon," on which occasion the Rev. C. L. Marson took
the chair, and on the 6th inst. by H. H. Sparling, who
ioctured on the " Evolution of Cannibalism."— VV.

Mitch A.M.—We held an outdoor meeting on Sunday
morning on Mitcham Fair Green. Comrade Kitz and
other Merton comrades assisted. As usual we were
well protected by police. Kitz read a letter received
from the Croydon Board of Guardians, off'ering to

receiv^e a deputation of three unemployed working-
men. The otfer was accepted, and several men gave
in their names to form deputation. In the evening in

the club-room of the Branch, comrade Barker lectured
to a large audience, the subject being " Socialist Mo-
rality." The speaker was listened to with rapt
attention and sympathy. We sang Morris's chant,
" No Master," after the lecture. We are working for

the benefit of the wife and family of comrade Mow-
bray as well as can be expected, considering that our
members have had rather a rough time of it lately

;

we intend to keep the fund open for three weeks, and
shall then send the amount to the committee appointed
to receive the same.—S. G., sec.

Bradford.—On Sunday, Feb. 6, comrade Maguire
lectured to a crowded house at the " Exchange," City
Road, on "Some Objections to Socialism." After a
brief but lucid statement of our aims he reviewed
most of the common objections urged by opponents,
dealing first with the " Dirty Work " bogey, to the
manifest satisfaction of those present. Referring to
the " No Incentive " objection, he expressed surprise
that such a thinker as Herbert Spencer should put
forth such a weak argument, and showed the utter
fallacy of the idea, and strongly opposed the inherent
baseness of the prevalent notion that the incentive to
money-getting was the motor-power of the world's

progress. He pointed out that the really able and
best men, scientists, thinkers, poets, and painters, did
not as a rule seek to gain wealth, but did their work
for the love of it and of humanity, and when they did
happen to get too much into the pay of the counting-

house their " genius " and the excellence of their work
too often began to show signs of grievous deteriora-

tion. The millionaire, on the contrary, w^as generally

an unscrupulous monster who accumulated his fortune

by abusing the hard necessities and inventions of his

fellows. The only notion of progress such an one had
was the progress of his own banking account, to in-

crease which he would work his fellow creatures-

men, women, and children—to death and the devil.

"Money incentive" inevitably developed monstre-

hood, and was really the greatest block to real pro-

gress. Against this he put the grand ideal of Social-

ism, harmonious association in all things, which would

develope true manhood and womanhood, and secure

comfort, leisure, culture, and happiness for all. Oppo
sition speeches were made by Mr. Garside, an ancient

Tory, and Mr. Wilson, who called himself a "go-
between." The lecturer was ably supported by com-
ra-dea Bland and Minty. A remarkable speech was
also made by Mr. Robinson, a Conservative, who

roundly condemned the twin curses, competition and
capitalism, and acknowledged that Socialists, in con-
trast to Radicals and Tories, knew very clearly what
they w^ere talking about. Their ideal was a noble one,
vastly superior to the dubious aims of rival political

parties. Mr. Robinson is clearly not far from salva-

tion. Maguire wound up with an eloquent and pas-
sionate appeal which quite "carried" the audience.

Edinburcii.—On Monday, Jan. 31, in large Free
Tron Hall, James Campbell lectured on " Social
Utopias." In a lecture instinct with the finest feeling

and the richest imagination, he passed in review
various ideals cherished in the past. Though the
lecture was one which it might have been thought
tended more to give enjoyment than to provoke dis-

cussion, there was nevertheless an animated discus-

sion at its close, in which our friend Mavor, from
Glasgow, took part.—J. G.
Glasgow.—On Sunday, at 1.30 p.m., Glasier ad-

dressed an audience of from 200 to 300 on Jail's

Square. Afterwards a Socialist friend from England
spoke for some time. Some opposition was replied to

by Glasier with the manifest approval of the audience.

At 5.30 Glasier addressed another large and sympa-
thetic meeting. In the evening in our hall, David
McLardy lectured on " The Claims of Labour."
Hull.—On Thursday, 3rd inst., Teesdale spoke at

the Radical Club on "Socialism and Social Reform,"
and met with considerable opposition. On Sunday,
Teesdale spoke at the club-room on the necessity of

propagandists studying history and political economy,
and suggested the formation of " groups " for this

purpose. Devlin spoke on the aims of Socialism,

which was followed by a brisk discussion, two Radicals
opposing.—T.

Leeds.—On Sunday, 11a.m., we held an open-air
meeting in Vicar's Croft, and Sollett and Maguire
addressed an attentive audience of about 400 on
"Passing Events." Commonweal sold well. In the
evening, Maguire lectured on Socialism at the Ex-
change Discussion Club, City Road, Bradford.— F.

CORKW^ELL, sec.

Norwich.—We held four meetings on Sunday all

well attended, w-hich were addressed by Donald. We
collected 15s. for the Prisoners' Aid Fund, and must
call upon our well-wishers in Norwich and district to

be a little more liberal. If we don't get larger col-

lections it will be a couple of years before our debts
are cleared. The meeting in the Market Place should
have given at least £3. The propaganda is carried on
vigorously with results that have astonished our-

selves.—D.

LECTURE DIARY.

Leicester.—Silver Street. Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
Manchester.—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-

chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-

ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every
Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—No. 6 St. Benedict St. Lecture and dis-

cussion every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m. Read-
ing-room open every day from 8.30 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25^ Pembroke Street,

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Open-air Propaganda—Sunday 13.

11. 30...Hackney—"Salmon and Ball" Graham, Davis

11. 30...Hammersmith—Beadon Rd The Branch
11.30.. .Hoxton Church, Pitfield Street ...Wade, Pope
11.30.. .Regent's Park NicoU
11.30. ..St. Pancras Arches The Branch
1 1 . 30 . . .Walham Green—Station Arnold
3.30 . . .Hvde Park (near Marble Arch) Mainwaring

Provinces.—Sunday.

Norwich.—St. Mary's Plain, 11 ; Market Place, 3.

Leeds.—Hunslet Moor, 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, 7 p.m.

Cleveland Hall, 54 Cleveland Street (near Port-
land Road Station).—Sundays at 11.30 a.m. Feb. 13.

Victor Dave, "The Social Question and the various
Religious Creeds."
The Decorator's Club, 37 Howland St., Totten-

ham Court Road, W.—Thursday Feb. 17, at 8.30.

Thos. E. Wardle, "The Fallacies of Society." Music.
Swaby's Discussion Room, 103 Mile-end Road.

—

Sunday Feb. 13, at 8 p.m. "Did Christ teach Social-

ism ? " Opener, John Dove.

Free Lectures on Socialism, in reply to recent

Criticism, will be held in Farringdon Hall, 13 Farring-

don Road, on Sunday mornings in February.—Sunday
February 13, at 11.15 a.m. George Bernard Shaw,
" The Dangers and Fallacies of Individualism."

Debate on Socialism.—A Debate is taking place

at the Hall of Science, 142 Old Street, City Road,
E.C., on February 2, 9, 16, and 23, at 8 p.m., between
Mrs. Annie Besant and Mr. G. W. Foote, on the
question, " Is Socialism sound ?

"

The friends of our late comrade, Hermann Duss-
mann, are organising a Social Entertainment for the
purpose of assisting his widow, she being now very
hard pressed and in somewhat straitened circumstances
Tickets may be obtained from H. S. Hopkins, 7 St.

George's Street, Commercial Rd., Peckam, S.E.

Bloomsbury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street.

Friday Feb. 11, at 8.30. Hubert Bland will lecture

on " Nihilism."—Members are requested to show
more interest in the Branch, and attend the lectures.

Clerkenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.C. Sunday February 13, at 8.30. H.
Charles, " Evolution and Revolution." Wednesday
16, at 8.30. William Morris, " Mediaeval England."

Croydon.—Royal County House, West Croydon Station
Yard. Sunday February 13. H. H. Sparling, "The
Evolution of Cannibalism."—Committee Meeting
every Friday at 8 p.m. sharp, at Parker Road.

Hackney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11. Business
meeting every Tuesday at 8.30, members earnestly

urged to attend. The Discussion Class will com-
mence on Feb. 10 ; H. Davis will open.—Sunday 13,

at 8.30. H. A. Barker, "Material and Spiritual

Consolation."
Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday Feb. 13, at 8. William Morris, "Mediaeval
England."

Hoxton (L. E. L.).—Exchange Coffee House, Pitfield

Street, opposite Hoxton Church, N. Sunday Feb. 13,

8 p.m. Lecture.

Merton.—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

—

Mitcham.—Comer of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Country Branches.
Bingley.—Coffee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.
Birmingham.—Carr's Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford.—Scott's Temperance Hotel, East Parade,
Leeds Road Wednesdays, at 8.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Reading Room and Li-

brary open every Wednesday evening, 8 till 10.

—

Free Tron Hall, Monday February 14, at 8 o'clock.

James Mavor, Sec. Socialist League, Glasgow, on
"Wages and Prices." Admission, 3d.—Treasurer
will receive Subscriptions for Prisoners' Aid Fund.

Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily.—On Sunday,
open-air meetings on Jail's Square at 1 and 5 o'clock ;

members requested to turn up to sell literature.

In the evening, at 6.30, in Hall, No. 2 Carlton Place,

Clyde Side, Arch. M'Laren, M.A., will lecture on
" Anarchism."—On Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock,

in 84 John Street, Monthly Meeting of Members.
Hamilton.—Branch meets every Thursday at 7.30 in

Raton's Hall, Chapel Street. On Thursday first,

John Adams on "The Commune of Paris."
Hull.—11 Princess Street, Sykes Street. Club Room
open every evening. Lectures every Thursday and
Sunday at 7 p.m. Feb. 13. Comrade Sheckell will

lecture on "Equality."
iyttTicas^fir.—Market Hall Coffee Tavern Lecture Room.

Friday evenings at 8.

THE AIMS OP ART.
By WILLIAM MORRIS.

Author of the " Earthly Paradise," etc,

Noio Ready. Price 3d. Large Paper ^ Is.

For sale at the office of this paper, 13 Farringdon
Road, E.C, and at Reeves' and other principal News-
agents.

SWAN SONNENSCHEIN & Co/s
NEW LIST.

Capital. By Karl Marx. Translated by
S. Moore and Dr. E. B. Aveling, under the super-
vision of F. Engels. 2 vols. 8 vo, 30s.

The Religion of Socialism. By Ernest
Belfort Bax, Author of ' Handbook to the History
of Philosophy.' Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

By the Author of ' The Historical Basis of Socialism^
Demy Svo, cloth gilt, Is. 6rf.

The Bankruptcy of India : an Inquiry into
the Administration of India under the Crown. With
a Chapter on the Silver Question. By H, M.
Hyndman.

THE IMPERIAL INSTITUTE AND IMPERIAL FEDERATION.

Just Published, at all Libraries and Booksellers.
Svo, 10s. M.

The Unit of Imperial Federation: A
Practical Suggestion to a Solution of the Problem of
Imperial Federation by means of Imperial Institute.

By H. Mortimer-Franklyn.

Six Centuries of Work and Wages

:

The History of English Labour. By Prof. J. E.
Thorold Rogers, M.P. Second edition In One
Vol. 8vo, cloth, 15s.

*' An interesting book on a subject of no small im-
portance, on which hitherto it has been impossible to
find a concise and reliable treatise."

—

Spectator,
" One of the most important of economic books."

—

Westminster Review.
" Is destined totake its placeamong standard books."—Literary World.

London ; Swan Sonnenschein, Lowrey & Co.,
Paternoster Square.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

A few sets of the Commonweal containing the above
Story can be had at the Office, 13 Farringdon Road.

Price One Shilling.

Printed and Published by William Mobris and Joseph Laiob
'

at 18 Farringdon Boad, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
Sir Charles Warren (no doubt in self-defence and defence of the

police) has given a blow to contemporary history as written by the

daily press, by a sudden demolition of the very rapidly grown myth of

the Wicked Socialist and the Heroic Butcher, which, is, after all, perhaps

the very latest example of the solar myth. The bright and ruddy

hero dispelling the murky crowds of the cloudy night with the shoot-

ing forth of his bright rays must be, according to the solar theory,

what is really typified by this apparently historical incident. Mr.

Andrew Lang perhaps could tell us what it might signify according to

the explanation of the " customary " theory of myths.

To one person it must have signified victuals and drink, temporarily

at least ; to wit, to the ingenious gentleman who produced the detailed

a-nd dramatic " Siege of a Butcher's Shop " in the Daily JVevjs. I

hope I have all due professional sympathy with our injured contem-

porary, but I really cannot help saying with Mr. Bounderby in ' Hard
Times,' " We are waiting to hear what apology you are going to offer

•us for going about the country express with no other luggage than a

story of a cock and a bull !

"

The Fall Mall Gazette gave us lately the account of interviews with
various business men as to the present condition of trade. The views

of these gentlemen were mostly what under the present circumstances

may be called optimistic, that is they all seemed to think that things

were mending a little. But, after all, what they said amounted to

little more than that the public were getting rather eager for invest-

ments, which fact may mean nothing more than the beginning of a

brief swindle-period.

Judging by the condition of production, which is indicated by the

plain statement of facts given in the columns of our own paper under
the heading " The Labour Struggle," this seems to be all that it does

mean. The hunger-riots of the Scotch coal miners also do not point to

our nearing a period of plain-sailing prosperity.

Mr. Bright " is at it again." He really does seem as if he were
determined to show that his claim to have been a popular leader was
mere moonshine ; it would be difficult for any enemy of his to be as

successful in this demonstration as Mr. Bris^ht himself.

The Daily News the other day was righteously indignant with the
sentence of a country magistrate on a labourer, convicted of the terrible

offence of setting traps to catch wood-pigeons, for which in the upshot
the poor man got two months' imprisonment. Probably, however,
such sentences are as common as frosts in winter, and not nearly so

much noticed. Our own experience has taught us that, since neither
the Daily Neios nor any other bourgeois paper made any comment on
Judge Nupkins-Grantham's sentence on Mowbray and Henderson

;

the Fall Mall Gazette joining in the conspiracy of silence, although
-when convenient it can say a good deal about the doings of one section

of the Socialists.

The Chiswick poisoning mystery has been explained, say the daily

papers :" the Government analyst has failed to detect any traces of

irritant poison of the contents of the stomachs of the two children . . .

having regard to the fact that the mother and six children slept in a
single bed in a room only measuring 8 ft. by 9 ft., and that the cold
and the scanty covering on the bed and the clothing generally in the
house compelled them to huddle together to keep themselves warm,
shutting out at the same time all ingress of fresh air into the room
where for hours there had been a lamp burning, he has, it is reported,
«om« to the conclusion that the cause of the death of the two children
was vitiated atmosphere." Misery is a shorter word than vitiated
atmosphere, and yet a more explanatory one. I suppose these victims
of vitiated atmosphere will not be set among the record of those who
were starved to death? (I have not patience to remember the
euphemism for that), but starved to death they were.

In his first debate with Mrs. Besant Mr. Foote affected (surely it

was affectation) scorn at those who distinguish between competition
and emulation, and asked what was the difference between them. Mr.
Foote knows well enough that competition, as we use the word in
English, means seeking one's own advantage at the expense of one's

neighbours (compare the French concurrence). As to emulation, judg-

ing by the tone of his attack on Socialism, it is probable that he does

not understand what that means, as it is certainly a generous quality.

To give the difference between the two shortly, emulation means mak-
ing the hest of one's own capacity ; competition, making the worst of

one's neighbour's.

Mr. Bradlaugh was enthusiastically cheered at a meeting held ou

behalf of the crofters for saying amongst other things "that we had no

right to pauperise the crofters by law and then send them into other

lands to die." Most true ; but how strange that Mr. Bradlaugh should

object to the substitution of the word "working-men" for crofters!

He has been lately taking some trouble to attack those who are trying

to show that we have no right to pauperise, not the crofters only, but

all workers, by forcing them to yield to " capital " a tribute for leave

to work—that is, to live. How utterly illogical it is in him to attack

also a small section of the monopolists of the means of production

!

They have exactly the same "rights of property" as every one else

has, neither less nor more ; and those rights leave them free to use or

abuse their property according to their own will. If the abuse of their

property should be interfered with, why not other abuses of property %

And is it not an abuse of property to employ it as a mere means of com-

pulsion to force other men to work for the compeller—or privileged

thief % How can it matter whether the instrument of violent robbery

is called " land " or " capital " % W. M.

One of the signs of the times is the manifestation of decadence in

the superstitious reverence for "law" which was afforded several times

during the debate on Mr. Parnell's amendment. Two lawyers, one the

son of the Lord Chief Justice, led the attack upon " law-in-itself," and

put very plainly and well the position that a " law " is an absurdity

and a crime unless " approved by the moral sense of the community at

large." Mr. Holmes, the Attorney-General for Ireland, was—and the

Sj)ectator laments it piteously—in despair over ever again getting people

to obey laws in which they do not believe.

Mr. John Morley put into a phrase the other day the history of the

people everywhere. It was much more than "the history of Ireland in

a nutshell" that he called it. "Unredressed grievances, moral wrongs

without a legal remedy, and then the resort to illegal acts to secure

justice." S.

THE CRIMINAL CLASSES OF THE FUTURE.
A EETROSPECT AND A PROSPECT.

The persistent preaching of Socialist principles had leavened men's

minds with new ideas, and the old prejudices against the poorer inmates

of our jails and convict establishments had given place to a feeling

that they were more sinned against than sinning. Bad training

amidst filth, squalor, and manifold temptations, were held as (outside

the judicial bench) excuses and condonation of offences against pro-

perty. There, on the contrary, as the feelings of the people became

more liberal, the harshness of their decisions became more marked.

Shameful sentences and gross partiality were the order of the day.

Prison discipline bore the marks of the haters of the people, and the

brutal tortures of the past were replaced with refined cruelties. That

made a sentence of imprisonment, in many cases, a sentence of death.

Pitiful Cdses of half-starved desperate men sent to jail for stealing

food, with the brutal comments of the well-fed magistrate ringing in

their ears, of paupers ill-treated with impunity by workhouse jailers,

and of myriads preferring to lie and die by the roadside rather than

accept the brutal charity of a corrupt Society, were the order

of the day. The mass of unemployed workmen were insulted by
the paid hirelings of the affrighted bourgeois with schemes of

dietetic reforms, sterilisation, etc., etc. It seemed that the old

saying that those whom the " Gods seek to destroy they first make
mad " was having its illustration in Old England. Alternating with

the insults as to raggedness, laziness, and depravity heaped upon the dis-

possessed, were demands for bludgeons and coercion ; and the Russian

legislation, hitherto confined to the sister island, was made applicable

to the whole kingdom. The police, acting on the cue of their em-

ployers, changed their tactics of petty spydom for wholesale arrests,

and plots smacking of the " Woolff and Bondurand " flavour were

common discoveries.
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It was during this social discord, and whilst the social contract was
being challenged by simple and learned alike, that the European war-
cloud, so long brooding over the Continent, burst. Two great nations,

goaded on by vulture statesmen, were at each others throats, and
wholesale carnage and desolation spread over their peaceful fields.

England led by purblind rulers was insensibly drawn into conflict, but
with another combatant. Her antagonist fitted out fleets of privateers

who preyed upon her commerce. To transfer her freightage to foreign

bottoms was tried and failed, for England had few friends. The
American-Irish, with their burning memories of wrongs inflicted,

effectually prevented the United States from rendering any indirect

assistance. As a consequence her vast populations herded in the great

centres divorced from the soil, and dependent mainly upon foreign

supplies for food were famine- striken, and although the propertied

classes were preaching to them endurance on patriotic grounds, the
spectacle was continuously before them of contractors defrauding the

nation and furnishing the soldiers with rotten food and accoutrements,

and even supplying the enemy with munitions of war. The trading-

hucksters waxed fat out of the famine prices extorted from their

countrymen whose patriotism they relied on.

Alarmed by the condition of things, the v/calthy classes betook
themselves to the pleasure resorts yet out of the zone of foreign war.

The case of the people was desperate, and in striving to suppress ex-

pression of discontent by arresting a Socialist speaker at a large

meeting, the fires of insurrection were lit. The capital, denuded
of troops for foreign service was only defended by a few regulars and
volunteers. At the first a mass of the latter joined the people, whilst

the snob clerk element brought about their speedy defeat and destruc-

tion by firing on the people. The towns and cities of the country fell

one by one, sometimes without a struggle, into the hands of the

people. Everywhere the Cause triumphed. Trusty messengers were
despatched to Ireland, and at once the standard of revolt was raised.

The thin garrisons were powerless against the onslaught, and at one
fell swoop Ireland and England freed themselves from the curse of

landlordism and capitalism. Strange things happened at the original

seat of war, large masses of troops revolted on both sides and frater-

nised ; the officers either fled or were destroyed, and the two peoples

passed out of the valley of despair into the dawn of the Social Kevo-
lution. In the first fiush of rage the English revolutionists desired to

destroy the workhouse bastilles and prisons, after emptying them of

their unfortunate occupants, but wiser councils prevailed and they were
put to a better purpose. For the wealthy who still remained were
using their money to overthrow the new regime, and they were aided

by the fast returning money-mongers who had fled at the first noise of

war. The people, however, through their chosen delegates, declared

the old currency null and void, and issued a new one representative

only of labour. Gold and silver, so long the curse of nations, were no
longer used as coinage, but a base metal of no intrinsic value took

their place. By a decree issued simultaneously the idlers, whose
monetary wealth was thus rendered useless, were cited to appear before

the local Assemblies and give account of themselves, and many
haughty dames and distiitgue swells were charged with being without
visible means of subsistence. The answers to this charge were many
and curious. A local Assembly sitting was occupied with a batch of

culprits who had been in their day the elite of Society.

Chairman (to first accused) : What are you ?
"

'
,

Accused : I am the eldest son of Lord Broadlands, now abroad for

the benefit of his health.

Chairman : How have you got your living hitherto %

Accused : Oh, I had great expectations and an allowance.

Chairman : Ever done any work ?

Accused: Boating, cricketing, lawn-tennis, and so forth.

Chairman : No trade ?

Accused : Oh, dear no.

Chairmayi : You are allowed three weeks to choose an occupation,

and as you are unskilled you will have to go the workhouse during this

time. Next case !

Chairman (to second accused) : AYhat are you 1

Accused: I am a stockbroker and shareholder in railways, mines,

dnd so on.

Chairman : You have had a good education, I presume. Ever con-

tributed anything to literature 'Z

Accused: No.

Chairman: Do you know any trade, for your occupation is now
gone?

Accused: Oh, dear no.

Chairman : I consider some punishment necessary in your case, for

you are one of those who plunged the country into incessant wars in

order to get your dividends ; three month's hard labour. Next case !

Chairman (to third accused^ an austere looking maiden lady) : What
are you ?

A.ccused : I am the daughter of a colonel in the army, who died

fighting for the honour of his country.

Chairman : Indeed ! Where did it happen ?

Accused: In Mandalay, Burmah.
Chairman: Humph 1 How do you get your living 1

Accused: What impertinence! Well, if you must know, I have

shares in some coal mines.

Chairman : Ever done anything useful yourself ?

Accused : The idea of such questions. I am the greatest collector

of used foreign stamps in England, and my cat has taken a prize at

the last cat show.
Chairman : Anything else '?

Accused: I have written articles to the Parish Magazine how to
make vegetable soup for the poor on an economical basis.

^ Chairman : You must go to the workhouse laundry for a training.
Next case

!

Chairman (to fourth accused): What are you 1

Accused: I am a ratepayer and guardian of the poor. Have been,
labour master in the union

Chairman : Stop I Take him away and put him in the oakum shed
on bread-and-water

;
give him his water hot I E. Kitz.

{To he continued.)

IMPRESSIONS "ON THE ROAD."
II.

(Coiitiiuicd from Vol. 11., page 29:>.)

Our carriage stops just alongside a signal-box, encased in which
stands the over-worked and under-paid slave of the railway company,
holding in his hand the lives of travellers. How careful many of us
are lest we should be tyrannised over not only by princes and parlia-

ments, by laws and institutions, but mayhap also by comrades and
fellow-workers in the cause ! And here we submit our fate to the
goodwill or ill-disposition of a few fellow-slaves ! One pull of his
brawny hand—if he so wills it—and we run into death and destruc-
tion. Nor is it necessary to conceive the far-fetched notion of a British
railway-hand bearing malice towards any one. If but his energies
did flag, his watchful eye grow dim, and his hand leave untouched the
lever which to pull so many times a-day is said to be his duty ! Yet
are there folk who cannot see how much, how everything depends on
mutual goodwill and on the punctual work of public organisation !

How crowded these railroads are ; how lightning-like are these
vapouring monsters, chasing and shooting past one another, laden v/ith

human lives and crammed with dead and living values of exchange !

Are not they right wlio abhor railways as abominations, prosaic and
incorrigible '? I am no lover of railways in their present nastiness

;

but I cannot help thinking that those who condemn them altogether
and for all times are pouring away the child along with the bath.
I find a great deal of good in them, and fancy that they could even be
rendered beautiful and vastly enjoyable, if worked by enlightened
spirits and for the peoples benefit. What makes them so mean and
detestable is their present purpose. It is because they are instruments
of gain in the hands of commercial speculators that they lack beauty,
comfort, and security. There will not be half the number of people
travelling in socialistic communities as there are travelling now. If

they do, they will mostly travel on foot, and have only their little

luggage carried for them. Even now, most men and things on the
railroads would not care to travel, if they were not made to ; if it were
not their business to hurry to and fro and change hands constantly.
If goods were made for use instead of for profit, the craftsman could
afford to stay at home and wait for their custom, as they did in the
''good old times," where a master's brain and handiwork had only one
ambition : to suit most fully and enjoyably the purposes for which
they were needed.

To-day the makers of goods are, seldom masters of their craft or of

their tools or of their brains; t\\Qf are mostly slaves of other people's

money or machines. The honest, tailor of the age of chivalry would
have as little dreamt of making- garments for a man whose taste and
whose proportions he knew nothing of as ^sop did of telling the
traveller how long it would take him to reach the next village before
he had seen him walking and could estimate the capacity of his step.

Our modern operative seldom sees or knows whom he is working for,

whom his labour is to fit or benefit ; nay, the child may not yet be
born whose baby-shoes are passing through his hands and through the
mill at Leicester or Northampton. He helps in making shoes or

clothes, not because there are people who need them (the needy are

generally left without either) but because his master thought fit to

invest his money in putting up machinery, which is calculated with
the employment of some leather and human labour to turn out boots.

These boots are supposed to find a market, and in the market a sale

at a price which leaves the enterprising employer of labour a profit.

As there are many who follow his example, and as each one produces

without regard to his neighbour, there results a keen competition for

the best position in the market. For the machines, once put in motion,

cannot wait for customers, but run on without thinking and let the

boots and clothes look out for themselves. These are poured in never-

ceasing streams into the market, where they knock about, seeking,

whom they may fit in size and price, in style and quality.

With the poverty and vulgarity stricken crowd in the market-place

quality and style are at a discount, and hence the biggest sizes and
lowest prices are bound to fetch the gapers. To sell, then, means
to be cheap, and to be cheap, production must be intensified and its

means economised. This, again, means increased division of labour

and the introduction of labour-saving machinery. Hence the whole-

sale fabrication of specialities, and the fostering of such specialities

in certain towns and districts where once the machinery has been
planted and the " hands " have been trained to its use. In this wise

some towns are growing a population of boot-hands, others of cotton

or woollen spinners, others of metal-workers, and others again of clerks

and warehousemen, of bosses and speculators. This explains the rest-

less bustle on the railroad; the ceaseless shifting of raw material from
the spot of its growth to the " centres of industry " ; thence in the
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shape of wares to the "centres of commerce"; and thence again

throuc^h the agency of a host of hawkers and canvassers into the hands

of the shopkeepers, the middlemen (the famous "backbone of the

nation''), who retail them out to the thrice-cheated, patient and

gullible consumer.

Whilst at the beginning of home industry men made things of use

which they found themselves most adapted for, first for themselves and

then for others who gave them their produce in return, either direct or

through a medium of exchange, the workers now are the very last

thought of in the distribution of the valuables they make. The object

of production then was the thing of use^ now it is the thing of iirofit.

Things are of value only in so far as they are exchangeable, and are

handled and bundled about from post to pillar not for the sake of the

producer or consumer, but for the sake of the seller, the capitalist.

The hop which grows in Kent is not for the labourer's beer, but

travels first to the broker, from whom the labourer must buy it by
paying the retailer's keep and rates and taxes ; and the brewery
labourers in Burton-on-Trent taste little of their own brewing, but

must put up with cheaper stuff brewed with polluted water. The fish

caught off the South Coast, of course, runs up to London, whilst in

Exeter and Weymouth you get the catch fresh from—Grimsby. The
silk spinners of Macclesfield and Congleton, and the woollen weavers

of the West of England, can hardly aftbrd to buy the shoddy which
their brothers at Batley and Dewsbury turn out for the toilers of this

mighty Empire, whilst the shoddy-makers tJiemselves go about in rags.

The manufacture in this country of cotton for India has ceased to be
profitable since the workers there need no wrappers at all, and are,

therefore, most "fit to survive" the British factory-hand, and supply

him with a shroud when dead.

The same principle is applied to food, whicii is not grown now to

feed the hungry but to enrich those capitalists who force it down the

throats of all and sundry who are able to pay for it. If the jolly old

English roast beef had become a myth to the wage-workers of these

islands only because they had converted themselves to the " eating of

the green," nothing could be said ; but they are treated to Australian
carcases, brought over in iced coffin-ships to prevent them from rotting

and thereby losing their exchange-value. Food is kept from the
starving poor and stored up air-tight, the better to bide the changing
fortunes of the market. Thus the female factory-hand, who has no
time for cooking, if she but owns the money, can get meals ready-made
and preserved in " tins of family size, artistically shaped and labelled.'^

Of course, the right brand, " without which none are genuine," is of

some importance (to the manufacturer) ; hence, you must " see that
you get it." Nevertheless, although you have got it, I should advise
you to make sure about your quality ; it is just possible, in spite of

Christian assurance and threatening hell-fire, that you have candle-

grease instead of butter, and a solution of logwood in vinegar instead
of wine. There is at least one place I know of out of a thousand
(somewhere in the ISTorth-East of Great Britain) from where such
grease is sent over to Holland, not indeed for sale, but for the sole

purpose of being there branded as " Prime Dutch Estate " butter, and
of being sent back again for sale all over the world as what it is not.

Thus men and wares are being hunted to and fro in burning haste
with profit-making lies imprinted on their faces. And since Capi-
talistic Commerce is dirty, mean, and full of thievish trickery, how
can its vehicle, the railroad, be clean and noble, and honestly beautiful ?

Andreas Sciieu.

Labour is wronged and plundered in all countries. The labourer is sub-
jected to the same economic subjection under the Czar of Eussia or the
Emperor of Germany as in the United States. Labour will be emancipated
when the wage-labourers of the world have made conmion cause. The
oppression of labour is international ; to be successful the cause of labour
must be international.

—

Paterson Labor Standard.
A curious proceeding is reported from Mitchelstown. It appears that

there has for some time been some commotion amongst the children of the
Christian Brothers and Nun Schools, because the children of an unpopular
person in the town were allowed to attend the school. On the 10th inst.

seven hundred children absented themselves and paraded the streets, cheer-
ing for the Plan of Campaign, and listening to a juvenile band wdiich they
had formed. Mr. Cullinan, Poor Law^ Guardian, addressed the children and
advised them not to return to school until the children of their enemies were
removed from it.

Armies, National and Ixternatioxal.—The incarnation of the " patria "

is in Bazaine Traitor, MacMahon Fool, Trochu Catholic, Lucrot Boaster,
tinally in Thiers Vampire, and Gallifet Assassin. Soldiers, " well-disci-
plined and obedient," drunk with brandy, gold in their pockets, march to
the assault of Paris, who struggles for her emancipation, they take the
barricades behind which stand their brother-workers, shoot dow^n Flourens,
Delescluze, Milliere, Ferre, and many others, and finish by killing out for a
time the attempts of the proletariate. Poor gulls, not to'perceive that they
are killing themselves in massacring 35,000"men of the people, the people
whence they too come I This is the " national army '";

. . . See all these
sleek men, well-dressed, rich, whose very coats resemble strong boxes,
bankers, stockjobbers, swindlers, " bubble companies,"' organisers of distant
expeditions, all coming and going, exchanging, intriguing to-day, governing
to-morrow, commanding the slaves of the\vorkshops while their accomplices
command the slaves of the army, eating up all, monopolising, starving,
stamping beneath their feet all traditions, familiar with every form of
shame, trafficking with the daughters of the people, poisoning the world
with their journals and writings as they poison it with their goods. This is

the international army. When, oh peoples of the earth, will you realise it ?

When will you also have your international army ? Have you not served
long enough as playthings to these men who exploit your labour to-day and
will cut your throats to-morrow ? When shall we see the brotherly greeting
and hand-grasp which will overturn all frontiers and barriers, and the
abolition of all the privileges which destroy you ? When shall come the
Revolution which is to bring with it Social Equ*ality ?

—

Cri dn Pevrple.

DESPAIR.
Now, wife, let me out, I say !

I will strive with my fate no more,

I have travelled for scores of miles,

I have halted from door to door.

Work, work, give me work ! I cried,

Tis no matter what sort it be.

So the meed be a slice of bread

For the famishing babes and thee.

I have begged, I have sought in vain,

I have done all that mortal can

;

So, wife, get thee out of the way
Of a hopeless and fearless man.

A whisper has come from the pool

That has told me how this may end
And the knife and the rope have looked

Like the face of a faithful friend.

But first these oppressors shall know
That I value not limb nor life.

Let them bury their gold in their hearts

—

I will dig out the hoard v/ith my knife 1

A curse on the cruel rich.

On the fat of the land o'erfed !

And a curse on all lords and laws

That stand between me and bread !

God ! God ! God !—nay, there is no God !

'Tis a Devil that rules on high,

For a beast may labour and live,

But a poor man must starve and die.

The dogs of the squire are gorged,

And his ox grows fat in the stall-

Thou God of the Hich I hate,

And I curse thee most of all !

Gilstead, near Bradford. Ben Preston.

Mr. Bright and Trades' Unionism.
From the ' Cotton Factory Times.'

Mk. John Bright has given ofience to the members of the Birming-
ham Trades' Council, owing to the denouncing, in a recent letter to

a gentleman of that town, the principles of Trades' Unionism, and
averring that a workman would be better off without them than with
them. Having been written to by the Council in reference to the

contents of his letter, Mr. Bright says there is no condemnation of

trades' unions in his letter, and that the criticism of the Trades'

Council is not necessary and is not just. We read Mr. Bright 's letter,

and confess that we put the same interpretation upon it as the Bir-

mingham Trades' Council seem to have done ; and however much he
may try to wriggle out of the real meaning of his letter, the working
classes can only come to one conclusion, and that is that Mr. Bright

is no friend to those who join in combination for their own improve-

ment in the social scale, and that he judges the question merely from
an emjDloyer's point of view. He was never popular with the w^orking

classes of Bochdale, and we don't know that he ever assisted the work-

ing classes in any great movement having for its object the ameliora-

tion of their condition as working men and women. We know that

on one occasion when a deputation waited upon him at his mill in

Ilochdale respecting a dispute which his spinners had with him in

respect to their wages, he took the two gentlemen who formed the

deputation up a lobby, and opening a door told them to go down some
steps. Having done so, he closed the door upon them, and left them
in that strange place, surrounded by a high wall, over which they had
to climb as best they could ; and this was the only satisfaction the

deputation received in regard to the spinners' grievances. This circum-

stance occurred many long years ago, but serves to show what kind of

feelings he then entertained respecting trades' unions. We don't sup-

pose he would treat a deputation in these days in such a cool fashion

;

still he would not be the individual we should expect to receive any
favours from in any movement which the labouring classes got up for

their mutual advancement. It is well that cotton operatives have not

to rely upon men such as he to battle for their cause, and none know
better than they the value of good trades' organisations ; and whatever
Mr. Bright may say to the contrary, his opinion on trades' unions

will carry no influence with those who have to earn their bread by
daily toil.

A Provincial Propagandist Tour.

Comrade ^Mahon's engagements in the provinces are : Feb. 17 to 25, Leeds, Brad-

ford, Bingley, Shipley, etc.; 27, 28, and March 1, Hull; 2, Newcastle. Mahon
will be glad to hear from any persons willing to arrange meetings at York, Mid-
dlesbro', Shields, or Yarmouth.

Walsall.—On Wednesday the 9th inst., J. L. Mahon delivered a lecture at

the Radical Club, subject, " A Plea for Socialism." The audience was small but
highly appreciative, and a Branch of the Socialist League has resulted. Mahon
also addressed a meeting of chainmakers and others on Friday the 11th, and was
well received.
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*HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW : FIRST, FEW MEN
HEED IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON !

'

Communications invited on Social Questions. They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Ed. , E.G., and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor jmblication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing
the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS. only returned if a stamped directed envelope isjorwardedwiththem.

Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.,

six months, 3s.; three months. Is. 6d.

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Notice to all Socialistic Newspapers.—The Gommonweal will be regularly sent

to all Socialistic Contemporaries throughout the world, and it is hoped that
they on their side will regularly provide the Socialist League with their papers.

Feriodicals received during the week ending Wednesday February 16.

England
Justice
Jus
Norwich—Daylight
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Cotton Factory Times
Christian Socialist

Worker's Friend

South Australia
Adelaide—Our Commonwealth

United States
New York—VolkszeitHng
Der Sozialist
John Swinton's Paper

Boston—Woman's Journal
Springfield (111.)—Voice of Labor
Chicago (111.)—Vorbote

New Haven (Conn. )—Work-
men's Advocate

Portland (Oreg.) Avant-Courier
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
Valley Falls (Kan.)—Lucifer

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Socialiste

Le Revolte
Guise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le Travailleur

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Belgium
Liege—L 'Avenir
Antwerp—De Werker

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista

Portugal
Oporto—A Perola

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

Norway
Kristiania—Social-Democraten

FACING THE WORST OF IT.

Though we Socialists have full faith in the certainty of the great

change coming about, it would be idle for any one of us to attempt to

prophesy as to the date of the realisation of our hopes ; and it is well

for us not to be too sanguine, since overweening hope is apt to give

birth to despair if it meets with check or disappointment. Although
the oppression and robbery of the past and the present is preparing a

certain revenge in the future, yet history has shown us over and over

again that retribution is halt-foot ; or perhaps, to put it with as little

metaphor as language will allow of, great revolutions have to wait till

the force which is to destroy the old order and create the new is so

overwhelming that there is no chance of any real or serious reaction

marring the effects of the hopes and necessities which miike great

revolutions.

There are two streams of the force which is creating the new order

of things, and which, already visible to thoughtful persons, will one
day rise into a great flood-tide of change visible to every one, and make
a new world. On the one hand the system under which we now live

and which is, we are firmly convinced, the last development of the
oppression of privilege, is of its own weight pushing onwards towards
its destruction. The energy and ceaseless activity which made its

success so swift and startling are now hurrying it towards its end

;

there is no turning back possible, no pausing for the tide of that com-
merce which bears all life with it in the present ; it is not only that

its goal is ruin, but the goal is now within sight. Yet though the

energy which is now sweeping onward to the sea of destruction cannot
falter, yet it may itself create checks—eddies, to keep up the metaphor
—in which we now living may whirl round and round a long time.

So, that we may not be disappointed and be taken unawares, it is well

to consider what these may be.

At the same time, although commercial ruin must be the main stream

of the force for the bringing about revolution, we must not forget the

other stream, which is the conscious hope of the oppressed classes,

forced into union and antagonism by the very success of the commercial
system which their hope now threatens with destruction. The com-
mercial or capitalistic system is being eaten out by its own energy

;

but that energy may on the one hand create partially new conditions

for it, yet, on the other hand, in doing so it will stimulate the energy

which is consciously attacking it; and these attacks will be more
powerful than its struggles to resist its coming fate, the eddies in the

stream above said.

As for these, let us look a little closer to see what form they are

likely to take.

First, the downward tendency of commerce may and probably will

be checked by recoveries something of the nature of the rebounds from

depression which were the rule for the last forty years before the
depression of the six or seven years just passed set in, but far less,

complete and much shorter lived. We are threatened with such a
recovery at present, and there may be some foundation for the threat,

of course if it is realised we shall have plenty of discourses addressed

to us of the " I told you so '^ kind, and the advocates of the capitalists

who have any power of pen or tongue will be jubilant and noisy. We ^

Socialists, however, need not trouble ourselves much about their joy

;

because such a period is sure to be fruitful of disputes between the

trades'-unionists and the capitalists ; and it will be our business to

stimulate and support the claim to a- higher standard of livelihood

which the brisker business and consequent bigger profits of the manu-
facturers will enable the workmen to make with success. The period

of recovery will certainly be followed by another depression, and the
discontent of the workmen will be much increased by their losing, or

their dreading to lose, the advantages gained in the better times ; so

that after all even this apparent check to the progress of the disintegra-

tion of the present system will but lead us so much nearer to revolution*

by making clearer to the workers the antagonism which exists between^

them and the thief-class—the employers.

Suck recovery as above mentioned would coine in the ordinary con-

dition of things, and would mean simply an emptying more or less of

the shelves of the salesman. But recovery may come from another

and more dramatic cause—to wit, the great European war with which
we are now threatened. Such a war would give a great stimulus to

trade while it lasted ; just as if half London were burned down, the
calamity would be of great service to those who were not burned out,—
all this, of course, applying only to the idiotic system of rewarding labour

under which we now suffer, and having nothing to do with a system
in which work means production or service of some sort to the com-
munity.

But "good" as the war might be for trade, it could not last for

ever; and quite apart from the more specially political results which
might come of it, the time would come when some one would have to-

say, as Owen said after the end of the great war of the beginning of

the century, " the war, our best customer, is dead."

Then would come the inevitable reaction, and what between falling

prices, and crowds thrown out of employment, and the certain dis-

appointment and disgust which would attend the exhaustion of the

finish of the struggle, our present thief-society would receive a rude
shake, which one might hope it would scarcely recover. But whether
that were so or not, at least the inflation of the war-time would be far

more than counterbalanced by the depression of the following peace.

Only the most short-sighted of the capitalists can pray for war in the
times we are now in, one would think, because behind the brilliant

" respectable " war stands its shadow, revolution.

And yet though they may dread war, still that restless enemy of the
commercial system, the demon which they have made, and is no longer
their servant but their master, forces them into it in spite of them ;.

because unless commerce can find new capacities for expansion it is all

over, or will be in a very few years ; the partial and brief recovery of

trade before mentioned is too insignificant to be worth much notice ;.

the one thing for which our thrice accursed civilisation craves, as the
stifling man for fresh air, is new markets ; fresh countries must be con-

quered by it which are not manufacturing and are producers of raw
material, so that " civilised " manufactures can be forced on them.
All wars noiv ivaged, under ivhatever jn^etences, are really irars for the

great prizes in the v:orld-market. And certainly if the countries, the
chances for whose monopolisation (distant chances too) are now leading

Europe into a war the end of which no one can foresee, can be opened
up to commerce, and when opened up satisfy the expectations of the
national pirates who are "on the account " in this matter, the dissolu-

tion of our present system may be somewhat checked. Yet, on the
other hand, this very success would stimulate the cut-throat competi-

tion of the commerce-gamblers ; and once more, since of their plunder
they would only yield to the workers as much as the latter compelled

them to yield, whatever " prosperity " might follow such enterprises,

would, now that the idea of Socialism has taken root amongst the

workmen of Europe, be accompanied by fresh demands on their

part ; and these demands again would necessarily act as a spur to the*

competition of the gamblers, and make the pace faster and more
furious ; so that perhaps even the glorious hope of flooding Central

Africa and China with trade " goods " which nobody wants, will turn,

out when attained but Dead Sea apples to the capitalist.

These three chances of checking the onward course of capitalistic com-
merce to its annihilation, are the only visible ones I think :—1st. The
lessening of stocks and consequent slight temporary recovery ; 2nd, A
great European war, perhaps lengthened out into a regular epoch of war

;

and 3rd, The realisation of the hopes of important new markets, which
hopes are the real causes of hostility between nations. How far they

might act as checks on Socialism it is not possible to foretell; but
that they will not be unmixed advantages to Capitalism is, I think,,

certain, nor is there anything about the possibility of their happening,

which need discourage us. Probably none of them would have much,

influence in checking the growing tendency towards the union of the

workers in England. Certainly they would have no power to break

that spirit of union which already exists among the great nations, of

the Continent.

Besides these obvious resources of the system we are attacking,

there are less obvious possibilities about which one may speculate,

perhaps with some profit; these more speculative possibilities point

to attempts of Capitalism at avoiding its doom, which would lead

to more ruin and suflTering than are likely to be involved in even those
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above-mentioned. I have not space to call our reader's attention to

them at present, so I will end by saying that our part as acknowledged

and organised Socialists is, while we watch keenly the development of

the causes whith would lead to the destruction of the present system,

even if there were no acknowledged Socialists at all, to do all we can

to aid the conscious attacks on the system by all those who feel them-

selves wrono-ed by it. It is possible that we may live to see times in

which it will be easier than now for the labourer to live as a labourer

and not as a man, and there is a kind of utilitarian sham Socialism

which would be satisfied by such an outcome of times of prosperity.

It is very much our business to meet this humbug by urging the workers

to sustain steadily their due claim to that fullness and completeness of

life which no class system can give them. The claims of non-Socialist

workmen go little beyond the demand for a bigger ration, warmer coat,

and better lodging for the slave ; and even Socialist workmen, I think,

are apt to put their claims too low, at least in this country ; for, in-

deed, one must say with a sense of shame in one's own better luck not

possible to express, that the conditions under which they live and work

make it difficult for them even to conceive the sort of life that a man
should live. William Morris.

MINERS AGITATION IN SCOTLAND.
GEEAT DISTRESS IN LANARKSHIRE—SOCIALIST DEMON-

STRATION IN GLASGOW.

Reports of the progress of the agitation amongst Scottish miners for

an advance of wages have appeared pretty regularly in the Labour
Column of Commonweal. Readers of that column are no doubt aware

that about a month ago the Central Board of the Federation of

Scottish Miners recommended the various districts to cease work for

some four or five days with the view of bringing the struggle to a crisis

and forcing the masters to concede the advance demanded. Acting

upon this advice, the great majority of miners in the north and west

of Scotland ceased work. As a result of this policy a considerable

number of the masters yielded, and their men resumed work at ad-

vanced wages. The greater portion of the masters, however, absolutely

refused to grant any increase of wages whatsoever. In consequence

of this refusal the men in most districts prolonged their holiday. A
fortnight ago the Board, fearing the holiday would become an actual

strike, recommended the men to return to work in the meantime. This

advice was rejected with indignation by the overwhelming body of the

miners of the Hamilton, Motherwell, and Airdrie districts of Lanark-

shire—the districts, I may say, where Socialist opinions have most

deeply penetrated. The serious consequences of this resolution the

men knew only too well. For many months now they had been work-

ing only live days per week, at a wage of 3s. per day—which, after

deductions for doctor, powder, tools, etc., left only some 12s. 6d. per

week on which to keep themselves and their families. It is obvious

that on such an income the miners would have little or nothing saved

to meet the present emergency. Indeed their families in many instances

were at starvation's door before the strike began. Their present con-

dition is distressing in the extreme.

Painful scenes have been witnessed in some of the mining villages.

Women and children begging for food at their own doors. Little

children wandering about the streets crying for bread. In some
instances the shopkeepers, partly through sympathy and partly through

fear of bread-riots taking place, have distributed loaves amongst the

starving people. In one village a butcher distributed half a cow. The
authorities, too, alarmed at the aspect of affairs, have advised the

merchants to shut their shops early and barricade their windows. In

anticipation of disturbance mounted police have been drafted to some
of the districts.

And it is thus, in the nineteenth century in Christian Britain, that

the workers must plead with their Christian masters for justice—their

masters, who plunder them and toil them to death ; who strip their

little children and cast them naked and famishing out into the winter's

cold! J. B. G.

Since receiving the above the news has reached London of the

hunger-riots at Blantyre and otherwhere in the district; but the

bourgeois press is usually not anxious to give any real explanation of

such occurrences, and has not done so on this occasion ; therefore our
communication has some interest even at this date.

On Sunday last, the Glasgow Branch of the Socialist League held a

great demonstration on Glasgow Green, for the purpose of expressing

sympathy with the miners on strike. The local press puts the number
present at not less than 30,000. There were three platforms, at which
the following resolutions were spoken to by members of the League,

Wm. Small, the Secretary, and Mr. M'Munn, Chairman of the Lanark-
shire Miners' Association, and other comrades and friends :

—

"That this meeting of the workers of Glasgow hereby expresses its

heartiest sympathy with the miners, their wives and children, in their pre-

sent sufferings, and wishes full and speedy success to the resolute effort now
being made to obtain an advance in wages ; and that it condemns the
attitude of the masters as grossly selfish and unjust."

" That this meeting is of opinion that the cause of all those who work for

wages is one and the same, that the present struggle is only one incident in

the world-wide conflict between the labourer and the capitalist, and that
not until the land, mines, and machinery, and all means of production and
distribution are held and used by the workers for the common benefit can
that conflict cease, and a secure and happier social system be attained."

In supporting the second resolution, Mr. M*Munn said the present

fight was not about 6d. a-day. The masters had made up their minds
to fight Socialism, and he admitted that Socialistic opinions were
spreading amongst the miners.

Our comrade Glasier writes :

From copies of newspapers sent you will see that our demonstration was
a great success. We have allied the miners with Socialism definitely. The
press reports give but a poor notion of the speeches. At the platform pre-

sided over by comrade McLaren, M.A., three cheers for the Social Revolu-
tion were given with great enthusiasm. Not a single hand at any of the

platforms was held up against the second resolution, which you will observe

was a purely Socialist one. Our meeting has created a profound impression,

and has alarmed the bourgeoisie not a little. It is greatly to the credit of

our comrades R. F. Muirhead, M.A., and Arch McLaren, M.A., that they
bravely came forward and took the chairs at two platforms, as they are both
well connected and run seriously the risk of damaging their academical
careers. We have given our large room here up to the miners for the time
being as a place of call, etc. They are in Glasgow in large numbers collect-

ing subscriptions. We handed over to them as the result of collection £24,
In great haste, yours fraternally, J. Bruce Glasier.

84, John Street, Glasgow, Feb. 14.

The Scotsman states that the above sum of <£24 was collected mostly

in copper, which is gratifying evidence of the widely-felt sympathy
with the object of the demonstration, notwithstanding the large dis-

count which the capitalist press endeavour to make for " small, ragged,

dirty boys," "loafers," and the "respectable people attracted by
curiosity." The Branch also distributed 15,000 copies of a stirring,

well-written manifesto, which cannot fail to do good in awakening the

workers to a sense of the necessity of the Socialists' claim for a change
in the basis of Society. Altogether the Branch deserves credit for

the admirable manner in which the demonstration was got up and
carried through. The news will comfort and encourage the Brother-

hopd throughout the world. T. B.

COERESPONDENCE.

"T. LEMON AND THE S. D. F."

Our friend Sturt's letter should have been sent to Justice^ as the provoca-

tion came in this instance from that quarter. If I had been less moderate
and acted with less consideration for the Cause, and unsparingly exposed the
" tactics " I only pointed at, it is probable that comrade Sturt's letter would
not have been penned, or he might perhaps have shared in the " sore feelings "

which in my case provoked the sarcasm, the use of which he deprecates.

Removed as he is far from the "madding crowd," and with only partial

knowledge of the case before him, he can easily perform the easy task of the
candid friend. F. KiTZ.

" ABSENTEEISM."

I quite agree with G. D. L., and yet I hold by the view that if a man
receive a thousand pounds or a thousand pounds' worth, it makes no differ-

ence where he consumes it. Take the first law of motion, as often expressed :

" A body once set in motion will continue to move in the same straight line

for ever." It is no contradiction to this law to point to bodies set in motion
and then stopping. Again, the law of oravitation is not contradicted by the

fact that balloons and other bodies ascend from the earth. Such occur-

rences merely demand further explanation, which goes towards confirming

the general statement.

Suppose that an Irish landlord receives <£1000 from his tenant and remains
in Ireland. There he spends his <£1000—returns it, so to speak, to the Irish

;

but he returns it for the worth of .£1000—he consumes that much. Thus,

instead of having a thousand sovereigns less, Ireland has so much less com-
modities. The landlord, by the hypothesis, does nothing ; he simply cofi-

sumes. How can that increase, by itself^ the resources of Ireland ? Suppose
that instead of landlords we had bottomless pits, and that into these pits it

was customary to throw rent (Ireland, however, has no pits of her own, so

her rents come over to the pits of this country), would Ireland be under any
disadvantage then, provided she had not the additional trouble of sending
her rents a longer distance ? I can see between a landlord and a bottomless

pit no difference—except this : a bottomless pit may be harmless, an idle

landlord cannot be.

Let us again suppose that Irish landowners remained in Ireland and spent

their rents there. I am now going to speak of what would happen under
existing circumstances. Ireland would then become quite a gay, prosperous
looking place. Population would increase, and the increase would be of the

well-to-do. All these well-to-do people, however, called into being by the

needs of the landlords, would practically be creatures of the landlords.

There would be just as much misery and suffering as there is now—yea,

more, the voice of the suffering would never be heard, it could never pene-

trate the mass of toadyism that lay between it and the free air. I don't

suppose Ireland is any worse off just now than England—I am sure she

isn't. Perhaps the briefest way to bring this out is to imagine what the

effect in England would be if our landlords were to become absentees—were
to spend their rents somewhere else. One very marked effect, and about the

first, would be an extraordinary diminution in the number of prostitutes

(This just reminds me, by the way, of the high virtue ascribed to Irish

women, which they doubtless owe to absenteeism.) Following on this

diminution in the number of prostitutes would be the disappearance of all

sorts of hells ; then would go the oily shopkeepers The reader, how-
ever, may be safely left to fill in the picture for himself. England would
then assume its real appearance—a sepulchre ; now it is a very much whited
sepulchre ; so mvich so, indeed, that many think it a gay saloon, and exclaim

—poor devils !
—" Oh, what a happy place is England !

"

Absenteeism is a good thing ; it brings home to the commonest under-

standing the absurdity of landlordism ; if practised more widely, would soon

lead to its extinction. With all this I don't suppose any will more readily

concur than G. D. L. W. B. R.

It has been decided by the Council of the Social-Democratic Federation
that there shall be a Church Parade of its members at St. Paul's Cathedral
on Sunday afternoon, the 27th of the present month.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
This department is under the direction of the Strike Committee. Labour Xeivs

and GoiUrihutions to the Fund shotdd be sent to T. Binning, at the Offices.

The Strike Committee.

Since our last report the Committee have been busy in various directions.

Immediately on receipt of ne^ys that Lyon had succeeded in inducing Swedish
workmen to come over (by misrepresenting that there was no strike at his

works) to take the place of the English glass-bottle makers at St. Helens,
the Committee dispatched a Swedish comrade to meet his countrymen and
explain the position to them and persuade them not to allow themselves to

be used as tools by the capitalists ac^ainst their English fellow-workmen,
with the result that only about half of them started work.
Our comrade Mahon has also on behalf of the Committee been holding

meetings and making propaganda among the chainmakers at Cradley Heath,
with good results.

The strike of the Northumberland ^liners has also claimed the attention
of the Committee, and on Saturday a propagandist was dispatched to that
district with a large supply of literature, and with instructions to remain at

least a week. A report of w^ork done will be given next week.
A supply of leaflets has also been dispatched to miners on strike at Aber-

carne and other districts.

Funds are urgently needed to cai-ry on this the most important of the
League's work, as much more might be done if we had money to do it with.

J. Lane, Sec.

The Lanarkshire Miners.—Work has been resumed in a large number
of the smaller collieries in Lanarksliire at an advance in wages, but the men
at the Eosehall Collieries came out on strike on Monday. Owing to the

scarcity of coal, Messrs. Baird's extensive iron works at Gartsherrie have
been damped down, 1000 men being thereby thrown out of work. It is

expected that the Langloan and Summerlee Iron-works will also have to

damp down in the course of a day or two. (See special report.)

The Glass-Bottle Makers at St. Helens.—The introduction of Swedish
workmen into Messrs. Lyon's glass-bottle works has resulted in much local

feeling. On one occasion they were roughly handled by a crowd of about a
thousand men and women, and Mr. Lyon was stunned by a large glass bottle.

A number of extra constables have been placed on duty to guard the Swedes,
and a large force of county police has been drafted into the town.

Termination of the Strike—Capitulation of Masters.—Our Swedish delegate
reports that the strike has terminated. The men have resumed work and
the Swedes have been shipped back to their own country. This strike shows
what the international solidarity of the workers can accomplish.

The Korthumberland Miners' Strike.—Feb. IL—The Northumberland
miners continue out on strike, and the Union funds are about exhausted.
The officials of the Union have resigned in consequence of votes of censure

• having been passed upon their conduct in the negotiations with the masters'
. executive, when they went so far as to mention a 10 per cent, reduction.
The miners as a body contend that they are poorly paid, and are fully deter-
mined to remain out of the pits rather than succumb to the demand of the
employers, which is a reduction of \2h per cent, from the wages at hard or
steam-coal collieries, and 7^ per cent, at soft or house-coal pits. The secre-

taries of the Union have issued an appeal for help. Meetings are daily held
in the colliery villages.

United Society of Shop-Assistants.—It is much to be regretted that
those having charge of the administration of this society should by their
funkey demonstration in Trafalgar Square on Sunday have to a certain
extent discredited the cause of their union. The shop-assistants, like the
clerks, have the reputation of being a somewhat spineless class amongst the
workers. Being brought into more direct contact with their employers, they
seem to have acquired some of the habits of the small-souled bourgeois. But
making due allowance for this, it was a little too ridiculous to proclaim their
*' respectability " by marching into the Square to the Jingo-flunkey strains
of "Rule Britannia" and "God save the Queen." This it was, and not the
"roughs" as the capitalist press pretend, that damned the demonstration.
The shop-assistants, if they want the support of earnest men, will have to
quicken their paces and march to far different tunes.

Stafford—The Shoe-Trade.—Trade affairs are still in a very unsettled
condition here. Since my last notes a fortnight ago, the lasters (excepting
those engaged on weekly wages) employed by Messrs. Peach and Co. have
again struck work and many of the men have left the town. The reduc-
tion which this Arm wish to enforce should be 2s. 3d. per dozen, or about
'lb per cent., and not 4s. 3d. per dozen or 50 per cent. ; as, owing to the
introduction of labour-saving, or protit-creating, machinery, the men will
be "relieved'' of a portion of the work they have hitherto performed. On
Saturday last Messrs. Elley and Co. advertised in a local paper for a number
of men to take the places of those on strike, offering from 20s. to 30s. per
week. It is well worthy of notice that previous to the introduction of the
machine alluded to the men could earn from 40s. to 50s. per week, and they
are now " offered " the miserable pittance of 20s. This is a sample of the
benefits machinery confers upon the working man. When will the wage-
slaves of Stafford be prepared to say that the horrible and abominable capit-

alistic system, which gives them the bare necessaries of life wdiile it enables
their employers to live in luxury, shall be for ever swept away ? How
long will they be ere they apprehend " that there is no duty performed by
capitalists to-day that cannot be performed equally as well by organised
workmen " ?—C.

Another Report,—The dispute at Harris and Marson's has been settled
by the firm agreeing to withdraw the new statement, and the men have now
gone to work on the old wages. It is stated that one of the "scabs" em-
ployed by the firm during the dispute is secretary of a (so-called) working-
men's Conservative club in the town,—a pretty " working man " ! This
dispute having been settled, another occurred on Wednesday 9th at Messrs.
Elley and Dudley's. These two gentlemen are splendid specimens of the
unadulterated British bourgeois. The former, whose father was a workman,
has set up for a country gentleman, and at his men's expense apes the terri-
torial plunderers outside the borough. Mr. Dudley is heartily disliked by
the great mass of the townspeople. His overbearing, dictatorial manners
and his determination to g^t richer "somehow," have made his name a house-
hold word. His wife is now taking a prominent part in the beggarly skam
known as the "Woman's Jubilee Offering" to "Her Majesty," and in order

, to increase to men's, loyalty at this juncture, Mr. Dudley proposes to cele-

iiiJ^ra.t^vJ^^ijubilee by ra^ucinor their wages from 7s. 6d per dozen pairs
to 5s. and even 4s. It should also be stated that a deduction of 33. per dozen

pairs has already been agreed to by the men on account of the work done
by the new heeling machine. About 50 men have decided to "come out,"

and though unfortunately they are nearly all non-unionists, it is hoped they
will succeed. Many men now are not earning more than 5s., 6s., or 7s. per
week, and in order to keep body and soul together their wives have to

neglect their homes and ruin their health by working at that modern " rack "

of capitalism, the " back-strapping " machine. And then the philanthropic
Mr. Dudley, who a year or two ago gave a hundred guineas to the local

infirmary, proposes to make a further reduction on the present pitiful wage I

Bolton.—Female Labour in Spinning Eooms.—The strike at Lostock
Spinning Mills still continues, and without much hope of an immediate
settlement. Only one-third of the machinery is running.

HuDDERSFiELD. — WoRK AND Wages. — " Operative," writing to the

Iluddersfield Examiner^ says :—In the annual report of the Huddersfield
Chamber of Commerce I find it stated that " the operatives of this district

have been blessed with good wages and continuous employment." As an
operative, I fail to recognise either the blessings of the good wages or the
continuous employment. I admit that more cloth has been produced than
for a few years back, more cotton been made into warps and cops, and ex-

ported, but I deny that the operatives have received the blessings stated in

the report. If we turn to our weaving sheds, we shall find considerable
additions and extensions have been made during the past twelve months.
Slow looms have been taken out and fast ones put in their places, but that
has made no improvement in the w^ages or the employment of the weavers
as a body. With the general introduction of fast looms a general and un-
justifiable reduction of wages has taken place, for the fast loom statement
for men is ignored, and only women's prices paid. At many places where
they have been busy, where some have been working overtime, a consider-
able number of the work-people have not had above eight months' work out
of the twelve. In some instances wdiere they have had extensive orders and
executed them, they have let out the work on commission, and their own
looms have been standing idle. This sort of thing has been done in a very
glaring manner at some places. I firmly believe that if the average wages
of all weavers in this district could be got at, it would fall short of £\ per
week. I say this after much careful thought and consideration. If we turn
to the cotton trade, we find that almost ail the firms have had slack times
in greater or less degree during the past twelve months ; and although
through having higher speeded machinery they can turn out more weight
in the same time than formerly, yet the workpeople take less wage home
than before, owing to having been reduced considerably in scale price. The
present piecework system, which becomes more general every year, is one of

the best ever devised for grinding down the workers. Possibly and probably
manufacturers have not felt the pinch like hundreds of our workers in the
district have done. Their incomes have likely been as high as usual, and in

the ecstasy of the moment they have inserted the above untruthful para-

graph in their report. They should remember that their incomes have been
wrung from the workpeople by paying small wages, and also by the iniqui-

tous system of bating, which is very common in our mills and workshops.

FKANCE.

ViERzoN. There is a new strike of porcelain-makers at Vierzon at the
Lachaise establishment, owing to the threatened dismissal of one of the best
workers on account of his Socialist opinions having been put into effect. On
hearing of this move, all the workers agreed to strike and hold out until the
" patron " gave in. There is among these men as great a feeling of solidarity

as among their fellow-workers the metallurgists. At the same time, the
Sieur Lachaise can hardly be said to be wrong from his point of view to at-

tempt to bluster a little over his Socialist employes ; he may well feel a little

uneasy, a little suffocated in so revolutionary an atmosphere as that of

Yierzon certainly is.

PoRQUEROLLES.—It will be remembered that in the summer of last year
a great scandal came to light concerning the treatment of the orphans em-
ployed in the " Industrial School " in this island. At present the trial of the
infamous slave-drivers who direct it is taking place before the " Tribunal
Correctionnel " of Toulon, and the details of maltreatment of these unfortu-

nate boys, which come to light in the course of the trial, are, if correctly

stated (which there is no reason to doubt) shocking and heart-rending in the

extreme. We hear of the half-starved youngsters, too exhausted to get

through their daily toil to the satisfaction of the overseer, undergoing as

punishment for their "laziness," a sort of body-stretching torture under the

burning southern sun, their sufferings pointed with the lash of a leather

thong ; or else rotting for weeks half-forgotten on the damp stones of the
punishment-cells, choking in the pestilential atmosphere. The details in

short read pretty much like a chapter of horrors out of one of Mrs. Eadcliffe's

romances, once the terror and delight of English yotith. The organisation

of the " Assistance Publique," which benevolently " let out " their stock of

orphans to learn agriculture (with " morals " thrown in) of M. and Mme. de
Koussen, is already much beloved by the Parisians for various misdeeds : to

what height its scarcely enviable popularity will now attain after these dis-

closures of wholesale child-barter we scarcely know I

BELGIUM.

Brussels.—The zinc-workers and plumbers of the Pierre establishment at

Brussels have put themselves on strike owing to the directors attempting to

prevent them from joining the workmen's syndicates.

Chatelineau.—We are sorry to learn that the miners on strike in the

Gonffue coal-mines have gone back to work on the same conditions as those

under which they worked before the strike.

JoLiMONT (Centre).—A general congress of miners has been held at Joli-

mont on the premises of the co-operative bakers of " Le Progres." At the

afternoon sitting the important question of a general strike among the miners

was brought forward and discussed. Although the delegates of the Centre

opposed this proposition, a great majority of the other delegates pronounced
in favour of a universal strike.

Ghent.—By an inadvertence we omitted to note last week the release of

Anseele from prison, and the Socialist celebration of the same. There was
considerable excitement in the town on the day of his release, the crowd
gradually growing round all the approaches to the office of the Vooruit until

it became almost impenetrable. The " drapeau rouge " hung from the houses

in the streets, the sun came out merrily, the Marseillaise was sung {when shall

we have a new revolutionary hymn, an international one, suited to the

times ?) Anseele and the " Social Kevolution " were cheered incessantly, and
the fete in short proceeded with great vivacity.
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SOCIALISM IN THE PROVINCES.
The Socialist movement at Lancaster is not very old yet, but it has
thriven well. The first token of Socialism was a debate on the subject
opened some few months ago at the " Reform Club " by the Unitarian
minister of the town, our comrade E. P. Hall. Several Socialists

turned up in the course of the discussion, and Hall's masterly rejoinder
at the close of the debate won a few more. Some weeks ago a Branch
of the League was formed, which is now doing splendid work and
growing steadily. The Branch has the advantage of several good
speakers among its members. I reached Lancaster on Friday Feb. 4,

and on that night had a conference with the members, hearing how
they were getting on with their local agitation and telling them all

that would interest them about the other branches and the movement
generally. A propagandist campaign had been arranded for the three
following days, and^ large red placards posted announcing the series of
meetings. The police took alarm, and made all sorts of absurd prepara-
tions. At every meeting there were several constables, a sergeant, and
the chief of police. The first meeting was held on Saturday afternoon,
just outside the town. There was a good and very attentive audience.
Rev. E. P. Hall took the chair, and said a few works before and after
tlie address. On Saturday night a successful meeting was held indoors.
On Sunday three meetings were held : at the Quay Side, in one of the
parks, and, at night, in the Market Square. Each meeting was bigger
than the one before it, all of them were attended by quiet and earnest
people, and, to the surprise of the police no doubt, it is generally said
that the meetings were the best and most orderly that have been held
in the town for some time. A meeting to express sympathy with the
St. Helens bottle-makers in their struggle, and to protest against the
brutal sentences on our Norwich comrades, was announced for Monday
night in the Market Square. The police at last took to interfering.
When the Sunday night meeting in the Square was advertised, the
chief told one of our comrades that he was glad to see that we had
chosen a time which would not clash with other meetings. On Sunday
night, while the meeting was going on, another comrade was told by
the police that we had no right to meet there without special permission
from the mayor. On Monday morning the chief constable called upon
me to state that the mayor's permission was needed before a meeting
could be held. The chief (Mr. Ward) was very courteous, and reminded
me that he was merely doing his duty, and that the town authorities
were his masters. Having consulted some members of the Brancli,
I told Mr. Ward that we did not care about asking the mayor's per-
mission unless it were a mere matter of etiquette, as his refusal would
not deter us from holding the meeting, and that we would always
choose a time which would not clash with other parties or impede the
trafiic ; that the market places were really bits of common land, which
any one had a right, to use so long as they did not deter others from
similarly using them. Our interview ended in tlie most pleasant
manner—firmness and gentleness on both sides. At eight o'clock the
meeting was begun. The chief constable was present with a nice little

force. We were formally commanded to disperse : we formally refused.
Half a dozen names were taken down, and then the police became part
of the audience and listened with much attention to the address. I
explained the fight whi-ch the International Bottle-Makers' Union have
carried on against the importation of cheap foreign labour, and a
resolution was passed which has already appeared in the Commonweal.
I also gave an account of the Norwich afiair; and a strong resolution
was carried with enthusiasm. We then had three cheers for the social
revolution, and the meeting quietly dispersed. The Lancaster cam-
paign was thoroughly successful ; the meetings were well organised,
each one was larger than its predecessor, nearly four times the usual
number of Commonweal were sold, and other literature went fairly
well. The members of the Branch are very enthusiastic and business-
like, and are sure to make the propaganda effective.

After calling at Leeds on the 8th to make some arrangements, I got
to Walsall on the 9th, and lectured to an advanced Radical club. The
members were very sympathetic towards Socialism ; the discussion was
short and sensible-—as, alas ! few discussions are—and the literature
was taken up eagerly. I walked over to Birmingham on the 10th and
attended a Jubilee meeting in the council chamber. A very foolish
person who was unfortunately at one time connected with a Socialist
agitation in the town got up and made a row over a proposal which no
one could understand, embodied in a long document bristling with legal
phraseology. This somewhat put me at a disadvantage in urging a
peaceful and practical proposal which I afterwards submitted to the
meeting in the following words: "As jubilees are eminently suitable
times for analysing past progress and making way for future changes
in a spirit of general forgiveness, this meeting suggests that a com-
mittee of five labourers, five capitalists, and five political economists
be selected for the following purposes : (1) To find out why, in spite of
our enormously increased power in producing wealth, the contrast
between the luxurious idle class and the penurious working class still

persists
; (2) To find a means of abolishing these class distinctions and

realising an economic system which will secure to every man a chance
of earning his livelihood and prevent any man from getting a livelihood
which he has not earned." This proposal was listened to with atten-
tion and suspicion, and, to the disgrace of the meeting, found no
supporters. (The meeting was held at three in the afternoon, and
consisted almost entirely of respectable professional people.)

^eb. U. J. L. Mahgn.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.G.

STRIKE COMMITTEE.
W. M., Is.; P. W., Is.; Mrs. Gostling, Is.; E. P., 6d. ; S. M., Is.; Anony-

mous, £3. X. Binning, Treasurer.

''COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Hammersmith Branch (two weeks), £1; Bloomsbury Branch (weekly),|5s.

;

T. B. (two weeks), Is.; M. M. (three weeks), 3s.; H. Ch. (weekly), Is.; Main-
waring (sale of Commonweal), od. Ph. W., Treasurer, Feb. 15.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
(It is svjjgesitd hy the Committee that each Branch orrjanise a Concert for the

purpo.^e of raiduij funds.

)

Already acknowledged, £9, lis. lid. Morris (second donation), £1. Davis, Is.
Arthur, Od. T. Finn, 2s. Collected in Hyde Park, 3s. Id. Per H. Davis (card
42) :

H. Davis, 6d. ; L. Lilly, 3d. ; E. White, 2d. ; H. White, 2d. Collected by
Taylor (cards 61, 62) : Taylor, ]s. ; Morey, Is. ; Watson, 6d. ; Barker, 6d. Col-
lected at Walham Green : Feb. 6, 6s. 2d.; Feb. 13, 3s. Id. Tochatti, 9d. J. W.
Browne, £1. Leeds Branch (weekly), 2s. Per W. Blundell (card 48): W. P.
Walker, 6d. ; Fred. White, 6d. ; \V. Shelton, 6d. ; H. Fuller, 6d. ; B. Somer-
ville, 6d.

;
— Callow, 6d. ; F. Taylor, 3d. (members of the Patriotic Club) ; D. C.

Dallas, 6d. ; J. Marshall, Is. ; A. Friend, 2s. 6d. ; A. Yates, 6d.

J. Lane, Treasurer.

BRANCH REPORTS.

An International Celebration of the Paris Commune will be held at So¥TH
I^ACE Chapel on Thursday Makch 17.

Clekkenwell.—On W^edncsday, Feb. 9, Dr. W. M. von Swartwout gave a
continuation of " Tlie Only Practical Solution of the Capital and Labour Ques-
tion ; " a very interesting discussion followed. On Sunday, Feb. 13th, Wm.
Blundell lectured on " Starvation : Physical and Mental.'' He referred to the
shocking conditions under which the children of tlie workers derive their scanty
pittance of so-called " education," and maintained that the workers should com-
bine to break down the system of commercialism and superstition with which
this " education " is enmeshed. Good discussion followed. Other meetings have
been attended ])y members of this Brancli with great success. Literature has
sold fairly well.—AV. B. and T. E. W., sees.

Ckoydox.—On Sunday, February 13th, H. H. Sparling gave an interesting
lecture on the " Evolution of Cannibalism," in which he showed that the primi-
tive man-eating still persists in the modern labour-thieving of landlordism and
capitalism. On Thursday, Feb. 10, a resolution expressing sympathy for Mow-
bray and Henderson, and condemning Grantham, was carried unanimously.—T.

(tAIirett and SrMMEK.sTOWK.—On Tuesday the 8th inst. our first meeting was
held, when a lecture on " Socialism" was delivered by comrade Kitz. An Odd-
fellows' demonstration close by, a smoking concert at a club in the village, and a
certain amount of police intimidation all influenced our meeting unfavourably.
In spite of it all the audience was a good one and the lecture was well received.
The lecturer began by explaining the miserable fare and monotonous work that
thousands must inevitably be bom to with the prospect of the workhouse to die
in

; and showed that the only remedy was the collective ownership and control
by the people of all the means of production, etc. Some questions were satisfac-
torily answered by the lecturer.—H. H.
Hackney.—On Sunday morning, the weather being bitter cold, we moved

from our station at the " Salmon and Ball" to the church opposite, and there
held what might be called a debate. Mr. Poulson, of the Christian Evidence
Society, opened the meeting. After referring to Plato, Sparta, the Republic of
Rome, the Paris Commune, and Robert Ov/en, stating that these had tried
Socialism and found it wo\ild not work, he went on to say that the Socialism
of to-day was "riot and disorder," and repeated all the ridiculous fallacies
about dividing up the wealth, etc. By the time he had finished there w^ere about
500 people present, and H^. Graham replied to the evident satisfaction of the
audience. H. Davis also 'answered some of the objections. In the evening,
H. A. Barker gave a lecture on "Material and Spiritual Consolation." The
"material" requirements of;^ man, he explained, v.ere good clothing, good,
housing, and good food. He showed how these things were unobtainable by the
great bulk of the workers. As for " spiritual " consolation, it was too much of
a flighty and unreasoning character to be of any material benefit to the workers.
After the lecture we had a very lively discussion. Fair sale of Commonweal.—M.
MitchA.M.—On Sunday evening we had a good muster to hear comrade Charles,

who gave a very interesting account of the " Rise and Progress of the League,"
showing how a few men united together in a nolile Cause could in many ways
assist the propaganda. Comrades Harrison and Hill also spoke, and altogether
a pleasant evening was passed. We closed as usual with singing.—S. G., sec.
EinNKURGH.—On Monday Feb. 7th, in Free Tron Hall, J. A. Campbell gave

a lecture on " Organism, Functions and Environment of Society," in lieu of R.
W. Armour, who was to have given a lecture on " The Use of Banks." There
M^as a fair audience.—J. G.
Glasgow.—Owing to our great demonstration on behalf of the miners on

Sunday (an account of which is given elsewhere), we had to abandon our other
outdoor meetings. On Sunday evening, comrade McLaren, Avho had presided at
one of the platforms, delivered a lecture on " Anarchism," in which he ably
defined and justified the principles of Anarchy. He did not believe, however,
that Anarchism could be realised until Socialism had modified the present un-
social habits of the people. In the discussion whicJi followed, John Barlas, B. A.,
of the S.D.F.—who ably assisted us in getting up our demonstration—took part.

HuLL.^—On Sunday, at our club-room, comrade Sheckell gave a lecture on
" Equality," which was well received. Only one opposed, who wanted to know
who would do all the dirty and disagreeable work when we were all equal. He
was very ably replied to by Sheckell and others. We are doing our best for
the Henderson and Mowbray Defence Fund, and we have decided to keep the
cards open for another two or three weeks longer.—J. D., sec.
Leeds.—On Friday, February 11, Maguire delivered a lecture to the members

of No. 7 Branch of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers on "Socialism and
Trades Unions." There was no opposition, but several spoke in support. Among
these was our comrade Braithwaite, who said it was urged that profit was the
only incentive to production. If this be so, he was surprised that the workers
did not give over producing, as it was very little profit they made out of the
transaction. A number of Commonweals were sold at the close of the meeting.
On Sunday afternoon we held our usual open-air meeting in Vicar's Croft.
Maguire spoke on the "Work of the Socialist League." Next Sunday morning
we shall have comrade Mahon to address an open-air meeting in Vicar's Croft at
11 a.m.—F. C.

r to

Norwich.—Good meetings were held last Sunday on Tombland in the morn-
ing and Market Place in the afternoon, which were addressed by F. Kitz, who
also delivered a lecture on " The Russian Nihilists " in the evening, which was
well received and discussed by the members. A good meeting was also addressed
on Prince of Wales's Road by Morley and Dalrley. Literature sold well as
usual, and Ss. was collected at one of the meetings for tlie Prisoners' Aid Fund.
Next Sunday we commence our open-air meetings at St. Faith's and other
country stations for the purpose of developing some of our latent speaking power.
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LECTURE DIARY.
London Branches.

Bloomshury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street.
Friday Feb. 18, at 8.30. W. Utley will lecture.—On
Thursday 24th Mrs. Wilson will lecture for the
Branch at Cleveland Hall.

Clerkenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.C. Sunday Feb. 20, at 8.30. D. J.

Kicoll, " The Charms of Civilisation." Wednesday
23, at 8.30. Edith Bland (Fabian), "Ancient Rome
and Modem Babylon.

"

CroyiZo7i.—Royal County House, West Croydon Station
Yard. Sunday February 20. James Macdonald on
" Socialism from a Workman's Standpoint."—Com-
mittee Meeting every Friday at 8 p.m. sharp, at
Parker Road.

Hackney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11. Business
Meeting every Tuesday at 8.30. Discussion Class
Thursday evenings. On Sunday Feb. 20, at 8.30.,
J. Lane will lecture on "The Different Schools of
Socialistic Thought."

Hammersmith. —Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday Feb. 20, at 8. Graham Wallas (Fabian) on
" The Tithe Agitation."

Hoxton (L. E. L. ).—Meetings at Exchange Coffee House
suspended. Members are requested to meet at new
premises, 2 Crondel Street, New North Road, on
Sunday Feb. 20, at 8 p.m.

Merton.—l\ Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
Club Room open ev^ery evening from 7.30 till 11.

Country Branches.
Bingley.—Coffee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.
Birmingham.—Carr's Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Reading Room and Li-
brary open every Wednesday evening, 8 till 10.

—

Free Tron Hall, Monday February 21, at 8 o'clock.

Patrick Geddes, F.R.S.E., on "Theory and Prac-
tice of Social Reform." (Second lecture.) Monday
Feb. 28, Edward Carpenter, M.A., Sheffield, " Civ-
ilisation, its Cause and Cure." Admission, 6d. and
3d.—Treasurer will receive Subscriptions for Prison-
ers' Aid Fund.

•Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily.—On Sunday,
open-air meetings on Jail's Square at 1 and 5 o'clock

;

members requested to turn up to sell literature.

In the evening, at 6.30, in Hall, No. 2 Carlton Place,
Clyde Side, J. Bruce Glasier, "Socialism in Scot-

tish Song."
Hamilton.—Branch meets every Thursday at 7.30 in

Raton's Hall, Chapel Street.

Hull.—11 Princess Street, Sykes Street. Club Room
open every evening. Lectures every Thursday and
Sunday at 7 p.m. Feb. 20. R. Muir, "Land Ques-
tion."

Lancaster.—Market Hall Coffee Tavern Lecture Room.
Friday evenings at 8.

Leicester.—Spiritualist Hall, Silver Street. Fridays
at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-
chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-
ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every
Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—No. 6 St. Benedict St. Lecture and dis-

cussion every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m. Read-
ing-room open every day from 8.30 a.m. to 10 p.m.

^aj/orc^.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street,

jjhursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

For Whom Shall We Vote ? Addressed to

the Working-men and Electors of Great Bri-

tain. 8pp. cr. 8vo. For distribution, 2s. per
100 Jd.

Open-air Propaganda—Sunday 20.

11. 30. . .Hackney—' 'Salmon and Ball" Allman (feDavis

11. 30...Hammersmith—Beadon Rd The Branch
11. 30. ..Hoxton Church, Pitfield Street ...Barker

11.30.. .Regent's Park The Branch
11. 30. ..St. Pancras Arches The Branch
11.30...Walham Green—Station Johnson
3.80. . . Hyde Park (near Marble Arch) Mainwaring

Provinces.—Sunday.

Norwich.—'^t. Mary's Plain, 11 ; Market Place, 3.

Leeds.—Rxm&let Moor, 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, 7 p.m.

Cleveland Hall, 54 Cleveland Street (near Port-

land Road Station).—Sundays at 11.30 a.m. Feb. 20.

George Bernard Shaw, " Driving Capital out of the
Country."

"The Peacock," High Street, Islington.—Tuesday
Feb. 22, at 9 p.m. Thomas E. Wardle, "Is Socialism

Terrorism ?
"

The Decorator's Club, 37 Howland St., Totten-

ham Court Road, W.—Thursday Feb. 24, at 8.30.

Thos. E. Wardle, "The Truths of Socialism." Music.

"Three Kings," Clerkenwell Close.—Sunday Feb.

27, at 8.30 p.m. Thomas E. Wardle will lecture.

Free Lectures on Socialism, in reply to recent

Criticism, will be held in Farringdon Hall, 13 Farring-
don Road, on Sunday mornings in February.—Sunday
February 20, at 11.15 a.m. Alexander Donald, " Some
Objections to Socialism Answered."

Debate on Socialism.—A Debate is taking place
at the Hall of Science, 142 Old Street, City Road,
E.C, on February 2, 9, 16, and 23, at 8 p.m., between
Mrs. Annie Besant and Mr. G. W. Foote, on the
question, " Is Socialism sound ?

"

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded. . . . Id.

The Co-operative Commonwealth. By Lawrence
Gronlund. Author's Edition, revised and enlarged.

Paper covers, 2s. ; Cloth, 3s. 6d.

The Labour Question from the Socialist
Standpoint. By William Morris. . .Id.

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors). Id.

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William
Morris Id.

The Rights of Labour according to John
Ruskin. By Thomas Barclay. . . .Id.

The Woman Question. By Edward Aveling
and Eleanor Marx-Aveling 2d.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. . Id.

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morris. . . . 2d.

Art and Socialism. By Wm. Morris. Bijou
edition 3d.

Large Paper Edition .... 6d.

The Aims of Art. By Wm. Morris. {Noiv Ready.

)

Bijou Edition, 3d. ; Large paper. Is.

The Religion of Socialism. By E. Belfort Bax.
Cr. 8vo, cloth gilt 4s. 6d.

" All for the Cause ! " Song. Words by William
Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 4s. 6d.

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.
Fine hand-made large paper 6d.

Socialist Headquarters, New York.—Library
and Reading-room open daily (Sunday included) from
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Commonweal always on the table.

Gifts in books and papers thankfully received. Ad-
dress "Free Socialist Library," 143 Eighth Street,

New York City, U.S.

DREAM OF JOHN BALL.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

x\ few sets of the Commonweal containing the above
Story can be had at the Office, 13 Farringdon Road.

Price One Shilling.

Echoes of Truth. Twenty-four Sermons by
the late E. M. Gelbart. Selected and arranged by
his Widow. Bound in cloth, 6s. Kegan, Paul,
Trench & Co. , Paternoster Square ; or Mrs. Geldart,

82 Lansdowne Road, Croydon.

THE AIMS OF ART.
By WILLIAM MORRIS.

Author of the " Earthly Paradise," etc.

Now Ready. Price 3d. Large Paper ^ Gd.

For sale at the office of this paper, 13 Farringdon
Road, E.C, and at Reeves' and other principal News-
agents.

Where to get the 'Commonweal.'
AiRDRiE—A. Thomson, High St.

Arbroath—Andrew Noble
Birmingham—J. Sketchley, 348 Chcapside
Bradford—W. A. Clough, Well Street; James Schofield, Wake-

field Road ; B. Trainor, 33 Heaton Road
Bristol—Morrish, Narrow Wine St.

Broxburn—David Fairlie

Dublin—Wheeler, Earl St. ; O'Brien, 22 Upper Ormond Quay

;

Carver, 41 Amiens Street ; Mannock, 9 Great Brunswick Street
Dundee—Blair & Son, Castle St.; Wm. Blair, 40 WeUgate and in
Overgate

Edinburgh—B. Given, 20 Bristo St. ; News Stall, Princes St.;

Inglis, Dundee St.; Jas. Tait, Leith Walk; J. Donald, 272 Leith
Walk ; Hardie, Cumberland St. ; L. Forrest, St. Mary Street

Glasgow—R. Ferguson, Ingram St.; W. Porteous & Co., Royal
Exchange Place; Mrs. Thomson, St. Enoch Sq.; Walter Scott &
Co., 4 Bridge St.; J. ToUins, 5 Main St., Bridgeton ; W. Stew-
art, 94 Canning St., Calton ; W. Winning, 270 Crown St.

Grahamston—R. S. Frew
Haverhill (Suffolk)—Chevens & Son, High St.

Hamilton.—-J. Smith, Gateside Street; J. Rankin, Chapel St.

Hawick—J. Finlay, High St.; J. C. Goodfellow, High St.

Hull—H. Witty, Suffolk Row, Wincolmlee
Leeds—Mr. Walton, 11 Old Market Street ; Mr. J. Watson, Sweet

Street ; Mr. Hutchinson, Meadow Road
Leicester—Secular Hall.
Leith— Robinson, Kirkgate
Linlithgow—R. Hardie, High St.

Liverpool—Landing Stage ; Stocker, 27 Vauxhall Road ; Tibbs,
11 St. James Place ; F. Bacon, Prescott St.

Manchester—F. H. Cadle (wholesale), 145 Grey Mare Lane, Brad-
ford, Manchester ; Pulman, Tib Street, behind Oldham Street

;

Watts, 43 Charles Street, Oxford Road; Jones, 46 Oxford Road;
Hulme Radical Club, Clopton St. ; Holdfield, 241 Deansgate

;

Ceilings, 19 Chester Street, Oxford Road ; Limon, Ashton New
Road, Bradford

Northampton—W. Brain, 16 Little Cross St.

Nottingham—C. W. Clarke, 56 Melton St.

Norwich—A. Moore, 24 Rose Street, St. Augustines ; Thompson,
Magdalen St.; F. C. Crotch, 11 Georges Middle Street; H.
Parker, 14 Cross Glob Street, Union Place ; H. W. Darley, 118

Mill Hill, Catton ; C. W. Mowbray, 6 St. Benedict's Street
Oldham—J. Salway, 64 Falcon St. off Ashton Road.
Oxford—Miss Foy, 5 The Plain, St. Clement's ; Plummer, book

seller. Broad Street
Spennymoor—Wm. Tunstall, 62 High St.

SWAN SONNENSCHEIN & Co.'s

NEW LIST.

Capital. By Karl Marx. Translated by
S. Moore and Dr. E. B. Aveling, under the super-

vision of F. Engels. 2 vols. 8 vo, 30s.

The Religion of Socialism. I3y Ernest
Belfort Bax, Author of ' Handbook to the History
of Philosophy.' Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

The Russian StormclOUd : or, Russia in her
Relations to her Neighbouring States. By Stepniak.
Demy 8vo, cloth, 12s. 6d.

By the Author of ' The Historical Basis of Socialism,''

Demy 8vo, cloth gilt. Is. 6d.

The Bankruptcy of India : an Inquiry into

the Administration of India under the Crown. With
a Chapter on the Silver Question. By H. M.
Hyndman.

THE imperial INSTITUTE AND IMPERIAL FEDERATION.

Just Published^ at all Libraries and Booksellers.

8ro, 10s. 6(Z.

The Unit of Imperial Federation : A
Practical Suggestion to a Solution of the Problem of

Imperial Federation by means of Imperial Institute.

By H. Mortimer-Franklyn.

Six Centuries of Work and Wages

:

The History of English Labour. By Prof. J. E.

Thorold Rogers, M.P. Second edition In One
Vol. 8vo, cloth, 15s.

*' An interesting book on a subject of no small im-
portance, on which hitherto it has been impossible to

find a concise and reliable treatise."

—

Spectator,
" One of the most important of economic books."

—

Westminster Review.
*' Is destined totake its placeamong standard books."

—Literary World.

The Co-operative Commonwealth. An
Exposition of Modern Socialism. By L. Gronlund.
Crown 8v, cloth, 2s. 6d. ;

paper, 2s.

*' There is no other book in the English language
which contains in a concise, consecutive form, all the

leading tenets of Socialism."

—

Bookseller.

The Principles of Social Economy. By
Yves Guyot, Hon. Member Cobden Chib. With
numerous diagrams. Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 9s.

" That well-known work . . . is an excellent store-

house of facts and ideas."

—

Times.
"A valuable addition to the literature of economic

lore. "

—

Spectator.

Hereditary Peers and Hereditary Pau-
pers. By Samuel Hughan. Second and Cheaper
Edition. Is.

"A clever addition to the literature which deals

with the great social and political problems of the
day."

—

Society.

The Dilemmas of Labour and Education.
By Dr. Akin Kap.oly. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

"There is much food for thought in this little vol-

ume.

—

Mark Lane Express.
'* Maintained with much ingenuity, and well worth

diligent examination."

—

Literary Churchman.

Christ and Democracy. By Rev. Charles
W. Stubbs, M.A. 8vo, cloth gilt, 3s. 6d.
'

' The sermons and addresses it contains are full of

broad sympathy with the working classes, but a sym-
pathy that never runs into a weak flattery of their

follies and intellectual narrowness."

—

Academy.

The Red International. By Dr. Zacher,
Assessor to the Government. Authorised transla-

tion of the third German edition, by the Rev. E. M.
Geldart, M.A., formerly scholar of Balliol College,

Oxford. With Preface and Notes by the Translator.

Crown Svo, Is.

London : Swan Sonnenschein, Lowrey & Co.,

Paternoster Square.

Now ready, 240 jop.. Is. 6(/., post free; Cloth gilt,

2s. 3f/., post free.

A REVIEW OF

EUROPEAN SOCIETY,
With an Exposition and Vindication of the Principles of

SOCIAL DEMOCRACY.
By J. SKETCHLEY,

Author of 'The Irish Question,' 'The Funding System,'
'German JDemocracy,' etc., etc.

With an Introduction by WILLIAM MORRIS.

The Work treats of all the great questions of the day—political,
social, and economical ; of European thought during the present
century; the revolutionary movements of 1848-49—^why they
failed ; the Paris Commune of 1871 ; etc., etc.

Birmingham : J. Sketchley, 8 Arthur Place Parade.

Printed and Published by William Morris and Josbfh Lank
at IS FarringdoQ Road, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The hocus-pocus by which the debate on the gross jury-packing in the

Irish State trials was set aside, seems to have pleased the Tory mind
;

and it ought to please us Socialists also, because so far as it goes it is

a sign of the growing decrepitude of our great enemy, or rather the

great instrument of our enemies, the middle-class Parliament. In

short, the disgrace of such a scene as that of the 17th is so clear,

that one is really driven to wonder that it could be cheered even by
the greatest idiots of the idiotic party of the most idiotic assembly

in the world.

The release of the 23,000 odd prisoners in India as a compliment to

the Jubilee flunkeyism has a queer mediaeval smack about it, and of

itself disposes of our pretensions so often put forward to governing
India on modern principles of "Justice." Indeed, to some people it

will reveal depths of tyranny undreamed of before. Here is a

dilemma for our Jubileeists :
" If it was dangerous to the public that

these men should be at large, why do you release them for the danger
of the public ^ If you can safely release this host of poor miserable

tortured people, why did you torture them with your infernal prison ?"

There is no answer but one :
" Because we are unjust, tyrannical,

muddling fools !

"

The Lake railway scheme has scored a success at last, but one may
hope that the bill will yet be thrown out, as such misfortunes must be
averted by any means possible, as they are lasting and irremediable.

It would be hardly worth while noticing Mr. Labouchere's bad
arguments in favour of the railway if they did not illustrate the anti-

social temper of the ordinary bourgeois so-called Radical. Because,
of course, Mr. Labouchere is always playing a part, and he is no more
the brutal and stupid bagman which he posed as being the other night,

than he is the virtuously indignant democrat which he plays on other
occasions. He is a very smart and handy person, who has chosen the
democratic side of the political game, and is determined to play his

part thoroughly and without flinching. So that we can see that his

conception of the democratic bourgeois involves a grovelling and
sordid utilitarianism, and it is to be feared that he scarcely overdid his

oontemptible part in speaking as he did on the 17th.

Meanwhile, I would appeal to all Socialists to do their best to pre-
serve the beauty and interest of the country. It is true that it is a
part of that wealth in which the workers under our present system
are not allowed to share. But when we have abolished the artificial

famine caused by capital, we shall not be so pinched and poor that we
cannot aflbrd ourselves the pleasure of a beautiful landscape because
it doesn't produce ironstone, or of a beautiful building because it won't
do for a cotton-mill, and that pleasure will not then be confined to a
few well-to-do people, but will be there to be enjoyed by all. Of
course, as things go now, the Lake railway is not a question of the
convenience of the Amblesiders, or the pleasure of the world in
general, but the profit of a knot of persons leagued together against
the public in general under the name of a- railway company. W. M.

" Respectable " papers are exceeding lachrymose over the " incipient
civil war" in Ireland and the beginnings of a rebellion that show
themselves occasionally. It is so wrong of the bear to defend himself
after his skin has been sold !

An emergency-man has met with his death at the hands of the
enraged people against whom his loathsome services had been directed;
whereupon the Spectator waxes wroth, and says :

" Justice is dead in
Ireland."

Justice never lived there save when it has been wrought by the
.people for themselves.

Dr. Croke, Archbishop of Cashel, has published a letter begging
Irishmen no longer to pay their taxes :—" Payment is suicidal ; and,
in the presence of the actual state of things in Ireland just now, it is
inconsistent besides. We run the ^Plan of Campaign' against bad
landlords, and stop what they call their rent ; and we make no move
whatever against the Government that pays ' horse, foot, and dragoons '

for protecting them and enforcing their outrageous exactions. Our
money goes to fee and feed a gang of needy and voracious lawyers, to

purchase bludgeons for policemen to be used in smashing the skulls of
our people, and generally for the support of a foreign garrison or
native slaves, who hate and despise everything Irish and every genuine
Irishman."

" Who follows in his train?"

The presumptuous arrogance of the conventional bourgeois Christian

came out well a little while ago at the consecration of All Saint's

Church at Allahabad, when the Bishop of Calcutta quoted " Unto thy
seed have I given this land," as applicable to the divine disposal of

India as a British plunder-ground.

When prelates paint the deity as a glorified carpet-bagger, or mis-

sionaries couple their creed with Manchester cottons, it makes the

unregenerate smile, and brings home to a Socialist how everything
whether " carnal " or " spiritual," is the direct outcome of and moulded
by the economic condition of society. S.

NATIONAL BURDENS IN RELATION TO
NATIONAL INCOMES.

To the thoughtful of every country the present state of Europe is

most alarming. Everywhere there are rumours of wars, and every-

where there are preparations for"war, and that, too, on the most gigantic

scale. The European Continent is one vast military camp, adding
every day to the heavy burdens the toiling millions have to bear. But
there undoubtedly will be wars of the most terrible character. In all

probability these will be followed by repudiations in many countries.

They will also be followed by revolutions in most of the European
States.

We complain in England of the enormous weight of our taxation.

We complain, and very justly too, that more than two thirds goes for

war debts and war purposes. Nor can we be certain that our war
expenditure will not increase. Indeed, an increase is certain to take
place. But while we complain of our heavy taxation, w^e seldom
think of the still heavier burdens that have to be borne by the peoples

of the Continent. And here it must be observed that taxation must
always be viewed in its relation to annual income. In 1840, it would
have been impossible for England then to have borne £90,000,000 of

taxation. Not only because the population was less than at present,

but because our annual income was relatively still smaller as compared
with the present day. It is quite true that taxation has increased

faster than population, but our annual income has increased faster

than both. It is true that many people think but little of the ques-

tion of taxation, yet if we view the matter as we really should view
it, as so much taken from labour, and from labour alone, we find it

amount to a considerable sum. Thus in 1883 our total expenditure,

national and local, amounted to £156,709,535, and dividing that

among the working-classes, it was equal to £34 13s. 4d. for every
working-class family.

But we must look at this question of taxation from another stand-
point. In 1840, our taxation was only about forty-six millions, and
at the present day about ninety millions. At the former period our
annual income was only equal to about £19 per head of the popula-
tion, while to-day it is over £35. The total at the former period
being £514,000,000, and in 1883, £1,265,000,000. Our taxation, then
is only about the thirteenth part of our annual income. Bearing this

in mind, let us look at the case of the leading Continental States.

In 1882, France had an annual income of £965,000,000, and a
Governmental expenditure of £142,000,000, being over one-seventli of

her annual income. Germany in 1882 had an annual income of

£851,000,000, witli a total taxation of £103,753,000. Her taxation
then was less than one-eighth of her yearly income. Her income was
only equal to £18 7s. per head of population, her taxation £2 5s. lOd.,

leaving a balance per head of £16 Is. 2d. If we take Austria-Hun-
gary, her total income the same year was only £602,000,000, equal to

£16 3s. per head. Her expenditure was £76,478,000. As in the
case of Germany, the taxation was nearly one-eighth of her total in-

come. In 1882, the total income of Italy was only £292,000,000,
equal to only £10 7s. per head of the population. But her %^ation
was over £61,480,000, being equal to £2 2s. per head, and more than
one-fifth of the national income. What a condition for a country to
be in, and especially Italy, for whose unity and independence so many
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thousands laid down their lives. If we take Eussia her annual income is

less in proportion to her population than of any of the European States.

In 1882, her total income was £760,000,000, only equal to £9 9s. per

head of population. But her taxation, £106,322,000, was nearly one-

seventh of her income.

Let us take another view of the matter. In England, with an in-

come equal to £35 2s. 6d. per head, and taxation £2 10s.-4d.per head,

it leaves £32 lis. 8d. per head for all other purposes. But see how
the matter stands in the other States referred to above. In France it

is £21 16s. lOd., in Germany £16 Is. 2d., in Austria-Hungary £14
2s. 7d., in Italy £8 5s., and in Eussia £8 6s. If taxation is heavy in

England, what must it be in the States of the Continent ]

Look, too, at the enormous increase of taxation as compared to the

increase of population, taking the years 1840 to 1882. This is a

matter that should always be kept in view. In England, the increase

was from £2 to £2 10s. 4d.; in France, £1 14s. to £3 10s. 2d.; in

Germany, 15s. to £2 5s. lOd.; in Austria, £1 to £2 Os. 5d.; in Russia,

10s. to £1 2s. 2d.; and in Italy, £1 to £2 2s. Taking the whole of

the European States, the increase was from an average of from £1 to

£2 Os. 6d.

Returning to the subject of the coming wars, and taking the five

great Powers—Russia, Austria, Germany, France, and Italy, we find

the total cost of their peace establishments in 1882 was £109,879,000.

The annual average cost per soldier was, Russia, £35 ; Austria, £51
;

Germany, £43 ; France, £46 ; and Italy, £40. Placing their armies

on a war footing, without the recent augmentations, and taking as the

basis of expenditure the cost per man on a peace footing, it would

raise the total cost to £312,000,000. To which must be added the

cost of their fleets, also the destruction of stores, of fortifications, of

property of almost every kind, the loss of trade and of commerce, to

say nothing of the loss of men. We hear a great deal at times of the

horrors and massacres during revolutionary periods, but while the

revolutionary movements of 1848 only caused a loss of £10,000,000

and 60,000 lives, the wars between England and France, 1793 to 1815,

cost £1,250,000,000, with the lives of 1,900,000 men. The Crimean

War cost £305,000,000, and the slaughter of 485,000 men. And
taking the thirteen wars from 1793 to 1878, we have a total cost of

£3,037,000,000, and a loss of 4,410,000 men. These items represent

only the direct cost and the direct slaughter. If we take the waste

and the destruction of property of every kind, with the loss of trade

and of production generally in those countries which were the seats

of those wars, and if we add the loss to the nations by the slaughter

of men in the prime of life, it is too fearful to contemplate.

Look, too, at the enormous increase of the war debts of the above

Powers from 1852 to 1882. That of Russia rose from £95,000,000 to

£553,000,000. That of Austria-Hungary from £118,000,000 to

£458,000,000. German States from £82,000,000 to £271,000,000.

The French debt rose from £221,000,000 to £912,000,000, and the

Italian from £68,000,000 to £353,000,000. The debts of these five

Powers rose in 31 years from £584,000,000 to £2,547,000,000. In

1882, the total European debts had risen to £4,223,416,000, with a

yearly charge of £220,000,000. Add the cost of the peace establish-

ments, £260,000,000, and the interest on capital sunk in fortifications,

£50,000,000, and we have a total dead weight of £510,000,000 for

war debts and war purposes. And since 1882 all these burdens have

increased enormously. And what will they be at the end of the

coming wars ? For the people to bear these burdens will be impossible.

From those burdens the people must be freed, and the revolution alone

can accomplish that.

But cannot these wars be prevented 1 Cannot the peoples meet in

their tens of thousands and protest ? Yes, the peoples can meet in

numbers as large as they please, and they can protest and protest again

and again and as loud as they please, and still the wars will take place.

Because the peoples are powerless,—powerless in every European
State

; powerless against a mere handful of princes and statesmen,

because powerless against the organised legions of trained cut-throats
;

because the peoples are not yet freed from national prejudices and
national hatreds ; and because the peoples have yet to learn the prin-

ciple of human solidarity, the brotherhood of the human race.

Yes, while the peoples tolerate princes, peers, and statesmen ; while

they are content to be divided into empires, kingdoms, and munici-

palities, they must ever remain powerless, the victims of a thousand

tyrannies, crushed to the earth by a thousand oppressions. The wars

we cannot prevent, but we can prepare for the revolutions which are

sure to follow. We can prepare to aid them, not only by our words,

but by our deeds. Let us remember the words of St. Just :
" That

those who make half revolutions but dig their own graves ;" and let

us remember also that if the revolution is to be successful it must be

universal. . We see the reaction everywhere triumphant, despotism

everywhere in the ascendant, the tyrant exalted, the worker degraded,

and this in the year of grace 1887. After more than eighteen hun-

dred years of preaching and praying under the Christian dispensation,

behold Christian Europe one vast military camp. In the midst of all

our grand achievements in the arts and sciences, behold the degrada-

tion and pauperism of our toiling millions. Yes, the revolution must
be universal. Neither Germany, France, or Russia can accomplish a

successful revolution. A mere political change may be accomplished,

but' the revolution that shall ensure the supremacy of labour, that

shall place the destinies of the people in the hands of the people

;

the revolution tb*t shall sweep away both the Church and the State

;

thf^ sh^,ll free Society from tyranny through all its ramifications,

and man from oppression in all the relations of life,—that revolution

must be universal if it is to be successful. Let emperors, kingSj and
princes have their wars, but let the peoples be prepared for the rev-

olution that will follow. J. Sketchley.

SOCIALISM FROM THE ROOT UP. r
CHAPTEE XV.—SCIENTIFIC SOCIALISM—KAEL MAEX.

The foregoing chapters on modern Socialists may be regarded as lead-

ing up to the full development of the complete Socialist theory, or

as it is sometimes called, "scientific" Socialism. The great exponent
of this theory, and the author of the most thorough criticism of the

capitalistic system of production, is the late Dr. Karl Marx.
He was born in 1818 at Treves, his father being a baptised Jew

holding an official position in that city. He studied for the law in the

University of Bonn, passing his examination with high honours in

1840. In 1843 he married Jenny von Westphalen, sister of the well-

known Prussian statesman of that name. Philosophy and political

economy, with especial reference to the great social problems of the

age, were his special studies on leaving the university. These studies

led him towards Socialism, the result of which was that he felt com-
pelled to decline the offer of an important government post. About
this time he left Treves for Paris, where he became co-editor with
Arnold Euge of the Deutsch-Frayizosischen Jahrbilcher ; and he also

edited the Socialist journal Vorivdrts ; but in less than a twelvemonth
he was compelled to leave France for Brussels. In March 1848 he
was driven from Belgium and fled to Cologne, where the revolutionary

ferment was at its height. He at once undertook the editorship of the

Ilheinisclie Zeitung, the leading revolutionary journal, which was sup-

pressed on the collapse of the revolutionary movement in 1849.

We should mention that in 1847, in conjunction with his life-long

friend, Frederic Engels, he put forward the celebrated * Communist
Manifesto,' which subsequently served as the basis of the International

Association.

After 1849 he went to Paris again, where he remained but a short

time, and then left France for London, remaining there with brief

intermissions till his death, which took place in the spring of 1883.

The principal part he took in political action during his sojourn in

England was the organization of the International Association.

The most important among his works besides ' Das Kapital ' are
' Die Heilige Familie,' written in conjunction with Frederic Engels

;

the * Misere de la Philosopliie,' the answer to Proudhon mentioned in

our last article; '18 Brumaire,' an anti-Napoleonic pamphlet; and
'Zur Kritik der Politischer CEconomic,' which laid the foundation for

his great work ' Das Kapital.

'

The importance of this latter work makes it necessary for us to

indicate the contents of the principal chapters, so as to form a brief

sketch of the Socialist economy.^

Part I. deals with Commodities and Money. The first chapter

defines a commodity. A commodity according to Marx is briefly

expressed as a socially useful product of labour which stands in relation

to other similar useful products of labour. The value of such a com-
modity is primarily the amount of necessary social labour contained in

it : that is to say, the average amount of labour carried through a

certain portion of time necessary to its production in a given state of

society. The young student must take special note that when Marx
uses the word value by itself it is always^used in this sense ; i. e., to put
it in a shorter form, as embodied average human labour. The term Use-
value explains itself. Exchange-value means the relation of one corifi-

modity to another or to all others. The ultimate issue of the various

expressions of Value is the money form : but in the words of Marx, the

step to the money-form " consists in this alone, that the character of

direct and universal exchangeability—in other words, that the universal

equivalent form—has now by social custom become identified with the-

substance gold."

The second chapter deals with Exchange. Exchange, says Marx,
presupposes guandians or owners of commodities, since these cannot go
to market of themselves. A commodity possesses for the owner no
use-value where he seeks to exchange it : if it did, he would not seek

to exchange it. "All commodities," says Marx, "are non-use values

for their owners and use values for their non-owners. Consequently

they must all change hands. But this change of hands is what consti-

tutes their exchange, and the latter puts them in relation with each

other a^ values, and realises them as values. Hence commodities must
be realised as values before they can be realised as use-values."

Commodities, then, find their universal value represented by one

commodity from among them, which has in itself no use-value unless it

be that of representing or of symbolising the abstract quality of value.

Chapter III. deals with the circulation of commodities under the

money form. Here Marx very justly observes: "It is because all

commodities as values are realised human labour, and therfore com-

mensurable, that their values can be measured by one and the same
special commodity, and the latter be converted into the common
measure of their values

—

i.e., into money. Money as a measure of

value is the phenomenal form that must of necessity be assumed by
that measure of vahce which is immanent in commodities, labour

time."

^ We must remind the reader that we do not profess to offer mo]?e thaoa aome-

hints to the stndent of Mftrx. Anything approaching to an abstract of ' Das.

Kapital ' would take np space ffar beyond the iimks oi the present iHtte' work/
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This lono- and important chapter proceeds to discuss the theory of

.circulating ''money or of currency at considerable length and m great

detail The subject is one of such importance and with respect to

which so many fallacies are afloat,^ that we propose to devote our next

article to an exposition of its leading features.

E. Belfort Bax and William Morris.

THE

gains of low cunning commercial gamesters, and moreover allowed

that every additional^power over the forces of nature tended but to

increase their misery. With the aid of models and diagrams the filth,

squalor, and crime of the past was illustrated to their amazed gaze

;

and whilst they uttered joyful thanks that their lot was cast on

pleasant lines, where neither thief, pauper, idler, or prostitute existed,

they gave a mental tribute of praise to the memories of those who

had laboured for the Cause "ere the toil of strife and battle overthrew

the curse of Gold." F. KiTZ.

CRIMINAL CLASSES OF THE FUTURE.
A KETROSPECT AND A PROSPECT.

(Concluded from p. 58).

It was ludicrous in the extreme to witness the impotent rage of the

" respectables " as they were one after the other passed from the Court

on to scenes of really useful labour or condemned to the same penal

discipline that in the hour of their triumph they had inflicted upon

their fellow-creatures. One or two languid swells whose speech had

hitherto been made up of painfully aspirated "aitclies," said that,

^'weally you know," it was quite a change. And in time they became

Men instead of the vapid prigs they had previously been. It was also

curious to see the unbounded indignation of titled and untitled persons

whose precious dignity was infringed upon by the "low fellows " who
had charge of them. Scandalous ! infamous ! they exclaimed. There

was in truth wailing and weeping over the tasks they had sentenced

others to but now had to perform themselves.

Outrageous as this treatment seemed to be to these handlers of

other people's rights and possessions, yet it had been mercifully adopted

as an alternative to a policy of extirpation advocated l)y the more
enraged of the revolutionists.

The true spirit of the revolution was not displayed in these acts, but

was a policy imposed upon it as a matter of self-preservation. It had
however, the effect of softening many who with loud-mouthed persist-

ency had under the old regime advocated these forms of punishment

for the poor. The fellow-feeling which Shakspeare has said makes us

wondrous kind, was born of the actual experience of the lot to which

so many thousands of the now emancipated labourers had been con-

demned.
Many gave in their adhesion to the new order, and were at once set

free to take part in the reorganisation going on outside. A large

number were obliged to commence life de novo, for none of their

previous nefarious occupations were left to them. All forms of usury

and profit-mongering were abolished. The land had long since been de-

clared common property, and was being cultivated by the free com-
inunities established in the smiling shires of old England, Scotland,

Wales, and Ireland. These ci-devant stockjobbers, landlords, rent-

mongers, and usurers, formed, in short, the army of useless mouths in

the new order of things.

No recruits came from this quarter to the literary, cultured class

;

but from the ranks of labour, freed from the benumbing process of

their rent and profit getting, were reverent students of the knowledge
thrown free and open to all. The brain-worker, no longer forced to

sell his work in a commercial market, met with full recognition at the

hands of the communities to whose refinement and pleasure he con-

tributed ; and in no instance was there a desire shown to exact

excessive tribute from the communes because of varied or singular

capacity.

Inventions from practical workmen were also applied to the most
laborious and repugnant tasks ; and this class of labour, whilst being

equally rewarded, was reduced to a minimum.
The marvellous changes wrought in the capital completely trans-

formed it. Its hideous suburbs, the houses of the smug legal cheats,

disappeared and gave place to pleasure resorts. In the centre, tlie

monuments of cant and greed, the monstrous barracks erected by five-

per-cent. philanthropists in which to herd a landless, rack-rented
population, were levelled amid general acclamation. It is reported

that an old, very old man, by name Alderman Lowwater, stood by and
wrung his hands at the overthrow of his pet schemes for regenerating
mankind and pocketing a profit as well.

The monuments of nonentities and scoundrels that obstructed and
disfigured the public places were removed, with other road rubbish,

and in their stead arose monuments to the heroes and heroines whose
labours in science, art, and letters had liberalised thought and paved
the way for the glorious and beneficial change. Applied mechanical
science reduced the working day for necessities to the limit assigned
it by Hoyle some years before—viz., 1 ]- hours per diem. Labour rendered
-attractive by free selection and pleasant environment, with iLtility as

its sole impetus, produced marvellous results, that stood out in bold
contrast to the shoddy goods thrown upon the markets by half-starved
workers driven by the twin scourges of greed and fear to exhausting
toil. No less remarkable was the change wrought in the features and
comportment of the people. Freed from cankering care and the fear

of starvation and punishment, their manners and looks became more
in accord with their happy and free state, but the marks of the fell

system so recently destroyed would take a long time to finally obliterate.

And as time went on, the younger children came into the colleges and
academies ; they listened with wonder to the record of how in the past
times idlers were rewarded with wealth and honours, whilst the pro-
ducers endured cold, hunger, and insult ; how they had rattled their
own chains and been pleased with the music, and echoed the shibboleths
of their masters ; how wholesale butchers of their kind were belauded
and decorated, whilst merit and invention served only to increase the

LITERARY NOTICES.
* Anarchy ' (Eau Claire Book Co., Eau Claire, Wis., U.S., postpaid 25 cents)

is an admirable pamphlet, by C. L. James, the " Socialist Alderman ", son of

G. P. R. James the novelist. It shows wide reading and intelligent ai)pre-

ciation of the subject, and is worth careful perusal.

In the Bombay Gazette of Jan. 21, our comrade D. Gostling has an admir-

able letter on " the growth of Socialism," with an account, also, of the Henry
George contest in New York. This is a concession by an important journal

to the growing interest taken in onr cause in India.

Articles of interest to Socialists :

—

Nineteenth Century : "Notes and Queries

on the Irish Question," W. K. Gladstone ;
" Scientific and Pseudo-Scientific

Realism," Professor Ilnxley ; "The Scientific Bases of Anarchy," Peter

Kropotkin.

'The Irish National League Leaflets' (Irish Parliamentary Offices, Palace

Cliambers, S.W.; 4d. per 100, post free) are a well-written and instructive

series, well worthy of circulation among people who are ignorant of the

"reasoned enthusiasm " that animates the Irish people in their struggle for

freedom.
' An Irish Judge on the Irish Question ' (Irish Press Agency, 25, Parlia-

ment Street, Id.) is a reprint of Mr. P>aron Fletcher's charge to the County

Wexford grand jury in 1814, witii introduction by John J. Clancy, M.A.,

jVLP. Coming from a judge of Baron Fletcher's standing, who, it is need-

less to say was neither a Cktholic nor a Nationalist, the deliverance will be

found to be one of the most remarkable exposures on record of the infamous

oppression to which the mass of the people of Ireland have been subjected

under tlie Union, by the propertied class and the partisans of "^ law and

order.'' From the same Agency may be procured also the following pam-

phlets at Id. each, all of which are worth perusal : *The Home Rule Ques-

tion,' by Mr. Sexton, M.P.; 'Facts for Mr. Parnell's Bill,' by John Dillon,

M.P.; 'The Treatment of Minorities in Ireland,' by Charles Dawson, Ex-

Lord Mayor of Dublin ; 'The Orange Bogey,' by John J. Clancy, M.A.,M.P.

' The Economic Problem of the Unemployed ' is a pamphlet by William

Westgarth, Member of the Council of the London Chamber of Commerce,

which traces the whole of the evils, such as depression of trade and want of

employment, to the " appreciation " of gold, and also lays down a plan; of

municipal improvements to be carried out with the wealth arising from
" natural " or " unearned " increment. If Mr. Westgarth will examine the

subject further he will find that, be the medium what it may, commercial

competitive exchange can but fulfil its inevitable conditions, and that social

use of " natural " increment would swiftly lead to social use of much else,

were his suggestion capable of being carried out under the present system

—

which it is not !—S.

To those who read French and are interested in the genuine Anarchist

view of the future Society, we should recommend a series of articles by
Peter Krapotkin, which have appeared more or less regularly in the Revolte

for the past year. These papers, which deal with questions which will arise

after the Revolution, must be highly interesting to all Socialists, although

many may not agree with the writer's point of view or his suggestions for

meeting the economic difiiculties which will face us (or our descendants) in

the future. Still these suggestions, according to him, resolve themselves

into a simple form enough, the revolutionists, namely, taking to themselves

all goods, all dwellings, factories, and so forth, and taking care that no works
for the manufacture of life-necessaries are suspended, and that circulation

of goods is maintained throughout all countries. As he saj^s, our adver-

saries vill discuss these difiiculties of the future, being much more fearful

about them than we ourselves ; we, standing so far without the threshold,

can but inadequately deal with the same, and it is unwise therefore to enter

too nnich into details, but that these difiiculties will be met successfully in

the time to come, there is no reason to doubt. As the writer says :
" We

are persuaded that when the people put themselves to the work, they will

find out how to organise themselves infinitely better than we can now pre-

dict of them." Among the articles, I may mention especially those on " Les

Prisons " and those on " Les Denrees " (Victuals). In short, we hope that

these series will be re-published in pamphlet form (perhaps translated) ; for

the discussion of the conduct of the Revolutionists " the day after " cannot

fail to be interesting and useful.—M. M.

Bread-and-water Beecher auctioned off his church pews Sunday for

27,000 dols. Beecher hates an eight-hour man, and thinks the standing

army should be brought back from the Indian frontier and used to shoot

working-men who cannot buy pews in his church.

—

Knights of Labor,

In reply to a question in the House of Commons the other day as to

whether the British Government had sent any expression of sympathy to

the Italian Government on account of " the disaster which had fallen on
the Italian arras at Massowah," Sir el. Fergusson said :

" It would be un-
suitable to ofi'er to a great military Power an expression of sympathy on
account of such an accident. We ourselves should not like, in similar

circumstances, to have the loss of a detachment, which can easily be replaced,

treated as a considerable disaster. The Italian Government, with whom we
have so many interests in common, are well aware that they may count upon
the friendly offices of her Majesty's Government." Mark the cold-blooded

way in which Sir J. Fergusson speaks of the slaughter of 500 human beings.

They can so easily be replaced by 500 more Italian slaves, and should these

get their throats cut, or die of disease, they can as easily be replaced by 500
more. The only inconvenience to the Italian Government is the cost of

transport and the loss of kit and war materials, as unfortunately, these poor
devils who were killed, and who can so easily be replaced, had their uniforms
and accoutrements on at the time of their death. It costs money to replace

these. Compare the indifferent way that our politicians speak of the death
of 500 men with the maudlin stuff that is spoken when they have to

announce the death of one of their own political cronies.—H S.
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'HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW! FIRST, FEW MEN
HEED IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON !

'

Communications invited on Social Questions. They should be ivritten on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Rd. ,E.G.^ and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarily for publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS. only returned if a stamped directed envelope isJorivarded with them.

Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

,

six months, 3s.; three months. Is. 6d.

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

•__ ^ —

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Notice to all Socialistic Newspapers.—The Commonweal will be regularly sent

to all Socialistic Contemporaries throughout the world, and it is hoped that
they on their side will regularly provide the Socialist League with their papers,

Ch. Baggio (Carvin, Pas de Calais).—We thank you for pamphlet to hand, and
shall be glad to receive following numbers as they appear.

Feriodicals received during the loeeh ending Wednesday February 23.

England
Justice
Jus
Norwich—Daylight
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Cotton Factory Times
Glasgow—Pioneer
Worker's Friend
Croydon Echo
Financial Reformer
Nottingham Evening News

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald
Allahabad—People's Budget
Bombay—Times of India
Voice of India

Bombay Gazette

South Australia
Adelaide—Our Commonwealth

Canada
Toronto—Labor Reformer

United States
New York—VolkszeitKng
Der Sozialist

John Swinton's Paper
Truthseeker
Boston—Woman's Journal
Denver (Col.) Labor Inqiiirer
Springfield (111.)—Voice of Labor'
Chicago (111.)—Vorbote !

Knights of Labor
New Haven (Conn.)—Work-

men's Advocate
Philadelphia (Pa.)—Carpenter
Cincinnati (O.) Unionist
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
Detroit (Mich.)—Labor Leaf
St. Louis (Mo.)—American Celt

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
La Revue Socialiste

Le Revolte
Guise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le Travailleur

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Belgium
Brussels—L'Avant-Garde

Liege—L 'Avenir
Antwerp—De Werker

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat

Italy
Milan—11 Fascio Operaio
Turin—11 Muratore

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista
Barcelona—Acracia

Portugal
Voz do Operario
Oporto—A Perola

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

Norway
Kristiania—Social-Democraten

Greece
Athens—Ardin

FIGHTING FOR PEACE.
Our contemporary, the Cotton Factory Times, has an article on the

Lanarkshire riots and the position of the men there which is worth
noting, as showing the kind of prejudices and superstitions which will

have to be removed from the minds of the workers before they can
attain to that complete union and perception of the interests of labour

by which alone they can meet the organization of capital on equal

terms : and this is the more worth noting, as the Cotton Factory Times
is an excellent paper, and really devoted, according to its lights, to

the interests of labour.

Our contemporary does not seem to have understood the meaning
of these riots, or the necessities of the men who made them. They
were distinctly hunger-riots, that is to say the expression of the despair

of men driven into a corner, dying by inches of starvation : and we
may be sure that such events will, at the rate we are now going, become
common and increase in misery and terror, unless the workers become
conscious of their present position and its remedy : their position being

to speak plainly that they have to pay the piper in the game of cut-

throat competition played by their masters, who are themselves forced
by the rules of the game to force their men to accept the very lowest

wages possible. The result of this famine-test of wages (for that is

what it is) must be such misery as we now see in Lanarkshire coupled

from time to time with the incident of open revolt : the riots of the

other day are a hint to the masters that the wages they now oflfer are

impossible of acceptance.

Surely our contemporary if it had known all the circumstance would
scarcely have blamed the miners for not making provision for a rainy

day. Alas ! it is always a rainy day with these poor people, unless

when it is worse ; a life of days like the three in the ballad ;

" The first day it was wind and weet,

The nexten day it was fire and sleet

;

The third day it was birley-banes,

Knocked the little birds' nebs against the stanes."

But what provision can be made against " birley-banes " when even
the better days are so bitter ?

Here are some questions for our contemporary : How much is it

possible to save out of a (precarious) income of 12s. 6d. a week ? If it

be possible to save anything out of such a pittance without being

actually starved to death, why should a man be put to such torture and
degradation as this saving involves, when we all know that he actually

produces more than enough to keep him in comfort, unless his labour

be utterly wasted 1 Again, can the getting of coal be carried on gain-

fully in Lanarkshire ? If it cannot, why is it carried on 1 And if

there is a due gain in it, why are the getters starved ?

These are the kind of questions which the working-men who profess

to be organised must ask and have answered if their organisation is to-

be of any use : they must not fight against capitalism blindly, as they

mostly do now, but be conscious of the nature of the fight, and especially

must have a definite aim to end it. Our contemporary is very far from
this. He says, e.g. : "A fair stand-up fight between capital and labour-

with no striking below the belt frightens no one. The best men win,,

after which both sides can be as friendly as before, with no bitter-

memories to cherish.''

Well, well, if I had but 12s. 6d. a week as the " reward " of hard
and repulsive labour, I think I might be bitter without drawing on the

resources of " memory." But in fact the fight between capital and
labour on the Lanarkshire terms i.e., the capitalist with his money
resources to stand by on, and the miner with the three choices of 12s. fid.

a week, death, and the workhouse, is about as fair (if we are to keep

up the metaphor of the ring) as the champion against a London errand

boy. And again, the writer speaks cheerfully of these " fair " fights ;

can he possibly think that a condition of industry to which they are

necessary (and frequent) incidents can be a stable one 1 These " fair

fights " are but incidents, skirmishes, or battles in the continuous war
on which all industrial society is founded at present. Like all other

wars it must one day come to an end by the exhaustion of one or other

of the combatants : either the workman must be subjugated into a
hopeless slave, receiving such housing, clothing, and rations as it may
be convenient for his master to give him (and for that matter it could

not be less than the " reward " of a Lanarkshire miner), or the capi-

talist must disappear altogether, and his privilege of usury be a thing;

of the past ; and that whether he be the boss of a big business, or a

small shareholder in a " co-operative " store.

Now I will ask our trades' union friends which of the two results of

the struggle they are fighting for ? They have no choice, it must be

one or the other, or indeed is there a choice even between those two
results ? Is not the final subjugation of the workman impossible t

Even now, even when the strikers are least conscious of it, their limited

and local fight is really, as I have said, a part of the great labour war :.

but when they do become conscious of what the end of that war is, to

wit, the abolition of private property in the means of production, the

inequality between the two combatants will be no longer against them,

but against their masters, and the war will soon be over. On the other

hand, although the end must come, yet if the workers remain

unconscious of what they are striving for, it will probably be long

delayed through a period fertile of misery and degradation to the

workman, and terror and degradation to the master, and will be brought

about at last by the mere break up and ruin of our capitalistic system

involving inconceivable horrors of starvation, aimless violence, repres-

sion, and revenge.

The choice of these two alternatives gives the reason why sober,,

thoughtful, and peaceable men, even when they themselves are not

pinched by the present system, when they have once learned the

economic truths of Socialism are so eager in the Revolutionist

propaganda: it is for peace they are working, not war.

William Morris.

SOCIALISM IN THE PROVINCES.
The chainmakers of Walsall and Cradley Heath are about the hardest

worked and the poorest paid slaves in this country. A strong man,

working 10 to 12 hours a day, may average ten shillings a w^eek, and
out of this he must buy fuel for his little forge. The development of

machinery has scarcely aflfected this trade at all. Chains are still

made by hand, and it is unlikely that machinery will be introduced.

When human machines are so cheap and so servile, it will not pay the

capitalist to hire an inventor. The work is monotonous and disagree-

able, and in a social system organised in the interests of the people,

efforts would be made to design machinery, but as under the present

system machines are brought out not to do away with disagreeable or

degrading labour, but simply to cheapen the cost of production to the

capitalists, there is no early likelihood of such attempts being made.

Then women and children can help and compete in various ways, and
hence the smallness of the husband and father's wage.

There was no time to call a large meeting, so a few of the leaders of

the chainmakers got together and I explained Socialism to them. There

was no difiiculty in getting them to understand it. They were very

quick-witted, and what was more surprising and satisfactory, very

broad in their sympathies. They are now trying to start a co-operative

productive society, which will be as near to genuine as can be under

the present system. I advised them to carry out the project if it

would better their position in the present society, but I also pointed

out the difi[iculties which would crop up even after they had beaten the

immediate employers. Their employers are really only agents or

dealers. They furnish the iron, while the tools and coal are furnished

by each worker. The employers in their case therefore are the smallest

difiSculty in the way. It is the innumerable rings of dealers through

whose hands the wares pass before reaching the user that are the

greatest burden to the chainmakers. It was very encouraging to see

how readily these men (who might surely have been excused had they
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been narrow minded) grasped the truth that no one section trade

of workers can gain much in struggling for its own particular

interests, and that all must unite in the effort for their common

emancipation. ...
At Nottingham the Socialist agitation is not m a very satisfactory

condition. At one time there were three branches of a Socialist

party there, with a heavy membership, and the town was spasmodically

agitated for a few montlis. When this spirit of propaganda died away

the place was quite neglected and the local organisations dwindled

down in consequence. There is plenty of Socialist feeling in the

town, but the disorganised and dilatory way in which the propaganda

has been conducted, has estranged this feeling from the Socialist bodies.

The cause of this state of affairs is, in my opinion, that from the first

the movement had too much politics and too little Socialism in it. The

social and economic aspect of the propaganda was over-shadowed by

the political : the result being that a very superficial and spurious

kind of Socialism was spread abroad, that died out when the election

heat cooled off.

From Nottingham I went to Sheffield, where a crowded and success-

ful meeting was held. Next week I shall give an account of the Shef-

field Socialists, as it will come appropriately with a report of the open-

ing of their new premises which takes place to-night.

Clay Cross is a slaves den of the most deplorable kind, and there, as

to all the mining districts the message of Socialism is most needed.

Mr. Haslam, Secretary of the Derbyshire Miners' Association, kindly

arranged the meeting, which was addressed by Edward Carpenter and

myself. The room was crowded with men whose appearance spoke

plainly of hard working and poor faring. Although this was the first

Socialist meeting held at Clay Cross the men were very attentive and

eager, and seemed to grasp the points very quickly. After the meeting

the general expression was that the Socialists had just been saying

what they for a long time had been thinking. Arrangements have

been made for carrying on a series of meetings at Clay Cross. Com-

rades Carpenter, Peach, and Besant, are expected to deliver Socialist

lectures there in the course of the next few weeks.

What have I done to gain Mr. Bradlaugh's special good-will 1 He
grants my sanity—a favour extended to few of the people from whom
he differs. The extract which Mr. Bradlaugh quotes, and which seems

to have aroused his patriotic ire, is a correct report of what I said,

and is, after all, a well-known commonplace of the Socialist movement.

Mr. Bradlaugh is a very careful man, and if he is going to defend the

Empire as well as the " rights of property," I hope he will distinguish

clearly between his Patriotism and Jingoism. Mr. Bradlaugh's habit

of quoting part of what his opponents say leads to misunderstanding.

I did not say merely that Mr. Bradlaugh was losing his popularity. I

said that, in my opinion, he was losing popularity among the working-

class. On the whole I should say Mr. Bradlaugh is getting more

popular than ever, and that what he loses in the opinion of the work-

ing-class he gains ten times over in that of the middle-class. Since

Mr. Bradlaugh became the capitalists' advocate, the bourgeois breast is

filled with gratitude to him, and all manner of well-to-do-people—from

shop-keepers to Whig Statesmen—yearn to do him honour. The
English middle-class, well known for its meanness and want of back-

bone, is a bit surprised (as most people are) to find such a defender

from among the Democrats, and is perhaps a little suspicious that he

will not stick to them—let us hope there is reason for the suspicion.

I don't, in the least, wish to say that Mr. Bradlaugh is consciously

going against the people, but that his fierce and enthusiastic defence

of the propertied class, which at present is overshadowing his work

for the people, is rapidly getting him the reputation of a respectable

Whig. J. L. Maiion.
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SOCIALISM IN SCOTLAND.
It is gratifying to be able to state that the adherents of Socialism are

increasing even more rapidly in Scotland than in England. It has

long been the custom of our journalists to praise the superior intelli-

gence of the Scotch and their great caution, and in this I believe them
right, and can see no stronger proof of the truth of the statement

than in the striking progress of the Socialist movement there. Four
years ago there existed a considerable number of Socialists in Edin-

burg and Glasgow, but all of them isolated, not knowing one another,

or even being aware that they had any comrades in their neighbour-

hood ; now some of the strongest branches of the Socialist League

and of the S. D. F. are to be found in Scotland.

In Edinburgh, which is the most bourgeois town perhaps in

Britain, we are able to get our halls filled Sunday after Sunday by
the very best class of workmen. You have simply to look at the faces

of the audiences and it becomes apparent that these men are not to

be trifled with. They mean business, and now that they are convinced

of the necessity of expropriating their exploiters, no power on earth

will turn them from their purpose. The rapid spread of our doctrines

has resulted in a number of men being put up by the exploiters to

defend their case. Mr. Flint, a professor in the faculty of Theology

in Edinburgh, is the latest opponent of progressive ideas. Mr. Flint is

a learned man, but unfortunately his studies do not seem to have

quickened his apprehension. The ludicrous blunders he makes when
describing what he supposes to be Socialism drive us to the con-

clusion that much learning has made him mad. Mr. Flint has still

another lecture to deliver, and I would advise him to postpone its

delivery for six months. He might take a month's holiday to draw
his wits together, and devote the other ^ve months to the study of

Socialistic literature. He might then be able to make a more intelli-

gent appearance and so retrieve his position.

We learn that the Scotch branches are about to start a monthly
journal to deal more effectively with local matters.

In Glasgow our branch has been particularly active. It has not

confined itself to the city, but has gone into the country and distri-

buted literature and delivered addresses. The adherents in the coun-
try districts around Glasgow are to be counted by the thousand. In
the city the regular course of lectures is well attended by audiences
composed of workmen and many of the middle-classes. Glasgow is

not so prosperous now as it was a few years ago, and the middle-
classes are beginning to see that there is truth in the statement that
wealth is becoming more and more concentrated into the hands of the
few. In Glasgow University we have many adherents to the cause.

The intellectual proletariat is greater in Scotland than in any country
outside of Germany, and they are becoming keenly alive to the fact

that their position is practically identical with that of the artizans

and labourers, and that therefore they should make common cause
with them. At present the attention of the Scotch people is directed

to the revolt of the miners ; and it is satisfactory to know th9t the
present agitation and revolt is due largely to the Socialist propaganda.
As will be seen from the reports uuder the head of *' The Labour

Struggle " in another column, the Scottish miner, after various deduc-

tions have been made, has only about 10s. a-week to feed and clothe

himself and family. He gets on the average 9d. for each ton of cheap
coal and 13d. per ton for best coal. Where does the difference ga
between the 13d. a ton the miner gets and the 16s. to 18s. the people

pay in Glasgow for it ? Allow 2s. per ton for cost of transport to the

people's doors, and you still find about 1 3s. per ton of plunder to be
divided amongst royalty owner, mining company, railway shareholders,

commission-agents, etc. Is not the miner justified in doing all in his

power to alter this state of affairs 1 Let us do all in our power to help

them in their struggle. There are at present 41,000 miners idle in

the west of Scotland alone. The east coast miners have also resolved

to come out. The advance demanded is 6d. a day, a mere fleabite to

the coal-owners ; but these greedy vampires have pretty large stocks

of rubbish on hand, which they want cleared out, and this they are

now able to do at a handsome profit. The hunger-riots of the poor
men and women, goaded into madness by the misery of their condition

and the insult and oppression to which they have been subjected, are

commented on elsewhere. What the police call "order" is now
restored, which means that the miners are now starving quietly in the

midst of plenty. This quiet starvation is liable at any moment to

break into more riot, and so the military are still on the spot, with
orders if necessary to shoot down those brave miners whose lives are

daily risked in procuring the means by which their very swords and
bayonets are fashioned, as well as the fire that cooks their daily-

rations. There is little doubt, however, that even the soldiers and
police are beginning to see that the social question concerns them
no less than their brothers in the field, the factory, and the mine.

Meanwhile at any rate the workers ihroughout the country should sus-

tain and encourage their comrades in Lanarkshire in their struggle.

Their cause is our cause. An injury to one is the concern of all.

A. K. Donald.

Scotch Miners' Fund.
Collected on Feb. 20, at Hyde Park, St. Pancras Arches, Hammersmith Club,

and Regent's Park (per comrade Cantwell), £1 l/s. 4d. Further subscriptions

will be received by A. K. Donald, 122, Mercers Road, N., or J. Bruce Glasier,

84, John Street, Glascjow.

FROM THE HOUSE OF BONDAGE.
House of Commons, Feb. 18, 1877.

" Weep with me, all ye that read this little story, and know for those for

whom I bleed death's self is sorry." That is to say, that after the able speech

of Mr. Arthur O'Connor on the Amendment, that the condition of the Poor
needed enquiry, the People's House of Commons promptly negatived the

wicked proposal by two hundred and fifty or so to twenty. Surely it is

time for Hob the miller to be getting his mill into order to " grind small,

small." But in the meantime let every one throw his cap into the air and
shout *' Thank God we have a Hiffh Court of Parliament." M.P.

STRIKE COMMITTEE.
P. Webb, 2s. ; E. Pope, 6d. ; W. M., Is. T. Binning, Treasurer.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Bloomsbury Branch (weekly), 5s. ; Hammersmith Branch (weekly), 10s.

;

E. B. B. (two weeks), 2s. ; W. B. (two weeks), Is.

Ph. W., Treasurer, Feb. 22.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
Already acknowledged, £13, 2s. 4d. Fabian Society (weekly) per Annie

Besant, for Feb. 12th, 10s. ; Miss Emily Guest, 5s.; Walkden, 10s. ; Arthur, 6d.;

Carruthers, £5; Glasgow Branch (weekly), for Feb. 5th, 12th, 19th, 6s.; C. P., 5s.;

S. D. F. , Edinburgh Branch, 10s. 9d. ; Fabian Society, per Annie Besant, for

Feb. 19, 10s. ; G. D. Lawie, 2s. 6d. ; Bradford Branch S. L., 5s. ; J. R. W., 10s.

;

H. H. H. B., 10s.; S. G. P., 2s.; C. F., Is.; C. W. J., 2s.; Walham Green,
2s. 6d.—Total, £22, 14s. 7d. J. Lane, Treasurer.

A Provincial Propagandist Tour.—Comrade Mahdn's engagements in the
provinces are: Feb. 27, 28, and March 1, Hull; 2, Newcastle. Mahon will be
glad to hear from any persons willing to arrange meetings at York, Middloflbro',

Shields, or Yarmouth,
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THE LABOUR STRUGaLE.
This' department is under the direction of the Strike Committee. Labour yeivs

and Contributions to the Fund shoidd be sent to T. BIN^ING, at the Offices.

Northumberland Miners.—There are no signs as yet of the termination
of the miners' strike, the men being resolved upon holding out. The comrade
who was sent down by the Strike Committee has interviewed most of the
local secretaries and other prominent men in the labour movement. He
reports a very cordial appreciation of the League's efforts on behalf of the
workers and ready assistance in obtaining information. Several meetings
have been addressed by him, and he has found a ready acceptance of our
doctrines by the men. Much bitterness of feeling exists between the con-
tending parties, as the men are becoming increasingly conscious of the
injustice of their exploiters, w^ho in their turn are enraged and alarmed at
the growing insubordination of their " hands." Agitation both from without
and within has produced an enormous effect, of"which a curious proof has
been furnished by Mr. Burt's recent acrion.

Nottingham—Strike of Engineers and Moulders at Bloomsgrove.—
Two or three weeks ago Messrs. Manlove, Alliott, and Co., Nottingham,
intimated through their foremen to their men employed at the Bloonisgrove
Works that they de.^ired them to accede to a reduction of 23. on tlieir weekly
earning of 34s., the reason assigned being the depression in trade and keen
competition. The committee of workmen met to consider the question, and
sent a deputation to the head manager (Mr. Paton) for the purpose of talking
the matter over with him. The deputation was courteously received, and
the matter was fully discussed, but with the result that the firm could not
see its way to make any concession, neither could the men accept any reduc-
tion, as the wage they were receiving .vas not more than the average wage
paid throughout the district. As a result the firm did not enforce the reduc-
tion, but twenty-four men were dischar^^ed, all of them society men. The
reason alleged for the dismissal was slackness of work. The men raised the
question why, if the reduction of hands was only owing to slackness of work,
only society men should have been selected for discharge. The executives of
the trades' unions interested (the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, the
Steam Engine Makers' Society, and the Moulders' Society) took the matter
up, and after a full and careful inquiry into the whole matter, resolved to
withdraw the remaining members of "^their societies from the workshops of
the firm. A committee has been formed to look after the interests of the
nien, who have the sympathy and support of their fellow unionists. A hand-
bill setting forth the circumstances of the case has been issued, and subscrip-
tions can be sent to the committee at the " George and Dragon," Chapel Bar,
where the committee will attend each Saturday from 6 to 8 p.m.

THE SCOTTISH MINERS' STRIKE.

The strike in Lanarkshire enters its fifth week, and there is every sign of
its continuation. In some collieries the advance demanded has been con-
ceded, the miners returning to work. These collieries are those not con-

• nected with the Mine Owners' Association. It has been resolved that the
Fife and Ayrshire miners should come out and join issue with the Lanark-
shire and Stirlingshire men. The miners of the Irvine district also intend
to join the movement unless an advance is made. The utmost unanimity
prevails.

At the Summary Court at Lanark, about a dozen men have been fined

from £2 to £b for breach of the Conspiracy and Protection of Property Act.
The offence was " picketing."

Forty-nine men have been committed for trial for the riots at Blantyre.

The Glasgow Mail of the 19th says :
" Again and again the coalmasters

have been called upon to justify their refusal to give the moderate advance
of sixpence a day, which the men demanded. This advance did not amount
on an average to more than twopence a ton on the coal raised, and yet, short
as has been the stoppage placed upon the output, the price of coal on the
market has advanced six and seven shillings a ton."

The following shows what the miner goes underground for :
—" Working

five days in the week, at 3s. per day, his gross earnings amounted per week
to 15s. From this the following deductions were made : Rent, 2s. ; coal.

Is. 2d.; powder, 6d.; lamps, 5d.; pick sharpening, 3d.; check weighman, 3d.;

doctor, 3d.; tools, 3d.; funeral society, 3d.; sick society, 3d.; school fees, 2d.;

union, 2d.; total, Ss. lid.; net earnings, 9s. Id."

The Glasgow Mail is not a Socialist newspaper, and only asks in " common
justice" that the demands of the miners shall be granted. It continues:
" What is this pittance, we would ask, upon which a working-man is ex-
pected to maintain himself, and probably a wife and children '] Granting
that food is cheap, how can body and soul be kept together, and the men
expected to toil in the bowels of the earth at one of the most laborious and
dangerous of occupations I The mere statement of the case is sufficient to

condemn the employers." Speaking of the shifts and tricks adopted by the
masters to wring more profit out of the men, the editor says :

" Some em-
ployers, for example, are in the habit of insisting upon 22i cwt. of coal
from their miners instead of 20 cwt. when reckoning their wages by the
ton. . . Again, scandalous injustice is sometimes dealt out to a miner under
a system of forfeiture for dirt or foreign material sent up in a hutch. A
m-an may work hard an entire day under this system, and at the end of it

find that his labour has been nearly all forfeited." This rejected coal, which
is absolutely stolen from the miners, is now being sold at a good price. Yet,
while the coal-winners wear out their lives in the unwholesome mine for the
miserable pittance of 12s. or 15s. per week, the Duke of Hamilton is per-
mitted to levy black-mail in rents and royalties to the tune of ^122,000.
But the day of deliverance is drawing near. These men and women having
once grasped the truths of Socialism will not be satisfied with a rise of 6d.

a-day on their wages, or even with the abolition of royalties, but will make
common cause with all the workers in getting rid of all the idlers and ex-
tortionate so-called " organisers of labour."

.
The Fife and Clackmannan coalmasters and miners held a conference at

- Dunfermline last Saturday, the men having threatened to strike unless an
advance of 15 per cent, was granted. The discussion lasted five hours, the
masters first offering an advance of 7^ per cent., then of 10 per cent., and
finally of 12 per cent., which the men accepted, it being further agreed that

fwork should not be stopped on Monday as threatened. At two large
collieries in the Hamilton district the men will to-day (Monday) start work
on the understanding that 6d. is to be conceded, they in return giving way

^ ?'^r^^^^^¥^to=of 'i-detricting their labour to ten days a fortnight instead of
^l^«^i;

:
:This is lo6ked'uj)on as likely to lead to the termination of the

The news of this concession has raised the spirits of the Lanarkshire men,
and it is certain that if they can hold out a little longer the advance will be
given them also. Whatever the immediate result of the present conflict
may be, one thing is evident, that the agitation has given quite a new com-
plexion to the labour struggle in Lanarkshire. Subjoined is the substance
of a speech delivered a few days ago by our comrade Small, at a mass meet-
ing of the miners, which we feel sure will prove interesting to readers of
the Commonweal:—^'Mx. Small, in supporting the third resolution, said
the struggle was not for a paltry Is. or 6d. per day. It involved far higher
and deeper considerations. It was a question as to the right of the men to
live, and capital had got the military and police to combine to try to crush
the new ideas of the miners. The rising thought of the generation was how
did their forefathers work for years and years and died paupers in the
workhouse, and yet the men they were working for stole millions and
millions of money. The men before him thought their fathers were fools,
and were not going to keep by their example. They were determined to
share a part of the world's wealth as share for their labours. They had
truth, righteousness, and justice on their side, and against these three all
the powers of earth would not prevail. Let them continue the struggle,
because without doubt before long the victory would be theirs, and instead
of being run down by mounted soldiers and batoned by policemen, they
would be able to take their position in the barracks and apprehend the
employers and the landlords, and drive them off the face of the earth. He
wanted to bring back to the miners of Scotland the law of Scotland, which
was that the private owners of land were thieves and robbers. The Duke
of Hamilton, with his £122,000 a year, was simply taking Jll a year from
every miner in the Hamilton district. In the name of God, is that justice ?

Rise, men, in your strength, and demand that the country give justice to
the men that make the wealth. Disperse quietly, men ; but until you make
up your mind courageously and determine to defy the law, the law v/ill not
make any respect for you. The law-makers were the first law-breakers.
He was anxious to see the time when soldiers and policemen would obey
the democracy of the country rather than the voices of the rotting aristo-
cracy. Agitate, agitate ; educate, educate, until they turn the tables of the
country, and made the working-men rulers, and put those who robbed them
in jail." The speeches of Mr. Small, miners' agent, have of themselves
done incalculable good. No more vigorous and truly Socialistic speeches
have ever yet emanated in this country from the official of a trades' society.

Socialism has taken root in the minds of thousands, and it will be strange
if the Lanarkshire miners do not play an important part in the coming
great battle between labour and capital, between the rich and the poor, the
plunderers and the plundered.

AMERICA.
A union of hod carriers has been formed at Wichita, Kansas. It is

reckoned the membership will be 500 strong by March 1.

The switchmen's strike in Chicago lasted ten hours, and was a complete
victory for the men.

St. Louis, Feb. 4.—The employes of Liggett and Myers', and Butler's
tobacco factories are pushing the boycott against those firms vigorously, A
large amount of their tobacco has already been returned to this city—boy-
cotted.

Newark, N. J.—At a meeting of the jewellers' association here, it was
decided to join the Knights of Labour in a body, forming a separate district
assembly. It will be composed of jewellers, silversmiths and engravers,
chain-smiths, watch case makers, and all workers in fancy metals. The asso-
ciation has a membership of about 6,000 persons in the United States.

Lorillard and Co., tobacco manufacturers, of New Jersey, have thought it

well to make terms with their employes. It is really a victory for the
workers. There will be no reduction in wages in any department, a five per
cent, increase in others, and certain minor grievances will be rectified. The
3,500 employes, 3,000 of whom are girls, stood well together for three weeks.

Atlanta, Ga.—The Knights of Labour here are rejoicing over the victory
by the two Sisters Muller. They were saleswomen in Max Katz's dry-
goods establishment, who, after being engaged for a year by Katz, were
dismissed upon a false pretext. They sued for the year's wages, and their
case was taken up by the Knights. The jury gave a verdict for their wages
in full, with costs, against Katz. The Knights propose to present a testi-

monial to the two plucky young sisters, who have rendered a service to a
thousand other saleswomen in Atlanta.

New York, Feb. 21.—An attempt to run the street cars in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, yesterday resulted in a riot. A crowd of about two thousand
men assembled along the track and wrecked several cars. The police, on
attempting to restore order, were stoned and otherwise maltreated. Several
arrests, however, were effected. It is stated that the roof of a tenement
along the tramway line on the South Boston Road has been ''converted into
a regular arsenal of stones with which the rioters will attack the cars should
running by night be recommenced.

New York.—The Great Strike.—Never in the history of industry, of
labour organisations of whatever name they may bear, has there been a
strike just like^the present, and, whatever may be thought of some of the
moves, no one, at least no unionist, can help admiring the fraternity which
has prompted so many thousands of men to throw away their only chance
of earning their daily bread in order that their fellow-labourers, whom they
have never seen and of whom they know so little, should receive a few cents
more and the organisation of which they are members be recognised. This
grand spectacle, let it be remembered, is not participated in only by Knights
of Labour. There are thousands who do not belong to that Order that have
quit work, and there are hundreds, too, who belonged to no organisation.
It may not be wise,—the end will solve that question (and whatever others
say we believe it to have been a good thing), this sympathetic striking,
which can have no end of possibilities, but it demonstrates to the world that
the working-men are ready to sacrifice much for their fellows, that the
obligation they have taken is binding and that money cannot induce them
to forswear themselves.

—

John Swinton^s Paper,

During the present miner's strike in the West of Scotland, and accom-
panying destitution, a request to come to the worker's terms as to wages
was met with the reply, " You have not yet eaten your children." " Grass "

for the workers, it will be remembered, was the advice of a certain French-
man. But this other man is not a miserable vegetarian. On the contrary,
he would have the workers increa.se their standard of comfort by the prac-
tice of a sort of new Malthusianism.—G.
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TRAMPS.
(A^^ONYMOUS. Translated by d. L. Joynes.)

"With a child on her arm—and in rags—and the trace

Of her tears and her trouble deep-scored on her face—
A woman is standing to beg in the street

;

Sore-distressed is her heart, and sore-weary her feet.

She totters along to the rich man's door

;

He stands on his own soft-carpeted floor ;

—

" See, lounging about, as they love to do,

The rascally, idle, beggarly crew !

"

" Kind sir, have compassion, and give us bread ;

On a shutter my husband came home to me dead ;

For the terrible cog-wheel had caught him fast,

And his ribs were smashed, and he breathed his last.

" When still he was living, no happier life

Than our's could be found for a man and his wife.

then we had clothes
;
yes, and then we had bread ; ]

But the terrible cog-wheel—and now he is dead.

" Three little ones fatherless, helpless, forlorn.

And the fourth that ere long will an orphan be born,
All unfriended must struggle with hunger and woe.
And it may be with infamy—what can I know ?

" He was careless, the coroner's jurymen state
;

But the man in your factory met with his fate.

1 am helpless and poor, and my husband is dead.
Have compassion, kind sir

;
give his little ones bread.

" O think of the winter—'tis now at our door

—

And pity the children. You surely have more
Than millions of money, so rich must you be ;

O do not be angry ; take pity on me."

See, the heart of the rich man is touched by her woe
;

To the drawer where his cash-box he keeps does he go,

Gives the woe-begone woman—a guinea i—nay,
He gives her a farthing, and sends her away.

Free Speech in Danger—A Month's Imprisonment.

J. P. Allman, a member of the Socialist League, was charged on Monday
before Mr. Hannay at Worship Street Police Court with causing an obstruc-

tion by placing a form on Sunday 20th inst. at 8 p.m., at the corner of

Aridrey Street, Goldsmith Bow, Hackney, and addressing a meeting there-

from. The police-constable said that he saw the prisoner standing on a form
addressing a "mob o' pipple" of about 150 or 200. Mr. Hannay: "He
wasn't preaching from the Gospel ? " P. C. :

" No, your washup, he was
talking Socialism." He went on to say that a neighbour, Mr. White, of the
" Goldsmith Arms," had complained of the annoyance. Allman asked him
whether he would swear that he was standing on a form ar on a small four

legged stool. Mr. Hannay :
" It does not matter what you were standing

on. Do you admit standing on a stool in the roadway I
" Allman :

" Yes."
Hannay :

" That's sufficient ; that was an obstruction." P. C. said he asked
prisoner twice to get down and he refused to do so, saying that he intended
to do his duty ; he was then taken into custody. The road was twenty
feet wide. Allman asked him if he saw any carts or passengers obstruct
the way. P. C. :

" There was no carts, but some passengers found it difficult

to pass." Allman :
" Are there any present ? " P. C. :

" None." Allman :

" Why didn't you take some names ? You failed to do your duty in not
doing so." Mr. Hannay, interrupting Allman, who wanted to call witnesses :

" There is a law which I can put into force to prevent you calling witnesses.

I have the power to decide the case forthwith." Ultimately he aUowed H.
Graham to be called for the defence—the chairman of the meeting at which
the obstruction was caused—who stated that he called on Allman to address
the meeting previous to their usual indoor meeting, and that Allman had
only spoken two or three minutes when he was arrested. The usher here
told Graham that he had said enough. Aii inspector then interrupted :

" This
person [Graham] was selling the Freethinker.^' Mr. Hannay said he could
not waste the time of the court, and was about to close the case, when Allman
pleaded for permission to say a few words in defence. Mr. Hannay :

" Oh, you
can say what you like, so long as you don't waste the time of the court."

Allman pointed out the injustice of the police attacking only Socialists and
no one else ; and that it was only when a few working men bound themselves
together to point out to their fellows how they were robbed that the ruling
class put this old law into force. There were hundreds of meetings held
every evening, not by Socialists, that really did cause obstruction, that were
never interfered with, which showed the partiality of the police. Meetings
were held three times a-week by a ranter five yards from where he was
arrested for speaking, but the police only looked on. Mr. Hannay, who had
several times interrupted, said that he only had to deal with the case before
him and not those of other persons who hold meetings, and that a person
placing a birdcage on the pathway was causing an obstruction. He here
asked the usher whether Allman had offended before. Usher :

" Yes, your
worship ; he was fined 40s. at Dod Street and fined at Stratford—constables
are in attendance from both places to prove the previous convictions." Mr.
Hannay said under those circumstances he would inflict the full penalty of

40s. or a month. As our comrade Allman specially requested that the fine

should not be paid, he is now in Holloway Jail expiating his heinous offence.

Before being sent away, some members sent him in a good dinner ; and the
amount that would otherwise have been paid into the hands of the police

will be given to him on his release. The Hackney Branch intend to hold a
meeting on Sunday, probably in the Broadway, in order to call attention to

this and other difficulties under which Socialists labour in carrying on their

propaganda. ___^__

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.G.

Closing of Library.—All members of the Socialist League and others who
have borrowed books prior to Monday, February 21st, are earnestly requested to
return same to Librarians on or before Monday, March 7th. Members are noti-
fied that unless this be complied with, Rule III. (relating to fines) must be en-
forced, and defaulting members suspended from Library privileges. The Library
will be re-opened on Monday, March 21st. (The Librarians will be pleased to
acknowledge presents of Socialist books lately published).—Lena Wardle and
Wm. Blundell, Librarians.

Lessons in French.—It has been thought advisable to start a class in the
French language. Comrade Victor Dave has kindly volunteered his services as
teacher. The first lesson will be given od Tuesday, March 1, at 8 p.m. All
those desirous of joining the class are requested to send their names to the
secretary, H. A. Barker, 13, Farringdon Road, E.G.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.
Birmingham, Hackney, Hull, Leeds, North London, to August 31. Manchester,

Merton, Norwich, to October 31. Bradford, to November 30. Croydon, Ham-
mersmith, Leicester, South London, to Dec. 31, 1886. Bloomsbury, Clerkenwell,
Lancaster, to January 31. Hoxton (Labour Emancipation League), Oxford, to
March 31, 1887.

Jules Valles.—The anniversary of the death of Jules Valles was cele-
brated at Pere-Lachaise on the 17th inst. Severine and all the stafi* and
friends of the Cri du Peuple, together with representatives of other Socialist
groups, assembling in considerable numbers round the tomb of the founder
of that journal. Several addresses were delivered over his grave, which was
covered with off'erings of immortelles and natural flowers.

BRANCH REPORTS.
Bloom,<bury.—At our business meeting on Friday, Feb. 18th, W. Utley was

proposed and seconded to fill the vacant place on the Council caused by the re-
signation of W. Chambers. A new secretary will be appointed next business
meeting. —L. W.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, Feb. 16, Wm. Morris spoke on " Mediaeval

England." He maintained that the feudal serf produced but little to his lord,
whereas the modern workman produces for his master a stiite of luxury of which
the old lord of the manor never even dreamed ; that the coming change will
mean the end of mastery and the triumph of fellowship. A very interesting
discussion followed. On Sunday, Feb. 20th, D. NicoU lectured on " The Charms
of Civilisation." Other meetings have been attended during the week by mem-
bers of this Branch. Literature has sold fairly well.—W. B. and T. E. W., sees.

Croydon.—On Sunday, February 20th, J. Macdonald lectured on "Socialism
from a Workman's Standpoint." He pointed out that although art, literature,
music, etc., were good things in themselves, they all sprung from, and were
secondary to material well-being. Socialism shows working-men why they are
badly off, and indicates the only means whereby they can become better clothed,
better housed, etc. For this reason alone, apart from any idealism. Socialism
should obtain the allegiance of all workers. The speakers logical exposition and
humour were greatly appreciated. Sale of literature and collection good.—A. T.
Garrett and Summerstown.—On Tuesday the loth inst., T. E. Wardle spoke

on " Socialism " to a fairly good audience, and was well received. Several ques-
tions were satisfactorily answered. Harrison and Gregory carried on the dis-
cussion. Several members have been enrolled, but unfortunately we are at
present homeless, the police having persistently threatened the publican till he
has been forced to deny us meeting any more.—H. Hill, sec.

Hackney.—On Saturday last we had a social evening, a large number of mem-
bers and comrades of the S.D.F. being present. On Sunday morning, at the
"Salmon and Ball," H. Davis succeeded in keeping an interested audience
together, inclement weather notwithstanding. The evening arrangements were
upset by the arrest of our comrade Allman, reported in another column. Re-
ceived with thanks Is. 6d. from H. Charles for benefit of Club. The sale of
Commomveal is increasing. On Wednesday next we open our station in the
Broadway, London Fields, and should be glad of speakers to assist.—H. M., sec.
Mitch AM.—At an open-air meeting on Sunday morning atMitcham Fair Green,

comrade Harrison stated result of deputation to Croydon Board of Guardians.
They have ordered soup and bread for the men forced by the system around
them to pay the penalty of breaking stones, so we have done some good. In the
evening in our club-room, comrade Morris lectured to a very large audience on
" Monopoly," and met with an enthusiastic reception. Eden, Harrison, Gregory,
and others took part in the discussion. We closed as usual with singing. Four
new members made.—S. G., sec.

Bradford.—On Sunday evening, Feb. 20, J. Mitchell read a paper on "The
Basis of Capitalism " at the Royal Oak, Shipley. Two Radical opponents were
replied to by T. Maguire and the lecturer. Mahon, who came in from Bingley
towards the close, also addressed the meeting.—C. H., sec.

Edinburgh.—On Sunday morning, Robertson, Baillie, and Rodgers, of the
S.D.F., and Tuke walked out to Niddrie. After distributing bills advertising
the miners' demonstration to be held next Sunday, and some Socialistic litera-
ture, we held a meeting of miners and made a good impression, our audience
promising that they would make every effort that the demonstration would be a
success.—C. W. T.

Glasgow.—On Saturday, with the assistance of Hamilton Branch, a meeting
of miners was held at the Low Quarries, Hamilton. On Sunday evening, in our
Hall, Carlton Place, Glasier lectured on " Socialism in Scottish Song." He
showed that the conception of life reflected in our older lyrics was a truly social
one, healthy and joyous, and that sentiments of social equality were frequently^
expressed in them.—J. B. G.
Hamilton.—A very successful meeting was held on Feb. 17th, in Batons Hall,

Chapel Street. Comrade Glasier and Mr. John Barlas, and McCulloch of the
S.D.F. , delivered stirring addresses, urging the miners present to stand firm and
not to rest content with the trivial concession of a 6d. advance on their wages>
but to organise for the complete emancipation of labour. On Saturday after-
noon, an open-air meeting was held at Low Quarry, when about 1,000 miners
were addressed by J. B. Glasier. Little groups of miners afterwards continued
to discuss Socialism. A great many handbills have been distributed.—W. M.
Hull.—On Sunday, Feb. 20th, R. Muir lectured on " Land Nationalisation."

In the discussion, Teesdale and other speakers showed that the lessening of
taxation under the present system did not benefit the workers, but simply en- '

'

abled the masters to compete more favourably with foreign countries. Nationali-
sation of the land without the machinery, etc. , would still leave us slaves of the
capitalists.—J. D., sec.

Ipswich.—We took the opportunity of a visit from comrade Kitz to hold two
outdoor meetings on Sunday, which were well attended. Our comrade gave two
very interesting addresses, which were much appreciated. The secretary an-
nounced that Annie Besant would lecture in Ipswich on March 9th under the
auspices of the Branch, the subject being, "What Socialism is." A lot of
literature was distributed.—C. R.
Norwich.—On Sunday, Tochatti delivered three addresses in the open. In

the Market Place at 3, between 2,000 and 3,000 persons were present, and cheers
were given for our comrades Mowbray and Henderson, also for Mr. Cunningham
Graham, M.P., for his Socialistic speeeh in the House of Commons. 10s. was
collected for the Defence Fund. At 8 p.m., Tochatti lectured at the Branch
ofiices on " Radicalism and Socialism," and was listened to with marked atten-
tion. A good discussion followed, in which comrade Councillor Crotch took'
part. We intend during Tochatti's stay, to push our work forward in variouir
directions. Tochatti will visit Lowestoft on Thursday. Three new i«emb»ns
made.—T. M., sec.
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LECTURE DIARY.
London Branches.

^loomsbury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street.

Friday, March 4, at 8.30., Eleanor Marx-Aveling.
ClerkemcelL—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.C. Sunday Feb. 27, at 8.30., W.
B. Robertson, "Wherein Socialists fall Short of
their Teachings." Wednesday 30, at 8.30., A Lec-
ture.—Members' Business Meeting first Sunday in
the month, 7 p.m.

Ooyo^on.—Royal County House, West Croydon Station
Yard. Sunday February 27, H. Davis on "The
Modern Trinity : Land, Labour, and Capital."—
Committee Meeting every Friday at 8 p.m. sharp, at
Parker Road.

Hackney.—2Z Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11. Business
Meeting every Tuesday at 8.30. Discussion Class
Thursday evenings. On Sunday Feb. 27, at 8.30.,
A. K. Donald will lecture.

Hammersmith.—Koim^cott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday February 27, at 8, Charlotte M. Wilson,
" Authority and Revolt."

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—[NTew premises, 2 Crondel Street,
New North Road, will be opened on Sunday,
March 6, with a lecture by Wm. Morris, at 8 p.m.
Committee meet next Sunday at 8 p.m.

Morton.—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

..Mitcham.—Comer of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
€lub Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Country Branches.

^'3i7igky. —Coffee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.
Birmingham.—Carr's Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

-Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Reading Room and Li-
brary open every Wednesday evening, 8 till 10.

—

On Sunday, February 27, a Monster Meeting will
be held in Edinburgh to express sympathy with
the Miners. On Monday, Feb. 28, E. Carpenter.
—Treasurer will receive Subscriptions for Prison-
ers' Aid Fund.

.Fulham.—Address Sec, 34 May Street.
G'^asc/OM;.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,
open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily.—On Sunday,
open-air meetings on Jail's Square at 1 and 5 o'clock ;

members requested to turn up to sell literature.
In the evening, at 6.30, in Hall, No. 2 Carlton Place,
Clyde Side, R. F. Muirhead will lecture on " Silly
pcrs2ts Sensible Socialism " (a reply to Prof. Flint's
recent lectures).

Hamilton.—Branch meets every Thursday at 7.30 in

Paten's Hall, Chapel Street.

Hull.—11 Princess Street, Sykes Street. Club Boom
open every evening. Lectures every Thursday and
Sunday at 7 p.m.

LancrMfe,r.—Market Hall Coffee Tavern Lecture Room.
Friday evenings at 8.

Leicester.—Spiritualist Hall, Silver Street. Sunday
Afternoon, at 2.45 p.m., (George Robson will lecture

on "Commercial Competition."
Manchester.—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-

chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-
ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every
Wednesday at 8 p.m.

NorvAch.—No. 6 St. Benedict St. Lecture and dis-

cussion every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m. Read-
ing-room open every day from 8.30 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 254 Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

Open-air Propaganda—Sunday 27.

11.30...Hackney—"Salmon and Ball" The Branch
11 . 30 . . .Hammersmith—Beadon Rd The Branch
11.30...Hoxton Church, Pitfield Street ...The Branch
11.30... Regent's Park The Branch
11. 30.. .St. Pancras Arches The Branch
11.30...Walham Green—Station The Branch
3.30. . . Hyde Park (near Marble Arch) The Branch

Provinces.—Sunday.

Norwich.—St. Mary's Plain, 11 ; Market Place, 3.

Leeds.—Hunslet Moor, 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, 7 p.m.

Paris Commune.

For Whom Shall We Vote ? Addressed to

the Working-men and Electors of Great Bri-

tain. Spp. cr. Svo. For distribution, 2s. per
100 id.

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded. . . . Id.

The Labour Question from the Socialist
Standpoint. By William Morris. . . Id.

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors) Id.

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William
Morris Id.

The Rights of Labour according to John
Ruskin. By Thomas Barclay. . . .Id.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. . Id.

The Woman Question. By Edward Aveling
and Eleanor Marx-Aveling 2d.

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morris. . . . 2d.

Art and Socialism. By Wm. Morris.
Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, Is.

The Aims of Art. By Wm. Morris. [Xow Ready.)
Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d.

The Co-operative Commonwealth. By Lawrence
Gronlund. Author's Edition, revised and enlarged.

Paper covers, 2s. ; Cloth, 3s. 6d.

The Religion of Socialism. By E. Belfort Bax.
Cr. 8vo, cloth gilt 4s. 6d.

SWAN SONNENSCHEIN & Co/s

NEW LIST.

" All for the Cause !
" Song. Words by William

Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 4s. 6d.

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.
Fine hand-made large paper 6d.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

A few sets of the Commonweal containing the above
Story can be had at the Office, 13 Farringdon Road.

Price One Shilling.

THE AIMS OP ART.
By WILLIAM MORRIS.

Author of the " Earthly Paradise," etc.

Noio Ready. Price od. Large Paper, 6d.

For sale at the offjce of this paper, 13 Farringdon
Road, E.C, and at Reeves' and other principal News-
agents.

Echoes of Truth. Twenty-four Sermons by
the late E. M. Gelijart. Selected and arranged by
l\is Widow, l^ound in cloth, Gs. Kegan, Paul,
Trench & Co. , Paternoster Square ; or Mrs. Geldart,
82 Lansdowne Road, Croydon.

Physics and Politics ; or, Thoughts on the
Application of the Principles of *' Natural Selec-
tion " and " Inheritance " to Political Society. By
Walter Bagehot. 4s.

Kegan Paul, Trench, & Co., 1, Paternoster Square,
E.C.

An International Celebration of the Paris Commune
^111 be held at South Place Chapel on Thursday
Mauch 17.

Cleveland Hall, 54 Cleveland Street (near Port-

land Road Station).—Sundays at 11.30 a.m. Feb. 27.

C. J. Faulkner, " Law and War."
*^ Three Kings," Clerkenwell Close.—Sunday Feb.

27, at 8.30 p.m. Thomas E. Wardle will lecture.

Free Lectures on Socialism, in reply to recent

Criticism, will be-field in Farringdon Hall, 13 Farrmg-

don Road, on Sunday mornings in February.—Sunday
February 27, at 11.15 a.m., H. A. Barker, "The
Social Revolution."

Socialist Headquarters, New York.—Library
and Reading-room open daily (Sunday included) from
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Commonweal always on the table.

Gifta in books and papers thankfully received. Ad-
dress "Free Socialist Library," 143 Eighth Street,

New York City, U S.

Where to get the 'Commonweal/
AiRDRiE—A. Thomso-M, High St.

Arbroath—Andrew Noble
Birmingham—J. Sketchley, 348 Cheapside
Bradford—W. A. Clough, Well Street; .lames Scliofield, Wake-

field Road ; B. Traiiior, 33 Heaton Road
Bristol—Morrish, Narrow Wine St.

Broxburn—David Fairlie

Dublin—Wlieeler, Earl St. ; O'Brien, 22 Upper Ormcmd Quay

;

Carver, 41 Amiens Street ; Mannock, 9 Great Brunswick Street
Dundee—Blair <fc Son, Castle St.; Wm. Blair, 40 Wellgate and in
Overgate

Edinburgh—B. Given, 20 Bristo St.; News Stall, Princes St.;

Inglis, Dundee St.; Jas. Tait, Leith Walk; J. Donald, 272 Leith
Walk ; Hardie, Cumberland St.; L. Forrest, St. Mary Street

Glasgow—R. Ferg\ison, Ingram St.; W. Porteoua & Co., Royal
Exchange Place; Mrs. Tliomson, St. Enoch Sq.; Walter Scott <fe

Co., 4 Bridge St.; J. Tollins, 5 Main St., Bridgeton ; W. Stew-
art, 94 Canning St. , Calton ; W. Winning, 270 Crown St.

Grahamston—R. S. Frew
Haverhill (Suffolk)—Chevens <fe Son, High St.

Hamilton.—J. Smith, Gateside Street ; J. Rankin, Chapel St,
Hawick—J. Finlay, High St.; J. C. Goodfellow, High St.

Hull—H. Witty, Suffolk Row, Wincolmlee
Leeds—Mr. Walton, 11 Old Market Street ; Mr. J. Watson, Sweet

Street ; Mr. Hutchinson, Meadow Road
Leicester—Secular Hall.

Leith— Robinson, Kirkgate
Linlithgow—R. Hardie, High St.

Liverpool—Landing Stage ; Stocker, 27 Vauxhall Road ; Tibbs,
11 St. James Place ; F. Bacon, Prescott St.

Manchester—F. H. Cadle (wholesale), 145 Grey Mare Lane, Brad-
ford, Manchester; Pulman, Tib Street, behind Oldham Street;
Watts, 43 Charles Street, Oxford Road ; Jones, 46 Oxford Road;
Hulme Radical Club, Clopton St. ; Holdfield, 241 Deansgate

;

Collings, 19 Chester Street, Oxford Iload ; Limon, Asliton New
Road, Bradford

Northampton—W. Brain, IG Little Cross St.
Nottingham—C. W. Clarke, 00 .Melton St.

Norwich—A. ]\Ioore, 24 Rose Street, St. Augustines ; Thompson,
Magdalen St.; F. C. Crotch, 11 Georges Middle Street; H.
Parker, 14 Cross Glob Street, Union Place ; H. W. Darley, 118
Mill Hill, Catton ; C. W. Mowbray, 6 St. Benedict's Street

Oldham—J. Salway, 04 Falcon St. off Ashton Road.
Oxford—Miss Foy, 5 The Plain, St. Clement's ; Plummer, book

seller, Broad Street
Spennymoor—Wm. Tunstall, 62 High St.

Capital. J>y Karl jMarx. Translated by
S. Moore and Dr. E. B. Aa'elin'g, under the super-

vision of F. ExGELS. 2 vols. S vo, 30s.

The Religion of Socialism. T3y Ernest
Belfort Bax, Author of ' Handbook to the History
of Philosophy.' Crown Svo, 4s. 6d.

The Russian StOrmclOUd : or, Russia in her
Relations to her Neighbouring States. By Stepniak.
Demy Svo, cloth, 12s. 6d.

By the Author of * The Historical Basis of Socialism,^

Demy Svo, cloth gilt, 7s. 6d.

The Bankruptcy of India : an Inquiry into
the Administration of India under the Crown. With
a Chapter on the Silver Question. By H. M.
Hyndman.

the imperial institute and imperial federation.

Just Published, at all Libraries and Booksellers,

%vo, 10s. M.

The Unit of Imperial Federation : A
Practical Suggestion to a Solution of the Problem of

Imperial Federation by means of Imperial Institute.

By H. Mortimer-Franklyn.

Six Centuries of Work and Wages :

The History of English Labour. By Prof. J. E.
Thorold Rogers, M.P. Second edition In One
Vol. Svo, cloth, 15s.

** An interesting book on a subject of no small im-
portance, on which hitherto it has been impossible to

find a concise and reliable treatise."

—

Spectator,
*' One of the most important of economic books."

—

Westminster Review.
** Is destined totake its placeamong standard books."—Literary World.

The Co-operative Commonwealth. An
Exposition of Modern Socialism. By L. Gronlund.
Crown 8v, cloth, 2s. 6d. ;

paper, 2s.

"There is no other book in the English language
which contains in a concise, consecutive form, all the
leading tenets of Socialism."

—

Bookseller.

The Principles of Social Economy. By
Yves Guyot, Hon. Member Cobden Club. With
numerous diagrams. Demy Svo, cloth gilt, 9s.

" That well-known work ... is ah excellent store-

house of facts and ideas."

—

Times.
" A valuable addition to the literature of economic

lore."

—

Spectator.

Hereditary Peers and Hereditary Pau-
pers. By Samuel Hughan. Second and Cheaper
Edition. Is.

*'A clever addition to the literature which deals
with the great social and political problems of the
day."

—

Society.

The Dilemmas of Labour and Education.
By Dr. Akin Kap.oly. Crown Svo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

*' There is much food for thought in this little vol-

ume.

—

Mark Lane Express.
"Maintained with much ingenuity, and well worth

diligent examination."

—

Literary Churchman,

Christ and Democracy. By Rev. Charles
W. Stubbs, M.A. Svo, cloth gilt, 3s. 6d.

"The sermons and addresses it contains are full of

broad sympathy with the working classes, but a sym-
pathy that never runs into a weak flattery of their
follies and intellectual narrowness."

—

Academy,

The Red International. By Dr. Zacher,
Assessor to the Government. Authorised transla-
tion of the third German edition, by the Rev. E. M.
Geldart, M.A., formerly scholar of Balliol College,
Oxford. With Preface and Notes by the Translator.
Crown Svo, Is.

London : Swan Sonnenschein, Lowrey & Co.,
Paternoster Square.

Now ready, 24:0 pp., Is. Qd., post free; Cloth gilt,

2s. 3d., post free,
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NOTES ON NEWS.
"It seems almost too monstrous to contend that self-defence is a crime;

that organised resistance to organised exaction is an offence against the

moral law." So says United Ireland in speaking of the Plan of Cam-
paign.

—__ _

But that contention, so fiercely made, has done great good. It has

forced upon popular notice the question of "people v. privilege," and
where that is debated who doubts the result 1

The longer that the fight is carried on by the Government and their

parasitic proteges against the people of Ireland, the further will it ad-

vance the revolution and the less battling will be left to be done " next
time."

That the people are moving along may be seen by the reports of the

Dublin unemployed demonstration. It is quite evident that the work-

men who formed the deputation did not regard Home Rule as settling

everything.

The only political event of the week worth any notice has been the

Burnley election, which, although not so important as represented, is at

least a good sign of the breaking-up of the unreasoning prejudice on
which the Tories rode to victory at the last elections.

One of the worst parts of the modern commercial war-making for

profit and the competition between nations, is the constant perversion

of ingenuity in inventing new and still newer engines of destruction.

Every fresh rifle or heavy gun adopted by a nation means not only
the enormous waste of labour in making the new arm, but also the
absolute loss of all the labour once put into the older weapon.

Anyone of a speculative turn may profitably indulge it nowadays by
trying to reckon out the exploitation represented by the expenditure
upon re-arming the European armies.

The Spectator says :
" A correspondent sends us the proposal of M.

Albert Tachard for ensuring the safety of Egypt. It is to entrust the
country to a Swedish, Belgian, or Swiss force, under the orders of an
International Commission, which would keep back the Soudanese and
•put down internal rebellion, and then to retire. Our correspondent
does not seem to detect the immorality of the proposal. It would arm
the Pashas with the irresistible strength of civilisation. They could
^extort as they liked, secure that the European force would put down all

resistance. Burke impeached Hastings for that very crime, and it is

the one charge upon which he was entirely in the right. If we grant
European strength to Asiatics, we must enforce obedience to European
ideas." Would our contemporary or somebody explain what is the
€xact or approximate difference between the " morality " of European
and Asiatic ideas ? S.

I have seen more than once Mr. Jones, the manager of the London
Co-operative Society, quoted as saying that capitalists will be glad to

allow labour to use their money for nothing on the condition that the
principal shall be secure. Here is another case (with a vengeance) of

"Good wine given away for nothing—to-morrow"? Meantime will

Mr. Jones explain how these too sanguine " capitalists " propose to live

while they are neither buying victuals with their money or being paid
ior the use of if? Let us take, for instance, the poor-widow-small-
shareholder of whom we have heard so much : will she send her money
to a co-operative society and accompanied by a letter couched in such
terms as these :

" Kind gentlemen, I send you my little all, and trust
that you may find it useful ; to me it is no longer so, since I am told
(and believe it) that people can now live without either working, beg-
ging, or stealing ; therefore pray send me no dividend, but whatever
profit you make of it by employing people to work and taking from
them a part of what they produce, keep for yourselves with the blessing
of the widow and the orphan." I wonder what her next letter would
be like. W. M.

Levi Lawson's stockjobber sheet, the Daily Telegraph, had one of
the most idiotic leading articles on Feb. 23rd, anent the German elec-

tions that was ever penned. Had Levi hired a street sponge pedlar
to write it nothing more silly could have been the result. Berlin is said
to be "a hot bed of. anarchism " because it returns Socialists to repre-

sent it. This is much as if we were to say that Levi is an honest man
because he puts quack advertisements in his paper. Some London
workingmen will have something to say about " the atrocities of the

Communists" on the 17th inst., which will make the enlightened

editor, who has the cheek to pose as the mouthpiece of English senti-

ment, shiver.

Another of Levi's hirelings feels indignant because certain Socialists

kept their hats on in St. Paul's last Sunday. Surely it is well known
that the Lord commanded the children of Israel to appear covered in

his tabernacle, and when Levi goes to the synagogue he keeps on his

cylinder. Why, then, this abominable hypocritical rant about the

wickedness of men keeping their hats on in church"? Because such

rant pays as well as the quack advertisements. A. D.

LAW AND ORDER IN GERMANY.

THE ELECTIONS.

For several days all eyes have been turned to Germany. Peace or

war was supposed to depend on the results of the elections. The anger
of Bismarck, the man of blood and iron, was to be appeased at the

ballot boxes, and the press is jubilant at the triumph of the Govern-
ment. True the Government is sure of a majority for the Septennate.
It may be true, too, that the Government will be able to secure a
majority for most of its measures. But its majority may not be a
permanent one. And above all, the triumphs of the Government will

not disperse the war clouds of either the West or the East. Those
clouds will become more dqnse, till the almost countless legions are

flying at each others' throats. In Germany, as in the other European
States, the throne and the altar make war on the people. The principle

of absolutism is there arrayed against the liberties of the people. In
the councils of the empire the principle of despotism rules supreme.
The heaven-anointed emperor with his heaven -born chancellor are

more powerful than the forty-seven millions of the German population.

Many people cannot understand why the Germans, with manhood
suffrage, cannot break the tyranny of both emperor and chancellor

;

why they cannot destroy the tyranny which there prevails. It was a
favourite though a foolish saying of O'Connor, during the Chartist

movement, that he did not fear the Crown so long as the power behind
the throne was greater than the throne itself. But the throne is

always and everywhere a danger, and allied, as it invariably is, to the
altar, its power becomes almost irresistible. In Germany the power
of the Crown does not depend on the German people. The chancellor

and the ministers do not depend on the Reichstag. They are appointed
by the emperor, and are responsible only to the emperor. Under such
a system there is war between the throne and the people. It is a war
of principle, and can end only by the extinction of Imperialism or the
subjugation and degradation of the people. The struggle will be a
severe one, though it may not be a long one. In Germany there is

no question of ministerial responsibility, the emperor declaring (Jan. 8,

1882) his determination "to personally direct the policy of the Gov-
ernment."

In Germany as in other States, there are of course the same political

parties, based upon the same class distinctions and of class interests.

Nay, the political parties there are so sub-divided that it is difficult to

say where party lines begin or where they end. But taking the two
extremes of imperialism on the one hand and social-democracy on the
other, all that lies between is mere political cant, political expediency,

and political humbug. The German National Liberals are very much
like Liberals everywhere, moderately revolutionary in relation to im-

perialism, but decidedly reactionary in relation to the mass of the

population. Their great strength lies in their pandering to the mere
national or patriotic feeling, so easily aroused among the unthinking
of every class. They have gained largely by the electionftgrhile the

New German or Free Trade Liberals have been nearly eifllftguished.

The Socialists have also suffered, and no wonder. When we consider

the warlike spirit evoked by the action of the Government, the language

of Bismarck, of Moltke and others, with the campaign on the part of

the official and semi-official press, the Government, in its desperation,

accepting even the intervention of the Pope,—what wonder that the

Government should have triumphed over all the more advanced sections

of the population.

We must bear in mind, too, that Berlin and other great centres are
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subject to what is termed the minor state of siege, where the police

rule with a rod of iron and almost with unlimited power and authority.

That is a matter that must never be lost sight of. Then with regard

to the Socialist party, all the force of the Government was brought to

bear against them. And not only the Government, but all the im-

perialist Or patriotic parties too. Six of the Socialists returned are in

prison. But the action of the Government has been mean as well as

tyrannical. We read, from Berlin, Feb. 20 : "The Socialists ai»e dis-

playing great energy and activity, but their work is of necessity done

in the dark, in consequence of the repressive measures which the

Government and the authorities are employing so unsparingly against

them. Their leaders have been expelled from many places where they

have come forward as candidates, their meetings dissolved, and the

literature they have endeavoured to spread abroad confiscated." And
that is " law and lorder " in Germany. Again, we read: "The police

have been closely watching the printing offices, and the moment the

Socialist manifestoes appear they are seized upon, either at the time

of issue or subsequently when they arrive, sometimes in large bales,

at the different railway stations, for distribution." What an ex-

ample of " law and order " 1 What a splendid display of imperial-

ism ! What a grand manifestation of despotism ! What a glorious

recognition of the sacred rights of property 1 Yet, notwithstanding all

this tyranny, all this despotism, and all this plunder on the part of the

authorities, the Socialist vote shows a very large increase. Taking
Berlin, the vote has gone up surprisingly. In 1871 it was only from
two "to three thousand; in 1874, 31,522; in 1884, 68,582; and in

1887, over 95,000. The total number of voters on the register is

314,000; the Socialist vote is therefore a very disturbing element amid
the triumphs of the reaction.

In Berlin, the Socialist vote shows an increase of over 26,000 over

that of 1884 ; and in Saxony, although all the seats have been lost,

the Socialist vote has increased about 22,000. As showing the spirit

evoked by the action of the Government, the press, etc., there was a

tremendous vote recorded for the Government by a combination of all

the other parties, giving an increase for the Government over the vote

of 1884, of over 240,000 votes. And this in Saxony alone. And it

was the same in other parts of the empire. But 60 second ballots

have to take place, and in from twelve to sixteen of these Socialists

are sure to be returned.

The people of Alsace-Lorraine have shared the same fate as the

Socialists, in so far as the tyranny and compression of the authorities

have gone. Threats, domiciliary visits, expulsions, suppression of

newspapers, and imprisonments, all have been resorted to by the

government of blood and iron. Yet the population of the annexed
provinces refuse to be G ermanised. Like the people of Ireland the

Alsace-Lorrainers prefer to struggle and wait, and are resolved to resist

the process of German absorption.

The German semi-official press complains that the Germans in

America have sent funds and words of encouragement to their Socialist

brothers at home. Also that French Socialists have sent words of

sympathy to their down-trodden brothers in Germany. On this it

exclaims. Socialism is international ! Undoubtedly, it could not be

Socialism worth the name if it were not international. But so too is

imperialism, so too is despotism, so too is priestcraft. And when
Bismarck invokes the aid of the Pope to crush his political opponents,

the Socialists have a right not only to receive, but to invoke the help

of the people of every clime to enable them to fight and ere long to

crush the crowned Rascality which now rules supreme over forty-seven

millions of people.

While every one must rejoice at the progress of the Social Demo-
crats, we must not shut our eyes to the facts of history. Manhood
suffrage may not always exist in the German Empire. France won
manhood suffrage in 1848 (not to go back further), and lost it when it

became dangerous to the " classes.'' Rome won manhood suffrage in

1848-9, and lost it by the intervention of the "Catholic Powers."

Look at German history too in 1848-9. What was then won was very

soon lost. The same in other States. And in Germany to-day man-
hood sufirage may be swept away. " Put not your trust in princes " is

an old saying, and the same may be said to-day with regard to Par-

liamentary majorities.

To Socialism belongs the future. All the imperial scoundrelism

in the world cannot prevent it. All the mercenary legions to-day at

the command of the despots cannot long preserve the reign of trium-

phant Wrong. From the icy regions of St. Petersburg to the sunny
plains of the South, the tyrants, steeped in crime, are trembling on

their blood-stained thrones. But for Socialism to conquer the future,

to win the final triumph, it must become more and more revolutionary.

Kcrtr ohly must it war against imperialism, but every ism that is opposed

'to th6 principle of eternal right, of eternal justice. It must war not

drily against the despot on his throne of blood, but the tyranny of

majorities, whether elected or not. It must war against the tyranny

oS the ^State as well as the tyranny of the Church. It must recognise

the rights of the individual as supreme above ajl other considerations.

Socialism must also be international. The principle of usurpation

'is uiiivi^rsal in its application. It is international. The alliance of

the despots is nothing new. It exists to-day, and can only be com-

batted by an alliance of the peoples. Our modern commercial system

i!g^ also international. It is capable of universal application. Our
modem financial system iik fntetnational and organised, and su|)retne

in al! the States of Europe and America. And Labour too must be-

come international, must be organised on an international basis ere it

can triumph. It is, then, for the international Socialist revolution for

which we must organise, for which we must struggle, and for which we

must fight. The present is the age of Might, the age of Cant, the age

of Plunder. Let us inaugurate the age of Right, the age of Trui^/the

age of Equity. Success to the Revolution, social and universal. 1

J. Sketchley;

REFLECTIONS ON WINTER. *
At this season well-fed indolence frequently finds excitement and
pleasure, for when snow is on ground and ice o'er lake, in games and
gambles it finds delight. But whether snow or ice be there, from its-

warm and comfortable drawing-room it can view with satisfaction its

happy lot, and thank its stars for not being as other men are, cold,

miserable, and hungry. The contrast is striking, even if it be not

artistic between this picture and that of the miserable victims of land-

lord rapacity surveying the smouldered ruins of the mud-built hut they

once called home

—

*' Ah ! little think the gay licentious proud,
Whom pleasure, power, and affluence surround,
They who their thoughtless hours in giddy mirth,
And w^anton, often cruel riot waste.
Ah ! little think they, while they dance along,
How many feel this very moment death,
And all the sad variety of pain !

How many sink in the devouring flood,

Or more devouring flame ! How many bleed
By shameful variance betwixt Man and Man !

How many pine in want, and dungeon glooms ;

Shut from the common air, and common use
Of their own limbs ! How many drink the cup
Of baleful grief, or eat the bitter bread
Of misery ! Sore pierced by wintry winds
How many shrink into the sordid hut
Of cheerless poverty !

"

These, the words of James Thomson, strikingly pourtray the selfisb

brutal indifference of the privileged class to the misery of the

proletariat. The thousand joys with which luxury is surrounded
render life one continuous whirl of pleasure ; the thousand woes that

are the workers make his life one unceasing round of hardship. How
the keen wintry blast pierces through his thinly and oft ragg'd-clad

body and strikes him cold and empty-stomached, and makes him wonder
whether life be worth living ! The snow-clad landscape, with ruddy-

setting sun, hath to him no charms ; he may burn in the sunshine and
freeze in the cold, that hollow-headed pomp and pride may shield its

gentle head. But 'tis the bloody sweat of the toiler, the slave of in

dolence, that smoothes its way. The lot of the toiler in winter is hard,

indeed, doubly hard, for then his misery intensifies, and work and food

are harder to get than in the warmer seasons. Frozen out, no work, no
bread. No matter how much he desires to work and to live by his

labour, unless his masters allow him to, he cannot, must not, but must
remain what he is, a starved and wretched being. Even when his

masters do will that he shall work, he must do so that he may create for

them more wealth and for himself only a little food. To what depths

of degradation and misery does the inordinate greed and abominable
selfishness of privilege consign the larger part of mankind ! It has

been asserted by some pious and reforming persons, that though privi-

lege be greedy and selfish, the fact that it is so is a good thing for the

workers, because it supplies millions of them with employment. To
work hard and eat little of the good things of life is the lot of the

most fortunate of the workers to-day ; to work little, if at all, and eat

much, that of privilege.

Winter to the poor is a veritable hell without the fire, and the

wonder is that they do not oftener resort to acts of violence in order

that they may satisfy their wants. Hungry men seldom, if ever, reason

—

it would be strange if they did ; and to expect an unnatural law will

check their desire to satisfy their natural wants, and make them view
with equanimity their miserable condition, is foolish and ridiculously

absurd. They want food, and in winter above all seasons, plenty of it.

It is no use to tell them to wait for better times, till summer comes or

trade revives; they must have food or die. Many a hungry-bellied,

anxious father tramps the streets to-day in search of work, that he may
feed the hope-gone and woe-become wife and children he has left behind

in cold and miserable hovel. And this in a period of progress marked
more than any other by man's triumph over the forces of naturei;

marked in that it gives or should give him greater comfort, and take

from out of life much of its sting. But despite this increased power
over nature, despite the comparative ease with which the wants of man
may be satisfied, the struggle for existence has become harder and the

means of subsistence scarcer, so far as the worker is concerned.

But he is growing discontented with society as it is, and the recent

riots is Scotland and elsewhere show this in manner unmistakable.

Coercive laws, the weapon of a corrupt and rotten society, may be used

to crush out the discontent, but its spirit is ^ver burning, and bum it

will and must with greater intensity as time passes on, though coercioBv

be used to stifle it. There are some persons who think that it is

possible to prevent the spreading of discontent by quoting statistics

designed to prove that the position of the worker is a good on^.

Statistics can be concocted to prove anything, but they will never

convince the starving worker that he is well fed, or that his patched

garments are good clothes. They may, howeVer, iid the inindi^ of'the^

comfortable classes of the uneasiness occasioned by the fear that their

enjoyment would be curtailed were the proletariat so terribly bard i^p

and ill-used. But figures cannot alter facts. Then let cOmftrt aid
privilege open their eyes, or they niay be painfully opeined for tlieiii.

The worker is opening his, and is beginning to see that neither anti-
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quated political shibboleths or gradual and imperceptible reforms avail

/him anything. The erstwhile champions of the workers interests may

not like the aspect things are assuming, but whether they do or no, their

combined efforts to hoodwink the worker, to blind him to his real

interests, will prove abortive.

Bleak, cold, and desolate is the outlook for thousands of our fellows

^to-day : would to wintry winds they could say with Tell, " Blow on,

i:his is the land of liberty." Henry A. Barker.

SOCIALISM IN THE PROVINCES.

The ''Sheflaeld Socialists'' is an independent local society, which by

steady work in the propaganda has achieved wonders. On Monday
February 21 new premises were opened in Scotland Street, one of the

busiest thoroughfares in the town. A large shop serves the double

purpose of coffee-house (the Commonwealth Cafe) and lecture hall.

The lecture hall holds about 200 people, and is comfortably fitted up.

At the opening meeting Edward Carpenter presided, and reviewed the

history of the Socialist agitation in Sheffield. I gave an account of

the progress of Socialism in the provinces, and was followed by Maguire

from Leeds, who gave a short exposition of Socialism. Comrade Fur-

niss then spoke. He was the first preacher of Communist principles

in Sheifield, and is held in high esteem. He is also one of a small

Communist group which works and lives in community at a place near

Sheffield. They have had a couple of quarries for some years, and have
now also taken to agricultural work, their first attempts at farming
being aided by a bit of land placed at their disposal by Buskin. The
little community works in the greatest harmony, and the members are

not at all narrow in their views, Furniss especially working for the

Cause on broad revolutionary lines as well as practising such part of

its principles as is possible under the present system. The next
speaker was the Bev. Chas. Peach, Unitarian minister. He roused a

good deal of enthusiasm by his frank comments on a brother minister
who had been attacking Socialism from his pulpit. It seems that a

lecture on " The Path to Socialism " which I had given a week previously

had roused the wrath of the Bev. Mr. Bland, and led him into making
statements about Socialism which no doubt were more the result of

ignorance than malice. Several Socialist songs were sung during the
meeting. The room was crowded, and the people very enthusiastic.

The Sheffield Socialists have now splendid opportunities of making
headway with the propaganda, and in Sheffield there is certainly room
for it. A more disfigured and disreputable looking town never existed.

No wonder old Buskin rails at it. Its ugliest features, too, are care-

fully arranged, just to impress the stranger^ at the entrances to the
town, particularly round the railway stations. The ugliest prospect in

all the world is a view from a bridge in Leeds, but next to this stands
grimy, sordid Sheffield, with its narrow, steep, slimy streets, abomin-
able buildings, waste-ground spots glaring here and there like great
sores, and endless infernal clatter and din of machinery. Heaven
never smiles on Sheffield because it never gets a chance—a dense cloud
of dirty smoke always intervening. • Of course the inhabitants are
proud of their town : let us hope their pride will lead them to revolu-

tionise it.

The propaganda in Leeds, Bradford, and the surrounding districts

goes on steadily and hopefully. The conditions make the work very
difficult, and the pecuniary resources are very small ; but in spite of

these disadvantages a good deal of progress is being made. We had
a very pleasant and business-like gathering of the members of the
Leeds and Bradford Branches on Saturday February 19. On Sunday
morning a meeting was held at Vicars Croft, in Leeds. This place is

the customary resort of the town talkers, and like such places generally,
is not very hopeful. In the afternoon a useful open-air meeting Avas

held in Bradford, and at night I addressed a meeting of workmen at
Bingley. The Bingley audience was very good, and it seems a hopeful
place if it can be persistently worked. On Tuesday night a second
open-air meeting was held at Bingley; and on Wednesday night a
second open-air meeting at Bradford finished the series. The Branches
in Yorkshire are doing excellent work with their limited means. In
Leeds they are trying to secure premises for a permanent office and club-
room, and it is to be hoped they will soon succeed. The members of

the Branch, however, are all workmen, and many of them very ill off.

Any of our friends who have a subscription to spare could not put it

to a better propagandist use than to forward it to the secretary of the
Leeds Branch. J. L. Mahon.

February 28.

It is not true that capital and labour compete in fair and open field, any more
than it is true that an iron-clad war vessel, with heavy ordnance, would compete
in fair field with a wooden frigate, equipped with the material in use thirty years
ago. Capital is gold-plated, and carries too many guns for unprotected labour.
The intelligent capitalist makes the laws affectincj master and servant, whicli the
uneducated labourer must obey, but has no effective voice to alter. The capital-
ist does combine, and has combined, and the result of this combination has been
an unfair appropriation of the divisible fund.—a. Bradlaugh, ' Labour's Prayer.
Wealth-creators.—Wherefore is it, then, that the creators of all wealth are

the poor ? That poor man and labourer, which is wealth -creator, are synonymous
terms? That those whose labour first causes the earth to yield its produce, and
then converts that produce into every necessary, every comfort, every convenience,
every luxury, and every means of enjoyment, and yet, though thus consuming
next to nothing of all the riches they create, and still continuing to create riches,
still contmue to be, proverbially, the poor ? . . . The distress of the labouring
classes is a phrase so commonly in use that we hear it without surprise ; yet,
when translated into the language of literal truth, what a strange anomaly does
it convey—tke poverty of the creators of riches l—Mvfi. London,

TO ARMS! TO ARMS!
The cry be " War '^

; who talks of peace 1

Be scorn and pity on his name
Who strikes not with us to release

His hearth from dread—his land from shame.

From spire to spire the shout be caught

;

Clash back fierce peals of wild alarms

;

What ho ! a battle must be fought

;

Up, all men, up ! to arms ! to arms 1

Ha ! Where's the foe ? And do you ask 1

O blind and foolish ! O thrice blind !

Awake ! arise ! not hard the task

A host in every street to find.

Hark ! hear their murmurs ! how my thought
Their muttered wrath—their hate alarms !

What ho ! a battle must be fought

;

Up, all men, up ! to arms ! to arms 1

In brutish ignorance, squalid want.

In savage filth, in godless crime.

In cursings that for vengeance pant,

And hate and hate and bide their time.

We front a host that scares my thought

With boding fears and wild alarms. .

What ho ! a battle must be fought

;

Up, all men, up ! to arms ! to arms 1

Woe to the land whose cry is " peace ",

When peace's hour is gone and past

;

Woe ! woe ! in storm and wreck shall cease

The doting dreams that could not last

;

*' Too late—too late !
" my trembling thought

That oft-heard cry, with dread, alarms

;

What ho ! a battle must be fought
;

Up, all men, up ! to arms ! to arms 1

Up, all men, to the true men's ranks,

To do the work that must be done

;

To earn the eternal future's thanks,

Of all our ills, to leave not one !

Crime, ignorance, want, despair, no thought

Of sloth, while one our age alarms

;

What ho 1 a battle must be fought

;

Up, all men, up ! to arms ! to arms !

W. C. Bei^nett.

CHURCH PARADES-
The " parade " at St. Paul's, on Sunday, was certainly a success from
the point of view of the promoters. It was a demonstration, and an
effective one in a sense. But the propriety of church parades is a
question upon which divergent opinions may be, and are, held by
Socialists. On the one hand, it is argued that any sort of " demonstra-
tion," irrespective of its importance or character, is productive of good.

On the other hand, there are those who, like myself, fail to see the
special gain in inducing a body of 100, or 150 men to waste a fine

Sunday morning, on which useful Socialist meetings might be held,

within the four walls of a church. Surely there should be either one
of two things. If it is intended to " demonstrate " against the present

organisation of society through that " religion " (so-called) which holds

sucji a prominent place in it, then the only logical procedure would be
to go in such force to the " place of worship " selected, as to be able

to supplant the parson and convert the quondam " service " into a
Socialist meeting. But to proceed to church with the determination
to ''sit out" the morning performance with all the air of devout
worshippers, I must confess seems to me to be a somewhat aimless

proceeding. I do not think the logical alternative referred to would
be worth its " candle " of subsequent prosecution, at least at present,

so my opinion of '' church parades " is " don't !
" E. Belfort Bax.

Plunder and Poverty.—" Bryant and May Limited.—According to the
report for the year 1886, the net profits added to the balance brought forward
were £82,943. From this has to be deducted the interim dividend at the rate
of 17^ per cent, per annum, leaving available for distribution .£47,943. The
directors recommend a dividend for the second six months at the rate of 22|
per cent, per annum, carrying forward £2943. January 1887." Think of

the poor wretches out of whose blood, tears and sweat, this monstrous profit

has been drained ! Is it " survival of the fittest " that capitalist vampires
should fatten on the misery of the poor ? Surely savagery and cannibalism
were preferable to the civilised commercialism of to-day.—B.

The Marquis of Salisbury justifies the coercive measures of his Govern-
ment in Ireland, because—he says with amusing audacity—"the Irish
National League is an organised system of embezzlement." What does the
Marquis call the gang of individuals to whom he belongs himself ? Whence
and how does he get his enormous revenue ? This reminds us of the burglar
who called the policeman who took the stolen goods from him a thief. Let
the most noble and august Marquis be informed that the Irish National
League is trying to stop embezzlement ; and if the people of Ireland, as well
as other countries—including our own colony—had only sufficient common-
sense, Salisbury and the like vermin would have less audacity. A man that
toils not is a thief or a beggar. Lord Salisbury does neither toil nor beg ;

ergo Our Commomvealth (Adelaide).
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' HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW : FIRST, FEW MEN
IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON !

'

Communications invited on Social Questions. They should be written on one side of
the paper

J
addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Rd. ,E.G,, and accompanied

by the name and address oj the writer , not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

Mejected MSS, only returned if a stamped directed envelope is Jorivarded with them.

Subscriptions,—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s,,

six m^onths, 3s.; three months, Is, 6d,

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E,G, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Notice to all Socialistic Newspapers.—The Commonweal will be regularly sent

to all Socialistic Contemporaries throughout the world, and it is hoped that
they on their side will regularly provide the Socialist League with their papers.

Feriodicals received

England
Justice
Jus
Norwich—Daylight
Cotton Factory Times
Glasgow—Pioneer
Freethinker
Worker's Friend
Lancaster Observer
Scotsman
Southport Guardian
Carlisle Patriot
Irish Times

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

South Australia
Adelaide—Our Commonwealth

New South Wales.
Sydney—The Globe
Sydney Morning Herald

South Africa
The Cape Argus

during the iveelc ending
Canada

Toronto—Labor Reformer
United States

Freiheit
Knights of Labor
Denver (Col.) Labor Inquirer
New Haven (Conn. )—Work-

men's Advocate
Cincinnati (O.) Unionist
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Revolte

Guise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le Travailleur

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Belgium
Brussels—LAvant-Garde
Liege—L 'Avenir
Antwerp—De Worker

Wednesday March 2,

Italy

Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Turin—II Muratore
Naples—Humanitas

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista
Cadiz—El Socialismo

Portugal
Voz do Operario
Oporto—A Perola

Austria
Arbeiterstimme
Brunn—Volksfreund
Vienna—Gleichheit

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

" SOCIAL EXPERIMENTS."
I WAS introduced a few months ago to a grey haired old man, as a " ral

live Socialist," whereupon he told me that he had been an ardent
Socialist as a young man, and still admired the theory, but experience

had taught him that however good it might be as a theory, it was made
impossible in practice by the weaknesses of human nature. When
questioned as to how he had become so certain of this he went on to

tell me that, as a young man, he had joined Robert Owen and his com-
pany, who formed themselves into a Socialist Society, but that it

eventually broke down owing to the selfishness of the people and to

the growth of petty jealousies among them. What he saw in that

experiment had convinced him of the impossibility of putting Socialism
into practice until there should be a complete change in human nature.

This is but a typical instance of an idea which is very widespread, that
Socialism has been tried and has failed, and that if we have a new
form we ought to try it, and not ask the people to believe in our idea
till we have proved it to be a success. I therefore think that a few
words on the question of Social experiments may be of some use.

It will be convenient to divide our experiments into two groups
;

those which aim at forming separate communities, chiefly self-support-

ing, and those which aim at merely introducing some form of co-opera-

tion into a single branch of industry. Let us take the first group and
see what answer we can give to the question so often asked, " Why
can't you make a small society succeed on Socialist principles %

" First,

then, we must notice that no small society can be completely Socialistic

while it is surrounded by a large world of competitive life ; unless it

is to go in for a perfectly simple life with very rude implements and
very poor methods of production, it must of necessity be dependent
upon the outside competitive world for a very large quantity of the
goods it requires, and hence must itself do a large amount of work for

the competitive market. This reason alone has seemed to many quite
enough to foredoom to failure any attempt to form a community, unless
religious enthusiasm and celibacy should be brought in to help. The
next point I would notice is, that in a Socialist community the sharp
and clever men would not be able to raise themselves above their fel-

lows by large acquisitions of material wealth. This would be a very
good thing, and in a completely Socialistic state of society would not
seem at all a hardship ; if they desired special respect and consideration
from others they would turn to the more worthy way of obtaining it,

namely, by doing something to deserve it. But in a small community
surrounded by competitive life they would be constantly made discon-
tented by seeing how much distinction they could get in the world out-

side, not by doing something worthy of it, but by the much easier way
of using their sharpness to get wealth. Now, although Socialists do
believe that human nature on the whole is good enough to make a

happy communal life possible, if unnecessary temptations are taken

away, still we do not think that it can stand the strain of any great

amount of temptation to better self easily at the expense of the com-

munity, and therefore the fact of a society such as Owen's breaking up
on account of the weakness of human nature does not prove that a com-

plete state of Socialism or even Communism is impossible.

One other remark is often made on this matter about which some-

thing may be said, it is this : "If you Socialists, a body of picked

men, considering yourselves intelligent above the average, all believing

in your theories, and many of you really enthusiastic about them, if

you cannot make a Socialist society succeed, how can you expect any-

thing but failure when you come to have to deal with a society the

majority of whom never think for themselves on any subject, and have
lio enthusiam for your belief %

" In answer to this I would venture to

submit that the very fact of the Socialists being to some extent a

picked body makes them the least fitted to form a happy community.
In what way are we Socialists picked % Well, to be a Socialist nowa-
days a man must first have enough discontent with his surroundings to

look for something better, hence we are a discontented lot. Now, a

number of discontented people are not likely to live very happily

together. A certain proportion of them in a community is most
valuable to prevent a dull contentment with evil surroundings. Dis-

contented people, like all others, have their work for which they are

specially suited, but it is not to form happy communities. Again a
Socialist must have considerable originality in thought, sufficient

strength of will, and a good deal of reliance on his own opinion to

embrace new ideas and disregard the authority by which the old claim

his allegiance. Finally, he must have the bump of pugnacity some-

what largely developed, to enter on a contest with all the forces which

are 'arrayed against him. Again I repeat that such men are exceed-

ingly useful to fight for a new idea, or a fresh reform, and to prevent

a society from remaining where it is by the mere force of its own
inertia, but I very much doubt whether they are fitted to live by
themselves in a small community. We are often disheartened by the

apathy of men, but a community of men who all had their ideas, and
were all bent on converting their neighbours, would be only a little

better than the Kilkenny cats ! These reasons, I think, are enough

to justify us in refusing to start a small sample society of Socialism.

We next come to the group experiments with a more confined aim^

co-operative societies or associated homes. The more thorough-going

co-operators have hoped that their efforts would lead on to a condition

of universal co-operation or Socialism, but unfortunately too many of

their rank and file value chiefly the advantages which they themselves

get from their society at present. It has been hoped by some that they
would be able to turn all manufactories into co-operative works^

gradually, and then by a federation of all these works under some
communal control to bring about Socialism. This is all very good if

it can be done, but I fear it is liopeless. Co-operative production has

shown already where its weakness lies. There does not seem to be
any difficulty in producing good articles, it is only when they have
to be sold in a competitive market that the difficulty arises ; in other

words, co-operative production setting out to destroy competition is

prevented from getting a fair start by the effect of the competitive

surrounding. I cannot here go exhaustively into the difficulties of

co-operative production, but will hope in a future article to prove

more fully my general statement that co-operative production shows
no signs of succeeding in the attempt to make all industry co-opera-

tive instead of competitive. Hence we must not look to it to solve

the social question. I now come to the last point upon which I want
to say a few words. That is about the Socialists' attitude towards,

various kinds of social experiments. I have already expressed pretty

strongly in the Commonweal my objection to wasting time on mere
palliative measures, but these social experiments are rather a different

question. In times of great movement in social matters, such as we
are now passing through, there are sure to be many experiments tried.

I think we are sometimes too ready to believe that anything which
does not quite agree with us is set going on purpose to deceive

the people. Now I am more inclined to look upon all these experi-

ments as our valuable allies, and am sure they will help to prepare for

a more complete change when we are in a position to make one. I

do not mean that we out-and-out Socialists should leave our propa-

ganda work to make experiments ; by no means, our work is clear, we
have to make people Sccialists ; but then there are many who do not

see quite with us, and if they will only make experiments we ought to

be very glad of such valuable allies. Most of us, of course, know
that any system of communal work and enjoyment can only be prac-

ticable when the majority of the people wash for that sort of life ; no
system of Socialism can possibly work when a great number of the

people prefer the excitement and gambling of a competitive life.

Now, where it seems to me these experiments are of the greatest use,

is in spreading abroad a spirit of community, in teaching, if only a few,

how to work and live more on a co-operative basis. If these experi-

ments can eflfect this much, they will be doing so great a work that we
should be fools to throw cold water on them, even if we do not spare

any time to help them.

Those who are teaching the working-women to combine and co-

operate, though they are not likely to improve their lot materially or

over a wide area, are still making it possible for Socialism to come in

its due time by educating the people and spreading the sentiment of

community amongst them. Another advantage of all co-operative
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societies in country districts is that tbey are about the only means of

propaganda likely to do much good. If every country district had a

small communist society, such as exists near one of the northern towns,

there would soon be a body of opinion in the country to support us

even greater than there is in the towns. Such a society not only

educates the members and those who come in contact with it in com-

munal work and life, but is a centre of propaganda more adapted to

the needs of the country than a branch of a society would be. To
convert country people, one must live with them and spend a good deal

of time on the process, gradually educating them to new ideas by con-

stant conversations and explanations, they are not so readily converted

by a speech or two as the towns people.

To sum up I would say let all who are firmly convinced in their

minds that nothing but Socialism will really confer lasting benefit on

the people do their best in whatever ways are open to them to convince

as many more as possible. But when we see others who are not so

firmly convinced and who may still hope to do something by co-opera-

tive experiments, let us rejoice that they are really helping on the cause

by educating the people and spreading the spirit of brotherhood abroad,

and are making it easier for the great revolution which will realize our

dream of a society based on mutual helpfulness.

Raymond Unwin.

FOR OPINIONS SAKE.
Edward Leggatt, a carman, has been discharged from his employment be-

cause of his being a Socialist. His employer, J. Davis, bedding manufacturer
of High Street, Whitechapel, had no fault whatsoever to find with him as to

the way he discharged his duties, and until he discovered that Leggatt was a
Socialist he was well satisfied with him. He now regards the man who holds

views sympathetic with his class as an extraordinarily dangerous individual.

Mr. Davis is prepared to give a good character to Leggatt, but he declines to

employ a man who may stir up discontent among his fellow-workers.

We are constantly told to be moderate, not to preach the gos})el of revenge,

but it will be difficult indeed to persuade men to be moderate who not only

have been robbed in the most abominable fashion, but who from the very
moment that they hold opinions which might bring about a better state of

society are persecuted and forced to join the ranks of the starvation army.

OUR IMPRISONED COMRADES.
C. W. Mowbray and Fred Henderson, of the Socialist League, sentenced at

Norwich Assizes, Jan. 20, to nine and four months' imprisonment respectively.

Jas. Allman of the Socialist League, sentenced at Worship Street on Feb.

21, to one month for "obstruction."

During the week several meetings have been held in London and elsewhere
on behalf of our Norwich comrades. Some of the London Branches of the
S. D. F. have also waited upon their local M.P.'s to try and get questions

asked in Parliament upon the case.

On Saturday a very successful concert took place at the Club Morgenrothe,
Princes Square, in aid of the Prisoners Fund.

THE ^* THRIFT" DODGE.
Frances Willard says " the central idea of the labour question is, not so

much how to obtain higher wages as to make the most of the wages already

received." This profound assertion lets the disturbed Christian millionaire

employer down very lightly again, after the digs and hits labour agitators.

Knights of Labour, " ignorant discontented working-men," etc., have given

him, and is very soothing to his troubled soul. After all, then it is a matter

not worth mentioning, how great or how small a proportion of the results

of labour the producer gets, the central idea ; the key to the problem is how
the labourer uses the pittance that is granted him. The "disturbed Chris-

tian millionaire employer" may grind wages down to microscopic propor-

tions if the employe will but use his microscopic share properly and judi-

ciously, the question is settled, there is no labour question. The troublesome

fact, that over two million men earn no wages whatever, and thousands of

children are being transformed into dwarfs, demons, and idiots at starvation

wages, can be pushed to one side for the present, it is presumed. Only get

rid of agitation by putting the working-man at his wits end how to live on
less than he does now, and the trouble is over. And so the apologists go on,

year after year, and find many followers. And every reason but the right

one is eloquently urged as the cause of poverty. Anything that will throw
the blame on the miserable victims themselves, and allow the easy-living to

go placidly on in the old way that has always worked so well for them, is

submitted to the people. Anything but to say outright, " the people are

robbed, the privileged classes are stealing their wealth fiom the producers

of it." What the poor man does with the little that is left him cuts very
little figure in true economics. We want the stealing stopped !

—

Lizzie M.
Swank in Knights of Labour.

A Craven Ruler.— Dispatches state that the Czar of Russia is exceed-

ingly afraid of the Nihilists, and lives in constant dread. Now this is really

too bad. The Nihilists should not be too severe in their persecution of this

unfortunate man. What though he does send thousands of their friends and
loved ones to the mines of Siberia and the dungeons of the Neva ? What
though he does tear fathers from their children, wives from their husbands,

separate brothers and sisters, murder, pillage, and destroy ? What though
his minions maim, torture, and outrage helpless prisoners of either sex, and
commit the foulest crimes in his name ? He must not be annoyed. His
nerves must not be disturbed. He must live the life of ease though all his

subjects may bow their heads in agony and grief. The craven coward ! Let
him tremble in his luxury. The curses of his people should ring in his ears,

mingling their harsh notes with the cries of his victims, until madness or

reason gain the victory over his terror-stricken mind. He deserves no
sympathy. Brutal in his life, he deserves the fate of a brute. Sentiment is

wasted in such a cause as he represents. Let him but do justice, and our

comrades will render justice unto him. Until he does, the struggle will go
on to the bitter end, and history furnishes abundant facts from which to

predict the inevitable result.— TVic Avant-Coiiner.

THE SCOTTISH MINERS—GREAT SOCIALIST DEMONSTRA-

TION IN EDINBURGH.
On Sunday afternoon a demonstration organised by the Edinburgh Branches

of the Socialist League and the Social-Democratic Federation took place in

the Queen's Park, to express sympathy with the Scottish Miners. The
Scottish Leader^ which gives an excellenr report of over four columns, says :

" Not for many a day have the green slopes of Arthur's Seat been so packed!

with people—certainly not since the memorable demonstration in 1885, when),

Scotiand spoke its last decisive word for Eeform, and so enfranchised the

agricultural labourer. . . . There were some thousands of the best class of
'

working men ; crowds of miners from the Lothians, with close-cropped hair

and faces washed as clean as a generation's encrustation of grime would «:

permit. The rough element was entirely wanting." There were three
platforms, at which stirring speeches were made by several comrades belong-
ing to the League and the S. D. F., as well as by Mr. W. Small, secretary of

the Lanark Miners' Association, Mr. Bulloch, President of the Mid and East
Lothian Miners' Association, and others. A sympathetic telegram was
received from Mr. Cunninghame Graham, M.P., apologising for his absence.
"At each platform there were two resolutions proposed, seconded, and ^

adopted by acclamation. The first set forth, 'That this meeting of the
workers of Edinburgh and district hereby expresses its hearty sympathy
with the miners, their wives and children, in their present sufferings, and
wishes full and speedy success to the resolute and determined effort now
being made to obtain an advance in wages, shorter hours, and improved
conditions ; and that it condemns the attitude of the masters as unreasonable,

grossly selfish, and unjust.' The next was :
* That this meeting is of opinion

that the cause of all those who work for wages is one and the same, and that

the present struggle is only one incident in the world-wide conflict between
the labourer and the capitalist ; and that not until the land, mines, and
machinery, and all means of production and distribution, are held and used
by the workers for the common benefit, can that conflict cease, and a secure

and happier social system be attained.' In order fully to appreciate the

meaning of these resolutions, it is to be borne in mind that in Scotland alone

there are between 60,000 and 70,000 miners, of whom about 30,000 are located

in Lanarkshire, the remainder hailing principally from Ayrshire, Fifeshire,

and the Lothians. In Lanarkshire the men have returned to their work.
discontented, and in Ayrshire the 7000 miners on strike have been recom-
mended to go back to the pit * in the meantime,' and pending the result of

the forthcoming Conference. It is more than hinted—and the tone of the

speakers bore out the inference—that should that Conference fail, a national

strike will ensue. In the west couLtry wages have fallen as low as 3s. j)er

day, while in the east the rate varies from 3s. 9d. to 3s. lid., for eleven days'"

work in the fortnight. It was pointed out that a miner, while he got only

4Jd. or 6d. for raising a ton of coal, paid 6s. to his master for it at the pit-

mouth if he wanted to give warmth to his family ; that the fines and charges
imposed upon him in a day were often more than the total amount of his

earnings ; and that the net result of all this was starvation to the men and
unlimited wealth to the masters, who, in many cases, spent their ill-gotten

gains abroad in gambling, or at home in luxury. * In fact,' said one speaker
from the west, ' unless the miners have their grievances redressed, they are
determined to make a desperate movement which will shake Scotland from
one end to the other.' This observation evoked general cheers. Another
speaker—he was from the home counties—averred that there was ^ not a
stone in the houses of the master miners but had been sealed together by
the blood and muscle of the slaving miners.' When the speaking came to an
end shortly after four o'clock, the great crowd melted as quietly as it had
formed. Before it dispersed, howevei-, and throughout the afternoon, col-

lection-boxes were carried round, into which sympathising persons dropped,
chiefly in pence, nearly £12. This sum, it is understood, will be handed over
to the Scottish Miners' Federation, whose headquarters are at Glasgow, to

form the nucleus of a strike fund, in view of what may happen in a not
distant future."

The Skye Crofters have been released and quietly smuggled back to their

homes, so as to avoid a demonstration. They have several weeks of their

two months' imprisonment yet to run.

The Blantyre Riots.—Six more men have been arrested, charged with
being concerned in the riots. They have all been committed to prison with
the exception of one, who was liberated on account of his youth.

About 500 men engaged in Palmers' Shipbuilding Yard, Jarrow, turned
out on strike against an obnoxious overseer—" a ninepenny Jack," as Henry
George calls them. The men held a meeting ; sent a deputation to the
heads of the firm ; and resumed work on the understanding that the
obnoxious individual was to be removed.

Mr. Gosselin, the Secretary of Legation at Brussels, reports that " a scheme
is now on foot for exporting to England the smokeless Charleroi coal, which,
the promoters consider, may compete profitably with the Cardiff coal in the
London market." It is also interesting to know that the Belgian colliers

have resolved, or rather the Socialists of Ghent who lead them have resolved,

to declare a general strike towards the end of March. Both sides are now
busy preparing for the struggle.

Not among trades'-unionists alone is the pressure of " industrial depres-

sion " felt, but also in the ranks of unorganised labour the hunger-competition
flourishes. Some idea of the dearth of employment at the present moment
may be gathered from the fact that there are 1000 applicants for the post of

head-porter to the Hon. Society of Lincoln's Inn. The salary is ^150 per
annum, with rooms in the historic gateway in Chancery Lane, and among
the applicants are many former ofiicers of the army and civil service, as also

professional men.

The first Printer's Union of which any record can be found was formed in

London in 1810, its object being " to correct irregularities and to bring the
modes of charge from custom and precedent into one point of view, in order

to their being better understood by all concerned."

Organised labour not only seeks to emancipate woman from wage slavery,

but it aims to clothe her with the right of suffrage. The Knights of Labour
so declared in their recent Convention at Eichmond. A meeting of women
suffragists the other day adopted the usual whereases and raised its plaintive

voice against the oppression of the sex, but made no allusion to the action

at Eichmond. It must be inferred therefrom that the professional equal
suffragist doesn't want to be " emancipated " unless it is handed to her on a
silver platter by the kid gloved gentry.

—

Labour Signal^ Indianapolis,
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
This department is under the direction of the Strike Committee. Labour News

and Contributions to the Fund should be sent to T. Binning, at the Offices.

BRITAIN.

The miners of Lanarkshire have been compelled through dire want to

resume work on masters' terms, which are, that a Conference of masters and
men take place in a few days. It is, however, almost certain that if the

masters' terms are unfavourable the entire miners of Scotland will come out
on strike simultaneously.

A mass meetinsf of miners of districts adjoining Glasgow was held on
Glasgow Green on Wednesday afternoon last week. Some 500 miners were
present. Cunninghame Graham, M.P., Mr. Small, J. Bruce Glasier, and
others, addressed the meeting. A resolution pledging the miners to main-
tain the struggle against the despotism of Capitalism was carried with great
enthusiasm.

To Prison for " Intimidating." — At Sunderland, on the 18th inst.,

thirteen men were charged with intimidation at the glassworks of Messrs.
Greener and Sons. The firm had employed men from Gateshead, the local

men having refused to work on the Monday. The works were invaded by
the defendants and other men, and taken possession of, and the managers of

the departments assaulted. Four of the defendants were sent to gaol for

three months, four lined £5 and costs, or six months' iniprisonment, and the
remainder bound over to keep the peace for six calendar months.

At a Conference of the West Lancashire miners held at Wigan, the fol-

lowing resolution was passed :
—"That this Conference views w^ith much

dissatisfaction the replies received from the employers as to an advance in

wages. That in consequence of the refusal to grant the increase, and the
employers' objection to the miners' scheme of restriction—viz., to commence
winding coal at seven in the morning—this Conference hereby decides to

recommend the miners of Lancashire to give fourteen days' notice to work
f\.YQ days per week, and eight hours per day, after the 14th of March,
believing this to be the only way of improving trade."

Why be Transported ?—The chainmakers' strike in the Midlands still

continues. Lieutenant Smith and Colonel Stewart (late of the Afghan
Boundary Commission) have visited the district, and addressed the men on
the importance of State-directed emigration by sending families to the
Colonies, and supporting them for the first twelve months. It was decided
to send a petition to Parliament in favour of such a movement. It was
pointed out that if such a Bill were passed, hundreds of families would leave
the Black Country for the Colonies. The chainmakers' grievances have been
very clearly put before the public by the Sunday Chronicle^ and the articles

are reprinted in a small pamphlet, which can be had of Mr. E. Juggins, of

Darlaston, the Secretary of the Nut and Bolt Makers' Association. To talk
of State-aided emigration to these people is more than a crime.—K.

Stafford.—The strike at Messrs. EUey's has ended most disastrously, the
ooaen having gone in on the master's terms. They will have to " last " and
prepare for the heeling-machine six dozen pairs of boots a-week in order to

earn 27s. and 30s., and this amount of work cannot be done. Very few of

the men were even trades'-unionists ;
" scabs " were being brought from

Horthampton to fill their places ; and reluctantly the fight had to be given
up. It is by such hard lessons as this that the workers are being taught
that Socialism alone can arm them against the oppression of the capitalist.

Next week the Women's Jubilee Ofi"ering collection commences and the half-

starved workman (or his wife) will be cajoled and intimidated into subscrib-

ing. An advertisement has appeared in a local paper, the Chronicle^ advising

the women to give nothing, and this has considerably roused the ire of some
of our local magnates. A large number of leaflets of a similar character have
also been circulated by several local Socialists in the various shoe-factories,

and it is hoped that the number of names if not of subscriptions will be
appreciably diminished by these efforts.—X.

Dublin Unemployed.—On Monday 21st Feb. a large demonstration of the

unemployed ""took place here. About 12 o'clock, several hundred men as-

sembled in Beresford Place, most of whom appeared to be furnished with
copies of a proclamation issued by the Irish section of the Socialist League.
No speeches were made, but after waiting half-an-hour, the word was passed
" To the Mansion House," and the crowd started off to interview the Lord
Mayor. Along the route the shopkeepers and other inhabitants of Sackville,

Westmoreland, and other streets, were mucH astonished and alarmed at the
unusual sight. Beaching the Mansion House, they found that the Lord
Mayor was at a corporation meeting, and so followed him to the City Hall.

When they found him, they got nothing for their pains but *' soft words
which butter no parsnips ", and the very doubtful advice to visit the Castle.

The crowd wandered helplessly about Cork Hill and Parliament Street for

an hour or two groaning at the authorities and police, and then slunk away
to their " homes." Some day, doubtless, the workers will learn the value of

"self-help " and cease fooling around after mayors or magnates of any kind.

Labour Statistics.—It seems that the circulars issued from the Board of

Trade to employers asking them to state particulars of the wages paid to

Workers is causing dissatisfaction. The masters object to giving particulars

and would rather have the averages made up for employers' associations ac-

cepted. It is doubtful if the collection of wage statistics can be complete
and reliable enough to repay the trouble ; and it is beyond doubt that the
masters will instinctively hinder every attempt to get together a fair state-

ment. Many of the largest firms have point-blank refused to fill in the
forms (see Industrial Review, Feb. 19). After all this matters little ; it is

impossible to estimate the amount of robbery of labour under the present

system. The idea that the statistics would be useful in settling disputes was
aijsurd from the first. Only a person of child-like ignorance of political

economy can imagine that any statement of facts, figures, or arguments, will

keep employers from screwing wages down to the lowest point. M.P.'s seem
crazed on " inquiries " and the collection of information which they never
^ake much use of. The passing of Mr. Bradlaugh's resolution, like the ap-

pointment of the Commission on the Dwellings of the Poor, was evidently
only a party manoeuvre out of which no good is ever likely to come.—J. L. M.

The Northumberland Miners.— Votes of confidence in the miners'
.flfficials having been passed by the required number, the officers retain office,

^n.appeal for funds has been made. As the expenses are very heavy and
^^ luiid nqt lax^e, it is hoped that all workers will send subscriptions.

fCpW-^^tin® cards are. issued, and can be obtained at the offices of the Miners'
jAijigoc^t}pn, ]iicton Place, Newcastle, where all subscriptions should be sent.

jm ueoessary :to iniorm the public that it is their duty, when they give, to

see that the money is sent to the riglit quarter, as some persons are about
collecting for themselves. At a public meeting of the working people of
Alnwick the following resolution was carried unanimously :

—"That this
meeting, having heard Mr. Grocock's statement of the position of the miners
in regard to the strike, hereby expresses its sympathy with them in their
struggle against the reduction of wages, and agrees to the best of their
ability to support the miners, so long as no fair and equitable settlement of
the dispute can be obtained." At a largely attended meeting of the Wash-
ington Lodge of the Durham Miner's Association, on Wednesday week, it

was unanimously carried to support the Northumberland miners by sub-
scribing 6d. per man each fortnight as long as the strike continues. The
enginemen and miners at Victoria Garesfield Colliery, we are informed, will
subscribe Is. a fortnight per man and 6d. each boy, to the Northumberland
miners so long as their strike lasts. A circular has been issued by Mr. W.
Crawford, M.P., on behalf of the Miners' National Union of Great Britain,
appealing for aid for the miners on strike.

AUSTKALIA.
The Trades and Labour Council of Adelaide, South Australia are progress-

ing. They have adopted Our Commonwealth as the "Official Gazette of the
Trades and Labour Council and Affiliated Trades Unions," with the excellent
motto :

" They are slaves who will not dare, All wrongs to right, all rights to
share." Mr. T. Kean has been appointed editor of the official part of the
paper under the sub-title "The Trades Unionist." Unionists everywhere
will cordially concur with our contemporary in hoping " that this union will

be but the beginning of a stronger federation which by-and-bye will embrace
the whole working community, excepting only the mischief-workers."

" It cannot be too forcibly impressed upon all trades unionists that the
simple fact of being a member of a trades union is not all that is required.
That is but the beginning of our work ; our ultimate aim, the goal which we
are striving for is yet far away. To analyse some of our social troubles and
to seek for the remedy will be the Trades Unionist's duty." So writes Mr.
Kean in his introductory address. " Social troubles " in that paradise for the
workers according to the emigration agents and their patrons ! How our
colonial brothers must envy us Londoners who have no " social troubles,"

so leaving the members of the Trades' Council free to attend luncheons,
levees, jubilee celebrations, etc., in order to show to an admiring world that
princes, peers, landlords, capitalists, bishops and workers, all form but one
great united happy family in this great and glorious, etc., etc.

The Adelaide Trades and Labour Council are working hard to give prac-

tical shape to a resolution, agreed to unanimously at the Trades Congress, in

regard to co-operation, not " as the end of all our desires "
; but as " a step

towards freeing the workers from the shackles that now enthral them." It

appears that some coopers had been discharged because they refused to leave
the Coopers' Society. It is therefore proposed to make the coopering trade
a test case and funds are being subscribed for this purpose.

An anti-immigration demonstration, organised by the Trades and Labour
Council of New South Wales, took place in Sydney on the 16th January.
About thirty trade-societies marched with their banners through the main
streets to the Domain, where several speakers addressed the crowd, and a
resolution declaring the system of State Aid to immigration to be detri-

mental to the interest of the working classes, was carried.

Strikes in Australia.—Sydney, Jan. 19.—The New South Wales miners
are "out " at several places. At Illawarra the company tried to bring the
strike to an end by importing " blacklegs," but the strikers "bailed-up " the
train at Bulli, and their wives so worked upon the blacklegs' feelings that
with one accord they refused to proceed, and returned whence they came.

There is no truth in the rumour that the Mount Keira men have resolved
to resume work on the employers' terms ; the men are confident of winning
the day. Seven blacklegs who arrived by yesterday morning's boat were
forcibly seized by the men and compelled to return to Sydney. There was
great excitement at the colliery yesterday evening, and Mr. Turner, the
police magistrate at Wollongong, went over to read the Eiot Act, if necessary.
Police have been summoned to Mount Keira from every part Of the district.

The Mount Pleasant colliery knocked off work at 3 o'clock yesterday. One
hundred and fifty blacklegs, armed with revolvers, marched, led by Mr.
Lahifi*, the manager at Mount Pleasant, over to Mount Keira, and are now
posted on the high fiat ground overlooking the colliery. The Keira men are
resolved to resist the arrival of the blacklegs. The action of the manager,
marching with armed men to Mount Keira yesterday, is strongly condemned.
Many of the Mount Pleasant blacklegs are Italians, and it is alleged to be
criminal in the extreme to allow such hot-blooded men revolvers and to take
them to the scene of probable disorder.

A great meeting was held at the cross roads near Wollongong at 11 o'clock

this morning, to consider the question of carrying firearms by blacklegs. It

is thought that the matter should be brought under the notice of Parliament,
as serious riots, and probably loss of life, are apprehended as a consequence
of this foolish action.

A dispute has also arisen amongst the miners at Lambton owing to the
Associated Masters having refused a demand of the men that the front shift

should be worked. The men in the back shift did not respond to the call to

work yesterday, and a letter was then sent to the miners' secretary at

Lambton, dismissing them. About 700 men are thus thrown out of employ-
ment, and great excitement exists in the locality.

A great strike is also on at the Prospect Eeservoir. Large numbers of

police are on the spot, but apparently without being required. Labour
matters are very bad all over these colonies.

PKANCE.

Marseilles.—About a hundred Italian workers in the " Mediterranean

'

sugar refineries have declared themselves on strike, having been dissatisfied

with an overseer whose dismissal they demanded, and demanded in vain.

There has been no disturbance.

Besseges.—Eevolutionary placards are, we hear, posted up on the walls

of Besseges, containing menaces of death against priests, bourgeois, bankers,

and exploiters in general, and winding up with " Vive la Guillotine ! " If

these hysteric efi'usions are genuine, we can but pity the half-starved, hope-

less creatures, driven to desperation by their state, their eyes seeing every-

thing in the colour of blood, their minds capable of constructing no plan of

release—nothing except a brute-like '* revenge^*** on those who are their

immediate or apparent oppressors, and have probably, in the intolerable

network in which we are all alike entangled, become so involuntarily and
through no " crime " of their own.
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Saint Etiennk—Last week waij held here the National Congress of

French Miners, a few days after that of the Belgian Miners. The scheme

which is laid before Parliament on the regulation of work in the mines was
discussed at length, the amendments of Ba^ly being all carried, and finally

a counter resolution passed. To end up with, a resolution was passed declar-

ing the adherence of the Congress to the Labour Federation of French

Syndicates lately established at the Congress of Lyons. When the Congress

had finished sitting a large public meeting was held under the auspices of

the Miners' Federation, among those there present being the Socialist mem-
bers of Parliament Basly and Camelinat, besides numerous other members
and political men.

ALGEEIA.

For some time past the labour-organisation in Algeria has been gradually

developing in a satisfactory manner ; working-men's syndicates are being

formed everywhere, and shortly there is to be held at Constantine a Labour
Cono-ress which will discuss social questions and social ills and their remedies.

ITALY.

Finale Emilia (Liguria).—The strike of labourers here is still proceeding,

maintained by the esprit de corps and rigorous self-denial of the strikers.

The contractors have tried to get hands from the neighbourhood, but find

to their cost a strong sense of fraternity among the other workers.

Alessandria.—The employes at the " Borsalina " hat-factory here are on
strike because the capitalist day by day decreases the salaries, so that while

a few years back the men made 35 or 40 lire, they now find it difiicult to

make )3etween 15 and 20 lire. The master holds out, and endeavours to

shake the strikers by dismissing their wives and sisters from the estab-

lishment.

Eavenna.—The electoral committees of Eavenna and Forli, as interpreters

of the popular sentiment of Eomagna have decided to present for the fourth
time the candidature of Amilieare Cipriani, other candidates being with-
drawn in his favour. It is of course melancholy to confess to an utter
failure, involving as it does the prolonged imprisonment of this energetic
revolutionist ; but a failure it is, and naturally so ; and surely at " the fourth
time of asking " it is time to give up the struggle, however much it may
irk Cipriani's friends to do so.

Italian revolutionary journals enjoy but a precarious existence, living, as

it were, from hand to mouth. The fourth issue of Humanitas, an Anarchist
publication of Naples, has been sequestrated, " in consequence of its writings
provocative of class-hatred in all countries," this being the second time
already in its youthful existence. A long life and a merry one to this plucky
little publication ! At Ancona also, we hear, Nos. 4, 5, and 6 of the Paria
have been seized upon. For all that, says Humaniias^ this journal will still

be maintained, and will continue its publications more busily than ever.

SPAIN.

Madrid,—The number of unemployed in this city is always increasing.

The eight-hour movement is always and ever in agitation—whatever it may
be worth.

Valencia.—The strike of " typos " here is still continued ; subscriptions

are opened to help them, and we are told there is every hope of success for

the strikers.

Granada.—The tanners here have demanded of their master an eight
hours' working day, considering the laborious and very unhealthy nature of

the work. The demand, courteously—alas ! humbly—worded, was carried

to the office by four delegates, who were not courteously received. The men
of the factory are on strike in consequence.

Barcelona.—The weavers at D. Pablo Salvador's factory have struck,

owing to his increasing the number of cloths without increasing the price

thereof—a little piece of arithmetic which the ingenuous " master of men "

is very apt to indulge in, openly or covertly. The little game "becomes
mouotonous," and the hands strike. (Some day this metaphorical image
of industrial slang will cease to be an image merely, and the hand ivill strike,

and the blow will be a very definite one, and fraught with meaning.)

Branch Subscriptions Paid.
Birmingham, Hackney, Hull, Leeds, North London, to August 31. Manchester,

Merton, Norwich, to October 31. Bradford, to November 30. Croydon, Ham-
mersmith, Leicester, South London, to Dec. 31, 1886. Bloomsbury, Lancaster,

to January 31. Clerkenwell, to February 28. Hoxton (Labour Emancipation
League), Oxford, to March 31, 1887.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.G.

NOTICE.—All business matters relating to the Socialist League to be directed
to the Secretary, H. A. Barker, 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.G.

Bazaar and Concert.—Distribution of prizes will take place at 6 o'clock on
Saturday March 5 ; Concert at 8 o'clock. All monies and tickets must be re-

turned by first post on that date or will not participate. J. Lane.

Police Interference.—This matter will be under discussion by Council at its

next meeting, Monday March 14. All members interested in the matter are re-

quested to attend.

Outdoor Propaganda.—A meeting of out- door speakers will be held on
Saturday March 12th at 13 Farringdon Road, at 7 p.m., for the purpose of ar-

ranging the outdoor propaganda for forthcoming season. Speakers are asked to

attend.

Lessons in French.—It has been thought advisable to start a class in the
French language. Comrade Victor Dave has kindly volunteered his services as

teacher. The first lesson will be given on Tuesday, March 1, at 8 p.m. All
those desiroue of joining the class are requested to send their names to the
secretary, H. A. Barker, 13, Farringdon Road, E.C.

Reports for " CommonweaL"—Branch Secretaries are requested to make
their reports as brief as possible, dealing with points of general interest as to the
progress of the propaganda, rather than attempting to give the substance of the
lectures, for which there is not space, even if it were otherwise desirable. Notices
should be confined to purely business announcements and written separately.
Reports and Notices should be addressed to the "Printer," and cannot be guaran-
teed insertion unless they reach the ofl&ce by 2 p.m. on Tuesday.

Closing of Library.—^All members of the Socialist League and others who
have borrowed books prior to Mi)nday, February 21st, Are earnestly requested to
return same to Librarians on or before Monday, March 7th. M\3mbertf are, noti-
fied that unless this be complied with, Rule III. (relating to fines) ^must *be en-
forced, and defaulting members suspended from Librarypritileges. The Library,
will be re-opened on Monday, March 21st. (The Librarians will be pleased to

acknowledge presents of Socialist books lately published).

—

Lena Wardle and
Wm. Blundell, Librarians.

STRIKE COMMITTEE.
V. D., Is.; W., Is.; P., 6d.; W. M., Is T. Binning, Treasurer.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTINQ FUND.
T. B. (weekly), 6d. ; W. B. (weekly), 6d. ; E. B. B. (weekly), Is.; Bloomsbury

Branch (weekly), os. Ph. W., Treasurer, March 1.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
Already acknowledged, £22, 14s. 7d. ; Arthur, 6d. ; E. Lacey, 2s. ; Leeds.

Branch (weekly), 2s.^ ; F. S., Is.; Anon., 2s. 6d.; Birmingham Secular Club and
Institute, per E. Burns, 6s. 9d.; Webb, Is. ; Mitcham Branch, 6s. Id. ; Hammer-
smith Branch, 3s. .3d. ; Collected in Hyde Park, lO^d. ; ditto, 2s. 6id. ; Collected
by H. Watt and R. S. P. (Stafford), 9s. For Mrs. Mowhray—A few Fabians,
by Annie Besant (weekly), 10s.—Total, £25, 2s. Id. J. Lane, Treasurer.

^ [This was received last week too late for acknowledgment in that issue of the
paper. All monies received after noon on Tuesday will be acknowledged the
following week.]

BRANCH REPORTS.
Bloomsbury.—A. K. Donald was elected secretary by this Branch at the

-

business meeting on Friday, Feb. 25th. W. Utley was also elected for the vacant
place on the Council, Chambers reaiigning.—L. W.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, Feb. 23, A. K. Donald addressed a good

audience on the subject, "Scotch Miners." Good discussion followed, and the
sum of 2s. lOd. collected for the Miners' Fund. On Sunday, Feb. 27th, W. B.

Robertson lectured on " Production." Other meetings have been attended
during tlie week by members of this Branch. Literature has sold fairly well.

Branch members' meeting next Sunday, 7 p.m.—W. B. and T. E. W., sees.

Croydon.—On Sunday, February 27th, H. Davis gave an address on "The
Modern Trinity : Land, Labour, and Capital." Good audience and collection.

—

A, T., ast.-sec.

FuLHAM.—A large gathering of comrades and friends took place at Walham
Green on Sunday morning, in the expectation of hearing a debate between Mr.
Green, our usual courteous opponent here, and the Socialist speaker. In. the
enforced absence of the challenger, his place was supplied by a gentleman whose
aAjquaintance with our views was quite as full and as accurate as, doubtless, Mr.
Green's would have been. Sparling gave the Socialist position, and a brisk de-
bate followed. We hope to meet Mr. Green here on another occasion.

Hackney.—On Sunday morning, we held a short meeting at the " Salmon and
Ball," Flockton and Nicoll speaking. We then went to support Graham at the
Broadway, London Fields. Graham and Nicoll spoke to the following resolu-
tion, which was carried unanimously: "That this meeting expresses its indig-

nant protest against the unjust sentence passed on James AUman by Mr. Hannay
for an alleged obstruction, and calls upon all workers to support the Socialists in
their struggle for free speech." A large number of leaflets was distributed. In
the evening, H. Graham lectured on " The Realisation of Socialism." Sale of

literature increasing.—H. Matthews, sec.

Hammersmith.—On Sunday, Feb. 27th, Mrs. C. M. Wilson (Fabian) lectured
on "Authority and Revolt." The Anarchist theory underlying an interesting
discourse was criticised by comrades Beasley, Carruthers, Moj-ris, and Radford,
who were mainly concerned with the difficulty of finding how the every-day
affairs of a community could be conducted without the rule of either majority or
minority. It was decided to hold an annual meeting of members on Sunday,
March 13th, at 6 p.m. Will members please note ?

Marylebone and North London.—Comrades Brooks, Cantwell, and Charles
addressed a good meeting in Regent's Park. Faulkner lectured to a rather small
audience in Cleveland Hall on " Law and War." In the afternoon, Mainwaring
and Charles spoke to a large audience in Hyde Park. . Sir Charles Warren seems
to have taken it into his head also to interfere with public rights in the park, and
had instructed some of his bullies to hustle the people listening to our speakers.
He shall, however, find it will be difficult for him to put down free speech in the
parks. Collected in Hyde Park for Mowbray and Henderson Fund, 2s. 6id.

—

H. Charles, sec.

Mitcham.—On Sunday evening, comrade Lane lectured on "The Different
Schools of Socialist Thought." The audience seemed to be highly interested, A
good discussion followed. One new member made.—S. G., sec.

Bradford.—On Sunday morning, Feb. 27, some of us attended a morning
lecture, " Liberty v. Socialism," by Mr. W. Nelson, an Individualist, who showed
a sad want of knowledge of the economic conditions of the working-classes, and
an entire misconception of the aims of Socialism. Like many of our individualist

opponents, he prepared for his hearers a gigantic State-Socialism bogey in order
to knock it down again. Comrade Mitchell opposed the lecturer in a very effec-

tive manner. In the evening, G. A. Gaskel lectured at the "Exchange," City
Road, on "Socialism v. Individualism," before a good audience. A lively disr

cussion followed.—C. H., sec.

Edinburgh.—On Monday, Feb. 21, in Free Tron Hall, Patrick Geddes gave
his second lecture on "The Theory and Practice of Social Reform" to a good
audience. Some of the Socialists present seemed to think that " reform " might
be brought about with somewhat more rapidity than the lecturer indicated.—G.
Glasgow.—On Saturday evening, in the Southern Christian Institute, comrade

Daniel M'CuUoch gave a lecture on " Education," which he treated from, a
Socialist standpoint. The lecture was well received, and gave rise to a goo^
discussion. On Sunday afternoon, J. C. McCutcheon, a friend from England,
lectured to a large audience on the Jail Square on the " Duty of the People."
In the evening in Hall, Carlton Place, McCutcheon took the place of Muirhead,
and lectured on "England Arise," maintaining that the use of machinery was
incompatible with a healthy and happy state of Society. The lecture excited

much intefrest and discussion.—J. B. G.
Lancaster.—Sharman lectured for us at the Athenaeum on Tuesday night, o^

"Poverty, its Cause and its Cure." Cleverly criticised the accepted fables of

teetotalism, Malthusianism, Christism, competitive co-operation, etc., and gave
some telling statistics about wages in the country, concluding by showing that

until the People rose against their Haters they'd stay where they are—in their

stye. Good and quite sympathetic audience, over which E. P. Hall presided.4-

Leonard Hall, sec.

Leeds.—On Saturday evening, the members of Branch met the Bradford com-
rades at the Newmarket Hotel, Bradford, to hear an address from comirade Mahon
on the " Prospects of Socialism in the Provinces," and to make arrangements^
the coming summer, when the Leeds, Bradford, and Bingley Branches are goiijlg

to Qp-operate to further the Cause in Yorkshire. On Sunday morning at IJl a/m^
Mahon addressed an open-air meeting in Vicar's Croft.—-y. C, sec. ^
Norwich.—On Sunday morning, good meeting at St. Mary's Plain. GloHous

meeting in the Market Place at 3, kept it up two hours, 6,000 thel'e witf^Jft

doubt. Three cheers were given for Henderson and Mowbray, also three ring-

ing cheers given for the Social Revolution.—J. Tochatti.
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LECTURE DIARY.
London Branches.

Bloomshury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street.
Friday March 4, at 8.30., Eleanor Marx-Aveling will

• lecture ; and on Friday I ] , H. H. Sparling.
GlerJcenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, B.C. Sunday, March 6, at 8.30 p.m.,
Laurence Gronlund, " Continental Socialism."
Wednesday, March 9, at 8.30, A Lecture. See
Lecture List in Pall Mall and Daily iVez^s.—Mem-
bers' Business Meeting next Sunday at 7 p.m.

Croydon.—Royal County House, West Croydon Station
Yard. Sunday March 6, S. Mainwaring lectures.—
Committee Meeting every Friday at 8 p.m. sharp, at
Parker Road.

Hackney.—2^ Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11. Business
Meeting every Tuesday at 8.30. Discussion Class
Thursday evenings. On Sunday March 6, at 8.30.,
H. Davis, **The Modern Trinity: Land, Labour,
and Capital."

Hammersmith. —Kelm^Qott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday March 6, at 8 p.m. A. K, Donald, "Political
Economy from the Socialist Standpoint."

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—New premises, 2 Crondel Street,
New North Road, will be opened on Sunday,
March 6, with a lecture by Wm. Morris, at 8 p.m.
Subject :

*' How we Live, and How we Might Live."
Merton.—l\ Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

Mitcham.—Comer of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.
Sunday March 6, at 8.30. H. Hill, "Co-operation
t>ersus Competition."

Country Branches.

Singley.—CoSee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.
Birmingham.—Carr's Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Reading Room and Li-
brary open every Wednesday evening, 8 till 10.

—

In Free Tron Hall, Monday March 7, at 8 o'clock,
Edward Carpenter, M. A., "Civilisation, its Cause
and Cure." March 14, William Morris. Admission
Is., 6d., and 3d.

i^'M^^iam.—Address Sec, 34 May Street.
Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily.—On Sunday,
open-air meetings on Jail's Square at 1 and 5 o'clock.
In the evening, at 7 o'clock, in Assembly Rooms,
Bath Street, Edward Carpenter will lecture on " The
Mammon-Worship of Five Per Cent." members
earnestly requested to turn up.

.'Hamilton.—Branch meets every Thursday at 7.30 in
Paton's Hall, Chapel Street.

Htdl.—11 Princess Street, Sykes Street. Club Room
e»pen every evening. Lectures every Thursday and
Sunday at 7 p.m.

Lancaster.—Owing to some organised boycotting on
tJie part of fat aldermen and magisterial trustees,
we have no fixed meeting-place at present.

Leicester.—Spiritualist Hall, Silver Street. Sunday
Afternoon, at 2.45 p.m. J. Copeland, "Co-operation
Criticised."

-Manchester.—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-
chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-
ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every
Wednesday at 8 p.m.

.Norwich.—No. 6 St. Benedict St. Lecture and dis-

cussion every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m. Read-
ing-room open every day from 8.30 a.m. to 10 p.m.

\Oa;/ard—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.
Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Open-air Propaganda—Sunday 6.

11.30.. .Hackney—"Salmon andBall" The Branch
11. 30. . .Hammersmith—Beadon Rd The Branch
11.30.. .Hoxton Church, Pitfield Street ...The Branch
11.30...Regent's Park The Branch
11.30.. .St. Pancras Arches The Branch
11.30. . .Walham Green—Station The Branch
3.30. . .Hyde Park (near Marble Arch) The Branch

Provinces.—Sunday.

Norwich.—^t. Mary's Plain, 11 ; Market Place, 3.

Leeds.—TLxmslQt Moor, 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, 7 p.m.

Paris Commune Celebrations.

An International Celebration of the Paris Commune
will be held at South Place Chapel on Thursday
March 17.

The Socialists of Nottingham combined intend to

hold an International Celebration of the Paris Com-
mune on Friday March 18. Tea will be served at

7 o'clock, and after that an Entertainment will be

given, and Speeches delivered by Frenchmen and
Englishmen, to conclude with a dance.

Norwich.—The Commune will be commemorated
Vy a large public meeting on March 19th, when Spar-
ing and others will speak. Sparling will also lecture
on " The Commune " on March 20th and 21st.

Cleveland Hall, 54 Cleveland Street (near Port-
iMid Road Station).—Sundays at 11.30 a.m. Mar. 6.

"Authority and Revolt."

A Provincial Propagandist Tour.—Comrade
Mahon's tour is now nearly ended. At present he is

at Newcastle, and will report from there next week.
After visiting Norwich and Ipswich, it is expected he
will return to town again.
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POLITICAL NOTES.

The "row" in the House of Commons of March 3 gives us an indica-

tion of what is coming, if we take it along with the hints as to what

the Coercion Bill is likely to be. The Chief Secretary's insults and

tall talk mean pretty much the lion lashing his tail just before his

wrath (or hunger) takes the practical form of a spring and a blow.

Or perhaps it may with greater accuracy be compared with the de-

meanour of the Highlanders, walking about and snorting to stimulate

their warlike spirits before they pull out point-and-edge, as described

by Walter Scott in ' Rob Roy.'

The Tory supporters of the Government have bidden them to get

angry and act. They are trying to get angry so that they may act,

since there is no way out of it ; but no doubt their feelings are not

very enviable at present. They must be full of dismal forebodings that

their action will draw on a state of things which only strong men could

deal with and avoid the mingled curses and laughter which accompany
absurd failure in "strong"—i.^., tyrannical—measures.

The Irish nation have shown »uch admirable qualities through this

Struggle, such steadiness of puipose, and persistence in union, that

they may be trusted to deal satisfactorily with this long expected

crisis ; all the more as they must be seeing clearly final victory drawing
nearer and nearer to them. But what allies will they have among
English parties outside the sympathy of the outcast Socialists ]

As parties or sections what allies can they have 1 It would be absurd

to appeal to the Liberal party to further those aspirations towards
freedom which it is its very business to restrain. And as to the
Hadical party, where is it and what is it except the feeble tail of this

same feebly reactionary Liberal party ?

The only appeal that can be made is to those few Radicals who have
any title to the name to break off from their Liberal party if it shows,
as it certainly will show, the slightest sign of wavering in steady
orpposition to coercion without any great nicety as to the means. For
in good truth, if the Government are going to put forward an effective

Coercion Bill, as according to all reports they are, they will give the
signal for civil war.

Here is the position in all its simplicity. On the one hand a people
determined according to its lights to win freedom for itself. On the
other hand a government which is determined that this people shall

not be free, and after having exhausted all half measures of mingled
chicanery and force, with a thin gloss of professed respect for " consti-

tutionalism " (whatever that may mean), is now driven to throw off the
mask, and to say there shall no longer be any semblance of freedom
in Ireland, and the expression of opinion shall be considered, or even
the implication of opinion shall be considered, as treasonable action
in the egg and shall be suppressed and shut up in jail accordingly.
What is to come out of this position ? Who is to give way, Ireland
or the reactionary party of Great Britain 1 If tlie former is to be
crushed, the struggle will not be long before it reappears, not as civil

war in Ireland, but as civil war in England. W. M.

CRIMINAL LAW UNDER SOCIALISM.
IProbably few persons realise the extent to which crime is reducible to
the^ question of private property. There are few orders of crime
which are not .traceable directly or indirectly to possession and the
desire of possession. In the first place we have the largest and most
important section of ofiences recognised by law, those which may be
comprehended under the phrase " unlawful appropriation," i.e., theft
and robbery in all their forms. Here, of course, is a vast body of
crime which would be practically impossible in a state of society in
which the necessaries and comforts of life were within the reach of all,

and when the fact of possession did not carry with it the possibility
of surplus-value. Then, again, there is the indecent class of crime.
This is largely a consequence of the hypocritical sexual relations at
present obtaining, resulting from the institution of monogamic mar-
riage^ which is in its form based on our existing property-relations

—

although here matters of pure pathology have properly to be taken
into account. Thirdly, we have the description of crime coming under

the head of brutal assaults, or malicious injuries (including murder).

This last is usually associated with one or other of the two former

departments, most frequently with crimes against property but not

always. Fourthly, must be included perjury or false-witness in all its

forms. We shall find that all serious crimes (as distinguished from
mere misdemeanour, as it is termed, and from political offences) is

comprised within these four categories, the first embracing all crimes

primarily against property, the three last all crimes primarily against

the person, it matters not whether the question of property enters

secondarily into them or not.

Now, largely as the present condition of society is directly respon-

sible for crime, and still more largely as it is so indirectly, we can

hardly hope that a change of economic condition would do more imme-

diately than efface the crimes directly connected with property. The
gradual elimination of the remainder would be effected in the process

of the development of the new order, but not entirely at once. We
cannot, therefore, treat this question in the snakes-in-Iceland fashion

we were able to do when dealing with civil law under Socialism in a

previous article. But, nevertheless, I take it that the regime of a

Socialist administration will involve an enormous change of attitude

in dealing with crime. Firstly, it will without doubt reduce to the

minimum the number of actions characterised by the law as crimes.

Secondly, it will probably regard the greatest possible consideration

for the criminal compatible with the maintenance of social existence

at all, as its first duty in the matter. Thirdly, it will assuredly with-

draw the right of prosecution from private individuals and vest it

wholly and solely in the delegates of society.

The interest of the legal body, so influential in all modern legisla-

tures, is to increase to the utmost the cognisance of the criminal law
over actions. In this they are aided and abetted by a number of

persons who entertain a pet hobby against particular vices (real or
" so-called ")j and are always prepared to agitate for their elevation to

the rank of crimes. The legal luminaries who assist in this are quite

indifferent to the fact, of which they must be well aware, that the

wider the range of law-made crime, the greater the chance of innocent

persons being, if not convicted at least accused, and their characters

thereby blasted. And these, be it remembered, are the gentlemen who
are so zealous in defending the law of libel as a necessary protection

of character. It is monstrous, they pretend to think, that a man who
has done an action deemed discreditable should have it proclaimed on
the platform or in the press, but it is a " mere natural " misfortune

incident to human affairs that an innocent person should be put to the

annoyance and inconvenience of being hauled up before a police-court

to answer a trumped-up charge, which it may nevertheless be very

difficult to disprove to the satisfaction of the public.

Of course, all that these " legal gentlemen " care for, is to maintain

and increase the business of the courts, civil and criminal. To such
commercial principles are their zeal for the protection of character and
the suppression of crime in the last resort reducible. A Socialist

society, whose aim would be to reduce the machinery of law to the

minimum, would rely for the preservation of public morals precisely

on that publicity which the legal crime-manufacturer tries so ener-

getically to suppress for the protection of character. And in the end,

he would undoubtedly find this a more powerful agent for the repres-

sion of crime than the most elaborately comprehensive code, designed

for laying direct hands on the persons of offenders. When there is

no interest at stake in the maintenance of judicial machinery, the

number of law-made crimes must inevitably diminish.

That a Socialist administration would treat delinquents with the

utmost leniency consistent with the existence of society will, I take

it, not be disputed. The failure of organised brutality as a correction

to crime has been attested over and over again by experience. Were
the brutal punishments of earlier phases of society effectual in re-

pressing crime ? Ttie panegyrists of modern civilisation are never
tired of impressing upon us the great advances made in respect of crime,

both as to diminution and treatment. It has been shown constantly

that a particular offence has actually diminished on the repeal of

brutal enactments bearing on it. Yet, strange to say, these very

panegyrists of modern civilisation are frequently the first to cry out

for deterrent punishments and long sentences, and to dilate on the

, maintenance of prison " discipline " (the specious euphemism for the

inhumanity practised in our gaols). To convince themselves of the

needlessness of so-called " prison discipline," they have only to cast

an eye on some of the Swiss cantons (notably Geneva), where im-

prisonment means little more than simple reclusion, and where they will

find that even a bourgeois society holds together without any of th^
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acts of brutality and petty tyranny dignified in most countries by the

name of "prison discipline." A brutal officialism and, red-tapeism

which pays no attention to individual cases must of itself breed crime.

The bourgeois moralist should at least be consistent. The chief and,

indeed, only real advantage (outweighed by its many disadvantages)
which the society of to-day has over that of the middle ages, is its

relative security from brutal violence, and the relative (I had almost
said the co-relative) absence of the more brutal fonttsiof punishment.
And the panegyrist of bourgeois society knows this and makes uSe of

it. Of how many a declamatory newspaper leader and platform speech

is it not the theme? And yet this same penny-a-liner or platform
spouter will often be the first to condemn as sentimentality any
protest against the still-existing brutality of our criminal code. He
will be anxious to minimise to the utmost one of the few points wherein
modern civilisation can show any sort of real superiority to that of

earlier ages. Such is the consistency oE the advocates of class-society

and its methods
Once more, we have said that a social administration would remove

the right of prosecution from the private individual. As to this also

I should imagine there could be no doubt, since the right of private

prosecution exists only to facilitate recourse to the tribunals in the

interest of the legal profession and its offshoots. If an action is in-

jurious to society, it is plainly the part of society to take the initiative

in dealing with it, and not allow the individual from his mere lust for

revenge to set its judicial machinery in motion. This is also the work
of lawyers, whose interest it is to multiply the business of the courts.

The individual right of prosecution is a premium on extortion in all

its forms and personal malice. As things are at present, the only

safeguard a man has against malicious prosecution is the clumsy device

of in his turn instituting a prosecution for perjury, which he will pro-

bably fail in bringing home to the delinquent. E. B. Bax.

[To be concluded).

SOCIALISM FROM THE ROOT UP.

CHAPTER XVI.

SCIENTIFIC SOCIALISM—KARL MARX.- -II. MONEY.

We have now come to the point] where it is necessary J^to consider

the circulation of commodities; the first means to this circulation is

the establishment of a tertium quid, or universal equivalent. And in

order to have a really universal equivalent it is necessary that use-value

should be eliminated from it, since such an equivalent is required to

express not the diverse qualities of all the various commodities, but

the relative quantity of embodied human labour which they severally

contain.

Money as a mere measure of value is imaginary and ideal, but the

bodily form of it must express quantitatively equivalent abstract value
—i.e., labour—and takes the form of the precious metals, finally

of gold.

Gold has come to be the bodily form taken by the universal measure

of value, partly because of its natural qualities—portability, durability,

etc., but chiefly because the course of history has invested it with this

function ; and also because its value, instead of changing from, say,

week to week, as is the case with other commodities, changes rather

from century to century, so that its value may be considered stable

relatively to them, just as one speaks of indigo as a permanent dye,

which it is relatively to other dyes, although none are absolutely

permanent. 1

Paper money is promises to pay gold, which is directly exchangeable

with all other commodities. Paper money, therefore, is merely a

syrobol of the exchange really efiected by gold.

This universal equivalent takes the place of barter, which is the

primitive and direct form of exchange, ^ and at which stage the dis-

tinction between buyer and seller has not arisen. It now gives place

to the first form of indirect exchange, in which a third term is inter-

posed between the articles which are to be parted with and acquired.

Now for the first time the above distinction takes shape. The seller

has a commodity which he does not propose to consume, and therefore

he acquires with it money, with which money he buys in turn another

commodity equal in quantity to that with which he has parted, but
different from it in quality. Marx has formulated this transaction by
the well-known and useful formula, Commodity, Money, Commodity

:

C-M-C.
The habit of hoarding which is common amongst ancient societies,

and also among barbarous peoples, is a natural concomitant of this

stag^ of exchange, and is the first germ of Capital. It is brought
about by the arrest of the above process at its first phase thus, C—M

—

the, seller of the commodity does not go on to buy. Under these con-

^ As a deduction from this, we may say that whHe on the one hand there was
no abstract necessity for the measure of value taking the form of gold, though there

was a necessity for it to take a form embodying a certain definite amount of labour

;

on the other hand, since it has taken that form, labour notes, or mere promises
to pay whioh are of no value in themselves, cannot as long as exchange lasts take the

plaqe of gold, which is a commodity having a value in^ itself and the particular

commodity which has assumed that function through historical selection.
^ There are transitional staffes between barter pure and simple and exchange

operated by a universal equivalent, ' which only partly fulfiled this office: e.g.,

cattle, iii the primitive ancient period, from which the name for money {pecunia)

is derived ; or ordinary woollen oloth, as in the curious and rather elaborate
currency of the Scandinavians before coin was struck in Norway : which currency,
by th^ way, has again, in the form of blankets, been used even in our own times
in the Hudson Bay Territory.

ditions money becomes a social power; and being a commodity like

other commodities, can be acquired by private persons, whom it inve,sts

with social power. Therefore in those states of society which had libt

outgrown their primitive social ethics, money was considered the eia-

bodiment of all evil.

This stage of exchange marks the pre-commercial use of mone]|j
after a while it tends to develope into another stage, which carries tlie

exchange a step further. The holder of a commodity which he doesTtiot

propose to consume exchanges it for money, which he again exchanges
for a commodity to be used, not for his personal consumption but ta
be exchanged once more for money. He would have no object in

doing this if his aim were merely that of the simple exchanger
(C. M. C), namely, to obtain an article of consumption different in

kind to that which he has exchanged, since in money there is no
inherent difference of quality and therefore whatever difference there
may be must be one of quantity. Accordingly the object of the
exchanger in this second stage is amount, not kind. In going through
his process of exchange (the formula for which may be stated thus

:

cIm- C-M-C),
^ ^

the second quantum of money must be more than the first, or else he
will have failed in his object ; will have made a bad bargain, as the
phrase goes. On the other hand, though this form of exchange difiers-

essentially it nevertheless connects itself with the earlier form, in

which money occurs only as the middle term between commodity
and commodity, thus distinguishing it from simple barter, because
even in the later form the result of the merchant's transaction is a
commodity with which he intends to begin a fresh transaction

—

cTm^c-m-c.
This is the form of exchange which was the practice of the developed

classical world in its commercial operations. The break up of the-

Roman Empire, and the confusion that followed, dislocated this com-
merce, and largely brought exchange back again to its earlier and
simple form of the exchange of a commodity for money with which to

buy another commodity to be consumed, which was for the most part

the character of the exchange of the Middle Ages.
This second form of exchange leads without a break into the third

or modern form of Capitalistic Exchange, in which the exchanger^
beginning with money, buys a commodity in order to exchange it for

money; which money, as in the foregoing stage, must be more in

quantity than that with which he began, or his transaction will be a
failure. This process differs from that of the last-mentioned stage of

exchange in that the result of the transaction is always money, and
not a commodity (that is, a use-value), the latter in the long-run
appearing only nominally in the transaction.

To make this clearer, we may give concrete examples of the three-

forms of exchange :

In the first stage, illustrated by the proceedings oi0ie Craftsman of

the time of Homer, which were pretty much those of the Mediaeval

Craftsman also, the village potter sold his pots and with the money
he got for them, which, possible trickery apart, represented just the

value or embodied labour of the pots, he bought meal, oil, wine, flesh,,

etc., for his own livelihood and consumed them.

The merchant of the later classical period shipped, say, purple cloth

from Sidon to Alexandria, sold his cloth there, and with the money
bought gum-Arabic (from the Soudan) and frankincense (from Arabia),

which "he sold at Athens, where again he shipped oil for another

market. He always handled the actual goods he professed to trade in,,

and the wares which he thus exchanged against the universal equivalent,

money, were of various kinds. Similar commerce went on in the

Middle Ages, as with the merchants of Amalfii, Venice, etc., side by
side with the primitive exchange of the feudal manor, and the market-
town with its corporation and gilds.

The modern man of Commerce necessarily begins his transaction^

with money. He buys, say, indigo, which he never sees, receives for-

it more money than he gave for it, and goes on steadily in this process,,

dealing (unlike the ancient carrier-merchant) with one class of goods^

only; and all the goods in which he deals represent to him so much
money : they are only present in his transactions nominally. Money-
is the be-all and end-all of his existence as a commercial man.

This is an example of the pure form of capitalistic exchange, wherein^

money is exchanged for commodities, and these again for money plus,

an increment; the formula for which, as given by Marx, is M—C-M.
The next question we have to consider is how the surplus, the in-

crement above-mentioned, obtained by this process of exchange is real-

ised,—or, in plain language, where it comes from.

E. Belfort Bax and "William Morris,

Magdeburg, March 3.—A large crowd assembled last night in the Kaiser
Strasse in front of the office at which the result of the election for this city

was announced, and by hissing and shouting gave expression to their displea-

sure at the defeat of the Social Democratic candidate. The police provii^
powerless to cope with the rioters, the authorities sent for the milftaryi

Many arrests were made. •
•

It is the sheerest folly ever to suppose that lawyers can ever take ariy side

but that of the vultures of society. They are but the too ready tool? of all

kinds of class trickery and fraud in legislation. The grossest vijlain^ Qnc%
finding its way to the Statute Book—and that is easy enough—is, in.thp^

eyes of the plundering classes, entitled to receive all the respect due to tjie'

Ten Commandments. Immorality, by the stroke of a pen, is transformed:

into morality.

—

Pioneer.
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AFFAIRS IN AUSTRIA.

Zs^m IX Moravia, Feb. 28.-In Trebitsch in Moravia, a Socialist prose-

cution has taken place. The Socialist Horak, expelled from Vienna, went

to Trebitsch, where he obtained great influence over the workers. By this

he attracted the attention of the police. He was arrested and charged with

ijcattering seditious pamphlets and with breach of public quiet. Owing to

this arrest there happened riotings, and even attempts to rescue. The

police were in readiness, and prepared a very shocking story ; in an inn a

cake was sold by auction on behalf of Horak. That was a new sign that a

plot was projected. The houses of the Trebitsch Socialists were searched.

At Benesch's they found three copies of an Austrian labour paper, of songs,

some writings, and a letter, in which the writer says :
" Do you exercise

since Horak is imprisoned ? " At Krenek's they found some money orders

to a labour leaf and to Horak, and in the dress of his wife a photograph of

Horak ; at Sankoss's seditious writings, eighteen cartridges, and a visiting-

card of Horak ! With this important booty the State Prosecutor sat down
and wrote an indictment charging five Socialists with Socialistic intrigues

and with being members of an illegal society, according to 285 sec. and 28 p.

of the penal law. But he had made a great mistake. He had not charged
•the defendants before the Superior Heretic Court at Prague, and therefore

they were discharged.

The Government has explained its position against the Labour Chamber
Bill. The Marquis Bouquehem said the bill has a tendency to create an
organ for guarding the special interests of the labourers. But already on
the basis of existing laws, organisations can be founded for that purpose.

He referred to the trade courts, to the arbitration courts, to tlie institution

of the trade inspectors, to the commercial and trade chambers, to whoever
had published judgments on the labour situation. All tliese corporations
and institutions would be injured in their efficacy. Extreme elements would
take possession of the labour chambers, which then would utter only wishes
not to be fulfilled. The Premier, Count TaafFe (from an Irisli landlord
family, who emigrated at the time of the glorious revolution in 1G89), spoke
very evasively. "He said the bill objects to the principle that the legislation

consists of the representation of interested groups, not of classes of society,

. to the principle that only men paying a direct tax can have the suff'rage,

etc., etc. Such important principles being the matter in dispute the
Government cannot give a decisive answer ! According to these words of

the two Ministers, the labourers find their best friends "in the Government.
But the facts of the feudal party speak a too distinct language to expect a
conversion of the labourers by such hypocritical words. We never can
trust in a Government which considers social reform as a reform of the poor
law, and which has issued exception ordinances against the labour move-
ment. In spite of having suppressed a true labour press, so that our organs
must weigh every word before uttered, in spite of having dissolved legal

unions, in spite of having forbidden assemblies, in spite of having incar-

cerated arbitrarily our comrades, in spite of having passed coercion laws
against us, the Government has the impudence to speak of their labour
friendliness, while everything protests loudly against these infamous lies !

This kind of men will totally have deserved the fate destined for them.
The Low Austrian Peasant Union will present to the Emperor a memo-

randum describing the melancholy situation of the A usti^ian peasant. But
it must be said that much of this peasant movement is not to be understood.
First they fight against landlordism, and petition the Emperor, the upper
landlord ; they condemn Parliamentarism by showing that our Reichsrath
is the representation of the exploiting classes, and are for absolute
monarchy ; on the other hand, their organ, Mittelstrasse, published in a late

issue an article praising and sympathising with the Social Democrats. In
short, the opinions of the party have not yet classified themselves, bub it is

remarkable how our peasants begin to feel their interest in the universal
labour movement.
To-morrow the delegations will meet. They will debate a credit de-

manded by the Minister of War, amounting as it is supposed from 50 to 55
millions of florins. His ministerial Excellency will, as all Ministers of AVar
of our times do, horribly brandish the sabre, with much babble about
patriotism ; and as the delegations compete to surpass each other in this

patriotism (read servilism), the credit will be granted without delay. How
long this " armed peace " will last not even the great Otto in Berlin knows
according to his avowal, but wdiat we know is that such a situation sharpens
the present economic crisis, furthers the process of proletairising of a part
of the less well-to-do, and so promotes the revolutionary opinions of the
great mass.
With the liveliest interest we here have followed the course of the hot

fight of our brethren in Germany. The Gleichheit opened a, subscription on
behalf of the electoral fund, and sent 330 fl. to their aid, a sum small
indeed, but proportional to the heart-rending situation of tlie Austrian
workers, and given gladly as a sincere sign of the solidarity existing be-
tween us and our fellow-tighters, as a sign of the internationality connecting
comrades in the common opposition against brutal oppressors, not hindered
even by political boundaries. Even Slav labourers took part in the subscrip-
tion, showing so their abhorrence of the national hatred of the corrupted
bourgeoisie, to which they with joy leave degraded fanatical race division.

The immense increase of the votes given for the Socialist candidates shows
that our brethren will not for long sufi'er from the mean rule of united
capitalism and landlordism, and from these elevating victories we take the
hope that also for the other proletariat, especially for the Austrian workers,
that hour will soon strike, the hour of the great social revolution, which
will totally and for ever destroy the present infamous ''order"' of Society,
and will bring to all down-trodden the dawn of the better and truer time.
—F. S.

^
In the House of Commons last Friday, Mr. Matthews, in answer to Mr-

Fisher, stated that the number of police employed at the Social Democratic
Federation meeting in Trafalgar Square, on the 29th of August last, was
2,373. At the demonstration at St. Paul's the number was 3,094, of whom
746 were City policemen specially employed.

A released convict, imprisoned for dishonesty, stated that, while in
durance vile, he was employed making pasteboard soles for solid leather
boots and shoes ! John Bright once declared adulteration of goods to be
but another form of competition. This is quite consistent with the hypo-
critical policy of our class rulers. They set in motion machinery provided
at the public expense to punish petty offences against property, even when
sheer starvation is the impelling force, but they legalise for their own benefit
crimes against life and propei*ty thousands of ' times greater in magnitude !

Legality and morality are vt^ry often not synonymous.—P?*o?2erA

THE CASEMENT CROSS.
(Ferdinand Freiligrath. Translated by d. L. Joynes.)

The king a hunting-party gave within his royal castle hall.

The seats were crammed with noble guests, the court musicians lined the
wall.

The servants with the foaming wine went hurrying round from side to side,

And in the sultry summer heat the windows all stood open wide.

The nobles leaning out for air, where those high windows open stood.

Saw stretching far and wide beneath the alleys of the cool green wood
;

The wood wherein the king so oft mid sound of hoofs and hunters' horns
Would ride till he forgot the cares that made his crown a crown of thorns.

How stiff and stark those castle walls ! How troublesome this Prussian land 1

How confidently firm and proud upon her rights she still would stand I

And not her noblemen alone ! Her towns were throwing off. the yoke
;

And those there were who fain would free from serfdom e'en her peasant
folk.

Brave hearts that knew not how to yield ! True heritage of precious things,

Thou sacred love of liberty so hateful to the soul of kings !

As emperors grow pale to-day to see thy flaunting flag unrolled.

So trembled and grew sick at heart the lords of Brandenburg of old.

The king sat feasting with his court mid steam of meat and foam of wine —
" What matters all this petty prate of Parliament to me and mine ? "

—

When lo, there hurried up the hall a booted rider faint with heat,

A messenger from Parliament with blood-stained spurs and dusty feet.

He gave his budget to the king—" What fresh impertinence is here ?"

—

The royal hunter glanced it o'er, and paled for anger or for fear.

Aci'oss his brow a fitful frown of wrath and indignation passed,

—

" Oh foolish folk, your cup is full ; this insolence shall be your last.

'• As surely as this apple here "—and lo, he grasps with hasty hand
An apple ripe and ruddy-cheeked from out the basket where they stand—
" As surely as this apple now deep into yonder wood I send.
So sure will I of Prussia's pride and boundless insolence make end.

" So surely shall they own their lord, and on my royal pleasure wait

;

So surely will I crush the pride of this too haughty subject State
;

So surely."—And he raised his arm, and bent his body back to throw

—

The nobles stretched their heads to see, and hardly dared to whisper low.

Forth flew the apple—to the wood ?—Nay, not so fast ! 'Twas wildly thrown

;

It whistled through the crowded hall, and—hit the casement's muUioned
stone.

Then tumbled on the floor.—Well done ! 'Tis but to make a steady stand !

So let this muUioned casement's cross thy pattern be, my Fatherland.

SOCIALISM IN THE EASTERN COUNTIES.
Ox Sunday February 20 I addx^eaied a meeting of three or four hundred in
St. Mary's Plain, Norwich, at 11.30. Good sale of literature. At three in
the afternoon I spoke in the Market Place. No opposition ; meeting very
attentive, and took up the points well. Cheers were given for Mowbray and
Henderson, and also for Cunninghame Graham, M.P., for his Socialistic

speech in the House of Commons. In the evening we had a meeting opposite
the Agricultural Hall, and at 8 I lectured at St. Benedict's on " Radicalism
and Socialism," a good discussion following. On Monday February 21 I
spoke outside Colman's factory at 1.40 to about 400 work-people, and was
well received ; and at 7 we held a meeting outside Smith's shoe-factory of
about 200, many of whom followed to hear the lecture on " Land and Rent,"
given at St. Benedict's, which again was very well received, and good discus-
cussion by Mills, Lestner, and other comrades. On Tuesday 22 E. Curson
read a paper on " Socialism " at the Queen's Road Improvement Society, tlie

members receiving us with great courtesy and allowing three Socialists to
speak in support—Mills, Morley, and myself availing ourselves of the oppor-
tunity ; and we were convinced that a very good impression was made, and
we were invited to come again. On Wednesday we journeyed to Yarmouth,
and held a good meeting on the Hall Quay from 3 o'clock to 4. About
500 gathered to listen. An elderly cad, " very much over-fed and under-
educated," tried to create a disturbance, but was quickly shouldered out by
a sturdy labouring man, and another who attempted to interrupt by asking
how much I was paid for speaking, was in turn sent to the right-about,
the audience being very sympathetic. A good number of leaflets were given
away. On Thursday I again spoke at Colman's, this time to about 700,
leaflets being freely distributed. Altogether we had a very good meeting

;

it could easily be seen they were deeply interested. On Friday we attended
an anti-vaccination meeting at St. Faith's, comrade Crotch and myself speak-
ing of the necessity for Socialism to about 400 villagers ; and at night I
addressed the members at St. Benedict's on Organisation, etc. On Sunday
February 27 we had a good meeting at 11.30 at St. Mary's Plain, which was
kept up about two hours. In the afternoon, at the Market Place, we had
a splendid meeting—about 7000. Barling took the chair, and I addressed
the meeting for about an hour and a half. A Christian Mission man named
Adie opposed, with the Bible in one hand and Bradlaugh in the other.
" Nice man," but his arguments had no hold on the audience, who listened
to him with evident impatience. Comrade Crotch also spoke, and was well
received. Our opponent's twaddle was easily replied to, and three cheers
were given for the social revolution, lis. 6d. collected, and all Commomoeal
sold. At 7 o'clock I again spoke opposite the Agricultural Hall to about
500, and at 8 lectured at St. Benedict's on "Human Nature and Socialism,"
the audience being very much interested. Comrade Slaughter announced
that he had at last succeded in securing " Gordon Hall " permanently, and
the meeting broke up full of hope for the future success of the Branch. On
Monday February 28 I lectured in the Gordon Hall on "Objections to
Socialism " to good audience, followed by a good crop of questions. The
meeting fijiished by singing "No Master" and the "Marseillaise." On
Tuesday we mustered in strong force at St. Faith's, and had a very good
meeting ; the " White House " was packed. Comrade Gureon to<^ the obair,
and I lectured on " Socialism : What it Means." Comrades Mulls, Darling,
Shore, etc., strongly supported. On Wednesday March 2 we h^i a good
meeting at Ipswich on the Cornhill ; 500 or 600 assembled aud allowed . tiheir

approval. jAMtS TocttAiiPi.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
By some accident or other the people have been granted the wonderful
boon of being allowed to boat in the London parks on Sundays—those

who can pay for the privilege, be it understood.

That the folk are so miserably beaten down that an hour or two's

amusement on some particular day is a great thing to be thought of

even by the " comfortable artisan " ; this is bad enough in all con-

science, but that there are so many found willing to take even this one
small streak of colour out of their leaden lives is beyond endurance.

The time is past when the people could be kept quiet by the forcible

application of a crude ideal of ineptitude and sanctimonious self-mutila-

tion, or bribed into inaction by the promise of celestial delights.

They want their heaven here and now.

Would it not be well for the present-day " rulers of men '' to see
what they can do toward a gradual approach to social justice 1 Lest
when we deal with the matter our dealing be characterised by a decisive
promptitude eminently subversive of their dignified serenity !

By this is not meant Sunday-boating or very much more extended
applications of the panem et circenses policy. The people may be
amused and so kept quiet for awhile, but the smile presently has rather
a grim under-meaning to it, not of good augury for the amusers.

Once more has the City corporation identified itself with a gigantic

piece of bribery, but it is quite vain to heap obloquy upon its members
as is now being done.

Allow a gang of dacoits or brigands to entrench and arm themselves
and store up a mass of plundei:ed wealth ; can you then wonder that
they defend their position with what weapon comes to hand ?

It does no good to stand around and complain to all the gods of their

unfair fighting ; . what must be done is to come to handiblows as soon
as inay be ; to resolve on the final extinction of monopoly, upon which
res^s the power of them and all like them, and then to " fight it out on
that line if it takes all summer "

!

the foulness is exposed that lies behind the fair show they turn toward
the world.

The report of the Committee of Enquiry into the accommodation for

prisoners awaiting trial has been presented and reveals a state of things
fondly supposed to 'have died out with the " Holy Inquisition."

An article dealing with the report will appear in these' columns as

soon as can be arranged ; meanwhile may we suggest to the Govern-
ment the advisability of instituting a companion enquiry—one into'the

nature and origin of the causes for there being prisoners to be triedJ

The Spectator is exceeding wroth over those who look with lenient

eye upon " disorder" among an oppressed people. A defender of reac-

tion, it cannot see that emeutes in Ireland, Russia, Alsace-Lorraine, etc.,

are healthy signs in that they show that the healthy instinct of revolt

against oppression has not been dragooned or " civilised " out of exist-

ence. H. H. S.

Our heavy contemporary Punch has lately had a cartoon a long
way " after " Albert Durer's marvellous cut of the Knight and Death,
illustrated by a " free adaptation " from Fouque's Sintram, to com-
memorate Bismarck's victory (T) over the Socialists. Our wooden friend

with a naive stupidity quite characteristic of the professional bourgeois-

jester, has had the impudence to omit the not unimportant figure of

Death from his cartoon, although if he had not been quite so dull or so

impudently lazy he might have extracted something from Fouque's
romance which would have helped his lame allegory to totter on a step
or two.

However we may leave Fouqu^'s gratuitous interpretation of Durer's^

immortal work to ask what Durer really did mean by it. For the
imagination of the honest and serious craftsmaster of old Nuremburg,
fertile as it was, and though it led him into wild and strange places,

was free from any touch of the hysteria which disfigures Fouque's
elegant and even beautiful romances. Durer always meant something
definite ; and in this case modern historical research has found out what
he did mean : his cut is a commemoration of a notable victory over a.

robber-knight who had long plagued the good town of Nuremburg, and
implies a warning to those in high places who live by violence and rob-

bery. The armed man on the war-horse is riding towards no victory,

but a shameful death ; he has come to " the net end of all his villainies";,

and the aweful thing that follows him is a tangible image of the crimes,

of his past life ; his greed, rapine, cruelty, fraud, and reckless violence.-

So that we may be well content after all to take Albert Durer's
" Knight and Death " with his own meaning still cleaving to it, as a
figurement of the doom of Blood and Iron of our own day ; especially

if we look not so much upon the man Bismarck, whom the course of

circumstances has so curiously placed in his high position of infamy,

but rather upon the type of the armed bourgeoisie, '' the strong man
keeping his house," which to-day owns all that is made and all that
makes, and which after a long period of that confidence of living foir

ever, which is the natural gift of youth and manhood, is now entering

the valley of the shadow of death, and has become conscious of its

coming defeat, and of the companions it has made for itself, and so
rides on warily and fearfully, Crime behind it. Death before it.

W. M.

Meanwhile it is funny to see how impeccable philanthropists, and
otHer self-advertisers-from-the-purest-motives, wriggle and squirm when

THE TRADER'S INTERESTS v. THE PEOPLE'S INTERESTS.

Mr. Gp:orge Howell, M.P., writes in last month's Fortnightly on the
" State of Trade," which shows how completely he has failed even
to see the question, much less to grapple with it. After wading through
pages of statistical calculations, he comes to the conclusion that trade

is not alarmingly depressed after all. That we are only going through
the usual slight depression after an unusually great expansion. Pro-

duction has been continually expanding, while it is prices (not the
volume of trade) that has fallen. Now, granting that Mr. Howell has^

proved what no one ever disputed, how much better are we for his.

investigations *? Mr. Howell alleges that the merchants have suffered

a large decrease of profits, and everybody else admits that the workers
have suffered a large decrease of wages and suspension of work. What
a magnificent system of society we live in ; capitalists are getting

worse off, and the people are getting worse off, yet " trade " is, on the

whole, improving ! Profits fall and wages fall, yet production is ex-

panding ! Then what are we producing, and what use is it in going
on producing if nobody benefits by it ? Who the devil cares for trade

being prosperous if the people are getting worse off in consequence of
its prosperity ? For it seems, according to Mr. Howell, that it is

competition only and not decline of trade that is doing all the harm.
Orthodox political economy is getting intb the last stages of idiocy in.

the process of its decline ; and, like a certain poet now in his dotage,.

will go on babbling long after the time for silence has come. Of
course, Mr. Howell cannot be regarded as an economist, but his appli-

cation of orthodox notions to questions of the day forms an interesting;

though dismal study. The old fallacy-—that the interests of commerce^
and the interests of the people are identical—has long since been
shown up, but it still finds adherents here and there, and they are

useful. By their advocacy they bring ridicule on the cause they cham-
pion, and thus ensure its complete defeat. Mr. Howell had better go
on with his work of explaining the ways of the current economy, and he
is certain to bring ridicule on it and himself, J. L. M.
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SOCIALIST CAMPAIGN IN THE NORTH.

On March 2 I eot to Newcastle, and lectured to the Socialistic Discussion Society

• i.t ri A T-S^vviara' Hall* This societv was started some time ago by comrade

Ce'ortKCrSoctty, and has Ln very useful in brinLgWusm
Lfore the Dublic The audience seemed m favour of the views I took of Social-

x^smTnl thSur movement, On March 3 I went to Backworth in Northumber-

land, and addressed about 1000 of the mmers now on strike. Ihey received

Socialism very well indeed, and were anxious to hear more about it. On fc>imday

March 6 I addressed two meetings, one at the Sandhill, a place where large:num-

bers of men meet on Sunday mornings, and another in the Haymarket. 'Both

were very successful. . -r^ , -, -..t ., i i j •

The position of the mining population in Durham and Northumberland is very

trying just now. In Northumberland 20,000 men are on strike against a reduc-

tion of 12A per cent, on the wages of all who are earning more than 3s. per day.

If the resistance to the reduction fails in Northumberland the Durham mine-

owners will undoubtedly insist upon a similar reduction. The Northumberland

men are very determined and hopeful, but it is far from certain that they will

succeed. The combination against them is powerful and well organised. At the

sgme time there is only too much reason to fear that the labour leaders are not

unwilling that the strike should fail. This may seem a hard thing to say, but

evidence is strongly in favour of it. The labour leaders are, to say the least,

half-hearted. They know that the fight between capital and labour must, in the

long-run, end in favour of the capitalists, if the antique methods of trades^-unionism

are to be the only weapons. Their reluctance to continue the fight is, from the

orthodox point of view, justifiable. If the present system is unalterable, as they

think, the future of the workers is quite hopeless. To struggle against reductions

is only adding to their sufferings. These men, however, refuse to submit without

a struggle ; and even if they fail—as let us hope they won't—they will have

shown that sturdiness of spirit which is only too scarce among the people to-day.

The workmen have listened to counsels of moderation too long ; they are sick

and ashamed of submission to one after another of the slurs cast upon them. If

they succeed in warding off the reduction they will still be discontented, and if

they fail they will go back to the pits with sore hearts and bitter feeling.

The breach between the miners and their leaders is widening, and before long,

I feel sure, the old system of organisation and the old lines of the movement will

be radically altered. And there is much need for alteration. I was told by soine

of the leading men here that the miners were better off now than they had ever

been before. If this were true it is a poor boast. There are plenty of miners

(not coal-getters though) working for less than 3s. per day ; and I was told that,

after deducting cost of powder, lamps, and other like charges upon the wages

received, the average amount taken home by the miners was from 10s. to 15s. per

week. But whether the miners are a little better or a little worse is of little

consequence. The main point, and the one ignored by the leaders, is that they

are not nearly as well off as they should be. And it is very plain that the miners

are ready for a thorough revolutionary movement. Next week I shall have a

good deal more to say upon this aspect of the question.

I have now arranged for a thorough campaign amongst the men of Northumber-

land and Durham. On Friday last I issued a programme of meetings and a short

a,ddress on a leaflet. 1 sent a paragraph to all the papers, which many of them
inserted. I called upon the editor of the Newcastle Daily Chronicle and explained

my object : was courteously received, and invited to state my views and plans

in a special article. This I have done, and the article, which appeared in the

issue of Monday March 7, seems to have made a good impression. John Williams,

of the Social-Democratic Federation, had been here a week before I came, and

H. Parker, sent by the Strike Committee of the Socialist League, about ten days

earlier. At the end oMast week J. Hunter Watts also turned up, so Miat thero'^

is now quite a force of Socialist speakers here. The talk is chiefly of Socialism,

and it is easy to see there is a strong feeling in our favour. I have worked quite

harmoniously with the S. D. F. members, and hope to continue to do so.

There is a splendid chance of pushing the Socialist propaganda here. The
workers have got tired of the orthodox movement, and are ready to embrace

Socialism. There is no part of the propaganda of such practical and pressing

importance as the support of a vigorous missionary expedition among the miners

and iron-workers of the north. I trust that friends of the propaganda will not

fail to subscribe what they can to the expenses.

I shall write fully every week on the progress of the campaign.
J. L. Mahon;

COREESPONDENCE.

RIOTOUS BEHAVIOUR OF POLICE IN HYDE PARK.
Last Sunday, Hyde Park was made the scene of another scandalous attempt on

the part of the police to create a riot. The usual meetings were being held near

the Marble Arch by Socialists, Home Rulers, and Christians. Shortly after the

speaking had began about fifty police, led by an inspector, appeared on the

scene, and began to hustle the people about who were standing on the pathways.
It must be understood the way was quite open to all who desired to pass through,

so it was an act of pure officiousness on the part of the police to interfere at all.

If they wished the pathway to be kept clear, the proper way was to have asked
the speakers to invite those who wished to listen to them to come inside the

railings. Instead of acting in this common sense manner they hustled the

people about in a most disgraceful fashion, which ultimately so exasperated the

crowd that they formed themselves in tolerably compact masses and retaliated

in like manner on the police. Some mounted police appeared on the scene, which
was the signal for more pushing and rushing. Two men were arrested because
they objected to be dragooned by the police. This riotous behaviour completely

spoilt our meetings. This game of the police is a very artful one. They wish
to make these disorderly scenes Sunday after Sunday for a few weeks, and get

lying newspapers to report " riotous scenes caused by Socialists in Hyde Park,"
and so endeavour to create an opinion in the public mind that a new rule must
be issued prohibiting all meetings in the Park. We ask all friends of freedom to

prevent this miserable little trick of the police being successful. In future it

would be well to invite the people that listen at our meetings to keep within the

railings, and so prevent the police having any pretext for hustling and creating

disturbances. I ask the men who read this to consider whether they are pre-

pared to pay police rates, not to get protection but to get assaulted. These
policemen, who ought to be looking after preventing the burglaries and other
crimes that are continually being perpetrated, are to be found bullying the
citizens who feed and clothe them, who have met in their own park to discuss

public affairs. This is not the thin-end of the wedge that has been got in long
ago, this is evidently a deliberate attempt of the police to suppress public dis-

cussion. We have yet to learn that Englishmen are prepared to tolerate such
impertinence ! One would have thought Sir C. Warren would have left the
business of creating disturbances at public meetings in the hands of the Fowler,
Kelly, and Kenny gang, but it seems not. Alex. Donald.

THE AMBLESIDE EAILWAY BILL.

If you can spare sufficient space I would like to lay a few facts respecting

the above project before your readers, so that they may judge whether the

outcry raised against.it (mostly by ignorant outsiders) has good cause or not.

It is proposed to project the Kendal line from Windermere to Ambleside,

a distance of only six miles, and not through the "Lake District" but a

trifling portion of it. The line will run through woods most of the way,

and will thus be hidden from view. It will keep at a considerable distance

from the margin of the adjacent lake, Windermere, which although the

largest is also the least interesting.

As things stand at present tourists are landed at Windermere Station, an

uninteresting place two miles from the Lake, and if, as is natural, they

desire to go to Ambleside they must take the coach and pay 2s. or else walk,

and this for persons who are only down for the day is a great inconvenience,

and an unnecessary expense to those who like myself are not in such

favoured circumstances as Kuskin or our friend W. Morris. Once arrived at

Ambleside, no one objects to a mile or two of walkii^g t<? Rydal and Gras-

mere, but it doesn't pay most folks if they have walked the other part of

the way as well. In the Commomveal ^ Notes ' last week, we workers are

enjoined to wait for the Socialist millenium before we enjoy the Promised

Land even for a day. The Ambleside people will benefit greatly in cheaper

coals and provisions, and the artisans of the North will benefit if the hin-

drances to a proper enjoyment of the neighbourhood are removed. We
Cumberland and Westmoreland people yield to no one in our love and respect

for the beauties of the district, but we are unanimous in favour of the Bill,

and if we had local autonomy would pass it speedily.—Yours fraternally,

Carlisle, Feb. 27. Tom Muse.

[It seems to me that our friend in his enthusiasm for railways is uncon-

sciously playing into the hands of the capitalist robbers, who are the only

persons who will be really benefitted by it as things go. In the first place

this railway is meant to be the first step in the invasion of the Lake

country, and will certainly not stop at Ambleside if the projectors can help

it. The question is nothing less than this. Is the beauty of the Lake

country, and the natural wish that people have to see it and enjoy it, to be

handed over to be exploited without limitation by a company who looks

upon the public as so much material for exploitation ? If it is to be so, its

beauty will soon be a thing of the past, and when you have taken the

trouble to bring people into the once lovely and romantic country they will

find that they have come indeed, but come to nothing, and migkfc almost as

well have stayed at home, and had far better have strolled into soine country

side less renowned for beauty, and therefore not so tempting to the runners

of those horrible pests, the tourist railway and the tourist hotel. The in-

tention of the capitalists in this matter is to make the Cumberland and
Westmoreland " show-country " a mere appendage to their ;firlth-heaps of

Manchester and Liverpool, and they allege the necessities of their fikh-

heaps as a reason for this. But the rest of the conntrj .b^¥& a„gOQd.Jt%ht
to say. The concoction of your filth-heaps is no valid reason for your de-

stroying the wealth of the whole country, nay, the wealth of the world

;

something of the natural beauty of the face of the country has been left in

spite of your foul greed and disregard of other people's rights, and that,

wofully little as it now is, we are at last impelled to guard against your
greed. For my part, while admitting that it is seen in queer places, I

cannot help thhiking that the spirit which takes this view is a part of the

great wave of social feeling which will one day sweep away monopoly and
enable every one to have his duo ^liare of the pleasures of the world ;

whereas the feeling of jealousy of local interests and prejudices, even when
expressed by a Socialist, is but the remnant of the unsocial feeling forced

upon him by the present conditions of life. One may say in passing that

the presence of the railway in a new district is not a benefit to it ; it brings

more trade to it, more employment, and therewithal more competition for

employment ; it cheapens one thing and raises the price of another ; or, if

it cheapens things generally, it is clear that it will lower the wages of the

labourers, though doubtless it will increase the incomes of those who live

on them, which once more is its object. I entreat our friend not to help in

killing the goose that lays the golden eggs ; it is true that to the company
which wishes to exploit us it is of no importance that the golden eggs should

cease to come, since they will be other people's eggs ; but to us the rest of

the public, both that are and that are to come, it is of much importance.

Short-sighted brutality wherever it is met with, and whoever and whatever

its source may be, is unsocial^ and should be attacked by all Socialists.]

—

Ed.

Charity.—It is a mistake to suppose that the rich man maintains his servants,

tradesmen, tenants, and labourers ; the truth is, they maintain him. It is their

industry which supplies his table, furnishes his wardrobe, builds his houses,

adorns his equipage, provides his amusements. It is not his estate, but the
labour employed upon it, that pays his rent ; all that he does is to distribute what
others produce, which is the least part of the business.

—

Dr, W. Paley^ D,D,

' The Industrial Problem Solved,' by W. B. Robertson (Modern Press, Id.)

is a brief but forcible expos^ of the current fallacies anent overpopulation and

overproduction. It is worth reading.

The verbatim report of the debate on " Is Socialism Sound ? " between

Annie Besant and Mr. Foote, is announced as shortly ready, price one shil-

ling. We hope that the " cheers " which followed Mr. Foote's melodramatic

attitudinising, and other expressions of the audience, will be omitted. The
"points" are generally lost when the matter is printed, and the average

reader has little interest in the particular feelings—sometimes very partisan

—of the audience.

Taking him at his word.—At a public meeting held at Enderby, in the

Harborough division of Leicestershire, on Thursday evening, March 3, the

following resolution was carried unanimously :
" That this meeting, accept-

ing in all good faith the statement made in the House of Commons on Mon-
day Feb. 28 by the the Financial Secretary to the Treasury in reference to

the wages of copyists employed by the Government, that * men who are in

the position of trustees of public money are bound to see that public money
is not waited beyond what is the market price of labour,' beg to call the

attention of the Secretary to the fact that in the present condition of the

labour market Secretaries to the Treasury might be obtained for less than

£2000 each per annum ; a Lord Steward of Her Majesty's Household, w:l o
would do something for his salary, at less than .£2000 per annum ; a Lord
Chamberlain for less than £2000 per annum ; a Master of the Horse, possess-

ing some practical knowledge of horses, at considerably less than £2500 per

annum ; Grooms-in-Waiting for less than £334 each for a few weeks' waiting

;

and Lords-in-Waiting who would consent to bear her majesty company at

dinner without being paid £702 each for about six weeks of such honouraWe
duties."
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
This" department is under the direction of the Sirihe Committee. Lahour News

and Contributions to the Fund should be sent to T. Binning, at the Offices.

BRITAIN.

"Weavers' Strike in Aberdeen. — The weavers in the employment of

Messrs. Richards, Broadford Works, numbering 700, have struck for a five

per cent rise in their wages.

The Ayrshire Miners.—The strike in Ayrshire is now at an end, the men
having resumed work on the understanding that whatever settlement is come
to in Lanarkshire will also apply to Ayrshire.

Yarmouth.—The smacksmen are about to strike against a " rearrangement
of wages " dodge of Messrs. Hewitt & Co. It is expected that 3000 or 4000
men will be affected.

South Stafford.—The ironworkers of this district have given notice to
the empleyers, through the secretary of the Wages Board, of a demand for an
advance of 10 per cent, on the present rate of payment. The claim will be
considered at the meeting of the board next month.

At a conference of miners representing 50,000 men of South Staffordshire

and district, it was resolved to make a general collection in aid of the North
of England miners now on strike.

At a meeting of the Hetton Branch of the Durham Miners' Association, it

was decided to contribute <£10 to the Strike Fund, and they recommend that
a contribution of <£1000 be at once sent the Northumberland men from the
General Fund, the amount to be repaid by a levy of 6d. per member.

The Sleatburn Branch of the Durham Miners' Association have agreed to

M levy of 6d. for men and 3d. for lads for the support of the Northumberland
men as long as the strike lasts.

The Bolton branches of the amalgamated engineers, engine makers, and
metal planers have demanded an increase of wages of 2s. per week, bringing
them to the same rate as in the early part of 1886. The masters refuse, and
a strike is expected.

The chainmakers strike still continues and tlie^re is little likelihood of its

terminating. Funds are wanted
;
great distress prevails ; trades' unionists

should bring the matter before their respective societies. Next week will be
reprinted from the St. Jameses Gazette an account of how chains are forged at
Oradley heath.

The Scottish Miners.—The miners have all returned to work pending
the conference between the Lanarkshire men and their masters. Little hope
is entertained of an agreement being arrived at. The men appear sanguine
that if the conference fails a national strike will take place, in which case they
are confident of victory.

Burnley—Reduction of the Hours of Labour.—The miners and all

other classes of workmen in the employ of the executors of Colonel Har-
greaves, many of whom had to work till 4 p.m. on a Saturday afternoon
before they received their wages, have been ordered to cease work at 1 p.m.
in the future, and all wages are to be paid by that time. This is a distinct

gain to the men, who will have three hours of work less and can enjoy a
full half holiday on Saturday like all other classes of workpeople.

Leicester.—A strike has occurred in the Cardigan branch of Messrs. Pool,

Lorrimer, and Tabberer's, hosiery manufacturers, Leicester. Two years ago
the men submitted to a reduction of 10 per cent rather than see the machines
removed elsewhere. Within the past few days the firm has asked that each
workman should take two or three girls to work under him, or submit to see

the machines removed to Foleshill, near Coventry. The workmen have re-

fused to entertain the proposal, inasmuch as it would in every instance sub-
stitute two or three girls for the same number of men.

At a conference of miners representing 50,000 men employed in East Wor-
cestershire, South Staffordshire, and Cannock Chase, held at Walsall, to con-

sider the propriety of giving notice for a 10 per cent advance of wages, a
committee was appointed to draw up a notice to be presented to the em-
ployers on the 19th of March (providing the Cannock Chase miners agree to

such a course), requiring an advance of 6d. per day in the w^ages of men en-

gaged in the thick coal seams, and of 3d. per day in the wages of those em-
ployed in the thin coal seams.

Manchester Building Trade.—There are no signs of activity in build-

ing work here. The only job of note is the Jubilee Exhibition employing
about 1,000 hands, which will be entirely finished in two months, and a
large number of hands will necessarily be thrown out of work. The over-

time question has again been raised. The majority of employers will not
pay extra for any over-time the men are forced to work. A slight attempt
has recently been made by the men employed on the exhibition job to de-

fend their interests. A shop meeting was held to discuss the overtime
question. It shows up the disorganised state of the men when the " Amal-
gamated " and *' General Union " Societies stand " tamely " by whilst every
advantage won by the men in past years is swept away. Manchester build-

ing operatives from 1833 to 1877 were to the front in labour movements, at

present they are in the rear. When will the " leaders of the unions " lead

the men to organise their forces 1 The Birmingham men are fighting bravely.—Gleaner.

The Ashton Strike.—This strike has now lasted ten weeks, and there is

still no sign of settlement. The Northern Counties Amalgamation of

Weaverss seem fully able to carry on the struggle indefinitely. There has
never been a strike in the weaving industry which has been so systematically
sfiipported. The funds come in steadily, and the " hands " have no need to
be in a hurry. As to the reports that are being circulated in the employer's
ijjtereat as to the number of looms running, the Cotton Factory Times says :

" We have taken the trouble to ascertain the class of weavers that are at
work in Ashton. The fact is, a great number of them are not weavers, nor

^ likely to be for some time to come. Some of them are warehouse boys, and
ill sorts of odd hands who work about the mills. It would be nearer the
iiark if they would count heads instead of looms. We will give our readers
i sample of what we mean. We saw an overlooker who was at work a short
time since, and he told us that In his section he had fifteen weavers at work,
cbnnted by heads. But only two of these wiere his old weavers, and the
0^er thirteen weavers were very successful in spoiling the work they wove.
M ifee Ashton employers are thii^ing of being successful in the end by this

i^e^ns, thiy will find it very owtly."
yjlB DisPUTB IN THtJ Not"MKai^4ii: Eittii»BERiajpo l^ADR— The fifty or

m^rWi^itik^m of tbe^mlUg^aiiiated^lBtfeiely ©f Emgineens^ the Stea» Engine
Makers, and Moulders' Societies, who recently struck work at Mesftrs. Man-

love, AUiott, Fryer, and Co., Bloomsgrove Works (owii]g to the dismissal of
unionists by that firm on their declining to accede to a reduction of 2s. on
their earnings of 34s. a week), still remain out, and there is no prospect of
any immediate settlement. So well organised is the intelligence department
of the unions that many of the best skilled workmen have already found
employment in the town and neighbourhood, and places so far distant as
Southampton have helped to absorb the men who would otherwise have
been a burden upon the societies' strike funds. On the other hand, a con-
siderable number of non-unionist workmen remain in at Bloomsgrove, and
feeling runs high in Eadford in consequence. A number of workmen,
recently imported from London, returned on learning the true state of
affairs. The monthly report of the amalgamated society just issued, records
an improvement in trade generally, and the union officers are sanguine that
they will shortly be able to find employment for the remainder of the men.
The Strike Committee, which sits daily, is receiving every encouragement
and assistance, not only from affiliated societies, but from trade union orga-
nisations generally.

Leeds, March 7.—A strike is now in operation at Messrs. Fowler and Co,.

Steam Plough Works, Hunslet, against the attempt of the masters to intro-

duce absolute piece-work amongst the turners, some 46 men and boys. They
also complain of the actions of the manager, or the middleman, as they term
him. It has been the custom so far in Fowler's that the men work for a
weekly wage, but also get any balance they may have above the price laid

down for the respective jobs. For the last three years there has been a
gradual reduction of the prices, so that now, instead of the men making a
balance, they are getting further into debt every week, and now the masters
want to dock the deficiency out of their weekly wage. Some jobs for which
they used to receive three shillings they now get eighteen-pence, and so on
right through. There is a hope thai the strike will be made general through-
out the shop. The masters have been forcing other men in the shop to do
the work of the strikers, but the union men say that if the same trick is

done to-day (Monday) they will all put on their coats and leave the shop.

The story of the men reveals such a system of robbery as would be hard to

equal, instances having occurred where the prices have been reduced after

the work has been done. On Sunday afternoon the strikers held an open-air

meeting on Hunslet Moor. Two of the strikers gave a short address each,

showing the terrible conditions under which the hands of Fowler's work.
One of them named Bromley, a foreman, openly stated that the masters had
ofi'ered him a bribe of four pounds weekly to introduce absolute piece-work
among the turners, but he being an honest man, spurned the bribe, for which
he was suspended. After these had spoken, T. Maguire of the Socialist

League addressed the audience, and showed the necessity of the united action

of the workers to defeat the masters. He was listened to with much interest,

and lustily cheered. He is to speak again to-night at a mass meeting at
Penny Hill. Further particulars later on.—F. C.

AMERICA.

The South Boston street railway employes, including track layers and car

repairers, have struck for the ten hours' day.

Coopers of Chicago have organised a co-operative factory with 100,000
dollars capital. No one can hold more than twenty -five shares.

The Brotherhood of American Carpenters is the largest trades union in the
United States. It now numbers 246 branches with 41,250 members.

New York, Feb. 20.—It is so rare that an architect, who thinks that he
is boss and that mechanics are really machines, apologises to a walking de-
legate, that when one does so, it is really worthy of mention and record.

Such a singular phenomenon occurred last Tuesday. The new walking
delegate, Robert P. Farrell, of the United Order of Carpenters, entered a
new building on Broadway, on a tour of inspection, in the course of which
he ran foul of Architect Young, who ordered him off the building. He
went. So did the carpenters. So also did the other workers, 250 in number
all told. Then Architect Young saw his mistake, and after a conference
with the Board of Walking Delegates, made the amende honoiirahle. The
delegates will not be ejected from that building during its construction.

—

John Swinton^s Paper,

Union of Chinamen.—The universality of the labour movement is shown
in the efforts of the Chinese of New York city to organise a labour union.

Here is a despised race, lifted by contact with a higher civilisation than their

own, preparing to assert their rights in common with their brothers of other
nations. It is a pity our industrial system necessitates our prohibiting the
immigration into this country of Chinamen, but so long as the present wages
system lasts this prohibition is necessary to prevent our being dragged down
to their level. It is not from the fact that those people are Chinamen that
the workingmen object to them, but because they can be and are made in-

struments in the hands of unscrupulous employers to bring Caucasians down
to the level of the wants and desires of these Mongolians. Those that are

here now we can handle, but no more must be admitted to our shores.

Meanwhile may the Chinese laundrymen of New York city be as successful

as one could wish in their eff'ort to organise.

—

Advance (Detroit).

Collapse of the Great Strike.

Notwithstanding the heroic efforts of the labour army engaged in this

great struggle since the beginning of the year, it has been forced to succumb
to the overwhelming forces arrayed against it on behalf of the monopolists.

The necessities of the enormous multitude of unemployed labourers thrown
destitute upon the streets by the operation of the competitive system of

production, have once again been utilised by the cannibal capitalists to defeat

the claims of organised labour. But though defeated it is not dismayed.
The workers have shown in this fight greater solidarity than was ever

known before, and the effect of the present temporary check will doubtless

be to bring'about such a combination as shall at no distant date not only

retrieve the present disaster, but do something towards overthrowing the

accursed rule Of the exploiters. The freight handlers have suffered the

worst of any of those who struck for " sympathy." There are 3000 of them,
and their places have been filled in the majority of cases. The weighers'

labourers in the Williamsburg sugar refineries have also lost heavily, plat-

form scales having been introduced, by which 150 out of 300 will be with-

out work. The following from John Swinton^s Paper, of Feb. 20th, shows
that the fight was still going on in some quarters : The International Boat-

men's Union is composed of about a thousand men, 600 of whom own their

own boats. The members have refused to allow their boats to be loaded by
" scabs." They say their insurance policies call for skilled labour, and until

tbey are assured that those w.ho load and trim their boats are skilful they
will rsemain tied up. They are a jolly set of hardy ftUows, and a yisit to
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thPir headauarters the past week was refreshing, because one could see that

although they had not earned anything smce Jan. 1, they had sufficient to

eat and were in good spirits. Many of them had been tempted with large

offers of money to bre^k away, but they have held fast. No one can tell

how far the results of the strike will extend. Two weeks ago a committee

called on the engineer at Jones' flour mills, Lewis and Bloom Streets, and

asked him to strike. He refused. The committee threatened to " get even,"

and next morning the millers struck, 150 men being reduced to idleness.

When the strike was declared off by 49, the men returned to work, but Mr,

Jones said they must come back as individuals. Again they struck. The

firm uses from 1,500 to 2,000 barrels a-day, and M. and E. Connolly, of New
York and Brooklyn, had the contract to supply them. The millers induced

Connolly's men to strike—160 in both cities. The coopers are well orga-

nised, and Connolly could not get men. The firm tried to get barrels from

other sources. A. Briggs, of Cherry and Rutgers Streets, supplied some,

and the hundred men there struck. Connolly got barrels from other

cooperages, and before this reaches our readers there may be a general

strike of the coopers.

TRANCE.

Mehun-sur-Yevre.—A public meeting was organised last week by the

Corporation of porcelain-makers in consideration of the still-continued strike

here. Baudin came from Yierzon and addressed the meeting, which was
well attended, and a resolution in favour of the continuance, by hook or by
crook, of the strike was unanimously passed.

Yierzon.—The municipality of Yierzon has decided to divide between the

strikers and those at work in their place at the Societe Frangaise the modest
sum of 500 francs which had been voted by the General Council of the Seine

in aid of the victims of the stoppage of work there. The strikers decidly

object to this arrangement, and refuse to touch a sous of the sum in question

if the " renegades " go shares.

Saint-Etienne.—A serious explosion here has caused much loss of life and
trouble among the miners and their families. The scene of the disaster has

been examined, and in the interior structure of the galleries some of the

supports have been pronounced very insufficient and unsafe. Such catas-

trophies as explosions may be inevitable occasionally in such a dangerous
occupation, but how gratuitous and easily prevented are the accidents arising

from economy of material and economy of work necessary for safety of the
miners down below

!

A large meeting was held in Paris last week by the League for the Sup-
pression of the "Bureaux de Placement" (agencies for procuring employ-
ment), at which the female sex, we are glad to note, was well represented.

After a discussion concerning the rejection of the numerously-signed petition

for the suppression of the " Bureaux " which was presented to the Chambre,
a resolution was passed directing the deputies Basly and Camelinat, etc.,

to present for discussion before the Chambre as soon as possible a bill for

the official or municipal organisation of gratuitous "Bureaux de Placement"
throughout the country.

The current price in Paris for making and finishing a pair of shoes, the
Cri tells us, is 1 fr. 60 c, which price a certain firm manages to reduce to

95 centimes, with the help of that precious institution, " division of labour,"

one of the three factors of the product being feminine—and paid accordingly.

The workmen at this establishment work on the average eleven hours a-day,
and can make 4 or 5 francs, the women work fourteen and fifteen hours, and
make with difficulty and rarely 4 francs at this laborious occupation, both
being subjei^d also to all sorts of reductions and trivial expenses necessary
for their work.

Ceton (Orne).—There is a certain excitement among the population of this

town owing to the strike of 300 women in the glove-factory. The director
of the workshops had for a long time substracted 50 centimes a-day from the
wages entirely on his own responsibility, making a little supplement to his

income of 400 francs a-day. The strikers are exerting themselves in making
house-to-house visitations among the women employed at the works, to
encourage them to resistance. We gather from the journals that the in-

habitants of the district (apparently in want of excitement) joined heartily
in the drama, and executed a sort of cheerful war-dance outside the dwelling
of the director, and were even impolite enough to burn his woman-kind in

Q^gy, Gendarmerie are in the town—and history goes no further.

A workman at the steel-works at the Quai de Grenelle took it into his
head last week to put an end to the pleasures and pains of his " boss " by a
pistol-shot, and thereafter to shoot himself through the head. No particular
reason for the enactment of this drama has been discovered. That the
director had lowered the salaries to a great extent in the last three years,
and further had hired Italian labour to the detriment of the natives, can
scarcely be looked upon as a reason sufficient nowadays, when such trifles

are constantly occurring. The criminal, who thus wisely evaded the law of
his country, had been, however, the only member who had ever ventured
to remonstrate at any bit of injustice, and had shown himself much dis-

couraged of late by the course of events. His principles may have been
those of a " bold bad terrorist," or he may have been merely a discontented
worker, at odds with the world and himself, and not quite crushed enough
to go along through life licking the shoes of his master and owner un-
complaining.

ITALY.

The Italian Government has undertaken the arduous task of crushing out
of existence the young Socialist party, most of the 133 sections of which,
especially those of upper Italy, are constantly dissolved, stifled in their birth,
their funds, flags, libraries confiscated and the prominent members dispersed
(witness the late trials, and Kerbs of the Fascio Operaio expelled from the
country). Nevertheless the members of the party thus disintegrated have
retained their activity and enthusiasm, and profess themselves as anxious as
ever to " spread the word " individually, and we are certain they will do so,

in the teeth of the police supervision and State repression which encompasses
them,

GoRDONA.—This little town becoming more and more impoverished, it was
at last decided to refuse to pay the imports due, the result being an attempt
at seizures of the farms and dwellings. But at the first farms the soldiers
and officials were received by the country-folk with a shower of stones and
were finally put to flight. There is a certain cheerful little process known
as "trying to get blood from a stone " which the Italian manorial lord puts
into practice with more brilliant success than most people. It is not, how-
ever, much satisfaction to hear of it failing now and then—it only means
there is nothing to give up'; the unselfish peasant would not be mean enough
to keep goods for himself that were due to his lord and master !

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.G.

Outdoor Propaganda.—The Council at their last meeting passed the follow-

ing resolution :
—" That the speakers at Hyde Park invite the audience to keep

within the railings so as not to obstruct the foot-paths ; and that all members of

the League attending such meetings be careful not to obstruct the foot-ways on
such occasions." Out- door speakers are requested to attend meeting to-night

(Saturday) at 7 p.m., to consider question of outdoor propaganda.

Lessons in French.—Comrade Victor Dave has kindly volunteered to give

lessons in French at the oflices of the League on Tuesday evenings, at 8 o'clock.

The names of those desiring to join the class should be sent to the secretary.

Reports for " Commonweal."—Branch Secretaries are requested to make
their reports as brief as possible, dealing with points of general interest as to the
progress of the propaganda, rather than attempting to give the substance of the
lectures, for which there is not space, even if it were otherwise desirable. Notices
should be confined to purely business announcements and written separately.

Reports and Notices should be addressed to the "Printer," and cannot be guaran-
teed insertion unless they reach the office by 2 p.m. on Tuesday.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.

Birmingham, Hackney, Hull, Leeds, North London, to August 31. Manchester,
Merton, Norwich, to October 31. Bradford, to November 30. Croydon, Ham-
mersmith, Leicester, South London, to Dec. 31, 1886. Bloomsbury, Lancaster,
to Jan. 31. Clerkenwell, Walsall, to February 28. Hoxton (Labour Emancipa-
tion League), Oxford, to March 31, 1887.

STRIKE COMMITTEE.
W. M., Is. ; P. W., Is. T. Binning, Treasurer.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
E. B. B. (weekly). Is. ; W. B. (weekly), 6d. ; T. B. (weekly), 6d. ; H. A. B.

(two weeks). Is. ; Hammersmith Branch (two weeks), £1.

Ph. W. , Treasurer, March 8.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
Our comrade Mowbray, who has been sentenced to nine months's imprisonment,

leaves his wife and live children totally unprovided for. The costs of the trial

amounted to £60 ; this has to be paid and the wife and family of Mowbray pro-
vided for during his imprisonment. This means altogether at least £100. Hen-
derson has received sentence of four months' imprisonment. You are earnestly
appealed to, to give them all the assistance you can.

Already acknowledged, £25, 2s. Id. J. Davis, Is. Collected : Glasgow Branch-
S.D.F., 3s. 6d. ; Blackburn do., 3s. lOd. ; Leeds Branch S.L., 2s. ; Lancaster do.,

OS.; Hackney do., 4s. lOd. ; At Cleveland Hall, by Traunke, 7s. 9d. ; do., by
Cantwell, Is. 4d. ; By Heric, Is. 6d. Webb, Is. Arthur, 6d. J. T., Is. 6d.

N. P., Is. M. G., 2s. 6d. For Mrs. Moivhray—A few Fabians, per Annie Besant
(weekly), 10s.—Total, £27, 9s. 4d. J. Lane, Treasurer.

For Hackney Free Speech—North London Branch, collected in Regent's
Park, 3s.

Propaganda Funi>—Two German Comrades, 10s.

Comrade Henderson on the Tread-MiU,

The brutality of the bourgeois prison regulations have been strikingly shown
in the treatment of our comrade Henderson, a youth of delicate health. He was
set on the tread-mill, with the result that he fainted. The prison doctor's atten-
tion was drawn to his condition, but this functionary saw no reason to interfere
in the matter, and Henderson was accordingly ordered on the "mill" again.
He fainted again, and again he was ordered on the " mill " ; and not until he had
fainted three times did the doctor consent to his removal. If this kind of treat-
ment is continued, the sentence of four months Avill virtually mean, to a youth of
Henderson's delicacy of constitution, a sentence of death, or at best broken health
for life.

BRANCH REPORTS.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, March 2, Annie Besant lectured to a good

audience on " Means for Staving off Revolution." She pointed out that the pro-
prietary classes are busy in devising plausible schemes to enlist the aid of the
workers in maintaining their monopoly, by the creation of large numbers of
small holders of property, instancing the Allotment Scheme, Leasehold Enfran-
chisement, and Peasant Proprietary as measures which it behoved all Socialists
most strenuously to oppose. Emigration was another matter that required par-
ticular attention, as it tended to denude the country of the most energetic
workers, leaving those behind more and more at the mercy of the exploiters.
Good discussion followed. On Sunday, March 6th, Laurence Gronlund gave a
very interesting lecture on "Continental Socialism." Other Branches should
secure the above lecturer for this subject. Several meetings have been attended
during the week by members of this Branch. Literature has sold fairly well.
Croydon.—On Sunday evening, G. Burcham lectured on ** The Meaning of

Socialism " in place of S. Mainwaring, who was summoned to Norwich. He
dealt very ably and exhaustively with his subject, and pointed out the fallacy
of supposing that the eight hours' movement or even land nationalisation were
themselves Socialism, or that they were anything else at most than approaches
to it. His remarks called forth much criticism, to which he replied. Collection
good. Next Thursday, J. Fielding delivers a lecture at the West? Croydon
Liberal and Radical Glub on " Malthusian Fallacies."—A. T., ast.-sec.

Garrett and Summerstown.—On Sunday mornmg last, the members of the
Merton Branch mustered outside of the " Plough Inn," Garrett, from which we
have been debarred indoor meetings through the action of the police, and we
held a successful open-air meeting. A large amount of literature was distri-
buted. We intend to meet the police intimidation by establishing a Branch in
the neighbourhood.—F. Kitz.
Hackney.—On Sunday evening, H, Davis lectured to a good audience on

**The Modern Trinity: Land, Labour, and Capital." Good discussion. We
will give at this Branch a free concert on Saturday, March 19th, to welcome our
comrade James Allman, on his release from HoUoway Prison. We hope all com-
rades and friends will attend. All members of the Socialist League and friends
that can spare the time should be at HoUoway Prison to welcome him on his re-
lease on Saturday, March 19th, at 8- a.m. Received Justice,—H. Matthews, sec.

MitchAM.—On Sunday evening, comrade Hill, a local member, lectured on
"Cooperation v. Competition." The audience, though not very large, was
sympathetic. A good discussion followed.—S. G., sec.

Edinburgh.—We have begun March month well. On Monday, in Free Tron
Hall, Edward Carpenter lectured on ** The Morality of Literest." On Tuesday
in Trinity Hall, Leith, he had a crow^ded audience. The lecture is well repotted
in a local paper. This is perhaps the first Socialist lecture delivered indoors in"^

Leith. On Wednesday, in large Tron Hall, E. Carpenter again lectured, his
subject being, '* Justice before Charity."—G.
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Glasgow.—On Sunday at midday, Glasier addressed
a large and sympathetic audience on Jail's Square.
In the afternoon, he delivered a lecture on " The
Majesty of the Law " to Glasgow Branch of the Irish

National League. The lecture, which was a whole-
sale condemnation of law and constitutionalism as the
whips and fetters of landlords and capitalists, was
well received by the meeting. At 5 o'clock, Edward
Carpenter had an interesting conference with our
members in our rooms. In the evening at 7, E. Car-
penter delivered a lecture on " The Mammon of Five
per Cent." to a good audience in the Assembly Rooms.
The lecturer pointed out the immorality of the exac-
tion of interest and profit, and made an impressive
appeal for Socialism—J. B. G.
Hamilton.—On Thursday, under the auspices of

the Lanarkshire Miners' Association, a mass meeting
of miners was held in the Low Quarries. Cunning-
hame Graham, M.P., delivered an address advising
the abolition of royalties, and claiming for the miners
a participation in the profits of their labour. J. R.
McCutcheon, and comrades Small, McMunn, and
Mavor also spoke. In the evening, the Branch held
a good meeting in Paton's Hall, comrades McMunn
and Glasier, of Glasgow, being the speakers. On
Saturday, Edward Carpenter addressed an open-air
meeting in the Low Quarries. The meeting, which
was not large, owing to the announcement being in-

sufficient, listened to the address with much interest.

Comrades Muirhead, of Glasgow, and McMunn also

addressed the meeting. Afterwards an open-air meet-
ing was held at the New Cross, when Carpenter again
spoke. McMunn and Glasier also delivered ad-
dresses.—J. B. G.
Leicester.—We held open-air meetings on Sunday,

Feb. 27th, and again Sunday, March 6th, in Russell
Square, at which Barclay, Robson, and Sullivan spoke
to audiences about 200 strong. Had friendly discus-

sion, and sold about thirty pamphlets
; great interest

shown.—T. B., sec.

Leeds.—On Sunday afternoon, the members of this

Branch attended a meeting held on behalf of the men
on strike at Messrs. Fowler and Co. , Steam Plough
Works, Hunslet. After two of the men on strike

had spoken, the chairman asked if any one would say
a few words for them, upon which our comrade Ma-
guire stood up and received a hearty welcome, and at

the close of the proceedings he was invited to address
another meeting to be held on Monday night at Penny
Hill.—F. C, sec.

Manchester.—Comrade Leonard Hall, of Lancas-
ter, gave an address to the members in our club room
en Saturday night. We held an open-air meeting on
Sunday morning, at which comrade Prince and Hall
spoke. In the afternoon, comrade Hall and Smart
spoke at the Flat Iron Market, Salford. C. Hall gave
a stirring address at the Crescent Inn, Salford, to the
S.D.F. Branch.—F. H., sec.

Norwich.—We held three outdoor meetings on
Sunday, which were all well attended, the speakers

being Mainwaring and Lane. The meeting in the
Market Place lasted two hours, 6s. 7d. being collected

for the Defence Fund. In the evening we had a good
meeting at the Gordon Hall, where Mainwaring lec-

tured to our members and a large number of visitors

on "Parliamentary Action and Socialists," which re-

sulted in opposition from one speaker, the others

being in accord with the lecturer. We are keeping
the ball rolling here, and mean to do so.—T. M. , sec.

Walsall.—On Friday, March 4, H. K. Austin lec-

tured on " Socialism, the Whj and How," in the
place of the Rev. C. Peach, who was unable to be
present. The audience was small but attentive.

—

J. T. D., sec.

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—New premises, 2 Crondel Street.

Sunday March 13, at 8 p.m. A. K. Donald, "Politi-

cal Economy from the Socialist Standpoint."
Merton.—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open ev^ery evening from 7.30 till 11.

Sunday March 13, at 8.30. Gregory, "Socialism as

it was, is, and will be."

Country Branches.

Bingley.—Coffee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.
Birmingham.—Carr's Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Reading Room and Li-

brary open every Wednesday evening, 8 till 10.

—

In Free Tron Hall, Monday March 14, at 8 o'clock.

William Morris, " Socialism : Its Aims and Means."
March 21. Percival Chubb, "The Inner Spirit of

Socialism." Admission Is., 6d., and 3d.

Fulham.—Address Sec, 34 May Street.

Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily.—On Sunday,
open-air meetings on Jail's Square at 1 and 5 o'clock.

In the evening, at 6.30, in Hall, No. 2, Carlton PI.,

Clyde Side, R. F. Muirhead, M.A., will deliver a
lecture on "Silly versus Sensible Socialism," a reply
to Prof. Flint's recent lectures. On Tuesday 15,

Monthly Business Meeting of Members, in Rooms,
at 8 p.m.

Hamilton.—Branch meets every Thursday at 7.30 in

Paton's Hall, Chapel Street.

Hull.—11 Princess Street, Sykes Street. Club Boom
open every evening. Lectures every Thursday and
Sunday at 7 p.m.

Lancaster.—Owing to some organised boycotting on
the part of fat aldermen and magisterial trustees,

we have no fixed meeting-place at present.

Leicester.—Spiritualist Hall, Silver Street. Sunday
Afternoon, at 2.45 p.m. J. Fowkes, "The Chaos of

Capitalism."
Manchester.—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-

chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-

ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every
Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—No. 6 St. Benedict St. Lecture and dis-

cussion every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m. Read-
ing-room open every day from 8.30 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street,

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

For Whom Shall We Vote? Addressed to

the Working-men and Electors of Great Bri-

tain. 8pp. cr. 8vo. For distribution, 2s. per
100. , id.

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League, is founded.

The Labour Question from the Socialist
Standpoint. By William Morris.

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors). .

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William
Morris Id.

The Rights of Labour according to John
Ruskin. By Thomas Barclay.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. .

The Woman Question. By Edward Aveling
and Eleanor Marx-Aveling

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morris. .

Art and Socialism. By Wm. Morris.

Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper. Is.

The Aims of Art. By Wm. Morris. [Now Ready.)
Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d.

The Co-operative Commonwealth. By Lawrence
Gronlund. Author's Edition, revised and enlarged.

Paper covers, 2s. ; Cloth, 2s. 6d.

The Religion of Socialism. By E. Belfort Bax.
Cr. 8vo, cloth gilt 4s. 6d.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

2d.

2d.

Dublin.—A meeting of the unemployed, number-
ing about 3,000, was held on Sunday last at Harold's
Cross Green. The chairman, J. B. Killen, B.L.,
Social Democrat, proclaimed the truth that the land
and all the instruments of production ought to belong
to the whole community, that the worker should enjoy
the fruits of his industry, and that he was justified in
using any means whatever in order to get rid of the
idle class that fattened upon his misery. Other
speeches, notably that of G. A. Apward, were very
revolutionary in tone. A large quantity of Socialist

leaflets were distributed.—D. K.

Open-air Propaganda—Sunday 13.

11. 30...Hackney—''Salmon and Bali" H. Sparling

1 1.30...Hammersmith—Beadon Kd The Branch
1 1.30...Hoxton Church, Pitfield Street ...Wade, Pope
11. 30...Garrett—Plough Inn Kitz

11. 30...Regent's Park The Branch
11.30. ..St. Pancras Arches The Branch
11.30...W^alham Green—Station The Branch
3.30. . . Hyde Park (near Marble Arch) The Branch
3 . 30 . . .London Fields—Broadway Flockton

Provinces.—Sunday.

Norwich.—St. Mary's Plain, 11 ; Market Place, 3.

Leeds.—Hunslet Moor, 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, 7 p.m.
Leicester.—Humberston Gate, 11 a.m.

"All for the Cause !" Song. Words by William
Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d,

per dozen, 4s. 6d.

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.

Fine hand-made large paper 6d.

THE AIMS OP ART.
By WILLIAM MORRIS.

Author of the ** Earthly Paradise," etc.

Now Ready. Price 3d. Large Paper, 6d.

For sale at the ofiice of this paper, 13 Farringdon
Road, E.C., and at Reeves' and other principal News-
agents.

LECTURE DIARY.
London Branches.

Bloomshury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street.

Friday March 11, at 8.30. H. H. Sparling.

Clerkenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.G. Sunday March 13, at 8.30 p.m.
Debate: "Is Socialism the Cause of the Present
Distress?" Affirmative: J. L. Lyons, Liberty and
Property Defence League ; Negative : T. E. Wardle,
Socialist League. Wednesday March 16, at 8.30,

A Lecture. See Lecture List in Pall Mall and
Daily News,

Croydon.—Royal County House, West Croydon Station

Yard. Sunday Mar. 13. Thomas Shore on "Social-

ism according to the Poets."—Committee Meeting
every Friday at 8 p.m. sharp, at Parker Road.

Hackney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11. Business
Meeting every Tuesday at 8.30. Discussion Class
Thursday evenings. On Sunday March 13, at 8;30.,

W. Morris, "Monopoly."
ffammsrsmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday March 13, at 8 p.m. W. Clark (Fabian
Society), " Fallacies of Emigration."

South Place Institute, Finsbury.—A series of

Debates on Socialism and Individualism will take place

during March. II. Sunday 13, at 4 p.m., G. Bernard
Shaw versus Rev. F. W. Ford.

Cleveland Hall, 54 Cleveland Street (near Port-

land Road Station).—Sundays at 11.30 a.m. Mar. 13.

W. B. Robertson, "Over-production and Ov-er-popu-

lation."

Paris Commune Celebrations.

An International Celebration of the Paris Commune
will be held at South Place Chapel on Thursday
March 17.

The Socialists of Nottingham combined intend to

hold an International Celebration of the Paris Com-
mune on Friday March 18. Tea will be served at

7 o'clock, and after that an Entertainment will be
given, and Speeches delivered by Frenchmen and
Englishmen, to conclude with a dance.

Norwich.—A Public Meeting will be held on Satur-

day March 19, at 8.30, in the Gordon Hall, Duke St.,

to commemorate the glorious struggle made by the

workers of Paris to emancipate themselves from the

tyranny and oppression of the landlord and capitalist

class. Tochatti and others will speak. Tochatti will

also lecture on " The Commune " on March 20 and 21.

Dublin.—An International Celebration of the Paris

Commune will be held at 50 Dawson Street, on March
17. Tea will be served at 7 o'clock, after which com-
rade Fitzpatrick will deliver an address on "Arch-
bishop Croke's No-tax Manifesto." Citoyen Coulon,
Gabriel, and Schumann will take part.

Echoes of Truth. Twenty-four Sermons ^y
the late E. M. Geldart. Selected and arranged by
his Widow. Bound in cloth, 6s. Kegan, Paul,
Trench «& Co. , Paternoster Square ; or Mrs. Geldart,

82 Lansdowne Road, Croydon.

Where to ^et the 'Commonweal.'
AiRDRiE—A. Thomson, High St.

Arbroath—Andrew Noble
Birmingham—J. Sketchley, 348 Cheapside w^
Bradford—W. A. Clough, Well Street; James-ifchofield, Wake-

field Road; J. W. Ingram, 116 City Road
Bristol—Morrisli, Narrow Wine St,

Broxburn—David Fairlie

Dublin—Wheeler, Earl St. ; O'Brien, 22 Upper Ormond Quay

;

Carver, 41 Amiens Street ; Mannoek, 9 Great Brunswick Street
Dundee—Blair <fe Son, Castle St.; Wm. Blair, 40 Wellgate and in
Overgate

Edinburgh—B. Given, 20 Brieto St. ; News Stall, Princes St.;

Inglis, Dundee St. ; Jas. Tait, Leith Walk ; J. Donald, 272 Leith
Walk ; Hardie, Cumberland St. ; L. Forrest, St. Mary Street

;

George Weir, Freethought Depot, 5 Greenside PL, Leith Walk
Glasgow—R. Ferguson, Ingram St.; W. Porteous & Co., Royal
Exchange Place; Mrs. Thomson, St. Enoch Sq.; Walter Scott &
Co., 4 Bridge St.; J. TollinSjJ^lffain St., Bridgeton ; W. Stew-
art, 94 Canning St., Calton ; W. Winning, 270 Crown St.

Grahamston—R. S. Frew
Haverhill (Suffolk)—Chevens & Son, High St.

Hamilton.—J. Smith, Gateside Street ; J. Rankin, Chapel St,

Hawick—J. Finlay, High St. ; J. C. Goodfellow, High St.

Hull—H. Witty, Suffolk Row, Wincolmlee
Leeds—Mr. Walton, 11 Old Market Street ; Mr. J. Watson, Sweet
Street ; Mr. Hutchinson, Meadow Road

Leicester—Secular Hall.

Leith— Robinson, Kirkgate
Linlithgow—R. Hardie, High St.

Liverpool—Landing Stage ; Stocker, 27 Vauxhall Road ; Tibba,

11 St. James Place ; F. Bacon, Prcscott St.

Manchester—F. H. Cadle (wholesale), 145 Grey Mare Lane, Brad-
ford, Manchester ; Pulman, Tib Street, behind Oldham Street

;

Watts, 43 Charles Street, Oxford Road; Jones, 46 Oxford Road;
Hulme Radical Club, Clopton St. ; Holdfield, 241 Deansgate

;

Collings, 19 Chester Street, Oxford Road ; Limon, Ashton New
Road, Bradford

Northampton—W. Brain, 16 Little Cross St.

Nottingham—C. W. Clarke, 50 Melton St.

Norwich—A. Moore, 24 Rose Street, St. Augustines ; Thompson,
Magdalen St.; F. C. Crotch, 11 Georges Middle Street; H.
Parker, 14 Cross Glob Street, Union Place ; H. W. Darley, 118

Mill Hill, Catton ; C. W. Mowbray, 6 St. Benedict's Street

Oldham—J. Salway, 64 Falcon St. off Ashton Road.
Oxford—Miss Foy, 5 The Plain, St. Clement's ; Plummer, book

seller. Broad Street
Southport—Mr. J. Davenport, 159 Eastbank Street Bridge
Spennymoor—Wm. Tunstall, 62 High St.

Now ready, 240 pp., Is. M., postfree; Cloth gilt,

2s. 3d, postfree.

A REVIEW OF
EUROPEAN SOCIETY,

With an Exposition and Vindication of the Principles of

SOCIAL DEMOCRACY.
By J. SKETCHLEY,

Author of 'The Irish Question,' 'The Funding System,'
' German Democracy,' etc., etc.

With an Introduction by WILLIAM MORRIS.

Birmingham : J, Sketchley, 8 Arthur Place Parade.

Printed and Published by William Morris and Josxph IiLSk.

at 13 FarringdoD Boad, London
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POLITICAL NOTES.
The past few days have brought about a change in the political atmos-
phere, which may perhaps have startled some persons ; but it is not
difficult to explain. The Government placed between the devil and
the deep sea, have been screwing up their hearts for a Coercion Bill.

This seems at first sight a simple and natural proceeding for a Tory
Government, a thing which everybody would expect from them. But
to pass an effective measure of coercion against such a solid opposition
as the Irish nation offer to it, and to carry it out when passed, is an
adventure which needs the courage of the past ages or of the future

—

the aristocratic period or the revolutionary one. The age of political

farce in which we are now living in England cannot deal consciously
with tragedy, though the actors in it can sit and watch many a farce-
born tragedy go on before their eyes calmly enough. In fact, the
Government swaggers coercion boldly enough but doesn't mean it ; all

the more as it has no shadow of a Strafford to carry out the policy of
"thorough.''

Meantime, the " Liberal Unionists " are preparing for a " new de-
parture." Mr. Trevelyan has practically declared himself reconverted
to Gladstonian policy, and the greater portion of his party will follow
him, since the course of events of late has convinced them the cat is

going to jump in the Home Rule direction. Some of the most san-
guine of the Liberal prophets are even speculating on the return of
Lord Hartington, and have already discounted that of Mr. Chamber-
lain, whose position, if he does return, would be a rather curious one
for a sensitive man, until the lapse of time—say three weeks—shall
have reinstated him in his old position of an infallible leader of the
democratic party.

The Tory Government then are beaten, and the only question is how
they will take their beating, whether they will on the one hand judi-
ciously determine to do nothing, in which case they may yet have a
longish lease of life before them, as it is a matter of course that the
Liberal party " united " or disunited can have no wish to come in
again yet awhile, to accept the responsibility of making peace with
the Irish by passing a compromise Home Rule Bill—a somewhat delicate
operation.

Or possibly they will ride for a fall by bringing in a fierce Coercion
Bill without any hope of passing it, and back this by the promise of a
Land Bill to follow it, which the report of the Commission gives them
an opportunity of doing. This would give them the chance of appeal-
ing to the country with law-and-order in one hand and " remedy " (of
the well used delusive kind) in the other ; and it is not all so sure, in
spite of the Liberal rejoicings now on hand, that they would be beaten
in a general election. Yet if they (the Tories) win, what next ? And
how would they deal with a still unpacified Ireland? And what
would their Land Bill amount to ? These are questions which they
will have to answer if they succeed, although they will certainly forget
them deliberately till the moment for answering them comes.

Nor if the United Liberal Party comes in again will its position be
either an easy or a triumphant one. The Home Rule Bill must be a
compromise, and as such will be accepted by the Irish only as a lever
to bring about the full accomplishment of their aspirations. But even
before the half measure of Home Rule is gained the underlying ques-
tion of land^nd livelihood in Ireland will have to be faced ; a question
which involves that of the land and livelihood elsewhere. This fact
does eivUgJiten a little even the dastardly short-sightedness of Parlia-
mentary politics, as may be noticed in Lord Salisbury's last speech, in
which he had the impudence to impugn the patriotism of the Irish,
because they have found out that they cannot separate the cause of
self-government from that of the livelihood of the people.

^

Though perhaps he really was saying what he thought on this occa-
sion

;
for naturally to a Tory the mere superstition of nationality is a

more important matter than the reality of the necessity of dealing with
the sufferings of an industrious and honest population.

This necessity will be the Nemesis that will presently overtake not
only the Tories and the Whigs but the Liberals and Radicals also ; un-
less those last named will face the real difficulty. When Home Rule
has been gained and the party question has been laid, we shall then
see if the sympathy now so widely expressed for the cottars of Glen-

beigll: and elsewhere in Ireland was genuine or not. If it is not ex-

tended to the dwellers in the Wiltshire village and the London slum,

and if the same kind of remedies are not proposed for these latter as

for the Irish cottars, it will be proved to have been a mere piece of

party clap-trap got up for the occasion. We need not fear but that
the occasion will be afforded for such practical sympathy : the Irish

question will help to sow the seed of revolution throughout the British

islands.

To be sure if the Whigs, Tories and Liberals had any foresight or
any courage they would have united to stamp it out this time as they
have done before- The Unionist Liberals were wise in their genera-

tion when they turned on Gladstone ; they are now in coming under
his wing again going to exhibit themselves as fools and cowards as well

as reactionists.

Happily it always happens so in revolutions ; the nearer the time
comes for the defeat of reaction, the more pressing its necessities grow,
the more the courage of the leactionists fails them, because they begin
to be conscious that their cause has become a mere mass of found-out
lies and helpless hypocrisies. W. M.

WHY WE CELEBRATE THE COMMUNE
OF PARIS.

The "moons and the days" have brought us round again to the
anniversary of the greatest tragedy of modern times, the Commune of
Paris of. IS*^, and :»rith it t^e recurring duty for all Socialists of
celebrating it both enthusiastically and intelligently. By this time
the blatant slanders with which the temporarily unsuccessful cause
was assailed when the event was yet fresh in men's minds have sunk
into the dull gulf of lies, hypocritical concealments, and false deduc-
tions, which is called bourgeois history, or have become a dim but
deeply rooted superstition in the minds of those who have information
enough to have heard of the Commune, and ignorance enough to accept
the bourgeois legend of it as history.

Once more it is our duty to raise the whole story out of this

poisonous gloom and bring it to the light of day, so that on the one
hand those who are not yet touched by Socialism may learn that there
was a^ principle which animated those who defended revolutionary
Paris against the mingled dregs of the woeful period of the Second
Empire, and that that principle is still alive to-day in the hearts of
many thousands of workers throughout civilisation, and year by year
and day by day is growing in strength and in the hold it has of the
disinherited masses of our false society ; and on the other hand that
we Socialists may soberly note what went on in this story, and may
take both warning and encouragement from its events. I have heard
it said, and by good Socialists too, that it is a mistake to commemorate
a defeat ; but it seems to me that this means looking not at this event
only, but at all history in too narrow a way. The Commune of Paris
is but one link in the struggle which has gone on through all history
of the oppressed against the oppressors ; and without all the defeats of
past times we should now have no hope of the final victory. Neither
are we yet sufficiently removed in time from the events to judge how
far it was even possible to avoid the open conflict at the time, or to
appreciate the question as to what would have become of the revolu-
tionary cause if Paris had tamely yielded itself up to the perfidy of
Thiers and his allies. One thing, on the other hand, we are sure of,

that this great tragedy has definitely and irrevocably elevated the cause
of Socialism to all those who are prepared to look on the cause seriously,
and refuse to admit the possibility of ultimate defeat. For I say
solemnly and deliberately that if it happens to those of us now living
to take part in such another tragedy it will be rather well for them
than ill for them. Truly it is harder to live for a cause than to die
for it, and it injures a man's dignity and self-respect to be always
making noisy professions of devotion to a cause before the field is

stricken, on which he is to fight in the body. But with the chance of
bodily sacrifice close a-head there come also times of trial which either
raise a aian to the due tragic pitch or cast him aside as a useless and
\empty vapourer. To use a transparent metaphor, on the march to the
field of battle there are plenty of opportunities for the faint-hearted to
fall out of the ranks, and many will do so whose courage and devotion
were neither doubted by others nor by themselves while the day of actual
battle was far distant. So such times of trial are good because they
are times of trial ; and we may well think that few indeed of those
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who fell sixteen years ago, who exposed themselves to death and
wounds at aU adventur^^ were mere accidental braggarts caught in the
trap.. ; Of those" whose names are well known this was far from being
the cas^, and who can doubt that the nameless multitude who died so
heroically had sacrificed day by day other things than life, bdfore it

came- to that 1

-Furthermore, it must surely be rather more than doubtful to all

thoughtful men if the mere exercise of evei'y-day and civR -virtues, even
whfen dfrected towards the social end, will suffice to di*aw the ^orld
out of its present misery and confusion. Consider the enormous mass
of people so degraded by their circumstances that they can scarcely
understand any hope for their redemption that can be put before them
in peaceful and constitutional times. Yet these are the very people
for whom we are working ; and are they to have no hand in the work,
then ? is it to be once more according to the degrading Positivist motto,
" everything /or you, nothing by you?" Meanwhile in these people,

unless we Socialists are all wrong, there are seeds of manly and social

feeling, capable of large development ; and surely when the time comes
that their hope will be made manifest, as it was in the time of the
Commune, and will lie before them for their hands to take, they will

then have part in the work indeed, and by the act of doing so will at
once raise themselves out of the slough of degradation into which our
false society has cast them and in which it keeps them. The revolu-
tion itself will raise those for whom the revolution must be made.
Their newborn hope translated into action will develope their human
and social qualities, and the struggle itself will fit them to receive the
benefits of the new life which revolution will make possible for them.
It is for boldly seizing the opportunity offered for thus elevating the
mass of the workers into heroism that we now celebrate the men of the
Commune of Paris. True they failed in conquering immediate material
freedom for the people, but they quickened and strengthened the ideas
of freedom by their courageous action and made our hope of to day
possible ; and if to-day any one doubts that they were fighting for the
emancipation of labour, their enemies at the time had no doubt about
the matter. They saw in them no mere political opponents, but
^Vdnemies of society," people who could not live in the same world with
them, because the basis of their ideas of life was different—to wit,

humanity, not property. This was why the fall of the Commune was
celebrated by such hecatombs sacrificed to the bourgeois god, Mammon

;

by such a riot of blood and cruelty on the part of the conquerors as
quite literally has no parallel in modern times. And it is by that
same token that we honour them as the foundation-stone of the new
world that is to be. Willian MoRras.

CRIMINAL LAW UNDER SOCIALISBK^
(Concluded from p. S2).

If we consider now the order of heinousness in the respective classes

of crimes enumerated, we must admit that the first, those against pro-

perty, since they spring directly from a rotten economic condition,

must be regarded as (barring specially aggravating circumstances) the

most entitled to consideration. It will be scarcely necessary, however,

to controvert the absurd notion put forward by a certain section of

Anarchists, that the mere individual appropriation of the property of

other individuals, or in plain language theft (such as that practised by
the Anarchist heroes, Stellmacher and Duval), has anything whatever
to do with Socialism, gnd the expropriation it advocates. Oil the

contrary, Socialism deprecates robbery in all its forms. The mere
change of individual possession of property does not affect the qmtter

in the" least. One can very well exonerate the poor man who steals to

satisfy his, wants; but when a man who has merely satisfied a

personal desire of his own at the expense of another person, seeks

to cover this individual act with the mantle of principle, an element
of hypocrisy enters into the case which tends considerably to exas-

cerbate our opinion of him. Let him steal if he will, but not as

an act of devotion to any cause. This, however, by the way. The
fact remains that theft and its allied offences are the immediate result

of current economic conditions. It is natural that men should seek

to obtain the necessaries and comforts of life, legitimately if economic
conditions allow them, if not, illegitimately.

The second class of offences named, those connected with sexual

matters, from rape downwards, may be viewed from two or three

different sides, and are complicated in ways which render the subject

difficult of discussion in a journal—well, not exactly intended for
" family reading," for to that level I trust the Commonvjeal will never
sink—but for promiscuous circulation between the sexes. Here, as in

the last case, viz., of theft or robbery, we must be careful in consider-

irig such offences, to eliminate the element of brutality or personal

injury which may sometimes accompany them, from the offence itself.

For the rest I confine myself to remarking that this class also, though
not so obviously as the last, springs from an instinct legitimate in

itself, but which has been suppressed or distorted. The opinions of

most, even enlightened people, on such matters are, however, so largely

coloured by the unconscious survival in their minds of sentiment do^^,

rived from old theological and theosophical views of the universe,

that they are not of much value. This is partly the reason, I take it^^J"

why the ordinary good-natured bourgeois who can complacently pass

by on the other side, after casting a careless look on the most fiendish

and organised cruelty in satisfaction of the economic craving

—

gain,
is galvanised into a frenzy of indignation at some sporadic case of real

or supposed ill-usage perpetrated in satisfaction of some bizarre form

of the animal craving

—

lust. Until people can be got to discuss this^

subject in the white Ught of physiological and patholo^Qal investjga-
tidn, father thM th^dim* religifenS glc&in 6f theosopk&3^'e^otio%%ut
little progress will be effected towards a due apj^t^iatioii oPl:he
charactel* of the offences I'eferred to.i "-

The two last orders of crime named differ from the preceding, in that
they do not have even a basis in natural or social insMnct as si^fch.

A brutal assault or Malicious injury (t.e., one not?^inflict^ in self-

defeii^e or under iminediate and strong provocation) is purely atid

simply inhuman—criminal without having any direct palliation in the
facts of economic conditions, like crimes against property, or in physio-
logical and (possibly) economic conditions combined, like sexual crimes.
Brutality and cruelty so far outweigh in enormity the two last as to-

seem almost to swallow them up. For instance, in cases of robbery or
rape with violence, it is the personal violence accompanying the sub-
stantive crimes which naturally excites one's resentment most; and
properly so, although it is the latter of which the bourgeois law
primarily takes cognisance. Any crime causing bodily injury or suffer-

ing must surely, in the absence of specially palliative circumstances, be
regarded as the most deserving of condemnation at the hands of
society.

The same may be said of false accusation of crime, an offence whidi
is now classed together with others much less serious, under the
absurd name of Perjury, the idea being that its gravamen consists not
in the injury done to the innocent but in its insult to the majesty of

the law. The unperverted sense could scarcely conceive of any crime
more monstrous than this,^ and yet it is one which is frequently passed
over lightly, with the view possibly of not discouraging prosecutions
and thereby injuring the legal interest. By being classed under the
head of perjury, moreover, it sounds less infamous than it really is,

mere perjury being a thing recognised and practised in the best social

circles, where the co-respondent in a divorce case who has been com-
mitting adultery swears he hasn't, as a mere matter of form.

It seems to us that all the serious offences with which any society

would have to deal at present may be grouped under the classes named.
Of course there are special orders of offences (such as bigamy) which be-

long essentially to it and to it alone, and with which we have not dealt.

According to one view of the matter, crime may properly be defined

as an action proscribed by law, and hence may or may not be immoral,
since many of the most laudable actions have been, and are, proscribed
by law. But in the foregoing I have confined myself to such crime as

would be universally admitted to be directly anti- social—for, of course,

it is with such only that the administration of a Socialist common-
wealth could be concerned.

What has been said, we should mention, touches only the new society,

conceived as having already passed through the transitional-period of
revolutionary crisis, during which, the one aim of Socialism being the
victory of the revolutionary principle, any means which would be con-

ducive to that end would of necessity be adopted. For example, the
death-penalty, the systematic maintenance of which as an institution

is one of the most outwardly repulsive features of the criminal code of

civilisation, would probably have to be held to, as the temporary
measure of a revolutionary crisis.

And now a final word on the charge of sentimentalism commonly
brought against those who object to the repression of crime by organised
brutality. It is clear that the distinction between sentiment and
sentimentalism in this connection (which has hitherto been conceived
as one of degree merely) has been shifted progressively since the sense

of horror at the infliction of pain first came prominently to the fore.

What in the seventeenth century would have been complacently
admitted as a necessity for the repression of crime would now be
regarded with loathing (real or feigned) by the most determined sup-

porter^l of "deterrent" punishments. The notion that there is any
fixed point at which justifiable sentiment ends and sentimentalism
begins is therefore plainly absurd. But that the distinction has a

meaning I am not disposed to deny ; although I do not believe it to
consist in any question of degree. Sentimentalism is, as I take it,

not excessive but illogical sentiment—that is, unequally distributed

sentiment. Where there is a strong sensibility to the feelings of one
class or body of persons and a comparative callousness to the feelings

of other classes under like circumstances—there, I think, we have
sentimentalism. And the tendency of the modern bourgeois treatment
of crime is precisely in the direction of such sentimentalism.

In the Middle Ages " benefit of clergy " might be claimed by offenders

who could read and write, such " benefit " consisting in exemption from
the ordinary punishment for the offence. In the modern world all such

wicked and unenlightened distinctions are abolished. The law now-
adays makes no distinction of persons between men. True ; but it

makes distinctions between m£n and icomen ; and where law draws
no distinction, practice does. " Benefit of clergy " is superseded by
'benefit of sex." Not only are all the more brutal features of "penal
discipline " still practised on men abolished as regards women, but the

^ It is a curious circumstance, as illustrating the change of men's view of

offences, that an ordinary indecent assault which in the Middle Ages, in Chaucer's
fcime for instance, would have been regarded as a species of rude joke, should
now be deemed the most serious of crimes.

- The same applies to chantage^ which is the attempt to make personal capital

out of the knowledge of some misdeed of another, by threats of disclosure. If

anything would justify the taking of life it is surely this ; and one of the greatest
artistic blunders Charles Dickens ever made was in the attempt to awaken
sympathy in the reader for such a scoundrel as Tigg, when going to m^t his.

well-deserved doom at the hands of his victim. That Jonas Chuzzlewitj who
inflicted it,-was a villain himself does not alter the niatter so far as Tigg is con-
cerned.
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chances of prosecution, of conviction, and if convicted, of heavy sen^|

tences, are at least a hundred to one in favour of women. Off:

-course we know that the principle of equality between the sexes, as ^

understood in the present day, demands this, and has been, and is, con-

tinually pushing legislation forward in this direction. Unless

the social upheaval obliterates current lines of progress beforehand,

we may yet live to see " equality between the sexes " realised in laws,

whereby no female may be prosecuted for any offence whatever, the

nearest male relation being substituted, and where the quiet London
wayfarer in a lonely street will be in as dangerous a position as the
" unprotected male " in the railway-carriage with a lone womands now.

Of course, any one that points this out is not treated seriously. The
sentiment is still on the ascendant, and will have (as things go) to

work out its own absurdity by its very excess before it begins to dawn
upon the average British intellect that the distinction between the

cohorts of Ormuszd and Ahriman is not invariably based on sex—and
that persons who would legislate on this assumption are not quite fit

to be at large. Meanwhile Ormiston Chant, Garrett Anderson, and
•Co., will probably have the opportunity of celebrating, in after-dinner

speeches, new triumphs of the sexual inequality they have at heart.

In concluding these remarks, we would again point out the truth
more than once alluded to in the course of them, that with the estab-

lishment of a classless society—a society based on labour for all, leisure

for all, and culture for all, through the concentration of its whole
productive and distributive capital in its own hands as embodied in
its administration—that in such a society crime, and therefore the
mode of dealing with crime, must tend to lose its present significance

and to become "rudimentary." This is obvious as regards crimes
against property and all such as are directly traceable to the present
constitution of society. It is none the less true, in the long run, of the
rest, which are only indirectly traceable to it. Given a class bred in
squalor, and that class is bound to develope a certain number of indi-

viduals in whom the dead-level swamp of coarseness inseparable from
squalor will overflow into criminal brutality. Given a community in
which business capacity is identified with ability to beggar one's neigh-
bour ruthlessly under the name of competition, and where temptation
offers you will have (1) direct appropriation by individuals of the pro-
perty of other individuals—or, theft ; and (2) criminal law made use
of to subserve private ends—or, briefly expressed, perjury.
But the best illustration of the truth in question is afforded by

the relative preponderance of crime in the propertied and unpro-
pertied classes of modern civilisation. From what section is the
so-called criminal class recruited but from what Marx has termed
the "reserve army of industry''? And is not this the okss the
precarious conditions of whose existence are continually driVing its
membei*s to isolated crlihii^-Facstsj ' unml they B^ecame imultii^ifed co a
life of crime 1 And yet this reserve army of industry is a fSsessit^^
of capitalistic production. On the other hand, can crime (in the sense
of this article) be said to be common among any section of the well-to-
do classes^ We have here and there sporadic instances which are
commented upon as something remarkable, as showing the depravity
of human nature, it is true, but no one can say it is common. If, then,
we see an habitual absence of crime in one class, and its habitual
presence in another class, both living in the same age and in local
proximity, both breathing the pestilential moral atmosphere of the
Christian civilisation of these latter days, and differing only in the
material circumstan^'?:S of their life, and the results immediately flowino-
from these, what stroiiger evidence can we have of the ultimate depencf-
ence of crime on economic condition,—and I may add in conclusion,
what greater earnest of the complete disappearance of crime in that
future when generations of social morality shall have created human
beings, compared with whom the crimeless bourgeois of to-day is but
as the brute beast ? E. Belfokt Bax.

LITERARY NOTICES.
The Revista Italiana for this month contains among other matters an able

article on the " Two Utopias '"' by N. Colajanni, and ^some descriptive notes
on the late Socialist trial at Milan by F. Turati.

We have received from Turin the first numbers of a little monthly publica-
tion called the " Workman's Propagandist Library,'' which from its form and
price should be of some service in spreading ideas among the labouring class.
Ihe writings would, however, answer the end in view more effectively if the
style were less florid. The March issue consists of an account of the Paris
Commune of 1871. MM

' Ounces of Prevention.' By T. M, a;»an, M.P. (Harper. Ne^^ Yoii. 25
cents.). This pamphlet would be of some use, doubtless, were not its advice
so emphatically of the "take hold of a guinea-pig's taiP^orden. A larce
part of it is taken up with denunciation of the " devil of worry " whMif t^kes
such firm hold of most men to-day. The mingled material anxiety and
mental self-analysis which go toward making up this worry are not'tt^^be
got rid of by argument or medicine. They are the inevitable outcome of&economic and social conditions of a bankrupt and decaying civilisation. \W N Armfield of Cairns Eoad, Battersea Eise, S.W.,^has issued a broadA
sheet which he styles "The Humanitarian Socialist Tribute to the year ofl

and m which he advocates municipal reform and the establishment!
Jubilee

'

Social evils are like the Deevs slain by the Persian hero. " Kill the clril>£
(monopoly) and all die, but cut down all the minor ones and tbev spring uiVagain and again revivified by their leader's power.

"

%
*

•
^;^^^^^T.^^«^E

^^, Belgium.—Moxs, March 10.—A strike has broken outm the Bormage district afl^ecting about 2,400 miners employed in the col-
lieries at Quareguon, Paturages, and Wasmes.

HOW CHAINS ARE FORGED AT CRADLEY HEATH.

Colonel C. E. Stewart, late Assistant-Commissioner in the Afghan,Boundary

Commission, writes to the >S'^. Jameses Gazette as follows :
- £e a

•* On arrival at Cradley Heath, which is a poor-looking village in Stafford-

shire, we found at least 2000 chain-makers assembled in a large wooden
building which had been lent by the Salvation Army for the meeting. On
entering, the sight that met our view was a sad one. The greater portion of

the assembly was composed of men ; though some hundreds of women were
present, many with babies in their arms. Such pale wan faces among the

women and children ! while even the men looked pinched:^with hunger. In
spite of the hungry look, they were cheerful, and tried to make the best of

a very hard lot. While waiting for the proceedings to commence tliey sang
several of Moody and Sankey's hymns in a very effective manner, under the

leadership of a Salvationist. After the business connected with our associa-

tion was finished, I asked for information aboat chain-making and the strike

then going on, and was told by Mr. T. Homer, ihe Chain-makers' Secretary,

and others, the following facts connected with their industry. The work is

piecework,\the men generally taking the iron to their homes to manufacture,
tho\fgh some masters have it made up on their own premises ; but even then
the Vv ^^rk is paid by the piece. A man working sixty hours in the week, and
taking no half-holiday on Saturday, can in that time make 7 cwt. of chain,

of Jin. diameter, for which he receives at the rate of from Is. 8d. to Is. lOd.

per cwt. Even at the higher figure of Is. lOd. per hundredweight, this

would amount to 12s. lOd. Out of this he has to pay a boy as blower 3s.

a-week, also to pay 3s. 6d. for the small coal called * breeze ' necessarily used
in working up this amount of iron,' and Is. has to be expended in carrying the

materials to the master's place of business. This leaves 5s. 4d. as the full

wages of a man for hard blacksmith's work for a week of sixty hours. If

two men work together, a blower can be hired between them, to whom each

man pays 2s. ; and under these circumstances the net earnings of an able

man would amount to 6s. 4d. a-week. If 8 cwt. of chain were made in the

week the earnings would amount to a little more ; but few men can make
this quantity, and that not regularly every week, so 6s. 4d. may be considered

the full wages that it is possible for an industrious and good workman to

earn in a week.
" When the father of a family can by his utmost exertions only earn the

above sum it becomes necessary that his wife and daughters, if he have any,,

should earn their own keep, and women work at the forge at chain-making
in very large numbers. Working at a forge • with men does not seem an
occupation fitted for women and girls, and tb^ evil effects of this work upon
them, both morally and physically, are very^'^ident. One woman showed
me her hand, which was covered with immt^nse hard corns produced by the
constant use of the hammer during so many hours a day, and said should
women do work that hurt them like that. The moral results of young men
and young women working together at the hot forges often in the scantiest

attire, is also lamentable. I have heard sad tales of women forging chains
up to a very short period of their confinement. For sixty hours' hard work,
only fit for a strong man, those poor women receive about 3s. 6d. clear, after

paying for breeze and share of blower'^ wages. Imagine a wage of 3s. 6d.
for a week of such toil.

At last this state of affairs could be endured no longer, the chain-makers
nk for an increase of wages. Several of the most important masters
dved of the strike, and I understand some actually contribute money,
in help is being given by the Nut and Boltmakers' Association, whose

, 'etary, Mr. Juggins, was present at the meeting. Other associations are
a&o helping. As there are 2,000 chain-makers on strike, and these men and
women have many depending on them, the whole number who have been
i:endered utterly destitute by this strike is about 8,000. They have no
uiiion of their own, so it is Lecessary to raise a considerable sum to give
^ven a little help weekly. They say they worked hard and starved, and now
%ey play and starve. This is the twenty-ninth week of the strike, and the
s^Das that have been collected only allow of four quartern loaves, worth
lgj4d., and Is. being paid to each family weekly—making a total of 2s. 4d.

p^ family, consisting of a man, his wife, and one child. If there are more
clS^lj^yen, a very small increase is given ; but the whole sum in bread and
m(|aey given to a family of ten persons is only 4s.

^^:^These chain-makers ask that a hard-working and efiicient man should
be ^le to earn about 14s. a week and a woman 7s.; though they think if

the#ian earned as much as 14s. he could keep his family decently and the
women would not be obliged to work at the forges. I was shown a chain
su<::h as is used to put over the bacft'of a cart-horse and hold up the shafts.
The workmen are paid IJd. fofc^king these chains ; cost of iron, galvanis-
ing, etc., about 5M.; total co^!^d. But they are sold in retail shops at
afoiit 5s. each. The chain-makers ask that out of this enormous profit a
little more than lid. should go to them."

:
[The only "remedies" that can be thought of by the gallant Colonel, or

the *' influential journal " to which he writes, are voluntary almsgiving and
State-directed emigration. But, why should cruel injustice have the offen-
siy^ess of " charity " superadded, and where in the wide world can chain-
^i^ers emigrate to and find employment ?—Ens,]

On the 7th a meeting of chainmakers was held in the Salvation Army
^a^i^acks, ('radley Heath. Mr. Thomas Homer, who presided, pointed out
felf they had completed the thirtieth week of the strike, and had entered
%20\\ the thirty-first. They had not yet gained the victory, and it required
the operatives to manifest the greatest determination to have the list prices.

Qn the 9th another meeting was held in the New Connexion Schools, Cradley
jSeath. Mr. T. Homer presided, and stated that those who were out on
strike were very badly off ; many of them hardly knew how to exist from
one day to another. Poverty amongst them was increasing daily, but he
hpped that the present state of things would not last long. The landlords
Klid been very merciful towards them, and not a single case had come under
his notice where they had levied a distraint for rent. It was stated that
some of ihe masters were still practising the vile truck system, and refused
to givQ the men orders without they agreed to buy gleads of them. He

of a labour-note currencV
"
Th^relnd"k3e"d ^^Xl^f^^'Znllllf2^''^'^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^3^ ^^^ Pl^3^^^ ^^^^ «"«^^^^r 0"<^ and the winter the same,

and Uas to be discS profitably o"'the b^'roT thTp^eslnrsy^^^ ^^^^^'^"^^ ---- ^ ^^^ -^ ^--^ ^^ things did
"

- _ . ^ . ^ - -
not alter

they jjpuld be obliged to call the whole trade out again. It was resolved to
continue the strike. On the 11th another meeting was held in the same
place, Mr. Homer again presiding. The chairman laid stress on the fact
that tfere was every indication of a better state of trade, and as the ware-
houses'were entirely empty, it only remained for them to be firm in order
to achi<^"e a victory. It was decided to continue the strike.

As lon| as there is competition, liberty is impossible.— Lowis Blanc.
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"have you not heard how it has gone with many a cause before now: first, few men
heed it ; next, most men contemn it ; lastly, all men accept it—and the cause is w(v>i

"

Oommunications invited on Social Questions. They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, IS Farringdon Ed., E.G., and accompanied
hy the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-
tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing
the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS. only returned if a stamped directed envelope is/orwarded with them.

Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage^ per year, 6s.,

six months, 3s.; three months^ Is. 6d.

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E. G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Notice to all Socialistic Newspapers.—The Gommonweal will be regularly sent

to all Socialistic Contemporaries throughout the world, and it is hoped that
they on their side will regularly provide the Socialist League with their papers.

Capitalist—May be pronounced either as cop-italist or ca-;)i7-alist. The former
is the more correct etymologically, and the latter in accordance with the
English custom of accentuating the antepenultimate.

Feriodicals received

England
Justice
Jus
Norwich—Daylight
Cotton Factory Times
Worker's Friend
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Die Autonomic
Leicester—Countryman
Southport—Visiter
Standard

To-Day
Dublin—Evening Telegraph
Anarchist

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

South Australia
Adelaide—Our Commonwealth

Canada
Toronto—Labor Reformer

United States
Knights of Labor

during the week ending Wednesday March 16.

N'ew York—Volkszeitung
Freiheit
John Swinton's Paper
Boston—Woman's Journal
Liberty
Denver (Col.) Labor Inquirer
New Haven (Conn,)—Work-

men's Advocate
Cincinnati (O.) Unionist
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
Detroit (Mich.)—The Advance

and Labor Leaf
Seattle (W T) Voice of the People

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Revolte

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Belgium
Brussels—L'Avant-Garde
Liege—L'Avenir
Antwerp—De Werker

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Naples—Humanitas
Brescia—Lo Sperimentale
Lugo—Revista Italiana

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista

Austria
Vienna—Gleichheit

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta
Revista Sociala

Denmark **

Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

Norway
Kristiania—Social-Democraten

A REVOLUTIONARY COMPANY.
I HAVE lying on my desk before me the prospectus of a new company
which is about to be floated, bearing the title of the " Grant Envelope
Machine Company." Since the pernicious doctrines circulated amongst
the classes in this way, form a constantly increasing menace to socigjby,

it would be well if we were occasionally to look into them, in order

that when the opportunity arrives we may be able to deal with the

prime movers in the way that they deserve.
;

The prospectus in question, after stating the all important informa-

tion as to amount of capital required, etc., and the names of the

directors (amongst whom are Walter Jpnes Waterlow, and Sidney
Austin Grant, of Hatton Garden), and other officers, makes the fol-

lowing statement of the objects of the company :
" This company has

been formed to acquire and develop for Great Britain, France, Ger-
many, Austro-Hungary, etc., all the patent rights of the Grant Rotary
Envelope Machine, an important and remarkable mechanical invention,

and one which will certainly revolutionise the envelope trade." Of
course, as no doubt the reader has often heard, no man proposes^

a

revolution, unless he is likely to gain by it ; and the prime movers in

a revolutionary movement are always credited with being especially

mercenary. This prospectus fully bears out that view. " The direo^rs
propose to sell the machine at remunerative profits with an annua^
royalty, and it is believed that the sales will be sufficient to enable

this company within a comparatively short period to pay dividends of

from fifteen to twenty per cent, to the shareholders, and to provide
bonuses equal to the whole amount paid to the vendors." Fifteen per
cent, on <£75,000 (the capital of the company) or £11,250 per annum
is what the shareholders hope to make by this nice little scheme for

causing a revolution in the envelope trade. The Irish M.P.'s were not
long ago accused of spending the money collected in support of their

League in riot and debauchery in London ; one would like to see how
far such will be the case with the promoters of this company^. But
one could forgive them somewhat, if they proposed to do anything
really practical and for the benefit of the people. That, howc^jter, is

not what they want ; they intend to be merely sitting at the receipt

of custom, to tax the unfortunate dupes who get into their power, and
to leave others to do all the work. " The company does not propose to
have any manufactory of its own for making the machines, as they
will be made on reasonable terms by the present manufacturers of that
class of machinery." This shows plainly that instead of meaning any

real good to the community at large, their real desire is to forestall

the public in these "reasonable terms," and get a living out of the
people by putting a tax on envelopes. For, though of course envelopes
will be cheaper, the action of this company will merely prevent the
people from getting them as cheap as they ought. We &hall now get
for a shilling envelopes that formerly cost fourteen pence, but were it

not for these shareholders we should get them for tenpence instead of'

a shilling.

This will be the effect of this " revolution " on the buyers of enve-
lopes. And now what about its effect on the makers of them, the
actual workers 1 The new machine, we are told, will turn out as many
envelopes per hour as three of the old form. The workers, therefore,

ought not to have to work more than a third of their present hours,
and this would indeed be a boon to them ; but, unhappily, the revolu-

tionist shareholders do not seem to have contemplated any such thing,

for the prospectus naively remarks :
" The daily capacity of one

'Grant Machine' of ten hours, at nominal speed, is 100,000." Of
course, if the makers are to keep on three times as fast as before, one-
third of their number will be able to do all the work, and this is what
the shareholders anticipate in speaking of a ten hours' working-day.
They mean, though they do not care to point it out in plain words,
that two-thirds of the present work-people employed in this trade will

be unnecessary, and they will expect the capitalist to pay them 20 per
cent, more than the real value of his machine, in consideration of
having enabled him to rob two-thirds of his employes of the means of

life and pocket their w^ages for himself.

Suppose, then, that this takes place, and these people lose their em-
ployment ! What, oh most excellent directors, are you going to do
for these, whose means of self support you have assisted another to
take, so that you may get your 20 per cent. 1 Your prospectus, I see,

has made no provision for that. Do you begin to talk about competi-
tion, and supply and demand, and the struggle for existence 1 Re-
member, that two can play at that last game. You say that they can
emigrate, or go to the workhouse, where the public may keep them ?

Yes, capitalist, they can do these things, no doubt ; and they can do
other things besides. Revolutions are not to be monopolised, like

machines ; and your revolution in the envelope trade may revolve too
far, till you are crushed instead of raised aloft by fortune's wheel.
You will take the risk of that, you think, for the sake of 20 per
cent. ? The odds, observe, are all against you, and we play for life or

death.

However, it is little use arguing with swindlers and gamblers ; they
are never convinced. And so the thing will go on, and the men will

lose their work ; and as times get harder the unemployed will become
more dangerous, and East-end landlords have increasing difficulty to
get their 20 per cent, or so in the shape oT rents. Whereupon these
shareholders, and others like them, having brought about their "revo-
lution," and being anxious to prevent the affair from revolving further,,

begin to think that it would be a good thing if the public would look
to their duty, and help the poor whose wages these particular gentry
have got in their pockets, so that they may keep quiet and pay their

rent. It is not hard to get round the Lord Mayor, and a hireling

bishop or two, and then a public meeting does the job. A Mansion
House Fund, or Relief Works whereby public improvements can be
done cheap is the result, and our shareholder in the envelope machine
company subscribes a hundred pounds. It looks well in print ; and
doesn't his servant, the bishop, teach him in the words of the hymn :

" Whatever, Lord, we lend to thee,

Repaid a thousand times will be,

Therefore we gladly give to tkee," etc. ?

Who can tell but this may be the best investment of all 1 At any
rate it is expedient and charitable.

And now, oh shareholder, let us see what your charity amounts to^

You have perhaps invested .£2,000 in this precious scheme (best not
ask how you got it to invest), and you realise your 15 per cent.; that is to
say <£300 per annum, or enough to keep three families ; nay, probably
it did support as many again till your " revolution in the envelope
trade " diverted it from their pockets into yours. And now you return
to them £100 once, out of the .£300 that you get every year. Is this

what your bishop calls feeding the hungry, to starve three men for

your own profit, and then toss back the share of one to divide between
them and keep them quiet 1 Is this your notion of clothing the naked,,

to strip half-a-dozen and then give back to them enough to pay you
again the rent you charge them for their home 1 Truly it is time the
day of reckoning came, when it shall be said to you with authority,
" Depart, all ye workers of iniquity !

"

You hypocrites ! And this is how you have thought to hedge be-

tween God and Mammon ! You have solved the problem, have you,
with the help of your bishops and pastors, and contrive now to make
good investments for this world and better for the next 1 "Ye ser-

pents, ye generation of vipers, how can you escape the damnation of

hell !

"
G. S.

On Friday, March 4, the House of Lords indulged in a pleasant little chat
(Upon jury-packing, mention of which was, of course, carefully avoided by " in-

telligent editors" as much as possible. Lords Fitzgerald, Bramwell, and
AsJibourne were agreed that jury-packing was /to^ jury-packing, " but simply
tHe due care which the authorities, who select the juries, are bound to take
not to include men who are under prejudice or under any influence to decider

otherwise than according to the evidence." Lord Bramwell showed that it

was quite commonly done in England, and the whole course of the conver-
sation went to prove the Socialist allegation that " law " is only an instru-
ment in the hand of the robber-caste, and is duly administered to their
benefit alone.—S.
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THE CURSE OF SECRET DIPLOMACY.

In dealing with the subject of secret diplomacy we must dismiss from

our minds all bias in favour of the wisdom and integrity of English

statesmen, or prejudice against those of other countries. We must

endeavour " to see ourselves as others see us." We must remember,

too that neither laws nor institutions are too sacred for examination
;

that nothing is too holy for investigation ; and that when the air is

filled with rumours of coming wars and of alliances and combinations

among European states, let us not forget that secret diplomacy is the

rule with all the states of Europe—a system by which peoples are

bought or sold like flocks of geese.

As in 1876, 77, and 78, England is supposed to be hostile to Russia.

Let us not be deceived. The English aristocracy have never yet proved

to be hostile to the government of that country. But as we may be

drawn into hostile demonstrations, just as we have been in the past,

let us see what lessons the past contains for our guidance in the present

and future ; and as we have to bear the curse and scourge of secret

diplomacy, let us see a little of its doings in the last few years.

We all remember the diplomatic proceedings that preceded the

Russo-Turkish war of 1877-8. During 1876-7 and the early part of

1878, most people believed the English were determined on fighting

Russia and on saving Turkey. How the people were deceived let the

following facts show. During the discussions among the Great Powers
that preceded the war, the English Government agreed to accept the

terms and conditions contained in the Andrassy Note, but refused to

accept the Berlin Memorandum. That was in May 1876 ; and as the

latter dilBfered but very little from the Andrassy Note, the English

Government were much blamed for that opposition. Of course the

people of England knew nothing of what the English Government was
doing, yet most people thought that having a Conservative Govern-
ment in, all was going on well. Still there were some who wanted to

know what was being done, and as the months rolled on it was neces-

sary for the Government to say something. On the 20th September of

that year the late Disraeli went and addressed his constituents at

Aylesbury ; and in speaking of the refusal of England to accept the

Berlin Memorandum, and their supposed inactivity, he said : "Well,
we did propose some measures on our own part. My noble friend,

Lord Derby, lost no time in laying down principles upon which we
thought that the tranquility of the East of Europe might be secured

;

that is, he laid down the principles on which we thought that the

relations between the Porte and the Sultan's subjects could be estab-

lished. These communications were occurring constantly between Her
Majesty's Government and the other five Powers, from the moment we
declined entering into the Berlin Memorandum, and gave our reasons

for so declining. There were on the part of all the great Powers
cordial attempts to act with us in every way which would bring about

a satisfactory termination, but by no Power have we been met so

cordially as by Russia." In the above the English premier stated

distinctly that the English Government did not remain idle. That,

through Lord Derby, they submitted to the Powers other propositions

;

that those propositions were frequently discussed by all the Powers
interested ; and that Russia gave them a most cordial consideration.

Now would any one believe that the above account was not true ; that

there was not a word of truth in it 1 That the English Government
did not put forth counter propositions, and that therefore no such
discussions ever took place? Lord Derby knew nothing about the

propositions he was said to have formulated. The Russian Government
(Dispatch, Nov. 22) knew nothing either of the propositions or the

discussion in reference to them ; nor is there a word in the Blue Books
respecting them. Then why was the speech made? To gull the

English people. And they were gulled.

During the whole of 1876 and '77, the mass of the people believed

the Government sincere in its professed hostility to Russia, and that
England would never see Turkey crushed. The Russo-Turkish war
began and continued month after month, but the English Government
did not declare war against Russia. It is true millions of money were
voted for war preparations, and we even brought black troops from
India. But we did not go to war. Russia was gradually crushing
Turkey ; still the English did not help the Turk. The English people
could not understand it. The Turkish Government at last became
impatient, distrustful. But England did not fight Russia. Turkey
became suspicious that all was not right; and on December 21, 1877,
Musurus Pacha, Turkish Minister at London, called on Lord Derby
at the Foreign Ofiice to know whether the English Government meant
to interfere on behalf of Turkey. At that time Turkey was straining

every nerve to hold her own as far as possible, and in England people
every day expected a declaration of war against Russia. Yet what
was Lord Derby's reply to the Turkish Minister 1 In a Dispatch of
Lord Derby's to Mr. Layard, our Minister at Constantinople, dated
Foreign Office, Dec. 21, 1877, Lord Derby said (par. 2): "As his

Excellency referred more than once to the possibility of English inter-

vention, I thought it right to repeat the warning which I had frequently
before given, namely, that no such intervention was to be expected,
but that Her Majesty's Government would adhere to the conditions of
neutrality which they had laid down." There was no mistaking this

declaration of the English Government. Yet the Turkish Government
could not believe that England had determined to abandon her to her
fate. On Jan. 12, 1878, the Turkish Minister made a last effort. He
again appealed to the English Government; and Lord Derby, in a
dispatch of the same date, addressed to Mr. Layard (par. 2), said, in

reply to the enquiry of the Turkish Minister whether the English

Government would not assist the Porte :
" I said that I feared not

;

that, as I had told him from the beginning, we were not prepared to

give military assistance to Turkey." And all this time the people

foolishly believed the Government were determined not to let Turkey

be lost.

But worse remains to be told. Not only were the Government
gulling the English people ; not only were they deceiving the Turkish

Government ; but at the very moment they were spending millions in

war preparations, they were hand and glove with Russia. Take the

following as one piece of evidence. On Dec. 14, 1877, the Turkish

Minister called on Lord Derby at the Foreign Office, and enquired if

the English Government knew anything of the conditions of peace

Russia intended to impose upon Turkey. Lord Derby declared they
did not (dispatch to Mr. Layard, same date, par. 2). Mark well the

above date. Now would any one for a moment believe, after Lord
Derby's denial, that the English Government did know what those

conditions were to be ? Would any one think it possible that in the

June previous the Russian Government, sure of the synpathy of the

English Government, had communicated to them the very conditions

to be imposed upon Turkey when peace did come? Yet such was
actually the case. During the whole of the six months from June 1877,

and at the very moment Lord Derby declared to Musurus Pacha that

he knew nothing of the intended conditions of peace, the Russian
Memorandum containing those conditions was in the Foreign Office.

And not only in the Foreign Office, but in the possession of every

one of her Majesty's Ministers. When Lord Derby left the Foreign

Office and Lord Salisbury became Foreign Secretary, the Conservatives-

pretended that only Lord Derby knew of those conditions. Mr. J.

Mundella wrote to Lord Derby on the subject, and this is Lord Derby's

reply :
" 23 St. James's, London, April 12, 1878. Dear Sir,—I thank

you for your note of yesterday. The story of the Memorandum of

June last containing the proposed Russian terms of peace having been
kept back from the Cabinet is a ridiculous fiction. It was in the hands
of my colleagues within a few hours of its being placed in mine," etc..

Nor was that Memorandum made public till Feb. 1878, and after we
had given the Turkish Minister a final answer that we should not fight

Russia.

When Turkey found how she had been deceived by England, she

accepted the Russian terms of peace as contained in the Memorandum
above referred to. These were embodied in the Treaty of San Stefano,

March 26. On April 1, Lord Salisbury sent forth his flaming dispatch,

that her Majesty's Government would never agree to the terms of that
treaty, pointing out the various conditions one by one, all of which her
Majesty's Government would resist. On May 30, the same Lord Salis-

bury signed a secret Agreement with Count Schouvaloff, Russian
Minister at St. James's, agreeing, not only that Russia should have all

she wanted, but that at the Congress (of Berlin) about to assemble the
English plenipotentiaries should stand by and support those of Russia.

That was followed by another secret agreement with Turkey, whom
we were still deceiving, and by which we obtained Cyprus.
But it may be asked, did not the English plenipotentiaries at the

Berlin Congress save the Turkisli Empire? No. On the contrary,

Turkey lost, through their actioii, far more than she would have lost

by the Treaty of San Stefano. By the latter treaty she would have
lost 78,550 square miles of territory and 4,539,000 of population. By
the Treaty of Berlin she lost 95,588 square miles of territory and
5,382,000 of population. She therefore lost 17,038 square miles and
843,000 of population more than she would have lost by the former
treaty. By the Treaty of San Stefano Austria would not have been
aggrandised at the expense of Turkey. But by the direct action of the
English plenipotentiaries Austria received no less than 28,125 square
miles of territory and 1,061,000 of population. What a glorious peace
with honour !

Take one other instance. During May 1876 there was a debate in

the House of Commons on the Central Asian question, and on the 10th
Disraeli said : "So far from being alarmed at the progress of Russia,

he saw no reason why Russia should not conquer Tartary as England
had conquered India." Two days later he received, through Lord
Loftus, our ambassador at St. Petersburg, the thanks of the Russian
Government for his candid defence of Russian interests in Asia.

Such is the work of secret diplomacy. A disgrace to the age and a
curse to the world. Is it strange that England should be distrusted,

and condemned as the hypocrite of nations ? May the coming social

revolution free us from this curse and scourge ! J. Sketchley.

Hostility to the Jubilee Celebration in South Wales.—The move-
ment in South Wales for celebrating the Queen's Jubilee is, says the Central
News, in many directions meeting with absolute failure. The mention of

her Majesty's name was received with groans and hisses at a public meeting
at Llaiielly on Saturday, and an amendment to the effect that no local cele-

bration should be made was carried by a large majority. On Monday, a
deputation waited upon the Neath Town Council, urging that body to carry
out the wishes of a public meeting recently held with reference to the local

celebration, but the corporation resolved to take no action in the matter,
and refused to vote the requisite funds. The jubilee committee at Cardiff,

on Monday evening, decided to proceed no further with the movement in

that town unless the corporation consented to vote a larger sum of money
for the purpose, and a letter was received from the Cardiff Trades' Council,
which had been invited to co-operate, stating that it could not recommend
the trades " to do anything in the shape of servile admiration of a well-paid
servant of the State."

The best gifts of life—^leisure and liberty—they are the twin genii that the
poor can never see.

—

Ouida,
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THE LABOUR STRUGIGLE.
This department is under the direction of the Strike Committee. Labour Neivs

and Contributions to the Fund should be sent to T. Binning, at the Offices.

BKITAIN.
A National Conference of Ironworkers is to take place at Manchester

shortly. The conference will be thoroughly representative, and important
questions affecting the iron industry will be discussed. Manchester Socialists

ought to be on the alert.

The Miners Eiots.—Several men, charged with theft at the Coatbridge

riots, after having been in prison 28 days, were discharged with an '^ admon-
ition." The sheriff remarked that there was now no chance of the riots being

renewed, and the solicitor for the men gave them excellent characters.

Threatened Strike of Welsh Miners.—Notices have been posted up
by the miners at most of the Ruabon and Wrexham collieries, demanding an
advance of 10 per cent, in wages, to commence by March 14. It is believed

that the men will propose a reduction of their hours of labour to eight per

day, and also a reduction in the price they pay for coal for their own use.

The Strike at Aberdeen.—The strike at Broadford Linen Works, Aber-
deen, terminated on the 10th, when the whole of the employes resumed work
at the old rate of wages. The works were closed for a week, 2500 persons

being thrown idle. The demand of the workers was that their pay be
increased at the rate of 5 per cent.

Eeduction of Wages.—Notice has been given of a reduction of w^ages at

the Bother Vale Colliery Company. The men refuse to accept, and 220 men
and boys will come out on strike at the expiration of the fourteen days'

notice.—The whole of the men employed by the Clay Cross Colliery Company
have also received notice of a reduction, which they will resist.—The build-

ing employes of Birmingham intend making a stand against a further reduc-

tion of wages. The books of the Society show a decrease in the number of

men unemployed. A proposed reduction was successfully resisted at Gates-

head and Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Eawtenstall.—Cribbing Time.—At a certain weaving shed in this dis-

trict it is no uncommon thing to run thirty minutes per day over and above
the time prescribed by law, and the extent to which this abominable prac-

tice is carried on in this district is making the law a dead letter. At the

above mentioned shed, the engineer was remonstrated with by the owner
for not running more overtime, whereupon the engineer replied that he
thought that half an hour per day is sufficient. The weavers have also to

take the waste and fetch the weft during the breakfast time, thus again

curtailing the time allowed for meals.

Walsall.—The committee appointed at the pit's-head conference at Wal-
sall on the 20th ult., to draw up notices to present to the employers for an
advance of miners' wages, met at Walsall on March 9. It was found that

the necessity for the Carnock Chase miners to give notice had been obviated

for the present at least by their employers having agreed to an interview

with the representatives of the men at Birmingham on the 17th inst. Dis-

satiaifaction was expressed at the course taken by the employers in the other

parts of the district in refusing to meet deputations from the men officially,

and it was decided that a circular.-should be sent to all the employers in the

districts, asking them to meet deputations at as early a date as possible, with

a view to an amicable settlement. It was also decided to appoint a deputa-

tion to wait upon such employers.

Miners' Wages.—A conference between the Lanarkshire coal-masters and
miners has been held at Glagow. The masters proposed a sliding scale, the .

pits to be open twelve days a fortnight, and no workman to interfere with

others regarding the amount of work done. The delegates of the men re-

plied they would rather starve than accept these conditions. They demanded
an advance of sixpence unconditionally before considering a sliding scale.

The conference thus terminated without result.—At a conference between
the Airdrie, Slamannan, and Bathgate coal-masters and men, the masters

offered the immediate advance of sixpence on condition that the men work
eleven days per fortnight and eight hours daily ; fourteen days notice

mutually before strikes, lock-outs, and reduction or advance of wages, and
a mutual arrangement of the sliding scale. The men accepted the condi-

tions. Notices have been posted by the miners at most of the collieries in

the Kuabon and Wrexham districts demanding an advance of 10 per cent,

in wages, to commence by March 14. A general stand-out is feared.

It appears that the strike in the Northumberland coal trade is complicated

by the dual nature of the coal in the county, pits being hard and soft, steam

and household, on even the same collieries. At the Walker Colliery the

men have sent a resolution to the miners' executive, asking that they try to

secure an interview between the owners and miners of soft or house-coal

collieries in the county, with a view of having the difference settled and
work resumed in these pits. It is generally admitted that the rate of wages

in Durham ought to govern those of the soft-coal collieries in Northumberland,

seeing that the latter compete in the same market as the house-coal coals of

Durham. It is understood that efforts will be made by the executive in the

direction indicated by the men. Thus an important section of the industry

in this vast district will be affected, and this may influence the duration of

the whole strike. Steam collieries are much more numerous and extensive

throughout Northumberland, and here the miners preserve an attitude of

dogged determination, and the coalmasters have given no sign of further

movement. Many of the men are in favour of referring the dispute to

arbitration.

Nottingham—Strike of Omnibus Conductors.—The residents of Sher-

wood and Sherwood-Eise were last Saturday morning put to considerable

inconvenience by the non-appearance of the late Nottingham General Omni-

bus Company's vehicles. Those who have patronised that company in

preference to the Tramway Company were disappointed seriously. Their

accustomed carriages were absent from the road during the first hours of

running. The reason was discovered later on, when it appeared that the

conductors had refused to work. They did this as a protest against the

course the official liquidator of the company adopted towards them. He
.had recently prosecuted and convicted two of their number for stealing small

.sums of money they received as fares, and they considered it harsh and un-

reasonable, theirs being a very hard case, they having to work fourteen

fioxirsfa-day, without intermission, or any kind of relief for meal times, for

10s.»per week. In the course of the da/'some of the conductors were induced

to return to their work, and a few of the omnibuses were got on to the road.

There was great excitement along the road, those who went to work being
fefCiotedi- iAtll the old baoda were tv^med *way two weeks ago, and the men
on strike are a new lot. Starvation or 10s. : free contract.—J. P.

THE "SWEATING" SYSTEM.

A meeting convened by the London Tailors' Machinists' Society took place

on Saturday night at the School-rooms, Brick Lane, Bethnal Green, for the

purpose of "explaining and condemning the sweating system." Mr. W.
Thompson occupied the chair. Mr. L. Lyons pointed out that the evils of

" sweating," which caused the workers to labour from six or seven o'clock in

the morning until ten or eleven o'clock at night, did not end there, because

the neighbourhoods in which the system was carried on became crowded,
and rents accordingly rose. One of the chief causes of the miseries produced
by sweating was, he considered, the teaching of men only a divisional part

of their trade, which left them, in consequence of their ignorance of its other

details, victims to the sweater. Eesolutions were eventually carried to the

eft'ect that the sweating system inflicted serious injury physically, morally,

and socially upon the workers, and that the Govenment should appoint a

Eoyal Commission to enquire into it ; and that the present staff of factory-

inspectors in East London was insufficient, and that six more, including two
women, should be appointed to overlook the tailoring trade.

The Dublin Evening Telegraph of March 10 has a striking article on the

subject of " sweating," giving details as to the manner in which it is carried

on, and the extent to which it prevails in Dublin. It is stated that one-

sixth of the whole tailoring work is performed by sweaters, that every

Dublin tailor employs some, and in many cases where the work is said to be
done on the premises a few men are kept.only partially employed as a blind.

As an instance of the way in which " the. middleman 'sweats ' gold-dust from
his wretched underlings, just as the Jews used to ' sweat ' gold-dust from the

current gold coin of the realm," a case is cited where " one particular master

sweater occupies a country house himself, and gives employment to fifteen

or twenty sweaters in making trousers alone. The master sweater or middle-

man receives from the tailor so much more than the wages which he pays to

the sweaters that he does not require to do any of the manual work himself."

The Amalgamated Society of Tailors have done all they can to oppose the

system, but the evil has now become too great for them to deal with

;

and as the writer of the article very pertinently observes, " when authorities

on hygenie matters and some of our leading Dublin physicians have con-

demned the system as being a source of contagion to the public and of

degradation to the workers, it is to the interest of society that some remedy
should be devised, if not to remove the evil, at least to lessen the danger."

" TEUCKING."

The miners have long been complaining about infringements of the Truck
Act, which it was alleged is still ram^pant in Scotland. In order that some
authoritative statement on the subject might be obtained, the Home Depart-
ment of the Government instructed Mr. Eedgrave, chief inspector of factories,

to visit the districts where " trucking " was alleged to be carried on, and
make a report. His report has just been issued, and we are bound to say
that it reveals a state of things of which we had no conception. Speaking of

Scotland, and especially of Lanarkshire, it appears that whilst the men are

commonly paid fortnightly, or monthly, there are still numerous cases

where they are only paid eight, and in some cases four times a-year. We
can well understand what an opening this syBteni w4ll give for trucldng.

The men want something to be going on with, ^nd one way of granting it is

!

by giving the men advances, or, as we call it, "sub," and charging interest

for the money. Mr. Eedgrave obtained the actual rateS *of seventeen collier-

ies, at which it ranged from sixpence in the pound to one shilling for twelve.

As the collieries generally pay fortnightly, this would be for about one week.
One colliery manager was good enough to supply further particulars, from
which it appeared that their average "sub" during the fortnight reached
^40. This was all deducted from the hard-earned wages of the men each
pay day, along with the interest. For a year this latter item came to .£43,

6s. 8d. for the use of .£40 for about a week in each fortnight, so that the

colliery proprietor received over 200 per cent, to say nothing of the fact

that the men had already earned the money on which interest was paid.

Then deductions are made for rent, medical attendance, for sharpening tools

(picks), and other matters. Some of the employers also have stores, which
their men are not compelled (?) to deal at, but there is no objection to them
doing so if they please. Perhaps the best view of this system is given by
what is called a " pay line." This is a pay sheet, on one side of which is

marked the quantity of coal got, the rate of pay, and the amount due. On
the other is printed the heads of the various items which may have to be
deducted, and the balance, if any, is then paid over to the workman. In
order that we may not be accused of exaggeration, we give the list of possible

deductions, which are grouped under the following heads : Eent, poor and
other rates, gas, coal, store supplies, house repairs, surgeon, school, reading-

room, cash advances, chimney-sweeping, under-hand. It will thus be seen

that where this system is in force the collier is not supposed to be able to

attend to any of the duties of civilised life. We question if the old Lanca-
shire cotton lords ever did anything like this. The list we have given does

not (as some others do) include anything for pick-sharpening ; but it appears
that in a colliery employing 400 men the profit to the employers on this

business reaches £140, 4s. per annum.

—

Cotton Factory Times.

SCOTTISH MINERS AND THEIR MASTERS.
The much talked-of Conference between the Lanarkshire miners and their

masters took place in Glasgow last week. As it had been rumoured that

the masters intended to submit, as a condition of their granting an advance
of 6d. per day, various rules and regulations of an objectional character, the

delegates were instructed to discuss only the question of wages, and to

entertain no other proposals until the stipulated advance of 6d. per day was
conceded.

On the first day of the Conference the men stated their demand. The
masters replied that they could not grant any advance unless better arrange-

ments as to future work were agreed to by the men. The delegates stated

that until the advance was first granted they could not discuss other points.

The meeting was therefore adjourned for three days to enable the delegates

to consult with their constituents.

On Friday the conference was resumed, when it was ascertained that the

miners had unanimously instructed their delegates to adhere to their original

demand. The masters then put forward an ultimatum to the following

effect :
" That the men must keep the pits working six days a week instead

of five days as at present, that they muat agree to give a fortnight's notice

of strikes or holidays, and that no workmen shall interfere with a fellow-

workman regarding the amount of work done by him." The delegates
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stated

pressed surprise at the despotic character of these rules. One of them

siated that rather than accept any of these stipulations he would fight to

the last drop of his blood. Eobert Steele, Motherwell, m a ringing speech,

condemned the proposals, and announced the determination of the delegates

The resolute and manly attitude taken up by the Lanarkshire miners'

delegates, is one of the pleasantest incidents in the recent labour struggle.

That they and their constituents should agree rather to lose the advance of

6d., to obtain which they recently suffered so much, than accept conditions

that would destroy their union and place them under the heel of their

masters, is a hopeful sign indeed. I cannot help saying that the Lanark-

shire miners have in their present conflict with their masters shown a spirit

of resolute resistance and determination^ to assert the claims of labour,

th^t does them great credit and gives their Socialist sponsors some reason

to feel proud of them.
A conference also took place on Friday between the Airdrie and Slam-

mannan miners and their masters. The miners' delegates in this case did

not display nearly so much manly independence as did their Lanarkshire

brethren.
" They agreed to recommend their constituents to accept a modifi-

cation of their masters' terms, namely, that they work eleven days a fort-

night or give fourteen day's notice of cessation of work, and adopt a sliding

scale, on which conditions the masters were willing to grant an advance of

6d. per day.

Ar a meeting of the Scottish Federation of Miners held in Glasgow on

Saturday, a resoRitioii was passed approving the conduct of the Lanarkshire

delegates, and recommending the men not to accept the master's terms. The
conference also recommended that a national strike be organised to compel

the masters to concede an advance of wages. J. B. Glasier.

WITH THE NORTHUMBERLAND MINERS.

The miners of Northumberland are taking to Socialisni in splendid style. Last

week, with the co-operation of J. E, Williams and J. Hunter Watts, I addressed

over a dozen meetings. Nearly all the centres of the colliery districts in North-
umberland have been visited, and on every occasion the meetings have been most
successful. The miners come in great crowds, and are very enthusiastic. The
most encouraging and significant thing about the situation is that mere Radicalism
and the ordinary lame-footed movement no longer satisfies the miners. They are

ripe for a really revolutionary movement, and will soon be orsjanised into one.

The grumbling and general dissatisfaction M'ith Burt and his like is very open
and general. Of course no personal attack upon these gentlemen has been made
by the Socialist speakers. The weakness of their principles and the folly of their

present action gives plenty of ground for comment. Our strong and telling point

has been, not that they have professed principles which they have not acted up
to, but that their highest aims, if fully realised, would be of little, if any, i?ise.

The miners see this ; they have learnt it by bitter experience ; and they are

anxious for new and more spirited methods and more definite and thorough-
going plans. ,

For next week we have issued a plan of campaign with eleven meetings, several

at towns adjoining Newcastle, but chiefly at the collieries. On Sunday last

Williams and I went to South Shields and had a very good meeting. W^e have
arranged to go to North and South Shields next Sunday. The change in the
weather has been a drawback, as many collieries have nothing in. the way of a
decent-sized meeting-place. The co-operative halls are very convenient, but, as

yet, not very plentiful. We generally take them when they are to be had if the
weather is at all unfavourable. Our smallest meetings amongst the miners num-
ber 400 to 500, and we often have audiences of 1500 and 2000. Sometimes the
village parson or the village doctor turns out to watch and criticise ; but they
are always civil, for Socialism is exceedingly popular now, and not to be treated
with disrespect. Northumbrian parsons, on the whole, are rather nice fellows.

They are a little more able and much more genial than most.
1 cannot say much of the strike itself this week ; but later on I shall have some

very rough-edged things indeed to say about it, and things connected with it.

34 Albert Street, Shieldfield, Newcastle. J. L. Mahon.

Eelease of Crofters.—At eight o'clock on Monday morning, six crofters

from Kilmuir, Skye, wdio were sentenced by Lord Mure at the High Court
of Justiciary, Edinburgh, last December, to three months' imi^risonment for

rioting and deforcing a sheriff's officer in Skye, were liberated. They were
received at the Edinburgh prison gates by about 100 sympathisers, who
marched in procession to an hotel, where the crofters were entertained at

breakfast, and afterwards presented with £1 each to help them to make their

journey home.

Civilised Savagery.—In a private letter from a friend in Madagascar
comes the following account of the methods adopted by the French Govern-
ment to " extend civilisation " in that island :

—" In the Madagascar Times
there is a fearful account of the French in their treatment of some of the
tribes on the south-west coast. They send commission agents (natives) into

the interior to inform the Bara (name of a tribe who live in the south) that
they buy slaves, and five kilogramme of gunpowder are paid to the com-
mission natives for each man brought to Tolia and sold. The Bara go about
and catch whom they can and put a rope round their necks, and with their
hands tied behind them these captives are brought to Tolia in gangs of six

or seven every day and taken to the French and sold at a price. I enclose a
list : 2 to 20 kegs of gunpowder, £2 ; 2 flint muskets, £\ 4s. ; 2 pieces of

French blue cloth, 12s.; 3 4-gallon cooley pots, 8s.; 100 bullets, 100 flints,

100 brass nails, 2 bowls, 2 jugs, 2 knives, and 2 mirrors, £1 ; totaJ, £b 4s.

These slaves on arrival are untied and put in irons, and if the poor wretches
say a word they are ill-used in a most shameful wav, and some even die from
the eff'ects of this ill-treatment. They are afterwards sent to Nosi-Vey to

work, in irons, until a vessel leaves for Reunion, when they are shipped, in

irons, to that French Colony. Only a few days ago some twenty natives came
to Tolia to sell tobacco to the traders. The poor men had come a long way,
and the natives here were encouraged by the French to catch them. Seven
were caught and sold here. Slavery is carried on openly and to a very great
extent. The schooner * Venus ' on her last trip took thirty-three men and
women from Nosi-Yey, and now we have a British brig, the "Town of
Liverpool,' which will leave at the end of this month, and will it is reported
take a lot of slaves for the Reunion market. I believe by what I am told
they fetch £30 to £40 per head. Good profit !

"

.
The reformer labours for the future. His ruling passion is duty. He is not

perplexed with the corroding calculations of interest or popularity. The states-
man is necessarily a trimmer and a ternporiser. He labours for the present, and
secures the honours and huzzas of the hour.—Joseph Cov:en.

COEKESPONDENCE.

THE AMBLESIDE RAILWAY BILL.

The Knoll, Ambleside, March 13.

May I add a few words to your note on Tom Muse's letter on this subject

in yesterday's Commonweal^ apropos of your statement that the proposed Ta,U-

way would lower wages ? ^rnvt^ ^^^%

By the introduction of thousands of men willing to work at fourpence per

hour, into the district between Ambleside and Thirlmere, the Manchester

Corporation Waterworks has already reduced the rate of wages paid to la-

bouring men here by one halfpenny per hour. Of course the railway would
reduce it further by bringing men seeking work from Kendal and the Lanca-

shire towns, a result probably hoped for by those " employers of labour " who
are so ardently desirous of " railway privileges."—Yours truly,

Christina D. Hills.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices; 13 Farringdon Road, E.G.

Lessons in French.—Comrade Victor Dave has kindly volunteered to give

lessons in French at the ofiices of the League on Tuesday evenings, at 8 o'clock.

The names of those desiring to join the class should be sent to the secretary.

Outdoor Propaganda. --The Council have passed the following resolution :—
" That the speakers at Hyde Park invite the audience to keep within the railings

so as not to obstruct the foot-paths ; and that all members of the League attend-

ing such meetings be careful not to obstruct the foot-ways on such occasions."

Reports for " Commonweal."—Branch Secretaries are requested to make
their reports as brief as possible, dealing with points of general interest as to the

progress of the propaganda, rather than attempting to give the substance of the

lectures, for which there is not space, even if it were otherwise desirable. Notices

should be confined to purely business announcements and written separately.

Reports and Notices should be addressed to the "Printer," and cannot be guaran-

teed insertion unless they reach the office by 2 p.m. on Tuesday.

Re-opening of Library. — On Monday, March 21st, the Library will be

re-opened for the use of those members who are clear on the Library Record.

It must be intimated that a large number of books are still out, and those

members who are defaulters cannot use the Library until their books are re-

turned. The Rule relating to a One Penny fine for each week for books kept

over a fortnight must be enforced from March 21. A List of Books still out can

be seen at 13, Farringdon Road. It is suggested by the Librarians that much
confusion and delay will be prevented by each borrower purchasing the ' Library

Catalogue,' price 2d. Subscriptions will be gladly acknowledged for the pur-

chasing of new books, binding, etc., etc.

Received for Library Fund: G., 2d.; H. A. Barker, 3d.; E. Snelling, Is.

Lena Wardle & Wm. Blundell, Librarians.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
Birmingham, Hackney, Hull, Leeds, North London, to August 31. Manchester,

Merton, Norwich, to October 31. Bradford, to November 30. Croydon, Ham-
mersmith, Leicester, South London, to Dec. 31, 1886. Lancaster, to January 31.

Bloomsbury, Clerkenwell, Walsall, to February 28. Hoxton (Labour Emancipa-
tion League), Oxford, to March 31, 1887.

STRIKE COMMITTEE.
Anon., £2, 10s.; V. D., Is. T. Binning, Treasurer.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
E. B. B. (weekly), Is.; T. B. (weekly), 6d. ; W. B. (weekly), 6d. ; M. M.

(three weeks), 3s. Ph. W., Treasurer, March 15.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
Our comrade Mowbray, who has been sentenced to nine months's imprisonment,

leaves his wife and five children totally unprovided for. The costs of the trial

amounted to £60 ; this has to be paid and the wife and family of Mowbray pro-
vided for during his imprisonment. This means altogether at least £100. Hen-
derson has received sentence of four months' imprisonment. You are earnestly
appealed to, to give them all the assistance you can.

Already acknowledged, £27, 9s. 4d. Baker, 6d. R. M., 5s. Arthur, 6d.
Oxford Branch (per C. J. F.), 10s. Croydon Branch (per Thorrington), 5s. 4d.
Per Cantwell: Hyde Park, 2s. l^d. ; Regent's Park, 3s. lO^d. P. Webb, Is.

For Mrs. Moichray—A few Fabians, per Annie Besant (weekly), 10s. Collected
by Mrs. Taylor, 16s. 6d.—Total, £30, 4s. 2d. J. Lane, Treasurer.

BRANCH REPORTS.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, March 9, Thos. J. Dalziel lectured to a good

audience on " The Happier Epoch," which was, in fact, Socialism as perfect as
the lecturer could imagine it, although he did not suggest finality. After de-
picting the probable state of art, science, language, race, etc., that would be
produced by the creation of less crude conditions, the lecturer wound up by
answering a number of questions, but carefully avoided being drawn out as to
the exact period which would elapse ere this "happier epoch" arrived. On
Sunday, March 13th, a very interesting debate took place between T. E. Wardle
and J. L. Lyons, L.P.D.L., the subject being " Has Socialism Caused the Present
Distress ?" Our friend Lyons maintained that it had, Wardle took the negative.
After each had given their views on the question, the audience, which was a
good one, certainly seemed in favour with the Socialist speaker. Literature has
sold fairly well.—W. B. and T. E. W., sees.

Croydon.—On Sunday evening, Thomas vShore delivered an address on *' The
Land Question according to the Poets." He read numerous extracts from Irish
poetry, and from the poetry of Burns, Shelley, Byron, and others to show how
great a part the question of landholding plays in much of our poetry.—A. T.
Garrett and Summerstown.—Last Sunday, we held an open-air meeting at

this station opposite the "Plough Inn." Attendance not so large as previous,
owing to severe weather. Gommonioeal sold^well. Comrades Eden, Harrison,
and Kitz addressed the meeting. Three sergeants, one inspector, and one super-
intendent listened attentively to our exposition of Socialism, under which we
gently explained to them they would be following the avocation they were
evidently intended for, namely, cultivation of the soil, instead of stupidly gazing
at a few people holding a meeting and trying to intimidate them.—F. Kitz.
Hackney.—Last Sunday, a very large meeting at the " Salmon and Ball " was

addressed by Westwood, Sparling, and Davis. We also held a meeting in the
Broadway, London Fields, Graham and Flockton speaking. In the evening, W.
Morris gave a very interesting lecture on " Monopoly." There was slight oppo-
sition from a railway working-man. Good sale of Commomveal.—H. M., sec.
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Hammersmith.—On Sunday, March 13, W. Clarke,

of the Fabian Society, lecturing on '
' Fallacies of

Emigration," pointed out while exports and imports
to British possessions had increased from £86,926,424
in 1860, to £189,820,426 in 1883, and to foreign
countries from £375,520,224 to £732,328,649 during
same period, or more than doubled, the population,
which in 1860 was 29,000,000, in 1883 was only
36,000,000. From these figures it was evident that
although the population is increasing, the production
of wealth is augmented at a still more rapid rate.

The lecturer said that the production of wealth goes
on fastest in the most thickly populated countries, and
he justly characterised as absurd the proposal to in-

crease wealth by diminishing the number of wealth
producers.—W.
HoxTON. — On Sunday, March 13, A. K. Donald

lectured on "Socialism and Political Economy" to a
good audience, followed by a lively discussion. Four
new members made.—E. P.

MitchAM.—On Sunday evening, in our club-room,
comrade Gregory lectured on " Socialism as it was, is,

and will be." Much interest was shown, and the
speaker concluded with an earnest appeal for organi-
sation. Good discussion. —S. G.
Edinburgh.—On Monday, March 7th, in FreeTron

Hall, Edward Garpenter lectured to a good audience
on " Modern Commerce." He maintained that
modem commercialism tended to destroy the human
basis of our relationship one to another, and to sub-
stitute the cash connection. A most animated dis-

cussion followed. One person seemed to think that
the capitalist might be moralised, but the sense of the
meeting was that nothing less than a complete change
of the system would be any cure. Fair sale of litera-

ture.—G.
Glasgow.—On Thursday, comrade Muirhead lec-

tured on Socialism to an audience of ov^er 100 persons
at Bridge of Weir, the Free Church minister occupy-
ing the chair. The lecture was very favourably re-

ceived, and gave rise to a good discussion. On Sunday
afternoon, Glasier gave a lecture on "The Queen's
Jubilee " to the Irish Literary Society. The lecturer

made the Jubilee fad a peg whereon he hung a deal of

Socialism. In the discussion which followed. Socialism
was favourably criticised. In the evening, in Hall,
comrade Muirhead delivered a lecture on ** Silly v.

Sensible Socialism," which was a reply to Professor
Flint's Edinburgh lectures. Muirhead pointed out
that the Socialism which the professor attacked was
a silly hypothesis of the professor's own imagination.
He criticised the lectures in detail, and showed con-

clusively the professor's ignorance of the Socialist

principles.—J. B. G.
Hull.—On6thinst., a chapter on "Competition"

from A. Besant's ' Modern Socialism,' was read and
discussed. On 13th inst., the Besant-Foote debate
was discussed. Mahon's short visit has been produc-
tive of much good, many persons having been led to

give up their previous erroneous ideas about So-

cialism.—E. T.

Lancaster.—Although, owing to prejudice, we are

still without a meeting-place, we keep the ball of

agitation rolling, and what is more, gathering. We
applied for the occupation of the Oddfellows' Hall
here, but certain trustees of the swag-belly order

turned up at the committee meeting of the "autho-
rities " thereof, after a prolonged absence from the

same, and in spite of the vigorous protest of the

sympathising working-men, who are evidently only

executive when the aforesaid permit, the application

of the Socialists was squelched. Several comrades
are suffering already by boycott and discharge for

havmg the courage of their convictions. We are

holding meetings from this date forward, at 11 a.m.,

OH the Quayside. On Sunday, Wyatt and Leonard
Hall addressed a meeting.—L. H.
Norwich.—Last Sunday, we had our comrade H.

A. Barker with us from London. He held a very
good meeting on St. Mary's Plain at 1 1 , speaking to a
sympathetic body of working-men on the Labour
Question. In the Market Place at 3, our comrade
addressed a large meeting, taking for his subject
" Socialist Morality," which was listened to through-
out with marked attention ; 4s. 6d. was collected for

Defence Fund. In the evening, comrade Barker lec-

tured at the Gordon Hall on " Spiritual and Material
Consolation " in a manner which gave great satisfac-

tion. This week end we shall be celebrating the Paris

Commune, several London comrades being expected

io take part. We made five new members.—T. M.

Grimsby.—On 6th inst., Biakelock and Teesdale
(Hull) spoke to about 200 people in the Freeman
Street, Market Place, for about an hour. Another
meeting was afterwards held at the Hall of Science,

when about 70 were present, and a number of names
were given in for the formation of a Socialist Society.

-E. T.

Warrington.—At the weekly meeting of the War-
rington Wesleyan Mutual Improvement Society on
W^ednesday last week, a paper was read by Mr. W.
Chapman on " Poverty : Its Cause and Cure." Deal-
ing with the subject from a Socialistic point of view,
the essayist said that ignorance was the primary cause
of pauperism, men being unable to understand even
the first principles that should govern human society

—viz., truth, justice, and love; and the bad social

condition, causing disparaging inequalities, was the
immediate and determining cause. He held that the
remedy lies in first educating the human mind to

enable mankind to perceiv^e the causes of the evil, in

the union of the workers in all lands, to confer with
each other in order to decide upon a common course

and a common object, and in their hearty co-operation

to achieve the common good of all. This was followed
by a somewhat animated discussion, the bulk of the

members agreeing with the views of the essavist.

LECTURE DIARY.
London Branches.

Bloomshury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street.

Friday March 18, at 8.30. Lecture.

GlerkemcelL—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Earring

-

don Road, -E.G. Sunday March 20, at 8.30 p.m.
A Lecture. Wednesday 23, at 8.30. Dr. Aveling.

Croydon.—Royal County House, West Croydon Station
Yard. Sunday Mar. 20. W. Utley, "Socialists and
Radicals."—Committee Meeting every Friday at

8 p.m. sharp, at Parker Road.
Hackney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11. Business
Meeting every Tuesday at 8.30. On Saturday, March
19, Free Concert to welcome our comrade Allman.
On Sunday March 20, at 8.30., D. Nicoll, "The
Benevolent Middle Class."

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday March 20, at 8 p.m. Hubert Bland (Fabian
Society), " What State interference means."—
Annual Meeting of Members at 6 p.m.

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—New premises, 2 Crondall Street,

New North Road, Sunday March 20, at 8 p.m. A.
Howard (Christian Socialist Society), " Christian
Socialism."—Members' meeting Friday March 18th,

at 8 p.m. Important business.

Me/rton.—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

Mitcham.—Comer of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Sunday March 20, at 8.30. T. E. Wardle will lecture.

11.30.. .St. Pancras Arches The Branch
1 1 . 30 . . .Walham Green—Station The Branch
3. 30 . . .Hyde Park (near Marble Arch) The Branch
3. 30. . . London Fields—Broadway Flockton

Davis

Wednesday 23.

8. 30...London Fields—Broadway Davis, Graham.

Provinces.—Sunday.

Norwich.—St. Mary's Plain, 11 ; Market Place, 3.

Leeds.—Hunslet Moor, 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Humberston Gate, 11 a.m.

Dublin.—On Saturday evening, at the Working-
men's Club, Wellington Quay, before an audience of

about 300, principally artisans, a debate took place

on " Free Trade or Protection." One of the speakers,

James Keegan, an American, pointed out that neither

Free Trade nor Protection would bring any relief to

the workers ; that their condition could only be im-

proved by the overthrow of the present system of

Society. He was well received. On Sunday, about

4 o'clock, about 1500 mostly unemployed labourers

assembled at Beresford, and marched thence to the

Phoenix Park. From the base of the Wellington

Monument stirring addresses, all of a Socialist nature,

were delivered by Keegan, J. B. Killen, and Mr. Hall.

Large quantities of Socialist leaflets were distributed.

It is satisfactory to note that the Socialist propaganda
is being favourably received by the workers here, and
is making some progress at present, although carried

on less ostentatiously than last year. This is partly

due to the prevailing distress, and to the fact that the
-workers are beginning to see that their so-called

leaders are unable and unwilling to do anything to

better their condition.—0. K.

Country Branches.

BinrjUy.—Coffee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.
Birmingham.—Carr's Lane Coflfee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Reading Room and Li-

brary open every Wednesday evening, 8 till 10.

—

In Free Tron Hall, Monday March 21, at 8 o'clock.

Percival Chubb, "The Inner Spirit of Socialism."

Admission Is., 6d., and 3d.

Fulham.—Address Sec, 34 May Street.

Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily.

Hamilton.—Branch meets every Thursday at 7.30 in

Baton's Hall, Chapel Street.

Hull.—11 Princess Street, Sykes Street. Lectures on
Sunday at 7 p.m. Class for study of Carruthers'
' Commercial and Communal Economy,' on Thurs-

days at 8 p.m. March 20, " The Commune of Paris."

Lancaster.—No fixed meeting-place at present. On
Sunday mornings at 11, meetings will be held on
St. George's Quay.

Leicester.—Spiritualist Hall, Silver Street. Saturday,
March 19, at 8 p.m. Jas. Billson, " The Teachings
of Ruskin." March 26, Geo. Robson, "The Popu-
lation Fallacy."

Manchester.—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-
chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-

ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every
Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Norioich.—Gordon Hall, Duke St. Lecture and dis-

cussion every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m. Read-
ing-room open every day from 8.30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
A Public Meeting will be held on Saturday March 19,

at 8.30, to commemorate the glorious struggle made
by the workers of Paris to emancipate themselves

from the tyranny and oppression of the landlord

and capitalist class. Tochatti and others will speak,

Tochatti will also lecture on "The Commune "on
March 20 and 21.

Oic/brd—Temperance Hall, 25i Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

South Place Institute, Finsbury.—A series of

Debates on Socialism and Individualism will take place

during March. III. Sunday 20, at 4 p.m., Mr. Sidney

Webb (Fabian Society) versus Dr. T. B. Napier.

Cleveland Hall, 54 Cleveland Street (near Port-

land Road Station).—Sundays at 11.30 a.m. Mar. 20.

Joseph Lane, "The National Loaf, Who Earns and
Who Eats it."

Belfast.—Abercorn Hall, Victoria Street. Sunday
March 20, at 4.30, An address on Socialism by Samuel
Hayes.

The Socialists of Nottingham combined intend to

hold an International Celebration of the Paris Com-
mune on Friday March 18. Tea will be served at

7 o'clock, and after that an Entertainment will be

given, and Speeches delivered by Frenchmen and
Englishmen, to conclude with a dance.

PARIS COMMUNE.
An International Celebration of the Paris Commune

will take place at South Place Chapel, Finsbury,

E.G. (near Moorgate Street Station), on Thursday,

March 17 y at 8 p.m., when the following Resolution

will be proposed

:

" That this meeting of workers expresses its deep sympathy
with the heroic attempt of the workers of Paris to bring

about the emancipation of labour from the slavery of the

exploiting classes, an attempt which was only crushed by
mere violence on the part of those whose reign of robbery

was so rightly attacked by the Commnne of Paris."

The Societies taking part are : Fabian Society ; Social-

ist Union ; Socialist League ; International Working-

men's Clubs of Berners Street, Cleveland Hall, 49

Tottenham Street, and 23 Princes Square ; Autonomic
Group ; Freedom Group ; Scandinavian Group ; and
Franco-Italian Group.

Speeches in English by : Annie Besant, Charlotte

M. Wilson, A. K. Donald, R.Krapotkine, Frank Kitz,

J. R. Macdonald, W. Morris. Speeches will also be

delivered in French, German, and Italian.

The German Choir will sing at the commencement
and close of the meeting.

Admission Free.

Now ready, 2^0 pp., Is. M., post free; Cloth gilt,

2s. Sd., post free.

A REVIEW OF

EUROPEAN SOCIETY,
With an Exposition and Vindication of the Principles of

SOCIAL DEMOCRACY.
By J. SKETCHLEY,

Author of 'The Irish Question,' 'The Funding System,'
'German Democracy,' etc., etc.

With an Introduction by WILLIAM MORRIS.

The Work treats of all the great questions of the day—political,
social, and economical ; of Evu-opean thought during the present

century; the revolutionary movements of 1848-49—why they
failed ; the Paris Commune of 1871 ; etc., etc.

" This book is a remarkable production."— Christian

Socialist.

" Nowhere will be found so much important infor

mation in so short a space."

—

Justice.

" The book is admirable. It must be placed on the

shelf of the library of every earnest student of Social-

ism. "

—

Commonweal.

"A capital examination of civilised (?) society."

—

Anarchist.

Birmingham : J. Sketchley, 8 Arthur Place Parade.

THE AIMS OF ART.
By WILLIAM MORRIS.

Author of the " Earthly Paradise," etc.

Now Beady. Price 3d. Large Paper, 6d.

For sale at the office of this paper, 13 Farrincdon

Road, E.G., and at Reeves' and other principal News-

Open-air Propaganda—Sunday 20.

11.30.. .Hackney—"SalmonandBall" H. Graham
11. 30...Hammersmith—Beadon Rd The Branch
11.30...Hoxton Church, Pitfield Street ...Wade, Pope
1 1.30. . .Garrett—Plough Inn Eden, Kitz,

Harrison
11. 30...Regent's Park The Branch

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morris. . . . 2d.

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors) . .Id.

" All for the Cause ! " Song. Words by William
Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 4s. 6d.

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.

Fine hand-made large paper 6d.

Printed and PubHshed by William Morbis and Joskph hkjsm
at 18 Farrln^Qo Boad, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The press has of course busied itself over Mr. Gladstone's speech, and
various meanings favourable to this or that hope in the present crisis

have been drawn from it, with more or less ingenuity ; which ingenuity,

to say the truth, has not been less wasted that that which enables
people to write the Lord's prayer on a threepenny piece. Any one of

the guests at the dinner might have said, like Tennyson's Northern
Farmer, " I thought he'd said wha a' ought to have said, and I corned
awa." Mr. Gladstone had to say something, and make some show of
seeing through a grindstone, and giving those not gifted as himself the
advantage of his vision. It was a matter of course that he should
accomplish this feat with his usual skill in such exercises.

p.What his speech really amounted to was party defiance to the Tories

;

civility to the wavering Unionist Liberals ; and a statement that he
was in favour of Home Rule, and was prepared to make some conces-
sions. Since all this had to be said, let those of us who have read his

speech be glad that we have not got to do so again, and forget it.

Speaking, after all, will not change the position of affairs, which
quite simply is this. The feeling for Home Rule is spreading among
the English democracy ; everybody is noting that ; therefore the
Unionist Liberals are in terror for their seats, and in terror at the
prospect of eating their bold words. The Tories, who vaguely hoped
that they wouldn't^haye J;^l)ri5lg in a Coer(^^p),^.^£§iL^kl94 they have got
to do so, and know that it will undo themTandaSlEnglish politiciJ

parties are shuffling about from one foot to the other in an anguish of
doubt, because they know that the land' question must be dealt with
by one party after the other, each of whom will make a helpless mess
of it.

Keedless to dwell long on the fact that all this is accompanied by
rather more than the usual amount t)f conventional twaddle and lies to
conceal the fact that the mighty British Empire and its glorious Con-
stitution is being pushed against its will into what, considering its

circumstances, are revolutionary measures.

The new Irish Secretary is beginning about as well as possible for
the Nationalist cause. The arrest of Father Keller will answer its

purpose as far as the Irish are concerned. The setting the seal of
Peterloo on the police murder at Youghal by open approval of it, the
threats of violence and " thorough,"—all this will help to bind the
English democracy to the Irish cause. Certainly Mr. Balfour is turn-
ing out the very man that the Parnellites would have picked out if they
had had to choose. W ~

"

In contravention of the Corporation byelaws, a man at Newcastle
sent two children into the streets to sell matches. He was prosecuted,
the magistrates thought the byelaws invalid, but " stated \ case."
The case was heard the other day in the Queen's Bench and the bye-
laws were declared invalid.

But in the Bourgeois who, entrenched behind his money-bags, from
the misery and helplessness of others makes wealth flow to him, his

coward skin quite safe the while, we are constrained to recognise the
abstracted dehumanised power of capital alone.

The one depends upon a clear head and strong arm. The other

upon the class-monopoly of the means of life—a monstrosity begotten n ,

of ignorance and greed. H. H. Sj^t^ivCvwC^

More talk about extension of the punishment of flogging. The
benevolent cleric Horsley indeed expressly included this in his Pallr

Mallian scheme of improved prison discipline Thus can the brutal

instinct, even in parsonic minds, "abide so fierce and fell." That the

advocates of organised torture can proclaim their views without a blush

at the end of the nineteenth century is interesting to the Socialist.

But in spite of our antipathy to judicial tortube as part of a system,

we admit that there are cases where it might be useful. For instance

there are certain administrators of the law, chairmen of Quarter Ses-

sions, and at least one ex-Home-Secretary upon whom twenty-five lashes

with the "cat" might have a "deterrent" effect. There are some
natures you can only appeal to through their skins. We promise these

gentlemen that should the revolutionary tribunal of the future commtoe
of London decree them some such punishment, we will not interfere

with any of the sentimental arguments they so much deprecate.

E. B. B.c*^*<

SOCIALISM IN DENMARK IN 1886.

Socialism was rather long in finding its way into Denmark, notwith-

standing the close connexion between this country and Gemiahy. It

was not until 1871 that a real Socialistic movement arose, biit it looked

so trifling that at first it was rather disregarded, the red spectre might
easily be exorcised. But the scattered seed catue to a fine growth, new
seed was disseminated, and the bourgeosie became aware that its most
dangerous enemy had been acclimatised in Denmark. A little news-
paper, Socialisterij began to issue, and worked well to rouse tfie, work-
ing men. As in all other countries, the International was outlawed in

Denmark also, but instead of being suppressed Socialism by this even
got a new lift.

On the 10th of May, 1874, the first number of the Social Demo-
kraten appeared. The paper was a little daily, with but few subscribers.

It soon got wind, however, and, notwithstanding the attacks of our
adversaries, it succeeded in riding out the storm and clearing the most
dangerous rocks and cliffs, so that on the 26th of July, 1885, it could

^ jissue a jubilee number with a map, showing the extension of Socialism

^•^^n*^n Denmark. In 1874, the paper had 3,300 subscribers; 26th of

July, 1885, 20,000; now it has about 22,000 subscribers, and its size

is augmented three-fold.

It was of the greatest importance for the working-men party to get

political influence, and particularly to bring forth their demands in

JParl^alaent, and at last in 1884 it succeeded in getting two of the

leaders, Holm and Hor^^, elected as members of the Folkething, and
Whereupon our Individualist contemporary, Jus, raises a shout of |^^®^^*<>*^ ^^^"^ is «b#).Copenhagen.
'* ' ' ' . . - .

... The political situation^^ere in Denmark:—Ministers gqiyernmg indelight, and says that the judge "is entitled to the love and gratitude
of all little boys and girls!"

Anything which tends towards freedom—of exploitation !—is hailed
by Individualists as a boon. But the unhappy victims of such free-
dom ? Who looks after their liberty 1

About the end of last month, Tantia Bheel, the celebrated robber-
chief of Central India, was reported to be on the war-path, and to be
plundering right and left. This is a crude uncivilised way of acquiring
the product of other men's labour, and the Government is therefore
anxiously seeking him out in order to duly impress upon him the folly
of his behaviour.

_
He could so much the more profitably employ his " superior ability

"

in business, and amass ill-gotten wealth " by way of trade "
!

Yet Socialists may be pardoned for hesitating ere they write down
Tantia Bheel beside the exploiting Bourgeois. There is at least some
manhness left, even amid brutal violence, in the man who takes and
gives hard blows, and stakes his life upon the game.

spite of Parliament through provisional laws and royal resolutions;

the press of the opposition fettered in all ways ; and a free word in-

curring the danger of strong punishments ; has made it impossible to

obtain anything for the working men by way of legislation.

In respect of the economical situation the year*la!86 began as it

ended, with want of employment, and this want surpjassed all ^rmer
like experiences in extent, and made hunger a daily guest of thoiisan<ls

of our comrades. The summer: brought a little better situation, but
the want of employment did not cease completely, and when the

rougher season returned misery: seized her. victims to a much larger

extent even than in the. beginning of the year. At least 12,000 men
and women in Copenhagen are completely unemployed.
Of course both the political and the econottiical situation has in the

past year had influence on the actions of the Socisil Democracy. The
first thing that pur party did in 1886 was to spread a summons for

assistance to the unemployed, but out of this private assistance the

party has tried to get help by way of politics.

At the end of 1885 the Folkething had voted a bill giving the un-
employed direct assistance from the pu!)lic exchequer, and a great

many meetings about the country had declared their agreement with
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the bill, but the bill was rejected in the Landsting, according to the
wish of the Government.

In Copenhagen the want of employment was hardest, and as, this
community is one of the greatest employers, it was but a consequence,
to jry^to get its magistrate to do something for the working-men. Five
diff^jent entreaties were transmitted during the winter to the autho-
rities^ but these had., only fine words, no h^lp tq, give.,, l^irivat^ sub-,
scription was the only thin^ left, ai^d .Jby^^ike Isina^ May the»e was
coltected 98,419 Er. i2^r^(£6,m lis. 2cl.),.-otit of which the ,^ork-
ing^men's Unions had collected 45,667 Kr. (£2,537 12s. 3d.).

In October, the Parliament assembled, and the Social Democratic
members, together with three other Opposition members from Copen-
hagen, moved some bills, giving assistance to the unemployed from the
public exchequer ; a bill for the building of dwellings for working-men
and regulation of the over-populated and noxious quarters of Copen-
hagen ; restriction of working on Sundays and holidays ; and that alms
received from the public and not repaid shall not invalidate electoral
franchise. But there is no hope for these bills being sanctioned by the
Government, which only thinks of using the country's money and forces
for totally destroying the country and the people by fortifying Copen-
hagen, the military expenses already devouring 4| times as much as
education.

The Socialists tried to get members on the magistracy of Copen-
hagen. The members being elected by men of 25 years of age who in
the past year have paid tribute on 1,000 Kr. (£55) income, most of
the working-men are excluded from influence on communal affairs. In
the month of March it was tried to get two men of the party elected,

but though they got 2,320 and 2,270 votes, we did not succeed; but
these numbers, however, give good hope for the future.

Several meetings held during the year also show how our party is

increasing. Especially it was evidenced by the grand feast of the 5th
of June. This feast in past years has been celebrated by the Socialists
in a forest, five English miles from Copenhagen, but in 1886 the
number of partakers was so great that the railway and the steamers
could not transport them, and therefore it was celebrated on the plain
for exercising soldiers outside the town. The show of the working-
men through the town therefore was the greatest that Copenhagen ever
saw. It numbered 30,000 partakers, divided in 137 unions, and it

took one hour fifteen minutes for the show to pass a single point. In
the place for the feast were gathered about 80,000 men and women,
and order was in every respect perfect because the police let the work-
ing-men themselves keep order.

In the provinces, too, we get many fellows and comrades. Especially
the meeting at Horsens, a borough in Jutland, on July 18, is remark-
able. 16,000 comrades were gathered here and declared their ad-

herence to Socialism. In 1885 there were branches of the Social-

Democratic Federation in 24 of the 63 boroughs in the country. In
1886 three new branches have been formed in Kolding, Vejle, and
Fredericia ; branches also are found in several villages. In the whole
country there are 50 Social-Democratic unions (having only political

purposes), and in Copenhagen itself there are 60 working-men unions,

besides a great number in the provinces.

In the past year the agitation has been carried on as usual ; but one
of the most effective agitators has for a long time been hindered from
travelling about the country, having been kept in prison for his activity

in the service of the party.

Of course our party has felt the efiect of the ministerial methods of

legislation. In order to crush the opposition and our party, the Gov-
ernment already in 1885 had issued their Provisional Penal Law and
Press Law, and one of our comrades, piano-maker Hoist, was imprisoned
a few days after the law had been issued. On 9th January 1886 the

editor of the Social-Demokraten, S. Olsen, was charged for some articles

in that paper, and since then accusations and imprisonments have
followed each other quickly, as far as the Provisional Law permitted.

On February 20 Hoist was charged again, and in July Olsen was im-

prisoned and condemned by the Court of First Instance to 13 times

5 days imprisonment with only bread and water. The highest court

reduced these punishments, but Olsen was imprisoned in July 1886,

and did not come out of prison before the 15th of January this year.

The Government also has tried to get Hordum, M.P., condemned
according to the Provisional Penal Law for some expressions of a meet-

ing in Aarhus, the largest borough in Jutland. But though the two
first courts absolved him, the judges have been cunning enough to

condemn him in costs : a quite new invention this, to be obliged to pay
money simply because Government takes a fancy to accuse a man of

violating a law, and the judges declare the charge **not proved."

Many other instances of prosecution we omit.

The branch-movement has tended to strengthen the organisation.

More smaller strikes have been necessary to force the masters to per-

form their duty toward the workmen, not only in Copenhagen, but also

in the boroughs, and some of them have brought a raising of wage.

The most important strike in the year was that of the working women
at Rubens weaving-factory. Having lasted for four weeks, it ended
through mediation with a small increase of pay. This strike acquired

importance through the attention it called forth in respect to the bad
payment that the rich capitalists offer to working women.
The Danish workingmen-party partook through 14 representatives

in the branch-congress atGoteborg in Sweden, August 27-29. Thereby
was the band of fraternity tied more tightly between the workmen of

the North.
At the end of the year aypermanent commission for the working-

men-unions' common action was established. In order to acquire the

greatest advantages during the present capitalistic system, the '* Work-

men's Bakery " was also erected, and the purchasers of its bread are-

so many that the bakery must be enlarged.

On January 28 the elections for the Folkething took place, and^ur
party proposed four candidates, the two former members of the Chami^^r,
P. Holm and C. Hordum, in the 5th and 9th wards of Copenha||to..
Moreover were proposed the journalist A. C. Meyer for th^ 8th ^^^^l
of Copetjihagen ai^d J.

^
Jensen, principal leader pf the ^Pa^n^^rs' IJiMJPn,.

for 0(|^se in Fyr^j the former candidate for the^ warl of C^li-
hag€]a only h^^g ret^asfd from prison the day after tW elections. Tfhe
result of the elections was not so successful as of the former ones, for
we only succeeded in electing one of the candidates—P. Holm, in the-

5th ward of Copenhagen. So we lost one of the representatives elected
1884, Mr. Hordum. However, this was not occasioned by any relapse-
on the part of Socialists. On the contrary, our candidates got every-
where more votes than before. But our reactionary adversaries made
use of the bad economical situation for rigorously squeezing the work-
ingmen and thus forcing part of them to vote for the reactionary
candidates. The votes for the Social-Democratic candidates were ::

P. Holm was elected by 6757 votes (5385 in 1884) ; C. Hordum got
975 (920 in 1884) ; A. C. Meyer 540 (Hoist in the same ward got 500*
in 1884); J.Jensen, the first Social-Democratic candidate, who has^

been proposed for Odense, 136 votes.

Thus we have no reason for looking upon the future as gloomy. By-
further elections we certainly shall not only recapture the lost, but gain-
new wards for our great cause.

For the General Council Social-Democratic Federation,

Copenhagen, March 7, 1887. P. Knudsen.

WHITE SLAVERY.
The following letter, sent to the editor of Truth by a trustworthy-

correspondent, should be carefully read by folk who up to now have^

believed in the various " homes," etc., that drive a roaring trade in

exporting orphans and other defenceless children :

—

" I regret to learn that another batch of little waifs collected from cur-

big cities is about to be sent to Canada. These poor little folks whose lot

here is, indeed, hard enough, have at least in the land of their birth the

sympathy and companionship of their kind. Transported to the backwoods
of Canada, amid drear and strange surroundings, they are there doomed to-

pass their unhappy childhood and youth, chopping wood ; in fact, doing the
meanest work, clad in the coarsest raiment, and subsisting on the roughest
fare, not always plentiful. The average Canadian rivals the Yankee in his

eagerness for the dollar, and he spares neither himself nor others, pains-

taking, scraping, nor protracted toil. Although Canadian couples are usually

blessed with large families, these orphaned waifs are readily * adopted,'

under Dominion law, into the poorer households. Any one who has visited

the country districts of Canada cannot but have observed the daily drudgery
to which these ' adopted ' ones are' subjected. Their lives are, indeed, sun-

less, and the bread given them that of charity. The so-called benevolent

scheme for bettering their lives, in the majority of cases, seems to me a
cruel sham.

" Let me briefly describe a scene of which I was an eye-witness, and whicb
occurred a few years ago. A lady arrived in Woodville, North Ontario,,

with a number of little English children for ' adoption.' On the same day^

she gave a very touching and eloquent description of the way the children

had been collected and shipped to Canada. The following morning the little

boys and girls were placed * on view ' in the village schoolroom, ranged in a
row, as slaves used to be down South, for inspection. The news had been
passed about, and the farmers and tradespeople had gathered to make choice^

Among the group of little ones were two little twin brothers, who did not-

seem to realise what was taking place. A farmer ' adopted ' one of them,,

another farmer took the second, the homesteads of the two men being nearly

a hundred miles apart. The hour had now come for them to be parted,

perhaps for ever, and at any rate their very names to be changed and their

identity lost. No one, save an eye-witness, can imagine the look of sorrowful

amazement depicted on the little fellows' faces when they realised, in their

babyish fashion, what it all meant. A mother, I think, would rather see

her children taking the chances of the London streets, than doomed to the-

soul-starving existence of a Canadian homestead." M. B.

A *' Godly Companie."—Several "noble-minded" gentlemen connected withi

the City Companies banqueted on the 18th inst.; and curiously enough, though

they were labelled as belonging to the various crafts—as, e.g., ** Master of the

Shipwrights' Company"—yet the names given were all those of persons well

known as never having done a stroke of real work in their lives, and who would
feel very much insulted if any simple-minded person, in his ignorance of *^the

ways of the world," were to suggest that they had. These fine fellows, having

made themselves happy and comfortable by partaking of the good thmgs—a pro-

cess all the easier effected from their not having to pay for them—proceeded to

smile complacently across the table at one another, and to say many good things

of themselves and their friends, commencing with the "Jubilee Queen," and

proceeding seriatim down to the " small fry." The Master of the Loriners' Coni-

pany spoke in "cordial terms" of the Mayor, and the Mayor performed the.

same good office for the Master (or, "You scratch my back and I'll scratch

yours," as they term it in Scotland). In fact, they were all " honourable,

straightforward, and upright men." Sir Robert Fowler spoke in high praise of

the "hospitality" of the City Companies—and he ought to know ; and a M.P.
whose name is not familiar—and whose speech afforded a very sufficing reason

for the same—made some original remarks about "the greatest legislative assembly

in the world," and ventured his opinion that the charge against the Corporation-,

was " a great mistake." But the feature of the evening, perhaps, was the state

ment of a gallant gentleman, who said—'tis true it was late on in the evening's^

festivities—that the Corporation "was daily gaining in strength and in the:

admiration of Londoners." All which was made to redound still more to th%

credit of the Corporation by being reported by at least one "daily" parallel

with the enquiry into the charges of malversation against that honourable

body.—W. B.
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ROBERT BURTON.
The sixteenth century was three-quarters gone ; Sir Thomas More had

been dead for forty years; Francis Bacon, a boy of 16, was still at

Cambridge, where his dissent from the then orthodox philosophy was

beginning to attract attention ; Philemon Holland, " Translator-

*General of his Age," was in the height of his activity ; Kic. Grimald

was dead, but his translation of Cicero's * De Officiis ' was running

through edition after edition ; the " Judicious " Hooker was at Ox-

ford, where the next year would see him Fellow of his College ; when
^t Lindley, in Leicestershire, was born " of an ancient and genteel

family " one who was destined to touch well-nigh the supreme point of

the older learning and render mighty aid in the beginning of the new
;

one who should do more than but the rarest of them to draw together

the threads spun after the fashion of a bygone time, and to further

the weaving of a garment for the science that was growing.
' A wondrous fermentation was going on in thought and life alike

;

the old forms of creed or practice were being broken up, to be recom-
bined in a new Society. Still stiffened by the manner of the mediaeval

schoolmen, drawing the matter of their learning from mediaeval and
classic sources, the men of this time were yet quickened by the new
discoveries of their day, and were fulfilled of the forward-looking,
deep-searching spirit, that has produced since then so many marvellous
extensions in our knowledge of the universe.

Eastward and westward wended a myriad 'explorers upon the quest
of strange wealth. From all directions came continually tidings of

new discoveries of lands unseen hitherto, and of peoples unheard of,

or at most but dimly described in some ancient legend or half-mythical
tale. Just as the foreign markets thus provided gave the essential

stimulus to individual enterprise and the rise of the commercial
system, so the increase of knowledge and consequent widening of ideas
aroused the minds of men to an intense degree of activity in all con-
ceivable directions.

Among the many books produced at this period that, written as they
are while the very substructure of the present system was being built,

look beyond it to that which shall succeed it, Robert Burton's ' Ana-
tomy of Melancholy' is one of the most notable. Its author was
possessed of encyclopaedic learning, had read well and widely for thirty
years, when he took paper and pen to analyse the melancholy from
which he suffered, and in so doing analysed the weaknesses and failures
of men and of Society. " Learning hath gained most," said Fuller,
'' by those books by which the printers have lost," but this book had
falsified his dictum ere it was uttered, for it made its publisher's for-

tune, and, were all its editions collected together, they would nil a
fair-sized set of book-shelves. To justify his assumption of the pen-

*^^??? " Dmocritus Junior,",BurtQn in his^preface described the society
lie saw arc^nd him, and asked :

" Who would not laugh at such a mad
world ]

"

,

'^ How would our Democritus have been affected to see a wicked caitiff, or fool,
a very idiot, a funge, a golden ass, a monster of men, to have many good men,
wise men, learned men, to attend upon him with all submission, as an appendix
to his riches, for that respect alone, because he hath more wealth and money, and
to honour him with divine titles, and bumbast epithets, to smother him with
fumes, and eulogies, whom they know to be a dizard, a fool, a covetous wretch,
a beast, etc. , because he is rich .? . . , To see so many lawyers, advocates, so many
tribunals, so little Justice; so many Magistrates, so little care of the common
good

; so many Laws, yet never more disorders. ... To see a lamb executed, a
wolf pronounce sentence ; latro arraigned, and fur sit on the bench ; the Judge
severely punish others, and do worse himself. . . . Laws altered, misconstrued,
interpreted pro and con, as the Judge is made by friends, bribed, or otherwise
affected as a nose of wax—good to-day, none to-morrow ; or firm in his opinion,
cast in his. . . . Laws are made and not kept, or if put in execution, they be
some silly ones that are punished."

"To see a poor fellow or an hired servant venture his life for his new master,
that will scarce give him his wages at year's end ; a country colone [clown] toil
and moil, till and drudge, for a prodigal idle drone, that devours all the gain,
or lasciviously consumes with phantastical expenses."

Since Burton's day we boast of our advance in " civilisation," of our
enlightenment, regard for justice, and so on, but his bitter indictment
remains true as when he wrote it

:

•*' A poor sheep-stealer is hanged for stealing of victuals—compelled, peradven-
ture, by necessity of that intollerable cold, hunger, and thirst, to save himself
trom starving

:
but a great man in office may securely rob whole provinces, undo

thousands, pill and pole, oppresse ad libitum, flea, grinde, tyrannize, enrich liim-
selt by the spoils of the cowimons, be uncontrolable in his actions, and after all
be recompensed with turgent titles, honoured for all his good service, and no man
dare to find fault, or mutter at it."

/' Necessitas cogit ad turjna, poverty alone makes men thieves, rebels, mur-
derers, traitors, assacinates, &eca?ise o/^j'Over^.V we have sinned, Eccl. xxvii., 1,
swear and forswear, bear false witness, lie, dissemble, anything, as I say, to
advantage themselves, and to relieve their necessities. Cidpae scelerisqtie
ma^istra est, when a man is driven to his shifts what will he not do ?

"

" ^^^^y poor men, by reason of bad policie and idle education (for they are
likely brought up in no calling), are compelled to beg or steal, and men hanged

t/ ? {
*^^^ which, what can be more ignominious —'tis the governours' fault.

Ihey liad more need provide there should be no more thieves and beggars, as they
ought with good policy, and take away the occasions, than let them run on, as
they do to their own destruction."

but whereas you shall see many discontents, common grievances, complaints,
poverty, barbarism, beggary, plagues, wars, rebellions, seditions, mutinies, con-
tentions, Idleness, not, epicurism, the land lie untilled, waste, full of bogs, fens,
<leserts, etc., cities decayed, base and poor towns, villages depopulated; that
kingdom, that country, must needs be discontent, melancholy, hath a sick body,
and had need to be reformed. Now that cannot be eifected till the causes of these
maladies be first removed."

Nor has the system of competitive trading in the fullness of its
development at any time belied his description of it while yet sreen
and growing :

'' Either deceive or be deceived ; tear others, or be torn in pieces themselves

;

like to many buckets in a well, as one riseth another falleth, one's emptie,!

another's full; his ruiue is a ladder to the third; such are one's ordinary prd-

ceedmgs. What's the market ? A place, according to Anacharsis, wherein they

cozen one another, a trap ; nay, what's the world itself ? A vast chaos, a con-

fusion of manners, as fickle as the air, domicilium insanorum, a turbulent troop

full of impurities, a mart of walking spirits, goblins, the theatre of hypocrisy, a
shop of knavery, flattery, a nursery of villainy, the scene of babbling, the school

of giddiness, the academy of vice ; a warfare, in which kill or be killed ; wherein
every man is for himself, his private ends, and stands upon his own guard. . . .

In a word, every man for his own ends. Our swnmum honum is commodity, and
the goddess we adore JDea Moneta, Queen Money, to whom we daily offer sacrifice,

which steers our hearts, hands, affections, all : that most powerful goddess, by
whom we are reared, depressed, elevated, esteemed the sole commandress of our
actions, for which we pray, run, ride, go, come, labour, and contend os fishes do
for a crum that falleth into the water. Its not worth, vertue (that's bonum
theatrale), wisdom, valour, learning, honesty, religion, or any sufilciency £^ r

which we are respected, but money, greatness, office, honour, authority ; honei^i
is accounted folly ; knavery, policy ; men admired out of opinion, not as they 4ire;

but as they seem to be : such shifting, lying, cogging, plotting, counterplotting,
temporising, flattering, cozening, dissembling, that of necessity one must highly
offend God if he be conformable to the world, Creiizare cum Crete, or else live in

contempt, disgrace, and misery."

He sketches briefly but with firm touch in his preface an utopia, in

which all things shall be justly done. He will not have bourgeois

benevolence in it ; needed erections shall not be

..." hmXt precario , or by gouty benefactors, who, when by fraud and rapine
they have extorted all their lives, oppressed whole provinces, societies, etc., give
something to pious uses, build a satisfactory alms-house, school, or bridge, at

their last end, or before perhaps, which is no otherwise than to steal a goose and
stick down a feather, rob a thousand to relieve ten."

For our opponents of the ^'thrift " and " be content " school he has

this reply, setting forth their case as though it w^ere his own, and then

turning upon himself with conclusive refutation :

"I say then, Non adjtce opes, sed minue ciipiditaies ('tis Epicurus' advice), add
no more wealth, but diminish thy desires ; and as Chrysostom well seconds him.

Si vis ditari, contemne divitias ; that's true plenty, not to have, but not to want
riches, non habere, sed non indigtre, vera abundantia : 'tis more glory to contemn
than to possess; et nihil agere, est deorum, "and to want nothing is divine."

How many deaf, dumb, halt, lame, blind, miserable persons could I reckon up
that are poor, and withal distressed, in imprisonment, banishment, galley-slaves,

condemned to the mines, quarries, to gyves, in dungeons, perpetual thraldom,"
than all which art thou richer, thou art more happy, to whom thou art able to*

give an alms, a lord, in respect, a petty prince : be contented then, I say, repine
and mutter no more, ' for thou art not poor indeed but in opinion.'

"

"Yea, but this is very good counsel, and rightly applied to such as have it,.,

and will not use it, that have a competency, that are able to work and get their

living by the sweat of their brows, by their trade, that have something yet ; he
that hath birds, may catch birds ; but what shall we do that are slaves by nature,
impotent, and unable to he^lp ourselves, mere beggars, that laiiguish and pine
away, that have no means at all, no hope of means, no trust of delivery, or of
better success ? .A3_those old . Britons, coinplaijkddv t» .Aw4ejg^ im^ Bia»ker8'_

the Romans oppressed by the Picts, mare ad barbaros, barhart ,ad mare, tlib

barbarians drove them to the sea, the sea drove them back to the barbarians ; our
present misery compels us to cry out and howl, to make our moiiH-to rich men :

they turn us back with a scornful answer to our misfortune again,, and will take
no pity of us ; they commonly overlook their poor friends in adversity \ if they
chance to meet them, they voluntarily forget, and will take no notice of them ;

they will not, they cannot help us. Instead of comfort they threaten us, miscall,

scoff at us, to aggravate our misery, give us bad language, or if they do give
good M^ords, what's that to relieve us? According to that of Thales, Facile est:

alias moiiere ; who cannot give good counsel ? 'Tis cheap, it costs them nothing."
It is an easy matter when one's belly is full to declaim against feasting, Qui saiiir.

ed 2>leno laudat jejunia ventre ; ' Doth the wild ass bray when he hath grass, or
loweth the ox when he hath fodder?' Job vi. 5. Neque eriim popzilo Bcmano
qwidquam jyote.st esse laetius, no man living so jocund, so merry as the people of

Rome when they had plenty"; but when they came to want, to be hunger-starved,
' neither shame, nor laws, nor arms, nor magistrates, could keep them in obedi-

ence. ' Seneca pleaded hard for poverty, and so did those lazy philosophers ; but
in the meantime he was rich, they had wherewithal to maintain themselves ; but
doth any poor man extol it ? There " are those (saith Bernard) that approve of

a mean estate, but on that condition they never want themselves ; and some
again are meek so long as they may say or do what they list ; but it occasion be
offered, how far are they from all patience ? ' I would to God (as he said), ' No
man should commend poverty but lie that is poor,' or he that so much admires
it, would relieve, help, or ease others. But no man hears us, we are most
miserably dejected, the scum of the world. Vice habet in nobis jam nova 2)Iaga

locum (There is no space left on our bodies for a fresh stripe). We have tried aU
means, yet find no remedy ; no man living can express the anguish and bitterness,

of our souls, but we that endure it ; we are distressed, forsaken, in torture of
body and mind, in another hell, and what shall we do ? . . . The devil and the
world persecute us, all good fortune hath forsaken us, we are left to the rage of
beggary, cold, hunger, thirst, nastiness, sickness, irksomeness, to continue all

torment, labour and pain, to derision and contempt, bitter enemies all, and far

worse than any death ; death alone we desire, death we seek, yet cannot have it,

and what shall we do ?

"

.

' '

Those who can find opportunity to delve in this mine of learning

and good counsel, to them a never-ending store of delight is open, but
its chief interest for us as Socialists, as that of the writings of More,
Hall, Harrington, Earle, Feltham, Fuller, Browne, and Walton, and
their kindred, lies in the germ-ideas it contains that have since

brought forth such fruit, and in the eager insistence we find in it,

as in all great writers of transition periods, upon the social side of

human life, and the ideal of Society as a fellowship of men and not "a

medley of murderers. The international feeling of Burton especially

is strongly manifested again and again, in one sentence he sums it :

" 'Tis no disparagement to be a stranger, or so irksome to be an exile."

These men were the product of a time of stress ; neither they nor*

those around quite saw what events w^ere brilnging forth, "but we . loot-

ing back upon what they were and what they did andSvhat came after,

noting also the strong likeness of our o^vn time and the men of it f6
theirs and them, may well take heart of hope, and fervently^ wpfk pn
for the new birth of society that shall supplant bourgeois dominatioii

as that supplanted feudalism. H. Halliday Sparlino.
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW : FIRST, FEW MEM
HKKD IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON I

"

Oommunications invited on Social Questions, They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Rd,, E.G., and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-
tion in these pages. None to be taken a^ more than in a general manner expressing
the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

Rejected MSS. only returned if a stamped directed envelope isJorwarded with them.

Subscriptions,—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s,

six months, 3s,; three months. Is, 6d.

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E,G, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps,

TO CORKESPONDENTS.
NoTicii; TO ALL SoCL^iSTic NEWSPAPERS.—The Gommonwedl will be regularly sent

to all Socialistic Contemporaries throughout the world, and it is hoped that
they on their side will regularly provide the Socialist League with their papers.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday March 23,

England
Justice
Jus
Norwich—Daylight
Cotton Factory Times
Worker's Friend
Leicester—Countryman
Glasgow—Pioneer

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

South Australia
Adelaide—Our Commonwealth

United States
New York—VolkszeitHng

Freiheit
John Swinton's Paper
Der Sozialist
Truthseeker

Boston—Woman's Journal
Denver (Col.) Labor Inquirer
New Haven (Conn.)—Work-

men's Advocate
Chicago (IlL)—Vorbote
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
Detroit (Mich.)—The Advance

and Labor Leaf
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Socialiste

Guise—Le Devoir

Belgium
Brussels—L'Avant-Garde
Liege—L 'Avenir
Antwerp—De Worker

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Italy
Rome—L'Emancipazione
Naples—Humanitas

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista
Cadiz—El Socialismo

Portugal
Voz do Operario

Austria
Arbeiterstimme
Vienna—Gleichheit

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Greece
Athens—Ardin

THE SCHOOLMASTER ABROAD.
A PAPER entitled School has lately been started, as " a medium for the
ventilation of all matters of educational interest." We are informed in

the editorial column of the February number that the paper has met
with most gratifying success, ** not the least flattering, perhaps, of the

letters received being some in which capitalists have proposed to become
possessors of the journal." And certainly School seems determined to

deserve well of the capitalists ; for among the questions " ventilated
"

we find Socialism occupying a prominent place, it being the contention

of the writer in School that teachers ought to take the earliest oppor-

tunity of impressing the minds of their pupils with detestation of the

Socialist doctrines. "It is to be regretted," he says, " that while
counter influences are daily acquiring greater strength, correct ideas of

their moral and social obligations are seldom systematically instilled

into the minds of the rising generation in our schools. Most boys are
taught that particular acts of theft from their schoolfellows are wrong,
and they are punished accordingly. They may still, however, grow up
to have very erroneous ideas regarding their moral obligations to society

in these respects, and not scruple in after life to advocate wholesale
plunder." It will be observed that the writer of this passage quietly

assumes that the Socialists, and not the capitalists, are the " plun-

derers," and thus begs the whole question which is at issue, thereby
illustrating at the outset his profound ignorance of the subject which
he essays to teach. He proceeds to urge that both churches and schools

must do their utmost " to enforce those correct principles by which
legitimate authority and just rights in property can be maintained, and
without which the fabric of society would fall to pieces." The Times
being quoted as a reliable exponent of the enormities of French Com-
munism, principals of schools are earnestly exhorted to inculcate an
abhorrence of such revolutionary ideas, and are warned against the

peril of engaging French and German masters who may be Socialists in

disguise and may thus insidiously corrupt the minds of the schoolboys

with their dangerous doctrines. "Quite recently," adds the writer,
" the police-reports contained an account of an ex-minister of the Com-
mune who was sentenced for a brutal assault on a woman in this

country." The relevance of this remark is not very obvious ; for there

is, unfortunately, no need to go across the Channel for instances of

immoral conduct, which have sometimes been observed even in the case

of capitalists and ex-ministers of her Majesty's Government. But we
presume that the writer in School is of opinion that any stick is good
enough to beat a dog with, and that in abusing Socialists the silliest

and grossest statements may be usefully employed. All of his " Re-
marks on Socialism " are characterised by the same mixture of
malignity and stupidity, and would be a disgrace to the dullest of the
schoolboys whom he wishes to instruct.

Side by side with the misrepresentation of Socialist doctrines, it m
the fashion nowadays in our public schools to establish what are known
as " school missions " in the poorer quarters of London and other large
towns, the object being to make the youthful capitalist take a philan-
thropic interest in the condition of the working classes. The movement
is doubtless well meant, and some little good may possibly come of it

indirectly. Nevertheless it is impossible not to feel a certain amount
of impatience and indignation at such childish trifling with questions
of paramount importance. What is the result of all the subscription-
lists and parish visitings, and sermons in the school chapel descriptive
of what has been done among the " poorer brethren " of the relieved
district % Mainly this ; that our pampered and luxurious schoolboys
give back in " charity " to the working-classes a very small fragment of
the immense sum which their parents annually extort. They establish
a " mission " among the very people by whose life-long labour and suffer-

ing they are fed, clothed, housed, educated, and supported in every sort
of comfort and affluence ; and having done this, they naturally and in-

evitably feel a glow of honest satisfaction and pride ; for, as we aD
know, it is more blessed to give than to receive. With consciences
thus made easy, they can devote themselves more unreservedly to the
real business of their lives—eating, drinking, sleeping, idling, and self-

enjoyment. The position of these school-missions in relation to the
working-classes may be aptly illustrated by the American story of the
man who relieved the hunger of his dog by cutting off its tail and giving
back the bone in " charity " to the original proprietor, after himself
enjoying a dish of soup extracted therefrom.

After all, it may at least be said on behalf of our public schools that
indirectly and unconsciously they are often powerful revolutionary
agencies. The bigotry and intolerance of the tone that is prevalent in

these educational centres, the wasteful luxury and gross idleness of the
boys, and the rank commercialism of the spirit in which these schools
are conducted, are quite sufficient to disgust any thoughtful person who
happens to be brought into contact with them, and to set him won-
dering how and why it is possible that such shameful scandals can exist

in this enlightened age. By drawing attention to the connection be-
tween Socialism and " matters of educational interest," the writer of

the article in School may possibly be doing less service than he intended
to the sacred cause of capitalism. H. S. S.

AN UNSOCIAL SOCIALIST,'

One result of the spread of Socialist opinion, and the interest thus excited

in Socialistic affairs, has been the development of the so-called " Socialist

Novel," several works of fiction thus described having already been put
before the public. For the most part they have been catch-penny impos-
tures of the most shameless description, made for the market, and compiled
by people whose knowledge of Socialism was limited to its name. Another
variety, not so numerous, has been the would-be-propagandist novel, with
interminable soliloquies and arguments, and innocent of interest in character

or plot. It is therefore with very great pleasure that we are enabled to call

our readers' attention to a novel, none the less instructive because it is

humorous, and none the less interesting because it is intended to instruct.

In 'Cashel Byron's Profession,' Mr. George Bernard Shaw looked at
Society as it is through the eyes of a healthy unsophisticated barbarian, and
strange enough some familiar things looked when seen through that medium.
In his present book the medium is an ' Unsocial Socialist,' a millionaire

member of '* the International " (which appears in a shape of Mr. Shaw's
own invention), a self-dissector and cynic ; a strange contradictory product
of the " storm and stress " period between the decaying and the coming
systems.

Those who already know Mr. Shaw and his work do not need to be advised

to read " An Unsocial Socialist.' Even those who have read it in periodical

snippets should take the opportunity of perusing it as a whole. Those who
have not read it should do so as soon as niay be, whether they be Socialists

or no. Mr. Shaw's view of life is essentially individual and fresh ; not in-

variably of the widest, but still one worth close consideration and some
study. Finally, to those whom ill fortune has compelled to read the average

novel, into the composition of which the author's theory of political economy
has been worked, we would say : Kead this, if only to see that economics in

fiction need not become stupidity, nor depth of intention be necessarily

synonymous with didactic tediousness. S.

The subscriptions in aid of the crofters sent to the Glasgow Weekly Mail
now amount to <£330.

I see that Baron de Worms fell back upon Macaulay in a speech tliat he
made last week to a Primrose Habitation in Marylebone. He might, he
observed, say of the Liberals, as Macaulay said, "The bigots pleaded in

extenuation of persecution the vices that persecution had created." Might
not the passage be better paraphrased thus, "The Tories pleaded in extenua-

tion of coercion the vices which coercion had created" ?

—

Truth.

A Socialist Bakery.—The Fulham Branch of the S.D.F. have passed

the following resolution :
—" That the Fulham S.D.F. having held two meet-

ings respecting the subject of the Socialistic Co-operation, do heartily agree

and off'er their support to all other Socialist Branches respecting the bakery
scheme, and hopes that all other Socialist bodies will forward some practical

measure that cannot fail to strengthen and further our Cause, and hopes

that all Branches will try and do something toward establishing a Socialist

bakery."—T. White, Sec. Fulham S.D.F.

A Good Healthy War.—The following is the cheery way that the Natal

Witness has of looking at things : Telegraphic advices from home indicate that

rumours of war are prevalent, and that foreign bourses are depressed in

consequence. A good healthy war just now would relieve the existing

depression at home, by keeping down the population, stir up insurance com-

panies, liven up things generally, besides giving journalists something to

write about, and removing a few " specials " to other regions, allowing of

occupation for other war correspondents.

—

The Cape Argus.
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SOCIALISM FROM THE ROOT UP.

CHAPTEB XVll.

SCIENTIFIC SOCIALISM-CONVERSION OF CAPITAL INTO
MONEY.

Says Marx :
" The circulation of commodities is the starting point of

capital : the production of commodities, their circulation, and that more

developed form of their circulation called commerce, these form the

historical groundwork from which it rises. The modern history of

capital dates from the creation in the 16th century of a world-embracing

commerce and a world-embracing market."

The great representative of this circulation is money^ which is the

first form in which capital appears. In history, inoney presents itself

to us as opposed to land : the merchant is opposed to the landowner
;

an antithesis which struck people so much at one period that they ex-

pressed it by means of a double proverb—" No land without a lord," and

"Money has no master." Tliis is, in fact, another way of stating the

antithesis between the Mediaeval basis of property, viz., status^ a recog-

nised position in the great feudal hierarchy, and contract^ the commercial

basis, on which is built the position of the modern exploiter.

We must now see how capital is born, and the manner in which it

works after it has been born.

It is born out of the operation expressed by the formula M - C - M,

which we had to take note of in our last chapter. The M in this opera-

tion, as we stated before, implies always quantity and not quality ; the

second M not representing merely the money the operation was begun

with, but an increased sum, otherwise the operation would be meaning-

less. It remains to be seen how this increase has taken place.

It cannot have happened by the mere process of exchange ; because

that would mean that the whole capitalistic class wsis living by getting

the better of the whole capitalistic class, which is impossible. The in-

crease of money in the capitalistic process must come out of the labour-

ing or productive class.

The modus operandi of this capital-making must now be noted. The

labouring class is necessary to the production of capital, and the labour-

ing class in a peculiar condition : the labourer, to be fitted for the pur-

pose of the capitalist, must be submitted to the operation of the free

competition of the capitalist in the market ; that is, his labour-power

must be ; for with the rruxn himself of course the capitalist has nothing

whatever to do ; neither will his own position as capitalist allow him to

consider himself as a man ; according to the well-known proverb " Busi-

ness is business." This position of the labourer is what is understood

by the phrase of a " free labourer "
: his labour-power must be bought

and sold in the market on the same terms as any other commodity

;

there must be no interference with his selling it at the price which it

will fetch, a high price when the competition among the capitalists is

brisk, a low price when it is slack ; and as he has no other commodity

to sell except his labour-power, he is compelled so to sell it—to be a
" free labourer."

It is clear that this relation between the capitalist and the labourer

is a conventional and not a natural one ; nature does not produce men
who from the first are possessors of money which it is their business to

turn into capital, nor on the other hand does she produce men who are

possessors of labour-power which they are compelled to sell in the free

and open market to other men. As a consequence this relation is not

common to all historical periods ; but has developed from many econo-

mical revolutions, which have successively extinguished prior forms of

social production.

It will be seen, then, that in the fully developed commercial period

the capitalist, the reason for whose existence is the turning of money
into capital, and who is the owner and the organiser of the whole of

production, cannot carry on his business without having ready to his

hand a class who are an adjunct of the machinery necessary to his busi-

ness, and who, on their side, have no other reason for existence, so long

as they are duly obedient to the system under which they live, save

acting as such portion of this machinery.

We have now come to the subject of surplus-value, from which is

derived profit, rent, and interest. This will form the subject of our

next chapter.

E. Belfort Bax and William Morris.

A MIDNIGHT WALK.
(By G. Herwegh. TranslateU by d, L, Joynes.)

I wander, when the world is all asleep,

At midnight through the quiet streets at will

How loudly did these sleepers laugh or weep
A few short hours ago ! Now all is still.

Their joy is like a poor plucked flower foredone ;

Their fullest cups have ceased at last to foam ;

Their troubles have departed with the sun ;

The world is weary, let it dream of home.

How all my fretful anger fades away,
Now the loud tempest of the day is o'er ;

The moon sheds softly her forgiving ray

On roses ruined by fierce suns before.

Swift as a sound, and silent as a star,

Lit by the pale moon's visionary gleam,

My spirit, conscious of no earthly bar,

Can see through sleep's most inly secret dream.

My shadow creeps behind me like a spy
;

I pause before a dismal dungeon den ;

In chains a patriot is doomed to lie
;

Alas ! he loved too well his fellow men.

He sleeps—and does he dream of happier things ?

Of oak leaves waving o'er a woodland stream ?

Dreams he that Victory folds him in her wings ]

O God of Freedom, let him always dream !

Gigantic looms the jpalace of a lord ;

My spirit sees behind its purple curtain,

How one in sleep is clutching at a sword
With look of guilty fear and grasp uncertain.

Pale is that face with fright and helpless wonder ;

He harnesses for flisjht his swiftest team ;

He falls to earth ; the earth is burst asunder—
O God of Vengeance, let him always dream !

That cottage by the brook—small is its space ;

Virtue and Hunger share the peasant's bed ;

But God has granted to the poor man grace

To quench in dreams the cares that crowd his head.

He sees the fields through eyelids slumber-furled

Grow ripe and rich with harvest's golden gleam

;

His narrow cottage widens to a world

—

O God of Pity, let the poor man dream !

At this last house, upon the bench of stone,

One moment I must rest in earnest prayer
;

I love thee true, my child— nor I alone

—

My love with Freedom's shalt thou ever share.

A dove-drawn cradle bears thee to the skies ;

For me wild coursers champ and foam and steam ;

I dream of eagles, thou of butterflies

—

O God of lovers, let my darling dream !

Thou star, that shinest through the cloudy haze.

Thou night in pall of deepest purple furled.

Too soon O let me not awake to gaze

On that sad face of the tlawn-wakened world.

For fancy's dream to daylight's deed must yield
;

On tear-drops sparkles the sun's earliest beam ;

Freedom to Tyranny resigns the field

—

O God of dreamers, let us always dream !

I am convinced if anythmg is to be done for the great mass of the people—if
you are to secure any reform of magnitude—it is to be done by the people re-
solving to secure it, and totally disregarding the convenience or the existence of
political parties in the House of Commons,—Bichard Cohdm.

PRANCE.
Carcassone.—At the recent municipal election the Socialist list has been

much more successful than the Opportunist one, nine Socialists having been
elected.

Paris.—Last week an " Extra -parliamentary Commission" was busy
over the proposed national monument in commemoration of the Eevolution,

It is proposed to erect it on the grounds of the foimer palace of the Tuilleries

;

all latitude is left to the artists and architects, who may decide upon one
single edifice or several, the principal monument may be either purely sym-
bolic, or may consist in halls in which would be placed statues and bas-reliefs

illustrative of the men and scenes of the Revolution. The Commission will

ask for a grant of twelve millions for the execution of the plan. We confess

to a cold shudder in reading of the " symbolic monument," from bitter know-
ledge, foreseeing what crime modem sculptural art can perpetrate when it

strays from what it is fit for

—

i.e., executing a faithful and skilful likeness

of a "social benefactor" or city alderman, frock-coat, trousers, and all, when
it strays from this, the realm of everyday life, to that of false sentiment and
humbug. Let us hope that the Government will refuse the grant, and waste
the national money some other way, and that we may be spared the pain of

a " symbolic monument " raised by hypocrisy and cant.

At the Chateau d'Eau Theatre in Paris a performance of Felix Pyat's
" Chiff'onnier de Paris " was organised last week by the Cri du Feuple, in aid

of the families of those who suffered in the St. Etienne explosion. The
theatre was crammed, and the performance successful. Several revolutionary
songs were sung, and finally, amid great excitement, and the general upris-

ing of the audience, the orchestra played the " Marseillaise." We English
folk cannot quite realise without seeing it what an effect this song has on
a large French crowd. For the " Marseillaise " sung in England, where we
don't know the French words, and find it impossible to shove in all the
translated ones in place and time, is a very different thing from the " Mar-
seillaise " sung by a French choir, or played as orchestrated by H. Berlioz

and listened to by an emotional crowd who join in with the refrain with a
fervour and a precision which is indispensable to the dramatic effect of this

fine tune. We should owe a good deal to an English Rouget de Lisle who
would come forward with the discovery or invention of a tune as fine, and
words more befitting the present period. He would be doing no inconsider-

able service to the English revolutionary parties, for no one can deny the
utility of appropriate music to any large congregation of folk.—^M. M.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
This department is under the direction of the Strike Committee* Labour News

and Contributions to the Fund shotUd be sent to T. Binning, at the Offices,

BEITAIN.

The Lanarkshire miners are working upon the advance of 6d. per day

demanded by the men.

The weavers strike at Ashton is still unsettled, but the Central Com-
mittee of the Northern Counties' Association are determined to carry it on

until success is achieved.

The turners and throwers in the Alloa Pottery have struck work and will

be supported by the Glasgow Association, as to a dispute regarding the size

of certain pots made at Alloa.

At the quarterly meeting of the Boldon Co-operative Society, on Saturday,

it was decided to send £100 to the 'Northumberland miners, and £25 to the

deputies.

The miners on strike in Northumberland have voted by a decided majority

against the arbitration proposals, notwithstanding that the third distribution

of strike money only allowed of 2s. being given to each adult and 6d. to each

child, and after this the funds will be practically 7iiL A special report on

the Northumberland miners w^ill be found in another column.
* It has been decided by ballot to forward the sum of £1000 from the funds

of the Durham Miners' Association to assist the Northumberland men on
strike, and that each lodge shall make a special levy on its members, or a do-

nation from the local funds. Lodges have previously contributed upwards
of £200.

A large number of miners, who are unemployed through the flooding of

the shaft at Exhall Colliery, Warwickshire, paraded the adjacent villages on
the 11th inst. harnessed to a waggon, and soliciting funds for their subsist-

ence. Their novel appeal was liberally responded to, the waggon being hung
with joints of meat, loaves of bread, parcels of tea, coffee, sugar, etc. The
proceeds were distributed at the close of the day.

The London Council of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers have in-

structed the members of the society that they cannot be members of the

Labour Federation and retain their membership of the Engineers' Society.

It is stated that the matter will not rest here, for notice of appeal will at

once be given to the general council of the Engineers' Society, as a large

number of the members of that society have already joined the National

Labour Federation.

There is a strike at the Carnarvon Copper Works, Wales, and, owing to

the manager importing fresh men to take the places of those out on strike,

disturbances have occurred, the men demanding the immediate discharge of

the new comers. It was with great difficulty that the new hands could

escape from the works, and three of them suffered rather severely in endea-

vouring to reach the railway station. The workmen now demand that the

remainder should leave the valley, and offer them a chance of going un-

molested.

The ironworkers are making efforts to bring together their somewhat shat-

tered organisations. We are not referring to such men as mechanics and iron-

founders, or moulders, who already have strong unions. The classes we refer

to are the puddlers, millmen, rollers, and others, who, with the exception of

those in Darlington, have in recent years gone very much to pieces. They
are purposing to form a national association. It is rumoured that the

Knights of Labour are making efforts to establish English lodges amongst
this class, but nothing definite appears as yet to have been accomplished.

On all sides there appears to be a general stirring of dry bones towards

unionism as a force for lifting up the workers,

—

Cotton Factory Times,

The Yorkshire Miners.—The report to the members of the Yorkshire

Miners Association for the past two years, which is signed by Mr. Benjamin
Pickard, Mr. John Frith, and Mr. William Parrott, says :

" The condition

of the miner, taking all things into consideration, is not much if any im-

proved since the year 1871. At that time the men were as well fed and as

well housed in the majority of cases as they are now. Their work and wages
compared more favourably then than now. If a dispute was entered into

then they had not the fear of eviction before their eyes, as they now have at

a large number of collieries. The Denaby Main and those evictions in Dur-

ham have opened our eyes to the extremes to which colliery-owners will go

in order to defeat and punish the men, if they dare to stand up for and
defend their rights. Many attempts have been made, in almost every part

of the country, to solve the labour and wages question. Sliding-scale,

arbitration, conciliation, strikes, and lock-outs have figured conspicuously,

and have as signally failed to secure the desired end. It was quite clear

from the demand of the owners in Northumberland for a reduction of 15 per

ce?it. in their men's wages, that in the very country where the men are the

rtfost ardent advocates of and the most loyal to its principles and results,

that a sliding scale, even without a minimum or maximum, neither can nor

d!>es absolutely meet any condition of labour and wages where there is no

check (or determining power) by such sliding scale on the selling price of

coal. Here we have a sliding-scale which has been in operation for a con-

siderable time. The owners have been in a position to go into the market

and compete with other mining counties most keenly, and, as the sequel

proves, most disastrously both for themselves and their employes.*' One
would naturally think the foregoing doleful confession of the absolute failure

of the orthodox nostrums to settle the labour question w^ould be the

prelude to the advocacy of a new departure. But no ; the same feeble

..platitudes and foolish hopes for an impossible "good time coming," with

which we are all too familiar, is all that these " blind leaders of the blind "

have to offer. Sixteen years of wealth-production unparalleled in the history

o|. mankind leaves the Yorkshire miners still as poor, as badly fed, clothed,

aljfd liou^ed at their close as at their beginning, and yet the poor simpletons

g^ on opening their mouths and shutting their eyes to see what God or the

Bievil will send them, instead of banding themselves together like men to

get the reward of their labour and to send their exploiters to the right-

about.—T. B.

;
AMERICA.

tin Pateraon, N.J., 15,000 employes of the silk-works are still on strike for

a>eduction of 2J hours, an increase of 1 doh per week, and the employing

c|,o}^ly union workers.

bOBtCAaan-nEhd ae-w scale of wageai for compositors has been established by
joiiit agreeiaents ' Gfompdsitora wSl henceforth receive 46 cents per thousand

. ^^riHstVi^ mcjminff D«wgpaper»^ and 41 cents on evening papers. Advertise-
ments' will Be set by the week. No change was made in the hours.

Milwaukee, March 1.—This afternoon the compositors in all the news-
paper and job offices in the city went out on a strike for an advance of five

cents in the price of composition. The proprietors offered to compromise,
but the offer was refused by the Typographical union. The scale demanded
is 38 for day and 45 cents for night work. The job scale 16 dols. per week.

Worcester, Mass.—The labour situation among the shoemakers at Spencer
is serious. New workmen are coming in slowly, but have to be guarded by
the police and the manufacturers' agents from the station to the hotel.

Wheeling, March 4.—The Labour Fair in this city netted the Trades..

Assembly 1600 dols. The greater portion of this sum will be used to furnish
'

a hall and reading-room. In three weeks the Trades' Assembly will meet in

the finest hall in the Ohio Valley, worthy of the thirty-nine organisations ,

which it represents.

At Cincinnati the contracting bricklayers' association has allowed the

demands of the union, which are—50 cents an hour for nine hours work,
4.50 a-day. First-class hands will increase their wages*2.70 dols. per week.
The boss stone-masons have allowed the rate asked, which is 45 cents per

hour. Stone-cutters will work nine hours.

The 2000 miners along the lines of the Peoria and Pekin, Toledo, Peoria,

Warsaw, and Central Iowa railways, who have been out on a strike for

several weeks, have reached a settlement with their employers. The miners
are to form a co-operative association. The mines will be worked by them,
the mine-owners getting three-fourths of a cent per bushel as rental.

St. Louis, March 2.—At the present time almost every trade here is

agitating the question of better wages or shorter hours. The carpenters led

off w^ith a demand for an increase of 5 cents per hour. It was granted.

Wages now, 35 cents per hour, 9 hours a-day. The bricklayers have asked
for 50 cents per hour, or 4 dols. a-day for 8 hours. The stove-moulders have
asked for an increase, but the chances are that a lockout will result. It is

expected that every union in this vicinity will be represented in the St.

Louis Trades and Labour Assembly by May 1.

BELGIUM.
A strike of miners, numbering about 2400 has occurred in the Borinage

district.

QuAREGNON (Borinage).—At the recent explosion in the mines of Quaregnon
nearly 150 men and women and children were killed. Many of them must
have guessed at a coming catastrophe, owing to the intolerable and ever-

growing heat felt just beforehand. And yet they stayed on, rather risking

their lives than risk forfeiting a day's pay !

After the Commission of Enquiry formed last year at the conclusion of

the murderous exploits of Van der Smissen, the average wages of women and
children working in the pits were fixed at the following prices for an average
day's work of twelve hours : Boys from 12 to 17 years, 1 franc 30 ; women
from 17 to 25 years, 1 fr. 45

;
girls from 13 to 15 years, 1 fr. 15. Such is the

wretched sum for which women and children, whose fitting place would
be rather at school or in the household, go to risk their lives during twelve

or fourteen hours of the day ! The report of the Commission even speaks of

certain cases where children of 12 have to be in pits for sixteen hours. And
yet those who among the men revolting last year in their desperation escaped
the balls of the soldiery to fall within the claws of the magistracy, were
accused of attempting the destruction of religion, property, and—always the -

same cry—of the family. Can these folks be said to have familial : Misery
or demoralisation—mostly the two together—such is the picture formed by
these same families that modern society shows itself so touchingly eager to

protect—with words.
FEANCE.

Saint-Etienne.—The director of the " Compagnie Beaubrun," by way of

showing the paternal care that he lavishes on the men working for the

company, apparently thinks he can do so no better than by diminishing the

salaries of the men in No. 2 Chatelus Pit by 25 centimes a-day. It is asserted

also that he intends to impose on the pitmen a gratuitous day's work to

rectify the damage caused in this pit by the late disastrous explosion in

No. 1 Pit. Bad luck to him !

Marseilles.—Citizen Jean Sltemane, on his way to attend the Algerian
Working-meL's Congress as French delegate, spoke well and ably at Mar-
seilles on the labour question at a meeting there organised for him by the

labour party. His discourse was followed by a discussion and asking of

questions—a method of procedure more familiar to us in England than to

our Continental friends. The interest of the meeting, which was numerously
attended, was well-sustained, and the proceedings have produced a good
impression in the town.

ITALY.

Vercelli.—A button -factory here by Bona Bros, is quite a model " prison

workshop," petty fines and Neronian orders succeeding each other day by
day. Last week the " hands " were surprised by an order forbidding them
to read the Fascio Operaio, all those discovered so doing to be instantly dis-

missed. A month back the women employed struck on account of a new
rule "which compelled them to pay 80 c. for thread to sew on the buttons,

which thread could be procured in the shops for 40 c. Five mothers were
dismissed in consequence of this manifestation of dissatisfaction, dismissed

as " instigators of the strike."

—

Fascio Operaio,

Alessandria.—The hat-makers' strike here is terminated. The Cav.

Borsalina refused to accede to the demands of the strikers, and these have
in consequence, for the most part, gone off to other districts and have left

the country rather than yield. There exist several labour societies belonging

to the different trades in Alessandria, and as is seen in the result of the

strike, a certain solidarity exists among the workers. Before the termina-

tion of the Borsalina strike (which was among the workers in black straw),

the workers in white had paid each out of their weekly wage 75 c. in aid of

their comrades. Last week they were assembled and warned that should

they hereafter pay any sums to the society in aid of the strikers they would
Ibe dismissed. This is merely a sample of the treatment submitted to in

Italian factories, where petty tyranny indeed reigns supreme and too often

unquestioned.

You wise generations, who have made your god of a yelling steam-engine, and

dwell in herds under a pall of soot, and call this—Progress ! . . . There are two

sides to the medal of Progress. Myself, I cannot see that New York is so much
an improveme;it upon Athens, nor the Staffordshire potteries upon Etrurian

Tarqmnii. But then I am only an ignorant man, no doubt, who loves the happy

lauAof the sun-fed children, and the unobscured smile of the azure skies.—

Ome?a: Crispin, in *Ariadn^.* '
"''^
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THE MINERS' STRIKE IN NORTHUMBERLAND.

PROGRESS OF THE SOCIALIST CAMPAIGN.

' "^kt importance of this struggle is being very much under-rated. It is now

flight weeks since over 20,0(X) n3en went out on strike against a reduction of

12J per cent, "in their already miserably small wages. This reduction would

affect all who earned over three shillings per day. It is nine years since the

miners of Northumberland were on strike before, so that they cannot be

charged with being quarrelsome. The failure or success of the strike may
not be a matter of very great moment, but a study of the position altogether

will be found very profitable, and a few frank words on the conduct of some

of the people's friends will not be amiss.

At one time, and that only a few years ago, the miners were the best paid

workmen in the country. From 12s. to 15s. per day was easily earned by
an average man at hewing coal. They are now nearly down to the level of

the English agricultural labourers or the Irish cottiers. For months past

the average wage of the Northumbrian pit men has varied from 10s. to 15s.

per week. If the deductions for powder, pick-sharping, etc., were reckoned,

it might fairly be said that 10s. to 12s. per week is the most that the pitmen

have taken home to their wives. It is sometimes said that miners can earn

5s. 3d. per day, but this fact alone is misleading. Two or three days work
a week is not uncommon, four days a week is a sort of godsend, and five

days a week is what the miner may dream about but dare not hope to see.

Besides, there are considerable deductions from the ordinarily stated wage.

In some mines 6d. a-day for powder alone. I have asked a great number of

men what was the average amount of money which they took home after

paying sundry charges ; the answers seldom varied a shilling, and I should

say that 10s. per week is an excessive estimate.

A great deal of humbug has been talked about the " free houses " enjoyed

by the Northumberland miners. These houses are mere huts ; the outside

of them look sadly dilapidated ; the streets are shamefully neglected, no
pretence of order or harmony in building the villages was ever thought of

—

in short, the general aspect of a colliery settlement is ugly, dirty, and de-

pressing, chiefly on account of its gloominess and the evident lack of taste

or pleasure in its arrangements. But for the co-operative movement hardly

a hall could be found outside the town, and seldom even a reading room.

The men have often to hold their meetings in publichouses, and this of

course encourages drinking. Inside the houses a different picture is met
with. The women of Northumberland are cleanly, industrious, and cheerful

"beyond compare." Their thriftiness is beyond dispute, since, in spite of

the small wage, the miners are as a whole a healthy and good-looking body
of men.

Could anything be more disgraceful than an attempt to make these men
poorer than they are now 1 The miners have suffered one reduction after

another till they can suffer no longer, and now a bitter fight has begun
against any further impoverishment. How the fight will end no one can

say. There are plenty of evil prophets declaring that the men will have to

give in at the end, and advising them to do so speedily. There are some
" candid friends " of the miners who are doing them a great deal of harm by
telling the public how poor the men's resources are, and how great the
power of their masters is. It is very dangerous to be too ready with advice
and help and revelations in a matter of this kind. It must be agreed that

the miners know their own business best. It is certain that no one else can
teach them much. Two gentlemen (formerly workmen, but now fallen) at

BIyth, did a great deal of harm one day last week with their candid and
uncalled-for advice. Their remarks included an extravagant denunciation
of Socialism and the Socialist missionaries in the county. They were very
frothy and very high-toned on the subject, so I sent one of them a civil

challenge to make good his words in a public debate. However, he shirked
the encounter, and said he was too busy in managing a soup-kitchen. Of
course, a man who brags when his enemy is at a safe distance, and then takes
shelter behind a soup-tureen when asked to fight, is not worth much notice.

Then,' the newspapers have set to work against the miners. They are over-
flowing with heart-rending accounts and sensationally written descriptions

of the distress amongst the non-unionists. There is really no special distress

amongst the people of Northumberland just now. There is always a great
deal of poverty, and this is not generally noticed by the newspapers. But
just at the critical time, when the success of the strike depended upon the
firmness of the whole of the men, a great wailing is heard about their

poverty, and shoals of letters full of the most silly advice, and all with the
purpose of making out that the miners are unable or afraid to fight out the
strike are readily inserted. This, however, will not effect its purpose. The
miners are still determined to hold out and are likely to win.
The Labour M.P.'s are proving themselves a paltry spiritless set of crea-

tures. Never a word in Parliament about the miner's condition, but all over
the country is telegraphed the startling and important announcement that

J"J\ir. Fenwick has got a cold"! and Mr. Crawford's health has actuallv
undergone a favourable change since his stay at Matlock ! Strange days we
live m ! Hardly a word about the 20,000 men with families dependent
upon them, who are being brought to Chinese level, while throat affections
of their eminently respectable representatives are telegraphed all over the
land as if they were royal princes. If Northumberland had had the good
fortune to be situated in Ireland, the House of Commons and the country
would be ringing with the tale of their wrongs. But alas ! the workmen of
England have only a few lisping weaklings to voice their demands. The
people of the country do not fully know the condition of the miners, nor the

.
nature of the struggle in which they are engaged. If Burt, Fenwick, Craw-

ford and Co. had any spirit or go in them at all they would kick up a row in

Parliament, and follow it up with a stumping campaign through the pro-
vinces, and by doing so they would raise enough money to keep the 'Strike
going for three months to come at least, and raise a torrent of public wratli

against the mine-owners and coal-agents, which would soon brin^ Jrictorj^to

the strikers.
;

^
However the strike goes now, it has given an opportunity for starting ^i

Socialist movement, which will give new hope to the miners. During^--tne
past month meetings have been held all over the county at the rate of 12 t3
15 per week, and all have been largely attended. Already the popular feel-

ing is in favour of Socialism, and the keenest interest is shown in the disr

cussion of the question. At Bedlington, for instance, on Friday the 18th,
the large Co-operative Hall was packed in every corner, and hundreds coulcj

not obtain admission. The audience listened attentively for three hours and
a half to speeches for and against Socialism. My two opponents were the
village doctor and the village curate, both popular men. The rev. gentleman
had some very cute and telling points to put, and he put them well ; and to
the satisfaction of every one, a debate was arranged for the following
week between him and myself. The medical gentleman was rather hazy
and confused in his ideas, but he at least contributed to the amusement of
the audience. The doctor has a genial way of saying the most ruffianly
things, and a profound way of saying the most stupid things, which, in a
way, make him rather an attractive speaker. He writes poetry. I hav^
read some of it—not much—and I don't intend to read any more,' though it

is rather good on the whole, quite up to the artistic level of " Tommy make;
room for your uncle." The meeting altogether was a great success, and did
a great deal for the Socialist cause. t^l^^^

A county demonstration in favour of Socialism is being arranged, and
steps for founding an organisation in the northern counties are going rapidly
forward, and I feel sure that before long the miners of the North of Eng-
land will be in the vanguard of the revolutionary labour movement.

Newcastle, March 22. J. L. Mahon.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 -Farringdon Road, E.C.

NOTICE.—All business matters relating to the Socialist League to be directed
to the Secretary, H. A. Barker, 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.C. I

Annual Conference.—The Third Annual Conference of the Socialist League
will be held at 13 Farringdon Road on Whitsunday, May 29th. Branches are
particularly requested to attend to the following arrangements, if they wish to
be represented at the Conference : (1) To at once send a return of their member-,
ship to the General Secretary. The representation will be based on this return,
(2) Branches cannot be represented unless all monthly subscriptions are paid up
to March 31 by May 1st. (3) Notices of motion, amendment to Rules, etc.,
must be sent in six weeks before the Conference

—

i.e., not later than April 17th.
(4) Agenda Paper will be forwarded on May 2nd to Branches complying with
these arrangements.

Library.—The Library is now open to members of the Socialist League and
affiliated bodies. Country Branches can have parcels of selected books by paying
carriage to and fro. Rule III. , relating to the renewal of books (each renewal
representing fourteen days) must be rigidly adhered to. Books cannot be renewed
more than twice. Members failing to comply with this Rule will be fined Id. for
every week that a volume is detained beyond the time at which its return is due.
Library Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d.

Lena Wardle & Wm. Blundell, Librarians.

Lessons in French.—Comrade Victor Dave is now giving lessons in French
at the offices of the League on Tuesday evenings, at 8 o'clock. The lessons are
free to members, and those desirous of profiting by them should send their names
at once to the secretary of the League.

Outdoor Propaganda*—The Council have passed the following resolution :—

r

*' That the speakers at Hyde Park invite the audience to keep within the railings
so as not to obstruct the foot-paths ; and that all members of the League attend-i
ing such meetings be careful not to obstruct the foot-ways on such occasions."

Reports for "Commonweal."—Branch Secretaries are requested to make
their reports as brief as possible, dealing with points of general interest as to th6
progress of the propaganda, rather than attempting to give the substance of the
lectures, for which there is not space, even if it were otherwise desirable. Notices
should be confined to purely business announcements and written separatelyiT
Reports and Notices should be addressed to the ''Printer," and Cannot beguaran^
teed insertion unless they reach the office by 2 p.m. on Tuesday.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.

Birmingham, Hackney, Hull, Leeds, North London, to August 31. Manchester,
Merton, Norwich, to October 31. Bradford, to November 30. Croydon, Ham-
mersmith, Leicester, South London, to Bee. 31, 1886. Lancaster, to-January 31.
Bloomsbury, Clerkenwell, Walsall, to February 28. Hoxton (Labour Emancipa-
tion League), Oxford, to March 31, 1887. •

STRIKE COMMITTEE.
P. W., 2s. ; E. P., 6d. ; W. M., 2s. T. Binning, Treasurer. "

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
John Glasse, £5; **A Friend," £8. Hammersmith Branch (two weeks), £1.

T. B. (weekly), 6d. W. B. (weekly), 6d.

Ph. W., Treasurer, March 22.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
C. W. Mowbray and Fred Henderson, of the Socialist League, were sentenced at the Norwich

Assizes on Jan. 20 to nine and four months' imprisonment respectively. The costs of the trial"
amounted to £60, and Mowbray's wife and five children must be provided for during his imprison--
ment, so that at least £100 will be required. The treasurer of this fund therefore appeals to^
every one to give all the assistance he can.

Ah-eady acknowledged, £30, 4s. 2d. Gleaner, 6d. Arthur, 6d. P. Wehb, Is.
Merton Branch, 4s. 6d. Leeds Branch (two weeks), 4s. Glasgow Branch (three'
weeks), 6s. Socialist Union : W.J;, Is.; Jas. Macdonald, Is. ; D. Macdonald,"'
Is.; A. J. C. Macpherson, Is. ; Thomas Finn, Is.; C. Fitzgerald, 5s. For Mrs.
Mowhray—A few Fabians, per Annie Besant (weekly), 10s.—Total, £32, Os. 8d. [

J. Laxe, Treasurer.
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BRANCH REPORTS.
Clerkenwell.—Oh Wednesday, March 16, A. K.

Donald lectured on " The Paris Commune " to fair

audience. Literature has sold well.—W. B.
Hackney.—On Saturday evening we held a free

concert to welcome our comrade James Allman on his

release from prison, he having served a month for an
alleged obstruction. Our room was quite filled by
members of the League, the S.D.F., and other societies.

Some capital songs were sung by members and friends,

and Allman gave us his experience of prison-life, which
was listened to with much interest. A collection was
made for him, amounting to 9s. 3d. While thanking
the friends for it, he refused to take it, and gave one-

half to the Commonweal Printing Fund and the other
half to the Hackney Branch. The sinejing of "The
March of the Workers," "No Master," and "The
Marseillaise," concluded one of the pleasantest even-
ings we have had at this Branch.
MiTCHAM.—On Sunday evening in our club-room,

T. E. Wardle lectured on " The Fallacies of Society."
He pointed out that no hope of better times could be
expected until the workers made a Society of their

own. Good discussion. The following resolution was
passed :

—" That this meeting of Mitcham workers
expresses its deep sympathy with the workers of

Paris who fought and died in the Paris Commune, and
expresses its great abhorence of the capitalist mur-
derers who shot down the workers in cold blood."
Bradford.—On Monday March 14 comrade S. A.

Gaskell lectured at the Temperance Hall on " Social-

ism V. Individualism "
; Dr. Rabagliati took the chair.

The audience listened attentively. An animated dis-

cussion followed, which gave the lecturer opportunity
to go more into details on several points. We sold a
good quantity of literature.—C. H.
Edinburgh.—In the Free Tron Hall, on Monday,

March 21, Dr. Reddie read Percival Chubb's lecture
on " The Inner Spirit of Socialism." A good discus-

sion followed. Fair sale of literature.—G.
Glasgow.—On Sunday, at one o'clock, Glasier ad-

dressed a good open-air meeting at Jail Square. No
meeting at five o'clock owing to wet weather. In the
evening in Hall, Carlton Place, James Mavor gave a
lecture on "Miners' Wages and Living." The lec-

turer, who has been making a personal investigation
into the economic condition of the miners, gave some
interesting and useful information concerning the
wages and subsistence of that class of workers. He
.showed that in some instances the gross earnings of

the miners were so low that they had to subsist on a
poorer fare than is given to convicted criminals in our
prisons. A discussion followed.—J. B. G.
Hull.—On 21st we celebrated the Paris Commune,

speeches being made by several of our members.
VVe also had a short discussion with a sympathetic
opponent of Socialism, who thought we could not
expect to convert people to our views unless we had
some detailed plan of the future Society, after the
manner of More's * Utopia,' and kindred ideal Com-
monwealths.—E. T.

Lancaster.—On Sunday, March 20, comrade A.
Tarn addressed a meeting on the subject of " Modern
Commerce " to a good audience.—J. H.
Norwich. — We celebrated the Commune and

publicly opened our new hall on Saturday evening.

After tea a public meeting was held, the chair being

taken by comrade Lane, and a resolution in favour of

the workers of Paris was moved by Tochatti, seconded
and supported by comrades Sparling, Williams, and
Crotch. On Sunday six outdoor meetings were held,

addressed by Lane, Sparling, Tochatti, and Williams ;

all spoke on the Commune. In the evening, Sparling

gave a lecture on "Evolution of Cannibalism" to a

large audience, which was well received. Monday
evening, lecture on Commune by Tochatti. Literature

sold well. Last Tuesday, a meeting of the Branch
was held and re-organised, new officers being ap-

pointed.—A. Sutton.

Celebrations also took place at many of the Branches
of the Socialist League and Social-Democratic Federa-
tion. On Sunday afternoon last meetings of several

thousands were held in Hyde Park. In the evening
a large meeting was held in Cleveland Hall.

Nottingham.—The Nottingham Socialists gathered
on the 18th of March in the Secular Hall to celebrate

the Paris Commune by a tea-party and ball. After
tea the chairman, T. Proctor, made a few remarks on
the Commune, after which our French comrade Cou-
teaux sang the Marseillaise. S. Whalley then gave a
brief sketch of the history of the Commune. Mr.
Dautrie, French comrade, and H. Cooper also ad-

dressed the meeting, interspersed with a few songs and
recitations. At 9 p.m. dancing commenced, and was
kept up till 1 a.m. next morning, when the company
together sang the Marseillaise amid the waving of red
flags. The hall was tastefully decorated, the names
of Morris, Hyndman, and prominent Socialists on the
Continent hung round the room between red flags and
other decorations, across the hall being a large red
banner with the words " Vive la Commune ! " About
60 were present, and we had an enjoyable evening.

—

T. Proctor.

Dublin.—On Thursday March 17th an International
Celebration of the Commune of Paris was held at 50
Dawson Street, the following nationalities being repre-

sented : English, Welsh, Scotch, Irish, French, Danish,
Russian, and American. Addresses on the principles

and aims of the Commune, the reason of its failure,

etc., were delivered by Schumann and others. A
telegram received during the evening from our London
comrades was read amidst great applause. A most
enjoyable evening was wound up by comrade Coulon
singing the Marseillaise in French.—0. K,

Grimsby.—Last Sunday, several earnest men met
at the Hall of Science and formed themselves into a

society for Socialist propaganda. The question of

affiliating with the Socialist League was held over

until the members had studied carefully the ' Mani-
festo' of the League.—T.
Sheffield Socialists.—On Monday night, March

14, the Sheffield Socialists rallied together in the
Commonwealth Cafe, to hear Charlotte M. Wilson
lecture on " The Revolt of the Workers in the Nine-
teenth Century." The lecture was a clever one, and
was listened to with great attention. Socialism is

making headway in this town.

Open-air Propaganda—Sunday 27.

11.30...Hackney—"Salmon andBair ......Westwood
1 1.30...Hackney—Broadway, Ldn. Fields.H. Graham
1 1 . 30. . .Hammersmith—Beadon Rd .The Branch
11.30.. .Hoxton Church, Pitfield Street ...Arnold,Pope

11.30.. .Garrett—Plough Inn Bartlett -

11.30...Regent's Park Nicoll and Cantwell
11. 30... St. Pancras Arches ...Dalziel and A. K. Donald
11.30.. .Walham Green ...The Branch
3.30.. .Hyde Park Wardle and

Mainwaring

Provinces.—Sunday.

JVoTM^icA.—St. Mary's Plain, 11 ; Market Place, 3.

Leeds,—Hunslet Moor, 11 a.m. ; Vicar*B Croft, 7 p.m,

Leicester.—Humberston Gate, 11 a.m.

PARIS COMMUNE CELEBRATIONS.
On Thursday March 17 a gathering took place of

the London Socialist bodies, English and foreign sec-

tions, for the purpose of celebrating the Paris Com-
mune, at South Place Institute, Finsbury, E.C. The
meeting was a large and most enthusiastic one.

Speeches in English were delivered by Annie Besant,

Mrs. Wilson, P. Krapptkine, W. Morris, J. Lane,

A. K. Donald, J. R. Macdonald, and Frank Kitz.

Speeches were also delivered in French, Gsrman, and
Italian. The great number of Commune celebrations

this year is a sure sign of the increasing strength of

the Socialist party in this country. Even the would-
be silent bourgeois press is compelled to note this

;

and despite its abortive attempts to belittle the success

of the movement here in England, the record which
it itself does make, clearly shows that it is no longer
possible to treat with supercillious indifference its

growing strength.—H. A. B.

FREE SPEECH DEMONSTRATION
IN VICTORIA PARK,

On SUNDAY March 27, at S, 30 p.m..

To welcome Comrade James Allman from prison,

and to protest against the interference of the police

with the right of public meeting in the streets.

The following is the list of speakers : James Allman,
H. A. Barker, H. Charles, H. Davis, H. Graham, F.

Kitz, J. Lane, S. Mainwaring, W. Morris, and H. H.
Sparling.

Proceedings will take place near the Band Stand.

LECTURE DIARY.

London Branches.

Bloom^hury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street.

Thursday March 24, at 8.30, W. Utley, " Money."
Clerkenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.C. Sunday March 27, at 8.30 p.m.
L. Gronlund, '*The Familistere of Guise." Wed-
nesday, March 30, at 8.30. Frank Kitz, " History
of the Russian Movement."—Committee Meeting
first Sunday in each month at 7 p.m.

Croydon.—Royal County House, West Croydon Station
Yard. Sunday Mar. 27. T. Bolas, "The Aims of

Socialists."—Committee Meeting every Friday at

8 p.m. sharp, at Parker Road.
Hackney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11. Business
Meeting every Tuesday at 8.30. On Sunday, March
27, at 8 p.m. A Lecture. On Saturday, March 26,

an open-air meeting on Mile End Waste at 8 p.m.
Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday March 27, at 8 p.m. C. J. Faulkner, ** In-

human Arithmetic."
Hoxton (L.E.L.).—New premises, 2 Crondall Street,

New North Road, Sunday March 27, at 8 p.m. T.

Shore (E.L.R.L.), *' The Poetry of Revolt."
Merton.—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

Mitcham.—Comer of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Sunday March 27, at 8.30. F. Kitz, "The Russian
Revolutionary Party."

Country Branches.

Bingley.—Coffee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.
Birmingham.—Carr's Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Reading Room and Li-

brary open every Wednesday evening, 8 till 10.

Fulham.—Address Sec, 34 May Street.

Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. On Sunday,
open-air meetings on Jail Square at 1 and 5 o'clock.

In the evening at 6.30, in Hall, 2, Carlton Place,

Daniel McCuUoch will lecture on ** Education from
a Socialist Standpoint." William Morris lectures

on Sunday, April 3, in Waterloo Hall, at 7 o'clock.

Hamilton.—Branch meets every Thursday at 7.30 in

Paton's Hall, Chapel Street.

HtUl.—11 Princess Street, Sykes Street. Lectures on
Sunday at 7 p.m. Class for study of Carruthers'
* Commercial and Communal Economy,' on Thurs-

days at 8 p.m. Lectures every Sunday at 7 p.m.

March 27, ** Machinery and the Worker."
Lancaster.—No fixed meetmg-place at present. On
Sunday mornings at 11, meetings will be held on
St George's Quay. March 27, L. Hall, ** Slavery

andthe Way Out."
Leicester.—Spiritualist Hall, Silver Street. Saturday,
March 26, at 8 p.m. Geo. Robson, "The Popula-
tion Fallacy." April 2, Thos. Barclay, " How to

bring about the Social Commonwealth."
Manchester.—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-

chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-

ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every
Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—Gordon Hall, Duke St. Lecture and dis-

cussion every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m. Read-
ing-room open every evening. Sunday, Mar. 27,

St. Mary's Plain at 11, Market Place at 3.

Oic/bro?.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Cleveland Hall, 54 Cleveland Street (near Port-

land Road Station).—Sundays at 11.30 a.m. Mar. 27.

H. Charles, " The Coming Revolution."

South Place Institute, Finsbury,—A series of

Debates on Socialism and Individualism will take place

during March. IV. Sunday 27, at 4 p.m., Mr. H. H.
Champion (S.D.F.)ver5tts Mr. Wordsworth Donisthorpe
(L.P.D.L.)

Dublin.—City of Dublin Working-men's Club,

Wellington Quay. Saturday, March 26, " The Posi-

tion of the Working Classes for the last Fifty Years."
Free Debate.

Noio ready, 240 jop., Is. M., postfree; Cloth gilt,

2s. 3fZ., postfree.

A REVIEW OF
EUROPEAN SOCIETY,

With an Exposition and Vindication of the Principles of

SOCIAL DEMOOEACT.
By J. SKETCHLEY,

Author of *The Irish Question,' 'The Funding System,"
'German Democracy,' etc., etc.

With an Introduction by WILLIAM MORRIS.

The Work treats of all the great questions of the day—political,
social, and economical ; of European thought during the present
century ; the revolutionary movements of, 1848-49

—

why they
failed ; the Paris Commune of 1871 ; etc., etc.

" This book is a remarkable production."— CAWs^iaw
Socialist.

" No^Yhere will be found so much important infor

mation in so short a space."

—

Justice.

" The book is admirable. It must be placed on the
shelf of the library of every earnest student of Social-

ism. "

—

Commonweal.

**A capital examination of civilised (?) society."—

r

Anarchist.

Birmingham ; J. Sketchley, 8 Arthur Place Parade.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.
o

The Manifesto of the Socialist Leaciie.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and Wiluam
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded. . ' . . Id,

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morris. . . , 2d.

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors). .Id.

The Labour Question from the Socialist
Standpoint. By William Morris. . . Id.

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William
Morris Id.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. . Id.

The Woman Question. By Edward Aveling
and Eleanor Marx-Aveling. . . . . 2d,

Art and Socialism. By Wm. Morris.

Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, Is.

The Aims of Art. By Wm. Morris. {Now Ready,)
Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d.

The Co-operative Commonwealth. By Lawrence
Gronlund. Author's Edition, revised and enlarged.

Paper covers, 2s. ; Cloth, 2s. 6d.

"All for the Cause !" Song. Words by William
Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 4s. 6d.

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.

Fine hand-made large paper 6d.

Printed and Published by William Mobbis and JoaiFH Lim,
at IS FarringdoD Road, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The Government have got through the first stage of this new coercion

adventure with no very triumphant success, though only 6ne Liberal

Unionist voted for Mr. Morley's amendment ; Mr. Bright in his new
character of definite Tory voting for the government as a matter of

course. There was nothing very remarkable in the debate that preceded
the division. Mr. Gladstone spoke bold words enough as to the oppo-

sition which his party were prepared to make to the bill, and it is to be
hoped that they will be made good ; but one must see it done before

one can be sure that it will be : meanwhile, of course, the Tories raise

tdie cry of " obstruction " ; as if it were not the business of any minority
in the House of Commons to obstruct the passing of any measure that
they thoroughly condemn.

A great part of Mr. Gladstone's eLaborate speech was taken up with
trying to prove that his coercion bill was quite a different thing, and
put forward under quite different circumstances than this new measure

;

and the orthodox Liberal papers were in ecstacies over his success in

this attempt. But a reasonable man would think this ingenuity
wasted : the Coercion Act on one hand and the action of the National
League on the other, are simply acts of war ; and it was just the same
<Mng when the Liberal Government passed their Coercion Act. To
ig)eak plainly, all this side of the debate pro and con was simple
twaddle ; the mere lawyer-like stupidity of never making an admission,
which is a habit in Parliament, too. Eeally, Mr. Gladstone need not
be ashamed of changing his mind with the example of Mr. Bright before
iiim, who has become a Tory simply because he could not change his,

when things were changing around him.

It would be refreshing to find somebody who would say, when
<jhallenged as to the relation of his present to his past opinion, " Yes

;

I did think that, but I have changed my opinion now," but that seems
to be as rare a bird as the man that will say " Yes ; I said so-and-so,
and I meant it then and mean it now." And it would take a strong
lantern to fi»^..a man in Parliament who could say either of those
things.

As to Mr. Chamberlain, he seems determined to go deeper and deeper
into the mire ; and surely a man who had been away from the country
for two years, and had not seen any newspapers during that time, if he
happened on any of Mr. Chamberlain's present speeches, would be likely
t© say, " Pray what Chamberlain is that 1 Is it any relation to the
Joseph Chamberlain who, when I left England, was going about the
country making demi-semi-socialistic speeches 1

"

The thoughtful soul may, if it pleases, debate with itself whether the
German or English people have scored in the game of flunkeydom by
the last two exhibitions of that art, the celebration of the Kaiser's
birthday, or the Queen's visit to Birmingham. Certainly, the German
transduction was on the larger scale, and so more offensive, and there
appears to have been an outpouring of sentiment on the occasion, not
easy for a sane man to understand, if he chance not to belong to that
parish

; neither is the superannuated drill-sergeant who was worshipped
by the German population—(What were all the Socialist voters about,
by the way ?)—a very worthy idol. Still, the man is a kind of a real
king, and represents, at any rate, the memory of a set of desperate
battles, and, 'tis said, does his joss-business of being seen with much
assiduity, and his position altogether is not so preposterous as that of
of our own special joss, which does not do its business even of being seen
(if that mattered at all), and cannot do anything else of a public kind
without being called over the coals for it as an unconstitutional act.

Doubtless, also, a good deal of the enthusiasm at Berlin was of police
creation, and it is to be thought that the Birmingham loyalty was more
genuine of its kind, and at the bottom of it, probably, lay the hope of
the quickening of business a little. Finally, when we take int<i con-
sideration that Birmingham is a Radical town, I think the palm must
be given to the English professors of flunkeydom ; their faith is purer,
and shines brighter through the wrappages of individual character,
political creed, and other accidents than that of any other nation.

W. M.

^
.In the April number of Harper's Magazine is an article on "Wagesm Europe and America," the outcome of which seems to be in agree-

ment with our constant assertion that in all civilized countries, the work-

man is in much the same position. What slight differences there are

between labour's position in different countries arise from an altered

standard of living.

Everywhere the worker is pushed down as far as he can go, and kept

down there as long as he will stay.

A letter in the Sj^ectator well illustrates the unreasoning fatuity of

the average bourgeois. The writer has been giving particulars of the

terrible condition of the Austrian workers, and winds up by saying

that we in London (Socialists) " have much to be thankful for."

Does he mean workmen when he says Socialists ? And imply that

so long as someone is worse off* than ourselves, we should be unfailingly

happy ; as no doubt he would be did he lose an eye; another losing

both!

Or, are his words to be literally taken 1 In that case, he is decidedly

illogical, being a bourgeois ; for the only feature in the evil case of the

Austrian workmen that can please a Socialist is their restiveness under
it, and the conviction forced upon. us that the capitalists of Austria and
elsewhere are serving the revolution well by making their workers'

lives intolerable.

H. H. S.

DESPOTISM AND NIHILISM IN RUSSIA.
The world has once more been startled by another attempt at

nation. The despots are once more alarmed, and the press, as usual,

calls for vengeance on the so-called miscreants who attempted to kill

even an Emperor. That words of congratulation should be sent to

the Emperor with lightning speed need not surprise any one. The
same with regard to the blind fury of the hireling press of this and
other countries. Yet, it would be best to look at the matter with
greater calmness, and think well what the situation is. Let us deal

first with the question on the ground of principle.

What is an Emperor ? Simply a usurper. One who claims the

right to rule in violation of the principle of equal liberty, in violation

of the principle of eternal right, of eternal justice. Usurpation can
never be the basis of legitimate authority. It can never command the

respect of the thoughtful. It will never receive the respect of the

free man or the free woman. - Usurpation is the greatest of all crimes.

Its very existence implies the assassination of the dignity, the liberty,

and the independence of a whote people. It implies the degradation
and slavery of millions of human beings. Usurpation is the basis of

absolute despotism, of the most debasing tyranny. Where usurpation

exists liberty is impossible. All the rights of the individual, the
liberty of thought, of speech, of free association, are all sacrificed to

the supremacy of the usurper. And what is a usurper 1 A despot, a
tyrant, from principle. Behold him on his throne of blood, a rebel

against the principle of eternal justice, a traitor to the principle of

human brotherhood. He is at war with the people over whom he
claims to rule. As a traitor to the holy principle of equal liberty, he
is at war with humanity. As a traitor and a rebel he should be every-

where treated as an outlaw. Usurpation is despotism in all its naked
deformity. None but slaves can tolerate it. None but sycophants

can recognise it. None but courtiers can sing its praises. The glory

of usurpation and the grandeur of its saturnalia depend on the plunder
and the degradation of the people. And from the curse and scourge

of usurpation the people are in duty bound, severally or collectively, to

free themselves.

We read of the Imperialism of ancient Rome, and of the religious

royalty of the middle ages ; we have had the Imperialism of Napoleon
the Great, and we have the Imperialism of the German Kaiser ; but in

the Imperialism of Russia we have the blasphemous claims of religious

royalty and the naked rascality of political despotism. There the

usurper rules supreme. His will is law. At his bidding ten thousand
victims take their death march to Siberia. At his command a thou-

sand men and women ascend the scaffold, martyrs for the holy prin-

ciple of human liberty. Behold the Czar of all the Russians on his

throne of blood and rapine, surrounded by his almost countless legions

of mercenary cut-throats ; behold him the traitor, the rebel, ever at

war with the people over whom he claims to rule ; at war with hu-

manity, the only true sovereign. If tlie usurper be the annointed of
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heaven, let heaven protect him. As a rebel against the law of eternal

right -he deserves no protection from the law. .

But the conspirators. Who and what are they? All the truest,

the-3^$est, the bravest, of all classes of Russian society. In a dis-

patcl): froin, St. Petersburg, dated March 12, and quoted in the Standard
o|- March 17, we read of the widespread dissatisfaction that exists

amdygst alj classes in the Russian Empire—military^ officials, nobles,

vjrorj^nirenj and peasants. " These malcontents," it is said, " do not,

sti-!^l]p«|)eaking, belong to the Mhilist or Terrorist party, but tiiey

almost involuntarily promote the objects of the active revolutionists,

and their number is so great that the gaps caused by executions or

arrests, are immediately filled up." We are also told " the number of

officers, non-commissioned officers, and military pupils recently arrested

for conspiracy, not only at St. Petersburg, but in many other garri-

sons, is very great, far greater than is generally known, but still

greater is the number of those who are equally guilty but have acci-

dentally escaped detection."

In the Standard of March 24, we read, *' Nihilism, too, in its

original form, has, as I have often remarked, died out long ago ; but
the social revolutionary agitation which it exploited, and whicli still

bears its name, still exists, and will exist as long as the autocratic

government, against which its misdeeds are so terrible a protest." The
St. Petersburg correspondent of the Daily JS^evjs, March 25, referring

to the attempts to get up a show of loyalty in the universities, says :

" Public opinion- here and abroad is not, however, to be deceived by
such artifices. It is really surprising to hear what is said about the

state of the country in diplomatic circles. It might be supposed that

the revolution so long dreaded is now on the eve of breaking out. I

know that the foreign representatives have sent reports to their

governments upon the actual state of Russia, and that these reports at

all events are not of the brightest colours." On the same date we read
that at Odessa, forty officers, some of high rank, had been arrested

within a few days. March 26th we are told that ten more officers had
been arrested at St. Petersburg. We read that Gatschina is like a

regular fortress, with a powerful garrison and hundreds of spies and
police. And this is holy Russia !

It may be said that these men are rebels, but they already embrace
the best and the truest of every class. Call them rebels if you will

;

but such rebels are the salt of the earth and the glory of the human
race. Place them by the side of the arch-rebel, the arch-usurper, on
his blood-stained throne. Behold him, a usurper by birth, a despot

from principle, a tyrant in the worst sense of the word, upholding all

that is iniquitous, all that is villainous, all that is barbarous, brutal,

and corrupt, the enemy of all that is pure and just, of all that tends to

elevate the people, or that can raise them to dignity and liberty. Turn
to the conspirators, so-called. Who are they ? Men and women of

all ranks and classes, from the highest noble to the artisans or the

peasants. What is their aim ? To free their country from the curse

and scourge of a degrading despotism ; from the tyranny and corrup-

tion which there prevail. To raise the great mass of the people, to

free them from the thousand tyrannies and oppressions that degrade

and enslave them; to make man and woman free—free as the air

they breathe, free as the light of day.

But why do they not agitate in a legal manner ; why do they not

adopt legitimate means ? No government, no authority that rests on
usurpation can ever be legitimate. The decrees of tyrants can never

be Vjinding on a single human being. Nor can any authority be

legitimate that does not rest on the freely expressed will of the great

mass of the people. To enforce any decree against the will of the

people is tyranny, and to impose a single tax without the consent of

the people is an act of plunder. The usurper, then, is not only a rebel,

but a criminal, a wholesale plunderer, and ought to be treated as such.

But how many men and women has the present Czar of all the

Russias sent to Siberia, there to linger out a miserable existence 1

How many are rotting in Russian fortresses 1 How many has he sent

to the scaffold, murdered in cold blood to prolong for a little while

longer his reign as a despot and the slavery of the people? To combat
such a system is the duty of every man, of every woman. When there is

neither freedom of speech, nor of the press, nor free association, organisa-

. tion on a large scale is impossible. Secret conspiracy is the only means,

and to conspire the most sacred obligation. He who denies to the

people their rights and liberties is a rebel against the people, and should

be treated as such. And where the people are denied the right of free

organisation, of free action, in the words of Suarez, "it is permitted to

an individual to kill a tyrant, in virtue of the law of self-defence."

And he adds, " For though the community does not command it, it is

always to be understood that it wishes to be defended by every one of

its citizens individually, and even by a stranger. Then, if no defence

can be found excepting the death of the tyrant, it is permitted to every

one to kill him." These words are clear and precise, and cannot be

disputed. Take the following from our own Milton :
" Since the king,

or magistrate, holds his authority of the people, for their good, and not

his own, then may the people, as oft as they shall judge it for the best,

either choose him or reject him, retain him or depose him, though no
tyrant, merely by the liberty and right of free born men, to be governed

as seems to them best " (Prose Works). Let us not forget, too, that our

own ancestors not only claimed the right to take up arms against

a tyrant, in the person of Charles I., but to try him for treason and
send him to the grave headless.

But the right of a people to free themselves from tyranny and
oppression has always been recognised, by insurrection if practicable,

by any other means if necessary. Blackstone (Ch. Royal Prerogative),

in speaking of the expulsion of James II., and the right of the people

to resort to insurrection when necessary, says : "Nor will they (the

people) sacrifice their liberty by their adherence to. those p^tic^I
maxims which were established to preserve it. In these or ^^er
circumstances, since law and history are silent, it -becomes us td^Jje

silent also, leaving to future generations, whenever necessity or |fie

safety of the whole may require it, the exertion of those inherit
though latent powers of society, which no time, no constitution, no
contract, can ever destroy or diminish." Many other. English author-
ities might be given.

In dealing with the revolutionary movement in Russia, let us not
forget the facts of our own history. Above all, let us take our stand
on principle ; and let us remember that it is the duty of every people^

to adopt any and every means, individually and collectively, to free-

themselves from the curse and scourge of a cruel and relentless

despotism. J. Sketchley.

THE IMMORALITY OF INTEREST.
It is not probable that in modern times it has ever entered the head
of one Christian in a thousand that to lend money at interest is-

intrinsically wrong, and denounced not only by the Socialists, but also^

most vigorously by the Christian Fathers, and condemned in no-

equivocal manner in the Bible. They know, of course, that usury was.

forbidden among the Jews, but ignorant of the meaning of the Scrip-

tural term, imagine it has no modern counterpart, at least in this-

country.

It is written in Deuteronomy xxiii. 19, "Thou shalt not lend upon,

usury to thy brother ; usury of money, usury of victuals, usury of any-

thing that is lent upon usury," and similar divine commands are given-

in Levit. xxv. 35, 36, 37, and in Exodus xxii. 25. With regard to the

meaning of the term, St. Ambrose says, " Many persons, evading the

precepts of the law, when they give money to merchants, require the

usury not in money, but take some of their goods in payment of the-

usury. Therefore, let them know what says the law ; You shall not, it

says, receive the usury of food, nor of anything else. The victuals is.

usury, the cloth is usury : whatever is added to the principal is usury

—whatever name you give it, it is usury." St. Augustine also, on^

Psalm xxxvii. 26, says, " If you lend your money to a man from whom
you expect more than you gave, not money alone but anything else,

whether it be wheat, wine, oil, or any other article, if you expect to-

receive any more than you gave, you are an usurer, and in that respect

reprehensible, not praiseworthy." St. Jerome too, on Ezekiel xviii. 10,.

17, says, " Some persons imagine that usury obtains only in money ;

but the Scriptures, foreseeing this, have exploded every increase, SO'

that you cannot receive 7nore than you gave. Others likewise have-

the habit of receiving gifts of various descriptions for the usurious

loans, not understanding that the Scriptures call usury also increase

whatever that be, if they receive any more than they had given."

Usury seems then to signify any kind of payment made for the loan,

of anything, and is therefore the generic term for rent, interest, and
profit.

It is objected that the Jews were forbidden to exact usury from

their brethren only, but were at liberty to charge it to strangers.

Regarding this St. Thomas says, "To receive usury from strangers,

was not permitted as a lawful thing, but rather tolerated for avoiding

a greater evil. This dispensation is not extended to Christians who
are bound to consider all mankind as brethren, especially under the-

New Law to which they are called."

That Jesus of Nazareth himself looked upon the practice as

iniquitous the whole tenor of his teaching proves. He even forbids it

expressly in Luke vi. 34, "And if ye lend to them of whom ye hope-

to receive what thank have ye ? for sinners also lend to sinners, to^

receive as much again. But love ye your enemies, and do good, and
lend hoping for nothing again, and your reward shall be great, and ye

shall be the children of the Highest : for he is kind unto the unthankful

and to the evil." Nothing could be plainer, and the sincere, conscien-

tious Christian, seeking to obey the precepts of his Master, and pos~

sessing sufficient independence and intellectual activity to impel him to-

examine the Scriptures for himself, can have no hesitation in denounc-

ing the inconsistency and impiety of Christian interest-takers and

profit-mongers. He would not dream, for a moment, of disregarding

the whole spirit of Christ's teaching, by attempting to justify usury,,

and would be the first to point out the error of those who so eagerly

seize on the parable of the talents as an excuse for the practice. The
power of self-interest to blind men to all reason and truth is tremen-

dous, and it is therefore not surprising that when self-interest is rein-

forced by a superstitious- regard for custom, benevolent and ordinarily

clearsighted men should, in good faith, consider the parable as indis-

putable proof of the divine sanction. It is quite evident, however,

that if the parable does sanction it, it belies the whole teaching and

practice of Christ ; but there can be no doubt it was only intended to

picture in a striking manner the reward awaiting the believer who lays

out his talents at spiritual usury, by feeding the hungry, clothing the

naked, tending the sick and helpless, and caring for the widows and

orphans.

So much for the argumentum ad hominum addressed to the professed

Christian. But in the opinion of those of us who do not bov to the

" authority " of the Biblical writers, and who are not inclined to admit

their infallibility in ethical questions, the morality of the custom does

not depend on the interpretation of Scripture. It can be shown that

usury is an infringement of the law of justice, the result of the tyranny ;

of the strong over the weak, and the great cause of poverty with its in-
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tnumerable attendant evils. Whether usury be right or wrong, to it

must be attributed the glaring social inequalities of the present time,

for these are by no means commensurate with the difference in physical

power, intellectual capacity, or moral quality of the members of the

community. If usury be justifiable, our working millions must be

abandoned to their hopeless struggle with poverty. If, on the other

hand, they and their children are ever to have brighter or happier

days, usury must be driven out of the world ; that is the alternative.

Fortunately we are provided by non-Socialists with an estimate of the

burdens laid upon the workers by this ogre. According to Mundella
the total annual income of the country, that is to say, the quantity

of wealth produced each year is 1300 millions. This wealth is, of

course, produced only by the workers, manual and mental, and what
do these workers get ? only .300 millions between them, at the highest
estimate 500 millions I Making every allowance, for we have no
need to exaggerate, more than one-half of the wealth produced by the
workers is taken from them in the name of—usury. Facts like these
surely point to usury as the principal cause of poverty. It is true
that the poverty of some is due to personal vices, but it cannot be
denied that the poverty of the great bulk of the population is caused
])y circumstances beyond the control of the indi\idual, and by those
circumstances mere tendencies in the individual are often developed
into vices which would otherwise have lain dormant, so that some
deduction again has to be made from tlie admission above stated as to
personal vices. Certainly the individual lies helpless in the iron grip
of usury.

We see at present the land and the capital without which the
propertyless workers must starve, in the hands of a comparatively
small number of the population. To gain access to this God's (sic)

earth and to the instruments of production, to wit, the machinery, mills,

factories, railways, etc., is of paramount importance to the workers,
and accordingly they are obliged to apply to the holders of property
for leave to use it. The workers have nothing (through no fault of
their own, mind you) ; the capitalists and landowners everything. If,

on being thus appealed to, the latter listened to the teaching of the
great and noble minds of the past, and obeyed their generous and
better nature prompting them to help their less fortunate brethren,
they would hasten to share freely these necessaries of life and work
with the unlucky ones, or at the very least lend them interest-free
on condition of receiving payment for them by easy instalments.
Instead, however, of answering their altruistic impulses they allow
themselves to be swayed by their selfish and anti-social inclinations,
and stifling all sympathy for their disinherited fellows lay upon
them the yoke of slavery by a process euphemistically called "free
contract." Free undoubtedly the workers are, only however to accept
the terms of the propertied classes or—starve.
The terms, too, are : that the workers keep in good order and well-

conditioned their masters' land and instruments of work, renewing such
of the latter as are worn out by use ; that they give their masters all
the wealth they produce over and above what is just necessary to
maintain them efficient, machine-like toilers and enable them to bring
up children to replace them when wrought out. On the one hand they
have starvation staring them in the face and on the other that arch-
fiend, Usury, standing sentry over the means of work, ready on behalf
of his masters to call on the police and even the military to aid him in
preventing the proletariat using these means except on the terms men-
tioned above. It seems as if the only moral law whicli can be appealed
to in defence of usury is that one which declares that " might is right."
Yet, after all, it is only the *' force" of the superstitious"" notions'' the
people themselves have about the rights of property which holds them
enslaved thus. The moment they realise that they are being robbed
daily and hourly in the name of private property, the police and
mihtary will be with them ; for are not they too of the people ?

J. H. S.

( To he continued.

)
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"THE LAST DAYS OF THE COMMUNE."
The following txtracU are taken from an article by an eye-witne.'fs, J. B. Marsh,

in the ' Gentleman's Magazine,' of July, 1871.

"The atrocities perpetrated upon the Communists-men and women-cap-
,,i

"'the neighbourhood of the Rue de Eivoli were shocking. Womenweie stabbed m the back by soldiers to make them walk more quioklv tothe places where they were to be shot ; and men fated to die were maltreated

hL? TK ^1 "Lilians. The attitude and demeanour of the men was
ton , j^®^.,

""^ *¥ '"^"'t« ^"^^ *'»e taunts of the soldiers unmoved, and

The menfh
"^
h^^' ^T

°"«^ ^^'"^ "^"'^'^ S°'"g *° ™'^®* ^ martyr's death. All

Ir nWL ? ""^ *^® National Guard with whom I conversed were mechanics

The iwi.; f^ ^'"^
^T" °^ *''°*^ vagabonds with whose faces and figures

won irwK #^1'*'''* ^^''^ "^^^^^ "« f^""'^'"
;

n°'- did I see anv of those

reTnapersOn'tr^t^"'*/™"^'?''*';^ ''.'"" '° °^'^" d^*^"''^ '" English

R^t ArrnAn,-? ^^\^^^^f
^ajs when the insurgents held possession of the

rifles marchino.T."iv; \ ^'"^^""^"y «^^ ^^^^^ armed with revolvers and

welldre^ed 1 ] i*^?-^'"^*^
°* companies of armed men; but they were

of atrto fsm'^ T °'''"S f'^'^ales, who appeared to be animated bv i sense

-averiseto^he ™n=fPP'*'^''''°^''^ ^^^^ °* **^««^ ^^"'"^n on the Vamparts

tZhlTJ^ .
°^* exaggerated rumours as to their number. . . . The

ZteVLVo^^T^'^J.'^' *^°°P« ^^ considerablyaugmented by the

rrriedou?intl™f ^^^ *.^'"- ^ouse to house visitktion was then

dilc'ed forth from hS'^^T^*'" «'^"°«^' and hundreds of men and women

&i5fw?rrtht'ufe?^^^^^^^^^ ^r.f T ''^^' «>-pthisers with

immediate exppnfinr; T^^' ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ recognised met with

the con^^^^^^^ f^^.f
"^""""^ P""'"^^ ^y ^^'^ soldiers, was to conductthe condemned person to the nearest barricades and the.e alicot them, but

when one was not near the man or woman was led into *the centre of the

roadway and there put to death. In the Eue Eichelieu was a barricade- of ^

formidable dimensions, which had a deep hole excavated in the front, the

earth from which was used to face the barricade. At this spot upwardaf of

forty men were put to death. In carrying out the executions, the soldiers
^

in no single instance that I saw raised their rifles to their shoulders, but;

;

held them about the level of their knees and fired. The dead, both TUe^ '

and women, lay about the streets, in the squares, on the banks of the Sei««,

in every direction, until the insurrection was extinguished. Then they wepe, :

collected in country carts and carried out of Paris, and what ultimately*

became of them I do not know. . . . But where are the innocent victims of
,

these sad disasters ? What has become of the children 1 The estimates of «

the number of dead and those made prisoners vary considerably, but accord-

ing to S(^)me statements, there were 20,000 men and women killed in fight OT »

executed between the 21st and 28th of May, and upwards of 40,000 mitfi' \

and woDien made prisoners. What has become of the thousands of little i

ones, siu Idenly deprived of one or both parents ? The children were obtruded
on tlie j>ublic gaze in every procession of prisoners during the days wlien
fightiiig was going on in the streets of Paris. Among the sad sights of that
terriulc week, the saddest to my mind was the spectacle of whole families

marc) iing under an escort of soldiers to the nearest place of confinement.
In scores of instances a little child too young to walk was carried by father
or mollit.'r, and the innocent face contrasted strangely with the fierce couii-

tenaijces of the captors and captives. Nor was there anything more horrible
than ihi- torrent of oaths which the spectacle of a child carried in the arm^-
drew forth from the people who were drawn together to see the prisoners
pass. For the night following their capture the children were allowed to

remain with their parents, but the following morning at daybreak they
were ^e')arated.''

WIMBLEDON AND MERTON NOTES.
In tliis happy hunting ground of the jerry-builder, whose hideous and
insecure handiwork abounds on every side, we are surrounded with a popula-
tion CO •::! posed of retired profit-mongers, the clerk and shop-keeping element,
and ov v-worked artizans and labourers. A large proportion of the latter
have been tempted by pufi" advertisements to come and " live a little way
out" anu rent "those desirable residences," in which roofs leak, ceilings and'
walls c^ Mck, and doors refuse to shut, and which, when "to let," have tumbled
down of their own accord. The retired profit-mongers occupy the best and
most salubrious portions of Wimbledon Hill, Park, and Common, many por-
tions of which they have "conserved" to their own especial benefit. But
the tii-e spirit of selfishness is best shown by the hideous walls erected
around their "private" property recently, thus excluding the general public,
from enjoying some of the most magnificent views in the county of Surrey.
The aforesaid profit-mongers are very solicitous about their final destina-.

tion hereafter, where, I opine, they think to have some more private property
and enjoy the " music and light " all to themselves. Hence parsons and lay
spoutcrs, church, chapels, and mission-halls, are nearly as plentiful as the.
beer-si) o]s and public-houses wherein the tired workmen seek their recrea-
tion witli publicans and sinners.
The ] ct of the workmen in these distant suburbs is extremely hard ; rising

at 4 or 4.;jO a.m. in order* to catch a workmen's train, he arrives back at
'(> tired to partake of intellectual pleasures, and must needs seek the
for change.

is, however, another type, dear to the "master" and after his own
viz., the converted working man. He never complains of long hours
it pay. As one said at a local meeting, he would work for 10s. per
•i.^^cious that the "Lord" would supply the deficiency and meet his
jie regales himself with a pennyworth of gingerette, and takes
in listening to discourses of converted burglars, prize-fighters, ete.,

whoso '^ thoughts on awful subjects dwell—damnation and the dead."
Sir ,] (hm Lubbock, in opening the Free Library here, gave an address

upon ilic pleasure to be derived from the perusal of sterling books ; and
the Jubileeists—of whom more anon—ask o£200 to purchase more books for
the lib] ajy. But workmen who " come home in the even too tired and weary
to stai.d are not likely to benefit unless the institution is open on Sundays—sacrile^'ious thought.
The .Tiibileeists held a meeting at the Drill Hall on 24th March, to discuss

the pro])o>als as to the due celebration of Jubilee by the flunkeys and snobs
of the n^'ighbourhood. Amid a scene of the wildest disorder, comrade Har-
rison airl myself put forward an amendment to the efi'ect that the circum-
stances ot the working classes does not warrant any jubilation because an
old lady has received over £80,000,000 for fifty years of office. Comrades
Eden ;ij>.l Dalchon also attempted to get a hearing, the audience energetically
hootino; and howling at both sides. "God save the Queen" as a finale was
drowned in cat-calls, shouts, and hoarse beliowings. Thus have the loyal
bigwii;s S({uandered their money to provide the Socialists with an evening's
entertainment. It was dimly understood that a resolution to provide alms-

night
"pub^
Ther

heart
and .SM(

week, V

want.v.

delio-ht

houses was carried, but if so, as a local comrade said, the only recipients of
such cljc'irity would be centenarians who had brought on confirmed curvature

Ine by continual kowtowing to the upholders of cant and hypocrisy.

F. KiTz.

of the ;

How lo]!g will the people of this country feel under obligations to support
any political party whose sole purpose in life is to "legislate" them out of
their eai'uings ?

—

JS'tate Standard.

The i:AJ]BiT AND THE Crocodile. — A Fable.—A rabbit complained of
hunger to the keeper of a menagerie ; whereupon the keeper seized it and
threw it into the tank with the crocodile, telling it to make a meal off the
reptile. The rabbit protested, saying, " I fear that the conditions preclude
the possibrlity of my obtaining a square meal," and requested to be removed.
"Ah," said the keeper, "you have precisely as much right in that tank as
the crocodile

; therefore neither of you have any ground for complaint."
America: The land of equal rights and opportunities.— Workmen's Advocate.

pROC;Ri;ss.-—When one thinks of the Greeks playing, praying, labouring, lec-
turing, dreaming, sculpturing, trainmg, living everlastmgly in the free wind and
under the pure heavens, and then thinks that the chief issue of civilisation is to
pack Inunan beings in rooms like salt fish in a barrel^ with never a sight of leaf
or 6lou<b iiever a whisper of breeze or bird,—oh, the blessed blind men who talk
of Progress

! Progress, that gives four cubic feet of air apiece to its childr/On,
and calls the measurement Public Health l^Ouida: Crispin, in *AriB^i'
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW '.. FIRST, FEW MEN
IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON 1

''

Oommunications invited on Social Questions. They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Ed,, E.G. , and accompanied

hy the name and address oj the vyriter, not necessarilyfor publication*

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the League, as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS, only returned if a stamped, directed envelope isJorwarded with them.

Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 68,

six months, Ss.; three months. Is. 6d,

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-

ringdon Road, E. G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Notice to all Soclaxistic Newspapers.—The Gommonweal will be regularly sent

to all Socialistic Contemporaries throughout the world, and it is hoped that

they on their side will regularly provide the Socialist League with their papers.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday March 30.

England

seize the advantage offered by the excitement of the strike and the
leisure now enjoyed by the men, to spread our principles.

Justice
Jus
Norwich—Daylight
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Cotton Factory Times
Worker's Friend
Die Autonomic
Glasgow—Pioneer

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald
Bombay Gazette
Madras—People's Friend

South Australia
Adelaide—Our Commonwealth

United States
New York—Freiheit
John Swinton's Paper
Der Soaialist
Truthseeker

Boston—Woman's Journal
Liberty

Denver (Col.) Labor Inquirer
New Haven (Conn.)—Work-

men's Advocate
St Louis (Mo.)—Altruist
Chicago (111.)—Knights of Labor
Albina (Oreg.)—Weekly Courier
Milwaukee (Wis.)-Volksblatt
Detroit (Mich.)—The Advance

and Labor Leaf
Seattle (W T) Voice of the People
Newfoundland(Pa. )—La Torpille

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)

Le Socialiste

Guise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le Travailleur

Belgium
Combat

Brussels—L'Avant-Garde
Liege—L 'Avenir
Antwerp—De Werker

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat

Spain
Barcelona—Acracia
Madrid—El Socialista

Portugal
Voz do Operario

Austria
Brunn—Volksfreund

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

Norway
Kxistiania—Social-Democraten

NORTHUMBRIAN NOTES.

The strike is coming to a very critical stage. There is now consider-

able distress amongst the non-unionists, and the strike-pay last week

was so low that even the unionists are feeling the pinch. The news-

papers, relief committees, and the innumerable public advisers of the

^^ pro bono publico " stamp are all entreating the miners to give in.

The newspapers raised the cry of famine at least a week before it came,

and their heart-rending accounts of the suflferings of the people are all

profusely interspersed with arguments on the hopelessness of the

miners' struggle. Not a word against the mine-owners or their host of

swindling dealers and agents, who get more by the useless process of

buying the coal cheap and selling it dear than the miners do for hewing

it out of the bowels of the earth.

The miners are not getting the support from outside that they are

entitled to. During the past week or fortnight things have greatly

changed. The distress is now wide-spread and keen. There has been

one or two disturbances on account of the black-legs going to work in

the pits at one or two places. The women turned out and gave them
a warm escort from the pit-mouths. No serious damage was done,

however, and quietness has been restored.

The coal trade altogether is in a very bad condition, and likely to

become worse. More pits are being worked than is at all necessary.

Northumberland is one of the largest coal-producing places in the

country, and yet if none of its pits were ever opened again, the coal

trade would hardly feel the effect. When work is resumed, many pits

will be working very short time indeed.

The good-intentioned people who run charity and relief committees,

have an incomparable knack of making themselves a nuisance. People

may be qualined to run a soup kitchen, or discharge the useful

duties of scullery-maid, and yet be unable to grasp all the difficulties of

one of the largest strikes of the present decade. But it is impossible

to drive this into some people's heads. A relief committee is formed

at Blyth. Its iirst act is to issue a memorial lamenting its inability to

do its work, and praying the strikers to give in at any cost. Unsigned

letters appear daily from people who know all about everything,

prophesying failure for the strikers, and urging them to yield before

they are beaten. Thus every influence is at work to force the men to

give way.

It is impossible yet to say how the strike will end, or when it will

end. The miners are hopeful and determined enough, but the force

against them is very strong. The masters show an unbroken front,

the pits are said to have been working at a loss, and the trade is ebbing

away. Even when work is resumed, on whatever terms, the lot of the

miners will be a very poor one indeed. Their wages were at starvation

point. They will certainly go back discontented and bitter, and even

if they win, the fight they have had to keep their position will tell

heavily upon them, and make them more ready to take up the revolu-

tionary movement.

The Socialists here, of course, have not in any way interfered in the

dispute. We have denounced others for interfering ; and preached and

acted upon the principle that the miners best understood their own
business, and that outsiders should interfere when they are asked, and

not before. When the strike has begun, every friend of labour should

do all in their power to make it a success. The Socialist plan is to

By the way, one statement in my letter last week was wrong. I had
taken the figures from one place in stating the wages, instead of the

average. The highest county average was 9s. 6d. (official statement, %.}
in 1873. But a great many could get over the amount. In some
cases 15s. could be taken, and I have spoken to a miner who remembers

earning over £1 ; but this figure, of course, was rare.

During the last week the propaganda has gone on very well indeed.

On Friday afternoon a large meeting was held in the Ashington

Co-operative Hall. Addresses were given by Williams, Fielding, and.

myself. At night I had a debate with a clergyman at Bedlington

Co-operative Hall. The place seats about 800 people, but over 1,200

were crammed into it. Every bit of standing ground was packed, and

every available corner from the platform to the gallery was made use

of. Several hundreds were unable to get in, and Fielding and Williams

addressed them in the open air whilst the debate was going on. The
feeling of the meeting was very decidedly in favour of Socialism.

Preparations for forming a North of England Socialist organisation

are going forward. Next Saturday, a conference will be held in

Newcastle, and miners from a number of the colleries and towns of

Northumberland and Durham will attend. As members of the

Socialist League and Social Democratic Federation have worked equally

hard in the district, it would be unwise to force one organisation on to

the exclusion of the other. At the same time, any rivalry would be
fatal to both parties, and foolish on all grounds. Of course, the men
who meet together must decide what is to be done. My own opinion

is that a local society, say the North of England Socialist Federation-

should be formed and issue its own rules, etc. That both London

parties and papers should be treated exactly alike, while no official

connection should be formed with either. When the re-union and con-

solidation of the Socialist movement takes place, the local body could

join the re-united forces. There might be a general gathering together

before long, and in 1888 the United Socialists could hold their first

conference in Newcastle-on-Tyne. 'Tis a consummation devoutly to*

be wished, if no principle were lost in the transaction.

Newcastle, March 28th. J. L. Mahon.

WORKERS AND SHIRKERS.
Society is divided into two sections, and into two sections only ;

the

workers and the shirkers. The former by manual labour or as brain-

workers provide all things needful to man's physical and intellectual

well-being. The latter is a useless class, and, unless frivolity and vice

can be said to adorn society, its existence cannot be excused on the

ground that it is ornamental, though that they are the sole adornment

of society is the idea firmly implanted in the minds of the shirkers.

Strange to say, the shirkers are the minority, and it is marvellous that

they are able to sponge on the majority for free board and lodgings,

and to get them, too, not with scorn and contempt, but with the servile

adulation and respect of the workers. Books have been written "in

praise of folly " and " in praise of drunkeness." It has not been

necessary to write a book in praise of cunning, for on every lip is praise

of that supreme cunning which enables one man to live upon the labour

of another. Yet it will not be amiss to unmask the cunning now it

has got the length that the shirkers are not satisfied to remain idle

themselves but enforce the workers to idleness when they cannot toil

to their profit. The workers are homeless, but must not build houses

for themselves ; they are ragged, but must not weave for themselves

;

they are hungry, but must not win from the soil food for themselves,

and for their children.

How is it done? The three card trick, the confidence dodge, all the ruses

bywhich the black-leg gets a livelihood are but shallow artificescompared

with the fraud upon the workers constantly practised by the shirkers.

Force, of course, is an element in the matter, but the force is concealed

as much as possible for fear the majority may take lesson from the

minority, and by organisation meet force with force. This is the lesson

the workers have to learn, which happily they are learning, so we will

content ourselves with examining the fraud upon which the system is

based. Let us look at the hocus-pocus of the thing. The " class

'

dodge is the one which has most successfully deluded the workers. The

result of generations of good living and of abstinence from toil is that

the shirkers have delicate limbs arid shapely bodies, while excessive toil

and hard living has scarred the features of the workers or made them
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uncouth of figure. The workers have been defrauded of their share in

the common inheritance, knowledge; schools, and universities founded

for the people have been seized upon by the shirkers with the result

that the minds, like the persons, of their sons and daughters have been

adorned, while the workers have remained unlettered, or received only

enough education to make them docile servants. Having in this way

artificially created class, the shirkers point to the perfection, or what

passes for it, of their own minds and persons and to the mental and

physical grossness of the workers as a proof that these are pre-ordained

hewers of wood, drawers of water, servitors to their class, and they

blasphemously ascribe to the Deity these social inequalites, asserting

that he has magnified the rich and set down the poor. Repeating the

lie, the hirelings of the pulpit hurl damnation at any who shall dare

revolt against that tyranny of the classes which they bless with a text.

Grave lawyers, learned doctors, too, support the privileges of the classes.

Awed by this show of wisdom, afirighted by these threats, the workers

have bowed their heads to the yoke. Heavier and heavier it has grown,

but the day draws near when it will be thrown oflf, and the absurd

fiction of class forgotten in recognition of equality

—

" Oldest of things, divine equality."

If the class trick has been successfully played ofi" upon them, the

workers have been gulled still more completely by the pretension of

the shirkers to be the chosen inheritors of the earth. St. Peter may
hold the keys of heaven and hell, but they pretend to hold the keys of

earth, and will allow no one access to it unless first they pay to them
the toll called rent. The notion of private property in land, upon
which all of us must live, is as repugnant to common sense as individual

proprietorship in the air, which all of us must breathe ; but the

production of a parchment sheet setting forth that certain acres of the

common soil had been given or sold to A. B. and his descendants for

ever by some one who had no right whatever either to give or to sell

them, has been taken as sufficient title to ownership of that which no
man can own— the land. One questions whether they are not sheep

in men's guise who permit themselves to be huddled in towns and cities,

starved in slums and alleys, that a whole county may be turned into

deer-forests and grouse-moors, or that huge estates may rear pheasants

and hares, providing sport for the shirkers instead of bread for the

workers. Such submission is sheepish, it is not human. But the

shirkers are not satisfied with laying claim to the land. Whatever
wealth is produced by the workers in excess of subsistence wages, is

seized upon by them as interest and profit, tolls which they levy for

permission accorded the workers to use to-day the capital which they

(the workers) created yesterday. And this pretension of the shirkers

to the ownership of the land and the capital— capital the creation of

the workers— has so imposed upon the latter that they grovel before

the shirkers in gratitude for their kindness in allowing them to till

their soil, increase their capital, employ their machinery, without which
permission it seems to them they would not be abe to get even that

scanty fare for which they sweat out their lives. And this brings us

to the flimsiest of all excuses for the existence of the shirkers— that

they give work, that they encourage the arts and the sciences by con-

suming the wealth created by others, by purchasing the produce of

other men's labour. This sophistry is too feeble for the insect mind, but
man has accepted it. The bees with greater wisdom kill off the

drones. " What is Jem doing ? " " Nothing." '^ And what are you
doing 1" "Helping Jem." And so the busy shirkers, the lawyers, the
bankers, the stockbrokers, the merchants, and all the flunkey class help
the idle shirkers, all of them preying upon the workers, who must rid

themselves of the whole pestilent horde. They must sweep the world
clean of them before they can make of it once more a temple for man
and God, instead of a den of thieves.

J. Hunter Watts.
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The Cabman's Lot is not a Happy One.—A cab-driver m the employ of Mr.
Knight was recently summoned for plying for hire off a licensed standing in Fleet
Street. Police-Constable 450 gave evidence to seeing the defendant put up his
hand to two gentlemen standing outside the l*ortugal Hotel, Fleet Street.
Defendant said it was true he put up his hand, but he thought the two gentlemen
hailed him, and he believed now that he was hailed. He could assure his worship
that the cabman's lot in London was not a happy one. When he left home that
morning there was no food in his house, and he was not able to leave his wife the
means of getting any dinner for the children. Consequently, he was very anxious
to get a fare,^ and seeing a gentleman hold up his hand he held up his, and drove
to him as quickly as he could. Alderman Knill said he believed the constable's
evidence, and fined defendant 2s. 6d. and costs.—A cabman in the service of Mr.
Pearce was summoned for a similar offence. Constable Walton, 508, said he saw
defendant at Chancery Lane hold up his hand to a lady, and at Middle Temple
Lane hold up his hand to a gentleman. Defendant said he was a night cabman,
and had been on the rank for nearly nine hours without a fare when this occurred.
A boy came to him at a quarter to ten in the morning and said a gentleman was
waiting by Middle Temple Lane for a cab. He drove up to the gentleman and
found that he was waiting for an omnibus. He then drove away, but was stopped
by the constable. He would swear that he did not hail a lady at all. Cabmen
had great diflSculty in earning a little money now, and in was very hard for them
to be fined for trying to get a fare. Alderman Knill said as defendant had a
clean license he would only order him to pay 2s. costs. Defendant ; I have not
2s. in the world.—Cabmen may have children at home starving, or they may even
be starving themselves

; but the **law" will not allow them to *'ply for hire,'^
I.e., hold up one hand, within the "ancient precincts" of the City of London.
This, too, is another instance of the honesty of our administrators of the law, and
an illustration of the " order " produced by its application. Socialists are often
asked by working men how, under Socialism, things would be arranged ; as if,
whatever arrangement obtained, things could be worse, or even as bad !

H. D.

What doth it profit a man to vote the regular party ticket, while his toes
stick out of his boots and his hair seeks the skylight through his hat ?—
Voice of Labour,

CORRESPONDENCE.

SOCIALIST SUPEKSTITIONS.

Sir,—I wish to notify to all who may be concerned the existence in the mind

of the British Socialist party of two superstitions which I venture to think

might be eliminated without disadvantage to the cause. I am aware that

they are both of them founded on reason, but the originally reasonable and

lauSable sentiment has unhappily degenerated until it can only be described

as above.
Superstition No. 1. The fact that in France party differences among

Socialists are often mixed up with personal squabbles, and these squabbles

often occupy a ludicrously prominent place in the party press, has given rise

to the superstition that it is " bad form " for one section of the English party

to criticise even in the most cool and impartial way the doings of another

section with whom they have ever had serious differences. "Oh no, we
never mention him, his name is never heard " is the present style of conduct-

ing Socialist papers. One section of the party may be doing useful work,

although there might be many points in it amenable to criticism, but the

organ of the other section does not wish to fully endorse every action of its

rival, so in the end the news is absolutely passed over or dismissed in a short

paragraph. On the whole, the result is suggestive of the treatment by the hero

in * Great Expectations,' of his whilom friend and associate, the errand-boy

—

" Don't know yar." To my thinking, this sort of thing must look quite as

silly to the independent outsider as the active recriminations of our Continental

friends. Surely it is performing a useful function for one section of the

party to criticise, in a friendly spirit, the tactics of another section. I main-

tain the continuance of this well-bred British humbug is a dereliction of the

duty of a Socialist press, which ought to comment, favourably or adversely,

on every event of party interest.

Superstition No. 2. Because Radicals and Secularists attach undue im-
portance to the questions of the throne and the altar—otherwise expressed,

the " monarchy " and " church and chapel "—there is an unwritten law that

Socialists are to religiously taboo these subjects, as regards any direct attack.

If a Socialist speaker in the course of his speech alludes in denunciatory

language to the demoralising influence of a royal family and a court, he is

frowned down by the " straiter " sort of his party as pandering to Radicalism.

Now there is no one who would resent more than myself the wasting of too-

much energy in minor issues. But I really fail to see why we should not
frankly join hands with Radicals or others when we can do so conscientiously

as far as they go, at the same time pointing out to them the futility of

attempting to destroy these subordinate evils while neglecting the basal

economical question. The point here referred to is illustrated in the attitude
of certain Puritanical Socialists who have looked askance at comrade Cham-
pion's anti-Jubilee fund, on the ground of its savouring of Radicalism. Now
these people express their disgust in private at the Jubilee flunkeys, and yet
fancy that in public they must talk with bated breath on all that concerns
the queen and royal family. Verily, brethren, this also is humbug. If we
mean to destroy the present social order, while directing our principal efforts

to undermining the foundation, do not let us grudge a few bomb-shells to

the superstructure.—Yours fraternally, E. Belport Bax,

"BIRDS' OF A FEATHER."

Sir,—The following few lines from Boston Liberty may be useful to some of

our friends who in their anxiety to lie considered " advanced " are very much in

danger of becoming reactionists *' A new paper has been started in England,
entitled Jus, ' a weekly organ of Individualism.' It represents the Liberty
and Property Defence League, an organisation consisting principally of
British noblemen and formed to resist over-legislation, maintain freedom of
contract, and combat Socialism—an organisation, in short, which €he State
Socialists and the Communists dismiss with a sneer as bourgeois. Bourgeois -

or not, I find much in it that commands my warm approval. In fact, if it

shall prove true to its principles, and if its propaganda is to be conducted on
the strict line of liberty without mental reservations, all Anarchists must,
I think, consider it a more valuable paper than any of the four principle

Socialistic journals of England

—

Justice, the Commonweal, the Anarchist, and
FreedomJ^ All the tall talk about Individual Liberty and Freedom simply
means disunion, and tends to put off the real emancipation of Labour, which
can only be accomplished by collective action as against the monopolists. It

is not very easy to understand why the Anarchist is classed as a Socialist
journal, except to discredit the others. By the way, only a few weeks ago
some muddle-headed individual, writing to one of the American labour
papers, actually grouped Liberty in a similar absurd fashion with some of the
American Collectivist organs. I think it is time that a distinct issue was
raised, so that there may be less danger of the unwary being led astray by
" glittering generalities," meaning anything or nothing. The direct outcome
of the Anarchist doctrine, however bro^d may be the sympathies of its

advocates, at least under present conditions, must tell in favour of the
monopolists. The workers, therefore, will do well to be very sceptical about
this new-found fashionable rage for Freedom in certain quaiters.

T. Binning.

HENRY WARD BEECHER.
Once more the capitalist class has occasion to mourn the loss of one of its

high priests. The man who so ably advocated the cause of the chattel-slave
a quarter of a century ago, but who proved an enemy to the wage-slaves of
the present generation, has passed away. We cannot even express that
regret which might be accorded the memory of a high-minded and honest
enemy. He had no personal interest in the perpetuation of negro slavery,
while his fortunes were cast with the perpetuation of wage-slavery and
exploiters of the wage-working people. Beecher is dead.— Workmen^s Advocate.
He is the rascal who received 20,000 dollars per annum for preaching

Christ's word to the poor, and he falsified his God by telling the people, not
that no rich man should enter the kingdom of heaven, but that bread and
water ought to content the poor. He stole the livery of heaven to serve
the devil with. If there is any truth in the Christian religion, Henry Ward
Beecher is now having brimstone and fire for breakfast, fire and brimstone
for luncheon, and good brimstone and hot fire for supper. He would be glad
of that water he urged upon the poor.

—

Labor Enquirer,

The female telegraphists in the (General Post-office, Edinburgh, have very
properly declined to subscribe to the Woman's Jubilee Offering.
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THE LABOUR STRUGiaLE.
This department is under the direction of the Strike Committee. Labour Neios

and Contributions to the Fund should be sent to T. Binning, at the Offices.

BEITAIN.
Apart from the miners' agitation, there is very little to record in regard

to the Labour Struggle in Britain at present. There are, however, signs of

the awakening of a new spirit amongst the workers ; which will undoubtedly
very materially alter the character of the labour movement in the near
future. The following extract from a recent issue of the Newcastle Chronicle

is very significant. A full report of the situation is given by our comrade
Mahon in another column :

''Influence of the Socialist Agitation.—The other cause of the de-

termination to hold out is the Socialist agitation in the district. The
Socialist meetings afforded the advocates of the strike the very opportunity
they wanted. Talk flowed freely there of the greed, dishonesty, and tyranny
of the capitalists. The great object of the trading classes is to filch from
the workers their earnings, and under the competitive system and with the
aid of mechanical inventions, they succeed only too well. Who are the pro-

ducers of wealth ? The workers, of course. To whom should the wealth
belong ? To the workers, of course. Then what right have a lot of capi-

talists, who sit in their easy chairs, or walk about with their hands in their

pockets all day, to demand a reduction of wages, or ov^en to claim a share of

tlie produce of any man's labour I They have no right, of course. Then
the miners are not only engaged in a righteous struggle, but they are en-

titled to a much larger share of the good things of the world than they
would receive even if no reduction in wages took place. Thus the sentiments
of the miners found expression from public platforms, drooping spirits were
revived, and the mass were inspired with a determination to wage war
against that horrid creature, the capitalist. Should the Socialist organisa-

tion remain in existence it seems likely that in the future an agitation will

accompany every great strike. Capitalists and trades' union leaders may
tl^erefore have to reckon in future with this new and aw^kward factor."

Notice for Newcastle and District.

ALfter six weeks' propaganda in Northumberland and Durham by members
of both London Socialist parties, it is felt that steps should be taken to form
an organisation for Newcastle and district to carry on the good work already
begun. There can ,b;e no doubt that the seeds of Socialism have fallen in

fertile ground, and it only requires careful work and steady attention in

forming a solid and harmonious Socialist party in the locality to make
Socialism a power in the North. With a view to carrying out this idea, a
Conference will be held on Saturday evening, April 2nd, at 7 o'clock prompt,
at the North of England Cafe Co.'s Eooms, Mosley Street, Newcastle. All
sympathisers with Socialism are invited to attend. The details of the
arrangements for the county demonstration will be laid before the meeting,
and all business will be ended in time to enable friends to catch the late

trains from Newcastle.

AMERICA.
Worcester, Mass.—The great strike of the boot and shoe makers in

Worcester, Spencer, Brookfield, and North Brookfield, which began with the

posting of the '' free shop " notices by the manufacturers, still continues. A
striker who shouted " scab " at Heywood of Heywood's factory, was arrested

and sentenced to three months in the House of Correction.

Some 1,200 Italians arrived at Castle Garden recently on the steamer
' Cheirbon.' This is the largest importation of cheap labourers made by one
steamer for many years. With the Chinese on the West and foreign cheap
labour generally on the East, honest labourers stand a mighty poor chance
of maintaining living wages or anything else.

—

John Swinton^s Paper.

Peoria, III.—About 100 coloured coal miners arrived here to take the

places of the strikers, who have now been out several weeks. They were
waited upon by a committee of the strikers, who laid their side of the case

before them. The new men had been deceived, as they were led to believe

that there was no trouble here, but said their poverty would force them to

work. Several white labourers went over to Wesley City, a big mining
centre two miles from here, on the other side of the Illinois River, to go to

work, but the strikers' wives got after them with broomsticks and kettles of

hot water and drove them out of the place.

NEW SOUTH WALES.
Sydney, N.S.W., Feb. 3.—Nearly every trade in New South Wales has its

Tinion. The maritime bodies are the strongest both financially and niimer-

ically. Under this heading comes the Hunter River and Illawarra miners,

Newcastle coal-trimmers, Sydney coal-lumpers, wharf labourers, seamen and

firemen, cooks and stewards. Their past history can be but of little interest

to you, but their present must be ; and as a member of one of these unions

it will be principally with them that I shall deal. The rest of the unions

outside of those I have mentioned, with the exception of the brickmakers,

are very small, and are affiliated to the Trades and Labour Council. Last

year saw several large strikes. One was that of the Lambton miners, which

lasted about six months and then ended in arbitration. They were well

supported by the other societies, ^1150 being paid out by the Seamens'

Union alone. The next was that of the Brickmakers for the eight-hour day,

and although not immediately successful, they were eventually, as it came

into force- on the first of January. The strike of to-day is that of the lUa-

waira Miners, four pits standing idle. It has now lasted about seven months,

and the end seems as far off as ever. It is caused by a determined effort on

the part of the colliery proprietors to reduce the wages by 2d. per ton. A
party of 50 non-unionists went down in a steamer the other day to take the

place of the men on strike'. A train was in waiting on the jetty to take them

up to the mines. They got aboard ; the train started ; but farther up the

line they found some 500 women and children assembled across the tracks.

The engine stopped, and then a scene took place that beggars all description.

One woman with a child in her arms threw herself under the wheels, declar-

ing that death was preferable to starvation. They begged, entreated, and

coaxed these men not to go to work. They held up their children in their

arms, and pleaded with these men not to take the place of their husbands

And SOBS) and thus take the bread out of their infants' mouths. They suc-

ceeded in their efforts, for the whole of these men went over to the side of

the unionists. But it did no good, for the next batch that came were walked

up to the mines between two rows of troopers and constables. The masters

took care .th^ey; didn't lose this lot.' Th& Mount Kembla mine^ where the

dispute' iSimiiienced, .is owned by British capitalists, and their first tactics

was to order the men out of the company's houses, and to clear off the com-
pany's lands by a stipulated tirhe or they would be prosecuted. The weather
was not very propitious at the time, and the men with their wives and chil-

dren had to camp out in the bush, under trees and rocks, in a vain endeavour
to escape from the inclement weather. Many, if not all of them, at the
present time are living either with their friends in the adjacent towns or in

little " humpies " (temporary shelters) which they have run up ; but these

latter are necessarily of a fragile character, and as the floor consists of the bare
earth, it is not very conducive to good health. This is the weapon which
the landowning capitalist uses with such telling effect, turning his workmen
with their families out of home into the bush and highways of the colony

because they the workmen think they are justified in demanding an increase

or resisting a reduction. I think nothing is more calculated to expose the
co-operative delusion in this quarter of the globe than the following. Soon
after the miners dispute commenced, some members of the Coal-Lumpers
Association seceded from that body, formed a co-operative coal-discharging

company in opposition to the stevedores. Nothing could be more pleasing

to the capitalists. The Mount Kembla Co. immediately gave them a contract

on condition that they gave a bond to work the coal from non-unionist ships.

Previously the coal-lumpers would not discharge coal from ships unless

manned by unionists. Neither would the Seamens' Union man ships destined

to carry coal from mines worked by non-unionists. But the action of the

co-operating seceders effectually crippled the other unions in their endeavour
to Assist the miners. Another event of great importance is the steadily

increasing march of the British Indian Steamship Co. along the Australian

coast. Your readers may think it matters but very little as to whether it

is British or Australian capitalists that Tve have to contend against, but I

can assure them it makes a great difference. By Australian capitalist I mean
a person whose capital is centered wholly and solely in the colonies. In
contention with such a person the workman may have a kind of a show ; but
in contention with the men who have only a portion of their money invested

here, and who have concerns in other parts of the world bringing them in

large dividends, and who can afford, therefore, to let their investments here
realise nothing for an indefinite period. There is absolutely no chance for

the workers. The British Indian, or Queensland Co., as it is called, has

already bought out one colonial company, and I believe that in a very short

time they will have a monopoly of the trade from Cape York to Cape Lee-

win. The capitalists are slowly but surely becoming consolidated ; and this

I take as a sign that in the near future they will make a determined stand

and attempt to break the power of the unions ; and if such a conflict should

be waged with the old weapon; strikes and lock-outs alone, making it a test

of endurancej the workmen, in my humble opinion, would go to the wall.

That they must take a leaf from the book of their comrades in the old coun-

tries is the opinion of Anglo-Australian.

FKANCE.
Lyons.—The Petavit firm has refused to keep to the tariff established by

the Syndicate of Plumbers of Lyons, and has therefore been black-listed by
the men. The Syndicate allows 4 francs per day for each man leaving the
employment of the firm and who is without work. The principal items of

the tariff' which has been refused by the employer are—ten hours a-day at

65 centimes the hour ; extra time, 80 c. the hour ; night work, 1 fr. 30 the
hour.

Charlevillb (Ardennes).—The Labour Party in Ardennes is growing
rapidly, and can count at the present time about fifteen groups of some
importance. In the Meuse valley many of the workers are hard at it for

12 or 14 hours a-day, at a wage of 2 fr. 50 or 3 fr., and feel the pressure of

the times most severely. It is time that Socialism took some hold on them,

which it has done pretty strongly.

Dun-sur-Auron (Cher).—The bakers of this town have struck, whereby
the inhabitants are obliged to send carts oft* to Bourges for the bread neces-

sary for their daily consumption. The excitement is caused greatly by the

vote in the Chambre upon the corn-dues, which has made those here who are

feeling the general pressure very indignant.

Saint-Etiennb.—Yet another explosion of fire-damp with fatal conse-

quences is announced here in one of the pits belonging to the same company
that owns the Cbatelus pit. The accident is due to the use of blasting-

powder, in spite of the well-known presence of fire-damp in large quantities.

These economies of the mining companies, at the risk of such constantly

recurring accidents, are really monstrous, and so apparent that even a

ponderous state-legislation might feel itself bound to move in the matter.

ViERZON.—The strike of porcelain-makers came to an end this week, after

lasting for about two months, and being characterised by the greatest deter-

mination, quiet and devoid of braggadocio on the part of the strikers. They
finally came to an understanding—otherwise a compromise—with their

exploiters. But we hear this truce has lasted but a short time ; the masters

have broken faith with them, and have coolly dismissed from their employ-

ment the principal members of the Syndicate or of the Strike Committee,

after they had got the men back to work by promising not to "rake up
bygones" nor punish the strikers in anywise. The men are extremely

indignant, and have formally renewed the strike, their anger being this time

louder and more threatening in tone. The Justice of the Peace has been
expostulating with the masters, but uselessly ; they declare they mean to

intimidate the workmen, at any risk.

BELGIUM.
Liege.—The puddlers at the iron-works of Sclessin are on strike on the

grounds of insufficient wages. This news has produced a great impression

on the bourgeois circles at li^ge.

Haine St. Pierre (Hainault). —A revolt took place last week among
the workers employed in the coal-mines of Cronfestu. It seems that for a

long time past they had been complaining of the irregularity in the pay-

ment of wages, until at last, tired of promises and temporising, they pro-

ceeded to the dwelling of the director and beseiged it. They were fired

upon by him but no one was hurt, and the crowd dispersed after relieving

their feelings by destroying whatever they came across in their short visit

to the house.

Brussels, March 27.—An imposing demonstration took place at the Alcazar

to-day in favour of granting an amnesty to the men condemned for partici-

pation in the riots during the strikes in March last. M. Crocq, a member
of the Senate, presided, and the hall was crowded by an enthusiastic but

orderly audience, consisting chiefly of persons belonging to the commercial

class. After several speeches had been delivered bj M. Volders, a Socialist,

and others, a resolution was unanimously passed in favour of graatiBg the

amnesty. The meeting then dispersed.
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SoiGNiES (Hainault).- A wide-spread strike of quarrymen in the

Hainault, which has been expected for some time past has now come to

mss It is a serious strike, as it comprises most of the workers m the

quarries of the district. Kevolts are feared, and the masters have received

the safe^^uard of a batallion of the 2nd Infantry, another being expected to

come in aid if any disturbance should take place. The number of strikers

at present 1600, and will be further increased it is expected. A year since

the quarrymen had formed a Co-operative Association or League, and for

some time past they have been trying to enter into negociations with the

masters for higher wages and fairer terms ; but the latter refused point-

blank to treat with the delegates, and declared, naturally enough, that they

would never give way before an association formed to resist them. Hence

the strike.

Mine Inspectors.—The Avant-Garde says: "After each catastrophe in

the coal-pits, the w^orkers have the right to choose from among themselves

inspectors who will pursue their task of inspection at the same time as the

State engineers. But—the next day everything remains as it was. It is

well known that the engineers do not pay their visits to the mines often

enough, and, indeed, they have not the time, being occupied several days in

the week by giving lectures in the mining schools, industrial schools, and in

the universities.

AUSTEIA.
Brunn, March 15.—The following extract from the Wiener Ahendposty a

semi-official paper, given in its issue of January 26, is veiy remarkable :

" We are terrified by the great number of the poor that claimed public relief

in Vienna in the year 1885. This metropolis, with a population of 754,000

inhabitants, had 276,000 poor—more than one-third of the population. The
expenses for this relief amounted to 6,568,000 florins ; thus each of the

poor received on an average 24 florins, a ridiculously small amount." In-

deed a ridiculously small amount in money, but what a sum of misery and

also of indignation and hatred against a society tolerating such a heartrend-

ing situation. And especially as this situation grows worse from year to

year, from day to day. What do our ruling classes do 1 Nothing ; they

dance on this volcano, not knowing, or not willing to know, that in this

manner they breed up a revolutionary army, always ready to sweep ofl* an

infamous society, which endows the rich bandit with all they wish and which

condemns the industrious worker, the great mass, to starvation and to be

plundered by profit-greedy capitalists or brutal land-grabbers. But we
certainly wrong our benevolent tyrants when we say that they do nothing.

We have forgotten the newest sport they have applied themselves to, the

pretentious quackery that is termed social reform ; we have forgotten the

labour-friendliness they manifest by their zealous hunts after Socialists.

According to the report of the Prague State Procurator, in the year 1886

241 Socialists have been arrested in the province of Bohemia alone ; all were

brought to the Superior Heretic Court ad hoc in Prague, under the charge

of being members of secret societies ; 120 of them were condemned, the

others acquitted. These ciphers speak more than large volumes on the

mean system we must bear in this Central-European China, and justify at

once the approaching political and social revolution, which among us w^ll be

without doubt more bloody than in other " civilised " countries.—F. S.
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With such a despotism as that which Mr. Balfour proposes to make perma-

nent in Ireland, no man fit to be free can hold any parley. He w^ould be a

slave at heart who, confronted by this devilish enginery of injustice, had any
other thought but one—How best can I destroy this tyranny, and overturn

the despotism of the alien oppressor i^Pall Mall Gazette. " Hear, hear !

''

The Ipswich branch of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, having been
invited to send delegates to consider, with representatives of the Odd Fellows

and Foresters, the arrangements for a procession on the occasion of the Queen's

Jubilee, resolved that the subject should be " postponed till her Majesty's

centenary."

Motherwell and the Eoyal Jubilee Offering.—The women's jubilee

offering is not finding much favour in the Motherwell district. In one of

the principal streets the collection amounted to 4Jd., and in another the
contribution was 9d. Considerable comment is being caused by the lady
collectors calling at the houses of miners for subscriptions.

Strike of Tailors in Limerick.—A number of tailors in the employ-
ment of the Limerick army clothing factory have struck work owing to a
dispute with the managers of the factory. The strike has resulted in a,

lock-out on the part of the proprietors of the factory.

Dublin.—A Labour League has been started here for the purpose of
organising the workers—skilled and unskilled—of the city, and for educating
them so that they shall understand their social rights. The inaugural meet-
ing, which was held on Thursday, March 24th, at 2, Bachelor's "Walk, was
very well attended, more than thirty being enrolled as members. John
Cantwell was appointed secretary, and J. E. Masterson, treasurer.

Foreign Competition.—On Friday, the 25th of March, the Wolverhamp-
ton Chamber of Commerce issued their annual report. They announce that
in iron and metal goods competition is far keener than ever. Manufacturers
give the palm to Germany, but Belgian and American competition is also
severe, and to a lesser extent French likewise. American competition is

particularly serious in locks in the colonial markets, and the German lock
competition is exceedingly keen in England. The strain of this ever in-

creasing foreign competition, added to competition at home, has now, it is

declared, reduced iron and metal goods prices to an almost profitless level.

Free Speech Demonstration in Victoria Park.
A Demonstration was held in Vicioria Park on Monday last, in the afternoon,
under the auspices of the Hackney Branch of the Socialist League. The occasion
of it was the release of James Allman, member of the Hackney Branch, from
pnson, after having undergone sentence of one month's imprisonment for causing
a legal, i.e., teclmical obstruction at the comer of Audrey Street, Hackney Road,
by causing persons to assemble for the purpose of hearing an address upon
Socialism.

Morris, Scheu, Sparling, Barker, Lane, Manwaring, Davis, and James Allman
addressed the meeting to emphatically uphold the right of Free Speech on grounds
belongmg to the public ; and a motion protesting against police* interference

ul^^^ chicanery directed against Socialists, on the false pretence of obstructing
the, highways, was carried unanimously. The meeting throughout was enthusias-
tic, and cheers of welcome were given our comrade Allman.
The proceedings closed with the singing of "The Starving Poor of Old England"

by W. Blundell, the audience taking up chorus. H. A. B.

How the Rich provide the Poor with Work, and the Poor

provide the Rich with Wealth.

In the Life of Robert Owen by A. J. Booth, his visit to Ireland in

1822 is described. At a great meeting the lord mayor of Dublin took

the chair, and the Duke of Leinster, Archbishop Murray, and other

great persons were present on the platform from which Owen explained

his views. We seem to have gone backwards from those days, i6v it

would be next to impossible now to find lords or bishops courageous

enough to stand on the same platform with a Socialist, and to support

by their presence any such views as those set forth by Owen at this

Dublin meeting. The following are extracts partly from the speech

made at this meeting by Owen, and partly from his Journal

:

" It is a common mistake, arising from the confusion of ideas inseparable

from the present erroneous system of society, to believe that the rich provide

for the poor and working-classes ; while, in fact, the poor and working-

classes create all the wealth which the rich possess. The working-classes can

provide abundance for themselves and be independent of any other class
;

but the rich, without the working-classes, would be the most helpless of

human beings. The rich, so far from aiding the working-classes, actually

prevent them from creating a supply of wealth that would be sufficient to

preclude all from becoming poor: they prevent the working-classes from

producing far more w^ealth for the rich than the rich now possess. And this

they do in two ways : first, by withholding education from them, so that

their intellectual and industrial powers remain undeveloped ; and secondly,

because they do not supply them with work. Now, it is a fact that cannot

be gainsaid, that every man who is properly trained can raise from the
^

ground far more than he requires for his own support ; and the reason why /
the whole of the population is not thus productively employed is because the

rich, who are in possession of the natural agents, will not turn them to use

unless they can afterwards bring the goods they have produced to market,

and there sell them for a profit. Thus at present the production of wealth

is limited by the want of markets, and markets are limited by the want of

a convenient circulating medium to represent the products of labour as soon

as they are created, and to effect their ready exchange ; or in other words,

the industry of society is restrained by the existing artificial monied system.

. . . Although few have money, all have labour-power ; and it is labour^ and
not money, that produces wealth ; constitute, therefore, labour the standard

of exchange, and misery will cease for ever."

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.G.

Members' Monthly Meeting will be held at 13 Farringdon Road, E.G., on
Monday first, April 4, at 9 p.m.

Annual Conference.—The Third Annual Conference of the Socialist League
will be held at 13 Farringdon Road on Whitsunday, May 29th. Branches are
particularly requested to attend to the following arrangements, if they wish to

be represented at the Conference : (1) To at once send a return of their member-
ship to the General Secretary. The representation will be based on this return.

(2) Branches cannot be represented unless all monthly subscriptions are paid up
to March 31 by May 1st. (3) Notices of motion, amendment to Rules, etc.,

must be sent in six weeks before the Conference

—

i.e., not later than April 18th.

(4) Agenda Paper will be forwarded on May 2nd to Branches complying with
these arran£;ements.

Lessons in French.—Comrade Victor Dave is now giving lessons in French
at the offices of the League on Tuesday evenings, at 8 o'clock. The lessons are
free to members, and those desirous of profiting by them should send their names
at once to the secretary of the League.

Reports for "Commonweal."—Branch Secretaries are requested to make
their reports as brief as possible, dealing with points of general interest as to the
progress of the propaganda, rather than attempting to give the substance of the
lectures, for which there is not space, even if it were otherwise desirable. Notices
should be confined to purely business announcements and written separately.
Reports and Notices should be addressed to the *' Printer," and cannot be guaran-
teed insertion unless they reach the office by 2 p.m. on Tuesday.

Library,—The Library is now open to members of the Socialist League ciind

affiliated bodies. Country Branches can have parcels of selected books by paying
carriage to and fro. Rule III. , relating to the renewal of books (each renewal
representing fourteen days) must be rigidly adhered to. Books cannot be renewed
more than twice. Memtjers iailing to comply with this Rule will be fined Id. for
every week that a volume is detained beyond the time at which its return is due..

LiEHAHY Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d.

Lena Wardle & Wm. Blundell, Librarians.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.

Birmingham, Hackney, Hull, Leeds, North London, to August 31. Manchester,.
Merton, Norwich, to October 31. Bradford, to November 30. Croydon, Ham-
mersmith, Leicester, South London, to Dec. 31, 1886. Lancaster, to January 31.
Bloomsbury, Clerkenwell, Walsall, to February 28. Hoxton (Labour Emanoipa
tion League), Oxford, to March 31, 1887.

STRIKE COMMITTEE.
Mr. GostUng, £3. ; W. M., Is. ; P. W., Is. T. Binning, Treasurer.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Proceeds of Bazaar and Concert, £17, 4s. E. B. B. (two weeks), 2s. T. ,b!

(two weeks). Is. M. M. (two weeks), 2s. Hammersmith Branch (two weeks), £1.<

W. B. : sale of Commoniveal, Is; weekly, 6d.

—

Ph. W., Treasurer, March 29.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
C. W. Mowbray and Fred Henderson, of the Socialist League, were sentenced at the NorWich

Assizes on Jan. 20 to nine and four months' imprisonment respectively. The costs of the trial
;

amounted to £60, and Mowbray's wife and five children must be provided for during his imprison- '

ment, so that at least £100 will be required. The treasurer of this fund therefore appeals ta
every one to give all the assistance he can.

Gleaner, 2s. 6d. D. Gostling, £9. Leeds Branch (two weeks), 4s. Edinburgh
Branch, 10s. Marylehone Branch S.D.F., 5s. P. Webb, Is, Lancaster Branch :

A. J., 83. ; S. J. G., 2s. 6d. Arthur, 6d. For Mrs. Mowbray—A few Fabians,
per Annie Eesant (weekly), 10s. J. Lane, Treasurer.
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BRANCH REPORTS.
Bloomsbury.—On Thursday March 24, VV. H.

Utley lectured on '* Money " to a fair audience.
Clebkenwell.—On Wednesday, March 23, Edward

Aveling gave a continuation of the subject, " Socialism
in America," to a large and attentive audience

;
good

discussion followed. On Sunday, March 27, B. Somer-
rille gave his experiences of " Emigration." Litera-
ture has sold well.—W. B. and T. E. VV.

Croydon.—Last Sunday, Sydney Olivier delivered
an address on "The Law of the Land," Graham
Wallas in the chair. He pointed out the influence of

the Roman law upon the national development, and
contrasted it with the laws of Alfred, Ina, etc., which
were mainly customs reduced to writing and codified.

The spirit of the Roman law remains to-day in the
" majesty of the law " now about to be vindicated in
Ireland. On April 6th, Mrs. Besant will lecture at
the Victoria Hall, Tamworth Road, on '

' Workers and
Idlers."—A. T.

Hackney.—On Wednesday, March 23, we held a
meeting at the Broadway, London Fields, H. Graham
speaking. Last Saturday evening we held a very
large meeting on Mile End Waste, comrade Hobbs
making an effective maiden speech. H. Graham also

spoke. On Sunday morning, a meeting was held at
the Broadway, London Fields, and in the afternoon
we also held a short meeting at the same place, ad-
dressed by comrades John AUman and Graham, after-

wards proceeding to Victoria Park. See separate
report. In the evening, our comrade Brocher lectured
at the club-room on "The Familistere at Guise."
The lecture was illustrated by diagrams, and was very
interesting. Several questions were satisfactorily

answered, and an interesting discussion followed.
Comrade Brocher, by request of the members, sang
" La Carmagnole" in French in splendid style.—M.
HoxTON.—We had a very interesting and instruc-

tive lecture by T. Shore on the " Poetry of Revolt,"
which was highly appreciated by a large audience.
The lecture was followed by an animated discussion
on the work of poets in helping to rouse the people
from their apathy to some effort to better their con-
dition.—E. P.

Merton.—Bartlett and Kitz held an open-air meet-
ing at Plough Inn, Garrett, on Sunday last. We
shall adjourn our open-air work until after Easter
Sunday, on which date we shall visit in a ,brake some
of the London branches and clubs.—F. Kw^
MiTCHAM.—On Sunday evening in our club-room,

F. Kitz lectured on the " Russian Revolutionary
Party," to an attentive and sympathetic audience.
Slight discussion followed. We are organising a com-
mittee of the Merton and Mitcham Branches to
arrange for open-air propaganda on Mitcham Fair
Green. We hope to have a good programme for the
summer months, and also to further the sale of Com-
moviceaL Our members are now most all at work,
and we expect that they will now all work together
to make up lost time.—S. G.
Bradford.—On Sunday, March 27th, P. Krapot-

kine delivered a lecture on " Socialism, its Growth
and Modern Tendencies," at the Temperance Hall,
before a crowded house, the number of those present
were estimated to be about 1200, several hundred were
unable to obtam admission. The lecture proved to be
a thorough success, but want of space does not permit
of details. After the lecture Krapotkine joined us
at a tea, which we had provided for our Leeds and
Bradford members and friends. In the evening we
spent a couple of hours with comrade Krapotkine at

the Newmarket Hotel, where a very interesting and
instructive discussion took place, intermixed and
finishing up with songs and recitations.—C. H.
Glasgow.—Owing to the stormy weather no open-

air meetings was held on Sunday at mid-day. In the
afternoon comrade Glasier addressed a large and very
attentive audience on Jail Square. In the evening
in hall, Carlton Place, Daniel McCulloch lectured on
" Education from a Socialist Standpoint." I he lec-

turer in a vigorous style pointed out how entirely
misdirected our present system of training the young
was, and how they were pitchforked into trades with-
out any regard to their inclination or ability. A dis-

cussion followed.

Grimsby.—Last Sunday, Blakelock and Eveleigh
held an open-air meeting in the Freeman Street mar-
ket place. Some opposition was offered and easily

disposed of.—T.

Hull.—On Sunday, Sheckell lectured on " Ma-
chinery and the Worker." A good discussion fol-

lowed.—E. T.

Lancaster.—On Sunday morning, Leonard Hall
spoke to usual meeting on the quay about organisa-

tion and education. New club quarters at Sun Street.

Always open, and revolutionary literature on the
table.—L. li.{jJUL^^

Norwich.—We held a meeting in the Market Place
on Sunday, addressed by comrades Crotch and Darley
explaining the position of the workers. In the even-

ing, comrade Slaughter gave a lecture on the subject,
" I)oes the Worker get his fair share of the National
Wealth ? " which he explained in a very able manner.
On Monday evening, a lecture on " India," by Slaugh-
ter. Collected for Defence Fund, 3s. 6d.

house by describing the Knights of Labour, the Nihi-
lists, and the Social Democrats of Germany as being
the champions of the workers and the hope of the
oppressed in their respective countries. The debate
was adjourned until next Saturday night, when two
or three Socialists will speak.

Sheffield Socialists.—On Monday March 21st,

at the Commonwealth Cafe, Scotland Street, T. Ma-
guire addressed a very good audience, taking the
"Current Objections to Socialism" for his subject.

He dealt very clearly and forcibly with the many and
varied objections, notably the dirty - work query,

showing that the man who sweated large fortunes out
of the lives of thousands of his fellows is the man
who does the very dirtiest work, while the scavenger
does the clean work and is really a benefactor. He
dealt splendidly with the objection so often raised as

to the incentive to improvement, showing how some
men improve under almost insurmountable difficulties,

how those difficulties would be removed, and how en-

couragement would take the place of obstacle. Finally

he proved that only under a Socialist system can the

fittest survive. A short discussion, after which a

Socialist hymn was sung, and the meeting dispersed

well pleased with the lecturer.—M. A, M.

Provinces.—Sunday,

Norwich.—St. Mary's Plain, 11 ; Market Place, 3.

Leeds.—Hunslet Moor, 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Humberston Gate, 11 a.m.

•Dublin.—At the Working-men's Club, Wellington

Quay, on Saturday evening, a debate was opened by
Keegan on "The Social Position of the Working-
classes during the last Fifty Years," in the course of

which he showed that they had on the whole obtained
but a very small share of the increased national

wealth. An interesting discussion followed, Mullaby,
Dublin Trades' Council, fairly bringing down the

LECTURE DIARY.

London Branches.

Bloomsbury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street.

Glerkenweil.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-

don Road, B.C. Sunday April 3. Branch Business
Meeting at 7 p.m. prompt. Free Concert for mem-
bers and friends at 8.30 p.m. Wednesday 6th, at

8.30. Eleanor Marx-Aveling, " Socialism in Europe
and America."

Croydon.—Royal County House, West Croydon Station
Yard. Sunday Ap»il 3, at 7.15 p.m. H. Charles,

*' Revolution or Reform." — Committee Meeting
every Friday at 8 p.m. sharp, at Parker Road.

HacTcney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11. Business
Meeting every Tuesday at 8.30. On Sunday April 3,

at 8 p.m. A Lecture.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday April 3, at 8 p.m. W. B. Robertson, A Lec-

ture.

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—New premises, 2 Crondall Street,

New North Road. Sunday April 3, at 8 p.m. G. B.

Shaw (Fabian), *' Some Fallacies of Individualism."

—Members Meeting on Friday April 8, at 8.30 p.m.
Business : The forthcoming Conference of the Social-

ist League, appointment of delegate, etc.

Merton.—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

Mitcham.—Comer of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Sunday April 3, at 8.30. Harrison, "Land Robbery
in England."

Country Branches.

Bingley.—CoSee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.

Birmingham.—Carr's Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Reading Room and Li-

brary open every Wednesday evening, 8 till 10.

—

Next week W. Morris will lecture on "Monopoly."
Particulars in local papers.

Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. On Sunday,

open-air meetings on Jail Square at 1 and 5 o'clock.

In the evening at 7, in Waterloo Hall, William

Morris will lecture on "True and False Society,"

Cunninghame Graham, M.P., in the chair. Admis-

sion, 3d., 6d., and Is. Other arrangements will be

notified in the local press and at our rooms.

Hamilton.—Bra.nc\i meets every Thursday at 7.30 in

Raton's Hall, Chapel Street. William Morris will

lecture during the week. The date and subject will

be locally announced.
Hull.—II Princess Street, Sykes Street. Lectures'on

Sunday at 7 p.m. April 3, "Internationalism."

Thursday at 8 p.m.. Political Economy Class.

Lancaster.—Addresses every Sunday morning on the

Quay Jetty.

Leicester.—ST^iritvLalist Hall, Silver Street. Saturday

April 2. Thos. Barclay, " How to bring about the

Social Commonwealth."
Manchester.—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-

chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-

ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every

Wednesday at 8 p.m.

^^ori^ic^.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Lectures

and discussions every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m.

Reading-room open every evening. Meetings will

be held oli St. Mary's Plain at 11, Market Place 'Jt

3, Gordon Hall at 8.

Oa:/or£^.—Temperance Hall, 25i Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Open-air Propaganda—Sunday 3.

11.30...Hackney—"Salmon andBall" Davis

11.30...Hammersmith—Beadon Rd The Branch
11.30.. .Hoxton Church, Pitfield St. ...Barker & Wade
11.30.. .Garrett—Plough Inn The Branch

11. 30...Regent's Park Wardle & Cantwell

.St. Pancras Arches W. Utley

Dublin.—City of Dublin Working-men's Club,

Wellington Quay. Saturday April 2, at 8.30 p.m.,

Adjourned Debate, "Has the position of the working

classes improved for the last fifty years ? " Free dis-

cussion, open to all.

Dublin.—Irish Labour League, 2 Bachelors Walk,
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discussion on all subjects

connected with the Labour Question. All interested

are requested to attend.

ATHEN^UM HALL, 73 Tottenham Court Road.

Musical and Dramatic Entertainment,

Under the auspices of the Bloomsbury Branch
of the Socialist League,

On TUESDAY April 5, ^t 8 p.m.

Admission, 3d. ; Is. ; and 2s. 6d. Tickets to be

had of Mrs. Wardle, 9 Charlotte Street; and Mrs.

Aveling, 65 Chancery Lane ; and at the Hall.

Now ready, 240 pp., Is. 6c?., postfree; Cloth gilt,

2s. Sd., postfree.

A REVIEW OF

EUROPEAN SOCIETY,
With an Exposition and Vindication of the Principles of

SOCIAL DEMOCRACY.
By J. SKETCHLEY,

Author of 'The Irish Question,' 'The Funding System,'
* German Democracy,' etc., etc.

With an Introduction by WILLIAM MORRIS.

The Work treats of all the great questions of the day—political,
social, and economical ; of European thought during the preeeiit

century; the revolutionary movements of 1848-49—why they

failed ; the Paris Commune of 1871 ; etc., etc.

" This book is a remarkable production."—C%rw^»
Socialist.

*' Nowhere will be found so much important infer

mation in so short a space."

—

Justice.

" The book is admirable. It must be placed on the

shelf of l^e library of every earnest student of Social-

ism.
'
'

—

Oommonweal.

'^Mct^toX examination of civilised (?) society."—

Anarchist.

Birmingham : J. Sketchley, 8 Arthur Place jParade.

Echoes ef Truth. Twenty-four Sermons by
the late E. M. Geldabt. Selected and arranged by
his Widow. Bound in cloth, 6s. Kegaji, Paul,

Trench & Co., Paternoster Square ; or Mrs. Geldart,

82 Lax^stdowne Road, Croydon.

THE AIMS OP ART.
By WILLIAM MORRIS.

Author of the " Earthly Paradise," etc. ^

Now Ready. Price 3d. Large Paper, 6d.

For sale at the office of this paper, 13 Farringdon

Road, E.C., and at Reeves' and other principal News-
agents.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

Tlie Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded.

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,

Victor Dave, and William Morris. .

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-

tors). •

The Labour Question from the Socialist

Standpoint. By William Morris.

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William

Morris.

Id.

2d.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Chants for Socialists. By WilUam Morris. . Id.

The Woman Question. By Edward Aveling

and Eleanor Marx-Aveling 2d.

Art and Socialism. By Wm. Morris.

Bijou edition, 3d.; Large paper, Is.

The Aims of Art. By Wm. Morris. {Now Ready,)

Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d.

The Co-operative Commonwealth. By Lawrence
'' Gronlund. Author's Edition, revised and enlarged.

Paper covers, 2s. ; Cloth, 2s. 6d.

The Religion of SociaUsm. By E. Belfort Bax.

Cr. 8vo, cloth gilt «• od.

" All for the. Cause !
** Song. Words by William

Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 4s. 6d.

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crwie.

Fine hand-made large paper. . . . W.
11.30...OU JTHUUliiMS XilUHCO »T . \> «*^

J

ll.30...Walham Green The Branch printed and Published by William Morris and Josmfh Laiw

3. 30 ...Hyde Park Cantwell & Mainwaring
[

at IS Farrlngdto Boad, London
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LAW AND ORDER IN IRELAND.
The Coercion Bill and the attempt to drive it through Parliament is

really a.matter of great simplicity, although the whirl of party politics

has mwteit seem somewhat intricate. It is the mere " outward and

visible dgn of th^ inward and spiritual grace" of that Conservatism,

Toryism, or Reactionism, whichever you please to call it, to which all

the respectability of Parliamentary life gravitates, and which has en-

gulfed not only the grave and portentous Philistinism of the once

Tribune of the P^ple, * John Bright, but also the gathering ambition

And vague aiil^rlt^n to do something remarkable of Joseph Chamber-

lain ; besni^ insLsly other luminaries of a lesser order, some of whom
have been sptfdown as Radicals, and perhaps thought themselves to be

fiOj but !surely only because other people called them so.

However, even this outward and visible sign is a serious thing, not

only for Ireland but for England also, and must at the outset be ad-

mitted to be far more serious than any other Coercion Bill, not because

of any speJciality in its provisions, nor even because it is to last per-

manently (which may mean perhaps as long as next year), but rather

because it is to be enacted in the teeth of the disapproval of a great

part of the English population. That is to say that the ordinary

Englishman supposed that former measures of coercion were passed to

restrain a band of plotters and miscreants in Ireland from injuring the

ordinary peaceful law-abiding people there, who had no sympathy with

their doings. Therefore, though some of the more advanced politicians

might oppose such measures on principle, and others because they

thought there was no special need for such strong measures, yet the

greater part even of those who usually take some interest in politics

would pass such matters by with the vague idea that it was a necessary

step to take against Fenians and moonlighters, and other rebels, as

unreasonable as only Irish can be. All that is changed now, and it is

only in Parliament that any one pretends to think that the Coercion
Bill is directed against a minority of the Irish people. It is, however
vaguely by some persons, felt to be what the Fall Mall called it the
other evening, a declaration of war against Ireland ; to say to a part
of the Empire: "We are going, not to suspend, but to abolish your
•civil rights by the strong hand, and let us see what you dare to do in

resistance to this violence," is to admit that such people are in rebellion

against the central authority, and are perfectly conscious of their

solidarity as against it ; and if they had, I will not say any chance of

success, but any opportunity, they would make that manifest by rising

in armed revolt against the central tyranny, and to a large part at
least of the peoples of England, Scotland, and Wales, that rebellion
seems a righteous one ; to how large a portion no general election will

make clear to us, but rather the march of events.

It is a pity indeed that agitation on a really large scale cannot be at
once set on foot, so as to show the reactionists that they are rashly
playing with fire ; but though it can scarcely be doubted that a genuine
poll of the country would give a large majority against landlord-
magistrate law in Ireland, yet it is hopeless to expect a serious expres-
sion of opinion at all in proportion to the dissatisfaction that doubtless
-exists, still less any expression of opinion which would mean a serious
threat of « Bon'i try that on again !

" The politically minded part of
ijhe workers who can claim to have any approach to organisation, have
4inhappily been organised to be at the beck and call of their leaders at
election time, and also to forbear even the mildest agitation unless the
wire-pullers give the sign. They have been so debauched by allowing
themselves to be treated as the mere machinery of a Parliamentary
party, that, now when the time comes that even that organised hypo-
*crisy, their party, would be glad of their help they can do but little;

iatthe best, they can bCit show that they exist as dissatisfied persons in

'^me numbers, which the reactionists know already, but any genuine

strong and fierce outburst of feeling from them is scarcely to be ex-

pected when one thinks of the deep respectability of the gentlenien

that lead them.

However, what can be done most be done, and that out of Parlia-

ment. The Bill will certainly be passed. The Radical Unionists, all

but two or three, will have a sof) thrown to them by the withdrawal

of the clause for changing the venue of the bigger trials,^ which was

probably put in to be withdrawn, as also perhaps was the " perma-

nency " of the bill, which, however, these precious Democrats have

swallowed so sweetly. And then the Reactionists will have their way

in Parliament, as is but natural, and all one can hope is that the

country will wake up after the bill is passed ; though it is no use

hoping that anything more will come of that but a dissolution and

general election. Home Rule may follow that, though of course only

a compromise Home Rule, and the ground will be cleared so far for

the question of property in Ireland—and elsewhere. The day of the

Tories proper has passed with this Coercion Bill. Tomorrow the

Liberals in the English Parliament will have to be dealt with, criticised,

and resisted. The day after it will be the turn of the Dul&L Par-

liament. Let us hope that true social feeling in Irelan4 will not have

exhausted itself in combining to defeat the English landlords, but will

rise with the new condition of affairs and demand freedom not only

for the tenants but for all. * William Mobbis.

LEGALITY.
The respect for law as law is one of the most marked characteristics

of the bourgeois mind. One is particularly struck with the strength

of this superstition on occasions like the recent attempt at St. Peters-

burg. There are probably few middle-class Englishmen who would in

so many words condone the atrocities and murders of the Russian
Government. And yet there are probably few who would refuse the

word crime to any act of self-defence initiated by its victims. Here
is a case in which you have on the one side what every Englishman
(bourgeois though he may be) that knows anything about the matter

would in his heart admit to be an organisation of brigands, a mass of

corrupt official^, seizing and secretly torturing or murdering, on the

slightest pretext, any person they imagine to be obnoxious to them,

tearing men away from their families at a moment's notice to serve in

an army, not of defence, but of oppression—in short, establishing a

reign of terror in all the towns of a vast territory. On the other, you
have their victims, the population, who are endeavouring to defend

themselves against this organised brigandage. There is a difference,

however, a vast line of cleavage, between the two. The one operates

under the name of " established government," and hence all its trans-

actions, however criminal in themselves, are protected by the trade-mark
" legality. ^^ The other does not operate under the name of established

government, and hence all its hostile transactions, however justifiable

in themselves, are contraband as not bearing the trade-mark " legality."

For this reason the average bourgeois hesitates or refuses to denounce

the one as criminal or to uphold the other as righteous. In this course

he is insincere. It may be unhesitatingly affirmed that any sane man
who says he believes it wrong to kill the Czar, lies. No man's con-

science is so grotesquely twisted as to make him think thus. For it

must be remembered this is not a case of Socialism v, anti-Socialism,

but of the most elementary rights—liberty and life.

The Czar and his bureaucracy render life, even from the bourgeois

point of view, all but impossible in Russia for any one outside their

own body. The man, therefore, who hesitates to justify to the full

any action that may be taken in self-defence is plainly dishonest.

But his dishonesty has its explanation ;
** this defect defective comes

by cause." And the explanation of his dishonesty is to be found
in his unwillingness to violate that " blessed word," " legality, ^^ But
whence the magic of this word 1 Thereby hangs the tale, of personal

property, crime, and contract—in short, the tale of civilisation. Law,
nowadays, is not usually identified as in Russia with direct personal

violence. On the contrary, one of the great planks of the bourgeois

in his struggle with Feudalism has ever been security of person and
property from overt violence. To this was subsequently added liberty
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of conscience and the free expression of opinion. Now these pi^cijpks

are (with one partial e:^ception) at least nominally upheld by fcOW-;

pqjivg^^is can. ap||!^L to ^^am^ a^. exj^jbot^mg ^8 i*P^pB of J,i|Sticethe

and ibhe l^^s of H^rijy ajid prQp^rty---^the, !t^p.^ite|igs bei^^^^^^

mait|I^d|ei®jp^l. -^ \^^ on the contrafjTj :th©y |are< for, i}ie moat
pai^ al};og;|&er| oppps^e^^ the pet political »ostrm3q of , the middle-;

classi^Bi.^ffl^Rtituti^ni^lisrnj. ig unknown, all ^ppinion is crushed o)it^;pjL^tPg^Rtitut^n^fe ' -I* ' .1%^,^
Heife, Jhe||^ our v,TfpH&y^ hp^ ,^nd5.. hiicftselt, pn th^^^^ of a'

dilemmk. ; & consistently wiflb one side of & principles

champion or even condone the Russian Government. On the other

hand he cannot without endangering the basis of his social order openly

pronounce in favour of conspirators against any established govern-

ment, however bad ev^n from his own point of view. To do so would

be to take the side of lawlessness against law. And is not the sacred-

ness of private property enshrined historically in the conception of

"law" and "government"? This is awkward, very. The issue, how-

ever, is not long doubtful. Class-interest triumphs. With more or

less of hesitation, and in violation of his 'conscience, he denounces as

"assassins" the executioners of a murderous Czar, and as criminals

the manufacturers of the munitions of war designed for self-defence

against the most infamous band of oppressors the world has ever seen.

For the reason above given, the Socialist alone dare speak the naked

tri|th in the matter of Nihilism v. Czarism. He has no obligation to

res^pect " established government " or legality as such, inasmuch as the

right of property it enshrines has for him no eternal sacredness. For

him it is indifferent whether social and political ends are realised by
lawful or lawless means. He has not the slightest objection (if he is

sensible) to obtaining what he desires by legal and constitutional

methods, but neither has he any moral objection to employing or seeing

employed other methods where these fail. Not discerning any sacred-

ness in the fact of legality, not recognising any patent right to crimin-

ality as vested in constitutional authorities or governments, he hesitates

not to brand their ringleaders as miscreants when crimes are committed

in their name. Just as little does he hesitate to recognise as agents of

judicial retribution those who, always at the risk, and in some cases

the certain sacrifice of their own lives, take upon themselves the social

function of judge or executioner.
.
The fact of wearing a particular

garb, being paid a high salary, and propounding unctuous platitudes

from a "bench," is not for him the sine- qua non of an administrator

of. justice. The test of criminal conduct or of judicial functions with

him lies in the actions themselves and in the circumstances giving rise

to them, and not in the social status or character of those performing

them.

The Socialist alone, then, can unreservedly speak what others only

dare to think—can express his conviction plainly where others casu-

istically prevaricate. Even the Radical, inasmuch as he still clings in

theory at least to the absolute sacredness of private property, can

hardly, if he be consistent, help squirming at the notion of illicit justice.

He may have given up many things, but at this he draws back. There

is a story of an ancient Tartar prince who one day issued the order to his

retinue to draw their bows at every object at which he let fly an arrow,

on pain of instant decapitation. He first of all shot one of the royal

game. Some of his men hesitating, lost their heads. He thereupon

shot one of his best horses. Some of his train held back. Their heads

fell immediately. After that he discharged an arrow into the body of

his favourite wife. (iV.i5. It must not be supposed that this wife had

done anything particular ] but as she happened to be there the prince

used her as an illustration, which, though it may seem to argue an

inadequate sense of the respect due to woman, does not imply any malice

on his part). But however, some of his men hesitated, with the same

result as in the former case. Striking at higher game, he then pro-

ceeded to pierce with his arrow the finest steed of the reigning khan.

On this occasion all the bows were drawn and all the arrows flew. Now
for the first time the prince saw that he had got his men well in hand,

and that henceforth they were ready for the final coup. So the next

day, riding out with the khan to the chase, he " drew " upon him. The
unhappy monarch, to employ the phraseology of historians, fell pierced

with a thousand darts, and the prince was that day installed in his

place. The moral of this story is evident. Before the working classes

are prepared for the Revolution they must place the demands of the

Revolution before everything else. The Radical, until he is prepared

to transfix that leading steed in the stable of class society—bourgeois

legality—is not ready to immolate that society itself and install a

more virile one in its room.

But, says the bourgeois, to come back to the case in point, if you

admit what is commonly called political assassination, where are you

to draw the line? I will tell you. What is commonly but often

incorrectly called political assassination may or may not be morally

justifiable. In the opinion of the present writer, and that of most

Socialists, it is morally justifiable when the right of discussion of social

or political questions, either by speech or writing, is suppressed as

against those who suppress it, and only then. The reason is that from

the point of view of social progress such suppression being the stran-

gulation by brute-force of social aspiration, the removal of its author or

authors is a mere act of self-defence. So long as free discussion exists

there can be no excuse for the use of terrorist methods, which are in

this case at once a crime and a blunder. For in these circumstances,

when the people are free to organise for this end, if they do not over-

throw, either by constitutional or other means, a system whose rotten-

ness, has been exhibited to them on platform and in press, it is clear

as the noonday that conditions are not as yet ripe for such a change.

When this is so, no amount of terrorism will avail aught. Terrorism

is only eflfe^ftive as the result of a strong but suppressed popular move-
ment ; -never as the cause. " Rover's ctoss this moaning and won't

,'B%!^..says i(M;iittla«#rl to/vhervbi*othfeP> ^^^liferfjttkhftli*^^^ fl
knW,"*!repliea'^ the fattier; ^*wu^'Ms -l^adl f^^^liM^^^^^^^^^^^ oP^
An«)?chist ip , stiniulate to unpre]^re(l^preletarfgttj^ Tc^oit b^^^gg
the popiiter tail ;with dynamitlsf%tjtigt^ ai^ reasomtbte; '

>^^^ ^-^ ^"^

Applying th^se /Temarks^ ^ ^^f bbstertd in ' oohf^iision? Aat fh

Rus^, i«here • ikot only is cipfitiion sU]^pr^Aed,^bi^^ naati's 'life or
.^bertyjsr^ s»fe^ fromithe -autoc]^^ » or fiis rinyrcaiddfas, ferbrism'IS^ \q
pronounced tlnqHestionably bo^ iiiforally justifilElble ancf^%xpe^ent ; in

Germany, where discussion is suppressed, though morally justifiable^

for various reasons inexpedient ; in this country at the present time^

and wherever discussion is free, neither morally justifiable nor ex^

pedient. E. Belfort Bax.

THE IMMORALITY OF INTEREST.
(Concluded from p. 107).

One naturally expects remarkably good reasons to be advanced in.

justification of a practice so prejudicial to the interests of the people.

This is not done, however, the arguments used being ridiculously

feeble. Many indeed do not deign to discuss the morality of the

custom, and merely sneer like Professor Flint at the inconceivable

folly of resuscitating a "mediaeval economic error." The stock argu-

ment is the "abstinence" one. Our masters claim a reward for their

meritorious conduct in abstaining to use their capital. The fact, of

course, is that they would do anything rather than consume it, for they

know the value of having a grip of the means of production. In this-

demand of theirs, there is a half-expressed truth which we Socialists
>'

recognise. It is that in conditions of equal freedom an able-bodied •

man has no right to expect another to supply him with the capital

necessary for the production of the articles he uses. In my opinion

this truth should be, and under Socialism would be, acted upon ; the^

capital required to carry on any industry being supplied by the con* "^

sumers of the products of that industry, each contributing in propor-

tion to his consumption. As the order of things, in which the pro-

ducer owned the tools or capital required in his trade, has been super-

seded by the present one in which the machinery or capital is supplied

by people not necessarily either makers or users of the goods turned

out with the help of their capital, so this again will be succeeded by a

new order in which the consumers alone will contribute the capital.

The existence of such a system would by no means imply the right of

the consumers to determine the conditions of work for the producers.

But to return to the argument, the paradox is that at present a capi-

talist may both eat his cake and keep it—may abstain from using hi&

capital, and yet derive as much, nay more, enjoyment from it than if

he did not abstain. The possessor of fifty thousand pounds invested

here and there, not virtuous enough to "abstain," might live in a

humble way on a thousand a year, and only after the lapse of fifty

years get to the bottom of his purse. His philanthropic brother, how-

ever, owner of a similar sum, wdth a laudable desire to benefit the

workers, might "abstain," claim and receive his reward in the shape

of two thousand five hundred a year, and at the end of fifty years,

when his brother had spent his fortune, would still possess his undi-

minished. My poor Socialistic brains are quite unable to discover that

the latter would exercise greater abstinence than the former. In * con-

nection with this, too, there is a rather curious problem to be solved.

Suppose the workers one fine day were to say to the capitalists, " We
really cannot allow you to make such sacrifices for our sake, so pray

do not abstain any longer." What would happen ? It is evident the-

capitalists would require to realise their property, for they could not

make a personal use of their farms, mines, factories, railways, or ships,,

of their cottons, woollens, coal, iron, or grain. But the only pur-

chasers to be got would be the workers, who would then have at their

disposal the sum up till then paid away as reward for abstinence, viz.,

the interest. This, or part of it, could be handed to the capitalists-

each year until the sum paid equalled the principal in value. This

request of the workers would be quite a legitimate one, for surely the

recipients of a service for which they pay are quite entitled to refuse-

such a service and keep the price of it. In connection with this argu-

ment it is often said by thoughtless people that there would be no-

inducement to save if no interest was received. Under Socialism, if

people wished to accumulate wealth in various forms for personal en-

joyment they would require to provide the capital necessary for the

production of this wealth, and moreover, in order to entitle themselves,

to be supported by the community in sickness or old age, would require

to help those already unfit for work by paying what may be called a

premium to the Commonwealth—a form of saving too. In short, if

they did not save, they would reap none of the benefits which flow^

from saving.

It is sometimes said that interest is merely a premium for insurance-

against risk. This is not so, however, for much more is paid as inter-

est to capital than what is suflicient to cover insurance. The principal

cannot be increased by premiums for insurance, as such, for these pay-

ments are merely sufficient to replace that part of the principal which

may be lost. A capitalist would be virtually living on his principal'

were he to consume this payment.

But the most ingenious and far-fetched defence of usury is that of

Henry George. He maintains that in certain branches of industry

there accrues a natural interest which is due to the generative force of

Nature. For instance, in agriculture labour is assisted to a very gre^t

extent by natural forces. Between seed-time and harvest the farmtr
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4oee comparatively Kttle in his fields, Ije growth of the cn)p3 depend-

in^^cMeflTonihes^^^^ and the atm(^herK5 condiU^^^ ^He

Ods, therefore, that capital utilised in industries of this kind, m which

iit has the benefit of the cooperation of Nature, has a return which

•capital employed in such as the manufacturing industries has not.

While the farmer rests from his labour, his flocks and herds and crops

•continue growing; but when the blacksmith or carpenter throws down

his tools, no progress is made with the work he was busy with. So,

•George argues, it is only just that all capital should be put on the same

footing, and consequently that which receives no natural increase or

interest should receive an artificial increase. It seems to me that he

misses the point altogether. Instead of demonstrating that interest

of any kind should be allowed to capital, however employed, he merely

asserts that there are two kinds of interest, one natural, the other

artificial, and that it is right that capital debarred from getting the

first should get the latter—which is not what was to be proved. We
hold that private property in all natural powers (the sources of interest,

according to Henry George) should be abolished, in such wise that no

charge for their co-operation with labour would be made. The price of

commodities should depend only on the labour engaged in their pro-

duction. The price of wheat, for instance, should depend only on the

quantity of labour required to produce it. Nothing should be charged

for the part played by Nature.

Well, then, these are the principal arguments used in defence of

usury, by no means such as are likely to convince an unbiassed mind.

Every social instinct man is endowed with revolts against such a

practice when the iniquity of it is laid bare ; and the sense of injustice

which I believe exists in greater or less degree in every man's breast

condemns it in the most unhesitating manner when its full significance

is grasped. Usury, that curse of humanity, is the outcome of greed

and selfishness, of the anti-social qualities of human nature, and there-

fore we will work day and night, in season and out of season, to sweep

it clean away. J. H. Smith.

•~>^*f^
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THE REVIVAL OF TRADE (?).

The promised revival of trade is long a-coming, apparently. Here are some
cuttings from the Daily News of Monday 28th March, chiefly concerning the

textile trades.

Cotton Goods, Manchester.—In the cloth market the week has been on the

•whole rather dull but firm ; business for the larger eastern markets much
restricted by the uncertainties of exchange. ... The home trade is doing
rather more. . . .

" printers " quiet. . . . Business in yarns has fallen below
an average in most departments.

Woollen Goods, Leeds.—The week's turnover, all kinds of cloth, has been
far below the average, buyers being very cautious in their operations, and
showing not the least disposition to speculate.

Wool and Worsted, Bradford.—The wool market has a rather more cheerful

tone ; but the business is still, of a restricted character and to cover orders
recently taken in yarns.

Leicester.—In the hosiery business as a whole is quiet. . . . Orders are
scarce, and profits narrowed hy the keenness of competition.

The Boot and Shoe Trade.—But the chief drawback is—not any despond-
ency as to the outlook for the second quarter, which is cheerful

—

hut the

narroiuness ofprofit owing to the activity of competition.

In elastic webs the recent revival has not been maintained, there being
now a lull and dullness all round.

Nottingham.—Nothing very cheering can be said of the lace trade this
week. Although the season is advancing, the business does not appreciably
increase. Indeed, so far from business expanding, it is doubtful whether
orders are coming to hand so freely as they did earlier in the year. The
local manufacturers, as a rule, have little reason to congratulate themselves
on the aspect of commercial afiairs. . . . Accounts of the hosiery trade are
somewhat discouraging.

Birmingham, Hardware Trade.— . . . New orders are not coming forward
very freely, and prices are kept on an nnremunerative level hy the keenness of
comiJetition. . . . The shipping trade continues abnormally quiet. . . .

Travelling-trunks of the cheaper kinds are in brisk request, though the profits
are limited. The fender and fire-iron branch is rather dull.

Shefiield.-^There is a decided check in the progress of the iron and steel
trades. . . . Steel makers are experiencing a rather slacker demand for the
best qualities. The production of heaving steel castings is fully equal to the
demand, which is less boyant than of late. ... For bar and hoop iron there
is a rather better demand than for some other kinds of manufactured iron

;

but business is not so brisk as it was hoped it would be.
The italics in the above cuttings are, of course, my own. W. M.

Professor Levi told the Wolverhampton Chamber of Commerce that he
was not in the least disposed to say that there was any great reason for the
trading community of the country to be seriously depressed. Of course the
learned professor can see no reason for the depression ; he is not supposed to.
However, the depression of trade has had a serious eflect upon trades' union
funds. At the close of 1883 the United Society of Boilermakers and Ship-
builders had an accumulated fund of £108,545. It now stands at £21,895,
as much as £1000 having been paid in some weeks to members out of work.
Tiie struggle to obtain employment gets keener every day, and when obtained
the conditions are more burdensome. Last week the coroner had to hold
an inquest on William Crocker, a painter in London. He said to his wife,
I can t stand this any longer. I shall go mad ! " He had been all day in

search of work, and had been unable to obtain any. Afterwards his body
was found m Regent's Canal. Professor Levi must reckon all in, and not
rely too much on his own figures. K

AT THE QUEEN'S JUBIL1|. -'\.^

Meeting of Working Men in Vienna.—On Monday a great meeting of
working men was held here, at which very strong revolutionary opinions
were expressed, so much so that almost every speaker was stopped in the
miadle ot his speech by the police who were present. The congratulatory
telegrams trom the provmcial associations were of so extreme a nature that
they were not allowed to be read out.

Go on thy way, the rob«5 0i6i hast

Are woven out of si§h» and taars,

And every hope thy proua heart knows

Is built upon the ^eoj^le^s fears. ^
Hide from thine eyes therisight of those

Whose lives, as mine/ai^Afullof woej

Live out thy little day^in ||ace ^ ^

.

Till comes the day wheia^thou shalf

know

—

^ ^^
J

• ^\. , .. .

^

That underneath the6 all this while • ^

Surges and boils a rising fijje ^ ^ ^

Whose flame of discontent ea^.4ay^ , i

Grows ever fiercer, ever high^.
It undermines thy throne. S'e^now
Methinks I see thy jewelled drbwh

And all thy pomp and rotten prkle

Into the wild flame falling do^n.

The people waken. All too loi^-

Their ignorance hath kept thee, up,

But knowledge spreads wit|;i-Misery, .

And while they drink deej)
_

sorrow's

cup,

Fierce curses in their hearts ai^se

At thee and all thine idle show,
Thou puppet on a gilded throne

The time shall come when Jiiou must
go ! ^> -

Defender of a useless faith '

That tricks the people into prayer,

They find that all the gods are deaf,

And they are crying to the air.

Unconscious heaven will give us naught

Lo, we must up and act as men ;

Vampires, who draw our blood to-day,

How we shall sweep you from us

then !

I envy not thy pampered ease

Though with keen hunger I may cry,

My rags may flutter in the wind
And life may drag on wearily ;

A little longer I can wait,

Nor sl^^l the time b^ overlong,
,

Till thou .ai^d all thy lordly state

Learn •lk)iw des(pair can make meA
strong !

J

Ours is the power to destroy

What by our toiling is upheld,

And out of ruin once again
A bright new world of hope to weld.

But thou and all thy crew must go,

Earth has no place for such as thou ;

When men shall rise and strike the

blow,
Would they were ripe for striking

now !

"

Fred Henderson.

[The above verses which it is to be hoped will voice the sentiments of the

workers far more faithfully than the fulsome Jubilee jingle of Baron Tennyson,

acquire additional interest from the fact that the writer is now unjustly impris-

oned in Norwich Castle for directing attention to the injustice of present society.]

Ffix fifty years o'er these fair isles

Plump lady Vic had held the sway,
And all the courtly lords had met
To celebrate the crowning day.

" For sure," said they, *' it is but right

That loyal subjects every one
Should praise our queen for all the deeds

Her gracious royalhands have dpne."

So on a glorious day in June
A glittering pageant moved along.

And knights in gay attire were there,

And men in armour stout and strong ;

And banners in the sunlight waved.
Andtrumpets filled the airwith sound

While in the midst Victoria rode,

Her head with gaudy jewels crowned.

And far away to right and left

The great crowd stretches silently ;

No sound of cheering rose from them
- While allthepomp andpride sweptby,

But mutterings from clenched teeth.

And angry murmurs rose and fell.

And as she passed, the men-at-arms
Had no light task to guard her well.

The good archbishop all the while
Thought of his goodly golden store.

And pondered deeply in his mind
How to increase it more and more ;

And all the bishop friends of Christ

Thought of the very self-same thing ;

While at the ropes in many a tower
Stout arms made all the church bells

ring.

Far on the outskirts of the crowd
A tattered beggar viewed the pride,

And scorned and jostled by the throng,

Hugged his rags closer to his side,

And muttered underneath his breath,

While down the street the banners

" How long ehedl earth go rolling on
Ere idle pride shall breathe its last ?

How long before yon sun on high
Shall look upon the earth and see

Freedom's red banner borne aloft

By brave men struggling to be free ?

Go on thy way, oh queen, awhile ;

Enjoy thy little day of pride.

But all around thy pomp and show
Riseth red revolution's tide.

LITERARY NOTICES.
We have received the first issues of Humanitas (Naples) organ of the Com-

munist-Anarchists. It contains interesting articles each week by F. S. Mer-
lino and others, is well filled up with foreign notes and so forth, and is, in

short, a " good halfpennyworth."

In April Longman^s E. Nesbit has "The Ballad of Ferencz Kenyi" in which
a revolutionary incident is well and strongly told.

,

In Our Corner Mrs. Besant has an admirable reply to Mr. Bradlaugji, and
there is, as usual, a good selection of readable articles. j»

^ The Labor Problem,' is a pamphlet by G. C. Clemens of Enterprise, Kan.,

U.S., in which the problem is fairly well " stated for the busy and the tired
"

w^ithout any attempt at a solution. No price is stated.

' Our Great Social Problem ' is a reprint from the Southport Guardian of a

most interesting correspondence between our comrade Walter Crane, and a
Mr. C. H. Brown. The letters of the latter are chiefly of interest as showing
the strange mental contortions an intelligent honest man may unconsciously

indulge in.

'An Autobiographical Sketch of August Spies,' with notes, and reports of

speeches, and portraits of himself and his noble young wife, has been puli-

lished by the latter at 25 cents, and may be procured from Julius Bordello,
104-106 E. 4th St., N.Y.

Articles of Interest to Socialists : Nineteenth Century : "Science and Pseudo*
Science," Huxley ;

" An Act for the Suspension of Parliament," Traill ;
" On

Well-meant Nonsense about Emigration," Osborne Morgan ; "Liberal Union-
ists and Coercion," Eeginald H. Brett and Earl Cowper. Blackwood^s : " Free
Trade and Depressed Trade," A. Williamson. Contemporary : " The Plan of
Campaign," S. Laing. Fortnightly: "Fluctuations in Trade and Wages,"
Geo. Howell ; "A Model Landlord," A. Williams, M.P. [N.B,—It must not
be assumed that every article given in this list from time to time is thereby-

praised. Some are so included, but some for their foolishness and some for

their dishonesty ; but all in some way are of interest]. S.

American Sympathy with Ireland.—Both Houses of the New York
Legislature have unanimously adopted resolutions expressing sympathy
with Ireland, and protesting against the injustice of the new Coercion Bill.

Six other States have adopted similar resolutions.
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*HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW I FIRST, FEW MEN
it; next, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON 1

"

Oomtnunications invited on Social Questions, They should he written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Bd., E.G., and accompanied
by the name and address of the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As cUl articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of theirposi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

Btjected MS8, only returned if a stamped directed envelope isforwarded with them.

Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s,

six months, Ss,; three months. Is. 6d,

Business communications to he addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
KonCK TO ALL SocLUiiSTic NEWSPAPERS.—^The Gommonweol will be regularly sent

to all Socialistic Contemporaries throughout the world, and it is hoped that
they on their side will regularly provide the Socialist League with their papers.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday April 6,

England
Justice
Jus
Norwich—Daylight
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Cotton Factory Times
Glasgow—Pioneer
Church Reformer
Christian Socialist

Our Comer
India

Bankipore—Behar Herald
Bombay Gazette
Allahabad—People's Budget
Calcutta Statesman

South Australia
Adelaide—Our Commonwealth

Canada
Toronto—Labor Reformer

United States
New York—^Volkszeitung

Freiheit
John Swinton's Paper
Der Sozialist
Truthseeker
The Question

Boston—Woman's Joximal
Denver (Col.) Labor Inquirer
New Haven (Conn.)—Work-

men's Advocate
Chicago (IlL)—Knights of Labor
Vorbote

Albina (Oreg.)—Weekly Courier
Detroit (Mich.)—^The Advance

and Labor Leaf
Cincinnati (O.) Unionist
Fort Worth (Tex.>—South West

France
Paris—Crl du Peuple (daily)
L'Insurge

Belgium
I.c Combat

Liege—L'Avenir
Antwerp—De Werker

Holland
Hag^e—Recht voor Allen

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat

Italy
Milan—11 Fascio Operaio
Tmin—11 Muratore

Spain
El Productor

Austria
Vienna—Gleichheit

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

"DOES EDUCATION DIMINISH INDUSTRY?"

This is a question often asked and answered by people, well-meaning

enough in their way, but most usually unable to grasp anything like a

true solution of the apparent enigma. The Daily News some time

back, in its endeavour to support " technical training " in Board
Schools, restated all the old pleas against educating the " common
people," but, of course, in these democratic times with somewhat more
of circumspect periphrasis and euphemistic expression than the

ancient arguments were wont to masquerade in heretofore. The Spec-

tator, commenting upon the Daily News article, utilised with great

effect its long-practised art of sitting upon the fence, but leant as

strongly as it dared in the same direction.

Education, runs the doleful song, is destroying the appetite and
aptitude for work once possessed by the " lower classes "; " the boys

make less trusty workmen, and the girls worse cooks, and housemaids,

and laundrywomen "; they " are less handy and more conceited than a

former generation, have less liking for work, and more notions."

" Education is in itself inimical to continuous industry." " Education
cannot be stopped, and if, therefore, education developes an aversion

to hard work, humanity will stand in presence of a nearly insoluble

problem."

Now, whatever be the impatience with which a Socialist must
hearken to these and similar Jeremiads, there is yet some necessity for

his answering them when they are put with plausibility and are like

to deceive the folk. This terrible pother about education when ex-

amined is found to arise from quite other causes than regard to the

welfare of the people or the future of education. No, the fear is for

the ending of the period in which the masses consent to be degraded

and misused that a few may " devour all the gain, or lasciviously con-

sume with phantastical expenses." But, stated plausibly, and backed

by loud-sounding declamation, the pinchbeck philanthropy and assumed
foresight of the self-appointed prophets of evil lend a superficial look

of validity to their contention, and may confuse the unthinking or

unreflective.

Education, so-called to-day, in so far as it is concerned with the

working-class, is either a concealed attempt to " fit them for their station

in life," to train them to a tame acceptance of their " natural " in-

feriority, or, more dishonestly inhuman, a pretence at their due

development as men and women while it is known that, leaving ischool,

they are to be beaten down again into factory slaves. What it should

be is the careful, assiduous drawing out of each faculty possessed by
an individual to the fullest extent, consistent with its healthy exercise.

There is only so much of true education as cannot be avoided in that
accorded to the children of the workers to-day. But an educated man
is a free man, and little of true education as it is that they receive,

there is yet enough to make them discontented with their allotted

slave-labour and subordinate position.

To define Education and Work is sufficient to explode the fallacy

that they are inconsistent, the one with the other. Education, the
preparing of human faculties for most effective exercise. Work, the

exercise of human faculties toward desired ends. Under the present

system, however, work is directed, not to the desired ends of the
labourer, but to those of his employer, of the man to whom he has
been compelled to sell himself, his power of labour. His labour-power
is for a certain period the property of another, and to be exerted only

as that other bids ; he has sold it, and has no further interest in it

than to receive the price agreed upon. Monotonous, intense, degrading
toil, constant anxiety, and dread of enforced idleness, while he is

" fortunate " enough to be employed ; misery and helplessness when
" unemployed "; these things are the appointed portion of a worker.

If he be ignorant, undeveloped, brutish, indifferent of higher things,

he may perchance endure it all with dull, stolid patience, " a poor
servile drudge, a very slave "; but the more manhood he possesses, the
more that his powers have been stimulated into life, the more bitterly

will he resent his unjust subjection and chafe against his fetters.

It is not against work in itself that he revolts, but against its com-
mercial accompaniments, its compulsoriness, monotony, intensity, and
want of relation to his own benefit. Knowledge, even though it be of

the " commercial " kind, furnished him now-a-days, enables him to

see with ever-increasing clearness that his energy, exerted for an
employer, bears little or no relation to his needs or to his sustenance^

Nor can his aroused mind with its acquired knowledge, scant as that

may be, find outlet in his work, save in the rarest instances, for he is

becoming continually more absorbed into mere machine-minding ; into

the servitude of a machine, over which he has but slight control, and
which he seldom understands. Even where it is not so, his employer

cannot allow any latitude for thought, does he wish to win in the com-
petition-struggle for commercial existence, but must compel him to

produce goods " that will sell,"with as little expenditure of his brain or

body as may be.

But it is not only from its avowed enemies that the education of the

working-class is made to suffer. Many a time could education with

reason cry out for rescue from its " friends." To these, the Board
School and the teaching therein given, is to make everybody healthy,

wealtliy, happy, and wise. Wage-slavery and learning have met
together

;
profit-making and culture have kissed each other !

What was said of the pupil-teachers by one of H.M. Inspectors in

1880 remains true still and of children as well :
" The minds are crowded

with numbers of ill-digested facts, and there is no power rightly to

appreciate or assimilate these facts." The whole system of teaching

in Board Schools is radically wrong ; none are readier to admit this

than teachers whose heart is in their work. One most intelligent and
enthusiastic man, head master of a large school in an important pro-

vincial town, admitted to me when showing me over his school, that

it was one of his keenest regrets that the system forced upon him
allowed no adequate scope for special abilities, but was based upon
cut-and dried competition and the passing of cast-iron standard. This

is but part, of course, of the whole method of " education " in vogue
at the universities, public schools, and so on ; it is, nevertheless, of

special import for evil to the working folk.

Children are turned into animated small hoppers ; the names and
dry bones of ever so many sciences and arts being crammed into them
by means of cumbersome, expensive, and wasteful machinery. A
multitude of bare facts and figures are forced into them willy-nilly,,

the meaning and application of said facts and figures being left to the

chances of their future life. There are but few faculties called into

play in a worker's daily task ; fewer still of the things he has learned

in school have any bearing thereupon ; it is no wonder therefore that

most of his faculties become atrophied from disuse, and that his brain

rejects the unrelated " learning " got by rote. Thought, long-sustainedy

is absolutely essential to education, but which of us finds leisure for

thought, either while we are at school eagerly preparing for examina-

tion upon examination, or in after-life amid the mad struggle we must
keep up—or die ?

To all but the Socialist, the Education question is a dilemma from
which there is no escape, and either horn of which it is equally unde-

sirable to be impaled upon. To maintain Society as it is the workers^

must remain in subjection ; to so remain they must be ignorant.
" Wise men are free ; fools are slaves." To educate the workers is ta-

rive Society asunder, for it is based upon robbery and buttressed with

a lie. Justice and truth alone will satisfy an enlightened people. To
a Socialist the dilemma is none, for he sees upon which horn of it

Society must impale itself. Some learning is among the people, and
as Burton well said : "So sweet is the delight of study, the more
learning they have (as he that hath a dropsy, the more he drinks the^

thirstier he is) the more they covet to learn, the last day is prioris

discipulus ; harsh at first learning is, radices amarae, but fructus

dulces, bitter rooted but sweet fruited, according to that of Isocrates,.

pleasant at last ; the longer they live the more they are enamoured of

the Muses."

Man slowly but surely humanises himself, regulates his desires and
directs his powers by a reasoned knowledge of his surroundings. As
knowledge increases and the application of it is made sure, man sees

not only how he lives but how he might live ; and forms of faith or of

society, however ancient and respectable, must give way before his
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will Then when men are leisured, unoppressed by anxiety for the

morrow's foid, or fear of what the week may bring, it wiU be possible

to train men as never heretofore, and Education will at length have

opportunity to show what it can do for man.

H. Halliday Sparlikg.

A DAY IN THE COUNTRY.

It wa45 towards the close of a clear bright day in early spring that,

leaving the quaint little village of West Wycombe behind, I found

myself at the summit of the Chiltern Hills, that intersect the county

of Buckingham. For some miles now the road ran along the lofty

ridge, affording beautiful prospects of the country on either hand, and

only at the rarest intervals varied by a clump of cottages or a solitary

farmhouse with its deep-rutted cart-road skirting a sluggish duck-pond.

Indeed the desolation seemed almost oppressive; and I felt vaguely

that this was a true instinct. Here was proof-positive of the absurdity

of " over-population." It is true, indeed, that Malthus dwelt amid the

beautiful wilds of Surrey ; but then, added to the sophistical training

of his order, he had a strong turn for arithmetic : and after all, it is

the perplexed dwellers in towns who chiefly support his theory, so true

it is that one-half the world does not know how the other half lives.

And so commerce desolates the country to crowd the cities, and per-

suades its imprisoned victims that they are miserable because there is

not room enough. A Malthusian should be dropped in the middle of

Salisbury Plain.

With such thoughts as these I pursued my way along the lonely

heights ; and, now that the sun touched the horizon and the air began

to grow keen, welcomed the sign-post that showed me the way to the

village of Bledlow ; and following the winding road deep into the fresh

green valley, reached at last the place I sought. I hastened at once

to the "Glyde," for which it is celebrated in the guide-books, and

found it a sort of leafy precipice, from whose sides innumerable springs

trickle with a gentle noise into the pool below, where the cattle are

driven down to drink. High above stands the old square-towered

church, seemingly in great danger of fulfilling Mother Shipton's ancient

prophecy by " falling into the Glyde." And now in the fading light

the trees around it seemed to mingle with the glow of the western sky,

and nothing but the voices of the birds and the lowing of kine disturbed

the stillness of the evening air.

It was twilight when I reached the door of a little alehouse, and

stepped, weary and hungry, into the dim parlour. As nothing was to

be had but fiery cheese and sour ale, I took them cheerfully : had I

been disposed to repine, I should have felt ashamed of it when two or

three labouring fellows entered the darkening room and began to talk.

The poor widow who kept the house had enough to do to live, they

said ; and in that little village alone there were twenty men born in

those parts then without work. This may seem a slight matter ; but

if such a thing could be in that little unknown village on the borders

of Oxfordshire, what must it be elsewhere ? The farmers complained

that the land would not "pay" to cultivate. These poor fellows

needed no telling that something was wrong ; the question was, what ?

One of them had a vague but rooted notion that the queen and royal

family were at the bottom of it ; and I fear that when I spoke of

France and America I only helped to destroy the hope he had. Indeed
I felt shamed into silence in the presence of these slow-witted peasants,

who live and labour and suflfer on the land. There was little said

;

and I looked out of the darkness into the glimmering landscape with
a mind full of pity and misgiving.

That morning I had been in London, with all its crowds and noise :

now I was in the heart of a beautiful country. With what result ?

Misery here, misery there. Commerce has done its work, and brought
all to extremes. Just as it has created an unhappy rich class and an
unhappy poor class, so it has made the towns fierce gambling hells of

life and death, and the country an abomination of desolation and cold

isolated poverty.

Sentimentalists and lovers of the picturesque should journey on
foot among the lovely country districts, using their eyes and ears. It

will be strange if they do not come back with the sham sentiment
knocked out of them and something more real put in its place. If

they really believe in country life, they will do their best to give the
whole people a chance of enjoying it, together with real social life.

Perhaps on the whole my tour had not been profitless so far, I

thought, as I sat late at night in the chimney-corner of the " Rising
Sun " at Prince's Risborough ; and that which I had heard and seen
was with me as I fell asleep, and came to me again through the open
casement with the twitterings of birds and the morning light.

Reginald A. Beckett.

Some villagers in Egypt have been flogged and their sheik imprisoned

for six months because a party of British officers first wounded a vil-

lager and then on a disturbance arising shot another dead. Justice

can scarcely go further than this ; even flogging the whole population

for having the rebellious impudence to exist, though it would be harder

on them, would be a trifle more logical. It will now be a sacred social

duty for the Arabs to avoid being shot by British officers, lest their

recklessness should involve the whole of their village in a flogging.

Bah ! the man. of modern civilisation is a sickening anii^^^ * ~ nte^^

plate.

NORTHUMBRIAN NOTES.

No alteration has yet taken place in the situation. The mirie-ownerg

have been dumb, except that one of them threateiis to close Ms pits

unless the men surrender in a fortnight. But this is an old dodge, and

the miners know the value of the threat. . To haye read the Newcastle

papers a week ago one would have thought that the miners were just

about to give up the fight. But on going amongst the men one

finds something quite different. I put this to the test last week. - The

sensational articles on the distress were then appearing, expectations

of the miners' surrender were rife, letters from anonymous wiseacres

counselled them to fling up the sponge, impudent editorials and fussy

relief-committee memorials demanded the immediate capitulation of

the strikers. During three days I went to six or seven different parts

of Northumberland and questioned scores of men. They all admitted

the distress; some of them were very bitter at the thought of the

suffering inflicted on their wives and children by the capitalist power,

but none oi them spoke of giving in.

I cannot say that the miners have much hope of preventing the

reduction. It is a dreary fight for them. Victoiy not very likely, or

barren if they gain it. They will have used up nearly all tiieir

resources in the endeavour to keep their position, and if the masters

try again they will be much surer of success. Again, if the miners do

lose, they will be getting less than enough to feed themselves. " Give

up the strike," cry the relief committees ; " take the masters' terms,

we can't keep the soup-kitchens open any longer." But if the men
take 12J per cent, less than they have been getting, the soup-kitchen

will have to be made a permanent institution.

The general feeling is that the miners will be beaten, though I think

that with better tactics, and the help which they should, but do not,

get, a victory might have been secured. But the capitalists will not

get an easy victory. There is a dogged determination about the men
which bodes no good to their masters. Already the loss of confidence

in the ordinary useless labour leaders is very widespread ; and it will

be lack of ability or industry on the part of the Socialists only that

will prevent the general acceptance of Socialism amongst the miners.

The miners have now made advances to the masters to end the dis

pute by referring it to arbitration. It is not very clear what the result

will be, but it looks like the miners losing. However, it may be best

for the strike to end. This at all events is clear. The miners have
suffered keenly, and their bitterness against the wrongs inflicted on
them is greater now than ever before. The mineowners have greatly

hastened the spread of Socialism by their inhuman attempts to grind
the men lower than they are. The miners feel, too, that it is time they
went in for more thorough-going action than hitherto they have done.

The Socialist propaganda has gone on better than ever. Two meet-
ings^ every day, and all the halls crowded with people. We now find

organised opposition and this proves the efficacy of the work done. The
opposition is bitter but not formidable and helps to give a zest to the
proceedings. I shall send a fuller report next week. The matter of

organisation has again been postponed for a fortnight.

Newcastle, April 5. J. L. Mahon.

BREAKERS AHEAD!
The present time is a favourable one in which to watch the govern-
ments of Europe tremblingly steering their course between their twin
great dangers—the Scylla of foreign war and the Charybdis of internal

revolution.

Watching one another and " their " peoples the " armed strong men "

sit and none can tell what a day or week may bring.

The one thing certain in the uncertain business is that war and
rapine—one almost might say also pestilence and famine—depend upon
the great financiers, who at a nod can shake Europe.

Peace and war depend upon which the Moneybags can make most

out of, by which particular method the blood of the peoples can most

conveniently be transformed into the fortunes of financiers.

The Spectator says : "If we look below the surface, it is almost

everywhere the governing classes who are heartily loyal, but the ma-

chine nevertheless rolls on." It explains the secret by the division

among the governed peoples as well as the jealousy of nations.

The people are becoming more solidary every day, and day by day

the distrust and hatred of " foreigners " deci eases. How then for " the

machine."?

In another place the same journal admits that " the strife between

capital and labour rises black and menacing above the near horizon,"

How then for " the machine " ? H. H. S.

t'ttts Italian Elections.—^At Ravenna Cipriani has again been elected

th time the Socialist convict has been returned.
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THE LABOUR STRUQGLE.
This departmeiU is under the direction of the Strike Committee. Labour News

and Contributions to the Fund should be sent to T. Binning, at the Offices,

BEITAIN.

Owing to the continued slackness in the North Wales slate trade several

batches of men have been discharged from the South Carnarvonshire quarries

in the Nantile district. At Bethesda there is no prospect of full time being

worked, and many of the younger quarrymen are emigrating.

At a delegate meeting of the branches of the National Labour Federation

held at Newcastle, Mr. Judge, the president stated that within five months
they numbered 10,000 members, and there was every prospect that the pro-

gress .of the movement would continue.

Scottish Miners.—A settlement of the present dispute has been arrived

at between the employers and the employes at Meiklehill Collieries and Sols-

girth Colliery. The employers accept the men's proposal to work eight hours

per dav and eleven days per fortnight, a holiday being observed every alter-

nate Thursday.

Eeduction in Seamen's Wages.—Last week a crew was shipped at

Greenock for the ship Orissa, proceeding from Maryport to Townsville, Aus-
tralia, at the rate of 40s. per month. This is the lowest rate paid to seamen
for many years past.

Masons.—On the 28th ultimo, at a meeting of the operative masons held

in the Masons' Hall, Edinburgh, it was agreed to intimate to the employers

that the operatives considered that the state of trade warranted an advance
of vvages from 6d. to 7d. per hour on and after 9th April, and a committee
was appointed to notify this to the employers and the different squads in

the town.

Chainmakers.—The chainmakers strike in the Midlands still continues,

having now lasted for nearly eight months. At a meeting just held at

Oradley Heath, it was stated that the public sympathy had not died away,
and never had the operatives of any trade met with such liberal support as

the chainmakers now on strike. The men express their firm determination
not to resume work at the old rate of pay.

Burnley—The Strike of Weavers.—The strike at Messrs. Jas. Walton
and Sons, Bishop House and Elm Street Mills, still continues. The strike

pay is at the rate of Is. 6d. per loom, the weavers in the great bulk of cases

receiving 13s. to 15s. per week from all sources. The prices in dispute are

3Jd. to 4d. per cut under what is being paid at Nelson, and also what the

Ashton employers are willing to pay. The weavers have entered on this

struggle with a determination to win, and the Messrs. Walton are likely to

find they have undertaken a tough job.

YiOLATioN OF Factory Acts.—In Oldham and its districts the Factory
Acts are taken little notice of by mill managers, and are daily and openly
violated in varipus ways. The chief department in London makes no effort

to cope with the evil from which thousands of operatives suffer. It was only
last week that the inspector for the district had to admit to the borough
bench that he was not so sanguine as to suppose that any penalty they could

impose would stop overtime in Oldham. Overtime will be resorted to so

long as it is more profitable to practice it and run the risk of a small fine.

1-he Unemployed at Barrow.—The unemployed at Barrow have been
holding a series of open-air meetings. The crowd assembled in front of the

Town Hall asking to see the mayor, and threatened to break the windows.
They also displayed a black flag, on which were a skull and cross-bones, and
the words, "Bread or work." The mayor afterwards received a deputation,

. and said their case would be brought before the Council. He advised them
to get out a list showing the number of unemployed, and to interview the

* Guardians. The list has already been signed by over 600 men. A deputa-

\tion waited on the Guardians on the 30th ult., at which Mr. Henley, of the

Local Government Board, was present. Jffe pointed out that the Guardians

vjere poioerless to do anything except to offer the men the loorkhouse.

An Eight Hours' Labour Bill. —A public meeting of working-men,

convened by the Trades' Unionists Eight Hours' Conference Committee, was
held on Thursday, 31st ult., at the Feathers Tavern, Wanren Street, Fitzroy

Square, to consider the above questions, and the following resolution was

passed :
—" That this public meeting of workers is of opinian that the best

;means of obtaining permanent work for the vast number of persons at pre-

sent unemployed is by a reduction of the hours of labour, and sees no other

. means of obtaining the same except by political action, and therefore pledges

itself to endeavour to obtain the passing of an Eight Hours Labour Bill by

all legitimate means in its power." Other meetings will be held in different

parts of London as early as possible, due notice of w^iich will be given.

Hadfield—Caught in the Act.—One of the firms in the Hadfield dis-

trict has been caught by two inspectors. It is the custom in that district to

commence at 6.30 in the morning and stop at 6 o'clock at night, but the firm

in question one Friday morning commenced before 6.30, and about thirty

names were taken. Nearly all the mills in the Hadfield district work a great

amount of overtime. At some of the mills the weavers get their meals before

stopping time, and are pulling cuts off or picking them, or otherwise cleaning,

all the meal hours, which causes the Factory Acts to be a dead letter. It is

awkward for the inspector to catch them, as the overlookers have to be on

the watch during the meal hours, and go to their meals afterwards, thus

breaking the Act of Parliament with impunity.

"A Daniel."—Mr. Baffles was rather wide of the mark when he said that

he thought the South End Dock Labourers' Association was a most stupid

and absurd society altogether. It seems that a labourer who was a member
of' the society was fined 10s. for working with non-society men. He refused

to pay the fine, and because the society members refused to work with him

.he summoned three of them for intimidation, but the case was quashed on

the ground that refusing to work with a man was not intimidation in the

sense implied in the Act. Mr. Eatfies seemed to find fault with the society

tor making rules of which he could not see the force, but which the labourers

had been compelled to frame in their own interests to secure for themselves

the terms which are found necessary in their employment. He stated that

Shipowners had told him that they could not get men to do their work

owing to the rules of the society, and for this he condemned them and called

it a stupid and absurd society. Dock-labourers have learned from bitter

experience while following their laborious employment what is best calcu-

lated to serve their cause, and they are far better capable of judging what

r^tes ftT^ S^qi^isiJ^e to h^rmionj, a^regarda work and w^ges, than -^^^
. ..

»^''

such ag Mr, "S^'s^^^^.-^ottori Factory Times.

THE ASHTON STEIKE. •
- i

The high-handed and unscrupulous behaviour of the capitalists towards
the workpeople engaged in this struggle is severely commented upon by the

Cotton Factory Times. We quote the concluding remarks of an article in

that excellent paper, which are worthy of serious attention.' It is, however,
strange and regrettable that the writer should have thought it necessary to

use such an utterly fallacious and ridiculous phrase as " socialistic robbery "
:

" We are no supporters of socialistic robbery, but we are hip and thigh

opponents of employers having the whip hand. They have no more right to

try to intimidate their workpeople than the buyer of a pound of butter has

to menace the man who sells it. These matters are gradually finding their

level. The working classes will not always allow themselves to be humbugged
and divided by those whose interest it is to have it so. All over the world

the feeling of solidarity is growing, and whatever be the result of the Ashton
strike, it must advance the movement. We are slowly getting down to the

point where employers will, like working men, be respected exactly as they

deserve to be, irrespective of their wealth. If the chasm which has for many
centuries divided one class from the other be widened instead of the reverse,

no one will be to blame but employers themselves, and it is bound in the

long run to bring a terrible reckoning. Our remarks will be sneered at, just

as those were scouted who, fifty years ago, thought that working men should

have the rights which they now enjoy. Whether they come true or not

depends on the action of employers, but a few more strikes like those now
going on in Northumberland, Staffordshire, and Lancashire will do niuch to

make our words true. An incident has occurred in connection with the

strike which ought to open the eyes of the workpeople at Hurst. It appears

a considerable number of the cottages in the village belong to the firm, and

some of the weavers on strike have lived in these houses for fifteen or sixteen

years, and some a great deal longer. In consequence of the strike taking

place, these people have received notice to leave their homes. The tenants

have received an intimation that an application is to be made to the magis-

trates on the 6th of April for power to remove their goods by force. This is

a nice spectacle in a Lancashire town. These people have worked for the

firm, some of them, for more than thirty years, and have in no small degree

helped to make it what it is, and now, because they refuse to surrender their

just rights, the firm is prepared to cast them into the street. This sort of

business may have been carried on in Ireland, but we very much question

it being carried on in the heart of Lancashire. If there was any evidence

wanted as to the way in which labour is respected by capitalists, surely these

threatened evictions at Hurst will supply it, and if there is now anything

w^anted to convince the workpeople of the necessity of acting in a body in

order to protect themselves, they are hard to convince indeed. We don't

believe for a moment that the firm wishes to turn these people out of their

houses ; nothing of the kind. The firm want to strike terror into the hearts

of the greater number who reside in the village ; and if these people allow

themselves to be terrified in this way, we think their fellow-workers in the

cotton districts may sympathise with them, but unless they take a stand

collectively against this conduct they cannot do much to emancipate them.

It appears the firm are desirous of standing strictly on their legal rights,

whatever the consequences may be. We sincerely hope the tenants will also

stand on their legal rights, and that every working man and woman in

Ashton will combine in lodging a protest sufficiently strong to put an end

to this attempt on the part of capital to crush the very last spark of inde-

pendence out of them."

FKANCE.
YicoiGNE (Nord).—A general strike of the miners here has taken place.

Eeports have been spread by the bourgeois press that it has ended by a com-

promise with the Company, but this is distinctly denied by the correspon-

dents of the Socialist journals.

Fire-damp in the Mines.—M. Laur, deputy. for the Loire department,

has intimated to the Minister of Public Works that he intends to take

advantage of the general discussion on the law relative to the delegate

miners, to demand the suppression of the use of explosives in mineg con-

taining fire-damp, and the institution of a prize of 50,000 fr. for the inven-

tion of an explosive or some other method of extracting the coal, which will

not be dangerous in such mines.

—

Cri du Penple.

A Banquet of Exploiters.—A number of representatives of the ex-

ploiting class dined together last week at the H6tel Continental ; they

harangued and mutually congratulated each other ; one among them made
it known that he had received the cross of the Legion of Honour, another

that his last year's illness had left him, etc., etc. Having exhausted these

soothing little personalities, they proceeded to deplore the deplorable state

of industry. Yet they were not cast down, but with valiant hearts and

hopeful minds looked forward to the impetus that they hope will be given

to trade by the Exhibition of '89 and the works decided on by the Municipal

Council. Let us imitate the spirit of these courageous men, and hope—with
a different hope—for better times 1

Eegistry Offices.—The agitation against the Bureaux de Placement is

still continuing in Paris, and will, we hope, finally lead to their total sup-

pression, after the inevitable long and stupid resistance on the part of Law
and Order and their servants. Law and Order distinguished themselves the

other day at a manifestation held in Java for this very necessary reform. A
numerously attended meeting was held at the Salle Favie. The meeting

over, those taking part in it traversed the streets and " manifested " before

the Bureaux de Placement. The said manifestation seems to have been of a

moderately calm and orderly nature, but the end of the scene was rendered

dramatic by the entrance of Law and Order personified by the police, who
dispersed the would-be reformers with many blows and buffets, and arrested

about a dozen of them. These, of course, have since been convicted of

violence to the police and destruction of property, and some of them sen-

tenced to one and two months' imprisonment and fines,

BELGIUM.

The emigration movement is increasing in the Charleroi district. The

other day three families left for Anvers, where they embark for Texas. The

hamlet of Sart-Aliet contains aeveral women, whose husbands emigrated

several months back, awaiting impatiently the passage inoney that their

husbands have promised to send from America. Several miners at GiUy set

off, leaving wives and large families behind. . . , Several other families are

preparing to leave for Brazil. Will they be better off over there than here ?

That is always the question. In answer we may recall the case of two

brothers some time back who set off, and thought themselves lucky in being
\ - •>.- •>• i 'itfits so as to make up the sum necessary to secure a^

-LAvant Garde.
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" The Belgians have . the right to combine together; this right m^y be

subjected to no preventive measure whatever."—The Belgian Constitution,

lAot 20. '*^ The Belgiains have the right -to meet together, peaceably, and

without :arms.'^--/d, Act 19, fet0.,etc. - A'goodly country is Belgium truly !

Fifty-seven years of liberty have made of iier a Land of Gocaigne where
larks tumble ready roasted into the mouths of those who work not, while

those who labour are plunged in the depths of misery. Liberty of associa-

tion, religious liberty, liberty of the press, of opinion, of education, etc., etc.,

attliberties do we possess, to be found on every page of our Constitution—

a

very plethora of liberties ! But these liberties resemble the collections in

our museums ;
you may look but you must not touch.—L'Avant Garde.

AUSTEIA.

3runn, March 21st.—On March 13th, as on the anniversary of the March
Bevolution, garlands were laid on the graves of those noble men who shed
their blood for liberty by the Social Democratic Union Wahrheit, by the

editors of Gleichheit, and by two working-men in the name of the Eadical
Labour Party. In the afternoon at four o'clock, about 700 labourers assem-
bled at the graves, and with uncovered heads saluted the fallen with thun-
dering cheers. Then they returned to the town in a procession, but were
harassed by the police, who as the bourgeois papers report, on horse
" cleared " the streets. Two were arrested. Already two days ago some
comrades were arrested and forced to sign a document pledging themselves
to abstain from unlawful actions. It is to be remarked that the March
revolution was a revolution undertaken by bourgeois and proletarians who
were the extreme Democrats ; but the bourgeoisie has now become, as in

1848, so cowardly as to deny the past, and shelter itself under the wings of

Absolutism, fearing the proletariat who grow more and more conscious of

the class warfare.

To-day the process began against the fifteen Anarchists who were arrested

in the beginning of October, 1886. Six months already wasted. They are

charged with having set, or attempted to set on fire, with fire-bottles, several

wood magazines in Vienna, in order, as they themselves have confessed, " to

excite terror and noise, and to terrorise the great capitalists into complying
with the demands of the labourers ;" with having attempted to extort
money by disguising themselves as policemen searching for forged money.
The indictment states further that in Vienna and suburbs secret unions have
been formed, who, in order to promote Anarchist means, debated on plans
for crimes, procured or prepared means to commit them, and partly also

undertook their execution. In order to procure a greater amount of money
for the party cash, and also type for an Anarchist printing office, it was
resolved to chloroform a pawnbroker and steal his money, then to carry
out a burglary at the printing-office of a Jos. Frostier. Shortly the same
story, the same use of the known dynamite policy, practised by men think-
ing to improve their situation, but misled by agents-provacateurs, h la

Thring-Mahlow, who furnish them with dynamite for bombs, teaching them
to use these against and rob innocent private individuals. That the police

have concocted the story there is no doubt. It is not by chance that what-
ever these defendants undertook was prevented by policemen who passed by
"accidentally." The process will last about eight days. The entrance into
the room of the proceeding is allowed only to men provided with special
tickets. The police will ensure a decent public, and therefore communica-
tions of bourgeois papers on the process must be accepted with great
caution.—F. S.

It is to be regretted that all the notices served upon the North Wales
coalowners, demanding an advance of wages of 10 per cent., have been with-
drawn by the men, and work resumed on the old terms. This will have a
bad effect on the strike in Northumberland ; more organisation amongst the
miners must take place before there will be any chance of a successful strike.

Constable Dorney, of Kilteely, who threw down his arms and refused to
take part in the arrest of Father Ryan, has been placed under arrest and con-
veyed in plain clothes to Bruff.- The incident has caused great excitement,
and already a movement is on foot to collect funds for a testimonial to the
constable, who has 11 years' service, and has always borne a good character.
The authorities are apprehensive that Dorney's example may be followed by
other constables.

Boycotting Mr. Chamberlain.—The Crofters' Aid Committee met at
headquarters in Glasgow on the 1st inst. to consider the question of Mr. Cham-
berlain's visit to the Highlands, and the attitude the crofters should adopt
on the occasion. The following resolution was unanimously adopted :

" That this meeting calls upon the crofters and their friends to stand aloof
from Mr. Chamberlain until he severs himself from the Tory coercionists of
their struggling Irish brethren, and returns to the party of progress led by
Mr. Gladstone." The secretary was ordered to send copies of the resolution
to branches of the Highland Land League and kindred societies throughout
Scotland. The action of the Crofter Aid Committee may prove effective in
boycotting Mr. Chamberlain. It was this Committee which furnished the
funds to support the families of the imprisoned crofters, and it consequently
wields powerful influence amongst Highland agitators. A second resolution
was passed inviting Mr. Davitt to address meetings in the Highlands about
the time of Mr. Chamberlain's visit.

It would be interesting to know the history of the men who were at Big-
gleswade each sentenced to a month's hard labour for stealing potatoes
valued respectively at 9d. and Is. One man said he was hard up ; and the
other, who has a wife and three children, said he was driven to the deed by
starvation after having walked far in search of work. The cases appear to
have been quite independent of each other. At asssizes the judges generally
make mquiries when such pleas are put in by prisoners, with the result of
course, of severer sentences when the plea is found to be false. We fear, how-
ever,, that m too many cases the plea represents an amount of actual priva-
tion which It IS exceedingly painful to think of. Among the destitute the
poverty that is unavoidable and the poverty that results from idleness or
lack ot principle cannot always be distinctly separated ; but it is the grossest
injustiee to judge with iron inflexibility those whom ignorance and starva-
tion almost irresistibly thrust into crime.—Bedfordshire Times.

1 see no reason why an epicure or idle drone, a rich glutton, a usurer, should
live at ease and do nothing, live in honour, in all manner of pleasures, and
oppress others, whereas in the meantime a poor labourer, a smith, a carpenter,
an husbandman that hath spent his time in continual labour, as an ass to carry
burdens, to do the commonwealth good, and without whom we cannot live, shall

?!"! i^ "5 §^ ^^y^^ or starve, and lead a miserable life, worse than a
beast of burden.—/S'tr Thomas More, ' Utopia.'

DAME USURY AND HER GEESE.

Did it ever occur to you how many chances we misse^d in our l^oy^994- ^? ;

become posted on sound princiiiles of pblltfeaV 6c8nomy ?
,

,Tliis is wnat
rushed into my mind when I travelled back on thie ^ings of m-emory, the

other day, and thought of a fine flock of geese my motherfused to have. ;

What have geese got to do wij^h political ecoi;iomy t did you ask ?. Why^ a
very great deal I should say,, judging by the kind of gabble one; hears from
political economists. But that's not what I was going to. say. • This flock of •

geese, of which my mother was proprietor, used to be caught in the early

summer and they had to submit to a process called plucking. It hurt con-

siderably, I judge, as they used to squawk and struggle under the operation.

I know now of a pretty large flock of geese who are owned by an old lady
named Usury. She catches these geese not only in early summer but at all

^

seasons of the year, and plucks every feather which they can live withput,

and continue to grow more. The geese miss the feathers, but just when, or ,

how they are pulled out they don't seem to be able to discover. Here and ,

,

there a goose makes an outcry and declares that old dame Usury has hq ..

right to steal the feathers which the geese have raised, but the old dan^
always calls it a demagogue, and can always get enough o|iher geese to liiss

it down. I used to feel sorry for my mother's geese, for it wasn't fheir

fault. They couldn't help themselves, and somehow I think that if they
had possessed the power bf successful resistance they had enough intelligence

to have used it. The big flock I've been speaking of have the means of

preventing the plucking operation, but they don't seem to have enongK in-

telligence to use it. Indeed, they are always ready to hold the one whose
turn it is to be plucked, and thus help old dame Usury to amass feathers.

The old dame is cute ; of late years she has grown fat and lazy, and to save

herself the trouble of plucking the geese herself she sets them fighting and
plucking each other—she calls it playing competition—and in that way she
gets all the feathers with scarcely an effort.

—

Labour Reformer,

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices ; 13 Farringdon Road, E.G.

Annual Conference.—The Third Annual Conference of the Socialist League
will be held at 13 Farringdon Road on Whitsunday, May 29th. Branches are
particularly requested to attend to the following arrangements, if they wish to-

be represented at the Conference : (1) To at once send a return of their member-
ship to the General Secretary. The representation will be based on this return.

(2) Branches cannot be represented unless all monthly subscriptions are paid up
to March 31 by May 1st. (3) Notices of motion, amendment to Rules, etc.,

must be sent in six weeks before the Conference—i.e., not later than April 18th.

(4) Agenda Paper will be forwarded on May 2nd to Branches complying with
these arrangements.

Anti-Coercion Demonstrations.—Voluntary help is wanted for the purpose
of selling the ' COMMONWEAL ' at Clerkenwell Green on Easter Sunday and
at Hyde Park on Easter Monday. All who are Avilling to give assistance are
requested to communicate at once with the Secretary at the !L^gue Offices.

Lessons in French.—Comrade Victor Dave is now giving lessons in French
at the offices of the League on Tuesday evenings, at 8 o'clock. The lessons are
free to members, and those desirous of profiting by them should send their names
at once to the secretary of the League.
French Class will not meet until Tuesday April 19, in consequence of holidays.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and affiliated
bodies. Library Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d. Lena Wardle and
W. Blundell are the Librarians.

Bound Volumes of ' Commonweal ' for 1886 can now be had. Price 5s. 6d.

General Meeting of London members adjourned to Monday April 18th.

Reports for " OommonweaL"—Branch Secretaries are requested to make
their reports as brief as possible, dealing with points of general interest as to the
progress of the propaganda, rather than attempting to give the substance of the
lectures, for which there is not space, even if it were otherwise desirable. Notices
should be confined to purely business announcements and written separately.
Reports and Notices should be addressed to the "Printer," and cannot be guaran-
teed insertion unless they reach the office by 2 p.m. on Tuesday.

Resolutions of Council.

I.—J. L. Mahon : "The Executive Council of the Socialist League endorse the
actions of their comrade Mahon in Northumberland, and express their
fullest confidence in his personal integrity and discretion."

II.

—

Ireland: "That this meeting desires to record its indignation at the
attempt by the present Government to continue the infamous and effete
policy of Coercion in Ireland."

The Council Meeting will be held on Tuesday 12th, instead of Monday.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
Birmingham, Hackney, Hull, Leeds, North London, to August 31. Manchester^

Merton, Norwich, to October 31. Bradford, to November 30. Croydon, Ham-
mersmith, Leicester, South London, to Dec. 31, 1886. Lancaster, to January 31.
Bloomsbury, Walsall, to February 28. Clerkenwell, Hoxton (Labour Emancipa-
tion League), Oxford, to March 31, 1887.

STRIKE COMMITTEE.
Collected in Regent's Park, per Cantwell, 3s. Id. English, 11 d. in French coins,

X., 6d.; E. P., 6d. T. Binning, Treasurer.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
E. B. B. (weekly). Is. T. B. (weekly), 6d. W. B. (weekly), 6d. M. M.

(weekly). Is. Ph. W., Treasurer, April 5.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS^ AID FUND.
C. W. Mowbray and Fred Henderson, of the Socialist League, were sentenced at the Norwich

Assizes on Jan. 20 to nine and four months' imprisonment respectively. The costs of the trial
amounted to £60, and Mowbray's wife and five children must be provided for during his imprison-
ment, so that at least £100 will be required. The treasurer of this fund therefore appeals to
every one to give all the assistance he can.

International Club, 49 Tottenham Street, lis. 3d. Gleaner, Is. 6d. Arthur,
6d. P. Webb, Is. fc^ocialist Union :—Bellamy, Is. ; Harrison, 3d. ; J. R. Mac-
donald, 6d. ; A. Greaves, 6d. ; Thos. Brown, 6d. ; John Connor, 6d. ; David
Brown, 6d. ; W. Price, 6d. ; J. Beasley,- 6d. Samuel Smith, 5s. For Mrs.
Moivhray—A few Fabians, per Annie Besant (weekly), 10s.—£1, 14s.

J. Lane, Treasurer.
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BRANCH REPORTS.
Clerkenwell.—Oh Wednesday, March 30, Frank

Kitz lectured on "The Russian Nihilists" to a large

and attentive audience ; good discussion followed.

On Sunday, April 3, the members of this branch held
their usual monthly business meeting, after which a

social concert, attended by members' friends and
others, was held, songs and recitations being given by
several well-known comrades. Literature has sold

w^ell.—W. B. and T. E. VV.

HoxTON.—Comrades Allman, Barker, and Pope ad-
dressed a large meeting at Hoxton on Sunday morn-
ing. Geo. Bernard Shaw (Fabian) lectured in the
evening on " Some Illusions of Individualism." In
the discussion that followed, the violent language used
by some who think they are preaching Socialism was
strongly condemned. The lecturer in his reply en-

dorsed this condemnation, and said that such language
hindered the spread of Socialism ; he also urged the
workers to combine to benefit their immediate con-
dition, whilst working towards the complete change
in the 'basis of society. These remarks were highly
appreciated by the audience.—E. P.
MiTCHAM.-—On Sunday evening in our club-room,

HarrisQn lectured on *'The Progress of Human Na-
ture." He traced the development of Society through
its various stages up till the present time, when the
progress of man had so far advanced that it enabled
one part of the world to live on the production of the
other. A warm discussion followed, which finally

ended with a challenge to debate, the question being,
*' Does Socialism advance the Progress of Human Na-
ture ? " Affirmative, C. Harrison ; negative, T. Gul-
lup ; to be held on Sunday evening, April 17th, at

8.30 p.m.—S. G.
North London and Marylebone. — Cantwell,

Arnold, and Walker (S.D.F.) addressed a meeting of

about 200 in Regent's Park. A middle-class man
oi1[ered some opposition, which was easily disposed of.

Sale of Commonweal fair.—D. J. N.C(/irCC»
Norwich.—On Sunday, we held a meeting on St.

Mary's Plain at 11, addressed by comrade Morley,
upon the definition of Socialism ; afternoon, at 3, a
good meeting in the Market Place, addressed by
JSlaughter and Crotch on *' Ireland or Hell." Crotch
spoke strongly upon the grievances of the Irish people.

A resolution was carried condemning the Coercion
Act and the rent grabbers of Ireland. At 7, Morley
and Slaughter spoke to a meeting on the Agricultural
Hall Plain, and were listened to very attentively. At
8, comrade Crotch lectured in the Gordon Hall upon
Ireland ; opposition was given by Slaughter, who
contended from a Socialist point of view we ought
to keep to our own doctrines, and not bother about
Coercion Acts and other Parliamentary machinery.
A challenge was offered by the lecturer upon this

vqiiestion of Parliamentary business, and accepted by
[slaughter. The debate is fixed for next Monday
night week. Collected for Defence, 3s. A meeting
was lield at St. Faith's, addressed by comrades Mills,

Houghton, and White.—A. S.

_/ Glasgow.—On Sunday at one o'clock we held an
open-air meeting on Jail Square. After Glasier had
spoken, comrade William Morris addressed the meet-
ing, his concise and vigorous statement of the labour

question being listened to with great attention and
sympathy by the audience. Comrades Rae and Belbin

also spoke. In the evening in the Waterloo Hall,

Morris lectured on " True and False vSociety " to an
audience of 800 persons, a large number, when it is

remembered that the charge for admission was 3d.,

6d., and Is. The meeting was a unique one. For
the first time in the history of Scotland a Scottish

M.P. took part in a political meeting held on a Sun-
day, and for the first time in the history of Britain a
British M.P. presided at a Socialist meeting. Al-

though disclaiming the title of a Socialist, Cunning-
hame Graham expressed himself deeply in sympathy
with the aims of Socialists, and paid a high tribute to

the genius and zeal of William Morris. Morris's lec-

ture was received with great enthusiasm by the audi-

ence, and a resolution in favour of Socialism was
carried unanimously.
Hamilton.—On Thursday evening, comrades Muir-

head, McLean, and Glasier visited our meeting.

Arrangements were made for Morris's forthcoming
lecture. On Saturday evening, Glasier, addressed an
open-air meeting at the New Cross.

Lancaster.—We have now opened a club-room in

Sun Street, believing the idea of having a rendezvous
on the *' home " principle to be good. A meeting was
held on the Quay on Sunday morning, followed by
^ood discussion.—L. HuJjL^*

Barrow.—The distress here is very keen just now,
and there have been some unemployed demonstra-

tions, with the equivocal result of getting a few pence

in "relief." Leonard Hall, of Lancaster, accordingly

went over there on Saturday, and having been re-

buffed by the salaried Liberal official, who was till

Saturday supposed to be the friendly mediator between
the 1500 unemployed and the powers that be, and
with ^\'hom he conferred as to the advisability of a

little Socialist agitation, he went accompanied by
several working-men, who eagerly caught what is

quite a new idea in Barrow, to the Market Place.

Here a crowd of 500 quickly assembled, and Hall
proceeded to address it until turned off by the offi-

cials. The ever increasing meeting then unanimously
adjourned to the '* Monument," where a large quan-
tity of literature was distributed, and the speaker
held the unqualified sympathy of the crowd for nearly
two hours. Another meeting was held at night, num-
bering at least a thousand, who cheered every point
scored. A discussion of much value ensued.

LECTURE DIARY.

London Branches.

Bloomshury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street.

Thursday April 14, at 8.30. A. Weiler, " Organisa-

tion of Labour."
Clerkenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-

don Road, E.C. Sunday. April 10, at 8.30. L.

Gronlund, '
' The Familistere at Guise. " Wednesday

13, at 8 p.m. A Public Meeting to protest against

the Government Coercion Bill. See announcement.
Croydon.—Royal County House, West Croydon Station

Yard. Sunday April 10, at 7.15 p.m. C. J. Faulkner,
*• Inhuman Arithmetic."—Committee Meeting every
Friday at 8 p.m. sharp, at Parker Road.

Hackney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11. Business

Meeting every Tuesday at 8.30. On Sunday Apr. 10,

at 8 p.m. A Lecture.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday April 10, at 8 p.m. George Bernard Shaw
(Fabian), **The Rent of Exceptional Ability."

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—New premises, 2 Crondall Street,

New North Road. Sunday April 10, at 8 p.m. W. C.

Wade, " Socialism and Radicalism."
Merton.—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

North London and Marylebone.—Special Notice.

An important meeting will be held at Cleveland Hall
on Friday April 14, at 8.30 p.m. Business: To
make arrangements for the summer propaganda, and
to elect a delegate for the coming Conference.

ANTI- COERCION.

A PUBLIC MEETING will be held at Farringdon
Hall, 13 Farringdon Road, E.C,

On WEDNESDAY April 13, at 8 p.m.,

To protest against Coercion for Ireland.

Several speakers will address the meeting, and the

following Resolution will be put

:

"That this meeting expresses its deep abhorrence

of the Coercive Measures levelled against the Irish

nation, and is of opinion that, the Land Question being

at the root of the Irish troubles, no political change

can have permanent value unless accompanied by, or

be in the direction of, the abolition of Landlordism^ in

Ireland ; and is further of opinion that the Irish nation

should be left free to settle with the landlords without

any restriction whatever from the English Parliament.*

See handbillsforfurther particulars.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

Country Branches.

Bingley.—Qo^QQ Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.
Birmingham.—Carr's Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Reading Room and Li-

brary open every Wednesday evening, 8 till 10.

Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. On Sunday,
open-air meetings on Jail Square at 1 and 5 o'clock.

Until a suitable hall is found, our Monday evening

meetings will be held as formerly in our Rooms at

84 John Street. A Business Meeting will be held

in Rooms on Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Hamilton.—Branch meets every Thursday at 7.30 in

Paton's Hall, Chapel Street.

Hull.—11 Princess Street j Sykes Street. Lectures on
Sunday at 7 p.m. Thui^ay at 8 p.m.. Political

Economy Class.

Lancaster.—Addresses every Sunday morning on the

Quay Jetty.

Leicester.—Spiritualist Hall, Silver Street.

Manchester.—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-
chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-

ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every

Wednesday at 8 p.m.
Newcastle. ~M.eet& every Sunday night at the Temper-

ance Hall, Gallowgate, at 7 p.m. Sunday April 10,

J. L. Mahon will lecture on *' The Meaning of Social

Revolution."
Norwich.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures

every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m. Reading-room
open every evening. See open-air meetings below.

Oa:/orcZ.—Temperance Hall, 25^ Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Seaton Delaval (Northumberland).—Meeting-place will

be announced next week.

Open-air Propaganda—Sunday 10.

11.30...Hackney—"Salmon and Ball" Wade
11,30. ..Hammersmith—Beadon Rd The Branch

11.30. ..Hoxton Church, Pitfield St. ...Barker k Pope

11. 30.. .Garrett—Plough Inn The Branch

11.30.. .Regent's Park Cantwell & Nicoll

11. 30.. .St. Pancras Arches Wardle & Dalziel

ll.30...WalhamGreen The Branch

3.30. . .Hyde Park Mainwaring & Wardle

Tuesday.

8...Euston Rd.—Ossulton Street...Cantwell & Donald

Provinces.—Sunday.

Norwich.—St. Mary's Plain, at 11 ; Market Place, 3;

Agricultural Hall Plain, 7.

Leerfs.—Hunslet Moor, 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Humberston Gate, 11 a.m.

Id.

2d.

Id.

Id.

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded.

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morris. .

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-

tors).

The Labour Question from the Socialist

Standpoint. By William Morris.

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William
Morris Id.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. . Id.

The Woman Question. By Edward Aveling

and Eleanor Marx-Aveling 2d.

Art and Socialism. By Wm. Morris.

Bijou edition, 3d.; Large paper, Is.

The Aims of Art. By Wm. Morris. {Now Beady.)

Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d.

The Co-operative Commonwealth. By Lawrence
Gronlund. Author's Edition, revised and enlarged

Paper covers, 2s. ; Cloth, 2s. 6d

The Religion of Socialism. By E. Belfort Bax
Cr. 8vo, cloth gilt. . . . . . 4s. 6d.

" All for the Cause ! " Song. Words by William
Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4:pp, 6d.

per dozen,. 4s. 6d.

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.

Fine hand-made large paper. . . . . 6d,

THE * COMMONWEAL^ for 1886

(Vol. IL)

Neatly Bound in Bed Cloth,

Price, 5s. 6d.

Socialist League, 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.C.

Dublin.—Irish Labour League, 2 Bachelors Walk,

every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discussion on all subjects

connected with the Labour Question. All interested

are requested to attend.

ANTI - COERCION DEMONSTRATIONS.
The Merton Abbey Branch of the Socialist League

will hold a Demonstration on Clerkenwell Green on

Easter Sunday morning at 11.30. The speakers will

come in a brake from Merton.

Hyde Park. —The Socialist League will have a

Platform at the Great Demonstration in Hyde Park

on Monday. Procession will start from Clerkenwell

Green at Two o'clock. The League Office will be open

from 12 o'clock. All members rally. Committee

:

Barker, Mainwaring, Sparling, and Utley.

Echoes of Truth. Twenty-four Sermons by
the late E. M. Geldart. Selected and arranged by

his Widow. Bound in cloth, 6s. Kegan, Paul,

Trench & Co. , Paternoster Square ; or Mrs. Geldart,

82 Lansdowne Boad, Croydon.

Now ready, 24^0 pp., Is. 6d., post free; Cloth gilt,

2s. Sd., post free.

A REVIEW OF

EUROPEAN SOCIETY,
With an Exposition and Vindication of the Principles of

SOCIAL DEMOCRACY.
By J. SKETCHLEY,

Avithor of * The Irish Question,' * The Funding System,*
' German Democracy,' etc., etc.

With an Introduction by WILLIAM MORRIS,

The Work treats of all the great questions of the day—political, ,

social, and economical ; of European thought during the present

century; the revolutionary movements of 1848-49—why they

failed ; the Paris Commune of 1871 ; etc., etc

" This book is a remarkable production."

—

Christian

Socialist.

" Nowhere will be found so much important infer

mation in so short a space."

—

Justice.

" The book is admirable. It must be placed on the

shelf of the library of every earnest student of Social-

ism. "

—

Commonweal.

''A capital examination of civilised (?) society."—

Anarchist.

Birmingham : J. Sketchley, 8 Arthur Place Parade.

Socialist Headquarters, New York.—Library
and Reading-room open daily (Sunday included) from

9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Commonweal always on the table.

Gifts in books and papers thankfully received. Ad-

dress "Free Socialist Library," 143 Eighth Street

New York City, US.

Printed and Published by William Morris and Joseph Lank
at 13 Farringdon Bead, London
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NOTES.

In another column will be found an account of the great Anti-Coercion

Demonstration held last Monday. However the privileged may sneer

^ " the howl of the holiday mob," as they call it, it means a great deal.

When the people have lost enough reverence for social fetishes to

enable them to " howl " with delight at the prospect of their downfall

—those fetishes are in a parlous condition, palliate it however you may!

Nor is it a cheering sign for the exploiters that the Flag of the Revo-

lution was by no means the least popular, and that the nearer a speech

came to the uncompromising revolutionary tone, the more it was

•applauded.

None know better than we how little actual help a great deal of

cheering may sometimes mean, but it is at least certain that folk do not

cheer what they regard with aversion, and the ever-increasing numbers

who show by their presence and applause that revolutionary speakers

Toice theii aspirations, show the effect our propaganda is producing.

Not less so does the enormous trouble taken by the scribes, whom

If men recognised how dire was the injury inflicted upon Society by

even one man who fights only *' for his own hand," they would straight-

way brand him as Cain was branded, to be henceforth an outcast and

wanderer, an example to all time. H. H. S.

THE IRISH QUESTION: THE UNION.

Year by year and generation after generation we have the Irish

question always to the front. It is the question of the day, it is the

question of the hour. Ireland, the Poland of the West, the victim of

centuries of tyranny and oppression, the sport and play and the field

for plunder of royal and aristocratic land-thieves. After centuries of

misrule, after years of extermination and artificial famines, destroying

millions of men, women, and children, Ireland is to-day full of faith,

full of hope, full of energy. Who to-day despairs of Ireland—her

resurrection and her regeneration 1

It is not necessary here to refer to the horr6rs of the past. That

may be done, if necessary, further on. I propose here to deal with

the question of the union of Ireland with Great Britain. All that

need be here stated is that the Union was not the result of the proved

incapacity of the Irish to govern themselves, but the result of the base

intrigues, the bloodiest acts of rapine, of murder and treason, of the

English party, aided, protected, and rewarded by the English Govern-

ment. The IJnion was never the wish of the Irish people. When it

was passed 27 counties declared against it. Petitions against were
,, i_

. , X X- 1 1 I.- X 1 • -x n £ V,' sierned by 707,000 people, and the petitions for the XJwpii by
^^.^^^l^^^'tl^Slm^^R ^^^^ his ear, to explain it all away for his I

^^^ ^^^^^ ^j^^^J^^^^ Ttoer fristrTH^^
satisfaction. Melancholy performances the explanations are ! • TTTiir^Ti nnr >iqvo +>io

- —

As Irish landlords are robbers with a high hand, and the men who
aid them are the most loathsome of parasites, it is natural that the

Liberty and Property Defence League should be on their side. Land-

lord and lurcher are each asserting their individual liberty to do as they

like at other people's expense. But our L.P.D.L. instructors suddenly

forget " individual liberty " when it is the dispossessed who kick.

Let but a "crime" be committed, i,e., let an Irishman resist any one

of the laws that Jus denounces wholesale, and lo ! and look ye ! away
goes " individual autonomy " and all the rest of it.

Jus says in last issue, " We confess that if by some miscarriage of

law, half-a dozen ruffians who had earned a lighter penalty, accidentally

incurred the heavier, we should have no tears to shed for them "
!

It has been well nigh proved that the Holy Inquisition was run by
men whose distorted souls could reconcile the hellish brutalities they
practised with the brotherly love they preached. It is no harder to

believe this than to credit the honesty of those who under guise of

Liberty preach the rightfulness of robbery and the law of the strong
hand.

I quote with strongest approval the words of Mr. Michael Davitt,
who said recently :

" That if the Coercion Bill should pass, every man
who has helped to pass it into law, every official who is employed to
carry its provisions into operation in Ireland against the lives of the
Irish people, will become the avowed enemy of human liberty ; and
any man, woman, or child in this country (Ireland) who holds conver-
sation or intercourse with those enemies of human liberty will become
the direst and bitterest of the assassins of freedom and justice."

When a man takes to heart the Gospel of Greed, and like the old-
time Individualist, Ishmael, sets his hand against all men, if haply the
other men hound him forth into the desert he cannot logically
plain, it is but part of his accepted risk.

com-

Union, nor have the subsequent generations ever recognised it. The
people of Ireland, then, owe no allegiance to the Act of Union, and
no obedience to the laws of the Imperial Parliament. What treason

there is, is on the part of the Parliament, not on the part of the people.

Passing over the so-called rebellion of 1798, the result of treason on
the part of the English Government, and the most bloodthirsty deeds

on the part of its agents, we come to the year 1799, The proposed

union of Great Britain and Ireland was rejected by both the Lords
and Commons of Ireland. The notorious Castlereagh introduced his

Place Bill, to enable him to buy up the seats of those willing to sell

;

the said seats to be filled with his nominees, to carry the Union. His
terms were : 1st, To every nobleman who had seats, for each seat

£15,000 ; 2nd, Those who had purchased their seats (common both in

England and Ireland at that time) to be repaid from the Irish Ex-
chequer the full amount ; 3rd, All others who might be losers by the

Union to receive full compensation ; and, 4th, To carry out the above,

£1,500,000 to be raised by taxes from the Irish people. (Wade,

l-JP-639.) _

'
.

What are we to-day to think of such rascality ? Here the people
were plundered to furnish the means for their own enslavement, and
to reward those for their treason who might turn traitors. Grattan,
referring to the means resorted to to carry the Union, said :

" The
qaitiffs of corruption were everywhere—in the lobby, in the streets, on
the steps and at the door of every Parliamentary leader—offering

tftles to some, offices to others, corruption to all." (Howett, p. 274.)

Cj^rruption did its work. The Union of Great Britain and Ireland
was accomplished—on paper. And that is the [Jnion of which the
Tories are proud; the Union in which the Hartingtons and the
Chamberlains glory. The Union to support which we ha.ve had 86
Coercion Acts, and are still going on with Coercion, as though w^ are
blind to the facts of history—dead to the spirit of the age.

But let us look at a few of the traitors, and at their reward for their

treason. Mr. J. Bingham became Lord Clanmorris, and received

£45,000. Lord Loftus became Marquis of Ely, and received £45,000.
Lord Shannon, £45,000 ; Lord Belvedere, £45,000 ; Sir H. Langnishe,
£45,000; Lord Boyle (son of Lord Shannon), £15,000. .Mr. G. H.
Coqte became Lord Castlecoote, with £7,500 ; Mr. Rich Hare became
Lo]^ Ellesmore; Sir J. C. Blackwood became Lord Dutferin; Mr.
H.^m. Sandford became Lord Mountsandford ; Mr. H. F. Brittle took
thoihlias of Lord Dunally ; and so the game went on. But there is

onij honourable man (?) who must not be forgotten. There was a crack
poet of the name of Handcock, who in 1779 wrote some songs, and
sang them, against the Union. In 1800 he wrote some songs in favour
of the Union—and became Lord Castlemaine. Altogether, 20 of the
traitors were raised to the peerage, 10 were made bishops, and 7 made
judges. £1,275,000 was thus spent in the promotion of treason.
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In addition to lump sums paid many of the rascals thus steeped to

the lips in treason, they received very lucrative offices^ ' Thus th^Honv
de StJaiiferd got £7,500 in*tjfeP^S*A J^*r u^§]fe,|^«te«t^^f tkeiaimigni

troojis/ Others got pension^ ifor life| as in th^ case^^JkCr.-W, Fortescue,

I
£3,wa^^year- Colonel B.Heneker, £3^500 ' aiJyeaii. vThe sev«»

J
who^/vrejce xai^ea to |Ji^ Bench got £3,300 a-year each; , As' s^^pl^s ^^^

i th^ i|)mp)9fiiation; p^ treason, two barristers received each 4^,000^
s ei|p |ot;'^3j00. eachy (me^^lfiO%^tQ^uMQj) €^ch4^!^S$>M^h^)> .

^ two,#^00;jeach, ax^d thr^,^;^^^^ %i^ wa&#o'^p|na5lito foi^loss

of practice througli all ^afl^mentary business being removed from
Dublin to London. When the traitors were thus rewarded no wonder
that treason flourished. And yet that old man now in his dotage, the
Hon. John Bright, talks of the treason of the Irish to-day ! In the
House of Commons, June 23, referring to the Chicago Convention, he
said :

" The conduct of that Convention, in so far as any persons
taking part in it were subjects of the Queen, shows that it was a Con-
vention of traitors. No other accurate name can be given to men
who took part in such a transaction, and who are subjects of the
Queen, than that they are rebels to the English Crown." Poor Johnny
Bright ! ^The Irish leaders rebels to the English Crown ! Yes, there
is a treason, a treason greater than treason to the Crown, namely,
treason to the rights and liberties of the people. And in relation to
this latter treason, the Bight Hon. John Bright has long been a
traitor.

The Union having been accomplished by treason, by wholesale rapine
and murder, and by wide-spread corruption with an organised terrorism,

have we done justice to Ireland since that time ? No. The Union
was accomplished by corruption, treason, and terrorism, and it has
been maintained by the Same means.
At the date of the Union did we give to Ireland the same ratio of

representation as England in the Imperial Parliaments No. In
1801, the population of England and Wales was 10,471,000, and the
number of members 489, or 1 to 21,660 of the population. In Ireland,
the -population was 5,393,000, members 100, or 1 to 53,230 of the
population. By the Beform Bill of 1832, with a population of

13,091,000, England and Wales had 471 members, being 1 to 27,790
of the population. In Ireland the population was 8,175,000, number
of members 105, or 1 to 77,880 of the population. If we come to a
later period, 1877, we find the ratio of voters to population equally
unjust. In England there was 1 elector to 9|ths of the population,
Wales 1 to 9J^th, Scotland 1 to 11, and in Ireland 1 to 23frds. But
eyen with that limited suffrage the late Mr. Isaac Butt could always
command a majority of Irish votes for his motion on Home Bule, as

the foliowin oj table shows :

Irish Vote.
For. Against.

1874—March 20 48 ... 26 .

„—July2 53 ... 37 .

1876— 53 ... 33 .

1877—April 24 54 ... 35 .

British Vote.
Against.

... 288

... 421

... 257

... 262

And, of course, after the Reform Bill of 1885, Ireland returned 85
out of 103 pledged to Home Rule.

What, then, is the lesson before us ? What are the historical facts

with which we have to do ? That the Union was accomplished by
corruption, treason, rapine, and murder. That it has been maintained,
and is now maintained by the same means. That the so-called Inj-

perial Parliament never has possessed, and does not now possess, any
legitimate right or authority to rule or govern the people of Ireland.

That every attempt to govern a people against the will of the people,

is treason, is an act of rebellion against the people. It is not a ques-

tion of majorities or of minorities, but of the principle of equal liberty

for every people, of right, of justice, of independence.

J. Sketchley.

An Unenviable Distinction.—The treasurer of the Women's Jubilee
offering in Sheffield has forwarded to the central treasurer £526, 19s. lOd.,

that being the amount received up to the present. The subscribers number
14,933. It is stated that the Sheffield contribution is the largest sum yet
forwarded from any borough in the kingdom, and the central treasurer
warmly congratulates Sheffield on the result.

^
Why do people think Mr. John Bright's opinion on any subject under the

sun ^worth knowing ? Every now and again some one asks him what he
thinks about Ireland, and he writes a letter, which is duly published, de-
uoimcing the Nationalists for their " sedition " and *' disloyalty,'*' and praising
the good folk of Ulster for their " loyalty." What wretched cant all this is !

Supposing a man doesn't care two straws for the British Constitution, and is

" disloyal " to it accordingly, what then ? Is he any the worse man for

that ? We have yet to learn that this precious constitution of oiirs is so

sacred, that to meddle with it is impious
; or that the maintenance of the

Union between Great Britain and Ireland is part of the Divine economy.

—

dhristian Socialist.

The Northwmberland Strike.—We sincerely hope that the pitmen in

tlie Northumberland district will be successful in their present resistance to

a |3roposed reduction of 12J per cent upon wages, which at present—after
deductions and short time—don't average over 12s. per week. We fear,

however, that the system of irregular skirmishes—Yorkshire at one time,

. Lanarkshire at another, and now Northumberland—will only result in the
defeat of the miners. A national combination, which shall include all the
districts in Scotland and England, is what is wanted ; and this combination
might with a little patience organise a general demand which dare not be
resisted, or if it was, then a general cessation of the production of coal for

one week would settle the matter. The so-called Labour representatives in

Palbliament are a poor, mealy-mouthed lot, and the miners, especially in this

and other struggles, have no reason to be grateful to the representatives they
subsidise.

—

Pioneer (Glasgow).

,4JA^Llf,jqMJIUNAL LIFE AND WHAT. IT
_: ^^-.-;..t>.:a. --TEACHES. -

'

It will be we[iij;belotiedes<jHbmg'therv"«rriotisi forms of early commuj^l
life:,of which we know, ito fix their j^lacsft in -the general developmentvM
pipji^^^yai^^S^^^b^^ been known to exist,

ctliis imi Jbeiijber done $y giviis^ 1a'general account of 'the development
of property, and then expanding the periods which are characterised
by communal life. In order that we may get as complete an idea of
the ancient customs as possible, we will examine various systems of
common property which may be found existing in countries that are-

still passing through the earlier stages of development. The great
variety in the laws and customs of different nations which we see
around us is only due in a slight degree to their having struck out on
differing lines of development, much more largely is it due to the^

varying rates at which they have progressed.

This has been strikingly brought out in late years by investigations-

in several directions, and we are now constantly finding that special

features, which we have been accustomed to consider as belonging
exclusively to certain races, are in reality only peculiar to a given
stage of development through which most races have to pass at one-

time or another. Thus, for example, Druidic stones had long ' beeit

considered as peculiar to Celtic tribes, but the discovery of them in
Holland, in Germany, Asia, and America, has shown that they extend
to many races. In the same w^ay it was thought until recently that
village communities such as exist in Russia were exclusively charac-

teristic of the Slavs, but more careful research has shown that similar

institutions have at some time existed in Germany and ancient Italy"

in Peru and China, in Mexico and India, among the Scandinavians,
and the Arabs. It is to the works of Emile de Laveleye On this,

subject that I am indebted for most of the facts given here, and I^

shall follow pretty closely the accounts of the various forms of com-
inunal life as given by him, drawing my own conclusions and lessons'

therefrom.

So long as primitive man wandered in the forest or on the prairie,

and lived by hunting, fishing, and gathering wild fruits, there was-

very little idea of property, unless it was in the simple weapons whicfi-i

each one used. Tribes would fight to avenge imagined encroachments,
on their hunting-grounds, but they can hardly be said to have had any
idea of property in the soil itself. In the pastoral age, which generally

succeeded the savage and formed the next step in development towards,

civilisation, the idea of property in the soil is only slightly more de-

.

fined, and in no case assumes the form of private or individual pro-

perty. Yery much the same idea of property as was understood by^
the pastoral tribes is expressed by two children out in the lanes gaiiier-

ing blackberries when one tells the other to "Get away from my
bush !

"

It was not till the land was temporarily put under cultivation that
any definite idea of ownership grew up ; and in the early part of the
agricultural age, which gradually succeeded the pastoral, the arable

land, the pasjture, and the forest, were all farmed in common, the lari<^

remaining the undivided property of the clan. Subsequently the land"

was divided into parcels and distributed by lot, a mere temporary^
right of occupation being allowed to the individual ; the soil returned
to the tribe or clan, whose undivided property it still remained, for a
redivision at intervals of a few years. This is the system still prac-

tised in many of the Russian village communities, and which was once
the custom in Germany, as we learn from the Latin writer Tacitus.

By a new step of development the parcels remain in the hands of a
patriarchal group of families living under the same roof or within the
same enclosure, and working the land for the common good of the
family. Such groups were customary in France and Italy in the
Middle Ages, and are common in Servia at the present time. This^.

family ownership seems to be a later development than the village^

community, where the land is divided, each individual worker getting'

his share and working to some extent on his own account, but it is not
easy to find the place in the long series of developments where one
passes into the other ; nevertheless, the family commuity forms a dis-

tinct step in development, in which the family have all things in

common and cultivate the common domain as one farm, all being ruled
^

by the patriarch or head of the family. In either case the community
forms the unit of the state, it is the communes which are taxed andl

not the individuals.

In many cases the development towards individual ownership seems*

to have gone on from the village community without passing through
the stage of family communes. This seems to have been the case with
England, as we shall see further on. In Rome, on the other hand, the
family life was very marked, and the authority of the patriarch con-

tinued long after the custom of communal property had fallen inta

disuse.
'

From the stage of village or family communities to that of individual^

ownership is a long period marked by very gradual progress. The.

earlier forms of individual hereditary property were tied down by many
fetters of seignorial rights or compulsory systems of cultivation; nor
is land in this country yet free from an aristocratic form of family

ownership,—I mean the custom of entail ; while in theory at least our

law declares that no man can own absolutely any land, but can only

own an estate in it.

I think we shall be better able to understand these stages in develop-

ment if we examine the customs of those countries which are Btafl^

passing through them. Omitting the Barbaric and Pastoral ages, ia:
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^hich the ideas of property were very vague, and about which a very

fairly corrfe(ft id^^ sbeW t6 be general, W come to the stage at which

village communities were formed. The best example of this stage is

perhaps to be found in Russia.
, \ . ^, -i o/>i xu

Before the emancipation of the Russian serfs m the year 1861 the

lords and the Crown between them claimed to own all the lands as

-well as the serfs, and it was customary to albw each serf the usufruct

of a certain portion of land tipon which to grow his subsistence. In

return for this he had to work three or four days a-week on the farms

<)f the lord. The serfs usually also had the right of pasture on com-

mon lands, and of cutting firewood in the forests. At the emancipation

the lords managed to get possession of the common-lands and forests,

for the use of which they now extract a rent. The measure secured to

jthe peasants about as much land as they had had the usufruct of before,

and freed them from the necessity of working for the lords, imposing

some annual payment in redemption of the land. In giving the ex-

tensive meadow-pastures and the forests to the lords a great injustice

was committed, for it was entirely contrary to the traditions of the

Russian people, according to which they should have remained the

undivided property of the communes.

Before the emancipation, the serfs did not cultivate each his own

patch individually, but each village formed itself into a commune, and

the land was farmed in common, the product being divided, Now,

however, it is customary for the commune to allot a share of land to

each, either annually or at longer periods, though there are parts in

which the older custom of farming in common is still practised, mostly

on lands used for growing hay, where it is evidently most easy to

manage.

The Emancipation Acts did not destroy the communes, but rather

strengthened them, though causing them to go through some modifica-

tions. The commune, or mir, as it is called, is the constitutional atom

of the Russian State; it forms a civil person, and on it is levied

taxation, not on the individual members.

One of the chief features of countries passing through the communal
stage is the constitution of the State out of units which are communes,

not individual men as is the case with modern countries : the individual

has no relation to the State except as a member of a commune. This

important distinction changes the character of all legislation. Taxes

are levied pn the communes, and they are left to collect the individual

shares in any way they choose ; this ' commune or mir collectively is

i»esponsible for them,. as also for the finding of recruits for the army.

It enjoys complete self-government, and has almost despotic power over

individuals cdmposihg it, with the right of judging minor offences. It

alone holds the land collectively, and is responsible for rent due for

any land which it may need to occupy beyond its own domain. The
family is the basis of the TTiir, and holds all its belongings in common
—house, garden, implements, stock, and movables of all descriptions-—

just as the land is held in common by the families united in a commune

;

and as no one family thinks of claiihing a share of the land as private

property, so no one individual lays claim to the private ownership of

a share of the common belongings of the family. Each of these families

is under the rule or direction of the head, or " ancient," as he is called,

who has great authority over its members. The heads of families form
a communal council, presided over by a mayor, whom they elect : he is

•chief magistrate, and generally represents the commune. Several such
•communes usually unite and form a larger commune or district, which
<jontains from 300 to 2000 inhabitants. The mayors of the smaller

form a council, under another elected president, for administering

-district afiairs. They have to regulate matters connected with the
taxes, recruits for the army, the making and maintaining of roads, or

any other general communal affairs.

Stepniak tells us that the mayor originally was not the ruler of the
mir, but its trusted servant ; in their own language, " the mir's man."
But since the emancipation, the Government have made the mayors
ixito officials more after their own heart. From the year 1868 the mir
has been gradually passing more under the control of the local super-
intendent of police^t who, with his subordinates, usually behaves in a
t^ery high-handed and oppressive manner towards the inhabitants.

Raymond Unwin.
( To he continued.

)

,
Getting Ready for J889. — The Prince Regent of Bavaria has given

orders that each of his pons is to learn a manual trade, and Prince Rup-r
precht, the heir to the throne, has become a turner.
.The Eureka, California, Ife^^^rw Watchman says that the Indians on the

Puyallup reservation, Washington territory, will organise ^n assembly of
the Knights of Labour.

' ^HE Ghoul of Goxi>.—"Be content, poor men, you were made to be
slaves.

'
Mr. Jay Gould was interviewed on the first of March and had this

to say : After aU^ aft^. all, what does any man get in this world except
somethmg to eat and soijiething to wear and somewhere to live. The poor
iinan.ought to be the happiest man. Wealth bring cares without compensa-

^v?*^* ^- ^^?? ^^^^ ^^^^ and then he's a slave. Very mistaken ideas exist on
this subject" Yes,—that is all you get, sir, except horses and yachts, and
special cars and wine and pictures, music and books, and such other little
things. But do you know that the men 'and women •:who make all these
things do not even get enough to eat ? That thtj have nothing Imt rags to
wear

j
That thej have nowhere to sleep, iut mmt always be.moving on ?

And do .you know that the reason they are thu» horribly miserable is' be-
cause you have thieved your wealth from them 1 This wretefe. th'at.^alks
to us so flippantly, that affects 'to despise what he has wrung horn our very
bones ^nd blood, this sly and scheming rascal wh>€«e haiids are- re^ with the
blpc^'ef the poor that his hiiS&Hn^^ 8h6t>y|owii i>a St. L6uisi o»Jy a y^iar ago,
this hypocritical villain dares to tell us t)0W'to.l>e iiATTY.—l£(Smr Enqxdrer,

'' GOD FORGiyE THEE--^I NEVER CAN I
"^ '

^^

(Anonymous. Translated by 0. L. Joynes.)

Three shots ring out above the trench behind the frowning fortress wall,
\

And whoso cares to look may see another rebel's carcase faji

;

The monks who wait on death draw near, and bow the head, and bend the.

knee,
i t •

And murmur low in earnest prayer their solemn-sentenced Litany,
" God have mercy upon him !

"

" Sharp sudden death has surely shut a foul blaspheming mouth to-day,
;

Come ye and carry quick the corpse of this dead rebel hound away ; s

There where his widow weeping waits now make ye haste and carry him— ; *

He should have hung on gallows high, and rotted slowly limb by limb, '
^

But our Prince has had mercy."

So speaks the king's chief murderer.—The times are really not so bad,

A sword is at the scoundrel's side, the slave in uniform is clad ;

All silently they take the corpse that throbbed but now with lusty life.

And carry that dead rebel down, and give him to his widowed wife.

God have mercy upon her I

Nay, woman, wherefore dost thou mourn ? nay, why so sorely, wife, dost

weep?
Two sturdy urchins at thy side, lo, here thou still hast leave to keep

;

Lo, there thine aged father sits, the blood-hounds yet have left him free
;

They might have stamped in ruins out thy whole rebellious house and thee.

But the Prince has had mercy.

Alas I on her dead husband's name his widow can do nought but call.

Though half-distraught with bitter woe on those two boys her eyes may fall

The father sitting at her side can only cry, " My son, my son !

"

Then murmurs low, and grinds his teeth ere half the solemn words be done,
*' God have mercy upon him I

"

On whom should God his mercy show ? He does not speak the words again,

And if of his dead son he thinks or of his Prince 'tis hardly plain.

Yet do we clench the fist in prayer, or do we gently fold the hands ?

Meseemeth it, that eldest! boy the old man's meaning understands.

God have mercy upon him !

A boy with curly head it is who scarce has seen his fourteenth year'; ?>

He puts his childish toys away, and stands beside his father's bier ;
'

!

A child he stands beside- tjhe dead, but f'tiea Man that turns away ; o

He knows his grandsire's meaning well,,and loud and clearly doth he say,
^

" God have meioy upon himJ"

The quiet eve draws on, alid shuts in lengthening shadow all the street

;

Soft songs are heard ; 'tis now the time when happy lovers love to meet*;

Hark ! through the softer sound of song there ecaoes wild a scream of pain,

And curious crowds from far and near come thronging through the streets

amain

—

" God have mercy upon him !

"

Yes, ^' God have mercy !
" is the cry on all men's lips ; for bathed in blood

Lo, there the king's chief-murderer lies—the stroke was strong, the aim was
good ! !

Ye waste your words^ no questions now will him that did the deed reveal

;

This mouth is dumb for evermore, 'tis death's pale hands his lips that seal

God have mercy upon him !

But there beside his father's grave beneath the gathered gloom of night.

E'en now in prayer there kneels a boy whose voice is firm, whose cheeks are

white,
" Dear father, I have ta'en revenge ; sleep softly in thy quiet grave

;

Three inches of my sharp steel knife clear through thy murderer's heart 1
drave ;

God have mercy upon him !

" My brother soon will bigger be ; the time shall not be far away.
When we will serve the Master's self as I have served his slave to-day.

Dear father, when they struck thee down, the tyrant's blood-hounds little

knew
That he, with one brave rebel slain, henceforth would have to deal witli two,'

God have mercy upon him !

It is a plain fact that by hard labour no man is able to amass wealth ; and
it is no less a glaring fact that those who do amass wealth produce' hothCng^
at all ; they simply appropriate the products of others. The question now
to be; solved is: How to readjust the laws ofr distribution < so. that every
worker would get his due portion of -th^ weaLth he has heip»ed to creates-

But does the capitalist party endeavour to honestly grapple with the diffir'

culty ? Dp they inquire into it on the principles of right and wrong ? Cer-
tainly not. Expediency is their guide. The problem they try to solve is

how to blind the masses, how to pacify discontent, and how to so arrange*
matters/that the wholesale robbery can be carried on in the future without^
incurring detection by those T^ho ate to be Tohhe^.-^Our CrommmivMfdth: ^ ^

The Socialists and the i'oLieEi—tOnv Sunday afternoon the Socialists

assembled in great numbers in Hyde Park, n^ar the Marble Arch* tEtiis •

demonstration was, held in. response to a handbill signed by,Jfohn Williams,:
headed " Coercion in England," and at its close Mr. Frank Connolly suggested
that the spectators should all leave by the Marble Arch, so that>they might
be witnesses of any vinprovoked attack by the police. As soOtt isU the crowd'
reached the outside, about a hundred poKce, whahad been secreted inside^

the structure, rushed outand began an attack on all who Came.dn 'their^^way»^

WiUiama was flying UQderneath an omnibus, and on iiis remonstratioh was i

,
*^thrc(ttled " and :ta)fen off tK),thepolice-3tationjSUi|wunded by mounted' con-

^

stal?ulary, who rode upon th|e, payemeiit ^rdistance of nearly a quarter.of jn-.

mile, throwing down several ladies a,nd- gentlemen who were Vafking by.

'

; In the meantinle the police near the Marble Arch drew their truncheons
and ^used them indiscrirninately; ^Nine persons^ in ' kll ivere anf^esfced. *Wfl-^
liams was chai-ged and locked up, bail being refused.

—

Daily Chronicle.
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW : FIRST, FEW MEN
IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON !

'

'

Communications invited on Social Questions, They should be ivritten on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Rd. ,E.G., and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special signijlcance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing
the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSB, only returned if a stamped directed envelope isJorivarded with them.

Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

six months, Ss,; three months. Is. 6d,

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Notice to all Socialistic Newspapers.—The Commonweal will be regularly sent

to all Socialistic Contemporaries throughout the world, and it is hoped that
they on their side will regularly provide the Socialist League with their papers.

Ferlodicals received during the week ending Wednesday April IS.

England
Justice
Jus
Norwich—Daylight
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Cotton Factory Times
Glasgow—Pioneer
Chiu-ch Reformer
Christian Socialist

Our Corner
India

Bankipore—Behar Herald
Bombay Gazette
Allahabad—People's Budget
Calcutta Statesman

South Australia
Adelaide—Our Commonwealth

Canada
Toronto—Labor Reformer

United States
New York—Volkszeitwng

Freilieit

John Swinton's Paper
Der Sozialist
Truthseeker
The Question

Boston—Woman's Journal
Denver (Col.) Labor Inquirer
Xew Haven (Conn.)—Work-

men's Advocate
Chicago (111.)—Knights of Labor
Vorbote

Albina (Oreg.)—Weekly Courier
Detroit (Mich.)—The Advance

and Labor Leaf
Cincinnati (O.) Unionist
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
L'Insurge

Belgium
Le Combat

Liege—L 'Avenir
Antwerp—De Werker

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Turin—II Muratore

Spain
El Productor

Austria
Vienna—Gleichheit

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

GODWIN'S 'POLITICAL JUSTICE.'

Among those political philosophers of the eighteenth century whose
speculations heralded the growth of Socialism, none, perhaps, was more
remarkable than William Godwin, the husband of the famous Mary
Wollstonecraft and the father-in-law of Shelley. His great work on
* Political Justice ' was published in 1793 and created a marked sensa-

tion, " carrying," as De Quincy describes it, " one single shock into the

bosom of English society, fearful but momentary." The whole book is

still well worth reading ; but the part which is of most interest at the

present time is that which deals with the question of property, treated

from a distinctly Communistic point of view, though the remedies sug-

gested by Godwin are not such as commend themselves altogether to

modern Socialists.

Premising that the distribution of comfort should be as far as pos-

sible equal, and that every man has a right to the means of improve-

ment and pleasure, provided always that he respects the equal right of

his neighbour, Godwin points out in clear and powerful language the

terrible evils that result from the present system of social inequality.

" However great and extensive," he says, "are the evils that are pro-

duced by monarchies and courts, by the imposture of priests, and the

iniquity of criminal laws, all these are imbecile and impotent compared
with the evils that arise out of the established administration of pro-

perty." Foremost among the disastrous effects to which Godwin refers

are the " servile and truckling spirit " which is brought home to every

house in the nation by the contrast between wealth and poverty ; the

wide-spread demoralisation caused by the perpetual spectacle of injus-

tice, and the pernicious love of money-making thus engendered in men's

hearts ; the immense amount of vice produced " by one man's possess-

ing in abundance that of which another man is destitute " ; the encour-

agement given by large accumulations of property to the warlike

ambition of aggressive governments ; and, above all, the loss of those

intellectual enjoyments which might be shared by all mankind, but are

now monopolised by the few. " Accumulated property treads the

powers of thought in the dust, extinguishes the sparks of genius, and
reduces the great mass of mankind to be immersed in sordid cares, be-

side depriving the rich of the most salubrious and effective motives to

activity." Elsewhere in his ' Enquirer,' written a few years later than
* Political Justice,' Godwin insists strongly on the fact that the rich are

in reality the pensioners and dependants of the poor. " It is a gross

and ridiculous error," he says, " to suppose that the rich pay for any-

thing. There is no wealth in the world except this—the labour of man.

What is misnamed wealth is merely a power, vested in certain indivi-
duals by the institutions of society, to compel others to labour for their
benefit." Knowing this, Godwin could not fail to see the hypocrisy of
that blatant system of " charity " which is one of the most unhealthy
features of our modern pseudo-philanthropy ; and he speaks with bitter
irony of this " accommodating doctrine," which enables the rich " to
make a show of generosity with what is not truly their own." This
system he describes as one of clemency and charity, but not of justice.
" It fills the rich with unreasonable pride by the spurious denominations
with which it decorates their acts, and the poor with servility by lead-
ing them to regard the slender comforts they obtain, not as their incon-
trovertible due, but at the good pleasure and grace of their opulent
neighbours."

In the course of his remarks on property Godwin anticipated some of

the common and fallacious objections so often made to the possibility of
a Socialistic State. He points out the folly of the talk of our "sinking
into idleness " when the stimulus of gain is withdrawn, whereas, even
now, the love of distinction is seen to be so powerful a motive, and
would become still more so in a reformed society. He laughs at Mal-
thus's warnings about the danger of excessive population, since " three-
fourths of the habitable globe are now uncultivated," and the difiSculty

of a population-limit would not arise for many centuries to come. He
is at one with modern Socialists not only in His impeachment of the
cruelty and folly of the commercial and competitive system, but also in
his desire to substitute a new and purer state. When, however, he
proceeds to indicate the methods by which he would secure the desired
reform, it will be found that his doctrines are no longer in accordance
with the Socialist policy, but are rather precursory of the opinions held
by Comte and the Positivist school.

In the first place, the system advocated by Godwin is essentially a
voluntary one. He believes that there is but one mode of improving
society, which consists in " rendering the cession by him that has to
him that wants, an unrestrained and voluntary action." He is a
thoroughgoing Individualist in his dislike of all government and all

action of society in its corporate capacity, except for the suppression of
bodily force. He believes that the rich can be induced to be unselfish

by what he calls "illumination of the understanding and love of dis-

tinction," and to these two instruments he would accordingly entrust
the whole process of regeneration. So great is his dread of all popular
violence and the massacres which, as he says, are " the too possible at-

tendant upon revolution," that he strongly deprecates the use of any
kind of force, or of any agitation that could possibly lead to the adop-
tion of forcible measures by the people. He seems entirely to have
overlooked the consideration that there are more methods than one in
which "force " can be applied, and that the wealthy classes, who have
the policeman, the soldier, the gaoler and the hangman, at their beck
and call, are in reality in their exploitation of the working-classes under
cover of a legal form, employing the very force, ay, and the very mas-
sacre, which he considered, rightly or wrongly, to be the worst of all

possible calamities.

But though Godwin thus failed to grasp the full significance of the
problem with which Socialism has set itself to deal, all Socialists must
honour him for his noble enthusiasm in the cause of humanity, and his

unanswerable exposure of the folly and wickedness of the capitalist

system. In the very choice of the word justice as the title of his philo-

sophical treatise, he instinctively struck a true note, and showed that
he had correctly divined that this principle of just dealing between the
State and the individual, and between man and man, was destined to
become the crucial question of nineteenth century politics.

H. S. Salt.

SOCIALIST DEMONSTRATIONS,
The fortieth anniversary of the great Chartist demonstration was
signalised on Monday in London by the biggest meeting in Hyde Park
ever held there, and in many parts of the country in a similar manner.
All the meetings were held in support of kindred principles to those

which animated the Chartists, and at each of them the Socialist League
was prominently present.

HYDE PAKK.
The Hyde Park meeting was called together to protest against the

Coercion Bill (the 87th of its kind in 86 years !) now introduced by
the Government. We have said that it was the largest ever held

there, but this conveys no clear idea of its gigantic size ; the reports of

the bourgeois press of course vary and contradict one another in their

usual stupid fashion, but even from them it is clear that over 150,000,

probably near 200,000, persons were present in support of the meeting;

while the lookers-on, all of whom seemed in sympathy, were quite

beyond all hope of computation. All this in spite of its being Bank
Holiday. In fact, the day was a distinct advantage, inasmuch as the

rowdy and snob elements were conspicuous by their absence. There
was absolutely no horseplay or levity of any kind ; every one apparently

felt the greatness of the occasion, and, if one may judge from scattered

remarks, was deeply impressed by the vastness and earnestness of the

assemblage. From one side of the park to the other there stretched

a line of people, hundreds deep, intently listening to what was said^

marking with frequent deep-toned cheers their approval of it all. One
of the morning papers admits that of the seventeen platforms,, that

of the League was much the most numerously attended, while the

Socialists who spoke at several other platforms proved by their recep-
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tion that they were, at the very least, as much m sympathy with the

audiences as the most favourite pohtician who spoke. Many members

of the different Radical clubs wore the red conspicuously ;
while one

the North Caraberwell, sent a strong Socialist Section with a distinct

banner Along the route of the procession the Socialist League banner

was hailed with cheers, and in the park, as the late comers marched

past it was again and again saluted with hearty cheering. During the

return, also, it was greeted as an evident favourite with the workers,

one Irish band breaking oif the tune it was playing, and starting the

« Marseillaise '' as it came by.

The proceedings at the Socialist League platform were opened by

H. A. Barker, who said that of all the bodies represented there the

Socialists had been the very first to uphold the cause of Ireland.

Again and again they had met there and elsewhere to protest against

the legalised wrong and robbery carried on in the name of the English

people. Now the whole body of the people was waking up, and the

Socialists came there to continue the agitation and assist with all their

might in the work they had taken in hand H. H. Sparling followed.

He said the real thing that animated the resistance to Home Rule was

that the parasite class felt their hold upon the people was being

loosened, and they were making the last desperate stand in defence of

monopoly. It had been said by one of the landlord crew that their

"rights" were worth fighting for. If the " right " to be a thief was

worth fighting for, was it not still more worth fighting and working

for the people's freedom *? W. C. Wade showed the falsity of the

bourgeois parrot-cry of " law and order," and urged that no true order

could be looked for till the law was wholly expressive of the people's

will. S. Mainwaring spoke of the plain duty incumbent upon all

working men to unite for their own freedom, irrespective of nationality

or creed, and paying no attention to the ordinary political parties,

who were all tarred with the same brush. Bernard Shaw said that if

England had the right to rule the Irish against their will, any foreign

nation had the same right to rule the English. D. J. Nicoll spoke of the

lies told by the bourgeois press about both Irish and Socialists. The

people were finding out these lies, and such meetings as this were the

result. Eleanor Aveling, as the only woman speaker on this occasion,

spoke of the grand work done for Ireland by its women. At home
they helped to support the rent agitation, to resist the forces sent

against them, and stand side by side with their .men in all phases

of the struggle. Abroad they worked unceasingly for Ireland, and

from them came great part of the money that enabled the war

against oppression to be so well carried on. There were thousands of

women present in the park, and although they"were not so loudly heard

as the men, they were just as much in earnest. Edward Aveling said

the battle was not merely between the landlord and tenant in Ireland,

it was between the exploiter and his victim the world over. As inter-

national knowledge spread, national barriers were disappearing, and

the workers were becoming solid and united in their effort to destroy

monopoly. T. E. Wardle alluded to the close alliance between the

Irish and English democracies, and the effect it must inevitably produce.

The following special resolution was passed at the League meeting,

as also was that officially recognised and put forth by the promoters of

the demonstration

:

*' That this meeting expresses its deep abhorrence of the coercive measures
levelled against the Irish people, and is of opinion that, the Land Question bemg
at the root of the Irish troubles, no political change can have permanent value

unless accompanied by, or be in the direction of, the abolition of Landlordism
in Ireland ; and is further of opinion that the Irish people should be left free to

settle with the landlords without any restriction whatever from the English
Parliament.

"

It may be noted that over 1000 Com^nonweal were sold duriiig the

meeting, and many thousands of leaflets distributed there and on the

route.

At the Social-Democratic Federation platform, where Michael Davitt,

amongst others, spoke, a special resolution was also carried.

THE SOCIALISTS AND THE MINERS.—THE GREAT
DEMONSTRATION IN NORTHUMBERLAND.

A MASS meeting of the Northumberland miners and other workmen
was held on Easter Monday, at Horton, near Gramlington, for the

purpose of forwarding the cause of Socialism.

The men attending the meeting were, for convenience sake, separated

into two divisions. The first contingent assembled at Blyth, and in-

cluded the men from the surrounding neighbourhood. They were
addressed in the market place by Wm. Morris and J. L. Mahon, after

which a move was made towards Horton. The second division con-

gregated at Dudley Colliery, and was made up principally of miners
from Burradon, Seaton Burn, and Dinnington. J. Fielding delivered

a brief address, and the men then marched to Horton. Each division,

during its progress, was increased by the addition of a number of

miners from the villages through which it passed.

The demonstration was held in a spacious field in the parish of

Horton, easy of access to people living in the large group of colliery

villages that lie around. The place is within comfortable walking
distance of Cramlington, Blyth, Bebside, Bedlington, Newsham, New
Delaval, Dudley, Burradon, Seaton Burn, Dinnington, and numerous
other localities. The commencement of the meeting was fixed for two
o'clock, but long before that hour crowds of people began to find their
way, singly and in groups, from all directions ; and, before the arrival

of the processions from Dudley and Blyth, the field was occupied by a
considerable crowd of people. The division from Dudley and Annits-
ford, with its banner and band, was the first to arrive ; and, twenty
minutes later, the Blyth contingent, which also was preceded by a

banner and band, came into the field. It had originally been intended

that speeches should be delivered from two. platforms, w but .the pro-

moters decided to mass the people into one great .
meeting, ^er which

J. Fielding presided. A rolley was provided, and when A. X. Donald,

J. Fielding, H. M. Hyndman, J. L. Mahon, and WHliam Morris

took up their positions upon it, they were loudly cheered. When the

proceedings began, there could not have been fewer than nine or ten

thousand people standing and sitting around the extemporised plat-

form. These included several women, who appeared to take no less

interest in the proceedings than their husbands and brothers.

The Chairman, who was received with cheers, said he was glad to

see such a gathering of sturdy North-Country men. It was quite

evident that the workers in this part of the country thought^that their

only hope of getting the full reward of their labour was to combine so>

as to show the capitalists they had got the power, and would no longer •

be ground down as they had been in the past.

J. L. Mahon moved :

—

" That we call the attention of the workers throughout the country to the

infamous attempt of the capitalists to reduce the starvation wages we have been

receiving for the past few years, and we demand the practical help of all workers

in our present struggle."

He said people were not aware of the position and the fight in which

the miners had been engaged. From the lying concoctions, compiled

by Government statisticians, people were led to believe that the mining

population were very well off indeed, and that there was no reason for

discontent on their part. He complained of the indifference of the

labour representatives in Parliament. They were all here when they

had a picnic, but they were all away when they were wanted to do

anything useful. (A Voice :
" That's true," and cheers.) The great

obstacles that stood in the way of the progress of the working-men

were first, the apathy, and very often downright duplicity, of those

who pretended to be the leaders of labour ; and, secondly, the want of

education in the great economical questions. The Socialists are trying

to make England a place where every man could get a living who.

worked for it, and where no man should be allowed to loaf about

without doing any work at all. (Cheers.)

Comrade W. Morris seconded the resolution in a stirring speech,,,

which roused the utmost enthusiasm. The resolution was carried

unanimously, with three cheers for the strike.

H. M. Hyndman proposed the following resolution :

" That, seeing the hopelessness of getting the just reward of labour under the

present system of competition, monopoly, and wage-slavery, we pledge ourselves

to organise for a free labour system, in which the land, capital, and all industrial

resources shall be owned by the community, and used in co-operation for the

good of all."

This was seconded by A. K. Donald, and carried with one dissentient.

A resolution condemning the Coercion Bill was moved by J. L,

Mahon and seconded by H. M. Hyndman, and carried unanimously..

Another resolution was passed protesting against the clauses in the

new Mines Regulation Bill with regard to the employment of women-

and girls above ground.

The meeting concluded with cheers for the Social Revolution.

A meeting was held in the eveuiDg at Ryton Willows, J. L. Mahon
presiding, when addresses on Socialism were given by W. Morris and

A. K. Donald. A resolution was unanimously passed condemning the

Coercion Bill.

WILLIAM MORRIS AT GLASGOW, HAMILTON, PAISLEY,
AND COATBRIDGE.

On Wednesday evening, April 6th, on his return from lecturing at

Edinburgh and Dundee, William Morris met the members of the

Glasgow Branch and a few friends at tea. Over fifty persons were

present. After tea Morris read the speech of John Ball, after which

the evening was spent in songs, recitations, and speeches. A short

report was given by the secretary, and Morris made a brief speech.

On Thursday, Morris lectured at Hamilton, under the auspices of

the Hamilton Branch, on "Socialism and the Labour Struggle,"

McMunn in the chair. The meeting was not so large as was expected,

owing probably to the miners being so much dispirited with the result

of their recent strike. Those present, however, were entirely sympa-
thetic, and a resolution in favour of Socialism, moved and seconded by
the Secretary and President of the Hamilton miners, was carried

unanimously.

On Friday, Morris lectured on "Socialism, the Way and the Means,"
at Paisley, Provost Cochrane in the chair. There were about 300
present. The Provost introduced Morris in a very sympathetic speech.

After the lecture a resolution in favour of Socialism was carried

unanimously. Names were then given in with the view of forming a
Branch of the League at Paisley. At an after meeting, which was of

a very hearty description, arrangements were made for this purpose.

On Saturday afternoon, Morris, in company with several members
of the Glasgow Branch, held an open-air meeting at the Cross, Coat-

bridge. Morris, Glasier, and Downie spoke to a crowd of about 200
persons. Some objections were offered in a very fair spirit by one of

the audience, to which Morris replied.

On Sunday, Morris spoke to an audience of 1000 to 1200 on Glas-

gow Green, making a marked impression on the crowd. Glasier, Rae,

Curran, and Stewart (S.D.F.) also spoke. A resolution in favour of

Socialism was carried with only three dissentients, while one against

coercion was carried unanimously. The meeting closed with three

hearty cheers for the Social Revolution. Socialism is getting a strong

hold in Scotland, and the local men are confident of the future harvest

for their present work.
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.THE LABOUR STRUGIGLE.
This department is under the direction of the Strike Committee. Labour News

and Contributions to the Fund should be sent to T. Binning, at the Offices.

BRITAIN.
The AsHTo:5f Weavers.—The majority of the Ashtoii-under-Lyne weavers,

who have^ been on strike for eighteen weeks, have returned to work upon
terms which give a slight advance in wages.

The Strike of Northumberland Miners.—The coalowners of Northum-
berland having declined to accept the proposals for arbitration, the executive
committee representing the men on Monday resolved to issue new ballot-

papers, enabling the men to decide whether the committee be empowered to
Make the best terms for a settlement of the dispute, or whether the strike
shall be continued.

Strike or Scarborough Fishermen.—On smacks where donkey-engines
are employed to raise the trawl beam and net, the men have been paying
5 per cent, on original cost of engine, the master finding oil, etc. The men
are now required to pay 6i and to provide oil. On Saturday last they
refusd tc go to sea on these terms.

Glasgow.—Strike of Power-Loom Weavers.—A meeting of the weavers
in the employment of Mr. John M'Pherson, power-loom cloth manufacturer.
West Street, Calton, who are now on strike, took place on Monday forenoon
m M'Kechnie Street Hall for the purpose of considering what action should
be taken in the present dispute. The weavers, 150 in number, are on strike
in consequence of the employer having increased the length of pieces of cloth
without giving a corresponding increase of wages. The employes are now
asked to weave 66 yards of cloth for the same amount of money as they were
hitherto 'paid for pieces of 56 yards. "This," added one speaker, " was a fly

way of reducing wages." It was stated that a deputation had waited on Mr.
M'Pherson, but no agreement was made.

The Mines Regulation Bill.—A great demonstration of the miners of
Nottinghamshire was held on Friday afternoon, 8th inst., on Bulwell Forest,
on the outskirts of Nottingham. Alderman Cropper presided, and amongst
the speakers were Mr. Broadhurst, M.P., and Mr. Flynn, M.P. More than
6000 persons were present. Mr. Broadhurst, speaking to a resolution urging
all miners in the county to join the Nottingham Miners' Association, said
they had had time to look into the Mines Regulation Bill of tihe Government,
and to find many defects in it. The check-weighmen's clause would have to

b^ absolutely altered before it would be satisfactory to the miners of the
TJjaited Kingdom. The Bill would still leave in the hands of the manager
of the mine the power to discharge the check-weighmg-n for anything which
he might be i^leased to call,bad conduct. The position of miners' families
was not much altered by the Bill,. Indeed, he was not sure whether it had
lidt rather been weakened than st^eiigthened. It was a crime against unborn
f^Hdren that -^bmen should be^allowed to work at the heavy employment of

d6JIieTie».^ They must also insist o,n an amendment raising the age of boys
working in mines froin ten to twelve. There were many other points in the
Bill which would require the attention of miners' representatives.

**The Fox and the Geese."—We have stated before that the convictions
of employers for breaches of the Factories Acts have now become so common
that we have ceased to t9,ke special notice of them. They are not, however,
half so common as they ought to be, and last week we had another example
of the reason why. A firm of manufacturers in business near Oswaldtwistle'

were summoned by Mr. Hamilton in twelve cases for working overtime on
March 23. According to the inspector, the engine was not stopped until six

minutes after the time for stopping for breakfast. The magistrates fined

the firm £\ each in three cases, and costs in the rest. That means that in

nine eases no conviction ensued further than what carried costs. We should
like to know how many more cases could have been obtained at this firm and
at this particular breakfast time. The inspector had onl^/ taken the names
of twelve, so that we may reasonably assume he could have obtained more.

In the face of this, nine out of twelve cases are practically dismissed. We
don't particularly blame either the inspector or the firm. We can even to

some extent excuse the magistrates, as some of them may be the next " on
turn." What we blame most is the system which allows magistrates such a

wide discretion. The penalties ought not only to be heavier, but ought to

be infiicted in every case. A dozen cases brought forward out of perhaps a
possible hundred or more, and then three fines out of a dozen is a travesty

of justice which would not be tolerated for a moment if workmen were the

defendants. The system will last just as long working people allow them-
selves to attach more importance to other people's business than their own.
—Cotton Factory Times.

"Individualists."—Of all the disagreeable things connected with indus-

triiSLl strikes, that of having to contend with those who are ever ready to sell

tkemselves for a temporary gain, and act the part of what is best described

and \inderstood among workmen as knobsticks, is the most distasteful to

trades' union committees and officers of any they have to cope with. There

are a numerous class of persons who are always on the look-out for securing

a^^ubsistence without having to work for it, and as numbers of such persons

are to be found in every town and country village, they are sure to put in

an appearance when a labour dispute arises, and unless liberally dealt with

i^ the shape of pecuniary grants, or put on strike pay along with the strikers,

they are sure to cause trouble and assist the capitalist to defeat the cause of

labour; The trades' unions are compelled to spend thousands of pounds

annually in giving support to persons who never contributed a penny to

their funds, and never will do, and this money has to be spent to buy over

^shonest men, and stop them from injuring the cause for which true and

good'.wo^kmen have occasionally to strike. We know of several individual

8feyiiife& aow pending,, and those connected witb them are having to pay these

persons to keep away from the place of the strike, and if no strike existed

ti£^ T<fould be far away from the locality, and that without any subsidising

^Iiatever, as such isharacters don't really want work, but only the money

which they caii make by threatening to go to work if it be denied them.

Employers who are willing to put up with incompetent workmen during

times of laboui^ disputes, are only too ready to avail themselves of the

services x>f unprincipled tramps to assist them in defeating their workmen.

S^nce it ia that these men have to be arranged with,, or the chances of the

r^;^trikqr,8j.regyeatly ^ang§red../As the means to obtain employment

Vcome Wre"ije8tricted,,ana thi? ,13 yearly ' taking place in most trades, the

evil to whicli ^e allude wiltincrease in intensity, and it will be most difficult

^^tiduitaH'iidividil'kf stri]^ to a successhil issue uliless there be complete

di^Mmtm'iU tSe brkh<fe 6^ trade affected by the disput^.^—6b«w Fdctory

Times.

NEW SOUTH WALES.
Sydkey, March h.—The Sydney Unemployed. — Threat of Biot.—

Claims for relief made upon the Government by the unemployed are in-

creasing. To-day 235 tickets, from two to four meals each, were issued to
married men, and 1,355 to single men. A representative of the unemployed
waited upon the Immigration Officer to-day, and stated that he was deputed
by 2,000 men out of work to say that they must have bread or work^and
would not accept less than 63. for a day's labour. If their requirements
were not met the representative added that the Government must take the
consequences. The Premier on being advised of the covert threat gave
directions to the police to hold themselves in readiness to deal promptly with
any act of riot on the part of the unemployed.

FEANCE.
Mehun-sur-Yevre.—The strike of the porcelain-makers here still con-

tinues and subscription-lists are opened for the benefit of the families of

those on strike.

At the Conseil des Prud'hommes last week, an employ^ in the service of a
wine-merchant sued his master for damages on account of his being lamed in
the hand in his service. He was of course made to pay. Too cheaply do the
workers hold their bodies at ; this young man was content to estimate the
life-long damage to his hand at about £% the fee of the doctor who attended
him !

ITALY.
A correspondent of the Fascia Operaio, writing from Diano Marina, be-

tween which town and Mentone the late earthquake was principally disas-

trous, declares that the distributions of the Belief Committee were disgrace-

fully partial, and in short here as elsewhere " the system of favouritism
triumphed

;S"
and while great numbers of the poor rendered utterly desti-

tute received nothing, landowners and householders were favoured with
money and goods, and had the face to accept these unfair gifts rightfully

due to others whose state clamoured for help. The Belief Fund, was in fact,

very badly managed, for Yentimiglia, which suffered but little, if at all, re-

ceived abundant assistance. In one commune three-fotirths destroyed by
the shocks rice was sent in sufficient quantity to serve for one distribution

;

out of this the mayor and several others of " comfortable estate " did not
blush to take their share ! At Diano Marina the wood and materials sent

for the erection of some sort of shelter for the houseless was voted for the
use of the church instead, a grim piece of mockery of the consolations and
comfort of religion I

SPAIN.

Yalencia.—The strike of printers at Yalencia still continues. They are

receiving aid in money from the various labour-associations in the districts

where the Labour Pg-rty or the Socialist Party hold their ground.

POBTUGAL,
Porto.—An important strike i3 announced here among the workers at the

tobacco factories. The " hands " number about three thousand. Numerous
arrests have been made by the authorities, and it is said the progress of

Socialism is somewhat marked in the town.

SOUTH PLACE DEBATES.
" E pur si mouvo "—or in other words, " We still gee "—would have

been a fair comment by any one who attended the four debates just

concluded. It is not every Sunday afternoon that the capacity of

South Place Institute is taxed as it was in March. The ball was
opened, as all balls should be, by one of each sex ; Annie Besant and

Corrie Grant debating on the proposition, "That the existence of

classes who live upon unearned incomes is detrimental to the welfa,re

of the community, and ought to be put an end to by legislation."

Each debate was cut up into four speeches—twenty minutes to each

speaker, and then ten minutes ditto.

Mrs. Besant opening, filled her twenty minutes in her usual logical-

cum-emotional manner, cutting out the work for Corrie Grant in a

style which noticeably knocked his logic completely out of his head.

From his previous record as a somewhat' go-ahead Badical, the leader

of the last forlorn-hope attack on Woodstock, I had quite a high

expectation of what he would be able to do ; but the way he brought

to mind the old chop-logic story about the horse-chestnut and the

chestnut horse upset me. Mrs. Besant strongly insisted on the axioin

that* all wealth was the product of labour ; Grant was bold enough to

hazard an attempt to prove the reverse way of using the words was

also correct. He was a poor exhibition while making the attempt,

but when Mrs* Besant took his logic in hand it was a caution to snakes.

Another droll exhibition was the Individualist trying to show what
would be the result of any attempt upon the right to hoard up £10,000

in gold for the purpose of drawing upon later in life. " Would a matt

be committing a crime if he attempted to burgle some of the £10,000

in gold and would the saver-up be committing a crime if he killed the

burglar who attempted to burgle what the saver-up had committed a

crime in saving *?" This may seem a somewhat involved sentence,

especially as I purposely do not point it in any way, but it is not one'

whit more involved or muddled than the matter put before the audience

as serious argument. This was immediately shown, by a few figures

given by Mrs. Besant as to the total amount of what is called mort^
existent, and by her asking whether it was seriously suggested that th«

wealth-owners proposed to store their railways and canals, etc., etc., in

their back parlours so as to preserve their wealth to themselves ; and

if that were done, how much wealth would it really be ?

Mrs. Besant handled her subject in her naingled fashion of hard

logical argument and intense sympathy with the suftering she so

emotionally painted once or twice, but she seemed sadly fatigued, or

I iim satisfied she would have handled her antagonist in the much
severer fashion which he laid himself open to. I was completely dis-

appointed in Grant, for I had somehow formed a very much highet
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opinion of Ms power than he exhibited. I should not feel very well

'«atifefied with my counsel if in a tight case no better defence could be

made for me by him than, was made re Individualism.

The second of the series was between Gr. Bernard Shaw and Rev.

F. W. Ford, on the proposition, " That the welfare of the community

necessitates the transfer of the lai;id and existing capital of the country

from private owners to the State.''

N'ot so exactly punctual as on the previous Sunday did the proceed-

ings begin ; but Shaw wasted no time when started in stating his case,

which he did neatly and lucidly.

Mr. Ford, a smalL dark man, wearing glasses, rather long hair, a

voice and mannerism of exaggerated distinctness, which recalls Allan-

son Picton, did not suggest a very go-ahead sort of debate^ but if not

the most capable debater he was certainly the most energetic and

voluble. I am inclined to the opinion that as a debater he was much
the strongest, he certainly shirked awkward places the least of any of

liis fellows ; if he did not solve serious doubts he made a fairly bold

attempt to grapple with some of them, which is very much more than

any of the others did.

At the start he wasted some time in the usual complimentary gush

as to Mr. Shaw and his friends " having only the interests of the

workers at heart," etc., and so forth. This sort of talk may be all

very well in the pulpit, but when a tolerably plain proposition, cover-

ing a wide amount of debatable matter, has to be dealt with by two
speakers in sixty minutes, I make bold to suggest that the too often

insincere gush which is poured out had better be taken as said, and
that the points at issue had much better be attacked right away. I

do not for one moment suggest that sentiment and emotion is to be
banished with political economy to Saturn, but I am sure it is often

introduced to lead off the scent and cover retreat.

Mr. Ford led off by asserting that the whole of Mr. Shaw's argu-

ment was based on a fallacy. Cela va sans dire, according to Indi-

vidualists when replying to Socialists.

He scored one rather neat point when he argued that the skilled

labourer is a capitalist as compared with the unskilled. The argument
continued by his next point was rather pretty, but showed just a trifle

of its initial weakness. He endeavoured to show an exact parallel

between this capital " skill " or " education " with " capital " as

generally understood. (" Heredity " is a capital which it is quite out-

side the power of any individual to vary to any great extent.) "That
greater skill of course fairly demanded greater remuners^tion, and that

this is one of the great factors of present inequality."

It struck me that we were going to have a rather elevated train of

argument now. There were one or two fairly strong points made, and
I " put forth the tender leaves of hope," but **ma goodness," almost

the next breath he came out with that awful bosh of piling up all the

wealth in one heap, and then going equal shares. " He fell like Lucifer

never to rise again."

Naturally he raised a storm when he said that £93 per annum was
the average wage of the workers. He was in worse form still v/lien

he tried to paint the terrible chance of everybody having plenty of

food, but none of the present spirit of emulation.

Reargued that "Liberty"' (O thou strangely invoked non-entity
!)

is an absolute necessity, without which all worth of life would die out,

and then in a perfect whirl of words painted the terror of a gigantic

State machine which would allow no liberty of action in any one
detail, food, dress, marriage, everything by rule, even " commerce will

rapidly decline." Fancy that, ye starvelings, who are doing so well by
commerce.

G. B. Shaw began his reply by some well-deserved strictures on the
noisy section who often break a chain of reasoning to pieces by rowdy
interruptions of approval or disapproval as the case may be. As to
Mr. Ford's argument re skill, exceptional skill, or no skill at all, it was
not a matter of pressing moment to find out the exact rate of wages
to be paid for each, but he might be allowed to ask whether a Duke
has 5,000 times the ability of any labourer ; he has 5,000 times the
pay, but he was sceptical as to any man having 5,000 times the skill

of any other man. He said according to Mr. Ford we are on the
horns of a dilemma, and " Smash " was a positive dead certainty.

Mr. Ford, in the concluding speech, dealt with land tenure, and
suggested the suppositious case of his great-great-great-grandfather
having taken by strictly legal means land, from the g. g. g. f. of G. B.
Shaw, "what should be done with the present owners T' When
" Chuck 'em out " from one of the irrepressibles suggested the more
than possible solution, and brought down the curtain,

Thomas Shore, jun.

{To he concluded).

To the Tail-less.—The name of the enterprising capitalist who " em-
ploys " apes to break and prepare his hemp for market is Mr. Parkes. He
has a farm at Kingston, Kentucky. He has seven of them at present ; they
were sent to him by his brother in South Africa, and he has already ordered
ten more. He says they do the work more rapidly and better than negroes,
tnd at one fiftieth the cost. He cages them at night and feeds them on raw
turnips, (»,rrots, and potatoes. It only took him four months to train them.
They don't need houses, books, pictures, baby-clothes, nor school-books for
then- children. It costs about 3 cents, a day for their subsistence and when
they die, planted in the furrows, they sei-v^e as excellent fertilizers. Skinned
and tanned their hides make splendid leather, and its use will not be fol-
Jowed by any outcry of horror like that that saluted the utilisation of the
lewksbury pauper. Mr. Monkey also has no vote. Isn't it time for the
long-eared, tail-less toilers to wake up 1—Labor Enquirer,

THE SOCIALIST LEAGtE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.G.

NOTICE.—AH business matters relating to the Socialist League to'be directed

to the Secretary, H. A. Barker, 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.G. - ' •

Annual Conference.—The Third Annual Conference of thd Socialisfe I««gae
will be held at 13 Farringdon Road on Whitsunday, May 29th. Branches a^e

particularly requested to attend to the following arrangements, if they wish t«

be represented at the Conference : (1) To at once send a return of their member-
ship to the General Secretary. The representation will be based on this return.

(2) Branches cannot be represented unless all monthly subscriptions are paid Hp
to March 31 by May 1st. (3) Notices of motion, amendment to Rules, etc,,

must be sent in six weeks before the Conference

—

i. e. , not later than April ISth.^

«

(4) Agenda Paper will be forwarded on May 2nd to Branches complying witk
these arransjements.

Lessons in French.—Comrade Victor Dave is now giving lessons in Frenck
at the offices of the League on Tuesday evenings, at 8 o'clock. The lessons are
free to members, and those desirous of profiting by them should send their names
at once to the secretary of the League.

^^^..^i

French Class will resume on Tuesday April 26.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and affiliated

bodies. Library Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d. Lena Wardle and
W. Blundell are the Librarians.

Bound Volumes of ' Commonweal ' for 1886 can now be bad. - • P>rio0^ ^/gL,

General Meeting of London members adjourned to Monday April 18; at 8.

Reports for " Commonweal."—Branch Secretaries are requested to make
their reports as brief as possible, dealing with points of general interest as to the
progress of the propaganda, rather than attempting to give the substance of the
lectures, for which there is not space, even if it were otherwise desirable. Notices
should be confined to purely business announcements and written separately.

Reports and Notices should be addressed to the "Printer," and cannot beguaran*
teed insertion unless they reach the office by 2 p.m. on Tuesday.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
Birmingham, Hackney, Hull, Leeds, North London, to August 31. Manchester,

Merton, Norwich, to October 31. Bradford, to November 30. Croydon, Ham^
mersmith, Leicester, South London, to Dec. 31, 1886. Lancaster, to January 31.

Bloomsbury, Walsall, to February 28. Clerkenwell, Hoxton (Labour Emancipa-
tion League), Oxford, to March 31, 1887. '

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
C. W. Mowbray and Fred Henderson, of the Socialist League, were sentenced at the Norwicli

Assizes on Jan. 20 to nine and four months' imprisonment respectively. The costs of the trial
amounted to £60, and Mowbray's wife and five children must be provided for during his imprison-
ment, so that at least £100 -will be required. The treasurer of this fund therefore appeals td
every one to give all the assistance he can.

Arthur, 6d. Leeds Branch, 2s. Collected by Mrs. Dyer, 3s. For Mrs,
Mowhray—A fev/ Fabians, per Annie Besant (weekly), 10s.—J. Lane, Treasurei:.

BRANCH REPORTS.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, April 6, Eleanor Marx-Aveling lectured on

*' Socialism in Europe and America." Good discussion followed. On Sunday
morning, April 10, a very successful anti-Coercion meeting was held on Clerken-
well Green, being well-attended by local citizens. The Merton Branch and
Clerkenwell Branch of the Socialist League amalgamated with the Clerkenwell
Branch of the Social Democratic Federation, speeches being delivered by members
of these sections. The following resolution was put and carried unanimously :

"That this meeting expresses its deep abhorrence of the Coercive Measures
levelled against the Irish nation, and is of opinion that, the Land Question being
at the root of the Irish troubles, no political change can have permanent value
unless accompanied by, or be in the direction of, the abolitioa of Landlordism in
Ireland ; and is further of opinion that the Irish nation should be left free to settle
with the landlords without any restriction whatever from the English Parliament."
Much enthusiasm prevailed, and the meeting closed with three hearty cheers for
the Social Revolution. In the evening, at Farringdon Hall, L. Gronlund
addressed good audience on "The Familistere of Guise," describing it as mere
philanthropy. Literature has sold well.—W. B. and T. E. W.
HoxTON.—VV. C. Wade lectured on " Radicalism from a Socialist Standpoint,"

taking as the base of his objections to Radicalism, that Radicalism is founded
on expediency while Socialism is founded on principle. The discussion after the
lecture was enlivened by the remarks of an employe of the Liberty and Property
Defence League, a Mr. Lyons, who at the close of the discussion challenged us
to debate the aims and objects of the L.P.D.L. The challenge was accepted, and
notice of the same sent to the secretary of the L.P.D.L.—E. P.
Edinburgh.—On Tuesday, April 5, Wm. Morris lectured in Free Tron Hall

on "Monopoly." Spirited discussion at close, and Socialistic resolution carried.
Good sale of literature.—G.
Norwich.—Large and enthusiastic meetings were held on Sunday and Monday

in various parts of the city, addressed by Joseph Lane and others of the Socialist
League, in favour of Socialism and against Coercion.

Birmingham.—At a meeting in the Birmingham Forward Liberal Club last
week, the debate on "Is Socialism sound? "which had been debated for four
nights, the question was decided in the affirmative. Speakers belonging to the
Club, the Fabian Society, the S. D. F., and the Socialist League, took part in the
debate, which aroused great interest.
Dublin.—Our Dublin comrades are doing right good work, which is having

effect. Discussions and meetings are being attended, and occasional lecturea.
given. The leaflet issued by the Irish section is being widely circulated through-'
out Ireland, and is attracting attention to Socialism. The Labour League lately
formed here has also been bestirring itself.

Nottingham.—On Sunday, April 3, a Conference of members of the Socialist
Union, the International, and the Social Democratic Federation, was held to
consider the desirability of combining the different bodies in one independent,
local organisation. I. Hamer was in the chair, and J. Winterton, J. Peacock,

'

P. H. Knight, T. Proctor, H. Cooper (S.U.), and W. Winterton (S.D.F.) spoke
in favour of the proposal. It was finally moved by J. Wane, seconded by J.
Peacock, "That this meeting form itself into the Nottingham and District
Socialist Brotherhood, and use all their united efforts to advance its propaganda,
and make the local movement a success. The Brotherhood to be unconnected \
with any outside society." J. Winterton was unanimously elected secretary prQ)
tern. The meetings are held at the Liberty Caf^, Alfred Street, Central. In the*
evening a meeting was held in the great Market Place, at which about 2,000 t

persons were present, and a resolution condemning the Tory Coercion Act for
Ireland was unanimously carried. The propaganda among the miners of th#.,
Mansfield division was commenced on Thursday night by J. Peacock and T.
Proctor ; the literature given to them was gladly received, and the speeches.maSe \

by the two Socialists were loudly cheered.
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LECTURE DIARY.

London Branches.
Bloomshury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street.

, A Business Meeting of great importance will be held
on Thursday 21st, at 8.30. All members must
attend at the Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street.
On Friday April 22, at 8.30, (^. Bernard Shaw will
lecture.

CUrkenxvell.—Rd\\ of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.C. Sunday April 17, at 8.30 p.m.
Mr. W. Allen, "Men versus Money." Wednesday
20, at 8.30 p.m. Dr. Drysdale, "Malthusians and
Socialists."

Croydon.—KoyoX County House, West Croydon Station
Yard. Sunday April 17, at 7.15 p.m. F. Verinder,
" The Queen's Jubilee and the People's Jubilee."

—

Committee Meeting every Friday at 8 p.m. sharp,
at Parker Road.

ffdckney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11. Business
Meeting every Tuesday at 8. 30. On Sunday Apr. 17,
at 8 p.m. A Lecture.

Eaminersmith. —Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday April 17, at 8 p.m., William Morris, " True
and False Society."

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—Club Room, 2 Crondall Street,
New North Road. Sunday April 17, at 8 p.m..

Eleanor Marx-Aveling will lecture. A Concert
and Social Evening, will be held on Saturday April
23, at 8 p.m.—admission free. Committee meeting
on Friday April 29, at 8.30 p.m.

Merton.~ll Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Country Branches.

Shigley.—CoSee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.

Birmingham,—Carr's Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford,—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Edinlmrgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Reading Room and Li-
brary open every Wednesday evening, 8 till 10.

Olasgow,—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. On Sunday,
open-air meetings at the Green at 1 and 5 o'clock.

Lecture and discussion in Rooms, 84 John Street,
at 7 p.m.

Hamilton.—Branch meets every Thursday at 7.30 in

l*aton's Hall, Chapel Street.

Hid',—11 Princess Street, Sykes Street. Lectures on
Sunday at 7 p.m. Thursday at S p.m., Political

Economy Class.

Jjancaster,—Addresses every Sunday morning on the
Quay Jetty.

Leicester.—Spiritualist Hall, Silver Street.

-Manchester,—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-
chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-
ing G to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every
Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Newcastle,—Meets every Sunday night at the Temper-
ance Hall, Gallowgate, at 7 p.m.

Nonvich.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures
every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m. Reading-room
open every evening. See open-air meetings below.

Oxford,—Temperance Hall, 25^ Pembroke Street,

i'hursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Seaton Delaval (Northumberland).—Meeting-place will

be announced next week.

Open-air Propaganda—Sunday 17.

11.30...Hackney—"Salmon and Ball" Hobbs & Allman
11 . 30 . . ,Hammersmith—Beadon Rd The Branch
11.30. ..Hoxton Church, Pitfield St. ...Pope & Wade
11.30. . .Garrett—Plough Inn The Branch
11.30.. .Regent's Park Cantwell & Nicoll

11. 30... St. Pancras Arches Wardle & Dalziel

11.30. ..Walham Green The Branch
3.30. . .Hyde Park Mainwaring & Wardle

Tuesday.

8...Eu3ton Rd.—Ossulton Street...Cantwell & Donald

Wednesday.

8.30i»..Broadway, London Fields ...H. Graham

PROviitcES.—Sunday.

Normch.—St. Mary's Plain, at 11 ; Market Place, 3;
Agricultural Hall Plain, 7.

Leeds.—Hunslet Moor, 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, 7 p.m.
Leicester

.

—Humberston Gate, 11 a.m.
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Dublin.

A MONSTER MEETING in advocacy of the Rights
OF Labour will be held on Sunday April 17, at Har-
old's Cross Green, at 4 p.m. Several well-known
Socialists will speak.

Dublin.—Irish Labour League, 2 Bachelors Walk,
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discussion on all subjects
c<»iii|cted with the Labour Question. All interested
are ri^uested to attend.

- .,#

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
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For Whom Shall We Vote ? Addressed to
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The Co-operative Commonwealth. By Lawrence
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Paper covers, 2s. ; Cloth, 2s. 6d
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Cr. 8vo, cloth gilt 4s. 6d.

" All for the Cause ! " Song. Words by William
Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.
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Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.
Fine hand-made large paper 6d.

THE 'COMMONWEAL' for 1886

(Vol. II.)

Neatly Bound in Bed Clothy

Price, 5s. 6d.

Socialist League, 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.C.

Echoes of Truth. Twenty-four Sermons by
the late E. M. Gp]lt)ART. Selected and arranged by
his Widow. Bound in cloth, 6s. Kegan, Paul,
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82 Lansdowne Road, Croydon.

Socialist Headquarters, New York.—Library
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9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Commomveal always on the table.

Gifts in books and papers thankfully received. Ad-
dress "Free Socialist Library," 143 Eighth Street
New York City, US.

Where to g*et the 'Commonweal.'

AiRDRiE—A. Thomson, High St.

Arbroath—Andrew Noble
Birmingham—J. Sketchley, 348 Chcapsicie
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Glasgow—R. Ferguson, Ingram St.; W. Porteous & Co., Royal
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Grahamston—R. S. Frew
Haverhill (Suffolk)—Chcvens & Son, High St.

Hamilton.—J. Smith, Gateside Street ; J. Rankin, Chapel St.

Hawick—J. Finlay, High St.; J. C. Goodfellow, High St.

Hull—H. Witty, Suffolk Row, Wincolmlee
Laurencekirk—J. Scott, High Street
Leeds—Mr. Walton, 11 Old Market Street ; Mr. J. Watson, Sweet

Street ; Mr. Hutchinson, Meadow Road
Leicester—Secular Hall.

Leith— Robinson, Kirkgate
Linlithgow—R. Hardie, High St.

Liverpool—Landing Stage ; Stocker, 27 Vauxhall Road ; Tibbs,
11 St. James Place ; F. Bacon, Prescott St.

Manchester—F. H. Cadle (wholesale), 145 Grey Mare Lane, Brad-
ford, Manchester; Pulman, Tib Street, behind Oldham Street;
Watts, 43 Charles Street, Oxford Road ; Jones, 46 Oxford Road;
Hulme Radical Club, Clopton St. ; Holdfield, 241 Deansgate

;

Ceilings, 19 Chester Street, Oxford Road ; Limoii, Ashton New
Road, Bradford ; TLe Labour Literature Agency, 87 Woodward
Street, Ancoats

Northampton—W. Brain, 16 Little Cross St.

Nottingham—C. W. Clarke, 56 Melton St.

Norwich—A. Moore, 24 Rose Street, St. Augustines ; Thompson,
Magdalen St. ; F. C. Crotch, 11 Georges Middle Street ; H.
Parker, 14 Cross Glob Street, Union Place ; H. W. Darley, 118
Mill Hill, Catton ; C. W. Mowbray, 6 St. Benedict's Street

Oldham—J. Salway, 64 Falcon St. off Ashton Road.
Oxford—Miss Foy, 5 The Plain, St. Clement's ; Pljummer, book
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Sot'thport—Mr. J. Davenport, 159 Eastbank Street Bridge
Spennymook—Win. Tunstall, 62 High St.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The agitation against the Coercion Bill is going on quite as briskly as

might have been expected ; but of course it is not the kind of opposi-

tion which will prevent a parliamentary majority from passing the Bill.

Whether the Government will venture to put it in force when passed
is another matter. The popular opposition, respectable as it is, does

not seem to be of that volume aud energy which implies a threat of

consequences beyond the ballot-box ; and as to the vote, the agitation

is discounted by the Tories because they know that a very large pro-

portion of the agitators have not got it, in spite of the assertion of our
"light and leading" friend the Spectator that "every man has the
vote or could have it if he would,"—an assertion, by the way, which
those who do. not know that estimable journal might suppose to be
either a joke or a deliberate lie, but which I may assure our readers is

made in good faith, and in the exercise of that curious fatuity which is

the chief characteristic of that " official organ " of the Prigs.

This much may at least be said about the anti-coercion agitation
(no doubt it has been said often already, but may well be said still

oftener), that the wall which parted the Irish from the English
democracy has been thrown down. Here at least, if no otherwise is,

union—that kind of union which comes of men respecting each others'
'rights.

Nor should the Tories hug themselves too much on their majority.
There are not lacking signs that the pendulum will swing Gladstone-
wards at the next election. The defeat of the Unionists on the Bir-
mingham Caucus, Mr. Trevelyan's anti-coercion letter, the " raising of
Cain(e) " at Barrow, and so forth, are the kind of things that go before
the fall of a big parliamentary majority. Of course it goes without
saying that a great many Liberal M.P.'s—those chiefly who are not
marked for office

—

will be bitterly disappointed at their success. If
only the Irish would turn tail, and accept some " compromise," and
then never be heard of again, how glad would these gentry be!
Liberalism might then be purified of its last taint of reality.

The way in which the coercionist press tries to belittle the quite
successful Easter Monday demonstration is a good example of the
by-ways of party guidance. The Standard may be taken as the type
of these optimists, or rather would-be optimists, whose fury betrays the
fact that they are miserably disappointed with our success. One point
is worth noting which is expressed in the following sentence in the
Standard: " The preponderance in the huge crowd of the class which
needs no oratory, honest or dishonest, to whet its animosity to law
and order was a sinister symptom." Now not even amidst its foaming-
at-the-mouth-disappointment can the Standard pretend to take excep-
tion to the behaviour of the very orderly crowd of Easter Monday :

it IS agreed on all hands that there was an entire absence of the horse-
play which generally winds up these Hyde Park demonstrations. So
what the Standard means is that the revolutionists and their sym-
pathisers were in the majority there ; and the whole coercionist press
makes a handle of this fact against the Gladstonites.

Well, well
! times are changed, it seems, since the last Hyde Park

demonstration which I attended—the Franchise one—where the banner
of the Labour Emancipation League was destroyed, and our comrade
John Burns hustled by a Radical mob, because he had said a few words
of blasphemy against Mr. John Bright. Would the Easter Monday
crowd have hustled any one who had taken the trouble to call in ques-
tion the infallibility of the Quaker pope 1

It is much to be hoped that all friends of freedom will rally to our
^^^^g ^.Hyde Park on the 24th, to sympathise with the North-
umbrian Miners. A stronger case for sympathy and help could scarcely
oe put before the public, as the readers of Commonweal must already
nave noted. It would be shame to us in London indeed if workingmen here were to allow the political prize-fight to absorb all their
attention, when such worthy men as these are suffering so unworthily,

sham s^"^ t
""^ ^^ ^^^^ against the tyranny of our idiotic system of

The Fall Mall Gazette, while it has done good service in some direc-

fo^« ^^tk"^ wx, ^ curiously inconsistent. It has most vigorously sus-
cainea the battle against coercion in Ireland, and apparently is prepared

to go on doing so ; nevertheless in the very same issue which contains

an attack (most justly deserved) on Mr. Chamberlain for his newly-

developed love of the fairly complete form of '' freedom of contract

"

known as the Crimes Bill, contains also a letter, printed with all the

honours and obviously with editorial approval, from Madame de

Novikoff, the acknowledged agent for quite the completest form of

coercion yet known in this world—the modern Government of Russia.

This is really rather too grotesque.

On the other hand I read in the Daily News that the whole Russian

press condemns the Coercion Act 1 ! 1 It really is too quaint.

Mr. Baggallay asked Mr. Labouchere if he was prepared to repeat

in the House his saying in Hyde Park that the policy of the Govern
ment was one of tlie ruffianism of Bill Sykes. "Beyond all question,'

quoth Mr. Labouchere. This is a pleasant hearing, after the usual

explanations and eating of words which are the custom of the House.
But then Mr. Labouchere has been always careful to show that he is

not a fool ; as careful as most M.P.'s are to show the contrary—^though

certainly they need not labour hard at that business.

Apropos of this subject, Mr. Conybeare should learn to understand
that a man should not be too greedy of humble-pie if he wishes to

retain any respect from those who in any way profess to be fighting

the popular cause. Explanation on the top of apology is Well,
we really want Sam Weller to characterise this excess in the banquet
of humility ! William Morris.

SOCIALIST CAMPAIGN IN THE NORTH.
For some weeks the readers of the Commonweal have been informed of

the progress of Socialism in Northumberland—how we have been hold-

ing large meetings in Newcastle and in the villages in the neighbour-
hood, and how eagerly the people have bought pamphlets and papers
that they might study our doctrines at their leisure. In order to bring
the agitation to a point it was resolved to hold a demonstration in the
centre of the colliery district and to put resolutions to the meeting
pledging the men to adopt the principles of Socialism. On the morn-
ing of Easter Monday the Socialist missionaries from London proceeded
from Newcastle to the colliery villages, and addressed meetings and
organised the processions. At every one of these places they were
received in the most hearty manner. One thing was very striking

—

namely, that the strongest supporters of Socialism were usually the
most respected men in the villages. It is usual for Cockney journalists
to call our supporters a pack of lazy discontented ne^er-do-weels ; but
the press here admit that we have got hold of the very best of the
people. After the local meetings were over, the processions were
formed and the march began. In many cases from six to eight miles
had to be travelled to reach the meeting-place. Fortunately the
weather was of the most favourable kind, and the fresh air and bands
prevented the marches being tedious. At the meeting-place, which
was a field lent by a kindly farmer, Mr. Hardman, the Socialist
League had a representative distributing broadcast the manifesto of
their Strike Committee, which was eagerly read by the men. At about
two o'clock the processions came in sight ; from all points of the com-
pass the banners were seen floating in the air, and the sound of the
miners' bands greeted the ear. Some four or five constables put in an
appearance, but they looked rather sheepish. They felt, no donbt^
that they were a little out of place, as it was hard to see what five
policemen could have done against ten thousand determined men. A
large waggon was borrowed from a neighbouring farm, and this served
as platform. It was immediately boarded by a troop of reporters, who
pretty nigh took up all tl.e room. Fielding was appointed chainnan,
and as soon as he stood up the meeting became quiet and attentive,
in which state it remained until its close. An amusing incident how-
ever took place with regard to the reporters. The crowd did not
know who the army of eminently respectably-dressed men were who
were in the waggon beside the speakers. But the moment Fielding
opened, out came the note-books, and the reporting business got under
weigh. The crowd stopped the proceedings to turn the reporters out.
On these gentlemen remonstrating, the spokesman of the crowd stated
that the reason they wanted them out of it was because they gave, in
bogus reports ; but he said if the reporters would faithfully promise to
give a full and accurate report, or none at all, they would let them
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remain. This the reporters agreed to, but only in the c;ise of the

Newcastle Chronicle was it fairly kept. Fielding then read the resolu-.

tipns. The first was expressing sympathy with the miners on strike;

thp secoji^d wa^^pled^ng the men at the meeting to organise themselves

to as|uijfi^ collective possession 6f the land and <japital of the country;
the';lai5tSras an aiiii-coercion resolution.

_ ,C(Wi^de^ ^^M the men that the workers in other parts of

jBngtana'did nbi know pf tliebrav^ struggle the^tieife ^f^Ni^rthumbiiS,

land w^re maintaining against tifee i'obb'ers.^of'^aboti^ fi the ^^sam'fev

thing had been going on in Ireland, the country would have rung from
one end to the other with the tale of the miners' wrongs. But, he
said, the representatives of labour, instead of standing up for their

electors, were merely obeying the orders of the wire-pullers, and never
uttering one vigorous protest against the unjust demands of the em-
ployers. The meeting cheered most heartily when he said that no one
need be afraid of Socialism w^ho was willing to work. Only lazy, idle,

thriftless drones need feel afraid.

Morris told the men that he did not consider the life they were
leading to be life at all in the proper sense of the word. He wanted
to see men really full of spirit and vigour, rejoicing in life and fearing

death ; whereas to-day most people are on the whole rather glad when
their end comes. " Rebel you must, or you will die slaves, and your
children will call you craven cowards for allowing them to be born
into a world so full of tyranny and wrong !

"

H. M. Hyndman, in advising the people to pledge themselves to the

principle of Socialism, pointed out how impossible it was for any
permanent benefit to result from a merely local strike. What would
a strike of all miners in Britain mean? It would mean that the

capitalist dogs would have to surrender, and that the people would
arrange the terms ; but now these local strikes merely crippled the

funds of the trade organisations, and allowed the mine-owners to work
ofi their surplus stock at increased prices.

A. K. Donald, as in a sense representing the Scottish miners, was
very heartily received. In the course of a telling speech, delivered in

stentorian tones that were heard by all the vast assemblage, he ridiculed

the idea that they were to be satisfied with a few shillings increase in

sixty years. They should insist on having the full fruits of their

labour, and never rest till every honest worker was secured a decent
livelihood. The misery endured by the workmen under the present

system was a scandal to the community and a shame to themselves.

The idle, wasteful, and vicious drones were exalted, while the hard-

w^orking and necessary part of society was degraded and ground into

the mire. The mine-owners and landlords were amusing themselves

in the gambling-hells of Paris, London, and Berlin on the stolen pro-

ceeds of the pitman's toil. The poverty of the poor was caused by the

robbery uf them carried on by the rich. The wives and daughters of

the workers could hardly get sufficient food or decent clothing, while

the frivolous and stupid ladies of high society were pampered and
bedecked and loaded down with the costly apparel provided from the

earnings of the workinor class. There must be no compromise with

this infamous system. The workers must be organised for the over-

throw of the tyrannical and thieving system. Cunning and craft and
cultured blackguardism must be torn from the place of honour it now
occupied, and skill, industry, and honest useful labour revered as the

only qualities which should raise a man in the esteem of his fellows.

Loud and repeated cheers greeted the conclusion of Donald's speech.

Mahon then moved a resolution condemning coercion. He said it was
no use protesting or declaring indignation against this repeated attempt

to put down freedom of speech and combination amongst the Irish

workers. When the law tried to shut men's mouths and keep them
from organising against tyranny, it was time to cry "down with the

law, and damn the law." He hoped the Irish would rise in forcible

rebellion against coercion.

Hyndman seconded the resolution, and pointed out that the Socialists

were consistent in opposing Tory coercion, as they had also opposed

Liberal coercion. The landlords and capitalists on both sides of the

Channel supported each other, and the workers must combine in a

similar manner.
After a resolution had been passed against the employment of women

and girls about the mines, the proceedings ended.

In spite of the enormous size of the crowd, the utmost silence was
maintained, and the speeches listened to with eager attention. While
Morris was speaking he observed some policemen, whom he proceeded

to chaff rather unmercifully. He also gave them some very sensible

advice. The blue-coats beat an undignified retreat, amid the ironical

appla-use of the meeting. It will surprise our London comrades,

however, to know that at this enormous gathering five policemen,

and an inspector in a comfortable gig, were the only representatives

of law and order. The meeting lasted two hours. The resolutions

were all carried with but one dissentient, and the meeting ended with

three tremendous cheers for the Social Revolution.

Morris, Donald, and Mahon at once hurried ofi" to the other side of

tlie Tyne, where they addressed a large crowd at Ryton Willows.

Comrade Field, once a member of the Hammersmith Branch of the

Socialist League, turned up here and made an excellent speech.

This demonstration has now established the pov/er of Socialism in

the North. The papers have all had to admit the overwhelming success

of the meeting and the great unanimity of the assent given to the

Socialist doctrines. The organising arrangements were all planned
and carried out by comrade Mahon, the cost being a few shillings under
£3. A new victory for the Cause in a fresh part of the country.

i). M.

SOUTH PLACE DEBATES.
_^.:.i (Concluded from p. 127).

SipNKy^.Wi;BB an^ Dr. t. B. Napier were the third disputants, the
proposition to wrestle with being : "That the main principles of Social-

ism are fo\\^ded on, and in accordance with, modern economic science.^'

^idn^ WoI^Ik s^aid the ground of debate would be principles and not
placi^, aiid" ireniarked that 'S6me Socialists will not ciire much about
economic principles; whibh brought out some noisy "hear, hears,"
upon which he scored neatly by saying the "hear, hearers" are the
very people who give themselves away,—which is true. He then ran
over the names of some of those, from Robert Owen, who hare been
Socialists ex political economists. " Ran over," I may say, is here no
mere mode of expression, for Webb is an exceedingly rapid speaker,
but withal very clear. By his rapidity of speaking, closeness of argu-
ment, and ready and apt quotation, he covered more various ground
and more completely filled his bill than any of the whole eight debaters.
He avowed himself a Malthusian, but one who says that the question
of population of itself will not in the long run affect the question of
Rent. As to controlling all means of production, he claimed to have
" all the economists with him, down to the ground." By quotations
from Prof. Sidgwick, Cliffe, Leslie, Cairnes, and a particularly strong
passage from Mill written in 1865, he claimed to have proved that the
whole professors of political economy were on the side of Socialism,

which is to-day " only making the principles known to the masses."

Dr. Napier began with the usual admission of being quite at one v/ith

Mr. Webb in his sympathy with the workers, and then rolled ofi* a
wonderful mixture about Stewart Headlam, General Booth, and Mr.
Hyndman. I had noticed while Webb was speaking the Dr. had
several times put his hand to his forehead and gazed across the table

as if dazed by the job he had in front when his time to reply came,
I am sure something happened to him while listening to Webb which
drove out all he had intended to say and gave his mind a new direction.

Dr, Napier positively never once dealt with the text put before him.

I thought Corrie Grant quite enough off his base, but Dr. Napier,
by devoting almost the whole of his first twenty minutes to an
examination of the results of the introduction of a new machine into

the boot trade, and the position of the man who has saved up £4000,
quite surpassed all previous efforts in how not to debate a certain text.

Dr. N. was quite dramatic in his representation of the cutting up of

profits between the capitalist and the worker. There was an excess

of interruption by the audience, but addressing so many of his remarks
in the form of questions, the Dr. fairly laid himself open to interrup-

tion. He made much of frightening away capital, and also by excess

of State interference weakening the self-reliance of the workers. He
warned the w^orkers against too many Trafalgar Square meetings and
church parades, and strongly urged Mrs. Besant's * Law of Population,'

and technical education, free if possible. He made the somewhat bold

assertion that Socialists hate statistics.

Webb, in his reply, mentioned that his antagonist seemed to have
forgotten that there was a certain proposition to debate, for he had in

no one point dealt with it. As to co-operation, of which slight mention
had been made, he quoted from Cairnes to show how much that would
do. " Individualists," said Webb, " must wake up from the delusion as

to orthodox political economy being on thedr side—it is quite the

reverse."

Napier began his second heat by admitting Rent to be a monopoly.

He then flew off at a tangent, going into a tirade against the present

mal-administration in high places. He admitted the existence of many
glaring inequalities, but insisted we must deal with them as practical

men, and not be led away by such halfpenny phrases as " all wealth

being due to labour."

The last proposition to be discussed was, " That State interference

with, and control of, industry is inevitable, and will be advantageous

to the community." H. H. Champion to afiirm ; Wordsworth Donis-

thorpe, of the Liberty and Property Defence League, to deny. Cham-
pion began by an appeal for quiet attention ; "he was there to advance

and urge certain arguments, not to make any demonstration of force

or suggest any such by the amount of noise which part of the audience

might be able to make." As to first part of the proposition, there was
little need to deal at any length with that. As to the next part, that

it has done good and will do more, as abstract questions are best

examined by concrete examples, he put the case of two farms belonging

to one landlord ; one farmer by offering higher rent drives out the

other ; the remaining farmer gets for himself a bigger income than he

had before, the landlord gets a bigger income than he had before, but

one farmer and some labourers are driven out of employ, and less food

is produced to the community. He dealt with the Cobden Club free-

trade fallacy, that cheapness of production is an unmixed good. Cham-
pion seemed to me to devote too much time to discussing what his

opponent was going to say, which is decidedly a weak line.

Mr. Donisthorpe admitted that to some extent his antagonist was
right in his historical sketch re growth of Socialism; but he said

"Armies have grown immensely during the >la^t v teji*. years ; is Mr.

Champion prepared to admit that militarism is a growing feeling among
the mass, or that it is any reason for satisfaction 1 " He raised a laugh

by saying Adam was born just exactly ^ye thousand nine hundred and

sixty-five years and three weeks ago,—at least, three hundred years

ago people had to believe this statement. That was Socialism ! Men
have been ordered as to how they should dress, eat, drink, sleep, wash,

etc., etc. ; and on some one putting a question for details, he promptly

referred the enquirer to Leviticus and Deuteronomy. He had a dMl
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cut at Test Acts and vaccination in saying that no one can enter the

(post-office or the a^rtny without accepting State, disease at the point of

the State lancet, and founded on the objection to this an argument that

iio add to such State interference would be only to add to present

trouble. Tendency, he urged, was very much what the enquirer made
it ; th% Socialist found the tendency to Socialism, the Individualist

found the reverse; "each wish was father to the thought." Mr.
Champion had mentioned that good had been done by the State inter-

fering with house-farmers; he (Donisthorpe) would submit that the

'Torrens' Act being followed by six amending Acts proved something
not as the Socialist suggested. Such enterprises as the Peabody proved
private effort the bett^ agent. Whereat some uproar and denial as

to the working class being better housed than in the past. Mr. Cham-
pion had urged the case of the Factory and Mines Regulation Acts

;

he (Donisthorpe) did not believe that any body of men to-day would
put children of tender years to such work—"if so, the sooner the
country goes to the devil the better." He then gave a cleverly garbled
examination of the growth of trades' unions, insisting that if the men
had trusted wholly to themselves they would have been better off

to-day ; but they allowed, invited, accepted State interference, which
spoilt the job. Some of which is true, but all of which wanted careful
analysis, which I am sorry Champion did not give. Mr. Donisthorpe
said he had worked in a mine (some naughty sceptics up-stairs smiled
out quite loudly and sarcastically), and " that it was much better to
work in a mine with all its much-talked-of dangers, so as to earn a
good dinner, than stay at home and starve." He did not stay to
examine the statement that the dangers have to be accepted too often
with starvation. He dealt in the same fashion with seafaring and its

dangers. He made very much of a certain deputation re the Mines
Acts some years ago, when it was stated those Acts had saved sixty
lives from accident and starved 60,000 by reason of want of employ.

Champion began his second speech by a sharp and well-deserved
rebuke to those infernal nuisances the people who will carry on the
supplementary debate which is the curse of almost all these meetings.
Is chivalry quite dead'? What would have been thought if in the
olden days of the lists each champion (no pun meant) had been liable
to assault from a lot of bystanders] H. H. scored one when he
wondered what would have been the result to Mr. Donisthorpe had he
been brought up as thousands of London children are, and had been
compelled to constantly work in a mine. He seemed on rather weak
ground when he drew an illustration from old Greek society with its
cliattel-slaves. As to Mr. D.'s argument that private effort has done
and will do most good as to housing the workers, he showed that where
a company desired to raise capital, but meant to keep the dividend
down to five per cent., capital came in very slowly, while to float a
new gun company, with a chance of twenty per cent,, capital flowed in.

Mr. Donisthorpe, in the concluding speech, allowed that the motive-
power behind individualism to be a refined species of selfishness, self-
interest. According to Mr. D., "Socialism spreads as new classes
<3ome into power; it is a pandering for popularity on the part of each
new bo(3y of rulers." But the principal reason for the spread of
Socialism is, "that there is always a lazy lot of weaklings who' believe
they will have a better chance if things are better conditioned." I
should have thought myself that to be better conditioned was simply
giving all a better chance, and didn't want much debating. Labour,
he concluded by saying, had really done what the old alchemists were
always trying and talking about—turned everything into gold. There-
fore ^'to labour" was the only thing to do. He forgot to say who was
to enjoy the fruits of the labour, which was the point in dispute.

eJust a few words to conclude. If this series has proved anything,
it has proved Socialists have nothing to lose by constant discussion.
I am anxious to be as impartial as one mind possibly can be—absolute
impartiality is an absolute impossibility—but I feel forced to say that
as defenders of a system of society the Individualists just dealt with
made a very sorry show. I feel certain there are Socialists who, for
purposes of debate, would bo able to make a better defence of Indi-
vidualism than was made by any one of its champions above named.
-Positively in listening to them— especially Grant and Napier—it
^eemed they were put up, not to show the strength of the position, but
how ridiculous, how monstrous the attempt to defend the present social
conditions really is. Then ever and anon this satisfaction is broken
into by the recollection that these men have reason to say they have
not been able to do their best, because of the noisy interruption they
have to endure from possibly well-meaning but certainly ill-advised
critics, friendly or the reverse ; for there are some of both, and both
debaters have to endure the annoyance—the Socialist least, no doubt.
It is time to make a strong protest on this point. A debate is on a
dirterent footing to a lecture ; even then interpolated remarks are
very unfair. A debate is almost exactly paralleled as I have done
above by the suggestion of two knights, and the field should be totally
ieit to them for the time being. A long, carefully worked out chain

^^^^^"^eiit, each link well made and , depending on its fellow, is just
as baclly spoilt by a burst of applause as by the reverse, when it pre-vents the speaker proceeding or the audience hearing. Again, thought
IS an exceedingly tricksy sprite, and a speaker must be immensely

r!rf^v,'1
controlling his thoughts if in the midst of a sustained argu-ment he have a new series of thought-pictures conjured up by some^asty interpolation and yet continue his first intended line; there are

for ftT^ ?
''^''

i1^
^-'^ ^^^^^^* weakening. Further, sixty minutes

TH. Zf'^'f?u "^"^f ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^'^^ i^ g^s> platitude, and noise.±ws untair to those who have to teach and those who wish to learn,u.retormit.
Thomas Shore, jun.

"SOCIALISM OR MONOPOLY?"
We have before, us an Italian work on the general subject of Socialism

('Socialismo o MonopolioT—3s., published by the author), by F, B.

Merlino. There is not much latter-day Italian writing treating the

subject from a historic standpoint, which lack should render this

volume all the more welcome to those who are desirous of pursuing

their study below the surface of flowery sentimentalism or street-

corner rhetoric. The author of this work begins by giving a sketch

of the growth of Monopoly, which is short but comprehensive, and
very ably written. He glances at the primitive communities of ancient

times, and the remains and traces of the same in the village-life of

various countries—the Swiss alhnends, the Russian mir, the townlands
of the Hebrides. " The road," says the writer, " which has led the

human family from community of goods to monopoly is paved through
out with violence and rapine. With all peoples and at all epochs

the great promoters of monopoly are conquest in the external relations

of tribes and folks, and in their internal relations usurpation,^^ instanc-

ing the success of Athenian commercial enterprise and the Roman
conquest that followed on its ruin ; their highest development and in

their realisation their decay. He reviews shortly the growth of feudal-

ism in England, the monopoly of land, which is followed *'hard upon,"
and naturally, by monopoly of land-products and all goods ; for, as he
says, when at the usurpation of the barons, the general right survived

to the disinherited people of enjoying the use of common lands and
common woods, this right was supposed to remain to them at the time
of the abolition of feudal property ;

'' but the peasant lacking tools and
other necessary means of cultivation, the ex-baron, now become absolute

and irresponsible possessor of the soil, takes from him, for a mere
nothing, his possession grown useless." Mentioning the gold-discoveries

and the feverous and factitious impetus given to commerce thereby,

tlie institution ot national or popular banks in England, France, and
Italy at the end of the seventeenth century, the writer describes the

substitution of the "Grande Industrie" for the "Petite Industrie" in

the beginning of this century, and says in closing his review of the past
of Monopoly, " The machine and the wage-worker complete the chain .

of property and crown the edifice of monopoly, imparting to industry
that movement whose intensity and rapidity weakens it to-day, and
allow the capitalist to accumulate enormous gains in some few hours
and then to suspend the process of production." Aft6r pointing out
that "economic science had at |ts birth at the.end of the last century
the well defined aim of discovering means to obviate the evils of
inonopoly," its first high priests and students writing in all good faith
and honesty, the writer proceeds to review modern economy, with its

fallacies of free trade, free contract, and the like, private enterprise
and monopoly in agriculture, means of transport, finance, and so forth.
He likens society to-day to a beleaguered city, in which we are forced
to buy all goods at three-fold, four-fold, ten-fold their cost. This is the
case certainly with many things (as the necessaries of life, house-shelter,
and many foods), but with numerous goods—quasi-luxuries, the new-
coined "necessaries" of a flash civilisation—there is a certain decep-
tive halo of cheapness which quite takes in the ignorant, who vaunt
the "progress" of social life (a lamentable progress indeed!), and un-
fortunately are incapable of watching the progress that exists in truth.
The short descriptive chapter on the "Theory of Monopolism" is plain
and clear, though perhaps v/anting in detail. It is summarised on the
first page : "Monopoly is born, not of the simple appropriation of the
products of nature, or of the diflerence of utility between goods, and
of productivity of labour, but is born of the right which a man
arrogates to himself to dispose of natural products, specified or other-
wise, under the form of extracting by this means a profit on the labour
of others." In one of the " Fallacies of the Economists," however,
I am bound to say that I see no fallacy, but a truth—namely, in the
definition of Rent. Rent is the diflerence in productivity between the
best-yielding land and the worst, to put it shortly and roughly. But
the difference between rent to-day and in a Socialist state of society
is that whereas now the proprietor of the superior land gains from the
greater productivity of his land, in a reasonably ordered community
this surplus will go into the stores of the community, and thus maintain
economic equlibrium. Rent of this sort, in countries where the quality
of the soil varies, must always be—though, it may be, only implicitly.
In giving us an outline of a possible Socialist organisation, he dwells
upon the importance of immediate labour-combination the day after the
fighting days of the Revolution, laying stress upon the influence for
good or bad that the speedy or tardy reintegration of the factors of
labour will have upon the character oE the social change.
We regret that Signer Merlino has not touched upon the ethical

side of Socialism, having given us so clear and able a general view in
a much condensed form qf its economics. The ethics of Socialism aue
too much ignored by most expounders of its doctrines. For all this
omission. Signer Merlino has very successfully done his work of lay-
ing before his compatriots a clear and simple exposition of the ills

'

of Capitalism and the benefits of Socialism ; while we may add that
there is nothing throughout his writing to ruffle the temper of the
most rabid anti Anarchist of us all. ,' M. M. '.. ^

Amsterdam, April 13.—Taking advantage of the festivities in celebration >

of the King of Holland's seventieth birthday, a deputation from the Uni-
versal Suffrage Union had an audience of King William, and presenteci a t

petition praying his Majesty to pardon M. Domela Nieuwebhuis, who was
condeiBned in June last to a year's solitary confinement for iusultingr the
king. "The petition sets forth that M. Ni^nwenhuis is seriously ill.
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CONCERNING "JUSTICE."
Plato and the ancients generally deemed the whole of morality to be
summed up in the idea of Justice. And indeed, when looked at closely

it will be seen that the notion of jvMice at least supplies the key-note
of every ethical system. It is therefore on this notion of justice that
the crucial question turns in debates between the advocates of modern
Socialism and of modern Individualism respectively. The bourgeois idea
of justice is crystallised in the notion of the absolute right of the indi-

vidual to the possession and full control of such property as he has
acquired without overt breach of the bourgeois law. To interfere with
this right of his, to abolish his possession, is in bourgeois eyes the
incarnation of injustice. The Socialist idea of justice is crystallised in

the notion of the absolute right of the community to the possession
and control (at least) of all wealth not intended for direct individual
use. Hence the abolition of the individual possession and control of

such property, or in other words, its confiscation, is the first expression
of Socialist justice. Betv/een possessio7i and confiscation is a great
gulf fixed, the gulf between the Bourgeois and the Socialist worlds.
Well-raeaning men seek to throw bridges over this gulf by schemes of

compensation, abolition of inheritance, and the like. But the attempts,
as we believe, even should they ever be carried out practically, will

fall disastrously short of their mark, and be speedily engulphed between
the precipitous shores they would unite. iSTowhere can the phrase,
" He that is not for us is against us," be more aptly applied than to the
moral standpoint of modern Indi\'idualism and of modern Socialism.
To the one individual possession is right and justice, and social confisca-

tion is wrong and injustice ; to the other, individual possession is wrong
and injustice, and confiscation is right and j ustice. This is the real issue.

Unless a man accept the last-named standpoint unreservedly, he has
no right to call himself a Socialist. If he does accept it, he will

seek the shortest and most direct road to the attainment of justice
rather than any longer and more indirect ones, of which it is at best
doubtful whether they will attain the end at all. For be it remembered
the moment you tamper with the sacredness of private property, no
matter how mildly, you surrender the conventional bourgeois principle
of justice, while the moment you talk of compensation you surrender
the Socialist principle of justice ; for compensation can only be real
if it is adequate, and can only be adequate if it counterbalances and
thereby annuls the confiscation.

^
It is just, says the Individualist, for a man to do what he likes with

his own. Good ; but what is his own 1 The " own " of the Roman
citizen of the republic included his slaves. These he could cut up to
feed his lampreys if he liked, and he doubtless felt it "unjust", when

the emperors limited his right to the control of his own property, in*

this and similar ways, by sundry enactments which (to employ a
modern phrase) " savoured of State Socialism." Again, the donkey is

the costermonger's "own." But if the costermonger stimulates that
donkey's flagging energies with a two-pronged fork, the modern State
interferes and limits the control of the costermonger over his property.

The costermonger perhaps thinks it unjust—" State-Socialistic," and
the like ; the humanitarian thinks it just, and is so far untrue ta
bourgeois principles. But, says the bourgeois advocate, this does not
touch us ; we only refer to the things which are products of industry
and which can be, and have been, lawfully acquired. Now the right to

property in human flesh is not admitted in the present day in any
sense, and therefore it cannot be lawfully acquired. The property in
assinine or other flesh is admitted, only with certain restrictions. Have
a care, O bourgeois ! You concede, then, that the concepts of " right

"

and "justice" as regards property have changed, for it was not always
so. But no matter. It is just, you say, for a man to possess the
product of his industry, or what he has acquired in a lawful manner,
and to have the entire control of it. Good. But the feudal baron
would not have thought it just to have been deprived of his "dues"
taken from the industry of his villeins, whom he had acquired with his

lands, lands obtained not by industry but by violence. At the sack of a
town the mediaeval knight would have thought it unjust had his lord,

in accordance with nineteenth century notions of equity, magnan-
imously compelled him to surrender his booty to its original lawful
owner. And the rest of the world would have agreed with him, owner
included. The Frank who broke the vase at Soissons would not have
appreciated the justice of Chlodwig any better had he sought to make
him surrender it to the Romano -Gaul who had previously possessed

it, and had presumably acquired it in a lawful manner, than he did

when he wished to appropriate it himself. But these were bad men,
you will say. And it is true that the principle of your middle-class

Individualist conception of "justice" is opposed to the "justice" of

these men, therefore to you they are bad.

So now, having shown by these one or two examples that justice

was conceived difierently in the past, we will trace the logical

working out of your own true bourgeois conception—that of the

right of every man to the full possession and control of wealth
acquired by the industry of himself, or of others who have volun-

tarily given or bequeathed it to him. This conception of right or

"justice" you have inscribed on your banner throughout your struggle

with the ancient feudal hierarchy—those bold bad men who robbed the

honest merchant, oppressed the tiller of the soil, despised the receiver

of interest, laid onerous irnposts on wares, etc. It was this that lay

at the root of your struggle with the old territorial ecclesiasticism in

the sixteenth century, with the king and noble in the seventeenth^,

with the anciewiie noblesse of France in the eighteenth. Security of

property to the personal possessor against the remants of the ancient

tribal communism and against the exactions of the feudal head whose
power directly or indirectly grew out of it, has ever been your watchword,
and is so to-day, even when you demand compensation for improvements
and denounce the "unearned incretnent." ^ And at first you were per-

fectly sincere
;
your demand seemed the cry of an eternal "justice," a jus-

tice that was absolute in its nature and unalterable in its manifestations.
" Wealth " did to a large extent belong to its immediate producer or to

those who had acquired it directly from him by gift or bequest.
.
The

means of production were within the reach of all. Most of those

that were so minded could earn wealth by their labour. All that

seriously hindered them seemed the fetters of feudalism and semi-

feudalism. On the land the peasant cultivated his own plot with his

own implements; in the town the Jiandicraftsman laboured primarily at

least on his own account. What the one craved was freedom from the

unjust exactions of his lord, and from the tolls and local imposts which
obstructed the exchange of his produce. What the other craved was
freedom, first from aristocratic custom, laws, and ordinances, and
secondly, from the rules and regulations of the guilds—the umbilical

cord which still united the new-born social organisation with the

feudal order and privilege which was its parent. Even later and till

some way into the manufacture period—the first form of capitalism—in

spite of the exploitation which went on, the possibility for the vast

majority of earning a tolei'able livelihood, masked the retreat of truth

from within tlie boui-geois citadel of justice and its occupation by
lies. Even the Avorking - classes, for the most part, assumed the

" enemy " still to be feudalism, and held that middle-class "justice"

was their "justice," that the complete possession and control of the-

product of industry was involved in the freedom of industry from
local custom, and of trade from undue impositions, and nothing more.

We have referred to the evacuation by truth of the middle-class

notion of justice. This is the point the middle-class advocate invariably

ignores. He assumes that his principle, the right of the individual

possessor to the full control of his lawfully acquired property, means
the same thing now, has the same application now, as when wealth

meant the direct product of the labour of the individual possessor, or

of those from whom he had received it by gift or bequest. It does

not occur to him that w^ealth in the modern capitalist world means
something very different from this, that neither has this man sinned

nor his father in its production, but that on the contrary the modern
possessor and his father are alike innocent of having had any share in

the process. If it be alleged that the modern capitalist's ancestor in

some golden age of the past created by his personal industry the-

wealth which was embodied in instruments of production, we may well

^ Just as if any portion of " rent" were tamed.
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call upon our bourgeois advocate to give us some chronological data on

the subject, seeing that the most extended research has as yet failed

to discover the primitive ancestral capitalist in question. Go back as

we may, we discover nothing but essentially the self-same process as

at present, though less in scope and intensity, the formation of capitals

from unpaid labour, and their division by the scramble of competition,

till we reach the feudal period, when status, serfdom, and forcible

appropriation reign supreme. The old original capitalist who has

rested from his labours, and whose works do follow him—creative,

frugal, and laborious—he looms ever "backer and backer." It is a

beautiful conception this of the first capitalist, and only shows that

poetry like hope springs eternal in the human breast—even the econo-

mical breast. Like Prester John and the Wandering Jew, he has a

weird charm about him that almost makes one love him. But our

reverence for an old legend must not blind us to historical fact. The

real origin of modern capital is fully discussed by Marx in his chapter

on the " so-called original accumulation."

The contradiction between the assumption contained in his formula

and the facts of modern life which he stupidly or designedly ignores,

is proclaimed by the Socialist, who shows that the maintenance of

private property in the means of production is in flagrant opposition

to the concept of "Justice" with which he set out, since the former

necessarily involves the workman's deprivation of the greater part

of the product of his labour, as otherwise such property would be

of no value. The concept "Justice," therefore, as meaning the

right to the possession and control by the individual of the product

of his labour has lost all meaning in modern times. But in the main-
tenance of the sham, of the assumption, that is, that the meaning
remains what it was, lies the whole theoretical strength of the bour-

geois position. The means of production are no longer in the hands
of the producers, but in those of men or of syndicates who are usually

entirely divorced from the process of production. Now the only use

of means or instruments of production is to produce wealth and com-
modities. So that to the non-producers who possess them they are of

no use whatever, except, and a very important except it is, in so far
as they compel others to labour under conditions which allow them only

a fractional part of the prodttct of their labour. The only possible use

of these means of production is, therefore, to violate the original

bourgeois definition of " Justice." This being so, that definition of
" Justice " cannot be invoked as an excuse for gentle dealings with
monopolists, whose retention of these instruments is a cause of injus-

tice, For the removal of the cause of injustice cannot itself be
unjust. But if it is not unjust it must be just. It is just, therefore,

to confiscate all private property in the means of production, i.e., in

land or capital. Q.E.D.
Now, Justice being henceforth identified with confiscation and in-

justice with the rights of property, there remains only the question of
" ways and means." Our bourgeois apologist admitting as he must that
the present possessors of land and capital hold possession of them
simply by right of superior force, can hardly refuse to admit the right

of the proletariat organised to that end to take possession of them by
right of superior force. The only question remaining is how ? And
the only answer is how you can. Get what you can that tends in the
right direction, by parliamentary means or otherwise, bien entendu,
the right direction meaning that which curtails the capitalist's power
of exploitation. If you choose to ask further how one would like it,

the reply so far as the present writer is concerned, one would like it to
come as drastically as possible, as the moral effect of sudden expro-
priation would be much greater than that of any gradual process.
But the sudden expropriation, in other words the revolutionary
crisis, will have to be led up to by a series of non-revolutionary
political acts, if past experience has anything to say in the matter.
When that crisis comes the great act of confiscation will be the seal
of the new era ; then and not till then will the knell of Civilisation,
with its rights of property and its class-society, be sounded ; then and
not till then will Justice—the Justice not of Civilisation but of So-
cialism—become the corner-stone of the social arch.

E. Belfort Bax.

LITERARY NOTICES.
'A Plea for Socialism,' by J. L. Mahon {Commonweal Office, 16 pp. Id.)

advertised in another column, is a well-written and comprehensive exposition
of our principles and aims. It is the substance of the addresses delivered by
our comrade during his tour among the Northumberland miners, and should
meet with ready sale.

'Is Socialism Sound?' (Progressive Publishing Company, Stonecutter
Street, paper covers, Is.) is a neat book of 160 pages, containing a verbatim
report, revised by both disputants, ofj the four night's debate between Annie
Besant and G. W. Foote, held at the Hall[of Science on Feb. 2, 9, 16, 23, this
year. We expressed the hope some weeks ago that all " (cheers) " and so on
would be left out ; but regrettably enough all the partisan cries of either
side^ appear duly set forth and the pages are studded with parentheses en-
closing ejaculations which break up and spoil the speeches in print as they
did m the hearing. Of the debate itself we can but say that both causes
were well supported. Mrs. Besant was in admirable form throughout, and
successively smashed the arguments adduced against her position, opening
and closing the series with speeches of rare power and much beauty. Mr.
iioote fought well what he must have felt was a losing battle. Altogether it
makes a very readable and useful book, one that cannot fail to be of service.

Arrests in Odessa.—An Odessa telegram states that 260 arrests took
place m that city on Easter Sunday, and that in one cellar five men and
women were surprised in the act of filling bombs. They were arrested.

COREESPON^DENGE.

"SOME MISTAKES OF MOSES."

Sir,—Our ancient friend Moses M^Gibbon is, it appears, not dead, as some of

our Glasgow friends supposed. This is gratifying. After all, Socialism

could ill afford to lose a person , of such unconventional method as Moses. ,

Our friend, it seems, has suddenly emerged from the seclusion to which he

retired after a brief and visionary appearance before the public as a parlia;

mentary candidate for the Falkirk Burghs over a year ago. He was too

earnest a Socialist to contest the seat against a Whig lawyer, so, gracefully

commending that gentleman as a " true Liberal," he disappeared into the

isolation to which providence has predestinated him. This of course was a
mistake on Moses' part—not the retiring, but the coming forward at all.

The place of Moses' recent revivification was at Newcastle, where a meeting

was held by the local Socialists to determine whether they should join the

Socialist League or the Social-Democratic Federation, or form a separate

organisation of their own. What induced Moses to go there 1 What induced

him to advise the people to affiliate with a body from which he virtuously

severed himself only a year ago ? O Moses ! be sure your virtues will find

you out I Burning with intense anxiety to champion the cause of the

oppressed workers, Moses saw that the backs of the miners, over-burdened

with labour and sorrow, might become fitting stepping-stones to the high

altitude of membership of the Imperial Parliament. Dreading, therefore,

above all things the non-parliamentary programme of the League, he heroic-

ally and disinterestedly made himself the apologist of the Federation. Here
it was that Moses, in his zeal, fell into another " mistake "—for nobody outside

one or two of his old comrades in the Federation would think of using a
harsher term. Moses informed his audience, as he tells us in last week's

Justice, " that the Glasgow Branch of the Socialist League consisted of some
half a dozen persons who did no work in propaganda." How Moses was
aware that there existed such a body at all as the Socialist League in Glas-

gow—not to speak of the S. D. F.—is somewhat of a mystery. That he did

not know that there were more than "half a dozen" members in it is not
then certainly to be wondered at. That Moses should deem—if he has any
knowledge of the matter of which he speaks at all—that the holding of some-
thing like 170 open-air Socialist meetings, including one the largest open-

air Socialist meeting ever held in Scotland, 60 indoor meetings, including one
the largest Socialist indoor meeting ever held in Scotland, as well as being
the principal speakers at 40 other meetings—all in the course of one year,

—

as " no work in propaganda," only shows what an inordinate notion Moses
has of the work "half a dozen" members should undertake.
The only other mistake of Moses to which I shall refer, and it concerns

himself solely, is his notion that because the miners of Lanarkshire—on
whom he has fixed a kindly eye—returned to Parliament an honest Whig^
they are therefore likely to return a sham Socialist. The jingle of money
in a trouser's pocket can frequently accomplish much ; but not always, and
not all.

Glasgow. J. Bruce Glasier.

EDINBURGH SOCIALISTS AND COERCION,

On Wednesday evening, 13th inst., a meeting convened by the Edinburgh So-
cialists was held in the Good Templar Hall, High Street, to protest against the
passing of the Coercion Bill. Mr. John Leslie occupied the chair, and there was
a large attendance.
Mr. Henry C. Noble intimated apolcigies from Mr. R. B. Cunninghame

Graham, M.P.; Mr. J. Shaw Maxwell; i\lr. Wm. Simpson, of the Land Resto-
ration League, Glasgow ; and from Mr. John Fergusson, (jJlasgow. These gentle-
men all expressed sympathy with the object of the meeting.
The Chairman said he thought that he could not better express the sentiment

of every Socialist, and indeed every lover of freedom in the country, than by
saying that they regarded the measure with a feeling of the utmost horror and
detestation.

Mr. Henry C. Noble moved—"That this meeting, being of opinion that the
Coercion Bill is tyrannical, unjustifiable, and insulting to the Irish people, desires
to record its 'solemn protest against the despotic action of the present Govern-
7nent, and it is further of opinion that the bill, if passed into law, will un-
doubtedly tend to widen the gulf between Great Britain and Ireland." Speaking
as a Radical, he thought the bill was not for the purpose of meeting but of
making crimes, and its ultimate object was to strike a blow at freedom of speech,
not merely in Ireland, but in Britain. Th« cause of Ireland was the cause of
British democracy, and they could not too strongly resist the passing of such a
violent Act. The time had arrived in the history of nations when any country
that demanded power to govern itself had a perfect right to do so. What was
legislative union compared with the wants and wishes of a nation ? What was
this superstition of empire compared with the aspirations and needs of a
country ?

Mr. Thomas Thomson seconded the motion. He said that the Socialists of
Edinburgh had the hearty sympathy of the working-classes.
Mr. J. Bruce Glasier supported the motion. He said that " law and order "

in Ireland had been created by landlords to protect their stolen property. He
thought that the people of Ireland, who were suffering so greatly under the pre-
sent system, were justified in using every means ip their power to resist it.

Mr. Ja:\ies Robertson moved :
— *' That this meeting is of opinion force is no

remedy for the state of Ireland, since its troubles spring to a large extent from
the same economic causes the people are suffering from in Great Britain and else-
where ; but while, therefore, seeing no adequate cure for her wrongs in any
merely political changes, we feel bound to assist Ireland in her present struggle
against landlordism, as well as make common cause with her in resisting all

attempts to interfere with the ordinary constitutional rights of British subjects
in agitating for reform."
Mr. William Baillie seconded the motion.
The Rev. John Glasse said he supported this resolution not as a politician,

but as a Socialist. In the past British rule in Ireland had been a complete
failure, and what was wanted was Home Rule—not only for Ireland but for
Scotland.
Mr. Lamond moved: **That an expression of gratitude and sympathy be

heartily accorded to the leaders of the Irish people for the ability and fidelity
displayed by them in the cause of Ireland."
Mr. Macmillan seconded the motion.
Mr. Noble then moved that a copy of the above resolutions be sent to Mr.

Gladstone, M.P., Mr. Wallace, M. P., Mr. M'Ewan, M.P., and the secretaries of
the Socialist League and Socialist Democratic Federation in London.

All the resolutions were unanimously adopted.
The meeting, which was of an enthusiastic character, was brought to a close

by a vote of thanks to the chairman.—(Abridged from Scottish Leader,)
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
This department is under the direction of the Strike Committee, Labour News

and Contributions to the Fund should be sent to T. Binning, at the Offices,

WELSH MINERS' WAGES.
In this column a few weeks ago full details were given of the prices paid

at the Welsh collieries. The statements then made, though perfectly accu-

rate, are continually being challenged by persons who, and no wonder, find it

difficult to believe that men can be found to follow such a dangerous and
laborious occupation for such miserable wages. The meek and mild member
for Morpeth (Mr. Burt) possibly to please the monopolists, has recently tried

to make out that the Welsh miners get the magnificent sum of £l per week.
This is how one of the pitmen replies to this statement

:

" The paper you sent me with a letter t)f Burt's in it, I have shown to sev-

eral w^ho were formerly union delegates, and they all say it is a lie, as the
average wages are 2s. 6d. through Welsh mines."

I have received a bundle of pitmen's bills which fully bear out the state-

ment in the foregoing extract. Below is a copy of a bill (name and date
omitted for obvious reasons) showing the amount actually paid for seven
weeks' w^ork :
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The above bill shows an average of 14s. This is with one exception the
l)iggest pay out of a dozen. In the case of two working together, the highest
total for seven weeks out of several bills is only £l 14s. 4d., out of which
Is. 8d. for doctor has to be deducted.

It is stated that a number of the miners employed at South Benwell Col-
liery in the Northumberland district gave in their notices last week. South
Benwell is one of the collieries not in the Employers' Association, and the
miners have continued at work. It is understood that they desire an advance
of wages.

The Master Builders' Association of Toronto have sent a representative to

England to advertise for masons, bricklayers, joiners, plasterers and painters.

He is to guarantee five years' work. The trade society, however, send warn-
ing that trade is bad, hundreds connected with the building trade being out
of work ; and wages have recently been lowered. Advice to those about to

emigrate—don't

!

The Ashton Weavers.—Much dissatisfaction is expressed by some of

the strikers because they have not been given their old places in the factories.

At the termination of every strike, those who have taken a prominent part
are carefully noted by the masters and punished accordingly. This accounts
in a great measure for the half-hearted manner that men holding positions

in factories enter on strikes. The certainty of life-punishment, if engaged
in the same district, and the inability of the workers by their present feeble

organisations to prevent this form of punishment naturally produces irreso-

lution.

Great Strike in the Building Trade.—A strike has commenced in the
building trades of Birmingham. Nearly 10,000 men are affected. The
mfeisters have given notice to reduce wages Id. per hour, on the ground of

the depressed condition of trade and competition. The notice afi'ects the
bricklayers, stonemasops, carpenters and joiners, and plasterers. At the
present time about 1,000 men are out, and the strike is extending. There is

talk of arbitration, but the men seem determined to stick to their demands.
Now is the Birmingham comrades opportunity for propaganda. Suitable
leaflets can be obtained at the offices of the Socialist League on application.

The Strike IN the Nail Trade at Rowley.— The operatives in the
employ of a firm of nail and rivet Hlanufactuters in the Rowley district, who
turned out on strike about a month ago against a reduction in wages, have
i^umed wdrk Mr. 'John Price found it impossible to collect sufficient

funds to support them, and consequently the people were allowed to return

to work. The firm referred to continue paying 20 per cent, less than the
1879 list. It was reported on Saturday that underselling was goin^ on in/
the Hales Owen and Broinsgrove districts, and unless this is checked the
result, it is stated, will be that the nailmakers, who are at the present time
suffering great hardships through scarcity of employment, will have to sub-

'

mit to the reduction, which will bring their wages down generally to 20 per
cent, below the list framed in 1879.

The Northumberland Miners.—The Northumberland miners' strike is

.

caused by the mineowners refusing to continue the sliding scale which has
just expired. They want to enforce a reduction of 12^ per cent, on the
grounds of increased cost of production. The miners have practically agreed
to accept a new sliding scale if it can be proved to a board of arbitrators that
the cost of production has increased ; but the owners decline to accede to
this reasonable request, which has convinced most fair-minded people that
the mineowners know the pretext on which they found their demand for a
reduction is a false one, and are aware if the facts were laid before arbitra- -

tors the decision would go against them. There are still some hopes that the
strike will be successful, as the time for Baltic trade is just commencing, and
the Northumberland owners cannot afford to have their pits closed much
longer. They have threatened through the newspapers to open one or two
mines to all who will come and work at the reduced terms ; and to proceed
and evict the strikers from their huts. It is generally believed that in this

event formidable resistance will be made by the pitmen.—A. D.

AMERICA.
Chicago.—The 15,000 men in the iron rolling mills of Chicago and

vicinity have gained an increase of 9 per cent, in pay and other concessions.

St. Louis, March 31.—The white and coloured barbers have combined to

form a union.

A young bookbinder is in New York organising the " women of the
streets " into a mutual benefit society that will render moral, medical, finan-

cial, and legal aid, and to assist those who are willing to return to the path
of morality.

Although we hear many hard things said against " walking delegates " in

general, not alone by outsiders, but from " wiseacres " in the Unions, it is

an undeniable fact that the position of w^alking delegate is not a sinecure,

and those members who are the loudest shouters for reform are the most
difficult ones to be induced to accept the office. This accounts for the long
tenure of office enjoyed by those holding said position. The abilities re-

quired are not only " pugnacity," but strong common sense, a good temper,
and wise discretion in dealing with trade matters.

—

John SwintorCs Paper.

A Well-Conducted Strike.—New York, April 2.—As was previously
arranged by the men engaged upon the Equitable Building, New York, a
strike was ordered on Wednesday owing to the employment of non-union
men on the building. At the signal of the walking delegates the following
number of men from each union left the building : Carpenters, 300 ; marble
cutters, 120 ; marble cutters' helpers, 120 ; labourers, 75

;
plumbers, 40

;

steamfitters, 40
;
gasfitters, 15

;
gasfitters' assistants, 65 ; hardwood finishers,

85
;
polishers, 12. Total, 872. Their places cannot readily be filled, and

there seems to be little doubt of a complete victory for the men.

EARLY COMMUNAL LIFE AND WHAT IT
TEACHES.

(Continued from p. 123.)

The villages are generally situated in the centre of their lands, the
houses and gardens composing them are the hereditary property of the
families, who upon removal have the right to take the house, which of

course is a wooden one, with them, or with the consent of the heir to
sell it to another family. The lands are divided into three conceniric

zones round the village, each zone being again divided into three large

fields, according to the triennial arrangement of crops still universally

practised in Russia. Each zone is divided into narrow strips varying
from 16ft. to 32ft. wide, and from 600ft. to 2,600ft. long; seyeral

parcels are combined to make a share, care being taken that there be
at least one in each zone and in each division of the rotation ; the
shares are made as equal as possible and drawn for by lot, any one who
can prove that he has come off badly is put right from reserve land.

This partition formerly took place every year or every three years, but
recently the average time between the dates of redivision has been
about nine years

As the various parcels are intermixed they all have to be cultivated

at the same time, and devoted to the same crop. Generally, one-third

is planted with rye, one-third with oats, and one-third lies fallow,

forming three large fields in each zone ; the time of sowing and harvest

is determined by a general assembly of inhabitants.

The great ignorance of the peasants, owing to long serfdom and
want of any proper education is a great barrier to progress ; the

system of agriculture practised is a very ancient and rude one, little

manure is used, and none of the modern improvements are known.
Nevertheless, were it not for the gross oppression of the nobility and
government officials, the peasant's life would compare well in many
respects with the rush and bustle of our life of enterprise and pro-

gress. Nor does one see why a good system of education, including a

training in agriculture, should not remove the element of stagnation

which undoubtedly there is in these otherwise happy communes.
As showing the strong instincts which people had in primitive times ,

against private property in land, it is instructive to notice that upon >

the first settlement of tribes in a fixed abode there was no partition,

each took what he wanted and used it as long as he liked. Yet, when
population became less sparse and quarrels arose, they seem to have
always acknowledged the right of the tribe to the eminent domain,
and to have submitted to a system of periodic partition.

Such in the main has been the village life of Russia for ages, and
such to a great extent it still is, though it seems that the individualistic

forces are now commencing to work, helped on no doubt by the dis-

integrating force of government oppression ; the young members j^i
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the family are beginning to rebel against the despotic authority of the

ancients, they do not care to be told whom and when to marry, and

, they like when they do marry to form a new home, living in a separate

house. In many cases they are forcing a division of the land and

other property, which the law allows when there is a majority of

three-fourths in favour of it; so far this is generally found to be to

. the detriment of all.

Another very interesting example of the village commune system is

to be found in Java. Rice is the staple food of the Javanese, and

they cultivate it almost entirely on the communal principle; this is

the more interesting as the cultivation of rice needs very extensive

works of irrigation, canals and aqueducts have to be made to bring

the water from the higher grounds to the rice fields, which must be

surrounded by dykes to keep the requisite amount of water in. These

works are carried out by the people under the instruction of the com-

munal authorities, or of a surveyor of irrigations appointed by them,

thus showing how extensive improvements can be carried out by com-
munities without waiting to accumulate a large amount of capital, and
having to pay interest on it perpetually afterwards. The rice fields

are distributed each year much in the same way as was done in Russia

;

any one reclaiming waste land is allowed the exclusive use of it for a
few years in addition to his share, it then passes to the community and
is divided with the rest. The fields are usually made to yield a second
crop of maize, tobacco, or some other quickly growing plant.

The same village communities have evidently existed all over India
in ancient times, but are now only to be found in very remote dis-

tricts, they have given way before European civilisation ; community
within the family still exists over the greater part of India, and im-
portant family meetings are often attended by relations as remote as

fifth cousins.

Before leaving village communities and passing on to family com-
munes, which form tl^e next step in development, it will be Avell for

us to look at our own country and see what evidence can be found
here of these ancient customs. Those who live in towns have in that
word the first piece of evidence we come to, for the word town means
a hedge or fence, and was given at a time when the village alone was
enclosed by a fence, each house with its orchard or garden being open
to the neighbour's within the fence, and all the country outside being
open for any one's cattle to graze upon. All the inhabitants had to

assist at keeping up these fences, which were to protect the village and
flax gardens from the cattle roaming at large without. The cultivated
portion of the territory was divided into three parts, devoted to the
same triennial rotation of crops as in Russia. Every proprietor had
usually one or more lots in each of these divisions. These scattered
lots evidently originated in the old periodic partition which we have
seen elsewhere, but they had become private property before we can
learn of them in history, though at the time we first begin to get
authentic accounts they were still cultivated in the same way and
devoted to the same crops.

In ' Doomsday Book ' we find frequent mention of forests set apart
to provide wood for the fences with which the two cultivated parts of
land were temporarily surrounded. After the har^^est had been
gathered these fences were thrown down with great rejoicing on the
feast of Lammas day, which was one of the chief festivals of the year,
and was like a momentary return to primitive community. William
Marshal, writing about the end of last century and the commencement
of the present, says that very few centuries ago nearly the whole of
the lands of England lay in an open and more or less commonable
state. Each parish or township was considered as one large farm,
though the tenantry were numerous. Round the village in which the
tenants resided lay a few small enclosures or grass yards for rearing
calves, and as baiting and nursery grounds for other farm stock. This
was the common farmstead, which was placed as near the centre of
the culturable lands as water and shelter would allow. Round the
homestead lay a suite of arable lands for raising corn and pulse, and
fodder and litter for the winter and spring months, while pastures for
the milk cows were laid out on the outskirts of the arable lands ; the
steep and rough parts were left for firewood and timber, and for a
common pasture for the more ordinary stock of the township, without
any further stint than the other lands gave, namely, each could send
on as many cattle or sheep as he was able to keep during the winter.
The private lands in the township were laid out in plots of different
qualities and situations, so that each' owner might have his share of
each quality of land. The whole was divided into three fields, accord-
ing to the triennial arrangement of crops. Such is the account given
by Marshal of England's land system a few hundred years ago. Sir
Henry Maine confirms that evidence, and says that he has found many
traces even now renmining of these early village communities. The
turf-grown ridges which once divided the three fields are still to be
seen in some places. Whatever doubt there may be as to the extent
to which community of property was practised, this at least seems
certain, that the Anglo-Saxon had ample land to supply his food, while
the extensive common pastures enabled him to keep large herds, and
the forests found him in timber and firewood, so that his first wants
were abundantly supplied. The development from that time to this is
a history of the confiscation of the people's rights, and we shall do
well to remember this history when we are asked to give compensation
tor the land. It is outside my present subject to deal with this con-
tiscation more in detail, we can realise it by comparing the present
monopolised condition of the land with the picture of open commons
given above. Raymond Unwin.

{To he continued.)

A CLOUD LIKE A MAN'S HAND-

A fierce drought wastes the land ; no sign is given
,

To help the famine-stricken tribes that crowd

Round priests that cut themselves and cry aloud

;

Sick unto death, men's weary eyes have striven

With scorching skies each morning, noon, and even

:

Only the seer above with body bowed
Prays, and his serva,nt sees a speck of cloud

Swim from the sea into the gaping heaven.

A strong wind stirs the stagnant air and hot,

And stormy music shakes the groves again

;

The black cloud spreads, and spreads, and ceases not—
The lonely prophet has not prayed in vain.

O slavish king, prepare thy chariot

—

There comes a sound of an abundant rain.

Reginald A. Beckett.

AUSTRALIAN INVESTMENTS.

In the Daily Chronicle of April 6th, under head of " Money Market,"

there appears the following paragraph:—"Inclusive of £17,94^
brought forward the accounts of the" Australian Mortgage Land and
Finance Company, Limited, show an available balance of £119,376.

From this sum a dividend of 20 per cent, is proposed, half which has

already been distributed, leaving £27,376 undivided."

Perhaps this may only interest those folk who have " uninvested"

capital, and are seeking 20 per cent., but we Socialists cannot pass it

unnoticed. Here is great wealth created by the bone and sinew and
brain of Australian workers being appropriated by the few persons,

who never, probably, earned one of the many meals they've eaten,

calling themselves the Australian Mortgage Land and Finance Com-
pany, Limited. These people have " grabbed " the land, and now tax

labour in Australia to the tune of £120,000 a year for the doubtful

good they think they do as manipulators of credit. By legal chicanery

and the fraud of interest they are enabled to absorb an amount of

wealth which would keep 1,000 families in comfort.

Such facts as these may set intending emigrants thinking that they

will escape few of the evils of the old country by settling in Austra-

lia, for the iron heel of capitalism grinds alike the factory slave, the

Egyptian fellah, and the Australian workers.

No wonder some of our wealthy philanthropists of the Samuel
Smith type are so anxious for emigration to be forwarded on a grand
scale by the State ; 20 per cent, explains a good many wonders, and
20 per cent, cannot be had unless population is planted out to make:
Australian land valuable.

*

P. C. Walkden^

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE. •

Offices : 13 Farringdon Egad, E.C.

Annual Conference.—The Third Annual Conference of the Socialist League
will be held at 13 Farringdon Road on Whitsunday, May 29th. Branches ar«
particularly requested to attend to the following arrangements, if they wish to
be represented at the Conference : (1) To at once send a return of their meniber-
ship to the General Secretary. The representation will be based on this return.
(2) Branches cannot be represented unless all monthly subscriptions are paid up
to March 31 by May 1st.

Co-operative Store.- -The Committee attend at the ofSces at 8.30 p.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. See advertisement on last page.

Lessons in French.—Comrade Victor Dave is now giving lessons in French
at the offices of the League on Tuesday evenings, at 8 o'clock. The lessons are
free to members, and those desirous of profiting by them should send their names
at once to the secretary of the League.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and jaffiUated
bodies. Library Catalogue, containing the Pailes, 2d. Lena Wardle and
W. Blundell are the Librarians.

Bound Volumes of ' Commonweal ' for 1886 can now be had. Price 5s. -ed.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
;

Birmingham, Hackney, liull, Leeds, North London, to August 31. Manchester,
Merton, Norwich, to Oct. 31. Bradford, to November 30. Croydon, Leices^r,
South London, to December 31, 1886. Lancaster, to January 31. Bloomsbuiy,
to February 28. Clerkenwell, Hammersmith, Hoxton (Labour Emancipation
League), Oxford, Walsall, to March 31, 1887. . . ;

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID TUND.
C. W. Mowbray and Fred Henderson, of the Socialist League, were sentenced at the Norwick

Assizes on Jan. 20 to nine and fo\ir months' imprisonment respectively. The costs of the tMx
amounted to £60, and Mowbray's wife and five children must be provided for during his impriaoa-
ment, so that at least .^100 will be required. The treasurer of this fund therefore jippeaie to
every one to give all the assistance he can.

R. L. Allan, 2s. Christian Socialist Society, £1. Webb (two weeks), 2s. J^
Medical Student, Is. For Mrs. Moiobray~A few Fabians, per Annie Besant
(weekly), 10s.—£1, 15s. J. Lane^ Treasurer. .

STRIKE COMMITTEE.
Regent's Park, April 3, per Cantwell, 2s. 7d. ; P. W., 2s.

'

'•

T. Binning, Treasurer.

" COMMONWEAL " PRINTING FUND. r

'

E. B. B. (v/eekly). Is. T. B. (two weeks), Is. Hammersmith Branch (three
weeks), £1, 10s. M. M. (two weeks), 2s. Ph. W., Treasurer, Aprlll9.

Hackney Free Speecu Defence Fund.—East London International Workijjg
Men's Educational Society, t*s. Cd. T. R. CooPEE, TreaBXirer.
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BRANCH REPORTS.
Bloomsbury.—Weiler gave a lecture last Thursday

evening at the Communist Club. On Sunday at the
Arches, 5s. was Collected Tor the Provincial Fund, per
T. E. W.
Clerkenwell.—Oh Wednesday, April 13, a very

successful anti-Coercion meeting was held by this
Branch. J. Lane took the chair, and after a few pre-
liminary remarks called upon \Vm. Morris to propose
resolution (which appeared in last weeks' Gommon-
zveal). This was seconded by H. A. Barker, and sup-
ported by T. E. Wardle, H. C. Doughty, Home Ruler

;

W. P. Walker and F. Baker, of the London Patriotic
Club ; and S. Mainwaring. The resolution was car-
ried unanimously. Last Sunday evening, at 7.30, we
held successful meeting on Clerkenwell Green, which
was well-attended by local citizens. W. Blundell, T.
Paylor (of the Leeds Branch), and T. Dalziel spoke.
At the close we invited them to lecture-hall, at which
an interesting paper was read by R. L. Allan, on
*'Men versiis Money." Literature has sold well.

—

W. B. and T. E. W.
Croydon.—Last Sunday, F. Verinder delivered an

excellent lecture on "The Queen's Jubilee and the
People's Jubilee." The difference between the old
Hebrew *"' land nationalising " jubilee, and the present
jubilee commemorating fifty years of monarchy and
class government, was sharply defined, and a plea
entered for keeping this jubilee something after the
Jewish method. Mrs. Besant's lecture on the 6th
inst. was a great success. She had the entire sym-
pathy of her audience throughout. Over a quire of

Commonweal sold, and a good collection made.—A. T.
Hackney.—Large and enthusiastic meeting was

held at the Salmon and Ball on Sunday, Graham and
Allman addressed the meeting. Fair sale of Gom-
m9moeal.—G.
HoxTON. — Comrades Pope and Wade addressed

large meetings Sunday morning and evening. At our
hall, Eleanor Marx-Aveling lectured to a large audi-
ence on the "Working-classes of America." She
specially urged the Socialists not to stand aloof from
Radical clubs and other organisations, but to join
them and fraternise with the members, and by these
means induce them to enquire into Socialism.—E. P.
Merton.—Last Sunday a good open-air meeting

was held at the Plough Inn, Garrett, by comrades
Bishop and Eden. Next Sunday at 11.30, same sta-

tion, HarHson, Gregory, and Eden.
North London and Marylebone.—We held our

usual meeting in Regent's Park on Sunday morning.
NicoU spoke to a good audience, and collected Is. 3d.

towards the Defence Fund. In Hyde Park in the
afternoon, a tremendous crowd assembled, probably
on the chance of seeing an affray with the police.

Comrades Brooks and Wardle spoke. Police rather
n»ore orderly than last Sunday. Sale of literature

good.—T. C.

Edinburgh. — On Wednesday the 13th, a large
meeting, convened by the Edinburgh Socialists, was
held in Good Templars' Hall^ to protest against the
Coercion Bill. Fuller report given in another column.
On Sunday, several members of the Socialist League
and S.D.F. held a meeting with the miners of Rose-
well, a village south of Edinburgh."—G.
Glasgow.—On Friday evening an interesting meet-

ing, organised by local friends of the Leasjue, was
held at Lochwinnoch, a village about twenty miles
from Glasgow, when Glasier lectured on " Socialism,"
Muirhead in the chair. The meeting was held in the
Justice of Peace Hall, and there were over 100 pre-

sent, a large number considering the size of the place.

After the lecture an old man, the village Radical,
tackled the lecturer on "how it was to be brought
about," and a young man offered objections from the
temperance standpoint. A good deal of literature was
sold, and after the meeting the men were seen dis-

cussing the question in groups. On Sunday at mid-
day, Glasier addressed a good audience at the Green ;

and in the evening in our rooms, arrangements were
made for a forthcoming anti-Coercion meeting.
Leeds.—On Sunday morning, April 17th, we com-

menced our open-air propaganda on Hunslet Moor.
A. K. Donald and T. Maguire addressed a large and
very attentive audience. Donald appealed for help
for the Northumberland miners on strike, and not-

withstanding the short week 10s. TJd. was collected.

Braithwaite proposed and Hill seconded the resolu-

tion adopted by the Socialist League re Coercion and
the land question, printed in last week's GomTnonweaL
This was carried unanimously with acclamation. In
the evening, Maguire lectured at Bingley on ** Man
and the Community."—F. C.

Norwich.—Mainwaring addressed a large meeting
in the Market Place on Sunday afternoon. 3s. 6d.

was collected for the Defence Fund. At seven o'clock,

a meeting was held on the Agricultural Hall Plain.

Mainwaring lectured in the Gordon Hall at eight on
**The Cause of the People." The hall was well

filled. Mainwaring spoke at some length, showing
the fallacies of governments, and how a better state

of society might be brought about by the workers
themselves. The lecture was well received, and sup-

K)rted by comrades Morley and Crotch. Comrade
arley visited Mowbray at Ipswich Gaol on Saturday.

He reports that Mowbray was looking very well and
aeemea pretty cheerful considering. Henderson we
cannot report upon, he being visited by relatives ; we
have not heard any tidings of him. We received 13s.

proceeds of a collection by the Rev. J. J. Gumey,
ChHrch of England. He intends doing the same, I

believe, next Sunday, on behalf of our propaganda
fund, at his church, and is expected to preach on
«* Christian Socialism." A public debate was held at

Gordon Hall on Monday evening, subject, " Ought
Socialists to take part in Parliamentary Action ?

"

Comrade Crotch led off in the affirmative, Slaughter
took the negative.—A. S.

Dublin.—At the Working-men's Clul), Wellington
Quay, on Satiuxlay evening, April 16th, in a discus-

sion on the " Housing of the Working-classes," J.

Loomey gave some interesting statistics with regard
to the tenement house system in Dublin, and vigor-

ously denounced the rapacity of the Artisans Dwell-
ings Co., who pose as such philanthropic friends of

the workers ; J. Keegan described the condition of

the dwellings of the poor in New York and other
large American cities ; Fitzpatrick repudiated all

"tinkering reforms," and plainly showed that the root
of the evil lay in the system of society that necessi-

tated class distinctions. The speeches of all our com-
rades were well received. We are making a marked
impression on the audiences at this club. On Sunday,
April 17th, a meeting numbering over 5,000, was held
at Harold's Cross Green. Speeches recommending
the workers to combine were delivered by Hall, Killen,
and Coffey. Fitzpatrick dealt unmercifully with the
political fetish, and recommended international organ-
isation. Thousands of Socialist leaflets distributed
among the crowd were eagerly read.—0. K.

LECTURE DIARY.

London Branches.

Bloomsbury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street.

On Thursday 21, at 8 o'clock, important Business
Meeting. On Friday 22, 8.30, George Bernard Shaw,
" The Meaning of Terms used by Socialists." Mem-
bers, DO attend.

Glerkenwdl.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.C. Sunday April 24, at 8.30 p.m.
A debate will take place on the subject: "That
individual ownership of private property should be
maintained in its entirety." John Badcock, jun., of

the "Party of Individual Liberty," will take the
affirmative ; H. Davis, Socialist League, the nega-
tive. Wednesday 27, at 8.30 p.m. T. E. Wardle,
"Ireland." — Business Meeting of Members first

Sunday in May at 7 sharp. Important Business.

Groydon.—Royal County House, West Croydon Station
Yard. Sunday April 24, at 7.15 p.m. W. H. Utley,
*' Socialism and the Miners."

Hachney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11. Business
Meeting every Tuesday at 8.30. On Sunday Apr. 24,
at 8.30 p.m. J. Lane, "The Different Schools of

Socialist Thouejht."

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday April 24, at 8 p.m. G. Brocher, " Colins

and his Philosophical and Social System."

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—Club Room, 2 Crondall Street,

New North Road. Sunday April 24, at 8 p.m.
Frederick Verinder, "The Queen's Jubilee and the
People's Jubilee." A Concert and Social Evening
will be held on Saturday April 23, at 8 p.m.—admis-
sion free. Committee meeting on Friday April 29,

at 8.30 p.m.

Merton.—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

North London and Marylebone.—Members will please

attend meeting on Friday April 29th, at 96 Judd
Street, King's Cross, at 8 o'clock prompt.

Country Branches.

Bingley.—Coffee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.

Birmingham.—Carr's Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 7.30 p.m. to transact business.

Class for the study of * Das Capital ' at 8.15. J. L.

Mahon, of London, expected on May 1st. Particu-

lars in local papers.

Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. On Sunday,
open-air meetings at the Green at 1 and 5 o'qjock.

In the evening, at our Rooms, Conference will take

place regarding out-door summer propaganda.

Hamilton,—Branch meets every Thursday at 7.30 in

Paton's Hall, Chapel Street.

HvXl.—\\ Princess Street, Sykes Street. Lectures on
Sunday at 7 p.m. Thursday at 8 p.m.. Political

Economy Class.

Lancaster.—Addresses every Sunday morning on the

Quay Jetty.

Leicester.—Spiritualist Hall, Silver Street.

Manchester.—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-
chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-

ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every
Vvednesday at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—QfOvdiOTL Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures

every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m. Reading-room
open every evening. See open-air meetings below.

Oa:/brc?.—Temperance Hall, 25i Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Siinday 24.

11.30...Hackney—"Salmon and Ball". ..Allman, Flock-
ton & Graham

1 1.30...Hammersmith —Beadon Rd The Branch
11.30. ..Hoxton Church, Pitfield St. .Pope"& Wade
11.30.. .Hyde Park Wardle & Dalziel

11.30.. .Garrett—Plough Inn The Branch
11. 30...Mitcham Fair Green ..Kitz & Dalchon
11. 30... Regent's Park Cantwell & Mainwaring
11.30. ..St. Pancras Arches W. H. Utley
12.15.. .Ditto Debate: Donald v. Rev. B.WofFendall
11.30.. .Walham Green The Branch
3 ...Hyde Park, Reformers' Tree Demonstration

in support of Northumberland Miners
7 . . .Clerkenwell Green The Branch

Tuesday.

8...Euston Rd.—Ossulton Street...Cantwell & Donald
8...Broad Street, Soho T. E. Wardle & Bartlett

Provinces.—Sunday.

Norwich.—Ber Street Fountain, 10.45; Market Place
at 3 ; Agricultural Hall Plain at 7.

Leeds.—Hunslet Moor, 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, 7 p.m.
Leicester.—Humberston Gate, 11 a.m.

A Board Brigade.

It is proposed to have a Board Brigade on Saturday,
to advertise the Hyde Park meeting and sell Gom-
monweal. Volunteers are requested to attend at the
Offices early on that day.

Dublin.—Irish Labour League, 2 Bachelors Walk,
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discussion on all subjects

connected with the Labour Question. All interested

are requested to attend.

" An injury of one is the concern of alL"

THE NORTHUMBERLAND MINERS.

A MASS MEETING
will be held at the Reformers' Tree,HYDE I^^HK,

On SUNDAY, APRIL 24, at 3 p.m.,
under the auspices of

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE,
for the purpose of expressing sympathy with the
Northumberland Miners in their resistance to the
demands of their employers to further reduce

their already starvation wage.

SPEAKERS :

EDWARD AVELING. H. A. BARKER.
A. K. DONALD. FRANK KITZ. J. LANE.

S. MAINWARING. WILLIAM MORRIS.
T. E. WARDLE.

Notice to Readers of the * Commonweal.'

A CO-OPERATIVE STORE
has been started at the

OFFICES OP THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE,

13 Farringdon Road, E.G.,

and all Grocery articles can be had at current store

prices, or where possible, under. All orders over 6s.

will be delivered carriage paid. The Store will be
open on Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday evenings
after 8.30 p.m.

16 pages One Penny.

A PLEA FOR SOCIALISM,
By J. L. MAHON.

being an address delivered in the course of a campaign
amongst the miners on strike in Northumberland.

Prices to Branches and parcels for sale or distribution,

12 copies (post free) Is.; 50, 3s.; 100, 5s.

Published at 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.C.

THE 'COMMONWEAL' for 1886
(Vol. II.)

Neatly Bound in Bed Gloth,

Price, 5s. 6d.

The Labour Question from the Socialist
Standpoint. By William Morris. . . ld«

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. Bj
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors). Id.

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By WUliam
Morris Id.

Socialist League, 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.C.

Printed and Published by William Morris and Josxph Labs
at 13 Farringdon Road, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
h
tfiRE great event of the last few days has been the attempt on the part
|rof the Ti7Jies newspaper to climb a step higher towards the place of ir-

|responsible dictator of the United Kingdom by dint of what can only

J
be called a piece of cowardly slander ; and the name will apply whether
^the "accusation" is true or false, since a print that could plot an
anonymous accusation of this kind has no longer anything to lose as to

icharacter or honour.

As to its truth or falsity, it certainly seems out of character with
iMv. Parneirs astucity that he should have written such a document at
^the time ; and that all the more as the killing of Cavendish and Burke
%as obviously aimed at the very party of which Mr. Parnell is the
leader, in order to break up the alliance which was being formed be-
tween the Irish Parliamentary Party and the Gladstonites : it was a
sore blow to Mr. Parnell. But if it would have been stupid to write
such a note then, what can one say of Mr. Parnell if his denial of it

now is false 1 Simply that he is the stupidest man that ever pretended
to lead a party ; which is far from being a likely story.

As to the challenge thrown out to Mr. Parnell by the Tory party to
attack the Times in the law-courts under penalty of being considered
guilty, this is illustrating our friend Bax's view, expressed in these
columns, on the necessity of abolishing the libel law, with a vengeance !

So It comes to this, that the enemy of aiiy man, public or private, can
trump up an accusation against him, and if the injured man does not
submit himself to all the chicanery and uncertainty of a law-court, he
IS to be held guilty^^^ough nothing whatever is proved against him

;

and that though his slanderer may have at his back almost unlimited
capital to carry on the battle with !

But perhaps the milignity and dirtiness of the Times' attack is
scarcely equalled by its stupidity. What honest man not blinded by
party feeling would think the worse of Mr. Parnell if he had written
the letter ? Was it not at least a common opinion even in England at
the time that Burke had got but what he had long been asking for ?

And was not this opinion expressed by numbers of people who were
shocked at the murder of Cavendish, and thoroughly disapproved of
the whole affair; who thought it in fact a disastrous business ? I say
that this was an opinion often to be met with among persons of by no
means extreme opinions at the time.

It must be repeated that the whole business is one of the basest party
moves ever made. A baseness in which Lord Hartington must hence-
:^rth share after his shuffling with Mr. Dillon the other night : his
V\ hig worshippers must now leave off putting him forward as the soul
of honour, as it has been their fashion to do.

It is to be hoped at least that even this dastardly episode may do
some good in helping to disgust people with the tyranny of the anony-
mous press; future ages will scarcely believe the story of our havino-
submitted so long to it. And how puzzled they will be in trying to
square the ethics preached throughout society with the conduct of our
-most respectable, most majestically successful journals.

It IS pleasant to turn from these sickening intrigues to the humanity
ot the Irish police-constables, who have resigned rather than dragoon
their fellow-countrymen ; as far as it goes it carries out the hope so
Qtten expressed by Socialists, that when the uniformed instruments of
capitalism come to understand what it really is that they are paid to
cto, they will refuse to do it. All honour to our Irish friends for show-

;

ing the way in this matter !

I

As to l^ie position of the two parties in Parliament since the second
|ieaaing ot the bill, there is not much to be said about it. In spite of

^ back h^^
^«^^ ifa^^ Gazette, Mr. Gladstone seems to be hanging

' thintTl^^t^u ^ ^^ indeed he is wont to do in a crisis. He seems to

whfPh
chapter of accidents may have something hidden in it

' more ^h T^^^
^^^ *^^ ^^^^^^ without his committing himself any

^ that th
-^p^i^s have at least this advantage over their opponents,

r.io^« ^^.^^!,}^' ^^^ that the others are not very anxious to take their

,
^^" h^ curious to watch the lengths of cowardice that want

place.

of confif^ •
^^^^<J^s w waicn xne leng^ns

to TT ^^^t
^^ ^^^ principles which they profess will drive the Liberals

• ^^^<>uotedly they need have no difficulty in bringing on a disso-

lution if they wish it ; and if they shrink from doing what they can to

deliver us from the disgrace of the Coercion Bill, they and their leader

will earn a title to feebleness and cowardice which one may hope they
would seek to avoid—though one cannot help fearing that they will

not care much about it.

There may be some meaning in the arrest of the French Commissary
on the frontier or there may be none. It scarcely seems possible that

such a trifle can really be taken seriously in itself ; but it may be a
link in a chain of irritations which will lead directly to war. In any
case the perturbation it has caused in Paris shows on what ticklish

ground the peace of Europe stands. W. M.

Mr. Goschen has brought forth a budget. Such things are usually
got up in a sneaking hypocritical way, but, as might have been—and
was—expected, the Egyptian juggler has surpassed most of his prede-
cessors in office.

His performance however is far too clumsy to conceal the fact that

the British Empire, like all overgrown things is " gone at the knees."

The " poor man's pipe " is a delicious touch of Tory humour, but as a
strategical move is rather too late. If the people were already enlisted

on the ,Tory side it would have been a good stroke to have cemented
their friendship with a Grecian gift.

But to exasperate the people and put clearly before them in what
light they are regarded and then to proffer a pipe of tobacco as a bribe

!

A pipe is a great soother of the ruffled spirit, but even it will fail to
efface the memory of Tory trickery and brutality.

The following figures show the agrarian evictions in Ireland during
the past quarter: Ulster, 145 families, 619 persons; Leinster, 143
families, 590 persons; Connaught, 189 families, 953 persons; Munster,
531 families, 2,880 persons. Totals, 1,008 families, 5,042 persons. In
Kerry alo|ie 306 families, or 1,766 persons, were evicted. What are
the fissures for Enofland 1

Modern ''artists" of the successful type, are never at a loss for a full
supply of flunkeyism. They are going in for a grand " Jubilee " cos-
tume ball next month, at which they tell us " all artistic London is to
be "

! Including the Prince of Wales and Sir Frederic Leighton.

What profitable things murder-machines are !

Company's shares are at 5| premium.
The Hotchkiss Gun

H. H. S.

THE NORTHUMBERLAND MINERS.
DEMONSTRATION IN HYDE PARK.

(Abridged from London Daily Chronicle,)

A MEETING was held last Sunday afternoon in Hyde Park, under the
auspices of the Socialist League, for the purpose of expressing sym-
pathy with the Northumberland miners "in their resistance to the
demands of their employers to further reduce their already starvation
wage."

^

The demonstration was fixed for three o'clock at the " Re-
formers' Tree," but a preliminary meeting was commenced near the
Marble Arch entrance to the park, in order to attract a larger audience
to the site announced for the demonstration. The promoters of the
meeting carried a portable platform, and a red banner inscribed with
the title of the League. This preliminary meeting, however, was in-
terrupted by a terrific hailstorm that swept across the park, the banner
being utilised as a shield, behind which a large number of persons
took refuge from the violence of the elements. When the storm had
abated, A. K. Dj i;ild, who has recently been on a lecturing tour
amongst the North irnberland miners, asked those of the audience who
had remained to follow the banner to the Reformers' Tree. At this
point a fairly large crowd eventually assembled. The proceedings
throughout were most orderly, and the attendance of about 40 or 45
constables, who stood in couples on the fringe of the gathering, seemed
somewhat unnecessary.
H. A. Barker, who presided, opened the meeting, which he said

had been called to express deep sympathy with the Northumberland
miners who were resisting the tyranny of their employers. The latter
had combined to reduce the already starvation wage of the miners
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12|^ per cent. These incidents were common to the labour struggle

throughout the world, a^icl tfeeiy duty was Qlear in a crisis likd tiiis.

The, miners, ^Y^re ui\able-:Withotit assistance to present an uncompro-
misijg^%^t^tQ<iheir^;a^d'the workers' generally, oommon enemy, and
th^^por^-iw^as because the workers were in a disorganised state. It

w|i«.iil^it,>^uty n^t only to give what they could : to tide the miners

^^^J^|%>*W^ <^f ^i^<5^H7> ^^^ *^ unite so that they might be prepared^

w^^lhf^i^rag^^ tim^ came for sweeping away^tj^e^v^opciji^on^^^e

Tg^i^^^t3 yfe>m t|ie (W3Jy^(i^l4«ft^^ *t ifce^t the .4|iiuse

of ttie workers. The Socialist League had been formed for the purpose

of federating the trade organisations and the workers throughout the

world, so that when the real crisis came the struggle should not be
alone in this country, but in France, Germany, Belgium, Italy, and in

every other country where the iron heel of the oppressor was keeping

down the workers. It was their duty to put an end to a state of

society such as that which now prevailed. There was a delusion that

it was necessary to have an idle class who performed no useful service

to the community, and that a class of parasites should exist. The
Socialists wished to convince them that such a class was not necessary.

When the workers as a body realised this truth, they would sweep the

class of parasites away. The present system of society, which allowed

the oppression of the miners and other workers, would last so long as

they were apathetic and indifferent.

William Morris moved the first resolution, which was as follows :

*' That this meeting of London citizens expresses its warmest sympathy with
the miners of Northumberland in their struggle against the system of class

monopoly and legalised robbery, by which they are deprived of the just reward
of their labour and even of the means of labour."

He said he had recently come from the North and seen the friends on
whose behalf they were appealing. All working-men were their

friends ; all exploiters of the working-man were their enemies. It

might be thought that this dispute was a very small one, but it was
an endeavour on the part of the miners to prevent themselves from
being filched out of the miserable pittance they already received.

When they heard of the large wages which miners got it was a lie

from beginning to end. These men were earning not even a bare sub-

sistence wage, but a starvation wage—13s. or 14s. per week for men
spending their time in the bowels of the earth ! Was that a due
reward for labour ? (Cries of "No.") At the same time, whilst the

miners were so poor, were the employers poorer ? No ; they were
riding in their carriages and having the best to eat and drink. He
contended that they must get rid of the system. This strike was
simply one of the incidents in the great warfare of labour against

capital, which the present system rendered it imperative for the work-
ing man to carry on. The time would come when the worker will say,

"We, who make everything, must own everything.^' They were there

to sustain the revolution which would put an end to all strikes and
the war between employers and employed. As long as there were

employers and employed there would be war between them. They
must be prepared to fight for peace, or they did not deserve to have it.

The miners of the North were beginning to look at the matter from

the Socialists' point of view, and as soon as the workers clearly under-

stood that they must have their destiny in their own handsjj would
not be difficult to get rid of the present system.

A. K. DoxALD, in seconding the motion, alluded to the brave manner
in which the Northumberland miners were bearing the hardships from

which they were suffering. Although they were earning a little under

13s. a week, the mine owners formed a combination to reduce their

wages 15 per cent., that being the first proposal. He alluded in strong

terms of indignation to the tactics which had been adopted by the

mine owners, who had threatened to evict the men from their huts,

but they knew well they would not dare to evict the miners, who were

determined that they would not die in a ditch. The miners were

anxious to remain out a fortnight or so longer, because the Baltic ports

were just opening and the mine owners were afraid of losing orders,

and they would pocket their defeat rather than lose those orders.

Frank Kitz also addressed the meeting, pointing out that they were

pleading for men who were receiving errand boys' wages for risking

their lives. What, he asked, was the glory and greatness of the

British Empire to these men, or to those who were living in miserable

rack-rented rooms '? He complained of the police surveillance to which

they were subjected, and which was not extended to other assemblies.

He warmly denounced the men who degraded and debauched the class

from whom they got their wealth, and said that boundary commissions

were required at home to give back to the poor property from which

they had been robbed.

T. E. Wardle, referring to an incident which was distracting the

attention of some of the audience, said, " It's only a policeman at the

back trying to make a disturbance." It was said that the police were

going to have a reduction of wages, and that Sir C. Warren proposed

to create a fourth-class at £1 per week, instead of 24s. If the police

would only be civil to the Socialists, they would try to benefit their

position.

The resolution was then carried.

W. Utley next moved :

*' That this meeting is of opinion that the only permanent remedy for the

existing state of things among miners and amongst all other workers in the com-

munity is the collective ownership of the mines, the land, and all other means of

production by the State, and their exploitation for the common weal."

J. Lane seconded the resolution.

S. Mainwaring gave a terrible picture of the condition of Welsh
miners, and the resolution having been carried, it Avas announced that

the total collection had reached the sum of £3 8s. 6^d.

Thrfeek/cheers were then given for the Northumberland miners, the
ipeeting was declared to be at an end, and the assemblage dispersed.

To thre,above report little requires to be added. There was a fair

sprinkling amongst the more earnest men of middle-class respecta-

bilities, attracted thither by curiosity, and it was noticeable that

scarcely any o£ these contributed to the collection. One of the tall-

tik4 g^nlry on being requested to give, asserted, evidencing thereby

IfpthJi^ ignorance and stupidity, that he had " no sympathy with the

miners. Why didn't they work like other people 1
" Considering the

state of the weather the demonstration must be esteemed a success.

There can be no doubt that if the day had been fine a much larger

number would have been present. Most of the speakers were drenched

by the storm of hail and rain which fell at the beginning of the meet-

ing, and spoke only with great discomfort and inconvenience. Little

notice was taken of the demonstration by the newspapers. They are

all too busy with Jubilee Jingoism and the squabbles of foreign states

to pay attention to the wrongs of the workers at home. But the day
is coming when the cry of the wronged for justice will silence all other

sounds, when the miners of Northumberland and all other workers of

the world will rise in their might to overturn the cursed society that

denies them bread. W. U.

NOTES FROM NEWCASTLE.

We are now entering the fourteenth week of the strike, and it seems

as far from settlement as ever. In spite of the half-heartedness of

their leaders, the power of the masters, and the poverty of their finan-

cial resources, the men have made a splendid stand. They have fought

one of the longest strikes under the most depressing circumstances that

has ever been recorded. The miners of Wales and Lanarkshire gave

in in far less time.

Of course it is not wise for men to strike too long without a settle-

ment in view ; and every well-wisher of the miners would be glad to

see an end—but an honourable end—of the dispute. So far, the

miners are as dogged and determined as ever they were. The recent

vote shows a sweeping majority for no surrender, although many large

collieries declined to send in their ballot-papers. The reason for the

complexity of the situation is that the miners are fighting their own
leaders as well as their masters. The feeling against the leaders is

very strong, and well founded,—but that subject is better left alone till

after the strike.

Mr. Burt has been " explaining." His journey round the collieries

has not been a pleasant one. Everywhere he has been met with a

spirit of suspicion and antagonism, for which he has himself to thank.

At Bebside most of the miners walked out of the meeting when a vote

of thanks was proposed.

The fury of the caucus party against the Socialists is increasing

every day. The Newcastle Leader lends its columns to all manner of

silly attack and scurrilous abuse. The rage of the caucus dodgers is a

compliment to the cuteness of our tactics and the success of our propa-

ganda. The Nevjco^tle Chronicle has been very fair indeed.

The Hyde. Park meeting has made a very favourable impression on

the miners here. The speeches of Morris and Donald were well

reported in the next morning's Neivcastle Chronicle. Altogether:, the

two months' work here has been very successful, and should stimulate-

our comrades all over the country. J. L. Mahon.

early communal life and what it

TEACHES.
(Continued from p. 135.)

We have seen what the village communes were, and how they may
even now be found in Russia and Java, and in the remote parts of

India, while our own country shows the most unmistakable signs of

having once been covered by similar associations. We must now pass

on to examine the family communities which so often succeeded them

in course of time, probably by the plots of land remaining in the

hands of various families and not returning for repartition. In

this way has grown up the family life of the Servians, which will, I

think, afibrd us the best example of this system which is now in

existence.

In Servia the land is held by family communes, consisting on the

average of 20 to 25 people, though there are sometimes as many as 50

or 60 ; each commune cultivates a farm of about 37 to 45 acres. The

buildings are all situated within an enclosure. There is the main

building, including the large hall, in which all the members meet for

meals and to spond the evenings in singing or telling stories. Round

this hall are four or five bedrooms, inhabited by the chiefs family, and

often another couple and their family. The private rooms of the other

members are dotted about the enclosure, often built on piles; within

the enclosure are also built stables, barns, and other farm buildings.

The chief is elected to manage the commune, and generally resigns

when he gets old, being succeeded by the one who is deemed best able

to manage the afiairs. He is a much less despotic ruler than the head

of a Russian commune, at least than modern ones. He is expected to

consult the other members on all matters of importance. It is his

business to buy what things are needed from outside ; these are few,

most of the necessities of life being produced at home. He has to sell

any surplus produce they may have, and represents the community in

any dealings with a third person or with the State. His power is very

.
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much the same as that of the manager of a joint stock company. The
wife of the chief, or some other woman elected to take her place^ has
charge of all the domestic work and sees to the education of the chil-

dren, she allots the work to the women and is suposed to be consulted

in all marriages. A woman leaving the association to marry is allowed
a dowry in proportion to the wealth of the community. Occasionally,

if labour is needed, the husband is received into the wife's family, but
generally the wife passes to the husband's. It is a general custom to
Allow a newly married couple the exclusive use of a field for one year,
in which they grow flax, &c., so that the wife may spin and weave
clothes forithem and their children. Small home industries are often
carried on by individual members, and anything they make by them is

their individual property, they are even allowed sometimes to buy a
cow with these earnings and to keep it on the common pasture. Mem-
bers leaving to join the army or to go into the towns have always the
right of returning under certain conditions.

The members of these communities are, as a rule, happy and con-
tented, they are not over-worked, and live in rude comfort. Their
affection for the family is fostered by the common meals and the even-
ing gatherings, where the children play about their grandfather's knees
and listen to stories of the struggles of their race against Turks or
other invaders, the women spin or ornament their garments, which
they do very beautifully with bright coloured embroidery, and the men
are busy mendmg their tools or making some of the toys and nicknacks
which they do so well ; all take their turn at entertaining the company
with music, singing, or the telling of stories. The social life of these
families is a pleasant contrast to the joyless lives passed by so many
peasantsand agricultural labourers in our own and other countries. They
have the further advantage of gaining leisure by the division of labour
which they are enabled to practise. There is only one lot of cooking
to be done for all the community, only one lot of poultry to feed, or one
herd to be watched : the men go out and work for the common good
under the leadership of the head man, and they can always summon
all the members to help at specially busy times such as harvest.
There is in these communities every facility for the introduction
of any machinery or other improvements which might be found
useful, and for a happy country life it will be difficult to find a better
system.

Family communities, exactly similar to these, have existed in France,
Italy, and Germany, in the Middle Ages. In France some of them
lasted until the end of the last century. One hamlet called Pinon was
formed of one of these societies, modified in constitution ; it contained
19 persons and 13 servants in 1788. Some idea of its wealth will be
gathered from the fact that it gave £600 dowry to any of its women
marrying into another commune. Many of these French communi-
ties carried on other work in common as well as agriculture ; there was
a good deal of cutlery done by them. All through the statutes, regis-
ters, and documents of the Middle Ages there is undoubted proof of
the existence over a very wide area of these family communes. It is
only within the last few hundred years that the definite idea of indi-
vidual ownership of land has grown up, and it is not much longer that
the idea of individual ownship of the implements of production has
been at all generally accepted.

These are not isolated cases which have been cited, but instances
representative of a course of development which in its main features
seems, from evidence already collected, to have been almost universal.
There can no longer be any doubt that almost all nations have passed
through a very long period, the characteristic feature of which was the
common use and ownership of land and other means of production by
associations based more or less on the family relationship.

Before passing from these examples, to consider what they teach us
of the past course of development and of the future, it will be well for
us to take a glance at the common lands of Switzerland, for here we
find the modern form, if we may so call it, of their primitive customs.
Ihere has never been, in the history of the world, so far as we know,
a more radical democracy than has existed in Switzerland for a
thousand years. In six of the cantons, namely in Uri, Schwytz, Glaris,
111 the Appenzells, and in the two Unterwaldens, the people goverii
themselves directly without the intervention of any representative
body. In the spring all the citizens of full age meet in the open air
to pass laws and to appoint officers charged with the execution of them,
.-fepeaking of this ancient democratic government Laveleye says

JNationsdid not start with a patriarchal royalty, as has too often
been thought from a too exclusive study of heroic Greece, but rather
with repubhcan institutions." There is probably a good deal of truthm this, and it reminds us that the kings of Saxon England were electedby the Witan in old times.

ut it IS with the common property of Switzerland that we are now
concerned. In the course of modern development much of the landsnas got into the hands of private individuals, but there still remain
laige tracts of common lands, called Almends, which are in many casesenough to provide with the first necessaries of life those who have a
ri^iit to share m the benefits derived from them. The Almends may

thP fo p f '"'A''
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^"^^^' ^^^ cultivated lands, the pasture, and

the AId 1

•'' ^^Itivated land they can grow corn and vegetables,

fmm fL^^^^ x^^,^^^^ ^^^^^ pasture for sheep, cows, and goats, while

r.T.T •? ^^'^^ ^^* ^^^^er to b^ild ^^^"^ repair their houses, to

.Stonv T.? '
^^^^'' ^^^- ^^^0 firewood, dry leaves, and turf. In

H^7 Tli.''^?^^^^'^^''^^^^^^ to a little over an acre of cultivated

the onir f
Canton of St. Gall the village of Buchs allows each of

Tear nnJ A^"""
^"^ ^"^""^ ^^^ ^ quarter of good land, firewood for all the

to which it i^
pasturage for a considerable head of cattle ; in addition

^^rives from its common property a revenue sufficient to

support the schoolmaster and pastor, and to meet aJI puHic ex|^^

without imposing any tax. In the village of Wartow each receifea

about two acres of land. • ,

There are various ways of using these common lands, in some .Can-

tons they are let out and the rent goes to defray all communal expensi^

to pay for the church and the school. In one district they are chie^y

used to provide common repasts, like the old common meals of Sparta,

or the early love feasts of the Christians. But however their common
property is used the result is always greatly beneficial to the people :

^

their common forests make them the best housed peasantry in the

world, and in many cases they are entirely guaranteed from starvation

or absolute destitution b;f the produce they can get from their common
lands. Raymond Unwin.

'

( To be continued.

)

AN ARGUMENT.
A " gentleman " was vehemently denouncing the action of certain strikers

for driving from work certain other men who had taken the placis of the

strikers at lower wages "Why," said this gentleman, who, if he had been as

noisy in defending the action of the strikers, would have been dubbed a loud-

mouthed demagogue, " no man has any right to interfere with another in his

honest work in any way. The man or men who would prevent by force or

intimidation, or any other way, any other man from earning his daily wages,

is a villain, an outlaw, and deserves to be shot. He " "Hold on, friend,'

said I (and in spite of myself I was getting a little hot) ;
" that \von't do. You

are too profuse with your hard names. Did you ever stop to think the thin^

over?'' "Think!" he contem])tuons]y repeated, gazing angrily around on
the admiring crowd of honest labourers, "ain't the tiling evident on the face

of it >: ^^'llat right has one man to say to another that he shan't work, and
then to drive him away by force if he persists in doing something for his

family i If you don't likfe the wages you are getting, you are at liberty to

quit, This is a free country, this is I " And he flashed a triumphant look
over his admirers, as if there were no more to be said. But I w^as hot enough
to be thoroughly in earnest, and so proceeded to give him a new view of the
matter. " Yes, this is a free country, and so it was before the war. A black
slave had the same choice as me—he could work like a mule for his bare
living, and if he didn't like it he could do the other thing. What does it

matter hoio a man dies, so he ceases to live—whether by the cruel whip of
the slave-owner or the more cruel method of starvation by the present class

of slave managers ? What right has a man, indeed, to interfere with me ?

If I deprive him of his place and wages, no matter how, then I'm an outlaw,
am I ? Just so ;—what's the difference between getting his place away from
him by means of a club or by means 6f an offer to work for lower wages ?,

The effect is exatly the same." The contempt with which he turned and
regarded me was amusing. The men around us, some of whom had not long
before been supplanted by cheaper "hands," were too astonished to say any-
thing. One meek-looking man on the outskirts of the little crowd ventured
that " the feller w^as right, after all," but was frowned away by my now
angry opponent. " Do you mean to say," he gasped at last, " that I haven't
the right to hire a man to take another's place if I choose ?" " To a certain
extent," I replied ; "if he is' incompetent, or dishonest, or for any good and
just cause, you have that right. But to offer your present employe lower
waives, as a pretext for discharging him so that you may hire another in his
place, you have no more right than he has to use every means in his power
to th\!^rt you. His daily labour has helped you to your present position f^r
more than has your capital ; for without his labour your capital would have
let you starve to death." "But when I pay him he gets liis share," he
argued. " His share ends with his receiving his pay out of my capital."
"He doesn't draw one cent of his wages from your capital," I%inswered.
" The work he has performed more than increases your capital to the extent
of his wages, or you would not hire him. More than that, his share does not
end with the receipt of his daily wages. He has helped to build up your
business,—he has given his time and "best efforts in your behalf—and he is

fully as much as you entitled to the resultant benefits of his application."
Several of the listeners mustered up courage to nod their heads approvingly.
" No he aint !

" retorted my opponent, excitedly. " I don't hire him to ^"

He stopped. " To what ? " I asked. But as he\vas about to turn away from
the encounter in lofty disdain, I supplied the words he was about to say.
" You don't hire him to help you I Then what do you hire him for ? Just
togiyehim emj^loyment? Quite philanthropic, tru'ly," I added, not caring
to let sli]-> a good chance for a bit of sarcasm. He walked into a saloon not
far away, followed, I am sorry to say, by a number of men who ought to
have known better. Passing by on my w^ay homeward, a moment later, I
saw them all standing at the bar. that was an argument which I was
wholly unable to dispute.—Knight, in John Swinton's Paper.

The Charity Organisatiox Society.—All societies and individuals who
have been interfered with by this organisation are invited to write to Mr.
F. Johnson of the National Befuge Harbours Society, IV Parliament Street,
S. V\ ., with a view of meeting their charges in the most public way possible.

Persecuting imprisonments and rough police handling have had their effect
on the health of J. E. Williams of the S. D. F. At the Marylebone police
court on Friday his counsel had to hand in a medical certificate for his
absence from the trial arising out of the last piece of pettv tyranny on the
part of the protectors of the citizens.

A True Britox.—Mrs. E. H. Britten gave her splendid limeliirht illustra-
tion of views ill New Zealand, " The Paradise of the Southern Seas," at Pen-
dleton Town Hall. A gentleman from the Emigration Society, handed Mrs.
Britten a letter, asking her to speak in favour of emigration ; but Mrs.
Britten said she could not, neither would she until the land became the land
of the people, which was now in the hands of a few.—The Medium a7id Dav-
breaL ^

" Cornelius Vanderbilt is erecting a magnificent 80,000 dollar building, at
his own expense, for the benefit of the employes of the Vanderbilt railroads
centreing in New York. It will be complete with gymnasium, baths,
swimming baths, bowling alley, class rooms, library; etc., and will be in
charge of^the Railroad Department of the Young Men's Christian Associa-
tion.'— Fo2^;z^ 3fen's Magazine. It w^ould be a good deal better if he paid
his employes better, so that they could have more home comforts and n:ake
such buildings unnecessary.- S. S. G.
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"have you not heard how it has gone with many a cause before now : FIRST, FEW MEN
IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON I

"

Oommunications invited on Social Questions. They should he loritten on one side of

the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Rd. ,E.G., and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to he taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the League as a body, except it he so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS. only returned if a stamped directed envelope is Jorwarded with them.

Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.;

six months, 3s.; three months. Is. 6d,

Business communications to he addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday April 27.

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Brescia—Lo Sperimentale
Naples—Humanitas

Spain
El Produetor
Madrid—El Socialista
Cadiz—El Socialismo

Austria
Arbeiterstimme
Vienna—Gleichheit

Hungary
Arbeiter-Woclien-Clironik

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

Norway
Kristiania—Social-Democraten

England
Justice
Jus
Norwich—Daylight
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Glasgow—Pioneer
Brotherhood
Worker's Friend

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

South Australia
Adelaide—Our Commonwealth

United States
New York—VolkszeitHng
John Swinton's Paper
Der Sozialist

Boston—Woman's Journal
Denver (Col.) Labor Inquirer
New Haven (Conn.)—Work-

men's Advocate

Chicago (111.)—-Vorbote
Labor Enquirer

Albina (Oreg.)—Weekly Courier
Detroit (Mich.)—The Advance

and Labor Leaf
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Revolte

Guise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le Travailleur

Belgium
Liege—L 'Avenir
Antwerp—De Werker

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat

THE IRISH QUESTION.

II.—THE LAND.

It is a true saying that the land question is at the bottom of the whole

Irish difficulty. It is at the bottom of the whole Irish question. It

is the same in England, it is the same in all the great States of Europe,

of America, and throughout the civilised world. How to restore the

land to the people is the question of the hour. To do so can never be

confiscation, can never be robbery. The confiscation, the robbery, the

plunder, exist to-day. That confiscation, that robbery, that plunder

will cease only when the land is restored to the people, the public

property of the whole people, not excepting one, even the feeblest, in

mind or body.
" Before the time of the conquest,^' said the late John Stuart Mill,

'^ the Irish people knew nothing of absolute property in land. The
land belonged to the entire sept ; the chief was little more than the

managing member of the association. The feudal idea which came
in with the conquest was associated with foreign dominion, and has

never to this day been recognized by the moral sentiments of the

people."

During the debates in the House of Lords on the Irish Land Act
of 1870, the late Lord Clarendon described the landlord system of Ire-

land as legalised robbery. At the Town Hall, Birmingham, October

11, 1870, Mr. John Bright said, "Proprietary right in Ireland had

its origin mainly in confiscation." Many other authorities might be

referred to if necessary. In Ireland, as throughout the world, the

possession of the land has ever been the grand aim of the conquerer,

knowing that he who holds the land holds in his hands the lives and
liberties of the people. The land once taken possession of by the

conquerors, the subjugation and the slavery of the people is only a

question of time.

In dealing with the land question in Ireland it is not necessary to

go back beyond the middle of the 1 6th century. Queen Mary, although

a Roman Catholic, seized a large tract of land in Leinster, known to-

day as King's and Queen's Counties. But with the accession of the

good Queen Bess, the work of plunder and extermination began in

earnest. To destroy the Catholic religion by destroying the Catholic

population was her great aim. In Ireland extermination was reduced

to a system. To every English foot soldier who settled in Ireland she

offered 120 acres ot land, and to every horse soldier 200 acres. But
in taking possession of the land they had got to kill off the Irish

people, and to do so a war of extermination had to be undertaken.

HoUingshead tells us that " the English killed in their advance all

prisoners taken, putting to the sword old and young, not sparing the

babies at their mothers' breasts. From Limerick in the South to

Waterford in the East, a distance of 120 miles, not an Irishman was

to be met with, nor a beast, or fruit of the earth. Those not

slaughtered died of starvation." HoUingshead goes on to say that the

famished people might be seen to creep forth " out of the woods on

their hands, for their legs could not bear them ; they looked like

anatomies of death ] they spoke like ghosts crying out of their graves.

They were driven to eat, not only horses and dogs, but the carcases of

dead men." He adds, " the land up to then was populous and rich,

plenty of corn and cattle, is now become so barren, both of man and

beast, that whoever did travel from one end to the other of the one

hundred and twenty miles, would not meet any man, woman or child,

except in the towns and cities." Here is a picture of rapine and

murder. Can any Englishman be proud of such doings'? Can the

Irish forget such deeds ?

James the First of England, who claimed to be God-like in his

attributes, but who could never believe in paying royal debts, carried

on the work of plunder to a great extent, taking six whole counties, and

other smaller districts. He owed large sums of money to many of the

London city companies, and as he refused to pay them, he gave them

lands in Ireland as compensation. Thus the Company of Drapers

became possessed of 27,140 acres; the Company of Mercers, 21,170

acres; the Fishmongers, 20,451 acres; the Salters, 19,291 acres ; the

Ironmongers, 12,113 acres; the Grocers, 11,678 acres; the Clothiers,

10,267 acres; and the Skinners Company, 5,062 acres, giving a total

of 127,770 acres, with a rental of close on £90,000 per annum in.

1879. At the present time about £70,000 per annum. But look at

the enormous rise in the rents of the above estates. In 1691 the

rental is given at £6,000 a year; in 1782 at £8,000. Here was plun-

der on a grand scale. Why should not the Companies be proud of

their so-called "Property]" It is calculated that not less than one

hundred thousand families, or about half a million of men, women, and

children, were driven from the richer lands of the north to the barren

regions of the south and the west by these forcible clearances. But the

most terrible period of Irish history was that of the Commonwealth.

During that period over 7,700,000 acres of land were confiscated. Sir

Eustace Maurice advised the Government to burn all the crops and put

all the people to the sword. General Munroe, in a single day, near the

town of Newry, killed seven hundred country people. In West Meath

and Longford he massacred the whole population. The people of several

villages having fled to the furze on the top of a hill. Sir Arthur Loftus

surrounded the hill with his troops and burnt the whole to death. Sir

William Cole, an English officer, in one of his dispatches to the Govern-

ment, says, " Starved and famished of the vulgar sort, 7,000." Six

hundred and sixteen thousand perished during this period. What a

glorious period for poor Ireland.

But the restoration of the Stuarts brought no restitution to the

people of Ireland. In every age from the time of the Conquest, what-

ever the Government, the plunder of the Irish people has still gone on.

A change of government made no difierence to the people of Ireland.

For seven hundred years she has been the victim of royal and aristo-

cratic plunderers.

In 1675 took place the great so-called Land Settlement in Ireland,

Up to that time about eleven million acres had been surveyed. Of

that about four million acres were held by Protestants, and in th©

" settlement " the following arrangement took place :

—

Acres.

To Soldiers who had served in Ireland 2,387,915

To 49 officers 450,380

To Adventurers (who had lent money) 787,321

To Provisors (to whom lands had been promised) ... 477,873

To Duke of Ormond and Colonel Butler 257,516

To Duke of York 169,431

To Bishops (Protestant) 31,596

Total 4,599,032

Leaving to the Catholic population 2,328,859

This was divided as follows :

Acres.

To those who were declared to be innocent 1,176,570

To Provisors—lands promised 497,001

Nominees in possession 68,360

Eestitutions 45,398

To those transferred to Connought under James I.

(above referred to) 541,530

And this was called the grand settlement of the land question in

Ireland. But we shall have to see many other settlements in that

country.

But after this grand settlement, William III. after the glorious re-

volution of 1688 confiscated over a million and a half of acres, of

which he gave Lord Bentinck, 135,300 acres; Lord Albermarle,

103,603; Lord Conningsby, 59,667; Lord Romney, 49,517; Lord

Galway, 36,142; Lord Athlow, 26,480; Lord Rockford, 39,512; Dr.

Leslie, 16,000; Mr. F. Keighley, 12,000; Lord Mountjoy, 11,000;

Sir T. Prendergast, 7,083 ; Colonel Hamilton, 5,966.

Here, again, was plunder on a grand scale, truly right royal and

aristocratic in its dimensions.

But the people of Ireland have never recognised these robberies and

never will. But who are the confiscators ? Who are the plunderers ?

To whom is compensation due 1

Many people cannot understand why the Irish people cannot forget

these things, and why they do not recognise the claims of the landlords.

The late J. S. Mill, in the House of Commons, May 17, 1866, said

:

"The Irish circumstances and the Irish ideas as to social and agri-
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cultural economy are the general ideas and circumstances of the human

race. It is the English ideas and circumstances that are peculiar.

Ireland is in the main stream of human existence and human feeling

and opinion. It is England that is in one of the lateral channels."

Now if Mill was right the Irish are right. And here it may be asked

how many years, how many generations, how many centuries, must
expire before plunder ceases to be plunder and becomes legitimate

property ?

Instead of the people of England condemning the people of Ireland,

would it not be better for the people of Great Britain to look after the

land-thieves at home, and, grasping hands with the people of Ireland,

help onward the great social revolution, now so near at hand.

J. Sketchley.
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SOCIALISM FROM THE ROOT UP.

CHAPTEE XVIII.

SCIENTIFIC SOCIALISM.—THE PRODUCTION OF SURPLUS
VALUE—THAT IS, OF RENT, INTEREST, AND PROFIT.

The problem to be resolved is as follows. The owner of money has to

buy his commodities at their value, and to sell them at their value,

and nevertheless at the end of the process to realise a surplus. This

is the end and aim of his existence as a capitalist, and if he does not
accomplish it, he is as a capitalist a mere failure. So that his develop-

ment from the mere money owner to the full-blown capitalist has to

take place at once within the sphere of circulation and without it

:

that is, he must follow the law of the exchange of commodities, and
nevertheless must act in apparent contradiction to that law. This
problem cannot be sohed merely by means of the money which he
owns, the value of which is, so to say, petrified. As Ricardo says,

" In the form of money, capital has no profit." As money, it can only

be hoarded.

Neither can the surplus originate in the mere re-sale of the com-
modity, "which does no more than transform the article from its

bodily form back into its money form." The only alternative left is

the change should originate in the use-value of the article bought with
the money in the first instance and on which the capitalist has to

operate.

" In order to be able to extract value from the consumption of a
commodity, our friend Moneybags must be so lucky as to find within
the sphere of circulation, in the market, a commodity whose use-value

possesses the peculiar property of being a source of value, whose actual
consumption therefore is itself an embodiment of labour, and, conse-
quently, a crestion of value. The possessor of money does find on the
market such ; special commodity in capacity for labour, or labour-

power."

By labour-pwer or the capacity for labour Marx understands the
whole of the cental and physical capacities in a human being which
are brought i:to action in the production of commodities ; in short,

the man and ;11 that is in him as a wealth-producing machine.
Now in ordr that the possessor of money should find this necessity

to the accom>lishment of his end and aim—viz., labour-power as a
commodity of he market, various conditions are requisite.

The man \mo is to exercise the labour-power for the capitalists'

benefit—the 16ourer—must be "free," that is, his labour must be at

his own dispoal, and also he must have nothing else to dispose of for

his livelihood ut his labour-power. On the other hand, any one who
has to live by ;etting commodities other than labour-power must own
the means of poduction, and also the means of subsistence while the
commodities aB being got ready for the market, and being converted
into money.
As to the vaie of this article necessary to the life of the capitalist, this

labour-power, i is estimated like the value of every other commodity
by the averagetime necessary for its production or reproduction ; that
is the average :ime necessary in a given state of society; and in plain
language this iproduction of labour-power means the maintenance of

the labourer. ' Given the individual, the production of labour-power
consists in the eproduction of himself—or his maintenance."

Labour-pow€ is realised only in action, that is, when it has become
actual labour, md is producing a commodity; so that, "the value of

jabour-power r«olves itself into the value of a definite quantity of the
means of subgtence. It therefore varies with the value of those
means, or withhe quantity of labour requisite for their production."
The minimui limit of the value of labour-power is therefore deter-

mined by the vlue of these means. If the price of labour-power falls

below that miimum it is destroyed : a higgling as to its price has to

be gone throu^ between the buyer and the seller, and the price is

fixed by contra^ though it is not realised until the article is consumed.
From what is lated above, it will be seen that this contract is made
between two pties ; on the one hand the workman, or machine for

production, wh(has no means of producing, on the other the possessor

of money who is all the means necessary for working the machine
and has thereto become a capitalist. " He who was before the
money-owner nv strides in front as a capitalist : the possessor of

labour-power foDWS as his labourer. The one with an air of import-
ance, smirking, itent on business ; the other timid and holding back,

like one who is ringing his own hide to market, and has nothing to

expect but—a Ring."

The labour pcess necessary to Capitalism exhibits two characteristic

phenomena : fir the labourer works under the control of a capitalist,

and secondly thproduct of the labourer is the property of a capitalist,

and not of the labourer, its immediate producer. This product ap-

propriated by the capitalist is a use-value, "as for example yam, or

boots " ; says Marx with a grin, " but although boots are in one sense

the basis of all social progress and our capitalist is a decided * pro-

gressist,' the capitalist does not for his special purpose look upon them
as boots, or any other use-value. He has primarily two objects in

view : first he wants to produce a use-value, not, again, for the sake of

its use, but in order that he may exchange it ; and next, in order that

his exchange may be fruitful to him, he wants to produce a commodity
the value of which shall be greater than the sum of the values used in

producing it—that is, the means of production and the labour-power."

This he is able to accomplish as follows. He buys the use of the

labour-power of the workman for a day, while a certain duration of

labour in the day is enough to reproduce the workman's expended
labour-power—that is, to keep him alive. But the human machine
is in all cases capable of labouring for more hours in the day than is

necessary for this result, and the contract between the capitalist and
the labourer as understood in the system under which those two classes

exist implies that the exercise of the day's labour-power shall exceed
this duration necessary for reproduction, and it is a matter of course

that the buyer of the commodity labour-power should do as all buyers
of commodities do—consume it altogether for his own advantage.^

It is on this industry, the buying of labour-power in the market, and
the consumption of all the results of its exercise beyond what is neces-

sary for its reproduction, that the capitalist lives, just as the industry

by which the workman lives is the production of commodities.

E. Belfort Bax and William Morris.

CHARLATAN CHAMBERLAIN.

The Right Hon. Joseph Chamberlain, M.P., has published with Messrs.
Swan Sonnenschien and Co., at Is., a collection of his speeches de-

livered between 1881 and 1887 under the title of "Home Rule and
the Irish Question." The book is "issued under the auspices of the
National Radical Union, Birmingham," a mighty body of the Three-
Tailors-of-Tooley-Street type.

Not long since, when the quondam Radical was posing as a demi-
semi-Socialist, we warned the workers against him. Those of them
who get hold of this precious latest production of his will need no
warning of ours to enable them to see how carefully he balances him-
self " upon the fence " and " kicks either which way suits him." From
the ramping roaring " ransom "-demander to the prim preacher of law
and order is an easy transition for this versatile actor, who does not,
however, do justice to this great power of his in the volume before us,

from which all that could either ofiend a Tory or rouse a Radical has
been carefully eliminated, or still more carefully balanced against
something else. This would seem to mean that the book was colour-
less—on the contrary it is, like a celebrated coat, of many colours. Of
so many mingled hues is the gannrnt of his thought that it is not
easy to distinguish any clear colon is except those of priggish hypocrisy
and indomitable self-assertion. His only consistency is in favour of
coercion, which he has defended all along ; in all things he has tried to
gratify the popular mood of the moment, on this point it is only the
excuses that he has varied, the thing itself he has never changed. His
hatred of the Irish members, or any one who crosses him, is instruc-
tive to behold. Whining out Pecksnifiian commonplaces when himself
is criticised, he uses every vile artifice to defame or discredit an
opponent.

Just now the pseudo-democrat is stumping the country in search of
his lost popularity, endeavouring to persuade the people that it was
only by optical illusion they saw a wolf when his sheep-skin slipped off-
it was their old familiar friend and watch-dog after all ! Whether the
sheep will listen and be charmed, who knows 1 If they listen carefully
to the honeyed voice the raucous undertone is fully perceptible, but
they seldom so listen, and the experienced practitioner upon their
gullibility knows it well. However, one would think those at least
into whose hands this volume falls, and it is being given away by tons
by the "National Radical Union" to all who will receive, should be
able to recognise the charlatan for what he is and make his words
prophetic, that he was " not going to enter any cave " by leaving him
no cave to enter. H. H. S.

A Bombay native paper referring to the condition of affairs in Europe,
says :

" We cannot from a distance realise the intensity of the crisis, but it
is certain that many crowned heads must be trembling in their shoes."

If you don't put a labour ballot in the box, the time will come when you
will have to wrap it around a bullet and deliver it that way.—Za^or Fn»
qtoirer.

The "personal rights" people are of course much enraged at the popular
support that measures get for shortening hours of labour, etc. It is too
much interference with a worker's personal liberty to prevent his being
exploited beyond a certain point. His individual liberty to be coerced by
his poverty into working himself to death for a parasite's benefit should be
left untouched ! Liberty was once defined as " the right to do as you damn
please with everybody, and not have nobody meddle with you." This is
about the standard set up by anti-Socialists.—H. H. S.

^ Says Mr. Boffin in Dickens's * Mutual Friend, when he wants to make a show
of striking a somewhat hard, but reasonable bargain: " When I buy a sheep I
buy it out and out, and when I buy a secretary I expect to buy him out and out,"
or words to that effect ; and the reasonableness of the conditions are accepted
on all hands.
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THE LABOUR STRUaGLE.
This department is under the direction of the Strike Committee. Labour News

and Contributions to the Fund shoidd be sent to T. Bii^fNiNG, at the Offices,

BRITAIN.
The strike of the fishermen at Scarborough is at an end. The men have

assented to the more advantageous terms offered by the masters.

The strike in the building trade in Birmingham continues ; but there is

every possibility of an early settlement. Delegates have been appointed to

meet the masters to arrange terms.

South Staffordshire Iron Trade.—The Mayor of Birmingham (Sir

Tliomas Martineu) as arbitrator, has decided against any alteration of the

rate of wages fixed in 1886. Isn't the arbitration farce nearly played out ?

A singular trade dispute has occurred in Dumfries. The women employed
in the tweed mills of Messrs. Charteris and Co. have ceased work owing to

tlie introduction of new machinery, which, they say, will be the means of

grfi^tly reducing their wages.

The ironworkers employed at the Ruabon Works of the New British Iron
( -ompany, the largest ironworks in North Wales, have given their employers

notice for an advance of 10 per cent, in wages. The notices have been given

in consequence of the revival of the Welsh iron trade.

An im})ortant conference of miriers' delegates has been opened at Man-
^he.ster, fully 400,000 miners being represented. The Mines Regulation Bill

and the employment of women at the pit bank have been the chief topics

of discussion. Mr. T. Burt, M.P., presides over the conference.

Three men and a boy have been sentenced to three months for mobbing
Hid rioting on the occasion of the Blantyre riots. They are not convicted of

tlieft, and had been waiting two and a half months for their trial. Rather
-mart sentence, this.

The employes of the various shipbuilding establishments in Belfast have

gi\'en notice to the etfect that unless a satisfactory arrangement is arrived at

w it'll respect to the demand to have the wages paid weekly instead of fort-

i;i;ahtly a general strike will take phice on the 28tli inst.

From the report of the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and Joiners,

it appears that nearly £41,000 was expended in unemployed allowance, an

amount which has only been once exceeded in the Society's history—viz., in

the year 1879. This gives but a slight idea of the number of men in this

p;ii ticular trade unemployed, as the relief is given only for a few weeks ;

ai>d the majority of carpenters and joiners do not belong to the union.

The brick-makers of Homerton, Cowley, and Slough, have struck for an
udvance of wages of 6d. per 1000 bricks. The agitation is extending, and is

causing much excitement. At a meeting of master brick-makers, held at

Paddington on the 22nd, it was unanimously resolved to resist the demand,
and to close the fields for the next fortnight. Through this resolution, about

1000 ^'hands''—men, women, and boys—are thrown out of employment.

A meeting of the Board of Management of the Midland Counties Miners'

Federation has been held at Walsall. Great dissatisfaction was expressed

with the communications received by the secretary from the employers in

reply to the circular sent out from the last meeting with reference to the

wages question, and it was resolved that the Federation should be represented

at the miners' conference at Manchester.

The Emigration Fraud.—Labour in Canada.—Last week in this column

-we warned workers against the attempt now being made by the Master

Builders' Association of Toronto to flood the labour-market in Canada and to

break up the trades' unions there by advertising for men in this country.

Writing to the Toronto irlohe the secretary to the St. George's Sx)ciety,

Toronto, says : "The city is full of destitute, unemployed men. The num-

bers are greater than I have ever known before ; not only are they dis-

charged in the cities, but all over the country. . . . Many apply for a

committal to prison, so that they may not starve. What to do with all the

young men who ask for assistance at the offices of the St. George's Society I

am at a loss to know." The Secretary to the Toronto Trades and Labour

/Jouncil writes (March): "There is no outdoor work in progress yet, and,

from a full knowledge of the amount of work in prospective, I have lio hesi-

tation in saying that we have five men in every calling ready to work, while

it will be only sufficient for one." Other Canadian labour organisatioiis have

also sent warning to the trades in this country.

The Chainmakers' Strike.—About two thousand small chain makers in

the Cradley Heath district turned out on the 2r)th, in consequence of the

non-compliance of the employers with a demand for a four-shilling list. A
lar^xe number of the operatives have been on strike during the last thirty-

sev^en weeks, but owing to the unsatisfactory arrangements made with the

emplovers by those who have returned to work, it has been decided that a

general strike should be declared. The Glasgow Mad says: "The associa-

tion might almost be said to have been instigated to take this course by her

Majesty's Chief Inspector of Factories. Mr. Redgrave says in his report last

vear, just issued : In my report for the year ended 31st October 1879, I

described the manner in which the enactments of the Truck Act were evaded

in the chain and nail districts of Staff'ordshire, Warwickshire, and Worcester-

shire. There existed no 'giving of lines' and no direct compulsion, but it

was well known that work would only be given to those who would silently

accept work on the only terms upon which it would be given by the em-

ployers. I pointed out in my report that in no case during my enquiry

would a workman acknowledge that he was in any way coerced to deal for

gleeds or provisions in any particular shop or warehouse. Workmen out

of work would condemn the system and acknowledge that they had suff'ered

from it, but no direct evidence could be elicited of its actaal existence. I

regret to state that there has been no alteration since I wrote. It has been

impressed upon workmen again and again that they have the remedy in

their own hands, but the remedy is so severe, the result so certain to be

detrimental, that individual action is powerless, and it would require an

amount of courage in an individual which can hardly be expected from one

m^n to fight single-handed the battle of hundreds. Mr. Redgrave quotes

the opinion of several authorities on ' the vile system of trucking,' and con-

cludes with this remark :
' It thus rests with the suff'erers themselves to

come to an agreement not to take work unless their hands are free, as the

only means under the existing law of defeating the iniquitous system which

prevails." Meetings have been held during the week under the presidency

of Mr. Homer, when it was decided to continue the strike. Subscriptions

h^-d-been received from the Daily Post, Liverpool, amounting to £1, 2s. 6d.

;

Bcf^k'bindfcts' and Machine Eulers' Consolidated Union of Liverpool, £5, 5s.;

C*blonel Stewart, of London, £35.

AUSTRALIA. '

.

Sydney, March 17.—After a long contest the miners of lUawarm have
gone back to work at the master's terms. It was hardly to be expected that

a battle fought on such unequal grounds could be won by the miners, for

despite the able support they received from all parts of the colonies, the

mines were slowly being filled with blacklegs, and the end was as I prognos-

tigated, defeat. The employes in the large works of Messrs. Hudson Bros.

have just had their wages reduced 5 per cent. Although wages in maty
trades and professions are still good, it is counterbalanced by the difficulty

to secure employment when once out, and it is no trouble to find men who
have been unemployed for four, five, and six months. The unemployed
question has now a good grasp on the public mind, and it is not to be pooh-

poohed out of existence. Several hundred are employed upon the relief

works at the Field of Mars, and various other localities. A young man
named McCormick marches his little army of unemployed through the public

streets every night ; speeches are delivered, and subscriptions consisting of

hard cash, tea and sugar, bread, and beef or mutton from the butchers are

collected. They have a house in Wooloomooloo, where the food is cooked

and distributed, and a shake-down made for as many of the destitute as the

house will hold. Rations were given by the former Government, but the

present administration are pledged to a policy of retrenchment so they

stopped the rations, and here I may say that Parliament will be asked to

consider such measures as may be put before them for celebrating Her
Majesty's Jubilee. Comment is unnecessary. A deputation from the un-

employed waited on the Premier the other day ; he pointed out that neither

the English or American Governments found work for their destitute.
^
I

was rather surprised that the Englishmen on that deputation did not point

out that there was no necessity for them to go to the head Government in

England, since they had Local Government Boards to appeal to. McCornuck
was not on that deputation, as the Premier would not receive him, and he

(the Premier) also gave the deputation a lecture on the folly of being led

away by violent agitators like McCormick, and they obsequiously promised

that they would not. The unemployed, to their honour be it said, after-

wards stated that no more deputations should go unless McCormick formed

part of it. I have heard McCormick speak two or three times, and I have

found no trace of that violence which Sir Henry Parkes denounced. He is

a quiet, plain spoken man, and the only one in my opinion capable of lead-

ing such an agitation. He told his hearers that the direct cause of the un-

employed was bad government ; that it was the duty of a good government

to remove those conditions which allowed the few to roll in luxury, while

the many were on the verge of starvation. The Government had poured

thousands of destitute Britishers upon the already overstocked labour market

of this colony on behalf of capital, and it was the duty of the Government

to find them work, not at clearing scrub on such places as the Field of Mars,

where they could only earn 2s. 6d. per day, but to settle them upon the

vacant Crown lands of the colony ; in short, create State farms, so that they

would be engaged in reproductive works at rates which would support them-

selves and families m comfort. Too many of the workers who were in

comfortable circumstances were indifferent to the cry of their unfortunate

brothers, but if they did not come forward to help them, they should soon

advertise themselves open to receive work at a decrease of 30 per cent, upon

the ruling rates. The papers, he continued, have lately been holding forth

on the advantages of iow wages, maintaining that lower wages would release

capital at present lying idle. We shall act on that suggestion if you do not

come forward and assist us to gain a little more equitable distribution of

wealth ; the bees are starving while the drones thrive. This is the sura

total of his speeches, and they call him a violent agitator. It is a pity that

there is no one 'to assist him in his work, for should he get employment the

cause will fall for waat of exponents. I think now could be laid the foun-

dation of a solid Labour Party. Nothing could be done without a paper,

for there is none in existence that would countenance such a formation. Our

elections are just over, the usual meaningless policy of reform and retrench-

ment. Another government formed to legislate not on behalf of a nation

but of a class. Sir Henry Parkes, the Premier-, was one of the old Chartist

party, but the atmosphere of the colonies did not seem to agree with the

prog'ressive ideas of his young days, for he became a sycophant, a groveller,

and has received his reward in a K.C.M.G.-ship. He is an ardent admirer

of the Queen ; he believes that payment of members is not the way to re-

trench, but celebration of the Queen's Jubilee would be a good step in the

path to economy. The House is composed of the usual rich assortment of

lawyers, usurers, land grabbers, and capital mongers. Several nominees have

been added to the Upper House, notably old Ebenezer Vickery, one of the

richest, man-grinding, canting hypocrites in the Southern hemisphere. It

is nearly time Mammon was compelled to abdicate. What a satire upon

progressive democracy when such as he are put forward to bolster up that

ratt'en institution, the Upper House. True it was of Kenealy when he said,

" Liars and lies deceive mankind and rule them, and make them sacrifice the

God of Truth to bedlam nonsense."—Anglo-Australian.

[Our correspondent has fallen into error in supposing that because there

are Local Government Boards in Eugland that the English people have local

government. This in any real, true sense of the word, is utterly wanting.

Beyond the providing of a little stone-breaking or road cleaning at the rate

of Is. or 2s. a-day, nothing so far has been done for the unemployed, who
are even worse off here than in New South Wales. The evil is universal,

and so must be the remedy.]

FRANCE.

The campaign against the Registry Agencies in Paris is proceeding lustily.

It is said that the authorities think tit to place a guard of police round most

of the Bureaux de Placement.

Alais.—Fifty women employed in the Saillens spinning factory at Alais

have declared on strike. They ask for the reduction of the working-day from

12 to 10 hours with the same wages. M. Saillens has replied that he cannot

accede to the demands.

Mehun-sur-Yevre.—It appears that the exploiter Pilluwyt is climbing

down and inclined to capitulate. At any rate he has written to eight work-

men from among the strikers to take them on at the old rate, that is to say

without the 10 per cent, reduction which was the cause of the strike.

Arnay-le-Duc (Cote d'Or).—In consequence of the strike of file-cutters

here, the managers have posted up large notices about Dijon advertising for

workmen to replace the strikers. To which the workmen of the same trade

in Dijon have replied by a plain-spoken and haughty letter to the managers,

every line breathing defiance to the exploiter, loyalty to their fellow-workers,

and not a little of that harmless rhetoric and pomposity so dear to the

French workman's heart.
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,ff.ra?be Vierzon strike has come to an end after an eight months' struggle,

fflie working men's syndicate issues a manifesto, tendering their thanks for

the help received throughout the country. « No longer hoping for victory,"

they say, "we have dissolved the strike and refldered to the strikers their

freedom of action." This manifesto, simply and clearly written, explaining

the defeat, is consistent with the whole character of the strike, which has

been all along quiet, firm and persistent in ignoring provocation after provo-

cation to revolt. A tribute of commendation and sympathy is due from all

countries to our friends at Vierzon.

BouRGES (Cher).—The condemnation of Baudin on Oct. 5 to two months'

imprisonment and the loss of his rights as a citizen, has been confirmed by
the Tribune of Appeal. Last week, being again elected to the General

Council, he presented himself in the hall where the council was sitting,

where after a warm discussion he was requested to absent himself. The
Council was not unanimous in feeling as to how to act, and the president

putting it to the vote, it was decided against Baudin by a slight majority.

Being again requested to retire he replied by a few home truths, the scene

ending dramatically by Baudin leaving the council-hall with the kind
" assistance " of four or five officials.

ITALY.

Milan. The Tribune of Milan last week, condemned several labourers at

Affori to various fines for taking part in a strike, attempting to better their

condition.

Turin.—The workers in the Eoyal Arms Factory at Turin make many and
absurd demands of the management, supported therein by the League of

Iron-workers of Turin. They maintain that the persistent reduction of

wages brings many of the workers below the point of possible subsistence
;

that the working-day of 11 hours with 20 minutes rest is too much of a strain

on them ; that children are received too young into the works, gaining only

9d. a-day, etc. Among their demands is one that they the employes be
treated with "common politeness and the civility that free citizens are

accustomed to, and not as slaves." This is a modest demand, truly, from the

unemancipated of nineteenth century Europe !

" The workman," says this correspondent, " who, in a district like ours

without any industries, if he does nob make up his mind to emigrate " (oh,

the delusion of emigration !),
" must stay on without work, or if he finds

some, be content to earn the lira (lOd.) or 1.50 a day, has to pay a rent equal
to 150 lire a year," spending about a third or fourth of his " income " (so

grandly to call it) on house room merely. With a view to bettering the

housing of the poor—this has come to be a cant phrase to-day, carelessly

used by kindly philanthropists—a Society for Economical Dwellings has
been formed in one town, possibly by speculators ; result as usual, moderately
commodious and airy houses a world too costly for those for whom they were
said to be built. This is a manifestation of one of the laws of the present
economy, which the worthy people who honestly welcome any little reform
as a "step in the right direction" will not recognise, though the whole
operation goes on yearly under their noses.

A correspondent of the Emancipazione (organ of the Roman Labour
Party) gives in the last issue a bitter description of the hopeless condition
of the poor folk in Yeneto, asserting that in the last few years the popula-
tion has increaeod o\^i of all proportion, while instead of their housing
extending likewise, house demolition goes on largely. Possibly to recon-

struct the same ? By no means. Some bourgeois count with a long tail to

his name wants to extend and beautify his villa, so down come whole streets

of tenement houses to make way for "English grounds," carefully-tended
wildernesses, mock ruins, cascades, and all the eighteenth century idiocies

that delight the vulgar Italian bourgeois mind, for whom the grace and
beauty of his native vine-gardens and fruit orchards are not good enough.
The result is more of that hideous over-crowding, which, bad as it is in our
large cities, makes the width and breadth of Italian country, which should
be an earthly paradise, an earthly hell instead, brutalised out of any know-
ledge of or love for its own beauty.

For listening at a Socialist meeting held a few days ago at Rosewell, near
Edinburgh, five miners have been dismissed from their employment. How
long will workers hang back from the movement and thus make the few
suffer for the benefit of the many ? The more Socialists there are the more
difficult it will be for the masters to make this mean use of their power
When all are Socialists the masters will not be dismissers, but the dismissed*

"JSTatignal Harbours."—The National Kefuge Harbours Society sends
us from time to time its reports and appeals. With any such work we have
of course great^ sympathy, but can hardly advise Socialists to take much
part in the raising of subscriptions for work of the kind. We believe that
this and kindred undertakings should be public in the full sense, and not
rest on the precarious "benevolence" of the "tender-hearted" bourgeois or
the scant pence of the proletaire. They will never be so undertaken while
commercialism lasts. The workers' bodies are so cheap that it costs less to
spend them remorselessly, taking all risk of other loss also, than to guard
against their wholesale drowning. The bourgeois gains his wealth by
virtual murder, and his "charity" is but the salve for occasional twinges of
conscience. Not until the people take all in hand will any workers' lives be
looked after.—H. H. S.

Class Indifference to Misery.—The London newspapers which report
at great length the fashionable doings of the great metropolis, are scarcely
able to find an inch of ^..pace to describe the terrible sufferings of the miners
on strike in Northumberland. One cause of the present lowness of wages

J^i.* i^ T^^
districts is the coal tax levied by the corrupt Corporation of the

City ot London. The struggle in Northumberland is only a forewarning of
what IS al^out to happen in other industries. The relations between capital
and labour are everywhere breaking down, and their place must be supplied
by some Co-operative Labour Commonwealth, in which the workers will be
their own capitalists. Meanwhile, it is suggestive that the French workmen
have adopted the successful American organisation, the Knights of Labour.
Could not something be done in that direction in England ? The Knights of
i^abour here would be a pure labour democracv, iii which all who labour
would stand on an equal iootmg,—Pioneer (Glasgow).

In our societies, established upon a very rigorous idea of property, the position
ot tne poor is horrible ; they have literally no place under the sun. There are no
tlowers, no grass, no shade, except for him who possesses the es^Yth.—Eenan.

CORKESPONDENCE.

WORKERS JUDICIALLY MURDERED.
In the Commonweal for July 10 last year, under the heading of "Some

Instructive Facts," the stoppage of Messrs. Marshall's flax-mills at Leedft

was commented upon, and the probable disastrous result to the workers con-

sidered. The statements contained therein were denied in toto (with the
exception of one paragraph) by one of the partners—Mr. John Marshall—

:

and the article in question dismissed as false and untrustworthy. But un~
fortunately for this gentleman, the facts were collected by one who had spent
many years in the service of the firm, and was in a position where access tO'

all the information—utilised in the Commonweal—could be had. The fact
that comrade Mahon challenged Mr. Marshall to a discussion in these pages-^

of the points at issue is a substantial factor in determining the truth of the
charges. The effect upon the workpeople of the time, by its appearance,,

was thoroughly satisfactory, but owing to their forced migration throughout,
the country in search of employment, po visible results were observed.
The disorganisation of the hands was taken into account by an exploiter,,

who upon the closing of the works made overtures to rent and carry on that
part of the business devoted to the weaving of linens. This cormorant's first

act was to lower wages all round, knowing that if any demur were made
plenty of the unemployed were only too eager to step into the places of the
discontented. But the great majority of the workers cast into the streets

—

what of them ? A few hundreds are scattered about the country, or gone to

America, in search of work. Those who have reached middle-age, or beyond
that, with families dependent upon them, and knowing only the one trade
to which they have been brought up—for these the outlook is dark indeed..

A few are earning a precarious livelihood by hawking household commodities
from door to door. The greater number are drifting aimlessly into beggary.
Out-door relief is denied them, and from a sense of shame they are deterred
from entering the portals of that English bastille, the poorhouse. One un-
fortunate fellow has taken such a gloomy view of his probable future that
rather than face it, he preferred to drown himself. Some five others have
literally died through excessive grief and despondency at their condition.

Released from the " cares and anxieties of business," the members of the
erstwhile firm are enjoying that recreation and leisure which is the reward
of the "fittest" in the race for wealth. One is disporting himself in the
United States, another making heroic efforts on behalf of his country to
maintain the Union. Solicitude for the nation's welfare and honour ani-

mates the whole batch, and the local Jubilee fund has been considerably
augmented by their donations.

The story is one of daily occurrence. The stoppage of a firm ; a thousand
or two of workers thrown into the streets to become what they may ; the
lives of a few " hands " shortened ; chaos and misery for a time ; and then
affairs begin to drift into the old state, only to see the same condition of
things sooner or later re-enacted. Will the wealth-producers benefit by the
lessons, so forcibly brought home to them day by day ? Or does it need the
dumb victims of Capitalism to rise from their very graves and demand
justice at the hands of their fellows % If experience—ripe in misery for the
workers—is of any avail, they will read these lessons aright.

T. Paylor.

A correspondent writes us several suggestions as to the conduct of the
co-operative grocery recently set on foot by the League. It may be well to
state that it is by no means intended to let this business take such propor-
tions as would overshadow our real work ;

" to leave the word of Socialism
to ser\^e tables " : the idea is only that we should supply ourselves in such
matters in' which it can be easily done, and that all gain resulting therefrom
instead of going into the pockets of indifferent persons, or even enemies,
should g(y directly to the funds of the League : there will be no profit to any
priv^ate member of the League.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

Annual Conference.—The Third Annual Conference of the Socialist League
will be held at 13 Farringdon Road on Whitsunday, May 29th. Branch secre-
taries are urged to send in at once return of membership and subscription to 31st
March, which must be paid by May 1st. in order to entitle Branch to be repre-
sented at the Conference.

Co-operative Stdre.—The Committee attend at the offices at 8.30 p.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. See advertisement on last page.

Lessons in French.—Comrade Victor Dave is now giving lessons in French
at the offices of the League on Tuesday evenings, at 8 o'clock. The lessons are
free to members, and those desirous of profiting by them should send their names
at once to the secretary of the League,

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and affiliated
bodies. Library Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d. Lena Wardle and
W. Blundell are the Librarians.

Bound Volumes of ' Commonweal ' for 1886 can now be had. Price 5s. 6d.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
Birmingham, Hackney, Hull, Leeds, North London, to August 31. Manchester,

Merton, Norwich, to Oct. 31. Bradford, to November 30. Croydon, Leicester,
South London, to December 31, 1886. Lancaster, to January 31. Clerkenwell, ^

Hammersmith, Hoxton (Labour Emancipation League), Oxford, Walsall, to March '

31. Bloomsbury, North London, to April 30, 1887. [

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
Delver, 7s. 6d. Arthur, 6d. P. Webb, Is. Lansbury, Is. For Mrs. Motc-

braij—A few Fabians, per Annie Besant (weekly), 10s. Glasgow Branch (six
weeks), 12s.—£1, 12s. J. Lane, Treasurer.

STRIKE COMMITTEE.
P. W., Is. T. Binning, Treasurer.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Hammersmith Branch (weekly), 10s. T. B. (weekly), 6d. W. B. (three weeks),

Is. 6d. E. B. B. (two weeks), 2s. Ph. W,, Treasurer, April 26.

Northumberland Miners.—Collected in Hyde Park, £3, 8s. 6^d. Regent's
Park, 6s. 4d. Croydon Branch, 3s. 9<l. Collected by J. L., Is. 4|d.—Total, £4.

Joseph Lakk.
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BRANCH REPORTS.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, April 20, a very

lively and humorous lecture was given by Dr. Drys-
dale on the subject, " Malthusians and Socialists."
Numerous questions were asked and replied to. Dis-
cussion followed, Dr. Alice Vickery, Sidney Webb,
Stewart Headlam, Herbert Burrows, T. E. Wardle,
and others, taking part. W. Blundell was in the chair.
The lecturer evidently " fenced " in his reply to the
argnments put forward by those holding different
views. Last Sunday evening, we held preliminary
meeting on Clerkeiwell Green, and invited those pre-
sent to come to our lecture-hall, at which an interesting
debate took place on the subject: "That individual
ownership of private property should be maintained
in its entirety

.

" John Badcock, jun., of the "Party
of Individual Liberty," took the affirmative ; H. Davis,
Socialist League, the negative. The audience, which
was fairly representative, listened attentively, but it

was soon apparent, judging by the applause the So-
cialist received, which way "the wind blew." The
*' Party " must try again, but with stronger proof of
the correctness of tlieir views. Literature has sold
well.—W. B. and T. E. W.
Croydon.—On Sunday last, W. H. Utley lectured

on "Socialism and the Miners." He took a most
hopeful view of the chances of the propaganda in

Northumberland, and gave a sketch of the way in
which the miners are fleeced by their employers. —A. T.
Hackney.—On Sunday morning, a meeting of about

four hundred people was held at the Salmon and Ball.
Graliatn and AUman spoke. In the evening, J. Lane
lectured at the club on "Socialist Schools of Thought,"
his remarks being much appreciated.
HoxTON.—Last Sunday, F. Verinder, E.L.R.L.,

lectured on "The Queen's Jubilee and the People's
Jubilee." The lecture was followed by an animated
discussion.—E. P.

Mekton AND MiTCHAM.—The two Branches held a
meeting against the Crimes Bill on the Fair Green,
Sunday morning last. The weather was against a
large attendance. About 400 gathered around, and
passed the following resolution unanimously :

" That
this meeting, whilst protesting against the Govern-
ment Coercion Bill directed against the right of free
speech and action in Ireland, and deeply sympathising
with tlie heroic Irish race in their struggle against the
landlords, asks the Irish people not to allow the pre-
sent agitation to develop into means for creating
another class of landlords from amidst its own ranks,
but to boldly claim the soil of Ireland as the inalien-
able right of the whole Irish people, to be used for
the Itenefit of all and not a class." The speakers were
Kit:':, Eden, and Dalchow.
NoiiTH London and Marylebone. — On Sunday

nioniivig, Mainwaring spoke to a large audience in
K/«uu,^»t>'ti Park, and explained the miners' position at
the ])rc3ent time in England and Wales from hia own
experience, and we collected 6s. 3d. for tlie Miners'
Strike Fund. Members please observe Branch notice

and attend to discuss important l)usiness.—T. C.

Ei)iNnnRGii. — On Sunday afternoon, we held a

meeting in Queen's Park. The audience were evi-
!

dently interested. Tuke, Smith, Bullock, and our
secrettiiy spoke. Fair sale of Commonv:eal. We ex-

pect a much lai'ger meeting next Sunday.—J. (t.

Gla,s(;o\v.—A male voice choir to sing revolutionary

songs has been formed in connection with the Ih'anch,

comrade Moffat acting as leader. The lirst x^^'actice

took place on Wednesday niglit, at which there was
a good attendance. From the hearty spirit with
which it has been supported, the choir promises to be

a success. On Sunday, at noon, comrades Curran and
Glasier addressed a good audience on Jail Scjuare. In

the evening, a meeting of members took place in our
rooms.
Hamilton.—A meeting of members took place in

Paton's Hall, on Thursday. The subject of organis-

ing a vigorous summer propaganda was discussed. An
open-air meeting, wiiich was to be held on Saturday,

had to be abandoned on account of the rain.

Leeds.- -On Sunday morning at 11 a.m., we held

our usual open-air meeting on Hunslet Moor. Braith-

waite, Maguire, and Hill were the speakers. The
audience listened very attentively. At the close of

the meeting about thirty copies of the pamphlet en-

titled ' AiFlea for Socialism' were sold. In the even-

ing, Maguire lectured at the Royal Oak Inn, Shipley,

on " The Irish Question from the Socialist Stand-

point."—F. C, sec.

Norwich. —Intereikting report -received .too late.

dressed by Proctor and Peacock, was held in Snewton
Market on Sunday morning, when 3s. 2Jd. was col-
lected for our club room. In the evening, Peacock,
Proctor, and Wane addressed a large meeting, about
3,000 being present, 5s. 6d. more being collected to-
wards our movement, many inquiries being made
respecting membership, and everything points towards
a grand success of the movement in Nottingham.
Some thousands of leaflets were distributed.—T. P.

Board Brigade.— Last Saturday afternoon, a

Commonweal Board Brigade (i.e., pro tern " sandwich-

men'") went out, and inade a fairly successful be-

ginning for this year, though this result cannot be

said to be due to any response made to the appeal last

week for volunteers. Lay members will do well to

shake themselves up a bit, and not let such a useful

institution flag this summer for want of volunteers.

The work is pleasant, and as no special ability is re-

quired for its successful performance, none have any
excuse for neglect.

Socialist Union (Nottingham Section). — At a

meeting of the above last week, it was decided to

commence a vigorous propaganda campaign in Not-

tingham and District, and to engage a room to hold

meetings in and form a club in connection with the

section. A room for this purpose has already been

engaged 30 ft. by 14 ft., and we are now making an
effort to raise funds to furnish and decorate the same,

5s. being collected on Saturday amongst friends, while

several members have promised 6d. per week towards
making it a success. A large open-air meeting, ad-

LECTURE DIARY.
London'Branches.

Bloomsbury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street.
On Thursday 28, at 8.30, Business Meeting.

Glerkemoell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.C. Sunday May 1, Business Meeting
(important) 7 p.m. prompt. Free Concert for
members and friends at 8.30 p.m. Wednesday May
4, at 8.30, H. Halliday Sparling, "The Iron Law of
Wages."

Croydon.—Royal County House, West Croydon Station
Yard. Sunday at 7.15 p.m.

Hackney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from Still 11.30. Business
Meeting every Tuesday at 8.30. On Sunday May 1,

at 8.30 p.m. D. Nicol, "The Benevolent Middle
Class."

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House', Upper Mall, W.
Sunday May 1, at 8 p.m. Walter Crane, " The
Architecture of Art."

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—Club Room, 2 Crondall Street,
New North Road. Committee meeting on Friday
April 29, at 8.30 p.m. May 1, J. L. Lyons, "Ob-
jects of the Liberty and Property Defence League.

"

An Elementary Singing Class on the Tonic Sol Fa
system, will commence on May 4, at 8.30 p.m. Free
to members.

Merton.—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

Mitcham.—Comer of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

North London and Marylebone.—Members will please
attend meeting on Friday April 29th, at 96 Judd
Street, King's Cross, at 8 o'clock prompt.

Country Branches.

Bingley.—Coffee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.

Birmi7igham.—Carr's Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 7.30 p.m. to transact business.

Class for the study of 'Das Capital' at 8.15. In
Free Tron Hall on Tues(Uiy May 3, at 8 p.m. J. L.

Mahon will lecture on " The Political Economy of

Socialism." Collection for Northumberland miners.

Glasgoia.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. On Sunday,
open-air meetings (see below). Wednesdays, at 8,

choir practice.

Hamilton.—Paton's Hall, Chapel Street, Thursday
May 28, at 7.30, John Adams will lecture on " The
Commune of Paris."

Hull.—11 Princess Street, Sykes Street. Lectures on
Sunday at 7 p.m. Thursday at 8 p.m.. Political

Economy Class.

Lancaster.—Addresses every Sunday morning on the

Quay Jetty.

Leicester.—Spiritualist Hall, Silver Street.

Manchester.—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-
chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-

ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every
Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures

every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m. Reading-room
open every evening. See open-air meetings below.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25^ Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 1.

11.30...Hackney—Salmon and Ball ...Hobb & Flockton

1 1.30...Hammersmith—Beadon Rd The Branch
11. 30. ..Hoxton Church, Pitfield St The Branch
11.30.. .Hyde Park T. E. Wardle
11. 30...Garrett—Plough Inn... Harrison, Gregory, Bull

11. 30...Mitcham Fair Green Kitz, Eden, Dalchow
11. 30...Regent's Park Cantwell & Mainwaring
11.30. ..St. Pancras Arches W. H. Utley
ll.30...Walham Green The Branch
3 . . .Hyde Park Nicoll & Mainwaring
7 . . .Clerkenwell Green T. E. Wardle

Tuesday.
8. ..Broad Street, Soho W. H. Utley

Wednesday.
7. 30...Broadway, London Fields Graham

Thursday.
8 ...Hoxton, Pitfield Street Wade & Pope

PROVINCES.
Edinburgh.—Sunday: Queen's Park, 5 p.m. Mon-
day : East Meadows, 7.30 p.m., J. L. Mahon, " So-

cialism and the Nortliumberland Miners." Wednes-

day : Leith Links, 7*30, J. L. Mahon, "Socialism
and the Labour Movement." Collection for North-
umberland Miners at Mahon's meetings.

Glasgow.—Sunday : Open-air meeting on Green at 12
o'clock, when comrade J. L. Mahon will speak.
Members invited to accompany Mahon to Hamilton
at 1 o'clock, where he addresses the Miners.

Hamilton.—Mass Meeting of Miners will be held in
the Low Quarries at 4 o'clock, when J. L. Mahon
will speak on "Socialism and the Northumberland
Miners."

Leeds.—Sunday: Hunslet Moor, 11; Vicar's Croft, 7.

Leicester.—Sunday: Humberston Gate, 11 a.m.

Norwich.—Sunday: Market Place at 3; Agricultural
Hall Plain at 7.

Dublin.—Irish Labour League, 2 Bachelors Walk,
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discussion on all subjects

connected with the Labour Question. All interested
are requested to attend.

Notice to Readers of the * CommonweaL*

A CO-OPERATIVE STORE
has been started at the

OFFICES OF THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE,
13 Farringdon Road, E.C,

and all Grocery articles can be had at current store

prices, or where possible, under. All orders over 6s.

will be delivered carriage paid. The Store will be
open on Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday evenings
after 8.30 p.m.

A BENEFIT CONCERT
WILL BE HELD AT

THE LECTURE HALL, AUDREY STREET,
(Goldsmith Row, Hackney),

On SATURDAY, MAY 7, at 8.30.

Proceeds to be devoted to the Norwich Prisoners^ Aid
Fu7id.

Admission by Programme, price 3d. to be obtained
from the Secretary.

16 pages One Penny.

A PLEA FOR SOCIALISM,
By J. L. MAHON.

being an address delivered in the course of a campaign
amongst the miners on strike in Northumberland.

Prices to Branches and parcels for sale or distribution,

12 copies (post free) Is.; 50, 3s.; 1(X), 5s.

Published at 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.C.

Noiu ready, 240 jop., \s. 6fZ., post free; Cloth gilt,

2s. Sd., post free.

A REVIEW OF
EUROPEAN SOCIETY,

With an Exposition and Vindication of the Principles of

SOCIAL DEMOCRACY.
By J. SKETCHLEY,

Author of 'The Irish Question,' *The Funding System,'
'German Democracy,' etc., etc.

With ax Introduction by WILLIAM MORRIS.

The Work treats of all the great questions of the day—political,

social, and economical ; of European thought during the present
century ; the revolutionary movements of 1848-49—why they
failed ; the Paris Commune of 1871 ; etc., etc.

"This book is a remarkable production."

—

Christian

Socialist.

*' Nowhere will be found so much important infor

mation in so short a space."

—

Justice.

*' The book is admirable. It must be placed on the
shelf of the library of every earnest student of Social-

ism."

—

Commonweal.

*' A capital examination of civilised (?) society."

—

Anarchist.

Birmingham : J. Sketchley, 8 Arthur Place Parade.

THE 'COMMONWEAL' for 1886
(VOL. II.)

Neatly Bound in Bed Cloth,

Price, 5s. 6d.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. . Id.

The Labour Question from the Socialist
Standpoint. By William Morris. . . Id.

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors), Id.

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William
Morris Id.

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morris. . . .2d.

Socialist League, 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.G.

Printed and Published by William Morris and Joseph Lak«
at 13 Farringdon Road, London
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TtLe Official Journal of tlie Socialist League.

Vol. 3.—No. 69. SATURDAY, MAY 7, 1887. Weekly; One Penny.

NOTES ON NEWS.
Mr De Rutzen's sentence on the so-called rioters bv the Marble Arch
IS a htting pendant to the Norwich affair in which the members of the
l^eague suffered; and though no doubt Mr. De Rutzen can lay claim
to be represented by Mr. Nupkins as well as Justice Grantham, one
<3annot help thinking that there is something behind that, and that the
worthy magistrate " has had a hint to do a little terrorism, and that

the untortunate persons who were not Socialists, who have found them-
selves in the same prison-van as the Socialists, must do their best to
console themselves with the fable of the cranes who suffered for being
tound m the same net with the more game birds who were the hunters'
real quarry

: the members of the S. D. F. were of -^.ourse the real per-
sons aimed at. ^

One advantage the "rioters" have at all events, that the affair
liavmg happened m London, and chancing to coincide in time with the
growing feeling against the Tory government, the press has been com-
pelled to take It up in some way or other. The Pall Mall, for instance,
has a leader on the subject, which does it much credit, while it had not
one word to say about the equally monstrous sentence passed on our
comrades ,at Norwich, prefaced as it was by Grantham's charge to the
jury m which he coolly prejudged the case.

As^for the disavowal by Government of its agents Poland, Matthews
and De Rutzen, which the Fall Mall cries out for, that can hardly be
expected, unless a general public outcry forces them to give way when
the appeal is tried

: they have done what they were told to do, and are
in their places to exercise arbitrary violence whenever it seems advis-
able to do so

; and the -respectable " mob that backs them is both too
stupid and too truculent even to note the grim joke of De Rutzen
kindly consenting not to send the accused to a jury, on which they
might at least have had a chance of finding one or two honest and un-
servile persons who would have listened to the evidence and tried to
lind out what It was worth, instead of taking their opinion from that
gross abuse, the summing-up of the judge : they would, I say, have had
that chance though it must be admitted that English juries are ^rown
so servile, that it would be but a chance

The reactionists are getting on, that must be allowed : to take ad-
^^ntage of a mere slight disturbance, provoked by what was admitted
on all sides (except Poland & Co.) to have been the bad conduct of the
police, to strike terror into the Socialists, is a considerable advance on
their part Their next step will probably be to drop all pretence of
defending the rights of the public to the free use of the highway, or of
supporting the pohce in quelling a disturbance, and to attack opinion
directly. There is plenty of law for it, and they will have no difficultym getting a conviction, if the unsupported evidence of policemen is to
he accepted as good enough for the purpose

The disturbance on Sunday at Kennington was the natural outcome
ot the police magistrate's decision of the week before not to defend a
Socialist from violence. At the same time it may seem to some per-
sons as the result of a deliberate plot on the part of the police to get
rid Ota Socialist preaching-stand without incurring the trouble and

..pdium of a prosecution for obstruction. In that case it is a simple_^dge and seems likely to be an effective one, since there can always
be tound handy a genuine collection of idiots under the name of a

^wTnTfn'JfnlJ'^
Primrose League, who, having nothing to say, don'twant to hold meetings except amongst themseves, and so need not fear

^ reprisals. ^^ ^
^ The Canadian Parliament by 135 votes to 47, and the Nova Scotian

i ^A^ 7^ majority, have voted a resolution against the Coercion Bill

^ w«t " n
»''' ?^ -^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^- This is but a sample of the

^ To the TnJ.T'\"u^^"K ^'-^ ^^P^^^^^ Federation may 3nean more
• ^

to the Jingoes than they will care for.
^i

V

Even the purity Fall Mall joins in the outcry against the unfortunate
Indian in question and calls out for his incarceration—if caught!

However bad the man may be, he is distinctly entitled to resist Eng-
land with all his power, and the English Government has treated him
and many of his fellows with such brutal treachery that it is hard to
blame him if the means he adopts be modelled in too close imitation of
the example set him.

Counsel applied in the Queen's Bench Division on 27th ult., for an
order to compel the corporation of Birkenhead to grant a licence for a
traction engine to Messrs. Fox. The Lord Chief Justice remarked that
Birkenhead had not been made for Messrs. Fox and their traction
engines, and refused the motion. We know nothing of the " merits of
the case," but it is cheering to find that a capitalist may sometimes be
prevented from doing just everything he wants to.

A theory quite opposite to that held by the Lord Chief Justice is
usually held : That the whole world, and all that in it is, belongs to the
bourgeois to do what he likes witk

At the Wimborne police-court lately two brothers were^harged with
unlawfully wounding their stepfather. Prosecutor had been beaten
till he was unconscious, and left by the roadside. He was conveyed
from the union workhouse to the police-court, and had his YmA baa-..
daged and one arm in splints. Prisoners were fined 15s. 6d. eii^ihiMoi:
fourteen days' in default! At the same court a m^ nam^ I^iflil^v
against whom tl^ere was nothing previously,

' " •- - ^
four pehny^^^M(l%>f straw, and was sehlenceS to"u**v.

ment with hard labour, without the option of a fine ! ^

Can it be wondered at that the workers are "becoming infected"
with Socialism, when they see how lightly any injury wrought their
limbs or lives is regarded as compared with any " infringement of the
rights of property " *?

jj^ jj^ g^

Dh?w^ q""- T^""^f ^f""^ ^^^'^^ ^y *^^ proceedings of the Maharajah

Whi ? f ^^^ .*^^ '^PP^'"^ ^^^^^^^^ ^ho^ accompanies h m.

Sm JT,T ^'T ^\^' England subjects any Indian prince, or other

ZlZoflt -P!''^^.' *^.^^^ "'^^^ "civilising influences "of robbery

393963

THE IRISH QUESTION.
III.—LANDLORDISM.

In dealing with the Land Question in Ireland, and before coming to
the economical part of the subject, it may be well to take a general
view of the position and claims of at least a few of the great land-
holders. At p. 178, of Part III. of the ^JSTew Doomsday Book' (for
Ireland) published in 1876, we have the following summary.

There are 110, each holding 20,000 acres and upwards, dividing
among them 4,151,142 acres, with a stated valuation of £1,512,594.
No one must for a moment suppose that the valuation represents the
rental. There are 192 holding from 10,000 to 20,000 acres each, making
a total of 2,607,719, with a valuation of £1,174,223. There are 440
others holding from 5,000 to 10,000 acres each, giving a total of
3,071,471 acres, and a valuation of £1,453,697. We thus find that
742 persons hold, and claim as their own private property, 9,830,632
acres out of a total of 20,047,572 acres. That the valuation returned
amounts to £4,140,514, out of a total of £10,182,681. At p. 186 it
is stated that the non-residents only number 1,643, that is, those who
very rarely or never reside in Ireland ; that these hold 4,513,861 acres
with a valuation of £2,139,143. Then there are one hundred and
sixty-one companies or charitable institutions (including the London
companies), who hold 582,327 acres with a valuation of £234,678.
Also 1,350 landlords whose residence is not ascertained, yet who hold
among them 615,308 acres, the valuation of which is £331,673. There
is no doubt that the total rental taken from the country and spent
elsewhere, amounts to at least £5,000,000 to £6,000,000 a year. Such
a drain and from such a poor country as Ireland (under present con-
ditions), must of itself produce widespread ruin amongst the popu-
lation. A drain of five millions a year from Ireland is equal to at
least one hundred millions a year from England,

In the county of Fermanagh there are seven great landlords. Of
these men one of them. Sir Victor Brooks, writing in the Standard of

November 24, 1880, in defence of their position as landlords, said:
" The larger part of this county is held by the descendants of seven
families planted there by the monarchs and statesmen of the last

three hundred years." And Sir Victor Brookes thought that was

L
enough as a justification of their claims to the land. Let us look at
the holdings of these seven men.
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First on the roll is the Marquis of Ely. It will be remembered that

the Lord Loftus (formerly spelled Lofthouse) of 1880 was one of the

Irish traitors who received £45,000 in money and was made Marquis
of Ely. ioi his treachery to Ireland. He holds in the county Fer-

man<akgh, 3Jt,416 acres; in two other counties 13,153 acrese ; total,

47,5§f)^ »^S a rental of £22,556. The Earl of Erne, in county Fer-

marw^j^ 31^,06,7 acres, in three other counties 9,751 ; total 40,820 acres

w^^i;&atalai £23,867. The Earl of Enniskillen com«s third with
30,14%^GI^ rent roll of £13,^3. ^i'fee E^rlr.of^ liwae$tOi*0«? has
a tptfil^ 40,48^ ;^re%f^»(fe» of £15;*2^T5 and the E^l of

Belmore a total of 20,495, and rental £11,450. Then Mr. E. M.
Archall has a total of 34,733 acres and a rental of £17,469. And
last, though not least, comes Sir Yictcr Brookes with a total of 29,312
acres, and £15,630 a year as rental. Here are seven families placed

there by the monarchs and statesmen of the last three centuries, and
who claim as their own over 218,000 acres of land, and who have the

cool impudence to plunder the people on those lands of more than one
hundred and twenty thousand pounds a year. And that plunder by
seven families is the basis of law and order in the county of Fer-

managh.
Let us take a few others of these great land thieves, whose claims

rest on the plunder and rascality of ages, and who to day are the re-

presentatives of law and order in Ireland.

The Marquis of Lansdowne, famous as a cruel and heartless evictor.

He claims as his own, 11,149 acres in England, and in Ireland as

follows: County Kerry, 94,554 acres; County Meath, 15,356; Queen's
County, 8,311; Dublin, 2,139; King's County, 1,884; Limerick
County, 1,606; and Kilkenny, 518 acres; giving a total of 135,517
acres and a rental of £53,465. The Marchioness, his mother, who
holds the Barony of Nairne, has 9,070 acres in Perth and 134 acres in

Kinross, with a rental of £8,881 per annum. No one will say but
that the Fitzmaurices are well provided for.

Another descendant of the great land thieves of the Reformation
era is the noble Duke of Devonshire, the head of the Cavendish family.

The present Duke holds in the county of Derby, 83,829 acres; in

York, W.R., 19,332; in Lancaster, 12,681; in Sussex, 11,062; in

Somerset, 3,014; in Lincoln, 1,392; Cumberland, 983; Middlesex,

524; Notts, 125; Chester, 28; and Stafford, 26 acres. In Ireland:

County Cork, 32,776 ; Waterford, 27,540 ; and Tipperary, 9 acres.

Here is a man, a representative of the plundering classes, and who holds

as hisshare of theplunder 193,381 acres and a yearly rent-roll of £172,099.
The noble Marquis of Hartington also holds in the county of Derby
5,633 acres, with a rental of £6,257. The Hon. R. Cavendish holds

in Bucks, 3,379 acres ; in Stafford, 2,204 ; and in Denbigh, 1,444 acres,

with a rental of £11,024. Here is one family holding lands, stolen

_ji^from the people, amounting to 205,991 acres, and a yearly rental of^^ £189,380. What a mass of plunder to be in the possession of one
family. Why one years' plunder is enough, and more than enough, to

send into penal servitude ten thousand ordinary criminals.

Take another of these noble land-stealing families, the Beresfords.

This is another of those noble families on whose right to plunder the

people, depends the reign of law and order in Ireland. As I have
before explained, James I., of glorious memory and of God-like attri-

butes, having made up his mind not to pay his debts, sent a young man
of the name of Tristram Beresford to select lands in Ireland, as a right

royal payment to the London Companies. Young Beresford was also

to select lands as payment for his own services. Of course, King
James was not going to pay him, so the young fellow had to plunder

the Irish people. Well, he did so to his hearts content, and to the

very happy content of his descendants. But let us see what is to-day

the amount of plunder held by this noble family. The Marquis of

Waterford holds in ihe county of Waterford 40,050 acres, and in six

other counties in Ireland 69,184, making 109,234 acres, with a rental

of £50,642. Other members of the family hold among them 60,783

acres, and a rental of £34,955. It has been calculated that from the

time of young Tristram Beresford, this family have taken from the

Irish people over thirty millions sterling. And the robbery still goes on.

As another instance, take the notorious King-Harman, the present

Under-Secretary for Ireland. He holds in county Longford, 32,531

acres; in Roscommon, 29,242; in Sligo, 12,629; in West Meath,

1,415 ; and 1,024 acres in Queen's County; total, 76,841 acres, and a

rental of £42,655. Even the Duke of Marlborough holds in Ireland

16,392 acres, and of course Lord Randy is interested in the Irish

question. Of course the Noble Lord cannot be less than patriotic !

One other sample of Irish landlordism. Lord Kenmare, the brutal,

heartless exterminator in County Kerry, holds 105,359 acres, with a

rental.of £26,591. In August last, this splendid specimen of Irish

landlordism was protected by 38 policemen at a cost to the county of

£3,800 a-year. Kerry is one of the poorest counties in Ireland, the

assessment to the income tax being only £2, 18s. lid. per head of the

population, while in West Meath it is £12, 7s, lOd.

We must remember that' as regards the great landlords there is no
question of their claims resting on purchase. There is not one in ten

that even pretends to such title. We have seen how the great mass of

the land has been confiscated, and confiscation forms the basis of the

whole landlord system in Ireland.

There is another consideration, As the late J. S. Mill pointed out,

the average Irish landlord, instead of improving his estate, does not

even put up the fences and farm buildings, which everywhere else it is

the landlord's business to do ; these are left to be done by the tenant.

Even supposing the landlords to be entitled to the land, that it were
absolutely theirs, they could have no moral claim whatever to the

value of the improvements made by the tenants—houses, outbuildings,

fences, roads, etc. Yet, not content with having robbed the people of
the land ; not content with having plundered them for centuries ; not
content with all that, by the Encumbered Estates Act, 1849, all the
improvements, in roads, in fences, and the increased fertility of the
soil ; all the houses, and the out-buildings of every description became
the property of the landlords wherever evictions took place, and in all

case^ the rents were raised in proportion to the value of the improve-

ments i]^<]^.v Such a system of wholesale robbery in the name of law
n-ever-took plao^ in.iany other age or country. The extermination and
plunder of the people is the great and leading trait in the character of
the Irish landlords. As an instance of their propensity to rob and
exterminate the people, the late J. S. Mill mentioned the following

case, which is typical of Irish landlordism :
"A number of tenants

reclaimed a large tract of land on the sea-shore of Clare, and built

the little watering-town of Kilkie. Their leases fell in. The Marquis
of Conyingham raised their rents, in some cases 700 per cent., and
reduced, by ejectments, the population from 1,879 to 950, driving

them off the estate altogether."

Such are the deeds of Irish Landlordism. Too long have they cursed

the land of the Sister Isle. Too long have they plundered and
massacred the Irish people. And all this in the name of England, of

law and order, of civilisation. The time has come when this curse to

the Irish people, this shame and scourge of the United (?) Kingdom
shall cease. It is for the people to take up the cry raised by Glad-

stone, it is a struggle of the masses against the classes. And the
people, the workers, having right and justice on their side, hold in

their hands all the elements of success. Let them carry it to a suc-

cessful issue against the non-producing plundering classes.

J. Sketchley.

EARLY COMMUNAL LIFE AND WHAT IT

TEACHES.
(Continued from p. 139.)

We have now got some idea of the state of society under the various

developments by examining countries which are still passing through

the dilSerent stages ; it remains for us to see whether we can discover

any consistent method or purpose in this long evolution of property in

society. First we saw the savage living on the spontaneous produce

of the earth. He lived on his own energy, depending on himself for

everything. He did not co-operate with his fellows, or acknowledge

any authority except leadership in war. The individualistic side of his

character is brought out to the full extent. The struggle for existence

is keen, the strongest surviving, the weakest going to the wall unhelped

by any. Soon, owing to increase of population and decrease of the

supply of game, it ceases to be possible to live by the chase alone, and

men commence to keep herds of cattle, often held as the common property

of a tribe, though often also the property of some patriarch such as we
are familiar with in the Old Testament. This advance is only possible

by the first development of the social side of man's character, that

which makes him wish to live and co-operate with his fellows, to con-

sider them and their interests as well as his own. So long as the

savage individualistic element was the only one developed, no society

was possible : circumstances forcing men to form societies, also com-

pelled them to curb their strong individualist instincts, and so allow

the growth of the social side of their nature. Gradually societies,

become more and more defined. Agriculture brought the nomadic

tribes to a permanent halt, the social side of man developed, and com-

munities of all sorts were formed, bound together by strong ties of

mutual dependence amongst the members. The patriarchal family^

governed by the head or elder, which the pastoral age had so much
fostered, formed the basis. The further these family groups developed^

the more the individualistic side of man was suppressed, until the time

of the village communities was reached. These were associations of

families holding the land they tilled in common. The unit of society

had ceased to be the individual and had become the family. The
heads, as representing the families, elected the governor and arranged

all affairs of common interest. The common lands were divided

amongst the families, the individual only shared as a member of a^

family in which all tools for cultivation and other property were held

in common. The suppression of the individual reached its height in

these communes ; he was no longer master of his own body, and had

to marry whomsoever the head considered it was for the common good

that he should marry. :

This extreme suppression of individual liberty and right resulted in

the most perfect growth of the social side of man. These societies lived

together in harmony, in security and peace. All had enough, and all

shared in the common good to which the- individual was subordinated.

But man having been taught that he was a social animal, that only by

co-operation and sympathy with his fellows could he live happily and

prosperously, §eemed to have forgotten some of the lessons which he-

learnt when wandering wild in the woods. He had forgotten that

each man has a special individuality of his own, different to his fellows,,

made up of special energy, capacity, and temperament, and that the

fullest development of this individuality is one of the greatest purposes

of progress. So nature refused to allow mankind to rest in any form

of society, however harmonious and beautiful, which did not acknow-

ledge and cultivate the individual unit, did not give to every man and

woman in it the chance of the fullest development. The result was
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Podsnappian type of bourgeois, who must in consequence perforce

assume an appreciation of it, while with music he is under no such

obligation. Here, then, we have cant in a double form,

Lastly, we come to the Socialist cant. Here we touch on delicate

ground. But we must, nevertheless, face the truth that with the

sentimental or semi-sentimental Socialism of the middle-classes there

is mingled a good deal of half-unconscious cant. There is a sort of

feeling that poverty, squalor, and coarseness are in themselves sacred,

and the "good young man" who, instead of joining the Y.M.C.A.

takes to studying " social questions," seems to think it incumbent on

him to develop a taste for sordid habits and surroundings. A worthy

person, with aspect of spotless cleanliness and refinement, was heard

to exclaim recently in a moment of wild enthusiasm, that he had

rather sleep in a bed infested by noisome insects than eat and drink

the wedding-breakfast of a baronet. Now this sentiment, it seems to

me, is more fitting in the mouth of a retired bacon-factor turned

vestryman and presiding at a soup-kitchen, who wants to keep the

poor contented with their lot, than in that of a Socialist. Beds, as

above, are within the reach of all, even the poorest of our brethren,

but baronet's breakfasts are certainly not within the reach of all. Now
if the beds in question are better than the baronet's breakfast, where-

fore are we Socialists ? ^ The present system supplies even the " reserve

army of industry^' with beds of this description upon demand at the

casual ward/and does not trouble them with Yorkshire hams, cold

fowl, and champagne, but gives them rather meat and drink in keeping

with the beds. So, on the wkole, we live under the best possible of

systems in the best possible of worlds. I had always thought Socialists

wanted to bring the baronet's breakfast within the reach of all, and

only leave enough frowsy beds to supply the wants of eccentric persons

like our friend.

Again, I know of a young man who thinks it an act of Socialistic

virtue (not an unfortunate necessity, mind) to live on 15s. a-week

with wife and children. He started with the view of proving that

after all money is rather an encumbrance than otherwise to noble

aspirations. Now, I really think this young man ought to be " dec-

orated " by Baron Rothschild or the Liberty and Property Defence

League. If he could prove his thesis, no more crushing argument
could be brought against those who doubt the perfection of the present

system to satisfy all human requirements. Others, again, pretend to

like dropping h's (a vile cockney corruption of language having only

an incidental connection with distinctions between classes), dirty

hands, and uncomfortable third-class carriages (such, presumably, as

Sir Edward Watkin's line afibrds), and many other nasty things—and
all because of Socialism. This is very silly, perhaps, but more or less

harmless. When, however, middle-class young men take to virtuously

entering an already overstocked labour-market, and thus " doing " the

proletarian in more than one sense, the same cannot be said.

It is surprising that these essentially individualist and bourgeois

notions of the superiority of poverty and squalor, and of the virtue of

self-mortification for the mere sake of it, and without any ulterior

social object (which are radically inconsistent with Socialism), could

ever come to be regarded as having any part or lot with Socialism, the

end and aim of which is to abolish all these things. It only shows the

influence of old associations and habits of thought.

We have characterised " cant " as an eminently bourgeois vice, and
it is certainly true that it is mainly confined to the middle-classes.

The working-classes have many faults, as is only natural, but this is

not characteristic of them as a class. No working-man, for example,

would rather sleep in an insect-haunted bed than partake of cold

turkey and champagne— unless, indeed, he were a vegetarian and
teetotaller combined. We have only touched upon a few of the forms

of cant which have more particularly struck us, but our whole bour-

geois civilisation is saturated with it. Other ages have been brutal,

but with none but our own has hypocrisy become part of its very

nature. The whole subject of " cant " is an interesting one, and well

merits a scientific analysis. E. Belfort Bax.

MEN WHO ARE NOT SOCIALISTS.
SOME PERSONAL REMARKS UPON MY NEIGHBOURS.

I.

O MINE enemy 1 how I might revenge myself upon thee had I the will

!

There, over the street, just facing my window, Mr. Peebles has a

licensed grocer shop. By the terms of his license he is strictly for-

bidden to sell drink for consumption on his premises. Yet his little

back room is never empty of people who, disliking ostentation in all

things, prefer to get their drams in a place where, should they be

perceived entering, no one may suspect but they are purchasing an
ounce of tobacco or half a pound of soap. Just now I know there are

several such persons in his back room—amongst them a well-known
magistrate and a local medical practitioner.

Mr. Peebles is a deacon in the Kirk ; he is also a strong constitu-

tionalist and a devout detestor of infidels and Socialists. Last Christ-

mas he distributed pictorial calendars amongst his customers. There
were two designs, which he had selected after much deliberation and
a deal of consultation with his back parlour friends ; one contained a
portrait of the late Lord Beaconsfield, and the other a picture of what
purported to be "the child's first prayer." -I mention this apparently
trifling fact because it illustrates the fine political instinct and simple
piety with which Mr. Peebles retails his groceries and spirits. It is

^ Perhaps the *' worthy person " might retort that the certainty of being bored
was worse than the chance of being bitten.

—

Ed.

well known, too, that Mr. Peebles takes a deep interest in Sunday-
schools and foreign missions.

Until recently, Mr. Peebles and I only knew each other by sight and
reputation. He was aware that I was a Socialist ; and often when I
passed his shop while he was standing at the door keeping a vigilant
lookout lest the police should pounce upon him unawares, he bestowed
upon me a look of mingled rebuke and compassion that caused me to
have serious misgivings as to the rectitude of the course I was pursuing.

I remember being at a political meeting one night. Mr. Peebles
had shut his £.hop punctually at eight o'clock—washed his face and
shaved his chin—combed his streaks of straight grey hair—and donned
a clean shirt front—and had planted himself, shining like a new cut

of bacon, in a front seat beside the parish minister. I was in the seat

immediately behind. He and the parish minister appeared to be very

warm friends, and from the manner of their conversation they evidently

had a common interest in the proceedings. The candidate spoke at

length on the political situation, but avoided any reference to the

Church disestablishment question or the proposed suppression of the

liquor trafiic. My friends were obviously suspicious of this omission

on the candidate's part ; and when questions were invited Mr. Peebles

at once rose and asked " if the candidate approved of the iniquitous

attempt that was about to be made to disestablish the time-honoured

national church, for which their forefathers fought and died, and for

which " He was unable to conclude the sentence, having well-

nigh choked himself with excitement. The candidate replied in an

ambiguous way that he would. Mr. Peebles and the parish minister

gesticulated their disapproval. Mr. Peebles, I could observe, now

wanted the minister to question the candidate on his views concerning

the suppression of the liquor trafiic ; but the minister evidently dis-

approved of clerical interference in politics for the moment, for he

soothingly declined. The grocer looked anxiously round the hall to

see if any one else would rise to question the candidate upon the

subject. All the spirit-merchants and licensed grocers present appeared,

however, to be quite as modest as Mr. Peebles touching their own

interests. At last, constrained by sympathy for Mr. Peebles, I rose

and put the question. The candidate replied that " if a Local Option

Bill was introduced by a responsible minister of the Crown, he would

feel bound to vote in its favour." Mr. Peebles quivered with indigna-

tion, and turning round to me, hoarsely whispered, "I'm not a Socialist

—but I'd rather vote fifty thousand times for a Socialist than give a vote

to one of those sneaking Liberals, as they call themselves forsooth 1

"

After this incident Mr. Peebles manifested a kindly interest in my
views ; he even went the length of saying that if, as " God forbid," he

should ever give up his Conservative opinions, he would, he was sure,

become a Socialist. Despite the apparent rashness of this statement^,

it was an exceedingly safe one for Mr. Peebles to make.

The neighbourly feeling that existed between Mr. Peebles and
myself was interrupted by a circumstance of a very simple character.

One Sunday after church service I saw him enter his shop, Bible in

hand, ostensibly for the purpose of feeding his dog. My window being

high, I was able to see into his shop, even although the shutters were

on the window, as they only reached half way up. No sooner was

he inside than he laid down his Bible on a tea-canister and took off his

coat. He then began to shift and fill his spirit-bottles with admirable,

diligence—taking care, however, to do so with as little noise as possible,

as he well knew the scandal his proceedings, if known, would provoke

in the Sabbatarian neighbourhood. Happening to look my way, how-

ever, he became aware of the fact that I saw him. He appeared much
discomfited, and immediately drew down the window-blinds. Since

then there is a chilly gulf between us. He is generally deeply inter-

ested in something across the way when I pass his shop now. Some-

times his glance meets mine, and I can see a peculiar meaning in his

eyes. Perhaps he would like to make friends with me again, or wishes

a Socialist riot would take place, when he might have an opportunity

of picking me down unperceived in the tumult.

For my part, I have no ill feeling whatever towards Mr. Peebles.

I would not harm a single one of the hairs that befringe his polished

pate for the world. He is a mean man, it is true, and would sell his

soul for a few farthings of profit—he violates his license every hour of

the day—is a hypocrite in religion and a time-server in politics. But

poor Mr. Peebles is not to be blamed for these things. He is no more

responsible for these blotches on his character than a cat is for the

colour of its skin, or a pool of water for the reflections upon its surface.

The dodges to which he has recourse are conditions of life which our

present system imposes upon him. When Mr. Peebles—now pre-

maturely old, with bank-note wrinkles on his face—was a chubby little

boy, laughing in his mother's lap, who shall say that he was not fitted

for a higher destiny than the one meted out to him ? Who shall say

that if the sunshine of social justice, instead of the damp and darkness

of social wrong, had shone upon his heart, that the fungoid growths of

selfishness, hypocrisy, and deceit would have ever found a lodging-

place in its recesses 1 No, Mr. Peebles ; we cannot condemn, but we
pity you. You are not a Socialist, and are never likely to become one

—nor would your conversion be of much value in any case—still

maybe you are not our worst enemy. If the fight were once over,

I am sure you would gladly give up your little money-mongering with

all its worrying and deceit, and sit down in the midst of our abundance

and peace. And who knows but perhaps your son, despite the fact

that he is a lawyer's clerk, and your daughter, despite the fact that

her only vocation in life at present consists in banging the piano on

week-days and reading Bible-texts to children on Sundays, may both

perform honourable parts in the coming social revolution 1

J. Beuce Glasier.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
This department is under the direction of the Strike Committee, Labour News

and Contributions to the Fund should be sent to T. Binning, at the Offices,

BEITAIN.

The melters and gas firemen at Consett Steel Works have struck—the
former against Sunday labour, and the latter for an advance of wages. The
strike threatens to become serious.

The chain-makers of Cradley Heath are sticking manfully to their colours,

and should have assistance from all trades' unionists in the country. Never,

perhaps, has a strike taken place which deserves more general support. This

is the thirty-nineth week of the strike.

, The weavers at the Old Mill and the Low Mill, Yeadon, are still out on

strike, and there is no immediate prospect of their resurainsf work. The
Long Lengths Committee have officially advised them to remain out until

their demands are satisfied. Some of the other employes are thrown out of

work by the action of the weavers.

The strike in the ship-building trade is making things merry in Belfast.

The dispute, however, is only that the men want their wages weekly instead

of fortnightly. Not much to get into a panic about, truly. There must be

some capitalist dodge at the back of this system of payment, as fortnightly

payment exists in many firms where large numbers of poorly-paid workers

are employed, and also on most railways.

The first case decided in London under the Shop Hours Act of last year

was a very bad one, and we are glad to see that the magistrate inflicted the

frJl penalty. The shopkeeper in question had kept two of his girl hands at

work for ninety-seven hours in a week—sixteen hours a day, that is, for six

days running. "This is a case of slave-driving with a vengeance. But the

penalty is only a fine of twenty shillings. A little wholesome boycotting of

all shops which are conducted like slave-plantations is what is really wanted.
—Poll Mall Gazette,

"Work has been suspended at the collieries in Fife and Clackmannan.

Mass meetings were held on Thursday last, at which the following resolution

was unanimously carried :
" That this meeting, holding that the contract

rules are prejudicial to the interests of the men, pledges itself to use every

efiort to terminate the present contracts, with the view of taking part in a

national movement for restricting the working time to five days per week,

and thereby secure more equitable conditions of employment." It was
further agreed that notices to finish the contracts should be given on Monday.

ITnion of Iron and Steel Workers.—A three days' conference of iron

and steel workers has been held at Manchester. There were delegates

representing 40,000 workmen from all parts of England, Scotland, and Wales.

It was decided to form a National Association to secure thorough organisa-

tion among the operatives in relation to wages' disputes, and to prevent the

employers in any district taking undue advantage.

Colliery Engine-Keepers.—A large meeting of colliery engine-keepers

has been held at Hamilton, to hear the answers for an advance of wages.

The refusal of the employers caused a good deal of dissatisfaction, as the
- average wages in Scotland are but what they were twenty years ago, while

pits are deeper, machinery more powerful, and boilers more numerous, all

adding to engine-keepers' duties and responsibilities. They considered their

demands both reasonable and just, the more so that the winding engine-

keepers of Northumberland and Durham have more for an eight-hour day

besides free house and coal) than those here have for twelve hours.

The Cigar-makers.—The position of cigar-makers is becoming desperate.

Added to foreign competition, female labour is fast supplanting that of men,

who may reckon in the near future on being entirely dispensed with.

Another illustration of the curse of capitalism is to be found in the fact that

in consequence of the proposed " boon " of a 4d. reduction in the tobacco

duties, hundreds of men have been discharged, the employers declining to

incur the risk of smaller profits for ever so short a time. It is to be hoped

that the workers before long will recognise the hopelessness of bettering

their condition under the commercial system and will declare solidly for the

s cial revolution.—H. D.

Northumberland Miners.—The ballot-papers sent in show that there is

still a decided majority of the Northumberland miners in favour of continu-

ing the strike. The masters have decided to reopen the pits at a reduction

oAsi cent., as stated already, but the voting shows that the men will not

return to work even at a 10 per cent, reductfbn. The (ibmmittee of the

Miners' Union met on Saturday and decided to call a delegate meeting.

Manv of the miners are sustaining themselves by collections in Newcastle

and other towns in the district. Last Saturday they- had a number of sing-

ing parties for the purpose of evoking sympathy. In Newcastle they sang

the hymns which they had been in the habit of singing at chapel, and many

of them having really good voices they raised a considerable sum. In most

cases they were accompanied by women and men who played either the violin

or the concertina.

Boiler-Makers' and Iron Shipbuilders' Society.—The 52nd Annual

Eeport says that "during the years 1884, 1885, and 1886 trade has been m
a state of depression altogether without parallel, and the resulting strain

upon all such organisations as theirs had been enormous. Their monthly

list of unemployed members showed the terrible effect of the depression.

During 1884 they had an average of 23^ per cent, unemployed menabers ;

and during 1886 the average had been about 28 per cent. They had now

214 branches ; their approximate number of members at the close of 1885

was 27,695, but by the end of 1886 the members had fallen to 25,341. The

expenditure had reached the large sum of £84,260, which was ^16,421 m
excess of their income ; and out of this great sum the out-of-work benefit

amounted to £38,967, and during the past three years this benefit alone had

cost the society no less than £148,245. Sick benefit during the year had

required £17,497, bad trade having a most prejudicial effect upon the health

of the working classes. Other items of expenditure had been benevolent

grants, £2403 ; accident benefit, £2400 ; and funeral benefit, £3441. At the

close of the year their balance was £21,895." The same disconsolate tone

pervades nearly all the trade-union reports, and must soon culminate. The

original function being dead, a new programme must be formulated on the

Socialist basis.

The: LoNDdK Cab-drivers.—A movement has been initiated by the

Almalgamated Cab-d^ivers^ Society, having for its object the limitation of

the issue in the metropplie of cab-drivers' licences, and meetings of members

of tlfe C9-b trade will shortly be held in support of the movement. It is

reported t^at the distress now existing among metropolitan cabmen is very

extensive, the streets being crowded with many more vehicles than can find

employment ; and it is suggested that the authorities at Scotland Yard
should limit the issue of licences in times of depression, so as to afford the

chance of earning a livelihood to old and experienced drivers. Further, it is

urged that the unlimited issue of licenses is incompatible with " a stated rate

of fares "
; that it is " the unseen cause of discord between the drivers and

the public, between the former and the police, and also between the drivers

and the cab proprietors." Cabmen complain that they cannot refrain from
crowding busy thoroughfares, while " the chances of earning a day's work
are dead against them " if they remain patiently on the cab-rank. So great

has been the distress among cabmen lately that it is said many have been
reduced to the necessity of pledging their property in order to maintain

themselves and families. James Kowlands, M.P., W. Thompson of the

Middle Temple, and Dr. W. E. Gould, among others outside the trade, have

consented to advocate the desired limitation of licences and address meetings

called with this object in view.

AMEKICA.
The coopers are trying to abolish piece-work so far as their trade is con-

cerned.

The German printers of this city. New York, demand that eight hours

constitute a day's work after May 1.

The American Federation of Labour comprises thirty-seven national and
international trade unions representing a total membership of 550,000.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—The coal miners of the country are^ discussing the for-

mation of one gigantic organisation by the amalgamation of the National

Federation of Miners and the Miners' National Assembly of the K. of L.

It is understood that the idea is to have the Federation still retains its

organisation, with the understanding that all of its members shall also be

Knights of Labour.

Cleveland, 0., April 17.—All the plumbers in this city struck recently

for eight hours, 3 dols. 50c. a day, and against certain rules adopted by em-

ployers in regard to apprentices. George S. Paine, President of the Master

Plumbers' Association, went to New York and advertised for plumbers, and

had 125 applications, but was able to induce only eleven to start for Cleve-

land. Those who arrived here refused to go to work when they learned the

situation and joined the strikers.

Mark the words of a Chicago despatch :
" The Union would not permit

the men to return to work until the Employers' Association concluded to

grant the Union's demands." Mark the phrase, " would not permit" Has
the Union a chattel mortgage on the bodies of these mechanics ? Men who
cannot, or dare not work without asking or begging some other men's " per-

mission " are not American freemen, but the most abject of slaves.

—

N, Y,

Commercial Bulletin.—But, Mr. Bulletin I are they not still more abject

slaves when the ''other men" whose permission has to be asked happen to

be employers instead of trade-unionists ? You see the men of the Unions

decide their own fate by their votes, while they have no voice in the decisions

of the bosses.

Chicago, April 17.—The 8,000 carpenters have won their strike for 35c.

per hour, eight hours per day. All the iron-moulders in the stove factories

of Illinois, except those at Peoria and Bloomington, went on strike or were

locked out last Monday. Three years ago, the wages were cut 25 per cent.,

and a restoration of 15 per cent, is now demanded. The St. Louis moulders

refuse to touch the work sent there by the Illinois bosses, and strikes and

lock-outs followed. The Stove Founders' National Defence Association is

doing good service for the men. The stove-founders in Troy, N.Y., have

been much agitated over the state of affairs. In Leavenworth and Mil-

waukee, there are strikes of the moulders. A strike of the trade all over

the country against low wages is looked for.

A manufacturer once candidly said that the reason he employed women
instead of men was that "woman, being always regarded as an inferior

being, has acquired the character of docility and servility to a greater degree

than her male competitor," and that "the labour of married women is

altogether preferable. The married woman is more tractable and patient

than man ; she bears bad treatment better ; she is more attentive and teach-

able than the single woman, as she is forced to exert her strength to the

uttermost to provide the necessary means of livelihood." He also considers

her "a useful trump to be played out against refractory workmen."—e/o/m

SwiTUon^s Paper,
BELGIUM.

Brussels.—The Socialist women of Brussels inaugurated their union last

Sunday, on which occasion delegations from Ghent and Louvain, besides

several working-women's societies of the capital, arrived to take part in the

procession which marched through the principal streets, a manifesto being

distributed along the way, urging all women to unite in protesting against

the social injustice the workers suffer, and to demand a general amnesty for

those condemned at Charleroi.

Carnieres.—The Working-mens's League here has acquired a good-sized

bit of land, on which they intend building a large hall, etc., to serve as a

meeting-place. It would be well if English workers could here and there

collect enough money to do something of the same kind, so that they might

be freed from the everlasting hunting from pillar to post that causes so much

worry and waste of time.

SoiGNiES.—"The strike of the quarrymen of Soignies," says L'Avenir, "is

on the decrease. Up to the present time, many of the workers have gone

back to work on the old terms. However, if most of them have given way,

there yet remain about a thousand who have no intention to submit to the

disgraceful extortions of their masters, which latter, indeed, tried to force

the workmen to burn their cards of membership of the Workers' League.

The town of Soignies is relieved of the presence of the military and police,

except for one brigade which still remains on the spot. A manifestation is

to be held on the 15th May at Braine-le-Comte in favour of the strikers."
^

We have often heard it said among the workmen in the Charleroi district

that an enquiry into the events of March 1886 and into the ferocious repres-

sive measures ordered by the governors is to be desired. Now the Amnesty

Committee has decided to open such an enquiry. We wish it all success.

All citizens who are in possession of any details relating to these events, and

who were witness to the barbarous conduct of the swashbuckler Yan der

Smissen, are requested to communicate with the secretary.—X ^va/i^ Garde,

Our political liberty is a lie, capital is now the tyrant of labour, and the

labourer has to accept any terms from his employer or die of starvation.—Jo«e;)/^

Mazzini,
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that an opposite course of progress set in, and, following the same

method as before, brought out and gave play to the truer individualistic

side of man by suppressing the social or opposing side. It is as if we

could imagine two forces at work producing the growth of a tree,

one tending to throw out long branches and twigs in all directions, the

other tending to bind the branches together by strengthening the com-

mon root and trunk, and form the whole into a self-contained and

graceful shape. These iforces, instead of acting with equal strength

and so neutralising each other, are alternately suppressed, giving full

play to each in turn, and thus rendering growth possible. Such would

appear to be the law of growth in human society, for ever since the

days of village and family communities the social side of man has been

dwindling to make room for a larger development of the energy and

enterprise of the individual. But this has not been a backward move-

ment. Like so many laws of growth, it is best represented by a spiral,

in which advance represents a coming back to the same side, but on a

higher level. The individual of to-day is not the individual of the

savage ages ; he does not merely wield individual forces, he wields

social forces. The land is not left open for all to hunt upon, as in the

savage days, but is still used socially, as in the days of communes,

only the advantage of its social use, which was then common to all, is

now possessed by the modern individual, who wields the power which

this possession gives him in addition to his own individual
^
force.

Similarly in all forms of industry, associated labour, and the division

of labour resulting therefrom, still exist as in the days of family com-

munities, but the power and advantage which v/ere then shared and

enjoyed in common are now used by individuals. What is the result

of this "l The same struggle for existence \Anch is to be found in the

savage state returns again, the same uncertainty of life, the same

crushing out of the weak. But there is this great difference, that the

suruggle now is for the possession of the social land and capital, which

once possessed, enable its owners to live without work. It is not now

free for every one to go and gather what nature offers, the keenest

eye, the best shot, and the most industrious getting the best food. The

getting of food and the producing of other necessaries and comforts of

life was made a social work in quite primitive times, and it is accom-

plished by many working for one object and one benefit. Formerly

that benefit was common to all, now it is the great thing which all

individuals struggle to get possession of.' Those who are endowed with

the particular capacity for getting the best in this struggle (^.6., "the

fittest ") get much greater benefits than were ever open to any in the

old days of the communes, but those who are not successful have a

much harder time of it, harder and more unpleasant work, and les^
|

enjoyment in life.

This is whore the course of development has brought us now : the

first growth of society having resulted in the almost entire suppressitui

of the individual, and having made the production of wealth quite a

social work, by the association of many working together, resulted in

a reaction, which, while keeping the social form of production and

greatly developing it, has given a great amount of freedom to the

innividual, including the freedom to take possession of this social pro-

duction and use it for his own advantage and enjoyment.

The study of this past course of evolution will best help us in our

attempt to foresee the direction of future progress ; and as I believe it

rests with man materially to guide and help the development of society,

it will be well for us further to see what practical lessons the past has

to teach us. The past development at which we have been looking

may be said to a large extent to represent the growth of two great

and valuable characteristics of man's nature—one the individualistic,

the other the social side. These two are to some extent in opposition,

and we find that the growth of each has been fostered by the tempor-

ary suppression of the other. It is in the society which shall give

the fullest scope to what is best in both these sides, and maintain

the best balance between them, that we must look to find the greatest

happiness and the greatest goodness. PtAYMOND Unwix.

{To he concluded).

THE TALE OF SILESIA.
* {By Gborg Wkerth. Translated by d. L. Joynes.)

[I'he starvmg Silesian weavers, having in their despair made insurrection against
their taskmasters, were reduced to order by the rifle bullets of the Prussiap.

troops.]

They sat upon the benches,

The table round about

;

Each thirsty soul he quenches
Iri mighty ale his drought.

They knew nor care nor sorrow

;

Their hearts were glad and gay
;

Ko past and no to-morrow

Might trouble their to-day.
'

They sat till mild and mellow

The summer night drew near,

Full many a sturdy fellow

Of York and Lancashire.

The oak-tree's broad-branched glory

Deepened the growing gloom :

They let me tell them the story

Of the German weavers' doom.

Then while the shadow darkened.

The tale did I repeat

;

Silent the strong men barkened
;

Then sprang they to their feet.

They stared like men astounded,

With clenched fists every one ;

Yalley and hill resounded,
'' Silesia, well done !

"

The Keason Why.— During the trial of the Russian Nihilists, Ossipanoft,

on being asked by the President of the Tribunal how he as a student could

take part in this horrible crime, replied, "I did so just because I am a

student. I have learned that everybody must be ready to sacrifice his life

for the common cause, and I would contribute my part to deliver my un-

fortunate people. I first decided to murder the Czar revolver in hand, but

afterwards I thought it better to use bombs ; their efi'ect is more certain."

Here is a bloodthirsty paragraph from a "republican"' new^spaper, the

Chicago Evening Post : " What Chicago needs is a mayor, or a sherifi*, who is

not afraid to use cold steel and powder and load." If such sentiments were
uttered by workingmen's papers there would be a howl about " anarchism "

and " riot," but, coming from a capitalistic sheet, and the prospective victims
of cold steel, etc., being workingmen, it passes as orthodox. Some of these

fine days it may come to pass that the " republican " editor will be " hoist by
his own petard."— Workmen's Advocate.

Bread and Water.—A wealthy manufacturer donates 1000 dols. to pay
off some church debt, and his pious act is published in all newspapers. The
next day he reduces the wages of his mill operatives so that in a month his

1000 dollar donat|on is replaced three-fold. This is not published in the
newspapers. So it goes throughout society. Whatever is given us direct we
,see, whatever is taken indirect is unnoticed. In the industrial world the
advocate of mere trade unionism sees only the advance in his wages, and
reckons on so much addition to the good things of life it measures, taking no
account of the advance in the price of what he eats, wears and what shelters
him, or the additional tax imposed for the advanced salary of the place-
holder. So he plods along like the stupid animal turning the treadmill,
always going but never advancing, and the greater the speed the faster flies

the platform from beneath his ie'it.— Voice of the People.

ML SOCIALISMO.'

We have before us another Italian work on Socialism ('II Socialismo,'

by Dr. N. Colajanni, Catania), which is an interesting addition to the

few Italian works of note on the subject. The author mentions in his

opening, and with truth (and "pity 'tis 'tis true"), that sociological

studies have not made the same progress in Italy as in other countries,

and he certainly helps to fill up the blank pages of contemporary

Italian literature by his very able critical study on the all-inclusive

subject of Socialism. ' Indeed, to avoid any disappointment, we may
at the outset warn him who would expect from the title a popular

exposition of Socialist economy as opposed to the capitalist economy of

to-day, that the book is essentially critical and principally interesting

to the student of Socialism who has leisure for, or whose occupation i|

fevto go economically and ethically far deeper into, the question thaii>

the ordinary enquiring reader ever lias opportunity to do. ji

The author does not enter in detail into the history of the growt^^

of Individualism, deducting thence the indisputable (though so-much-^

disputed) tendencies of human evolution towards Socialism, but that

he is familiar with the same is evident throughout. He concerns him-

self in this book entirely with the thinkers of the present day, criticis-

ing sociology, and commenting on "the antagonism between the con-

ception of the ' social organism ' as understood by the sociologists, and

the interpretation given to the laws of the ' struggle for existence ' by

the opponents of Socialism." He combats the quasi followers of

Darwin, who, wilfully or unconsciously, be it either which, travestie

their great master's concepts and twist and turn the truths of his

teaching to witness against and condemn the future for humanity that

we Socialists look forward to. He reviews at some length the writings

of Malthus and his followers, showing the extreme importance of the

population question on the one hand, and on the other pointing out

its utter inefficacy alone to solve the problem of life, considering the

close relations and interdependence that exists between nations in all

their conditions of life. In the chapter on "Man and Nature" some

of the big questions on man's struggle with Nature under a Socialist

condition are raised, but the author does not allow himself space

sufiicient to do more than touch upon them. Certainly dissertations

on this part of the subject can at best be but vague and speculative,

but, we venture to think, productive of much useful speculation.

Socialist preachers and writers, therefore, will do well, when they have

time to spare from the necessary day-to-day work of propaganda, to

project themselves and "him who would be admonished" into the

future, raising discussions, not positively or arrogantly, but tentatively,

carefully, on the probable development of the coming change. " The

study of sociology will kill Socialism " : this bold assertion of the

laggard Italian press does Colajanni combat stoutly and ardently,

pointing the finger of reproof at those who do not see, or feign not to

see, the transformations constantly going on in the organisation of

society in the direction of Socialism, asserting " that many institutions

—slavery and feudalism among others—looked upon as everlasting by

contempories who saw them in vigorous growth and uncontrasted

action, have vanished like clouds blown by the wind." Everywhere,

he shows, history witnesses against the permanency of any existing

society, " crystallising and mummifying humanity." In his last chap-

ter Dr. Colajanni concludes with a short and clear epitome of the

position of revolutionary Socialists of whatev^j: colour,—thus finishing

a work which will assuredly find a place among the useful Socialist

literature of to-day, and, though capitalism, surplus-value, labour-power,

and all details of this "worn-out rotten thing the State," so fan^iliar to our

ears, find no exposition in its pages. Socialism finds a sincere ^^^^^j^'

and the sociologists and pseudo-evolutionists a sharp critic. M. M.
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ON SOME FORMS OF MODERN CANT.
A CONTRIBUTION TO THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF CANT.

It may be not uninstructive to trace the various forms in which the

essentially bourgeois vice of *' cant " pervades the whole world of to-day,

and even creeps in among the Socialist harbingers of a new society.

These forms are legion, but there are a few cases that may serve as

typical. (1) There is the obvious and in this country at least most
important "cant," the religious "cant." (2) There is the ordinary

political "cant" of moderation. (3) There is the philanthropic cant;

(4) the " purity " cant
; (5) the commercial cant

; (6) the literary cant

;

(7) the aesthetic cant ; and (8) the Socialist cant. We must premise
that by " cant " we understand the ostentatious assumption of a quality

(a virtue or vice) that one has not got, or the "puffing" of a quality

one happens to have got by nature as a virtue !

Of the general and most usual aspects of the religious cant it is

unnecessary to say much, since it is unfortunately too widespread to

escape the recognition of any moderately intelligent man. The form,

however, which it takes in modern " cultured " circles and which un-

fortunately in this country is apt to spread outside them is very note-

worthy. Repudiation of atheism is a favourite form of speculative

cant with us. No matter what a man's belief or absence of belief may
be, you may be quite sure in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred he
will profess to have conscientious scruples as to calling himself an
Atheist. The reason of this is not far to seek. The question of God
or no God has very little to do with it. When the popular theory of

the mounted policeman up above is discarded, all that remains is a

highly subtle philosophical problem which it would be the rankest

humbug in any ordinary man to pretend he felt the smallest interest

in or even understood. The real point in the " not-an-atheist " cant

lies in the fact that the word atheis7n is supposed in the popular mind
to imply the rejection of the current bourgeois morality, the avowed
sanctions of which rest on the abnormally developed policeman theory.

It is bourgeois sentiment which is the well-spring of objection to the

word atheism, and not suddenly evoked scruples on refined points of

metaphysic. If we abstract from the latter and take words in their

popular sense, we have a right to say that the man cannot be quite sin-

cere who accepts the doctrine of development as opposed to supernatural

interposition in human affairs and who kicks at the word " atheism."

The "cant" of the politician, like the cant of the "religious " man,
is also protean in its guise, but its chief method is to explain away
words. The politician can always show you that he doesn't mean
what he says, but something rather different from what he says.

Political cant consists in pretending to agreement with hearers, who-
ever they may be. This cant is part of the stock-in-trade of every

politician, be he Tory, Whig, or Radical, and it is by its means that

he tries to haul in stray votes.

The philanthrophic cant is seen in its richest luxuriance when in

combination with the religious cant, as for example at May meetings.

when the one, so to speak, brings out the flavour of the other. The
philanthropic cant has done yeoman's service to modern industrial

and commercial enterprise by smoothing the way to new markets for

it abroad and by hocussing the workman with sham nostrums at home.
Its "anti-slavery," "missionary" (for there is a "philanthropic" side

to "missions" to which all bourgeois, religious or not, do homage),
temperance (teetotal), and thrift campaigns, have been godsends to the
capitalist. On the one side they have constituted him in the eyes of

his own middle-class public opinion a saint, and on the other side they
have drowned the aspirations of the working-classes in a sea of

delusion. No wonder, therefore, that the capitalist pours out his

thousands freely for religio-philanthropic objects.

Akin to this is the " purity " cant which animates " Leagues of the
White Cross, " Moral Reform Unions," et hoc genus omne. This form
of humbug, which pretends to regard the fulfilling of a natural physiol-

ogical function, except under one condition, as something like a crime,

may either have at its root deliberate and conscious hypocrisy or else

it may arise from the desire to make social capital out of a natural

bodily defect or peculiarity—on the principle of the fox without a tail.

Now it is a well-known fact that the instinct of sex varies in strength

from 100, let us say, to 0. In those exceptional cases where it even
ap2:)Toaches the zero it is obvious therefore that the social kudos attain-

able by zeal for the conventional morality must outweigh the natural

impulse for "gratification." Here, then, we have the conditions of a

highly successful prosecution of the cant of purity without any apparent

insincerity that the most hostile eye could detect,—in short, we have
the "honest fanatic" of "blameless life." And he or she is doubtless

the nucleus of the movements in question, which become the rallying-

points for conscious hypocrisy and respectability in the male, and the
" sour grapes " of despised love and hope deferred in the female.

The special form of commercial " cant " here selected consists in the

favourite pretence in the present day of "having a profession" or

being in business. Money-making being the avowed end of life, a man
of the middle-classes loses caste if he does not appear to be engaged in

some occupation recognised as lucrative. He is like a knight without
his spurs, a Roman senator without his toga. It is amusing to see

the fortunes men will squander in keeping up bourgeois style by pre-

tending to be following a profession or business. I have known a man
who could ill afford it spend at the rate of £500 a-year in keeping a

school. Another studies medicine, another the law, another engineer

ing. It is well known, of course, that all these professions are over-

stocked, and that the average young man is about as likely to receive

a " next-of-kin " windfall as to cover his expenses with any of them.

But the young man of "means" must "have a profession" or business

even though he die in the workhouse in consequence. So he goes through

the course, spinning it out as long as possible, and when done takes

chambers or offices as barrister or engineer. His expenses cost him two
or three hundred per annum, and if his "profession " brings him in ten

he is in most cases extremely lucky. When a young man with small

means can't afford to go in for a profession, he has to content himself

with a small office, where he has his letters addressed. This is sufficient

to show he is " doing something." He goes up to town every day,

lounges about, reads the papers, and endeavours to obtain the credit

of being '• a man of business " by, among other things, pretending

always to be in a great hurry. In this way he perhaps manages tO'

come off with no more than a loss of £80 to a £100 a-year.

This cant of "business" is peculiarly significant as marking the-

fuUy developed bourgeois era. Time was when the middle-class man
was proud of posing as the " gentleman-at-large " (the remains of the

feudal tradition). IJow even when he has independent means, as in

the cases supposed, he reckons it necessary to " good form " to pretend

to be making money whether he is actually doing so or not, and is.

prepared to squander his substance in that pretence.

Then there is the literary or rather critical cant. One of its forms

is affected hunting after blemishes in style and the pedantry allied

thereto. The fact is, of course, that the modern reviewer's taste is not

really shocked by half the things he sics or otherwise castigates, but

he must find something to say and make above all a show of purism.

A great deal of the pretended fuss made about confusion of metaphor,

for example, is cant. All language is more or less metaphorical, and no

one has shown the slightest rational ground why one should not pass

from one metaphor to another even in the same sentence. That the

sensibility of the ordinary callow critic on the subject is sham is proved

by his admiration for Shakspeare's confusions of metaphor. When a

man can stand taking " arms against a sea of troubles," he ought to be

able to stand anything.^

The aesthetic cant is a noteworthy product of modern culture. It is

a subject about which so much has been said already that I confine

myself to noticing one feature of it. Every man aspiring to culture

in the present day professes an appreciation of painting. He deems it

de rigueur that he should be able to maunder " some " on the techni-

calities of picture-criticism. On the other hand the same type of

cultured English Philistine, when the conversation turns on the subject

of music, will with an air of smug self-satisfaction (as if he had said a

clever thing) tell you that he knows nothing of the subject. One

wishes he would only say the same of the sister art, for it would be

doubtless quite true. But, unfortunately, painting, or " art " as it is^

termed (as if there were no other art), is the fashion just now with the

1 To take the stock mstance of *' nipping " a tempest " in the bud." Something

is likened to a tempest. The tempest is in its turn likened to a blossom. The
metaphor of the tempest holds in one connection, of the original fact, the meta-

phor of the blossom holds in another of the tempest. The metaphor, although &

little violent, is not illogical.
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NORTHUMBRIAN NOTES.

The interest of the miners in Socialism is as strong as ever. The Hyde
Park meeting had a splendid effect, and the arrival of Donald to assist in

the work has been a great help. Last week I broke new ground, visiting

Broomhill, Radcliff, and Imble at the extreme North of the country. The
miners gave me a good welcome, and many names were given in to form
Socialist branches.

The number of ballot papers issued to the miners is getting past all

counting. At every vote taken the miners complain bitterly that the ques-

tions are put in a most unsatisfactory way. The worst feeling exists between
the miners and their leaders. The Wages Committee has at last resigned.

At the time of writing this note there is no definite ground for saying that

the situation has at all changed. Both parties appear as determined as ever.

But to judge from different little signs I should say that the strike cannot
continue much longer. It is no use guessing at the terms of the settlement,

but even if the miners should entirely surrender they have shown their

pluck and determination, and shown it too in a quiet and manly way.
The Northumberland miners are the most thrifty, independent, and best

organised set of men in the country. The non-unionists, too, have behaved
splendidly, and have proved themselves just as staunch and manly as the
members of the union. There is every reason to hope that the miners of

Northumberland will be the first to take up Socialism as an active political

cause, and they will set an example to the rest of the country by doing so.

We are holding three meetings a day, and at all the places are getting
numerous adherents to our views. On Thursday, 28th ult., we had a good
meeting at Ashington, and at the end of the lecture there was a little oppo-
sition. The speakers' contention was that the working-classes had been
steadily progressing in recent years without the assistance of Socialists, and
that Socialism would sap the foundations of morality, and in fact bring us
back to a state of primitive barbarism ! At North Seaton there was some
opposition from a man who had left the principal Miners' Union to join

another which did not restrict the number of shifts that a man could work.
This man's cry was that the Socialists had come down to Northumberland to

attempt to break up the Miner's Union altogether. He was what the miners
call " a master's man," and yet he deliberately insinuated that the Socialists

were paid by the masters to endeavour to smash the men's union. Surely
even the Coal Owners' Association would think twice before they engaged in

such a dangerous operation as getting Socialists down amongst their men !

We have always told the men that they should stand by their Union, and
that they should further carry out the principle of unionism by getting all

the men in their trade throughout the country united in one society, and
then a strike could be made that would speedily bring the masters to reason.

The Socialist League has always supported the principle of trade unionism,
and only has said harsh things about union men and union leaders when it

has found them pursuing " the policy of masterly inactivity," which of recent
years has only too frequently been the case. We have pointed out to trade
unionists that it is time that they should bestir themselves to put an end to

the necessity of strikes, and organise to secure continuity of employment and
the whole of the results of their labour.

On Saturday, April 30th, the representatives of about a thousand miners
met at Blyth, and formed the North of England Socialist Federation. This
is the satisfactory result of our agitation. The movement bids fair to grow
in this part of the country faster even than in London, and I am sure that
all London comrades w^ill be pleased to find that we have been able to pre-

vent the split in the party extendinc^ throughout Northumberland. The
only thing that damped the enthusiasm of the delegates was the fact of the
division that existed in London and elsewhere, and the Northumberland men
are evidently determined to use all their influence to unite the party.

Newcastle. J. L. Mahon.

CHARITY ORGANISATION.

We have received several papers relating to the so-called " Charity
Organisation Society,'' an organisation of which w^e have often before

heard evil reports on good authority. We are not, however, among
those that are astonished at the degrading and degraded operations

carried out by that society. It represents, perhaps in its basest form,

the modern bourgeois ideal of what '* charity " should be, a dole suffi-

cient to keep the workers from dying quickly enough to breed a revolt,

while participation in the receipt of the dole is guarded and attended
by inhuman regulations that heat seven times and again the hell in

which the poor sojourn always.

In any sensibly arranged community, a community, that is, in which
none willing and able to labour need lack the work to do, having
for that work the full fruit of it, being alike masters of their work
and of their time, there would be no room for ^' charity." Each man
in his w^orking-years would repay to the community their outlay upon
him in childhood and youth, and at the same time store in their hands
enough to keep his declining years in comfort.

But, so long as all but a bare subsistence is filched from the w^orker,

anything that happens, without waiting until he is old or sick, may
render him helpless. Then it is that the bourgeois " philanthropist

"

bribes the toadies, bewilders and befools the ignorant, and drowns the
cries of the starving with the clamour of committees and soup-

kitchens. In all such work there are none more truculently active

than the C.O.S. and its supporters.

But the workers must recognise that, vast as the burden of hatred
is that this society has laid upon them, it is as naught compared to

that imposed inevitably by the capitalist system. Nor can all the
hellish brutality charged, with seeming truth, against the C.O.S., com-
pare with that necessarily exercised from, day to day upon the helpless

people by their exploiting "employers." The Charity Record called in

a recent number for " such a burst of popular indignation against this

prying and persecuting inquisition as would speedily sweep it out of

its callous and degraded existence." While this is being done we hope
that the power behind it—Monopoly—will not be forgotten. Break
the tool only and a new one may be made. Paralyse the arm that

wields it and the tool is useless. H .H. S.

EXPIRATION OF TERM OF SENTENCE OF ONE OF THE
NORWICH PRISONERS.

Our comrade Henderson will come out of prison on May i6th, Laving gone
tkrough the whole term of imprisonment to which he was condemned because he
preached Socialism and because somebody else broke a plate-class wmdow. Our
comrade, who is a very young man, depends for bis subsistence entirely on liter-

ary work. His attempts to get employment in that line of industry, as often
happens with persons of his time of life, had not been successful when they were
interrupted by the disgraceful tyranny to which he has been subjected : but he
has considerable talent as a writer, and will certainly succeed in the long-run.
Under these circumstances, we invite contributions from all lovers of freedom
to tide our comrade over a very rough passage of his career. Subscriptions may
be sent to the Treasurer, Socialist League, 13 Farringdon Road.

THE SCANDALOUS SENTENCES.
Arrangements are being made for the holding of a public demonstration to con-

demn the sentences passed by Mr. De Rutzen at the Marylebone police-court, on
Wednesday April 27, upon certain persons alleged to have been engaged in riotous
proceedings near the Marble Arch.

At the first meeting of the General Council of the Holborn Liberal and Radical
Association held at the St. John's Schools, Kingsgate Street, Holborn, on Friday
April 29, the following resolution was passed unanimously :

" That this meeting
regrets the severity of the sentences passed on the Socialists as being dispropor-
tionate to the offence, and calculated to afibrd colour to the idea that they were
punished so severely because their opinions are unpopular among the monied

Labour Emancipation League : "That this meeting of the Labour Emancipation
League enters its indignant protest against the inhuman and Government-inspired
sentence of six months' imprisonment passed on our comrade Williams by Mr.
De Rutzen, and is of opinion that such tyranny merits the detestation of all true
men and women."

Resolutions of a similar character to the above have been passed at a large
number of meetings convened by the various Branches of the Socialist League
and affiliated bodies.

In the House of Commons on Tuesday Mr. Graham asked if the Government
intended to include London among the "proclaimed districts." Mr. Pickersgill
and Mr. Conybeare also asked questions as to the convictions and the oppressive
bail fixed. The usual shuffling answers were returned. One is almost tempted
to wish for a sharp dose of coercion in order to sting the servile apathetic London
workers into a more manly attitude towards their oppressors.

LITERARY NOTICES.
^Socialism from the Christian Point of View,' (Walter Scott, l^ewcastle)

by the Rev. Moore Ede, Rector of Gateshead, is a sermon on Socialism called
forth by the work of Socialist missionaries in Northumberland. It is writtea
in a kindly strain and expresses emphatic agreement with the socialistic ex*
posure of economic evils. The writer's point of disagreement with the
Socialists is expressed in the sentence " Raise the individuals, and so raise
society." The reverse of this would be nearer right. The author's fear about
the " coercive " methods of Socialism is rather absurd. The following extract
is given as a specimen of this excellent pamphlet :

" That a few should have
a life all leisure while the mass have a life of weary toil, is a condition of
things which, stripped of legal sophisms, is essentially unjust. That a few
should have wealth far in excess of man's power to enjoy, while many have
barely enough to keep body and soul together, is not an expression of the
Christian ideal of universal brotherhood. That young ladies should spend
their days in playing lawn tennis, and their evenings at parties, while the
sempstress who makes their dresses earns such a miserable pittance by long
hours of weary toil, she is barely able to maintain life, and is terribly tempted
to abandon the dreary labours of honest toil for the larger gains of vice, is

not an expression of the Christian ideal of universal sisterhood." M.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Koad, E.C.

Annual Conference.—The Third Annual Conference of the Socialist League
will be held at 13 Farringdon Road on Whitsunday, May 29th.

Co-operative Store.—The Committee attend at the offices at 8.30 p.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. See advertisement on last page.

Lessons in French.—Victor Dave will continue his class on Tuesday next
May 10th, at 8 o'clock. The lessons are free to members.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and affiliated

bodies. Library Cataux^'E, containing the Rules, 2d. Lena Wardle and
W. Blundell are the Librarians.

Bound Volumes of ' Commonw^eal ' for 1886 can now be had. Price 5s. 6d.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
Birmingham, Hull, Leeds, to August 31. Manchester, Merton, Norwich, to

October 31. Bradford, to November 30. Croydon, Leicester, South London, to

December 31, 1886. Lancaster, to January 31. Hammersmith, Hackney,
Hoxton (Labour Emancipation League), Walsall, to March 31. Bloomsbury,
Clerkenwell, Glasgow, North London, Oxford, to Ajiril 30, 1887. ^

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
Webb, Is. A Comrade, Is. Princes Square, result of Concert, £1, ITs. 8 J

E. T. W., 5s. Arthur, 6d. For Mrs. Moivbray—A few Fabians, per Annie
Besant (weekly), 10s. J. Lane, Treasurer.

STRIKE COMMITTEE.
P. W., Is. X., 6d. T. Binning, Treasurer.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
E. B. B. (weekly). Is. T. B. (weekly), 6d. Ph. W., Treasurer, May 3.

Northumberland Miners.—Collected in Regent's Park, lis. 7d.—J. Lane.
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BRANCH REPORTS.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, April 27, T. E.

Wardle lectured on ** Ireland." Last Sunday evening
good open-air meeting was held on Clerkenwell Green,
addressed by Dalziel and Doughty (Home Pailer). In
hall, after monthly business meeting, a very pleasant
** social "was indulged in by members and friends.
Literature has sold well.—W. B. and T. E. VV.
Croydon. —Last Sunday, Paul Campbell delivered

a lecture on the "Demands of Justice." A good
discussion followed.—A. T.
HoxTox.—On Sunday evening, we had a very full

hall. A large number were attracted with the pro-
spect of hearing the advocate of the L.P.D.L. severely
criti<jised. The audience was indignant but not sur-
prised on hearing the lame excuse used by the
L.P.D.L. to break Mr. Lyons engagement to lecture,
** That their lecture season was over," especially when
we were told by one of the audience that he was ad-
vertised to lecture at Barnsbury the same morning.
Several of our members gave a thorough exposure of
the work of the L.P.D.L., which was well received
by those present. At the close of the meeting a large
amount of literature bearing upon the work of the
L.P.D.L. and its members was distributed.—E. P.
Merton and Mitcham.—On Sunday last, we held a

good meeting at Mitcham Fair Green, addressed by
Kitz and Eden. At Plough Inn, Garratt, C. Harrison
and Dalchow held good meeting. We are making
headway. On Friday last, we gave the local Radicals
help at a most successful anti-Coercion meeting at St.
Georges' Hall.—F. K.
Edinburgh.—On Saturday, April 30, Tuke and G.

Hossack visited the miners of Loanhead and district,
and disposed of a lot of literature. On Sunday after-
noon, in Queen's Park, Tuke, Smith, sen. and jun.,
Davidson, and Gilray spoke to an audience consider-
ably larger than that of the previous Sunday. Good
sale of literature. In the evening, Thomson (S.D.F.)
and Tuke held a meeting in the meadows. On Mon-
day evenuig, Mahon spoke in the meadows to a large
audience, and lis. G^d. was collected for the North-
umberland miners,—J. G.
Glasgow.—On Wednesday evening, comrade Arch

McLaren gave a lecture on Socialism to the Cambus-
lang Miners' Association. The lecture was well re-
ceived, and after the meeting was over quite a number
of the miners demonstrated their approval by accom-
panying our comrades to the train. On Saturday
evening, J. L. Mahon and Glasier addressed an open-
air meeting at Paisley. The audience received our
comrades' speeches with much approval. On Sunday
evening, after returning from Hamilton, Mahon ad-
dressed a meeting of about 1000 people on Jail
Square. Comrades Curran, Warrington, and Glasier
also spoke.

Hamilton.—On Thursday evening, Glasier, from
Glasgow, addressed a meeting at the New Cross. On
Sunday, J. L. Mahon addressed a meeting of the
Hamilton miners at the Low Quarries. Unfortu-
nately, owing to Mahon and Glasgow friends having
arrived late, a portion of the mineis had gone away.
Mahon's description of the condition of the Northum-
berland miners, and his exposition of the labour ques-
tion, made a marked impression on the audience.
Comrades McMunn and (xiasier also spoke. A col-
lection on behalf of the Nortliuniberland miners was
taken.

Norwich.—On Sunday morning, a meeting was held
at Ber St. Fountain, addressed by comrade Crotch.
In the afternoon a large meeting was held in the
Market Place, and H. A. Barker, of London, spoke
at some length. The following resolution was moved
by Slaughter, " That this meeting of Norwich workers
expresses its warmest sympathy with the miners of
Northumberland in their struggle against the system
of class monopoly and legalised robbery, by which
they are deprived of the just reward of their labour,
and even of the means of labour." Carried unani-
mously, and 10s. 6|d. was collected for the miners ; a
subscription list has been opened here for them by us.

In the evening, Barker addressed a meeting on the
Agricultural Hall Plain, and afterwards gave a very
interesting lecture in the Gordon Hall to a good audi-
ence, on '* Socialism as the Necessary Outcome of the
Present System of Society." After the lecture a re-

solution of sympathy with comrades Williams and
others now under sentence of various terms of im-
prisonment was moved by comrade Crotch, seconded
by Barker, and carried unanimously. On Monday
evening, Parker lectured upon Northumberland
strike. Next Sunday we shall have a church parade,
as the Rev. S. Headlam will be here. On Monday,
May 9th, we have Kropotkine with us, on May 16th
will be the release of our comrade Fred Henderson.
We shall meet him in the morning, and in the even-
ing a public welcome tea will be held.—A. S.

Walsall.—Last Saturday, the Branch held its

first open-air meeting in the Market-place. H. Sanders
and Deakin spoke, and were listened to with great
attention by a good audience. Literature sold well.

^, T. P.

Dublin.—On Saturday, April 30th, at the Work-
ing-men's Club, Wellington Quay, comrade Karpel,

who made his debut as a public speaker in combating
the theory that the development of the industrial re-

sources of Ireland would necessarily benefit the whole
people, instanced the case of Russia, where, although

the government had provided the highest class of

teachers to impart technical knowledge to the workers
in certain trades, tlie people were in a more degraded
and impoverished condition than in these islands.

The only hope for the workers was, he contended, in

the International Social Revolution. The chairman,
Mr. Walker, in closing the discussion, knocked the
sentimental protection theories ** into a cocked hat."
On Sunday, May 1st, at Dollymount Strand, a meet-
ing numbering about 1,000 was held under the aus-
pices of the Labour League. Resolutions calling on
the workers to combine, and denouncing the conduct
of the Corporation of Dublin in reducing the wages
of the labourers in their employment whilst they ad-
vanced the salaries of the highly-paid officials, were
spoken to by Upward, Hickey, Hall, and Toomey.
Fitzpatrick expounded the doctrines of International
Socialism, claiming for it an impartial examination,
and condemned the rascality of the police magistrate
De Rutzen in the case of the Hyde Park prisoners.
At the close of the meeting nearly thirty names were
given in to form a branch of the Labour League in the
neighbourhood.
Newcastle. — Successful meetings were held in

Newcastle on Sunday at Sandhill and The Market.
At the market the police ordered me to stop speaking,
but as there was a Salvation Army meeting being
held on the other side of the way, I pointed out to
the policeman that he would have to stop their meet-
ing as well as mine. "Ob, but," said he, " they are
on another tack from you." " Quite so," I retorted,
'* but I shall continue my speech as long as the others
are allowed to." My name and address was taken,
but whetlicr the police propose to give a free adver-
tisement to our propaganda remains to be seen.
Nothing is wanted at present in Newcastle except a
little police interference to make our movement go
with increased impetus. The lecture in the Temper-
ance Hall in the (Jallowgate was well attended. On
Monday, we held successful meetings at Bedlington
and at Hartley. Some pertinent questions were put
by a Hartley man as to what would become, under
Socialism, of a poor man's savings. I pointed out
that every man under Soc:alism would by receiving
the full reward of his labour, have his income in-

creased 200 per cent., which would more than com-
pensate him for losing interest on his trumpery in-

vestments.—A. K. D.
Socialist Union (Nottingham Section). — It is

doubtful whether we shall be able to keep the room
we have taken for a club-room, etc. The agent let it

to us, but the landlord objects to it being used for a
Socialist meeting-room. After comrade Peacock ex-
plained Socialism to him he said he would consider
the matter for a w^eek. We have supplied him with a
quantity of Socialist literature, including copies of
the Commonweal, to read in the meantime. This is

not the first time we have been boycotted in trying to
get a room. In trying to get another room, recently
we were met witli the same difficulty. It looks as if

they would sooner keep their places shut up than let

them to Socialists. This is boycotting by the landlord
class, and in England. Last Sunday, Peacock, Wane,
and Proctor addressed large audiences in Snienton on
market morning, and Great Market in the evening.
Collection in morning 4s., evening 5s., towards fur-

nishing a club-room. A resolution condemning the
action of De Rutzen in suspending trial by juiy at
the bidding of Government official, and sentencing six

respectable and peaceful citizens to six months' im-
prisonment with hard labour on the unsupported
evidence of ignorant policemen, was passed unani-
mously.—T. P.

LECTURE DIARY.
London Branches.

Bloomshury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street.

On Thursday May 5, at 8.30, Business Meeting, to
appoint delegates for the Conference.

Ghrkenivell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.G. Sunday May 8, at 8.30 p.m. J.

Lane, "Different Schools of Socialistic Thoughts"
Wednesday U, at 8..30. Stewart Headlam, "The
Sins that cause Poverty."

Graydon,—Royal County House, West Croydon Station
Yard. Sunday May 8, at 7.15 p.m. H. H. Sparling,
" The Class Struggle in England and in Ireland."

Hackney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11.30. Business
Meeting every Tuesday at 8.30. On Sunday May 8,

at 8.30 p.m. A Lecture.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday May 8, at 8 p.m. a Lecture.

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—2 Crondall Street, New North Rd.
Club Room open on Monday, Wednesday, and Satur-
day evenings from 8 till II. Singing Class every
Wednesday at 8.30. A Literary Class on Friday
13, at 8.30—first part of Joynes's Catechism. On
Sunday May 8, at 8 p.m. H. A. Barker, "Socialism
the Necessary Outcome of the Present System."

Merton.—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Country Branches.

Bingley,—Coffee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.

Birmingham.—Carr's Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 7.30 p.m. to transact business.

[
Class for the study of * Das Capital ' at 8.30.

Glasgow.—Residing-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,
open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. On Tuesday,
Monthly Business Meeting of Members in Rooms at
8 o'clock. Wednesday, at 8 o'clock, Choir Practice.
Other meetings will be locally announced. For
open-air meetings see below.

Hamilton.—Paton's Hall, Chapel Street. Branch
meets every Thursday at 7.30.

Hull.—No meeting - place at present. Address all

communications to E. Teesdale, 20 Shakspere St.

Lancaster.—Addresses every Sunday morning on the
Quay Jetty.

Leicester.—Spiritualist Hall, Silver Street.

Manchester.—I4t5 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-
chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-
ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every
Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures
every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m. Reading-room
open every evening. On Sunday morning, a parade
to St. John's De Sepulchre Church, Ber Street.
Open-air meetings see below.

Or/ore?.—Temperance Hall, 25^ Pembroke Street.
Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 8.

11. 30...Hackney—Salmon and Ball ...Hobb & Flockton
11. 30...Hammersmith—Beadon Rd The Branch
11.30. ..Hoxton Church, Pitfield St The Branch
11.30.. .Hyde Park T. E. Wardle
1 1 . 30 . . .Garrett—Plough Inn . . .Harrison , Gregory , Bull
11. 30...Mitcham Fair Green Kitz, Eden, Dalchow
11. 30...Regent's Park Cantwell & Mainwaring
11.30. ..St. Pancras Arches W. H. Utley
11.30.. .Walham Green The Branch
3 ...Hyde Park Nicoll & Mainwaring
7 ...Clerkenwell Green T. E. Wardle

Tuesday.
8...Broad Street, Soho W. H. Utley

Wednesday.
7. 30... Broadway, London Fields Graham

Thursday.
8 ...Hoxton, Pitfield Street Wade & Pope

PROVINCES.
Edinburgh.—Sunday : Meetings in Queen's Park and
Meadows. Particulars in local papers.

Glasgow.—Sunday : Mahon will address open-air meet-
ing on the Green at 3 p.m., when collection will be
taken in behalf of the Northumberland Miners.

Leeds.—Sunday: Hunslet Moor, 11; Vicar's Croft, 7.

Leicester.—Sunday: Humberston Gate, 11 a.m.

Norwich.—Sunday: Market Place at 3 ; Agricultural
Hall Plain at 7.

Dublin.—Irish Labour League, 2 Bachelors Walk,
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discussion on all subjects

connected with the Labour Question. All interested

are requested to attend.

SOCIALISM AND THE MINERS.
J. L. Mahon is now addressing meetings in Scotland

in furtherance of the Socialist propaganda in the inter-

est of the Northumberland miners on strike. A full

report will be given in these columns next week. In
the meantime, the reports to hand show that Mahon
arrived in Leith from^ Newcastle on Friday April 29,

and spoke at Paisley on Saturday night. On the fol-

lowing Sunday afternoon he addressed a gathering
of miners organised by the Hamilton Branch of the
Socialist League, and on the same evening a large

gathering in Glasgow at Jail Square. On Monday
night a meeting was held in the East Meadows, Edin-
burgh. Meetings are also announced for Tuesday
night in the Tron Hall, Edinburgh, and on Wednesday
night at Leith Links. The announcements of other

meetings are as follows :

Thursday May Sth.—Miners' National Federation

(Scotland), Mass Meeting at Hamilton Palace Grounds
at 3. Hamilton Branch, Socialist League, at 8 p.m.
Friday May Gth.— Paisley, open-air at 7 p.m.;

Dyers' Hall at 8 p.m.
Saturday May 7th,—Midlothian Miners, 4 p.m.

Sunday May 8th.—Glasgow Branch Socialist League,

Mass Meeting at Glasgow Green at 3 p.m. Edinburgh
Branch, Socialist League, at 7.30 p.m.

Notice to Readers of the * Commonweal.'

A CO-OPERATIVE STORE
has been started at the

OFFICES OF THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE,

13 Farbingdon Road, E.G.,

and all Grocery articles can be had at current store

prices, or where possible, under. All orders over lOs.

will be delivered carriage paid in London. The Store

will be open on Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday
evenings from 8.30 till 10.30 p.m.

16 pages One Penny.

A PLEA FOR SOCIALISM,
By J. L. MAHON.

Printed and Published by William Mobbis and Josiph Lans
at 13 Farringdos lUad, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The Tory Government, it is generally said, has made a great mistake
about the Privilege episode ; even their own papers have blamed them
for their conduct, and the whole country will endorse that blame.

That may be, and certainly such are the tight places into which stupid
lying leads most commonly. Yet after all the Tory Government is

very strong against any mere constitutional attacks. It has a well-

grounded confidence in the strength of party feeling, and the very
common wish of the flunkey of all classes to vote for "the Gentlemanly
Interest," like the innkeeper in ' Martin Chuzzlewit.' And the Liberal
Unionists who hold the balance for it, are prepared to wade through
any amount of dirt in defence of their "principles." The division on
Mr. Gladstone's amendment moving the appointment of a select com
mittee, and that in the teeth of the StandarcVs disapproval, shows
that the Government has some reason for its recklessness, and that we
shall have a Tory Government in for some time to come—a matter of
small importance, since the alternative is a Liberal Government.

To return to the matter of questions in the House. Honourable
members are more easily satisfied with the answers given than a
believer in the benefits of Parliament would be likely to expect. Take
for example Sir H. Holland's answer on May 7 about the flogging in
the Hong Kong prison. Considering that we all know how"" Httle a
Chinaman can live on, and also that of all scoundrelly oppressors the
English colonial or crown-colony one is the vilest, does it not seem as
if "the reduction of the diet, the existing scale of which was considered
excessive"—prison diet excessive—O Lord !—meant an attempt to
starve the prisoners to death ^ Yet the answer was accepted apparently
as satisfactory—probably because the same thing is done here at home
both in prison and out of it, and no one is called to account for it—
not yet.

C- It doesn't, perhaps, much matter what a bishop says nowadays

:

yet if a bishop could have any moral sense at all, ^he might consider
the extreme unfairness of telling lies in the pulpit, where lie cannot be
contradicted, as he might be at a public meeting. A bishop preaching
at the Chapel Royal, Whitehall (not a bad place for lies, by the way),
the other day, "urged that the logical conclusion of Socialist views
would be the practical carrying out of the motto, 'I squeeze all things
flat

'
"~in short, Mr. Bradlaugh's dull level of mediocrity. Now, there

IS plenty of Socialist literature for the bishop to read, and if he has
read it he lied in his statement; if he has not he is an imposter for
J^reachmg on a subject of which he is ignorant. Let him take his
choice of either horn of the dilemma.

t. Some of our Socialist friends may have noticed the attempt, which
has already partially succeeded, to force the older universities to set
up a new « Honour school "-i.e., a new school of competitive examina-
tion-~m English literature, and may perhaps have wondered why it has
been taken up so excitedly by part of the press. . The reason is obvious
to those who know something of the universities and the higher class
ot literary hacks

:
it means the pushing of a great new job for all the

tT^M t
^^^-^<^^®^« ^ literature. The dishonest and conventional

waaaie which has been poured on to the 'public on this subject is thus
easily accounted for; as the professional and other hangers-on of
capital have an innate sympathy for any one who is job-hunting. All

uT^l.TT'J^?^*^^
^,itt^^ ^i^j^ 3^^j^ portentous solemnity on the

thS P t f'l?^^
^^^'^^^^^ at the universities know perfectly weUat English hterature is a thing which can be Uarrmt but cannot be•^'W. as language and the sciences can be ; but they will not interfere

with a poor job-hunter who wishes to feather his nest out of those
institutions which our forefathers founded for the education of the
people, but which, like all other expensive things, are now monopolised
by the rich classes. ^^ jyf^

COERCION FOR LONDON.
It may be thought that the patriots who are so eager for the unity of
the British empire that they want to use artificial means to make it
more specially uncomfortable to live in one part of it than it is else-
where, are taking unnecessary trouble ; that the coercionists are such
enthusiasts in the art of coercion that they are hunting it when they
have already got it.

It is true that there is a pleasure in making a special and blatant
demonstration of success, but it is a pleasure that has to be paid for
by the opposition that the attempt to make it stirs up. The wise are
contented with having the substance and letting the shadow take care of
itself, especially if they have to fight for the shadow when they have
got the substance peaceably and easily.

One is compelled by recent events to look on the subject from this
point of view. Ireland is to have an extra dose of coercion, but Lon-
don has already got enough for all practical purposes. A Bill is being
put forward and opposed, with great fervour on each side, which, when
it becomes law, will enable any tv)o magistrates in Ireland to sentence
any one who is brought before them and whose looks they don't like
to six months' imprisonment. In London, any one magistrate has
already got that power, and is on occasion not ashamed to exercise it.

It is perhaps worth while to tell over again a short story of the
manner in which the coercion machine in London is set a-going, as it
can be done in so much fewer words than the Langworthy case.
One Sunday there were, as usual. Socialist meetings going on in

Hyde Park near the Marble Arch, during and after which various
salesmen were proposing, as usual, to self Socialist papers outside the
park (selling inside being forbidden). The police had for some time
past hustled and bullied, and even run in, these Socialist salesmen,
although the sellers of other newspapers were not interfered with. On
the occasion in question, after the Socialist meetings were over, the
crowd, much increased by the news of the high-handed proceedings on
former Sundays, poured out through the gate close by, being as a
matter of course largely composed of mere Sunday strollers attracted
to the Socialist platform—non-combatants, most of them, in the battle
of opinion between Socialism and Bourgeoisdom. Well, these people,
who would else have gone about their business quietly, were im-
mediately set upon by the police a la Donnybrook, and a rough-and-
tumble ensued, of the kind which the timid citizen of to-day looks at
with pleasure—from a window, and in which you may find yourself
half-throttled on the way to the police-station without being conscious
of what has led you to that expedition, otherwise than that a police-
man tried to knock you down and that you tried to stand upright

:

such an entertainment being obviously a good occasion for any one of
an inventive turn to exercise his capacity for romance as a police-court
witness.

The result of this police battue was a pretty good bag, although the
police acted rather as the foreigner in Leech's woodcuts, who shoots
the foxes and the owls instead of the pheasants, and got hold of more
of the above-mentioned non-combatants than Socialists. These "rioters"
being brought up before Mr. de Rutzen, were prosecuted by the
Government jackal Mr. Poland, the farcical nature of whose opening
speech no one, now Dickens is dead—more's the pity—need attempt
to render.^ The farce was continued by various policemen giving
what is facetiously called *•' evidence," and more accurately "swearing
the leg oflf an iron pot"; and Mr. Rutzen, in virtue of his position,
wound up with the grand joke of the whole entertainment by saying
that since Mr. Poland did not press the case as one of riot, he would
treat it as a mere avsault on the police, and would be so kind as not to
send the accused for trial, but would Fine them 10s. and caution
them, thinks the unsuspecting "cultivated" person, rejoicing in the
security of property and person in this civilised and " free " country.
No—sentence them, two Socialists (one of whom had not been present
in Hyde Park) and five non-Socialists, to six months' hard labour

!

This was the end of the first act of the farce called "Justice " in this

* I don't know, though : the author of * Cashel Byron,' though he wouldn't da
it with the richness of Dickens, might deal with such a case—why doesn't he ?
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happy land : though such a finish of the Hyde Park Sunday saunter
might well be looked on by the luckless persons who were rash enough
to try it as a tolerable tragedy in its way.

However, the farce is not done yet. The convicted persons may
appeal to a bench of magistrates—if they can. That is, if they have
money, or friends with money ; otherwise they must bear the six

months' torture of an English jail as well as they can : even if they
have Been.' convicted of assaulting the police when they were miles

from)4^ spot.
^ ' >*-

^. \r^ 0\ ' -i^*'-

Two of the Socialists, our friends Williams and Pole (which last

was the absent man), appealed at once and found bail ; and two of the

non-Socialists subsequently appealed, one of whom, at least, found
bail. The other three must lie in prison for six months, unless Mr.
Matthews extends his " mercy " to them—(a lawyer's mercy !)

" But why didn't they also appeal"? " says the well-to-do inhabitant

of a "free" country. Because they must find bail for their appear-

ance at Westminster on July 16th. Not so difficult, you thinks Yes,

but the bail must be liable to the expenses of the appeal if it is rejected^

which in plain terms means that if an ordinary working-man is arbi-

trarily convicted by a magistrate and sentenced to such a terrible

punishment as six month's hard labour, no matter how preposterous

the behaviour of the magistrate may be, the working-man cannot

appeal. The rich man can defend himself, the poor man cannot.

This is the meaning of there being the same law for rich and poor,

of justice never being sold in this country, and the like damned hypo-

critical twaddle. Justice is alioays sold in this country.

The answers to questions asked in Parliament have enriched the

farce with other good jokes. Mr. Matthews had the boundless impu-
dence to declare again (for he has done it before) that he did not know
what part the Government had taken in the proseci^tion—he is a useful

article at the price certainly !

Mr. Stuart Wortley refined on the Jorkins business in a manner
that shows his fitness for office in the most satisfactory manner, and
in short, the answers to questions on this matter illustrate the great

leading farce of Parliament as well as need be.

It would be unfair also to leave off without complimenting the so-

called labour representatives on their " masterly inactivity " in this

matter. Years ago, before the possibility almost of labour represen-

tatives was thought of, what an advantage their presence in the House
would have been considered ! What a row one would have thought

such men would have made about such treatment as De Butzen's of

men of their own order !—and now, mum is the word. A London
middle-class member, Mr. Pickersgill, and a Scotch landowner, Mr.

Cunninghame Graham, have taken upon them the duty of Messrs. the

Labour Representatives, who should have made the row—such a row
that they ought by this time to be all sitting in the Clock Tower.

Space fails me as to the progress of the affair at Kennington, but it

is all a part of this same Coercion Campaign ; and no doubt it is well

thought of by the magistrates to refuse protection to harmless citizens

against hired roughs, since all Socialists are not athletes, and there

is a double danger in carrying deadly weapons. The preposterous

charge against a physically weak man, like our comrade Blackwell, of

attacking the police violently, is seemingly the sort of thing that

Socialists must expect to meet with at present.

In conclusion, grieved as we must all be at the torture to which

innocent men are being subjected, no Socialist can help reflecting

that these fools, Matthews, Poland, Warren, and Co., are doing good

propagandist work for us. People generally have some idea of fair

play, and the spectacle of such blatant injustice as has been recently

exhibited, has to my certain knowledge moved to indignation people

not particularly favourable to Socialism. It is still more important

that the working-classes should have a further instance of what law

means under our system—a cunning instrument for the oppression of

the poor by the rich. William Morris.

THE IRISH QUESTION.
lY.—BENTS, ETC.

Many people believe that the Land Act of 1881, to at least a great

extent, solved the social problem of Ireland. And, indeed, it is diffi-

cult to convince them that such is not the case. It is generally thought

that when a Bill becomes law that it must and does accomplish all the

good predicted of it. But such is not the case. And this will be

clearly seen when I come to deal with that measure and the decisions

of the courts with regard to improvements.

Another difficulty arises with reference to valuations and rentals.

Even Sir James Caird (p. 97) places the rental lower than the valua-

tion. Whereas the rental is far above the valuation. Even King-

Harman stated in the House of Commons a few days ago that the

valuation settled in 1854 was 25 per cent, below the letting value of

the land, the total valuation being stated at .£10,182,681. Yet Sir

James puts down the rental in 1857 at .£8,747,000, and in 1875 at

£9,293,000. At the latter date the rental was estimated at over

£16,000,000, and in 1879-80 at over £17,000,000. In many cases the

rents were more than three times the valuation. Take the following

as an illustration, from county Kerry {Standard, Nov. 16, 1880) :

Laiji(il<)rd. Tenant. Valuation.

T.Taylor ... Thomas Gain ... £7 10

Phil. Foley ... 10 6
M'Gowen & Sullivan 12 9

Peter Leary ... 9 16

Four holdings ... i*40 1

Rental.

^27
37
40
36

Take four more cases of the same date and same authority, Kerry
county. V ., ^ :^*.

Landlord. Tenant. Valuation. ;&ental.'''>.
''\

E. H. Downing X Gain . £S 8 ... ^27 a dv..
Eev. a Godfrey ... J. Mansfield 53 ... 130 Q.^"^

R. Oldwell P.Warren .. . 7 10 22 Of

« T. Murphy .. 6 10 17

v£75 8 ^196

The great rise in rents was from 1870 to 1879. In some cases the
rents were more than doubled in seven or eight years. The following
will illustrate this :

Parish. Rental, 1872. Rental, 1879.

East Ower J57 7 6 £130 3
WestOwer 57 7 6 133 5
Laragan 26 6 10 65 1

Warm Hole 28 7 5 62
Gurthmore 48 98 10

Eive parishes £219 9 3 <£488 19 2

The Freeman^s commissioner, in October 1879, gave a list of twelve
holdings, the total of the old rent being X486, 15s., and the rents in
1879 being no less than £1158, 17s. 6d.—far above 100 per cent,

increase.

But it will be said under the Land Act of 1881 all this has been
altered. The evil has been modified, not removed. And when we
come to the question of improvements this will be seen. Take also

the following, from county Clare

:

Clare Co. Valuation. Rent, 1S79.

A £32 £84
B 32 108
C 27 5 69
D 27 13 54 10
E 42 108
F 191 324
G 160 450
H 86 170
I 83 10 200
J 78 160

10 £759 8 £1727 10

In consequence of the severe depression in agriculture in 1879, and
especially in Ireland, commissioners were sent out by almost every

London daily paper, and from their reports samples of rack-renting

might be given from every county of Ireland. As a rule, rents were
high—double and treble the valuation in the south and the west, while

in the north and the east they averaged from 30 to 40 per cent, above*

the valuation. *-
'

It is often contended that the judicial rents are the rents that really

ought to be paid ; but in most cases the rents as fixed are far above
the valuation. Take the following eight cases on estates in Kerry :

Tenant. Valuation. Old Rent. Judicial Rent.

T. O'Sullivan £12 3 . .. £20 . .. £20
W. Potts 10 1 . .. 17 10 . .. 15 15

Eliza Sully 4 12 7 10 , 6 7

Catherine Coppey 16 10 .. 30 12 .. 25 15

John Coppey 10 15 .. 17 4 . .. 17 4

Tim. Suffren 8 8 .. 14 5 . .. 13 5

£140

These are tenants of the noble Marquis of Lansdowne. In October

1884 forty-nine tenants of Lord Charles Beresford went to the court

and had their rents judicially fixed, and the total reductions averaged

Is. each. We must bear in ijaind^ too, that not one-third of the hold-

ings have yet been dealt with. Taking the Parliamentary Beturn,,

1881, of the difierent classes of holdings, we find the total 660,185 in

number ; and taking the return just issued, which brings up the opera-

tions of the Land Courts and Civil Bill Courts to March 31 of the

present year, the total number of rents fixed was 90,088 ; the total

number settled out of court, 90,134— total, 180,222, leaving over

479,000 yet to be dealt with. Again, out of a total number of applica-

tions to the courts, 137,810, 24,728 cases were dismissed, so that it is

not every one who applies to the court that gets a judicial rent. Up
to the close of 1885 it was calculated that the total reductions averaged

about 12i per cent. ; and that the reductions last year averaged nearly

30 per cent. ; and that the aggregate of reductions reached £600,000.

How is it then that the Act of 1881 has proved a failure ? How is

it that the hopes held out by Gladstone have not been realised, that

the " Healy Clause" has proved a dead letter] Everything depended

on the question of the ownership of the improvements. The Healy

clause reads as follows (Sub-section 9 of Clause 8) :
" No rent shall

be allowed or made payable in any proceedings under this Act in re-

'

spect of improvements igaade by the tenant or his predecessors in title,

and for which, in the opinion of the Court, the tenant or^'hifi prede-

cessors in title shall not have been paid or otherwise ccmipensated by
the landlord or his predecessors in title." Gladstone, ai^uing on the

great principle involved in the above sub-section in the Jlouse, Aug. 9,

1881, said : "The main ground on which I stand is that wei do not

recognise the principle of compensation by enjoytaent for a certain

length of time, either as respects the landlord or the tenant. It i&

much better that those who make the improvement^ should have the

:

whole benefits of the improvements." A number of test cases were--

decided, and the decisionfe of the Courts finally gave the value of.

almost all the improvements to the landlords. From the Standard of

October 14, 1881, I take the following as one of the test cases. ThS^

tenant claimed X710 as compensation for the following improvements :
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For levelling 260 perches of fence, at 2s. per perch ... 26

For erecting 80 perches of fence at 4s. per perch 16

13 acres of land reclaimed at £12 per acre 156

10 acres of waste land reclaimed at .£5 per acre 50

50 perches of river filled in at 10s. per perch 25

50 perches of new river opened at 2s. per perch 5

Loads of sand per year, 50 years, at 2s. per load 300

Repairs of dwelling-house 40

Outhouses built, value 80

Eepairs of labourers' cottages 12

Total £710

Here was a clear case on which the Court acted, and a case in which

the value of the improvements could be tested. What did the Court

do 1 It awarded to the tenant £46, leaving to the landlord the balance

of £GG4. The result of the test cases was that the Courts held that

the improvements belonged to the landlord

—

1. Where the tenants held under a lease.

2. Improvements made before the lease began.

3. Improvements made during the lease, except lands reclaimed and
permanent buildings.

4. All improvements made before the Act of 1870.

5. The improvable capability of the soil.

6. All other improvements where the tenant has received 5 per cent,

per annum on the money invested in said improvements.

It might here be asked, What remains for the tenant ? Yery little

indeed. And yet the renegade Chamberlain tells the world that the

Land Act of 1881 has secured to the people of Ireland benefits un-

known to the tenants of any other part of the world.

Now what is the position to-day ? We will not take the rental of

1879 at £17,000,000, the general estimate at that time, but at

£16,000,000, and see how the matter stands. Let us take the reduc-

tions at £700,000 instead of £G00,000 :—
Ecntal.

£11,200,000
, 16,000,000

. 15,400,000

. 15,300,000

Value of Crops.

£63,000,000
, 46,000.000

. 35,000,000
, 31,700,000

Year. Valuation.

1855 ... £10,182,000
1881 (Jan.) ... 10,182,000
1885 ... 10,182,000
1886 ... 10,182,000

Here is the great economical problem. As rents have increased by
millions the value of the crops has decreased by tens of millions. Take
another view of the matter :

—

Proportioii of

Keiitol. llent to Crops,

. £11,200,000 ... 17 per cent.

16,000,000 ... 38 per cent.

15,400,000 ... 46 per cent.

15,300,000 ... 47 per cent.

Take also the question of taxation. AYe must remember too that

-prior to the great famine of 1846-49, the population was over eight

millions in Ireland :

—

Year. Value of Crops

1855 .. £63,000,000
1881 , .. 46,000,000
1885 .. 35,000,000
18S6 .. 31,700,000

Tuxalion per lic;id

Y^ear. Population. Taxation. of PoT.uiation.

1851 6,552,385 .. £4,006,711 .. £0 12 2

1861 5,798,564 6,420,378 12 1

1871 5,412,377 7,086,593 10 2

1885 4,962,693 7,755,000 1 11 3

Thus, as the population has decreased, and the value of the crops

has decreased, partly through the fall of prices and partly through the

lands being thrown out of cultivation, both rents and taxation have
increased. As showing the extent to which lands are being thrown
out of cultivation, it may be stated that, taking the agricultural returns,

in 1877 over 294,000 acres were thrown out of cultivation and classed

as waste land, and from 1876 to 1882 the total w^as 531,? 50 acres.

And so it goes on from year to year.

No mere modification of tyranny can alter this state of things.

Nothing but the entire destruction of landlordism will be of any use.

Nothing but a thorough social revolution will accomplish that. The
Irish difHculty hastens that revolution, and it is for the w^orkers of

England and Scotland, as well as of Ireland, to grasp hands and
hasten that revolution, and to make it thorough, and, as far as pos-

sible, final. J. Sketciiley.

We call attention to the atrocious sentence ]3assed l)y tlie magistrate
Bushby on the labourer Restell. The wife of the man liew at him "like a
tiger," according to the evidence, and cut his lips open. Thereupon he struck
her or pushed her away in self-defence. Penalty, six months' Lard. It is

stated that the sentence created great surprise in court, and the I)aily yeu-s
gives it a place apart among "severe sentences.'" We congratulate the
" woman's rights " advocates on the progress they are making. Oppressed
woman has the right of mutilation, it appears. The absolute power of life

and death on the part of the wife is not yet perhaps formally acknowledged,
but with "public sentiment'' tending so strongly in that direction, it will

doubtless come before long.—E. B. B.

More Jubilee Bosh.—The Jubilee Committee of Nottingham, in their
report to the Town Council, state that they have only been able to raise
£453 as yet out of £1500 needed to carry out the arrangements for the 21st
of June, and £200 of this have been given by the Race Committee. This is

public money, as the racecourse belongs to the town and the Race Committee
is appointed by the Town Council, and the £200 is profit from the course, etc.

The committee state if more funds do not come in they cannot carry out all

the arrangements, but they must have the demonstrations of children in the
the market place to sing loyal songs, etc., and band to play in difi'erent public
places, and jubilee medals for the children ; but if they cannot get enough
money they will not be able to give the children their free meal or tea-party
How thoughtful for the children ! This statement has done good, and dis
gusted many who would have sent their cliildren but will not now.—T. P.

VIC MACHREE.
By T. Hughes.

[The following song, addressed to Queen Victoria on her accession, and embody-
ing the arguments lor repeal, was writen by T. Hughes, one of the many brilliant

journalists that Ireland has contributed to the London press. He was a member
of the staff of the Morning Chronicle^ and for some years its Spanish correspondent.
He died in 1849. The song was for many years a great favourite, and will bear
reprinting as part of the Jubilee poetry of the present year.]

0, the devil a wink 1 slept last night
For thinking of the Queen !

Sure a purtier by this blessed light

\Vas never seen.

'Twas Father Kearney from Killarney
Her picthur showed to me,

—

My blessins on your purty face,

Vic Machree !

Her faytures all is like a doll,

So gentle and so nate,

If there's deception in her at all,

Faith, she's a chate.

She has such schoolin' in her rulin',

She liolds bright larnin's key,

—

Mv blessins on your purty face,

Vic Mach.rec !

There's Melbourne, Peel, and AVcllin^

ton
Is Join' all they can

;

But troth tliere's not a mother's son
Slie loves like Dan,

That glory of the Emerald Oim :

O, if 'twas only free.

How it would grace your diadem,
Vic Machre-3 !

Don't mind the thievin' Parliament,
Whatever they say.

But the Liberator's speeches
^

E-ead at your tay.

'Tis they will introduce to you
Our case without a fee,

—

0, read them at your cofiee too,

Vic Machree !

'Tis there our wrongs are tould in

style,

And how we're fixed,

Since first they seized our own Green
Isle

With Tory thricks.

And how they won't concayde our
rights,

Though Wellington and we
Like naygroes fought to guard your

throne,

Vic Machree.

Now" would you like the king of France
To ax you for to wear

A dingy blanket while you dance.

An' you so fair ?

Or would you like the King of Spain,

Who is, 1 hear, a she,

Should make you pay her t'lilor's bills,

A" ic Machree ?

In trotli you'd kick up, if they did,

A rumpus and a row,
An' your army and your navy, faitli,

Would make them bow.
Kow we must pay the souls to save

Of every Rapparee,
O, to Ould Kick the rint charge send,

Vic Machree !

There's two bad Houses near your nose

In ould Westminster,
O, can't you then be done with those,

My royal spinster ?

We'd scorn to ax them,— so should you

;

Then grant us for to see

Our Parliament at home again.

Vie Machree.

SOCIALISM IN SCOTLAND.

Ox Fridav, April 29th, I went from Newcastle for a few days propaganda in

the lowlands of Scotland. The first meeting held was on the followdng day

at Paisley, where a good audience assembled, and were addressed by Glasier,

of the Glasgow Branch, and myself. One or two gentlemen in the crowd

took ofi'ence at a disrespectful"remark of mine in reference to the upper

class. After grumbling out their dissatisfaction for a while, they took a

practical turn and rushed Glazier off the platform. A slight confusion

ensued, but Glasier being a wily orator at once launched oft' in tlie most

i-ecklessly irrelevant manner into an eloquent eulogy on the virtues of Bruce

and Wallace, and quite turned away the wrath of the cantankerous Scotch-

men. After this the crowd grew much larger, and listened with great

attention and evident sympathy to our remarks.

On Sunday afternoon, a most successful gathering of miners was held in

the Quarries at Hamilton, to which I related the chief incidents of the

Northumberland strike, and repeated the criticism of the North of England

labour leaders, which I had previously made in Northumberland. As the

Scotch papers have boycotted nearly all mention of the strike, the miners

were greatly interested in the particulars which came to them as news.

On Sunday night about 1000 gathered in Jail Square, in Glasgow^, although

no meeting had been announced, and received the statement of Socialism

with the greatest interest.

On Monday night several hundred people gathered in the East Meadows,

Edinburgh, and listened with sympathy for the miners and hearty approval

of Socialism. A good collection was afterwards made. On Tuesday night

to a good attendance at the Free Tron Hall, Edinburgh, I spoke on " Socialist

and Political Economy." This lectiire being a statement of the economic

principles of a Socialist Society, gave rise to a good deal of useful discussion.

The Pev. John Glasse joined in with a telling speech on the necessity for

international action, and the futility of struggling for mere reforms such as

the abolition of royalties. He pressed upon the audience that the real evil

w^as the principle of competition in social life, and that the working-class,

while helping on all good movements, should allow no specialist agitation to

overshadow this vital question.

In Leith Links on the Giants Brea, we had a splendid meeting called by

the Edinburgh Branch of the Socialist League. A good collection was made

for the miners of Northumberland, and the meeting separated Avith three

heartv cheers for the Social Revolution. J. L. Maiiox.

An old saying—" After the Lord Mayor's Show comes the dung-cart," has

been about reversed in Skye. Mr. Chamberlain preceded Mr. Davitt.

Socialist Condemnation.—We hear that Baije, an active Socialist propa-

gandist in Holland, has been condemned by bourgeois justice at The Hague
to four months' imprisonment.

Know^s all about it.—The Pope is about to tell us all what he does not

know about Socialism. Does any one suppose, for example, that the reverend

father has ever read Karl Marx? Why no. No need to. God tells him
personally all about it, don't he, Mr. P(owderly) I—Labor Enquirer.

Hordes or Immigrants.—People enough to populate a small city have

poured into New York from the steerages of the transatlantic steamers

during the past week. Just 12,454 in exact numbers of big and little, old

young, and middle-aged immigrants came to this port and the New World
from Saturday night to Saturday night.

—

New York Herald^ April 25.
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*HAVB YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW *. FIRST, FEW MEM
HIED it; next, most men contemn it; lastly, all MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON '.'»

Communications invited on Social Questions, They should be written on one side of

the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Ed,, E.G., and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor 'publication.

As all articles are signed, no fecial significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the League as a body, ^cept it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

Rejected MSS, only returned if a stamped directed envelope, isjorwarded with them.

Subscriptions,—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.;

six months, 3s,; three months. Is, 6d,

Btisiness communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E.G, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

Feriodicals received during the week ending Wednesday May 11.

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Italy
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Madrid—El SociaUsta
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Arbeiterstimme
Brunn—Volksfreund

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

Norway
Kristiania—Social-Democrateii
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ustice

Jus
Norwich—Daylight
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Worker's Friend
Die Autonomie

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

United States
New York— Freiheit
Truthseeker
John Swinton's Paper
Der Sozialist

Leader
Sun

Boston—Woman's Journal
Liberty

Denver (Col.) Labor Inquirer

Chicago (111.)—Vorbote
Knights of Labor
Daily News

Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
Seattle (W T) Voice of the People
Cincinnati (O.) Unionist
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West
Paterson (N.J.) Labor Standard
Albina(Oreg.)—Weekly Courier
Detroit (Mich.)—The Advance

and Labor Leaf

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Revolte
La Revolution Cosmopolite

Guise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le TravaiUeur

Belgium
Liege—L'Avenir

VOLUNTARY CO-OPERATION.
In discussing Socialism one meets with a number of people who, while

admitting the beauty of the Socialistic ideal, and even recognising the

absolute justice of the confiscation that we advocate, yet look with

horror on the confusion that will undoubtedly arise in the transition

period, and turn for 'consolation to the tendency that is exhibiting

itself towards profit-sharing and co-operation. '^Let the new era de-

velope in its own way," say they, ''so that all this suffering which your

sudden change would involve may be avoided." And in this way they

hope to put off the evil day for their lives, and avoid the accusations

of injustice and robbery that are hurled upon those who advocate con-

fiscation of land and capital.

Such opponents are generally at least comfortably off themselves,

and do not wish for any change except in a philanthropic way, so that

they may ease their consciences and save their souls in their ideal

paradise. They do considerable harm by preaching contentment, and

hope in the progress that they say, and seem really to " think," the

world is making on tlie old lines. It may safely be said of them that

though they admit for argument's sake the beauty of Socialism, they

have never really seen it, or they would not be content to wait whilst

the way to the ideal was groped for by the people blindly struggling

towards it under the bitter guidance of centuries of baffling

experience.

Their notion for the evolution of democracy seems to be as follows.

The working-classes must combine to demand from their employers

some share (percentage, they suggest) of the net profits derived from

their work, after their wages and all other expenses have been paid.

Or better still, they must start businesses of their own, and work them

on a co-operative system. How they are to get the necessary land or

capital without confiscation is seldom suggested, unless it be by borrow-

ing at interest. However, when they have in some mysterious way

started their co-operative societies, they must go on to enlarge their

scope—O wonderful !—by competition with the manufacturers who do

not join them. In course of time (shall we say centuries 1) the whole

lump will be leavened, and the process will be complete without, argues

your opponent, any of that misery and crime which a sudden confisca-

tion of the means of production would be certain to cause, and without

the injustice involved in the robbery of that property by which the

landlord or man of business lives, and deprived of which he, being

unable to labour, must either steal or starve.

Here at last we are distinctly at issue. For admitting even that it

would be robbery to confiscate this private property which a few have

got, and none can live without, does the individualist think to save his

soul from the imputation of robbery because he suggests to the workers

tio get hold of the employer's capital by competition instead of confis-

cation 1 Is there not something which is called the goodwill of a busi-

ness, which means the certainty of a minimum amount of custom, and

which the master can sell for money 1 And if this amount of custom
belongs to the master, and is part of his realisable property, is it any-
thing but robbery to take it from him against his will, even if you do
it by competition instead of confiscation ? The former is quite as un-

just as the latter, and the competitive plan has the disadvantage of

being more underhand, being cloaked by a show of legality and justice.

This answer should suggest itself even to one who would admit that

confiscation would be robbery. But we Socialists, who admit no such,

thing, would say tliat we had rather see the exploiting class reduced by
confiscation of their property to getting a living by plain (and what
might be called in comparison honest) stealing, than allowed by an
unjust possession of property to confiscate thousands of times more of

the worker's produce than they would be able to get of it by such
stealing. Such, however, would be rather the effect of Comp>etition,

which means " Ours and not Yours," not of Confiscation, which means
" Ours and Yours," or literally, one purse for all.

And then further with regard to the relative amount of crime and
suffering, under the two methods. Co-operative Evolution and Revolu-
tion. The evolutionist looks to the suffering of the exploiting class

alone, and hopes to save them by taxing their property gradually, by
means of the competition of co-operative societies. I confess I would
sooner have my property confiscated right off at once. It cannot be
anything but intense suffering, whatever the co-operative evolutionist

may say, for a business man to see his living slowly but surely going

from him (" robbed," as it is already beginning to be said, by co-

operative societies), to have the weary failure protracted through months
and years, to see his children sinking (as he believes) to degradation,

and himself with no prospect but to end his life in the workhouse.

Worse could not befall him in any way, and such misfortunes have
frequently driven men to madness, or the "crime" of suicide. Con-
fiscation, on the other hand, might be accompanied by a provision for

the maintenance of those helpless beings who, being deprived of the

property which had enervated them, would be unable to take their

share in the labour necessary to keep them from starvation.
" Ah ! but the bloodshed, and savage passions that will be called

forth by a sudden change such as you wish to make 1
" Well, blood-

shed there will be, no doubt, but the crime of it will rest on the

shoulders of those who begin it, as the exploiters will do by taking up
arms against the Right. And as for passions, though some will doubt-

less be " savage " enough, who can tell but what in the enthusiasm of

struggling and fighting side by side in a noble cause, there may be en-

gendered in the workers that glorious comradeship and solidarity

which must be the foundation of the reign of Socialism and equality ?

And is there nothing worse in this world than bloodshed and savage

passions? Dante put into the lowest pit of hell those who injured

others in cold-blooded passionless indifference for their own gain. To
Socialists, tiie shedding of blood is nothing as compared to the cruelty

that the capitalists would have to resort to in their competition with

co-operative societies. Here is a field of suffering which your advocate

of co-operative evolution ignores in his sympathy with the unhappy
masters. But can we, can the working-classes afford to wait, to submit

to perhaps centuries more of injustice and misery and premature death

by the legal murder of physical exhaustion, with all sorts of degrada-

tion and the terrible monotony of joyless lives; shall we ignoie all

this in order that co-operative production may, in the course of the dim
future, effect a change without the shedding of a drop of capitalist

blood ] Rather than this there will be twenty revolutions.

But, after all, it is only our opponent's notion of the tendency of

the time that is wrong. For tho nations will not wait for thi?, but

will (if we Socialisls do our duly and join hands together) effect their

nationalisation of land and capital before the co-operative societies

have well begun to work. Then whatever good has been done by
co-operation will show itself, and those who have taken part in it will

be among the first to fall into their places in the complete organisation

of Socialist Society. George Sturt.

LITERARY NOTICES.
The Ethics of Social Reform ' (Reeves, 2d.) is a neatly-printed pamphlet

by Maurice Adams, and is described as a paper read by him " at a meeting

of the Fellowship of the New Life, London." It is thoughtful and well-

written, full of matter, and states the moral and economic necessity for

Socialism in a forcible manner. Its circulation among the unconverted can-

not fail in having good results.

'Roval Paupers' (Progressive Publishing Co., 28 Stonecutter Street, E.C.,

2d.) is" the title of a vigorously-written pamphlet by G. W. Foote, being
" a Radical's contribution to the Jubilee," and wherein is given many details

of the cost of the queen and her large family, as well as other matter bearing

upon royalty and fiunkeyism. Here is a sentence from Mr. Foote's pamphlet

:

" Thousands of men who have worked hard in their younger days for scanty

wages, who have paid rates and taxes to support the State burdens, have

eked out the sombre end of their lives in the Union and have been buried in

a parish egg-box. They were called paupers, and so they were, for there is

no disputing the fact. But are not they worse paupers who have never

worked at all, who live on other people from the cradle to the grave, who
add impudence to their dependence, and glory in their degradation ?

"

* A Lay Sermon on the land,' by J. Morrison Davidson (Reeves, 185 Fleet

Street, B.C., Id.) is a little tract against land monopoly. In it we get some

quotations from the Bible and some very outspoken sentences from half-a-

dozen of the saints, which Sir Charles Warren and his agents won't allow we
Socialists to re-echo in the streets unmolested. The 'Lay Sermon' very

much resembles the clerical article (even to the capital letters), an exception

being found in its brevity. The author concludes with an appeal to Mr.

Spurgeon to aid him in his endeavour " to convert the clergy of all denomi-

nations to Christianity," by allowing him to address them in his (Mr. Spur-

geon's) Tabernacle. ^* ^
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EARLY COMMUNAL LIFE AND WHAT IT

TEACHES.
(Concluded from p. 147).

We find the conflict between these two principles of Individualism
and Socialism raging fiercely in our own time, and the reason is

that we are living in one of those ages when the tendency which
has been maintained for years is changing. For many generations

in this country the individualistic element has been the rising one,

and many very valuable results have come from its growth, which
could have come in no other way so far as we know, but having
risen at the expense of much that was good in the old communal
customs, and having developed in itself many evils, the opposite ten-

dency is already setting in. I need not spend time in proving this.

Herbert Spencer has done so already, and has made a powerful and
desperate effort to stem the rising tide. When we remember what
the growth of society is, and how little man can do to influence the
general tendencies of its development, one is inclined to wish that
so able a man could have used his power in guiding the tendency,
which he acknowledges to exist, into the path where it would do
most good and least harm, for this it is within the power of man to

do, instead of trying to turn back the torrent and make it run up hill,

which is beyond the power of gods or men.
And after all if we have not faith enough in the guiding force of

the universe, whatever we may call it, to believe that general tendency
is for the best, it is little use our working at all

!

However we will assume that general tendencies are on the whole
for the best, and try to find out how we can modify or guide them for

our good. We have seen that the development of individualism has
allowed the social forces of production, which were first evolved in

the communal ages, to be taken possession of by private men, and to

be used for their good, according to the dictates of individual enter-

prise, regardless of the result to society in general. It is to this

fact mainly, I think, that we must attribute the present change of

general tendency, and this revival of social or communal influence will

not have done its work until all the means of social production are
again used, under the direction of society, for the common good, until
the land becomes again the property of the people collectively, and
is used to grow their food instead of finding rent for landlords, until
all the other means of social production, whether machinery, build-
ings, or other forms of capital, are used to produce the goods which
are necessary for the comfort, leisure, and happiness of all, instead of

profits for a few.

Those who are afraid that this tendency will sweep away all that has
been gained of freedom for the individual, will best prevent this by
trying to guide it and guard against these dangers to oppose it, is

simply to make the change more sudden and more sweeping when it

does come. To try and stay the torrent by damming it back is but
to prepare greater destruction when it throws down the obstacle

;

far wiser is it to prepare for it beforehand, and, leading it harmlesssly
along in channels made ready for it, to spread it over tjie fields to
fertilise the ground.

There are some dangers in this revival of communal influence, and
we will see how best they can be guarded against. In reviewing the
old communal days, we were struck by the fact that the individual had no
connection with the State to which he belonged, the unit of the large
society, of the State, and even of the village community, was the family
commune as represented by its head, the individual was in nearly all

things subject to this head, and could not impress the least reflection

of his own individuality on the society in which he lived. Here is one
point in which there is little fear but that a great improvement will
be made on the old communes, for whatever form society when organised
will take it is pretty certain that it will be a society composed of indi-

vidual units, in which we will hope each may be able to impress on the
community his own individuality to the extent of its real power and
value. This was impossible in the old days, because of the restraint
under which the individual lived, it is impossible now because power
and worth depend so much on the question of wealth

There is one danger to the individual, and perhaps the greatest,
arising out of the general unbelief and want of faith which characterises
our times. We are too apt to think tkat things have been ordered
badly, that necessary laws w^hen obeyed still bring all sorts of evils
upon us, and so we try to mend our evils by tinkering at them,
and do not go to the cause and try to see whether there is not
some law or general tendency which we are disregarding, and whether
we are not accepting as laws evil customs which are purely of our
own making. Had we more faith we should believe that if only
the right laws of life and of society could be discovered and obeyed
that we should not find them defective, but should find that a good and
happy community would be the result. This habit of dealing only with
effects is most strikingly illustrated by the way we deal with suflfering
and poverty. Had half the efforts which have been put forth to help
the poor, cure the sick, and raise the falLBn been directed against the
causes of these evils, we should have seen a very different world around
us. If our philanthropists would direct half as much energy towards
removing the causes which are constantly creating poverty as they do
towards helping the people after they have been crushed down into
poverty, there would be some chance of permanently removing that
stain on modern civilisation. If our doctors would insist upon the
people being able to live in such conditions as to keep them healthy,
instead of spending all their energy in curing them when they tave

become ill, we should need no such tyrannical laws as the Vaccination
Acts. The same may be said of all or nearly all the remedies we try,
and the chief danger to individual liberty arises from this tendency to
patch up bad laws and customs by arbitrary regulation of actions which
should be left to the individual. There are many things which are in
themselves evils but which cannot be attacked directly by State inter-
vention without producing evils almost worse ; they can only be succes-
fuUy dealt with by striking at their causes. Such, I think, is the
question of women's labour on the pit-banks, for example. There will
be very few who will defend this class of labour as suitable for women,
and yet for the State to pass a law that no women shall be employed
on pit-bank or on any work which is not suitable for them, would
produce probably much more misery than it would prevent. This
question can only be dealt with by taking away the causes which force
women to take to work of any sort, however unsuitable it may be.

Legislation which aims at merely patching up a bad system not only
produces often as much misery as it prevents, but serves to postpone
the real grappling with the causes which can alone be of permanent
good. Perhaps one of the chief uses of misery and evil in the world
is to serve the same purpose in actual life that the reductic ad ahsurdum
argumeiit performs in logic—namely, to force us to correct our premises.

The man who tries to cure evil by tinkering at it, without looking
back to its cause, is little wiser than a man who might think to put a
reductio ad ahsurdum argument right by making it look a little less

absurd.

We shall be the more able to guard against the danger of the undue
coercion of the individual by such laws as those hinted at, which un-

doubtedly existed more or less in all revival of social or communal
influence, if we remember that all interferences with individual action

which are of the nature of tinkering with eflfects instead of attacking

causes are in principle bad, and are only justifiable as a temporary
expedient, until the cause can be dealt with, and that as commonly
employed to enable the question of cause to be shelved they are utterly

without justification.

There is one fact which may give us great hope for the future, and
it is interesting in its bearing on the course of development given above

;

it is the considerable growth of Anarchist opinion and sentiment which
may be noticed amongst those who advocate the most complete social-

isation of the means of production. That such teaching should be
spreading amongst the Socialists of to-day is a most hopeful sign, and
makes it easier to look forward with the confidence that those who are

working for society to take control of the means of production are fully

aware of the importance of leaving the individual free to develope to

the full. It is also interesting as showing that when the present

develop.nent of the social side of man shall have done its work, the
force is already gathering which will correct any evils arising from too
great suppression of individualism.

In so far, then, as we may be able to guide the course of develop-

ment, the chief thing we must strive for is that all social forces and
means of production shall be maiwij^red by society, and all individual

forces shall as far as possible ix^. Juft to the individual. One thing
more. We must not think that laws and systems can be planned
which will work in spite of the inclinations of a large mass of the

people. Social movements are very largely the result of sentiment;
and while the sentiment which rules three out of every five is that of

individual enterprise with a strong dash of gambling, while men prefer

the excitement of a competitive life, while they would rather live in

misery wuth the chance of making wealth, almost too late to enjoy it,

than live in quiet happiness, free from the excitement, and secure alike

from wealth and poverty,—while this is the prevailing sentiment with
a large mass of the people, it is useless to try and impose upon them
any other system than the present. Much may be done gradually to
change the sentiments of people. New ideas have that effect, and in

many other ways, by example and so forth, it may be done, as well by
the more mysterious and rapid influence which often accompanies new
movements and changes the ideals and sentiments of whole peoples.

Unlike some Socialists, I hope for great results in this direction from
individual efforts, from men who try to practise common interests and
to do useful work, from small societies for working co-operatively in
farming and other branches of industry—in short, from all who, by
living, in spite of the conditions, as far as possible in accordance with
their ideal of life and society, are helping to spread the ideals and
sentiments which ^vill make our life in the future happier than it has
been in the past.

I hope this little study of primitive property in the communal ages
will help us to see what sentiments and customs are helpful to a peace-

ful and happy social life. By trying to practise and spread these
sentiments we shall be greatly helping to bring such a social life out
of dreamland into reality. Raymond Unwin.

And I, too, love peace ; but not the peace of slavery.

—

Danton,

Nihilism is the righteous and honourable resistance of a people crushed under
an iron rule. When *' order reigns in Warsaw " it is a spiritual death. Nihilism
is the last weapon of victims choked and manacled beyond all other resistance.
It is crushed Humanity's only means of making the oppressors tremble. God
means that unjust power shall be insecure, and every move of the giant, prostrate
in chains, whether it be to lift a single dagger or stir a city's revolt, is a lesson in
Justice. One might well tremble for the future of a race if such a despotism did
exist without provoking the bloodiest resistance. I honour Nihilism, since it re-

deems human nature from the suspicion of being utterly vile, made up of heartless
oppressors and contented slaves. Eyery line in our history, every interest of civil-

isation, bids us rejoice when the tyrant grows pale and the slave rebellious.—
Wendell Phillijps,
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THE LABOUR 8TRUGGILE.
This department is binder the, direction of the Strike Committee. Labour Neivs

and Contributions to the Fund should be sent to T. Binning, at the Offices.

BRITz^IN.
The Worcester and South Statibrdshire nail-makers have submitted to a

reduction on their wages of 20 per cent.

The Scottish railway servants of all branches have held a meeting to form
a union of railway servants throughout Scotland.

The South Wales coal trade continues^ in a most depressed condition. In
the Rhondda Valley, miners are being discharged every week owing to want
of orders.

The Scottish Mixers' Jurili--- Policy.—It is quitc^ a treat to hear of a
trade union with a "policy."' Tlie Scottish ininers have a jubilee policy which
is stated under 21 heads and includes : An eight hour day ; one holiday a
week

;
a fortnight's holiday during the suuinier ; and better union among

the miners.

Close of the Glasgovv- Joiners' Strike.—At a mass meeting of the Glas-
gow joiners, it Was reported that the strike in the trade was closed, all the
employers having adopted the standard wage, and tlie 115 men who came out
on Saturday having obtained work. The meeting unanimously adopted a
resolution expressing satisfaction at the settlement arrived at, and pledging
tlie joiners to use every legitimate means to maintain the standard wage.

The Chain-makers.—Some of tlie masters in tlie chain-making at Cradley
Heath have capitulated and the men have returned to work. We have re-
ceived a number of communications respecting the chainmakers which reveal
a state of things simply horrifying. We intend to send a commissioner into
the district in the course of a few days to see if it is not possible to infuse a
little vigour into these wretched slaves and rescue tlieni from the clutches of
the " goody-goody " harpies who are now humbugging them in the interest
of the exploiters.

^
Northumberland Miners.—The strike has reached a culminating point.

The masters have absolutely refused arbitration and insist on the " pound of
tiesh." The miner M.P.—now, with the rest of the otlicials on half-pay—
headed the deputation, but the masters remained firm. At Blyth over 1000
miners have held a meeting and resolved to form a North of England Socialist
Federation. There are a number of Socialists now at most of the collieries.

The press generally attributes this to "the active Socialist propaganda that
has been carried on during the strike." Scc^ "Northumbrian Notes," by our
comrade Donald.

Yorkshire Miners.—At a largely attended meeting of miners, held at
Handsworth, near Sheffield, attended "by the officials of the Yorkshire Miners'
Association, to consider the strike at Fence Colliery, where the men have
been on strike eight weeks, resisting a reduction of wages, it was unani-
mously resolved that the miners employed at Argreavesand Treeton Colliery
(which together with Fence Colliery belongs to^the Eother Yale Company)
should, with the approval of the association, give notice to cease work. A
thousand men and boys are affected.

The Strike of the Belfast Snir- builders.—Tlie dispute between the
men employed in the local ship-building yards and the masters remain still

unsettled, and there is not the slightest sign of an amicable arrangement
being arrived at. The men are determined'to hold out till a full concession
of their rights has been made. At a mass meeting held in the Victoria Park,
a strike committee was appointed, and several sneakers spoke in the highest
terms of praise of Mr. Sexton, M.P. for the West Division of Belfast, and
his action in the House of Commons regarding the strike was eulogised by
all.^ It is really a healthy sign, 6,000 Belfast ship-builders throwing okl
prejudices overboard, letting religion and politics take care of themselves,
and sticking shoulder to shoulder for the rights of labour against capital.

A series of mass meetings of the Fife miners are being held for the purpose
of considering the condition of the employed. At a meeting held at Hamil-
ton, Mr. W. Small moved the following resolution: "As working miners,
perceiving in the royalties on minerals and metals as exacted by private
individuals a direct tax upon labour, robbing it of the reward of exertion,
an obstacle to enterprise, injurious to native industry, and a violation of
existing Scotch statute law, we would urge upon politicians and the Govern-
ment to immediately introduce such measures as will secure the nationalisa-
tion of such resources, and thereby stimulate the expansion of trade, and
relieve labour from the aggravation of an unjust impost and direct robbery."
This was carried unanimously. A further resolution, urging that all miners'
unions form a comprehensive federation to secure an amelioration and im-
provement amongst miners, was also adopted.

The Ironworkers and the Coercion Bill.—About seventy delegates
from all parts of the country ^here iron is manufactured have just held a
conference in Manchester. It is ten years since a like national gathering
was held. After the trade business was got through, and at the last day's
sitting, a resolution was unanimously and enthusiastically passed against
the Coercion Bill. Mr. Wm. Aucott (of AVednesbury) was in the chair, and
the spokesmen of the men north and south (Messrs. James Capper, Walsall,
and Edward Trow, Darlington) spoke warmly in favour of the following
motion, which was ordered to be sent to the leaders of the Government, the
Opposition, the Irish party, and the whip of the Labour party, by Mr. J.

Graham Spencer, secretary of the conference :
*' That this conference of iron

and steel-workers, representing 41,000 workmen of Great Britain, emphati-
cally protests against the Crimes (Ireland) Bill now before Parliament,
because it is unjust, unwarranted, and lamentably mischievous ; and further,
likely to be used against trades' unions in Great Britain."

The London Police.—Last Sunday afternoon, the police held a meeting
in Hyde Park for the purpose of drawing public attention to their grievances.
The meeting was of good size, and it was stated that it would have been
much larger but for the fact that the bills convening it had been pulled
down in the station-houses, and signs given that those who attended it

would be marked men. A plucky cabman, who had been well supplied with
facts, undertook the office of spokesman for the police, and in a racy speech
exposed the chief grievances they labour under. Eesolutions calling for
reform were unanimously adopted. For some weeks past the police have
been conducting a correspondence in the columns of the Weekly Dispatch,
and some of the grievances ventilated there are almost beyond belief. Com-
plaint is made of the mismanagement and the harsh military system of Sir
Charles Warren, and " that there is a general feeling of discontent goes
without saying." " Several are being continually reduced in rank (and pay)

"^

for periods varying from three months to eight years—simply for partaking

of a slight refreshment whilst on duty "—tea or beer makes no difference.
" An Old Policeman " complains that " useless orders are issued by old
soldiers, who know more about * saluting by numbers,' or giving lectures on
Palestine, than they do about police duty." "There are no less than fifty

different orders referring to public carriages, and nearly double that number
referring to dogs." " Promotion is, and always was, gained by favouritism,"
and the administration of the pension system requires radical alteration.

One policeman says that the gloomy outlook and the numerous instances of

gross injustice before them, is driving the men to study their own personal
safety rather than the interests of the public ; and another writes that
unless redress be forthcoming, " ere long our commissioners may have the
pleasing duty to perform of swearing in special and auxiliary constables."

We earnestly hope the men will persevere with their agitation, and use
every means to make it successful. It should not be forgotten—as we are

sometimes inclined to forget—that the police belong to the ranks of the
workers, have common interests w^ith them, and their present agitation forms
part of that Labour Struggle against the power of Capitalism which every
true worker should aid.—W. B.

Threatened Strike of the Constabulary in Belfast. — Since the
appointment of Mr. Cameron to the Town Inspectorship of Belfast from one
cause or another great dissatisfaction has crept in among the men. They
complain of being hampered in the discharge of their duties in the Orange
districts of the town, by orders issued by the Town Inspector to the effect

that the constables on duty in these districts are not to interfere with drunk
or disorderly characters on the streets lest such interference might rouse

the ire of the loyalist inhabitants and lead to disturbance. Now it appears
Mr. Cameron, following Mr. M'Hardy's recommendations as one of the

Commissioners appointed to inquire into the late riots, has intiinated that

in future each constable will be required to perform daily eight hours' regular

duty. It must be understood that the constabulary stationed in Belfast,

although not performing up to eight hours' daily of legular beat duty, are

never free. When not on actual duty on the town they are as a rule con-

fined to barracks, or obliged to do a variety of work such as the Irish con-

stabulary in the ordinary sense are supposed to perform. In this way they
have never what may be called a moment of their own. They are practically

never off* duty. The new system will impose upon them eight hours' beat

duty instead of six, and when relieved in the ordinary course they will not
yet be allowed to consider themselves at liberty. The men object to the new
system as absolutely unjust. The constables are quite willing to perform
eight hours' duty after the manner of the Dublin police, but they want to

be paid as well as they are and to enjoy similar privileges. The Dublin
constables when they have their number of hours performed are at lib^ty
to dress in plain clothes and go where they will, and the Belfast men think

they should be treated in the same way. Meetings of the men have already

been held in protest against the new system, and if it is enforced without
the privileges claimed being granted, it is probable there will be a general

strike of the men, who declare it will be impossible to get constabulary to

serve in Belfast on the terms proposed by the town inspector.

AMERICA.
A strike of 90,000 coalminers in Pennsylvania for an advance of ten per

cent^ in wages is said to be impending.

The machinists in all of the tube works in Western Pennsylvania have
made a united demand for an advance of 50 per cent, for night-work, the

increase to take effect from May 1. They wish to abolish night-w^ork, so

that more mechanics will be put on.

A convention will be held in Pittsburg on June 1, to complete the organisa-

tion of a National Machinists' Assembly of the Knights of Labour. Thirty

local assemblies of machinists have voted to join the national organisation,

and it will begin with over five thousand members.

Nevv^ York.—The lock-out of the silversmiths still continues, with the

Knights just as firm as ever. The chasers have discussed the opening of a

co-operative factory, and a committee will report as to the outlay necessary.

The reports sent broadcast that their places have been filled is untrue, as the

firms are unable to obtain sufficient hands to take their places.

The great lock-out of stove-moulders is now enforced in nearly every city

in the country in which the trade is prosecuted, and bears upon many thou-

sands of men. It has reached Troy and Peekskill in this State, and it has

also reached Philadelphia and other parts of Pennsylvania from the States

farther west. The end of this vast struggle between capital and labour

cannot be forecast.

FEANCE.
In view of the municipal elections at Paris, the Anarchist party have issued

an abstentionist manifesto addressed to the workers of Paris, calling on them
to reflect before going up to the voting-urns, maintaining that a workman's
vote has for forty years been a very useless piece of possession to him, and
will be to all eternity.

History of the " Prud'hommes."—In the Middle Ages the term prud'-

hommes (wise, or prudent men) was used for those citizens charged with

directing the affairs of their commune. It is at the end of the thirteenth

century, under the reign of Philippe-le-Bel, that one first sees traces of the

institution of this body. In 1296 the Council of the City of Paris nominated
for election 24 councillors, among whose duties were to be those of passing

judgment of the "master-piece" which a man had to execute if desirous of

entering into the freedom of a guild, of protecting journeymen and ap-

prentices, visiting the shops, etc., etc. Here one sees the germ of the exist-

ing jurisdiction in this decree. The law of the 16th August 1790 relative to

the creation of justices of the peace makes a great step in the matter. This

law sets forth that at the chief town of a canton, besides the justice of the

peace, there shall be "prud'hommes assesseurs" who shall "overlook the

payment of workmen's salaries and the fulfilment of engagements between
masters and their workpeople." A decree of 1806 institutes at Lyons a

first council of prud'hommes for textile trades. ... It is in Paris 1844, and
later 1847, that four councils are created—one for the textile industry, one

for metal work, a third for the chemical trade, and the fourth for miscel-

laneous industries.— Cri du Peuple.

BELGIUM.
Marchienne-au-Pont.—At the commune of Marchienne last Sunday, the

society of Socialist ironworkers held a meeting to discuss the organisation

of the workers and the role of women under Socialism. The meeting was
naturally well attended by the women, who were much interested in the

speech of the delegate from Brussells on that portion of the evening's dis-

cussion. An immediate general strike in Belgium was then discussed for

and against with much eagerness.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

THE CHAEITY OEGANISATION SOCIETY.

Sir,—This C. O. S. issues " private and confidential " documents, defama-
tions of people's characters. A specimen of which I have before me abounds
i|^ falsehoods. The Charity Record of Dec. 16 last, denounces it as " a snare

to the rich, a curse to the poor, a disgrace to humanity and a mockery to re-

ligion." We some of us propose to hold some public meetings and invite the

press to report them and this Charity Organisation Society to be present and
show if it be a benefit to society and entitled to use the word "charity," or if

they be base impostors as the Charity Record suggests. No doubt many of

your readers know something a.bout them and if they will write me a line in

the first instance with some information, I shall be much obliged to them,
either so that it may be read publicly or that notice of any meetings may be
sent to them. F. Joiinsox, hon. sec.

National Refuge Harbours Society, 17 Parliament St.

NORTHUMBRIAN NOTES.

Ox Friday, May Gth, very unpleasant news was circulated in the colliery

district, to the efi'ect that some men had broken off from tlie strike and liad

commenced work at the reduced terms. "Whether this will be allowed to

proceed without the strikers taking measures to give the traitors a lesson

remains yet to be seen. It is the Doctor Pit, Bedlingtoi), where this has

occurred. The men are beginning to realise that had they had an organisa-

tion that included all colliery w^orkers, engineers as well as hewers, the

strike would probably not have been required, and even if it had, it would

have been over in a week. The engineers have not behaved well ; simply

because they were afraid of their employment they declined to allow their

brethren to win. Arrangements would have been made by the Miners'

Union to prevent the mine-owners dismissing the engineers, had they struck,

by making such action on the part of the owners a cause for a further strike.

It has been suggested that the miners here should introduce the American

system of boycotting. If the miners were to make up their minds to hold

no communication with the masters' men, very soon these latter individuals

would act with the majority of the workmen. If the workpeople are to

have the victory this is the policy that must be adopted. In the case of

mining there is invariably required several men to work incessantly at

pumping the water out of the pitsj. If the owners knew that in the case of

a dispute their engineers would stop working, they would think twice before

engaging in a dispute with the men. No one can dare say that the mine

owners in Northumberland could have anything too severe done to them
;

for on this occasion the men have struck w^ork to prevent their wages being

reduced below subsistence point, so they are justified in using any means in

bringing their oppressors to terms.

The Socialist propaganda has continued to be carried on vigorously. The
men are as interested as ever, and are joining the local organisation in large

numbers. The most persistent opponents we meet are the teetotallers.

They are very numerous about liere, and are as bigoted as usual. It seems

impossible for them to get into their heads that it is more important for the

workers to prevent the monopolists of the means of labour taking two-thirds

of their earnings every year, than to give up consuming a little alcohol, the

value of which in a lifetime does not on the average amount to £50. They
forget too that working-men teetotallers are seldom very well oif, and that

drunken cajjitalists very often are. It is a great pity that temperance

advocates should calmly assume that every person is a drunkard that they

are speaking to, spending the greater part of his earnings in alcohol ; but

in Northumberland as elsewhere they assume that as an axiom. The dilFer-

ence between normal and abnormal consumption of liquor cannot be dis-

cerned by them.

At the usual meeting of the Socialistic Discussion Society, I opened the

evening with an address on "Socialism and Politics" according to request.

The discussion was of an interesting character, and showed that Newcastle

Socialists are without exception strongly in favour of political action. The
only gentleman present who disapproved of political action was the chair-

man, an Individualist and ardent admirer of Herbert Spencer.

On Sunday, a good meeting was held on the Sandhill, Newcastle. In the

afternoon, with the assistance of Mr. Stevens, a well-known local labour

speaker, meetings were held in North Shields and South Shields. Mr
Hearne, of North Shields, told me that ever since comrade Chambers held

meetings on the Quayside several months ago, Socialism has been the main
topic of discussion. The Branch which was then started will be revived,

and carried on in future more efficiently. The .meeting at South Shields

market-place was very satisfactory, and resulted in several members being

made. Meetings have been arranged at both places for next Sunday.

A. K. DOXALD.

The Dependexcy of the Workers.—It is as sensible to say that a hen
cannot herself lay enough eggs for a sitting, but is dependent upon her master who
is daily taking them from her, as to say that the workers are dependent on the
idlers for the means of livelihood. The workers are dependent so long they
allow the idlers to take all the surplus of their work and no longer.

Socialism proposes that machinery shall do the world's work, and that the
whole people shall own suoji machinery, and reap the full benefit thereof , indi-
vidually and collectively, not as at present, when machinery is owned only by
wealthy individuals and corporations and operated to the degratiou of the human
machines who attend them.

In the next issue of the Commonvjeal will be published the first

instalment of

A WRITTEN DEBATE
Between Mii. C. BIIADLAUGH and E. BELFORT BAX.

SUBJECT:

"Will Socialism Beneit the English People?"
Affirmative : E. Belfort Bax. Negative : Mr. C. Bradlaugh.

Those desirous of obtaining copies of the Commonicecd containing Debate
will do wtII to give their onlers early, as sets will not be kept in stock.

In the same Issue^

A DIALOGUE (By William Morris) will be commenced, entitled

''The Reward of Labour."
Persons : An Earnp:st Enquirer ; Ax East-end Weaver

;

A West-END Landowner.

Brancli Secretaries, Newsagents, and others are specially directed to note
foregoing announcement.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
OvFiCES : 13 Farrincdgn Iload, E.C.

Annual Conference.—Tlie Third Annual Conference of the Socialist League
Avill be held at 13 FarringJon Road on Whitsunday, ^fay 29th. A cold luncheon
and a tea will ])c provided for delegates and others (luncheon, Is. ; tea, 6d.). All
who intend to take advantage of the arrangement are requested to send in their
naines to the Catering Committee at 13 Farringdon Road.

Branch Secretaries and the Agenda.—The Agenda forwarded to Branches
must be returned without delay to the General Secretary.

Commonweal Selling Brigade.—Volunteers wanted for Saturday May 21,
to attend Anti-C'oereion U^ciuonstrcition in Victoria Park. Secretary will be glad
to receive the names of those willing to undertake this work.

Co-operative Store.- -The Committee attend at the offices at 8.30 p.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. See advertisement on last page.

Lessons in French.—On Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock. The lessons are free

to members.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and affiliated

bodies. Lir>RAKY Catalog; ui::, containing the Riilos, '2d. Lena Wardle and
W. Blundell are the Librarians.

Bound Volumes of ' Co:\i3IONWEAl ' for 18SG can now be had. Price 5s. 6d.

BRANCH SUBSCEIPTIONS PAID.

Birmingham, Leeds, to August 31. Manchester, Merton, to October 31.

Leicester, South London, to Leccmber 31, ISSG. Lancaster, to January 31.

Bradford, Croydon, Edinburgh, Hackney, Hammersmith, Hoxton (Labour
Emancipation League), Hull, Norwich, Walsall, to Mareli 31. Bloomsbury,
Clerkenwoll, Glasgow, North London, Oxford, to April 30, 1887.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
Webb, Is. Collected by Miss Faulkner, £1, 6s. 3d. A Medical Student (2nd

donation). Is. Arthur, (kl. For Mrs. Moivhraij—A few Fabians, per Annie
Besant (weekly), lOs. ; Donation, per A. Besant, '2s. 6d.—Total, £2, Is. 3d.

J. Lane, Treasurer.

STRIKE COMMITTEE.
P. W., Is. T. Binning, Treasurer

''COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
E. B. B. (weekly), Is. T. B. (weekly), Gd. W. B. (two weeks), Is. M. M.

(four weeks), -Is. Pii. W., Treasurer, May 10.

Henderson Help Fund.--W. B., 2s. 6d. Walsall Branch, 2s.

Northumberland Miners—
"Northumberland Miners' Mutual Confident Association, 17 Picton Place,

Newcastle-on-Tyne, 7th ^lay, 1887. Received from Socialist League, London,'
towards men locked-out, the sum of £1, Is. 7d.—John H. Scott, treasurer." Per
A. K. Donald, £3, iOs. Total, £1, lis. 7d.

BRANCH REPORTS.
Bloomsbury.—A business meeting was held on Thursday evening, at which

the agenda paper of the Conference was discussed, and comrades Eleanor Marx-
Aveling and A. K. Donald were elected delegates for the branch.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, May 4, H. H. Sparling addressed a fair

audience on " The Iron Law of Wages." On Sunday, May 8, J. Lane lectured
on "Different Schools of Socialist Thought."—W. B. and T. E. W.
HoxTON.—Verj^ successful outdoor meetings morning and evening, addressed

by comrades Barker and Pope. Inside, Barker gave a very interesting lecture
on " Socialism the Necessary Outcome of the Present System ;" good discussion.
Mertox axd MiTciiAM.—We held our usual open-air meetings on Sunday.

Sale of Commonireal fair. The local Tory press is showing our growth by it3

virulent abuse. They display their "British love of fair play" by inserting
scurrilous lying letters against us, and refusing replies. We are forming a com-
mittee to conduct the summer campaign all over the district.—F. K.
North London and Maryleeone.—On Sunday morning, at Regents' ..Park, a

good meeting was addressed by Cantwell, Brookes, and Wardle ; some slight
opposition was offered. At Hydo Park in the afternoon, the meeting was ad-
dressed by Brookes, Mainwaring, and Dalchow. The unusual phenomenon of a
meeting of policemen to call attention to various grievances in regard to fines,

pensions, reductions, etc., somewhat diminished our audience.—H. B.
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Edinburgh.—On Tuesday, May 3, J. L. Malion
lectured in the Free Tron Hall, and on the following
evening he addressed a large meeting in Leith Links.
On Thursday, Rev John Glasse addressed a meeting
of miners in Dalkeith. On Saturday, several of our
members, with Mahon as speaker, had a meeting with
miners at Loanhead. On Sunday afternoon, Glasier,

Tuke, and Gilray spoke in Queen's Park, and in the
ev^ening in East Meadows, Mahon and others ad-
dressed a large meeting. Mahon spoke at Dalkeith
last Monday. Fair sale of literature.—J. G.
Glasgow.—On Sunday, J. L. Mahon addressed a

very large concourse of people on the Green. La his

speech he gave an account of tlie Northumberland
miners on strike. Muirhead, Curran, and Warring-
ton also addressed the meeting, and 6s. 8d. was col-

lected on behalf of the miners. At four o'clock,

comrade Arch McLaren gave a lecture to the Home
Government Branch of the National League on
''Socialism," which was very favourably received.
This, the largest branch of the National League in

Britain, is deeply leavened with Socialism, many of

the members being avowed Socialists. In the even-
ing a meeting of members was held in our rooms,
when the resolutions to be submitted at the forth-

coming Conference were discussed, and the instruc-

tions to Glasgow delegate finally determined.
Hamilton.—On Thursday evening, J. L. Mahon

addressed a large audience, chiefly of miners, at the
New Cross. Comrades McMunn and Glasier also

spoke.

Leeds.—Last Sunday morning this Branch held a
very good open-air meeting on Hunslet Moor. Com-
rades Hill, Maguire, and Bland (Bradford Branch)
were the speakers. At the close of the meeting a
quire of Commonweal and twenty pamphlets were
sold. In the afternoon we met the members of the
Bradford and Bingley Branches at Parker's Temper-
ance Hotel, Leeds, where we had tea together. After
tea the business of the forthcoming Conference was
discussed.

Norwich.—On Sunday morning, members of this

Branch went to hear the Rev^ Stewart Headlam on
*' Socialism" at St. John's de Sepulchre Church.
After the service a short meeting was held outside.

We then marched to the prison wliere comrade Hen-
derson is lying, singing outside the prison walls " No
Master," then gave three hearty cheers for him. In
the afternoon a very large meeting was held in the
Market-place, chair taken by comrade Crotch ; the
Rev. Stewart Headlam spoke for a considerable time
upon the existing poverty of to-day, and advocating
what the workers should do in order to remove this

evil ; the rev. gentleman was accorded a hearty wel-
come. A collection was made for the miners amount-
ing to 5s. A meeting was held at 7 on the Agricul-
tural Hall Plain. In the Gordon Hall, Slaughter gave
various sketches of the Russian Revolutionary Party,
especially commenting upon Kropotkine's career.

Monclay evening, Kropotkine lectured in the Victoria
Hall. Meetings were held at Diss, addressed by
Dailey and Morley, and meeting at Wymondham by
three comrades. On Monday next will be the release

of cornuade Fred Henderson, when we shall accord
him a hearty welcome. In the evening a public wel-

come tea will be held in the Gordon Hall.—A. S.

Walsall.—On Saturday, J. Richards and H. San-
ders addressed a large audience in the Market-place.
Literature eagerly taken up an 1 inquiries made, which
we hope will result in inci eased membership.

XECHL\DE."On Monday, May 2nd, H. H. Sparling

addressed a meetine; principally of agricultural la-

bourers, at the Swan Inn, Lechlade, Oxfordshire, on

*' Socialism and Co-operation," showing how far the

two movements were related to one another, and how
hopeless it was by mere co-operatiou to attempt more
than to make wages go farther for awhile, and thus

temporarily ameliorate the worker's condition. The
lecture was attentively listened to and much ap-

plauded, most of the audience taking literature for

distribution, and pledging themselves to assist in the

propaganda to the utmost of their ability.—M. M.

Paisley.—On Friday evening, comrades Mahon and

•Glasier proceeded to Paisley with tlie view of forming

a Branch of the League there. An open-air meeting

^was held on County Square, and afterwards in the

Dyers' Hall. Mahon gave a lecture on "The Aims
and Methods of Socialism," which was listened to

•with great attention and evident sympathy. At the

close several questions were asked. Comrades Glasier

and McCuUoch (S.D.F.) also addressed the meeting.

Names were then given in to form a Branch.

Socialist Union (Nottingham Section). —The
rooms we tried to get for club-room, etc., we have

been unable to get. We could have one if we would

not hold Sunday meetings. We are now on the track

of other rooms, and hope to succeed in getting one

during the week, we shall then be able to push the

movement forward with better success. Meetings ad-

dressed by Peacock, Proctor, and Wane, were held in

Snienton Market Sunday morning, and Great Market

in the evening. Collection towards furnishing our

club-room, morning Is. 6d., evening 5s. 3d. Some
slight opposition was shown at night, but was easily

disposed of. The meeting was very attentive and

cnthuaiastic. Next Sunday evening a collection will

be made at our meeting on behalf of the Northum-

berland miners, when lectures will be delivered on

the Labour Struggle.—T. P.

LECTURE DIARY.
London Branches.

Bloomshury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street.

On Thursday May 12, at 8.30, the ' Socialist Cate-

chism' will be discussed. On May 19, Dr. E. Aveling
will lecture—subject, " Radicalism and Socialism."

Clerkenvjell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-

don Road, K.C. Sunday May 15, at 8.30 p.m.
George Bernard Shaw, "The Rent of Ability."

Wednesday 18, at 8.30. Thomas Dalziel, **Proto

Socialism."

Groydon.—Royal County House, West Croydon Station

Yard. Sunday May 15, at 7.15 p.m. A Lecture.

Hackney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11.30. Business
Meeting every Tuesday at 8.30. On Sunday May 15,

at 8.30 p.m. H. A. Barker, "Socialism the Neces-
sary Outcome of the Present System of Society.

"

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday May 15, at 8 p.m. a Lecture.

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—2 Crondall Street, New North Rd.
Club Room open on Monday, Wednesday, and Satur-

day evenings from 8 till 11. Singing Class every
Wednesday at 8.30. A Literary Class on Friday
1.3, at 8.30—first part of Joynes's Catechism. On
Sunday May 15, at 8 p.m. W. H. Campbell (C.S.S.),

"Justice before Charity." Committee Meeting on
Friday May 20, at 8.30 p.m. Members requested

to attend : important business.

Merton.—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morninsj at 11.

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

North London.—Communications to H. Bartlett, sec,

13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

Country Branches.

Biv,glcy.—Coffee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.

Birmingham.—Catt's Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 7.30 p.m. to transact business.

Class for the study of ' Das Capital ' at 8.30.

Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. On Sunday
evening at 7, in our Rooms, a discussion will take

place on " How to work for the Revolution." Arch.

M'Lareii will introduce the subject. Wednesday,
Choir Practice at 8 o'clock. See open-air meetings.

Hamilton.—Raton's Hall, Chapel Street. On Thursday
first, at 7.30., Dan. Kelly will lecture on "The
Land Question."

Hull.—Address all communicaticais to E. Teesdale,

20 Shakspere Street.

Lanca^tf.r.—Addresses every Suntby morning on the

Quay Jetty.

jLeiccster.—Office of Hosiery Union, Horsefair Street.

Fridays at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—145 Gr^-y Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-
chester. Club and Reading Roon* open every even-

ing to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every

Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—Qor&on Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures

every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m. Reading-room

open every evening. Open-air meetings see below.

Oir/brc^.—Temperance Hall, 25^ Pembroke Street.

Thiaifsdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Notice to Readers of the * CommonweaL*

A CO-OPERATIVE STORE
has been started at the

OFFICES OF THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE,

13 Farringdon Road, E.C,

and all Grocery articles can be had at current store

prices, or where possible, under. All ca||i|rs over

will be delivered carriage paid in Londonr The
will be open on Monday, Wednesday, and Satu5

evenings from 8.30 till 10.30 p.m.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

store

jr IQs.

1%

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

The. Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. BeHort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. .

The Labour Question from the Socialist
Standpoint. By William Morris.

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors).

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William
Morris Id.

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morris. . . .2d,

The Woman Question. By Edward Aveling

and Eleanor Marx-Aveling 2d.

Art and Socialism. By Wm. Morris.

Bijou edition, 3d.; Large i)aper. Is.

The Aims of Art. By Wm. Morris. {Now Ready.)

Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d.

The Co-operative Commonwealth. By Lawrence
Gronlund. Author's Edition, revised and enlarged

Paper covers, 23. ; Cloth, 2s. 6d

The Religion of Socialism. By E. Belfort Bax
Cr. 8vo, cloth gilt 4s. 6d.

"All for the Caused Song. Words by Waiiam
Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 4s. 6d,

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.

Fine hand-made large paper 6a.

Socialist League, 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.C.

Now ready, 240 pp., Is. 6c?.., post free; Cloth gilty

2s. 3d.
J
postfree.

A REVIEW OF

EUROPEAN SOCIETY,
With an Exposition and Vindi<3ation of the Principles <^

SOCIAL DEMOCRACY.
By J. SKETCHLEY,

Author of 'The Irish Question,' *The Funding System,'
' German Democracy,' etc., etc.

With an Introductign by WILLIAM MORRIS.

The Work treats of all the great q,uestions of lihe day—political,
social, and economical ; of European thought during the present

century ; the revolutionary Movements of 1S48-49—^why they
failed ; the Paris Commune of 1871 ; etc., etc.

OPEN-AIR PROPAaANDA.
LoNi>ON

—

Sunday IS.

11. 30...Hackney—Salmon and Ball... Westwood
1 1.30...Hammersmith —Beadon Kd The Branch

11. 30.. .Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Wade & Pope
11.30...Garrett—Plo»ghInn Kitz.

11.30...Mitcham Fair Green The Branch

11.30.. .Regent's Park H. H. Sparling

11.30.. .St. Pancras Arches Bartlett

11.30.. .Walham Green The Branch

3 ...Hyde Park Daria

7 ...Clerkenwell Green T. J. Dalziel

Tuesday.

8. ..Broad Street, Soho W. H. Utley

Wednesday,
7.30...Broidway, London Fields Flockton

Thursday.

8 ...Hoxton^ Pitfield Street The Branch

PROVINCES.

Glasgow,—^niida.y : The Green, at 1 o^clock ; George's

Square, at 5 o'clock,

i^eerfs.—Sunday: Hunslet Moor, 11; Vicar's Croft, 7.

Norwich.—Sxind&y : Market Place at 3 ; Agricultural

Hall Plain at 7.

" This book is a remarkable production."— Christian

Socialist.

" Nowhere will be found so much important infor

mation in so short a space."^

—

Justice.

" The book is admirable. It must be placed on the

shelf of the library of every earnest student of Social-

ism. "

—

Commonweal.

"A capital examination of civilised (?) society."

—

Anarchist.

Birmingham : J. Sketchley, 8 Aytbuv Place P»rade.

16 pages One Pminy.

A PLEA FOR SOCIALISM,
By J. L. MAHON,

being an address delivered in the course of a campaign

amongst the miners on strike in Northumberland.

Prices to Branches and parcels for sale or distribution,

12 copies (post free) Is.; 50, 3s.; 100, 5s.

Published at 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.C.

THE 'COMMONWEAL' for 1886

jafeady Bound in Btd Cloth, price 5«, Qd.

Paisley.—Open-air meeting on County Square at

7 o'clock. At 8 o'clock, in the Dyers' Hall, J. Bruce

Glasier will lecture on " The Prophecy of Socialism."

Dublin.—Irish Labour League, 2 Bachelors Walk,

every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discussion on all subjects

connected with the Labour Question. AU interested

are requested to attend.

Echoes of Truth. Twenty-four Sermons by
the late E. M. Geldart. Selected and arranged by
his Widow. Bound in cloth, 6s. Kegan, Paul,

Trench & Co., Paternoster Square ; or Mrs. Geldart,

82 Lansdowne Road, Croydon.

The Red International. By Dr. Zacher,
Assessor to the Government. Authorised transla*
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A WRITTEN DEBATE
Between Mb. C. BRADLAUGH, M.P., and E. BELFORT BAX.

SUBJECT:

WILL SOCIALISM BENEFIT THE ENGLISH
PEOPLE ?

I.

—

Affirmative : E. Belfort Bax.

Modern Socialism may be defined as a new view of life {i.e., of human
relations) having an economic basis. Although its theory has been
already many times expounded of recent years by myself and others,
it may be deemed necessary on the present occasion for me to go over
the ground once more. The economic goal of modern or scientific

Socialism, no less than that of the Utopian Socialism of Owen, Fourier,
St. Simon, etc., which preceded it, is the equal participation by all in
the necessaries, comforts, and enjoyments of life, and the equal duty of
all to assist in the necessary work of the world. But while the Utopian
Socialism believed this to be attainable by mere individual initiative
^and example without any special reference to the condition of the world
-as a whole. Modern Socialism finds the earnest of its ideal in the facts
of social evolution!—and it is on this rock of the ages, with its many-
'hued strata of economic-formation, that the modern Socialist builds his
faith.

Society it is generally admitted in the present day, began to expand
under the aegis of a limited, unconscious and crude tribal Socialism in
which property was in common, and morality and religion consisted in
devotion to the social unit. This in the course of progress lapsed,
x)wing to its crudity qtiid limitation in scope, and was gradually sup-
planted by Civilisation wi<^ its basis of Individualism in economics,
morals, religion, etc.; the latter, in its turn, is as Socialists believe, now
after many a century, in the moment of its completest realisation, des-
tined to undergo a transformation in which its fundamental principle
will be sacrificed and the old solidarity again assert itself, purged from
its imperfections, and with the seal of completeness and universality
upon it.

Such, in a few words, is the skeleton of the historical theory of
Socialism. With what we may term the first transformation of society
^from Tribal Communism to Civilisation) it would be beside the present
'question to deal further. I therefore, having stated the fact, pass on
-to consider in more detail the development of the completest form of
Civilisation viz., modern Capitalism, with the nature of the process by
which Socialists believe its transformation into a real social order will
be effected ; and lastly the reasons why such social order must benefit
the English people no less than every other people.
Modern capitalism and the civilisation which is its expression, is the

.most extreme antithesis in every respect of tribal society. All the ties
which formerly bound the individual to his group, are ruptured.
Modern society is based on the nominal independence of the individual
as unit. Let us briefly trace the development of this independence on
its economic side from the Middle Ages downward. The earliest dis-

tinctive form of medieval society, that of the feudal estate, was for the
most part, an industrial whole, the links connecting it with the outer
world being few, and seldom indispensable to its existence. Wellnigh
everything produced on the estate came from its soil. The villein and
his sons tilled the ground, reaped the harvest, hunted the wild animals,
raised domestic stock, felled the trees, built the dwelling, etc.; his wife
and daughters spun the flax and carded the wool, which they worked
up into articles of clothing ; brewed the mead, gathered the grapes,
made the wine, etc. Division of labour and a system of exchange in a
society on this plan were obviously unessential. This system, as every
-one knows, continued the dominant one throughout Europe for cen-
turies. But in the course of time it gradually gave way before the
growing town industrial organisation of the guilds. Each man here-
worked to maintain himself or his family at a particular handicraft, by
<«xchanging or selling the product of his labour. In this way specialis-
ation of labour and a more extended commerce arose. But the medi-
aeval burgher was neither free nor a capitalist in the modern sense.
Though only indirectly if at all, under the domination of a lord, he was

^ We are so much accustomed to the idea of Evolution in the present day, that
we can with difficulty understand its absence. Hence the fallacious antithesis
made between Evolution and Revolution. The true antithesis to the notion of
social Evolution is not that of Revolution but. the idea of the possibility of isolated
individuals or groups being able to change society, so to say, abstractly and of
their own initiative, irrespective of the general current of human progress.

under the very strict surveillance of his guild. The guild by regulating
the number of his apprentices and the quality of his material and work,
took good care that he should not develope his individualistic in-

stincts. The burgher class of the Middle Ages wai nevertheless the
forerunner of the modern middle-class. As the mediaeval system broke
up, the guilds gradually declined. A floating class of journeymen
wage-labourers came into existence and flooded the towns, while the
burgher class became restive at the restrictions of their own guilds, of

which wealthy cliques soon obtained the entire control, while a new
middle-class established itself outside the chartered cities. This devel-

opment, essentially the same throughout the progressive races, is typi-

cally represented in England. The symptoms of the dissolution of the

economical conditions of the Middle Ages were, the uprooting of the

people from the soil and the abolition of the old feudal and communal
rights, the dissolution of the monasteries and the old feudal establish-

ments, the opening up of a world-market, the new inventions, etc.

Such was the soil out of which modern Capitalism grew as expounded
by Marx in the second volume of * Das Kapital ' (English translation.)

Modern Capitalism, and therewith the modern " middle-class," its em-
bodiment, dates from the Sixteenth century. Its industrial course has
been marked by three phases (1) simple co-operation of a number of

handicraftsmen under the lead of a wealthy burgher
; (2) the manufac-

ture or workshop system ; and (3) the " great machine industry " which
arose at the end of the last century and has been expanding itself in

scope and intensity ever since. With this, its last phase, production
for use has given way completely before that production for profit which
breeds to-day the commercial rottenness we see around us. Wares of

all kinds are now produced for a forced sale, by means of their cheap-

ness—"gluts" succeed to "booms"—till trade-depression becomes per-

manent. The small capitalist is continually being thrown upon the
labour-market by inability to hold his own in the competitive c^ena.

Capital tends thus to become concentrated in fewer and fewer hands,

while the reserve army of labour tends steadily to augment. The
result is increasing riches for the few and increasing poverty for the

many. The " increase of national wealth " at the present day means
increase of misery for the mass of the people.

The economical change toward complete Individualism, the issue of

which is the modern capitalistic system, has been accompanied by poli-

tical, moral and religious changes intimately connected with it, but
which, important as they are, I can only notice very briefly here.

(1) The break-up of the feudal estates helped to corsolidate the power
of the crown. This it was which completed that economical revolution

in breaking down the local centres or feudal groups with their common
lands, traditions, customs and jurisdictions, isolated the individual, and
laid the foundation of the modern centralised national systems of

Europe. (2) The economical backbone of the landed class as a class

being broken, the political power passed both by gradual process and
revolutionary crisis into the hands of the new capitalist or monied
classes. This was partially effected in England by the " glorious Revo-
lution " of 1689 ; in France more completely by the Great Revolution
of 1789. From the sixteenth century downwards political history is

the history of the middle or trading-classes in their efforts to free the
individual from the fetters of feudalism and monarchy to the end that

on the one side there might be a body of free and landless labourers,

and on the other a body of moneybags free to exploit them. To effect

the end in view, political power was necessary, and though obtained in

this country in principle, in 1689 or even at the Commonwealth, was
not finally and fully realised till the Reform Act of 1832.

(3) Then again, the individualistic tendencies of bourgeois economics
is reflected in its religion and ethics. As I have elsewhere shown, Chris-

tianity is through and through individualistic; But during the Middle
Ages its individualism was subordinated to the current communal and
pagan tendencies it took on from the barbarians, and the form it as-

sumed was largely coloured by these tendencies. Hence Catholicism

has been in many respects the least objectionable form of Christianity,

precisely because its spirit is the least Christian. Just as every member
of the local community c f peasants had a right as such to the common
land, etc., so every meml er of the universal church or community of

saints had a right as such to the heavenly pastures. The Reformation,
the religious side of the rise of capitalistic individualism, affirmed salva-

tion to be a matter solely of personal concern. It tore the individual

away from his spiritual moorings, just as it had torn him away from
his temporal moorings and left him to shift for himself. It pretended
to be a restoration of primitive Christianity, and this was true as re-

gards spirit if not as regards doctrine. For primitive Christianity was
also the ideal expression of the dissolution of com^g||Liife—^in this

t#v.
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case the civic life of the classical world. Protestantism has always

apieeiiL^tuated the doctrine of individual responsibility to the deity.

BeHglon under Protestantism became personal and matter-of-fact, i.e.,

^eminently bourgeois.

t.
With ethics proper it has been just the same. The highest

atant conception of goodness is, not zeal for social ends but a
^^^ai^%i|ering seH-infarospection, having personal holiness for its end.

^^ig^J^f^^ i«^ of commercial Individualism we see at the present day
^^^^RiSHiands, and nowhere in richer luxuriance than among the " Eng-

lish people," unless it be in the United States, where the economic
development has gone further even than in this country. Let us only

look around at the material aspect of things—the universal empire of

shoddy goods, jerry-buildings, foulness and squalor. As one enters

London or any other large city, what is it that greets the eye 1 A vast

agglomeration of filth in every conceivable variety of form—railway

works, factories, slums—indicative of human misery that no tongue or

pen could adequately describe. Had Dante lived now and wanted
material for his vision of hell, he would only have needed to take the

South-Eastern train on landing at Dover, and depict the place he saw
as he entered the English metropolis. And for what ostensibly is

human nature, and for what are the vast majority of human lives

ground down to being thus the slave of the mere process ofproduction

and distribution? Forsooth, in order that a relatively small class may
live either without labour at all or with the labour of the gambler ^

—

which latter the literary fldneur glorifies under the name of the

aleatory.

In my own eyes, statistics have no great value, experience showing

that they can be made to prove any proposition in the hands of a clever

manipulator. To my thinking, a day's journey through the slums of

a great city proves more than tons of statistics. One fact outweighs

a thousand figures. But since I am not writing altogether on my own
account, but also on behalf of the Socialist League, and many persons

like to see figures in an article of this kind, here are some. First you
have H. M. Hyndaian's figures : £1,300,000,000 annual revenue of the

country, of which £300,000,000 only accrue to the working classes who
produce it, the remaining 1,000,000,000 going in various proportions

to the non-producing classes. I am not aware how Hyndman arrives

at these figures, but I have never seen them seriously controverted, and
they seem to me to express admirably the ratio one would expect to

obtain^ on a rough estimate, judging from the facts of modern social

life. Then you have the statistics carefully compiled by G. B. Shaw
in Fabian Tract No. 5. These give a similar total, but the proportions

as £800,000,000 to the non-producers and £500,000,000 to the pro-

ducers. In a footnote, however, to page 9 of the document in question,

the amiable and witty author significantly remarks that these statistics

assume regularity of employment and take no account of deductions

for ground-rent, which being interpreted must mean that a sum not

very much less than £200,000,000 has to be taken off the lesser and

added on to the greater amount, so that after all we are brought back

approximately to the Hyndman figures quoted above. But as I before

said, such figures as these have no value to me except as a " cut-and-

dried " statement of the fact obvious in itself without the aid of any
figures at all—to wit, that society is composed of two fundamental

classes, a relatively small class of monopolists that possesses the bulk

of the wealth produced, and a very large class of producers that con-

sumes only a fraction of that wealth. These classes, of course, shade

off into one another, but the fact of their existence and of the antagon-

ism of their interests still remains an indubitable truth.

It is this great curse of civilisation which Socialists would fain see

abolished. Many would doubtless gladly have a wave of barbarism sweep

this rottenness away as it swept away the efiete classical civilisation.

But the Socialist knows that this would only mean the martyrdom of

nineteenth century progress, or something like it, having to be gone

over again. There is no efiective putting back the clock of human
evolution. No, Civilisation can be only definitively overthrown by
Socialism. The state-world, the civitas, can only become a social

world, a societas, by a revolution generated in the fullness of its own
development. The means of the present exploitation of labour, the

cause of the present horrible state of things, is monopoly. Its modus

operandi is the extraction of surplus value from the labourer by com-

pelling him to work a whole day while receiving only so much of the

results of his labour as is necessary to keep him in bare subsistence.

Remove the monopoly from the hands of individuals, and you do away

with the possibility of surplus value. The above revolution then consists

in the assumption by the people themselves, organised to this end, of the

means of production, distribution, and exchange (as explained in the

Socialist manifestoes), and in the working of them in their own in-

terest, that is, in the interest of the whole community. This would,

of course, soon result in the extinction of that " private enterprise,"

whose exploits consist in destroying all the worth of life under pre-

tence of enhancing it, but really in the interests of individual greed.

That " stimulus of personal interest " which spreads like a cancer

through artistic and literary productivity, flooding the world with cheap

and nasty work, would be finally cut up by the roots. Industry would

be regulated consciously with a view to the needs of Society so far as

ascertainable. Wealth would be produced for iise^ and not for profit.

With the abolition of classes, consequent on the abolition of monopoly,

^ It is amusing and instructive, as illustrative of bourgeois humbug, to listen

to middle-class paterfamilias and his holy horror of Monte Carlo and similar

establishments, where gambling is at least honestly and straightforwardly carried

on, while this same worthy himself thieves and gambles every day in '* business"

or stock-exchange speculations.

national rivalries, at present mainly reduced to questions of commerce,
would come to atir^od. liie break-up of the present Statc-nationalitie&

of Europe would be one of the first results of Socialism, whieb i&

nothing if not international. The sphere of politics would ber gia-

dually merged in that of industrial direction. With no indep^deibt
nations there would be no national interests^ as such ; with no elassea

there would be no class interests, as such. Bourgeois oivilisaticwrat an>

end, there would be no4oager any object in maintaining the sMm of a»

creed to which the modern proletariat as a class has never attached
itself, and in which nine-tenths of the educated middle-class have not
only ceased to believe by their own confession, but for which even the

sentimental attachment they may have had some decade and a half back
is rapidly waning. Finally, with the consummation of individualism

in Economics comes the destruction of individualism in Ethics, whether
in its brutal form of (so-called) Utilitarianism or self-interest, or in its

inverted and apotheosised form of introspective maunderings having
" personal holiness " as an end. Both must give place to an Ethic in

which social and individual interest have ceased to conflict, which has
as its foundation the principle that the perfect individual is realised

only in and through the perfect society, and which hence abandons the

morbid striving after individual perfection for the healthy endeavour
after social happiness. Politics will thus become ethical and ethics

political. Personal will be no longer divorced from public character^

Social order will supervene on anarchy.

Will Socialism benefit the English people ? Will fresh air benefit

the suffocating man ? Will food benefit the starving man ? Will rest

benefit the weary man ? If not, perhaps Socialism will not benefit the

English people. Otherwise, the question "Would Socialism benefit

the English people 1 " would seem to partake of the ironical.

E. Belfort Bax.

THE IRISH QUESTION.

v.—AGRARIAN OUTRAGES AND EVICTIONS.

In dealing with the question of agrarian crime, we have to bear in

mind that the English connection for over seven hundred years has-

been one high crime against the Irish people ; that the landlord system

is, and from the middle of the sixteenth century has been, one great

crime of rapine and murder—of legalised plunder on a national scale^

For more than seven hundred years it has been a war of extermination

against the Irish race. What wonder, then, that we should meet with

little episodes of retaliation, or rather of self-defence. If the tyranny

of a day is so odious, is it less so when practised for centuries % If

,

the robbery of a coat or a watch deserves a severe punishment, how
much greater punishment should be given to the great land-thieves

Avho live from generation to generation on the plunder of the people.

But while the great land-robbers, making the laws, are protected by

the laws, the people who object to the plunder are condemned and

punished as rebels.

A few weeks ago a Parliamentary Return was issued showing the

number of outrages for each year from 1880 to 1886. It is not neces-

sary to take every year ; it will be enough to analyse the returns for

one or two years. Take 1881. Crimes against

—

The Person. Property. The Peace. Total.

Ulster ... 18 66 330 414

Leinster ... 39 105 687 833

Connaiight 87 186 954 1235

Munster ... 153 317 1520 1957

It is true this list looks formidable enough. But they are not ordinary

crimes, but are the natural outcome of the still greater crimes of the

landlord system in that country. Most of these so-called crimes are

only letters or notices which any police or landlord agent can write.

Look at these returns again.

Total. Letters, etc. All others.

Ulster 414 247 167

Leinster 833 587 246

ConnaujDjht ... 1235 710 525

Munster 1957 1062 895.

It will be remembered that 1881 was a remarkable year, crime, as it

is termed, being very heavy in the last three months, owing to the

Compensation for Disturbance Bill being thrown out by the Lords. It

will therefore be best to take a later year. In 1884 the outrages are

given as follows :

Ulster.

73

Leinster.

138

Connaught.

116

Munster.

417

Total.

744

These are classified as—Crimes against the person, 7 ; against property,

201 ; letters, etc., 423 ; other petty offences, 62. These are the so>

called outrages of which we hear so much, the very nature of which

indicates at once the foundation of Irish society.

It is necessary now to take another class of agrarian crimes ; not com-

monly so called, but which are of a more brutal kind thaii those to

which we have just referred—namely, evictions. In speaking of the

two classes of outrages, Gladstone (House of Commons, May 24, 1882)

said : " Eviction is the exercise of a legal right which may be to the

prejudice of your neighbour, which may involve the highest responsi-

bility, nay, even deep moral guilt. There may be outrages which-—all

things considered, the persons and the facts—may be less guilty in the

sight of God than evictions." Truer words were never spoken. Con-

sidering that the landlord system is nothing more than *' legalised
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felony," and that evictions are the nineteenth-century war of extermina-

tion against the Irish people, there can be no doubt that evictions are

far greater crimes than the so-called agrarian outrages—more brutal,

more inhuman, and more monstrous,-—crimes that can never be con-

doned. Nor do the landlords care to act according to the law even of

their own making. In 1852 Sir Chas. Wood called the attention of

the House to the wholesale evictions then going on. Large districts

were depopulated, and at the Quarter Sessions of Ballina alone 6400

ejectment processes were taken out. Sir R. Peel in reply said :
"It

would appear from the evidence of Major M'Kie, who was employed

by the Poor Law Commissioners, that the forcible ejectments were

illegal ; that previous notice had not been given ; and that ejectments

were perpetrated under circumstances of great cruelty. The time

ohosen for the most part was night, on the eve of the new year. The

people were forced out of their houses with their helpless children, and

left exposed to the cold on a bleak western shore on a stormy winter's

night ; that some of the children were ill ; that the parents implored

that they might not be exposed, that their houses might be left till

morning ; their prayers for mercy were in vain, and some of them have

since died." Who in these cases were the criminals 1 who the mur-
derers 1 who the rebels *? Will the Right Hon. John Bright tell us "l

But take the returns for the four years ending Dec. 31, 1852. There
were evicted

—

No. of Families. No. of Persons.

16,686 ... 90,440

19,949 ... 104,163

13,198 ... 68,023

1849
1850
1851
1852 8,591 43,494

Here we find these " merciful " landlords, these plundering miscreants,

in four years evicting no less than fifty-eight thousand four hundred
and twenty-four families, consisting of two hundred and twelve thou-

sand one hundred and twenty men, women, and children. And that,

too, in the middle of the nineteenth century, to preserve the supremacy
of law and order, those grandest of gems in our English civilisation.

We have taken the so-called agrarian crimes for the years 1881-4,

let us take the evictions for those two years. They were as follows :

Year. Ulster. Leinster. Connaught. Munster. Total.

1881 .. . 1,219 .. 692 ... 750 .. . 784 .. . 3,445
1884 .. . 1,044 .. 617 ... 1,246 .. . 1,279 .. . 4,186

Now, where the claims of the landlords rest on no moral right,

where these claims have never been recognised by the moral sentiments
of the people, every one of those evictions was a crime against the in-

dividuals, a crime against the people, and a crime against humanity.
The question again occurs : Who in these cases were the criminals 1

who the murderers? who the rebels 1 Will the Right Hon. John
Bright tell us 1 Mr. Mulhall states that the total number of men,
women, and children evicted during the fifty years ending 1886 was
not less than three million six hundred and sixty-eight thousand.
Think of that ye canting hypocrites who prate about law and order.

What a glorious item to be remembered in this glorious Jubilee year !

Will the white-throated black-bats of Westminster Abbey think of it '?

Will they lay the death-stained record at the feet of Her Most Gracious
Majesty 1

Let us turn again to Mulhall. During the same period there have
died of famine, one million two hundred and twenty-five thousand men,
women, and children. Pause and think of it. Famine in the midst
of plenty, famine the result of landlord robbery, of landlord plunder.

One million two hundred and twenty-five thousand landlord murders !

Was there no crime, no murder here, Johnny Bright ? Will the pious
hypocrites of Westminster Abbey lay that record of blood before Her
Most Gracious Majesty on the celebration of her Jubilee 1

Mr. Mulhall also tells us that during the same fifty years four
millions one hundred and eighty-six thousand have left the shores of

Ireland to seek a home in distant climes. A number equal to nearly
the present population of that country. No wonder that to day when
the population ought to be thirteen or fourteen millions it is less than
five millions. These millions and their sons and daughters form a
large percentage of the population of America, where they are rich

^nd powerful. They prosper in Canada, they flourish in our Austra-
lian Colonies, These millions are still Irish. They may be rebels to

the British Crown, to British tyranny, to British oppression, but they
love their country, they love those left behind, and they may yet help
even more to free their mother-land from the curse and scourge of

royal and aristocratic plunderers. To do it is a most sacred right, a
most imperative duty. As an evidence of their devotion to their-

mother country, Mr. Mulhall states that during the last half century
they have sent to those left behind them the enormous total of

^24,500,000. And that during the single year of 1881 they sent
^1,510,000. What a proof of self-sacrifice ; what an evidence of

devotion ; what a guarantee for the future liberty and independence of

old Ireland ! Let Englishmen think of it, of what it means, and let

them say if they are prepared to emulate such heroic devotion for
their own redemption.

But there is another matter. Mr. Mulhall gives the value of the
labour of the four millions and odd who have been driven from their
native land by British tyranny at the enormous sum of £665,000,000.
If Ireland had that wealth to day, what prosperity, what happiness,
would not be the fate of her population ! To insult her with charity
and relief bills in face of these facts—facts that point to the domina
tion of the English royal and aristocratic land-thieves as the one great
cause of Ireland's ruin. See the natural, the inevitable result. Note
the figures carefully. While it is the boast that pauperism in England

is on the decrease^ in Ireland the case is just the reverse. The returns :
^

tell their own sad tale: .\

Year. Indoor. Outdoor. Total.

1859 114,594 39,112 153,'706

1871 181,032 44,478 225,510
1884 253,342 46,621 299,963 . > ^,

^

1885 329,550 120,939 450,489
1886 357,621 348,205 ...... 705,826

4i

And during those years the population has decreased by more UAn^
two millions. Connaught, with a population of rather over SOO/OOo^*'

has 247,134 paupers, or about 307 to every 1000 of its population.
''

•-

Is British tyranny, supported by British bayonets, never to cease?

Is this war of extermination never to end ? It is for the workers of. \

England, the workers of Wales and of Scotland to answer the qucfes- i

tion. It is for the workers, victims of the same tyranny, plund^reii
by the same classes, cursed and scourged by the same system, to say
whether this shame to England, to Wales, and to S(;otland, and this

curse to Ireland shall cease, and when ! J. Sketchley.

NOTES.
"A CURIOUS meeting was held in Hyde Park, ... to discuss the
grievances of the police

—

whatever they may he " (sic !). This is how
the Benegade Radical organ, the Echo^ speaks of the policemen's pro-

test against a fraudulent reduction of their waojes.

Wliat is the worth of a "Radical" paper which does not trouble to
enquire into such affairs and which impudently proclaims its ignorance 1

In the same issue of the same paper great surprise is expressed as to

the "little interest shown in the Land Transfer Bill," and Welsh
Home Rule is sneered at.

Apparently the Echo now circulates little among the workers, or it

would hardly wonder at the lack of interest shown by its readers in

which particular thief it is that gets the land ; nor would it dare to

sneer at any folk seeking to rule themselves.

Had not the Echo better drop its motto, " Be Just and Fear not " ?

The celebrated " statement of policy, Either which way at once," would
suit it so much better.

Since our magistrates have shown how little the law troubles them
it can be seen how gratuitously brutal was Mr. Cooke of the Maryle-
bone police-court to the heroine of the "painful story" related there

on the 9th of this month.

In a case which he might easily have dismissed, he went out of his

way to fine, and heap costs upon her. And of such is English Justice !

Defending himself under a charge of perjury, a constable at Cardiff

swore that lying on one another's behalf was common among the police

-"they always stuck together." Any one who did not do so would
'' lead a dog's life."

When will the workers learn that they must " stick together," and
tlj-xt he who stands out deserves to "lead a do^'s life"?

' The Vegetarian Messenger makes a very foolish allusion to what it

calls "a terrific onslaught against Yegetarianism " made in our columns

;
list August. We have often pointed out that against this creed in

\ lisrjfwe have no quarrel.

All that we attack is the claim made by the more ignorant vege-

;

tai'ians that the whole social problem can be solved by abolishing

:

" kreophagy.'"
i

,' Our attitude is exactly the same toward teetotalism, anti-tobaccoism,

?uid all the rest of them. Each one of these may be equally well

i

tr lie or false without affecting Socialism, but not one of them or all of

I them will solve the social question.

; So little has Socialism to do with ojoposing these things that one of

i the brightest and best of our advocates is an adherent of all of them
i
at once ! H. H. S.

I

LITERARY NOTICES.
I

( . >mrade Van Doeselaer, a Dutch Socialist, has very ably translated for

i tlie Dutch paper De Werker, the Manifesto of the Socialist League.

I

L'l Productor^ Socialist weekly journal of Barcelona, contains each week

I

-some well-written notes on passing politics, one or two interesting letter^ on

j

the doings of the Socialist and Labour parties in Spain, miscellaneous notes,

I
and in short has its columns well-filled with matter likely to interest the

j
workers.

i

Xorth and South (15 D'Olier Street, Dublin, weekly. Id.) is a very well-got-

i
Tip and apparently impartial Irish newspaper and review. A recent number
cuulained a very good letter from our comrade McCarthy.

May we venture to suggest to the PeopUs Budget (Allahabad) that it is

doing' but small service to its workmen readers by the " evil speaking, lying

and Slandering " indulged in by its New York correspondent ? A glance on
any given week at the New York papers would expose this gentleman^ per-

sistent falsehood. He is apparently incapable of telling the truth upon any
labc/iir matter. Our attention was drawn to his vagaries some time ago and
a detailed examination of his productions has not elicited one example of

1,' nest writing. The N. Y. Leader might look him up and expose him.
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• HAVE YOU NOT HEAKD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BETORE NOW I FIRST, FEW MEM
HKSD IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON I

'

Oommunications invited on Social Questions. They should he written on one side of

ike papery addressed to the Editors^ IS Farringdon Ed. ^E.G., and accompanied
hy the name and address oj the writer^ not necessarilyfor publication.

As aU articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to he taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the League as a body, except it he so explicitly declared hy the Editors,

Rejected MSS, only returned if a stamped directed envelope isjorwarded with them.

Subscriptions,—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s,;

9ix months, 3s,; three months. Is, 6d,

Business communications to he addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E,C, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps,

Feriodicals received during the week ending Wednesday May 18,

England
Justice
Jus
Norwich—Daylight
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Practical Socialist

Brotherhood
India

ankipore—Behar Herald
South Australia

Melbourne—Honest
Canada

Toronto—Labor Reformer
United States

New York—Freiheit
Truthseeker
John Swinton's Paper
Der Sozialist

Boston—Woman's Journal
Denver (Col.) Labor Inquirer
Hammonton(NJ)Credit Foncier
San Francisco (Cal.)The People
Chicago (111.)—Vorbote
Labor Enquirer

Milwaukee (Wis.>—Volksblatt
Seattle (W T) Voice of the People
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West
Detroit (Mich.)—The Advance

and Labor Leaf
New Haven (Conn.)—Work-

men's Advocate

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)

La Revolution Cosmopolite
Lille—Le Travailleur

Belgium
Antwerp—De Werker

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

CIGAR-MAKING IN ENGLAND.
This trade, owing to its peculiar nature and comparative smallness,

has received but little attention from those not actually engaged in it.

Its importance, however, is by no means small, as will be seen by the

account, necessarily incomplete, I intend to give respecting it. As a

commencement, therefore, a word as to how a cigar is made may not

be out of place. Cigar-making is a very light occupation ; and were it

not for the long hours one has to work at it—the average being eight

per day, terribly long, when the nature of the craft is understood—and

bad pay, it would be an exceedingly pleasant industry.

A cigar consists of pure tobacco, sometimes of one quality, sometimes

of various qualities. The modus operandi is as follows : A " bunch "

—

i.e., basis—is first produced by rolling long dry strips of leaf-tobacco

(these strips vary in length) in a leaf which is suitably moistened—this

is called a "bunch-wrapper"—thus producing a basis of the shape

required. Then another moist leaf, generally of finer texture and

colour, is employed, which is cut into long strips and used as the out-

side "wrapper." Considerable experience is reguired to produce a

"bunch" of suitable shape, and a good deal of economy in cutting the

wrapper. The most peculiar and certainly the most skilful process in

making a cigar is forming the point.

"When made, the cigars are sorted according to colour, and then

"bundled" or. "boxed," then dried in a room fitted up with gas-stove,

racks, etc. They are then ready for the market.

The price paid for labour in this trade is determined, both by the

unions and trade generally, by three factors—namely, weight, shape,

and quality of material. Cigars have to be made by weight, so many
to the pound—^which, by the way, is a fruitful source of dispute between

the employers and the men, and a frequent cause of difficulty for the

unions. The most difficult-shaped cigar is that which is known by the

brand "Flor de Fuma," which now commands the highest price. The
different kinds of tobacco now used in the manufacture of cigars in

this country, are known by the following names, which also indicate

their quality : Esmeralda, German, Giron, Japan, Java, Seed, Manilla,

Sumatra, Mexican, Cuba, Yara, and Havana. There are other kinds

of tobacco used besides those mentioned, but they are the principal.

Fifty years ago cigar-makers were considered highly skilled mechanics,

and were paid accordingly ; the rate of wages at that time was much
higher than it is to-day. A cigar-maker often obtained from £2 to £3
per week; in fact, £2 seemed rather the average than a particularly

high wage. The average wage to-day is difficult to arrive at ; but from

all I am able to learn, it would appear that £1 per week probably

covers the average among union men. There is one very worthy

feature in connection with the men in this trade, which I think deserves

to be recorded : that as early as 1835 they were organised in unions.

In this trade as in every other the meanest shifts have been adopted

by the employers in order to coerce the men ; while on the other hand

deeds of great merit have been performed by some of the workers. The

lightness of the cigar industry has ever been a source of danger to the
position of the men, and is especially the case to-day. Women and
children, in consequence, have been attracted to it, and, thanks to the
employers, who have not been slow to take every advantage of the
position, the trade is fast slipping from our grasp. The firm of Copes,
in Liverpool, were among the first to introduce female and child labour
on a large scale, and still employ them in large numbers. As an
illustration of the greed and cupidity of the employers, I think it right
to mention here what took place in 1857. The employers proposed an
immense reduction in the prices of work all round the trade, which
was at once refused, and the men struck. The employers sent im-
mediately to Holland for cigar-makers to take the place cf the men'
here. The Hollanders responded, and large numbers of men were
landed here at the docks daily. Our men were not to be done in that
fashion ; so they met the newcomers and in very many cases prevailed*^

on them to leave the country, we bearing the expense of their return.
A number of them, however, would not leave, and worked under
the reduction, some of whom are now employers themselves. I feel

confident that a similar dodge on the part of the masters would not
succeed in the slightest degree to-day. We have made various grants
to the cigar-makers of Holland since then, and there is every reason to
believe that there is a much greater feeling of solidarity between us-

now than existed some years ago.

Machinery has made no great headway in cigar-making. True>
there has been a mould introduced, which has pretty well succeeded ;

this mould is used to form the " bunch " and give it the shape by
pressure, thus rendering it much easier for women and young persons
to learn the trade. Of course, it will be at once seen that by this,

contrivance, although persons might learn to make a cigar with less

labour, they would not possess the skill one would have under the old
hand-style. There has also been a machine introduced which takes up
the work where the mould leaves ofi*, and finishes the cigar. One of

these machines was exhibited in the Colonial Exhibition last year, by
the firm of Wright's. There are two reasons for the comparative non-
introduction of machinery in this branch of the tobacco trade—first,,

the very element which is the cause of success with machinery in other
trades, is the cause of failure in ours.

Unifomnity of action, iiniformity of. pressure, is the secret of success,

with machinery in other trades; while in the manufacture of cigars

the very reverse

—

variation of action, variation of pressure—is re-

quired. The leaf to be rolled, even in itself, is of variable tenacity,

and therefore requires to be manipulated with great delicacy, the
pressure varying with the unevenness of texture; failing to obtain
such conditions the leaf is broken and thus spoilt. Machinery in other
trades 7e5S67i the cost of production, hence, its efficiency; while in the
manufacture of cigars there is a tendency to increase the cost of pro-

duction, a sufficiently strong reason, under the present system of com-
petition, to prevent any very serious introduction of machinery in an
industry of this character. It was found that the machine, which was-

the new and approved patent, was only of use when the leaf to be
used was selected, and, in fact, was highly suitable to it in every
respect ; while most of the leaf could not be worked by it at all.

The speed of the machine also was by no means satisfactory ; sixty

cigars an hour being, I understand, the limit of its powers, a speed

very often reached by the human hand. The second reason for the
failure of machinery in the cigar industry is, that the capitalist soon
discovered that he could obtain human machines as cheap, or cheaper,,

than iron ones. With the mould at his disposal, and women and
children to boot, he could engage nimble human fingers, with all the

requisite variations of pressure, a quality which, up to the present time,,

has been found wanting in the iron machine.

The workmen are paid by the hundred. The prices range from Is..

per 100, to 4s. union prices. There are some very fine work some-
times made at from 4s. 6d. to 6s. It will be seen at once that machinery

is not needed when it is understood that the employers pay women
and children about one-third or less what they would have to pay
union men. There have been several attempts to organise the females^

into unions, but without success.

This trade affords the close observer a full view of the horrors of

capitalism. The man who sits enjoying his cigar, scarcely ever knows
under what conditions the " fragrant weed " has been produced.

In many factories the silent system reigns supreme. A man is in

danger of losing his employment for uttering a word. The factories,

themselves are mute but eloquent appeals to the factory inspector, but.

that functionary is rendered proof against their mute eloquence by
his eternal absence. The workers make the cigars, but they are

scarcely ever allowed to smoke them. There are a few firms who treat,

their employes once every general holiday to a " smoke," but even then

they only give what are of no earthly use to themselves. These cigars

are the " off-colours " as they are called.

There are very few cigar-makers who can be called moderately

healthy, as the unnecessarily long hours they have to sit in the factory

causes them to contract all sorts of diseases. So well known is this,

morbid tendency amongst cigar-makers, that many benefit society

doctors will not accept them as members. A cigar-maker may nearly

always be known by his saffron complexion. H. Davis.

{To he concluded).

At the commencement of the capitalistic era of production, workman was.

pitted against workman, now sex is pitted against sex, and, later on, age against

age. Men must make way to women, and women to children. This is the

"moral order " of industry.

—

August Bebel.
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THE REWARD OF LABOUR.
A DIALOGUE.

Persons : An Earnest Enquirer, an East-end Weaver, a West-end
Landowner.

Scene : Outside a philanthropical meeting on Social Science,

Barnesf inquirer. Excuse me, gentle—h'm, gentlemen ! neither of

you seem quite comfortable after the noble sentiments showing the

harmony that should exist between the rich and the poor, and the

inculcation of altruism, and self-sacrifice on both sides, which we have

heard in there. You, sir (to the Weaver), whom I take to be a soldier

in the noble army of industry, seem discontented; a little sour—sulky

even, if I may say so. And you, sir (to the Landowner), you also

(again a million apologies !) seem sulky : although, probably because of

the restraint which the refinement of hereditary culture and habits of

command makes easy to you, I can't think why.
Landowner (somewhat languidly). Not at all. I assure you I was

much interested. The subject is a very interesting one ; I heard much
which I did not know before. (Lajyses into thinking of somethirig else.)

E, E, Were you puzzled ?

X. No, I quite agreed with it all.

E, E, Ain was it all alike then*?

Weaver (urith a grin). Pretty much.
E, E, Eh ! what's that 1 Would you answer me a question or two,

my friend 1

W, Well, yes, so long as it's not chaff" and you really want informa-

tion. You began as if you were going to chaff* me openly, and him
slyly. Now, you know, you said I was sulky, and perhaps I am ; any-

how I know I am irritable because of my liver (you'd know why if you
-was me) ; and being irritable, I can't stand chaff". So if you do chaff"

me, since I'm not big enough to hit you, I shall be off.

E, E, Well, thank you. I really didn't mean to chaff" you ; one
must begin somehow, you know. (To L,) And you, sir, will you
answer me a question or two *?

L. Well—yes ; though I have a suspicion of what you are driving

at. Begin with this good man ; I am curious to hear what he has to

say ; he looks thoughtful and intelligent. (Aside.) Might get some-

thing out of him; looks like an ultra-Radical—perhaps a Socialist;

and we're all expected to be so damned original in the House now.
E. E, (To TT.) You heard that gentleman who moved the vote of

thanks just now, and who spoke so—well, so elegantly on the com-
pensation which the working classes have for their* apparently inferior

position ; and how necessary it was for the progress of civilisation that

there should be this division of labour and life; and what a noble
position it was for the workers to hold; and how the slight sacrifices

they had to make they ought to make cheerfully and almost as a matter
of religion, that new religion of Humanity, considering their position

as the foundation of all the culture, thought, light and leading which
is the glory of Humanity. What did you think of all that 1

W. What's the use of asking me such questions as that 1 I shall

go away at once if you haven't got something more than that to say

to me.
L. (to W.) My dear sir, if you would but pay a little more attention

to such speeches as that which this gentleman is speaking of, it would
be a very good thing for you.

W, Think so ? Do you know what he meant by it ?

L. Yes, I think I do.

W. (to E. E.) Do you know what he meant by it 1

E. E. No, I think I don't.

W. Well, I think I do. Besides, it ain't quite new to me, you see.

But that's neither here nor there ; don't waste your time by asking me
what I think of a vote-of-thank's speech, but ask me something about
my work and my earnings, and the sort of way I live in.

E, E, Well, well, I was going to, but allow me a little explanation,

I want to find out something about that compensation which our
altruistic friend in there did apparently think was due to you for your
apparently inferior position ; which, indeed, so far as I can see, is

abundantly apparent to me. Your clothes are old, worn, and when
they were new they w^ere bad

;
you're not very clean, you don't speak

like an educated man (though I perceive in you some of the intelli-

gence which this educated man here spoke about so patronisingly) and
worst of all you don't look properly grown or healthy

;
you are stunted,

sallow, and ugly—there, don't bounce out at me 1 I cannot fail to see

that some compensation is due to you, if all this, as I suppose, is the
result of your being the foundation of the progress of civilisation, and
a bearer of the palm branch of martyrdom for the behoof of the re-

ligion of Humanity. No, no, don't go ! That vote-of-thanks speech
will stick in my memory, as meaningless words otten will, when they
are spoken according to art. What I want to get at is how you get

that compensation above spoken of. So here goes for my definite

questions. What is your occupation 1

W. I am a silk weaver.

E, E. Is that difficult '? Does it take skill to do ?

W. Well, you wouldn't ask that if you had seen a weaver at work,
taking care that his pattern doesn't work out longer or shorter than it

should ; mending half-a dozen of the fine silk threads of the warp, for

instance.

E, E. As difficult as a barrister's work, for instance?
W. I'm sure I don't know—it's not so easy as lying, at any rate.

But don't get off the subject.

E. E. Is it a useful occupation ?

W. It seems so. People will have silk ; and why, not .since they
can? It is^pretty stuff and clean, and wears, well. . Didn't you notice ;

that lady at the back of the platform, the young and pretty one, who
went to sleep during the lecture, and how nice she looked in her new
silk gown. Well, I wove her gown.

E, E, Well, your work is useful and requires skill; let's see on
what terms you carry it on. How many hours a day do you work ?

W, As many as I can. That's none too many as things go T assure

you

!

E. E, You mean to say that you are sometimes out of work.
W, Sometimes ! !

E. E, And you take all the work you can get ? You're not one of

those lazy ones of which I have heard a good deal ?

W. Now I want to keep my temper, and I really think you don't

believe that * good deal ' you have heard.

E, E. Well, no I don't. But tell me, would you work eight hours
a day if you could ?

W, Eight hours ! I shouldn't get a job if I didn't put it through a»
quick as I could ; ten at the very least.

E. E. Well, now as to payment. Suppose you worked ten hours,

a day all the year round except Sundays, how much would you earn ?

W, From 35s. to 40s. a-week.

E. E. Say £90 a-year ?

W, No, I won't say £90. Haven't I just told you that I've got to

sit and look at my loom many and many a-day ? I should think it a

good years' work in which I got nine months full employment. I'll

say £60 if you like—and don't I wish I may get it, year in and year out t

E. E. Have you got a family ?

W. Wife and five children.

E. E. Do they make anything ?

W. My wife gets a job now and then weaving plain silk or winding,,

and one of the lads is a half-timer in a shoe-shop ; it don't come t(y

much altogether ; £75 a year, since we must put it in the grand style,

will cover it all.

E. E, H'm, well (aside : Poor devil !) Rent's cheap, I suppose in

the East-end, since you are all working-men there ?

W. (in sudden wrath) No, it's not, I pay £26 a-year for my house ;.

how much do you pay for yours ?

E. E. Well, never mind.

W. Yes, I know ; and then the whole of my house together isn't as-

big as your drawing-room.

E. E. Well what sort of a house is your house ?

W. Good enough for me, I suppose ; it's a weaver's house.

L. (with sudden interest) Dear me, I should like to see it; it must
be quite curious.

W. Should you ? Well I shouldn't like you to see it ; it isn't fit for

a gentleman. i^

E. E. (to L.) Excuse me, sir, let me have our friend to myself ; think

about the sort of questions I am likely to be asking you presently.

(To W.) Well, certainly I haven't come to the compensation which we all

think you have a right to claim as a representative of that noble army
of labour which we all praise so iiighly—especially at election time*^

; William Morris.
{To he concluded.)

AGEAEIAN COMMUNITIES IN ITALY.

In Italy, as in all other countries, one finds everyAvhere below the surface,,

so to speak, of the existing social organisation based on individual property
and exploitation of labour, the community of the peasants, which is the
natural form of the economy of equality. On traversing the south, one
comes upon vast private lands, formerly possessed by the barons, and now
by their descendants or by wealthy bourgeois, who are also members of

Parliament, senators, or mayors—in short, the masters and factotums of the
lands ; and side by side with these immense stretches of country belonging
either to the Government (such as Sila) or to the municipalities, by whom
they are leased out to speculators, often to the councillors of the commune
itself by the intermediary of their confederates and men of straw. . . .

These last lands belong by right to the people, and properly to the poorest
peasants, to whom the Acts of 1806, 1807, abolishing feudality, reserved
these in compensation for the lost rights of cutting wood, pasturage, etc.

. . . But while these rights were lost directly the Acts were passed, the
parcelling out of the land to-day in spite of the 80 years that have passed,

is still to do, and the poor peasants are obliged, whilst waiting, to work
their own lands as common labourers for the profit of my lords the specu-
lators and municipal councillors.

This situation being insupportable, there have occurred in the southern
provinces of Italy these frequent revolts of peasants against the munici-
pality and against the large usurping proprietors, which are at once the
outcome of the past and forerunners of the future. While this agrarian

community forms the historical substratum of the existing proprietary con-

stitution in Italy, there are here and there places where it still exists in the
light of day. In the province of Ancona alone, according to an official

document (Atti della Guinta per I'lnchiesta Agraria, Vol. XI., tome ii., 384),
this number reaches 351 spread over 37 communes. The character of these
communities or universities or consortia is identical with that of all agrarian
communities. The land is divided into three parts : Wood, pasturage, and
arable. ... In some communities, as that in the Vestignano territory, they
even sow the grain in common and divide the produce.— Le Revolte.

Deaths fron Starvation in the Metropolis.—A return issued shows
that the number of deaths from starvation or accelerated by privation dur-
ing 1886 in the metropolitan area was 40. In the eastern division of Middle-
sex there were 16 deaths ; in the. central division, 15 ; and in the western
division, 1. In the city and liberty of Westminster, the Greenwich division

of Kent, and the city and borough of Southwark, 2 each ; in the Newington
division of Surrey and the liberty of the Duchy of Lancaster, 1 each.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
This department is under the direction of the Strike Committee. Labour News

and Contributions to the Fund should be sent to T. Binning, at the Offices,

BRITAIN.
A meeting of female telegraphists has been held for the purpose of con-

sulting as to how they may improve their position and get their grievances
remedied. They want more pay, fewer hours of work, and longer holidays.

The Annual Report of the Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants of
the United Kingdom has just been issued, from which it appears that some
railway companies have eiiVcted reductions of wages during the year, while
others have exacted more labour without additional payment.

The Darlaston nut and bolt makers have been successful in five prosecu-
tions for violations of the Truck Act. One shopkeeper, who supplied gro-
ceries on an employer's order, used also to lend the men money at twopence
per shilling per week, or 866 per cent, per annum.
Two thousand members of the body of amalgamated engineers, steam-

engine makers, and metal planers are on strike at Bolton for an advance of
2e. per week. The dispute, which has assumed various phases, has extended
over a j-ear. A general lock-out appears probable, and 10,000 hands would
be thereby affected. The masters are determined to resist the demands.

At a representative meeting of chainmakers at Cradley Heath it was stated
that nearly all the leading employers had conceded an advance, but there
were still about 2000 operatives out on strike owing to small employers re-

fusing to concede the advance. It was reported that upwards of £100 had
been expended in providing relief for starving families, and it was announced
nearly £50 had been received from newspaper proprietors at Liverpool. It
was resolved to continue the strike.

The whole of the miners employed at the New British Iron Company's
Wynnstay Collieries, Ruabon, the most extensive mines in North Wales,
struck work on Friday 13th, in consequence of a dispute with the manager.
About 500 of the men marched up in a body to the residence of the general
manager, and surrounded the house. Police were sent for, a riot being feared.
The grievance having been settled, the men returned to work.

At a meeting of all classes of railway servants held at Bathgate last week,
Mr^ Henry Tait, general sec, referred to the advantages that had been and
were to be derived from organisation among railway employes. He advo-
cat€id a universality of hours of labour, and held that if there were half of
the population going idle for want of work while the other half were working
nine hours per day, no man should work more than his share, and this would
give work for all.

Rattening in the Chain Trade.—During Sunday night the chain fac-

tories of Mr. Allen Beasley and Mr. Neale of Cradley were broken into, and
14 pairs of bellows were destroyed. A large number of workmen have been
thrown out of employment in consequence. It is alleged that the workmen
employed at these factories have been working under the requii*ed list of
prices. The leaders of chainmakers' associations have publicly condemned
the outrages.

Average Duration of Life of the Workers.—Dry grinders of forks,

29 years ; razor-grinders, 31 ; edge-tool grinders, 32 ; spring-knife and file

grinders, 35 ; saw and sickle-grinders, 38 ; workers in copper, lithographers,
moulders, engravers, watch-makers, 48 ;

" Every grindstone-maker is cut
down with consumption at or soon after the age of 24—hardly one escapes"

;

flint-cutters, glass-polishers, under 30 ; stone-masons, 36 ; weavers (hackling,
carding, sorting, and dressing), 44 ; workers in lead (lead-miners, painters,

plumbers, compositors, type - founders), 48 ; carpenters, joiners, cabinet-
makers, 49 ; flour-millers, 47 ; bread-bakers, 47. Consumption is in all cases

the chief cause of death, brought about by irritating dust-particles (which is

also, with exhaustion, responsible for intemperance). The following are some
percentages of deaths from consumption : Needle-makers, 70 per cent. ; file-

makers, 62 ; steel-grinders generally, over 40 ; lithographers, 48 ; flint-

cutters, glass-polishers, 80 ; flax-mill workers of Belfast, 60 ; cigar-makers
and tobacco-workers, 36 ; brush-makers, 49 ; artificial-flower makers, 36.

This is a vastly important subject, with far-reaching consequences, and
receives but little attention. Those desiring to pursue it further, and in

more detail, should consult * Germs, Dust, and Disease,' by Andrew Smart,
M.D., F.R.C.P.E., who tells us—as, indeed, we know well—that this great
evil is capable, by proper arrangements, of being prevented.—W. B.

"Saving" Labour.—By the prospectus of the "Universal Simplex Type-
writer, Limited," we learn that " enormous fortunes have frequently been
made out of small inventions. There is, in fact, a fortune to be acquired in
the simplest article of utility which meets a universal demand," and evi-

dently the company is on the right track. " For," says the prospectus, " it

is estimated that 150,000 * Simplex' Type-writers will be sold in the first

twelve months, but even this will show a nett profit sufficient to pay a
dividend of 50 per cent, on the capital issued, after paying working ex-
penses." The price of the Simplex is to be 10s. 6d. We are also told that
" this wonderful invention will effect as complete a revolution in writing as

that effected by the sewing machine in taking the place of hand-work with
the needle." Tell it not in Gath ! Whose benefit has the sewing-machine
been ? Not the sempstress ; not the workers. There is now, spite of

sewing machine, as much slavery as when the "Song of the Shirt" was
written, in their lives. And type writers will do as little for copyist and
clerk. All the advantage will be appropriated by these people of the " per
cent." Per cent, is their god, and in their scheming worship they have not
a thought for those whom their " labour-saving " machines have sent to the
wall—P. C. W.

AMERICA.
The Pennsylvania miners have withdrawn their demand for an advance in

their wages and have asked for arbitration.

Strikes and lock-outs in the building trade are reported from Chicago.
Six thousand men are out of work and still further suspensions of work are
expected. There is some talk of trouble as the men are getting desperate.

The stove-moulders of Troy, N.Y., have refused to work on the "scab"
patterns of Bridges ajid Beach, St. Louis, and a shut-down at the stove-
foundries is the consequence.

The organised carpenters of Chicago have achieved a great victory. Eight
hours and 35 cents per hour are positively established, and all union men are
employed.

Pittsburgh, May 4.—A general strike was begun in the Connellsville coke
region to-day, and upward of 1200 ovens have shut down, and 13,000 men are

idle. By the refusal of the strikers to draw the ovens at Connellsville a loss

of between 50,000 and 75,000 dollars was suffered by the capitalists.

BELGIUM.
Brussels, May 13.—The Peuple to-day announces that a strike has com-

menced among the miners of the Basin du Centre. Great excitement prevails
throughout the affected district and a rapid spread of the movement is ap-
prehended. The journal adds that the voting, by the Chamber of the tax on
the importation of meat has greatly excited the people.

Chatelet, May 16.—The strike is spreading here, and is assuming alarm-
ing symptoms. Troops have left Charleroi for the place. The whole of the
Civic Guard in the neighbourhood of Charleroi is on foot.

Tilleur, May 16.—At a meeting, attended by a large number of workmen,
held here to-day, a general strike in the Li^ge Coal Basin was decided upon
for Thursday next.

FRANCE.
Miramont (Hte. Garonne).—The knitters of Miramont are on strike to

the number of 310, declaring they cannot accept the last reduction of wages—i.e.^ down to one franc a-day for the men, and 50 centimes for the women.
Ronciiamp.—The syndicate of miners of Ronchamp have addressed to the

mining company a vote demanding fortnightly payment of wages. To
which the company has "replied by silence." And yet the claims of the
syndicate are most moderate and carefully weighed and considered. " Does
the company mean to push the workers to a strike 1 Does it mean to pro-
voke manifestations which the syndicate will be the first to regret ? " say the
miners, giving in the Cri a sort of ultimatum to the company of Ronchamp.

Angers.—The beauties of the system of prison-industry as at present
carried out are brought out day by day in some fashion or another. At
Angers, for instance, where there is a gaol, in the basket-work industry
there is a struggle going on between the "free" labour (so to call it) and the
prison work. A certain contractor for the prison work, in spite of the many
efforts made by the syndicate of the trade, has succeeded in throwing upon
the market goods whose price is lower than that of the free-labour industry
by 60 or 70 per cent., thus causing an inevitable standstill in the corporation.

After months of warfare, this enterprising contractor revenged himself on
the sturdy syndicate that had the folly to resist so long, by assembling the
masters of the workshops in the town to talk over their own interests, and to

come to the conclusion that their men were too well paid and in danger of

getting fat : which conclusion being come to—hey, presto 1 down go the

tariffs.

Saint-Quentin.—At a little village near Saint-Quentin there exist looms
for the manufacture of " imitation antique tapestries." About ten years ago
the workman could earn 7 and 9 francs a-day at a hand-loom in his own
house, whereas now at the same work, with much more toil, because the

models are more difficult and the " points " more numerous, working 15 or 16

hours a-day, he earns 90 centimes ! This almost incredible change in hand-
work is due of course to the enemy, Mechanism, the hand-workers meanwhile
dying of hunger. We must add that we think a mechanical loom plenty

good enough for the perpetration of imitation-tapestry, the more so as the

worthy Parisian bourgeois who buys cannot for the most part detect any
difi'erence between the machine-made and the hand-made atrocity, and cer-

tainly cannot detect the atrocity itself from the real old work—and if he did*

would delight far more in the misplaced skill and ingenuity of the imitation.

AGRICULTURAL NOTES.

Enclosed I send a copy of one of the many hideous advertisement circulars

which confront one everywhere. It refers to the latest engine of destruction

for that down-trodden being, the agricultural labourer. The self-binding

reaper is doing a part, with Enclosure Acts, and landlords, in depopulating
rural England. One might be inclined to suppose that persons interested

would say as little as possible about it. R. Hornsby and Sons, however,
deem it expedient, apparently, to add insult to injury in the exquisitely ugly
and highly coloured lithograph headed the "Old Style and New Style."

The master-man is represented under "Old Style" as sitting on a fence,

with umbrella and cigar, watching thirty labourers getting his harvest. In
" New Style " a Hornsby binder and two horses, with master-man as driver,

does the work, while the thirty men sit on the fence

—

without either cigars

or umbrellas. How '\^ery nice !

But our farmer master-men are having a rough time of it, spite of Hornsby
binders that were to "save" labour, and a lot besides. At a meeting of

Cambridgeshire farmers on April 23, met to consider the present depression

one is reported to have said that 90 per cent, of farmers are unable to pay
twenty shillings in the pound. The meeting was almost unanimous iu sup-

porting "fair "-trade speakers; and protection against the "foreigner" was
the main cry. Another speaker said he should propose a poll-tax on foreign-

ers arriving in England, as he felt " sure half the socialistic rubbish which
was talked came over with * foreigners.' " Poor man !

Not a word was spoken about the fleecings industry undergoes in the

forms of rent, taxes, tithes, etc. The halo of the law rests about them, and
the law is more sacred than religion with English farmers.

The majority of our farmers are most incompetent, and are themselves to

blame (speaking from the bourgeois point of view) for a great deal of the fix

they're now in. Many of their own labourers know far more of cultural

direction and detail.

Probably no industry exists in which the instruments of production are so

entirely in the workers' hands, and none could be more easily worked for the

community's bene£t. The men have many shrewd heads among them, and
when they are more united will make their power felt. The great lacking

is the want of solidarity, which must exist to a greater extent, though, in

such a scattered life, than in our large towns.

Nothing has helped to make the labourer feel his dependency on the
" master " so much as the enclosures that have been carried on within the

last fifty years; and some of the older men remember with a shake of the

head how it was all managed by landlord and money-bag for their own
benefit. A history of enclosures has yet to be written, and a dismal record

it will be. P. C. Walkden.
Royston, Cambs.

Government in this country is not a union of the people to protect themselves,

hut an aristocratic contrivance to make the poor men keep the rich ; to compel
industry to maintain idleness ; to make rich men richer, and poor men poorer.

—

* Black Book ' of the Chartists,
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THE COMING OF DEMOCRACY.

[Astronomers say that the ** Star of Bethlehem " will be visible this year.

—

Vide Press.]

Spake the wise men of the nations, keeping watch at midnight stations,

" Lo ! the hour is now at hand when, rising in the heavens afar,

Should the messenger be sighted, in a robe of glory lighted.

Bringing tidings of New Birth and shining out a beacon star.

" O ! the days have travelled slowly and the nights were dark unholy,

But the Christ to men was promised, yea, his coming is foretold.

All too long the poor ill-fated in their weariness have waited.

And the hour is now upon us written by the seers of old.

" With the day-star onward guiding, we must seek his place of hiding.

Where the blasts of winter enter, whistling through the shaky door ;

In abodes of want and sorrow we shall find him on the morrow.
And the star shall shed its halo o'er the hovels of the poor.

" His abiding place a stable ! Ere his little limbs are able,

We shall find him in the mines and workshops labouring hard and long
;

Cares and spurns and burdens bearing, in the woes of others sharing.

Ever battling for the weak against the haughty and the strong.

" Spite of sneers and high disdaining we shall find him growing, gaining
Strength and wisdom, knowledge ; gathering, garnering Truth's beloved

store ;

Eipening unto godlike kindness, kindling eyes gone out in blindness,

Breathing words of love to those that knew but bitter thoughts before.

" But he comes no more a dreaaner ! He shall smite the foul blasphemer ;

Scribe and high-priest who have mocked him and have bartered him for

gold.

^ Yea, he comes his house to straighten, warring with the wiles of satan.

And the hell-wolves long since loosened on the shepherd's slumbering fold.

" Even now the star appeareth, lo ! the hour of triumph neareth,

Christ-Democracy ariseth, big the world is with New Birth
;

Blessed now ye poor ill-fated ! who have waited—wept and waited

—

For the dawn of happier days is breaking o'er your nights of dearth."

T. Maguire.

SOCIALISM IN SCOTLAND.
On Thursday, May 5, the Scottish Miners' Federation inaugurated a move-
ment for restricting the working-time to eight hours per day and five days
per week. Meetings were organised all over the mining districts, and the

• men instructed to come out on the 5th and make that the first holiday. Un-
fortunately, the Fifeshire miners hung back. They made a deal of delay

and bother about giving in their notices, and finally put off for a fortnight.

They have since then resolved to stand aside from the movemeut. More
than half the collieries refused to come out when it was known how Fife

had acted. The meetings were held, however, and great numbers of miners
came together. I spoke at the Kirkintilloch demonstration in support of

a resolution for the abolition of royalties, but was of course careful to point

out the uselessness of striking at any special evils. The men seemed well

inclined towards Socialism. The Kev. John Glasse spoke at Dalkeitli, and
was splendidly received by the miners. A bad impression was made, how-
ever, at the beginning of this meeting by a crankish imitator, in a feeble

way, of Thoreau. This person gave a hoar's dreary recital of some common-
place incidents in his career, while he carefully avoided anything which
might be construed into a reference to the object of the meeting, and also

inflicted some villainous original poetry on his hearers. However, Mr.
Glasse happily did away with the bad impression made by the afore-men-
tioned gentleman. On the same night Glasier and I went to Glasgow and
got an exceedingly good meeting in the open-air. The miners, however, are

greatly depressed by their late defeat, and seem quite spiritless.

Next day several open-air meetings and a good indoor one were held at

Paisley, where preparations for carrying on a regular propaganda and form-
ing a branch of the League were carried oat.

On Saturday, the Edinburgh members prepared a meeting at Loanhead in

Midlothian. I tried hard to make a speech, but the surroundings would
have discouraged the most adroit orator. Within two yards on my right
was the Salvation Army, consisting of a dozen queer females of forbidding
aspect and terrible vocal powers ; a friendly bystander firmly interjected
his shrill "hear, hear," at the wrons^ points ; half-a-dozen policemen executed
some mysterious manoeuvres in the rear of the crowd ; and to add to all

this a band of Scotch bag-pipers relentlessly chimed in. Now I am not
afraid of ordinary interruptions. I despise a thunderstorm, and have even
prevailed against the Salvation Army big drum ; but the Highland bag-
pipes with their mingled drone and screech and chirrup are enough to dis-

courage a fog-horn. Presently the man in charge of the police came up
officially and spake thus :

" Now then, you must not block up the road with
your Socialistic ideas ! " This speech was well meant, but the crowd grinned
and after some good-natured chaff the officer withdrew with considerable
loss of dignity. In spite of these drawbacks the crowd was interested in

SocialisifiQ, and a fairly large amount of literature was sold.

On Sunday at Glasgow Green, I gave an account of the miner's strike in

Northumberland, and the same night I spoke to a very large audience in

the meadows at Edinburgh. On Monday and Tuesday meetings were held
at Dalkeith, and arrangements made for starting a branch and carrying on a
regular series of meetings with the help of the Edinburgh branch. On all

sides the Socialist movement in Scotland is progressing wonderfully well.

The Edinburgh and Glasgow branches are very active, and becoming quite
a power in their own districts. A good deal of work is done outside these
two towns ; this will be very much enlarged, and several new branches will

soon be in good working order. J. L. Mahon.

SOCIALISM IN NORWICH-RELEASE OF OUR COMRADE
HENDERSON.

On Sunday morning a meeting was held at Trowse, addressed by comrades
Crotch and Morley ; in the afternoon a large meeting was held in the market-
place, chair taken by comrade Darley

; comrade Crotch spoke at some length

;

4s. 8d. collected for the defence. In the evening Parker gave an address on
the Northumberland miners' strike, giving a full explanation of the present
desperate struggle of these poor fellows, and urging for help. Comrades
Slaughter and Crotch also spoke. On Monday morning comrade Fred
Henderson was released, after four months' imprisonment. He was released

an hour before the usual time ; a few comrades were waiting. Henderson
waited till the usual time of releasing prisoners, when a large crowd as-

sembled, cheering lustily for Henderson and the Cause. The crowd then
followed him from the prison gates to the market-place

; there he spoke a
few words, telling the people that he was not reclaimed, but intended carry-

ing on the work with more vigour than he had ever done before. He then
proceeded to the Gordon Caf^ and had breakfast with a few friends. In
the evening a large " Welcome " Tea was held in the Gordon Hall, the
demand for tickets being far greater than could be supplied. After tea, a
pu"blic social meeting was held, a band being in attendance ; songs and
recitations were given by comrades and friends. Fuller report next week.
Fred Henderson will address Welcome meetings here on Sunday. A. S.

Peace, well-being, and order for all are the real aims of Socialism. To obtain
these the one thing necessary is the combination of the workers ; they, who
create all wealth, must learn to understand that Socialism means the change from
fighting each with each for life like beasts, to working together for life like men.
They must get to know each other, and agree together that this change oiiiist

be made, and then it ivill be made.

The North of England Socialist Federation

is steadily increasing in membership. It is not expected that much can be
done until after the strike is over. Meantime, however, a committee of

miners is engaged in drawing up rules and formulatincr plans for carrying on
the propaganda and extending the organisation. There are now twelve

branches with over twelve hundred members, and this strength will be easily

increased by one-half when the pits open again. Comrade Donald has now
returned from his visit to Northumberland after addressing upwards of

thirty meetings in three weeks. Mahon is back from Scotland and is at

work again in Northumberland carrying on the propaganda.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farrinqdon Poad, E.C.

Annual Conference.—The Third Annual Conference of the Socialist League
will be held at 13 Farringdon Road on Whitsunday, May 29th. A cold luncheon
and a tea will be provided for delegates and others (luncheon. Is. ; tea, 6d.). All

who intend to take advantage of the arrangement are requested to send in their

names to the Catering Committee at 13 Farringdon Road.

Branch Secretaries and the Agenda.—The Agenda forwarded to Branches
must be returned without delay to the General Secretary.

Commonweal Selling Brigade.—Volunteers wanted for Saturday May 21,

to attend Anti-Coercion Demonstration in Victoria Park. Secretary will be glad

to receive the names of those willing to undertake this work.

Co-operative Store.—The Committee attend at the offices at 8.30 p.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. See advertisement on last page.

Lessons in French.—On Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock. The lessons are free

to members.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and affiliated

bodies. Library Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d. Lena Wardle and
W. Blundell are the Librarians.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
Birmingham, to August 31. Manchester, Merton, to October 31. Leicester,

*

South London, to December 31, 1886. Lancaster, to January 31. Bradford,

Croydon, Edinburgh, Hackney, Hammersmith, Hoxton (Labour Emancipation
League), Hull, Leeds, Marylebone, Norwich, Walsall, to March 31. Blooms-
bury, Clerkenwell, Glasgow, North London, Oxford, to April 30, 1887.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
F. Sturt, 5s. Arthur, 6d. Webb, Is. For Mrs. Mowbray—K few Fabians,

per Annie Besant (weekly), 10s.—Total, 16s. 6d. J. Lane, Treasurer.

P. W., Is.

STRIKE COMMITTEE.
T. Binning, Treasurer.

*' COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
T. B. (weekly), 6d. W. B. (weekly), 6d.

Ph. W., Treasurer, May 17.

Northumberland Miners-
Collected in Regent's Park, Sunday May 15, per Cantwell, 17s. Four Shop-

mates (per T. Binning), 2s.

The sum of £3, 17s. O^d. has been paid to the miners' strike fund by J. L.

Mahon. The sum was collected during his lecturing tour in Scotland. The items

are as follows : Edinburgh—May 2nd, East Meadows, Us. 6id., 3rd, Tron Hall,

2s. 8d. ; 4th, Leith Links, 12s. ; 1st and 5th, Hamilton, 48." 2d. ; 8th, Glasgbw
Green, 6s. 8d. ; 9th, R. M., Edin., £2.

BRANCH REPORTS.
BloomsbuFwY.—A business meeting was held on Thursday, May 12, and

arrangements were made for comrade Aveling's lecture on the 19th.—U.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, May 11, Stewart Headlam addressed a good

audience on " The'Sins that Cause Poverty." On Sunday, May 15, G. Bernard
Shaw lectured to large and attentive audience on " The Rent of Ability."^ Lively

discussion followed. It was unanimously carried that *' hearty greetings "be
sent to Henderson on his release from prison.—W. B. and T. E. W.
Hackney.—H. A. Barker delivered an instructive and interesting lecture

on " Socialism the Necessary Outcome of the Present System ;" good discussion.

HoxTON.—Veiy successful outdoor meetings morning and evening. Some
opposition from a teetotaller, which was answered to the satisfaction of those

standing round. In the evening, W. H. Campbell delivered a splendid lecture

on " Justice before Charity," which ^^as well received by the audience.—E. P.
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North London and Marylebone. — On Sunday
morning, at Regents' Park, a good meeting was ad-
diiessed by Sparling on "Thieves, Large and Small."
Hie audience showed their sympathy by donating 17s.

for the Miners' Strike Fund. • At Hyde Park in the
afternoon, a large audience was addressed by
Brookes and Davis. A number of questions were
asked, evincing the interest of the hearers. These
being disposed of, NicoU followed and closed a suc-

cessful meeting. Very good sale of literature.

Members will be notified of next branch meeting in

next issue.—H. B.
Edinburgh.—On Sunday afternoon, in Queen's

Park, Smith, Tuke, and Gilray spoke to a good audi-
ence, who seemed by their attention to be much in-

terested. No opposition was offered. Good sale of
literature.—J. G.
Glasgow.—On Sunday, at two o'clock, Glasier ad-

dressed a good meeting at the Green. At five o'clock,
Oirran and Glasier spoke to a large audience on
George's Square. In the evening in our rooms, Arch.
McLaren gave an address on " How to Work for the
Kevolution. " McLaren pointed out the numerous
methods' of propaganda which we can adopt without
compromising our principles, and which will lead us
directly and speedily to Socialism, and deprecated
"parliamentary action" as being likely to obscure
our aims and fritter away our efforts. Macfarlane led
off on the parliamentary side, and contended strongly
in favour of using parliamentary and every other
means that would enlist the sympathy of the people
on our side. Quite an animated discussion followed.
Fisher, McLaren, Gilbert, and Glasier supported
McLaren's view, and Warrington and Shaw Maxwell
speaking in support of the views of Macfarlane.
Hamilton.—On Thursday, Arch. McLaren and

Bruce Glasier, of Glasgow, addressed a meeting in

Paton's Hall.

Paisley.—Comrades Curran and Glasier, of Glas-
gow, addressed a large and very attentive meeting on
the Causeyside. Several additional names were given
in as members of the new branch.
Shields (North and South). — This branch held

three meetings last Sunday, Donald, Mahon, Hearne,
and Stevens being the speakers. In the morning a
large gathering at the Quay Side listened to animated
speeches from the above. Considerable opposition
was given by some local Liberals, but was fully

answered by Mahon and Donald. One Radical was
anxious to know what the Socialists would do if a
Liberal or Tory candidate were before the constitu-

ency, to which Mahon replied that the workers should
go to the ballot box and write on the papers, " Damn
'em both." In the afternoon, a meeting was held on
the sands at South Shields, where Donald delivered a
trenchant speech to a large crowd. At 6.30, a tre-

jiieiidous audience assembled in the Market Place at
South Shields. This branch has been holding large

meetings for the last six weeks, and is now consider-
ably enlarged in membership.—J. H.
Walsall.—On Saturday evening we held a meeting

in the Market Place, addressed by H. Sanders, and a
good impression was made upon the audience. Fair
sale of literature.—J. T. D.

Socialist Union (Nottingham Section). — We
have secured a neatly furnished room for our club

over Bailey's tobacco shop, near the Mechanic's Hall,

Milton Street, one of the best streets in the town, and
shall now be able to collect our members together,

increase our numbers, and do some sound work. On
Sunday morning. Peacock and Proctor lectured in

Snienton Market to a good audience ; collection for

local propaganda, 3s. 2d. In the evening we had a
splendid and enthusiastic mass meeting. The Tem-
perance Crusade Band, which had volunteered its

services, played a selection after a few remarks from
comrade Knight, who took the chair. Comrade Pea-
cock then delivered a spirited address ou the " Labor
Struggle," chiefly referring to the struggle of the
miners in Northumberland, and pointing out to the
audience that the only way to finally solve the
struggle will be to make the mines, railways, etc., the

property of the people. A collection was then made
on behalf of the Northumberland miners on strike

while the band played another selection. Wane and
Proctor also spoke. The collection amounted to 17s.

Several names were taken to join our movement.
Commonweal have all been sold out, and we have now
doubled our order.—T. P.

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—2 Crondall Street, New North Rd.
Club Room open on Monday, Wednesday, and Satur-
day evenings from 8 till 11. Singing Class every
Wednesday at 8.30. Committee Meeting on Friday
May 20, at 8.30 p.m. : important business. Sunday
22, at 8 p.m. H. H. Sparling will lecture on " Sub-
sistence Wages." Literary Class, Friday 27, at 9

—

Joynes's Catechism.

Merton.—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning; at 11.

Mitcham.—Comer of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

North London,—Communications to H. Bartlett, sec,
13 Farringdou Road, E.C.

PROVINCES.
Bingley.—CJoffee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.

Birmingham.—Carr's Lane Cofiee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford,—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Dublin,—Irish Labour League, 2 Bachelors Walk,
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discussion on all sub-

jects connected with the Labour Question. Satur-

day May 21, at 4 p.m., at Custom House Steps,

Beresford Place, a Mass Meeting will be held, under
the auspices of the Labour League. Two Socialist

speakers will address the meeting.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 7.30 p.m. to transact business.

Class for the study of * Das Capital ' at 8.30.

Glasgow,—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. On Sunday
evening at 7, in our Rooms, a discussion will take
place on " Local and municipal action as a means of

propaganda." Arch. M^Kechnie will introduce the

subject. Tuesday, at 8, Business Meeting to dis-

cuss new scheme of organising work of the Branch.
Wednesday, at 8, Choir Practice. See Open-air.

Hamilton,—Paton's Hall, Chapel Street. On Thursday
at 8 o'clock the Branch will hold an open-air meeting
at Burnbank.

Hull,—Address all communications to E. Teesdale,

20 Shakspere Street.

Leeds,—Sunday: Hunslet Moor, 11; Vicar's Croft, 7.

Lancaster,—Addresses every Sunday morning on the

Quay Jetty.

Leicester.—Office of Hosiery Union, Horsefair Street.

Fridays at 8 p.m.

Matichester,—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-
chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-

ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every
Wednesday at 8 p.m.

^onwc^.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures

every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m. Reading-room
open every evening. Open-air meetings see below.

Ojr/ort/.—Temperance Hall, 254 Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Paisley.—On Friday at 7.30, open-air meeting at the

Causewayside.

Shields [North and South).—Meetmg on Sunday morn-

ings at 10.30, Quay-side. Communications to be

sent to the Secretary, J. Hearne, 32 Clive Street,

No. Shields. Sunday : Debate between Wallace
(Socialist League) and Mr. Leslie Johnson.

Headlam and Mr. Walter Blott are the chairmen.
All lovers of liberty are invited to attend.—T. E. W.
Central Finsbury Reform Association, "Three

Kings," Clerkenwell Close.—Sunday May 22, at 8.30,
Wm. Blundell, *' Landlordism from a Socialist Stand-
point."

SOCIALIST LEAGUE GROCERY.
13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

The Store is open on Monday, Wednesday, and
Saturday evenings from 8.30 till 10.30 p.m. All
Grocery Articles can be had at current store prices,

or where possible, under. All orders over 10s. will be
delivered carriage paid in London.

Now ready, 32 pp. , in wrappery 3d.

THE IRISH QUESTION,
Political and Social.

By J. SKETCHLEY.
Birmingham ; 8 Arthur Place Parade.

Also in the Press, by the same Author,

THE WOBKMAN'S QUESTION.
24 pp., 2d.

NOW READY.

COMMON SENSE,
16 pp., crown 4to. ONE PENNY.

Published on the 15th of each inonth at the Modern
Pbess, 13 Paternoster Row, London.

The issue of 15th of May contains authenticated facts »nd
figures on the following subjects :-

The Price of Progress—Our National Wealth
—Our National Poverty—What is to be Done?
— Money - Getting Missionaries— Prize Com-
petition—The Teachings of Experience—Sauce
for Geese and Ganders—Formation of Human
Character—Britons never will be Slaves.

For terms to Special Agents apply to the Publishers,

16 pages One Penny,

A PLEA FOR SOCIALISM,
By J. L. MAHON.

being an address delivered in the course of a campaign
amongst the miners on strike in Northumberland.

Prices to Branches and parcels for sale or distribution,

12 copies (post free) Is.; 50, 3s.; 100, 5s.

Published at 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.C.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

.^BUxnn^ury.—CommvLmst Club, 49 Tottenham Street.

On Thursday May 19, at 8.30. Dr. E. Aveling,

"Radicalism and Socialism."

ClerkenweU,—B.a,]l of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-

don Road, E.C. Sunday May 22, at 8.30 p.m. T. E.

Wardle, "Jubilee Coercion Bill." \Vednesday 25,

at 8.30. Wm. Morris, "True and False Society."

No lecture on Sunday May 29, the (Conference being

held on that date.

Croytiow.—Royal County House, West Croydon Station

Yard. Sunday May 22, at 7. 15 p.m. A Lecture.

ffachney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club

Room open every evening from 8 till 11.30. Business

Meeting every Tuesday at 8.30. Sunday May 22,

at 8 p.m. S. Mainwaring, "Liberty."

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday May 22, at 8 p.m. Fred. Verinder, "The
Queen's Jubilee and the People's Jubilee."

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 23.

11. 30...Hackney—Salmon and Ball The Branch
1 1.30...Hammersmith—Beadon Rd The Branch
11.30...Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Wade & Pope
11. 30...Garrett—Plough Inn Kitz
11.30...Mitcham Fair Green Dalchow
11. 30...Regent's Park Brookes & Wardle
1 1 . 30 ... St. Pancras Arches Bartlett & Dalziel

ll.30...Walham Green The Branch

3 ...Hyde Park Davis, Mainwaring, NicoU

7 ...Clerkenwell Green Wardle & Blundell

Wednesday,
7. 30...Broadway, London Fields Paylor

Thursday.
8 ...Hoxton, Pitfield Street The Branch

• PROVINCES.

Edinburgh.—Sunday : Queen's Park, afternoon at 3.

Glasgow.—^m\(\a.y : The Green, at 1 o'clock ; George's

Square, at 5 o'clock.

^ami/^o?i.—Thursday : at Burnbank, at 8.

Norwich.—8und&y : Ber Street Fountain at 10.45;

Market Place at 3; Agricultural Hall Plain at 7.

Eaton, at 11.

Paisley,—Friday : Causewayside, at 7.30.

A Free Concert and Ball will be held at the

Hackney Branch on Saturday 28th, at 8.30.

Anti-Coercion Demonstration, Victoria Park.
—The Socialist League contingent will Jeave Clerken-

well Green on Saturday afternoon at 3 o'clock with

London Patriotic Club.

Notice.—The Holborn Division of Finsbury intend

celebrating the Queen's birthday. May 24, by a mass
meeting on Mount Pleasant, at 7.30 p.m., to protest

against the Jubilee Coercion Bill. The meeting will

be addressed from two platforms. The Rev. Stewart
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A WRITTEN DEBATE
BRADLAUGH, M.P., and E. BELFORT BAX.

SUBJECT:

sm Benefit the English People ?
''

Negative : Mr. C. Bradlaugh.

1. The question which ought to have been discussed between Mr.

Bax and myself is, " Will Socialism benefit the English People ?

"

Having carefully read the opening paper by Mr. Bax, on whom is now
the duty of affirming the proposition that Socialism will benefit the

English people, I am afraid that such a discussion is unlikely if con-

ducted on the lines of that opening paper.

2. The first step should, I submit, have been to make clear precisely

what it is that Mr. Bax means when he uses the word " Socialism "

;

and that then there should have been some attempt to show how such

Socialism could be put in practice in this country ; what were the

"beneficial results to the English people to be expected as the conse-

quence of such Socialism in practice ; and why any such benefits, if

secured by the English people, were to be regarded as solely or mainly

attributable to Socialism. In the first step Mr. Bax has, I think,

failed, the other points he has not even touched, unless the very vague

generalities I shall notice presently are considered by him sufficient.

3. Mr. Bax says that he defines "Modern Socialism" " as a new view

^f life (i.e. of human relations) having an economic basis,^^ and, he

adds, that " the economic goal of modern or scientific Socialism " "is

the equal participation by all in the necessaries, comforts, and enjoy-

menti6-of-4ife, aii4 the equal duty of all to assist in the necessary work
of the wolld," and he afterwards affirms that Socialism is to be realised

" in the assumption by the people themselves, organised to this end, of

the means of production, distribution, and exchange, and in the work-
ing of them in the interest of the whole community."

4. But it is no dMnition to say that Socialism is a new view of

human relations upon an economic basis unless the "view" and the
" basis " are both clearly explained, and this explanation has certainly

not been given by Mr. Bax in the paper to which I am now replying.

He does speak of the " economic goal," but can scarcely mean that the
" goal " to be arrived at is with him the equivalent for the " economic
basis " from which the Socialistic system starts.

5 Then Mr. Bax says that the economic goal of the Socialism which
iie ought to affirm, "no less than the Utopian Socialism of Owen,
Fourier, St. Simon, etc.," is—I will omit the "etc." as much too vague
ior serious discussion, and will ask Mr. Bax does the " no less" mean
that the Socialism he affirms is at least that of, or at least the equiva-

lent of, those of Robert Owen, Charles Fourier, and Claude Henri St.

Simon ? That is, does he mean that the Socialism which he maintains
includes and accepts the whole of what he calls the Utopian Socialism

of theseeminent persons, and in addition affirms something:; else (and if

yes, what ?) which makes it " modern or scientific " in lieu of being
" Utopian " 1 I must not be understood as admitting that the theories

oi Robert Owen, Charles Fourier, and St. Simon are identical or even
workable together.

6. Mr. Bax objects that Utopian Socialists, such as Owen, Fourier,

and St. Simon, believed equal participation by all "to be attainable by
mere individual initiative." This seems to me inaccurate, but as it is

scarcely relevant to the issue I only note the point as perhaps enabling
me to distinguish the Socialism Mr. Bax now affirms. I understand
Mr. Bax, in this, to maintain that Mr. Robert Owen and his friends

-were Utopian because they tried to reduce Socialism to actual practice
in groups, and that Modern Socialism is practical in entirely avoiding
any such experiments. If I am wrong in this interpretation perhaps
Mr. Bax will state precisely what it is that he means, as I fear I do
not quite know what he intends by the concluding sentence of his first

paragraph.

7. If Mr. Bax attaches any importance to the words, "special refer-

ence to the condition of the world as a whole," with regard to any
attempt now or in future to establish Socialism in England, I shall be
glad to have this explained, the more so as I see that he declares that
Socialism "is nothing if not international." Does this last phrase
mean that no plan of Socialism could succeed in England unless that
plan were also adopted by other European countries, or does the condi-
tion of the world, as a whole, involve that Socialism must be accepted
in Africa before it can succeed here 1

S. As I see that Mr. Bax is of opinion that " the break up of the

present State nationalities of Europe would be one of the first results

of Socialism," I would ask him to state distinctly what other results, if

any, of Socialism he anticipates in England as occurring prior to the

expeated break up of European State nationalities ? I would further

press him as to what he means by the break up, say, of the Swiss,

Italian, French, and German nationalities ? and what kind of govern-

ments, if any, he looks for, as likely to be existing, or which he may
dedre to exist, in each or any of these countries respectively after such

break up ? and whether he anticipates that such break up of State

nationalities would be a slow and peaceful process? and if yes, why?
or whether he regards sucli break up as in any case likely or desirable

to be rapidly effected 1 and if yes, how 1 and whether if State nation-

ality is to cease in England, as one of the earliest results of Socialism,

he will briefly state th» form of government, if any, which- he hopes for

in this country, and how he thinks it can exist without representing

State nationality, or some federation of State nationalities.

9. If I rightly apprehend the note by Mr. Bax, he denies the possi-

bility of any social change being cfiected by isolated individuals or

groups. It is true he limits this denial by the words "abstractedly

and of their own initiative, irrespective of the general current of human
progress," but the first word, " abstractedly," is here meaningless, and

to the last eight words it is only necessary to say that the general

current of human progress has been made up of innumerable instances

of isolated and individual effi)rt ultimately co-operating and coalescing

for the desired end, and thus ensuring the progress. To be told that

the modern Socialist builds his faith on a "rock of ages" with "many-

hued strata of economic formation " is marvellously pretty, but it has

the disadvantage of not being necessarily clear in its meaning to thg

hearer or reader.

10. Not finding a definition of Socialism in these words of Mr. Bax,

I will state my own view. I define Socialism either as affirming (1)

that organised society should own all wealth, direct all labour, „and

compel the equal distribution of all produce, or as affirming (2) that

organised society should take possession of land, capital, all means pf

production, distribution, and exchange, should control all labour, regu-

late all distribution, and conduct all exchange. That is, I understand

a Socialistic State to be one in which everything would be in commo^
as to its user, and in which all labour would be State-controlled. I

therefore identify Socialism with Communism. Does Mr. Bax accept

either of these definitions ?

11. Mr. Bax says that there is to be "the assumption" (does this

mean the taking away from the present owners 1 and if yes, by what
means and on what conditions as regards the present owners ?) of the
" means of production, distribution, and exchange," and that there is

then to be "equal participation by all in the necessaries, comforts,

and enjoyments of life" (this, I suppose, means that under scientific

Socialism every one is to have an equal share of everything), and that

the people are to be " organised to this end." I would ask Mr. Bax
to tell me whether in so using those words he means that the organised

people should take into their possession as a common stock and th^ri

own all wealth and equally participate in all produce, and if not, what
distinction he draws ? I would also ask him whether he includes all

conceivable wealth under the wards " means of production, distribution,

and exchange, necessaries, comforts, and enjoyments of life," or whether

he means to except any of the results of production] and if he makes

any such exception, why ?

12. In his third paragraph Mr. Bax promises to state "the nature

of the process by which ' the transformation of what he describes as

capitalism' into a real social order will be effected," and further

promises then to give " the reasons why such social order must benefit

the English people." I>hope he will not think me rude in saying that

I find no trace in his paper of any attempt to fulfil either promise.

13. There is one statement of Mr. Bax

—

i.e., that "civilisation can

be only definitely overthrown by Socialism "—which if Socialism could

widely prevail would very possibly be accurate. I am unable, however,

to see that the definite overthrow of civilisation either in'England oi^

everywhere is shown by Mr. Bax to be probably, or even possibly,

beneficial to the English people. Mr. Bax adids that the " State world "

is to become a " social world " " by a revolution generated in the fulness

of its own development,'' I would respectfully ask Mr. Bax to explain

to me how and when he thinks this English State is to become some
other kind of English society other than a State ? and in what way this

is to be effected "by a revolution generated in the fulness of its own
development"?

14. Mr. Bax affirms that Socialism "would of course soon result in
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the extinction of that private enterprise "—that is, in .the extinction of

soDBfe private enterprise he objects to. I venture to -fiwak-him whether
So^iaiiemj if^realisable, would not certainly result in the ^j^mplete

'^x^nc^i^ of aU private entierprise, or what kinds of private enterprise^

b#1iiini|«?Wo«ld:^^?esii^ and feurvive? and why? ' - tt r - ?^ ^^

<#^1^5i "l&^j. paife/liteost wii^out examination^ and with; but^very slight

^atijadkstrionj Mr; Bax's inexact presentment of history, it is because
.Ih|i^Ieve it. absolutely irrelevant' to the question Will Socialism benefit

tlig^Engtisk people] and this is the only question I intend at present
to discuss.

16. When Mr. Bax says that "Christianity is through and through
Individualistic," I would ask him—if it be in any degree material to

the issue between us—to explain how such a proposition is reconcilable

with Acts ii. 44 ; iv. 32 ?

17. I see in Mr. Bax's paper occasional, but not precise^ references

to other works from his own pen and to the writings of others. I

would respectfully ask him to requote here any words or statistics

which he may think necessary to his argument. I have hardly the
time for research outside my own bookshelves, and without exact
reference might not light upon the intended passage, and our readers
might some of them be in similar difficulty.

18. Mr. Bax makes the following statement with great confidence,

and as if one of indisputable fact

:

*' The small capitalist is continually being thrown upon the labour-market by
inability to hold his own in the competitive arena. Capital tends thus to become
concentrated in fewer and fewer hands, while the reserve army of labour tends
steadily to augment. The result is increasing riches for the few and increasing
poverty for the many. The * increase of national wealth' at the present day
means increase of misery for the mass of the people."

I very much doubt whether any portion of the paragraph is true as to

this country, except the one that the " army o^ labour tends steadily

to augment ". This I have always maintained, and have no doubt
that the evils of society resulting from tendency of population to in-

crease until positive checks operate are of a most serious nature. I

would, as to the rest of the paragraph, ask Mr. Bax to refer me to the
particular trades in which, during the last twenty years in England,
the small capitalist has in any large numbers been so thrown upon the
labour market. Also I would ask him whether the individual pos-

sessors of capital in England are not more numerous in proportion to

population than they were forty years ago, and whether there is not
now less pauperism in proportion to population in England than there

was forty years ago? Mr. John Morley, speaking at Cobden Club
dinner, said :

*• In the years 1874-5 to 1884-5 the incomes between £200 and £1,000 per year
have increased by 30 per cent., though the population has only increased by
10 per cent. Incomes over £5,000 a year have decreased by 10 per cent. You
cdme to this as a general conclusion—that the lower the income the more rapid
has been the rate of increase."

Does Mr. Bax dispute these figures I 1 admit that with the increasing

education of the past thirty years there is an increasing consciousness

of suffering and augmented discontent against unfair life conditions.

I have done my best to increase this consciousness and discontent in

order to compel ameliorating changes. I admit that with the increase

of population in great centres you have limited areas of exceedingly

acute misery, disease, and crime, which are probably in excess of what
was possible in small centres of population, but I deny that there is

increase of misery for the mass of the people, and assert on the con-

trary that the condition of the masses in England has certainly im-

proved during the past fifty years. As the burden of proof is on Mr.
Bax I invite him to give me the exact figures and references on which
he relies to prove the allegations I traverse. I quite admit that it is

true that there are unduly large landed estates and unduly large for-

tunes in too few hands. The land evil may, I think, be dealt with by
legislation under existing institutions. The undue accumulations of

capital are a little more difficult to check, but even this may be only a

question of limiting power of bequest, of imposing cumulative tax on
inherited personalty beyond a certain figure, or of higher and graduated
income tax in excess of a certain amount. I would also submit that

the large accumulatioDS of our richest capitalists form only a small

portion of the gross national \vealth. Mr, Bax quotes, on the authority

of Mr. Hyndman, some figures as to which he admits that he does not
know how they have been arrived at, but which he says he has never
seen " seriously controverted." I do not know wiiether Mr. Bax means
that he does not regard objection from myself as serious, but he will

see that in the debate with Mr. Hyndman, p. 30, I specifically chal-

lenged these very figures, and Mr. Hyndman, though alluding to this,

p. 34, never disputed the returns I relied on. I have not seen the other

statistics referred to by Mr. Bax. If they are material, I should be
obliged by his giving them in detail in his next paper, as the lump totals

given do not enable me—even if I understand them—to do more than
challenge their accuracy. I say " even if I understand them," because
Mr. Bax writes that money not earned by producers—that is, the esti-

mated increasQd value—should be added to the income of the non-pro-

ducer—that is, that something not brought into existence should be

reckoned as part of the income of someone who cannot be benefitted by
this non-existent quantity. Mr. Bax may mean something by this.

Will he kindly explain.

19. r exceedingly doubt whether Mr. Bax is right in saying that in

England "the break-up of the feudal states helped to consolidate the

power of the CroNvn." And if he did not mean this to apply to Eng-
land, it is irrelevant to the issue we are discussing. ]S'or is i£ true

that the history of tliis country from the sixteenth century to the

present time "is the history of the middle or trading classes' in their

ejSbrts to free the individual from the fetters of feudalism and monarchy,
to the end that on the one «ide the*:e might be -a .body l of » fcee and
landless labourers, and on the other a body of moneybags 'free to ex-

ploit theBCu" In any case Mr. Bax omits to show any connection
between these allied j^st sin» of the English trading classes :and the
proposition he has undertaken to affirm. , i > r, , > •

••.20. -Mr. Bax says :---'•. —— :;V •=;,, .../. ^ ^ ;

'

* ^ The meafts of the present eipIoifatiQh^ df* labour , the catise of the presdnt^Horri-
ble state of things, is monopoly. Its modiis opermidi ia the extraction of surplus-
value from the labourer by compelling him to work a whole day while receiving
only so much of the results of his labour as is necessary to keep him in bare
subsistence. Remove the monopoly from the hands of individuals, and youj^do
away with the possibility of surplus-value." ^"^-^

This paragraph is an accumulation of inaccuracies. It assumes that

at present some unnamed individuals have a monopoly either of all

labour or of certain unspecified kinds of labour. Keither of these

assumptions is true. It assumes that there is always or generally a
surplus-value of considerable amount which the labourer has earned,

to which he is morally entitled, but which he does not get. This is

sometimes true, but seldom to the extent suggested l^^lte^^^^^Di of the

statement. The margin of profit over cost of proaWQPn is usually

very small. Then Mr. Bax says that by SocialismjM|^" do away with
surplus-value," but he does not explain how manufi

if no part of the result of labour is to go for pli

conduct of the works, outlay for raw material, cost

distribution, which must necessarily be incurred, whether any particular

industrial enterprise is exploited by an individual, by a corporation, or

by a community. Charles Bradlaugii.

ill be possible

expenses of

exchange and

THE REWARD OF LABOUR.
A DIALOGUE.

Persons : An Earnest Enquirer, an East-end Weaver, a West-eni>

Landowner.

Scene .• Outside a 2Mlanthro2jical meeting on Social Science.

(Coneluded from p. IG,*.)

E. E. (continuing to L.) But I am a stranger in London, and will

you believe it, don't know what the East-end of London is like ; but
I have heard of so much being done for the benefit of the East-end,

People's Palaces, Mosaic pictures, and the like, that I suppose by now
it is quite a pleasant place ; that small and squalid as your house is,

you can get out of it at once into fresh air, pleasant gardens, roomy
squares ; and that it is well supplied with libraries, baths, and, in a
word, all the benefits of civilisation

—

(aside) whatever that may mean.
}V. Well, sir, you suppose a great deal. What's the use of building

a People's Palace in Hell, or putting up a Mosaic picture on the walls

of the devil's scullery. If the parsons are right about that job, and
some of us do happen down there, we shall beat Old Scratch ; for he
will scarcely be able to make it so nasty that we shan't think we have
got back again home. Excuse me, I told you that I was a bilious

subject.

E. E. No excuse needed ; I must get on, and indeed make an excuse

to you for what I am going to say. Perhaps both I and this frock-

coated, shiny-hatted gentleman here were after all wrong in thinking

you intelligent
j
perhaps that's only a show—eh, Mr. Landowner ?—to

cover that dangerous discontent of the inferior part of the lower

orders, which is getting to be so prevalent ; and ain't you perhaps
stupid, unable to seize hold of your advantages ;—there, I don't want
to hurt your feelings, I am only speaking of you as a type of a large

body of men.
W. ISTever mind my feelings, I shan't get in a rage ; I'm used to you

now. Well, I'll answer as a type, and say I'm no stupider than other

people, high as well as low ; and at all events I am able to do my
ivork—come !

E. E. (aside.) Well, the secret of the compensation to the working
classes for their inferior position does rather elude my grasp, certainly ;

like trying to hold an eel when one hasn't sanded one's hand. Well,

let's try once more, and try the moral side of things. (To W.) As I

understand, we have got so far : you are a skilled workman, not stupid

especially, you produce useful things, and yet you are poor ; for that

is the word we use, Mr. Landowner, to express a condition of life that

you know nothing of, so that the word doesn't carry much meaning in

it for you ; nor as much as it should for you either, Mr. Weaver, be-

cause you don't know what being rich is, or what a soft and comfort-

able life it means, in spite of the moralists. However, I will just tell

you both what being poor means, so that henceforth you, Mr. Landowner,
may attach some meaning to the word, and you, Mr, Weaver, may under-

stand partly what the word rich means. To be poor is to live in

perpetual anxiety about satisfying the very simplest wants, and to

have all kinds of wants besides which you have no chance of satis-

fying. Do you understand that, Mr. Landowner 1—no, scarcely yet, I

am afraid. Well, it can't be helped—he who lives will see. And now
to my search for compensation again. You are, as it seems, skilful,,

industrious, useful—and poor. Yet, perhaps, you may be compensated

even for that ; for you know that according to the story, in ancient

times the philosophers, whom you may look upon as a kind of reason?

abM parsons, were poor as well as useful, but they had their compeur

sation ill being much honoured and respected. Let us hope that it is

the" same with yon, and that you are looked upon with a sort of
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veneration because you add so much to the wealth of the community
and take so little from it.

[A faint smile is observed to play on the features of the Landoivner,

^ who has been listening a little lately].

W, Yes, I thought we should get to the chaff again, or else where
have you been dug up from to ask sucli a question 1 A working-man
honoured and respected ! Yes, when he's a working-man representa-

tive. But look here, as to the respect I'm held in, I don't want to be

vague, so I ask you to take the trouble to notice the way in which a

policeman (a public servant, mind you) speaks to an East-ender and a

West-ender ; that will enlighten you as to the respect paid to me as a

philosopher ; and as to those of ancient days, 'tis hard to understand
;

and apart from it being, as the old woman said, " a long way off and a

long time ago," T can't help suspecting that some of them were

dodgers. Excuse me again, I am but a weaver, and therefore ill-bred.

E. E. Well, it comes to this, then, that you're skilful, industrious,

useful, poor, and despised—one of the lower class 1

W. Just so—a working-man.
E, E, Why 1

IF. Why 1 Because I'm a working-man.
E. E. Well, well, can't we get any further than that with our

reason ?

W. No, not yet. However, here is this gentleman, an educated man,
an M.P., who has of course considered this sort of thing. Begin upon
him now. And since he has stood by and listened to me, perhaps he

won't object to my doing the same by him.

E. E. By all means stay, and if you can set him a-going when he

sticks by a word in season, / shan't grudge you. (To L.) Well, sir,

now for it ! And I like the prospect of questioning you. You are

burly and healthy looking
;
your step is firm, your eye bright, your

features well cut. If it were still the old slave-times of the world,

and our friend the weaver and you were by the fortune of war offered

to me for sale, I think I should prefer speculating in you. You would
last longer, for one thing.—Now, without further preamble, tell me
what is your occupation ?

L. I am a landowner.

E. E. Yes, I know that. What does that mean as to the work of

it ? What do you do ?

L. Do ? Well—why—well, I manage my estates.

E. E. Fot«, manage them ] And pleasant work too, since they are

yours. But is your statement quite accurate ? Come now, on your
honour, as an English gentleman.

L. Well, you understand ; my lawyer does, and my steward, and
my bailiff, and

E. E. Yes, I see. Well, what else do you besides—not managing
your estates 1

L. (with hesitation) Well, you heard what the weaver said, I sit in

Parliament.

W. (sotto voce) O Lord ! That's what he does I

E. E, Well, I needn't follow up the enquiry further on that line, as

it's clear that that trade, when successful, consists not of doing any-

thing, but preventing things from being done. Do you do anything
else *?

L. Well, I suppose you won't call shooting doing anything 1

E. E. Well, it doesn't do much service to others—not even the

partridges.

L. Or horse-racing 1 At anyrate that's as useful as stock-jobbing.

E. E. I am happy to be able to agree with you.

W. And stock-jobbing isn't so bad as sweating.

E. E. Hilloa, my friend ! That subject would lead us further, before

we have done with it : let me stick to the honourable member's use-

fulness.

W. Like the breeches to the legless man !

E. E. (To L.). Well, all this—shooting, horse-racing, yachting, and
the like—we had better not trouble ourselves as to its details ; it can
all be called by one generic name, can't it ?

L. Yes
;
you mean amusement, I suppose.

E. E. You have said it. So that your work consists in your amus-
ing yourself?

L. Yes (sadly)—or boring myself.

E. E. What are you paid for it 1

L. Eh, what's that ?—paid for it 1

E. E. Yes, paid for it : you can't feed and clothe yourself on the
game you shoot ; it wouldn't pay powder and shot, I doubt. Shall I

put it in another way ? Who keeps you 1

L. Keeps me ? I keep myself, of course. My father used to keep
me ; he couldn't get a decent Government place for me.

E. E. Well, never mind your family history : we can guess at it.

I must put my question another way, since you ivill be so obtuse.

What do you get ?

L. Oh, you mean my income'? Well, my rent-roll is ten thousand
a-year ; but it doesn't come to much after all outgoings. First there's

—

E. E. Excuse me ; never mind those details, I am not a tax-gatherer.

What's your income, all deductions made 1

L. (blurting it out). Six thousand a-year—there !

E. E. Well, and what do you think the reward for doing nothing
ought to be ?

W. (eagerly). Nothing.
E. E. Yes, but I didn't ask you. What do you say; Mr. Land-

owner 1

L. Nothing.
E.E, Well, well, this is sad. You get <£6000 a-year for doing

nothing, for which our friend here thinks you ought to have nothing,

and you have nothing to say to it. YoUr position is a strange ond.

Where does your £6000 a-year come from ?

L. From my property, of course.
E. E. Where does that come from ?

L. Come, come ! you want to know too much. Suffice it, the pro- *

perty is mine, and that I came by it legally,

E. E. Well, I might press you on that point; but as I know thit
you are your father's son, as the saying goes, I had rather ask -^e
questions I might ask you, as to where the property comes Irpift,

of a self-made man—that is, a man who has made money ; whfi^
means he has "collected" it. But now, suppose me to be a mafi
from another world, and answer me this : You live softly and comfo^-
ably, you can have everything you want, even to the point of ^Se •

satisfaction of your desires boring you, and you do nothing useful.

L. (interrupting). Does any one 1

'

E. E. What, not the men who supply you with food ? Well, perhaps
they don't, if that's all they do.

L. Well, you know what I mean.
E. E. No, I'm damned if I do—unless 'tis "nothing" once again.

But you interrupted me with your meaningless pessimism. I say you
do nothing, and for that you have and spend the livelihood of a hun-
dred silk-weavers. You take a great deal out of the stock of w^ealth

of the world, and put nothing into it. As an inhabitant of another
world, allow me to ask, don't people look down upon you, jeer at you
for this ]

L. Certainly not ; I am much respected, looked up to—liked even.

E. E. Why %

L. Well, I'm a good-natured sort of fellow.

E. E. You should be that at least, considering your easy life. But
I wonder are you very clever % Perhaps a poet ;—no, of course not

:

you would have let me know that long ago—but are you very clever?

L. Certainly not a poet, not even an inarticulate one ; and not

specially clever, I admit. But look here, if I were, I shouldn't be
respected any more : I am respected because of my property, my
position.

E. E. Well, I haven't much else to ask you ; but tell me this : If

you were employing two workmen, and one did his day's work well

and straightforwardly and ate workman's victuals, and the other you
had to feed on venison and champagne, and his day's work came to

nothing, would you respect the second workman more than the first-

—

as his employer, you know %

L. Of course not ; but you see I'm not in the same position as the

second workman. You see, my dear sir, - the complexity of civilised

societv—in short, your question is quite wide of the mark.
IF." Oh, oh!

E. E. I must put the case otherwise, then. Here is a man (pointing

to Weaver) who works hard and usefully and is paid for it with £60 >

a-year and contempt ; and here is another (pointing to L.) who does

nothing at all and is paid for it with £6000 a-year and respect. As an
earnest enquirer, I ask if you can tell me why 1

L. These inequalities are necessary for the maintenance of society.

E. E. But it seems to me that it is an injustice, a gross one. Don't
you really think so too? Come, try to throw away caste prejudices,

and answer me like a man.
L. Well, perhaps it is—in the abstract.

E. E. Then injustice is necessary to the maintenance of society-—

why %

L. Because there must be rich and poor or there would be no society.

E. E. That is saying the same thing in other words. Again I ask,

why %

L. I know it always will be so, that's all.

^Y. Then it's a bad look-out—that's all.

[ While they have been talking, a small crowd has gathered about them,
under the impi^ession that an op)en-air meeting is going on. Enter to

them a policeman, under the same imiJression, ivho pushes through the

ring, and, seeing the Weaver, catches hold of him and gives him a rough
shake, and says, ^' Come, you get out of this. ^^ Exit Weaver, hurriedly,

glad to get off so lightly. Then policeman turns round to Landowner,
ivho is very nicely dressed, touches his helmet, and says, " Shall I get

you a cab, sir?^' Landovmer nods and 7noves off to meet the cab, and the

small croiod disperses. Earnest Enquirer ivalks off sloivly, soliloquising
J\

E. E, I must try to find out why ; for as the weaver said, 'tis a bad
look-out. Society should mean something else than organised injustice

;

and somewhere there ought to be the germs of a society of which no
one need ask the question, "Why does it exist?"

William Morris.

" Driven to Madness by the Cruelties of Castle Government."—The
N. Y. Herald of May 7 contains an account of the "arrival of thirteen late
members of the Eoyal Irish Constabulary " who " resigned for conscience
sake," from which it appears that one of them, Patrick M^Donough, " a fine-
looking young fellow of thirty-six," had become insane. Shortly after em-
barking, he commenced raving about the horrible scenes he had witnessed,
and imploring some imaginary persons to forgive hira for doing his duty.

^
Municipal Elections in Paris.—The result of the recent municipal elec-

tions in Paris has been on the whole satisfactory, for the Socialist Labour
Party have returned eleven representatives, while in the last municipal
council they were but four, hence a gain of seven seats. L^Intransigeant
gives a full list of the results of the ballot, from which we abstract for the
interest of our readers the following details : The new Council consists of 56
" Autonomistes," of which 45 are Socialist Eadieals (so to call them !) and
11 Eevolutionary Socialists ; 13 " Opportumsts " (as against 27 in the last
Coi^ncil) and 11 "Reactionaries."
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"have you not heard how it has gone with many a cause before now : FIRST, FEW ME«
HEED IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON I

'

Oommunications invited on Social Questions* They should be written on one side of
the papery addressed to the Editors^ 13 Farringdon Rd., E.G., and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As aU articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

Rejected MSS, only returned if a stamped directed envelope isJorwarded with them.

Subscriptions,—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s,;

six months, Ss,; three months. Is, 6d.

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E, C, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
0*B. (Cork).— ** The Fenian Song " was published, with music, by H. M. Higgins,

117, Randolph Street, Chicago, in 1864. Whether it can still be procured
we do not know. We have never seen it for sale in this country. "The
Rallying Song" ("Shouting the Battle-cry of Freedom") is included in
Boosey's * Musical Cabinet,' No. 88, Is.; " Garryowen " is in No. COG of
BoGsey's * Universal Music'

Feriodicals received during the week ending Wednesday May 25,

England
Jus
Norwich—Daylight
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Brotherhood
Die Autonomic

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald
Allahabad—People's Budget

United States
New York—Freiheit
Truthseeker
Der Bozialist
Leader

Boston—Woman's Journal
Denver (Col.) Labor Inquirer
Chicago (lU.)—Vorbote
Labor Enquirer

Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West
New Haven (Conn.)—Work-

men's Advocate

Seattle (W T) Voice of the People
Albina(Oreg.)—Weekly Courier
Cincinnati (O.) Unionist

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Socialiste
Le Revolte
L'lnsiirge

Lille—Le Travailleur
Guisi— ^e Devoir

Belgium
Brussels—L'Avant-Garde
Liege—L 'Avenir
Antwerp—De Werker

Holland
Hague-Recht voor Allen

Italy
Milan—11 Fascio Operaio
Naples —Humanitas

Austria
Vienna—Gleichheit

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat
Geneva—Bulletin Continental

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista
Cadiz—El Socialism©

Portugal
Lisbon—O Protesto Operario
Voz do Operario

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

Norway
Kristiania—Social-Democraten

Greece
Athens—Ardin

NOTES ON NEWS.
The Coercion Bill is being slowly dragged through committee, and at-

tacks are being made on its details with more or less success, so that
there are not wanting genuine anti-coercionists who are beginning to

feel elated at the prospect of the bill coming out of the mill something
quite different from what was intended. I would remind these persons
that it will in any case still be a coercion bill for Ireland ; that is to

say a bill for the manufacture of special crimes in that country, which
do not exist in England, Scotland or Wales, and that the Tory Govern-
ment and their Liberal allies will be quite satisfied with it in that form:
a few words more or less, what do they matter ?

In fact this struggle over the bill in committee illustrates very well
the impotency of minorities in Parliament, even when they are im-
portant, respectable, and numerous, and the futility of attempting to
use that body as a means of safeguarding the people from oppression.
The bill becomes law after all this sifting out of parts of it that are any
ways siftable ; nor, as the division on Sir W. Harcourt's amendment
shows, can the Opposition get rid of any of its principle ; nevertheless
anti-coercionists, and those as aforesaid, not of the mildest, are already
beginning to look with a kind of complacency on the altered bill, are
considering it to a certain extent as the work of their own hands, as
indeed it is or will be ; the effect of their guardianship of the liberties

of the people will be visible in it, and will take the edge off the resist-

ance of moderate opponents of the measure, or timid people, who will

say, we have done all we can do in the matter—through our representa-
tives in Parliament—and it isn't so bad after all : now let us go eat
our dinners and forget the Irish question.

That is of course just what all Governments reckon on in such cases

;

they don't expect to carry a measure condemned by the democracy by
the mere force of the accidental majority of that odd jumble of a body,
the voters of the United Kingdom ; they have always the fraud of

Parliamentary representation to help that force, and can depend on the
juggle of " determined opposition in committee " to do all they want for

them and enable them to pose as persons who are carrying out the will

of the people and are trying, so far as is possible, even to satisfy the
perhaps not unreasonable prejudices of the minority.

How different a figure the bill would have cut if instead of going-

night after night to fight the air in committee, the real opponents o£

coercion had said after the second reading : Well, the force of the

majority is yours and the bill is carried ; we have opposed it as well as
we could, and henceforth will have nothing to do with it, there is none
of our handiwork in it ; the whole measure is yours, face the public

with it in your hands as the only persons responsible for it. If they
had said that and then gone home till the business was over, would not
anti-coercion have been by now in a better position than it is ? Pos-
sibly in that case the Government might have put forward the bill in

all its hideous nakedness and so have courted open revolt, thereby

shocking the moderates into serious opposition : more probably they
would have felt extremely nervous under their ill-omened freedom from-

opposition, and would not have ventured as far as they are venturing-

now under opposition ; but in that case the public would have under-

stood clearly enough that their forbearance was caused by cowardice,

whereas they now suppose that they have yielded to reason as expressed
by the Opposition. In either case the Coercion Bill would have been
much more obvious for what it is, an impudent attack on the most
elementary liberties of the country. The Parliamentary sham-fight of

compromise and expediency has once more served the purpose it is sus-

tained for, that is keeping the people down ; and that in spite of the
thoroughly organised and sincere opposition of the Irish members, who
have done everything that they conld have done—as a Parliamentary'

party. For the kind of abstention I have alluded to could not be done
by a Parliamentary party.

Something has already been said in the Commonv)eal about the case

of the pit-brow women ; but owing to Mr. Burt's amendment to the

Mines Regulation Bill the matter is again before the public, and is^

now put before them with sentimental and even theatrical embellish-

ments which tend to obscure the real question at issue, which is briefly

this : Are these women to be used for doing work which is unfit for

women for the purpose of reducing the wages of working people *? The
capitalists very naturally answer " Yes," the working men as naturally

answer " No." The public, confused as it well may be by the fact,

amongst others, that the women engaged in this beastly work (also

quite naturally under the present muddled slavery of labour) do not

wish to lose their employment, doesn't know what to say. It may
therefore be explained to them once more that the women would not

be employed unless at lower wages than men would have to be paid,,

and that this is the case whenever women are employed on work which
they are not especially fitted for. Whatever boon, therefore, may be
conferred on the women by allowing them to work amidst filth for a
small wage, it will be no boon to, the working people in general.

A word may here be said to the " women's rights " group. They are

far too apt to put women forward as comj)etitQrs with men, and thereby
injure the cause of the emancipation of women which every Socialist

is bound to further. They are therefore blind to the fact that the

capitalist employment of women for the general cheapening of labour

is founded on that very dependence of women which they (and we)
want to get rid of. Under reasonable conditions of society every
woman will be free to earn her own livelihcod as every man will be,

but for that very reason there will be no competition between the

sexes ; and women will neither get nor seek employment in work whicb
man can do better than they can. Capitalism forces them to accept

such work now—at starvation wages; just as it forces males to accept

work which is not fit for hum in beings. As long as men are slaves,

women can be no better. Let the women's rights societies adopt that

last sentence as a motto—and act on it.

The East-end people may be congratulated on the new " palace

"

they are getting, though the word is an unsavoury one in the mouth of

the people. But what a number of East-enders there will be whose
poverty will prevent them from using it ! People too ragged, dirty,,

ignorant—in a word, too degraded to use it. And even those of the

workers who can use it, can they do so with due pleasure and content ?

Surely not, when they contrast its magnificence with their own narrow,,

inconvenient, sordid dwellings and their wretched surroundings. Until

their private houses are roomy, comfortable, and pleasant, they cannot

really enjoy splendid public buildings ; they have got to go back again

to their narrow, shabby lodgings, and beastly workshops—and live there.

Surely when true society takes the place of false, we shall raise beauti-

ful and magnificent halls with their surroundings for the use of alL

But the contrast will not then be between splendour and sordidness,

but between splendour and special beauty and the due simplicity of.

the dwelling of a private person which is quite consistent with beauty

and convenience. William Morris.

Short Drama in two Scenes.—First scene : Millionaire seated in an
easy chair ; by him stands a Poor Man in a supplicating attitude.

Millionaire :
" Ahem ! Very sorry, my young friend, that I can do nothing

for you. But I can give you a word of good advice—economise !

"

Poor Man : But when a man has nothing to
"

Millionaire :
" Nonsense ! Under such circumstances a man must know

how to save."

Second scene : The Millionaire is drowning in a pond ; the Poor Man
calmly regarding him from the shore.

Poor Man : "Sorry, my friend, that I can do nothing for you, but I can
give you a word of good advice—swim !

"

Millionaire (choking) : "Biib-bub-but wh-when a man can't swim !"

Poor Man ;
" Nonsense ! Under these circumstances a man must know

1 how to swim."

—

Nevxastle Chronicle.
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THE MORROW OF THE REVOLUTION.
We Socialists are often asked the question, wliat would 3^ou do if you
found yourselves with power in your hands to-morrow 1 This question

is not an unreasonable one, and I think it is one that Socialists should

discuss before the day finds them unprepared. In Paris sixteen years

ago the problem had to be faced in a practical manner, but the leaders

of Paris were then unhappily in utter confusion as to its solution. It

is true they performed the ordinary executive functions of an admin-
istration admirably ; and it is suflSicient to point to their example to

confute those who affect to laugh at the notion of men unacquainted
with official red-tape being put in responsible positions. But when it

came to the question of any new departure to be made the council-

room of the Commune was the battle-ground of rival propositions.

Now it seems to me that it is not unprofitable for Socialists to enter

upon the discussion of such points as these at once, and as far as may
be to "thrash them out," before rather than after they are called

upon to act.

The usual reply to the question referred to in opening is that we
intend to nationalise or communise the means of production and dis

tribution. This is undoubtedly strictly and literally correct, but from
the questioner's point of view it may possibly be regarded as what a
celebrated character of Dickens' would have called an " evasive answer."
If further elucidation is required we proceed to explain that we mean
to take over the big industries, railways, factories, banks—all, in short,

that are sufficiently concentrated to admit of being worked by the

State—and to proceed by the erection of communal or municipal work-
shops and stores on a large scale to undermine by competition the

individualist-capitalist production and distribution. So far so good.

But all this takes time to work itself out ; " While the grass grows," says

Hamlet, etc. An objection may be raised, therefore, that in a period of

revolution it would be necessary to take certain immediate steps of an ad
interim character to satisfy legitimate popular demands and to forestall

the panem et circences schemes of reactionary demagogues—Tory and
Liberal " democrats," to wit. In other words, it may be insisted that

the ptirely economic action of the organised Socialist administrative must
be supplemented by legislative and judicial action for the former to

have the chance of taking effect. That this is the case I am myself
convinced. What action, then, would be the right one to be taken
in addition to the orthodox economic readjustment above referred to,

and which would of course be the mainspring of fundamental social

reconstruction % In this instance, as in many others, I find the tra-

ditional three courses present themselves; with this difference, that

here, as I take it, not one only, but all would have to be followed,

since they are all more or less interconnected. To be brief, the first

is the reduction of the working day to eight hours or less ; the second,

the all-important correlative of this action (without which I fear the

limitation of hours would be merely illusory)—viz., the enactment of

a law of maximum and minimum', and the third the abrogation of
** civil " law, especially that largest department of it which is concerned
with the enforcement of contract and the recovery of debt. As to the

first of these provisions, it is unnecessary to say much, the reduction

of the working day having become a plank in the working-class plat

form throughout the world. But the second and third may need a

word of explanation. By a law of maximum, and minimum^ then, we
mean the fixation of a maximum or compulsory price for all the neces-

sary articles of everyday consumption—ordinary food, clothing, firing,

etc.—and a minimum or lowest wage for the day's work in every in-

dustry, or at least in all the more important industries. This it seems
is a necessary concomitant of a reduction of the working day, otherwise

the price of necessaries must tend to rise in proportion to the increased

cost of production, or wages to fall, or perhaps both. Of the abolition

of civil law I have elsewhere spoken, sliowing this law to be indeed the

logical result of an individualist society and the indispensable corollary

of such a society, but to have no reason of being in one based on col-

lective possession of the means of production and distribution. The
grounds of this are obvious. In an individualist society, where every
man is fighting for his own hand in the melee of competition, he
requires as the first condition that the laws of the war should be
observed—that is, that plunder and murder should follow the prescribed

rules, since if they are departed from his position as a combatant is

prejudiced. In fact, witliout the enforcement of such rules the fight

itself would be impossible, so that they are vital even to the very
existence of competition or the commercial system.

On the other hand, under a CoUectivist regime they are neither

necessary for the system nor for the individual. The latter has his

livelihood already assured by the constitution of society in return for

his share of its needful work, and is no longer under the necessity of

struggling as an individual with his fellows for his share of the produce
of labour. Hence, he is not dependent for his subsistence upon any
contract or agreement he may choose to make with other individuals.

Any such agreement must therefore become a purely subsidiary and
private matter, with which he has no right to expect Society to concern
itself. Socialism implying that contract has ceased to be the corner-

stone of economic conditions and social relations, it would be but
natural that a revolutionary government should proclaim that fact in

abolishing its legal sanctions. But there are additional reasons, and
those of expediency, why this should be an immediate measure : (1)
The abolition of enforcement of contract (including recovery of debt)
would instantly put a stop to an enormous mass of swindling now
carried on under the eyes of the law

; (2) would effectually preclude
the possibility of even temporary competition with the government or

municipal industries ; and (3) would as effectually prevent any evasion

of the law of maximum and minimum} In fact, the abolition o{ the

courts taking cognisance of contract (including the recovery of debt)

would of itself so dislocate the whole commercial system, as to render

its resuscitation during any period of temporary reaction well-nigh

impossible.

These three provisions, I take it, ought to be the immediate issue of

the attainment of power by a Socialist government. For the rest it

might be further asked by one desirous for light, what attitude would
a Socialist administration adopt towards the existing criminal law ? To
this also, so far as I am personally concerned, I am prepared with an
answer. The customary laws of Anglo-Saxon tribal society, w4iich

form the basis of the so-called common law of England, as they became
inappropriate to the new conditions, have been gradually superseded by
legislation or by statutes, and these form the main body of our modern
criminal law. Westminster has dictated statutes which have taken
the place of the local " common law." This is necessarily the case as

primitive society merges into civilisation. Civilised law, which is based
on the independence of the individual and on the personal possession

and control of property, is necessarily opposed to " customary law,"^

which presupposes the dependence of the individual on a group and
the collective ownership of property by that group. The latter (viz.,

customary law) will stretch and may be modified, it is true (as evi-

denced by the English "common law"), up to a certain point in

accordance with the changed conditions ; but beyond this it has to be

supplemented, and is finally superseded by legislative enactments or

statutes. Now, as Socialists, we believe that civilisation is destined,

to pass into a new and higher communism, just as tribal communism
has passed into civilisation, and that therewith the whole of modern
legislation will become obsolete. But, meanwhile, and until the

economic change has worked itself out in ethical change, it is clear

that a criminal law must exist. The only question is whether its basis

shall be a mass of anomalous statutes and precedents or a logical

system. In the one case the sweeping changes which it would be

necessary for a Socialist government to make, would be complicated

and hampered in a thousand ways. In the other they could be effected

with ease. Now the most perfectly logical and connected system of

jurisprudence is admitted by all students of law to be the Roman or

civil law, and in modern- times the system founded upon it was preva-

lent over a part of the Continent, and known as the " Code Napoleon."
My answer then to those who would know the proper course for

a revolutionary government to take in the matter of jurisprudence, is

that in my view such a government should, in countries where the
" Code Napoleon " does not obtain, immediately suspend the existing

criminal law and replace it by this code, at the same time appointing

a committee of urgency to expurgate and amend it in accordance with
the new Socialist morality. Such expurgation, it is possible, might
leave little of the original in the end, but that original would have
acted as a working basis and so served its purpose. The crucial dis-

tinction, it must never be forgotten in all these matters, between the

old Society and the new, is that the one is based on the absolute

sacredness of personal property, the other recognises the welfare of

the community alone as the one absolutely sacred claim, all other claims^

having validity only in so far as they are derived from this one.

E. Belfort Bax.

NORTHUMBRIAN NOTES.
In Northumberland we have had a visit from the harmless old gentleman
who commands the British army. He was opening a big show which is

making a stir here just now. It was very funny and very degrading to see
how thousands of people flocked after and cheered this person. The shop-
keepers, however, in the most disloyal manner, tell one that they are in

favour of the Jubilee fuss if it brings them more trade, and against it if not.

Their straightforwardness is refreshing, even if their motives are not of the
highest.

Socialism in the North of England is now on a secure footing. The
gratifying outcome of our agitation is the establishment of the North of

England Socialist Federation—a solid labour organisation, chiefly miners,
at present consistinor of twelve branches and over 1200 enrolled members.
Rules are,being drafted by a committee, and everything is going on in the

most satisfactory manner.
The strike is now practically settled. By a large majority the men have

decided to give the Wage Committee power to settle on the best terms they
can obtain. This means little short of surrender. But the men have no
disgrace attaching to their defeat. For seventeen weeks they have stood

out, living on a few pence a-day, maintaining a quiet and peaceful demeanour,
but with a dogged determination that nothing could overcome. That they

have suffered keenly no one who has seen them and known them can doubt.

Their battle was rendered doubly hard by the bitter knowledge that their

leaders, who ought to have cheered them on and fought for them, hung back,

gloomily predicting defeat before they had made an effort for victory.

The men feel and say that they could have won this fight had their leaders

fought with them ; but from the first, defeat seemed certain, since the leaders

not only predicted it, but did nothing, where they could have done much,
to avert it. The strike has taught many lessons, but most of all the lesson

that unity is essential to the miners cause and the cause of all the workers.
The men have fought splendidly. There is nothing in the annals of the

last quarter of a century of the labour-struggle to surpass it. Perhaps the

sturdy chainmakers of Cradley Heath should be excepted. But here the

whole county have fought magnificently against their foes and against their

generals too. By standing out they have shown the true grit they are made
of. They have also given the masters a lesson that they had never expected

but fully deserved. J. L. Mahon.

^ The reason of the inefficacy of the mediaeval laws against usury, which has
been the subject of so many hoinilies on the part of orthodox economists, was
simply owing to the fact that concurrently with the anti-usury laws, there existed
laws for the recovery of debts.
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THE LABOUR JSTRUGiaLE.
This 'department is under the direction of the Strike Committee. Labour News
%^land Contributions to the Fund should be sent to T. Binning, at the Offices,

P>RITAIN.

The members of the Hackney liadical Clnb have organised a subscription

ill aid of the pitmen who are on strike in Northumberland.

At Darlaston there is a partial strike of the nut and bolt trade, owing to

the attempt of one of the firms to enforce a reduction of wages and the al-

leged resort in other cases to violation of the Truck Act.

Several delegates of the Knights of Labour have recently arrived in Eng-
land from the United States, and are now engaged in constituting assemblies
of that order. They are said to be meeting with some success, and already
several have been formed in the North of England.

The strike in the coal trade at Hebburn is now at an end. The men at the

"C" pit came out in December last. The dispute was eventually referred to

arbitration, and a settlement was arrived at in Durham on the 18th. The
miners rcommenced work on Monday. Between 600 and 700 men have been
*' out " for five months.

Intimation has been given by the Gourock Ropework Co. (N. B.) to the
whole of their workpeople of a reduction in wages of from 7 to 15 per cent.

This reduction comes into effect at once, and extends to both male and female
workers. As the works have been running only four days per week for some
time, the reduction will be severely felt.

As a consequence of Mr. Gosclien's budget arrangements as to the duty on
tobacco, a large number of men, it is reported, have been discharged for three
vveeks from the firm of Messrs. Levy Brothers, tobacconists. Shored itch.

Many operatives have already been discharged from other firms, and the new
arrangement is likely to cause the closing of at least two large factories in

the East-end.

The chainmakers have the satisfaction of being able to report several firms
conceding the advance. At these firms work has commenced. At a recent
meeting, Mr. Homer, the chairman, said they intended to boycott those men
who had been at work during the time they had been on strike. They were
determined not to resume work till they had attained their object. It was
unanimously resolved to continue the strike. This is the 42nd week. A. K.
Donald is now in the district as a delegate from the Strike Committee of the
Socialist League. His report will probably be given in this column next
week.

Strike of Boys.—On the IGth, the boys to the number of 32, who perform
the duties of "putters-up" and "takers-in" at the new gas tank house of

Londonderry Bottleworks, Seaham Harbour, belonging to Messrs. Candlish
and Sons, struck work, and men have had to be engaged in their places, so

tliat the men employed in gathering, blowing, and finishing will not be
stopped. The refusal of the boys to go in is said to be owing to the adoption
of a new code of working rules by the firm, by which the former allege their
ivages are considerably reduced.

The NoLtliumberland miners have now reached the last stage of orthodox
strikes. A.t the meeting last Saturday the result of the vote on the terms of

suiTender was decided, and the Wages Committee are empowered to make
the best terms. The M.P. and other "trimmers " of the miners' organisation,

have gained a decided victory, and have assisted the masters to a great extent
in bringing about a conclusion to the strike. This will probably be the last

strike bossed by the " old gang " who, on the slightest pretext play into the
capitalists' hands and leaA^e the men to fight both enemies and quondam
friends. It is to be hoped the next turn-out will be a Socialist movement.
The terms of the settlement are reductions of 12J and 6i respectively on dif-

ferent classes of coal.

The Strike in the Belfast Shipruilding Trade.—The employers are
acting in the most high-handed manner. A deputation of the Queen's Island
workers waited on the heads of the firm and were told if the men were not
willing to go back to work under the old conditions the employers were
prepared to '' let the grass grow on the yard." Messrs. Harland and Wolff
have decided to close their yard for at least a month, and have discharged
the apprentices and clerks. Notwithstanding that subscriptions are coming
in very slowly, and that the men are beginning to feel pinched, they are still

determined to hold out. At a recent mass meeting, on a show of hands
being called for, not a dissentient was to be seen in the entire assembly.

Bolton.—The strike in the iron trade seemed likely to come to an end.
The Mayor intervened— taking the tide in the affairs of the disputants which
was thought might lead to a settlement. The ironworkers however rejected
an offer by the masters, who suggested that the men should continue at work
for three months, withdraw their objections to overtime, and then consent to

the refereeship of the Mayor in the matter of wages. A counter-proposal
was made to the masters, which was not divulged.—The spinners engaged at
the Vernon mills, have struck against a reduction of wages.—It is satisfactory
to see that Herbert Fletcher, owner and manager of the Lady Shore Colliery,

was fined £20 and costs for refusing to comply with the award of an umpire
to stop working the mine with naked lights. The award was backed by 300
men who were employed by the defendant.

BELGIUM.
Great Strike in the Mining Centres.—" La Grove noire " has been

spreading through the mining districts in Belgium with telegraphic rapidity.

In the Centre work has been completely stopped at the forges at La Hestre,
Haine-Saint-Pierre, Baume, the workshops and smelting factories at La
Croy^re, etc. Military assistance has been called into requisition, and in

several places the military have come into contact with the enraged strikers

at the mouth of the pits. At La Croyere, the gendarmes charged the strikers

very indiscriminately and killed and wounded several among their number.
In the Charleroi coal basin the spread of the strike has been less rapid,

though at Gilly, where as at Chatelet it is principally accentuated, the col-

lieries and several of the workshops are guarded by a squadron of lancers

which arrived from Tournai. The strikers in the Centre number over 3000.

In the Borinage the number of those on strike has been 6000, but has since

considerably diminished. Several arrests have been made, among them being
Loor and Coureur, editors of the Combat,

Charleroi, May 22.—Numerous meetings have been held here to-day, at
which a general strike was decided upon for to-morrow. The Burgomaster
has asked for a battery of artillery to be sent here this evening. The Dis-
trict Court is sitting uninterruptedly, and great anxiety prevails.

CIGAR-MAKING IN ENGLAND.
(Concluded from p. 164).

This trade is the only one, the raw material of which is heavily taxed

by an excise duty. It is owing to this fact that in the early spring of

the year the trade becomes " slack," and men are thrown out of em-

ployment. The employers are ever expectant of an alteration of duty,

and await anxiously the introduction of the Budget in the House of

Commons. In 1878, Sir S. Northcote, then Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer, raised the duty on leaf tobacco from 3s. 2d. to 3s. ^a., an

increase of 4d. on the pound The employers at once commenced an

agitation, in which they succeeded, to obtain an increased duty on

foreign and Continental cigars, " to equalise the tariff and protect the

home market." In the meantime, the employers took good care to

well stock their warehouses with tobacco before the new and increased

duty came into operation, thus gaining 4d. on every pound of leaf

cleared. Not content with this, they also in many cases forced a

reduction in the prices they were paying to their operatives, contend-

ing tliat the consumer would not pay the enhanced price for tobacco

and cigars, and that they would be at an enormous loss to continue

manufacturing at the old prices. We were obliged to give way.

The duties remained as above until the 21st of April, 1887, when
Mr. Goschen, Chancellor of the Exchequer, introduced the Budget,

and to the surprise of every one proposed to take off the 4d. Sir S.

Northcote put on, this to come into operation on the 21st of May.
As soon as this became known, the employers began to discharge their

" hands " until that time. The unions at once decided to send depu-

tations to the employers with a view of arresting the wholesale dis-

charge of the men, and at the same time to seek the co-operation of

the employers in requesting the Chancellor to either give a rebate of

4d. on all tobaccos cleared out of bond until the 21st of May, or bring

the new tariff into operation as early as possible. They assured our

deputation that they could rely on their support in what we were

doing, and even promised to keep the men at work on short time rather

than discharge them, a promise they forgot to keep in a large number
of cases. Many of the employers offered a reduction as a condition

to keep the men at work, and in the case of a very " respectable
"

firm in Long Acre, they offered a reduction of 6d. per hundred to the-

cigar-makers and 20 per cent, to weekly servants, which was persisted

in until the news of the rebate granted by the Chancellor reached the

firm.

I am glad to say that both in London and the country the female

section of the trade have greatly aided us in resisting all offers of

reduction in this crisis.

We have been repeatedly told that the interests of the employers

and the men are identical, and yet, while the unions were endeavour-

ing to bring the new tariff into operation as soon as possible (to the

employer's benefit in the long run), the Masters' Association were in

solemn conclave, and resolved " to strongly recommend the Chancellor

to adhere to May 21st for the reduction of the tobacco duty in order

that the manufacturers might have time to clear their stocks 1
" So

much for identity of interests 1

The Chancellor also proposes to make it illegal to sell tobacco con-

taining more than 35 per cent, of water. The extent to which adul-

teration has been carried with smoking tobaccos since 1878, has

attracted the attention of the novice as well as the expert. As much
as 65 to 70 per cent, of adulteration has been discovered in the

commoner kinds of tobacco, thus increasing the already enormous

profits of the manufacturers.

It is not generally known that every large spinner of tobacco has

his chemical laboratory, in which " scientific " experiments are carried

on and applied to this industry—an example of stimulus to invention

which Socialists hear so mucl) about to-day. The employers, therefore,

are quite angry with Goschen for tampering with it, and are loudly

protesting against the interference with their genius.

In the Tobacco Trade Bevieio for this month (the employers' journal)

there are several letters of protest against the proposed alteration.

The following is an extract from a letter by some one who signs himself
" W. D." : "My impression is that the boon offered by the Chancellor

of the Exchequer in the reduction of the tobacco duties is more than

neutralised by the restriction of the amount of added moisture per-

mitted. Doubtless the working man will get more tobacco for his 3d.

and perhaps of better quality. The retail shopkeeper also will do

better, because his roll and common shag will not shrink on his hands,

but there v/ill be much inconvenience caused by the extinction of the

wholesale dealers, for whose profits and expenses no margin will be

left." He concludes by asking : Would it not be better to leave the

question of added moisture to the oj^eration of the natural law of trade

competition ? (The italics are mine.)

The above is a good sample of the "cheek" of those "gentlemen"

who fill the Revieiv with " trade requests " and nostrums of doubtful

utility. Another correspondent (a retailer) writes to ask a very
" ticklish question," eminently useful as indicating the general efiiciency

of prohibitory enactments :
" Sir, can you or any of your readers give

me any idea how the authorities are going to carry out the clauses

restricting the sale of tobacco containing over 35 per cent, of moisture %

A roll of thick twist as a whole may be within the limit, but the outer

laps will be very much so, and the inner core probably just as much
over-weighted with increase. Will the Excise take the average of the

roll, or the outer laps, or the inner ones, for the purpose of testing %

And what are the penalties imposed for infractions ?

"

These letters are sufficiently suggestive to any one to show that there
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\fLre always opportunities afForded manufacturers to adulterate their

t^oods in spite of thre Governinent regulations.

!pefore closing, this review, a word as to the unions in existence

^flaOBg cigar-makers in England is necessary. There are two societies,

'the Cigar-makers' Mutual Association (to which I belong) and the

^i:ovident Society. The latter have about 250 members, and I believe

.their financial position is fair. A few facts and figures pertaining to

iifche former association may be interesting and instructive. The figures

I am about to give will illustrate the ravages made by the recent

depression in trade on our financial position. The general fund on

April 25th, 1885, was £1283, 4s. 5d. Up to Jan. 23, 1886, we paid

to men out of work £1508, 4s. : there were 1003 members on the roll

at that time. We were now, however, to experience a still heavier strain

on our funds. In the following quarter, from Jan. 23, 1886, to April

24, we paid to men out of work £571, 2s., and £156, 2s. 6d. to men on

the sick list, which ultimately brought our general fund to the small

figure of £733, Is, 3d., or a loss on the quarter of £390, 16s. 4d. In

the next three months we paid to men out of work £414, Is. 6d., and

another £110, 8s. 6d. to men on the sick list, losing on the quarter,

one way and another, £74, 16s. lOd., our funds standing at £658, 4s. 5d.

We therefore paid in out-of-work benefit alone during the period from

April 25, 1885, to Jan. 21, 1887, £2625, 9s., while our membership

has decreased to 917 ; the funds standing at £913, 14s., a loss of over

£370 in just on two years, showing we are rapidly losing ground as

trades' unionists.^

Socialism has made but little progress among cigar-makers up to the

present titne, but there is every indication that the men are every day

becoming more willing to listen to anything pertaining to their position

as workmen. They are for the most part a fairly intelligent body of

men, many of whom have displayed in the past a self-sacrificing spirit

for the general good ; and I have no fear that, as time rolls on, and
the great social change for which Socialists strive looms up in the

distance, those engaged in the cigar industry will not be found wanting.

H Davis.

SOCIALISM IN NORWICH—HENDERSON'S RELEASE.

.On Sunday morning Morley gave a short address near Ber Street Fountain. In
the afternoon a very large meeting assentbled, notwithstanding the rain had been
falling incessantly. Henderson M'as greeted with a hearty welcome, it being the
first meeting since his release. He spoke for some time. The following resolu-

tion was carried unanimously :
" That this meeting of Norwich workers considers

that the imprisonment which Charles Wilfred Mowbray is now suffering is an
unjust one, and calls for his speedy release." After the meeting, cheers were
given for Henderson. Collected for defence, 7s. In the ev^ening Henderson and
Slaughter spoke on Agricultural Hall Plain. At the Gordon Hall, which was
crowded, many being unable to get in, comrade Slaughter in the chair, Hender-
son lectured on "Civilisation of Prison Life," giving some experience of his

recent imprisonment. He spoke of the many martyrs who had suffered for their

opinions and still continued carrying on their mission, amidst frequent bursts of

applause from the audience. Morley and another comrade also spoke. A good
meeting was held at Wymondham, addressed by comrades Morley, Reux, and
Stone. Literature has had a good sale ; all Commonweal sold out. A. S.

The following additional particulars of the release of our comrade Henderson,
taken from a report in a local paper, will no doubt be of interest to our readers.

It has been known for some days past by Norwich Socialists that Fred Hender-
son would be released from the Castle yesterday morning at about seven o'clock.

Arrangements were therefore made to give him a hearty welcome on his return
to public life, and at that hour a goodly number of people had assembled in the
vicinity of the Castle gates, amongst w^hom were comrades Crotch, Sutton, etc.

But the object of their search had left the place of his temporary retirement an
bour previously, having, we are told, been pressed to leave the prison even as
early as five o'clock. However, Henderson was not far off, for presently putting
in an appearance he was cordially greeted by his old friends, and a procession
was formed for the Market Place, where a short meeting was held. The hero of
the *' demonstration" was cheered and received with manifestations of welcome.
He thanked them for their kindness in thus meeting him, and said he hoped to

be able to re-commence his work on behalf of Socialism in the city. An adjourn-
ment was then made by a select few to the Gordon Cafe, Duke Street, where a

: substantial breakfast was eaten, served by comrade Slaughter. In the evening
there was a welcome home tea and social gathering at the Gordon Hall, the
rendezvous of the local branch of the Socialist League. The tea was supplied by
comrade Slaughter, and 150 persons sat down. After tea a social entertainment
of a miscellaneous character was lield, under the chairmanship of comrade Sutton,
who was supported by comrades Slaughter, Crotch, and Henderson, the guest of

,the evening. The hall, which was densely crowded, was tastefully decorated
with red baize, Socialist mottoes, cartoons, and portraits, among which were
^those of Henderson, Mowbray, Morris, Kropotkine, and others. .Letters and
'telegrams were received during the evening from Annie Besant, giving "cordial
congratulations and good wishes ;

" from Mahon, who is with the Northumberland
miners, *' with hearty greetings," and stating that they had in Newcastle just

started a Socialist Federation there with 1200 members; from the Clerkenwell
Branch, with " hearty greetings ;

" from the Social-Democratic Federation, giving
:*' hearty congratulations;" etc. The programme consisted of songs, selections

by a brass band under the direction of Crotch, recitations, readings, and short
speeches. Comrade Slaughter gave in felicitous terms the toast of *' The Prisoners
for the Cause throughout the World," and it was responded to by Fred Henderson
in an eloquent speech, in which he declared his intention of never faltering in his

agitation. He regarded the Cause as the only thing worth living for. His
remarks were listened to with deep attention, and applauded frequently. Com-
rade Crotch, on behalf of the local branch, presented Fred Henderson with
Byron's Works, two volumes, and ' Tales of Revolution and Patriotism,' by the
daughter of Joseph Cowen of Newcastle. In response to the toast of *' The Visi-

''tors," Mr. E. Burgess, Rev. Charles Roper, B.A., and Mr. J. F. Thorn delivered
• short addresses. The assembly broke up at a late hour.

Powderly and the Labour Party.—A series of resolutions passed by the
"Portland (Oregon) Eureka Assembly K. of L. are in type, but unavoidably held
over by press of matter.

" ^ We pay 9^. per week to men out of wprk,, for thirteen weeks, and 6s. per
Week for the next thirteen. The same to men en sick-list.

FOR THE CONFERENCE.

Whitsimda9/y 1887.

Though Pentecost but faintly now recall

The rushing mighty wind and tongues of flame

Wherewith the universal spirit came
Upon the faithful at the festival,

When all the startled strangers in the hall

Heard them in divers tongues one truth proclaim,

And in the concord of a common aim -

They gave their goods each for the good of all

;

Yet if like them we seek the highest good

In earnest union, and cast out to-day

The evil spirit of mistrust and strife,

Our tidings shall be told and understood

Through all the nations, and our hands shall lay

The new foundation of the house of life.

Reginald A. Beckett.

Anti-Coercion Demomstration in Victoria Park, on

Saturday May 21st, 1887.

No. 10 was the platform occupied by the Socialist League, atid although
neither Liberal, Radical, nor pseudo-Socialist spoke therefrom, a large.and
enthusiastic audience assembled around it, despite the unpropitious nature^

of the weather, which on this occasion was enough to make the stoutest

heart quail. The proceedings were opened by
H. A. Barker, who stated that they were there that day to make their

voice heard on behalf of freedom and against coercion, not because the

coercion on this occasion emanated from the Tories. From whatever source

it came—Liberal or Tory—they denounced it, and not in mere party fashion,

but because they hated coercior; and loved liberty. The history of both
political parties showed that neither had scrupled to use this hateful weapon
when the interests of the monopolists were threatened. ^

William Morris moved the first resolution, which was as follows :

" That this meeting expresses its deep abhorrence of the Coercive Measures
levelled against the Irish nation, and is of opinioa^hat, the Land Question being

at the root of the Irish troubles, no political chaiipf can have permanent value

unless accompanied by, or be in the direction of the abolition of Landlordism in

Ireland ; and is further of opinion that the Irish nation should be left free to

settle with the landlords without any restriction whatever from the English

Parliament."

In moving it he declared that this question cf coercion concerned the people

of England, Scotland, and Wales equally as much as it did those of Ireland.

That unholy trinity, Salisbury, Hartington, and Chamberlain were doing all

in their power to maintain entire what were called "the indefeasible rights

of property." He warned his hearers not to allow themselves to be hocussed

by this trinity, who, after all, were not concerned so much about Home Rule
for Ireland as they were about the domination of the privileged class, a class

which depended for its existence upon the robbery of the worker. They '

had all learnt that commandment which said, " Thou shalt not steal," let

them learn another, viz., "Thou shalt not be stolen from."

G. Bernard Shaw seconded, and in doing so asked his hearers to drop all

pretence of special sympathy with the Irish people, the English people were

as bad off and as hardly used as Avere the Irish. In most cases in Ireland

the tenant was not evicted unless he owed at least six months' rent ; such

was not the case here, where folk were turned out without owing anything-

like that amount of rent. The fact was our hardships were just as great as

those of the Irish, we were oppressed just the same, and the only difference

between them and ourselves was that they protested, warred against their-

oppressors, while we bore in silence the very same oppression.

W. C. Wade, in supporting the resolution, declared that when the aboli-

tion of slavery was proposed all privilege stood up against it, and to-day as

then privilege was up in defence of its rights^ rights which could only be

enforced at the expense and misery of the workers. To-day they were wage-

slaves, formerly they were chattel-slaves, and until they freed themselves

economically they must remain so. . .

The resolution was then put and carried unanimously,

H. Davis then moved : • v

'' That this meeting firmly believes that the English, Scotch, Irish, and Welsh
people are enslaved by the present capitalist system, which by means of the
monopoly of the means of production robs every working-man of the results of

his labour, and determines to do whatever is necessary to do away with the
slavery of labour."

J. Lane seconded, and remarked that if t'ley w^ere to be free they must
free themselves. The present capitalist system must result in bringing

about a social revolution, and it was coming whether they w^anted it or not^

and it behoved them to so act that when the crisis came it would find them
prepared and able to take possession of the land and the means of produc-

tion, and to use them in the interest of the whole community.
S. Mainwaring, in supporting the resolution, descanted upon the hard-

ships of the worker, and spoke with much animation. On some of his.

remarks being called in question by a man in the crowd, he concluded by
enforcing upon his hearers the necessity for combination, without which tbfe

'

cause of the workers was hopeless;

The resolution was carried by a large majority, which, considering its

nature and the mixed character of the meeting is most encouraging.

This concluded the meeting so far as the League was concerned ; and wet
and steaming the occupants of Platform 10 drove from the park, leaving

behind it knots of people discussing what they had just heard of Socialism

and seen of its advocates. H. A. Barker;

The Strike in the Bolton Iron Trade.—Importation of Foreign Work*,
MEN.—In connection With the strike in the Bolton iron trade, Messrs. Wood, a

local firm of engineers, have imported a number of foreign workmen, whomr>th?y
wished to provide with sleeping accommodation on the premises. The str^iei

hands on Tuesday night intercepted ar.quantity of bedding and assailed the up-

holsterers with stones and other missiles* * Great excitemeut prevailed. :*. .:

ik
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Offices : Farringdox Road E.G.

Annual Conference.—Morning, lO to l. After-
noon, 2 to 5. Evening, till business is concluded.

f French Class.—Discontinued during the summer
months.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
Birmingham, to August 31. Manchester, to Octo-

ber 31. Leicester, South London, to December 31,
1880. Bradford, Croydon, Edinburgh, Hackney,
Hammersmith, Hoxton (Labour Emancipation League),
Hull, Ipswich, Lancaster, Leeds, Marylebone, Mer-
ton, Norwich, Shields, Walsall, to March 31.

Bloom.sbury, Clorkenwell, Glaspjow, North London,
Oxford, to April 30, 1SS7.

STRIKE COMMITTEE.
-P. W,, Is. T. BiN.NiNG, Treasurer.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
T. B. (weekly), Gd. \V. B. (weekly), 6d.

Ph. W., Treasurer, May 24.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
Memo., per Christian Socialist, 3s. Dutch Section,

International Club, Tottenham Street, 7s. Webb, Is.

For Mrs. Mowbray—K few Fabians, per Annie Besant
(weekly), 10s.—Total, £1 Is. J. Lane, Treasurer.

HENDERSON HELP FUND.
H. Wood, 2s. R. S. P., 2s. H. Wall, 6d. A,

Pearse, 6d.

Northumberland Miners-
Collected in Regent's Park, Sunday, May 22, per

Cantwell, 7s.

and on the show of hands the chairman declared a

majority had voted for the Socialist. In the evening

at 6.30, Mahon addressed a meeting in the Market
Place at South Shields, Wood taking the chair. At
8 Malion spoke again on the other side of the water,

and a meeting of tlie branch was held at 9 in the

Gladstone Hall. J. H. Stevens was unanimously
elected delegate of the branch to the Conference. A
further meeting was arranged for the following Thurs-
day to complete arrangements for carrying on the

propa2;anda, and for discussing the advisability of

joining or co-operating with the North of England
Socialist Federation.—J. H., sec.

Walsall.—Comrade A. K. Donald arrived here on
Friday night, and on Saturday afternoon visited Wed-
nesbury and Darlaston, accompanied by H. Sanders
and Deakin. Owing to the wretched weather we
were unable to get up a meeting at Wednesbury, but
had a fair gathering at Darlaston, which Donald and
Sanders addressed. At night, Donald and Sanders
spoke to a good number of people on the Bridge,

Walsall, but owing to a heavy storm coming on were
prevented from taking up our usual position in the

Market-place. On Sunday morning, the Roman
Catholic Church was attended to hear a sermon upon
"Socialism" by the Rev. Dr. McCarten, on which
comrade Donald will report. In the afternoon we
journeyed to Willenhall and held a fair meeting,

Donald, Sanders, and Deakin speaking, and returned

to Walsall at night, where Sander* opened a meeting
and was followed by Donald, who was listened to by
an audience of several hundreds, who appeared greatly

interested. At the close a number of questions were
put to Donald and satisfactorily disposed of. A good
quantity of literature has been sold, and the cause

considerably helped forward here by Donald's visit.

To-day (Monday) he goes to Cradley Heath to inves-

tigate the condition of the white slaves of the chain-

making trade.—J. T. D.

\^ORTS.BRANCH
Bloomsbury.—A large meeting assembled on Thurs-

day to hear comrade Aveling lecture on " Radicalism

and Socialism." The lecture was listened to with

much interest. A few questions were asked, and in

the discusg^on which followed George Bernard Shaw
and others took part.—U.
CLERKENWELL.~On Wednesday, May IS, T. Dal-

ziel addressed a fair audience on " Proto-Socialism."

On Sunday, May 22, T. E. Wardle lectured on " The
Ju])ilee Coercion Bill."-~W. B. and T. E. VV.

Hackney.—II. Craham addressed a good meeting

at the Broadweiy, London Fields, on Wednesday last.

On Sunday morning, Vanderhout addressed a large

and attentive audience at the Salmon and Ball.

Hoxton.—On Sunday evening, H. H. Sparling gave

a very instructive and interesting lecture on " Sub-

sistence Wages," which was well appreciated by the

audience.
Merton.—We held a good open-air meeting^ on

Mitcham Fair Green. Sale of Coinmonweal fair. Kitz

and Eden were, the speakei^.— F. K. i/lH.

North London and Marylebone. — On Sunday

morning, at Regents' Park, a very good meeting was

addressed by Cantwell, Brookes, and NicoU. Some-

body rather roused the ire of the audience by claim-

ing that stock-jobbing was a proper means of liveli-

hood ; 7s. collected ktv Miners' Strike Fund. At
Hyde Park in the afternoon, Brookes, Mainw^aring,

and Davis addressed a rather variable audience, but a

good crowd gathered to hear comrade Morris. One
individual ventured to suggest that Morris was a paid

agitator. Fair sale of literature. Members please

note branch meeting, place, and time.—H. B.

/Glasgow.—On Sunday afternoon, Glasier addressed

A large meeting of the Legislative Independence

Branch of the National League. In the evemng, a

most successful open-air meeting was held on Georg3 s

Square, several hundred of the better-to-do class

being present, who listened to comrade Glasier's ex-

position of Socialism with much attention. Common-

weal sold well. A meeting of members was afterwards

held in our rooms.
. , -rx -ix t> i

Hamilton.—At a meeting of the Hamilton Branch

cof the Socialist League, held in Paton's Hall, Chapel

Street, a very interesting paper was read by Michael

K^lly, one of our local members, on " The Land

Question."—J. M.
•, i ^

Newcastle-on-Tyne. —J. H. Stevens made a short

.address on Sunday night at the Cattle Market, and

.sold a large number of the CommonweaL -Thomas

Mann and Laideler, and other members of the S.D.F.

delivered speeches. Mann got a good hearing, and

was very well received by the audience. Meetings

have been held by the S.D.F. at Byker and Gates-

.liead as well, and in spite of the inclement weather

Ahere were good attendances.—-J. L. M.

• Paisley.—Comrades Curran and Glasier, of Glas-

gow, addressed two open-air meetings, one at the

County Square and one at the Causewayslde, on t riday

evening. , , . i. u
SrtiELDS (NOBTH AND South).—A debate was held

-^the Bury Side on Sunday morning last at 10.30,

'"between W. Wallace (Socialist) and Mr. Leslie Ste-

^ens (nondescript, but supposed to be Individualist).

The discussion was animated, the crowd very large,

Bristol. — After successful winter work in ottt

meeting-room, 4iv, Old Market Street, we began onr

open-air work on Tuesday last. We had some thoiV'

sands of leaflets distributed, and the result was a

good meeting both in numbers and attention. The
portions of the addresses most strongly condemning
the present competittre system were loudly ap-

plauded, and the Socialist remediss for existing evils

were warmly approved. There is no- doubt that So-

cialism is making good progress in Bristol.—R. W.
Dublin.—At the Custom House Steps, Beresford

Place, a meeting was held on Sunday, May 22nd, by

the Labour League. Despite- the inefemency of the

weather more than 800 persons- were present. Ex-

cellent speeches on the various- phases ei the Labour

Question, all of a strong Socialistic character, were

delivered by Hall, Brown, Cantwell, and Keegan, the

last-named arguing forcibly against politieal agitation,

and sliowing the necessity for ii:stternationafl combina-

tion amongst the workers. The meeting was guarded

l^v more tiian 20 policemen and S iiispectors, each of

w-hom was presented with a copy of t^ Socialist

leaflet, " Ireland a Nation."
Socialist Union (Nottingham Segti-on).—Peacock

and Proctor lectured to an attentive audience on Sun-

day morning in Snienton Market ; coMection for \)vo'

paganda, 3s. O^^d. In the evening, P'eacock lectured

to a good audience in the (ireat Mcwket Place on

" Religion and Socialism." Wane and Proctor spoke

on the'events of the week, collection 4^9. 3d. Good

sale of literature and Commoivreal sold ©ivt. A meet-

ing in our club-room was held afterwards, and more

names enrolled. Our club-room is being decorated

and fitted up, and will be opened by a social evening

and tea on June 1st.—T. P.

North of England Socialist Fed:eration.

Rapid progress is being made with the organisation.

There are now nineteen brandies, and dvj-ring the week

Mahon will open several others in Durham. The

committee for drafting principles and rules met on

Saturday at Blyth, and agreed to a pt-oposal which

will be submitted to the branches. A further Con-

ference of delegates from all the braibches will be

held on Saturday, June 12, in Blyth at a p.m.

June 3, at 8.30 p.m. : important business. Sunday
June 5, at 8 p.m. J. R. Macdonald (F. S.), "The
Signs of the Times."

Merlon.—II Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Comnuttee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Xorth London.—Members' Meeting at 32 Camden
Road, June 5, at 8 p.m.

PROVINCES.
Biiiglei/. ---Co^ee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.

Birmingham. -^Cfirr^i Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Dublin.—Irish Labour League, 2 Bachelors Walk,
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discussion on all sub'

jects connected with the Labour Questioh. A Mass
Meeting will be held at the Custom House Steps,

Beresford Place, on Sunday May 29, at 4 p.m.,

nnder the auspices of the Labour League, Well-
known Socialists will speak.

Dalkeith (Edinburgh).—Wednesday Ist June, at S pm.
lecture on "Christian Socialism" in Scientific Hall.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meefa
every Thursday at 7.30 p.m. to transact business.

Class for the study of ' Das Capital ' a^ 8.30. {See
*' Open-air " below,)

Glasgow.—Reading-rooj« of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. Oi? Sunday
evenifig at 7, in our Koonfis, a discussion cax- " Our
attitude- towards Trades' Unions. " S'ee

'

' Open-ait.

"

Xotice—Vie have rented owr present Rooma^ at 84

John Street for another yeat. As it is intended tx)

make thens much more attFa.etive than hitfc«.rto,

members are earnestly requested to contribute in

money, boofe*, newspapers, aad useful artifdes,

according to t^eir ability. ^

JJam*7iow.—Patca- s Hall, Ghapel St. Every Thurs^y
at 7.30.

Hidl.—AMreBS aH communicatioiKp to E. Teesdale,.

20 Shakspere Strset.

Xeec/s.—Sunday: Hnnslet Moor, 11 f Vicar's Croft, 7.

LGjnmster.—Addresses e^'Cry Sunday: snoining on the

<^ttay Jetty.

Lekester.—Office of Hosiery Unions ^'^sefair Street

Fridays at 8 p. m.

Manche»ter.—145 Grey. Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-
chester. Club and Keading Room ©pen every even*

ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and dsacnssion every

Wednesday at 8 p.m^

A"or>^Tc/i.^-Gordon Hal\.5 Duke Street.-. Free Lectures^-

every Snnday and Moaday at 8 p.m. Reading-roora

open &very evening.

0:)ybr(i.—Temperance Hall, 25^ Peiwibroke Stree'i?.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.-rft.

Paiilep,—On Friday aii. 7.30, open-ai^r. meeting at tKe

Cause^'ayside.

Shields 'iJ^.orth and ^o?'yf^).-—Meetings e^^ery Sunda.5f,

Quay -aide and Mark*! Place. Braaeli meeting?&Gn

Thur«5day nights at the " General Gordon," Bath

Street, Maxwell Street, South Shields. Secretary,

J. Hearne, 32 Clive Street, No. h-iiields. A PcLlic

Debate is being arrp^ged betw^eeii Mr. Leslie Jalm-

son s»nd J. L. Mahcn..

Xorth Shields.—liish. National ; Leigne. On S^niday

June 5th, at 3 p.m., Gladstone Hall, J. L- M^abon

will lecture on " T^e Irish Quezon."

LECTURE DIARY. ^

LONDON.
fi;oom.s6wry.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street.

On Thursday May 26th a Social Evening will be

held. Cotfee will be provided, and the members are

requested to come and bring any friends. Those

who have power to entertain their fellow comrades

are requested to place it at the disposal of the Branch.

Clerkemvell.—BaAl of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-

don Road, E.C. Sunday May 29, no lecture.

Wednesday June 1, at 8.30. Wm. Morris, *'True

and False Society." Business Meeting on Sunday

week, June 5, at 7.15 p.m.

aroyc^ow.—Royal County House, West Croydon Station

Yard,

ffacibiey.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row^ Club

Room open every evening from 8 till 1 1 . 30. Members

are urgently requested to attend next Tuesday at

8.30 p.m. Monthly Business Meeting; election of

officers, etc.

Hammersmith,—Kehnscott House, Upper Mall, W.

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—2 Crondall Street, New North Rd.

Club Room open on Monday, Wednesday, and Satur-

day evenings from 8 till 11. Singing Class every

Wednesday at 8.30. Members Meeting on Friday

OFEN-AIR PROPA(^ANDA..
Lo^TiO^.—Snnd^^y 39..

1 1 30 . Hammersmith—Beadon Rd. Tlia- Branch

II. 30... .Hoxton Ch,iirGh, PitfielxiS St .....The- Branch

11.S0L..Mitcham pair Green ..Thes Branch

11.30...Regent's Park Nicoll

1 1 .SO. . .St. PancEas, Arches,. ...... ... ..... .... . . ...... .Bartlett.

1 1. 30. . .Walham Green . . ....r- ...... ...The Branch

WedTh^sdny*

7.30. . .Broadway, Londoa Fields. Grah;tfn

Thursday.

8 ...Hoxton, Pitfield Street ..................Wade & l^jpa

PROVINCES.
Edinburgh.-^S\xndQ.y ; Queen's Park» afternooxx ^%. 3..

Loanhmd (Edinbuygb.).—Sati8i¥day> at 7 o'clo<>i>.

Glasgow.—^m\di^y : Jail's S^uar^ at 1 p.m. ; €eorge'%

Sqi^are, at 6 o'clock.

Paisley.—Frids^y j Causewayslde, at 7.30.

A Free Concert and Ball will be MU ati the

Hackney Brancli on Saturday 28th, at &.3Q.

Hawick.—Persona in Hawick desiyou^ of twming
a Branch are requested to address tlw Secretat^y of the

Socialist League, 4 Park Street, EdinWgh,

Grand Concert and Dramatiqaih Entkrtainmenx

will take place at the International Working-meu'a

Educational Club, 40 Berner Street, Commercial Rd.,

E., on Friday May 27, the pyoeeeds to be devoted to

the Norw ich Prisoners Fund. Commence at 8 o*elock.

Admission by Programme, 6d.
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HOW WE LIVE AND HOW WE MIGHT LIVE.^

The word Revolution which we Socialists are so often forced to use,

has a terrible sound in most people's ears, even when we have explained
to them that it does not necessarily mean a change accompanied by riot

and all kinds of violence, and cannot mean a change made mechanically
and in the teeth of opinion by a group of men who have somehow
managed to seize on the executive power for the moment. Even when
we explain that we use the word revolution in ita etymological sense,

a,nd mean by it a change in the basis of society, people are scared at

the idea of such a vast change, and beg that you will speak of reform
and not revolution. As however we Socialists do not at all mean by
our word revolution what these worthy people mean by their word
reform, I can^t help thinking that it would be a mistake to use it, what-
ever projects we might conceal beneath its harmless envelope. So we
will stick to our word, which means a change of the basis of society ; it

Kiay frighten people, but it will at least warn them that there is some-
thing to be frightened about, which will be no less dangerous for being
ignored ; and also it may encourage some people, and will mean to them
at least not a fear but a hope. Fear and Hope—those are the two
names of the two great passions which rule the race of man, and with
which revolutionists have to deal ; to give hope to the many oppressed
and fear to the few oppressors, that is our business ; if we do the
first and give hope to the many, the few must be frightened by
their hope; otherwise we do not want to frighten them; it is not
revenge we want for poor people, but , happiness ; indeed what revenge
can be taken for all the thousands of y^ears of the sufferings of the
•poo?? ,.>-.. :

However, many of the oppressors of the poor, most of them, we will

say, are not conscious of their being oppressors (we shall see why, pre-

sently) ; they live in an orderly quiet way themselves, as far as pos-

sible removed from the feelings of a Roman slaveowner or a Legree

;

they know that the poor exist, but their sufferings do not present them-
selves to them in a trenchant and dramatic way ; they themselves have
troubles to bear, and they think doubtless that to bear trouble is the
lot of humanity, nor have they any means of comparing the troubles of
their lives with those of people lower in the social scale ; and if ever
the thought of those heavier troubles obtrudes itself upon them, they
console themselves with the maxim that people do get used to the
troubles they have to bear, whatever they may be.

Indeed, as far as regards individuals at least, that is but too true, so
that we have as supporters of the present state of things, however bad
it may be, first those comfortable unconscious oppressors who think
that they have everything to fear from any change which would involve
more than the softest and most gradual of reforms, and secondly those
poor people who living hard and anxiously as they do, can hardly con-
ceive of any change for the better happening to them, and dare not
risk one tittle of their poor possessions in taking any action towards
a possible bettering of their condition ; so that while we can do little

with the rich save inspire them with fear, it is hard indeed to give the
poor any hope. It is then, no less than reasonable that those whom
we try to involve in the great struggle for a better form of life than
we now lead should call on us to ^ve them at least some idea of what
that life may be like : a reasonable request, but hard to satisfy, since we
are living under a system that makes even conscious effort towards recon-
struction almost impossible : it is not unreasonable on our part to
answer, "There are certain definite obstacles to any real progress of
man.; we can tell you what these are; take them away and then you
shall see."

However I propose now to offer myself as a victim for the satisfac-
tion of those who consider that as things now go we have at least got
something, aiid are terrified at the idea of losing their hold of that, lest

they should find they are worse off than before and have nothing. Yet
in the course of my eadeavour to show how we might live, I must more
•or less deal in negatives. I mean to say I must point out where in my
opinion we fall short in our present attempts at decent life. I must
ask the rich and well-to-do what sort of a position it is which they are
so anidous to preserve at any cost^ and if after all it will be' such a
terrible loss to them to give it up? and I must point out to the poor
that they, with capacities for living a dignified and generous life, are
.in a position which they cannot endure without continued degradation.

' : How do we live then under our present system ? Let us look at it

a little.

This paper h^ b^n deliverjed.as ^ lecture on several occasions ; and I have
oeen often asked to reprint it ; hence its appearance in Commomveal,

And first, please to understand that our present system of Society

is based on a state of perpetual war. Do any of you think that this

is as it should be ? I know that you have often been told that the

competition, which is at present the rule of all production, is a good
thing, and stimulates the progress of the race ; but the people who tell

you this should call competition by its shorter name of toar if they
wish to be honest, and you would then be free to consider whether or

no war stimulates progress, otherwise than as a mad bull chasing you
over your own garden may do. War or competition, whichever you
please to call it, means at the best pursuing your own advantage at

the cost of some one else's loss, and in the process of it you must not

be sparing of destruction even of your own possessions, or you will

certainly come by the worse in the struggle. You understand that

perfectly as to the kind of war in which people go out to kill and be
killed ; that sort of war in which ships are commissioned, for instance,

" to sink, burn, and destroy "; but it appears that you are not so con-

scious of this waste of goods when you are only carrying on that other

war called commerce ; observe, however, that the waste is there all

the same.

Now let us look at this kind of war a little closer, run through
some of the forms of it, that we may see how the " burn, sink; and
destroy " is carried on in it. First, you have that form of it called

national rivalry, which in good truth is now-a-days tho cause of

all gunpowder and bayonet wars which civilised nations wage. For
years past we English have been rather shy of them, except qn^those
happy occasions when we could carry them on at no sort of risk to

ourselves, when the killing was all one side, or at all events wfaeii we
hoped it wotrl^ be. We havj^ been shy

^
of gunpowder wftri^H*fe li i»*

sp6cl4lS^ei¥Afty for'a long while, and I will tell you why : It' is

because we have ]»ad the lion's share of the world-market; we didn't

want to fight for it as a nation, for we had got it; but now this is

changing in a most significant, and to a Socialist, a most cheering way

;

we at-e losing or have lost that lion's share ; it is now a desperate

"competition "between the great nations of civilisation for the world-

market, and to-morrow it may be a desperate war for that end. As
a result, the furthering of war (if it be not on too large a scale) is no
longer confined to the honour-and-glory kind of old Tories, who if they
meant anything at all by it meant that a Tory war would be a good
occasion for damping down democracy ; we have changed all that, and
now it is quite another kind of politician that is wont to urge us on to
" patriotism ^'as 'tis'called. _The~ leaders ^ of the Progressive Radicals

they would call themselves, long^ieaded persons who know well enough
that social movements are going on, who are not blind to the fact that

the world will move with their help or without it ; these are the jingoes

of to-day. I don't mean to say they "know what they are doing : poli-

ticians, as you well know, take good care to shut their eyes to every-

thing that may happen six months ahead ; but what is being done is

this, that the present system, which always must include national

rivalry, is pushing us into a desperate scramble for the markets on
more or less equal terms with other nations, because, once moi*er, we
have lost that command of them which we once had. Desperate is not
too strong a word. We shajl let this impulse to snatch markets carry

us whither it will, whither it' must. To-day it is successful burglary

and disgrace, to-morrow it may b^ mere defeat and disgrace.

Now this is riot a digression, although in saying this I am nearer to

what is generally called politics than I shall be again. I only want to

show you what commercial war comes to when it has to do with
foreign nations, and that even the dullest can see how mere waste must
go with it. That is how we live now with foreign nations, prepared

to ruin thfem without war it possible, with it if necessary, let alone

^leantime the disgraceful exploiting of savage tribes and barbarous

peoples, on whom we force at once our shoddy wares and our hyjpocrisy

at the cannon's mouth*.

,*^ell, surely Socialism can offer you something in the place of all

tliat ; it can offer you peace and friendship instead of war. We might
liye utterly without national rivalries, acknowledging that while it is

best for those who feel that they naturally form a community under
one name to govern themselves, yet that no community in civilisation

should feel that it had interests opposed to any other, their economical

condition being at any rate similar; so that any citizen of one com-
munity could fall to work and live without disturbance of his life when
he was in a foreign country, and would fit into his place quite naturally

;

soihat all civilised nations would form one great community agreeing

together as to the kind and amount of production and distribution

needed; working at such and such production where it could be best

prbduced ; avoiding waste by all means. Please to think of the amount
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of waste which they would avoid, how much such a revolution would
addt<} Ae wealth of the world! Ji^hat creature on earth would be

harmed 1^ such a revolution? S^ay, wouM not everybody be the"

betiwr for it ? And^ what hinders it I I yfitt. tell you presently; - •

SfoaliikKieief^ uq pAi^ from this " eompetitioa " between na;tionfi te^

thatrlQNB^N#n *«tl^ labour," grefttl firttis, jiMnt-stock an^:

otsbfi^j|l^|ttii4sts f& d^^ a^ see how e^inpetitiott *^ stimulates pro^^:^

dti<5<^«|ii^^ Itideed Hdoes^do that; but^^h£*Mnd o^f^^^

dfiliiii^'^11, l^duetion^ to «el at a profit, or say

production of profits : and note how war commercial stimulates that

:

a certain market is demanding goods, there are say a hundred
manufacturers who make that kind of goods, and every one of them
would if he could keep that market to himself, and struggles desper-

ately to get as much of it as he can, with the obvious result that

presently the thing is overdone, and the market is glutted, and all that

fury of manufacture has to sink into cold ashes. Doesn't that seem
something like war to you 1 Can't you see the waste of it—waste of

labour, skill, cunning, waste of life in short 1 Well, you may say,

but it cheapens the goods. In a sense it does ; and yet only appar-

ently, as wages have a tendency to sink for the ordinary worker in pro-

portion as prices sink ; and at what a cost do we gain this appearance

of cheapness ! Plainly speaking, at the cost of cheating the consumer

and starving the real producer for the benefit of the gambler, who uses

both consumer and producer as his milch cows. I needn't go at length

into the subject of adulteration, for everyone knows what kind of a

part it plays in this sort of commerce ; but remember that it is an

absolutely necessary incident to the production of profit out of wares,

which is the business of the so-called manufacturer ; and this you must
understand that, taking him in the lump, the consumer is perfectly

helpless against the gambler ; the goods are forced on him by their

cheapness, and with them a certain kind of life which that energetic,

that aggressive cheapness determines for him : for so far-reaching is

this curse of commercial war that no country is safe from its ravages

;

the traditions of a thousand years fall before it in a month ; it over-

runs a weak or semi-barbarous country, and whatever romance or

pleasure or art existed there, is trodden down into a mire of sordidness

and ugliness : the Indian or Javanese craftsman may no longer ply his

craft leisurely, working a few hours a day, in producing a maze of strange

beauty on a piece of cloth : a steam-engine is set agoing at Manchester,

and that victory over nature and a thousand stubborn difficulties is

used for the base work of producing a sort of plaster of china-clay and

shoddy, and the Asiatic worker, if he is not starved to death outright,

as plentifully happens, is driven himself into a factory to lower the

wages of his Manchester brother worker, and nothing of character is

left him except, most like, an accumulation of fear and hatred of that

to him most unacountable evil, his English master. The South Sea

Islander must leave his canoe-carving, his sweet rest, and his graceful

dances, and become the slave of a slave : trousers, shoddy, rum, mis-

sionary, and fatal disease,—he must swallow all this civilisation in the

lump, and neither himself nor we can help him now till social order

displaces the hideous tyranny of gambling that has ruined him.

William Morris.
{To he continued.)

CO-OPERATIVE PRACTICE IN AID OF
SOCIALISM.

Co-OPERATION, the ofispring and natural handmaid of Socialism, having

been seduced and perverted by the sons of Capitalism, has too long

been treated as a stranger by us. Signs are not wanting, however, of

a permanent and mutually-beneficial rapprochement between these

closely-related movements. Co-operators are beginning to learn that

self-interest, apart from higher motives, must draw the.n on to Social-

ism. Socialists are recognising that, although true social co-operation

is impossible without the previous destruction or automatic collapse

(as the case may be) of the present social structure, they as a party,

or in private groups, may profitably employ for the advancement of

their cause the services of such co-operation as is now available. The

co-operative Socialist bakeries and press in Belgium, the projected

Social-Democratic bakeries in London, and the recently established

grocery stores of the Socialist League, are so many indications of the

way the wind blows.

Let us, then, review the field which lies before us, with a view to

the intelligent and therefore successful organisation of this co-operative

campaign.

In the first place, what are the objects to be gained by if? Let me
commence by anticipating any charge of utopianism—I adopt the

vulgar spelling along with the vulgar meaning of the word—by dis-

claiming any hope of creating at present the framework of the

co-operative commonwealths of the future. Such co-operative or even

communistic experiments as we may now inaugurate can only be

regarded as means and not as ends. We shall be constructing upon

healthy and enlightened principles the temporary habitations of the

artificers of the new structure, but not (unless accidentally and inci-

dentally) laying any part of its foundations. For the same reason we
shall effect no monastic schism or separation of Socialists from the rest

of the world ; on the contrary, we shall aid each other to live and

work to the best purpose in it.

The chief objects, I think, of such efforts as I refer to, are or should

be the following : (1) Mutual benefit and insurance: making the pro-

fession of Socialism less dangerous to its actual disciples, less deterrent,

if not entirely atti^ictive, to its potential or would-be disciples by im-

proving their material position*^—at the expense, bien enimdu, oi the

trading and capitalist classef?. (2) Having diverted fro«n the pocJtets

0f ,priv£^te e«^l<>yers ^nd tak^n mu^h of the surplus-returns? or pr<|its^

now^^ conMbt&d to them-ljiy^€oeiiilists^ ti» employ them mr^mnevm^i
.waj[^r fcHf #i©^ielKUae. (^)^ atMh sae^ms ^ho to acoetecaflb© ^n a m^pri^

fuli^spi^t, ef^-dourae), <in tfee«^rift^^'^f t^everyJk^ ^he^s," j^at
disiategratiotf ' and decompo^on of the Old ©ipd^r which «o4ew of u&
deplore. (4) To acquire during the same processes experimental data,,

by means of which a more conscious and therefore more rapid evolution

of the New Order may be furthered, the aim and operations of the

revolution rendered more scientific, and its immediate results more sure

and abiding. To create meanwhile models and precedents for the

imitation of municipalities, trades' unions, and other public bodies.

(5) To provide a training in co-operative industries or services, and)

the administration thereof, to many Socialists now deficient in it, and
a new sphere for many desirous of aiding the Socialist movement but
unsuited or disinclined for agitation or other work connected with the

direct propaganda. (6) Applying to communities only, and not to

purely industrial co-operative enterprises : To provide as complete

practical training ^ as possible for the work of the day after the revolu-

tion, while affording to contemporary workers in the cause recreative

retreats and centres of social communion and mutual edification,

missionary centres for country districts, and, last but not least, educar

tional centres for the young.

Secondly, how are such objects to be attained through co-operative

peactice 1 That is to say, what forms of co-operative enterprises should

be promoted, by whom should they be promoted respectively, and how
should the necessary capital be obtained for starting them ? I am not

going to attempt in this article to answer all these points in order or

in detail, although I hope hereafter to submit satisfactory answers to

them. But I will conclude by indicating some of the means and forms

through which I think the above objects may be attained.

I shall roughly divide all possible co-operative enterprises into two
classes—(1) the Industrial Co-operative, including co-operation in pro-

duction, distribution, and accessory or miscellaneous services separately

and in combination, and (2) the Communistic, embracing community
of use, service, and consumption, with or without socialised forms of

production. This class, as Raymond Unwin has pointed out in the

Commonweal of March 5th, is best adapted for country districts, but

I think communistic constitutions might be devised of a sufficiently

elastic character for application to colonies in the neighbourhood of

London, Paris, Berlin, Glasgow, New York, and other large cities,

where educational and missionary establishments are desirable, and
where such establishments can only be well and economically con-

ducted (as appears to me at least) in connection with a real community.

Such colonies would have to acquire sufficient land, on suitable terms,,

both to render them self-supporting by communistic practice {i.e., by

the socialisation of production, distribution, and consumption alike)

as regards the usual necessaries of life, and to enable them in addition

to supply the outside public at competitive rates with market-garden

produce or manufactured commodities in regular demand. All

adult able-bodied members would be required to work their appointed

time in the coinmunal services, but that time would only be sufficient

to supply the community directly or (in a few departments, such as>

tea and coffee) indirectly with the said necessaries of life. Members not

otherwise occupied in the neighbouring city would be expected to

devote part of their surplus time to the co-operative industries selected

by the colony, the greater part of the net returns from which might

be devoted to the promotion and formation of other co-operative enter-

prises in the interest of Socialism, and to the propaganda funds of the

respective societies to which members of the colony belonged, pro ratd.

In other towns communities might be established not owning land, and

not necessarily producing any of their necessaries, but associated on

the club principle for co-operative house-keeping (so far as usual neces-

saries are concerned) and for mutual service and social communion.

Such communities might be catered for by co-operative societies pro-

moted and organised by their own members. Other co-operative

industries and services, depending for their revenue partly upon com-

rades but chiefly upon the outside world, would in time grow up from

the same roots and prey upon the vitals of commercialism. In all

these cases practical communism in the necessaries of life is treated as

the starting-point, the lever of success. Independence of the competi-

tiveglabour-market is, barring trade and political organisation, the only

weapon with which it is possible to defy the Ogre of Capitalism. It

is the only true basis of mutual insurance.

As to purely industrial co-operative societies started without such

communistic foundations, the most hopeful without doubt are those

started on a large scale ; and these require either a large initial outlay

of capital, large credit such as could only be obtained by promoters

well known for their technical experience and skill as managers, etc.,

of older concerns, or else the support of important public bodies. If

the trades' unions were enabled to employ their funds in the promotion of

co-operative enterprises within their respective trades, or still better in

alternative but simple and necessary trades requiring but slight in-

struction, and to appoint joint committees for regulating the exchange

between them, they could then provide a much more efficient and (to

the capitalists) formidable relief for their members on strike than by

"sotering" them away in allowances. But as the trades' unions are

not yet educated up to this mark, there is no reason why the Socialist

^ Physical and industrial, as well as moral and social.
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party should not show them the way. I should say that, mapping
this^^ United Kin^ckiiii" out into natural provinces of from one to

^ve million inhabitants in each, such as London District, South Eng-
land, Wales, Lancashire District, Korthumbria, Scotland, Ireland, etc.,

the Socialist groups in each might, as soon as they feel themselves

strong enough, set an example to the world by uniting for the promo-
tion of constructive enterprises of this character. If the skill and
capital ojt a considerable numl^er of the smaller employers could be
attracted, as I think by judicious management it could, the initial ex-

penses to be provided by the promoting syndicates or societies would be
very small. I am confident that the smaller trading and manufacturing
capitalists would prefer in many cases to become managers of local

branches—with, say five years' certain tenure at a fair salary and re-

eligibility after expiry of this term, together with proportional shares

in profits during office and fixed interest on their capital during life

—

rather than maintain their present very precarious struggle against

their bigger neighbours. I believe also that they would place at least

as much confidence in the respectable and (financially) disinterested

promoters of such co-operative societies as in the amalgamation com-
pany-mongers who have formed such prominent figures in the commer
cial and financial drama of the last few years. A certain percentage
of the annual profits of such enterprises might be made payable to

trustees for the provincial Socialist committee for the time being. The
rest might be equitably apportioned between labour and capital (the

latter terminable with the life of the investor). Wordsworth Donis-
thorpe, of the Liberty and Property Defence League, has indicated a
method by which this apportionment could be effected in a little book
entitled ' The Capitalisation of Labour '—intended, of course, to

knock the bottom out of Socialism, but which may be turned by
Socialists to better account.

But if the Socialist party at large is not here or anywhere strong
and united enough for such constructive efforts, is not the time ripe

for the foundation of a society for this special purpose ? A few de-

termined and unanimous persons will often succeed where a larger

number would fail. The only advantage I can see in the multiplicity

of societies and groups, is that they should each undertake special

departments of propaganda on the division of labour principle. And
if a new society cannot yet be formed for studying and promoting the
organisation of such enterprises, is there no existing society competent
for this purpose and in want of a job ?

J. Brailsford Bright.

THE IRISH QUESTION.
VI.—CONCLUSION.

In dealing with the question of Home Rule, it is often contended that
the Union being an acccomplished fact it ought to be held sacred and
binding on the Irish people. To this it may be answered that, in the
first place the Irish people never accepted the Union and have never
recognised it. And in the second place, the rights of every genera-
tion being equal, it is the living, the people of to-day who have a right

to determine their own destiny. Again, the rights of a people can
never be alienated. They can never be abdicated. It is the living

and not the dead to whom belongs the right of self-government. And
by self-government I do not mean th^^upremacy of either kings, or

princes, or priests, or peers, or of any representative assembly, or the
supremacy of any majority however large. I mean the right of the
people of every generation directly to determine the institutions they
require, and the free selection of those deemed the best and the wisest
for all the purposes of administration. As the rights of the individual
are sacred, so are the rights of every people. Neither the one nor the
other can ever be abdicated or alienated.

Then it is objected that the Irish have never shown any great apti-

tude for self-government. Have the English, or the Scotch, or the
Welsh *? We in England to-day are governed by Queen, Lords, and
Commons. We tolerate a throne, we tolerate an aristocracy, and we
tolerate a State Church. The workers recognise the supremacy of
capital, although they are crushed to the earth by the very supremacy
they recognise. The mass of the workers in Great Britain are not
moved by the holy spirit of liberty, which ought to find a home in the
bosom of every man and of every woman. In Ireland, at least the
mass of the people aspire to be free, to be independent, to be a nation,
to have the right to determine their own destiny. The workers of Great
Britain should encourage their Irish brothers, should cherish the holy
principle of liberty, and being greater in numbers if they are also

greater in wisdom, let them guide, direct, and assist in the glorious
work of political and social regeneration.
Then it is said that to grant Home Rule would be to place the loyal

North at the mcx-cy of the Catholic majority. But the North never
has been loyal. It was the North that won the independence of the
Irish Parliament in 1782. "The United Irishmen" was a military
organisation of the North. Again, who has forgotten the great
Orange Conspiracy of 1835-6, for the overthrow of William IV., and
to prevent the accession of her present Majesty by placing the Duke
of Cumberland on the throne. The North is not loyal to-day.

It is also argued that it is a question of religious supremacy. It is

nothing of the sort. From 1782 to 1795 the United Irishmen strug-
gled for the abolition of the penal laws, and for equal rights for their
Catholic brothers against the English ascendancy party then supreme
in the Irish Parliament. Thon, in all the strug<?les of the Irish during

the last one hundred years,. HxB bulk of tile leaiiers have

testants. How many of the leaders to-day are Prote&tantB ?

Nor is the North exclusively Protestant. The total nu
Catholics in the North is only about seventy-seven thoui^nd Jteni'

the Protestants. But Englishmen should not do aaythiBg wtj
'

rouse the spirit of religious intoleranee, from which EiaiglaDltf,

as Ireland, has suffered so tewibly in the past.

Then it is stated t^at tlie North is the richest part of Ir^
is ncHbhing of the kind. It is generally assumed that becaus^'
of the peculation is Protestant, it mu&t be the most iixJbi^jf

because the most inteH^u* it must be the mo«rt pw^etei
therefore the most prospereiUB: Taking the returns to the: iilcc^peirJ

1879^80, and the population of 1881, the following is the state -^^

case :—

Leinster ..

Munster ..

Ulster
Connaught

Topulatldn

1,282,881

1,323,910

1,739,542

813,506

Income Tax. Population.

£13,272,202
7,980,276

9,952,289

.. £10 6 6
8 7

5 14 5

2,995,438 3 13 7

Here we see Ulster is lowest but one, bein^ lower than even Munster

;

and although her population is nearly half a million more than that of

Leinster, her assessment to the Income Tax is over three, millions less.

Nor does it alter the matter if we omit all the parliamentary boroughs

from the calculation. Ulster still remains third on the list, as the

foliowin Of table will show :

Population Assessment. Per jkxeacj.

Leinster 932,853 .. £7,378,105 .. £7 18 2

Munster 1,093,242 5,881,789 ...578
Ulster 1,437,690 7,104,002 4 18 10

Connaught ... 794,600 2,902,054 3 13 1

Thus the whole story about the loyal rich North falls to the ground.

There is nothing in it ; and most of those who raise the cry do so only

for party purposes, to gull the public, and still longer to divide and
hold in slavery the mass of the people.

We are told that to grant Home Rule w^ould be to make the

Nationalist party supreme, and who would expropriate the landlords

without compensation. But the landlords are bound to go. Nothing
can prevent it. Gladstone knew it, Salisbury knows "it, the people

know it, and the landlords know it. As for compensation, who is to

compensate the millions for the loss of their liberty, their ease, their

comforts, the fruits of their industry, and who have been driven from
their native shores to seek a home in distant regions? Who can

compensate, who can call from their graves the hundreds of thousands

who died of want in the midst of the abundance produced by their

labour ? Talk of compensation I Shall we compensate the thief, the

criminal, the rebel, the murderer 1 No, never—a thousand times never !

We are also told that to grant Home Rule would be to render

separation possible. A simple absurdity. But suppose separation

were possible—nay, suppose it were probable. What then? Shall we
make the union secure by keeping the people in bondage 1 Shall we
preserve the union by making it still more hateful to the Irish people ?

But assume for the sake of argument that the people of Ireland wish

for entire separation. What then? Shall w^e English, we who ap-

plauded the Italians, who glorified Kossuth and the Hungarians, who
have ever sympathised with Poland, who have rejoiced at every success

of the French, and who hope ere long to see the whole Continent ablaze

with the sacred fire of revolution,—shall we deny to the people of

Ireland the liberty we claim for ourselves 1 Have we sympathy only

for the peoples of distant regions and none for our brothers on the

other side of the Channel ?

And England's greatness, what is it ? It depends neither on princes,

priests, or peers ; not on the slavery of the masses, either of Ireland

or of Great Britain, but on the labour, the skill, the perseverance of

the toiling millions, on the develvopment, the triumph of. the holy

spirit of freedom, the sacred flame of liberty and love, the supremacy
of the principle of eternal right, of eternal justice.

J. Sketciiley.

Prohibiting " Corners."— Albany, N. Y., May 5.—The Assembly yester-

day passed a bill defining conspiracy. The bill provides substantially that

if any two or more persons, companies, corporations or individuals shall agree,

directly or indirectly, to withhold from the public markets or the ordinary
channels of trade in the State for any period any staple article, merchandise,
food, etc., and shall agree to place on the market only a limited or specific

quantity within a certain time, they shall be guilty of conspiracy.

The Real Object of Emigration.—The following is an extract from a
circular quoted in the N. Y. Leader, sent out by Henry Clews, a well-known
Wall Street banker and broker: "The tide of emigration this way, the
arrivals yesterday being at least 10,000, which is the largest on record for

any one day, should be considered as a favourable feature, especially as the
newcomers are largely from the Continent and bring funds with them for

their immediate support. In the present disturbed condition of labour, this

large flow of emigration comes at an opportune time. What this country
needs more than anything else is the same competition in the labour-market
as is found in all manufacturing and product markets. Competition will

out-manoeuvre in the end all the generals who are leading the Knights of

Labour. Competition alone will prove the only pacifier of labomr dissatisfac-

tion and uprising. All American citizens, therefore, who want peace and
prosperity should unite in encouraging the European surplus population to

flock to our shores, to bring about the true remedy for our present labour
evils, which is the only cloud now overhanging our at present prosperous
country,"

'
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Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday/ June 2.

England
Jus
Norwicli—Daylight
Londcmer Arbeiter-Zeitung
Brotherhood
Die Autonomie

India
Bankijwre—Behar Herald
Allahabad—People's Budget

United States
New York—Preiheit
Truthseeker
Der Sozialist
Leader

Boeton—Woman's Journal
Denver (Col.) Labor Inquirer
Chicago (111.)—Vorbote
Labor Enquirer

Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West
New Haven (Conn.)—Work-

men's Advocate

Seattle^W T) Voice of the People
Albina(Ol*eg,)—Weekly Courier
Cincinnati (O.) Unionist

France
Paris—Crl du Peuple (daily)
Le Socialiste

Le Revolte
L'Insurge

Lille—Le TravaiUeur
Guise—Le Devoir

Belgium
Brussels—L'Avant-Garde
Liege—L'Avenir
Antwerp—De Werker

Holland
Hague—Becht voor Allen

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Naples—Humanitaus

Austria
Vienna—Gleichheit

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat
Geneva—Bulletin Continental

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista

Cadiz—El Socialismo

Portugal
Lisbon—O Protesto Operario
Voz do Operario

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

Roumania
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

Norway
Kristiania—Social-Democraten

Greece
Athens—Ardin

NOTES.
The Colonies and India is anxious for the extension of the Empire

and the spread of civilisation. It says :

" It is inevitable that the search for gold will lead to the rapid extension
of settlement northwards of the Limpopo until the Zambesi is reached, and
it is very probable that, just as in the case of the Tati gold fields, the fresh

discoveries which are being made further inland will prove of greater value

than those which have preceded them." ....'* Steps should at once
be taken to secure the ' refusal ' of the control of Matabeleland and the
whole of the territories which lie between the Transvaal and the Zambesi.
If this is not done, it feaxs that, judging by the incessant activity of Ger-
many, German influence and control will speedily prevail in Matabeleland,
and shut the door to Central Africa in our faces. We have ajust title to claim
our natural line of extension (!) through that country^ and tee must not shrink

from any responsibility^ trouble^ and expense tchich it may involve to secure o^fr

interests," . . . .
" The matter will not wait our leisure ; the apparition

of German travellers in the threatened region betokens trouble, as surely as

flights of petrels at sea foretell a storm."

What is the "just title" of the natives of the country? Or, have
they none when they are confronted by the thievish propensities of the
all-conquering race 1 Would it not be better to drop the hypocrisy
that prosecutes and imprisons burglars, even when they go about in

yachts, and at the same time organises plunder-expeditions on a large

scale ?

In cannection with the emigration fraud and the thrift humbug the
following news is interesting. The monthly report for March of the
Savings Bank of South Australia shows that while the increase of

depositors was 249, the present number of depositors being 56,317, the

decrease in deposits £4,112, 19s. Id. O, yes; of course! How
jealous these rooks are as to which of them shall get first pluck at the

pigeon !

A man who died recently leaving £161,300, was described as a

"financier." Is this polite for " swindler," or what else does it

mean?

Several friends are assisting the Editors very much by sending in

news and comments upon labour matters from week to week. This
must be much extended, however, if the paper is to continue its in-

crease in efficiency. Every reader who is interested in the success of

the paper and the cause should give all the aid he can. Branches
might well become centres for the collection as well as diffusion of in-

formation. Every one willing to help but not quite knowing how to

proceed should write tQ the Editors, who will give all requisite advice.

CHAINS AND SLAVERY.

A WEEK IN THE BLACK COUNTRY.

The Strike Committee of the Socialist League commissioned me to pay:
a visit to South Staffordshire for the purpose of getting accurate infor-
mation about the chain-makers on strike, and to endeavour to starfc

branches of the League there. The first meeting was held at Darlaston^
a considerable-sized town near Walsall. We were well received, and
made arrangements to visit Darlaston regularly in future. In the-

evening a meeting was held at the Sister Dora statue, Walsall. We
had made arrangements to visit Wolverhampton on Sunday mornings
but the rain prevented us ; instead, wo went to hear a Roman Catholic
clergyman preach on Socialism. His sermon was quite a surprise tOi-

us and to many of his congregation. He said the principle at the
bottom of all Socialist schemes was that property and privilege should
be shared by all. This, he said, was the principle recognised by the
founders of Christianity ; and however inconvenient it might be to the
rich, that principle still was and would remain a fundamental one>.

This good priest's special abhorrence was the man that entered a town
with a shilling in his pocket and ultimately became its richest citizen^

or the sour-faced gentlewoman that marches into poor folk's houses
with a tract in one hand and a flower in the other, and no end of good
advice on thrift, temperance, etc. Dr. M^Carten did not disapproves

of Socialism ; that he regarded as the best form of human society. It
was the means that Socialists use to achieve their aim that he char-
acterised as " unholy. '' This objection is very vague, and very difficult

to deal with. When Dr. M^Carten makes specific charges, then it will

be possible to deal with them ; meantime I find it difficult to believe

that arguing with the people and organising them into Socialist societies

is in any way objectionable.

In the afternoon we held a meeting in Willenhall. The country-side
is thoroughly permeated with Methodism, and it is difficult to get th(^

people to listen to what they consider unimportant secular concerns on
a Sunday. In spite of this, our addresses were listened to with atten-

tion by several of the people, and we were invited to come back to
Willenhall some week-day. In the evening a very large meeting was
held in Walsall, many of Dr. M'Carten's congregation coming. A good
deal of discussion took place, and many of the listeners provided thenir

selves with pamphlets to study the matter at their leisure.

On Monday morning I went to Cradley. In walking from the town
of Dudley to Cradley you pass through a fairly typical part of the
Black Country. Everywhere the ground is covered with enormous-
heaps of refuse from the mines and the blast-furnaces, and tall chimneys
send forth huge volumes of smoke that help to blacken the atmosphere
and the houses. For nearly a mile along the left-hand side of the high-
way from Netherton to Cradley the houses have become seriously

damaged, and in many cases have fallen in completely, owing to sink-

ages of the ground caused by undermining. Some of the houses were
built by workmen by the aid of building societies. All their saving

has gone for nothing, as the Earl of Dudley gives them no compensation
for having undermined them, and so causing their houses to tumble.

We arrived at the place of meeting in Cradley, the Salvation Army
hall, a curious wooden structure that was formerly used as a theatre.

The hall was filled with strikers, very nearly as many women as men.
It was a painful sight. I have never before seen such a number of

anxious, careworn, and pinched faces. They were wiling away the
time by singing a hymn. The meeting soon opened, and the people

had the report of collections made in their behalf by Mr. Juggins and
Mr. Homer. I had an opportunity of addressing them, and said that

while as a hand-to-mouth move their present demand was perhaps the
best thing they could do, they should make up their minds immediately
to organise to free themselves entirely from the power of the masters.

Not a small increase of wages, but the whole that they earned should

be their demand. I found that the people, if their cheering could be
taken as a guide, were in entire agree-.nent with me. After I had
spoken, Mr. Malcolm Guthrie, Liverpool, addressed the meeting, and
said that there was one part of my speech that he approved of—viz.,

where I advocated that the people should endeavour to become their

own employers. He thought that "co-operative production " was the

first step they should take, and intimated that he would very likely be
able to help them to get the required capital to start the undertakings

The meeting over, under the guidance of Mr. Henry Price, an old con-

vert of Herbert Burrows', I visited the people at work.
' Chain-making is a home industry. There are one or two factories^

but the great mass of the chains are made at home. The workshops
are very ugly places, with bare brick walls, very often of a tumble-
down character. The lighter chains—such as dog-chains—are made
by women ; but even that work is hard, and the muscles of the women's-

arms are strongly developed. First they have to work the big bellows

to make the iron red-hot ; then the end of the rod is bent on an anvi>,

the proper length for each link is cut, and the two ends welded. Thfc

speed at which the women work is surprising. Their faces are firmly

set, and a look of intense worry everywhere prevails. Not only have
they to wield the hammer, but also to stand all day long. This makes
the work doubly hard. In hot weather the high temperature obliges

them to work uncovered to the waist. The work is very monotonous

—

link after link, link after link, not a bit of change in the dull, dreary

toil from one year's end to another. When girls get married they don't

stop the work, but go on as usual working with their husbands, so that

their homes are left entirely untended until after their day's toil,,

this, as can be ersily imagined, leaves them very untidy. The place
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tb0y sp®^^ ™^^* ^^ their lives in is the very ugly hell of a workshop,

j^o wonder that handsome women are few in Cradley, and that they

orematurely age there. Very often they work at the forge until four

or three days before confinement, and are at work again in three or

four days afterwards. It is by no means an uncommon thing to see

babies rolling about in the workshops, the mothers having nowhere else

to leave the children and having no one to tend them ; so they are

compelled t© have them in the workshop ; as a result, accidents from

burning very often happen.

The men perform the same kind of work only the chains are heavier.

It is of a very exhausting character, and those chain-makers—a very

small number—who manage to live to a decent age, hardly appear to

belong to the same species as the fat old aldermen one can see any day

about the Mansion House.

Chains at the net cost to the chain-master of 8fd., including labour

and material, rent, and all charges, male work, what is known as

rudder chains, for going over the saddles of heavy cart-horses, retail in

London at ^ from 3s. 6d. to 4s. 6d. Dog chains, for keeping dogs in

kennels, with swivel and everything complete, cost the chain-masters

3Jd., labour and material included, and retail in London at Is. 6d.

each.i Allow, in the first case, d^d., a large sum, for expenses between
chain-master and retail purchaser, and you have 3s. 6d. profit to be

divided amongst the different thieves—chain-masters, wholesale ware-

housemen, and retailers—no wonder the chain-makers are poor. The
masters cheat the men by obliging them to truck, to buy gleeds {i.e.,

firing) from themselves or their toramy-shop-keeping relatives, at double

market price, and by sometimes getting steel palmed off on the men
instead of iron, so getting steel chains made at the same price as iron.

No lawyer, no Jew clothes peddlar, could cheat worse than some of

these chain-masters.

Before the strike began, forty-three weeks ago, fifty-six to sixty

hours wprk a week enabled a woman to earn four shillings, and a man
about double, or perhaps ten shillings. This is a high, not a low esti-

mate. I carefully ascertained from several sources that this is correct,

and no doubt some of my informants will say I have grossly exagge-

rated their earnings. Put it down at that sum, and consider how it

is possible to procure food, clothes, and shelter with it. The poor

toilers usually are in rags, and have to dine off bread and water.

Weak people could not earn nearly so much as amounts given. Now
the prices obtained from those masters who have acceded to the strikers'

demands, are such that incessant toil will enable a woman to earn eight

shillings a week, and a man sixteen to eighteen shillings. It is quite

clear that if these chain-makers are to be true to themselves they will

speedily have to strike again.

How is it that these people are so badly off? Because they were
not organised. Their masters could deal with them one at a time,

and so make them submit to any terms. The chain-makers have, in

times gone by, not hung together, and consequently now they are

reaping the results of disorganisation. Again the chain makers have
not only to compete with one another, but they have outsiders such as

colliers, who are engaged at their own work during the day, who have
chain -makers for their wives, and when these men come home from
their work, they help their wives chain-making for two or three hours,

they often are willing to work for less than the proper list price.

This conduct is disgraceful. How would the colliers like it, were the

chain-makers, after having done a turn at their own work, to go to

the pits and offer their services under the usual scale 1 Until the

working-classes act together, and be honest to one another, the capi-

talists will be able to go on robbing them. The chain-makers now
have an organisation, and under Mr. Homer's able management
their strike bas been fairly successful ; but they must take care im-

mediately to still further strengthen their society, so that they will

be able to increase in the near future the starvation wage they have
just won.

I held a large meeting at Cradley, numbering between two and three

thousand persons, on Tuesday evening in the open air. H. Sanders, of

the Walsall branch, also spoke. The people were evidently impressed

by the addresses, the result was that we formed a branch of the League.

A meeting was held in Dudley market which resulted in the names of

some friends being given in towards a branch. Most of them were
stray readers of Socialist literature and papers, who were anxious to

organise, but who were unknoAvn to one another. Staffordshire only

requires systematic working to be the seat of a strong Socialist party.

A. K. Donald.

Two miners were discussing Socialism, when the " human nature " argu-

ment cropped up. " It's no use," said one—an obdurate individualist—to a

fresh convert, " you can't abolish the present system ; it is the best that
human nature is tit for." '*Do you think," said the other cautiously, "that
human nature makes my master rob me ? " " Yes, of course," readily replied

the other ;
" what more natural ? "

.
" But don't you also think that human

nature should make me try to stop him ? " Discomfiture of the enemy.

An Endless Story.—We are half a mind to begin to write a story that
may never end, founded on facts that are ever obvious. Hippodromus,
taking his morning walk in the streets of Lucignano, comes upon Theo-
dectes, a labourer, and says to him : "Why are you always at work?"
Theodectes answers :

" I am always at work to get money to buy food to

give me strength to do more work that I may get more money to buy more
• food to get more strength to do more work to get more money to buy more
food to get more strength to do more work to get more money to buy—

"

This is the beginning of the story without end, and the facts on which it is

founded, they are without end also.— Winsted Press.

^ Samples of these chains are exhibited at the ofl&ce of this paper.

A PKAYEK
{By G. Herwegh. Translated by d, L. Joynes.)

Breathe, O God, the breath of tempests through this stillness of the
gi'aye,

Sound a deep Dead March for Freedom, no mere idyll of the slave ;

Warm with throbbing blood the pulses of this .pooi^ old chilly world ; .

Eouse to battle her avenger, though his banners now be furled.

If our foes deny us freedom on our hearth and in our home,
Let us find, at least to die in, some green island o'er the foam.
There at least to die rejoicing in the free and open air,

Watering with our wounds the blood-red roses in the graveyard there.
'

Let us drink but once again from Freedom's sacramental cup
;

Build a shrine where we our choicest gifts may gladly offer up
;

Clear for us a place of meeting, one free space of open heath

—

Prisoned close our trusty swords have long been weary of the sheath.

Out alas ! for Freedom's storm has passed us by and left us slaves
;

Lo, the golden ship of hope that like a cradle o'er the waves
Steered with sound of song to usward, and such ample treasures bore,

Eots a wreck black-stoled and shrouded, like a cofl&n on the shore.

Must the People still surround this rotten wreck with useless cries ?

Shall the force of all their fury fade away in empty sighs ?

Sounds there never through their sorrow resolution's thunder-tone ?

—

Not so long do tyrants loiter ere they cross their Rubicon.

Think ye then that peace and quiet will ensure your happiness ?

War at worst can only slay ye, peace will slay ye none the less.

What though in the wild war-struggle hearts may throb with fiercer

heat.

On the frozen fields of Russia Freedom's pulses cease to beat.

If your plants ye do not water, they will die in choking dust,

If ye never draw your swords, their blades will ruined be by rust

;

Now and then a vein to open all for Freedom's sake were good,

Lest your tyrants falsely swear that ye are weak for lack of blood.

But and if the men be cowards, earthward bending still their brows.

Hear our voice at least, ye women ; wreathe a sword in myrtle boughs ;

Hide a sword in myrtle branches ; since, meseemeth it, if ye
Fail to fight with us for Freedom, never will the world be free.

POWDERLEY AND THE LABOUR PARTY.

The following is published by request of the Portland (Oregon) Eureka
Assembly :

" Whereas, L. A. 8133 K. of L. has had its attention called to the recent
public utterances of G. M. W. Pi^wderly, in which he congratulates the
workers on the defeat of the Laboui- l^aity in Chicago, thereby lending the
support of his official position to the mis-statements of a venal press which
has industriously represented that the labour vote in Chicago had fallen off

through general disgust at the Socialistic tendencies of the party, although
as a matter of fact it showed an increase of 6,269 over that of last fall, the
vote of the Chicago Labour Party being then only 17,300 as against 23,579
on the 5th inst. ; and

" Whereas, The G. M. W. knows well that this means a far greater victory

than the mere gain of 6,269 votes, inasmuch as the 23,579 who voted on the
5th inst. voted knowingly for the overthrow of the competitive system, the
issue being, for the first time in American politics, put in plain and abso-

lutely unmistakable terms ; and
" Whereas, An attempt has again been made to lead the people astray by

representing that the Labour Party (though it bases all its teachings on the
Declaration of Independence) is endeavouring to overthrow the American
flag, because some of our members also reverence the red flag, as emblematical
of the life-blood w^hich flows alike in the veins of workers of every nationality,

and knits them in the bonds of a common brotherhood ; and
"Whereas, This antiquated attempt to divide our forces by playing upon

old race antipathies, though regarded by all conscientious men as an unpar-
donable crime, has nevertheless commended itself to the pious Catholic spirit

of Bro. Powdeily, who has not hesitated to desecrate our country's flag by
waving it in the cause of Know-Nothingism, and to plant himself squarely
on the side of the capitalists who are labouring to build up what they call

an ' American party,' hoping to discredit as * foreign ' those liberal ideas that
the struggles of the oppressed in Europe are giving birth to, wdiich, like all

great ideas, are rapidly becoming the heritage of the whole world ; and
" Whereas, This Assembly, having carefully watched the course of the

G. M. W., has long since recognised that he has proved false to the noble
principles of liberty, and equality of opportunity, for all of which he so

assiduously })rofessed during the years that he was a member of the
Socialistic Labour Party ; and

a Whereas, He has now given, in the opinion of this Assembly, final proof

that he is using his official position to hinder the march of the workers on
that journey, the goal of which is the final extinction of slavery by placing

all the sources of production equally and unreservedly at the disposition of

all workers, regardless of nationality.
" Resolved, That, in the first place, we congratulate our brother workers

in Chicago on having forced the G. M. W. at last to show his hand, and
thereby disillusionise those who have been hitherto blinded by admiration
for a name and office ; and that, in the second place, we urge them, and all

other true Knights, to follow up the good work by taking such steps as shall

result in the summary deposition of one who hsis been false to the trust

reposed in him by over a million organised workers, who elected him to office

believing him to be the uncompromising foe of tliat capitalistic monopoly
which is to-day finding in him one of its most powerful allies.''

"E. GiRARD, M. W.''

[seal.] "Richard Harper, R. S."
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BEITAIN.

The nut and bolt makers are suffering from reductions, and are meditating
starting a co-operative factory.

At Cradley Heath the masters that trucked the "gleads" {i.e., small coke
used as firing) charged lid. for the same quantity the workers can now get
for 6Jd. from outsiders—^thus making a profit out of the men of 44d. a sack.

Over 1000 Staffordshire rivet-makers have given notice that they will

strike unless an advance is conceded. Hard work at present prices enables
a man to earn about 18s. a-week on an average.

The employes of the Great Eastern Railway at Stratford have received

notice that they are to work one day and a-half (Monday and Saturday) for

the benefit of the People's Palace. It is necessary to add that this is not
Coercion, but those who disobey orders will be dismissed.—T. C.

In consequence of the operatives in the rivet trade, in the South Stafford-

shire and East Worcestershire district, having been called upon to submit to

a series of reductions in wages during the last twelve months, they state

that they cannot get a living at present prices, and on Saturday they gave
a fortnight's notice for a substantial advance. If the employers do not
concede the required advance a general strike will be declared. About 1000
have given notice.

The Cradley Heath chainmakers have been so far successful in their strike.

Only 700 people now remain out. Most of the masters have conceded the

advanced list, and trucking is nearly abolished, only one master named
Bannister persisting. A Liverpool magistrate has promised to endeavour to

provide funds to start a co-operative factory. This is a trade in which very
little capital is required, and so steps might immediately be taken by the

people to employ themselves.

Wm. McKeown, ship-yard artisan, was at Belfast, on Tuesday, returned
for trial on a charge of entering the y^rd of Messrs. Macilwaine and Lewis,

Queen's Island, from which he had been discharged, and destroying all the

principal belting in the place, in consequence of which several hundred men
were thrown idle. A mass meeting of the men on strike, after an interview
with the delegates from the English Shipbuilders' Society, almost unani-

mously decided to continue on strike. Five thousand artisans were present.

Half-Time in the Cotton Trade. — At a meeting of master cotton-

spinners held last week, the following resolution was unanimously carried :

—

" That, in the opinion of this meeting, it is most desirable, in the interests

of the trade, that all spinners shall at once resort to short time ; that such
short time shall consist of a reduction of the working hours equal to half-

time, for a period of eight weeks from the 30th May, and may be carried

out either by closing thiee days a week, by alternate weeks, or by continuous
stoppage ; the resolution to take effect only in the event of spinners repre-

senting two-thirds of the spindles sending in to the Cotton Spinners' Asso-
ciation an undertaking to carry out such resolution."

A singular scene was witnessed at Bolton on Monday night in connection
with the strike in the engineering trades. Messrs, Wood, Victoria Foundry,
imported eight or nine Scotchmen, who arrived on Monday. Lodgings could
not be obtained for them, there appearing to be a general boycott, so the
men were taken to the foundry, followed by a large demonstrative crowd.
Beds and bedding were ordered from a local furnisher, but he had the utmost
difficulty to land the goods, stones being thrown freely. When the gates

were opened at six o'clock on Wednesday morning the imported men made
t^eir escape, and being joined by some of the Strike Committee, were fur-

nished with funds to take them back to Scotland. They expressed them-
selves glad to go, and said they had been brought under a misapprehension.
With the departure of the importations the excitement was at an end. The
men's counter-proposals to that of the employers, forwarded through the
Mayor (Aid. Fletcher), are under consideration.

Strike of Quarrymen at Pollockshaws and Bannockburn.—For about
a couple of weeks past the quarrymen in the employment of Messrs. Steven-
son, at Pollockshaws, near Glaisgow, have been on strike to resist a reduction

of wages. The men are at present very poorly paid, while the nature of

their work is toilsome, dangerous, and unhealthy in the extreme. As the
quarry is tunnelled, the men have to work in very confined spaces, breathing
sand dust and the fumes of naptha lamps. The quarrymen are consequently
very short lived. The Messrs. Stephenson—who are thus, for their own
selfish gain, attempting to make the lives of these poor slaves still more
miserable—are reputed to be very wealthy, and one of the members of the

firm was elected some time ago by the workers of Glasgow to represent
their interests in the Town Council ! The quarrymen, who are now
attempting to form a union with the quarrymen in other parts of the
country, were addressed last week by William Small of the Hamilton
branch of the Socialist League, and J. Bruce Glasier, of the Glasgow
branch—no other political or trade society taking any interest in their

struggle. Some of the men stated that they had been previously think-
ing about Socialism, and had come to the conclusion that it was their

only hope of redress. A strike of quarr} men has also taken place at

Bannockburn—for ever glorious in Scottish memory as the place where
Bruce overthrew the power of Edward in Scotland. *' Bruce's address to his

troops at Bannockburn," better known as *' Scots wha hae," is Scotland's

battle song of Freedom. Whether the poor quarrymen who, having recently
submitted to two reductions in wages, now desire an advance, will obtain
much consolation from singing the patriotic ode, or contemplating the
glorious heritage of freedom, which they can enjoy while walking over the
famous battlefield with empty pockets and empty stomachs, is rather
doubtful.

Manchester.—Building operations at the Jubilee Exhibition here are now
at an end, and large numbers of joiners, bricklayers, painters, and labourers
of all grades are now to be seen wearily wandering about the streets vainly
searching for a permit of the employing classes to exist a little longer.
During the construction of the exhibition buildings, Manchester was over-
crowded with operatives in the building trades from all parts of the country.
The enterprising caterer for the refreshment department of the show is now
paying the extraordinary price of 64d. per hour to joiners, whom he employs
erecting extra dining rooms, etc., and he can get men at the price, in spite

of the fact that the headquarters of \he Amalgamated Society of Carpenters
and Joiners is located in this city. This society boasts of its capital of over
^50,000. To this add that some of its members are grumbling at paying
la. per week contributions, and also periodically heavy levies to keep up the
funds, etc., aiid yet see so little done by the executive in a progressive sense

for the interests of the society. The waitresses employed at the Jubil^
Exhibition are paid the "Jubilee" sum of 5a. per week with their dsr/i

food each day, their lodgings cost them in some instances 5s. per week, and
in other cases a larger sum. How these young women manage to pay foi

their food on Sunday's, also for their clothing, is an open question, yet ho^
many of the " mashers " and other visitors to the show give a thought tc

this unfortunate sisterhood I cannot discover. These young women are

employed each day out of the six from about 9 a.m. to 10 p.m., and from
what I have seen scarcely get an hour's rest the whole of the day. Ou the

very practical executive Committee, there are editors of local newspapers,
Kadicals of great notoriety, also Liberal and Tory philanthropists and poli-

tical leaders of local fame. The waitresses have no friends who will take
up their cause. The "ladies" of the "women's suffrage" movement have
no time it seems to help their exploited sisters. The above facts I have
from the women who suffer. There is not a single trade union leader with
the back-bone of a red herring in him, or we shoulfl hear these grievances

of oppressed womanhood exposed.

—

Gleaner.

AMEKICA.
The Central Labour Party in Denver, Colorado, have resolved in conse-

quence of a threatened 20 per cent, rise in rents, to organise a No-Eent
Campaign. It is proposed to camp out in tents, and a committee has been
appointed to make arrangements. Enthusiastic meetings have been held,

and great determination shown.

BELGIUM.
Brussels, May 25,—A strike commenced to-day among the engineers em-

ployed in the factories in the Brussels district, and several important work-
shops, including those of Deville, Chalet, Van Goethem, Eeallier, Bollinck,

Dejaer, Cail, and Halot, are at a standstill. The Burgomaster of Molenbeek
has " taken every precaution for the maintenance of order." May 26.—An
order has been issued by the Public Prosecutor to enforce the law against the

sale of arms.

Liege, May 35.—Troops have left here for Seraing. The strike has become
general at the Cockerill works. May 26.—The state of affairs in the Seraing

coal basin has this morning become more serious. There are now 1759 men
on strike, comprising colliers and ironworkers. A detachment of troops is

stationed at Seraing, in readiness for any emergency. Considerable agitation

prevails along the left bank of the Meuse.

Charleroi, May 25.—^The strike assumed larger proportions in the Charle-

roi coal-district this morning, and there are now 7000 men idle. Fears are

entertained that the movement will spread still further.

The strike in the Hainault and the Liege province is becoming more and
more serious and widespread, although the Central Committee of the Labour
Party have up to the present held aloof from declaring for a general strike,

believing that unless backed by a strong labour organisation it would be
virtually inefficacious. Nevertheless, in the face of present events, it is

possible that the committee will feel bound to march with the rest, and in

the various meeting-places of the different towns the question of a general

strike is being vigorously discussed. In the meantime the strike is pro-

ceeding and gaining fresh adherents every day. A mass meeting was held

on Sunday at Liege, which passed resolutions in favour of universal suf-

frage, amnesty for the prisoners, etc. The current number of LAvenvr
(Liege) fills its front page with an address to the " Workers of the Liege

Coal-basin," headed 'The Forerunner to a Eevolution,' calling upon all

workers to assist the movement " by all legal means in their power," which
phrase we confess to considering a very feeble one to use towards serious

men engaged in a serious struggle, whether that struggle be the preface to

the Eevolution, or merely, as we consider, one of these thousand and one

expressions of revolt against the chains of toil which we watch with so

much interest and sympathy, and which end in a concession here and con-

cession there from the industrial masters, in short, a sop to Cerberus to stay

his many-voiced howling for another while. At the same time this spon-

taneous movement of the mining population—with or without the sanction

of Central Committees and the like—is somewhat encouraging, and of the

greatest interest to workers in other countries.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Sir,—In your last number I am spoken of as the author of * Facts for Social-

ists,' recently issued by the Fabian Society. Will you allow me to state that

the tract twice underwent careful scrutiny, discussion, and amendment in com-

mittee of the whole society, and must not therefore be taken as the unaided

and unchecked work of an individual member. But the "amiable and
witty author " of the draft upon which the committee worked, and which
they substantially adopted, is Mr. Sidney Webb, and not your obedient

servant, G, Bernard Shaw.

29, Fitzroy Square, W., May 24, 1887.

''THE IMMOEALITY OF INTEEEST."

Sir,—I have just read an article in the Commomveal under the above title.

Were it not that this article is written by a man of marked ability, I should

not have troubled you with the following question. But, as the matter

stands, I should like to ask him whether it is through inadvertence or design

that, while enumerating sundry absurd arguments in favour of "usury," he

omits to notice the most important of those upon which political economists

rely ? This argument is that money is itself of the nature of a " commodity,"

for the use of which it is both reasonable and right that usury should be

required. The price of this commodity, like the price of every other com-

modity, is determined by the ratio between demand and supply : thus the

rate of interest varies, not in an ordinary way, but in accordance with this

demand and supply. Therefore, until it can be shown that in some way or

another the commodity called capital differs from all other commodities

—

including even that of manual labour—it must be merely illogical to single

it out as exceptionally deserving of abuse, or to represent that there is any
peculiar injustice attaching to hire of it.—I am, yours, etc.,

A Professor of Science.

[It will be seen that the writer of the above is not a professor of the science

of political economy. It is true that money is a commodity, and that we
must pay for its use. It is also true that chairs are commodities and that
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we aw'®*' V^y ^^^ their use. But wliat has either of these facts to do with

that other fact that every year a sum of £250,000,000, called interest, is paid

by those who earn it by labour in various departments of industry to those

who do not ? Our professor suggests that the 250 millions is the price or

hire of the money used by the nation. But how does he know that it is not

the hire or price of the chairs used by the nation ? Both, he says rightly,

ire commodities ; and he protests against money being " singled out." Why
Ihen does he single it out to account for interest ? The interest-receiving

class have no more a monopoly of money that they have of chairs. The pro-

duction of money is a State industry, the profits of which go into the Treasury

and have nothing whatever to do with the 250 millions. When money is

scarce, it can be made to do more work by the fall in prices ; and if it became

go scarce as to hamper exchange, the result would be a national dead loss,

which hardly explains the payment of 250 millions to a class not specially

connected with the scarcity. Any economist will tell the professor as much ;

for he is mistaken in supposing his defence of interest an accepted one.

Orthodoxy is more ingenious than that. Interest is held to be the reward of

abstinence, that is, the consideration by which a man is induced to refrain

from immediately consuming his wealth—to postpone enjoyment of it to a

future date—to save it, in short, and to permit others to use it in the meati-

time. His interest is paid out of the " increase " due to its employment jus

capital. This is a more plausible explanation than the other ; and I leave

the professor to exercise his skill in discovering the fallacy in it— Cj. B. S.]

A PLAN OF CAMPAIGN.

Imperial centralisation, and tlie tirst attenipt to coerce by imprisonment or

violence will be the signal for tlie revolution.

Where the local circumstances exclude the mass from representation upon
these bodies, let their councils be disturbed by irruptions of the unenfran-

chised "outsiders." In making these suggestions I am guided by a desire

first, to give our party something to whet its appetite with work that will

hold it together, with a distinct aim wherein no loss of principle is needed.

The early history of the French commun.es and mercantile cities of Italy

and Flanders shows that of old the middle-class in their insurrections against

feudalism won their civic enfranchisement from prince and knight with
artisan help and blood ; and our own municipal institutions have been won
from a titled aristocracy by a mercantile one ; the working-class have ever

been the pawns in the game, the bourgeois has triumphed over the aristo-

crat, and is already on the downward incline, let us hasten his downfall and use

the institutions he has won with the help of our class, as the thin end of a
wedge that will split up modern society, and lead to the establishment of

free federated communes in the place of the life suffocating criminal cen-

tralisation of to-day. F. Kitz.

The increasing strength of the Socialist party in these islands, and the

activity of our revolutionary propaganda, is bearing fruit amongst the

masses of our industrial population, and, as a consequence, the hostility or

indifference of a few years back is now changed for a sympathetic and atten-

tive attitude. .

Our missionaries, however, have no light task in striving to awaken m
the minds of the workers a true sense of the magnitude of the evils of our

present society, and the necessity of a thorough revolutionary change. As

a capitalistic writer has said recently' anent a labour question: "If the work

was unfitted for them, they have become fitted for the work." And this

" survival by fitness ; " or, in other words, moral de2:radation, has been

achieved by middle-class supremacy in production and the great industry—
" the Press."

When grasping dimly the ideas 'preached by our advocates, the anxious

enquirer puts the query, "How will you bring it about?" or, "We must

have some one at top." If a stage further advanced, the querist asks, " How
are we to bring it about ? " and that, in short, is the question in the minds

of teachers and listeners alike. We have to raise the moral tone of a class

who have always looked for amelioration, or indeed emancipation, at the

hands of their masters acting as legislators, and deluded by political catch-

words, have joined the party strife going on between manufacturer and land

thief. The non-political policy of abstention from voting inculcated by the

Socialist League simply opens up to the workman the possible alternative

of bloodshed, and whilst he sanctions the hideous butcheries, perpetrated to

extend the Empire, and even offers up himself and kin as victims, to be slain

and maimed in bondholders' wars, he shrinks with horror and dismay from

the prospect of having to shed blood to free his own country from the

domestic enemies who^have made it a hell upon earth to the workers.

Confronted with this state of feeling, it is not surprising that some should

try to reach the mass by the usual means, and talking down to their hearers,

seek in Parliamentary agitation an easier way of rousing the people.

In their heart of hearts the advocates of Parliamentary action do not

believe that any real good will ever come to the people from such action, and

they confessedly only seek this line of action from policy and not principle.

I hold it is highly immoral to tell the mass that their emancipation can be

achieved by means which Miust fail. When one looks at the incidents of Par-

liamentary strife, the huxtering, the pestering lobbyists, the traps and \nt'

falls laid by the legal crew who have shipping and railway enterprises to

promote, it may be asked, " Can an honest man preserve his integrity in

such an atmosphere ? " When Bradlaugh pleaded at the Bar of the House

against his exclusion therefrom, he covered the House with praise as an

honourable assembly with time honoured traditions. The revolutionary

Socialists whom the "gentleman" styles fools or worse, judging the House

both by its past tradition and present pretensions, will say that it is a

monstrous anomaly, a swallower up of public liberties, an aggregation of

the most sinister interests in the country, a legislative assembly, whose legis-

lative capacity is based upon the most fradulent pretence of representation,

even majority rule, for a majority in the House, as most division lists show,

represents the minority outside. An assembly moreover whose Acts have

caused wholesale misery and bloodshed, the spoliation of peoples abroad, and

preservation of domestic abuses and monopolies at home. An appeal to such

a body is but the hope deferred that maketh the heart sick, and will lead to

the bitterest disappointment.

In our local and municipal elections, however, I see an opportunity for

Socialistic work without, I think, loss of principle. In nearly all our local

and civil bodies the bourgeois reigns supreme, and this is mainly due to

the apathy of the working-class, who allow cliques of selfish, cheating

traders to monopolise what power of local government is left to the people.

Ancient liberties, vast sums of money, and public estates are maladminis-

tered by these gradgrinds and market riggers. Is it not possible to arouse

enthusiasm on matters that lie at our doors, without incurring the charge

of being reactionary? the revolution is inevitable, and it is possible to

hasten its advent, and give it shape and form, by contesting every inch of

ground now occupied in local bodies by the bourgeois. The Socialist who,

in every locality, would ransack the archieves in search for records of

ancient public rights, lapsed through ignorance and apathy, or, of robbed

trusts, would unearth such a mass of middle-class rascality as would bring

the class war near its culmination. The foul records of our city and its

guilds has shown that enough wealth is wasted in its corrupt hands to supply

the educational and material wants of the greater portion of the Metropoli-

tan poor.

Let the Socialist enter these coteries as the champion of ancient liberties,

and with a mandate from his constituents to widen their scope, until they

include the control over land, and means of production, instead of now
merely to determine the site of a dust-bin or lamp-post, or sell contracts.

Let him also violate, on every possible occasion, the legal claim of the

central authority to control local liberty of action, and strive, with his

associates, to break down the monstrous pretensions of the Imperial power,
ind bring every municipality and local authority where the Socialist ele-

ment prevails, "into defiant collision with the huge overgrown monster of

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

The Third Annual Conference of the League met at 13 Farringdon Road
on Sunday last, May 29, 1887, when twenty-four Branches were represented.

The following resolution -was passed :
** Whereas the primary duty of the Socialist

party is to educate the people in the principles of Socialism, and to organise them
to overthrow the capitalist system : this Conference endorses the policy of absten-

tion from parliamentary action hitherto pursued by the League, and sees no
sufficient reason for altering it." Minutes of proceedings will be issued to the

Branches shortly. The following were elected to form the Council for the ensuing

year : James Allman, W. Blundell, Burcham, Cantwell, Davis, Graham, F. Kitz,

J. Lane, S. Mainwaring, W. Morris, May Morris, D. NicoU, H. H. Sparling,

Tarleton, and Ph. Webb. W. Morris and H. H. Sparling were appomted Editor

and Sub-Editor of the Commonweal. Further particulars will be given next week.

Executive.—At the first meeting of the Council, Tuesday May 31, the follow-

ing officers were elected for the ensuing year : H. A. Barker, General Secretary ;

Philip Webb, Treasurer; T, Cantwell, Lecture Secretary; and W. Turner,

Financial Secretary.

London Members.—The first meeting of London Members will be held on
Monday the 4th of July.

BRANCH REPORTS.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, May 25, H. H. Sparling gave very interest-

ing lecture on " English Guilds." Good audience and discussion. No lecture on
Sunday, May 29th, the hall being used for the purposes of the Socialist League
Conference.—W. B. and T. E. W.
North London and Marylebone.—On Sunday morning, Cantwell, Brookes,

and Nicoll spoke at Regents' Park, and had good sale of literature. 2s. 2d. col-

lected for Strike Committee.
Glasgow.—On Friday evening, Glasier addressed a meeting of 200 quarry-

men, now on strike at Pollockshaws. In addition to the quarrymen, a large

number of other working-people were present. Glasier gave a full exposition of

the labour problem, and pointed out that the only remedy for the grievances of

quarrymen and all other workers was the abolition of private property in means
of production and distribution. His address was received with great approval

Comrade Small, of the Hamilton Branch, gave an address to the quarrymen on
the preceding Monday. On Sunday at one o'clock, comrade Curran addressed a

capital meeting on Jail's Square, Glasgow, when nine names were received as

members of the League. In the afternoon, comrade Arch McLaren gave a lecture

on Socialism to the Legislative Independence Branch of the National League.

There was a large audience, and the lecture was very well received, one member
declaring that when Home Rule was obtained they would transform the Branch
into a Branch of the Socialist League. In the evemng, comrades Carmichael,

Curran, and Glasier addressed a large meeting on George's Square. Afterwards

a meeting of members was held in our rooms.

Edinburgh. — On Wednesday, May 25, Smith, sen. , Tuke, and Gilray ad-

dressed a meeting in Scientific Hall, Dalkeith. On Sunday, Smith, jun., David-

son, and Gilray spoke in Queen's Park. A somewhat violent wind blowing

interfered with our having a very satisfactory meeting, and threatened to under-

take a gratuitous distribution of our literature, and thus to waft the story of

Socialism through a benighted world. In the evening in the Meadows, a good
number of Commonweal were disposed of.—J. G.

DN (Langs).—On Sunday afternoon, Joseph W^addington, of Manchester,

1 at the Town Hall Square, on " The Conflicts of Capital and Labour."
Bolton

lectured ; ^ ,

In the evening, an audience numbering several hundreds were addressed by same
speaker, on *' Our Homes, What they Are and What they Might Be." The lec-

turer asked those present why the worker was debarred from enjoying the com-

forts and luxuries of a home furnished with art furniture, beautiful pictures, and •

tasteful decorations ? The answer was, The rich held possession of the land and

the means of production, and until the workers discovered and recognised the

necessity of taking their own from the exploiters, so long would they be debarred

from comfortable homes, decent lives, and those arts and pleasures which make
life worth living. Good collections were made at both meetings for the propa-

ganda fund of the local branch of the S.D.F. Re the engineer's strike, there is

a grand opportunity for a good Socialist propaganda and organisation.—J. W.
Dublin.—On Thursday, May 26;, at the Labour League, 2, Bachelor's Walk,!

Fitzpatrick delivered an address on " The Housing of the Poor." Seven members

were elected to serve on the committee, five of them being Socialists, Fltz-*

Patrick, Karpel, McCarthy, Olgoman, and Swords. During the summer, meet-

ings will be held in all the towns near Dublin, and Branches of the Labour
^

League formed wherever practicable. ' ^

'

Socialist Union (Nottingham Section).—Last Sunday, Proctor lectured t<^-

an attentive audience in Snienton Market in the morning. In the evening,'

Proctor took the chair, and Wane addressed a good audience, Peacock following

with a spirited address. Collection for propaganda, including morning meeting,

4s. Id. Commonweal, which order we had again increased, all sold out. Three

young men joined the Section and Club after the meeting. Several members had
an enjoyable tea at the club on Monday. Our club is now getting into working

order.—T. P.

Branch Reports must be addressed to Sub-Editor, and cannot be
inserted if they reach the Office later than first post on Tuesday
Morning.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
The Debate on Soeialism.—E. Belfort Bax's reply to Mr. Bradlaugh will appear

in next issue.

J. L. Mr hon will also give full report of the North of England movement.
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Btoomshury.^Commnmst Club, 49 Tottenham Street.

G'lerkenwdll—Biaill of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-

don Road, E.G. Sunday June 5, at 7.15 p.m.,

Branch Members' Business Meeting. Free Concert
•at 8.30.' * Wednesday June 8, at 8.30. W. W. Bart-

lett, "The Meaning of the Social Revolution."

Ooyrfow.—Royal County House, West Croydon Station

Yard.

Hackney.—2S Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club

Room open every evening from 8 till 11.30.

Hammersmith,—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday June 5, at 8 p.m. J. L. Mahon, "The
Labour Movement amongst the Miners."

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—2 Crondall Street, New North Rd.

Club Room open on Monday, Wednesday, and Satur-

day evenings from 8 till 11. Singing Class every

Wednesday at 8.30. Members Meeting on Friday

June 3, at 8.30 p.m. : important business. Sunday
June 5, at 8 p.m. J. R. Macdonald (F. S.), "The
Si^ns of the Times."

Merlon,—II Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.

Discussions held every Sunday mornina; at 11.

MUcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

J^orth London.—Members' Meeting at 32 Camden
Road, June 5, at 8 p.m.

Hamilton,—Saturday : at 6 o'clock.

Motherwell—S&tuvd&y : at 6 o'clock.

Paisley.—Friday : Causewayside, at 7.30.

Hawick.—Persons in Hawick desirous of forming

a Branch are requested to address the Secretary of the

Socialist League, 4 Park Street, Edinburgh.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
Birmingham, to August 31. Manchester, to Octo-

ber 31. Leicester, South London, to December 31,

1886. ' Bradford, Croydon, Edinburgh, Hackney,

Hammersmith, Hoxton (Labour EmancipationLeague),

Hull, Ipswich, Lancaster, Leeds, Marylebone, Mer-

ton, Norwich, Shields, Walsall, to March 31.

Bloomsbury, Glasgow, North London, Oxford, to April

30, Clerkenwell, May 31, 1887.

STRIKE COMMITTEE.
Collected in Regent's Park, Sunday May 29, per

Cantwell, 2s. 2d.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
Pakenham Beatty, £2. International Club, 23

Berners Street, 4s. 9d. For Mrs. Mowbray—A. few

Fabians, per Annie Besant (weekly), 10s. ; Glasgow

Branch (five weeks), 10s.—Total, £3 4s. 9d.

J. Lane, Treasurer.

Id.

Id.

Id

Id.

PROVINCES.
^Bingley,—QQ^QQ Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.

Birmingham,—Qq,yv'^ Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

, 5«x<^/(xrcZ.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.

Wednesdays, at 8.

_.DuUin,—lv\s\i Labour League, 2 Bachelors Walk,

every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discussion on all sub-

jects connected with the Labour Question.

J)alkeith (Edinburgh).—Scientific Hall, Wednesday
June 8, at 8 p.m., a Lecture.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets

every Thursday at 7.30 p.m. to transact business.

Class for the study of * Das Capital ' at 8.30. {See

** Open-air " below.

)

..Q^^cw<70t(7.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. On Sunday

evening at 7, in our Rooms, Discussion. See '' Open-

air " below.

Hamilton,—Baton's Hall, Chapel St. Every Thursday

at 7.30.

^ Hull,—Address all communications to E. Teesdale,

20 Shakspere Street.

Z/cerfs.—Sunday: Hunslet Moor, 11; Vicar's Croft, 7.

Lancaster.—Addresses every Sunday morning on the

Quay Jetty.

^..Leicester,—OiS.ce of Hosiery Union, Horsefair Street.

"Fridays at 8 p. m.

^ ,Manchester,—l4.5 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-

chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-

ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every

Wednesday at 8 p.m.

-;i^<^nmcA.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures

every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m. Reading-room

open every evening.

• Oaj/brc^.—Temperance Hall, 25i Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

J^aisley.—On Friday at 7.30, open-air meeting at the

Causewayside.

Shields {North and South).—Meetings every Sunday,

Quay-side and Market Place. Branch meetings on

Thursday nights at the *' General Gordon," Bath

Street, Maxwell Street, South Shields. Secretary,

J. Heame, 32 Clive Street, No. Shields. A Public

Debate is being arranged between Mr. Leslie John-

son and J. L. Mahon.

North Shields.—liiah National League. On Sunday

June 5th, at 3 p.m., Gladstone Hall, J. L. Mahon

, will lecture on **The Iri^h Question."

Concert and Ball.—At Cleveland Hall, Cleve-

land Street, W., on Monday June 6, at 8.30, a Grand

Concert and Ball will take place, organised by the

Socialist League on behalf of the Norwich Prisoners'

Fund. The following, and others, will take part:

Fred Henderson, Mr. O'Brien, Miss Powell, H. H.

SparHng, Wm. Blundell, Mrs. Wardley, H. A. Barker,

J. Brooks, James Anderson, Ed. Witthoff, Mr. Stew-

ard, Mrs. Taylor. Admission by Programme, 6d.

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William

Morrifl. An exposition of the principles on

which the League is founded.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. .

The Labour Question from the Socialist

Standpoint. By William Morris.

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'

Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-

•tors). . . . . . •

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William

Morris 1^

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,

Victor Dave, and William Morris. . . .2d..

The Woman Question. By Edward Avelmg
and Eleanor Marx-Aveling 2d.

Art and Socialism. By Wm. Morris.

Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper. Is.

The Aims of Art. By Wm. Morris. {Now Ready.)

Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d.

The Co-operative Commonwealth. By Lawrence

Gronlund. Author's Edition, revised and enlarged

Paper covers, 2s. ; Cloth, 2s. 6d

The Religion of Socialism. By E. Belfort. Bax

Cr. 8vo, cloth gilt 4s. 6d.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE GROCERY.
13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

The Store is open on Monday, Wednesday, and

Saturday evenings from 8.30 till 10.30 p.m. AH
Grocery Articles can be had at current store prices,

or where possible, under. All orders over 10s. will be

delivered carriage paid in London.

" All for the Cause ! " Song. Words by William

Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 4s. 6d.

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.

Fine hand-made large paper 6a.

Socialist League, 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.C.

COMMON SENSE,
16 pp., crown 4to. ONE PENNY.

Published on the 15th of each month at the Mctd-brn

Press, 13 Paternoster Row, London.

The issue of 15th of May contains authenticated facts- and

figures on the following subjects :
-

The Price of Progress—Our National Wealth
—Our National Poverty—What is to be Done?
— Money - Getting Missionaries— Prize Com-
petition—The Teachings of Experience—Sauce

for Geese and Ganders—Formation of Human
Character—Britons never will be Slaves.

For terms to Special! AgemU apply to the Publishev^.^

16 pages One Penny.

-A PLEA FOR SOGIAilSM,
By J. L. MAHON.

being an address delivered in the course of a campaign

amongst the miners on strike in Northnmberland.

Prices to Branches and parcels for sale or distribution,

12 copies (post free) Is.; 50, 3s.; 100, 5s.

PaWdflh«d at 13 Farriagdon Road, London^ E.C.

Echoes of Truth. Twenty-four Sermons^ by

the late E. M. Geldaut. Selected and arranged by

his Widow. Bound in cloth, 68. Kegan, Paul,

Trench & Co., Paternoster Sq^uare ; or Mrs. GeMairt,

82 Lansdowne Road, Croycl/sa.

Now ready, S2 pp. , in ivrapper,. 3d.

THE IRISH QUESTION,
Political and Social.

By J. SKETCHLEY.
Birmingham : 8 Arthur Place Parade.

Also in the Pre&^r ^V Ihe same Author,

THE WOEKMAN'S QUESTION.
24 pp., 2d.

t)PBN-AIE PROPAGANDA.

IjO^do^—Sunday 5,

1^5 HacKney-" Salmon and Ball" ..--J- ^l^"^^!?

n i6' '^mSmith-Beadon Rd. .....The Bra^^^^^

\ •.•.Skeuwelicireen .^^^-The Branch

Tuesday.
, ^__. .,

;$ ...Ossulton Street, King's Cross...Brookes &Nicoll

Wednesday

»

7.30...Broidway, London Fields ^^^

Thursday. r^, t, u

8 ...Hoxton, Pitfield Street The Branch

PROVINCES.

^rfin6ur^/i.--Sunday : Queen's Park, afternoon at 3.

Loanhead (Edinburgh).-Saturday, at 7 o cIock.

Glasgow,-^x,nd^,y : Jail's Square at 1 p.m. ;
George i

Square, at 6 o'clock.

Now ready, MO pp., Is. QcL, post free; Cloth gilK

2s. 3c/., post free,

A REVIEW OF

EUROPEAN SOCIETY,
With an Expo^tio» and Vindicatioa of the Princij^ee^of

SOCIAL DEMOCRACY.
Bt J. SKBTCHUEY,

Axifhovol « The Irish Question,' ' The Funding System/

'^ German Democracy,' €*c., etc.

With an Inthoductics^ ivy W I1X1AM MORRIS^

The Work treatsof aJl the gireat question.s of tlie day-i/0«ti^l,

social and economical; of European ^^^^^ {i^i"^|*^^Xy
century; the r««olutiooary movemeats of 1848-4i>—̂ «ny tney

failed ; the Paria CojBQmuiL& «£ 1871 ;
cic, etc.

" This book is. a reniirkable ipsoduction.'*— Christian

Socialist.

" Nowhere will be found so mnch important mfor

mation in ao short a spekQe,'*—J'ttsticp,

" The book' is admiraWe. It must be placed on the

shelf of the library of every earnest student of bocial-

ism."

—

Commonwfial,
** A capital examinaticaa of civilised (?) society."—

Anarchist.

Birmingham : J. Sketehley, 8 Arthur Place Parade,

The^Led International- By Dr. Zacher,

Assessor to the Government. Authorised transla-

tion of the third German edition, by the Rev. ^. M.

Geldart, M.A., formerly scholar of Ballwl College,

Oxford. With Preface and Notes by the Translator.

Crown 8vo, Is. ^
London : Swan Sonnenschein, Lowrey & Co.,

Paternoster Square.

Where to get the * Commonweal/
AiRDRiB—A. Thomson, High St.

Arbroath—Mrs. DruinmoD^
BiRMiNQSAM—J. Sketehley, 348 Cheapaide
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Bykek—J. H. Stevens, 107 Conyers Road
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A WRITTEN DEBATE
Between Mh. C. BRADLAUGH, M.P., and E. BELFORT BAX.

SUBJECT:
*' Will Socialism Benefit the English People ?

"

III.

—

Affirmative : E. Belfort Bax.

I AM sorry that Mr. Bradlaugli is dissatisfied with my opening state-

ment of the Socialist position, wherein I sought to show the historic

•evolu,tion of the present system of society, more especially with reference.

to England, and thence to deduce the Socialistic as the only issue possible

to benefit the English people. But Mr. Bradlaugh, I am sure, is aware

of the disadvantage under which the opener of a debate on a subject

like the present labours. As it is, I had to trespass on his courtesy

by taking up more space than was originally agreed upon for my still

necessarily incomplete survey. To judge from Mr. Bradlaugh's re-

marks, he would have had me eliminate holus bolus the historical side

of the question. This I could under no circumstances have done.

The Socialism I am defe/iding is indissolubly bound up with the past

AS well as the present of human society, and is incomprehensible except

as the result of an historical development. I must therefore respect-

fully urge upon Mr. Bradlaugh to deal with the historical side of my
^.rticle, as upon this the theory of modern Socialism largely hinges. T

am quite willing for him to confine his attention to England, since this

country may quite well be taken as typical ; but I must protest against

one of the most important parts of my argument being waived aside

with the epithet "inexact," or with mere bald denials of the facts con-

tained in it.

I will now proceed to deal with Mr. Bradlaugh's paragraphs seriatim..

Nos. 1 and 2 1 have animadverted upon in opening these remarks.

(3 and 4) I contend that my definition of Socialism is perfectly clear

—

i.e., as clear as any definition cnn be wliich does not assume the pi^o-

portions of an exposition. I do not see that Mr. Bradlaugh's defin-

itions are as definitions any clearer than mine, but with them I will

deal in the proper place.

No 4 consists of a play upon the words "goal" and "basis"—tliis

«,t least is all that I can make out of it. The economic "basis," I

thought I made tolerably, evident, was that historic development of

industry up to modern capitalism, which Mr. Bradlaugh objects to dis-

cuss ; the "goal " is of course the Socialism which we contend is its out-

<Jome. My whole article consisted in an endeavour to state the " basis
"

and the "goal." The statement of the "basis" Mr. Bradlaugh has

ignored; the statement of the "goal" he has understood variously, but
never, I think, according to the ordinary sense of the words used by me.

(5, G, 7) The relation between Utopian and scientific Socialist theory

is that they are both products of the same intellectual movement at

•different stages, just as astrology and astronomy, alchemy and chemistry

are alike products of the scientific spirit, the one of its infancy, the

other of its maturity. The attempt to reform the world by founding

model communities or otherwise by groups of individuals is analogous

to the attempt of Goethe's Wagner to " distil " a human being out of a

retort. Mr. Bradlaugh is right in taking me to imply that this quasi-

f)racticality is at least one distinctive feature of Utopianism.

(7, 8, 9) By Socialism being "nothing if not international," I cer-

tainly meant that there is no possibility of the definite establishment

of Socialism anywhere without a concurrent movement among the

proletariat of the whole civilised toorld. I cannot regard England or

any other western country as isolated from the general movement of

civilisation. The condition of the civilised world as a whole is the

immediate basis on which modern Socialism founds. This basis is the

-capitalistic system, the growth and nature of which I have already

sketched. By the "break up of nationalities" I refer to the existing

•centralised State-systems of Europe. At present, although for obvious

reasons each nationality has to work out its own Socialist movement
more or less independently, yet this independence is recognised by all

'Socialists to be only provisional—that the centralised State of to day
will eventually be merged in a federation of all socialised communities.
.The centre of the larger (as opposed to the smaller or communal) social

organisation will be shifted from the nation to the group of nations

-constituting the socialised world. But, says Mr. Bradlaugh, how long
-after the first establishment of Socialism will this political readjust-
ment take place 1 Will a period of six weeks and three days elapse, or
•seven weeks, or how long ? I am very sorry, but I really cannot in-

form him The two events may be simultaneous or they may not,

according to the circumstances under which the crisis of the social

revolution accomplishes itself. I can only affirm the fact of the logical

connection of the.e events, and that the one must follow sooner or later

upon the other. Would the "break up" be a slow and peaceful pro-

cess'? asks ]Mr. Bradlaugh. Possibly yes, but probably no.

(9) Mr. Bradlaugli rightly conceives that I deny the possibility of

any social qhange being effected by isolated individuals or groups.

The word " abstractedly " which he alleges, however, to be meaningless,

contains the gist of the whole note, which affirms the impotence of in-

dividual eflfort abstracted from social condition. In answer to Mr.

Bradlaugh's strictures I may say that " isolated and individual eftbrt"

has never been (and never can be) effective save as the expression and

outcome of an underlying social movement. It is the social circum-

stances and intellectual atmosphere of his age which makes the indivi-

dual what he is. The mere aggregate of individuals existing at a par-

ticular moment does not constitute society, any more than *the mere

aggregate of cell and tissue here and now constitutes the man—in both

cases, it is the structural synthesis, the organic form, which deter-

mines the reality of the thing. I am sure if Mr. Bradlaugh considers

the matter he will see that his " innumerable instances" of individual

initiative, as contributing to progress, simply resolve themselves into

cases of individuals having given voice and definiteness to tendencies

already born of that social and more particularly economic development

which maintains itself as one movement irrespective of the individuals,

generations, and even races, through which it is manifested. My con-

tention is that if people cut themselves off from the main stream of

this development their action is futile.

(10, 11) I submit that Mr. Bradlaugh's first definition of a "Social-

istic State " (which he would substitute for my own) is much too vague

to be of any use for purposes of discussion. As it stands certainly no

modern Socialist would accept it. His second is open to less objection,

and taking the words in their ordinary meaning, I should not be indis-

posed to adopt it^ as it is little more than a blurred re-statement of

my own definition. The explanatory rider is of course indefensible.

" Everything common as to its user " forsooth !—that's just what it

wouldn't be. Mr. Bradlaugh really seems to credit Socialists with the

fatuous absurdity of advocating a genei-al scramble for hats and coats.

The use of a thing as to its being " individual " or " common," must be

entirely determined by the nature of the thing itself—w-hether it is a

palace or a pair of boots, for example. It is quite true that Social isivi

by implication aliirms that personal possession shall be limited to objects

of personal use, but certainly does not imply that every pockethandker-

chief, coat, hat, stocking, petticoat, chemise, "shall be common as to

their user." The remark, however, is obviously only one of those

touches of playful humour which for those who can appreciate them,

lend a charm to so many of Mr. Bradlaugh's speeches and articles ; and

I should not have essayed to refute it but for the fact that the British

public is so dense at seeing a joke. Again, as to all labour being State-

controlled, it is only necessary to say that after Mr. Bradlaugh had per-

formed his share of the work necessary to the maintenance of the com-

mnnity of which he was a member, he could labour as uncontrolledly

as he pleased under a Socialistic regime. With regard to Socialism and

Communism I may say that the words Socialism, Communism and

Collectivism are with me interchangeable, and mean economically the

communisation of the means necessary to production, distribution, and

exchange—and nothing else. You may of course affirm if you like that

this would eventuate in the communisation of the product to a very

large extent, but this would be an after and indirect and not an im-

mediate and direct result of Socialism.

(11) By the "assumption of, etc.," I mean the taking away from the

present owners by any means constitutional or otherwise, as circum-

stances may dictate, of the means of production, etc., now in the hands

of private persons or syndicates. Socialism only proposes to confiscate

wealth used for production on a large scale, i.e., as capital, in the fullest

sense of the word.

(12) How the new social order is to be inaugurated, to wit, by the

taking over of capital in the above sense, I certainly thought had been

sufficiently indicated by me in more than one place. As to the benefits

thence resulting to the English people, I also thought I made sufficiently

clear that since the capitalist system with its results as described, is so

fully developed in England that ergo the English people must especially

benefit by its abolition.

(13) Civilisation means primarily the domination of property as held

^ In saying this, I assume that "all labour" means all social labour, not the
labour an individual might perform for his own amusement.
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privately, with the corresponding distinctioij of a prop^rt^ed, dominating
class attdit^propertyless, dobinaled^elass. It isMse^ fullest developed
in^the modern capitalist world—*with its empire of profit-mongering.

H«^cet]^|abolitioji of capitalism implies the abolition of the la«t phase
of^^hfe emlised^^^^^^p^^^^^ is basecf on the above d^-
antagonism.

,

'
; ,

^; (li)/^e priva,t4 enterprise I referred to is that which has material
persbnaj gain for its end. t see no reason why under Socialism any
omeriotidi of private enterprise should be extinguished.

(15) I must again ask Mr. Bradlaugh to deal with the historical side

of my paper.

(16) That the early Christians as a matter of temporary convenience
believing the end of the world to be at hand, chose to form a mutual
benefit society does not affect in the least the principles and ultimate
tendencies of Christianity. That its ppnciples were not communistic
would be, for that matter sufficiently proved by Acts v. 4, if Mr. Brad-
laugh regards the book of ' Acts ' as having any special historical value.

As our friend William Morris remarked to me the other day, the
vaunted communism of the primitive Christians is essentially the same
as the donation of a thousand pounds by a Birmingham manufacturer
to a cause he takes an interest in. The self-sacrifice might have been
greater in the former than in the latter case, but the transaction is

identical in kind.

No 17 I will bear in mind, though as regards the stat^tical Fabian
Tract I have seen it in a place I should have thought not altogether
inaccessible to Mr. Bradlaugh.

(18) I must confess I was somewhat staggered by Mr. Bradlaugh's
challenging my statement that the large capitalist swallows up the
small one. This everyday occurrence seemed so incontrovertible, and
has never to my knowledge been questioned by any one. Probably Mr.
Bradlaugh's own constituents at Northampton could tell him something
about this in connection with the boot-making industry. I will, how-
ever, endeavour to satisfy his passion for figures by procuring some
on the subject in my next article. Meanwhile, surely Mr. Bradlaugh
will admit that goods can be thrown on to the competitive market cheaper
and more rapidly when produced with large capital than with small,

and if he admits this he admits that the result described must ensue.

Is there not now less pauperism in proportion to population than forty

years ago 1 Yery possibly less pauperism, but certainly more poverty.

The middle-classes have taken care to suppress pauperism and reduce
the rates at the same time by wellnigh abolishing out-door relief and
making the workhouses worse than prisons. What has Mr. Bradlaugh
to say about the perennial unemployed question 1

Space presses, but I shall revert to No. 18 in my next unless Mr.
Bradlaugh should prefer to restate the points there raised by him in

his reply to this.

(19) Mr. Bradlaugh " doubts " but does not criticise certain historical

truisms put forward by me. He also alleges that I have failed to show
their connection with the subject in dispute. But surely before one
can judge whether Socialism will benefit the English people it is desir-

able to show why its antithesis, capitalistic individualism, hasn't and
won't benefit the English people.

(20) Mr. Bradlaugh further characterises a paragraph of mine as
" an accumulation of inaccuracies." I can only say I am prepared to

stand by it to the very letter. I never said anything about " monopoly
of labour." The "unnamed individuals" constituting the capitalist

class have a monopoly of the means by which alone labour can become
economically productive, which of course gives them a command over

those who possess nothing but their labour-power. The margin of the

final profit may, as Mr. Bradlaugh says, be very small or nil, and yet

the rate of exploitation or of the production of surplus-value may be
a hundred per cent., as Marx has conclusively shown ('Capital,' vol. I.

c. ix. p. 201 et seq.), I am surprised to find this confusion between the

concepts surplus-value and profit in a person of Mr. Bradlaugh's acute-

ness. However, there it is. Then, again, the final sentence On the

hypothesis that the whole community owns and works the means of

production, etc., for its own behoof, to whom, I would ask, are the
" expenses " named to be incurred ? Surely there is here also some
confusion of ideas.

In conclusion, if I might do so without giving ofience, I should like

to ask Mr. Bradlaugh to formulate his objections in a more compre-
hensive and less detached fashion. It is easy to fire ofi* thirty or

forty questions in two columns, which it would take thirty or forty to

answer properly. With fair play given me to reply to a series of

such articles as Mr. Bradlaugh's last, I have my misgivings lest the

English people might have established Socialism before I had succeeded

in convincing Mr. Bradlaugh that it would benefit them.

E. Belfort Bax.

The McGlynn and George party becomes more turbulent and Socialistic

daily.

—

Daily Neius Correspondent.

Father M'Glynn on Mr. O'Brien.—New York, June 6.—Mr. O'Brien's

refusal to attend the labour demonstration here on Saturday night is the
subject of general discussion to-day. The members of the Labour Union are

outspoken in their opinions, and consider themselves afi'ronted. The matter
was debated at a largely-attended meeting of the Anti-Poverty Society
yesterday, at which Mr. Mackin, chairman of the Labour Demonstration,
and Father M'Glynn, spoke in condemnatory terms of Mr. O'Brien. Father
M'Glynn said : "O'Brien is himself a landlord at heart. It is- only a ques-

tion of 10 or 25 per cent, between O'Brien and Lord Lansdowne. They are

birds of a feather. Mr. O'Brien blackguards Lord Lansdowne because he
cannot jew him down 25 per cent. O'Brien admits that the land belongs to

Lord Lansdowne. We say it does not belong to him. We therefore intend
to take it from him."

HOW WE LIVE AND HOW WE MIGHT LIVE.
' '

' (Continued from p. 178.) »/' *

Lfer those be types of the consumer: Int^ now fof- the tptioduceii^ I
mean the r^l producer, the worker ; how does this scramble fofxhe
plunder of the market affect himt The ndamiifacturer^ in the eageniess
of his War, hiis had to coUecst intd on€> helghboiirhbod a; vast arm|^ of
workers, he has drilled them till they are as fit as may belor hii Sjpecial

branch of production, that is, for making a profit out of it, and with
the result of their being fit for nothing else ; well, when the glut comes
in that market he is supplying, what happens to this army, every one
of whom has been depending on the steady demand in that market,
and acting, as they could not choose but act, as if it were to go on for
ever 1 You know well what happens to them ; the factory door is shut
on them ; on a very large part of them often, and at the best on the
reserve army of labour, so busily employed in the time of inflation.

What becomes of them 1, Nay, we know that well enough just now.
But what we don't know, or don't choose to know is, that this reserve
army of labour is an absolute necessity for commercial war : if our
manufacturers had not got these poor devils whom they could draft on
to their machines when the demand swelled, other manufacturers in
France or Germany, or America, would step in and take the market
from them ; so you see, as we live now, it is necessary that a vast part
of the industrial population should be exposed to the danger of
periodical semi-starvation, and that not for the advantage of the people
in another part of the world, but for their degradation and enslave-
ment. Just let your minds run for a moment on the kind of waste
which this means, this opening up of new markets among savage and
barbarous countries which is the extreme type of the force of the proiit-

market on the world, and you will surely see what a hideous nightmare
that profit-market is : it keeps us sweating and terrified for our liveli-

hood, unable to read a book or look at a picture, or have pleasant
fields to walk in, or to lie in the sun, or to share in the knowledge of

our time, to have in short either animal or intellectual pleasure, and
for what 1 that we may go on living the same slavish life till we die, in

order to provide for a rich man what is called a life of ease and luxury ;

that is to say, a life so empty, unwholesome, and degraded ^ that, per-

haps on the whole, he is worse oil than we the workers are : and as
to the result of all this sufiering it is luckiest when it is nothing at all^

when you can say that the wares have done nobody any good ; for

oftenest they have done many people harm, and we have toiled and
groaned and died in making poison and destruction for our fellow men.

Well, I say all this is war, and the results of war, the war this time
not of competing nations, but of competing firms or capitalist units :

and it is this war of the firms which hinders the peace between
nations which you surely have agreed with me in thinking is sa
necessary ; for you must know that war is the very breath of

the nostrils of these fighting firms, and they have now, in our
times, got into their hands nearly all the political power, and
they band together in each country in order to make their respec-

tive governments fulfill just two functions ; the first is at home
to act as a strong police force, to keep the ring in which the strong
are beating down the weak ; the second is to act as a piratical

body-guard abroad, a petard to explode the doors which lead to the
markets of the world : markets at any price abroad, uninterfered with
privilege at any price at home, to provide these is the sole business of
a government such as our industrial captains have been able to con-

ceive of. I must now try to show you the reason of all this, and what
it rests on, by trying to answer the question. Why have the profit-

makers got all this power, or at least why are they able to keep it 1

That takes us to the third form of war commercial : the last and the
one which all the rest is founded on. We have spoken first of the war
of rival nations ; next of that of rival firms ; we have now to speak of

rival men. As nations under the present system are driven to compete
with one another for the markets of the world, and as firms or the
captains of industry ha^'e to scramble for their share of the profits of

the markets, so also have the workers to compete with each other—for

livelihood ; and it is this constant competition or war amongst them
which enables the profit-grinders to make their profits, and by means
of them to take all the executive power of the country into their hands.

But here is the difierence between the position of the workers and the
profit-makers : to the latter, the profit-grinders, war is necessary

;
you

cannot have profit making without competition, individual, corporate,

and national ; but you may work for a livelihood without competing ;

you may combine instead of competing. I have said war was the life-

breath of the profit-makers ; in like manner, combination is the life of

the workers. The working-classes or proletariat cannot even exist

as a class without combination of some sort. The necessity which
forced the profit-grinders to collect their men first into workshops^

working by the division of labour, and next into great factories worked
by machinery, and so gradually to draw them into the great towns and
centres of civilisation, gave birth to a distinct working class or prole-

tariat : and this it was which gave them their mechanical existence^

so to say. But note, that they are indeed combined into social groups-

for the production of wares, but only as yet mechanically ; they do not
know what they are working at, nor whom they are working for^

because they are combining to produce wares of which the profit of au

master forms an essential part, instead of goods for their own use : as

long as they do this, and compete with each other for leave to do it>

they will be and will feel themselves to be simply a part of those com-
peting firms I have been speaking of ; they will be in fact just a part

of the machinery for the production of profit ; and so long as this lasts
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it will be the aim of the masters or profit-makers to decrease the

market value of this human part of the machinery ; that is to say,

since they already hold in their hands the labour of dead men in the

form of capital and machinery, it is their interest, or we will say their

necessity, to pay as little as they can help for the labour of living men
which they have to buy from day to day : and since the workmen they

employ have nothing but their labour-power, they are compelled to

underbid one another for employment and wages, and so enable the

capitalist to play his game.

I have said that as things go, the workers are a part of the compet
ing firms, an adjunct of capital. Nevertheless, they are only so by
compulsion ; and even without their being conscious of it, they struggle

against that compulsion and its immediate results, the lowering of their

wages, of their standard of life ; and this they do and must do, both
as a class and individually : just as the slave of the great Roman lord,

though he distinctly felt himself to be a part of the household, yet
collectively was a force in reserve for its destruction, and individually
stole from his lord whenever he could safely do so. So here, you see,

is another form of war necessary to the way we live now, the war of

class against class, which, when it rise* to its height, and it seems to

be rising at present, will destroy those othei- forms of war we have
been speaking of ; will make the position of the profit-makers, of per-
petual commercial war, untenable ; will destroy the present system of
competitive privilege, or commercial war.
Now observe, I said that to the existence of the workers it was

combination, not competition, that was necessary, while to that of the
profit-makers combination was impossible, and war necessary. The
present position of the workers is that of the machinery of commerce,
or in plainer words its slaves; when they change that position and
become free, the class of profit-makers must cease to exist ; and what
will then be the position of the workers ? Even as it is they are the
one necessary part of society, the life-giving part ; the other classes are
but hangers-on who live on them. But what should they be, what
will they be, when they once for all come to know their real power and
cease competing with one another for livelihood'? I will tell you:
they will be society, they will be the community. And being society—that
is, there being no class outside them to contend with—they can then
regulate their labour in accordance with their own real needs. You
have heard of supply and demand, but the supply and demand usually
meant is under the sway of the gambling market; the demand is

forced, as I hinted above, before it is supplied ; nor, as each producer
is working against all the rest, can the producers hold their hands, till

the market is glutted and the workers, thrown out on the streets, hear
that there has been over-production, amidst which over-plus of unsale-
able goods they go ill-supplied with even necessaries, because the wealth
which they themselves have created is "ill-distributed," as we call it

—

that is, unjustly taken away from them. Well, I say when the workers
are society they will regulate their labour, so that the supply and
demand shall be genuine, not gambling ; the two will then be com-
mensurate, for it is the same society which demands that also supplies

;

there will be no more artificial famines then, no more poverty amidst
over-production, amidst too great a stock of the very things which
should supply poverty and turn it into wellbeing. In short, there
would be no waste and therefore no tyranny.

William Morris.
{To he continued,)

LITERARY NOTICES.
^
'The Life of Ernest Jones,' by Fred. Leary {Democrat ofiice. New Bridge

Street, Is.), is about to be published, if enough copies are subscribed for to
ensure the writer against loss. It is surely time that an account of the life

and deeds of this great man should be i)ublirthed, and everybody should help
to that end who can.

' The Irish Question ' (3d.), by our comrade Sketchley, has been revised
and reissued, and any one hitherto unable to obtain it may now do so from
the author, at 8 Arthur Place Parade, Birmingham. A large part of the
pamphlet is taken up with statistics very ably handled.

'Confessions of an Anarchist' (CJlarke, High Street, Chelmsford) is a small
paper-covered volume of forty-three sonnets, most of which give token of
some power, the third being really fine. Some of the sonnets are of the kind
that raise the question as to their reason of being, and we advise the writer
to be more sparing in production and more lavish in workmanship. Forty-
three sonnets in nine months is "over-production."

'Our Christianity tested by the Irish Question,' by Josephine E. Butler
(Fisher Unwin, 6d.), is an admirable expose of the hypocrisy, cruelty, and
fraud perpetrated upon the Irish people in the revered names of law and
order and Christian charity. In reading such pamphlets as this, or indeed
anything bearing upon the same question, the wonder seizes one that one
folk should possibly be able to inflict and one to endure such hellish misery.

John Mitchell's ' History of Ireland ' is too well known to need much com-
ment at this time,^but the enterprise of Messrs. James Dufi'y and Sons (15
Wellington Quay, Dublin), calls for a word of j)raise. Thev are advertising
an edition of Mitchell's ' History ' at r)s. complete. For those who can better
afford to buy it in parts, it may be had in sixteen numbers at 3d, or four
parts at Is. Any one desirous of reading up Irish afiairs during the most
important period could very easily do worse than invest in Mitchell.

^Edward III. and His \Yars,' by J. H. Ashlev, M.A., and ^The Misrule of
Henry III.,' by Rev. W. H. Hutton, M.A., are part of a series called *Eng-
ilsli History from Contemporary Writers,' edited by F. York Powell, M.A.,
and published by David Nutt (207 Strand) at Is. per vol. The series aims
at presenting the happenings of each period as they appeared to the living
onlookers. The extracts are from good writers, references to authorities are
nnmerous and complete, great impartiality is shown, salient events are illus-
^ted. The books are well printed and bound, and altogether this forms
one of the best series yet submittinl to the Dublic.

'

S:

SONNET.
Woe to you rich who eat but will not toil

;

Whose hands with plunder of the poor are filled,

Alms-givers in the sight of men, who build
High churches with a portion of the spoil,

Whose greedy souls not deepest Hell could soil

Blacker than their own hue : the life blood spilled

Has cried aloud for vengeance, and has thrilled

The heart of Justice, whom ye shall not foil.

Lo, from the ocean of the worker's tears

Riseth the tempest cloud of discontent.

Darkening the sun of your false lives with fears.

Anger and sorrow in its frowning blent.

Hiding within its midmost heart of gloom
The lightning of the people's wrath, your doom.

Fred Henderson.

THE UDSTON DISASTER.
The Udston Colliery disaster brings home to the w^orkers, in terrible

reality, the price they have to pay for liberty to exist under present

competitive capitalist conditions. The mines, it is said, could be worked
in safety with electric light, but competition has cut the profits so low
that it would not pay the capitalist to furnish such security, and these

disasters help to clear ofi' that surplus labour which, Mr. Bradlaugh
atlirms, has a tendency to outgrow the needs of society. The capi-

talist, of course, loses something by the damage and stoppage of his

works, but he looks upon it as an insurance premium, for he gets a
compensation in the increased security he derives from the workers not
becoming too numerous for his purposes. His purposes are best served
with just enough workers to enable him to get his work done for the

lowest subsistence wages, but not enough to drive them desperate and
goad them to the resolve of ''^if we cannot share your heaven, you shall

share our helV^

A glance at the ages of the victims caught in this disaster should
strike a warning note both to the capitalists and the workers. It tells

us that the contented workers of the uneducated past are now almost
killed out, and the young on whose shoulders the burden of this im-
portant fundamental industry now rests can read and think for them-
selves. Already they are asking, " Our fathers ! where are they %

"

They see that length of days is not theirs, neither are the products of

Nature, and they want to know the reason why. They recognise that

a ton of coals firmly embedded in the bowels of the earth is of little

value to society until their labour is expended on it, and they are quite

sure the Duke of Hamilton has no right to receive a larger share than
they while he renders no assistance and runs no risks in securing the
prize. The Duke of Hamilton's income is " the lives of men and
boys," and so are the incomes of all who take from society that for

which they render no equivalent service. The collier receives less for

digging, tilling, and hauling a ton of coals in the bowels of the ^artli

in this dangerous part of Scotland, than a coal heaver gets in Glasgow
for carrying, free of danger, the same quantity to a cellar from the
street.

It is very suggestive that none of the victims of this disaster had
reached over 60 years of age, and that only one-third was over 30
years. The list as published in the capitalists' organ shows 50 killed

under 30 years, and 25 between the ages of 30 and 60 years. The
injured numbered 40 under 30 years, and 20 between the ages of 30
and 60 years. It is also very suggestive to read that the majority of

the young victims were " the only support of a widowed mother." A
study of these points will suggest where and how their fathers are

gone, and reveal conditions of existence not altogether worthy of praise

in the J ubilee year.

We read that wee Jamie Gaw, aged 13 years, had escaped the pur-
suit of the School Board ofiicer, who was searching for him. His
widowed mother having need of the wages had sanctioned his going to

the pit. Poor fellow ! he has now escaped the ofiicer's grasp, and his

widowed mother has to lament the loss of her help and hope. A
collier's widow always needs help, for his wages are calculated in snug
and well-furnished ofiices in proportion to the price of provisions. His
wages are calculated in the same manner as the upkeep of a machine.
A large colliery manager told his men lately that 14s. per w^eek accord-

ing to the present price of provisions was sufficient to keep a collier

and his family. Economists put the labourer and what he produces
on the same tooting—supply and demand—but, they forget, tlie pro-

duct cannot revolt and the man can. Man is not a commodity to be

thus disposed of. He is the being for whom all other commodities
exist. George McLean.

Jamaica Place, Cambuslang.

It is worth while putting on record some words of a magistrate in Hull.
The Hull German Communist Club has been the victim of a police plot, by
which two detectives obtained drink from the steward at a dance held on
the premises. The steward and secretary were summoned for a breacli of

the licensing laws, but were eventually discharged, Mr. Twiss, tiie

magistrate, saying that those belonging to the club had taken very great

pains to keep it as a club. In his opinion it was not a bogus club at all, and
he had nothing to do witli their principles or politics. Rather rough on liit?

promoters of the prosecution, who have tried this game on several times,

hitherto witliout success. Unfortunately, however, they have succeeded in

breaking up the club for the present.—E. T.
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"have you not heard how it has gone with many a cause before now : FIRST, FEVr MEM
HKEO IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON I

'

Communications invited on Social Questions, They should be written on one side of
the paper ^ addressed to the Editors^ 13 Farringdon Rd. ^E.C, and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer^ not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signedy no special signijicance attaches to them, because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the League as a body^ except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

Rejected MSS, only returned if a stamped directed envelope isjorwarded with them.

Subscriptions,—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, Gs,;

six months, Ss,; three months. Is, 6d,

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E,G, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps,

Feriodicals received during the week ending Wednesday/ June S,

England
Jus
Norwich—Daylight
Ivondoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Brotherhood
Church Reformer
Fjreodom
Personal Rights Journal
Justice

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald
Allahabad—People's Budget
Bombay Gazette

South Australia
Adelaide—Our Commonwealth

Canada
Toronto—Labor Reformer

United States
New York—Freiheit
Truthseeker
T>er Sozialist

Tax Reformer
VolkszeitHng
Leader

Boston—Woman's Journal

Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer
Chicago (111.)—Vorbote
Labor Enquirer

Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West
New Haven (Conn.)—Work-

men's Advocate
Hammonton(NJ )CreditFonder
Albina (Oreg.)—Weekly Courier
Cincinnati (O.) Unionist
Philadelphia Carpenter
Detroit (Mich.)—The Advance
San Francisco (Cal.)The People

Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Socialiste
Le Revolte

Lille—Le Travailleur
Guise—Le Devoir

Belgium
Brussels—L'Avant-Garde
Liege—L'Avenir
Antwerp—De Werker

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Brescia—Lo Sperimentale
Marsala—La Nuova Eta

Austria
Vienna—Glcichheit
Brunn—Volksfreund

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat
Geneva—Bulletin Continental

Spain
El Productor
Madrid—El Socialista

Portugal
Lisbon—O Protesto Operario
Voz do Operario

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Dcmokraten

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

Norway
Kristiania—Social-Democraten

NOTES ON NEWS.
Speeches of Mr. Chamberlain ; letter of Mr. Bright ; Birmingham
meeting, and solemn sermon by the Birmingham organ of Coercion

Joe; Glasgow anti-coercion meeting; progress of Mr. Gladstone, once

the Liberal King, now a kind of rebel leader, striving rather for a

glorious end than for his lost crown. These are the preparations for

the Liberal reunion, the hope of which some persons cling to so fondly.

It does not directly concern us Socialists much, as after al) it only fore-

casts the formal inauguration of the reactionary party which has been

in working order some time already. But indirectly it will, one may
hope, add to the confusion and ineffectiveness of Parliament, and so

tend to disgust the people, and at the last disgust them so much that

they will relegate it to its due place as a mere rowdy debating society,

that sensible persons will give a wide berth to, till the happy day comes

when one can squelch out its noisome existence.

" Over the whole plain of labour and trade you saw society in conflict.

No arms were used, and yet men were struck down ; no blood was spilled,

and yet men died. Neither giant nor feudal lord was any longer there ; a

new tyrant reigned in their stead, more omnipresent and pitiless than they,

whose name was Capital."

So says Mr. G. J. Holyoake in his prose poem on co-operation ; nor

is the picture overdrawn. But will not his words serve to desciibe

the present as well as the past 1 Surely our own Labour Struggle column
is enough to answer that question. It is true that the rule of the

"tyrant" is now questioned, but no longer by the co-operationists but

by the Socialist. The former seem to have a veil cast over their eyes

which makes them see their old tyrant in very different colours to

what they used to ; for they can scarcely deny that he is there still.

system—pay tribute to the owners of property for being allowed to
live. And meantime they have established a form of joint stockery
differing slightly (scarcely at all in most cases) from that already
established ; which to some of us cannot but seem a rather pitiful out-

come of those perfectly genuine hopes for the regeneration of society

which they began with earlier in the century, and all the energy
developed from those hopes. Let them now, without casting aside the
individual advantages they have gained, turn their eyes to Socialism,

the real movement of labour, which will make the w^orkers the arbiters^

of their own destinies.

V The fact is, the very success of co-operation shows how very far it

is from being a solution of the labour question. Let us admit that

they have exploded the superstition that workmen could not combine
in production and distribution, that the autocratic one-man capitalist

was a necessity for carrying on a business successfully : but with all

their success, what else have they done 1 They have shown us that

co-operation is desirable ; but they are not allowed to co-operate : they

must borrow money and pay interest, they must hire premises and pay
rent to an individual or a company, they must buy the land that is

theirs and the factories that they have made ; they must pay a profit

on every thing they buy outside their own association, either to con-

sume or to transform into other wares. In short, not being allowed to

co-operate, they have acted as all people mitst do unde^- our present

The Engineer says, apropos of the Belgian strikes :

" Capital does not receive the common interest of the country when laid

out in the coal mines, the workmen and their families cannot possibly

subsist on a pittance of Is. 6d. to 2s. 6d. at most a-day for ten hours' work
in a deep mine, and the price of coal cannot be raised if it is to be disposed
of. If economy in plant and working is no further possible, the look-out is

a dreary one indeed."

Just so; and if "economy in plant and working" can be carried

further than at present by squeezing the ingenuity of the capitalist

and the terrible dull patience of the workman to the utmost, how long
will the new improvement in the prospects of the coal capitalist last ?

Just as long as the increased competition which will immediately spring^

up will allow it. The look-out is dreary indeed—to the capitalist.

But to the Socialist, even when viewed through all the suffering of low
wages and strikes, and riots consequent on the tyranny of the lastr

squeeze of despairing capitalism, it is not so dreary—because he can^

see the end drawing near : the capitalist, finding his profits cut down
by competition, while the workman, growing more and more enlight

ened, claims more and more.

Mr. Haigh, of Barnsley, in speaking to a large number of miners
and the ofiicials of the Yorkshire Miners' Association, complains
bitterly of the bad effect on trade of the high mining rents and
royalties in Great Britain. He explains the depressed state of the
coal trade by the depressed state of the iron trade, and he uses the
following remarkable words

:

" Whilst as a nation we were almost the sole makers of iron and steely

and had no foreign competitors, we could supply our home trade and other

countries without feeling the effect of these royalties and charges quite so
much ; but the moment we are face to face with a foreigner in the markets
of the world, who has very small rents and royalty charges to pay—and even
these charges go into the national exchequer to assist in meeting the expenses
of the State—we are run out of the foreign markets, and even driven from,

our own."

The readers of the Commonweal are pretty familiar with this view of

the state of trade and the prospects of capitalism in Great Britain

;

but as an utterance from the capitalist side it is worth noting. And
what is to be done, pray, Mr. Capitalist 1

For why should we take the profit from the poor land-owner, who is

already moaning dejectedly in another corner of the field about the

pining away of his rents ? Some of our non-Socialist working-men?

friends will say and think that the British working-man will get some--

thing out of it. Will he 1 To do justice to the paper who reports

Mr. Ilaigh's speech. The Engineer, it can see through the flimsiness of

that hope :
" The speaker did not explain how it was that in spite of

all this, the Belgian workman works for starvation wages."

Yes, indeed, that is what it must come to in one way or other as

long as we work for the profit of a master. At the best, one group of

workmen thriving somewhat at the expense of another, that is what
has been in this country, and what the "patriots" of all countries put
before them as an ideal to be striven for, blind fools as they are I

What most certainly tcill he, and before very long too, if the Social

Hevolution does not intervene, is that all workmen throughout the

world will be reduced to a " dead level," not of " mediocrity," but of

starvation for the satisfaction of the tyrant. Capitalistic Competition.

International Capitalism and the workman a hungry machine ; In-

ternational Socialism and the workman a free man and the master of

his own destiny—it must be one or other of these two. All the feeble

compromises that aim at checking the power of the capitalists, and yet

allowed them to keep their position, will be speedily found out, one-

after another, by the monster which the Age of Commerce has made
by dint of such mighty effort and cleverness, and which it must now
feed by anything that may be handy. Honour, justice, beauty, plea-

sure, hope, all must be cast into that insatiable maw to stave off the

end awhile ; and yet at last the end must come, and the sooner it

comes the less of a desert the world will be after the storm which is

inevitable. William Morris.

What the Word " Hire " Means.—" The labourer is worthy of his hire,.

Yes, but the word * hire ' means not what he usually gets for his labour, but;

what he really should get for his labour. It is the violation of this simple
law that has ruined several nations and is now breeding barbarians in our
midst No man should give his labour to any one for one penny less than
it is worth. And all working-men should strive to abolish the present

system of competition, which makes it impossible for them to demand the
real value of their labour. Eemember Christ's teaching. Take up the cross-

of the new crusade, and in a little while you will see that the old monk*
were right when they taught that ^ laborare est orere '

—
* to labour is to-

pray.' "

—

Dr. McGlynn.
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THE REAL IRISH QUESTION.
Little as the Irish may think it, it is not coercion that makes them
worse off than slaves, nor being governed by a foreign nation. Nor is

it on the other hand, as some affirm, obedience to the pope or to poli-

tical agitators. The origin of their slavery is neither religious nor
political, it is social. Here is the latest symptom of social slavery

amongst the Irish. It refers to an attempt to benefit Ireland by philan-

throphy, instead of justice ; an attempt which, though probably well

meant, is practically nothing but an offer of gall and vinegar to the

tortured nation, to ease somewhat the otherwise unbearable oppression.

I copy from the Daily News of May 19th :

"One of the drawing-room dresses hits a special patriotic interest apart from
its artistic beauty. It is the work of the Irish embroiderers employed by the Done-
gal Industrial Fund, 43 Wigmore Street, in whom the Queen and the Princess of

Wales have taken a warm personal interest. The train was of hand-spun linen,

wholly covered with Kells embroidery. . . . This is a new form of lace, called

the "Kells," introduced by the Donegal Industrial Fund with the object of

founding a new Irish industry, for which workers are being trained under the
auspices of Mrs. Ernest Hart in order to rival the Austrian laces now so much
worn.

"

How ** patriotic ", ^ruly ! How kind of the Queen and Princess of

Wales to take such warm interest in the poor Irish, and how charitable

of the lady who wore the dress (doubtless too busy to make her own
dress) to permit the Irish embroiderers to earn a little money so that

they need not starve ! Is it not a merciful dispensation which enables

a woman to combine charity with the convenience of getting other

women to do her a service 1 Perhaps some one who " takes a warm
interest" in industrial matters will answer me this question : Why
should not Irish women and girls,—all with immortal souls in them,
and with possibilities for looking quite as pretty and behaving quite as

becomingly as any English ladies—why, I ask, should not they be
making lace for themselves to look nice in ; if indeed it should be
really necessary to take so much trouble about it ? Or at least why,
since no one will attempt fo argue that they do it from anything but
sheer necessity, why should there be any necessity for Irish women to

toil in poverty to make other women look becoming 1 You cannot lay

this to coercion, nor to foreign rule, nor yet to the pope and political

agitators. No ; the cause is social injustice, of which all political

grievances are only the outside shell.

An unbiassed man, not up to the doctrine of " Rewards for absti-

nence " and the rest of it, would be inclined to say (in his ignorance)
that it was a monstrous thing for one woman to be able to persuade
many more (by terror of possible starvation if they did not comply)
to make finery for her, while they had scarcely clothes enough to cover
them. Probably if any should expostulate with him and tell him
about the rights of landlords, he would ask. How the devil the land-

lords got such rights 1 And then they would have to refer him to the

devil for an answer, for I am sure no other authority knows at all why
one man should grow potatoes, and instead of satisfying his liunger

with them in a reasonable manner sell them and give the money to

another man
;
going hungry himself unless his wife can earn some of

that money back again by making lace for the other man's wife ; or

his daughter by cooking the other man's dinner for him. I doubt if

the devil himself could persuade an unbiassed man that such a position

for the workers was aught but slavery and injustice, and it is high time
our Irish friends recognised that, as Coercion and Castle Government
have not caused it, neither will Home Rule cure it. It is true that

English Government is favourable to it, and seeks to perpetuate it by
means of Coercion, and consequently that Government must be replaced

by Home Rule. But it will then be time for the Irish people, having
cracked the political shell, to deal with the social kernel of the ques-

tion, and they will discover that misery like theirs is not to be met by
any tinkering philanthropy, however well meant ;—that, in fact, it is

no good to " make Work '' for them ;—the cultivation of their land and
beautifying of their homes will be plenty for them to do ; and what
they need is to have the produce of their labour for themselves, so that

their wives and daughters may adorn their own persons and cook their

own dinners ; leaving their whilom employers to go and do likewise, if

they want dinner and clothes. This problem, which is already before

England, will face Ireland too as soon as she has got Home Rule ; and
it is our duty to educate, agitate, and organise, so that when the time
comes the democracies of the two countries may unite in one sufficient

effort to shake themselves free of this slavery, and institute the reign

of freedom and social equality.

Then will it be seen with perfect clearness how much assistance the
working-classes will owe to that " warm " (very warm) " personal in-

terest " which not only the Queen and the Princess of Wales, but the
whole of the " upper '^ classes are sure to acquire in the cause of the
suffering workers. George Sturt.

Mr. John Roland Phillips, the West Hani magistrate, is dead. He was
one of the few, the very few, honest and impartial men upm the bench.
Even Socialists when they came before him received fair and courteous
treatment, and he never followed the dishonest lead of those who made
themselves counsel for the prosecution and forget their judicial functions.—S.

It is but seldom that a member of the wealthy class lets out anything
tending to cast p. doubt on the purity of motive which leads his class to take
up charity-work, but this is what Mr. F. B. Grotrian, M.P. for East Hull,

did the other day at the aimual meeting of an orphanage in Hull. He ex-

pressed the opinion " that the philanthropic sphnt of the present generation
was the effort of the rich and cultured classes to escape from the dull inanities

and the purposeiessness of an idle life." A Socialist could not have put ihe
thing straighter than did this Tory M.P.—E. T.

' THE SERVICE OF MANi' '

Socialists must sometimes supply themselves with fugitive literature,

however much against their will, as all modern writing contains

references more or less direct to our propaganda and principles. This
book is chiefly a summary of the argument against Christianity, but is

chiefly interesting as embodying the views of an ordinary educated
man on social matters. It is one of those numerous modern essays
which conceal all manner of confusion of thought under a semblance
of logical method, and is characterised by imperfect application of
other men's science.

The chief aim of the book is to show how theologies have sacri-

ficed the welfare of men to the service of gods, and that the tendency
is now to reverse the process. This is a good positive idea, and is

capable of great and suggestive application, which however it does not
here receive. The negative critique of Christianity, which is the
greater part of the book, is thin of its kind ; many of the points are
neatly put and several scientific analogies well worked out, but the
basis of it is a repetition of old scandals of monks and nuns, and the
popular theological slang of "heaven" and "hell." The author's

mental confusion here is great. In some places he tries to show that
religion discourages morality in favour of " salvation " (whatever that
antithesis may mean), so that " penitence is everything and morality
nothing "; and in others that the Christian standard of morality is too
high,—expects people to be too moral, in fact

!

It must be said that Christianity will not suffer much from attacks

of this sort, its essential thought has not been touched ; it is as if one
were to combat Darwinism in the persons of those who profess to

understand Darwin, but don't. Perhaps it would be fair in this con-

nection to apply to himself the author's remark on people like Napo-
leon, who regard Friendship and Love as a snare and delusion ; they
are out of court, never having felt in themselves the emotions they
despise. I think it unlikely that much enthusiasm will be aroused by
the invitation to bow down to an inscrutable Something, " the imper-

sonal and unknowable reality behind phenomena, which the last word
of recent philosophy propounds as the only rational object of worship."

To come now to the surer and more familiar ground of sociology,

our author states in his preface that he has been unable from illness

to complete the work as he had intended, but shows pretty clearly the
line he would have taken. He sees well enough the rottenness of the

present industrial system, recognises the meaning of national compe-
tition for the world-market, but suggests this view with all the diffi-

dence of an unsupported discoverer of truth. His complaint against

the modern system is " not that it is ugly and destroys rural beauty
(the artistic view) ; not that it makes a few capitalists very rich and
many workmen very poor (the current Socialist view) ; but that it

cannot continue upon its own line ; it will be destroyed by its own
inherent vices, for which there is no remedy." This is practically all

that Marx has to say
;
yet Mr. Morison is not a Socialist ; he says

indeed that there is a Socialism of love and mutual helpfulness as well

as a Socialism of hate and spoliatioa ; but he does not show how we
can realise the one without the other, nor does he even define their

difterences. His notions of the question appear to be derived from a
study of the later literature of the Federation, such as letters in the
Times, suggesting construction of artisan's dwellings, provision of

meals in Board Schools, etc.; with reference to which proposals and
similar ones he asks, Why not supply the working-classes with boots,

corduroys, and, in fact, all other necessaries or even luxuries at the

expense of the loell-to-do ? Why not, indeed ]

But in truth, the author's Socialism is but a name. What are we
to think of a " scientific " man, who first talks about over-production

of goods, and then of the rapid increase of population 1 The work is

freely bespattered with the usual pseudo-scientific cant about " the

survival of the unfittest " ; and the writer has absolutely no suspicion

that these " unfittest " have been rendered unfit by centuries of social

wrong, or that a return to right and justice might stamp the brand of

unfitness upon the class to which Positivist philosophers mostly belong.

After reading this book carefully the conclusion is that social evils

have been laid bare rather well for a non-Socialist, but that, beyond
vague talk of " the better distribution and moralisation of wealth," no
remedy has been proposed. But to be exact, there is a suggestion that

habitual criminals (nobody else at present) should be locked up, not as

a punishment, but to prevent the propagation of their species. Great

systems, like great men, often utter quite a series of last words before

finally departing ; and we may well hope that this is not the very last

word of Positivist philosophy. If, however, this modern application

of the ancient fable of Danae should come to pass, doubtless Jove will

still find means of deliverance. Reginald A. Beckett.

A Mayoress.—The first lady in the United States to be elected to the

position of mayor is Miss Dora Salter, of Argonia, Kan.

Ingersoll's Logic.—Says Colonel IngersoU in North American Review

:

—
"In a world filled with millions and millions of acres of land waiting to be
tilled, where one man can raise the food for scores, millions are on the edge
of famine. Who can comprehend the stupidity' at the bottom of this

truth ? " The same article contains also the following :
" Will they (workers)

ever feel and know that they have no right to bring children into the world

that they cannot support ? " Unless the average family of the working-men
is over forty children at least, the fame of Colonel IngersoU will hardly be
perpetuated by such logic as this.

—

Labor Enquirer.

* The Service of Man.' By James Cotter Morison» (Kegan Paul and Co.).
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BRITAIN.

A strike of rivetters affecting about 900 men has taken place in the

Bowlej and Halesovven districts. The men want an increase of 30 to 40 per
cent, on the present rates.

The annual report of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers states that

the amount paid to unemployed members amounted to over £84,000, and the

expenditure during tlie past year exceeded the income by .£3,451 L3s. O^d.

The rivet workers'in the Rowley, Blackheath, and Old Hill districts have
given notice for a return to the old 4s. list of wages. It is declared by the
operatives that rivets which used to bo paid for at the 4s. list prices are

being made as low as 2s. Cd. pei cwt., showing a reduction of about 37^ per
cent.

At a largely attended meeting of the West Lancashire Coalowners' Asso-
ciation, held on the 31st ult. at the North-Western Hotel, Liverpool, Mr.
Alfred Hewlett in the chair, it was resolved that a reduction in the wages
of the colliers was absolutely necessary ; and a committee of the masters was
appointed to meet the men's representatives on the subject.

Fl^rther Difficulties ix the Chain Trade.—At a large meeting of

chain-makers at Cradiey Heath the other day, it was stated that in conse-

quence of a section of the employers refusing to pay their workmen the

recognised wages, it had been decided to institute legal proceedings, and
that it had been found necessary to send the town-crier throughout the dis-

tiict requesting the operatives not to take out more iron until the four-shil-

lings list of prices was conceded. It was resolved to continue the stril^e at

several factories.

The Executive Committee of the Operative Spinners of Lancashire,

Cheshire, Yorkshire, and Derbyshire on Saturday discussed tlie cotton corner
in Liverpool, and the proposal to run short time to defeat it. A resolution

was passed expressing sympathy with the master spinners of the four coun-
ties in the difficulties in which the position of the cotton market places them,
and recommending the appointment of a committee to co-operate with the

Masters' Association in carrying out any movement that may be decided
\i^>on.

The 59th Annual Report of the General Union of Carpenters and Joiners
lies before us. In it occur statements which bear out the assertions we have
so often made as to trades' unions. It says that a retrograde movement has
been going on for ten years, and contrasts the state of the craft then with
what it is now under the more strongly competitive system. It condemns
piece-work as carried on at present, but looks forward to the " better times "

always delusively dangled before working-men. Expenditure exceeded in-

come during the year by over £450 1 How long is it that this kind of thing
is to go on before trades' unions take the matter up in sterner fashion than
hitherto 1

The Telegraph Clerks' Grievances. — The first-class telegraph clerks

engaged at the Central Telegraph Office, having memorialised the Postmaster-
General on the subject of their present unfavourable prospects in the service,

have just received the following, in reply to their petition :
—" I am directed

to convey to you the Postmaster-General's decision, that after very carefully

considering your claims, and while fully recognising the good service which
you render to the department, he regrets that he does not see his way to

recommend to the Treasury that any alteration sliould be made in your
scale of pay.—I am, gentlemen, your obedient servant (signed), H. C. Fischer,

Controller."

Threatened Strike of Miners. —A largely-attended and very unani-

mous meeting of miners employed at Monk Bretton Collieries, near Barnsley,

was held last week at Barnsley, to receive the report of the deputation

which had waited on the manager respecting certain grievances which have
been the subject of discussion at several meetings. The deputation reported

that the manager declined to remedy their grievances. It was therefore

resolved that all the men, numbering live or six hundred, should give four-

teen days' notice to leave work on the 15th June ; furtlier, that the griev-

ances be laid before a meeting of the executive of the Yorkshire Miners'

Association to be held shortly.

With regard to the strike in the Bolton engineering trade, there are some
negotiations in progress with a view to a settlement of the dispute, but it is

very doubtful whether in their present shape they will lead to any satisfac-

tory issue. The employers are in no mood to depart to any material extent

from the position they have taken up. During Tuesday night a number of

windows were broken at Messrs. Wood's foundry, and it was found necessary

to station a detachment of police on the premises. A number of Scotchmen
who have been brought over by Messrs. Wood to take the place of the men
on strike have very properly been boycotted by sympathisers with the strike

hands, and they have found the greatest difficulty in obtaining lodgings.

Strikers at Bristol.—In order to expedite the discharge of the grain

cargo of the steamship Wo7vester, just arrived at Avonmouth from New
York, the stevedores, Messrs. King and Sons, with the concurrence of the

Bristol Docks officials, placed on board a steam elevator. The result of this

was that a large number of men struck work, and caused the others on

board to cease having anything to do with the elevator. Disorderly scenes

and excitement ensued ; the local police were called, and had to be strength-

ened by thirty others, who still remain near the ship to prevent breaches of

the peace. Men from Liverpool to discharge the vessel were telegraphed

for, but the strike was settled before their arrival by the firm igreeing not

to use the elevator unless there is insufficient manual labour.

The Forth Bridge Workmen on Strike.—The men employed at the

Forth Bridge Works struck work on the 3rd inst., demanding an advance

of wages to the extent of a penny per hour. They hold that owing to the

dangerous nature of their occupation they ought to be better remunerated.

The present rate of pay is—for carpenters, 7d. per hour ; engineers, 6hd.
;

and labourers, 4Jd. to 5d. The sudden action of the men took the managers
of the various departments completely by surprise. An informal meeting of

a number of the men was held at noon on Saturday at South Queensferry,

and a deputation waited upon Mr. Scott, the manager of the works, to

endeavour to arrange terms. The result was that the deputation were

informed that the contractors will pay extra wages, on the recommendation
of the foreman, to men engaged in difficult and dangerous work.

Last week a meeting of the workmen eniployed at Broomhill Colliery was
held at Broomhill, to take into consideration the rent question, which is the

cause of the stoppage at this colliery. It appears that, previous to the strike,

the owners were paying to their workmen living in rented houses the sum
of 2s. per week. At the termination of the strike, they intimated that they
would no longer pay 2s., but Is. 6d. per week. There was a crowded attend-

ance at the meeting. Mr. K. Eobinson presided, and in opening the meeting
said that as he was informed there were reporters present, he would ask

them to leave the room, as the proceedings were of a private character. The
reporters accordingly withdrew from the room. It is understood, however,
that after a long and animated discussion, in which every point was fully

dealt with, a resolution was passed that the men start work at Is. 6d. per

week rent, and arbitrate regarding the other sixpence.

AMEKICA.

Eight Hours in Brooklyn.—May28.—Mayor Whitney yesterday notified

the Brooklyn Park Commissioners that the employes of that department are

entitled, under the law, to the benefits of the Eight Hour law. " Contracts

between the municipality and its employes may provide for a term of daily

labour not exceeding eight hours," writes the Mayor, " but overwork for an
extra compensation, by agreement, is permitted. The rule should be made
universal in all the departments, wherever practicable."

Chicago (III.)—Serious trouble is expected here. A gigantic conspiracy

is going on, which is likely to lead to strange complications. Sometime since

the carpenters, to the number of 8,000, struck for shorter hours and higher

pay. They were successful, and their example was followed by the painters

and afterwards by the bricklayers. At last the bosses formed an oltensive

alliance and declared a general lock-out, to include all building trades. Not
being successful (principally on account of the friendship for the men of the

small contractors) they were joined by the real-estate men, the architii'cts,

and later by the manufacturers of and dealers in building material. It now
looks as if united capital had made up its mind to strangle organised labour,

and the struggle, which is exceedingly bitter, is rapidly extending to other

cities. No man knows where it will end or what the outcome will be, and
both sides are preparing for serious work.

Naugatuck, May 18.—A few days ago the boys employed in the card-room

of the Dunham Hosiery Company went in a body to the manager and asked

him to raise their pay ten cents a-day. They were receiving seventy-five

cents. This he positively declined to do, and informed the boys that he

coMd get all the boys he wanted to take their places for fifty cents a-day.

The boys put on their coats and left in a body, and so far it has been found

impracticable to replace them. The strike, of course, afi'ects other depart-

ments in the factory, and interferes seriously with running the works. A
man had been hired by the manager to work in another part of the mill,

but was ordered to take the place left by the boys. This he refused to do,

though earnestly besought by the manager, who finally offered three dollars

a-day and two policemen to protect him ; but even this would not prevail,

and the man left the mill to seek employment elsewhere. The work for

which he was offered three dollars was the same work the boys got seventy-

five cents for.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

The New South Wales Government are making special efforts to dispose

of the unemployed difficulty. Great distress is said to prevail among the

unemployed at Bourke, and, in response to an urgent appeal by the mayor
of that town, the Premier has authorised an expenditure of „£500 for provid-

ing the men with food. With a view of finding work for about six hundred

men who are now out of work in the metropolis, the Government have

entered into communication with twenty-six municipalities, asking them to

find employment on any works of improvement, and oii\?ring to pay 2s. 6d.

a-day towards the wages of each man employed by the municipal bodies.

Nearly 2300 men are now employed on the various relief works, the average

wages*^ earned amounting to 3s. lOd. per day, the expenditure on relief work
thiLS being at the rate of about ^140,000 a-year.

A Union Man.—A union man is one who insists that it takes two to

make a bargain, and who combines with his fellows in order to maintain the

equal right of the men with the bosses to fix the rate of wages and other

conditions of work. The non-union man believes that it only takes one to

make a bargain—and that the boss is that one.

—

Grand Rapids Workman.

Strikes are bad, as a rule, because they don't settle anything—that is, if

the men strike with the intention of going back to work for the same parties

again. All that is determined by such a" strike is, which of the two parties

is the stronger at that time and the better able to endure the fight. But if

a trades' union have quietly laid up funds for the purpose of striking for

keeps ; if they liave thus prepared to set themselves to work when they

strike, and strike with the intention of hereafter working for themselves ; if

they take the capitalists at their word and let them "invest their capital in

other business," as has been threatened, meanwhile producing co-operatively

—as they can if they have the mind—all that the market needs ; that were

a strike well worth the while.

—

Cleveland Workman.

In the distant State of New Mexico there is a certain breed of mules that,

when one of them is attacked, place themselves in a circle, with their heads

to the centre, and kick at their enemies ; then the air is thick with hoofs.

Working-men do about the opposite. If one of them gets a slap in the face,

he holds out his other cheek for more ; and when they do kick they kick

each other. That's just what the capitalists want. While the Irish, Eng-

lish, and German working-men are dividing on national issues, the capitalists

are uniting, and always seek to create division among the workers in order

to more easily conquer them. The French and German " governments " are

doing their best to foment national hatred among the people, so that the

blinded dupes of soldiers may distribute bullets among themselves while

their masters divide the gold. There has been much nonsense told by the

capitalist press about Socialists, and yet those "bloody" agitators—those
" bloodthirsty " Socialists—are the only ones in Europe that have protested

energetically against wars and massacres. They tried it in this country also,

when they endeavoured to foment strife between this country and Canada on

the fishery question, but they didn't succeed, and they won't. All that we
want is that the labourer shall receive the full value of his labour, and still

there are some who come with their courts of arbitration. Courts of arbitra-

tion are nonsense. I don't want any. Of what use are they when the com-

missioners are paid and bribed by the capitalists to decide against lis ?

Away with them ! Do business with the devil and you'll be swindled. The
nationalisation of railroads and land cannot alone help us. We want the full

vahie of our labour—that's all.—Walter Vrooman in Workmen's Advocate.
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THE CO-OPERATIVE CONGRESS AT CARLISLE.
Th^ nineteenth Annual Co-operative Congress was inaugurated on May 28
l)y a reception concert to the delegates in the County Hall, Carlisle. Speeches
were afterwards delivered by George Howard, Sir Wilfred Lawson, and

- Sedley Taylor of Cambridge. The latter stated that "Co-operation has a

great goal, and it is no other than what is now called the emancipation of

labour, the freeing of the working man from the kind of industrial bondage
in which he now stands towards his private employer and labour."

On the same day an exhibition of co-operative manufactures was opened
in the Drill Hall by Judge Hughes. The products shown embraced boots

and shoes, cotton and woollen goods, cutlery, printing specimens, and furni-

ture and household requisites. The latter goods were from the Strawberry
Works, Newcastle, which was represented at the exhibition by Edward
Pease (Fabian Society). The whole of the goods shown were of first-class

character : just such as we may expect to see when production for use takes

the place of production for profit only.

On Sunday 29th two Congress sermons were listened to by the delegates.

The Rev. W. Labrum, Wesleyan, preaching on " Filthy Lucre," severely

denounced various unclean modes of getting a living, such as by stock-

jobbing, jerry-building, bread-adulterating, etc. At the cathedral, in the

afternoon, the Bishop of Carlisle preached from Acts ii. 44, 45. As became
a Galileean in receipt of £4500 a-year, he, of course, totally ignored his text,

and said he felt quite sure that equality amongst men could never be brought
about by an alteration of " the social basis of mankind." He finally recom-
mended the co-operators present (Holyoake and Co.) to receive tlie Holy
Ghost, as "co-operation would be dangerous unless inspired by" that

shadowy particle. By the way, the " Holy Ghost" is a long time in moving
the rev. bishop to part with his substance as his predecessors did.

On Monday morning the inaugural address was delivered by G. J. Holy-
oake in the Victoria Theatre. The pit was occupied by over 500 delegates

from co-operative distributive and productive societies. The president in

his opening remarks pointed out that " over the whole plain of labour you
saw society in conflict. No arms were used, and yet men were struck down

;

no blood was spilt, and yet men died. Neither giant nor feudal lord was
anylonger there ; a new tyrant reigned in their stead—more omnipresent
and pitiless than they—whose name was Capital. It held in its hand the

food of the people and the means of labour. In a population of thirty

million persons equally invited to Nature's table, one million of fortunate

persons commanded all the seats and thirty millions sat w^istfully looking on,

and the waiters never came their way. All that fell to them were crumbs
from the trenchers of Dives."

This was a promising beginning, but when he wound up with the usual

clap-trap glorification of " divi."
—" oh, what a falling off was there !

"

An agreeable change awaited us in the next speaker—Mrs. Failes, presi-

dent of the Sociologic Society of America. In a paper on " the condition of

the industrial classes of America," she remarked that " the competition which
had produced good in the past was now reversing its action and militating

directly against the progress of society, and its nature, as it worked itself

out through advancing civilisation, was to break down and destroy weaker
industries, and finally to concentrate wealth to such an extent as to injuri-

ously afiect the entire industrial and social system, and necessitate the re-

organisation of society upon a co-operative basis."

M. de Boyve, of Nismes, a French delegate, followed next. His speech
was somewhat reactionary after his fair predecessor. He remarked that
" Revolutionary Socialism is increasing every day in the number of its dis-

ciples, gathered from all who were discontented and all who had nothing to

do. To that they opposed the International Co-operative Union, which
would be the enemy of disturbance," etc., etc.

The second day's sitting was presided over by Sir W. Lawson, who con-

sidered himself unfitted to preside at a working-men's gathering such as this

one. Firstly, because he was a " country gentleman "—^>., one who never
did any work—and secondly, because he was a landlord, " and landlords at

present were looked upon with distaste and suspicion throughout the whole
civilised world."

In a discussion which followed on " Co-operati\^e Production," a Leeds
delegate gave some interesting particulars as to how about 200 Jewish tailors

in Leeds had tried to start a co-operative workshop in order to free them-
selves from the yoke of the sweaters, but had failed through lack of funds.

The Productive Committee intends to advance to them the requisite sum as

a loan, so it is to be hoped they will have better success next time.

On the last day of the Congress " Co-operation and Agriculture " came in

for a good share of discussion. A Darlington delegate declared himself

strongly opposed to the principle of buying land for co-operative purposes.

He advocated the principle that the land belonged to the people, and that

private property in land was an injustice. Some reactionists tried to stop

him here, but the chairman interposed in his behalf, so he had his say.

Another delegate stated that landlords always asked an exorbitant price

when co-operators wanted land.

The proceedings, throughout were fairly harmonious. This might be due
to a strong protest which was uttered early on. From it I gathered that a
split was feared. That struggle I believe will be fought out sooner or later.

It will be between the " butter and cheese " co-operator who would be con-
tent with distribution merely, and the " co-operator of ideas " who advocates
profit-sharing production as a means, and the emancipation of labour as

the end. T. Muse.

A section of the Indian native press is against the extension of railways,

on the ground that they only benefit British capitalists. The Baiigahasi
says :

—" The English merchants wish the Government to extend railways
on its own responsibility, and borrow money from British capitalists. Their
desire would be satisfied if the Government would borrow forty crores of

rupees. They have raised the question of the welfare of both England and
India. They wish to prove that the natives of India will be benefitted by
the extension of railways, and that the English people will also be benefitted

by it. We have already shown that the English people only will be bene-
fitted. We wonder at the argument set forth with a view to betray the
natives of India and the Indian Government. The extension of railways
will increase the sale of English goods. There is no necessity for raising

the question of the welfare of the natives of India. Our Government will

not do any good to the natives, even if it has the desire to do so. It must
undertake work which will do good to the English people. So the railways
will be extended. It is idle to talk of the welfare of the natives of India."—Engineer,—^True, doubtless, but for one correction ; it is not for the benefit
of the people of England, but for the governing classes of England that all

this is done.-r-W. M.

CORRESPONDEXCE.

^^THE IMMOBALITY OF INTEREST."
Sir,—It is hardly necessary to say anything in reply to the letter from

"A Professor of Science," after G. B. S.'s admirably lucid note ; but as I am
asked a direct question, I should like to answer it

"^

It could be neither through inadvertence nor design that I omitted to
notice the defence of usury referred to, simply because I was unaware before
reading the professor's letter that there was such a defence. Even yet, I am
unable to see that it is worthy of serious consideration. His argument is,

in effect, this : Usury of commodities is reasonable and right (the very
proposition he ought to prove) ; money is a commodity ; therefore, usury of
money (I notice the professor uses ''money" and "capital" as identical
terms) is reasonable and right. Now I did not single out usury of rtwrny
as specially deserving of disapprobation, but condemned usury of every hind
as being morally indefensible, and criticised the stock arguments in its

favour— the absurdity of which I am glad the professor recognises and
admits. The matter standing thus, there is no call to discuss the laws of the
variation of the rate of interest, or any minor point on which I may differ

with him. J. Haldake Smith,

MAKX'S THEORY OF VALUE.
Sir,—Mr. Mallock in the current number of the Fortnightly Review

attempts to disprove the theory of Marx and Ricardo, that the exchange-
value of all commodities is measured by the amount of average human
labour embodied in them. His strongest argument is derived from the
statement of Mr. Laurence Gronlund ('The Co-operative Commonwealth,'
p. 35) that " the whole agricultural class in the United States, consisting-of

7,600,000 i)ersons, did not create more wealth in 1880 than our manufacturing
operatives alone, 2,700,000 in number." Here, says Mr. Mallock, we have
two aggregates of "common human labour measured by time," each embody-
ing itself in a corresponding aggregate of commodities ; and yet, though the
labour embodied in one set is nearly three times as great as that embodied
in the other set, the two sets of commodities are in value nearly equal. The
Socialists, therefore, are evidently mistaken as to that primary fact of exist-

ing industrial life, on the analysis of which their whole system is founded
1 am myself a believer in the theory of Marx and Kicardo, but I must

confess that the above appears to be a strong argument against it. Can you
or any of your contributors show its fallacy i—I am, your obedient servant,
May 31.

'

E. Peters.

"THE WESTERN AVERNUS."
Sir,—A book just published, entitled, ' The Western Avernus ; or. Toil

and Travel in Further North America," constitutes a very clear exposure of
the emigration fraud. The author—a man of education and culture, and .of

physical strength and pluck withal—tired of the sonl-choking atmosphere
of London life, resolved to seek for a freer, wider, and manlier one in
America. He became a shepherd on the plains of Texas, farm labourer,
contractor's labourer, and railroad navvy in Iowa and Minnesota, glad when
by the hardest work he could gain a bare living, and quite elated when he
had a dollar to share with a companion. In St. Paul, Minnesota, he got
hired with about 100 more to go to the Rocky Mountain Section of the
Canadian Pacific Railroad as a navvy. Amongst the magnificent scenery of
the Rockies he worked for two months and then left, partly because he
wanted to get further West and partly because of the domineering spirit of
one of the " bosses." With a companion named Fritz he tramped across the
Selkirk range of the Rockies to Kamloops, in British Columbia. For nearly
two years he lived in British Columbia, Oregon, and California, working
with farmers, in saw-mills, on railroads, in vineyards when he could find
work, and half starving when he could get none. In the famous city of
San Francisco he met with his bitterest experiences, loafing about with
20,000 other unemployed men vainly seeking for leave to toil. Then an
avenue opened for him to get back to England and civilisation, and the com-
panionship of uneducated men became intolerable to him. And so he
swiftly returned to EngUnd, satisfied, I presume, that the commercial spirit
rules as completely in America as in England, and that it is as difficult to
live nobly there as here. The author is evidently a just and noble-minded
man, whose right post is in the camp of the Socialists helping to establish
an industrial and economic system in which honest men can lead honest
lives. Young Socialists who have an eye towards America or the Colonies
as a refuge from the depressing conditions of life here, should read ^ The
Western Avernus,' it may save them much pain and disappointment.

Carlisle, May 21, 1887. G. D. Lawie.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

London Members.—The first meeting of London Members will be held on
Monday the 4th of July.

Resolution of Council.
At the meeting of the Executive Council on Monday evening the following

resolution was passed :
** That all monies collected at open-air meetings must be

duly handed to the treasurer of the League, and the receipt of same acknowledged
in Commonweal"

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
Birmingham, to August 31. Manchester, to Octoher 31. Leicester, South

London, to December 31, 1886. Bradford, Croydon, Edinburgh, Hackney,
Hammersmith, Hoxton (Labour Emancipation League), Hull, Ipswich, Lancaster,
Leeds, Marylebone, Merton, Norwich, Shields, to March 31. Bloomsbury,
Glasgow, North London, Oxford, to April 30. Clerkenwell, Walsall, to May 31.

'* COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Hammersmith Branch (weekly), 10s. W. B. (two weeks), Is.

FOR PROPAGANDA.
Collected at Walham Green, June 5, 3s. 9Jd. Collected in Regent's Park,-

June 5, 10s. 3^d. Ph. W., Treasurer, June 7.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
Salford Branch S.D.F., 3s. 6d. Pakenham Beatty, 2s. (£2 2s. instead of £2

should have been acknowledged last week). For Mrs, Mowbray—A Few Fabians,
per Annie B^sant (weekly), 10s.—Total, los. 6d. J. Lane, Treasurer.
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REPORTS.
Bloomsbitby. — On Thursday, June 2, a business

meeting was held at which the Conference delegates

gave in their report, after which the Branch considered
its position with regard to the decision of the Con-
ference. The Committee of Management, consisting

of the following officers, was then elected:—General
Secretary : W. H. Utley ; Lecture Secretary : T. E.
W^dle ; Lecture Committee : A. K. Donald and
Shirley; Treasurer: Lena Wardle ; Steward: Har-
nett ; JSTewsvendor : Shirley. The speakers of the
branch held large open-air meetings on Saturday in

Hyde Park ; on Sunday, in Regent's Park, Byde
Park, and at St. Pancras Arches ; and on Sunday
night comrade Donald addressed an attentive and en-

thusiastic audience at the Peckham Reform Club.—

A

resolution was passed authorising the speakers of the
Branch to make collections for the Propagandist Mis-
alonary Fund started some time ago, of which Lena
Wardle is the treasurer.—U.
CiiERKENWELL.—On Wednesday, June 1, William

Morris lectured on ** True and False Society." Good
discussion followed. On Sunday, June 5, a business
meeting was held, at which our Conference delegate
presented report. Annie Taylor was appointed secre-

tary in place of T. E. Wardle retired ; W. Blundell
re-elected treasurer ; and T. E. Wardle, lecture secre-

tary. After business meeting, members and friends

attended a very successful concert held by the Branch.
Literature has steady sale.—A. T. and W. B.

Hackney.—Lyons, H. Graham, and James Allman
addressed an attentive audience at the Salmon and
Ball, on Sunday morning. At the club in the even-

ing, H. Sparling spoke on ** Irish National Poetry,"
in the course of which he pointed out that some of

the best poetry ever written has been composed by
working-men. By special request of the audience
•ttris lecture will be repeated here in a few weeks time.

HoXTON.—On Sunday evening, a very interesting

lecture was given by J. R. Macdonald on *' The Sis^ns

of the Times." Good discussion after the lecture.

Marylebone.—On Sunday afternoon, we held a
very good meeting in Hyde Park, addressed by Main-
waring and Donald. Good sale of literature.—T. C.

Mebton and Mitcham.—Kitz and* Eden spoke on
Mitcham Fair Green last Sunday. Good attendance
in our club-room. At night, a full meeting of mem-
bers of both branches was held to discuss the situa-

tion of the branches, and agitation for the district.—
F. KiTZ.
North London.—On Sunday morning, at Regents'

/Park, a large audience listened very attentively to

Donald's account of the miners' and chainmakers'
-circumstances ; Cantw^^ a,nd Brookes also spoke.

lOs. 3i^. was coUectea for the Propaganda >'und.

(xood sale of literature.—H. B.

Edinburgh.—On Wednesday, June 1, in Scientific

Hall, Dalkeith, Gilray read an essay on *' Socialism,"

Tuke in the chair. Considerable interest was aroused
• on the subjact. On Saturday, Tuke spoke at Loan-

head, and disposed of about a quire of Commonweal.
On Sunday afternoon, in Queen's Park, Smith, sen.

and jun., Tuke, and Gilray spoke. Some opposition

was offered at the close by a man who thougiit that

the parable of Ihe talents told against Socialism. This

mistake pointe<i out, it was shoM'n to the satisfaction

of the audience tha||Jt was rather a dangerous thing

a; for one to go to the Bible for arguments against So-

cialism. In the evening, Tuke spoke in the xVleaLiov/s.

Good sale of Commonweal.—J. G.

Glasgov/. — On Saturday, comrades Pollock and
• -Glasier went to Motherwell—an important industrial

town some 14 miles south-west of Glasgow—and ad-

dressed a meeting of some 400 working-men, who re-

' .ceived their exposition of the labour question v/ith

great approval. On Sunday, at 1 o'clock, Curran

addressed a- good meeting on Jail Square. In the

afternoon, Adams gave a lecture on "The Commune
- of Paris " to the Legislative Independence Branch of

%he National League, while Glasier gave a lecture on
•** The Majesty of Law " to Coatbridge Branch of the

l^tioftal League. No meeting was held on Georges'

Square on Sunday evening, owing to the police having

forbidden meetings of any kind being held tiiere in

future.

Leeds.—This Branch held an open-air meeting on

Hundet Moor last Sunday morning. Comrades Bay-

lor, Maffuire, and Braithwaite addressed a very atten-

tiye audience. At the close of the 'meeting. Is. was
. •collected to help us furnish our new rooms. One
. quire of Commonweal sold. In the evening, comrade

Paylor addressed a large and attentive audience in

Viear'a^ Croft, on the attitude of the London police

: ^towards the Socialists. Comrades Maguire and SoUitt

'$Xao addressed the meeting. At the close Is. SJd. was

collected to help us furnish our room.— F. C.

Walsall.—On Thursday, several members of the

Br^ch visited Cradley, and addressed
^
the chain-

umkers on strike. We had a good meeting, and at

the close a further list of names were given in towards

iorming a Branch there. On Saturday, H. Sanders

. spoke m the Market Place, Walsall.

merature.--nJ. '*" ^^

THE SOCIALIST UNION.
Bristol Section—A meeting was held in the large

room of Stephen's Coffee Tavern, 45, Old Market
Street, on Thursday, Mr. Blackmore beiug in the
chair. After preliminary business the meeting con-

sidered '
' The Progress of the Socialist Idea for the

last Fifty Years." It was shown that the "right"
of man to own man was an inevitable outcome of

the primitive state of society. Civilisation was an
improvement on the old system ; but a state of so-

ciety founded on a competitive basis was not so great
a step from the primitive as at first might appear,
for although in the former man cannot possess man as

property, and, may be, eat him, man does possess man
in another way, and in such a manner not all in favour
of those possessed. The slave under the old system
had the care such as a master would pay to his horse.

He would be brought up, and fed sufficiently to keep
up his strength, whereas at the present time the
worker was often starved out, and more often led a
life of semi-starvation. Under the competitive system
masters had found it cheaper to hire slaves than to

buy them. Competitive civilisation was a state of

warfare, and was an improvement on the old more in

the freedom which must be the immediate result frOfti

it than in what it was in itself. The evils resulting

from it had become so patent : just before the passing
of the first Factory Acts, the fatality of children was
so frightful under it, that the Legislature was bound
to take cognisance of it, and in doing so made an on-

slaught on the so-called "freedom of contract," a
precedent which had been repeatedly followed since,

and which would be rapidly followed in the future.

It was beginning to be seen that the antipodes of the
primitive state lay in the direction that the weak
should not be oppressed by the strong, which was a
recognition of the truth of the Socialist idea, and of

the necessity of progressive society travelling in that
direction.

Nottingham Section.—Peacock and Proctor ad-

dressed a good audience in Snienton Market on Sun-
day morning. In the evening, Wane, Peacock, and
Proctor lectured to a large audience in the Great
Market. Commonweal sold well. Collection for pro-

paganda, including morning meeting, os. ll^d.—T. P.

NORTH ENGLAND SOCIALIST FEDERATION.
I have never known, through the whole course of my

experience, any movement that has taken hold of the

people with such earnestness as Socialism has done
here. Whether it is that the working-men are becom-
ing more intelligent, or that bitter experience has
taught them that some change is necessary and that
change will have to be brought about by their own
action through some definite organisatiCMo, a»4 |»i»r^h

must put an end to all capitalists and profit-mongers,

but certainly the people are taking to Socialism with
astonishing rapidity. I spoke at Byker Bridge end
last Sunday morning, and when I came to speak of

the chain-makers, when I told them of the chains I

had seen in the Socialist League office, they listened

with marked attention. When I told tliem the con-

ditions under which those poor wretches have to work,
and the price they get for making the chains, several

cried '* Shame! shame!" I sold at this meeting a

good many CommjOnweal ; Donald's article on " Chains
and Slavery " took well. I then went to the Sandliill,

and had a good sale there. After that, I took the

boat to Shields, where I met comrades Brown, Chorton,
Wood, and a whole host of othera, and nothing would
satisfy them but a meeting in the " General Gordon,"
and a large and enthusiastic meeting we had. I held

another meeting in the Market Place at night, where
I spoke at some length, and sold all the papers, Don-
ald's article again receiving a considerable amount of

praise. Some disappointment was felt at the absence

of Mahon in North Shields, but it has been arranged

to meet there next Sunday for tlie purpose of fixing

a date for his debate with Johnstone, the secretary of

the Shields caucus. I hear they are doing all they
can to pack the meeting when it takes place, but the

North Shields comrades will not be slow to prevent

such work as this. I believe that this debate will do
a great deal of good to the Socialist movement.

J. H. St*.vens.

Merton.—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open ev€?i'y evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place,

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

North London.—Communications to H. Bartlett, sec.,

13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

PROVINCES.

Bhiglcy. —Cof^&Q Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.

Birmingham,—Carr's Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road,
Wednesdays, at 8.

Dublin,—Irish Labour League, 2 Bachelors Walk,
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discussion on all sub-

jects connected with the Labour Question,

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 7.30 p.m. to transact business.

Class for the study of 'Das Capital' at 8.30. {See
*' Open-air " below.)

Glasgow,—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. Saturday's

meetings will be announced in Rooms. On Sunday
- evenmg at 7, in our Rooms, Discussion. See ** Open-
',air " below.

Hamilton,—Baton's Hall, Chapel St. Every Thursday
at 7.30.

Hidl,—Address all communications to E. Teesdale,

20 Shakspere Street.

Lancaster,—Addresses every Sunday morning on the

Quay Jetty.

Ldeds.^—ll Chesham Street, Sweet Street. Club and
readnig room open every evening. Business meet-

ings every Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Leicester,—Office of Hosiery Union, Horsefair Street.

Fridays at 8 p.m.

Manchester,—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-
chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-

ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every

VVednesday at 8 p.m.

A'brMncA.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures

every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m. Reading-room
open every evening.

Ox/orti.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Paisley,—On Friday at 7.30, open-air meeting at the

Causewayside.

Shields {North and South),—Meetings every Sunday,
Quay-side and Market Place. Branch meetings on
Thursday nights at the '* General (Gordon," Bath

Street, Maxwell Street, South shields. Secretary,

J. Hearne, 32 Clive Street, No. Shields.

Fair sale of

T. D.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 12.

11. 30...Garrett—"Plough Inn" The Branch
11.30...HacKney—''Salmon and Ball "...Davis, Allman
1 1. 30. . .Hammersmith—lieadon Rd The Branch
11.30...Hoxton Ch., Pitfield St....Barker, Wade, Pope
ll.:^0...Mile.end Waste Lane
1 1 . ;]0. . .Mitcham Fair Green Kitz & Eden
11. 30...Regent's Park Mainwaring
11.:^.. .St. Pancras Arches The Branch
ll.30...Walham Green Tlie Branch
3 ...Hyde Park Nicoll

7 ...Clerkenwell Green The Branch

Tuesday,

8 ... Ossulton Street, Eustoii Road Sparling

Thursday,

8 . . .Hoxton, Pitfield Street Wade & Pope

PROVINCES.
Cambuslang,—Saturday : at 6 o'clock.

Edinburgh,—Sunday : Queen's Park, afternoon at 3.

Glasgow,—Sunday: Jail's Square at 1 and 5 o'clock;

Stobcross Street at 6 o'clock.

Motherwell.—Saturday : at 6 o'clock.

Paisley.—Friday : Causewayside, at 7.30.

Leeds.—Sunday: Hunslet Moor, 11; Vicar's Croft, 7.

Noricich.—Sunday : Market Place at 3; Agricultural

Hall Plain at 7.

Dttbuk.—On Sunday, June 5, a meeting was held

by the Labour League at Howth, a fishing village

about nine miles from Dublin. A special excursion

steamer was run for the convenience of those attend-

ing the meeting. The principles of the League were

amy expounded by Hall, Cantwell, Brown, Fitzpa-

trick, and others. At the close of the meetii g more

tluin fifty names were given in to form a Branch in the

neighbourhood. Thousands of Socialist lealiets were

iJiatributed among the crowd.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Bloomshury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W. On Thursday June 9

Rev. Stewart D. Headlam will lecture—subject,

*' Christian Socialism." On Thursday June 16

George Bernard Shaw will lecture—subject, **The

Rent of Ability."

CkrkenwelL—Rall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-

don Road, E.C. Free Lectures every Wednesday
and Sunday at 8.30 p.m.

Croydon.—Parker Road.

ffachney.—2'^ Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11.30. ; Satur-

days, 7 till 12.30. Sunday June 12, at 8.30, Wm.
Morris will lecture on " True and Falss Society."

Hammersmith, —Keimscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday June 12, at 8 p.m. A Lecture.

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—2 Cifondall Street, New North Rd.
Club Room open on Monday, Wednesday, and Satur-

day evenings from 8 till 11. Singing Class every

Wednesday at 8/^0. On Sunday June 12, at 8 p.m.,

W. H. Utley will lecture, '* Society of the Future."

Members' Meeting on Friday June 17th, at 8.30

/

Hawick.—Persons in Hawick desirous of forming

a Branch are requested to address tlie Secretary of the

Socialist League, 4 Park Street, Edinburgh.

Lebds Branch.—We have now secured rooms at

17 Chesham Street, Sweet Street, and would be glad

of any little help in furnishing them. Books would be

thankfully received to help form a library for the use

of our members. The following papers and magazines

have been promised b^ some of our members, and
current numbers will alway^|^ykept on the table:

ITeeKies—Co-operative News, .Heynolds's, Justice,

Newcastle Chronicle, Brotherhood, Denver (U.8 A.)

Labor Enquirer, United Ireland. 3fonthlies~Pm.ciiical

Socialist, Christian Socialist, Common Sense, To-Day,

Financial Reformer, Our Comer, Freedom. Business

meetings every Wednesday at 8 p.m. ; club and read-

ing room open every evening.—F. L. Corkwell, seo.

Hackney Branch.—A Free Concert on Saturday

June 18, at 8.30. All members of the League invited.

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—Excursion on July 10th to the

Rye House. Those wishing to take part in it can

obtain full particulars from the secretary.

Printed and Published by William yo-iRifl and Josi|9i tAxni

at 13 Farringdon R«»Ad, Jaondoa
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The O'Brien incident in New York is worth noting. It must be
.admitted at once that Mr. O'Brien would have injured the present
prospects of the cause of Home Rule—that is, more explicitly, the
establishment of a semi-independent Irish parliament at Dublin—if he
had identified himself with the Land Nationalisers and semi-Socialists
•of New York.

^
But on the other hand, his refusal has also injured the

•cause of Irish independence, looking at it from a broader point of view.
The Land Nationalisers and other more advanced politicians may well
say. Is it a foregone conclusion, then, that all the Irish Parliamentary
Party look forward to is an imperfect form of peasant-proprietorship—
i.e., the creating of a number of small landlords in place of the few
big landlords already existing ?

Well, as a matter of fact that is the idea of the parliamentary
Irishman

; and if he went further than that he would be ahead of the
ordinary Irishman—in Ireland, at all events. Nor need we wonder
at that. The land question is the side of the question of exploitation
which naturally thrusts itself forward in Ireland ; and the share that
the cottar tenant has in it is a war between his industry on one side
and a poor soil and a coarse form of robbery on the other ; and any
alleviation of his lot will for the time put him in heaven, so to say,
and make him a very conservative and property-loving character. All
this, of course, is what the parliamentary Irish politician is reckoning
on, and consequently he won't trouble himself to even consider the
landless labourer who will still remain after the advent of peasant
proprietorship, or indeed the future of the peasant proprietor himself,
which will, in two words, be ultimate rein.

^
Perhaps sometimes we Socialists Jiave been tempted to envy the

simplicity of the one-plank platform of the Irish agitator, but such an
in<;ident as this of Father M'Glynn versus Mr. O'Brien shows the dull
side of it. In fact revolutionists cannot evade the duty of keeping
their true aim clearly before them, and asking themselves If it is worth
the trouble, and they must accept as a necessary consequence of the
carrying out of that duty all the unpopularity and lack of support and
jeers at their want of practicality which they are sure to encounter if
they go straight to their object.

Meantime a Socialist can hardly help chuckling when he thinks that
Father M*Glynn, who has really made a straight revolutionary hit at
that terrible revolutionist Mr. O'Brien, may in his turn find himself
denounced as a capitalist-saver one of these days : may, or certainly
will, unless he moves forward with the times. To-day there can be
found respectable people who are moved to indignation by the spectacle
of a certain class of landlords exercising their undoubted legal rights
to the full

; though the greater part of landlords, since they are not
driven to act so dramatically, are allowed to do as they please without
comment. At some future time not far distant there will be found
probably respectable persons who will wish to take away this lec^al
pawer from all landlords. There, however, the respectable people will
stay their advance, for the next step will be the attack on all capital—
that IS, really, property; and all respectable people have capital in
some form or other. W^ll, so it goes—he that endureth to the end
«hail be saved.

The toumphant Tories are determined to show us how feeble a
barrier Parliament is between any faction that may have crept into
power And the liberties of the people. By the time of the date on this

^'^ -11 u
^^*^^^^^««^ t-lie parliamentary resistance to the Coercion

.
Bill will be at an end, and for all practical purposes it might as well
have never been begun. As to Mr. Smith's urgency resolution it was
taken sheepishly enough by the House, and was clearly lookM upon as
a matter of little consequence. And indeed it is not of much conse-
quence, considering what Parliament is.

It may well be hoped that one day the people will take possession
for their own use of the noble buildings which their forefathers built
in the days when they were striving to break the bonds of feudal
tyranny, and had not yet foreseen the straiter bonds of capitalism.
All Socialists therefore should join in the protest which Mr. Frederick
Harrison made at the meeting of the Society for the Protection of
Ancient Buildings against the destructive tomfoolery now going on at

Westminster Abbey. It is an easily read token of the sincerity of
the conservatism of the bourgeois, when a building, which is still

perhaps, in spite of all the degradations it has sufiered the most beau-
tiful in Great Britain, is to be subjected to the risk of total destruc-
tion, and the cci-tainty of great damage for an idiotic piece of Court
humbug that nobody, not even the very flunkeys themselves, cares a
rush for.

Apropos of this grievous nonsense our readers may have noticed
some of them perhaps with disapproval, that there has not much been
said about the Jubilee (one is really ashamed to write the word) in the
pages of the Commoniveal. That is to be explained, I suppose, by the
mere contempt with which Socialists look upon the whole subject. But
the " great event " of it is so near that one may perhaps say as much
as this, that the powers that be are determined to use the opportunity
to show what a nuisance the monarchy and court can be as a centre
of hypocrisy and corruption, and the densest form of stupidity.

William Morris.

FREE COMPETITION.
BEHIND THE SCENES.

In an article on " Social Experiments " published in the Commonweal
of March 5th, I promised to give at some future time a more full

account of the difiiculties which the competitive form of industry places
in the way of co-operative production. The present seems a good time
to fulfil my engagement, as the question of co-operation and our atti-

tude as Socialists towards it has been iJrought up in the issue for
June 4. I will start, then, by trying to answer the question. Is co-

operative production likely to upset the present system ?—I mean, of
course, what is generally understood by the term co-operative pro-
duction. Now, from the societies which already exist or have existed
for the purpose of co-operative production I think we may learn that
the difficulty does not lie in the producing of goods. It is quite possible
and comparatively easy for a body of working men, having the requisite
amount of capital, to hire competent men and start a factory for the
production of some articles of general use. They can get workmen as
skilful as any one else can, and foremen as well able to look after the
work and see that it is done properly. But unfortunately the produc-
tion of good articles is not the chief difficulty about a modern concern

;

it is the buying of raw material and selling the finished article which
requires the special " business faculty " of which so much is made and
which gets paid so highly. The result of competition is to render
trading very much like gambling. The constant fluctuations in prices,

the careful watching and successful foreseeing of which is very often
the chief cause of a man's financial success, make it almost impossible
to carry on business with any certainty of being able to make both
ends meet.

Another great cause of difficulty is the rapidity with which fashions
will change. A firm settle down to make a certain class of goods, and
behold, by next month nobody will buy them ! Some one else has
brought out something newer and managed to get it into fashion, and
the success for the present is his. The following month, perhaps, he is

cut out by a third man ; and so it goes on, the element of gambling
being uppermost again. Now the faculty which can always see the
way things are going to turn and always manage to be on the paying
side of these changes, is a comparatively rare one, and consequently
can command a high price. Now it seems to me that co-operative
productive societies are likely to fail chiefly through want of this
faculty in their managers. As a rule they do not start with very large
capitals, and cannot afford to give a very high salary to tempt a first-

class business man to take the management. And the first-class

business man can always get credit and do so well on his own account,
that he will only take the management of another con'Jem on condition
of receiving a high salary.

It is found sufficiently difficult to keep old established businesses
going without some special competitive faculty, and the difficulties are
enormously increased with anything just starting. Many readers of
the Commonweal will have heard that Mr. Thompson of Halifax has
turned his cloth-factory into a co-operative concern. He was lecturing
in Oxford last term on his scheme, and I asked him whether he thought
there would be any chance of success for a concern started by working
men. He said ^pt any business started afresh would have scarcely
any chance at all. His business is an old and well-established one, and
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he is still to remain as manager. If he is right, the only iiope lor

co-opera,tive p^odiietion v.o«li h%^ for a large number of- successful:

employers to voluntarily turn their places into co-operative conceimSr

Now ttlis is hardly likely to happen, because the nature which sua a rule

makes a suc^essfijl business man is not the nature which would give up
for the good of the workers generally. .

»

For collective management to be successful 'there must be some
system which can be followed and which only needs revising occasion-

ally. While the present confusion exists in trade it must be managed
by individual heads, either as owners or managers, who are not much
hampered by a committee.

Take the grocery trade, and let us look at a few forms which com-
petition assumes there. Now sugar is a commodity the price of which
is regulated a good deal by chance. Supposing there is a small fall in

the wholesale price of sugar amounting to less than a halfpenny per

pound. Now it is entirely a question of the strength of competition

whether the retail price will be maintained and the additional profit go
into the pockets of the grocers, or whether the retail price will come
down a halfpenny and so leave perhaps a slight loss for the grocers.

Any one of the chief competitors in the town has it in his power to

bring down the price and do all the trade out of that extra amount of

profit. We have only to remember that all the chief articles of com-
merce are constantly hanging in the balance, as it were, like the sugar,

to realise into what a condition of confusion our industry has got.

This instance shows us that the individual is not free under this

system of competition, but that he is practically bound by the actions

of his neighbours : if they adulterate an article in order to sell cheaper,

he must either do so too or sell at a loss. And if we follow the details

of working still further, we see such a display of evil motives, selfish-

ness and meanness that it is fairly astonishing that any one in business

should uphold the system. Supposing our grocer has an assistant with

good business faculty, he will be constantly afraid lest this man should

set up in opposition, consequently he will give him fair wages to keep
him in his place. But he will not stay many years ; he saves up a

little capital, borrows some more, and starts an opposition shop. Hence-
forward he and his late employer are the greatest of enemies ; he will

use the meanest tricks in many cases to get customers away from the

old shop into his, he will sell some leading article at less than cost price

to attract them, and make it up on little things the values of which
are not so well known to his customers. All this is justified as good

business faculty—" all is fair in love and war," and this is war sure

enough.

Let us take another instance of the freedom
C?)

which exists under
this system. In many provincial towns of late years there has been a

movement set on foot to close the shops for a half-day's holiday each week,

but when it has been tried, generally a few shops refuse to close. What
is the result ? Why, in most cases the movement fails because the shop-

keepers who might be willing to close if every one would, when conse-

quently they could lose no custom by it, are not willing to allow an

afternoon's custom to go to their enemies. So we see that the freedom

which exists is the freedom of two or three to force all the rest against

their wills.

Let us take another example of the spirit of competition, this time

in the wholesale trade ; here prices are more flexible, more beating down
is done, the keen customer beats the merchant down, the less keen has

to pay for it. In an iron merchant's business, say he will supply iron

to large iron-works or collieries, and also to little blacksmiths. The
large works are keen, they know what iron costs, and but for the con-

venience of being able to get in smaller quantities from the merchant

just what sort^ihey want, they would buy from the makers, hence the

merchant puts on a small profit to them, but the small blacksmiths in

the country are not up to this, they deal always with one merchant

and pay pretty much what he asks, always beating him down half a

sovereign or so to satisfy their opinion of their own business faculty,

the merchant of course putting the same amount on for that purpose.

Thus the poorer man who gives the merchant credit for dealing honestly

with him has to pay for the wealthier one who trusts no one's honesty,

on the principle of serving worst the one who gives him credit for

most honesty ! This and similar processes lead to what is called the

survival of the fittest^ which is often another word for the greMest

knave,

I think it will be pretty evident by this what the " business faculty
"

consists in, and also it will be clear that a body of workers trying to

start a productive concern and trying to buy and sell in this competi-

tive market is pretty likely to come to grief, unless by a great stroke

of luck they happen to get hold of a manager with the aforesaid busi-

ness faculty, who is willing to give them the benefit of it at a com-

paratively low figure. Therefore, it seems to me that it will be neces-

sary to be to a large extent independent of the competitive market if

co-operative production is to succeed.

I do not wish in any way to throw cold water on to such schemes

as are proposed by our comrade J. B. Bright, on the contrary I think

with him that very much good, both in helping the propaganda and in

general experience and education, will result from the practice of co-

operation either in distribution or production, and if the attempts fail

• they will at least help to convince co-operators that this awful rage of

competition must be put a stop to, before any real good can be done.

And now a word to those who always want to know how we are

going to obtain and reward this business faculty in a state of Socialism.

The answer is simple enough, so simple that the business part of the

community will be a long time before they take it in. We shall

neither attain it nor reward it at all, for the very good reason that it

will be perfectly useless ! When competition shall have passed away

the relative values of things will be established on a rationa,! principle

Ulased 5n the amount of labour^ and pos^fely ' paftly on the kind of

l^i^ur needed to produce.theii>|iJ!iese relative values will be fixed and
only revised at intervals, , The matiagi^g' of trade under thfe system
will be so easy that there will fc® jjo-^^areity of men able to dp it, atk4
so no need to reward them outrageously.

I spoke of the kind of labour having an influence in the prices of
articles. I mea,nt the pleasantneasiSr otherwise ; things the manufac-
ture or obtaining of which 'necessitate unpleasant or unhealthy em-
ployments, would probably be relatively higher priced than now, as
probably the workers employed in these trades would work less time
for the same reward. I have only touched upon a few of the evils of

competition, the great question of over-production would require an
article by itself, but I think we must all feel the degrading character

of the whole business, and wish to see some better and more noble
system established in its place. Raymond Unwin.

HOW WE LIVE AND HOW WE MIGHT LIVE.
(Continued from p. 187.)

Well now, what Socialism oflers you in place of these artificial

famines with their so-called over-production, is, once more, regulation

of the markets ; supply and demand commensurate ; no gambling, and
consequently (once more) no waste ; not overwork and weariness for

the worker one month, and the next no work and terror of starvation,

but steady work and plenty of leisure every month ; not cheap market-
wares, that is to say, adulterated wares, with scarcely any good in them,
mere scaftbld-poles for building up profits ; no labour would be spent

on such things as these, which people would cease to want when they

ceased to be slaves. ISTot these, but such goods as best fulfilled the
real uses of the consumers would labour be set to make ; for profit

being abolished, people could have what they wanted, instead of what
the profit-grinders at home and abroad forced them to take.

For what I want you to understand is this : that in every civilised

country at least, there is plenty for' all,—is, or at any rate might be.

Even with labour so misdirected as it is at present, an equitable dis-

tribution of the wealth we have would make all people comparatively

comfortable ; but that is nothing to the wealth we might have if labour

were not misdirected.

Observe in the early days of the history of man, he was the slave of

his most immediate necessities ; nature was mighty and he was feeble,

and he had to wage constant war with her for his daily food and such

shelter as he could get. His life was bound down and limited by this

constant struggle; all his morals, laws, religion, are in fact the out-

come and the reflexion of this ceaseless toil of earning his livelihood.

Time passed, and little by little he grew stronger, every step serving

him as a lever to mount the next, till now after all these ages he has

almost completely conquered nature, and one would think should now

"

have leisure to turn his thoughts towards higher things than procuring

to-morrow's dinner. But, alas ! his progress has been broken and
halting; and thougli he has indeed conquered nature and has her

forces under his control to do what he will with, he still has himself

to conquer, he still has to think how he will best use those forces which
he has mastered. At present he uses them blindly, foolishly, as one
driven by mere fate. It would almost seem as if some phantom of the

ceaseless pursuit of food which was once the master of the savage was-

still hunting the civilised man; who toils in a dream, as it were,

haunted by mere dim unre^il hopes, born of vague recollections of the

days gone by. Uut of that dream we must wake, and face things as.

they really are. The conquest of nature is complete, may we not say,

and now our business is and has for long been the organisation of man,
who wields the forces of nature. Nor till this is attempted at least

shall we ever be free of that terrible phantom of fear of starvation

which, with its brother devil, desire of domination, drives us into in-

justice, cruelty and dastardliness of all kinds : to cease to fear our

fellows and learn to depend on them, to do away with competition and
build up co-operation, is our one necessity.

Now, to get closer to details, you probably know that every man in

civilisation is worth, so to say, more than his skin ; working, as he

must work, socially, he can produce more than will keep himself alive

and in fair condition ; and this has been so for many centuries, from

the time, in fact, when warring tribes began to make their conquered

enemies slaves instead of killing them ; and of course his capacity of

producing these extras has gone on increasing faster and faster, till

to-day one man will weave, for instance, as much cloth in a week as

will clothe a whole village for years : and the real question of civilisa-

tion has always been what are we to do with this extra produce of

labour—a question which the phantom, fear of starvation, and its

fellow, desire of domination, has driven men to answer pretty badly

always, and worst of all perhaps in these present days, when the extra

produce has grown with such prodigious speed. The practical answer

has always been for man to struggle with his fellow for private posses-

sion of undue shares of these extras, and all kinds of devices have been

employed by those who found themselves in possession of the power

of taking them from others to keep those whom they had, robbed in

perpetual subjection, and these latter, as I have already hinted, had na
chance of resisting this fleecing as long as they were few and scattered,

and consequently could have little sense of their common oppression.

But now that, owing to the very pursuit of these undue shares of profit,

or extra earnings, men have become more dependent on each other for

production, and have been driven, as I said before, to combine together
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for that enc^ more completely, the power of the workers, that is to say

of the robbed or fleeced class, has enormously increased, and it only

remains for them to understand that they have this power. When
they do that they will be able to give the right answer to the question

what is to be done with the extra products of labour over and above

what will keep the labourer alive to labour : which answer is, that the

worker will have all that he produces and not be fleeced at all : and

remember that he produces collectively, and therefore he will do

eftectively what work is required of him according to his capacity, and

of the produce of that work he will have what he needs ; because, you

see, he cannot use more than he needs, he can only vmste it.

If this arrangement seems to you preposterously ideal, as it well

may, looking at our present condition, I must back it up by saying

that when men are organised so that their labour is not wasted, they

will be relieved from the fear of starvation and the desire of domina-

tion, and will have freedom and leisure to look round and see what
they really do need. Now something of that I can conceive for my
own self, and I will lay my ideas before you, so that you may compare
them with your own, asking jou always to remember that the very

differences in men's capacities and desires, after the common need of

food and shelter is satisfied, will make it easier to deal with their

desires in a communal state of things. What is it that I need, there-

fore, which my surrounding circumstances can give me—my dealings

with my fellow men—setting aside inevitable accidents which co-opera-

tion and forethought cannot control, if there be such ?

Well, first of all I claim good health ; and I say that a vast propor-

tion of people in civilisation scarcely even knowwha": that means. To
feel mere life a pleasure ; to enjoy the moving one's limbs and exercis-

ihg one's bodily powers ; to play, as it were, with sun. and wind and
rain; to rejoice in satisfying the due bodily appetites of a human
a.nimal without fear of degradation or sense of wrong-doing : yes, and
therewithal to be well-formed, straight-limbed, strongly-knit, expressive

of countenance—to be, in a word, beautiful,—that also I claim. If we
oannot have this claim satisfied we are but poor creatures after all

;

and I claim it in the teeth of those terrible doctrines of asceticism,

which, born of the despair of the oppressed and degraded, have been
for so many ages used as instruments for the continuance of that oppres-

sion and degradation.

And I believe that this claim for a healthy body for all of us carries

with it all other due claims : for who knows where the seeds of disease

which even rich people suffer from were first sown : from the luxury of

an ancestor, perhaps
;
yet often, I suspect, from his poverty. And for

the poor : I have heard a distinguished surgeon say that the poor suffer

always from one disease—hunger ; and at least I know this, that if a

man is overworked in any degree he cannot enjoy the sort of health

I am speaking of ; nor can he if he is continually chained to one dull

round of mechanical work, with no hope at the other end of it ; nor if

he lives in continual sordid anxiety for his livelihood, nor if he is ill-

housed, nor if he is deprived of all enjoyment of the natural beauty of

the world, nor if he has no amusement to quicken the flow of his spirits

from time to time : all these things, which touch more or less directly

on his bodily condition, are born of the claim I make to live in good
health ; indeed, I suspect that these good conditions must have been
in force for several generations before a population in general will be
really healthy, as I have hinted above ; but also I doubt not that in

the course of time they would, joined to other conditions, of which
more hereafter, gradually breed such a population, living in enjoyment
of animal life at least, happy therefore, and beautiful according to the

beauty of their race ; though you must remember that the very varia-

tions in the races of men are caused by the conditions under which
they live, and though in these rougher parts of the world we lack some
of the advantages of climate and surroundings, yet if we were working
for livelihood and not for profit we might easily neutralise many of the

disadvantages of our climate, at least enough to give due scope to the

full development of our race.

William Morris.
[To he continued.)

Dr. Isaiah S. Tuppiiis, a negro, has been elected Mayor of Kendville, Ohio.
He owes his election mainly to the votes of the miners.

Pauper Emigrants to America.—New York. — The Commissioners of

Immigration have decided to send back to Ireland sixteen families, com-
prising nearly 100 persons, assisted hither by Mr. Wynne, secretary of the
Killarney Emigration Society, arriving on an Inman steamer a few days
ago. The agent had paid the passage, and given each family from 15 to 20
dollars besides. In deciding, the Commissioners had before them the recent
correspondence between the British Minister, Sir L. S. West, and Mr.
Bayard. The former called upon jMr. Bayard for information whether emi-
grants assisted hither by public funds, with the assurance of support by
friends in this country, would be permitted to enter. The Secretary replied
that so far as permission to land was concerned the law was clear, and the
officers charged with its execution were required to examine each case, and
with them rested the decision whether the person seeking entrance into the
United States should be permitted to land. No general assurance could be
given covering the point raised. In view of this policy and these laws, con-
cluded Mr. Bayard, the United States Government could not fail to look
with disfavour and concern upon the sending to this country by foreign
governmental agencies and at the public cost persons not only unlikely to
develop the qualities of thrift and self-support, but sent here because it was
assumed that they would have friends here able to support them. On the
strength of this letter, the Commissioners decided that the families should
be sent back to Ireland. Then the families were examined one by one, and
it was proved that they all were pauper immigrants. They will be put on
board the steamer on Saturday unless the question of the Board's authority
be tested in the Courts.

SONNET.
Who would live on in such a world as this.

Where gilded shams usurp the place of Truth ;

Where wrong h robed in purple, and men hiss

At scorned Justice as a thing uncouth ;

Where poison cells of lust are delved deep,

And Love's clear stream defiled with foulest spite

;

Where Selfishness on softest down doth sleep.

And generous hearts bankrupt their owners quite ;

Where Honesty, a beggar, hugs his rags,

Splashed with the mud from Fraud's rich carriage wheels
;

Where Law, the cunning harlot, daily brags

That crime can buy, if gold the bargain seals
;

Who would live on that sorrow did not sway
To strive towards changing this dark night to day ?

Fred Henderson.

GRASE THE FAT SOW.
By Timothy Whackstraw.

(Eeprinted from The Bristolian, 18*72.)

I'se a poor hignorammus an' knows little or nuffin.

Thanks ta squire an' parson, tlier church an' ther skule
;

No wonder, methinks, that sum calls I a ruf'un.

An' tha folk up in Lunnun a pig an' a fule.

Still I rokes things about wen I goes out a-cartin'.

An' turns up a thort as I foiler ma plow.

An' I ses ta niesei' wi' a luk that menes " sartin,"

Tha rich be detai-mined to grase tha fat sow.

Grase the fat sow,

Grase the fat sow,

Tha rich be detarmined to grase the fat sow.

I'm danged if I dwon't take ta pothooks an' hangers,

An' 'rite ta tha peepers' tha leetle I knaws,
I'll tell bit o' truth 'bout oursels an' our gangers.

An' games as be played by tha hawks and tha crows
;

Tliay gie I ten shillin's a week to keep six wi',

For seventy-two hours at steables and plow.
An' not a bit more ta tha people I mix wi'

An' keeps all tha rest for ta grase tha fat sow, etc.

Thay telled I 'twere wicked ta sing an' ta whissle,

An' danged if I chirruped for meny a year,

Fur I felt loike a jackass content wi' a thissle.

An' trembled all over when master-were near.

Thay telled I ta pray and I prayed loike a good 'un,

I prayed for a fortin', some sheep, an' a cow.
But while I were prayin' they stole all our common,

Becase it were wanted ta grase tha fat sow, etc.

Tha squire has jest bin an' taken ma gardin',

An' sent a poor chap off to jail for a hare
;

So I tellee tha loife as we lade be a hard 'un.

An' danged if I think we shall change it by prayer.
I'se fund out tha humbug o' parson's religun,

For I turns it all over wile drivin' ma plow.
It prepares a poor fule to be plucked loike a pigeon,
An' helps tha rich squire ta grase the fat sow, etc.

Thare be good texts in Scriptur' but parson dwon't hade 'um,
Thare be sum that poor people cud well understand.

An' tha time's comin' fast when we poor folk '11 rade 'um,
An' prache 'um a sarminc on labour and land.

All thare prayin' an' prachin's dun little or nuffin'

Ta raise sich as I from this terribul slough
;

I'se fund out thare sarmints be. only goose-stuflftn',

Or else it be summat ta grase the fat sow, etc.

Lawyers, merchants and such folk, who properly and originally earn nothing
for the public, being only a kind of gamesters who play with one another for the
labours of the poor.

—

Sir Wm. Petty.

While the past fifty years have been such an uncommonly happy time for the
rich, it is impossible to say so much for the poor. Out of the thirty-six millions,

or thereabouts, forming the population of the United Kingdom, six-sevenths, or

thirty millions, have so narrow a margin between income and the necessities of

bare sustenance that they cannot pay the annual cost of their children's educa-
tion, and are obliged to have it spread through all their lives by means of rates

and taxes.

—

J. A. Picton.

An equal distribution of riches through any country ever constitutes its happi
ness. Great wealth in the possession of one stagnates, and extreme poverty with
another keeps him in unambitious indigence ; but the moderately rich are gener
ally active : not too far removed from poverty to fear its calamites, nor too nea ,'

extreme wealth to slacken the nerve of labour, they remain still between both
in a state of continual fluctuation. How impolitic, therefore, are the laws which
promote the accumulation of wealth among the rich; more impolitic still in

attempting to increase the depression of poverty.

—

Oliver Goldsmith,

Economy.—Universal economy would kill tke goose that lays the golden egg
Men can " retrench " until a mud hut, a wooden bench, a cup of corn meal and a
pan to bake a hoe-cake in, is all he needs. But what becomes of all the trades
and occupations which furnished people with the ** needless " luxuries of life !

What becomes of progress, refinement, education ? Individual economy is only
successful when it exceeds the economy of those surrounding the economiser. If

he can live on less than the worker's usual pittance, in time he gains an advan-
tage over his fellow-toilers ; but if they all economise the next successful man
must starve himself just a little more than the first one has done. Economj'' is a
fraud ; it is a species of robbery. The brain, heart, mind and body are defrauded
of their natural rights and chances for development, that a few individuals may
revel in excess of enjoyments. The world's resources are limitless ; the skill and
strength of men and the wonders of science are inexhaustible. Why should we
go without a single article that would add to our comfort, enlightenment or en-
joyment ?

—

Lizzie M. Swank.
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW : TIRST, FEW UEti
a> IT

; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LA8TJ.Y, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS W^ON I
>

Oommunicationa invited on Social Questions. Thty should he written on one side o^
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 15 Farringdon Rd, ,E,C,, and accompanied
oy iht name and address of the writer^ not necessarilyfor pvhlication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of tlieir posi-
tion in these pages, None to be taJeen as more than in a general manner expressing

^
the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

M^ecUd MSS. only returned ifa stamped directed envelope isjorwarded unth them.
8vhscripti4ms.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

six months, 3s,; three months. Is, Sdl

BfUMiMs communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-
ringdon Road, E,C. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday June 15,
Emqlakd

Brotherhood
Die Autonomie
Justice
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Norwich—Daylight

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

South Australia
Melbourne—Honesty

United States
New York—Prciheit
Truthseeker
DerSozialist
Yolkszeitung
John Swinton's Paper
Herald

Boston—Woman's Journal
Liberty

Chicago (IlL)—Vorbote
Albina (Greg.)—Weekly Courier
Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West
Hammonton(NJ)Credit Foncicr
Troy (N.J.) Christian Pdlpit
Paterson (N. J.) Labor Standard
MUwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
New Haven (Conn.)—Work-

men's Advocate
San Francisco (Cal.)The People
Seattle (W T) Voice of the People

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Socialiste
Le Revolte

Ouise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le- Travailleur

Italy
Turin—n Muratore

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen
Liege—L'Avenir
Antwerp—De Werker

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat

Spain
El Productor

Austria
Vienna—Gleichheit
Brunn—Volksfreund
Arbeiterstimme

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

NOTES.
Said Mr. Champion, the barbarians are within and not without the
so-called pale of modern civilised society. They have been engendered
by it.

^
Let the cultured and leisured classes look to it, before these

barbarians rise in all the might and misery of their wrongs and with
avenging hands bring red ruin and destruction to that society that has
fed and fattened on their sufferings.

It may be, as was asserted, that there is much Socialism among the
educated classes, but so long as it remains hidden it is of small value.
Let the educated classes make their Socialism manifest in unmistakable
manner, let them labour with all their might for its realisation.

To-day it is the despised street-preaching Socialist that bears the
brunt of the battle, who endures persecution and suffers imprisonment
for the advocacy of its cause.

If there is so much Socialism among the cultured and leisured, let

them come from behind the " screen " and show it to the world. Let
them take up its cross and bear it.

Socialism has too few advocates, but would soon have many did the
cultured and leisured get to work and teach its principles.

Socialists are rebels against society as it is to-day ; they rebel not in

silence, wherever they go they declaim against it.

A cultured, leisured and silent rebel runs no risk of persecution or
imprisonment ] iDut did all the silent rebels proclaim themselves rebels,

the social revolution would be nearer. H. A. B.

(^ A writer (anonymous) in our contemporary Justice, has found out a
new definition of Anarchism. According to our friend Anarchism
means abstention (for whatever reason) from parliamentary action. I
fear thii^new definition is scarcely exact enough to satisfy either Anar
chist or Collectivist.

Our friend also writes as if the Socialist League had made some
new departure at the late Conference. He had better read again the
resolution of the Conference as printed in the Commonweal, which
will set him right in this matter, since it asserts the indisputable fact
that the policy hitherto pursued by the League has been one of
abstention from parliamentary action.

I must venture to call the end of his note as to the constitution of
the Council of the League impertinent, since the domestic concerns of

a body with which he has nothing to do, do not concern the writer.
However, it may be as well to remind our friends that while our
Council sits in London we have Branches in various parts of Britain;
who cannot possibly send up one of their members to sit on the
Council once a-week:. A real delegate Council would be impossible
under such conditions, and a bogus one would not be desired by a
body like the Socialist League, which has always shown what I must
consider a very laudable objection to " bossing." W. M.

The Albert Medal founded 25 years ago by the Society of Arts, and
presented to such men as Rowland Hill, Wheatstone, Whitworth,
Siemens, Bessemer, Armstrong, Liebig, Hofman, Lesseps, Holker,
Doulton, and Pasteur, is proposed to be given to the Queen in this
Jubilee year. If ever there were any good object served in providing
the men above-named with a circular plate of metal called a medal,^
that good object will be entirely eclipsed by the bestowal of that which
is awarded for " distinguished merit in promoting arts, manufactures^
and commerce," on an old woman who has done nothing to deserve
the insane, debasing, and unnecessary flattery with which she is
inundated.

Personally we regard her much the same as many other women, and
we have no doubt she is well informed of the Socialist movement in
Germany,—she, as many a hundred of the trained men and women
(with brains) who compose the thieving classes, or to put it a little
milder, the predatory classes, must estimate the twaddle and fuss now
made at its true value.

We know many of these people who live upon unearned profit and
increment, who acknowledge that the people who provide them the
means by which they live are mostly fools, and as long as they are
allowed to gather in profits will do so, for the very good reason that
until the workers show by united action that they will allow this
system to exist no longer, it would be absurd to change the condition
in which we now live, that is until an organisation of honest and true
workers come forward and claim their own.

The best effort we can make, therefore, is to educate and prove our
position to the masses. Labour should unite as it has never yet
united to withstand the common enemy, the profit-thief. Strike*,
should be made no more possible, but a strike far-reaching and uni>
versal should be made on behalf of any section or separate trade by
the whole of the workers throughout our country. When this is.

made possible, then the battle we are now fighting will be half won.
A.

SOCIALISM FROM THE ROOT UP.

CHAPTEK XIX.

SCIENTIFIC SOCIALISM.—CONSTANT AND VAEIABLE
CAPITAL.

Marx goes on to develope further the process by which the capitalist

exploits the labourer under the present system of wages and capital.

We now come to the two instruments which the capitalist uses i»

his exploitation of labour, and which are named constant and variable

capital ; constant capital being the raw material and instruments of

production, and variable the labour power to be employed in producing

on and by means of the former.

The labourer, as we have seen, adds a value to the raw material upoa
which he works ; but by the very act of adding a new value he pre-

serves the old ; in one character he adds new value, in another he

merely preserves what already existed. He affects this by working ia

a particular way, e.g., by spinning, weaving, or forging, that is, he
transforms things which are already utilities into new utilities pro-

portionately greater than they were before.

" It is thus," says Marx, " that the cotton and spindle, the yarn and
the loom, the iron and the anvil become constituent elements of a new
use-value."

That is, in order to acquire this new value, the labour must be
directed to a socially useful end, to a general end, that is, to which the

general labour of society is directed, and the value added is to be
measured by the average amount of labour power expended ; i.e., by
the duration of the average time of labour.

Marx says :
" We have seen that the means of production transfer

value to the new product so far only as during the labour-process they

lose value in the shape of their old use-value. The ra,aximum loss of

value that they can suffer in the process is plainly limited by the

amount of the original value with which they came into the process,

or in other words by the labour-time necessary for their production.

Therefore, the means of production can never add more value to the

product than they themselves possess independently of the process in

which they assist. However useful a given kind of raw material, or a

machine, or other means of production may be, though it may cost

£150, or say 500 days labour, yet it cannot under any circumstances
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add to the value of the product more than £150. Its value is deter-

mined not by the labour process int« which it enters as a means of

production, but by that out of which it has issued as a product. In

the labour process it only serves as a mere use-value, a thing with

useful properties, and could not therefore transfer any value to the

product unless it possessed such value previously."

The matter is succinctly put as follows :
" The means of production

on the one hand, labour-power on the other, are merely the different

modes of existence which the value of the original capital assumed

when from being money it was transformed into the various factors of

the labour process. That part of capital which is represented by the

means of production, by the raw material, auxiliary material, and the

instruments of labour, does not in the process of production undergo

any quantitative alteration of value. I therefore call it the constant

part of capital, or more shortly constant capital"

At first sight it might be thought that the wear and tear of the

machinery, and the seeming disappearance of part of the auxiliary

material (as 6.^., the mordaunts used in dyeing cloth or yam, or the

gums, etc., used in textile printing) contradict this statement as to the

alteration of value ; but on closer view it will be seen that the above

wear and tear and apparent consumption enter into the new product

just as much as the visible raw material does ; neither are really con-

sumed, but transformed.

In the following chapters Marx enters into an elaborate and ex-

haustive analysis of the rate of surplus value, i.e., of the rate at which

the creation of surplus value takes place ; and he also deals with the

important subject of the duration of the working-day. But as this is

after all a matter of detail, in spite of its very great interest and im-

portance we must omit it, as it would carry us beyond the scope of

these articles.

Marx distinguishes between a6«o?w^6 and relative "surplus value ;^'

the absolute being the product of a day's labour over and above the

necessary subsistence of the workman, whatever the time necessary for

the production of a definite amount of product may be. The relative

" surplus-value " on the other hand is determined by the increased pro-

ductivity of labour caused by new inventions, machinery, increased

skill, either in manipulation, or the organisation of labour, by which

the tinle necessary for the production of the labourer's means of sub-

sistence may be indefinitely shortened.

It will be seen once again by all this, that whatever instruments

may be put into the hands of the labourer to bring about a result

from his labour, in spite of all pretences to the contrary, the one in-

strument necessary to the capitalist is the labourer himself living under

such conditions that he can be used as a mere instrument for the pro-

duction of profit. The tools, machinery, factories, means of exchange,

etc., are only intermediate aids for putting the living machine into

operation.

E. Belfort Bax and William Morris.

'COMMON-SENSE SOCIALISM.'

The first word of the above title is usually a sort of danger signal to

the wary reader to avoid boredom and confusion. " Common-sense ''

as applied to knotty questions usually meaning the ignoring of the
main issue, or the putting forward of a remedy difficult to apply and
useless when applied. This is so well understood by persons with not
more than the average amount of time for throwing away on futile and
foolish literature, that the title of this book will probably prevent
many people from looking into it at all. This is a pity, although be-

fore the end of the book the author justifies this well-grounded fear

—

a pity, because two-thirds of it or more, which is devoted to the criti-

cism of the present state of things, and the remedies proposed by non-
Socialists and semi-Socialists, is on the whole clearly put and well
reasoned. The author points out the growing discontent, the insuffi-

ciency of the reward of labour ; the futility as remedies of thrift and
temperance, of preaching Malthusianism, of land nationalisation,

peasant proprietorship, etc. But then having condemned capitalism

by showing its inevitable results, and having condemned all the
" tinkering '' methods of reform which we Socialists know so bitterly

well, he puts forward his own nostrum, which, after all this labouring
of the mountain, turns out to be one of the smallest and feeblest of

mice ever brought forth. The competition, which he sees very clearly

to be prod*ucing a condition of in^'iustrial production which will end in

a dead-lock, is to be checked artificially ; and how ? By regulating
the hours of labour in factories where machinery is used !

For he expressly excepts field labour, the building trades, etc., which
etc., by-the-by, must include at present at least, the labour of the coal-

hewers and our hapless friends the chain-makers.
It is true he adds to this " remedy " some sort of semi-Georgeite

'Common-Sense Socialism,' By H. Kempnee. (Swan Sonnenschien and Co.)

land-tax (having argued well and clearly against Mr. ,Gep^e,in an
earlier chapter), and the restriction on heritage usually advocated by
those who take up that form of tinkering, as also a tax on speculation ;

but he does not seem to set any great store by these latter remedies,
his great invention being the limitation of the day's work in machine-
using factories and workshops.
What lies at the bottom of this curious aberration seems to be an

ingrained tendency in the author to utopianism. Mr. Kempner seems
incapable of conceiving of the class-struggle, or the historical evolution
of industrialism, or of understanding that the real point at issue ift

when and how the workers shall emerge from their condition of
pupillage and be masters of their own destinies.

In spite of all this the book may be recommended to young So
cialists, as the destructive part of it is, once more, clear and well
reasoned, and the would-be constructive part so feeble that it is

scarcely possible that anybody could be misled by it, or attracted to it.

It is worth while to note apropos of the attempt some persons make
to draw a hard and fast line between Socialism and Communism, that
Mr. Kempner uses the latter word in the sense that it is used in the
* Manifesto' of Marx and Engels, of 1847. A Communist is with
him one who advocates the communisation or nationalisation of thfv

raw material and instruments of labour and distribution. W. M.

SOCIALISM IN THE WEST END.

On Saturday afternoon, at the French Hall, St. James's Eestaurant, Picca^

dilly, H. H. Champion lectured on Socialism to a middle-class audience,.

Stepniak in the chair. The room was crowded to excess, and the address

was listened to with interest Mr. Champion stated that he was speaking

solely on his own responsibility, though he believed that many, if not all^

Socialists would agree with what he had to say. The first step was to realise

the amount of 8ufi*ering that existed. When a man of sincerity understood

the foundation of misery on which modern civilisation was built he was

unable to prevent himself becoming a Socialist. The returns of the Registrar-

General show that the material conditions in which the poorer classes have
to live are such that their lives are shortened, in some cases to such an extent
that the rich live twice as long as the poor. The children of the poor are tO'

an alarming extent insufficiently fed ; and as the result of careful enquiry
last winter it was found that in the poorer Board Schools one-third of the^

children were insufficiently clad and shod. In winter in the East-end and
other poor districts in London half the males are out of work. In spite of
all this poverty, the poor have to pay rent at a higher rate per cubit foot

than the rich in the West-end. It is not uncommon for a poor family to
have to pay a quarter of its total income to the landlord, while one-fifth or
one-sixth is the usual proportion. The sanitary condition of these exorbit-

antly rented houses was shown to be abominable by the commi88ioner&
appointed by Lord Salisbury for enquiring into the housing of the poor, and
yet all that was done was to pass an Act giving the tenant of the unsanitary
den, with an income of perhaps fifteen shillings a-week, the power to raise

a civil action against the landlord, the initial expenses of which would cost

him perhaps a month's income. No such action has yet been raised ; one
might venture to foretell that no such action ever will be raised. The posi-

tion of working women especially calls for comment. Samuel Morley, of

chapel-building renown, bought hosiery from middlemen who paid their

women workers at the rate of nine shillings a-week. Deduct half-a-crown or
three shillings for rent, and you leave tenpence a-day for the women to
supply themselves with food and clothing. How can it be done 1 Bryant
and May, Limited, paid last half year twenty per cent, dividend on their

capital, and earned this profit, among other ways, by making women make
match-boxes at 2id. per gross, the women having to find their own work-
room, firing, and paste. In London three thousand shopwomen are killed

yearly by diseases brought on by the long hours they have to stand and run
about.

These are some of the miseries to which the poor must submit. Under
such material conditions who can wonder that some of the poor are
drunken and vicious. The wonder is not that they are so bad as they are^

but that they are as good as they are. The gin-shop is the poor mans'*
drawing-room, and hence it is that he so often goes there. The rich

are able to save now ^250,000,000 per annum, in spite of the bad times.
What are the middle classes going to do under the circumstances ? One
thing is certain—this state of things cannot last. Left alone, the poor will

become poorer and poorer ; those who have nothing to lose w^ll form an
overwhelming portion of the population, and a revolt may be expected of
such an extent that the world's history cannot parallel. On the other hand>
there may be yet time for the middle classes to enter the field of battle and
help the workers to a peaceful transformation of society. It is not only to

the sense of fear that Socialists appeal when they addess the propertied
classes ; they believe that there is no nobler career for a middle-class man
than for him to aid in the peaceful transformation of our present society into

a co-operative commonwealth. If any one thought that Socialism was not
the remedy, they should come and explain what they conceived to be the
remedy.
At the close of the lecture a few questions were asked. A somewhat

excited person—a clergyman, I thought—championed Samuel Morley the
chapel-builder. The audience seemed to be bored by the reverend gentleman.

A. K. D.

In his new book on * State Purchase of Railways,' Mr. Waring says :

—

"Government activity in the acquisition of railways has increased very
much in quite recent years. In 1876 there were on the Continent 69,246
miles of railway, of which 14,268 miles, or about 20 per cent., belonged to

Government. Seven years later the mileage had risen to 88,782, of which
32,563 miles, or about 36 per cent., were in the hands of the Government.
Further acquisitions since 1882 have placed about 50 per cent, of the conti-

nental lines under the management of the State. In Germany the transfer
of the entire railway system to the Government is nearly complete, and in

Belgium it is only a question of time. Out of sixteen continental Govern-
ments twelve are proprietors of railways."
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BRITAIN.

*" A sliding scale for the regulation of wages has been signed between the
representatives of Messrs. Bolckow, Vaughan & Co. and the men employed
at their Cleveland Steel Works. The sliding scale is to be in operation for

two years.

The strike in the iron shipbuilding trade in Belfast continues. About
6000 persons have now been upwards of six weeks idle and a large propor-
tion of tliera are in a most destitute condition. Several efforts at an agree-
ment by arbitration have failed, and the men still firmly declare they must
receive their wages weekly else they will not return to the shipyards.

- The General Committee of the Iron Trades Employers' Association have
decided to place the funds of the Association at the disposal of the Executive
Committee to expend as they may see fit for the assistance of the employers
II connection with the strike at Bolton. When will the workers make
common cause in like manner, recognising that an injury to one is the con-
cern of all ?

A local auctioneer, who had occasion to clear some premises the other day?
came upon a mass of interesting papers in reference to foreign-made articles,

chiefly scissors, brought to Sheffield to the order of Sheffield houses. These
were mainly invoices of goods, and they proved—some two dozen of them
shown to me—that the business in foreign scissors and other kinds of cutlei*}"

was very considerable indeed, and engaged in by merchants and manu-
facturers who were not supposed to encourage foreign work.

—

The Engineer,

Forth Bridge.—The men at the Forth Bridge, owing to the great number
of accidents that have recently taken place, have made a demand for one
penny an hour more wages. The dispute has been going on for some days
and a strike is threatened, through the masters state that they will bring
surplus labour from the Tay Bridge, which is now nearly completed. The
contractors want to (Jeal with each workman separately, but it is to be hoped
the men will hold together and not allow the bosses to manipulate them.

The award in the wages dispute in the West Cumberland coal trade was
issued last week. The umpire finds that the wages for the quarter preceding
April 1st were after the rate of 6J per cent, above the fixed standard, and as

this was an advance on the previous quarter, the men are entitled to receive
wages at the same rate, because there is no fall in the price of coal of a full

l^-d. per ton below the point which caused the advance. The wages, there-
fore, remain at 6^ per cent, above the standard.

The Strike of Chain-makers.—A meeting of chain-makers was held on
,

June 10 in the Salvation Army Barracks, Cradley Heath, under the presi-

dency of Mr. Thomas Homer. The chairman said that certain masters had
not been paying the list price for work executed. He believed that, let them
work at whatever price they might, the masters would not be satisfied, but
would still try and force reductions upon them. The following subscriptions
were announced : from Bristol, £2 ; Colonel Stewart, £\h ; Mrs. Jope, 15s.

It was resolved to continue the strike.

The Preston Operative Spinners' Association have issued an address in

which they say :
—"The ring of New York and Liverpool are cornering

•cotton to such an extent that the master cotton spinners of Lancashire and
.adjoining counties are earnestly engaged in agitating the trade to run short
time, their object being to crush out of existence the gambling cotton specu-
lators, who hamper and worry the trade to such a ruinous degree that the
margin between cotton and yarn is approaching a miserably low figure. We
feel it our duty to fight on the side of the employer shoulder to shoulder,
against the common enemy of our trade, the gambling speculators."

On Saturday afternoon a delegate meeting of Mid and East Lothian miners
was held in the Scientific Hall, Dalkeith, Mr. W. Holman, Niddrie, presiding,
to consider the claim of the miners employed by the Clippens Oil Co. for re-

niuneration for the carrying of propwood, consequent upon a change in the
internal working of the mine known as the " long wall system," which is al-

leged to involve more labour and an extra risk of accident. After a long
discussion the meeting agreed to recommend that the Clippens' miners adopt
the five days a-week system with a view to arriving at a satisfactory settle-

ment of the dispute, failing which that the County Board support the men
should circumstances necessitate the extreme measure of a strike.

At Wood Green there is a large sweet-factory known as Barrett's Factory,
at which a large number of persons are employed. Besides those working in
the factory, women are supplied with work at their own homes, in making
up and packing sweets. They are obliged to fetch the materials and goods
from the factory, and carry back the finished packages themselves. For this

work the pay is from l^d. to 2^d. per gross of small packets. By the most
attentive toil this cannot be earned under at least an hour. This is a
parallel case with that of the match-box makers. It is not known whether
the proprietors make 22^ per cent, on their capital as Bryant and May,
Limited, are reported to do, but they are doing a " tremendous " trade. I

could not ascertain the wages paid to those working in the factory, but one
can form an idea from the above of what it might l)e.—P. C. W.
New Tredegar, Monmouth.—There is a serious misunderstanding about

the price of cutting the 3-feet seam in Elliott's pit, New Tredegar, which it

is considered must now be determined. The vein is only three feet thick
with a bottom of fourteen inches, which makes it much more difficult for the
miner. The price paid is only the same as in the old pit, which the workmen
say is very unfair. A first-class workman can only earn 17s. 6d. per week,
out of which he has to pay for blasting powder. Mr. P. Jones, the overseer,

has visited the place several times, and when he brought the matter before
the Sliding Scale Board, he was told that it was not understood that there
was any misunderstanding. The workmen are determined to have a settle-

ment. They are willing to submit to arbitration, but if that is not accepted,
then a notice of termination of contract will be handed in. Later.—It has
been determined by the workmen that a month's notice be given for the
completion of all contracts, to end the 30th June.

—

Tarian-y-Gweithnvr.

The Strike in the Bolton Iron Trade.—On Monday the ironworkers
of Bolton entered upon the fifth week of the strike, which has been begun
with a view to getting a return of the reduction made in wages 16 months
ago to the extent of about 7^ per cent. As a consequence of the strike
some hundreds of non-society hands are now idle, and it is estimated that
altogether nearly 2000 men are out of employment. The society men state
that assistance is coming in from near and far, and that they will be in a
position for some weeks to keep up the full rate of strike pay. The mayor
of Bolton (Mr. Aid. Fletcher) was much disappointed at the failure of the

conference brought about by him between employers and employed, and will
try to bring representatives of the contending parties together again, with
a view to an agreement or understanding being arrived at by which the men
may resume work.

Threatened Strike of Miners in South Yorkshire.—At a meeting ol
the Executive of the Yorkshire Miners' Association, held at the Miners'
Hall, Barnsley, on Saturday, under the presidency of Mr. Cowey, the dispute
at Monk Bretton Colliery, one of the largest in South Yorkshire, and the
decision of the men to give in their notices was considered at some length.
A deputation from the men employed at the colliery attended before the
executive, and the following resolution was passed :

" That the Monk Bretton
case be left in the hands of the officials of the association to arrive at an
amicable settlement, if that is at all possible, between now and next Council
meeting. That Mr. B. Pickard write to Mr. Pepper, sen., stating the facts

of the case, and that the matter go before the district for their considera-
tion and decision as to whether the men go out on strike or not." Mr. B.
Pickard, M.P., states that the officials are opposed to a strike, but the men
are very determined and declare they will send in their notices.

The North Yorkshire and Cleveland Miners' Association held their six-

teenth annual demonstration and gala on Wednesday week. Addresses were
delivered from a platform to an appreciative assembly. Mr. Joseph Toyn,
agent and president of the Cleveland Miners' Association, presided. Mr.
Joseph Arch was one of the speakers, and the following resolution was
passed : "This meeting, believing (1) that the present system of land tenure
is detrimental to the interests of the nation, and (2) that decentralisation of

government is necessary to enable Parliament to deal with this and other
questions of national importance, is of opinion that the reform of the land
laws and the question of local self-government should receive the earnest and
speedy attention of the Government, and calls upon them to introduce into

Parliament at the earliest possible moment Bills dealing in a comprehensive
manner with these most important subjects." A resolution condemning the
Crimes Bill was also passed.

The short time project in cotton spinning is being strongly supported in

Oldham, Ashton, and surrounding districts. In Rochdale all the limited
spinning companies have signed in favour of the proposal of the Manchester
Cotton Spinners' Association. It is now stated that the mills in Darwen
will soon close entirely. At Church and Accrington it is understood the
mills have agreed to support the united movement. In several directions

lessened production on a free scale has already commenced. In addition to
a long stoppage at Whitsuntide, the following compauies will close entirely

the whole of next week :—Prince of Wales, 68,500 spindles ; Tonge Yale,

55,392 spindles ; Abbey, 45,100 spindles. The Star Company (103,536
spindles) is still closed. The large spinning mills of Messrs. H. Whittaker
and Sons, Royton, have begun to work three days a-week. The Oldham
Twist Company, Hollinwood, have stopped for an indefinite period eight
pairs of mules. At Church, Messrs. Watson have begun to run half time,

and Messrs. B. and R. Walmsley have closed one mill. Short time in spin-

ning and weaving is reported from Smallbridge, near Rochdale.

A meeting of the Heckmondwike Auxiliary of the English and Scotch
Carpet-Weavers' Association was held at the Mechanics' Institute and Club,
Heckmondwike, on June 8th, Mr. F. Fisher being elected to tl^e chair.

There was a fairly good attendance of weavers—one of the best that has
been held for some time. The deputation to the joint meeting of masters
and men, held at Carlisle last Friday, gave theii report, the first speaker
being Mr. Joseph Lodge. He mentioned that the proposition upon the
masters' programme of a reduction of 10 per cent., and also of a lowering in
the price of tying on short lengths in broad looms, had been abandoned on
the ground of informality, no intimation of such reductions having been
previously given to the Weavers' Association. The only propositions of the
weavers granted were to pay for half yards, and that the Id. to the shilling

for winding be paid 2d. per yard extra. Mr. Goodall, the other delegate,

having spoken, the report was eventually adopted, and several suggestions^
were made for the better government of shop committees, etc., also to offer

difi*erent facilities to the weavers for weighing off at Messrs. Kelley's.

FRANCE.
At the Hotel de Yille on Wednesday last week the Socialist Municipal

Councillors of Paris placed before the sitting a motion "inviting the Director
of Works to proceed immediately to the opening of the greatest possible

number of work-yards, to take all possible hygienic measures to assure the
health of the population and those employed in the works," etc. This motion
has not yet received full consideration and discussion at the Hotel de Yille

;

when it does, the discussion will assuredly be a lively one.

Marseilles.—L'Intransigeant says, " This evening (June 9th) at the
meeting-place of the Union of Labour Syndicates, a preliminary meeting
relative to the formation of a labour-fund has taken place, the municipality
and the General Councillors representing the canton of Marseilles, taking
part in the same. The formation of a labour-fund was agreed upon, and the
mayor has promised the moral and financial support of the town. A com-
mittee will be named for the elaboration of the scheme, the members to be
composed of Municipal Councillors and those belonging to the Syndicates.

Le Creusot (Saoxe-et-Loire).—The Cri gives in one of its latest issues

some information concerning the situation of the miners at Le Creusot. At
X^resent, it seems, the mines only employ below ground 150 workers at the
most, under the pretext that there is scarcely any coal to be extracted now.
These 150 slaves are bound to extract more than 580 dennes of coal in the
twenty-four hours ; their work comes to one-third beyond what they were
accustomed to some time before, and their wages from 75 to 50 centimes less

per day, the pay averaging formerly 4 fr. 75 c. and the maximum now being
4 fr. 25 c. per day. In some branches of the work the wages from 3 fr. 50 c.

are lowered to 2 fr. 50 c. These miners, it seems, are in happy possession of

a Watrin for an overseer, to use a word coined by the foreign Socialist jour-

nals since the execution of that hero.

Meiiun-sur-Yevre.—The syndicate of porcelain-workers of Mehun thank
the syndicates of fellow-workers who have kindly sent subscriptions to the
strikers. The strike, finishing in a demi-victory, leaves on the street some
five-and-twenty men with families absolutely without resources.

BELGIUM.
In the Charleroi coal basin most of the strikers have gone back to work,

with many a fair promise of reform and attention to their needs from the
Liberals ringing in their ears. Wherever they return to their fomj£r .work,

the most intelligent, the most active among them being considerea a^ the
" leaders," have been dismissed pitilessly. So much for the "good faith " of
the capitalist—and so much for the " universal strike " that was to bring
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ffreat things with it. ''Thauks m the j::ood sense of the Belgian worker^!,

work has recommeticeij," g^ays one of the bourgeois journals, rubbing its

l:\ands, witK sleek satisfaction.
" ** The Belgian coal.industry is a question of life and death. Its existence

d^end8,iipon cheap production. It has keen competitors in German col-

Keries on one side and French on the other, though it has itself been organ-

ising an opposition to the English trade in the direction of exports. The
nature of the mines renders the extraction of coal costly in the way of

machinery and waste, so that a low price can only be maintained by cheap

hibotW.' Belgium has a dense population, and though the people are intelli-

gent enough, they have yet to become acquainted with correct ideas on the

subject of their own industry. In their ignorance they give too much heed

to the doctrines of Socialists and Anarchists."

—

M. Andre in the * Colliery

Gitardian.^—lgnoYdint truly ! Not to see the overwhelming importance of

an industry that in order to keep itself going must reduce them to mere
starvation I But, Messieurs the Belgian Capitalists, what is to be done?

You can it seems work your mines with half-dead men, a fact which surely

redounds to your ingenuity, and your usefulness as Captains of Industry
;

but not even your ingenuity can work them with men wholly dead. Don't

you wish it could ? Surely in that case the governments would issue game
licenses to kill for that purpose, not partridges, but men. O you damned
scoundrels !—W. M.
[BrancheSy memherSy and readers mujht easily do a great deal to asfiht in i^enderiiig

'

. more complete this iveekly record of the Labour Strugfjle. Ectry one .should

send any information in their possession to the Sub-Editor at this OJlcCy by

Tuesday in each week, marking envelope " Labour Struggle.'^]

NORTHUMBRIAN NOTES.
The strike being now a thing of the past, the affairs in Northumberland are

resuming their usual aspect. Many of the pits are not at work yet, but

there is little reason to fear that any of the trade of the district was lost

during the strike. Amongst the men, however, there is a bitter feeling that

their agents (as they call the leading officials of the Union) are very much
to blame for the failure. At some collieries the men are threatening to

leave the Miners' Union, so much are they disgusted with it. This, ho\v-

ever, would be a terrible mistake. They should stick to their union, make
it stronger than ever, and above all make their officials servants—not masters

as they are now and have been.

During the past 16 years the miners' w^ages in Northumberland have been
reduced fully 45 per cent. The miners get 15s. 9d. now for the same work
that brought 30s. in 1874. This gives a better indication of the "National
Progress "than Messrs. Giffen and Mulhall's figures. These are the dry un-

questioned facts about one of the largest and most important trades in the

country.

Some miners want to know why Mr. Burt's salary should not be reduced
at the same rate as their wages. At the annual meeting of the union dele-

gates a motion was made to this effect, and only lost by a narrow majority.

At Burradon (Northumberland) last week, four miners worked seven

shifts and got 27s. for the whole of the work. A shift is seven hours from
the time of leaving the pit bank till the returning. These men working
hard got less than one shilling for sevenjimtrs' work. This may seem incred-

ible to many people, but I have it on unimpeachable authority.

The Northumberland miners' gala will be held on July 30th at Blyth
Links. The ballot for the election of speakers is now going on. The nomi-
nations at present include the Bishop of Newcastle, C. Bradlaugh, William
Morris, John Morley, A. K. Donald, C. V. Conybeare, H. M. Hyndman,
J. L. Mahon, etc. Generally Mr. C. Bradlaugh heads the poll in the ballot,

the speaking being in the open-air, and Mr. Bradlaugh being the most effec-

tive open-air orator in the country. The newspapers carefully conceal that

any Socialists have been nominated at all.

St, Jameses Gazette has a very ill-informed article on the strike. The usual

silly application of the profit and loss test of the usefulness of the strike is

put forward. Inmost strikes the amount lost in wages exceeds what is

gained by the advacce on the averted reduction. In this strike the loss has
been both ways, for the reduction has not been averted. But it is ridiculous

to think that therefore the strike was an error and a failure. The great
value of such strikes as that just ended is that they are an active protest on
the part of the workmen against the injustice inflicted on them. If the

strikes are a dead loss it- makes the protest all the more significant. It

would be well if some of these journalists would really consider the full

meaning of a strike like that just ended. It has many lessons which they
do not see, and which are full of the gravest w^arning. J. L. Maiiox.

Factory Act Prosecution.—At Walsall, on Friday last, Kalph Eichman,
draper, was summoned for having, contrary to the Factory Act, had six

young persons at work in his dressmaking department at ten to eleven at
night The defence was that he personally knew nothing about it. He
was ordered to pay four fines of 20s. and costs, making £Q 19s.

Mr. Davitt and Irish Emigration.—Mr. Davitt has sent a telegram to

MK Fitzgerald, president of the Irish National League in America, suggest-
ing that the friends of tl^e Irish cause and the Knights of Labour should
visit President Cleveland, " with the object of calling his attention to the
fact that England is driving thousands weekly from Ireland to the United
States.. The workers of America should protest against pauper labour being
forced on their market."

Mr. Samuel Smith has been addressing his constituents. He referred to

the tithe question, and said "the tithe seemed to be levied on principles
which appeared very inequitable, and that complaint seemed to hold in

England as well as in Wales. But the main objection which the Welsh
people had to paying the tithe was that it went to support a church with
-wiiich the bulk of them were not connected. He exhorted the people of

Wales, however, to be patient until the Liberals were again in power."
Wales can remember the Liberals being in power several times, and has not
forgotten the advice which she received on those occasions. Wales was
always told to be patient. When the Liberals are in Opposition, Wales has
to be patient until they come into power. When the Liberals are in power
Wales has to be patient to keep them there. Wales is not going to be patient
any more, but is going to have the reforms she wants by sheer force. Wales
has tried centuries of patience and got nothing. She is now going to try a
strong dose of coercion. Wales has never lacked advisers like Mr. Smith.
What she wants i« lomebody who will fight without knowing when he is

beaten, and who will persevere until the necessary reforms have been ob-
tained.

—

Camhrian News,

CORRESPONDENCE.

MAEX'S THEORY OF VALUE.
The Mallock fallacy is absurdly obvious. " Our manufacturing operatires/

were working during the year on materials and with machinery which al-

ready contained a vast amount of " crystallised labour," which of course is

reckoned into the final product.
The agriculturalists of the United States were working on the bare earth

and except perhaps in the case of the Bonanza farms, with the usual simple
implements in use in small agriculture. Hmc ille lachrymce,

E. Belfort Bax.

CHRISTIANITY, POSITIVISM, AND SOCIALISM.

Comrade,—Our friend Beckett, in his criticism of Cotter Morison's book,

has, I think, missed the real point of the inconsistency in the Positivist's

attitude with regard to Christianity. The "essential thought" of Chris-

tianity lies in the notion of " holiness "

—

i.e., a special relation between the

individual soul and "God." This has as its correlate what is sometimes
known as the " ethics of inwardness "—that is, a morality which centres in

the personality and the attainment of this quasi-mystical relation with the

divinity—or in other words, " Salvation." As a consequence, Christianity,

though retaining elements of barbaric ferocity in its theology, in its moral
sentiment invariably tends to become maudlin, and its practice commonly
to hypocrisy.

Now Positivism, while abandoning the theological side of Christianity,

retains its introspective and individualistic attitude in Ethics. The ethical

aim of Positivism, like that of Christianity, is the perfecting of the indi-

vidual character, and according to what is virtually the same standard, as

is proved by the retention of so many Christian forms in the Comtean cultus,

and still more in the adoption of the introspective and mystical Imitatio

Christi of Thomas k Kempis as a text-l30ok of life and conduct.

Socialism alone, in effect, definitively abandons tliis old ethical standard,

and the code of morality growing out of it, by proclaiming the great modern
truth, that Social Happiness, in its plain sense, is the one object of all moral
conduct, and in refusing to be turned aside from this principle by specious

attempts to reintroduce the rags and tags of a theological morality under
another name. Morison is evidently sensible in a vague way of the dis-

tinction between Christian or personal morality (with " Salvation " for its

end) and Social Morality, but he is apparently oblivious of the fact that

Positivism has sucked in the former wholesale while rejecting the basis with
which it is both logically and historically connected.—Yours fraternally,

jjj^

E. Belfort Bax.

A Workman.—Your letter will be inserted in next number.

THE SOCIALIST LEA&UE. ^

Offices : 13 Farringdon Road,, jE.C.

London Members.—The first meeting of Londoil Members will be held on.

Monday the 4th of July.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and afialiated

bodies. Library Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d. D. J. Nicoll and
W. Blundell are the Librarians.

Outdoor Lecturers.—A special meeting of the outdoor lecturers will be held
at the Ofiices, 13 Farringdon Road, on Saturday June 25, at 7 p.m., for the pur-
pose of arranging the lecture-list for coming quarter. Branches are specially
requested to send deleajates.

Resolution of CounciL
*'That all monies collected at open-air meetings must be duly handed to the

treasurer of the League, and the receipt of same acknowledged in Commonweal,"

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
Leicester, South London, to December 31, 1886. Bradford, Croydon, Edin-

burgh, Hackney, Hammersmith, Hoxton (Labour Emancipation League), Hull,
Ipswich, Lancaster, Leeds, Marylebone, Merton, Norwich, Shields, to March 31.

Bloonisbury, Glasgow, North London, Oxford, to April 30. ClerkenweH, Wal-
sall, to May 31.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Hammersmith Branch (two weeks), £1.

FOR PROPAGANDA.
Collected at Regent's Park, 4s. Collected at Hyde Park, Is. 5d.

Pii. W., Treasurer, June 14,

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
For Mrs, Mowbray—A Few Fabians, per Annie Besant (weekly), 10s.

J. Lane, Treasurer.

EEPORTS.
Blooms'bury.—On Thursday, June 9, Rev. Stewart D. Headlam lectured on

" Christian Socialism" to a large audience. There was considerable discussion.

After the lecture a business meeting of members was held. On Sunday, an open-
air meeting was held at St. Pancras Arches, Is. lOd. being collected for the
Missionary Fund.—U. ,

Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, June 3, W. W. Bartlett lectured on " Xhe
Meaning of the Social Revolution." Lively discussion followed. On Sunday,
June 12, we held excellent meeting on ClerkenweH Green, addressed by Blundell
and Wardle, and Doughty (H.R.) A resolution protesting against the Irish

evictions was carried unanimously. Sold all literature we had -with us, including
21 United Ireland, We want assistance at this station for Sunday mornrngs.
In our hall, after the outdoor meeting, a large audience had gathered to near
A. K. Donald on "The Chain-makers of Cradlcy Heath." A very suceesBiui
week taken altogether.—A. T. and W. B.
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Hackney.—The monthly meeting of members of
the Branch was held at the club on Tuesday, June 7.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing
month :—Treasurer : J. R. Cooper ; Secretary : G.
Cores ; Librarian : J. J. Smith ; Lecture Secretary
and Managing Steward : H. Graham ; Auditing Com-
mittee : James Allman, W. Wess, and C. Hobbs.
Good attendance of members. A good meeting was
addressed by Graham and J. Lane at the Broadway,
London Fields, on Wednesday. Fair sale of litera-
ture.—G. C.

Marylebone.—On Sunday afternoon, we held a
good meeting in Ifyde Park, addressed by Cantwell
and Mainwaring, the latter speaking upon the atti-
tude of the Irish Parliamentary party to the Labour
question, followed by Nicoll, Turner, and John Wil-
liams, who spoke on the same lines. Sale of literature
good.—T. C,

North London.—On Tuesday evening last, we re-
opened our station at Ossulston Street. Meeting was
addressed by Cantwell, Brooks, and Nicoll. Good
discussion followed. On Sunday morning, at Regents'
Park, Cantwell, Brooks, and Mainwaring spoke.
Some questions were answered satisfactorily by Main-
waring. 4s. was collected for the Propaganda Fund.
Good sale of literature.—H B,
Edij^burgh.—On Wednesday, June 8, in Scientific

Hall, J)alkeith, Tuke spoke on *' How we are Poor,"
Gilray in the chair. On Saturday, a good meeting
was held at Loanhead, with Tuke and G. Hossack as
speakers. The latter must surely be one of the
youngest speakers in the whole movement. Good
sale of Gommoniveal at Loanhead meeting, and an agent
got to take it on sale. On Sunday afternoon. Smith,
Davidson, Paterson, and Gilray had a most attentive
audience in the Queen's Park. Xo opposition. Fair
sale of Commonweal at this meeting, and in the even-
ing in the Meadows.—J. G.
Glasgow.—On Friday evening, Paterson and Ward

•*had a good open-air meeting at Paisley. On Saturday,
<Tlasier, Paterson, Anderson, and Carmichael had a
large meeting in Cambuslang. On Sunday, the branch
iiad a successful meeting in Jail Square. On the same
day, three branches of the Irish National League
were addressed by various members of our Branch.
Glasier spoke to the Parkhead Branch, McLaren to
the Coatbridge Branch, and Brown to the Legislative
Independence Branch. All were excellently received,
and it looks as if the Irishmen will soon be prominent
in the Socialist movement.
Lancaster.—At weekly meeting of members at our

club,'Sun Street (on Friday nights), E. P. Hall read
extracts from Shelley's notes to poems, followed by
hot discussions on marriage and the '* Political Situa-
tion." The handling of the former subject evinced
much intelligent appreciation of the moral aims of
Hevolutionism.—L. H.
Leeds.—On Sunday morning, Maguire and Braith-

waite addressed an open-air meeting at Hunslet Moor.
In the evening, Hill, Paylor, and Maguire spoke in
Vicar's Croft. Sale of Commoiuvml for the day two
quires. ^-F. C.

Norwich. — On Thursday, 9th inst. , we held a
meeting at Dereham, addressed by Henderson and
Slaughter. On Sunday morning last, Henderson and
another addressed a meeting at Wymondham. In the
aft-ernoou we held our usual meeting in the Market-
place, Henderson speaking at some length on So-
cialism generally, Morley in the chair. In the even-
ing at 7 o'clock, we held our usual meeting on the
Agricultural Hall Plain, addressed by Slaughter and
Morley. At 8 o'clock in the Gordon Hall, Henderson
gave a lecture on *' Co-operation." All meetings well
attended. During coming week we intend to visit

Aylsham, North Walsham, Dereham, and Yarmouth.
—J. S.

Walsall.—On Saturday, H. Sanders held a meet-
ing in the Market-place, Walsall. The meeting,
which was large, was several times interfered with by
drunken persons, who had evidently been put on for

such purpose, but no disturbance ensued. On Sunday
^evening, Sanders and Deakin addressed an audience
• at Wednesbury, where we hope to form a Branch in a
^hort time.—J. T. D.

Dublin. — On Thursday, June 9, at the weekly
meeting of the Labour League, Swords moved a re-

solution that steps be taken to bring public opinion to

bear upon the Corporation for its neglect in enforcing

^e sanitary laws ; that the compulsory demolition of

vunsanitary tenements and the erection in their stead

.of healthy dwellings be demanded. After a leugth-

/^ned discussion, in which Karpel, Coffey, Coulon, and
. others took part, the proposal was adopted. It was
.. also decided to appeal to the Knights of Labour and
the Labour Union in America for funds to carry on
the lalx>ur agitation in Ireland.

Woolwich.—On Sunday evening, R. Banner and
A. K. Donald held a meeting at the Arsenal Gates.

The audience was large, and purchased 6s. worth of

literature. A few questions were put and satisfac-

torily dispose^ of. 5s. 4d. collected for propaganda.
•p 1>

THE SOCIALIST UNION.
Nottingham Section.—On Sunday morning. Proc-

tor and Wane addressed an interested audience in

.BnientoB Market In the evening, a large meeting was
held in the Great Market-place, addressed by Peacock
and Proctor. A little opposition was shown, but was
^Boon disposed of. Some thousands of leaflets were
distributed, and were eagerly received. Collection
for eln\) and propaganda 4s. 6d., after whidh a friend

^yjels; making Ss. 6d, Covimonipgal sold 6tt. A
W^thif; was held at the club afterwards, and another
j&iefldb^r enrolled.—T. P.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Bloomsbury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,
Tottenham Court Road, W. On Thursday June 16,
at 8.30, George Bernard Shaw will lecture—subject,
''The position of exceptionally clever men under
Socialism, or the Rent of Ability." A Business
Meeting will be held before the lecture, at 8 p.m.
On Thursday June 23, Mrs. Annie Besant will
lecture.

ClerkenwelL—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.C. Sunday June 19, at 8.30 p.m.
W. Blundell, T. E. Wardle. Annie Taylor, and
others, *'A Jubilee Recognition." Good singers
wanted on this occasion. Wednesday June 22, at
8.30, W. Utley.

Croydon.—Parker Road.

Hackney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11.30. ; Satur-
days, 7 till 12.30. Sunday June 19, at 8.30, S.

Mainwarinef lectures, " Socialism and the Worker."
Hammsrsmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday June 19, at 8 p.m. H. H. Sparling, *' Rebel
Songs of Ireland."

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—2 Crondall Street, New North Rd.
Club Room open on Monday, Wednesday, and Satur-
day evenings from 8 till 11. Singing Class every
Wednesday at 8.30. Members' Meeting on Friday
June 17th, at 8.30. On Sunday June 19, at 8 p.m.,
W^. C. Wade will lecture, "Henry the Eighth's
Legacy."

Merton.—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday mornins; at 11.

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room- open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

North London.—Communications to H. Bartlett, sec,
13 Farriiigdon Road, E.C.

PROVINCES.

Bhigley.—Coffee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.

Birmingham.—Carr's Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Dublin.—Irish Labour League, 2 Bachelors Walk,
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discussion on all sub-

jects connected with the Labour Question. A mass
meeting, under the auspices of the Labour League,
will be held at Kingstown on Sunday June 19, at

4 p.m. Two Socialists will speak.

Dalkeith (Edinburgh.—Scisntifie Hall, Wednesday
June 22, a Lecture.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 7.30 p.m. to transact business.

Class for the study of 'Das Capital' at 8.30. (^S'e*'.

" Open-air " below.)

Glasgow.—Reading-roon of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. Monthly
Business Meeting in Rooms o^n Sunday evening at

7 o'clock. {See " Open-air " "helow.)

Hamilton.—Paton's Hall, Chapel St. Every Thursday
at 7.30.

Hull.—Address all communications to E. Teesdale,

20 Shakspere Street.

Lancaster.—Addresses every Sunday morning on the

Quay Jetty.

Leeds.—17 Chesham Street, Sweet Street. Club and
reading room open every evening. Business meet-
ings every Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Office of Hosiery Union, Horsefair Street.

Fridays at 8 p. m.

Manchester.—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-
chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-

ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every
Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures

every Sunday and Monday at 8 p.m. Reading-room
open every evening. On Sunday at 8 o'clock, lecture

by Fred Henderson—subject, "The Fifty Yeai-s'

so-called Progress of the Victorian Era."

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25i Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Paisley.—On Friday at 8 o'clock, open-air meeting at

County Square.

Shields [North and South).—Meetings every Sunday,
Quay-side and Market Place. Branch meetings on
Thursday nights at the ** General Gordon," Bath
Street, Maxw«ll Street, South Shields. Secretary,

J. Hearne, 32 Clive Street, No. Shields. ,

OPEN-AIB PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 19.

11.30...Garrett—" Plough Inn" The Branch
11.30.. .Hacitney—"Salmon and Ball" The Branch
11. 30...Hammersmith—Beadon Rd The Branch
11.30.. .Hoxton Ch., Pitfield St Wade & Pope
11. 30... Mile-end Waste Davis
11 .30. . .Mitcham Fair Green The Branch
11.30...Regent's Park Nicoll & Brooks
11. 30.. .St. Pancras Arches Bartlett & Donald
11.30.. .Walham Green The Branch
3 ...Hyde Park Kitz & Mainwaring
3. 30...Victoria Park Davis

7 . . .Clerkenwell Green The Branch

Tuesday.
8 ...Ossulton Street, Euston Road ...Nicoll, Brooks

Wednesday,
8 ...Broadway, London Fields The Branch

Thursday.
8 ...Hoxton, Pitfield Street Wade & Pope

PROVINCES.
BailHeston.—Saturday : at 6.30.

Edinburgh.—Sunday : Queen's Park, afternoon at 3.

Glasgow.—Sunday: Jail's Square at 1 o'clock; Stob-
cross Street at 6 o'clock.

Hamilton.—Saturday : at 8 o'clock.

Motherwell.—Saturday : at G.30.

Paisley.—Friday : County Square, at 8 o'clock.

Leeds.—Sunday: Hunslet Moor, 11; Vicar*si Croft, 7.

Norwich.—Sunday: Market Place at 3; Agricultural
Hall Plam at 7.

NORTH ENGLAND SOCIALIST FEDERATION.
Meetings—June.

Friday 17-

Saturday 18-

Backworfh Market Place^ at 7 p.m.
Seaton Delaval. Mrs A. Besant lec-

tures on "Why Workers should
be Socialists," in the Co-operative
Hall, at 7 p.m.

Seghill. J. L. Mahon, at 8.30 p.m.
Sunday 19

—

Byker Bridge End. Stevens, 11 a.m.
N. Shields, Quayside. Mahon, 10.30.

S. Shields, Market PI. Mahon, 2 30.

-Consett., Town Hall, at 7 p.m.
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A WRITTEN DEBATE
Between Mr. C. BRADLAUGH, M.P., and E. BELFORT BAX.

SUBJECT:

"Will Socialism Benefit the English People?"

IV.

—

Negative : Mr. C. Bradlaugh.

(1) Mb. Bax says tHat I have ignored the "basis" of Socialism; but,

having again referred to the first paragraph of his first paper, I find

that, though he speaks of "an economic basis," he nowhere in that

paragraph, or as far as I can see elsewhere, explains what he means

by these w^rds. He says his whole article is an endeavour to afford

^uch an explanation. I, after a careful re-reading, am unable to gather

the supposed explanation from either of his papers, and therefore will

ask him to kindly state briefly, and as clearly as he can, what it is that

he holds to be the " new view of life {i.e., of human relations), having

an economic basis." As he puts these words as affording his definition

of the Socialism which he affirms is to benefit the English people, it is

absolutely necessary—especially as various schools of Socialists differ-

gently define the word—that I should know precisely what he means, if

I am to discuss the probable effects of the Socialism intended by him,

and the making clear our meaning will certainly be for the advantage

of our readers.

(2) It is true that Mr. Bax says that " the condition of the civilised

world as a whole is the immediate basis on which Socialism founds."

But here, again, I do not understand what he means. If he means
that there is sameness of condition for the working classes in any two
'Civilised peoples, I must traverse this. Type, temperament, climate,

soil, general life conditions, political conditions, social conditions, trans-

mitted predispositions, vary considerably in every nation, and you
cannot usefully lump these into a whole in order to propound a political

or social theory for the English people. The wants, the miseries, the

<;omforts, the means in possession, the facilities for gaining a livelihood,

the legal hindrances, the amount of liberty enjoyed, differ in almost

^very country. .So also there is an enormous difference as to the

available means of reform and amelioration at the disposal, or within

probable command, of various peoples.

{3) Nor am I quite sure how much of the world Mr. Bax intends by
"^Hhe civilised world," for he elsewhere explains "civilisation" to mean
the existence in the same country "of a propertied dominating class

and a propertyless dominated class." This curious definition is wide
enough to include nearly every country in the world, so far as I have
any information.

{4) It is the more necessary that I should press Mr. Bax for a clear

and concise definition of what he means by Socialism, because his

objections to the definitions put forward by me in par. 9 of my last

paper hardly render his own view more clear. I gave two definitions

—

{1) "that organised society should own all wealth, direct all labour,

and compel the equal distribution of all produce." This, says Mr. Bax,
is " much too vague." While I can understand that it may not be the

definition Mr. Bax thinks accurate, I avow it seems to me tolerably

<5lear and explicit. He adds that "as it stands no modern Socialist

would accept it." But is this last declaration quite true 1 The defin-

ition is divided into three sub-heads : That organised society should
^a) own all wealth

; (6) direct all labour
;

(c) compel the equal distribu-

tion of all produce. 1 shall be obliged if Mr. Bax will state as against

«aeh sub-head the respects in which he thinks it vague and inaccurate.

(5) As to my second statement of Socialism—i.e., " that organised
society should take possession of land, capital, all means of production,

distribution, and exchange, should control all labour, regulate all dis-

tribution, and conduct all exchange "—I understand Mr. Bax to accept
these words with the qualification that " * all labour ' means all social

labour, not the labour an individual might perform for his own amuse-
ment." I do not quite appreciate the qualification, and should be glad
if Mr. Bax would state some instances of the labour a man or woman
might perform, and the raw material on which he might work, in a
Socialistic state without being under the control which Mr. Bax says

is to be applied to "all (other) labour." The acceptance of the defin-

: ition involves the advocacy of the possible dispossession by force, that
is, after a civil war, in which those who at present have possession of
land and capital and of the means of production, distribution, and
exchange, would resist the dispossession.

(6) Though accepting the words just quoted, Mr. Bax objects to the
** explanatory rider" that "everything would be common as to their

user," but I understand him to say that "personal possession" would

be limited under Socialism "to objects of personal use." Does he

regard, say, an eight-roomed house and a one-acre garden attached as

an object of personal use 1 or would a four-wheeled cab and the horse

and equipments be objects of personal use*? Can Mr. Bax state any

formula which he thinks may distinguish the objects of which the user

would be common from those of which the user would be personal and

private ] If everything is not to be common as to its user, how can

there possibly be the "equal participation by all in the necessaries,

comforts, and enjoyments of life"? Does Mr. Bax think that a man

wearing Lancashire wooden clogs can equally participate in the enjoy-

ment of my long and supple leather fishing-boobs 1

(7) Mr. Bax frankly enough says that "the words Socialism, Com-

munism, and Collectivism are interchangeable, and mean economically

the communisation of the means necessary to production, distribution,

and exchange," and he concedes "that this would eventuate in the

communisation of the product to a very large extent." That is, he

agrees with me that to a large extent Socialism would mean Commun-

ism as to the products, as well as to the means of production. I would

ask him to explain how he thinks this communisation of products would

operate to a large extent, and how the operation would be stopped at

any point 1

(8) To par. 5 of my paper Mr. Bax offers no real answer. In his

first paper he affirmed that the " economic goal of modern or scientific

Socialism, no less than that of the Utopian Socialism of Owen, Fourier,

St. Simon," " is the equal participation by all in the necessaries and

comforts of life." Questioned by me specifically as to this (par. 5), he

gives an answer which, if it means what it says, declares that the

Socialism of Robert Owen, Fourier, and St. Simon, stands to the

Socialism of Mr. Bax as astrology does to astronomy. If this be true,

it is difficult to characterise Mr. Bax's ,first statement without being

rude.

(9) More than once Mr. Bax challenges me to deal with what he

describes as the historical side of his opening paper. So far as his

paper does not purport to state the history of the English people, I

decline to do so, as being outside the question I have agreed to debate.

For the rest, I am unable to find that Mr. Bax has furnished any his-

torical statement which I can identify with English history. He has

presented a very ably-written romance, sometimes consonant with fact,

sometimes utterly conflicting ; the whole is put in language often ex-

ceedingly poetic ; but I prefer to break up what he beautifully describes

as "this rock of the ages, with its many-hued strata of economic for-

mation" into plain and prosaic statements of fact which may be

identified as to meaning, and which if material to the issue may be

challenged or verified. Mr. Bax objects to "being waved aside with

the epithet * inexact,' or with mere bald denials," but I answer that

the affirmer of a proposition is bound in such a debate as this to put

forward at least some evidence in support of the statements challenged.

To answer that what I consider his romances are " historical truisms
"

is scarcely convincing.

10. In answer to paragraphs 7, 8, and 9 of my reply to Mr. Bax's

first paper, he states " that there is no possibility of the definite estab-

lishment of Socialism anywhere without a concurrent movement among

the proletariat of the whole civilised world." If those words really

mean anything more than a vague expression of opinion, they would

mean that " the definite establishment of Socialism " c&nnot be possible

in England until there is a concurrent movement (whatever that may
mean) amongst the peoples of all Europe, of the greater part of

America, of some parts of Asia and of Africa, and of some parts of

America. This makes the possibilities of the definite establishment

of Socialism in England so extremely remote as to considerably diminish

the usefulness of our discussion. I desire to discuss here the probable

influences of Socialism on the happiness of the English people during

the present and immediately succeeding generations. I do not desire

to waste time in this debate in arguing as to remote possibilities of

what may or may not happen some centuries hence.

(11) Mr. Bax says ^hat by the "break-up of nationalities," which

he alleged in his opening paper " would be one of the first results of

Socialism," he means "that the centralised state of to-day will be

eventually merged in a federation of all socialised communities." He
very fairly says that he cannot say when this is likely to happen. But

as this is to be one of the "first results of Socialism," it is surely a

little unpractical to discuss the conjectural happiness of the English

people, if it is admittedly contingent on the happening of an event in

any case improbable—perhaps impossible—and as to the time of the

happening of which Mr. Bax cannot even hazard a conjecture, except
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that it is to be "one of the first results" of the establislVm^t ©f

Sociadism in this €ounti^. j^s the bfeak-up of ftatkJhaftties, "which

Mr, Bjt3f AKt«1ttis ife to^lsfe doie^f 'the first i'esiilts of Mie «stabllshtdent

of 'S^j^^Mi ' in 'Ettgl^d, is ' (kiclared by hitn to be probably ftbt a
peac0liikj)t^6i^sgj itS^i^s torn reijpect, at

an^rt^e, ^^Heter'it^Mj^ens, Socialism is noft likely to be5ft^fit the

En|^idhip6il^le. Air ri:<!)teht ^han^es result in ^eat immediate mifeery

to feie^ pbol:^r-elai5s*s a^eted by and taking part in-^such changes. All
vidfeiftt ^tjluH^s Ijfave hitherto been followed by periods of reaction,

and have often, in consequence of the demoralisation attending armed
conflict, temporarily placed the masses under the control of a military

dictator.

(12) Mr. Bax says that "assumption, etc.," does mean the taking
away from the present owners " of the means of production, etc.," and
that this taking away is to be " by any means, constitutional or other-

wise, as circumstances may dictate." This is so very large that it in-

cludes the violent taking, at the mere discretion of the takers, and
Mr. Bax is requested to explain who is to judge what it is that cir-

circiimstances are likely to dictate in relation to property in the hands
of others to those who as yet have it not. I cannot conceive that the

encouragement of assumption of property by violence is likely to im-

prove the general happiness of those so taught to acquire. I can
conceive that it may totally demoralise the public mind. Mr. Bax
does not answer any of the other questions in paragraph 10, and yet

a clear understanding on those points is most vital to the issue be-

tween us.

(13) Mr. Bax does say that "Socialism only proposes to confiscate

wealth used for production on a large scale." Does he really mean by
this that Socialism will allow private wealth to be used for production
on a small or on a moderate scale ? Does he mean that under Socialism

there may be small employers paying wage to those they employ *?

Unless he means this, his limitation of the confiscation proposal is

absurd.

(14) Mr. Bax says that the only private enterprise Socialism sees

reason for extinguishing is " the private enterprise which has material

personal gain for its end." Will he please give me some illustration

of personal enterprise in labour upon raw material which does not

come within this definition.

(15) Mr. Bax originally said that Christianity was through and
through Individualistic. When I in par. 16 showed him that as to

property this was not all true, he does not attempt to in any way ex-

plain the positive words of Acts ii., 44 :
" And all that believed were

together, and had all things common ;" or of Acts iv., 32 : "And the

multitude of them that believed were of one heart and of one soul

:

neither said any of them that ought of the things which he possessed

was his own ; but they had all things common ;" except by the bold

declaration that these words " do not affect in the least." He says

that the principles of Christianity were not communistic is proved by
the fact stated in chap, v., verse 4, that Ananias might ha\'e kept his

property if he had not joined the Christian community and had not

professed to give up to that community all his possessions. I cannot

see the force of this as a reply. Mr. Bax apparently forgets that he
introduced into this debate the principles of Christianity as affecting

the ownership of goods. My only course was to point out that his

statement was inaccurate and misleading. It is no part of my duty
in this discussion to express any opinion on the special historical value

of any of the Christian books.

Instead of expressing surprise that I challenge his statements as to

the increase of the number of small employers and owners of small

accumulations, Mr. Bax should remember that the onus is upon him
to prove the whole of the statements he makes, and I especially wait

for him to do this on the facts and figures alleged by him and chal-

lenged by me in paragraph 18. The vague reference to "the boot-

making industry " here clearly marks Mr. Bax's absolute unacquaint-

ance with the subject. I ask him to take on this Kettering, Leicester,

London, Northampton, including the country villages, Norwich, and
Stafford, and compare these with their condition forty years ago.

Mr. Bax admits that there is very possibly less pauperism in pro-

portion to population than there was forty years ago, but he alleges

that there is more poverty. I ask him to prove his allegation not by
loose statements, but by giving precise and detailed facts relating to

the counties, towns, and cities, with names of each, in 1847 and 1887.

Mr. Bax asks me Trhat it is that I have " to say about tli« perennial

unemployied question." Unless Mr. Bax can show that Socialism will

prc^vide employment in England for the unemployed of this country,

the answer would not be relevant to this debate, and in any event

should be given by Mr. Bax as part of his case. My general views on
the unemployed population are fully stated in the volume containing

th^ verbatim report of the defence of myself and co-defendant in the

case of Beg. v. Bradlaugh and Besant. I do not see that they make
in "any way in favour of the proposition which Mr. Bax undertook to

affirm.

This paper is already so long that I reserve until my next my re-

joinder on surplus-value. Charles Bradlaugh.

(For previous papers see Commoniveal for May 22 ; May 29 ; June 12.)

**Ifev^i^'man did his share of labour, and waited effort were stopped, /owr
hovrs^ lai\d(mr a-day would give to Everybody all the wealth they could use."

Thu& said Benjamin Franklin over a hundred years ago, and how much truer is

it now, with the then inconceivable improvements in the means of production
which have been made since he wrote.—E. T.

'ficrw We live and how we mmjht j-ivb.
(Cbntinued from p. 195.)

!N^ow the next" thing I claim is education. Aiid you miist loot say
that every English child is educated now ; that sort 6t education wiU
nt)t answer my claim, though I cheerfully admit it is something : some-
thing, and yet after all only class education. What I claim is liberal

education; opportunity, that is, to have my share of whatever know-
ledge there is in the world according to my capacity or bent of mind^
historical or scientific ; and also to havQ my share of skill of hand
which is about in the world, either in the industrial handicrafts, or in

the fine arts
;
picture-painting, sculpture, music, acting, or the like : I

claim to be taught, if I can be taught, more than one craft to exercise

for the benefit of the community. You may think this a large claim,

but I am clear it is not too large a claim if the community is to have
any gain out of my special capacities, if we are not all to be beaten
down to a dull level of mediocrity as we are now, all but the very
strongest and toughest of us.

But also I know that this claim for education involves one for public

advantages in the shape of public libraries, schools, and the like, such
as no private person, not even the richest, could command : but these

I claim very confidently, being sure that no reasonable community
could bear to be without such helps to a decent life.

Again, the claim for education involves a claim for abundant leisure,

which once more I make with confidence ; because when once we have
shaken off the slavery of profit, labour would be oi'gani'sed so unwaste-

fully that no heavy burden would be laid on the individual citizens

;

every one of whom, as a matter of course, would have to pay his toll

of some obviously useful work. At present you must note all the

amazing machinery which we have invented has served only to increase

the amount of profit-bearing wares; in other words to increase the
amount of profit pouched by individuals for their own advantage, part

of which profit they use as capital for the production of more profit,

with ever the same waste attached to it ; and part as private riches or

means for luxurious living, which again is sheer waste,—is in fact to

be looked on as a kind of bonfire on which rich men burn up the pro-

duct of the labour they have fleeced from the workers beyond wb«^
they themselves can use. So I say that in spite of our inventions, no
worker works under the present system an hour the less on account of

those labour-saving machines, so-called. But under a happier state of

things they would be used simply for saving labour, with the result of

a vast amount of leisure gained for the community to be addfed to that

gained by the avoidance of the waste of useless luxury, and the

abolition of the service of commercial war.

And I may say that as to that leisure, as I should in no case do any
harm to any one with it, so I should often do some direct good to the

community with it, by practising arts or occupations for my hands or

brain which would give pleasure to many of the citizens; in other

words, a great deal of the best work done would be done in the leisure

time of men relieved from any anxiety as to their livelihood and eager

to exercise their special talent, as all men, nay, all animals are.

Now again, this leisure would enable me to please myself and expand
my mind by travelling if I had a mind to it : because, say for instance

that I were a shoemaker ; if due social order were established, it by no

means follows that I should always be obliged to make shoes in one

place ; a due amount of easily conceivable arrangement would enable

me to make shoes in Rome, say, for three months, and to come back

with new ideas of building amongst other things which would perhaps^

be of service in London.
But now in order that my leisure might not degenerate into idleness

and aimlessness, I must set up a claim for due work to do. Nothing

to my mind is more important than this demand, and I must ask your

leave to say a good deal about it. I have mentioned that I should

probably use my leisure for doing a good deal of what is now called

work ; but it is clear that if I am a member of a Socialist State I must

do my due share of rougher work than this—my due share of what my
capacity enables me to do, that is : no fitting of me to a Procrusteati

bed : but even that share of work necessary to the existence of the

simplest social life. In the first place, whatever else it is, it must be

reasonable work ; that is, it mUst be such work as a good citizen can

see the necessity for ; as a member of the community, I must have

agreed to do it. To take two strong instances of the contrary^ I won't

submit to be dressed up in red and marched off to shoot at my Ffeiich

or German or Arab friend in a quarrel that I don't understand : I will

rebel sooner than do that. Nor will I submit to waste Thj time and
energies in making some trifling toy which I know only a fool can

desire : I will rebel sooner than do that. However, you Ebay be sure

that in a state of social order I shall have no need to rebel against any

such pieces of unreason ; only I am forced to speak from the way we
live to the way we might live. Again, if the necessaify reasonable

work be of a mechanical kind, I must be helped to do it by a machine,

not to cheapen my labour, but so that as little time as possible may be

spent upon it, and that I may be able to think of other things while

I am tending the machine. And if the work be specially rough or

exhausting, you will, I am sure, agree with me in saying that I must

take turns in doing it with other people : I mean I mustn't, for instance,

be expected to spend my wot^king hours always at the bottbm dt^a coal

pit. I think such work as that ought to be largely volunteer Work^

and done as I say in spells. And what I say of very rough Work 1

say also of nasty work. On the oth^r- hand, I slrould think ^ery little

of the manhood of a stout and healthy man who did not feel a pleasure

in doing rough work; always supposing him to work under the con-
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ditions I haye been speaking of—namely, feeling that it was useful

(and consequently honoured), and that it was not continuous or hope-

less, and that he was really doing it of his own free will.

The last claim I make for my work is that the places I worked in,

factories or workshops, should be pleasant, just as the fields where our

most necessary work is done are pleasant. Believe me there is nothing

in the world tp prevent this being done, save the necessity of making

profits on all wares ; in other words, the wares are cheapened at the

expense of people being forced to work in crowded, unwholesome,

squalid, noisy dens ; that is to say they are cheapened at the expense

of the workman's life.

"Well, so much for my claims as to my necessary work, my tiibute to

the state. I believe people would find as they advanced in their

capacity for carrying on social order, that life so lived was much less

expensive than we now can have any idea of, and that after a little

people would rather be anxious to seek Avork than avoid it ; that our

working hours would rather be merry parties of men and maids, young

men and old, enjoying themselves over their work, than the grumpy
weariness it mostly is now. Then would come the time for the new
birth of art, so much talked of so long deferred

;
people couldn't help

showing their mirth and pleasure in their work, and would be always

wishing to express it in a tangible and more or less enduring form, and

the workshop would once more be a school of art, whose influence no

one could escape from.

And, again, that word art leads me to my last claim, which is that

the material surroundings of my life should be pleasant, generous, and

beautiful ; tjiat I know is a large claim, but this I will say about it,

that if it cannot be satisfied, if every civilised community cannot pro-

vide such surroundings for all its members, I do not want the world to

go on ; it is a mere misery that man has ever existed. I don't think

it possible under the present circumstances to speak too strongly on

this point. I feel sure that the time will come when people will find

it difficult to believe that a rich community, having such command
over external nature, could have submitted to live such a mean, shabby,

dirty life as we do.

And once for all, there is nothing in our circumstances save the

hunting of profit that drives us into it. It is profit which draws men
into enopnous unmanageable aggregations called towns for instance

;

profit which crowds them up when they are there into quarters without

ga>rd6sw5 or open spaces
;
profit which won't take the most ordinary

pirecautioj3B agaii^si wrapping a whole district in a cloud of sulphurous

smoke ; which turns beautiful rivers into filthy sewers ; which condemns
all but the rich to live in houses idiotically cramped and confined at

the best, and at the worst in houses for whose wretchedness there is no

name. I say it is almost incredible that we should bear such crass

stupidity as this ; nor should we if we could help it. We shall not

bear it when the workers get out of their heads that they are but an

appendage to profit-grinding, that the more profits that are made the

more employment at high wages there will be for them, and that

therefore all the incredible filth, disorder, and degradation of modern
civilisation are signs of their prosperity. So far from that, they are

signs of their slavery. When they are no longer slaves they will claim

as a matter of course that every man and every family should be

generously lodged, that every child should be able to play in a garden

close to the place his parents lived in ; that the houses should by their

obvious decency and order be ornaments to nature, not disfigurements

of it; for the decency and order when carried to the due pitch would

most assuredly lead to beauty in building. All this, of course, would

meswi the state, which as I have told you should mean all society duly

organised, the state having in its hands the means of production, and

can only be done on those terms ; on any other terms people will be

driven to accumulate private wealth for themselves, and thus, as we
have seen, to waste the goods of the community and perpetuate the

division into classes, which means continual war and waste.

William Morris.
{To he. concluded.)

THE CONVICT.
{By L. WiTTiG. Translated by 3, L, Joynes.)

With iron chains on neck and feet,

And forehead earthward sunken low,
Brown coat and uniform complete

—

'Tis thus the convict plies his hoe.

He once, like him who walks beside

With rifle ready in his hand,
Wore coat in brighter colours dyed,

And served his native land.

For times were had, and corn was dear,

And hope in every heart was dead ;

And all around there smote the ear

The poor man's bitter cry for bread.
'

' O spare a crust, that we may eat

;

In vain we've looked for work to-day,

And still must loiter in the street,

And lounge the time away."

But when indeed they knew the worst,

And prayers for bread were wasted
breath,

Beneath the rich men's feet there burst

The mine whose womb was big with
death.

Kark, '' Work or Death," is now^ the

cry
Through all the limits of the land ;

Sedition's flames are raging high,

By Famine's fury fanned.

And now the thunder of the drum
Is heard the angry cries between ;

The grenadiers in order come.
Their aim is sure, their swords are

keen.

As though for sport on measured
ground,

Where marksmen strive but to excel,

Are rifle-bullets handed round.

Sharp hunger to repel.

And hark, a cry ! On either hand
Dense crowds in narrow streets are

pent

;

Lo, face to face two armies stand,

The starving and the well-content.

B:i^iST0L

—

Anti-Jubilke Mektinc;.—An extraordinary incident occurred here

this morning (21st inst.). An open-air meeting was held in the centre of the

city at 9 o'clock in the morning, at which there was a large attendance, consisting

chiefly of worljiing men. Several prominent working men spoke to the assembly,
and the following resolutions were carried in the mast enthusiastic manner

:

1. *'That, having regard to the immense cost of monarchy, and the fact that it

is maintained conclusively in the interest of the privileged classes, of which it is

the centre, and seeing that the progress of the last fifty years has been greatly

retarded by these classes, this meeting recognises no further cause for rejoicing

at this period of the Queen's reign than the grand fact that the working-class
orgaaisations of this city decline to participate in the so-called Jubilee, notwith-
standing an enforced holiday ; and this meetliag prot^st-s against such enforced

holiday, aud the use of public money and the nation?yl forces, as a despicable

attempt to projnote sham sentiment on which to bolster up a useless institution."

2. ** thatm view of the want, misery, and absolutely hopeless lives of the workers
of this country (to Qay nothing of poor Ireland), this meeting earnestly protests

agamst the continuance of this state of things in the face of the immense wealth
of%he nation, produo^ by the workers, as not only evidence that the working
olasves have no causcuior joy at this time of so-called Jubilee, but as a disgrace to

•ciyjliEatioB ftadoppoaed to all true ideas of justice and humanity."
(>«pDf'the regimeiiiaj taking p^t in the procession pro-Jubilee, coming in the

vic^ty of thi^) n^i^eting and «o»fc8what i^t^rjpuptiag the husioess, as it was thought
•d«8ig^dly> wits lordly hooted m^ hissed >at:. Tb^ " city's " procesaion in celebra-

ti9i^.pl;th^,J,uhil^ i^aft;aea^y whollfir com©o9^ of soldiefs, and the proceediags

'V^^)&J:(9.^,b(^^tely wimtw^ in e^tjm^i^m—npi ?k sjngle cheer aloj^g the wnole rou;be

;

ai>4 tl^P^lfer on\y reqi^red. the Pe«i^ Ma^ph in ** Saul " from one of the haniis to

mi^e jN» fuiei^eal character complete.—R. G.

See there ! that yet the People's i^g
May soar aloft and flaunt the Bkf, ;

They hoist a torn and tattered rd^g,,

Defiantly on high.

" Bread," cry they, "brothers, gW^us
bread !

Nor let your answer be a stonej
That we to-night no more may dr^d
To hear our starving children lu^ian-

Put by your lead ; a single pound '

Of bread will still our sharp desire."

Hark ! through the serried ranks re-

sound
The words " Make ready ! Fire !

"

The volley cracks ; the people run
;

Five only in their blood remain
;

Their hunger with their life is done
;

An end is put to all their pain.

The colonel's eye was on his men ;

Its glance was keen their aim to see ;

And woe betide the culprit then,

If any such there be.

Yes, one there was who would not do

That murder; what though he had
worn

A soldier's uniform, he knew
He too was of the People born.

His heart was beating fast for shame,

And trembling sore his every limb ;

The foes on whom his eyes took aim
Were brothers unto him.

Before court-martial is he brought.

Because, despite the soldier'48 creed.

He fearlessly has felt and thought

As though he were a man indeed.

The doom of death is quickly said ;

What sentence else could meet the

case ?

To prison packs him off iustoi^d

The king's especial grace.

THE SAME OLD BOGIE!

Reader? of newspapers have become s^ sated with the bigh-spiced

Jubilee fare provided for them, and the monotonous imbecility of the

'' arguments " brought forth against the Irish people, that a newmove
is necessary. The sea-serpent is played out, and the green gooseberry

not marvellous enough. Editors are in despair for " items," and the

" Authorities " for something to stififen the British Lion's courage to

coercion pitch.

Here, then, is a difficulty ; but the Able Editors and Law-upholding

Authorities are much too good stage-managers to allow their drama to

drag so pitifully for long. The desperate dynamitard and the con-

spirator who is " knowm to the police " are brought out once more from

the theatrical property-room ; they are carefully dusted, the requisite

shade of ferocity imparted to their appearance, and they are *' produced

with great applause "
!

The police refuse information they do not possess; the "leading

journals" have a passing fit of scolding and good advice; the public

buy the papers and sUake their sapient heads over the evil spirit shown

by "those horrid rebels"; and law and order, loyalty, and several

things else, are greatly strengthened.

Socsbty is barbcux^ns^uiiti^ evei^ in<jltt«t^?ioll* maa can g^t bis Irv'iag without

Meantime all that can be done is being done to exasperate the

oppressed—English and Irish—and to show them the uselessness of

legal and constitutional means. Can it be wondered at if mayhap

some embittered exile or hunted " felon " should learn the lesion that

the press is preaching so loudly ? S.

The Tithe War in Wales.—The utmost excitement prevail throughout

the disturbed districts of North Wales, where the military and police are

again expected to enforce the sales on the distrained stock for tithes. Im-

mense bonfires are erected on the various mountain ranges, and will be at

once set ablate on the approach of the authorities. Cannon ar-e fixed on

the hill slftpes, and horns, 6 ft. long, are held in readiness at the farmsteads.

The local magistrates have received instructions to hold themselves m readi-

ness to proceed with th^ military for the purpose of reading the Biot^ Act.

The future movements of the miliUry and constabulary are, however, kept

a profound secret. Concerning the proceedings at Colwyn Bay, and the

alleged attack by the police on the crowd, a correspondent telegraphs:—

The wounds produced were no'b mere scratches, but were deep cuts, and m
some cases serious results may follow. The number of very old men thus

wounded was remarkable, though the majority were of course able-bodied

labourers. Anoth^ feature o^ the ap#y was ih^ kickuig wa^ ^ee^y

resorted to, and several complained of severe br^uises about the lega.—Daili/

News, June IS,

Never grow faint-hearted, for there is a larger pramise of dawtt ]^9,mjie* ki the

skies than ever before, and it needs only push, pttsh, pusk^ to swing wide open

thfe-gato&of theraoniiag.:—jB. O. Bkshdl,^
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW I FIRST, FEW MEN
IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON !

'»

Oommunications in/vited on Social Questions, They should he written on one side of
the paper^ addressed to the Editors^ IS Farringdon Rd. ,E,G.^ and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer^ not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

Rejected MSS. only returned if a stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.

Subscriptions,—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 68,

six months, Ss,; three months. Is, 6d,

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E,G, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday/ June 22.

England
Jostice
Jus
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Norwich—Daylight
Practical Socialist

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

United States
New York—Freiheit
Der Sozialist

VolkszeitHng
John Swinton's Paper

Boston—Woman's Journal
Chicago (111.)—Vorbote
Labor Enquirer

Herald
Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West
Hammonton(NJ)Credit Fonder
Paterson (N. J.) Labor Standard
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
New Haven (Conn. )—Work-

men's Advocate
San Francisco (Cal. ) The People

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Socialiste

Le Revolte
Guise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le Travailleur

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio

Belgium
Brussels—L'Avant-Garde
Liege—L'Avenir

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista
Cadiz—El Socialismo

Portugal
Lisbon— Protesto Operario

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Greece
Athens—Ardin

AN OLD SUPERSTITION—A NEW DISGRACE.

As was said last week, the contempt with which all Socialists^must

necessarily look on the idiotic court ceremony of the week has

prevented anything more than a mere hint being given in the Common-

weal about the Jubilee. And besides this, Socialists feel of course

that the mere abolition of the monarchy would help them little if it

only gave place to a middle-class republic ; such an one, for example?

as that which butchered so many thousands of citizens at Paris in 1871

and now in 1887 grown respectable and liberal, still blocks the way

to all progress in France, and holds out a hand to the corruption of

society there. Nevertheless, now the monstrous stupidity is on us

(for I am necessarily writing before the event), one's indignation swells

pretty much to the bursting-point, and I really must take advantage

of my position to relieve my feelings, even at the expense of being

considered somewhat old-fashioned. And we must not after all forget

what the hideous, revolting, and vulgar tomfoolery in question really

means nowadays, or how truly its hideousness and vulgarity of up-

holstery symbolises the innate spirit which has forced the skinny

twaddle on a nation that is in the habit of boasting (how vainly !) of

its practicality. Such a ceremony would once have meant something

very different to what it does now. Time was when the central figure

in the procession from palace to Abbey would have been a man or

woman whose personality would have been felt, though acting accord-

ing to the ethics and maxims of feudality. The central figure in

the procession would at the worst have been also in the centre of

the feudal warriors gathered for the battle, and not seldom in the

centre of the enemy's host. The administration of affairs, the balanc-

ing of the various claims of the groups of the feudal hierarchy, the

assertion of the due rights of the great manor (scarcely yet a country)

—all these would have been the duties of the central figure of a great

royal procession ; and no monarch of England, not even the worst of

the Angevines or the most faineant of the Plantagenets could alto-

gether neglect such duties; they had to do the deeds of men and

women, however faulty or perverse, and not the deeds of a gilt gibbie-

stick; they were each of them a part of the public, and an active

part too.

All that is as dead as King Harold now. The nucleus of that

grievous mass of flunkeyism which has been a disgrace even to disgraceful

London (although the coolness with which her duties are neglected^

is from time to time noticed by the public and the press) is on the

whole considered as a satisfactory representative of what she does

represent ; so satisfactory that we are called upon to take part ir^ a

set of antics in her honour compared with which a corobbery of Aus-

tralian black-fellows is a decent and dignified performance.

What is it then that this central figure does represent % Not the

feudal hierarchy, dead centuries ago ; not the queer pedantic divine-

right-of-kings, whose struggle with the bourgeois divine-right of par-

liamentary majority played such an important part in developing the

supremacy of that bourgeoisie. No, it does not represent these extinct

superstitions, but, superstition as it is itself, it represents commercial

realities rather : to wit, jobbery official and commercial, and its founcla-

tion the Privilege of Capital, set on a background of the due perform-

ance of the conventional domestic duties ; in short, the representation?

of the anti-social spirit in its fulness is what is required of it.

That is the reason why the career of the present representative is,

in spite of those few grumblings aforesaid, so eminently satisfactory.

It has been the life of a respectable official who has always been care-

ful to give the minimum of work for the maximum of pay, to keep the

public well at arm's length, and to abstain from any fantastic act oi

generosity, which might have been taken as a precedent in the future.

All this has been expected of it and it has performed it in a way which

has duly earned the shouts of the holiday-makers, the upholsterers,

fire-work makers, gasfitters and others who may gain some temporary

advantage from the Royal (but shabby) Jubilee Circus, as well as the

deeper-seated applause of those whose be-all and end-all is the continu-

ance of respectable robbery. For us Revolutionists it is clear that the

gibbie-stick line of conduct is better than one with some show of human

interest in it would have been ; so that we have nothing to complain,

of. The more reaction is stripped of sentiment the better for us.

One word before this loathsome subject of the Jubilee is consigned

to its due dust-heap. Fifty years ago the country was yet in the throes-

of that unorganised but formidable insurrection which followed on the

industrial revolution, and the reckless greed of those benefitted by it

—

the capitalists, to wit. That insurrection was damped down by the

commercial successes which so much increased the numbers and power

of the definitely middle classes, so that twenty-five years ago a survivor

of the discontent of 1837 might well have thought that all was over.

But unbridled competition has forced the pace more than any one

could have guessed it would ; fifty years is gone, and once more we

have " discontent " amongst us, if not wider spread tlian before, yet

at least deeper seated, and with no apparent staving-off remedy before-

it except Mr. Chamberlain's feeble attempts at peasant-proprietorship.

And even this vulgar Royal Upholstery procession, trumpery as it is,

may deepen the discontent a little, when the newspapers are once more

empty of it, and when people wake up, as on the morrow of a disgrace-

ful orcrie, to find dull trade all the duller for it, and have to face

according to their position the wearisome struggle for riches, for place,

for respectability, for decent livelihood, for bare subsistence, in the

teeth of growing competition in a society now at last showing its.

rottenness openly. William Morris.

The labour movement is a world wide movement. It is limited neither

by oceans, races, nor creeds. It is not one organisation, or two or ten ;
it is

a combination of all organisations. Knights of Labour and Trades' Unionists

who are seeking the economic emancipation of the wage-slave. The man
whose view of the labour movement is limited by any one organisation is a

victim of prejudice, ignorance, and intolerance. The amelioration in the

condition of all men will be brought about not by overbearing insolence on

the part of one side or the other, not by bullying or tall talk, not by the

isolated action of any organisation be it ever so powerful, but by the com-

bined strength, wisdom, and fraternal efforts of all organisations of wage

labourers throughout this country and throughout the world of modem.

industry.

—

Paterson (N.J.) Labour Standard.

Toadying to Royalty.—At a meeting of the American Section of the

Sociahst Labour Party of America, of Providence, R I., held Sunday even-

ing, June 5, the following resolution was unanimously adopted -.—"Whereas,

The celebration of the anniversary of the coronation of Queen Victoria is

to be held June 21 in this country, we, the American Section of the Socialist

Labour Party of America, hereby declare that, Whereas, The idea of up-

holding or otherwise celebrating the anniversary of any monarch is repug-

nant to any and all liberty-loving people, especially to citizens of a republic

like ours ; and, Whereas, The worship of a figurehead who receives an in-

come of estate and salary combined of 15,000 dols. per day, while subjects

and citizens of Great Britain and Ireland are suffering from the want of the

mere necessities of life ; and also the sending out of beggars to solicit money

from the working people for the benefit of royalty, which is nothing but a

name for a method of keeping people in wage-slavery and poverty, are

wrong ; therefore be it. Resolved, That the Providence Section of the So-

cialist Labour Party of America hereby condemn the action of toadies to.

English royalty and English capital as an insult to all free people."
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A FREE-TRADER'S VIEW OF THE LABOUR
QUESTION.

I.

What a blessing it must be to have a clear head, unclouded by any

Socialist nonsense ! Here have 1 been for the last seven or eight years

looking with increasing attention at the great Labour Question, some-

times one side and sometimes another, under the impression that it was

a sort of polygon or many-sided figure, if not rather an innumerable

number pi radii, each leading to Socialism as a centre, with many lines

drawn across, like a mysterious but beautiful cobweb. But it seems

all that is to be changed now, for a thinker has come forward in the

person of Mr. Edward Atkinson, of Boston, U.S.A., and (thanks to

an article about him in the Fall Mall Gazette) we have at last seen

that after all there is no real ground for any labour difficulty, it being

merely a question of comparisons to be solved by measuring two or

three straight lines (drawn parallel, as if typical of how they will

never bring you to the point), one long one to represent the share the

workers get of the proceeds of a business, and one little short one for

the profit of the capitalists, with a few others to make it look pretty

and even and business-like. All that you want besides is a rule to

measure and compare the lines with, and having done that the result

will be the answer required, namely, that " the present division of

profits between labour and capital is just," Q.B.D., and so we need not

trouble ourselves further about it. What could be more simple ?

Truly Mr. Atkinson deserves to be boss of the Hub of the Universe

for this discovery ! If only he would settle religious questions in the

same way, how many poor souls might be saved from eternal perdi-

tion 1

Nevertheless, I can't all at once clear the Socialist cobwebs out of

my brain, and should like to trace two or three of the most important

radii that seem to me to run across these beautiful parallels from

Boston, like trees across a railway. I must first, however, give a few

more details about Mr. Atkinson's argument.

The whole case is founded on an imaginary example, chosen probably

for convenience of reckoning and measuring. Mr. Atkinson imagines

three capitalists owning a cotton-mill built at a cost of 1,000,000 dols.

They would employ 950 hands, who would produce in a year 17,500,000

yards of cotton cloth, which would sell for 1,100,000 dols. A diagram,

drawn out to scale, shows how this sum is divided. I will take the

three most important items, viz., 575,000 dols. paid for raw material,

285,000 dols. for mill-labour, and 60,000 dols. for the final profit of

the capitalists, or 6 per cent, on the cost of the mill. Three other

diagrams with descriptive letter-press deal respectively with the other

expenses, the " spending of the profits," and with what is " consumed
and saved " by capitalists and labourers. It is with the first, however,

that we have most to do.

To begin with : to my prejudiced Socialist judgment a doubt occurs

whether this 60,000 dols. can accurately represent the share of the

produce which the capitalists would receive. For this amounts (as is

pointed out to us) to 6 per cent, on the cost of the mill, and Mr.
Atkinson's case therefore imagines that the three capitalists will invest

nearly three-quarters of a million dollars in raw material, etc., and not

require any interest on it—a thing quite against the nature of capi-

talists to do. Wherefore I think it just possible that the whole thing

is founded on a false hypothesis. However, not being in the cotton

trade myself, I will try to believe that the supposed case is a true

example of facts as far as cotton-spinning is concerned. But if so, I

must demur to its being taken as an example of " the present division

of profits between capital and labour." 60,000 dols. is about 6^ per

cent, of the total 1,100,000 dols. proceeding from the business, which
is by no means the average percentage of proceeds which is taken by
the exploiters of labour. For instance, Mr. Atkinson's second diagram
shows that the total profit made by the exploiting classes out of the

manufacture of 17,500,000 yards of cotton is, for farmers, merchants,

mill-owners, and all, 145,000 dols. out of the 1,100,000 dols., or 121

per cent.; whilst we have only to turn to the accounts of English
railways to find dividends of 50 per cent, of the gross receipts. Five
and a-half per cent, is therefore far below the average share taken by
the capitalists.

Not that I mean to admit that the capitalists have the least right

to even 5J or any percentage whatever of the proceeds, merely as in-

terest on capital. It is plain that the shares of the capitalists and
labourers consist of the value added to the raw material in the mill.

To create this value, capital was necessary and labour was necessary,

and if any one likes to amuse himself guessing how much is due to

capital and how much to labour, I don't much object, provided he does

not go on to confuse the labourer with his labour, and the capital with
the capitalist, as Mr. Atkinson has done. For I beg to submit that

capital and capitalist are not synonymous, and that when it is said that

such and such a share of the proceeds of business should go to capital,

it by no means follows that that share belongs to a capitalist, even
though he is said to be the owner of the capital. In the first place I

should question his means of acquiring the capital, and his right to

retain it ; and even supposing that could be established, it should be
asked what part the capitalist took in producing the proceeds of which
he claims a share, though it was other men's labour which called forth

the uses of his capital. If he managed the business, he deserves wages
for what necessary or useful work he has done in that capacity ; but
it is not necessary to suppose that a capitalist takes any share in

production, for though we cannot have labour without a labourer, we
can (and will) have capital without a capitalist.

Again, Mr. Atkinson's black lines make it look as if the three mill-

owners were very moderate in their demands, and the labourers in the

mill had the best of the bargain ; 285,000 dols. amongst 950 workmen
is 300 dols, (about £60) each. But 60,000 dols. amongst three capi-

talists is 20,000 dols., or £4,000 each. A considerable difference here I ,-

considering that the whole of the extra value (60,000 dols. included)

was added by the labourers, and that the only part the capitalists took

in the production was the easy task of lending to the labourers capital

they could not if they would have used themselves. Clearly the

60,000 dols. belongs to the labourers who produced it just as much as

it would do if there were no capitalists to levy taxes on the use of the

capital. Mr. Atkinson's simple diagram might be improved and still

further simplified by eliminating altogether the share of the proceeds
which the capitalist claims, since he, being useless, should receive no-

share of the gains.

It is probable that in opposition to this, Mr. Atkinson would argue*

that even if what I have said is true, the 60,000 dols. divided between
950 men would only give them a paltry 62 dols. (or about £12) extra

all round, and that by driving away the capitalists this is all we should
gain, instead of all the advantages promised by Socialism. We are

told, *^The poor are not poor because capital takes a bigger share than
it ought, The poor are a great deal less poor .... than they would
be except for the service of capital, of which they enjoy the greater

part of the benefit." (Please observe how the writer dare not put
*^ capitalist," though he means us to understand it.) Therefore, since

capitalists are not the cause of poverty, the nationalisation of capital

would do us little or no good, and some other remedy must be found.

Such I take to be the train of thought which Mr. Atkinson's article is.

intended to suggest, and his pretty parallels seem to be the lines he-

has prepared for the train of our thoughts to run upon.

George Stubt.

{To he concluded).

t^THE NORTH OF ENGLAND SOCIALIST FEDERATION.

We have received the following Principles and Programme of the

North of England Socialist Federation :

Principles.

The North of England Socialist Federation has been formed to educate

and organise the people to achieve the economic emancipation of labour.

While fully sympathising with and helping every effort of the wage-
earners to win better conditions of life under the present system, the Socialist

Federation aims at abolishing the Capitalist and Landlord class and forming
the workers of society into a Co-operative Commonwealth.
An employing class monopolising all the means of getting and making

wealth, and a wage-earning class compelled to work primarily for the profit

of these employers, is a system of tyranny and slavery.

The antagonism of these two classes brings about fierce competition—for

employment amongst the workers and for markets amongst the capitalists.

This gives rise to class hatred and class strife, and destroys real indepen-
dence, liberty, and happiness.

The present system gives ease and luxury to the idlers, toil and poverty
to the workers, and degradation to all ; it is essentially unjust and should
be abolished.

Our aim is to bring about a Socialist System which will give healthy and
useful labour to all, ample wealth and leisure to all, and the truest and
fullest freedom to all.

All are invited to help the Socialist Federation in this great cause. Ad-
herents shall acknowleds^e truth, justice, and morality" as the basis of their

conduct towards each other and towards all men. They shall acknowledge
no rights without duties : no duties without rights.

Programme.

The Socialist Federation seeks to gain its ends by working on the follow

ing lines :

—

(1) Forming and helping other Socialist bodies to form a National and
International Socialist Labour Party.

(2) Striving to conquer political power by promoting the election of So-
cialists to Parliament, Local governments, School Boards, and other
administrative bodies.

(3) Helping Trade Unionism, Co-operation, and every genuine movement
for the good of the workers.

(4) Promoting a scheme for the National and International Federation of

Labour.

All Socialists will wish the new society success ; to which wishes I

must add for my part the hope that our friends will find out the futility

of sending (or trying to send) Socialists or any one else to Parliament

before they have learned it by long and bitter experience. They will

find their work cut out for them in carrying out Nos. 3 and 4 of their

programme, and useful and necessary work it will be. At the same
time I heartily congratulate them on not holding out the bait of a long

string of " stepping-stones " ; measures which no bourgeois Parliament
would pass, and which yet would be out of date in the very first days

of a Revolution
;
promises not capable of fulfilment, nor worth fulfil-

ment, W. M.

Socialism proposes scientific, intelligent, enlightened government, or free co

operation on the basis of liberty, equality, fraternity, and solidarity.

Socialism would perfect the educational system by entirely abolishing the
present lack of system. The state would educate every child thoroughly, and,

as they advanced, give them an opportunity to master any seience, art or
mechanical pursuit for which their tastes or abilities adapted them. Hence
there would be no uncongenial pursuits or employments, as each woul^ choose
that in which he would be most likely to excel. Hence there would be very few
bad mechanics, unskilled workers, or quacks at anything.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BEITAIN.

The Strike in the Belfast Shipbuilding Trade.—The dispute which
has existed for nea,i]y seven weeks has at last been amicably seltled. The
works of Harland and Wolif were opened last Friday and the system of

weekly wages will be established.

The Engineers' Strike at Bolton.—It is stated that the executive of

the Ironmasters' Ab.souiation has decided to vote the Bolton employers
^25,000 to support their action in the present dispute ; and if that sum be
expended, and the men are still out, notices will be issued to all members of

the association for a general lock-out, as in 1851.

Tobacco Trade.—Although the Budget agitation may be said to be
settled, there are still hundreds of cigar-makers out of employment. The
union has just lost another shop, which has been given over to female labour.

In this the Jubilee year the tobacco trade in general is in a depressed state,

which is likely to continue.—H. D.

The Chain-making Trade.—In the House of Commons, last Friday, Mr.
Matthews, replying to Mr. Curzon, said the wages in the chain-making trade
at Cradley Heath, Staffordshire, were probably not more on the average
than 7s. per week. The truck system prevailed to this extent that the

middlemen who gave out the work only gave it to those who bought goods
at their shops. This did not bring them within the law, but the right hon.

gentleman invited evidence of any violation of the statute. He had great

sympathy with the workmen in their privations, but it was impossible for

the Government t j interfere between employers and employed.

Individual Capitalism, Joint-stockism, Monofoly.—Ten year^ ago there

were fifty firms engaged in the production of burning oil in Soctiand ; now
there is less than a dozen. This diminution in the number of companies has

taken place conjointly with an increased output. Finding that competition

among themselves injuriously affected their dividends, a conference was held

in Glasgow last week to consider a scheme for amalgamating the Scottish

Mineral Oil Companies into one, and some progress was made. The first

resolution agreed to by the conference was a reduction in wages all round,
from Is. 6d. per week on miners, 2s. on underground oncost men, 10 per cent,

on retort men, and a like reduction on coopers. These reductions are to

take place immediately, and some of the men are agitating for a general

strike.—J. S.

The Chain-makers' Strike.—At a meeting of chain-makers in the Salva-

tion Army Barracks, Cradley Heath, Thomas Homer, who presided, said

they had s6me gentlemen down frMn Southport urging them to establish a

co-operative society. He had received a promise that assistance would be
rendered them in disposing of the chain they manufactured at Man<)hester,

which was the centre of the co-operative movement. He was strongly in

favour of starting auch a society. "When the society was established there

would be no workijpg one under the other, b«t they would all have the same
price ; consequently there would be no stiikes. The advocates of the scheme
had handed bim over a cheque for <£'50. The masters had again been resort-

ing to some of their bad ways. The had won the four-shillings li&t several

times, but had let it slip through their hands. Consequently he considered

the whole of the trade would have to turn out again. It was resolved to

continue the strike.

The Dorset Agricultural Labourer.—A farm labourers wages are now
lis. per week and a house valued at Is. per week free of rent. He is also

allowed from 15 to 20 lug (perches) of ground for potatoes ; this potato

ground is an allowance for extra work during the hay-making, for which he
is not otherwise paid. During the summer he will probably have six or

eight weeks piece-work, turnip hoeing and wheat tying, at which he will

earn from a £l to £1 5s. a-\yeek, but it must be remembered that when he
is working at piece-work he often works from 4 o'clock in the morning till

dark, and also that he requires ale to quench his thirst and extra food to

enable him to do the extra work. Hedgers are paid from 6d. to 8d. a lug

(perch). I may say that lug is the local name for a rod, pole, or perch of

ground. Shepherds get about 13s. or 14s. a-week and house rent free, and
an allowance of faggots, potato ground, and sometimes ten hundred of coals

per year, also about a ^1 or £1 10s. extra called harvest money. They also

have a small allowance for each lamb they succeed in rearing. It ia difficult

to calculate the exact income of a shepherd, but probably it is not much Less

than 17s. or 18s. a-week. I am of opinion that the earnings of a carter are

about the same as the shepherd. I know one farm on which the carters are

paid lis. per week and house rent free, 20 lug of potato ground free, and £4:

per year instead of faggots, coal, or ale. A carter, however, has the hardest

place on a farm ; he goes to the stable at 4 o'clock in the morning, to work
in the field in all weathers at 6 o'clock, at 2 o'clock he returns with the horses

to the stable, at 3 he goes to dinner, at 4 he is in the stable again till (J

o^clock, and at 8 o'clock he is again in the stable to serve the horses for the

night, and this is the slavish state of the poor carter at the present time.

Of course the position of the labourer, bad as it is now, was much worse 50

and even 30 years ago. Fifty years ago the farm labourer was only paid 7s.

per week ; at that time he had little besides barley cake, potatoes, and
swedes stolen from the farmer's fields. They also stole all the wood for

cooking, and who can blame them ? I don't. In fact they were obliged to

steal or starve. The farm labourers wages rose about a shilling a-week in

every tea years tiU it reacked 10a per week, and at the formation of the

Labourer's Union the wa^ess rosie to 138y, 14s.^ and in one case to 15s. per

week,.but the farmers gr^ually lowered the wages till it declined to lis.

per week, and in sopae villages it is as low as 10s. a-week.—John Smith,

Whitechurch.

FRANCE.

ABMffiNTMBREa—The weavers of the firm of Louis Dulac have declared

themselves on strike to the numbeor of 250, haying, su-fifered a long time from

msMiy petty tyrannies and numberless fines. The head of the firm thiuks fit

to guard his weaving-sheds by a small troop of gendarmerie, which makes
up in self-importance and pomposity for what it lacks in number—consistiifg

of foJir i^ieDL commanded by theii* brigadier. It is touching to picture this

brave and devoted little baud " rallying roundi '^ M. Dulac, and d«t««diag his

sacred iW9j5tt(Mi ^i^pame^ tjbe eacjciGsa^W«aJ*8 of tiv© "bold, badii^iker" who en-

<i«3av©iu^,vwriiy to ae^ a^ infewwi^w wi^Jlis master, da^ajng to. tMnk o£ djis-

ciisasKng wiiht.h^ th^:iCOiijdi(kion8i€rf- woirli and Wia§€« of l^in»a«H and h^ Ifllowr

iwwckera^l

M re|>l•€is^ntatiyle pf thev Oi d2i Feu^le h^^ betu w«^^4^i^g ^bo^t the

Champs de Bfars amogoo^ tile wQrk», pirpgJC«3«ing. for ihei Qo^ajfejpiictiQn p£ tiie

Eissel tower and the military school not far off. The navvies labour cease-

lessly under the sun in the stifling and airless trencher. " What do you
earn ? " is the first question asked them. " Only 45 centimes an hour (less

than 4id). Thej deduct one centime an hour to ensure the master against

the accidents that may happen to us. The regular price is 60 centimes, but
—well, one must live !

" For 45 c. an hour these men have to get through
a task which one would not venture to impose on convicts. Facing the mili-

tary school are the sheds of one Jonclard, the forges de Franche-Comte.
Same price, same deduction, the regular tariff again being ignored. Gloomy
and desolate is the aspect of the Champs de Mars ; from 150 to 200 labourers

at most in all these immense works. Not a song, not a burst of laughter

breaks the monotony of this desert, nothing but an occasional hammer-stroke
to be heard. So much for these works so derisively promised the Parisian

workers
;
people saying to them for several years, " Have patience a little

longer."

AMERICA.
Boston-, June 9.—There is no longer any doubt that the great struggle

between employers and employes in the building trades will begin at once.

The demand of the master builders that their union employes shall work
with non-union men, if required, will be met with absolute refusal. Leading
men in the Amalgamated Building Trades Union say emphatically that the

point will never be yielded while their union exists. Members of the Build-

ing Trades Council expect that strikes and lock-outs will now begin, and
within two weeks will become widespread. The union men credit the master

builders with a determination to make a decisive fight on the issue raised.

The address of the Master Builders' Association to the Amalgamated Build-

ing Trades' Council, insists on the right of employing non-unionists a^^i well

as unionists. It also quibbles upon other points. It is practically a breach

of agreement. Their action is part of the great national scheme of Master

Builders which took shape when the Chicago lock-out was declared a few

weeks ago.

Chicago.—The master masons who started the great lock-out are getting

but few recruits under the new rules, and these are set to work upon the

most urgent jobs. The offer of compromise made by a few of the contrac-

tors was rejected by the men. Many of the masons are at work for the

smaller employers, and many others have got jobs out of town. It looks

to-day (June 9th) as though the carpenters, at the end of this week, would

again lay down their tools unless the employers go back on their determina-

tion to re-establish the nine-hour working day. The association of the

master carpenters includes over 300 contractors, who employ nearly four-

fifths of all the carpenters in Chicago ; and they have endorsed the working

rules of the master masons, including the nine-hour rule, and fixed wages at

a minimum of 30 cents per hour. The men demand the eight-hour rule, at

35 cents per hour. General Secretary McGuire, of the Brotherhood, is in

Chicago, and though he is ,a very moderate man, he advised the journeymen

to adhere to their terms. t

CORRESPONDENCE.

"THE IMMOEALITY OF INTEEEST."

Sir,—I send you the following, suggested on reading the letter of a pro-

fessor of science on "The Immorality of Interest." The relationship of

capitalist, employer, and workman may, I think, be exhibited in the follow-

ing manner :—At every engagement of wage labour, the employers, seeing

an opportunity to production, and seeing a number of workmen, usually

more than is wanted, with nothing in the world to sell but their labour, say,

being by law and by custom enabled to do so, " Now, you compete among
yourselves for work, and we, employers, will compete (!) among ourselves for

your labour." The workmen submit, that is, they do so every time they

accept wages. But this system of production, it was observed, afforded so

large a return to the employers, that it was seen to be possible and of suffi-

cient advantage to the parties concerned for the mere capitalists to unite

with the would-be employers in the work of production, and then to share

between them the returns which before went to the employers only. This

being done, and the market for capital being thrown open to all, the " re-

ward of abstinence " became determined by the ratio between the supply of

and demand for capital. If this be a correct statement, not of the actual

origin of interest perhaps but of the manner in which it might have origi-

nated under present conditions, it will be seen that the payment of interest

depends on the possibility of making the wages contract. It is then, I take

it, not a question of the morality of the payment of interest by employer

to capitalist, which is a mere question of the division of the spoil, but it is

the morality of the wages contract which must come under consideiution,

the capitalist being considered a party to it on the side of the employer.

This question of the morality of the wages contract I do not myself feel

competent to deal with, yet I cannot fail to see that the present competitive

system is a mere struggle for the benefits and advantages of wealth, wherein

employer competes with employer, workman with workman, and the work-

ing-class competes with the employing class for the product of industry.

More especially ought the working-class to realise the true nature of this

last phase of the competition, that wai', as I believe, is the true name for. it,

that in this strife, no more than in war, does any moral consideration what-

ever exist to prevent them demanding for themselves the whole of the pro-

duct of their labour. It is this struggle for the product of industry which

I, a workman, should like to see carried out to its only possible conclusion.

Let once the workmen recognise the true nature of this competition, that in

spite of all our boasted law and order, it is nothing but a fight for wealth
;

let them but realise that it is individual ownership of the means of pro-

duction, involving competition and the wage-labour system, which is the

cause of the most of our poverty, ignorauce, and crime, and they will at

once, unless human nature fail in the very important element of selfishiiess,

take action to secure the overthrow of the present competitive system, and

the abolition of our present barbarous industrial relationships.— Yours

truly -^ WaRKMAIf.

June dtfe, 1887.

Indirect slavery—nomij^lly the least odious, practically the wor«t of its forpis

—i^now eotferoaed- higb^ and miq^ueatioiwd. IHwaheitted man ! you ask tirough

yoAE trftd«st' uniona and lahoiir coovent^onaooay a laodificatioa pf Wi*^^^,'
condition that has been fOEced on you, a»4iWhipl^^o» acoept-r-r' T^ (J40Jfm*
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NORTliUJiBRiA« NOTES.

There is a remarkable leading article in the NewGastle Chronicle for

June 13, on <* Dwellings for t%e Poor," in Avh'ich the following passage

occurs

:

"In schemes for the * elevation of the masses,' the mistake is too often made
of lii^ltiding under the head of * the masses ' the intelligent skilled artizan and
the tfti^killed and casual labour class—and the schemes proposed are usually siich

as will further improve and develope the intelligence and artistic tastes of the

former—but leave the lowest and poorest class untouched. There are hundreds
of thcrasands of the latter so deadened by abject poverty, so steeped in misery, feo

absorbed in the passionate struggle for the morsel of daily bread, so densely
herded together, that the little smattering of education they may once have pos-

sessed has been lost in the fight for existence, and they have neither the desire

nor the power to avail themselves of the higher culture agencies provided."

The great mistake the average middle-class person makes is to assume
that the difference between rich and poor is not getting bigger because

the " working class " gets so-and-so much wages on the average. This

is just a cas-e^here averages only conceal the truth. One of the rotten

elements in " reforms " of this kind is that the benefit (if there ever is

any) goes to those who need it least, and those w^ho needed it most are

left as poor, and getting poorer than before.

There is some fear of the strike breaking out again. The men are

very bitter at having to resume work at such a miserable rate of wages,

and they are, again, dissatisfied with the action of their agents in the

way they are settling the new sliding-scale. The talk about the men
going back *^ joyfully " to work is all bosh.

Tlie spread of co-operation in the north of England has been enor-

mmis. The concentration of the work of distribution of course bears

hard upon the small shopkeepers. The feeling of the traders against

the co-operative stores is getting very bitter, and they are preparing to

exprfess it. A shopkeepers' agitation will so6n be started against the

co-operators, and we shall have a lively fight between them.

The men at Sir William Armstrong's Elswick works had a meeting
and decided to work on Jubilee day. They think that the race-week

holidays are much more important or more interesting than the Jubilee

tomfoolery.

I held a most successful meeting at Consett last week. The con-

dition of the men at these famous iron and steel w^orks is such that

they must soon become Socialists. Steel is gradually superseding iron

for most purposes. The making of steel only requires about half the

number of men and a less quantity of steel serves in the place of iron.

Thus the men are thrown out of work and kept out. Plainly, the

disturbance caused here will smash the trade union, unless it becomes
a Socialistic body. The men are beginning to see this, and get more
ed,ger to hear the Socialist speakers.

The North of England Socialist Pederation is making good progress.

During the past week over a dozen thoroughly successful meetings

have been held and several new branches organised. The miners are

taking up the work of organisation very energetically, and the propa-

ganda goes on as effectively as ever. There has been none of the

waning in enthusiasm so confidently foretold by th« enemies of Socialism

down here. Since going back to w^ork the miners have shown as much
resolution as ever, and seem to be fully conscious of the great and
pressing need for pushing on the spread of Socialism. Great good was
done by Mrs. Bezant's spirited and convincing lecture to the miners at

S^ftton Delaval last Saturday. Donald's return to help in the work
ii^ >d6ked fbrwafd to with interest, arid arrangements are being made
with the Rev. Stewart D. Headlam for a series of meetings.

J. L. Maiion.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Koad, E.G.

'Co-operative Store.—The Committee attend at the offices at 8.30 p.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. See advertisement on last page.

London Members.—The first meeting of London Members will be held on
Monday the 4th of July.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and affiliated
bodies. LiBBARY Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d. D. J. Nicoll and
W. Blundell are the Librarians.

Outdoor Lecturers.—A special meeting; of the outdoor lecturers will be held
at the Offices, 13 Farringdon Road, on Saturday June 25, at 7 p.m., for the pur-
po^ of arranging the lecture-Iiflt for coming quarter. Branches are specially
requested to send delee;ates.

Resolution of CcrtfhciL

"That all monies collected at open-air meetings" mtifirt be duly handed to the
treasurer of the League, and the receipt 6f same acknbwledged in CommontueaL"

fite »rdS\i?ic& ¥&w&mm aid fund.
Proceeds of Concert at Cleveland Hall, £1 , 8s. 6d. For Mrs. Mowbray—A Few

Fabians, per Annie Besant (weekly), 10s. J. Lane, Treasurer.

THE "Odtt»OlfWl&AL."-^PfiCTAL NOTICE.
Owing to the extraordinary demand for last week's issue of the Commonweal, it

is ftbw oTit of print. Branches and others who have any unsold <;opies are re-
qu€Wbed to forward same to manager without delay.

REPORTS.
Ci.EiiKENWELL.--On Wednesday, June 15, D. J. Nicoli lectured on ** Our

Political Parties." Lively discussion followed. On Sunday, June 19, we held

good meeting on Clerkenwell Green. In our hall, after the outdoor meeting, «u

large audience had gathered to hear '* The Jubilee Recognition." The proceed-

ings commenced by singing " The March of the Workers," every one standing mp
and joining in heartily. Then followed the reading of some lessons, by T. E.
Wardle, from Joynes's 'Socialist Catechism.' After this, '* No Master" was
sung lustily by the audience, and then T. Balziel gave short entreaty to the
"Goddess of Truth." W. Blundell followed, taking as his text, "Bo unto
others as you would be done by." He pointed out the fearful misery existing in

England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland, and yet the people were asked to throw
up their caps and rend the air with shouts because of the completion of a fifty

y^rs reign by Mrs. Guelph. He had no hesitation in describing it as only fit

(especially the latter part) to be classed with the barbaric age. The meeting
closed with the " Marseillaise." A large number of * Chants for Socialists ' were
sold. Annie Taylor rendered valuable assistance at the piano.—A. T. and W. B.
HoxT 'N.—Sunday morning very successful outdoor meeting. Sunday evening

W. C. Wade gave a very interesting historical lepture—" Henry VIII. 's Legacy."
Hackney.—Graham addressed a very successful meeting at the Broadway on

Wetlnesday evening. Hobbs and AUman spoke to a good meeting at the Salmon
and Ball on Sunday morning. An interesting lecture on *' Liberty " was delivered

by S. Mainwaring at the Club on Sunday evening. The lecturer clearly showed
the evils of parliameiitarianism, and exposed the fallacies of government, etc.

This subject will be enlarged upon by Mainwaring at the Club on July 24. We
recommend all members of the Socialist League to hear this lecture.

Maryleboni.—A rather lengthy meetingwas held at Hyde Park Sunday after-

noon, addressed by Cantwell, Doughty, Mrs. Taylor, Maiilwaring, Samuels, and
Turner. One opponent endeavoured to show the utility of a monarch in modem
society. Sale of literature fair.—T. C.

Mile-end.—Good meeting on the Waste on Sunday. Good work may be done
here. Those willing to co-operate in fortning a Bethlial Green and Mile-end
Branch are requested to correspond with H. Davis, 12 Florida Street, Harts Lane,
Bethnal Green. A meeting will take place for the above object at 95 Boston St.,

Hackney Road, on Tuesday June 28. All those interested are requested to

attend.—H. Davis.
J^ORTii London.—We held a very good meeting at Ossulton Street on Tuesday.

Comrades Sparling and Blundell spoke, and we sang the "Starving Poor of Old
England " amid considerable enthusiasm. Commonweal sold well. On Sunday
morning Mainwarinc^ and Brooks spoke to a variable audience. Sale of literatiire

fair.—H. Bartlett.
Dalkeith.—On Wednesday June 15 J. H. Smith of Edinburgh, read a capital

paper on "Socialism," Tuke in the chair. Gilray also spoke. Persons wishing
to join the Branch here please communicate with John Thomson, secretary, 146
High Street.

Edinburgh.—On Thursc(ay June 16, in place of our usual study of *Das Capi-
tal,' we read and discussed certain portions of the article "Socialism"' in the
present issue of the 'Encyclopedia Britainica.' The article is exceedingly able
and very sympathetic ; but Mr. Kirkup (the writer) completely misrepresents
Marx in saying that he (Marx) taught that mamial labour was the sole source of

value. On Saturday evening, at Loanhead, Jno. Smith and C. W. Tuke spoke to
a good meeting. On Sitriday evening we were- successful in having a meeting
larger than any we have lately had in the afternoon. \Ve will m^et in future in

the evening. Jno. Smith and Gilray spoke. One question was put—as to how-
work would be rewarded in a Socialist State. Tuke spoke in the Meadows.
Average sale of Commonweal kept up.

Glasgow.—On Saturday Paterson and Carmichael proceeded to Motherwell
and explained the principles of Socialism to a fairly large audience. They after-

wards went to Hamilton and met Glasier. Here thej'^ found a religious meeting
on the ground before them, but in spite of this disadvantage our comrades suc-

ceeded in securing a satisfactory audience. On Sunday in Jail Square some
hundreds of people listened with appreciation to addresses from Glasier, Car-
michael, and Belbin. On the evening of the same day M'Kechnic and Belbin
addressed a meeting in Stobcross Street.—A. M.

Leeds.—On Sunday morning, we held our usual open-air meeting on Hunslet
Moor. Comrades Maguire and Hill addressed the audience on " Passing Events.'^

In the afternoon we met the Bradford comrades at Clecklieaton, where we had
tea together. After tea we held an open-air meeting in the Market-place. The
bulk of the audience Were very attentive, and were addressed by comr8ide&
Maguire, Paylor (Leeds), Mitchell and Minty (Bradford). A good many back
numbers of the Gommoniveal were ejiven away. At the close of the meeting we
went to Liversedge and held another open-air meeting. Comrades Bland (Brad-
ford), Maguire, Hill, and Braithwaite (Leeds) addressed the audience on the
" Principles of Socialism." The audiences at these two meetings had apparently
never ht3ard a Socialist speaker before, but we think that with a little work a
good branch may be started in that quarter.—F. C, sec.

KoRWicii.—On Thursday l{>.st we held a large meeting at Dereham, addressed
by HeAdersbn and M6rley. On Sunday morning a large meeting Was held at
Diss, addressed by Lane, Slaughter, Morley, and Hougliton. Two meetings were
also held at Lyng, addressed by several comrades. At Norwich in the afternoon,
we held our usual meeting in the Market-place, where a large eonceurse of peoj>le

were assembled, and carried a resolution calling for the relearse of our comrade
Mowbray on the Jubilee day. Henderson, speaking at some length, gave a case
that had been drawn to his notice of a young ihan dying of destitution earning.

6s. a week, and had to keep a blind mother and pay Is. 6d. per week rent. Some
opposition was given by Mr. Scurbes, Which Was replied to by Henderson to the
satisfaction of all, os. being collected for Prope^ganda Pund. In the eveniag,
Henderson addressed a meeting on the Agricultural Hall Plain. At 8 o'clock,

Henderson lectured in the Gordon Hall on " Fifty Years National Progress,"*

which was listened to with great attention. —J. S.

Walsall.—On Monday evening, H. Sanders aridressed a good open-air meet-
ing of chain-makers at Cradley Heath. About 700 men are still on strike, atid

recognising that there is no likelihood of their obtaining the advance asked for,

so long as portion of the trade are at work and masters thereby able to execote^

orders, have decided to have a general turn out again and establishing a co-^p^a-
tive society as a means of bettering their condition. The Commonioeal^ contain-
ing comrade Donald's report of his visit to the district, was well distributed wld
much satisfaction expressed with it. On Saturday, Sanders spoke in the Market-
place, Walsall, to large and most attentive audiences on "The Jubilee" and
"The Cause of Poverty." Fair sale of pamphlets and Commonweal,—J. T. D.

On Sunday morning, H. A. Barker lectured on Kingsland Green under the
auspices of the Ball's Pond Branch of the N. S. S. , to a good audience.

Nottingham Section Socialist Union. — On Thu^d'ay, June 16, at the
club, a tea and social evening was held, which was well attended. On Stiisday
morning in Sneinton Market, Peacock and Proctor addrelssed a good audience,
and 2s. 3d. was collected. In the evening, the same speaikers addressed a targe
and interested meeting in the great niarket-place ; 5s. l^d. colleetfed, making for
the day 7s. 4|d. for club and propaganda work. Commonweal sold but, and a
great detftand for more which we were unable to supply. A meeting was after-
wards held at t^ club, and sevefh xnembers enrolled.—A. C.

Woolwich. -^'On Sunday evening Banner and Donald held good meeting at
Arsenal Gates. Literature sold well. 4s. 3d. collected for propaganda.—R, BX
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LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Bloomshury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W. On Thursday June 23,

at 8.30, Annie Besant will lecture—suVe:)t, "The
Prosperity of the Working Classes."

ClerJcemoell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.C. Sunday June 26, at 8.30 p.m.
T. Bolas, " Capitalism, its Growth and Delimina-
tion." Wednesday June 29, at 8.30, H. H. Sparling,
" Rebel Songs of Ireland." Members' Business
Meeting first Sunday in July, 7.15 p.m. sharp.

Croydon.—Parker Road.

Haclcney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11.30. ; Satur-
day, 7 till 12.30 ; Sunday 11 a.m. till 12 p.m. Lec-
ture next Sunday, June 26, on "Evolution and
Socialism," at 8.30, by H. A. Barker. Social Edu-
cational Class for members on Monday at 9. Busi-
ness meeting on Tuesday at 8.30. The Library is

now being reorganised, and any comrades and friends
having books or pamphlets to spare should forward
them to the librarian at the Club. The Club is in need
of a piano, and any friends able to assist are re-

quested to do so.—J. C.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday June 26, at 8 p.m. W. Morris, "Monopoly."

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—2 Crondall Street, New North Rd.
Club Room open on Monday, Wednesday, and Satur-
day evenings from 8 till 11. Singing Class every
Wednesday at 8.30. Special Members' Meeting on
Saturday July 2, at 7 p.m. Committee's report;
election of officers. On Sunday June 26, at 8 p.m.,
a lecture.

JSierton.—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

Mitcham.—Comer of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

North London.—Communications to H. Bartlett, sec,
13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

PROVINCES.

Bhigley.—Coffee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.

Birmingham.—Carr's Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Ditblin.—Irish Labour League, 2 Bachelors Walk,
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discussion on all sub-

jects connected with the Labour Question.

Dalkeith (Edinburgh).—Scientific Hall, Wednesday
June 22, a Lecture.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 7.30 p.m. to transact business.

Class for the study of 'Das Capital' at 8.30. {See
" Open-air " below.)

Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. Monthly
Business Meeting in Rooms on Sunday evening at

7 o'clock. [Ste " Open-air " below.)

Hamilton.—Paten's Hall, Chapel St, Every Thursday
at 7.30.

HtUl.—Address all communications to E. Teesdale,

20 Shakspere Street.

Lancaster.—Addresses every Sunday morning on the

Quay Jetty.

Leeds.—17 Chesham Street, Sweet Street. Club and
reading room open every evening. Business meet-

ings every Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Office of Hosiery Union, Horsefair Street.

Fridays at 8 p. m.

Manchester.—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-
chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-

ing 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every

Wednesday at 8 p.m.

. Norwich.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures

«very Sunday at 8 p.m. Business meeting every

Monday at 8.30 p.m. Speakers' Class every Sunday
:at 10.30 a.m. Social evening every Saturday at 8

p.m. On Sunday at 8 o'clock, lecture by Fred Hen-
derson—subject, "Parliamentary Action."

'Ox/orrf.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Paisley.—On Friday at 8 o'clock, open-air meeting at

County Square.

Shields [North and South).—Meetings every Sunday,
Quay-side and Market Place. Branch meetings on
Thursday nights at the "General Gordon," Bath
Street, Maxwell Street, South Shields. Secretary,

J. Hearne, 32 Clive Street, No. Shields.

3 ...Hyde Park Tarleton

3.30.. .Victoria Park Nicoll

7 ...Clerkenwell Green The Branch

Tuesday.
8 ...Ossulton Street, Euston Road Nicoll

Wednesday. "

S . . .Broadway, London Fields Barker

TMirsday.
8 ...Hoxton, Pitfield Street Wade & Pope

PROVINCES.
^yAs^am.—Alternate Tuesdays : Market Place, at 7.

BaiUieston.—Saturday: at 6.30.

Dereham.—Thursday : Market Place, at 7.15.

Diss and Wymondham.—Alternate Sundays at 10.30

and 11 respectively.

Edinburgh.—Sunday : Queen's Park, 6.30 p.m.

Dalkeith.—Wednesday 8.15 p.m.
Loanhead.—Saturday 7 p.m.

Glasgow.—Sunday: Jail's Square, 1 o'clock; Paisley

Road Toll at 5.

Govan Cross.—Thursday, 8 o'clock.

Hamilton.—Saturday : at 6 o'clock.

Motherwell.—Saturday : at 8.

Partick.—Saturday at 7, Gasworks.
Leeds.—Sunday: Hunslet Moor, 11; Vicar's Croft, 7.

Noru'ich.—Sunday : Market Place at 3 ; Agricultural

Hall Plain at 7.

Walsall.—Saturday, at 6.30 pm.
Yarmouth.—Wednesday : On the Quay, at 7.30.
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24

—

Seaton Delaval. Foot of Harpers, 7 p.m.
Men from Cramlington, E. Holywell, and
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Hoxton (L.E.L.).—Excursion on July 10th to the

Rye House. Those wishing to take part in it can

obtain full particulars from the secretary.

Stamford Hill and Tottenham.—Comrades and
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Broad Lane, Tottenham, or to the Secretary of the

League, 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.
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A LEGAL VIEW OF SOCIALISM.

When good old Burton ^.ttacked the generality of lawyers and wrote
them dowH as " a purse-milteng nation, a clamorous company, gowned
vultures," as "irreligious harpies, scraping, griping catch-poles," he
wellnigh forgot to except the "worthy lawyers that are so many oracles

and pilots of a well-governed commonw^ealth." To-day men are quite

^s prone to overlook the presence of good honest men among lawyers,

and write them down as being equal with the worst. E. B. Bax has

proved to his own satisfaction, and that of some others, that a judge
oannot think, or honestly hold his position. An advocate is writ down
a mercenary bravo, and a judge as an inhuman w^eighing machine or

partisan trickster.

It is unhappily true that the majority of the legal profession is hope-

lessly corrupt ; that there is no cause too foul and no wrong too hideous
for lawyers to espouse for pay or promotion ; that in the whole course

of history there has been no cause too noble to be opposed or betrayed
from the same high motives. Laden with no conscience and impeded
by no principle, there have always been found men to do the dirty

work of tyranny, legal or commercial. Yet there have been innumer-
able instances, on the other side, of men who at the Bar defended or

upon the Bench upheld the majesty of Justice; who, disregarding
bribery and the applause of the powerful, dared to think for the people

and speak truth. Such men we shall see again in the fitting time of

stress and trial. Meanwhile we may Ife^il with pleasure the spectacle

of the Lord Chief Justice of England daring to denounce the ghastly

mockery of " free contract." We may also in great measure count him
heroic when we consider his position and surroundings, and find him
questioning the " sacred rights of proj^rty " and reasserting th§ grand
old axiom. Solus populi sitprema lex.

To the annual meeting of the Glasgow Juridical Society, a few weeks
ago. Lord Coleridge delivered an address which he called "Thoughts
on the value of clear views upon the laws regulating the enjoyment of

property." It is the most searching criticism of one special subject

that has been made for a very long time, and should be printed and
circulated widely. He began by adjuring his hearers in all controver-
sies to begin by clearly understanding each other's meaning, and by
ascertaining whether the difference between them were one of principle

or no. It remains as true as it was in the days of Bishop Butler that
•*'few persons exercise their judgment upon what comes before them in

the way of determining whether it be conclusive or holds " ; and again,
" arguments are often wanted for some accidental purpose, but proof
as such is what some persons never want." To clear the mind, to see

things as they really are, to deal with an opponent's statement as he
makes it, and either admit or deny it, these are the first necessities of

fruitful controversy ; without them the argument degenerates into an
endless and unprofitable wrangle. Yet generally the first step is to
mistake the proposition impugned, and the commonest argument is

consciously or unconsciously to misrepresent it. Controversy is not
perhaps the best intellectual atmosphere for a man to dwell in

;
yet

honest controversy has a bracing effect upon a healthy mind, and the
effect is lost if we dispute for triumph rather than truth ; and although
i¥e do not clear our own mind, succeed perhaps in darkening another.
And surely if clear views and lucid statements are important in any
sort of intellectual pursuit, they are of special importance in things
connected with law, the science of the rules of life, of order, of conduct

;

ignorance of which is grave misfortune ; fallacies in which are followed
by cruel evils to those who fall into them, more cruel still to those who
are the subjects of them. Yet there is no more common confusion
than that tv^hich is so habitually made between the principles which
•underlie all law, which are indeed its virtual elements, and the applica-
tions of those principles to states and circumstances that rise and pass
away, changing with the generations of men, and, as man himself,
never continuing in one stage. Yet a present application or illustra-

tion of a principle is constantly mistaken for the principle itself, and
those who demur to the application of the principle or go about to
reform it, are assailed as though they denied the principle itself or
desired its destruction. Many examples were cited in proof of the
position maintained, that men confound forms with the substance
of which they are the outward manifestations, and deal with those
who differ with them in point of form as if they were denying the
-existence of that of which the various forms are but the various
clothings.

In the present day there is perhaps nothing as to which this con-
fusion is greater or more mischievous than as to property itself—the

idea or principle of property, and as to the laws of property—the rules

by which the practical enjoyment of property is regulated in these

islands. The distinction is so obvious that one would think it im-

possible to be disputed. Perhaps none dispute it in words, but though

it undoubtedly exists it is as undoubtedly often utterly forgotten, and

that not only by men who cannot grasp a clear thought, and who
purposely pass it by, but by men of reflection and cultivation, who
seem to lose in their dealings with this question the judgment and
temper which education ought to create or to improve.

The right of property, that is the right to possess peaceably what
you have yourself acquired, underlies all society. Some sort of right

is taken for granted in all communities, even the most savage ; without

some such right no society could exist. Now what is that right ? It

is very well put by Sir W. Blackstone in his second book. It is still

better put in the ' Treatise on the Law of Forfeiture,' which remains

the sole evidence to these times of the brilliant but unhappy Charles

Yorke. The end of property, he says, is subsistence, by which end
nature has branded our pretentions to it. Hence in a state of nature

we cannot assume more than we use, nor hold it longer than we have

it, longer than we live and are capable of using it. The manner of

acquiring property in a state of nature is by occupancy, an act of the

body not of the mind, which last would give a title to property too

precarious and disputable. In transferring property the consent

expressed gives a right to the alienee against the alienor, and occupancy

confirms that right against everyone else. But after death there can

be no such expression. All other modes of transmission or acquiring

are acts of positive and civil law which prevents the property of the

dead from reverting, as it would do in a state of nature, to the com-

mon stock ; and no such modes are manners of acquiring property

necessary for t^^ubsistence of mankind or to suppoct^he piirpotto>M<>l

nature. You rhay find the same thing elaborately described by Black-

stone in the beginning of his second book, and by the writers whom
Blackstone himself quotes from and adopts. You will also find it very

clearly shown in these and other writers of authority, on grounds of

reason and by the distinct evidence of history, that all the complicated

and conflicting systems, by which in various civilised countries the

powers of the possessors of property have been in various ways now
narrowed, now enlarged, are systems of positive law, and that the right

of property, as Mr. Austen has shown, has never existed even in its

most absolute form without some restriction.

Many laws, among them those dealing with primogeniture, entail,

and mortmain, made it clear that the English State claimed to pre-

scribe the conditions on which its citizens should deal with property.

It seems also to be reasonably clear that the power which prescribes

rules can alter them ; that plain absurdities would follow if this

were not so, and that the consent of nations and the practice of ages

has long since ei^tafclished this simple truth. But the consequences

that follow from it are not always apprehended or recognised by those

whom they concern. You will hear men talk as if a rule, once laid

down, were laid down for ever ; as if the rules of enjoyment became
part of the thing enjoyed ; and as if everyone who presumed to ques-

tion the wisdom of the rules questioned the existence of that which is

the subject of the rules, and that he who dares to propose an alteration

should propose it, as in the old Greek Republic, with a halter round
his neck. This seems absurd enough, but I put it to anyone of com-
mon fairness of . mind, and the most ordinary knowledge of history,

whether it is iiot now too much the fact, and whether it was not in

times not quite gone by awfully and disgracefully the fact. The ter-

rible penal laws which even so lately made capital crimes of insignifi-

cant offences, were defended by men of great power and high character,

who always based their resistance to reform on the ground that to

abrogate those laws was to attack property, and that to attack property

was to subvert society itself. It is necessary to examine these examples

of a state of feeling long since passed away, as old-world as the curfew

or the sale of a ward's marriage. Necessary for this reason, that the

feeling is not dead; the confusion of thought which is supposed to

qualify the feeling is as prevalent as ever, though these particular

examples may exist no longer.

It has been shown that the institution of property rests upon the

general advantage. The particular rules by which the enjoyment of

property is regulated, differing in every country of the world, must rest

at last upon one and the same foundation—the general adrantage.

In this respect the laws of property resemble all other laws. The
defence of any law must ultimately rest on this, that it ensues to the

general advantage. Despots, if they condescend to a defence of their

despotism, base it on this ground. In free countries one cannot con-
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ceive of a law resting on any other. It seems an elementary: proposi-
tion tb^-t fti freeuf)epple;«9an^deal as it thinks, fit "vdrthdtacoinmoa stock,

anck<jft|T^w»scribe toitscitisBeas rules for iiayjenjoyment, alienation, and
tra^W»a«wn. That 60 orlOOigentlemen, or even 1,000, ,ahoidd- have
a a«^t; hj agreei^pg to «faut the coal inines^ ;to stop the * mamifactares
ofi* 'Gf6«.t ^^idtain,,'jAndf .-ta fjai^lyse her comimejjsqe, axseems .lua^peakably

afesfnid. ^\A.ndiagain,LL4j^ ta.p^petuities, no.man <aui give ^what s he did

DOtr/i^efeK^y aj^dtas no Boan .can hiiaself have,a pe^fi^uity, .«o he cannot
gMiTOtvtOBiMiyoae^dUe. Itw®uld indeed be difficult, in the face of bills

passed by the hundred every year through both Houses of Parliament,
to deny that private property may be rightly interfered with for the

public good. But then it is said you have no right to do it except on
proper compensation. What is the exact meaning of these words,
especially " right " and " proper 1

" Is the absolute" right—right, not
power, for that no man questions—is the absolute right of the State

intended to be denied to deal with the common stock with or without
compensation ? And by " proper compensation," is it meant that the

compensation is to be proper in the opinion of the person compensated,
or the person compensating, or whom 1 Men to whose personal loss

the law is altered are, as matter of common fairness, to be considered
in every way, and nothing should be done to their detriment that it is

possible to avoid, but it has been decided for centuries that they most
certainly have no claim—no legal right—to compensation. All the

laws of property must stand upon the footing of general advantage :

a country belongs to the inhabitants : in what proportion and by what
rules its inhabitants are to own it must be settled by the law, and the

moment that a fragment of the people sets up rights inherent in them-
selves, and not founded on the public good, " plain absurdities '' fol-

low. Property is not inherently in this class or in that, or in this

man or in that, but laws of property are, like all other laws, made by
the State for the State, and are the expression of what is from time
to time the judgment of that cultivated intelligence which in a free

country controls and leads the opinion of the State upon the various

subjects of the laws. Every change should be made with care and
tenderness, without unnecessary disturbance, with compensation satis-

tory, if it may be, even to the persons unfavourably affected by the

change, and doing no violence to the great principle that right must
not be compassed by wrong, nor evil done that good may come of it

;

but, it is not wrong to change the law on good reason of fair terms

;

it is not evil to vindicate the supremacy of the State over that which
is being employed for its destruction. It would be well that all owners
of property, from the largest to the smallest, should recognise distinctly

that their title to the enjoyment of it must rest upon the same founda-

tion—law, whether positive or presumptive ; law, which is practical

and intelligible ; not upon anything sacred or mystical and transcen-

dental, and that the mode and measure of their enjoyment of the com-
mon stock of the State, if it injures the State, can no more be defended,

and will no more endure, than can any other public mischief or

nuisance, be it criminal or be it civil. It is no doubt often said that

to change laws of property involves, as a rule, an interference with

free contract ; but freedom of contract implies that both parties to

it are really and not nominally free. There can be no free contract

between a slave and his owner ; none with a little child ; none where
one party to a so-called contract can impose, and the other party to it

must accept, its terms, however burdensome, however inherently unjust.

Let those who idolise freedom of contract remember what they generally

forget, that they must, in consistency, denounce every statute which
allows of and regulates bankruptcy, from James YI. of Scotland to

Mr. Chamberlain.

Those who rabidly attack Socialists should ponder these utterances

of one of the greatest lawyers of the age. To him who reads aright

it can but be evident that here a great mind has been weighing the

subject without bias, and has spoken upon it as one anxious to aid

in its being understood, though he is no partisan of a particular

interpretation.

To the Socialist it shows that the ideas for which he fights are

making way not alone in the street and in the study, but in every

place in which the minds of men are formed or their energies put
forth. H. Halliday Sparling.

Father M'Glyxx and the Vatican—New York, June 23.—The officers

of the Organised Labour party, after the mass meeting held in Union Square
on the nif^lit of the 18th inst. to do honour to Father M'Glynn, sent a cable-

gram to Cardinal Simeoni declaring that 100,000 Catholics denounce the

threat to excommunicate Father M'Glynn, and protest against ecclesiastical

interference with the rights of Americans.

—

Rome, June 24.—A few days
liave still to elapse before the term of 40 days assigned to Father McGlynn
for submission to the Papal See expires. It is not believed in clerical circles

that he will now obey the Pope's summons to Rome ; and if he continues
recalcitrant, the sentence of formal excommunication will be pronounced.

How IT IS Done Now, and what may be the Future.— i^Yrs^ Year:—
,
Labourers (humbly) : "Please, Mr. Capitalist, give us a little better wages

;

our homes are little better than dog-kennels, our families are starving,

our " Capitalist (sternly) : " Oh, get out ! You people are always
whining ! Do you want the earth?" Second Year:—Labourers (respect-

fully) :
" We cannot work longer for such small wages ; we must live and

have decent houses for our families." Capitalist (ironically) :
" You needn't

work for me if the wages don't suit you. This is a free country, and you
..are at perfect liberty to leave and go somewhere else." Third Year:—La-
bourers (angrily) :

" We cannot and will not stand this oppression any
.longer. We produce the wealth and we propose to have it." Capitalist

V terrified) :
" What is this ? Police ! Socialists ! Anarchists ! C'ommu-

nists ! Fourth Year

:

—Labourers : Boom ! ! ! No capitalists henceforth
heard from.

—

Cato, in Denver Labour Eaquirer.

KW^ WE XIVE AND HOW WE MIGHT LIVE.
(Concluded from p. 203.)

To what;e3Btent it may be aeeessary or desirable « for peaple under
social order vtoiliyein common, we may differ pretty much according to

our.teii«bncie& towards social life. For my part I aan't vsee why we
'^k©Jlld^tfaink it attercbhip to eat with thej|>ftpple.we work with ; I am
aure jthat as ito nLany things, such as valuable tooks, pictures, and
splendour of surroundings, we shall find it better to club our means
together ; and I must say that often when I have been sickened by the

stupidity of the mean idiotic rabbit warrens that rich men build for

themselves in Bayswater and elsewhere, I console myself with visions

of the noble communal hall of the future, unsparing of materials^

generous in worthy ornament, alive with the noblest thoughts of our
time, and the past embodied in the best art which free and manly
people could produce ; such an abode of man as no private enterprise

could come anywhere near for beauty and fitness, because only collec-

tive thought and collective life could cherish the aspirations which
would give birth to its beauty, or have the skill and leisure to carry

them out. I for my part should think it much the reverse of a hard-

ship if I had to read my books and meet my friends in such a place ;

nor do I think I am better off to live in a vulgar stuccoed house
crowded with upholstery that I despise, in all respects degrading to

the mind and enervating to the body to live in, simply because I call

it my own, or my house. It is not an original remark, but I make it

here, that my home is where I meet people with whom I sympathise,

whom I love. Well, that is my opinion as a middle-class man.
Whether a working-class man would think his family possession of his

wretched little room better than his share of the palace of which I

have spoken I must leave to his opinion, and to the imaginations of

the middle class, who perhaps may sometimes conceive the fact that

the said worker is cramped for space and comfort—say on washing day.

Before I leave this matter of the surroundings of life, I wish to meet
a possible objection. I have spoken of machinery being used freely

for releasing people from the more mechanical and repulsive part of

necessary labour ; and I know that to some cultivated people, people

of the artistic turn of mind, machinery is particularly distasteful, and
they will be apt to say you will never get your surroundings pleasant

so long as you are surrounded by machinery. I don't quite admit that

;

it is the allowing machines to be our masters and not our servants that

so injures the beauty of life nowadays. In other words, it is the token
of the terrible crime we have fallen into of using our control of the

powers of nature for the purpose of enslaving people, we careless mean-
time of how much happiness we rob their lives of.

Yet for the consolation of the artists I will say that I believe indeed

that a state of social order would probably lead at first to a great

development of machinery for really useful purposes, because people

will still be axious about getting through the work necessary to holding

society together ; but that after a while they will find that there is not

so much work to do as they expected, and that then they will have
leisure to reconsider the whole subject ; and if it seems to them that

a certain industry would be carried on more pleasantly as regards the

worker, and more effectually as regards the goods by using hand-work
rather than machinery, they will certainly get rid of their machinery,

because it will be possible for them to do so. It isn't possible now ;

we are not at liberty to do so ; we are slaves to the monsters which we
have created. And I have a kind of hope that the very elaboration

of machinery in a society whose purpose is not the multiplication of

labour, as it now is, but the carrying on of a pleasant life as it would
be under social order ; that the elaboration of machinery, I say, will

lead to the simplification of life, and so once more to the limitation of

machinery.

Well, I will now let my claims for decent life stand as I have made
them. To sum them up in brief, they are : First, a healthy body

;

second, an active mind in sympathy with the past, the present, and
the future ; thirdly, occupation fit for a healthy body and an active

mind ; and fourth, a beautiful world to live in. These are the con-

ditions of life which the refined man of all ages has set before him as

the thing above all others to be attained. Too often he has been

so foiled in their pursuit that he has turned longing eyes backward to-

the days before civilisation, when man's sole business was getting him-

self food from day to day, and hope was dormant in him, or at least

could not be expressed by him.

Indeed, if civilisation (as many think) forbids the realisation of the

hope to attain such conditions of life, then civilisation forbids mankind
to be happy ; and if that is the case, then let us stifle all aspirations

towards progress—nay, all feelings of mutual goodwill and affection

between men—and snatch each one of us what we can from the heap
of wealth that fools create for rogues to grow fat on ; or better still,

let us as speedily as possible find some means of dying like men, since

we are forbidden to live like men.
Rather, however, take courage, and believe that we of this age, in

spite of all its torment and disorder, have been born to a wonderful

heritage fashioned of the work of those that have gone before us ; and
that the day of the organisation of man is dawning. It is not we wha
can build up the new social order ; the past ages have done that for us ;

but we can clear our eyes to the signs of the times, and we shall then

see that the attainment of a good condition of life is being made pos-

sible for us, and that it is now our business to stretch out our hands
to take it. And how % Chiefly, I think, by educating people to a sense

of their real capacities as men, so that they may be able to use to their

own good the political power which is rapidly being thrust upon them

;
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to get them to see that the old system of organising labour ybr indi-
vidual profit is becoming unmanageable, and that the whole people
have now got to choose between the confusion resulting from the break
up of that system and the determination to take in hand the labour
now organised for profit, and use its organisation for the livelihood of

the community: to get people to see that individual profit-makers are

not a necessity for labour but an obstruction to it, and that not only
or chiefly because they are the perpetual pensioners of labour, as they
are, but rather because of the waste which their existence as a class

necessitates. All this we have to teach people, when we have taught
ourselves, and I admit that the work is long and burdensome ; as I

began by saying, people have been made so timorous of change by the
terror of starvation that even the unluckiest of them are stolid and
hard to move. Hard as the work is, however, its reward is not doubt-
ful. The mere fact that a body of men, however small, are banded
together as Socialist missionaries shows that the change is going on.

As the working class, the real organic part of society, takes in these
ideas, hope will arise in them, and they will claim changes in society,

many of which doubtless will not tend directly towards their emanci-
pation, because they will be claimed without due knowledge of the one
thing necessary to claim, equality of condition ; but which indirectly
will help to break up our rotten sham society, while that claim for

equality of condition will be made constantly and with growing loud-
ness till it must be listened to, and then at last it will only be a step
over the border and the civilised world will be socialised ; and looking
back on what has been, we shall be astonished to think of how long we
submitted to live as we live now. William Morris.

SOCIALIST FEAST IN COPENHAGEN.
During all the years in which the political conflict has been going on
in Denmark, the 5th of June has been a field-day for the parties. The
Social Democrati-^. workmen party also has made that day a feast, not
exactly in memory of the charter of the constitution (for to this the
working-men are not very much indebted), but a feast which gives us
an opportunity for encouraging ourselves to fight for our rights. Year
after year the partakers in the feast have grown in number. Last
year it was evident that the feast-place was too small ; therefore, this
year it was enlarged from 21 to 35 acres of land. As in 1886 it was
a part of the place for exercising soldiers.

The show was arranged at 1 o'clock in " Norre-Boulevard." 135
unions with their (mostly red) ensigns and banners were present, and
18 bands of music were distributed throughout the procession. All
the partakers wore red ribands on the breast ; many of them had a
red paper, with the words " liberty, equality, brotherhood " in white,
on theif hats ; some carried little red banners with the same words in
gold. Foremost in the show walked the Council of the Social Demo-
cratic Federation and the Redaction of the Social Democrat ; after
them followed the members of the Federation with the old ensign of
^' Internationale," which the Hussars in vain tried to capture at the
first great workmen's meeting in Copenhagen. At 2 o'clock the show
proceeded from the rendezvous through the main streets ; along the
road were large masses of people standing to see it pass, and from most
houses it was saluted with cheers and flowers. The show was greater
than last year, and especially should be noticed 500 women, who with
their own ensigns formed a separate division. About 30,000 men and
women took part in the show, and it had a length of two English miles,
the ranks marching very near each other. It lasted more than two
hours before the foremost reached the festival place, the entrance to
which was marked with flags and the inscriptions, "Liberty, equality,
brotherhood ;" « The people's will is the supreme law." The place was
enclosed by green branches, and from the enclosure waved the flags of
all nations. Upon a hill was raised a decoration of flags, and on a
pole 70 ft. high, from which an electric light at night enlightened the
place, was hoisted a red flag with the inscription, '' Welcome ! " As a
union arrived at its platform, it stopped and planted there its ensigns
and banners. It was a magnificent appearance that of the large show
with its many, and for the most part valuable, silken banners, among
which red was the prevailing colour, entering the place.

Before the procession arrived, about 20,000 men and women were
gathered in the feast-place, and more entered with it, so that at 6.15
o'clock about 70,000 people were assembled around the platforms. At
a given sign all the bands played, and the partakers in the feast sang
a song glorifying Liberty, and then the speeches began.

The smith Hurop, the joiner Berg, and the cigarmaker Olsen were
in the three chairs, while the painter J. Jensen, the secretary Hordum,
and P. Holm, M.P., spoke courageously and stoutly about liberty ; and
after a song for Socialism, the secretary of the Federation, P. Knudsen,
the joiner C. C. Andersen, and the treasurer of the Federation G. C.
Olsen, spoke about Socialism. At last a song, " To the worker," was
sung, and then the partakers, who had enthusiastically cheered the
speakers, spread to the different refreshment-tents, while dancing began
upon the places set apart for it, which were illuminated by coloured
lamps. At midnight the feast ended, and it was again made evident
that the working men themselves keep the b^st order, and that the
constables had nothing else to do beside listening to the speeches, and
seeing how the working-men succeeded in celebrating their annual
liberty-feast. To the feast telegrams of congratulation arrived from
24 Social Democratic Unions in the country. In most of the towns
the workmen party also held liberty-feasts. Especially should be men-
tioned the feast in Aarhus, the second town in Denmark. Fourteen

unions and about 8,000 men and women were present there, and tM
speeches of Marott, editor of the Demokraten, of Harald Jensen, and
the typographer Nielsen, were highly applauded.—With Socialistic?

g^e^^i^S^ P. Knudsbn, Sec. S.D.F.,
Copenhagen, June 11, 1887. Norregade 5.

NORTHUMBRIAN NOTES.
The masters in some cases are preparing to boycott the Socialist'
Federation branches. At Broomhill the notices stuck up at the pit ^

heap were taken down by order of the managers, although all kinds of
notices are usually placed there. The men, however, are not easily
cowed, and a little of this kind of action will be useful to the move-
ment.

The dissatisfaction of the men at the action of the Miners' Union
agents is getting stronger, and there is a growing settled conviction
that a thorough reorganisation of the union is necessary. It is rather
discouraging to hear that many miners intend to leave the union.
This action is decidedly wrong, and if persisted in Will mean the prac-
tical smash up of the union. The men have certainly been shamefully
used by their leaders, whose action cannot be excused and should not
be tolerated, but there is another way of looking at the matter.

In the past the miners, just like all trades' unionists, have been very
regardless of the business of their organisation. As long as things
went with seeming smoothness they were quite careless of what the
oflicers did. Now when a crisis is at hand it would be cowardly as
well as foolish to desert the union. The men have the power to make
their society what they wish, and the fault is very much their ow^n

that hitherto they have had no definite ideas as to how things should
be done, and what aim should be kept in view.

The discussion on the Mines Regulation Bill is a fine example of the
uselessness of the present labour M.P.'s. The excessively modei-ate
proposal to reduce the working hours for boys from 54 to 48 per week,
was spoken to by Mr. Burt in a way that put an excuse for pitching
it out into Mr. W. H. Smith's hand. "I shall vote for this as a
matter of policy, but I hope it won't be carried," was the very apparent
meaning of what Mr. Burt said, and Mr. Smith, of course, pointed out
that as the chief labour M.P. did not care for the amendment the
Government would not accept it.

Mr. Bradlaugh fairly outdid himself when he opposed the attempt
to put a stop to women working about the pits. As a matter of prin-
ciple Mr. Bradlaugh objects to interfering with what he calls the
"freedom "of labour. Under the present system women are set to

do this and other degrading kinds of work because their labour is

cheaper than men s ; the present organisation of industry forces them
to compete against their husbands and brothers, and the capitalists do
ail they can to encourage it. To ignore the fact that the women are

forced into this work, and then to proclaim the wickedness of inter-

fering with their freedom, is really too absurd.

There is a very able article by George Julian Harney (U.S.A.) in

the Jubilee supplement to the Newcastle Chronicle for June 22nd,
giving a sketch of the Chartist movement, and a useful reminder that
the extended political liberty of the last fifty years has simply given
more power to the capitalist as against the landlord, and not to the
worker as against the employing class. - J. L. Maiiox.

One of the coalowners that insisted most firmly on the reduction
Potter—has just died. Curiously enough. Potter's father died im
mediately after a strike which terminated adversely to the men some
years ago. Superstitious people might say that this was another
solemn warning to the Potter family against grinding down the wages
of the workers.

In an article in the Co-operative News G. J. Holyoake says that J.

Brailsford Bright's article in the Commonweal is the first sign of a
disposition on the part of Socialists to regard co-operation with a
friendly eye. It is a pity that a representative man like Mr. Holy-
oake should know so little of the present Socialist movement and its

relation to other progressive movements. In spite of the fact that
some Socialists, by no means of a representative standing, have railed

against co-operation, the party generally is in sympathy with the aims
of co-operators. Sometimes unfortunately mere dividend-hunting arro-

gates to itself the title of co-operation, and then it deserves condemna-
tion not because under present conditions it is wrong for workmen to
get dividends when they can, but because they put forward their
dividend-hunting as a remedy for the present system of exploitation.

A, K. D.

"O'Brien is a man. Honour and praise to that courage that refuses the
protection of the capitalist troops, even when his life is menaced.

—

Bewver
Labor Enquirer. Well, " you can't most always sometimes tell." This same
O'Brien sought the protection of the " saviours of society " in New York,
June 4, and he successfully escaped being publicly worshipped by the hero-
worshipping workingmen. He was horrified to think that the '* mudsills "

want to abolish private property in land. He wants none of that, and yet
he has been lauded as an Irish patriot ! D'ye call that a man ?— Workmen's
Advocate,
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•have you not heard how it has gone with many a cause before now: first, few MEM
HSXD IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON !

'
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England
Justice
Jus
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Norwich—Daylight
Die Autonomie

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald
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New York—Freiheit
Truthseeker
Der Sozialist

Volkszeitnng
John Swinton's Paper

Boston—Woman's Journal
Chicago (111.)—Vorbote
Labor Enquirer

Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer

Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West
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Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
Xew Haven (Conn.)—Work-

men's Advocate
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Le Socialiste

Le Revolte
Guise—Le Devoir
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Rome—L'Emancipazione
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Social-Demokraten
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NOTES.
The Fall Mall is sanguine enough to see a hope of Liberal reunion in

Lord Hartington's speech ; a less sanguine supporter of Liberalism

would see in it the ordinary utterance of a Tory in Whig's clothing

(which is the wolf and which the sheep?). But really to take any

serious notice of such people as this lazy Whig-Tory lord would be

beneath the part of the mere journalist even, if it were not for the

worship of Parliament which is such a curious part of the modern
Englishman's creed. Meanwhile there is one comfort, not all the

Queen's horses (even with artificial tails and stuffed ears) and all the

Queen's men can put the Liberal party together again. There is an-

end of that piece of humbug at any rate.

It is said in the daily papers :
" An illuminated address of congratu-

lation on the event of the Jubilee will be presented to her Majesty

to-day by Sir James D. Linton and Mr. Alfred Everill on behalf of the

Royal Institute of Painters in Water Colours. It is bound in the form

of an album in crimson plush," etc. Only by a printers' error, I sup-

pose, the statement is omitted that the plush was cut from the seat of

a pair of breeches of that material hitherto reserved for the wear of the

President of the illustrious society—the loss will be supplied.

The amendment to the Mines Regulation Bill designed to put an end

to the work of the pit-brow women was thrown out. This was a fore-

gone conclusion, considering the amount of ignorance of economy shown

on both sides of the question, mingled with the determination to do

nothing likely to put a spoke in the wheel of capitalism, which is the

natural atmosphere of the House of Commons. Mr. McLaren, appar-

ently quite innocently, gave the key-note to the whole debate when he

said, " No objection had been urged against the employment of women
on the pit-bank that could not be urged with as much force against

the whole factory system of this country."

To Mr. M*Laren that seemed a conclusive argument ;—and to us it

seems so also. It would not be worth while attacking here and there

a special abuse, a special horror of the present labour system, unless

through it we were attacking the whole capitalistic system ; we don't

want to improve the system which Mr. M'Laren obviously thinks as

necessary to the production of commodities as the sun is to the produc-

tion of plants, but to sweep it away.

The case of the pit-brow women has been put more than once in the

Commonweal^ but as not everybody who may get hold of this number
will be a subscriber to the paper, it may shortly be stated again thus :

that these women are employed on work unfit for women in order to^

reduce the wages of men in the coal industry. That is the whole
matter in a nutshell. W. M.

A letter on " The Labour Struggle," signed " Oswald Birchall," and
dated " Buscot Rectory, Lechlade, Jubilee Bay," appears in the
Co-ojyerative News^ in the course of which the writer says, " I am glad

to learn from the Xevjs that co-operation is to be started at Cradley

Heath, but for such news I am generally obliged to turn to "The
Labour Struggle " in the Commonweal, of which I send you the current

number, I do not know how far the picture made up by the various

items there may be accurate or not; but surely it is as dreadfully

startling as ever, and ought to be looked into by all co-operative asso-

ciations, with a view to productive experiments, without waiting for

any other objects." I am sure I may venture to inform our friend that-

if there be any inaccuracy in the " dreadfully startling " account pres-

ented in the "Labour Struggle," it is certainly not in the direction of

overstating the case. T. B.

A FREE-TRADER'S VIEW OF THE LABOUR
QUESTION.

II.

This, then, is the second proposition that presents itself in consider-

ing Mr. Atkinson's view of the relations of labour and capital : That,

the nationalisation of capital, attended as it would be by the division

of the profits of the capitalists amongst the working classes, would give

such slight additional advantage to the latter as to render it, even if

just, not worth the trouble of doing.

As I have already pointed out, most capitalists get far more than

5
J- per cent, of the total proceeds of their business ; railway share-

holders, for instance, taking more than one-half, or over 50 per cent.

In such cases there can be no question whether it is worth while

for the labourers to claim their rights. I must leave it to the men
who live on £60 a-year to determine whether an extra £12 is worth
striving for. All I know is, that it is not worth their while to work
as they do for what they can buy with £60 a-year.

Let us, however, suppose, for the sake of argument, that Mr. Atkin-

son's figures represent truly the "present division of profits," and that,

divided all round, the capitalists' share would not make five pounds-

a-year diflference. Ought not the workers, then, to be satisfied, and
Socialist agitators shut their mouths, and settle down in peace ? Surely

nothing more could be desired ]

Well, as I said before, the labour question does not to ray mind run
on one line only ; it is a figure of many sides, of which this of wages
and the division of profits is perhaps the least important. We Social-

ists believe that the day will come when there will be no more profit-

making, nor working for wages or money at all, but all will work for

one common aim, as may sometimes be seen amongst the brothers and
sisters of one family.

But before that blessed time arrives other things besides wages must
be readjusted. For there are far more important relations between

capital and labour than those which aifect wages. Here, for instance,

is something connected with another side of the question : "A general

meeting of the cotton-spinners of Lancashire, Cheshire, and the neigh-

bouring districts was held in Manchester yesterday, when it was.

resolved to run the mills upon half-time for eight weeks. This step is-

attributed to the adverse eliect upon the spinners of the speculations^

of cotton-brokers at Liverpool". {Standard, May 28). I will not now
go into the effect of this decision on the wages of the working people ;.

but it is a fair example of " the service which capital does to labour in

assisting it to economise time." The main thing, however, to be
noticed in this extract is the proof it afibrds of the almost absolute

power which the capitalist has over the labourers so long as he has.

control of the capital. It is possible tor him to compel them to work,

themselves to death, or to stand idle and starve, according as it pays-

him best.

Still worse even than this is the misdirection and waste of labour

which goes on when the working classes are at the mercy of the holders

of capital ; for the latter have absolute power to employ the labourers

at whatever they may please—useful, useless, or absolutely harmful, as.

it suits their fancy. This it is which is the real, or at any rate by far

the most fruitful cause of overwork. Every labourer who is taken

away from the production of what he or his class needs, becomes a.

drag on those who are left. They have to produce the food he eats,

the clothes he wears, and everything that he uses ; and he does nothing:

for them in return, but is " employed " by some capitalist or master to^

do unnecessary work for him. And yet Mr. Atkinson tries to make
believe that it is a blessing to the labourers to have a capitalist to
" give further employment to labour," and thus prevent the working^

classes from enjoying that leisure which the introduction of machinery

should have afiforded them. If all the flunkeys and domestic servants,,

»11 the makers of articles of luxury and builders of large mansions and

churches, all the carriage-builders picture-painters, tailors, advertisers,,

aud innumerable others whose work is now absolutely wasted on those

who are utterly useless but whose possession of capital enables them as

a class to compel the labour of all these producers,—^if all these said

producers or hangers-on were to leave off working for another class,

and merely toil for the needs of their own class, even without the help

of modern inventions they would by working very short hours be able^^

to produce all that they needed ] and with " capital " in the form of
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machinery they might reduce almost to nothing the time occupied in
the production of their necessaries, though it must not be forgotten
that the manufacture of this machinery would take some of them away
from more healthy and happier work.

This would be the advantage of capital to the labourer, if it were not
for the capitalist ; so that it is entirely wrong to talk of capital and
capitalist as if they were one and the same thing ; the former being a
blessing to mankind, were it not for the curse imposed on us in the
person of the latter.

Surely this is a most important side of the labour question, and yet
Mr. Atkinson's straight lines don't lead us to it at all. One begins to

suspect that after all his view of the affair is only easy because so

extremely narrow, and the simple look it has is the sham simplicity

put on to hide dishonesty of thought. What other opinion can one
hold of such expressions as these :

" Every capitalist who puts his

money into useful work—into cloth, food, fuel, metals, and the like

—

saves every workman a deal more than he takes from him"; "For
every cent that almost every great capitalist receives, the workmen are
saved ten cents somehow or other "

1

But it is weary work to dwell so long on such stuff as this, and I
will pass on to the last paragraph, where we learn that " forty or fifty

years ago the men and women in the cotton-mills worked thirteen or
fourteen hours a-day, while they only earned half as much wages. . . .

It was just the same in every other kind of work. . . . Where it took
thirteen or fourteen hours then it now takes but ten hours. By and
by it will take less. Very likely the next generation will be able to

get just as good a living, and perhaps a better one than]][the present by
working eight hours a-day ; but they won't get it by Acts of Legis-

lature."

I commend this, especially the last sentence, to the consideration of

all. The evident idea is to show that the capitalist is the benefactor
to whom the workers owe the shorter hours of labour which we are
told they enjoy. Whereas the fact is that in every instance the capit-

alists have as a body resisted every concession in the way of shortening
the hours of labour that has hitherto been requested. What little

advantage has been gained has been rendered more possible by machin-
ery and the increase of capital, but has been all but spoilt by the
capitalists ; and all benefits the workers enjoy are due almost wholly
to their own determined agitation. Bearing this fact in mind, we
must toil on, recognising that one truth of Mr. Atkinson's, that we
shall not get anything by Acts of the Legislature, and organise our-
selves in such a way that ere long we may experience the blessing of
capital, without its present attendant curse.

Meanwhile, I shall feel amply rewarded for what trouble I have had
in following Mr. Atkinson's dreary lines if I have succeeded in tearing
up any of them, so as to bring those who have been travelling along
them to the final break-doT^n of the train of thought which must pre-
cede their walking in the better paths of Socialism.

George Sturt.

LITERARY NOTICES.
Our Corner for July is an excellent number. John Eobertson's article on

" Culture and Eeaction. A Chapter in Political Science," is scholarly and
thorough. The second and concluding instalment will appear next month
and will be looked for with great interest. Annie Besant has a good article
on " The Future of the Workers in England," tliat the " If not, why ? " style
of argument would have some difficulty in meeting. There are several other
readable and interesting contributions, including poems by E. Nesbit and
Fred. Henderson, the sonnet by the latter written in prison*.

* Socialism : For and Against,' by Annie Besant and Charles Bradlaugh
(Freethought Publishing Co., 4d.), is a written debate upon Socialism, which
does not bring any new point very strongly forward, but once more restates
the old objections and ably answers them.

^The Socialist Movement,' by Annie Besant (Freethought Publishing Co.,
63 Fleet Street, 3d.), is a reprint of an article in the Westminster Review. It
is a calm, clear statement of Socialism and its aims ; an eloquent exposition
of the forces that work toward its realisation. A temperate and impartial
explanation is given of the attitude of differing schools of Socialists on the
most important points ; and altogether this is a most valuable pamphlet for
students of the subject.

* Radicalism and Socialism ' (same writer, publisher, and price) is an en-
deavour to show Eadicals that their political principles rightly held and
applied should make them Socialists, and that the whole tendency of modern
legislation is socialistic, a tendency so developed as to be beyond successful
interested resistance. Mrs. Besant says truly, " The main difference between
Eadicals and Socialists ... is that Eadicals take the steps towards Socialism
without recognising whither they are going ; while the Socialists see the
goal as well as the separate Acts of Parliament." There are those of us, of
whom the talented authoress is not one, would say that one of the lessons
she taught in this pamphlet is that Eadicals are perfectly competent to do
all that can be done on parliamentary lines, and that for Socialists the rdle
of teacher and agitator was the one most open. S.

The Concentration of Capital.—From 1863 to 1869 there were 4,782
new limited companies, from 1870 to 1876 there were 6,905 ; from 1877 to
1883 there were 8,643 ; and in 1883, 1,634, the largest number of new com-
panies ever started in one year. These figures show rapid and enormous
concentration. A large proportion of these fail, but that is simply the sur-
vival of the fittest companies. This shows the growth of large capitals.
Here is the smashing up of the small. Bankruptcies and composition with
creditors from 1870 to 1875 rose gradually from 5,002 to 7,899 ; by 1879 they
reached 13,132. Since then they have gradually decreased, the slaughter of
the superfluous being fairly well accomplished for a time. The great increase
of large fortunes is also a proof of the concentration of capital. The
co-operative stores have smashed up hundreds of shopkeepers.—J. L. M.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE MAEGIN OF PEOFIT.

Owing either to their extraordinary dulness or to their impudent dis-
honesty, several of our opponents persist in using "profit" and "surplus-
value " as identical terms, and in maintaining that if the margin of profit is

proved to be small, it necessarily follows that the workers would not be
benefitted to an appreciable extent were they to receive in addition to -their
wages all the surplus-value they create. Over and over again it has been
pointed out to these people (manifestly without effect) that even when little
or no profit is being made there may still be produced an enormous amount
of surplus-value.

To prove this once more, I append the balance-sheet for 1886 of an Ayr-
shire farmer, which appears in a report on * Farm Eents in Scotland,' drawn
up by Mr. Lucien J. Walker, United States commercial agent in Dunferm-
line. I choose this balance-sheet out of several at hand, of various industrial
concerns, because agriculture, it is frequently asserted, is the most unprofit-
able industry in the country, and is therefore likely (if all that our opponents
say be true) to be the industry in which the least surplus-value is produced.
We are led to expect that the rate of exploitation is very small iudeed—so
small that farm labourers would receive only a few pence in addition to their
present wage were they to s^et the full fruits of their labour. Contrary to
expectation, however, we find in the case of this farm that although the
profit is nil^ the rate of the production of surplus-value is over 200 per cent.
In plain English, for every £100 paid out of the net produce as wages to
labour, £200 is paid as rent and interest to capital. It is evident that if the
exploitation of labour were put an end to, the wages of labour on this par-
ticular farm might be trebled, as the workers on it are at present robbed of

£2 out of every £3 the net produce of their labour brings in the market

!

Balance-Sheet of an Ayrshire Farm in 1886.

Received.

Grain ... £40 16

Green Crop 13

Hay ... 60 10 6

Stock 40

Dairy Produce 201 10

Grazing 75

£430 16 6

Paid.

Manure, Feeding Stuffs £74 15
Rent 200
Interest 40

{Deduct small percentagefor
insurance and depreciation.

)

Wages 64 17
Ditto, Balance left farmer

to pay taxes, etc., and to

feed, clothe, and educate
his children 51 4

Profit nil.

£430 16 6

The words in italics are mine.
Let us hope we shall have no more of the margin-of-profit juggle.

J. Haldane Smith.

" CHEISTIANITY, POSITIVISM, AND SOCIALISM."

Friend,—That Christian or any other morality may easily be, and is, dis-

torted to suit selfish individual ends is not only credible, but undoubtedly
true

;
yet it is diihcult in the light of tarly Christian teaching to altogether^

accept Mr. Bax's views.

The "notion of Holiness," while cunvtying the sense of the relation of the
individual soul with God, equally necessitates the highest social morality

;

?nd this double teaching—generalised in the words "Love the Lord thy
God and thy 7ieighbour as thyself—is amplified throughout the whole of the
New Testament. The writer who said " What doth it profit though a man
say he hath faith and have not works ? Can faith save him ? " certainly had
not the notion that the requirements of the Christian faith ceased at an
introspective holiness ; while the works implied have no connection with.
introspection. Again, the general and, to a modern individualist, meaning-
less denunciations of the rich are but examples of social teaching which, we
may take it, had their partial result in the semi-communism lately mentioned.
This teaching, well set forth in the epistle quoted, is also apparent through-
out the whole of the Testament, and is entirely inseparable from the intro-
spective which apparently gives such offence.

It were perhaps unjust to apply Mr. Morison's Napoleonic quotation to
Mr. Bax, yet this ignoring of the twofold nature of Christian teaching would
certainly seem in some measure to warrant it.

While recognising the present social condition to be the result of a purely
human disease—selfishness—to which social evolution is applying a divine
remedy—brotherhood—is it just to attribute either directly or indirectly
such condition to a religion which, in its primitive teaching at least, while
asserting individual responsibility severely condemned individual selfishness ?

—Yours sincerely, Charles J. Gladwell.

McGlynn has set New York in a roar by saying that O'Brien is only Lans-
downe with twenty-five per cent off ! This hit harder and truer than the
Canadian brick.

—

Denver Labour inquirer.

" I am for Ireland and Ireland alone. I will touch nothing else."

—

Wil-
liam O'Brien. Then what are you doing here ? We, organised workmen,
are men of all nationalities, and contend for the workers of the world>
including the Irish. William, you're a disgrace to humanity.— Workinen^s
Advocate,

" Brain " Work.—Jay Gould :
" Want a yacht, eh ? Well, youVe got to

make the money to buy it. I'll take a walk down street." Son George :

" Yes, father." "I'll slip on the pavement." "Yes, father." "And have
myself brought back in an ambulance." " Yes, father." " Then stocks will
drop and you buy." " Yes, father." " Then I'll go out on the front pave-
ment and dance a jig.'' " Yes, father." " Then stocks will go up ana you
sell."—Denver Labour Enquirer,

That the labourers are entitled to life and the means of life ; that they are
entitled to the full benefit resulting from their labour ; that in order to
secure these, they must control the means ; and that any system which
makes it possible for individuals to enslave others is wrong and must be
abolished—these are the principles that animate the real labour movement.
Carry on the agitation for principles ; be as radical as you please, but don't
make idols of men and worship them.— Workmerf/s Advocate*
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BRITAIN.

The Dundee masons came out on strike on Saturday, for an advance of a

halfpenny on their present wages of 7d. per hour.

At a meeting of cotton spinners in Heywood, on the 24th, representing

250,000 spindles, it was decided unanimously to run short time.

Meetings of joiners have been held in Dundee to consider the wages ques-

tion, with a view of enforcing the standard rate in all the workshops in

> Dundee.

The strike of masons, which took place in Dundee last Saturday, has been
partially settled by several of the employers conceding the advance of a

halfpenny per hour on the standard rate of wages, 7d. per hour.

The whole of the limited spinning companies in the Ashton and Staly-

bridge district have agreed to commence three days a week for two months.

At Oldham, short time has started at Sun Mill, Gladstone, and other com-
panies.

India mills, which are the largest in the Darwen district, have now been
closed for about six weeks, and are not expected to recommence work until

after the Darwen fair holidays, which commence in about a month. Cotton
Hall Spinning Mill and Darwen Spinning Company's Mill are also closed

owing to the state of trade.

The weavers employed at the Lower Darwen and by Messrs. Thomas and
Eichard Eccles are out on strike. The weavers allege as their reason bad
material, contending that it cannot be worked properly. The mill is closed,

and is not likely to be again opened for some time unless, it is said, the

workpeople make a special request to the employers.

Blackheath Stud and Peg Trade.—On Saturday the operatives in the

stud and peg trade in the Blackheath and Rowley Regis districts gave their

employers 14 days notice for a return to the 1881 list of prices.

Colliery Engineers' Wages at Brierley Hill.—Fourteen days' notice

was given on Friday last at the Earl of Dudley's collieries in the Brierley

Hill district for a reduction of 4d. a day in the wages of colliery engineers

—

from 33. 8d. to 3s. 4d. a day.

The London Trades Council Annual Report is to hand, eight pages, of

which four and a half are devoted to the proceedings connected with the visit

to Sandringham, and eight lines to strike movements. There is a good deal

of implied abuse of Socialists which will be dealt with next week.

The Edinburgh Trades' Council at a special meeting resolved, by a

majority of 14 to 12, to refuse the ticket of admission to the West-
minster Jubilee service, which had been forwarded to the President by the

Secretary of the National Union of Conservative Associations. In conse-

quence of certain expressions used towards him by one of the members,
Mr. George Mackay intimated his intention of sending in his resignation as

President.

On Monday morning, three chain shops at Dudley Wood and New Town,
near Cradley Heath, were blown up by gunpowder. The shops are said to

have been used by workmen who have been working under price, and an

inspection of the buildings shows that they have been destroyed by canisters

of gunpowder being dropped down the chimneys to which fuses were
attached. The hearths and buildings are completely destroyed.

On Friday the 24th ult. a deputation of about 100 workers residing at

Bloomfield, Tipton, waited upon the Poor Law Guardians, and applied for

relief. It was stated that about 400 ironworkers and their [families were
starving, through the stoppage of the ironworks, some of the men not having

broken their fast for several days. The Chairman and other Guardians sym-
pathised with the men, and stated that the only relief they could give was
to send them into the workhouse.

At a representative meeting of chainmakers on the 24th ult. at Cradley

Heath, it was stated that at meetings of the operatives held throughout the

Seuth Staffordshire and East Worcestershire districts, they had unanimously

decided to cease work on the 1st July, in consequence of a number of em-
ployers having disregarded the recognised list of prices. The result will be

that upwards of 3000 operatives will turn out on strike. Arrangements are

being made to provide co-operative works on an extensive scale, which, it is

contended, will deprive the obnoxious middlemen of their occupation.

Broxburn—Shale-workers' Wages.—Notices have been posted up at

Newliston and Holmes intimating that, in accordance with an agreement

come to by the whole of the oil companies, the miners and oncost men will

have their wages reduced by one-sixth after next pay day. It is expected

that a similiar notice will be posted at Broxburn Oil Works in a few days.

End of a Strike.—Some few days ago the colliers working in Wester
Gartshore Pit, W. Scotland, struck work owing to the attempted imposition

of a scale of deductions for **dirt" sent up in the hutches, which the men
regarded as unreasonable. A meeting between the masters, the men, and
the miners' agent for the district has resulted in the scale being withdrawn,

a,nd the men have resumed work.

Glasgow Bakers.—A meeting of the operative bakers of Glasgow was
held last week for the purpose of considering their hours of labour ; Mr.
David Fortune presided. It was moved by one of the bakers, " That this

meeting is of opinion that the present state of trade demands the gravest

consideration, inasmuch as the position of the operatives has become such

that it is simply impossible that they can in any adequate measure fulfil the

duties devolving on them as citizens of the commonwealth." This resolution

was seconded by Mr. H. Tait, general secretary of the Scottish Railway
Servants, and supported by Mr. Drummond, secretary of the Scottish Typo-
graphical Society (the latter of whom remarked that, in his opinion, twenty-

four hours would settle any dispute if the men chose to stop supplies), and
wais unanimously passed.

Glasgow Trades' Council.—This Council met on the 22nd, Mr. R. C.

Grant, president, in the chair. Mr. Hunter reported on behalf of the bakers

that they had held a meeting on the preceding night to take steps to improve

their trade. He went on to state how things were now managed in the Co-

operative Society. Until recently the men working there had not started

work before four o^clock, although they were confessedly straitened for room
;

but, strange to say, now that they had opened splendid premises, with plenty

of room and all the latest improvements, they had found out that they re-

qtiiredtb bemn work at 1 o'clock with the prospect of being advanced to

ILo'clbtjk.: This, he thought, was not creditable to the co-operators, who
iTetfe many of them worfcing-men, and many of them trades' unionists. He

had also heard that other little pleasant surprises were expected to be in

store for them, notwithstanding that at the present time more work was
screwed out of them than in any shop in the city. A considerable number
of men in the Council who are co-operators said they would take the earliest

opportunity of inquiring into the matter.

The Lothian Shale Miners.—A mass meeting of the shale miners of

Broxburn, Uphall, Holmes, Newliston, etc., was held on Thursday night at

Broxburn, to consider the proposed reduction of their wages. Mr. Wilson,
agent, pointed out that there had been no change in the oil trade during the

past twelve months to warrant this reduction. He denounced the Broxburn
Company—a com-Dany which could pay 15 per cent., and had <£25,000 un-
divided profits—for proposing to reduce the men's wages, many of whom,
he said, were not earning as much, after paying deductions, as it would
require to keep them and their families in the poor's house. With the ex-

ception of four men, who held that they should not begin work on the

reduction at all, all present (about 1,000 men) agreed to resort to a four-

days-a-week policy, the onus thus falling on the employers if they were
locked out. The reduction of wages is to the extent of one-sixth. Workers,
miners es]iecially, ought to see the need for " a long pull, a strong pull, and
a pull all together," to put an end to this monstrous capitalistic system with
its uiider-payment and over-work for the many and its leisure and luxury
for the few. Petty local strikes can have little or no effect. Workers in all

industries must combine and quietly but determinedly set aside all land-

owners, shareholders, dividend-drawers of all kinds, and other drones : and
work the land, the mines, and the capital of the country for behoof of the

industrious only. To organise and educate the workers to this end is what
the Socialist League sets before it, and therefore all intelligent working-men
ought to enrol themselves as members.

London Apprentices.—At the instigation of Sir E. Currie, on behalf of

the trustees of the People's Palace, the London Trades' Council has through
its secretary, Mr. George Shipton, issued an invitation to the trades to

attend a meeting of workmen to be held in the Memorial Hall, Farringdon
Street, and by the time this is in print the meeting will have been held.

The trustees of the People's Palace, with the assistance of the Trades'

Council, propose " to establish an extensive scheme under which apprentices

in all trades of the metropolis should be asked to compete for various prizes

in their respective industries with a view, if possible, of showing that the

charges sometimes made against English workmen that they are inferior to

their foreign rivals cannot be sustained." The object of calling the meeting
is " to formulate a plan for reaching the apprentices in all trades throughout
the metropolis, and inducing them to exhibit specimens of their individual

work of the particular industry in which they may be serving their time."

An exhibition of the works is to take place in the Queen's Hall of the

People's Palace, and prizes of considerable value are to be given. The Execu-
tive of the Trades' Council adds :

" The question of apprenticeship is one of

vital moment to England's workpeople and their industrial future." There

is a sort of pseudo-medisevalistic smack about all this nonsensical twaddle.

The apprentices of the metropolis, compared to the number of youths en-

gaged in the various forms of industry, how many of them are apprentices

in the old English sense of the word ? Few indeed, very few. Besides, the

present-day method of producing goods has done away with the necessity

for apprenticeship in the proper sense and meaning of the term. Ever
since the rise of the industrial system, ever since the invention of labour-

saving machinery, the processes of production have become more and more
divided. Even in industries that machinery has not directly aftected, sub-

division of craft has been made. To-day the boot-maker is only in part a

boot-maker ; he is either laster, rivetter, finisher, clicker, or something in

the leather line. In other trades it is much the same, and there are very

few trades to-day in which may be found the entire workman, the maker or

doer of the craft right out. As the capitalistic method of production has

developed, so gradually has been wrought an entire change in the character

of the industries of the country. Of course, all this is obvious to the most

superficial observer. The point to note about this ostentatious business, is'

the attempts that are being made from time to time by the various City

Companies to make the workers believe that they have an ever-watchful eye

for their interests. The Plumber's Company has lately been bestirring

itself. The Master of the Draper's Company, the newly-made knight along

with a number of others, are now a-fussing about and talking, if even they

be in earnest, about matters they know little or nothing about. The words

London apprentices have about them an old-fashioned charm, and this pro-

bably accounts for the action of the London Trades' Council in the matter.

To-day I simply draw attention to the meeting, and refrain from discussing

in detail its object. I hope to be able to do this after the meeting has been

held.—H. A. Barker.

FEANCE.
It appears that a new period of expulsions is likely to go on. Comrade

Luigi Parmeggiani has received last week orders to leave France, because he

is a Socialist, and only therefore, for he has done nothing whatever against

the so-called " law and authority." He at once declared that he refused to

go, having the right, as an international Socialist, to live anywhere he likes.

The Cri dii Feuple says that the same measure will be applied to several

other " foreigners," and gives them the good advice to do the same as Par-

meggiani.

At Montiu^on, 1500 glassbottle-makers are on strike. They have decided

not to resume work until their "masters" have accepted their proposals

—

8 hours of work for each 24 hours, and all bottles thrown aside to become the

property of the workers. This last condition is a very important one, be-

cause the exploiters throw aside a great quantity of bottles, which in reality

they afterwards sell at the same price as the well-finished bottles, without

paying any salary for them. To this swindle the workers intend to put an

end. We are invited by the Chambre Syndicale (Trades Union) of the glass-

bottle makers of Montlu9on to warn English glass-bottle makers not to cross

the Channel and accept work there.

BELGIUM.
Agitation is going on amongst the unfortunate workers of this country*

At Mons, at Charleroi, at La Louvidre, at Li^ge, Seraing, in all the miners

districts, the general impression is that in a very short time a general strike

will again break out, and it is said that the Executive Council of the Parti

Ouvrier is intending this time to take the head of the movement. The
Socialists of Ghent also are said to prepare themselves to join in the struggle.

Everywhere, in Ox-der to make the next outbreak a success, the woi^ers are

endeavouring by all means to secure a good and strong organisation, and, as

matters stand now, they hope that the final result of their efforts will be
beneficial to them.
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GERMANY.
Twenty-two new arrests have been made in, Magdeburg, and the accused

have been ordered to Leipzig for high treason. Eighteen other Socialists

have been expelled. Perquisitions are made every day. It is in Magdeburg
that resides the omnipotent M. Krieter, police councillor, who recently pub-
lished a book entitled "The Secret Organisation of Socialism in Germany."

The State of Siege for Leipzig and district has been prolonged for the term
of one year. Never mind ! Socialism is spreading all over Saxony all the
same.

According to the laws against the Socialists, the police director of Berlin
has prohibited the circulation of the pamphlets of the International Revolu-
tionary Library edited in New York. Since that prohibition was issued,

several thousand copies have been distributed throughout Germany. The
best answer indeed !

The Socialist paper Leipziger Volkshlatt has been suppressed, and Albert
Seebach, the publisher, and Albert Schmidt, the chief editor of the paper,
have been expelled from Saxony.

In Elberfeld and Barmen the Socialists have distributed secretly during
the last week 10,000 copies of a large size pamphlet entitled * Address to the
German Voters.' The business as a whole was performed very successfully,
two Socialists only having been arrested, and we know that two out of a
dozen is not much in the police-blessed land of Germany.

^
At Hamburg, the police "[authorities " have lately made several perquisi-

tions in all the streets which are in the vicinity of the Lake Binnen-Alster,
and they have discovered immense quantities of pamphlets, leaflets, Socialist
papers, mostly published at New York and at Berlin, but they have made
no arrest, "because," says a Hamburg bourgeois paper, "they ought to have
arrested all the inhabitants of that part of the town, all being Socialists."
Right so !

ITALY.
Carrara.—A correspondent to the Emancipazione (Rome) writes very

warmly in a late number of that journal of the miserable condition of the
day-labourers and navvies at work in the town. Of late some drainage-work,
enlargement of the cemetery, etc., were put up to auction by the°munici-
pality—Italian officials are more impudently frank and open in their doings
thali others—and were of course knocked down to some conscienceless specu-
lators who kindly offered to do the work for an impossible price ; whereafter
the curious observer might watch the mushroom growth of a slave-driving
organisation " in little," in which the slaves work some 14 hours a-day with
as little respite as may be for the necessary stowage of food, ruled with the
rod of iron of petty despotism, cursing their fate and bearing with it out of
sheer force of habit.

Wages of Railway Employes.—The wages of railway employes in Italy
are regulated by the different companies on the basis of the strictest economy.
I will give one or two examples that may be interesting to those whom
"work and wages" concern. The clerks of the Roman-Provincial line, after
working several months on day-wages, enter into a monthly salary of 100 lire

(£4) or less than £1 a week ; after 10 or 12 years they can rise* to between
130 lire and 1V5 lire (£4 to £7). On the Southern line the monthly rise is

only from 5 to 15 lire in such long periods that the life of Noah himself
would scarcely suffice for a hard-working clerk to touch the princely salary
of 18 lire monthly. The pay of the rest of the "personale" is meted out in
like proportion. There is perhaps nothing out of the common in these figures
for Italian wages, and with one more instance I will have done, that of the
pointsman who has to be, or should be a man of trust, and whose obviously
important duties should be proportionately paid—this man on the Roman-
Provincial receives a wage of Is. 2d. per day !

Grave Danger.—"Dr. M'G)ynn in grave danger," says a headline in the
Kansas City Times. And what do you suppose is the nature of this
" danger ? " Why, the senile Mr. Pecci, of Rome, is said to threaten to ex-
communicate him if he does not present himself before tlie ecclesiastical
tribunal in that city within a certain specified time ! What terrors such a
prospect must have for a healthy mind \~Lucifer.

Sentence on Russian Nihilists.-—The verdict has been pronounced in
the trial of the persons charged with murdering Colonel Soudeikin, chief of
the St. Petersburg secret police, in December last. Seven of the accused
were^ sentenced to death, fourteen to terms of hard labour, and two were
acquitted. It seems to be the first time that a Russian court-martial has
ever acquitted political criminals.

The Black Flag in Cork.—In consequence of the action of the Mayor
of Cork in hoisting a black flag on the municipal offices on Jubilee Day, and
also what the authorities regard as a prejudiced disposition to deal leniently
with ofienders of a certain class, Captain Plunliett, divisional magistrate,
has taken magisterial charge of the city. He has issued instructions to the
police to permit no prisoner to be discharged on the mayor's order, and to
have all prisoners tried by a resident magistrate.

The Famine Years in Ireland.—We are often asked to give the statistics
of the exportation of food from Ireland during the famine there. Here are
some. The first figures are taken from two returns made to the House of
Commons of the exports from Ireland into Great Britain for the quarter
ending July 5, 1846. Of the first account : wheat, 59,478 quarters ; barley,
18,417 do. ; oats, 245,067 do. ; flour, 242,257 cwts. ; oatmeal, 138,241 do. Of
the second

: oxen, bulls, and cows, 33,850 ; calves, 1293 ; sheep and lambs,
56,669 ; swine, 124,762. 14,369 barrels of oats were exported from Limerick
to London and Glasgow the third week of November, at the same time that
£210 duty was paid on the importation of Indian corn. From the same port
47,000 firkins of butter were shipped from 1st May. From other returns we
find that the total export of provisions from the ports of Waterford,
Cork, Limerick, and Belfast, from the 1st of August 1846 to the 1st of
January 1847 was: pork, barrels, 37,123 ;. bacon, flitches, 222,608; butter,
firkins, 388,455; hams, hgsds., 1971; Beef, tierces, 2555, wheat, barrels,
48,526 ; oats, barrels, 448,232 ; barley, barrels, 12,029 ; oatmeal, cwts., 7210

;

flour, cwts., 144,185 ;
pigs, 44,659 ; cows, 9007 ; sheep, 10,288. A careful

census of the agricultural, produce of Ireland for the year 1847, made by
Captain Larcom, as a Government Commissioner, gives the total value of
that produce as £44,958,120 sterling, which would have amply sustained
double the entire people of the island. If all the figures of the famine years,
of which these few are a fair sampj^^ '^ere gathered together, it would be
found that there was no necessity i0 a famine at all, were it not for "law
and order" and the "rights of propjery " ; and that English rule and land-
ordism are to be credited with a million and a half deaths of hunger.—S.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Eoad, E.C.

Co-operative Store.- -The Committee attend at the offices at 8.30 p.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. See advertisement on last page,

London Members.—The first meeting of London Members will be held on
Monday the 4th of July.

Open-air Pr0paganda.~The Lecture Secretary requests that all the League
lecturers will attend the General Meeting on Monday next, and that London
Branches send delegates to assist the arrangement of a rotation of lecturers and
other business connected there vvith.

Resolution of Council.
*'That all monies collected at open-air meetings must be duly handed to the

treasurer of the League, and the receipt of same acknowledged in Commonweal"

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Hammersmith Branch (two weeks), £1. Edward Carpenter (two quarters), £10.

K. F. (weekly), Is. Medical Student (don.), 5s. —Total, £11, 6s.

FOR PROPAGANDA.
Collected at Regent's Park—19th, 2s. SJd. ; 26th, 4s. 4Jd.

Ph. W. , Treasurer, June 28.

EEPOKTS.
Bloomsbuky.—On Thursday, June 23, Mrs. Besant lectured to a crowded

audience on ** The Prosperity of the Working Classes." A few questions were
asked, and there was a slight discussion after the lecture. On Sunday, W. H.
Utley lectured to a large crowd at the Arsenal Gates, Woolwich, on " Socialists

and Radicals." Large quantities of literature were sold at this meeting, which
comrade Banner also addressed.—U.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, June 22, T. Bolas opened a very interesting

discussion on *' Limitations of Communism." On Sunday, June 26, we held a
good meeting on Clerkenwell Green, addressed by Annie Taylor, Somerville,

Lane, and Blundell. In our hall, after the outdoor meeting, T. Bolas lectured
on " Cax^italism, its Growth and Delimination. " Several questions were asked
and answered, and then a rather lively discussion followed. Commonweal and
pamphlets keep steady sale.—A. T. and W. B.

Hackney.— D. Nicoll addressed a large meeting at the Salmon and Ball on
Sunday morning. At the club on Sunday evening, H. A. Barker delivered a
lecture on " Evolution and Socialism" to a good audience. Discussion followed.

Merton and Mitcham.— Last Sunday morning Eden addressed a good meet-
ing on the Fair Green. In the evening Winkworth, Hardesty, and Kitz made a
propagandist tour around Garrett, Tooting, and Wimbledon, distributing litera-

ture from house to house.—F. Kitz.
North London.—On Sunday morning, in Rccjent's Park, we held a very good

meeting, addressed by Cantwell, Brooks, and Mainwaring. Some opposition was
offered by an American, who was astonished that such a number of Englishmen
stood quietly by and heard their Parliament called *' a den of thieves," and was
satisfactorily replied to.

Edinburgh.—On Saturday evening, C. W. Tuke and J. Smith had a good
meeting at Loanhead. On Sunday evening, in Queen's Park, a large and very
attentive meeting was addressed by Davidson, Tuke, J. H. Smith, and Gilray.
Commonweal sold out at this meeting, and good sale in Meadows.—J. G.
Glasgow.—On Saturday, Paterson, Carmichael, Glasier, and McMunn ad-

dressed a good meeting at Motherwell, and in spite o^ interruptions from some
Orange rowdies they were listened to with great attention. Good sale of Com-
monwuil. On Sunday, at Paisley Road Toll, a large audience gathered to hear
Glasier and Burns. Gommomveal sold well. On the same day, McLean gave a
very thoughtful and interesting lecture on Socialism to the Coatbridge Branch of

the Irish National League. There was a large and enthusiastic audience.
North Shields.—Large and successful meeting was addressed by A. K.

Donald. Quire of Commonweal and other literature sold on Sunday morning.
A collection for expenses was made.
Norwich.—On Sunday, we held a successful meeting at Wymondham, ad-

dressed by Henderson and another. Commomceal sold well. In the afternoon,
we held our usual meeting in Market-place, addressed by Henderson and Darley.
In the evening a large meeting was held on Agricultural Hall Plain, Morley and
Slaughter speaking. Many adjourned with us from there to Gordon Hall, which
was crowded. Henderson lectured on " Parliamentary Action."—J. S.

South Shields,—A large meeting was addressed by A. K. Donald in the
Market-place on Sunday evening. A number of questions were put and an un-
abated interest shown -In the cause. (Jood sale of literature. Friends wanting
to join, please communicate with J. Wood, 105, Bath Street.

Walsall.—On Monday, June 20, Sanders and Deakin spoke at Wednesbury
on *' The Meaning of Socialism." Names were given in for a Branch, and many
pledged themselves to push forward the work of organisation. Pelsail, a mining
village four miles from here, was visited on Wednesday, Sanders speaking on the
Green or common. We were well received, and at the close asked to come again.

On Saturday evening, in the Market - place, Walsall, Sanders spoke to large

audiences. Fair sale of literature.—J. T. D.

Dublin.—At the Labour League on Thursday, June 23, I. Cantwell delh^dred
a highly instructive address on '' Organisation," in the course of which hepoiniied
out that the condition of the labourers would never be improved so long as they
looked up to the middle-class for leadership, that they should rely entirely upon
themselves. An interesting discussion followed, in which Coffey, McGuinne^, a
popular temperance reformer, and others took part. A letter from conu-ade J^it^,

Merton, anent the Jubilee celebrations, was read amidst great applause. —0. |sL.

Nottingham Section, Socialist Union.—On Tuesday, June 21, the mem-
bers, to escape the tomfoolery connected with the Jubilee, held a picnic at

Gotham, a village seven miles from Nottingham, where no public celebration ^as
held. In the evening, with the help of the inhabitants, we held a large meeting.

Waine, Proctor, and Peacock delivered strong Socialist speeches, which were
well received. On Sunday morning, in Sneinton Market, Peacock addressed a
very good meeting. At night, in the Great Market-place, Waine and Peacock
spoke. There was some opposition, which was easily disposed of by Peacock.
Collections for the day, 5s. 8^d. Commonweal eagerly bought and soon sold

out.—A. C.

North of England Socialist Federation.—The propaganda this week has
been very successful. Donald and I went to Jarrow-on-Tyne, and to Seaton
Delaval on Wednesday and Friday last. On Saturday, Donald spoke at Seaton
Sluice, East Holywell, and Blyth, while I addressed good meetings further North
at Chevington, Broomhill, and Amble. On Sunday, Donald spoke to large -rtneet-

ings at North and South Shields and enrolled several members, while I went to
Sunderland and Monkwearmouth, and after a squabble with the police and a'few
wrangles with some roughs and a clergyman, got two large meetings and sold a
good deal of literature. On Monday night Donald lectured to the miners and
ironworkers of Consett, in Durham, while I went to New Delaval. On Tuesday
night successful meetings were held at Bebside and Throckley.—J. L. M.
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LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

BJ'OOTnsbwn/.—Commnmst Club, 49 Tottenham Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W. On Thursday June ,30

a Business Meeting of Members will be held, to be
followed by a Social Evening. All members are
requested to attend. On Thursday July 7, at 8.30,
F. Verinder will lecture.

Clerkenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.G. Sunday July 3, Branch Business
Meeting of Members, 7 p.m. Concert by W. Blun-
dell and Friends, 8.30 p.m. Wednesday July 6,

at 8.30 p.m. Edward Aveling, "Means of Propa-
ganda."

Groydon,—Parker Road.

Ba€kney.—2S Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11.30. ; Satur-
day, 7 till 12,30 ; Sunday 11 a.m. till 12 p.m. Lec-
ture on Sunday July 3, at 8.30: J. Lane, **The
National Loaf; who PJarns and who Eats it."

Monthly Business Meeting of Members, Tuesday
5th at 8.30 : election of officers and other important
business. A free Concert on Saturday July 2—all

members of the S.L. invited.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday July 3, at 8 p.m. J. Brailsford Bright,
a Lecture.

Eoxton (L.E.L.).—2 Crondall Street, New North Rd.
Club Room open on Monday, Wednesday, and Satur-
day evenings from 8 till 11. Singing Class every
Wednesday at 8.30. Lecture on Sunday July 3,
at 8 p.m.: Wade and Pope, "A Night with T.
Moore."

Merton.—II Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday momincj at 11,

.Mitcham.—Comer of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

JNorth London,—Branch meets at 32 Camden Road,
N.W., for reception of new members and other
business, on Wednesday evenings at 8 o'clock, until
further notice. H. Bartlett, sec.

PROVINCES.

. Bingley,—Coflfee Tavern. Every Monday at 7.30 p.m.

Birmingham,—Carr's Lane Coffee House. Every Mon-
day evening, at 8.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

.JhMin.—Irish Labour League, 2 Bachelors Walk,
every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discussion on all sub-
jects connected with the Labour Question.

Dalkeith (Edinburgh).—Open-air meeting Wednesday
at 8.15. Members especially invited, to make
arrangements for summer months.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—i Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 7.30 p.m. to transact business.
Class for the study of *Da8 Capital' at 8.30. [See
** Open-air " below.)

^r Olasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. Meeting of

Members in Rooms on Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.

Hamilton.—Paton's Hall, Chapel St. Every Thursday
at 7.30,

SuU.—Address all communications to E. Teesdale,
20 Shakspere Street. See Open-air meetings below.

. Lancaster.—Addresses every Sunday morning on the
Quay Jetty.

^^Leeds.—17 Chesham Street, Sweet Street. Club and
reading room open every evening. Business meet-
ings every Wednesday at 8 p.m.

_, Leicester.—Office of Hosiery Union, Horsefair Street.

Fridays at 8 p. m.

Manchester.—145 Grey Mare Lane, Bradford, Man-
chester. Club and Reading Room open every even-
utg 6 to 10 p.m. Lecture and discussion every
Wednesday at 8 p.m.

_. Norwich,—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures
every Sunday at 8 p.m. Business meeting every
Monday at 8.30 p.m. Speakers' Class every Sunday
at lO.db a.m. Social evening every Saturday at 8
p-.m. On Sunday at 8 o'clock, lecture by Fred Hen-
derson—subject, **The Marriage Question,"

- Oa^orrf.—Temperance Hall, 254 Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

^ Shields {North and SotUh).—^Meetings every Sunday,
Quay-side and Market Place. Branch meetings on
Thursday nights at the ** General Gordon," Bath
Street, Maxwell Street, South Shields. Secretary,

-jj. Heame^ 32 Clive Street, No. Shields.

Tuesday.
8 ... Ossulton Street, Euston Road NicoU

Wednesday.
8 . . .Broadway, London Fields Morris

Thursday.
8 . . .Hoxton, Pitfield Street The Branch

PROVINCES.
Edinburgh.—Sunday : Queen's Park, 6.80 p.m.
Loanhead.—Saturday 7 p.m.
Galashiels.—Monday evening.

Hawick.—Tuesday evening.

Dalkeith.—Wednesday 8. 15 p.m.

Olasgoio.—Sunday : Jail's Square, 1 o'clock ; Paisley

Road Toll at 5.

Blantyre,—Saturday : 6 o'clock.

Gambuslang.—Saturday : 8 o'clock.

Hull.—Open-air meetings will be addressed by J. L.

Mahon as follows : Monday July 4, Hessle Road,
*' Socialism and the Miners." Tuesday 5th, St.

George's Road, *' Practical Work for Socialists."

Wednesday July 6th, Waterloo Street, "Socialism,
Trades'-unionism, and Co-operation." All beginning
at 8 p. m.

Leeds.—Sunday: Hunslet Moor, 11; Vicar's Croft, 7.

Norwich.—Sunday : Market Place at 3 ; Agricultural

Hall Plain at 7.

Aylsham.—Alternate Tuesdays : Market Place, at 7.

Dereham.—^Thursday : Market Place, at 7.15.

Diss and Wymondham.—Alternate Sundays at 10.30

and 11 respectively.

Yarmouth.—Wednesday : On the Quay, at 7.30.

Fa/sa/Z.—Saturday, at 6.30 pm.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

Id.

Id

Id.

Id.

Id

NORTH ENGLAND SOCIALIST FEDERATION.

Meetings—July.

Fri. 1

—

Backworthy 7 p.m.
Sut. 2

—

Cambor^s colliery, 3.30 p.m.
Place, 6.30 p.m.

Sun. 3

—

N. Shields^ Quay Side, 11 a.m.

land, the Garrison, 2.30 p.m.
Shields, Market Place, 6 30 p.m.

Mon. 4

—

Consett, near Town Hall, 7 p.m.

On Saturday July 9 an important Delegate Meeting
will be held at the Grey Mare Inn, Blyth, at 3 p.m.

Blyth Market

Sunder-
South

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. .

A Plea for Socialism. By J. L. Mahon.

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
unions in Relation to Socialism. B^
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors).

The Labour Question from the Socialist
Standpoint. By William Morris.

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By wauam
Morris , .Id,

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morris. . , , 2d.

The Woman Question. By Edward Aveling
and Eleanor Marx-Aveling 2d,

Art and Socialism. By Wm. Morris.
Bijou edition, 3d.; Large paper, Is.

The Aims of Art. By Wm. Morris. {Now Ready,)
Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d.

The Co-operative Commonwealth. By Lawrence
Gronlund. Author*s Edition, revised and enlarged

Paper covers, 2s. ; Cloth, 2s. 6d

The Religion of Socialism. By E. Belfort Bax
Cr. 8vo, cloth gilt 4s. 6d.

"All for the Cause!" Song. Words by William
Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 4s. 6d.

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.
Fine hand-made large paper 6d.

Socialist League, 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.C.

Where to get the
-A. Thomson, High St.

' Commonweal.

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—Excursion on July 10th to the

Rye House. Those wishing to take part in it can
obtain full particulars from the secretary.

Stamfokd Hill and Tottenham.—Comrades and
Friends living in this district desirous of forming a
branch of the Socialist League are requested to address

John Flockton, 3 Sussex Terrace, Markfield Road,
Broad Lane, Tottenham, or to the Secretary of the

League, 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

Woolwich.—Arsenal Gates, Sunday at 7 o'clock,

Grimsby,—J. L. Mahon will give three lectures on
Sunday July 3. In Freemans Road Market Place at

11 a.m. and 3 p.m., and in the Hall of Science at 7.

United Socialist Societies of London.—
Annual Excursion to Epping Forest (Robin Hood),
on Sunday July 10, by railway to Loughton Station,

for the benefit of the condemned comrades in Chicago.

The procession will start from the West-end at

9 a.m., comer of Tottenham Street and ('harlotte

Street; and from the East-end at 9 a.m., from the

Club Morgenroethe, Princes Square, Cable Street,

with full brass bands, banners, and standards.

Trains leave from Liverpool Street Station at fol-

lows : morning, 8.53, 9.53, 10,30; afternoon, 12.8,

2.28, 3.22, 5.50.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE GROCERY.
13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

AlBDRIE-
Arbroath—Mrs. Drummond
Birmingham—J. Sketchley, 8 Arthur Place Parade
Bradford—W. A. Clough, Well Street; James Schofield, Wake-

field Road; J. W. Ingram, 116 City Boad
Bristol—Morrish, Narrow Wine St.

Dublin—Wheeler, Earl St. ; O'Brien, 22 Upper Ormond Quay

;

Carver, 41 Amiens Street ; Mannock, 9 Great Brunswick Street
Dundee—Blair <St Son, Castle St.; Wm. Blair, 40 Wellgate and in
Overgate

Edinburgh—B. Given, 20 Bristo St.; News Stall, Princes St.;

Inglis, Dundee St.; George Weir, Freethought Depot, 5 Green-
side Place, Leith Walk ; Nicol, 5 High Street ; Badenoch, 5

Prospect Street
Galashiels—J. Scott, Buckholmside.
Glasgow—R. Ferguson, Ingram St.; W. Porteous & Co., Royal
Exchange Place; Mrs. Thomson, St. Enoch Sq.; Walter Scott &
Co., 4 Bridge St.; J. ToUins, 5 Main St., Bridgeton ; W. Stew-
art, 94 Canning St., Calton ; W. Winning, 270 Crown St.

Haverhill (Suffolk)—-Chevens & Son, High St.

Hamilton.—J. Smith, Gateside Street; J. Rankin, Chapel St.
Hawick—J. C. Goodfellow, High St.

Hull—H. Witty, Suffolk Row, Wincolmlee
Laurencekirk—J. Scott, High Street
Leeds—Mr. Walton, 11 Old Market Street ; Mr. J. Watapo, Sweet
Street ; Mr. Hutchinson, Meadow Road

Leicester—Secular Hail.

Leith— Robinson, Kirkgate
LiveRrooL—Landing Stage; Stocker, 27 Vauxhall Road ; Tibbs,

11 St. James Place ; F. Bacon, Prescott St.

Manchester—F. H. Cadle (wholesale), 146 Grey Mare Lane, Brad-
ford, Manchester ; Pulman, Tib Street, behind Oldham Street

;

Watts, 43 Charles Street, Oxford Road; Jones, 46 Oxford Road;
Hulme Radical dub, Clopton St. ; Holdfield, 241 Deansgate;
Collings, 19 Chester Street, Oxford Road ; Limon, Ashton New
Road, Bradford ; TLe Labour Literature Agency, 87 Woodward
Street, Ancoats

Northampton—W. Brain, 16 Little Cross St.

Nottinoham—C. W. Clarke, 56 Melton St.

Norwich—A. Moore, 24 Rose Street, St. Augustlnes ; Thompson,
Magdalen St.; F. C. Crotch, 11 Georges Middle Street; H.
Parker, 14 Cross Glob Street, Union Place ; H. W. Darley, 118

Mill Hill, Catton ; Gordon Cafe, 5 Duke Street

Oldham—J. Salway, 64 Falcon St. off Aahton Road.
Oxford—Miss Foy, 5 The Plain, St. Clement's ; F. H. Plummer,
bookseller, Broad Street

Sheffield—Commonwealth Cafe, Scotland Street
Southport—Mr. J. Davenport, 159 Eastbank Street Bridge
Spennymoor—Wm. Tunstall, 62 High St.

The Store is open on Monday, Wednesday, and
Saturday evenings from 8.30 till 10.30 p.m. All
Grocery Articles can be had at current store prices,

or where possible, under. All orders over lOs. will be
delivered carriage paid in London.

CAMBLOT SERIES.

IQPEN-AIR PBOPAGANBA.
London—Sunday 3.

ll.aQ.. .Garrett—** Plough Inn" The Branch

il.30...HaCimey—** Salmon and Ball" The Branch

IL30. ..Hammersmith—Beadon Kd The Branch

ll.iO...Hoxton Ch., Pitfield St Barker

ll.a(O...Mitohftm Fair Green Eden & Kitz

ll.iO...Begtoiit'i,Park SparUng

lL90...St. Pancraa Arches Bartlett

a,»...Walham Green.: The Branch

3 ...Hyde Park Lane

,3.30.. .Victoria Park Mainwaring

7 ...Uerkenwell Green.... ....Sparling

The August volume, ready July 25, will be

DEFOE'S CAPTAIN SINGLETON.
Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by

H. HALLIDAY SPAKLING.
Cloth, cut or uncut edges, Is,

VValtePw Scott, 24, Warwick Lane, Paternoster Row.

AN ANTI-STATIST, COMMUNIST
MANIFESTO.

**In vain you tell me that Artificial Government is

good, but that I fall out only with its abuse. The
thing—the thing itself is the abuse ! "

—

Bubk£»

ONE PENNY.

Joseph Lane, 38 Ainslie Street, Bethnal Green
Junction, E.

AGENTS FOR 'COMMONWEAL' IN THE NORTH OF
ENGLAND.

Wholesale- J. L. Mahon, 48 Shield Street, Newc«stle-on-Tyne.

Backworth -W. Maddison
Blackhili,- S. Simpson, 18 Foundry Road; Armstrong, Der*

went Road
Blyth—F. Garret, Regent Street
Byker—J. H. Stevens, 107 Conyers Road
Benwell—J. M'Intosh, 2 Adelaide Terrace
BiRTLKY—J. LcMTaine
Broomhill & Chevikgton—A. Gordon, Ghevixigton Whitefield

CoNSETT—Cockbum, 3 Front St. ; CJoruforth, 21 Middle Street
Ghester-le-Street—Mr. Bland, newsagent
Fatfieli>—Humphrey
Hartley, New—M. Bell, newsagent
Holywell, E.—T. Osborne, 29 Middle Row, Bates Cottages

Jarrow-on-Tynr—Henderson, Walter Street
Newcastle-on-Ttne—P. Weston, 77 Newgate Street
Seghill—Cooper, Se^lU Mill
Shields, North—H.Fo»ter, 88 Clive Street
Shields, South—T. Brown, 24 Alfred Street;

news-stall

Market Place

THE 'COMMONWEAL' for 1886
Neatly Bwiiid in Bed ClUh^ price 6«. W.

oo]vtM:o3sr sense.
16 pp., crown 4to. ONE PENNY.

Published on the 15th of each month at the lil^BHRir

Press, 13 Paternoster Row, London.

Printed and PuUiihed br WiLtiAX XoaEXS and Jonm iMKm
ftt 18 FarringdOB Boad, Loaton
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The Irish members the other night abstained from voting on the

Coercion Bill, and thus took the step at last whicli they ought to have

taken at first ; but the ugly words " too late " will pursue them ; the

mischief is done, the time for a great demonstration is- lost, and at the

cost of great trouble and expenditure of energy, they have been playing

into the hands of the Tories all this time. Once more the moral

:

when you are in Parliament you must play the parliamentary game,

even if you know you are throwing away your hand by doing so.

The Federation of Radical Clubs having met and discussed the ad-

visability of holding another great demonstration against the Coercion

Bill, has decided to forego it. This sounds disappointing enough ; but

they were probably right ; at the best such a demonstration would not

have come up to the Easter Monday show ; and even if it had sur-

passed it, it would have been little use unless the agitation could have
been kept up and gone on increasing, and developed into threatenings

of something more serious than Hyde Park and Trafalgar Square meet-

ings. For all this the Radicals are not prepared ; so they must take

the Tory rule quietly, and will probably have plenty of opportunities

for the exercise of the useful virtue of patience.

The Unionist chuckers-out at the Kensington Town Hall, who like

the honest bravo of past times who insisted on killing his man when
paid for it, even when his employer had changed his mind, tl)ought that

they were bound to give value for the money received, and chucked out

chiefly the wrong persons, have had a narrow escape from gratis lodging

in a public building, but are quit for the fright. One of them in his

account of his secondary use of a brass curtain rod, embellished the

story unnecessarily ; but it must be admitted that it is not easy to get

clear evidence of what has happened at " a rough and tumble." At
the same time one can't help thinking that if they had been Socialists

accused of rioting, much clearer evidence would have Ijeen forthcoming
in all due abundance^ and the jury would not have been so scrupulous

as to the identity of the rioters.

The frightful sea-tragedy that has just come before the public is

miserable and depressing to hear tell of ; an under-manned ship and
overworked men were probably at the bottom of the slaying of the

Malay. But from the first I couldn't help asking myself if the crew
would have treated in the same way an English shipmate who from
drink-madness or other madness had become dangerous to them 1 Isn't

the jingo spirit which has given us much bigger horrors, from blowing
mutineers from guns down to flogging a w^hole village because one of

the villagers has foolishly allowed himself to be shot by a British officer,

responsible for this last wretched piece of sordid misery on the high

seas^

The tribe of Nupkins seems to be increasing, and the last specimen

brought forward (by himself) for exhibition is certainly not a pretty

one. One can judge by the behaviour of Nupkins-Newton in this

" mistake '' which he has made, what his usual conduct is to poor girls

who are not "respectable," and who are guilty of the crime which
under various names is almost the only one punished by our robber-

society—poverty to wit.

It is a curious characteristic of the present day that the stiffest

defence of the rights of private property is blended with attempts to-

wards cruder State Socialism not merely in the same society, or in the

same assembly, but even in the same man. Here is Mr. Bradlaugh,

for instance, the doughty champion of the rights of monopoly in one
form of the means of production, bringing in a Bill to force people to

use their land in the way which he thinks that it ought to be used,

or else give them up and be " compensated " for it. It doesn't matter
that such a Bill is not likely to pass and would not be efiective if it

were passed ; the intention at any rate is to compel people to give up
something which they call their property and don't want to give up.

It seems not unlikely that Mr. Bradlaugh and Mr. Henry George will

presently, be running in the same coach. After that we shall see.

a few months ago, has gone to join the majority of prophecies now it

seems. As guaged by the railway returns we are pretty much where
we were last year. Most of those who have anything to do with busi-

ness, either as employers or employed, will make rather a worse tale of

it than that. We were promised a miracle and it hasn't happened.

There will be plenty more of that before we have done. W. M.

THE " LIBERTY - TO - PLUNDER
LEAGUE."

DEFENCE

The improvement in trade that many persons were so cock-sure of

That the above title befits the L.P.D.L. far better than their own, few

can doubt who read the record of their work issued by themselves, or

the circular sent by them to M.P.'s and others, asking for opposition

to sundry Parliamentary measures. The L.P.D.L. is on the side of

"personal liberty;" the *' autonomy of the individual" is much too

sacred to be interfered with even for the defence of the whole com-

munity ; Liberty {and property) should not be touched by legislative

enactment, or anything else indeed ; and the L.P.D.L. is just the most

enlightened, just, magnanimous, and civilised body of people on the

face of the earth. Hence the L.P.D.L. feels itself bound to remove

as much of the strain as it can from legislatorial brains, and so steps

forward with a tabulated alphabetical scheme of rejection, generously

free of charge, that will enable any lawmaker, to the satisfaction of

all concerned, without any trouble of argument not to make laws.

This is very nice for the M.P., who can ask, " Is it on the list?" and

so record his vote dumbly ; but it may be that in their laudable ambi-

tion to " stay the tide of revolution," the L.P.D.L. have unwittingly

told the truth, too plainly, and thus their curses after all may be

blessings in disguise? Suppose even that they may have betrayed

themselves as unscrupulous and' sordid advocates of legalised plunder

and chicanery 1

" Your opposition " is " earnestly requested " to a Bill, the object of

which is to prevent the payment of any portion of his wages to a

farm-labourer in beer, cider, or other alcoholic drinks. Other proposed

enactments as to wages that rouse their wrath are : That which amongst

other things provides that miners' wages in Devon and Cornwall shall

not be withheld from them longer than 14 days; that they shall be

paid by weight and have power to appoint their own check-weigher ;

and that which forbids coal-miners being paid in public-houses. Does

not such opposition imply that *' liberty" is wanted for employers to

pay wages when and how they like, and " liberty " for the workers to

take them or '?

" Your opposition " is also asked to two Bills which would render

penal the fraud of passing ofl" oleomargarine on the public as butter

;

fixing penalties, and appointing inspectors. These wicked Bills provide

that butter shall be labelled butter, and oleomargarine so marked, and

that tyrannical officials shall look to see that it is done. Another pro-

posed measure would compel quarry-owners, lessees, or occupiers, to

fence in all quarries, in use or abandoned, for the public safety. To
the unregenerate mind the question rises : Does Liberty (and property)

interfere in the interests of a people frantically desirous of eating

oily-margarine for butter, and of dashing itself down quarries ? Or,

is the sacred name of Liberty {and property) invoked on behalf of

those who desire to have their hands freed for the reckless and brutal

spoliation of all who by ignorance, poverty, or accident are delivered

into their hands ?

" Your opposition " is of course asked to a measure which enjoins

the providing fit and proper means for raising and lowering miners
;

for supervision of mine ventilation ; for precautions in the use of ex-

plosives ; for covers to cages in the shafts and flanges to the drums

;

for fencing machinery and fitting boilers with safety-valves and water-

gauges ; for the keeping of stretchers and bandages. " Your opposi-

tion " is requested to the enactment that railroad companies shall

adopt the block system
;
provide for interlocking points and signals

;

furnish passenger trains with continuous, and goods and mineral

engines with powerful brakes; affix to all vehicles such couplings as

shall render it unnecessary for men to go between them ;
provide

efficient communication between passenger and guard ; adopt a safe

standard height for passenger platforms ; make monthly returns to

the Board of Trade of all men who have been on duty for more than

12 hours at a time or without an interval of 9 hours rest. ^*Your

opposition " is asked to a Bill for the sanitation of London ; to provide

for the building of healthy houses and the prevention of unhealthy

l2^Sfe*sS^
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ones ; to look after house-drains and sewers ; and generallj^.tO"guard'

.

th«ii^ublic foom ep4deii4cs .^jid. pr^^ Al^^*^^tSi3^e thitigji*

y(*l)i*bdyii* o^»set«i5 the h^mmese-oi^Lifimty ^cmd propertpf): Let^

luilflwS' fee^^slaiia;^. thiftis wiTie3?^id»wed,/anid thi^ir cbiMre^rarphpricd ; let.

raat^aiy^ fwfisel^gQ[|98^ aad servafnts^fee smashed^aandmaangligd one by on»y

m % kiiiidh:*ed6 ait a tifioiB;; let^ peirdlen^e and^plagoje* sts^ 'campaAi^ti^or

gli«fe\«la«ipiy -thiftMi^jf^th©; crc^wcled stneet^f pP8cauti©ii» for cattim«»^

salgt^;W<MiMvcos<^ moaey and diminisk profits ; wherefore let us have
n<*«fe;ai9<3i«ffi f Mhett^^mvd i^vapefty) forbids- t^em 1

" Your opposition " is implored with special fervour, an asterisk

directing you to a note saying that engrossed petitions against it, ready
for signing (a la Bidmead ?) may be had from the secretary " free of

cost on application." And this fearful Bill, which will no doubt shake
Society to its foundations, is only " to give the public unrestricted
access along the banks (except riparian gardens not exceeding 10 acres)

of all rivers, streams, and natural locks in Scotland for the purpose of

fishing for fresh water fish (other than salmon species, except in Crown
salmon fishing waters) : unless owner has provided a pathway along
such banks he shall have no claim for compensation for damage to

crops or fences." At first sight not a revolutionary measure ; even,

apparently, an over-mild one ; but, then, think of the possible conse-

quences ! Some Wynans or Argyle, as man of Liberty (and property),

while strolling over Ais land, by his river, under his sky, might perhaps
come near or even run against poor little Steenie or Sandie, represent-

ing "liberty" without property, with cotton and bent pin inveigling

his valuable minnow or well-preserved stickleback to an untimely fate

;

having most probably stolen his worms for bait. " Your opposition ;

"

can you refuse it ? Of course it is not sordid greed that prompts the
resistance to this "threatened invasion of their rights;" nor can it be
that the Men of Money, having already reserved salmon, trout, and
all big fish from the common herd, are now resolved that there shall

no minnow move or eel wriggle for any but themselves

!

There is little fear that the L.P.DX. will ever have much support
from the masses of the people ; strong support it should and will have
from all interested in buttressing wrong and upholding monopoly ; for

wherever there is an attempt to ease the folk of some burden, or to

restrict some robbery practised upon them, there is the L.P.D.L. fight-

ing on the side of privilege against the people. In their own state-

ment of work done during five years they boast of crippling or

damaging Bills for Inspection of Dwelling Houses ; for Security of

Corporate Property ; for dealing with Bengal Tenants ; Irish La-
bourers ; Housing of English Working Classes ; Factories and Work-
shops ; Early Closing ; Employers' Liability ; Continuous Brakes and
Better Ventilation on Railways ; Merchant Shipping (Fishing Boats)

;

and many others ; not one stroke for the peojyle^ hut all for the Liberty
to plunder. Individualism seeks to buy "your opposition" with its

fine phrases of personal autonomy, individual liberty, and whatnot

;

but it requites the capitalist more solidly for his subscriptions, in that

it fights on his side for his unlimited license to make money as he will.

In other words, these are the priests and prophets of the Moloch of

Capitalism, some honest in their professions of belief, some not ; but
all equally harmful and dangerous to the people whom they try to keep
quiet in passive submission while thousands upon thousands with their

wives and children are iniquitously sacrificed before the monstrous
idol, into whose hands they are delivered bound. We seek to cut the
people's bonds, and rouse them from their slumber of submission.
Their bonds are falling in all lands, and they are stirring as they wake.
Can the L.P.D.L., or a myriad societies like it, now rebind the bonds
or brin^ back the fatal slumber ? H. Halliday Sparling.

THRIFT.
ScrposE that all the men in the United States should swear off smoking, for

instance, and decide to save the money they spent for tobacco. Of course,

this action would result in closing cigar and tobacco factories all over the

country, and their employes would be thrown on the labour market to com-
pete with other men in work for employment. The farmers in Wisconsin,
Virginia and elsewhere would not find a market for the tobacco raised.

And then suppose every one turned teetotaller, so that society could save

the 900,000,000 dols. spent in liquor every year. Of course, all the distilleries

and breweries and saloons would close, and their employes would join the

cigar makers in the search for employment. And then every one could say
that the theatre was vicious and should be avoided, and the money spent
should be saved. Of course, all actors and theatre attaches would look foi'

something else to do. And then people could say that reading costs too

much money. Lots of people have lived till they were 80 to 100 years old

and could not read, so we will save that money, and tlie result would be that

type stickerSj paper makers, printers, binders, and others in that class would
join the army of brewers, cigar makers, and actors. Of course, every one
could do as our friend the capitalist says he did, "live two-thirds of the
time on bread and water." Of course, the butchers and men at the stock
yards,' with teamsters, etc., could join the rest that are " out " of work. And
if by this time the labour market was not overstocked with men willing
to sell their labour at starvation prices, those who were fortunate enough to

still have employment could take to wearing cast-ofF clothing and going
barefoot in summer, so as to '* save " a little more. Woollen, cotton, and
linen factory operatives, and shoemakers, leather makers, etc., could quit
work with the various clerks, salesmen, etc., and when the railroads dis-

charged a half or three-fourths of their force on account of dull business,

our friend the capitalist could join the rest of the capitalists in urging the
governor of the state to call out the militia to put down the " mob," who
would be parading the streets shouting for " Bread or Work."—A Wage-
woKKER, in Chicago Labour Enquirer.

Tili: Dfeati of Kc4»wich: has^vcbeen- preacyag- against SodaiiEm. The
idk>cy^«hown in hisr sermon hasvgiYen an^idea of oui*'oppaiietit!s tpweak-

ness,' even to our foes ^themselyes, " Honourv th](^ father and^^thy
mothejt

"
^was his^ text, and? lihi^, he? argsuedy wass^synonymGiUs « with

"Honour the' poji^rs that* are? oveP.yo«." Hisr> argument was' theet a&
the.€feisttng? authorities wepot ordaieted/by Gk^ly V<it is as<vproffifi8e as it

is vain to attempt to subvert them."

But it was not until he tried to deal with the position of the people
to-day that he showed how deep his insanity is, and how splendidly he
is fitted for his post of priestly boot-licker to the privileged classes.

The present division of men into classes, he said, was of divine ordi-

nation, and " riches and poverty formed one great means in the hand
of God whereby the rich could show their generosity and kindness, and
the poor might be trained in the no less beautiful virtues of thrift,

industry, and submission to their lot."

" Submission to his lot " is a virtue easily displayed by a dean with
£3,000 a-year.

The dean deplored that a great amount of discontent was abroad,

and that men were becoming dissatisfied with their position and envy-

ing what was above them. Why the deuce did he give grounds for

an idea like that by giving up his position as a teacher and taking a
deanery at .£3,000 a-year 1

One part of his sermon was comical enough. He believed that the

Queen's Jubilee had roused up the English loyalty to such an extent

that Socialism had been practically killed. Strangely enough from
the dean's point of view, I was neither stoned nor mobbed on the

following Sunday when I spoke in Norwich Market-place. The men
whose feelings of loyalty ought to have been roused by the Jubilee ta
such a pitch that they would never give ear to the " pernicious doc-

trines " again, listened with enthusiastic approval, and cheered for the

Social Revolution most heartily. The prospect of displacing the dean^

and giving him a chance to show the " beautiful virtue of submission

to his lot," did not seem to arouse their anger in the least.

The feeling of loyalty aroused by the Jubilee is being followed by its

reaction of disgust at the whole thing ; and society, awaking from its

feverish dream of loyal excitement, is beginning to say, Titania-like,.

" Methought I was enamoured of an ass."

Last week I visited a wretched little court in the heart of Norwich'

to enquire into a case there. A young man, nineteen years old, had
been out of work during the winter, and that meant out of food too.

At the beginning of spring he got work as a striker at 6s. a week.

Out of this he had to pay Is. 6d. a week rent for the hole he lived in

(a hole not fit for an animal to crawl into) and keep his blind mother.

Growing weaker through privation, he went to his work as usual on
Monday morning at 6 o'clock, and at 8 dropped dead at his task

" Submission to their lot,'^ says the Dean. And this is their lot

!

On Sunday morning I held a meeting at Wymondham, and the

previous Sunday at Diss. There is a charm in speaking at these

country towns and villages, which seem so far away from the ordinary

civilised life of to-day. On a glorious summer morning, with the

breath of hay new cut around one, and the men lying in rows upon

the grass, taking in the sun and Socialism at the same time, there is an
inspiration to dream^ of the coming day, and half imagine it realised,,

were it not for the faces and clothes of the men^ and the homes of them

seen here and there.

Might I suggest to other Branches the worth of a plan we have

adopted here ? One of our great wants is more speaking power. Ta
meet this we have started a Speakers' Class, where we study the

economy of the subject and practise speaking. Our country meetings

then form fitting starting places for our developing orators, who
gradually gain more power and confidence in themselves.

Fred Henderson.

Since the essential principle on which private property is based is to assure to

all persons what they have produced hy their labour, it cannot apply to what is

not lahour product.- • John Stuart Mill.

When he was in Canada O'Brien looked like a whale, but his recent splash

in New York shows him to be but a minnow after all. It is not consistent

to fight for the rights of the Irish in Ireland and to stand in with the land-

lords and bosses who oppress them in America.

—

Denver Labour Enquirer.

In charging the grand jury at Norwich Quarter Sessions, the Eecorder
" thought it was a matter for great rejoicing that such good feeling existed

between the rich and the poor, and they might depend upon it that the

kindness of the rich went home to the hearts of the poor, who were thu&

kept from turning to crime." As a comment on this lie, came, amongst
other cases, one in which a labourer aged 52 was indicted on the charge of

stealing one calico shirt, value 9d., the property •f the Guardians of the Mit-

ford and Launditch Union. Sentence: six months' hard labour. In the

same court, John Carr {%Q) labourer,- was charged with stealing a hen, value

2s. Prisoner said he had been out of work and had nothing to eat ; he stole

the fowl for food. In passing sentence of two months' imprisonment, the

chairman said prisoner w^as *'old enough to know better than talk such

stupid nonsense." Perhaps his honour intended his kind words to go home
to the heart of this poor man, and thus keep him from turning again to

crime.—F. H.
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NORTHUMBRIAN NOTES.

A CONTRIBUTOR to the NewcnstU Ohronlcle^ who signs himself "Coal

H^wer/'- atgues that the proposal to shorten the hours of labour of

bojw in 'tomes would, if carried, result in a lowering of the men's

wages^^the stoppage of the double shift system, and the abandonment

of ^j^e thin BeamSj the working of* which would become unprofitable.

Tbis^fitring of .<;alami<aes is surely exaggerated. A slight increase in

the cost of production, and a little trouble in the rearrangement of

the hours of work, would really be all that would ensue.

The minersj however, are beginning to lose interest in the reform of

mines regulations. They see that every penny spent by the masters

for their safety is soon taken from wages. No one, of course, would
belittle the importance of saving life and health even under the present

system and at a loss of wages ; but these reforms have not the great

political importance which the Labour M.P.'s wish to attach to them.

No wonder Positivists get a poor name from those who wish a

thorough-going social change. Nothing more lame and scatter-brained

could be imagined than Mr. Malcolm Quin's letter on the " freedom "

of labour for women. The " free contract " nonsense is still held as a

gr6at economic truth by many people. The forces that drive women
to unsuitable work, and compels them to offer their labour cheaper
than menX ^^^ entirely ignored by or unknown to many who assume
a profound knowledge of the working of our social system.

The.putter boys in Northumberland can scarcely live on the wages
they now get. A movement amongst th«m to demand an increase of

w^es has failed. At Seghill, Ashington,; and other places the move-
ment has collapsed.

On Saturday July 2 I left Northumberland after four months of
steady.and successful propaganda, leaving the foundation of a Socialist

organisation which wilLsoon be as strong .in itself as any of the older
Socialist .bodies. The miners of Northmnberland have taken a firm
grip of the .Socialist doelrin^ and they are <not'the men to let them
slip* ;a^ain. Booflld m carrying onr the/^Trtrorkx of propaganda and organ-
isaHo»i»,^b0^diiWwjt. J. L. Mahon.

ExGOMMtrNiGATE THE PoPE.-^TJi6re IS ». needleas.»mount of ilMeeliug ovcr
the threatened excommunication oi J)r, McGlynn.

, Asimple way out of the
impending collision of interests, and an effectual quietus onfall attempts to
mterferewith theliberty of individuals in tliis age of enlightenment ia this :

Letrihe Ga<iialic*«xcommunieate the Pope.—iV. Y, Standard,
Little Isaac Moses, whose grandfather began life as an errand-boy and

tinishedasfA millionaire, 'was-paid by his mother a penny a-dozen for pins
pi^d.upirom the carpet, to keep the baby from getting them. "Nurse,"
said little Isaac, as his stock of pennies in^jreased,'' do you know what I am
going to do when I have sixpence ? '' " No," answered nurse. " I am going
to buy apaper of pins, and scatter them all over the floor, and then pick
them- up," replied the young financier, who was barelv six vears old.—Co-
operative News,

Bad Times with the Wealthy.—In the Graphicior June 18 is an article
on 'Yaehts,-from which I take the following instructive figures, showing the
number of.yachts *p©»gessed by the wealthy in this country in several years,
together with their.tonnage :

>Year. No. of Yachts. Tonnao-e
1S50 ... 503 ... 22,lll
1864 ... 895 ... 39,485
1878 ... 1883 ... 89,020
1887 ... >2867 ... 130,912

It .is instructive to notice that bad times have no effect on the increase. The
rest of the world owns 1211 yachts as against our 2867.~E. U.

I Know Whereof I Speak. —You call yourselves men, contemptible
shams that you are. You call yourselves men, and you cringe before the
masters who rob you, you sneak away from meetings frowned on by the
police, you shake m your boots at. an adverse criticism of a blackmailing
capitalist press, you keep your jaw shut when your liberties are boldly and
openly stolen, and you go to the polls like cattle to vote a continuance of
your 'own slavery. If mv husband were as great a coward as you I would
disown kim

; if my baby boy grows up to be such a sneak I would denv
him a mother's love and give him but the contempt of a thinking woman.
Are there no .men in these degenerate days ? Are there no souls who dare
to even speak for Liberty ? Where are the students, where are the youths,
where are the brave and earnest young souls, where are -the stalwart farmers,
and the courageous mechanics of our Early Republic ? Where, oh God, are
tlie'MEN that dare to speak and to do for Liberty, for Justice, and Truth ?

Fornt me^not out this coward's spawn and call them the sons of the sires
who^id <ieeds_that made them worthy of woman's love,—and of places in
the Capitol. Their dead mothers blush for them, and their fathers disown
them even in the grave. If tiiere be none but these to act as the sentinels
'Of' liberty, then,, alas I for the Republic, and alas. for the helpless women
who starve, beneath its stars.-^ANNA Haskell, in Dejiver Labour Enquirer.

'i.

-^^i^i^isa^^^a which not only permits but actually encourages the dwarfing of
itsfwtare citizens, both in mind and body, cannot be said to have reached a de-
sicabteistage. Ln novate in the Union are the deplorable effects of this vicious
system more apparent than in this State of New York. I claim that one reason

p f 4.?^^^ are 80 niany idle adults is because there are so many employed children
*^ A^ t

^^^^^' the.system of child. labour were abolished to-morrow, idleness
w6ttid be a thmg of the past, (M-ime would bo diminished, debaiwhed girls would
beQwrwIewerirtndthe^eotintry would be healthier and happier every way. It is
a grievous fact that children are stunted and degraded in our mills and factories.
It is not alone in New York City and other large cities, but in greater degree in
the ootuntry-towns and villages. I believe the factorj^ inspectors of other States
iiave observed a similar condition of things. .-^/??«/5cr/or Connolly.

1^ A B«ir.

Man of the Future, what shall be
The life of Earth that you shall see ?

What strange new facts thte years will show ?

What fwonc^ni rare your eyes shall toow 1

To what new realms of marvel, say,

WiU conquering science war its way 1

Your^ghti;^-years.»haU|>a»if4rfiailB^^ ;^

New k-nowl«^ge^fts, new powers to man.
Man ol the^^utaire, men shsill be

MSgihitteK^ in act and thougfhlj» than we.

Ah, yes, -but will their knowledge bring

To fruit the hope to which we cling *?

Will gladness come ? will all men call

A common good the right of all 1

Will knowledge, one with wisdom, dare

To make all men all comfort share 1

Will want and woe and ignorance cease.

And war and hate be lost in peace ?

The brotherhood of man to be.

Will you behold, moriB blest than me ?

See, what the souls Thou raak'st endure 1

O God, have mercy on Thy poor

!

Put in this human heart a thirst

To cure of human ills the^.worst

!

But his work of life to give

All men should have to all that live

;

To pamper. '.self let him not lust,

But, Christ4ike, to be gladly just

;

And may all men' be evien as- he,

That heaven at. last on earth may be.

W. C. Bbnnett.

.:i I

iffiPLY TO A PHILMt'HIROPIC APPEAL.

The following pertinent feplyrto a-^ilattit^opic appeal has been sent

to us by a friend ; and as it is general:dnd public in character,, wp. print

it as given.

Sir,—I .have read your circular with'Tinteresti having a sympathy f<H» all educa^

tional work and being the father of a family. Moreover, I am convinced that

the originators of the movement in which you work were sincere persons and
were not actuated by selfish aims. I regret,^however, to say that it is in mydtaow-
ledge that the cause of teetotalism is now supported very largely for sltii«ter

motives. I personally know teetotalers who aspire to reduce their men's wages
by "temperance," and to get their rents increased as well. As to your ^[»eial
branch of the movement, it is, on the face of it, good, so far as it i» an educa-

tional movement ; hut the fact remains (and a strong physiological fact it is) that

no young people ought to be allowed to have intoxicating drink or intoxicating

food. And certainly 200 innocent boys and girls ought not to be paraded before

a large audience in an ill- ventilated room till 9.30 on a winter's night, and then
turned out into such weather as there chanced to be—which I was greatly^pwined

to see in this village a few months ago. I felt it to be nothing less than a crime,

although not premeditated as to results, to have the nupaber of young. children
cooped up in a hot "pen" and then turned out into the cold at half-past ?nine

o'clock. You presume to treat drink as the cause of all misery (or nearly ,^o). I

presume you do so in ignorance of the true cause of misery ; and as you areoow
acting in a public capacity, I beg to snbmit to your consideration a wider wiew
of the case.

Misery is the result of poverty and ignorance acting and reacting each to pro-

duce the other and misery. Ignorance and poverty are produced by slavery, the

workers in this country and other so-called civilised countries being infact slaves,

and having the results of their labour as completely taken from them as ihad the

negroes in New Orleans before the Harriet Beecher-Stowe war. Indeed the
negroes had the enjoyment of a larger share of the products of their labour than
the agricultural labourers of Hertfordshire do. If you will take the trouble to

observe, you will find that the present basis of *' civilisation " is to give the

workers a bare subsistence, just enough to *' keep body and soul together "and
reproduce the former in the shape of children for the posterity of the robbers (for

they are nothing else) to carry on the iniquitous game with. The remainder of

the produce of these workers' labour is absorbed by tithes, rents, profits, and
dividends, and squandered in a profligacy worse than that of ancient Rome by
loungers whose very existence seeks relief in an ** effort to escape from- the dull

inanities and the purposelessness of an idle life'* by collecting chatities in a so-

called philanthropic spirit.

I have not the honour of any acquaintanceship with you ; I am merely writing
to you as to a person in a public position. I write bitterly, you may say. I am
bitter. There have been ten millions of premature deaths during the- last fifty

years in this much-united kingdom. I am within 300 yards of thirty hoi:ses with

no back door. I have one child dangerously ill and three recovering from highly

infectious though preventible diseases brought into my house by the constant

circulation of fever-stricken air from a condemned parish containing ISOO.persoDs

and not a drop of pure water unless fetched by those who consume it (in small
pails), often by aged and infirm women, and* nipre often by young cbildi en not
fit to lift half the weight, much less walk with it. With no sewer T^orth the

name, and an abundance of cesspools that have not been emptjed in living

memory, witli the light and air measured and sold, and with water polluted and
all but denied ; with a simple people carried to the poll under threat of dismissal

if they do not vote for a dull aristocrat whose only sincere promise to them is

that they shall have pure beer—if he can get it. With these for your
^
gods, you

ask us to believe we live in a land which can be improved by Bands of Hope !

The battle against poverty is not to be deeided by the blare oi trumpets and
the beating of bass drums. It is not to be deeided neither by torohlight proces-

sions, thronged arenas, flowery rostrums, and pathetlcrdiatribes against' capital.

It is to be settled in accordance with the - distinetiyely co-operative principles of

modern finance, enlarged and exteiided so as to cover the entire community.
The organisation of 'trades' unions is ast^ in^^e right direction. Those bodies
have done many things which they ought aiot'to have done, and have*leftundone
things they ought to have done ; but they are founded afon the true pnnqiple»
and only need to have a more practical direction.

—

N'elson Black.
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" HAVE YOU NOT HEARD BOW IT HAS GONE WITH BLA.NY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW I FIRST, FEW MEN
IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON I

'

Oommunications invited on Social Questions, They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors^ 13 Farringdon Rd,^ ^.C7., and accompanied
by the name and address oj the tDriter, not necessarilyfor publication,

Ai all articles are signed, no special signijicance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the Lea^gue as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

JUjeeted MSS. only returned if a stamped directed envelope is forwarded vtith them,

8%ibscriptions,—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s,

six months, Ss,; three months. Is, 6d,

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E,C. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

TO COEBESPONDENTS.
O'C.—Yes. 0*Donovan Bossa has published * Edward O'Donnell ; a Story of

Ireland of our Day* (S. W. Green's Son, 69 Beekman Street, N.Y., paper
50c., cloth 1 dol.) and 'Irish Bebels in English Prisons' (D. J. Kenedy,
5 Barclay Street, N.Y., 1 dol. 50 c.). Both are good. His wife has also

published a volume of very pleasing patriotic lyrics. John Mitchel's * Jai,

Journal * is published by Cameron and Ferguson, Glasgow, Is. 2d. post frep.

FeriodiQals received during the week ending Wednesday July 6,

Milwaukee (Wis.)—VolksblattEngland
Justice
Jus
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Norwich—Daylight
Die Autonomie
Christian Socialist

Freedom
United States

New York-—Truthseeker
DerSozialist
Standard

Boston—Woman's Joiimal
Liberty

Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West
Hammonton(NJ)CreditFoncier Antwerp—De Werker

New Haven (Conn.)—Work-
men's Advocate

Albina(Oreg.)—Weekly Courier
Corning (Iowa) Revue Icarienn*
Paterson (N. J.) Labor Standard
San Francisco (Cal.) The People
St Louis (Mo.)—-Altruist

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Revolte

Guise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le Travailleur

Belgium
Liege—L'Avenir

Austria
Vienna—Gleichheit

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Italv
Milan—n Fascio Operaio
Lugo—Revista Italiana

Spain
El Productor
Madrid—Bl Socialista

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

THE MORROW OF THE REVOLUTION.
[Our friend, Citizen Paul Lafargue, has communicated the following interest

ing article to us, which is surely well worth our attention ; it is probable that

his view of the question will be nearer to that taken by most of us in the League

than that of our comrade Bax.

—

Ed.]

Our friend Bax has treated this question, which we are very full of in

France, the country of revolutions above all others ; where, since the

beginning of the century, with the regularity of a sidereal movement
a revolution breaks out every eighteen or twenty years. Permit me
to put before you our way of looking at this question.

In 1871, the power fell into the hands of the people when they were

not prepared to receive it. In a revolutionary period to take the

power is a thing relatively easy ; to keep it, and above all to make use

of it, is a thing far more difficult. The Commune when master of

Paris was not able to take any really Socialist measures ; there are

numerous causes which explain this helplessness towards Socialism, but

which it is not worth while going into at present. However, the

bourgeois may be sure, that if ever events should bring the Socialists

into power again, the immediate measures which they will take will

strike so much at the root of things, that even if the reaction should

triumph, it would not be able to bring back matters to the state in

which they were before the revolution.

The morrow of the revolution the Socialists will have, 1st., To orga-

nise the revolutionary power and provide for its defence ; 2nd., To
satisfy the immediate needs of the people ; and 3rd., To upset the

capitalist order of things, and to lay the foundation of the Socialist

order.

In France the revolutionary party will find itself face to face with

three classes, having different, and even opposing interests ; the work-

man class belonging to the great industries ; the peasant class, and the

capitalist class with its hangers-on, the little bourgeoisie, industrial

and commercial.

In the industrial towns the working-class will be master ; they will

become so many revolutionary centres, which will have to federate in

order to gain the country for the revolution, and to overcome the re-

sistance which may spring up in the commercial and maritime towns.

In the industrial towns the Socialists will have to get hold of the

local governments, to arm and give military organisation to the work-

men (said Blanqui, " He who has gunshot has bread !
"), to open the

prisons to let out the petty thieves, and put under lock and key the

big ones, such as bankers, financiers, big manufacturers, land-owners^

etc. Not that one would do them any harm, but to treat them as

hostages responsible for the good behaviour of their class.

The revolutionary government would constitute itself by simply
taking possession, and it would not be till it was master of the situation

that it would think of ratifying its acts by so-called universal suffrage.

The bourgeois have so long kept the non-possessing classes out of the

suffrage, thmt they must not be over astonished if all ex-capitalists are

disenfranchised until the revolutionary party is absolutely victorious.

Up till now in France it has been Paris which has given the wordi

of command, and has made the revolution for all France. This con-

centration of the revolutionary movement has only been possible be-

cause the revolutions of the epoch have not been real revolutions^

but ministerial crises accompanied by barricades and musket-shot, ai^d

pompous declamations on the great principles of liberty and justice,,

and other twaddle.

The French are fond of melo-dramatic stage-plays, and the new poli-

ticians give them their fill of these to their heart's content. But while

the drama is being played out in the streets, these politicians slip into-

the yet warm places of their forerunners, and economic matters go on
their usual road. But since the next revolution must be an economic

one, and not a mere change of governors, it will not have just merely

to spring up in Paris, but must break out in all the industrial centres,,

which as soon as the local revolutionary government is constituted,

must organise by means of delegations or otherwise the central govern-

ment charged with the function of taking general measures in the

interest of the revolution, and of preventing the formation of a re-

actionary party.

But in order that the revolutionary government may be supported

by the mass of the working class, and in order that even if conquered

it may leave behind it a work which no reaction can destroy, it is

necessary that it should immediately satisfy the needs of the workers-

in town and country, and that it should begin the transformation of

capitalist property.

It would have to return to the primitive idea of society, and consider

all its members as members of an immense family, which would have

to provide for the first needs of their lives, until a redistribution of all

products could be made on a basis of equality. The revolutionary

government would in each city have to house, clothe, and feed all its.

inhabitants. To that end it would decree all house-property national^

and would undertake the arrangement of lodging. It would drive the

idle rich from their mansions to install the workers in them, reserving

those best situated for families having many children. In Paris, while

it would lodge women with child on the first floor, it would relegate to

the fifth and sixth floors the big-bellied capitalists, so as to thin them

down by staircase exercise. The unwholesome hutches of the poor

would be demolished and their sites cleansed by fire.

The revolutionary government would nationalise the big shops of the

Peter Robinson and Moses kind, and would treat their proprietors as

thieves if they dared to embezzle so much as a single reel of cotton*

Commissions would be organised by streets and quarters to distribute

the contents amongst the workers, who for the first time in their lives

would be clad in the good and handsome stuffs which they themselves,

have made.
But before lodging and clothing the working population it would be

necessary to think about their food. The revolutionary government

would set up great common restaurants in the various quarters, where

a minimum of substantial nourishment would be given to the inhabit-

ants every day. The cooking would be done in common, and those

who wished to eat their meals at home could take away their food : but

it would be good to encourage meals in common, so as to develope

fraternity and equality. During the revolution of the last century,

the Commune of Paris organised fraternal meals ; tables were spread

in the middle of the streets, and each inhabitant brought his own food

there, which was eaten in common.
In order to feed the population, the revolutionary government would

take over the provision-stores, wine-vaults, breweries, etc., and would

at once organise a municipal catering service, which would put itself

into communication with the market-gardeners and small peasants of

the suburban country. This service, which would suppress the middle-

men between the buyer and the consumer, would allow the peasant to

obtain a better price for his products. To gain the peasant oyer to the

revolutionary cause is one of the first duties of the Socialist party,

and for that purpose, besides general measures (such as abolition of

interest, of debts of all kinds, of taxes and the conscription, etc.) we
must not hesitate to increase his gains, and make his labour easier by

advancing to him seed and manure of the best quality and the most

improved agricultural machines.

The workers of 1848, to allow Louis Blanc, Gamier Pag^, Lamar-

tine, and the other bourgeois of the Provisional Government, to found

their Republic, "put three months of poverty at their disposal.'^

When at the dissolution of June the people came to claim the fulfil-

ment of their promise, the bourgeois reaction answered them with

grape-shot. The Socialist revolution will begin the foundation of the

social-republic by putting three months of comfort at the disposal of

the workers.

The party which will take these measures on the morrow of the

revolution will be invincible ; it will be supported by the mass of the

workers, full both of enthusiasm and astonishment at finding a govern-

ment which is occupying itself with their needs.

Paul Lafakgub.

{To be continued,)
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WIMBLEDON AND HERTON NOTES.

W% have mirvived the Jubilee here. The local toadies got up their jubila-

tion in secret, for fear that after what took place at the Drill Hall the

dreaded Sodaliate would mar their plans. The Mitchani celebrators provided

a tough dinner to persons over 68, mostly toothless ; and their Merton con-

geners expressed their thankfulness to the Queen for being born by taking.

an extra dose of preaching and letting off some squibs. We Socialists en-

livened Uie enforced tedium of the day by inundating the neighbourhood

with Socialist leaflets. In this wise we met a procession of schoolboys on

jubilee parade, and before their teachers were aware of our purpose we had

given to every lad a leaflet '^ Give them uo," shouted the irate pedagogue,

when he discovered the nature of the bills, ^^ or I will stop all your medals.'*

These said medals being a bit of tin impressed with the puffy features of

Evictoria. But the boys refused, and risked their medals. With insinuating

manners and, I grieve to say, false speech on our tongue^ as to the real

nature of the "goods" we were disposing of—such as '' Take a tract, mum,''

etc—^we " worked "—to use the expressive but inelegant language of ope of

our colporteurs

—

9, quantity of leaflets into hands that would otherwise have
refused them. Their disgust and horror when they discovered their mistake
was laughable, but they nevertheless kept the bills and read them, and so

we were rewarded.
Some curious instances occur in the course of this propagandist work, and

are, I think, worth noting here. When alone on tram or railway journeys,

I take the opportunity of placing the leaflets with which I am always pro-

vided on seats of waiting-rooms and vehicles, or where a workman's face is

an index of its owner's receptivity, a leaflet is bestowed with a casual remark.
**BPm," said a weary-lookinc young railway servant to me on giving him a

bill, " thaf8 what we want m this country, is Socialism." " So," I ventured
to rejoin, "you are not afraid of the Socialists ?

'
" Why should I be ? " said

he; "all my waking hours are spent in watching and working, and I have
to submit to tyranny of officials and the insults of these sort of passengers,"

pointing to a trainload of city men and some members of the "demi monde "

intermixed. " Do you think them a useful class ? " said I. " I don't know,"
he answered ;

" any road, they take it easy—ten till four—and some don't

look as if they troubled much." " It is possible," said I, " that they in their

shareholding and stockjobbing way are living upon and causing the over-

work of you railway men, and under Socialism you would be men, instead of

a sonrce solely of profit to those who despise you." " Hear," he said, " and
the sooner they are swept away the better." I may supplement the railway-

servant's observation by saying that the manners of these hucksters and
quill-drivers towards working men in the trains is insufferably contemptuous.

It is an interesting sight, and one that is a strange commentary upon the

statement theCt there is no class antagonism except what is stirred up by the

Socialist, to see these popinjays and their bedizened upstart women shrink

from possible contact or speech with the tired workmenj who may chance
into the same carriages when they are on the way to and fro their city

** operations" and their paltry villas. Snobbery is contageous, and every
wretched overworked clerk or shopman imitates it, instead of fraternising

with their fellow-workers, the artisan and labourer.

Before entering my train I gave a Jubilee bill to a burly engineer. After
reading a few lines only, he said :

" Whoever wrote that ought to be locked
np." Being the writer a guilty feeling overcame me. I took stock of him.
** Here is an amiable specimen," thought I ; " whoever writes what this man
disagrees with must be imprisoned. What a fossil ! " He probably ekes
out his wages with the miserable profits of a chandlers' shop, and because
he is satisfied in the sense that donkeys are when oats abound, no one else

must protest. It is these curmudgeons who comprise what it pleases the

. scribes of the press to style the bulwark of divinely ordered society. England
might wash her hands in the blood of all nations, and tramps and paupers
increase, but he has got work, continued work, and with work he is satisfied.
*' Briton's never shall be slaves."

Leaving this " survival by fitness " I entered the train, into which I had
already thrown my leaflets. Presently a number of workmen entered and
the train started. The leaflets caught their eye and they speedily read
them. Said an elderly man :

" It's all very fine for them 'ere Socialists to

talk, and what they say is right, but it will never come about. It always
was so, rich and poor. We must have a head, and if we was to share out
to-morrow we should all be back again next week worse off than before ;

them 'ere lazy chaps as won't work would collar the lot." I looked fixedly

out of the window while a fierce controversy raged betwixt the speaker and
the younger men, who, by the way, although they showed the glaring illogic

of what is called common sense, in their converse yet were sympathetic to

the new idea. I now mildly joined in, saying that I knew something about
those Socialists, and had even been in the company of one that very day,
who had been my personal acquaintance since he was a child. I asked the
first speaker if he had ever heard or read of a Socialist who advocated the
sharing out principle, and if he further didn't think that the idle and disso-

lute had already " collared the lot." Perhaps I diffidently suggested the
Socialist misjht want the mines whence comes the fuel that warms, and the
fields where grows the produce that feeds mankind, so as to be the property
of the miners and peasants who worked them, instead of the property of
the Lonsdales and Fitzwilliams, who neither delve nor dig, but live upon
the sweat of other's bodies. • If rich and poor, moreover, were as he alleged
always to be, did he think it right that the rich should be those who didn't
work or produce, and the poor the producers of the riches. The way of
the worla, I humbly remarked, was a little changed, for the vehicle we were
riding in proved it, and would it not be better for the mass of the people to
be educated physically and mentally into self-governing men and women
than to cling to the selfish slavish idea that there must always be a head,
and that head perchance belonging to a rogue or idiot made, in short, of the
same material that British hearts aie alleged to be made of, viz., tough timber ?

I asked him, in conclusion, whether he was assured of ending his days free
from want, and he sorrowfully shook his head, but he added, " You'll never
alter it" The younger men combated this notion, and I made an earnest
appeal to them to work in the cause of labour emancipation, and as they
left the train they cordially wished me " Good-speed ! " and promised me
help, and so ended another effort in the favour of the Cause.

In a public-house, where the same cause led to a heated debate, one
vituperative antagonist said triumphantly, " Is not the landlord worthy his
Idre ? " but when I asked what reward the landlord of rack-rented fever
d^is was justly entitled to, deponent said nothing. F, KiTZ,

CORRESPONDENGE.

"CHRISTIANITY, POSITIVISM, AND SOCIALISM."

I must thank comrade Bax for his valuable remarks on the above subject,

and ask leave to state my own view clearly.

In the earliest records of Christianity the notion of " holiness " (which is

the key-note of many other religions) is subordinate to that of " love,'' that
is, the impulse to do right out of mere regard for others which " saves " men
from the anti-social vices. This is the principle expressed in Paul's " All
things are yours," John's " Perfect love casteth out fear," and James's "Per-
fect law of liberty," down to the arch-individualist Luther's

" Wer liebt nicht Weib, Wein und Gesang
Bleibt ein Narr sein Lebenlang

;

(Who loves not wine, woman, and song,

Abides a fool his whole life long).

and to this principle the gigantic blunder of asceticism is totally opposed.

Positivism is primarily a philosophical generalisation of the sciences ; but
whether owing to the personal vanity of Comte, or the genuine necessity for

a religious side to the system, an attempt to elevate it into a religion was
made. Comte himself, I believe, philosophically forgetful that the feminine

nature itself is exceptionally religious, proposed the worship of women, a
notion too childish and exaggerated even for modern tendencies of thought.

At all events it was, I think, not as a logical necessity but as an empirical

expedient that the current and superficial sides of Christianity were absorbed
into Positivism. The * Imitatio Christi ' of course went with them ; but any-
thing further than that book from the spirit of the early Christian writings

can hardly be imagined ; as for example, " True quietness of heart is gotten

by resisting our passions, not by obeying them."
Socialism among all the great systems of the world, is not alone in aiming

at social happiness, but in making it economically possible ; in removing the

obstacles to the fulfilment of the religious aspirations. It may indeed be
necessary and right to accentuate the new half-truth of the perfect man
through the perfect society ; but if the old half-truth of the perfect $ociety

throttgh the perfect man be wholly lost sight of, it will have to be re-asserted

some day with unnecessary emphasis. Beginald A. Beckett.

Extracts from a ** Sermon to Parsons," by Henry
Broadhurst, M.P.

From the 'Church Reformer.*

Vast numbers of the people are impressed with the idea that the pulpits of the
religious communities, and especially those of the church as established by law,
are being used as platforms from which the rights of property are defended and
advocated with great force and persistency ; while the unjust privileges of the
classes, the wrongs done to labour, the neglect of the poor, and the general law
of might as against right, are seldom denounced.
In the long struggle for political emancipation and social advancement, I am

not aware of any one occasion on which the church has espoused the popular
cause and the rights of the poor. By the cause of the poor I do not mean aidinc
them by the distribution of soup and the loan of blankets. I mean causes and
policies that are calculated to enable the workers to provide themselves with the
necessaries of life, or, in other words, to secure an adequate reward for their

industry.

Ministers must read up and expound the real Christian principle, which insists^

that we are all members of one family, and that the industrious members of that^

family have the right to lawfully remove all man-made impediments that stand
between them and the necessaries of life. They must also recognise the fact that
men were made before laws, and laws should only be made to assist and protect
honesty against fraud, and the weak from the oppression and injustice of the
strong, That any law which upholds or in any way facilitates extortion, enabling
men to reap where they have not sown, is a licence to rob, and should be so en-
dorsed, and treated accordingly. That they who for the sake of economy patronise
and avail themselves of cheapness that is only rendered possible by starvation
wages, are participators in wrong and oppression.

I think the ministers of our churches would be much aided in getting a firmer
grip of the old faith if they had opportunities of fully realising the hardships of
a life of labour. This could be done by adding two experiences to their present
studies. 1st. Six months as working miners in one of the worst ventilated and
worst managed coal mines. 2nd. Six winter months before the mast on the
Dogger Bank on board a fishing smack. If an explosion in the mine, or a gale of
wind, or some other of the many causes of loss of life in connection with these
industries, did not bring their studies to a sudden and final termination, the men
that went through these experiences would enter the ministry equipped for their
work in a form calculated to give much earnestness and force to the cause which
always commanded the special sympathy and aid of their Master.

It is even now not too late for the churches to enter into competition with the
secular champions of democracy ; but to be successful the competitors must offer

the same earnest and honest counsel and practical help in fighting the battles of
life as is given to the people by their more secular friends. So far as my limited
and personal experience goes, I have but little hesitation in saying that Tra^es'-
imionism has kept burning in this country a purer and more practical Christian
light than almost any other institution or corporation of men.

Trades* unionists daily practice some of the leading injunctions of the New
Testament. 1st. They subordinate personal aggrandisement to the general welfare
of their fellow members. 2nd. When any of their members are out of employ-
ment they render them substantial and prolonged assistance. 3rd. They provide
relief for their sick members and visit them during illness. Some of the unions
have for many years, long before Hospital Saturdays and Sundays were heard of,

contributed to hospitals and kindred institutions, thus enablino: their members to
obtain admission by right and not by charity. 4th. When their members are
injured too seriously to again live by their usual calling, the unions provide a
substantial sum to assist the sufferers to gain a livelihood in some other manner.
When accidents are immediately fatal, similar assistance is given to the widow.
5th. Superannuation provision is made for old age. This, if not a sufficient sum
for sole maintenance, at least affords considerable help. Other material provision
is also made for members and their families.

Now if these are not religious acts they at least embody some of the great
principles of Christianity that cannot be properly left out of any religious code.

I ask, what is the record of the church in relation to these associations ? I do
not of course mean in its individual action, but in its corporate capacity. Have
the unions been aided, encouraged, or defended by the church ? No ; not a word
or look has been given to aid tnem in their prolonged struggle for freedom and
just laws. But I fear it would be easy to pix>d«oe evidence of the contrary posi-
tion of the church towards these bodies ; and not be very difficult to mult^y
instances similar of what many people consider to be Mitl-Chriftianity on iti part.
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THE LAJ^OUJl STRUGGLE.
BRITAIN.

A strike has taken place in the boot trade at Northampton, caused, it is

said, bj workmen objecting to deficient ventilation in the workshops.

The railway spike and gimp nail-makei's at Halesowen have decided to

give their employers notice for an increase of wages.

The Lanarkshire Colliers.—The eoalmaster^ last week posted notices
at their collieries intimating a reduction of wages by 7^ per cent. This
represents from 3|d. to 4id. of a reduction per day.

The mill-furnacemen and bolters at Messrs* Willcock and Henry Jones,
Rotherham, have been given fourteen days' notice for a reduction of 10 per
cent, in their wages. The notice expires to-day(Saturday).

Ironworks in the neighbourhood of Skipton have been stopped, owing to

*' depression of trade" {i.e., do not produce enough profit), and great distress
prevails. Appeals for help have been made on behalf of the ironworkers
and their families.

At a large meeting of the workmen—chiefly retort-men—employed at
Uupall Oil Works on June 30 it was unanimously resolved to cease work on
7th July, the date that the reduction comes in force, unless the reduction be
withdrawn.

The Chain-makers.—The majority of the operatives in the chain trade
at Cradley Heath and adjoining districts have again ceased work at the
various workshops. On Saturday Mr. Homer and other members of the
Chainmakers' Association attended a Conference at Manchester with respect
to the co-operative movement.

Last week the retort-men employed by the Broxburn Oil Company held
a meeting in a field near the works. The deputation appointed at last meet-
ing to wait on Mr. Henderson, manager, not having received any definite

reply that the reduction would be withdrawn, the meeting unanimously
resolved that unless the notice was withdrawn before the reduction came
into effect they would strike work.

The agitation in the bedstead stud and peg trade was shown at a meeting
of operatives at Blackheath, when complaints were made that during the
pa$t few years enormous reductions in wages had been enforced, -amounting
in^some instances to as much as 40 per cent. It was resolved to come out
on strike Saturday July 9 in the event of the employers refusing to concede
the 1881 list.

Wages in the Nail Trade.—A few days ago Mr. John Price, of Rowley,
received a communication from an employer at Halesowen, calling his atten-
tion to the fact that some 6l the masters were ^y<ng at the^ rate of 40 to 50
per cent, below the list framed in 1879. Mr. \Price at once laid the matter
before the officials of the Nailmakers' Association, but it was felt that it

would be useless to call a meeting of trade delegates at present.

Sti^ike AT West ' Calder.—Ameeting of lainers and retort-men, number-
ing nearly 200, was held on 3w\y J to discusg^the proposed reduction of wages—^Mr^ Alexander Leitch in the chair. After a long discussion, the meeting
paasdd a. resolution that^ strike^take placer should the reduction be- persisted
in by the masters. A deputation .was appointed to wait on .the manager
axKlfinrform him of the deckion.

•The Oarltjke Miners.—^The miners employed in the eoal-pits-belonging
to;^Uotts Iron Company in the Carluke district have received notice that a
reduction of wages will take place, amounting to about 7J per cent. Some
of the colliers employed at Carluke and Law collieries for a short time past
have been working on broken time. On July 1 an open-air meeting of

miners. was held in the Market Place, Carluke. Mr. Bernard Tracey pre-

sided. . Mr. Small addressed the meeting, and it was agreed to- follow the
pc^icy of eight hotirs a-day and five idays a-week, if the miners of Hamilton
district should agree to this restrietive policy.

Wages IN the Malleable JNail Trade.—Notice has been given by the
masters of the malleable nail trade of Birmingham for a reduction of 10 per
cent, in the wages of the operatives. It is said that there is a difference of

20 per cent, in the rates of wages paid in Birmingham and the trade in other
centres, and- the reduction is asked for to prevent other districts from taking
away the trade of the Birmingham employers by underselling. The work-
men held a meeting on Tuesday. June 28, and unanimously resolved not to

accept any reduction, but to do all in their power to bring about the equalisa-

tion of the wage prices in the trade throughout the country towards which
end, we are informed, the men are prepared to spend .£500.

The Strike of Dundee Masons.—^^This strike still continues, and at

present there is no likelihood of a settlement. A number of the employers
have given the halfpenny per hour of an increase asked, and work is proceed-
ing at their jobs ; but the majority of the masters are still holding out, and
their employes decline to resume work at the old rate of wages. Men are

now becoming scarce in Dundee, and several employers who have large con-
tracts on hand are anxious for a settlement. Work in other towns is plentiful

at present, and a considerable number of men have left Dundee and got em-
ployment elsewhere. A number of the quarry-masters in the district have
taken a curious action, and a notice which savours somewhat of boycotting
those 1 employers who have granted the increase has been, issued to the Dundee
Master Builders' Association as follows : "Dundee, 1st July 1887.—We, the

undersigned quarrynmsters in meeting assembled, this day resolved as fol-

lows : 'Until the existing dispute in the building trade is settled we shall

notsiipply you with any more material.'

"

Mr. Bradlaugh andth-e Shoe-making Industry.-^Apropos of the debate

on, the question "Will Soeialism • benefit the English people ?" now going on
in Xh^ Commonweal between Mr. Bradlsiugh) - and our comrade Bax, several

communications have been received from workers in various industries as

to 'ithe: optimistic statements of Mr. Bradlaugh The shoemaking busines

hlwB been specially mentioned, and tiie following lemarks are from the letter

of a Nottingham workman :
" I started in life as hand-stitch workman, or

as we term it, a wojnan's-man ; as such worked for some of best shops in

country—London, Northampton, and Stafford. I am now a finisher of rivet

or machine-sown work ; have been employed on half-time this las^ year or

two. The goods that sell in this town are manufactured in the. low-wage
districts of Kettering, Northampton,, and Leicester; Norwich and Bristol

are low^js^age- towns. Now, forty years. r^go -trade may have been bad in

those districtaor indeed all through ?tbe« country, but boots and slioes were
more, generally BQanula<}tiiire«(^ in eTery- town or village tbroi*ghout the king-

dom /; aiw?<»kmanicouldriteamp foroJat.town to tewnand get work ; -now he's got

to.te»pp tiH he gets -tout^ biflp shoe centres before he get» work. I have sen t

yo|iqjcydrati»de>iief»rti?for><May, which is issued to us in June; you will

observe that trade is only good in those large manufacturing districts where
cheap goods are produced, which proves tbat big manufacturere are crushing
out of existence lesser ones. You will see that the London trade is going to

Northampton for cheapness. I might say that, considering the riveting and
finishing is a young industry, wages have gone down rather rapidly."

" Mr, Bradlaugh and the Trade Unionist Eing.—The debate in Com-
mittee on the Coal Mines Regulation BiU has been chiefly remarkable for the
rebuke received by the Trrde-unionist M.P.'s at the hands of Mr. Bradlaugh.
Messrs. Burt, Broadhurst, and their " tail " in the House have been making
every endeavour inside and outside Parliament, to strike a blow at the free-

dom of women's labour at the pit bank. This attack is being:«ustained under
cover of a thick coating of unctuous philanthropy. It is pretended thafe^the

pit-brow women are undergoing a process of degradation, and that they must
be saved from themselves and their taskmasters, the colliery proprietors.

The lamentations of ttiese Chadbands are of course meant to be misleading.
Their benevolence is purely self-regarding. The prime object of trade-

unionism, so it is held, is to raise wages. As the presence of these weak
women tend to lower rates, they must be cleared out of the way—entirely

for their own good and salvation, of course. Mr. Bradlaugh has stripped the

parliamentary trade unionist ring of their white chokers and black gloves,

and has treated them to a little social philosophy with no humbug in it."

—

Jus, July 1. No man can serve two masters. He cannot be at the same
time the advocate of the monopolists and the champion of the workers.
There is practically little difference between Mr. Bradlaugh and his ardent
admirers of the Liberty and Property Defence League, except that he is

to use a mild term, somewhat more illogical. Under these circumstances it

seems to me that in selecting such a pronounced antagonist of collectivism to

speak at their annual gala, the Northumberland miners are unwittingly en-

dorsing the foregoing insult to the whole body of trades unionists.—T. B.

The Bolton Engineers' Strike.—June 30.—^The engineers' strike at

Bolton is putting the town into a state of great ferment. The importation

of foreign workmen is greatly exciting the men, and last night ;the streets

near the works where it is known that the strangers are located were be-

sieged by great crowds. Near the works of Messrs. Hicks, Hargreaves, and
Co., in Crook Street, an immense crowd gathered, and stones were thrown in

profusion. Two arrests were made, and a third apprehension took place, but
the third man escaped. A rush was then made to the building. in a back
street where the beds put up for the accommodation of ^the strangers were
situated, and more st<^nes were thr^iwn. The police for a time were power-
less, but their number wasaugmented^and the crowd kept in check.—A^y 1.

—There was renewal of disturbances at Bolton last evening, which* culmi-

nated in ar serious con^ftiet between thepolice and the populace, by which a

nuMjiber of persons were injured, including; an Inspector of the lx)ro«gh force.

Theintfrodiwtion offtsvojjwiadflred cottnty,coiwtabl«& appears to have aroused

puiblic feeling,; ^and^bont six fO'«lack^; in Ktthe vicinity ofr«»ne of thevworks

affected »by)t£ strike, aviarge etowd -aisaembljed. ,Stoiifi«»ndjbolt»^f9er©.thrown
freely, and a -coimierable numfeec of mndows were ; smashed. The . police

drew batons and repeatedly chared the*mob, which shad got mcwe demons-
trative. The conflict lasted over . an hour^;and .many /were hurt. Half-a-

dozen arrests were oaade^rand.tke greatest excitement prevails, .July 2,—
There was a renewal of idi»t»rbattCQftat>Boltoa last; evening, and sixty more
constables were early drafted to .the scene of Thursday night's .disorder,

making a force there of over one hnndred strong. The crowd, numbering
quite eight thousand, became tvery demonstrative, at dusk. Walls in the

vicinity were pulled d^twn, and the materials used as weapons. The police

endeavoured to clear the streets, but failing, the military were «umnioned
from their billets, and on arrival*were received with hootings/and a fusillade

of stones. Order was obtained by keeping.ithe main streets clear, but the

greatest excitement prevailed. The public-houses in the neighbourhood of

the works affected were closed by order of magistrates. A later account ;

—

The crowd has ineceased twofold. Hundreds of windows are being wrecked

by stones and other> missiles. The policemen are powerless. The Mayor and
other magistrates, accompanied by the town clerk and magistrates' clerk,

have just proceeded to the scene of disturbance^ being escorted by the Hus-
sars. The excitement increases, and an outbreak of a serious nature is

feared, threats being made to burn the works down. The military are now
engaged clearing the thoroughfares amidst showers of brickbats, stones,

blocks of wood, and other materials lying handy. The riot was ultimately

quelled by the military which charged the mob repeatedly, during which a

large number of persons were injured, and one Hnssar/was thrown to the

ground, his ankle being broken. The police tried to effect several arrests,

but this was not persisted in owing to a shower of stones. The Mayor and
other magistrates remained on the scene until midnight, when the crowd
began to disperse. During the struggle at one point fffty persons were
knocked down and trodden upon. July 5.—By latest accounts the excite-

ment still continues and the military are camping near the town to be ready

for emergencies.
FEANCE.

The Cri du Peuple announces^that in a few days (the date is not as yet

known) a mass meeting will be held at Paris, under the auspices of the Watch-
ing Committee of the XIII. district {Comite de Vigilance du Xllle, arron-

dissement) in order to publicly denounce a series of inhuman and barbarous

practices perpetrated at the sugar refinery, Say and Co., who employ over

4,000 workers. Mind you, that Say is the learned member of the French

Academy, the former Minister of Finance of the French Kepublic, and the

most distinguished representative of bourgeois political economy in our

nineteenth century ! It is impossible to give a description of this hell,

where human beings are obliged to work completely naked during" fifteen

and often seventeen consecutive hours, in holes heated at from 60 to 80 deg.,

and where they suddenly pass into baekcourts, where the temperature is at

15 deg. below zero. The least mistake in the work is invariably punished

by immediate discharge ! We need not say that these poor refiners, even

if they were strong and robust men, soon become weakened and sickly, and

die an untimely death. A few days ago a general diminution of one ffanc

has been imposed on all salaries, and so 4,000 slaves are reduced to starva-

tion wages, whereas that abominable Say makes a gross profit of one franc

per sugar loaf, and 40,000 sugardoafs are produced daily ! And whilst

these miserable slaves have their wages reduced from day to day, and live a

life of pain and starvation, that M. Say writes books, voluminous and

pedantic^ on the accord between capital and labour, and receives the warmest

congratulations of the Academy of moral and political science !

At the kon works of Le Creusot, where reigns and governs M. Schneider,

the blacksmiths, whose salary has been reduced from 5 fr. to 4 fr., .have

. stopped their work and are now on strike. Of course, M. Schneider is an
archi millionaire !—D.
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At Breslau, «everal jj^rquisitions 'have been made and proved unsuccess-

ful. - But comrade Bruno Geisets chief editor of the Neue Welt, and formerly

member of the Reichstag, has been arrested. Nobody knows, not even the

police, for what reason.

The deputy Lalance, who represents Alsace in the Reichstag, has been

expelled from the vej-y district of which he is the chosen representative.

So he sits in Parliament' for a province which he is not allowed to visit, and
that is one of the " beauties^' of the representative system.

Another member of the German Reichstag, the Socialist deputy Kraker,

of Breslau, has been arrested on leaving, at the xjlose of the Session, the

Parliament He was. taken away by the police on the very steps of the

House in which he was sent to represent his fellow countrymen,—and that

is another of the " beauties " of the representative system !

From the fifty Socialists who have been tried at Magdeburg, thirty-one

have been sentenced to terms of imprisonment varying from nine months to

fourteen rdays.

At Danzig, a dozen Socialists are now on their trial, and although their

condemnation has not yet been pronounced, we may fairly say that they

will be sent to prison. Their acquittal would be a wonder, and Germany
does Hot work -wonders—at least of that kind.—D.

BELGIUM.
The Belgian papers announce that the king of that unfortunate country

has presented his son-in-law, the heir presumptive of the Austrian crown,
with a splendid estate, situated in Hungary, which he has recently bought
for the trifling sum of hventy-eight millions of francs ! This enormous sum
of money has been stolen away from the wretched workers, who receive for

twelve, fourteen, and often sixteen hours of labour, a salary varying between
5 fr. (four shillings) and 1 fr. (tenpence) a-day.

As our readers are aware, the members- of the Belgian Worker's Party
(/)6^r^^ 'owvner ie^^'tf) have made it a part of their programme to try by all

means to enter in the town councils, in the provincial councils, and even in

the House of Parliament. Although they have succeeded in getting some
of their friends in various of tiiese councils, they have of course not ob-

tained anything whatever of all the reforms they aimed at. The same
electioneering propaganda is going to commence for the communal elections

of the next month of October. However, we are glad to say that the

strongest part of the Belgian organisation, the Socialist Federation of

Ghent, represented by the Vooruit and by the daily paper, the Toeko'tnst^

have seen at last the fallacies of that representative humbug system, and
they declare to the Socialist Federations of Brussels and Liege their inten-

tion not to proceed to the ballot boxes in company with the Radicals. As
it appears, the Federation of Antwerp is likely to follow the same line as

our friends in Ghent.—D.
HOLLAND.

It will be well for Socialists to remember the name of C. G. Berger van
Hengst, the director of the Penitentiary of Utrecht, where our comrade
Domala Nieuwenhuys is impris6ned for not having written an article which
appeared in Recht nfK)or Allen. The tormentor of the Utrecht jail seems to be
of the same sort as the chief jailer of the hard labour prison of Halle, in

Prussia, he uses the same methods. Domela Nieuwenhuys, who has been
very ill and was ordered to have the food of the prisoners at the infirmary,

has again been deprived of this "favour." All letters addressed to him are
now destroyed. Our comrade Croll^ who has power of attorney for Doniela,

has been refused further permission to communicate with him on behalf of

the prisoner's children. In the beginning of his imprisonment he had leave
to have books in his cell ; all books have now been removed and his detention
is in the full sense of the word a most brutal and infamous solitary contine-

ment.
In answer to the growing persecution of Socialists in Holland, our friends

have decided to issue their organ Recht voor Alle^i instead of twice three times

weekly^ from the 1st of July, and without any change in the subscription
price. Bravo !—D.

Out of the Mouths of Children.—Nellie :
" Let you and I play inventor."

Fanny: "How shall we do it?" Nellie: "Why you, the inventor, go in
and get some cakes out of the cupboard, and I, the capitalist, come along
and eat them all. You'll get all the fame ; I'll tell mamma it was you who
took the cakes, and she will tell papa."

—

Newcastle Chronicle.

Sydney, May 21.—Socialism.—A public debate on " Socialism " was held
at the Royal Standard Theatre (upstairs), on Wednesday eveniniCf. The
debate was opened by Mr. A. M. Filter, of the London Socialist League.
He treated the question from an historical standpoint, and dealt very ably
with the conflict between labour and capital. Messrs. Flower, Howard, and
others led the opposition. Mr. M'Namai-a spoke in favour of Socialism. An-
other speaker relied mainly on land nationalisation.

—

Sydney Evening News.

The number of persons employed in connection with mines in this country
was 600,000, and the quantity of minerals raised annually was between 150
and 200 millions of tons. Every 150,000 tons of that enormous quantity
represented a human life lost, very often by causes which were preventable.
The Juggernaut of selfish mismanagement exacted a tribute of life and limb
at a rate which exceeded 25 for every week the whole year round. These
accidents were not the result of sudden and therefore presumably unavoid-
able explosions, but generally of carelessness and selfishness on the part of
colliery-owners. Inasmuch as colliers were not in a position to enter into
contracts with their employers upon equal terms, the State was bound to

interfere for their protection.—^. O'Connor, M.P.: Speech on the Mines
Regulation Bill.

Shipbuilding on the Clyde.—There is no hope of a speedy revival of
this trade. There is an over-production of ships at present ; the carrying
power is far in excess of the demand. The average tonnage of ships built
on the Clyde half-yearly since 1878 has been 126,953 tons, the past half-year
only 86,780 tons were built, about two-thirds less than the average amount.
The orders on hand give no hope of better times. In a well organised state,
instead of .masses of workmen hanging about Govan and other places on the
Clyde waiting for orders to build ships that never will be given, these men
would be drafted up to Glasgow to aid in demolishing Glasgow slums, and
in building houses for those families tiiat are at present living in one-
roomed houses. Perhaps the Lord Provost and Town Council of Glasgow
might consider this suggestion. Where the welfare of the State is at stake,
his lordship and councillors should not allow thei^aselves to be terrorised by
the holders of "vested interests."—^. K. D.

SPECIAL > NOTICE.
The Debate on Sociaiism,--E. B. Bar's reply is in type, -b^i* "wre^^re

unfortunately obliged to hold it over tilLn^tt weeky as it arri««fl

too late to allow of concurrent publication in the columns of 1i^
' National Reformer.*

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 13 Farringdon Road, E.G.

Co-operative Store.—Tlie Committee attend at the offices at 8.30 p.m. dn
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. See advertisement on last page.

Monthly General Meeting.—At this meeting the following recommendation
by Council was adopted :^-" That all London branches do make collections !at«ll

open-air meetings for the general expenses of propaganda, such collections to be
handed intact to the treasurer. The treasurer to be empowered to allow to

lecture secretary the travelling expenses of those speakers unable to bear their

own." The reports of Commomveal Manager, Ways and Means, Strike and
Co-operative Committees were also presented. The following Branches reported

on the work done by them since last meeting of members:—Bloomsbury, Clerken*-

well, Croydon, Hackney, Hammersmith, Hoxton, Marylebone, Merton, Miteham,
and North London.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
Leicester, South London, to December 31, 1886. Bradford, Croydon, Edin-

burgh, Hackney, Hoxton (Labour Emancipation League), Hull, Ipswich, Lan^
caster, Leeds, Marylebone, Merton, Norwich, Shields, to March 31. Blooms-
bury, Glasgow, North London, to April 30. Clerkenwell, Hammersmith, Oxford,

Walsall, to June 30.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
W. B. (three weeks), Is. 6d. K. F. (weekly). Is. C. J. F. (weekly), 2s.

FOR PROPAGANDA.
Collected—Merton, Is. 3d. Donation—Miteham, Is.

Ph. W., Treasurer, July*5,

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
Medical Student (3rd donation) 2s. 6d. For Mrs. Moiohray—A Few Fabiansy

per Annie Besant (two weeks), £1. J. Lane, Treasurer,

REPORTS.
Bloomsbury.—On Thursday evening last, an important business meeting 'W^8

held, which was well attended.—U.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, June 29. H. H. Sparling gave very interest-

ing discourse on "Rebel Songs of Ireland." The meeting closed with *'God
Save Ireland." On Sunday, July 3, we held a good meeting on Clerkenwell
Green, addressed by Blundell, Sparling, Mainwaring, and Wardle. Literature

sold well. The usual monthly " social evening" of members and friends-'wa»
very successful.—A. T. and W. B.

Hackney.—H. A. Barker spoke to an attentive audience at the Broadway,
London Fields, on Wednesday evening. Graham and Westwood addressed the
meeting at the Salmon and Ball on Sunday morning. At the club, on Sunday
evening, J. Lane lectured on " The National Loaf, who earns and who eats it.

"^

Members are requested to attend these meetings as often as possible.—G. C.

Merton and Mitcham. — Last Sunday morning, Kitz and Eden addressed
good meeting on the Faii;, Green. Collection, Is. Id. From Mitcham in the
evening, Kitz and Buteux visited Battersca to push Commonweal, and distributed

a large amount of literature.—F. Kitz.
Edinburgh.—On Saturday, Donaldson and G. Hossack addressed a meeting at-

Loanhead. On Sunday, Davidson, John Smith, and J. H. Smith had a large

and very attentive audience in the Queen's Park. Commonweal sold well.

Glasgow.—On Saturday afternoon, a very successful meeting was held at
Blantyre. Addresses were delivered by Small, Glasier, Gilray, Carmichael, and
Paterson. On the same day Gilray, Glasier, and Paterson spoke to a large

audience at Cambuslang. They had a good reception. On Sunday forenoon,

Glasier and Gilray addressed a meeting in Jail Square. In the afternoon^t^?^

held our usual meeting at Paisley Road Toll, Glasier and Gilray speaking.

There was a large audience. The police have interfered with our meeting here,

and as we intend testing the right of free speech, all friends interested in Socialist

propaganda are earnestly requested to turn up there next Sunday at five

o'clock.—J. M. B.

Lancaster,—Are spreading the gospel as usual, in ways most expedient in-

such a camp of the Philistines as this, and have distributed a number of JuMlee
leaflets. Two more of our active members are leaving the place through '^0
practical stoppage of one of our largest and most tyrannical workshops. ' The-
always vast procession of unemployed on the main roads between Barrow, Lali-

caster, and Preston is on the increase. On Friday, at our club-house, had usual
gathering, when Leonard Hall read chapters from PL B. Bax's * Religion,* and
we had a genial farewell to our departing comrades.—L. H.

Leeds.—On Wednesday evening, at new open-air station in Meadow Lane,
Hill, Maguire, and Paylor addressed a fair audience. On Sunday morning,
Braithwaite, Hill, Maguine, and Paylor held a meeting ; and at night in Vicar's

Croft a lai'ge crowd listened attentively to Maguire, Paylor, and Braithwaite*,

The quarterly election of Branch officers took place on Friday.—T. P.

Norwich.—On Wednesday evening last, we held a splendid meeting at Yar-
mouth, a larg^, audience listening attentively to Henderson and another comrade. ..

On Sunday morning a meeting was held at I)iss, and in the afternoon in Norwich
Market-place, Henderson speaking at both places. Morley in the chair. In the-

evening. Slaughter spoke on the Agricultural Hall Plain, Sutton in the chair.

At 8 o'clock, the Gordon Hall was well filled. Henderson lectured on the *' Mar-
riage Question," brisk discussion ; Moore in the chair.—J. S.

Walsall.—Pelsall was again visited on Wednesday, June 29, and a good
meeting on the Green was addressed by H. Sanders, Weaver, and Deakin. At
the close there was a little opposition from a teetotal friend, who was ably re-

plied to by Weaver and Sanders to the entire satisfaction of the audience. On
Saturday evening, Sanders addressed large audiences in the Market-place, Wal-
sall. During the week the teetotallers have been carrying on open-air meetiaigs

with the help of special lecturers, but although publicly challenged by Sanders
to debate the point as to whether teetotalism would solve the problem of low or
insufficient wages and the difficulty of getting employment, they have not taken
it up.

Hull and Gruvtsby.—On Sunday, June 3, I addressed a series of meetings at
Grimsby, where a Socialist body had been started some months ago. I addressed
a meeting there in February last, and a number of men met afterwards to form
an organisation. They then determined amongst theinselves to work locally.

They have since held regular meetings, and got together a band of very earnest
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and energetic comrades. The meetings were well
arranged, and the audiences good and sympathetic.
The morning lecture was in the open-air, and dealt
with the case of the miners of the North of England.
The afternoon address dealt with the attitude of So-
cialists towards co-operators and trade unionists. A
brisk discussion followed. In the evening a large
audience gathered at the Hall of Science to hoar a
discourse on "How Socialism Might be Realised."
The scheme seemed satisfactory to the audience, and
an interesting discussion ensued. Several new mem-
bers were enrolled afterwards, and preparations were
discussed for extending the work of the society and
having more speakers down. Altogether the pro-
spects of Socialism in Grimsby are decidedly hopeful.
--J. L. M.
Peckham.—On Sunday evening W. H. Utley lec-

tured at the Peckham Reform Club on "Socialist
Polities." The lecture was well received and a large
quantity of literature was sold.

Socialist Union (Nottingham Section).—On Sun-
day morning in Sneinton Market Proctor and Peacock
spoke to a good audience, 2s. 2d. collected. In the
Great Market Place at night a large meeting to hear
Waine, Proctor and Peacock speak on Socialism ;

5s. 6Jd. collected. At the meeting at the Club four
members enrolled.—A. C.
Woolwich.—Last Sunday R. Banner spoke to a

large gathering at the Arsenal gates. Literature as

usual sold well. £1 2s. 6d. collected for propaganda.

North of England Socialist Federation.

Scghill meeting addressed by J. L. Mahon on Friday.
Bachworth,—Good meeting, addressed by A. K.

Donald. Fair sale of literature.

BlytJi.—A large meeting was addressed in Blyth
Market-place by A. K. Donald on Saturday evening.
Branches of the Socialist Federation will please re-

member delegate meeting at Grey Mare Inn, Blyth, at

3 p.m., on July 9.

Newcastle.—Thomas Mann, S.D.F., has held a num-
ber of meetings in the town in the course of the week,
which have been well attended. An effort is being
made by the branches of the S.D.F. to raise sufficient

funds to have a speaker permanently in Northumber-
land.

North Shields.—A. K. Donald lectured on Quayside
on Sunday morning to a large audience. Arrange-
ments are being made to give an indoor lecture next
'Week, at which ample opportunity will be given to

opponents of Socialism to state their views. Mr.
Leslie Johnstone has intimated that he wishes the
debate adjourned some weeks.

Sunderland.—A meeting was addressed by Donald
•and Wood on Sunday afternoon. A teetotal employe
of the N.E.R., in receipt of 30s. a-week, was indig-

nant at Donald's exposition of the N.E.R. balance-
sheet. He thought the shareholders fully entitled to

their plunder.
Soxith Shields.^-An address was delivered by Donald

in the market-place on Sunday evening to a good audi-
ence. Several new members were made. Friends de-

siring to join the Socialist party please communicate
with J. Wood, 105 Bath Street.

Gohce.tL—A. K. Donald lectured at the pump on
Mondav cvcniiiQ-.

PROVINCES.
Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Dublin.—Irish Labour League, Temperance Hall, 57
Francis Street, every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discus-

sion on all subjects connected with Labour Question.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 7.30 p.m. to transact business.

Class for the study of *Das Capital' at 8.30. {See
'* Open-air " below.)

Glonsgoiv.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. Meeting of

Members in Rooms on Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.

Hamilton.—Baton's Hall, Chapel St. Every Thursday
at 7.30.

Hull.—Address all communications to E. Teesdale,

20 Shakspere Street.

Lancaster.—Addresses every Sunday morning on the
Quay Jetty.

Leeds.—17 Chesham Street, Sweet Street. Club and
reading room open every evening. Business meet-
ings every Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Office of Hosiery Union, Horsefair Street.

Fridays at 8 p. m.

Norwich.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures
every Sunday at 8 p.m. Members' Meeting, Mon-
day at 8. Speakers' Class, Sunday mornings at

10.30 and Wednesday evenings at 8 p.m. Singing
Class, Saturday evenings.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 254 Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Shields [North and South).—Meetings every Sunday,
Quay -side and Market Place. Branch meetings on

"

Thursday nights at the " General Gordon," Bath
Street, Maxwell Street, South Shields. Secretary,

J. Hearne, 32 Clive Street, No. Shields.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Bloomsbiiry.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W^. On Thursday July 7,

at 8.30, F. Verinder will lecture, "Land National-

isation," 14. Eleanor Marx-Aveling, "Socialism
. *nd Political Action." 21. W. H. Utley, " Mal-

thusian Socialism." 28. Business Meeting and
Social Evening. August 4. Edward Aveling, " The
Value of Brain Work."

CUrhenwelL—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-

don Road, E.C. Sunday July 10, at 8.30 p.m.
George Bernard Shaw, " Socialism and Radicalism."
Wednesday July 13, at 8.30. W. Utley, "Socialist

Politics."

Croydon.—Parker Road.

BoLchmy.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Hoom open every evening from 8 till 11.30. ; Satur-

day, 7 till 12.30 ; Sunday 11 a.m. till 12 p.m. Mem-
' bers Business Meeting every Tuesday at 8.30 p.m.

Sunday July 10, at 8.30, no lecture. Special Notice
—all members are requested to attend Saturday
July 9, at 8.30.

'^Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall. W.
Sunday July 10, at 8 p.m. Alfred Howard (Christian

Socialist Society), "Christian Socialism not Social-

istic Christianity."

Moxton (L.E.L.).—2 Crondall Street, New North Rd.
ClubRoom open on Monday, Wednesday, and Satur-

day evenings from 8 till 11. Singing Class every
Wednesday at 8.30. Sunday July 10, Excursion
to Rye House. Brakes leave 2 Crondall Street at

9 a.m. Tickets (booked beforehand) 2s. 6d.

"Merton.—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

Mitcham.—Comer of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening fiom 7.30 till 11.

North London.—Branch meets at 32 Camden Road,
N.W., for reception of new members and other
business, on Wednesday evenings at 8 o'clock, until

further notice. H. Bartlett, sec.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 10.

11. 30...Hammersmith—Beadon Rd The Branch
11. 30...Mitcham Fair Green Eden & Kitz
11. 30. ..St. Pancras Arches
ll.30...Walliam Green The Branch
7 ...Clerkenwell Green Blundell

7. 30...Garrett—"Plough Inn" Kitz & Bull

Tuesday.
8 ...Ossulton Street, Euston Road Nicoll

Wednesday.
8 ... Broadway, London Fields Morris

Thursday.
8 ...Hoxton, Pitfield Street The Branch

PROVINCES.

Edinhurffh.—Sunday : Queen's Park, 6.30 p.m.
Glasgorc.—Suni^ay : Jail'a ^Square, 1 o'clock; Paisley

Road Toll at 5.

Camhnslang.—Saturda}^ : C o'clock.

31otherwell.—Saturday : at 8 o'clock.

Leeds.—Sunday: Hunalet Moor, 11; Vicar's Croft,

7.30. Friday: Corner of Christ Church, Meadow
Lane, at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—Sunday: Market Place at 3 ; Agricultural
Hall Plain at 7.

Ayhham.—Alternate Tuesdays : Market Place, at 7.

Dereham.—Thursday : Market PUiee, at 7.15.

Wymondham.—Sunday: at 11.

Yarmouth.—Wednesday : On the Quay, at 7.30.

Walsall.—J. L. Mahon will arrive here Thursday July
14, and address two open-air meetings on that date
—on The Bridge, Walsall, at 8 p.m., and High
BuUen, Wednesbury, at 6 p.m.

NORTH ENGLAND SOCIALIST FEDERATION
Meetings—July.

Blyth, Market Place.Sat.

Sun,

9-
10- North Shields, Quayside, at 11 a.m. Sun-

derland (xarrison, at 3.30 p.m. South
Shields, Market Place, at 6.30 p.tn.

11—Consett, Pump near Town Hall, at 7 p.m.

Tues. 12—Throckley, at 6.30 p.m.
Fri. 15—Backworth, near Market, at 6 p.m.

Mon.

United Socialist Societies of London.
Annual Excursion to Epping Forest (Robin Hood),
on Sunday July 10, by railway to Loughton Station^

for the benefit of the condemned comrades in Chicago.
The procession will start from the West-end at

9 a.m., corner of Tottenham Street and C-harlotte

Street; and from the East end at 9 a.m., from the
Club Morgenroethe, Princes Square, Cable Street,

with full brass bands, banners, and standards.
Trains leave from Liverpool Street Station at fol-

lows : morning, 8.53, 9.53, 10.30; afternoon, 12;8,

2.28, 3.22, 5.50.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE GROCERY.
13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

The Store is open on Monday, Wednesday, and
Saturday evenings from 8.30 till 10.30 p.m. AU
Grocery Articles can be had at current store prices,

or where possible, under. All orders over 10s. will bo
delivered carriage paid in London.

16 pp., crown 4to. ONE PENNY.
Published on the 15th of each month at the MoD£Rir

Press, 13 Paternoster Row, London.

AN ANTI-STATIST, COMMUNIST
MANIFESTO.

" In vain you tell me that Artificial Government is

fijood, but that I fall out only with its abuse. The
thing—the thing itself is the abuse ! "

—

Burke.

ONE PENNY.

Hoxton (Labour Emancipation League).—An Ex-
cursion of members and friends of the above will take

place on Sunday first, July 10, to Rye House, by
brakes from 2 Crondall Street, Hoxton, at 9 a.m. A
few tickets to be had, price 2s. 6d.

Norwich Branch.—It was arranged at a meeting
of members to have an outing in August, on Bank
Holiday, to Cromer. Tickets 4s. 6d. each, including

railway fare, dinner, and tea.

South-West Ham Radical AssociATioy, Congrega-
tional Schoolroom, Swanscombe Street, Barking Rd.

—

Wednesday July 13, at 8 p.m. H. H Sparling, *' The
Iron Law of Wages." Aug. 24. "The Rebel Poetry

of Ireland."

Stamford Hill and Tottenham.—Comrades and
Friends living in this district desirous of forming a

branch of the Socialist League are requested to address

John Flockton, 3 Sussex Terrace, Markfield Road,
Broad Lane, Tottenham, or to the Secretary of the

League, 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

Woolwich.—Arsenal Gates, Sunday at 7 o'clock.

Joseph Lane, 38 Ainslie Street, Bethnal Green
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A WRITTEN DEBATE
Between Mb. C. BRADLATJGH, M.P., and E. BELFORT BAX.

SUBJECT:
*' Will Socialism Benefit the English People ?

"

Y.

—

Affirmative : E. Belfort Bax.

I REGRET that Mr. Bradlaugh's second paper should not have contained
^ more distinct criticism of the modern Socialism set forth in my
opening article than it does. Mr. Bradlaugh in his last complained
that I ha4 not made myself clear to him on certain points. These I

'Endeavoured to explain in a few sentences. He now again says he
does not understand what I mean. Briefly then, once more, the
" economic basis " of modern society is production for profit, through
the monopoly of the means of production by the named and unnamed
individuals constituting the capitalist class, in its various sections.

The " economic basis " of Socialism is the collective ownership of these
means of production by society as a whole, and their working not for

the profit of individuals or classes but for the use of society as a whole,
both collectively and individually. I believe, as I before said, that
the tendency under Socialism would be increasingly towards a col-

lectivisation of the product, but when, how, and the precise proportions
in which this would take place I do not pretend to prophesy. In fact,

when Mr. Bradlaugh pursues me with four wheeled cabs, wooden clogs,

and his long and supple leather fishing-boots, and says, what of these 1

who shall ride in this cab ? who shall wear these boots ? how do you
know that he who wears the boots will like the boots he wears ? there
i« only one truthful answer I can make him, and that is, "I don^t
know, and I don't care

"
; and in saying this I am sure I express the

sentiments of the immense majority of modern Socialists. Such
•conundrums have not the slightest practical interest at the present
time ; and if Socialism pretended to answei them it would thereby
proclaim its owh absurdity and worthlessness. If Mr. Bradlaugh
wants to discuss such interesting details as these, I commend him to
the Positivists, who will further inform him how many times a man is

to tap his forehead or scratch his left ear (I forget wliich) before going
to bed in the society of the future.

And this brings me to the point where, with due respect to Mr.
Bradlaugh, I should like to signalise what I think is the cause of Mr.
Bradlaugh's failure (as I cannot but deem it) even so much as to touch
the question at the root of the issue between us. Mr. Bradlaugh seems
to be looking out in my exposition for something he doesn't find, and
he is disconcerted because he doesn't find it. Hence his unwillingness
to deal with the historical and other points put forward by me, and
rhis anxiety to waive aside so many things as " irrelevant to the issue
between us." This latter practice or proceeding reaches its acme of
-eccentricity, if I may so call it, when Mr. Bradlaugh intimates his
opinion that the question of the unemployed has nothing to do with
Socialism, and challenges me to prove that Socialism would benefit the
unemployed ! Now I submit that though human nature can stand a
great deal in controversy, yet there is a limit to all things under the
sun. And I do think that Mr. Bradlaugh might have borne in mind
the elementary fact that Socialism by its very definition excludes the
possibility of there being any "unemployed" to benefit. The "un-
employed " belong to present society, and it clearly devolves upon Mr.
Bradlaugh as the champion of present society as against Socialism to
deal with this great problem of modern times. He may say, of course,
that Socialism is wrong and impracticable; but granted Socialism
and ex hypothesi there is no such thing as an " unemployed " class.
However, I will not press this point.
The question then arises, what is this "something" Mr. Bradlaugh

is trying to find in modern Socialism, and can't ? I think I am not
far wrong in saying that what Mr. Bradlaugh is looking for is (1) a
handy and portable conspectus of future society, which, when found,
he naight proceed to pull to pieces at his leisure ; and (2) an attempted
application of such a scheme to the English people as English—*.<?.,

coneidered as an isolated whole and without reference to the rest of
civilisation. Unfortunately, in neither of these respects can modern
Socialism oblige Mr. Bradlaugh. The Socialist of to-day does not profess
to carry in his pocket any ready-made detailed scheme for the future of
httman society. Such schemes he regards as mere quackery nowadays.
All he professes to do is to proclaim a law, or a system of laws, if you
like, of social evolution. He shows the development of society in the
pas<^ exhibits the logical tendency immanent in that development, and

deduces therefrom the main principle of the next stage of social pro-

gress. For this reason an international Socialism, with the means of

production and distribution concentrated in the hands of society, as

advocated by modern Socialists, could not have taken place in any

previous period of the world's history. As to the details of the arrange-

ment, whether immediate or ultimate, these no human being can see.

All we say is, let the working classes, organised to*this end, take over

the means of production, distribution, and exchange ; first the land,

railways, mines, factories, credit establishments, and the larger ware-

houses and retail stores, which stand ready organised to their hand

;

at the same time let the executive proceed to establish new workshops,

warehouses, and stores on a large scale in those trades where they do

not already exist, and so undermine the smaller establishments pos-

sessed and worked by individuals, and which might for that matter

remaiyi unmolested until this happy consummation. Beyond this we
do not profess to make any definitive proposal as to production or

distribution. The rest must be left to time and circumstances to work
itself out. (The above is, I think, in itself a sufficient answer to Mr.
Bradlaugh's paragraph 7. It will be seen from this why I regard Mr.
Bradlaugh's first definition as inadmissible on all the three sub-heads

he mentions.) Before leaving this question of " detail," I should like

to illustrate the common absurdity of requiring a detailed plan of the

new society in its completed form, of its pioneers to-day, by asking Mr.
Bradlaugh if it would have been very reasonable to have expected a

member of the Long Parliament (let us say) to give a detailed exposi-

tion of the political and social relations of the modern commercial
world ? The Puritan townsman of the seventeenth century undeniably
represented the principle of the supremacy of the middle classes as

against Feudalism, and yet we know how little he could have pictured

to himself the ultimate issue of this principle as presented in itine-

teenth-century England. Yet the parallel is feeble, seeing that Jiis

principle had already made some practical headway, and the change
from the social life of the seventeenth to that of the nineteenth century
is immeasurably less in scope than that from a fully-developed capital-

istic civilisation to a fully-developed Socialism.

To come to the other point. Modern Socialism is unable to deduce
the social change it deems imminent, from the idiosyncracies of a
particular people, or to conceive Socialism as applied exclusively to

any one people. The modern European States (with the various

colonies which are their offshoots) had their origin in loose feudal con-

federacies with little or no national cohesion. (I should not have
insulted Mr. Bradlaugh with references for this elementary historical

fact but for certain remarks in his last paper ; as it is, I refer him,
as regards England, to almo^-any page of Green, Freeman, or Stubbs.)
We regard the modern naf^nat stage as merely transitional ; Mr.
Bradlaugh, on the contrary, 'seems to regard it as a sort of thing that
was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be. Already we see the
nationality idea becoming a mere cover for financing operations, market-
hunting, and capitalist competition generally. The "differences" of
type, temperament, etc., are but surface-differences compared with the
fundamental laws governing the development of all human society.

The most diverse nationalities were once united under the very inelastic

civilisation of Roman antiquity. Western Europe, irrespective of race,

was, again, dominated by the feudal system ; the whole civilised world
is now alike under the iron heel of modern capitalism

—

i.e., profit

-

mongering and wage-slavery. Mere racial differences may be quite
well left out of account in dealing with the deeper problems of social

development. If Mr. Bradlaugh would deign to notice ray brief his-

torical sketch, he would find the essential identity, irrespective of
nationality, of Western development from Feudalism to capitalism

there indicated. Nay, even the Socialist movement has already taken
hold in greater or less degree of the workers of the whole of modern
civilisation from the Pacific to the Volga. A few years ago there was
no Socialist movement either in England or America ; it is now daily
advancing by giant's strides. Mr. Bradlaugh makes a difficulty as to
what I mean by the well-known phrase modern or western civilisation.

I mean of course the economic, political, social, and intellectual life of
Europe and its colonies, including the greater part of America. In
economics this means modern capitalism, with its railways and great
machine-industry; in politics, middle-class "constitutional" govern-
ment (monarchical or republican) ; in social relations, the particular
compound of vulgarity veneered with culture sometimes termed Philis-
tinism ; in religion, the organised hypocrisy which assents to, or does
not reject, a body of dogmas, rites, and ceremonies the plain meaning
of which is obsolete or no longer believed in by the educated classes.

But, says Mr. Bradlaugh, how about Russia, there is no constitutional
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^^^fe^JB^j^j:9«P,e- ifi^ce &ve^ q£ coujr&e, * * backY2;aj;.d " counti^i^s in, Europe
^P*,ii^^' ^I^M^tQ.^:^}^. t^ip staa;i,(Jard of coniplet^d boyvgep}s perfection,

ajcr^^q^i^t^gj^iaiJ ^n4 t^e other importai3,t Wester>n nations. The

^^.^PPiP^fr' ^^ ^^^t howey^r, as we have often &^eu, h only a matter

^f%Nw y^sjrs. But .modern capitalistic civilisation, I may observe,
'^'^< 5#^ IP? is not the only form of civilisation. There have been other
and more immature forms of civilisation, the "economic basis" of

which has been serfdom or chattel-slavery. Some of these survive still

in a stationary or decaying state—notably in Asia, and here and there
in Africa. These (with the barbaric and savage populations of the
globe) may be left temporarily out of account. They are outside the
main stream of modern social development.

^

As regards Mr. Bradlaugh's paragraph 3, I would like to ask him in
what purely barbaric or savage community he finds a dominant class

of exploiters and a dominated class of exploited within the commu-
nity, it being understood that we are not talking of case« here and
there of rapacity on the part of individual chieftains ; or what is more
to the point, I would ask him to explain how my definition of civilisa-

tion can be made to apply to the internal economy of those primitive
tribal communities, by the gradual consolidation of which all cen-

tralised nations werg formed, and the last remaining survivals of which
may be seen in the Russian Mir, the Swiss Allemen, the Hindoo
"village," etc., etc- (cf. Maine's ^Village Communities' and other
works, Laveleye's ' La Propriete Primitive,' Maurer's ' Deutsche
Markverfassung,' also Mommsen's ' Romische Studien,' and first volume
of ^ Roman History,' etc., etc.). Ajrropos of this I might quote Emer-
son's words with one alteration :

" Society is civilised (Emerson said

barbarous) until every industrious man can get his living without
dishonest customs." When this latter is the case we shall ha^'e

Socialism.

Mr. Bradlaugh's paragraph 8 evidently implies more than it says.

I am sure Mr. Bradlaugh would not feel inclined to be rude without
thinking he had some very good cause. J^otwithstanding, as I really

cannot see the terrible lapsiis I am supposed to have made, I must
still adhere to both my statements as to Owen, Fourier, and Co., to

wit, that though the end of modern Socialism is, broadly speaking,

similar to that of Utopian Socialism, as I understand it, yet that as a

science or theory of Society it stands in much the same relation to the

latter as modern chemistry does to alchemy, or astronomy to astrology.

In paragraph 9, Mr. Bradlaugh again discredits the historical side

of ray opening paper without discussing it. He says I ought to bring
forward some evidence in support of the statements challenged. This

I should have been most happy to do, if I had known what tvere the

statements challenged. But seeing that Mr. Bradlaugh admits my
account to be " sometimes consonant with fact," I had surely a right

to expect that he would name the points where, in his opinion, it

was " utterly confiicting " therewith, and briefly state his reasons for

so thinking. It seems to me this would have been more germane to

the issue (seeing the importance modern Socialism attaches to its

" historical basis "), than propounding impossible riddles as to the

precise point where communisation of the product will begin and end
in future Society, problems which obviously can only be solved by
experience, and upon which modern Socialism dees not profess to

dogmatise.

One last word on the point about Christianity incidentally raised in

my first article. What I meant was that the essential 2^'i^'i''^ciple of

Christianity, that upon which its whole theory of life and condur^t is

based, is an assumed relation between the individual soul, and tlje

divinity directly revealed in it and to it. The end of the individual's

being and conduct is his union with this divinity, all moral action is in

the last resort subservient to this as its supreme source and object.

My aim was to place this morality in contrast at once with the old

tribal morality of the early world and with that of modern Socialism,

the object of which was and is, not the perfection and apotheosis of

the individual soul but the welfare of the social body. I still contend
that isolated passages in the Acts (which, bien entend^i, may or may
not represent historical facts) do not " in the least aflfect " my position.

A policy pursued under special circumstances as a matter of conve-
nience cannot be taken as affirming a principle. I may say, however,
before leaving the subject, that I can find not the slightest justification

in the text for the gloss Mr. Bradlaugh has put upon the Ananias
incident in his last paper.

And now then for the promised facts and figures relative to Mr.
Bradlaugh's paragraph 18 in first paper, and the progressive concentra-
tion of capital in fewer hands. Does Mr. Bradlaugh know that (1) in
the bakery trade a complete transformation has taken place within the
last few years ; that whereas every baker used to bake his own bread,
now there are hundreds of bakers in London who sell but do not bake

^ To mention one point only, as regards nationalism. Under nationalism the
capitalist, can play off the imported foreign workm^dn against the natLve, or can
transport his capital to other lands, where he will, find a crowd of .stai:v0il,ings to
do his "bidding. This could not happen were the natipna^,! b^rriei; broken down.
When Mi". Bradlaugh looks at the interconnection of modern industry and com-
merce throughout the modern world-market, he must surely see that the estab-
lishrpen.t of Socialism in England implies the immediate co-operation of at least
the nations constituting the van of civilisation.
-The not unfrequent existence of slavery in its cruder form in barbaric

societies, while apparently contradicting my conte;ition, does not really do so.

The ca,p'tiye taken in war is reckoned a chattel precisely because he is not in the
tribal society, witliia the limits of which alone social life is as yet recognised.
There U no exploitation of tribesman by tribesman.

hr^3i^ ? (Tb,!^ reason of this is that large firm,§ like Neville are able to

b^eb^earid apd deliver it cheaper th^,n reUulers can bake it.) (2) In
the fancy bakery trade I am told the same fact is still more notice-

able, where firi^^s like ^'Huntley and Palmer," and the "National
Bakery Company," are ousting the small capitalist completely out of

the field. Moreover, in this as in other departm^ents, it is becoming
general for large grocers to supply cakes and biscuits made by the
firms in question, thereby completely crushing the small specialist re-

tailers. (3) Take, again, the refreshment trade, and the same process
will be found to hold good, as evidenced by the success of the " Aerated
Bread Company," " Lockhart,'' etc. (4) I am informed by a corre-
spondent of large experience in the glass bottle trade, that he is con-
vinced that the whole of the smaller makers must before long "go to
the wall." One of the largest glass-bottle makers in England has
absorbed, to his personal knowledge, eight small factories within a few
years, and no new ones have sprung up to take their places, or are
likely to do so. (5) Again, Joseph Chamberlain's (or rather Nettle-
fold's) screw-making business has, it is well known, very nearly crushed
all other screw-makers out of existence. Lipton's is also a case in

point. (6) The business of transportation shows precisely the same
phenomenon, large men crushing small men, and large companies
crushing small companies. An immeasurably larger amount of the
carrying trade, as every one knows, passes into the hands of the few
large shipping companies than into that of all the small firms com-
bined. The instances pointed out, I think, fully bear out my friend,

Alexander Donald (who has for two or three years passed been
specially investigating this matter at first hand and in detail) in
writing :

" The facts (relative to this subject), which have not been
reduced to tabular form by any one, simply because the bourgeoisie
don't want information on the subject, leave no doubt as to the truth
of your statement."

I will not weary the reader by running through the gamut of the
various trades and industries, which, so far as I am aware, all without
exception tell the same tale ; but here are a few ofiicial statistics :—-'

From 1863 to 1869, there were 4,782 new limited companies started;,

from 1870 to 1876 there were 6,905; from 1877 to 1883 there were
8,643; and in 1883 alone there were 1,634, the largest number ever
started in one year. Of course, a considerable proportion of these
fail ; in the sharp competition there is among them it is the fittest to
cope with existing conditions only, which survive. But here again the
main element of success is practically unlimited capital, wherewith to
"hold on" and to "push." I would ask Mr. Bradlaugh to consider
the amount of concentration of capital all this means, for statistics in
this case where every company is otficially registered must obviously
be rigidly accurate. The same remark applies to the figures respect-
ing bankruptcies and compositions with creditors, which form part of
the obverse of the same medal. Here are a few taken haphazard :

—

The bankruptcies and "compositions," which in 1870 were 5,002, in

1875 realised 7,899, and in 1879 attained the enormous total of

13,132.

Of course, I must accept Mr. Bradlaugh's statement that the boot-
making districts are better off to-day than forty years ago. I must
only call Mr. Bradlaugh's attention to the fact that forty years ago
the industry of the country was only beginning to settle down from
the acute crisis caused by the introduction of the great machine in-

dustry. Now no one denies that the sudden and severe misery caused
by this subsided for a time, during the flourishing period of British
manufactures and trade, otherwise the Cobden-Bright school of politi-

cians could never have got the ear of the English working-classes a&
they did. It may well be that the after-glow of this period of " leaps,

and bounds " lingers still in some industries and in some districts. Our
contention is that, taking things all round, and setting aside this as-

well as temporary trade " booms," etc., the tendency toward a polarisa-

tion of wealth and poverty is making itself apparent in a yearly
accelerating ratio. When Mr. Bradlaugh asks me to furnish statistics,

of every important town in Great Britain in 1847 and in 1887, he is,

I respectfully submit, making a somewhat unreasonable and unneces-
sary demand upon me. My opinion of the value of such statistics

considered per se is not such as would induce me to undertake elaborate
researches on that head. On this point I am entirely of Carlyle's way,
of thinking. Figures which appear so orderly and beautiful and con-
vincing, are but abstractions ; they are only serviceable as a shprth^nd
registration of a conclusion arrived at by other means. The, in most
cases insuperable, difiiculty of initial verification, the di^cul,ty of
finding out the precise data on which they are based, the facts, they
suppress and the facts they express, render them practically valueless.

Statistics have a fraudulent appearance of an accuracy which they
can only possibly possess in a very few special cases. Hence the
superstiious belief in figures on the part of the modern mind. For
my own pact, no number of statistics would have ever made me a
Socialist, and no number of them would itnmake me one ; so Mr.
Bi:a,diaugh must pardon my declining to treat the statistical side of
this question as possessing any but a purely secondary and formal
interest.

In concluding my share of this debate, I must ag^»iA, apologise , for
the length of this paper, only pleading the largeness. and ipaportiance

of the subject in excuse. At the same time I should like to express
my sen3e>of the uniform courtesy of Mr. Bradlaugh in the conduct of
his side. The. subject, " Will Sociajism benent the English. People T^
as I believe, is necessarily decided in the afilirmatiye by an u^der-
stax;idiDg of what Socialism (in its modern sense) n^eans, and caup. oi\ly

be profitably discussed on this issue. IJience the direction I have en-

deavoured to give to the debate. E, Belfort Bax.
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THE MORKOW OF THE REVOLUTION.
(Concluded from p. 220.)

One great idea which dominates all others has taken firm hold of the
brains of all Socialists, the suppression of individual property. The
Anarchists themselves, who are, without knowing it, the representatives
of the " laisse^Q faire^ laisser passer " of property, are drawn into its

current. The idea of the suppression of individual property is not
one which hfls sprung up spontaneously in the human skull ; it is the
iritiellectual reflexion of the economical phenomenon which is evolving
in the capitalist world.

What is the true characteristic of individual property. It is that
the owner should work on his own property : this is so true tliat the
peasant, the propertied animal above all others, when he grows too old
to cultivate his land, rather than see it worked by hirelings divides it

between his children, although this surrender of his land, his only
love, is as torturing to him as the tearing out of his entrails. The old
French proverb, " Property is the fruit of labour," expresses this fact.
Consequently the only true property-owner in the old sense of the
word is the peasant who cultivates his own land, the landlord who
inhabits and repairs his own cottage, the shopkeeper who buys and
sells merchandise in his own shop, the carpenter who himself uses his
own saw and plane. All that these property-owners possess belongs
to them in all justice, it is the fruit of their labour and not of that of
others, for no wage-earner has worked,on " their property."

But is it the case that capitalist property presents this character 1

Are the owners of mines, of railways, of great warehouses, the land-
lords who ov/n hundreds and thousands of acres, and whole quarters of
towns, really property owners'? Have they ever worked on their
*' property "

? They only know it by the rent it brings them in ; it is

the wage-earners and not the owners who work on their property. In
the capitalist world we must correct the ancient proverb, and say.
Property is the fruit of labour, and the reward of idleness,''

The capitalists by not working on their property, but by using it to
lay hold of the fruit of the labour of others, have destroyed the essen
tial character of individual property.
The capitalist property-owner is a being absolutely useless in the

scheme of property ; all the shareholders and bondholders of the rail-
ways might be drowned in the Channel, and yet the railways of Europe
would go on carrying passengers and merchandise. The capitalist
property-owner is a useless mouth which consumes a terrible quantity.

Everything that is eaten by a rich man, and the domestics and other
folk who serve^ and satisfy his tastes and needs, is consumed in pure
loss.

^
It is as if instead of burning coal in a machine to transform its

heat into force, one were to burn it in the open. The capitalist being
useless therefore ought to be suppressed to lessen the expense of social
production. The Socialist revolution will be bound to accjomplish this
economical operation ; it will not destroy pt-operty, it will free it from
its parasites.

The very day of the revolution the first decree of the revolutionary
government will be the confiscation of capitalist property (mines,
spinning-mills, foundries, railways, etc.), and its transformation into
social property.

Bax and the English Socialists think that the State will take the
place of the capitalist property-owners, and continue the exploitation
of the great instruments of labour as in the past, but at the same time
bringing in certain ameliorations in the lot of the worker, such as
shorter hours and higher w^ages, etc. Their ideal is the capitalist
public service (post-office, telegraphs, police, etc.), brought to perfec-
tion.i But for us, we believe that as a consequence of the very fact
of the establishment of the revolutionary government, the State with
its public offices (post-office, national debt, police, magistracy, army,
etc.), will disappear. The State is a machine cunningly organised to
serve the interests of the capitalists, and to keep the proletarian mass
in slavery.

^
The revolutionary government which will temporarily

replace it, will have to disorganise the bourgeois machine and to draw
all its power from the proletarian mass, and so to lay the foundations
of the new order.

Instead of its being the State which will be the manager of the
post-office, and telegraphs, the minter of money, and director of the
railways, as it is now in nearly all capitalist countries, instead of its
being the State which will be the manager of spinning, and weaving,
and director of the mines, etc., as Lassalle wished, and as the English
Socialists now wish, the revolutionary government w^U have to act in
such a way that it will be the workers themselves who will become
their own employers and their own directors.

The revolutionary government will not have to impose on the work-
men, their directors, the rules of their labour, or rate of wages on the
workmen, the telegraphists, the employes of the railways, or the miners,
foundrymen, etc. On the contrary, the workmen will come to an under-
standing among themselves as to choosing their engineers and foremen,
and on the sharing of the gains of their business. The nation will put at
their service the instruments of labour ; special commissions will be
charged with drawing up a table of charges ; that is to say, a rate of
wages w^hich can be claimed for services rendered, the sum which it
will be necessary to sert aside for the repairing and improving of the

\
Comrade Bax mmst speak for himself, but I cannot think he would endorse

thiss^tement of his views; and there are other " English Socialists," atnong
them the editor of the Commomveal, who would not walk across the street for
the realisation of such an - ideal." The fact that a French Socialist who knows
so much of Eng and as Citizen Lafargue does, can have such an impression of
the views of " English Socialists," shows the dange- -" '" '

tive measures.
nger of coquetting with pallia-

machinery, and the sum to be paid into the public treasury to assure
to each member of society victuals, lodging, and clothing.
On the morrow of the revolution, the work to be done will be so

colossal, that it must not be increased still more by turning the revo-
lutionary government into a director of spinning mills, or a shoe manu-
facturer

; on the contrary, it must hasten in the masses themselves, the
development of all the organisers and directors of social labour.
Capacities towards direction exist, since it is the wage-earners only
who direct all production, and it is only a matter of grouping them to
find those commissions which will be charged with regulating scien-
tifically the production and equitable distribution of products.

For the end of the social revolution is to loork as little as possible,
and to enjoy as much as possible, and that can only be attained by a
continous improvement of machinery and a scientific division of labour
amongst all the members of Society, and by ensuring a just proportion
of production to the needs of Society.

But before arriving at this Communist Society, in which labour and
pleasure will be free and in common, we must pass through a transi-
tional period, in which it will be necessary to maintain wages and to
keep the due proportion between them and the service rendered and
the effort given. For our part we believe that the workers themselves
have more qualities to enable them to distribute the hours of labour
and the gains, than the functionaries of any State would have.

For the rest we only formulate here the desiderata; events will force
us on the road to be followed ; and it is more than probable that the
two systems w^ill be combined in various proportions.
The Morrow of the Revolution the revolutionists will have to arm

the w^age-earners and oi'ganise them as soldiers ; to lodge, feed, and
clothe them gratuitously ; and to confiscate and nationalise capitalist

property. The nation w4iich has once tasted this Socialist regime, even
if ic were but for a month, will be gained for ever for the Social Re-
volution. Paul LafafwGue.

SCOTTISH NOTES.
A statue of Sir William Wallace, the greatest hero in Scottish history, was

recently unveiled at Abbey Craig, Stirlingshire, and the one man in alf Scot-
land deemed worthy of performing the ceremony was—the Marquis of Bute

!

Scotchmen are Liberal in politics, Presbyterians in religion, they adore
Wallace and worship Burns, but they would not for the world permit the
statues of their dead heroes and poets to be unveiled by a mere man if any-
thing bearing a human shape with the title of lord could be found within the
four quarters of the earth.

Wallace was no patriotic fanatic or bully, lie was the arch-agitator, con-
spirator and traitor—the Socialist of his day. His army was filled with the
victims of poverty and oppression

—

les miserables. Rogues and vagabonds of
every description followed him, and fought and bled like heroes under his.
banner. Probably it is as a representative of these latter that Lord Bute
was asked to unveil the statue of the warrior hero, but in that case a great
injustice is done to the memory alike of Wallace and the companions of his
toil.

Lord Bute it is true is a plunderer—a most colosssal one ; but he plunders
the poor because he is rich, not the rich because he is poor. So far from being
a re])vesentative of the poor oppressed and outlawed soldiery who strove mau-
fLdly against the oppressors of their time, he is a lineal descendant and repre-
sentative of those very oppressors whose law was their swords and whose
swords were law. Were Wallace alive to-day, his enemies, instead of being
foreign hirelings or predatory aliens, would be the titled and untitled knaves
of his own country who rob the people of their land and every means of sus-
tenance and happiness ; and Scotchmen if they had anything of the spirit of
their " glorious ancestors who wi' Wallace bled," w^ould be leagued together
—gatliering with them the unfortunate, the ragged and torn from the high-
ways and the byways—to wage war against their common oppressors, who
make their livers miserable and scourge the land with a more terrible devas-
tation tlum the fire and sword of Edward's feudal hordes.

At a meeting of the Trades Council held here last week one of the mem-
bers, a comrade of ours, Mr. Carson, brought forward a resolution declaring
that inasmuch as the policy hitherto pursued by trades unions had achieved
practically nothing for the workers, it was necessary that the workers adopt
a more advanced programme, demanding the full fruits of .their labour. The
motion was lost by 17 votes to 4. Had our frieiul moved a resolution that
a testimonial be presented to Lord Rosebery or Mr. Andrew Carnegie, or
anything that might testify the Council's appreciation and respect for the
interests and rights of anybody but the people for whose weal they profess
to confer together—it would no doubt have been carried with acclamation.

The Scottish Leader calls the attention of those virtuously indignant against
the practice of boycotting by the Irish ten?.nt-farmers, to the fact tiiat in
Aberdeen where the masons had succeeded by a strike in compelling a number
of employers to grant an advance of wages, the principal quarrymasters of
the district have signed an agreement with the masters who held out against
the men, to supply no material to any master mason w^ho has conceded the
advance

!

The miners' union in Scotland, except in one or two districts, ha's practi-
cally collapsed. In Lanarkshire, where the union did brave work some time
ago, the men have become quite disorganised and demoralised, and have sub-
mitted to a reduction of 7J per cent, without protest. Still it would be un-
wise not to recognise the fact that the men are submitting to the iron law of
capitalism merely because of their present helplessness, and that the feeling
against their oppressors is bitter and deep, and may very soon become dan-
gerous. J. Bruce Glasier.

If the social condition of a great part oi the English people and of the
whole mass of the Irish people be ignored, thtere is nothing to interrupt the
strain of national self-glorification appropriate tO a jubilee.

—

N, Y. Times,
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" HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW *. FIRST, FEW MEN
HIED IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON !

'

Oommunications invited on Social Questions. They should be toritten on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon JRd., E,G., and accompanied
by the name and address of the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-
tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing
the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS. only returned if a stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.
Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

six months, Ss.; three months. Is. 6d,

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-
ringdon Hood, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
E. VV. A. (King's Langley).—Thanks, but fear readers too sick of the subject.
C. W. T.—Account of Bolton affair already in type when yours received.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
When one has said that the Coercion Bill has passed its third reading,
ther& seems little more to be said on the subject at this stage of the
proceedings, except perhaps to express wonder at the meaning of all

the fine phrases about the civilisation of the times, the freedom under
which we live, the progress we have made in the toleration of the
expression of opinion, the power of rational minorities, and the like.

It is as well to descend to earth after all those fine flights, and to

remember what the whole event means. Simply that political changes
which are purely political and seem to lead nowhere, are accepted with
little struggle as mere shifting in the rules of an amusing game, in

which there must be a certain amount of give and take ; while on the
other hand changes that threaten ever so little the sacred " rights of

property " are to be defended by any means, fair and foul.

And these means are really only manifestations and forms of one when
once the possibilities of fraud are exhausted, and that one is mere brute-

force. That really lies behind all the junketing and gentilities of

modern society, all its philanthropy and cant, and self-satisfied priggism.

Brute-force is the foundation of all that, neither more nor less than it was
of the devastations of Atilla or Timur : neither is it any more forgiven

than in the days of the older brutalities, when once it is known for

what it is. From that point of view we owe some thanks to the Tory
Government and its steady majority of nobodies ; in this instance of

Ireland they have stripped the veil of pretence off their actions, and
they say to the Irish, " Bog, do this because it is profitable to us

!

"

It will be a good day for the Social Revolution when the masters of

society generally are forced into the same course, and dropping all

pretence, to say openly to their slaves, " Work for me (mostly gratis)

or die."

The Liberal successes at Spalding and Coventry, and the reduction
^ of the Tory vote at North Paddington, are no doubt promising to the
" outs " in the game of " ins and outs " as it is now being played. But
hear the Daily News as to the spirit abroad among the working men
at North Paddington

:

" A number of working men who possessed the vote could not be got to use it,

being swayed by an overmastering impression that in regard to the two parties

in the State it was * six of one and half-a-dozen of the other,' and that neither
cared a straw for the interests of the working man. ' Why should I trouble
about voting ? What is it to you or me who gets in ? They're both a set of

humbugs, promising you anything and everything to get in, and doing nothing
when they get there.'

"

Yes that is why the Tories are able to keep their places, and why
their party is being continually helped by persons once called Liberals

and Radicals : because the working-men voters have got hold of one
truth at least, that Parliament, with its parties, auxilliary newspapers,

and the like, is not kept going for them but for their masters. This:
is encouraging to Socialists and other honest men—who will all be
Socialists presently.

The Government has sustained a sharp defeat, owing to their own*
inconsiderate folly and want of foresight in not seeing how probable-
it was that the Cass incident would be taken up by th5 shop-keeping
group, and what dangerous enemies they are. On the other hand, so
good-natured and easily-pleased (and one must add so stupid) the
general English public is, that the House of Commons has considerably
reinstated itself in public opinion by voting, by a very narrow majority,
that it may be wrong for a policeman and a magistrate to commit an.

act which is at once (for a wonder) illegal and unjust, and for a great
official to decline to consider such a proceeding.

Again wonders will never cease ! The martinet Sir Charles Warren,
has issued instructions to the police not to go beyond the law in.

persecuting poor girls in the streets, who are doing what our present
society insists that some women shall do ; that is, to serving as a safe-

guard to the chastity, or a veil to the respectability, of their richec
sisters.

As to Mr. Newton, what can one say but that he has acted after liiff

kind'? What he did in the case of Miss Cass he does, no doubt, every
day : only this time to injustice, brutality, and cruelty he added a mis-
take. He thought he was dealing with a defenceless person, and lo 1

the shopkeeping class spring up behind her like a jack-in-the-box. No*
doubt he will take care not to do it again ;—that is the mistake, not
the injustice, brutality, and cruelty. W. M.

Some idea of how landlords plunder the unhappy devils in their
clutches may be gathered from the figures that appear now and then
in the press. The Daily News of July 8 said, in commenting on a
return of judicial rents in Ireland, then just published : "We have it

on the authority of the Land Commissioners that seven tenants whose^
aggregate rental was £372 ought not in equity to be required to pajr

more than £157 ; that one man has been paying fifteen guineas for

land not worth more than five pounds ; another £54 for land not worth
more than £20 ; a third £107 for land not worth more than £50."

Knowing what " in equity " and " not worth " mean when used in &
capitalist organ, this reads as a strong condemnation of the landloid
system.

The Saturday Review has been lucubrating upon modern society

and its evil condition. In the course of its remarks it says :
" There^

are several great influences that influence the destiny of nations : one^

of these is the social condition of a people ; the fountain-head and
mainspring of which in this country is London society. It is composed
of the wealthiest

J
richest, and hest-horn in the land "

!

It is difficult to see how those whose social function is consumption

only can be the " fountain-head " of anything, nor, supposing that a.

"social condition" is furnished with a "mainspring," is it easier to

understand how those who " toil not, neither do they spin," can supply^

that useful portion of machinery.

I am not acquainted with the difference there is intended to be made^

between the " wealthiest " and " richest " ; nor, after the disclosures so

often made, with what may make men the " best-born " ; but I would
suggest that when even a " respectable paper " like the Saturday can-

talk of the "rottenness and degradation" of those who form the
" fountain-head and mainspring," that it is time something was done
toward making a new " fountain-head and mainspring."

Of course the old series of dread examples is duly trotted out to^

show that great wealth brings luxury and deterioration upon a people

and has wrecked all great empires hitherto ; but, from lack of logic or

otherwise, it is carefully kept out of view that these results have

ensued upon great wealth in the hands of a class.

The experiment of a people free from class-rule and monopoly, hold-

ing wealth as a social possession,'has not yet been tried. But the time

comes, and that right soon, when it shall be, and succeed ! S.

CONCERNING USURY.
The new Socialistic economy is rapidly taking root in the popular mind,

and conscience, but there are points connected with it still involved in.

considerable obscurity and doubt. Take, for example, the subject o£
" Interest," as it is called. Henry George, in his great epoch-making-

work, * Progress and Poverty,' sanctions a form of that dreadful social

cancer which, to my mind, is a deplorable blemish. Why ] Because

it leaves a door still open for a section of the community to live in

idle luxury on the produce of other men's toil. " The produee of
labour^^ said Adam Smith, with wonderful penetration, " is the natural

reward or wages of labour.^' The converse of this proposition is ob-

viously : Idleness produces nothing, and is therefore entitled to nothing.

Those economists who maintain the validity of " interest " do not in

so many words deny that idleness should go without any reward.

What they contend is that idleness which has once been industrious

and produced something, should be entitled to live happily ever after-
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wards on the product of that product. In a word, they affirm the
justice of what the Bible calls ** increase," in despite of the Hebrew
Lawgiver, who, in my opinion, saw very much further into this mile-

stone than any one or all of them combined. All interest and increase

afe unjust in principle, and calamitous in their effects, and should
simply be stigmatised generally as " usury."

Permit me to recall a few historical facts relating to usury. The
Saxon laws in restraint of usury were sufficiently severe. Edward the

Confessor forbade usurers to remain in any part of the kingdom, out-

lawed their persons and confiscated their property. A clergyman
convicted of usury had his goods distributed for pious uses. Usury
was thus defined :

" Est usura siios si quisquis tradit mihi nummos spe
Iv^ri, Fcenus duplex usura vacatur "—" It is usury if any man lend me
his money in the hope of gain. Compound usury is called fcenusJ

^

"For the honour of God and the good of this realm," Edward I.

inflicted the heaviest penalties on usurers. In the City of London
alone he hanged two hundred and eighty Hebrews of the Rothschild
and Goschen stamp pour encourager les autres. Coke, in his ' Insti-

tutes,' expressly declares that " all usury is directly against the law
of God." Indeed, it is not till the time of Henry VIII., and what
Cobbett not unjustly calls the Protestant " devastation," that we find

the scourge of usury sanctioned by Act of Parliament. By 37th
Henry VIII. .the rate of interest was fixed at ten per cent. The first

" Defender of the Faith " is remembered chiefly for his matrimonial
exploits; but these were of small importance compared with his

heretical innovation in the matter of usury. In less than seven years,
however, our Bluebeard's Act was repealed by Edward VL, who
enacted that " No person should lend on usury or increase to be hoped
or received beyond the sum lent." This statute was in turn repealed
fourteen years later by that dreadful person " Good Queen Bess." The
" Jezebel of England," as John Knox appreciatively called her, revived
her father's ten per cent, statute, declaring at the same time, with
inimitable hypocricy, that "all usury is against the law of God, sinful
and detestable"! In 1625 James L, "the British Solomon," in his
wisdom reduced the rate to eight per cent., his statute concluding,
" Provided that no words in this law contained shall be construed or
expounded to allow the practice of usury in point of religion or con-
science." Oliver Cromwell brought down the rate from eight to six
per cent., and Queen Anne reduced it to five.

Holy Writ is one unbroken testimony against usury, which it aptly
compares to "the bite of a serpent." All the early Fathers of the
Church vehemently denounced it. Let me instance first some of the
sacred texts bearing on the matter.

** If thy brother be waxen poor and fallen in decay with thee, then thou shalt
relieve him ; yea, though he be a stranger, or a sojourner, that he may live with
thee. Take thou no usury of him or increase^but fear thy God, that thy brother
may live with thee. Thou shalt not give him thy money upon usury, nor lend
him thy victuals upon increase."—Leviticus xxv., 35-37.
"Thou shalt not lend upon usury to thy brother ; usury of money, usury of

victuals, usury of anything that is lent upon usury. "—Deuteronomy xxiii., 19.
'* If thou lend money to any of my people that is poor by thee thou shalt not

be to him as an usurer, neither shalt thou lay upon him usury."—Exodus xxii., 25.
V He that putteth not out his money to usury, nor taketh reward against the

innocent ; He that doeth these things shall never be moved."—Psalms xv., 5.
** He that hath not given forth upon usury neither taken any increase, ... he

is just, he shall surely live, saith the Lord God."—Ezekiel xviii., 8, 9.
*'Thou hast taken usury and increase, and thou hast greedily gained of thy

neighbours by extortion and hast forgotten me, saith the Lord.
*' Therefore have I poured out mine indignation upon them ; I have consumed

them with the fire of my wrath : their own wav have I recompensed upon their
heads, saith the Lord God. "-Ezekiel xxii., 12, 31.

Christ the Son of Man, the Heir of all the Ages—He of the perfectly-
blended head, heart, and will—went even further :

" Give him that asketh of thee, and from him that would borrow of thee turn
not away."—Matthew v., 42.

^
'-If ye lend to them of whom ye hope to receive, what thank have ye ? for

sinners also lend to sinners, to receive as much again.
** But love ye your enemies, and do good, and lend, hoping for nothing again

;

and your reward shall be great, and ye shall be children of the Highest."—
Luke vi. , 34, 35.

Christ taught no formal system of politics or economics, but every
system that does not square with His profound ethical doctrines is
assuredly founded in error, and can lead to nothing but injustice and
misery.

On the subject of usury the consensus of opinion of the Fathers of
the Church is complete, but only one or two sentences from them need
be given. Says St. Augustine :

** If you lend your money to a man from whom you expect more than you gave,
not money alone, but anything else, whether it be wheat, wine, oil, or any other
article, if you expect to receive any more than you gave you are an usurer, andm that respect reprehensible, not praiseworthy."

St. Jerome :

" Some persons imagine that usury obtains only in money ; but the Scriptures,
foreseeing this, have exploded every increase, so that you cannot receive more
than you give.

St. Ambrose

:

" Many persons, evading the precepts of the law when they give money to
merchants, require the usury not in money, but take some of their goods in pay-
ment of the usury. Therefore let them hear what says the law : You shall not
receive the usury of food, nor of anything else. The victuals- are usury, the cloth
is usury, whatever is added to the principal is usury—whatever name vou give
it is usury." o' 6

Ts it not, then, with such a cloud of witnesses testifying to the truth,
something astounding that in a professedly Christian country, all ranks
and orders of men should practise this abomination of usury not merely

without compunction, but as if it were positively meritorious 1 You
never hear usury even named. The vile thing gets disguised in a
complete mask of cunning, delusive, heathenish. terms—to wit, interest,
consols, omniums, funds, debentures, securities, and God knows what
not. The clergy and the Government encourage the workers to put
their surplus earnings, if they have any, into savings banks, so as thai
they may join the ranks of the great army of fleecers, and exploit the
labour of their fellow-workmen. A savings bank is, in reality, one of
the most dangerous institutions in the country, because it teaches one
class of workmen to prey upon the industry of their less fortunate
fellows, and thus perpetuates the horrible social system under which
the masses groan. Like insuranee offices these banks aie simply
symptomatic of deep-seated social disease.

Of the effects of usury what need to speak ? The great Unnational
Debt we have already paid four times over, and, like the farmer with
the squire's claret, we are "no forarder." It hangs like a millstone
about the nation's neck.

"Usury," writes Tacitus, "was an early canker of the Common-
wealth, the frequent cause of tumult and sedition. Laws were made
to repress the mischief while yet the manners were pure and uncor-
rupted. ... By a law of the Twelve Tables it (interest) was reduced
to one per cent. More was declared illegal. Tn process of time a new
regulation proposed by the Tribunes, lowered it to one-half ; and finally

it was abolished altogether." It unfortunately reappeared with the
Empire, and eventually ruined the State.

"Usury," says Rollin (* Ancient History'), "has always caused the
ruin of States where it has been tolerated, and it was this disorder
which contributed very much to subvert the constitution of the Roman
Commonwealth, and gave birth to the greatest calamities in all the
provinces."

Says Gregory, of Nyssa

:

"The usurer's life is both indolent and insatiable; the pen is his plough; the
paper his field ; the ink his seed, his rain and season for to luxuriate his money
crops ; he has barns and granaries to hoard up and thrash the property of the
wretched ; looks upon all men's property as his own ; prays adversity to his
neighbours, that they may have recourse to his refuge ; he hates the affluent, and
considers those his enemies that will not enter his books. He is for ever in quest
of gain, yet always insatiable ; he accommodates all borrowers, not through
motives of charity, but excessive avarice. Let not gain be the mainspring of
your good works, and God will repay you with interest."

Says Professor W. J. Beal, of New York

:

" No blister draws sharper than does the interest. Of all industries, none is

comparable to that of interest. It works all day and night, in tair weather and
in foul. It has no sound in its footsteps, but travels fast. It gnaws at a man's-
substance with invisible teeth. It binds industry with its film, as a fly is bound
in the spider's web. Debts roll a man over and over, binding him hfnd and foot,,
and letting him hang upon the mesh until the long-legged interest devours him^
There is but one thing on a farm like it, and that is the Canadian t£istle, which
swarms with new plants every time you break its roots, whose blossoms are prolific,
and every flower the father of a million seeds. Every leaf is an awl, and every
branch a spear, and every plant like a platoon of bayonets, and a field of them
like an armed host. The whole plant is a torment, and a vegetable curse. And
yet the farmer had better made his bed of Canadian thistles than be at ease upon
interest."

Usury, Aristotle pronounced abhorrent to nature ; and so it is. It is
at best the product of a product ; the further fruit of labour already
remunerated. It simply means that labour must both toil for its pro-
ducts and pay for their use, the payment in this country amounting to
a total drain on industry of .£250,000,000 per annum 1 Mr. Henry
George, if I apprehend him correctly, holds that the lender has a right
to share with the borrower in the increase tow^ards which his capital
in combination with nature's reproductive forces has contributed, but
in no other case. Thus A lends B £2,000, with which B purchases a
flock of sheep. At the end of two years the flock has increased fifty

per cent. How many fleeces and lambs, or their equivalent in money
ought B to give A, in addition to returning the £2,000 borrowed %

The answer is obviously, "Neither fleece nor lamb," otherwise "the
produce of labour is not the natural reward or wages of labour," inas-
much as B has had all the trouble of tending the flock.

Were the whole flock to die of the rot before the end of the second
year, B would lose all his labour and still be responsible to A for the
£2000 which A would have wholly lost (his labour included) had he
personally invested in the sheep. A's position is virtually that of a
" sleeping partner " who makes money in his sleep, sharing profits but
repudiating losses, in defiance not merely of justice but, in a measure,
of law. By 28 tfe 29 Vict. c. ^Q, § 5, the man who lends to a part-
nership, the interest varying according to profit, in event of the firm'a
failure, can recover no portion of principal or interest until the claims
of all the other creditors have been satisfied.

But A is not without his natural reward. B has acted as the custo-
dian of his money,—no small service inasmuch as decrease not increase
is the characteristic of all so-called capital,—and A has benefited along
with the rest of the community in cheaper wool and mutton. The
power of increase, animal or vegetable, is, in point of fact, a property
of the land, and is, in justice, inseparable from the ' rent which Mr.
George has so triumphantly demonstrated belongs inalienably to the
whole people.

How, then, are we to crush this monster usury, or render him in-
nocuous^ The reply is

—

Repeal all laws tliat guarantee the collection of
usury in whateverform. Put all such debts precisely in the position of
gambling debts— ^* debts of honour," as they are called—and the fangs
of the serpent will be effectually drawn. He may die hard, but he will
die, and the world will profit a hundredfold by his decease.

J. Morrison Davidson,
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BEITAIN.

The furnaces of the New British Ironworks at Eiiabon, the largest iron-

works in North Wales, have been blown out in consequence of the continued
depression in the Welsh iron trade. A large number of "hands" are thus
thrown out of employment.

Following the example of the operatives in the small trades in the sur-

rounding district, the jump-plate and spike-nail makers at Halesowen have
commenced an agitation for a higher rate of wages. The operatives in this

l)ranch of the nail trade complain that their wages have recently been
reduced to a miserably low point, and there being no organisation amongst
them, they have not been able to withstand the repeated reductions enforced.

Strikes of Oil Workers.—The proposed reduction of oil workers' wages
not having been withdrawn, the men employed at LTphall and Holmes are
now on strike. It is expected that the men at these works will join the
Miners' Union. At Holmes the miners have been ordered by the con-
tractors to clear their places, a lock-out being expected. The Deans Oil

Company having given notice that a reduction of 10 per cent, was to take
place, the men have unanimously agreed not to resume work, and to resist

the above reduction. In accordance with the resolution come to by the Oil-

Works Association, a reduction has been announce<l in the wages at the
Burntisland Oil-Works, the men to the number of 700 have consequently
struck work.

Lanarkshire Mixers.—The reduction of miners' wages is only partial,

being confined to the employers who are in the Masters' Association. The
collieries aifected, though extensive, do not include such wide-spreading
concerns as are owned by Mr. Archibald Eussell, Messrs. Colin Dunlop and
Co., and several others. The men affected by the reduction are expected
to resume work as usual ; but, as a start to reopening of the late agitation,

the Ijanarkshire Miners' Central Board have resolved to ask the districts to.

send representatives to a conference to reconsider the advisability of starting
anew the old restrictive policy.

Closing of Ironstone Pits.—Kilbirnie and Dairy parishes, in the West
of Scotland, are suffering severely from the depression in the iron trade.

The Eglinton Iron Company have abandoned their clayband ironstone work-
ings on the lands of Todhills, Kersland, and Brownhill, and are now re-

moving their machinery from these pits, while Messrs. Merry and Cunning-
hame, who a year ago abandoned Eyesholm Pit, have just given notice to

their workmen that Highileld Pit will be closed in a fortnight. It is also

stated that they intend closing their offices at the villages of Mossend and
Barkip ; and altogether it looks as if they were about to sever their con-
nection with the district.

The Daily Telegraph of July 6 contains the following advertisement :

I

pOUR FEMALE SORTERS WANTED at onco. Salary 6s. per I

J
-^ week.—Apply at 112, Southampton Row, W.C.

[

This kind of adveTtieeoieiits completely answer the queries of hypocritical
Chadbands who want to know why so many women are " on the streets."
The Regent Street tradesmen perhaps know this ; and want the ugly fact
removed from their street. When these pure-minded tradesmen hold their
next meeting, will they be good enough to state which particular street the
•women are to perambulate ? The recent stir about " women " of a particula?r

daes is one of the most glaring pieces of hypocrisy conceivable in this age
of shams.

A short time ago a signalman was found dead in his box on the Carnforth
line. A correspondent to the Manchester Weekly Times, signing himself
" Signalman," says :

" I am surprised there are not more cases of sudden
deaths in signal-boxes, considering the long hours and mental strain a signal-
man has to contend with. 1 am a signalman in the employment of the
Clieshire Lines Railway. I am stationed at a junction box, and have to
work 12 hours a-day without a single minute to call my own out of the 12.

At the week's end I have 18 hours to work, from 6 p.m. on Satiirday night
to 12 at noon on Sunday. There are about 60 men on the same line that
work 90 hours a-week, year in year out, without a Sunday to themselves,
and nearly 200 trains pass the boxes on the main Ime in 24 hours. I would
ask you if you think this sort of slavery is right an* just l

"

Birmingham Nailmakers.—A meeting of operatives in the local malleable
nail trade has been held in Birmingham, to consider the following notice
from their employers: "The masters find that the difference between the
rate of wages paid in Birmingham and the rate paid at some other places
mentioned at the meeting is fully 20 per cent. ; in some cases the difference

is found to be even more. To equalise this the masters therefore propose
tiiat the rate of wages now paid in Birmingham be at once reduced 10 per
cent., and that the club at the same time use its influence to get the rate of

wages paid at the other places advanced 10 per cent., thus bringing the whole
of the yards to very nearly a level rate of wages. As soon as this is accom-
plished, the Birmingham masters will be willing, if the other yards go with
them, to advance the general wage rate 10 per cent, bringing it back to the
present level, and thus securing a uniform rate of wages throughout the
trade." The men unanimously resolved not to accept any reduction, but to

do all in their power to bring about the equalisation of the wage prices in

the trade throughout the country, towards which end the men are prepared
to spend £500.

Strike at the Manghester Jubilee Exhibition.—At one o'clock on the
5th a number of the attendants at the Exhibition gathered beneath the
central dome preparatory to marching out of the Exhibition grounds, the
object of the demonstration being to express the feeling of the attendants
with regard to the charges made far refreshments. The attendants have
for so-me time been agitating for a reduction in the refreshment tariff, but
hitftierto without success ; and they determined that 0« Tuesday they would
lr«ive the place in a body and get their meals outside. In consequence of the
dispute with the Committee the attendants struck work and the machines in

the Machinery Section were, with one or two exceptions, at a standstill from
tfee (Dpening in the morning to the close of 'the Exhibition on the 6th.

The machinery at the Exhibition was stopped throughout the whole of
Tkursday, in consequence of the absence of the attendants as tJye resnlt of

the dispute between them and the Executive Committee in coniiection with
the supply of refreshments. This state of tking-s is now, however, likely to
be put an end to, for the committee of the Machinery Section met and
decided to meet the wishes of the attendants to the extent of providing them
"With a building in which they can take their meals, and supplving them
with hot wa/ter for tea ^^tid other purposes. The tickets of a number of the
men who had ta^beti an active part in the agitation had been stopped, but

these, we' understand, will be returned, and it is expected that the macl^inery

will now be run as usual.

Glasgow United Trades' Council.—This Council met on July 6th, Mr.
B. C. Grant in the chair. Discussion was resumed of the debate adjourned
at a previous meeting on a motion by Mr. Carson :

*' That the presetit

methods of maintaining and advancing the rights of labour by strikes^

arbitration, and conciliation practised by the Trades' Unions of this country-

having failed practically to accomplish this object, this council is therefore

of opinion that some other method better calculated to attain this result is

necessary in the interests of labour, and for the due maintenance and ad-

vancement of its just and natural rights." Mr. Carson argued that no plan

could be said to have done what was needed that did not secure a far greater

share to the producer of the wealth produced, and showed how vastly capital
^

had increased of late years, and as yet the working-man had got no advan*
tage from it, for although they might get a rise of wages, that had at once

been neutralised by a rise of rents and provisions. Trades unions, he main-
tained, had not been aggressive enough. Mr. M'Pherson, in seconding the

motion, said that as a rule trades' societies had occupied too much of a

negative position. Mr. Wilkie moved as an amendment :
" That trades'

societies had done as much for the object they professed to have in view as

could be expected, when the number who did not connect themselves with
them was taken into consideration. He thought Mr. Carson should have
pointed out what would better effect the objects we had in view. Mr.
Howie, ill seconding, said he would have liked something more definite than
the motion, and thought that were tradesmen better united and did more
to raise up those lower than themselves great good would result. Mr. Hodge
said it was not the unions that were at fault, but the men who did not give

them a fair chance. After further discussion the motion a^id amendment
were put to the meeting, when 17 voted for the amendment and 4 for the

motion. The Council then adjourned till the 27th inst.

Short Time in the Cotton Trade.

A large number of firms in all parts of Lancashire, Cheshire, and on the

borders of Yorkshire are now running short time, with the object of defeat-

ing the cotton corner. The workers have volunteered to assist the producing
capitalist to defeat the exploiting "corner" capitalist. This action simply
means semi-starvation to thousands.

In the Yorkshire doubling trade are several mills running short time. At
Bolton a partial stoppage of machinery at several mills is reported. At
Oldham, Bamford, Bagslate, and Bury are many fustian sheds running short

time.

Nearly all the mills in the Whitworth Valley are working short time.

Three of the largest mills in Blackburn, and in which there are about

16,000 looms and 40,000 spindles, have been stopped for an indefinite period,

aiKi several hundred people are thrown temporarily out of employment.
Messrs. Harrison and Sons have also stopped their three mills for an in-

definite period, in order to defeat the cotton " corner." The mills contain

some 1700 looms and about 35,000 spindles. Several other large mills in the

town and district are running short time, and it is not improbable that o15hefS

may follow the example set and close altogether.

The Bolton Strike.

A great number of the men arrested in connection with the recent rioting

have been sentenced. Considering the gravity of the charges—far more
serious than the charge against comrades Henderson and Mowbray—the

penalties are very light. *' Bound over," 14 days with the option of a fine,

and for a month's imprisonment a policemen was nearly killed. Very few
of the persons arrested were strikers.

Last Saturday, all the imported hands in the employ of Messrs. Dobson
and Barlow, about twenty-two in number, left the works and returned to

their own homes. Messrs. Dobson and Barlow decided to close the works
for a week, to afford an opportunity for the necessary repairs to be carried

out. This decision will throw a large number of workmen out of employ-
ment.
The money voted by the Masters' Union is not exhausted, so the conflict

goes on merrily.

A large number of additional importations are expected in Bolton daily,

notwithstanding the recent outburst of popular feeling against the admission

of *' strangers" to the iron foundries. Every precaution is taken by the

police against the recurrence of rioting, as many as thirty policemen being

stationed in each of the four large works where provision has been made
for " knobsticks." To relieve the monotony of the life of the importations

at Messrs. Hicks and Co.'s Soho foundry, a smoking concert was recently

given upon the premises. A piano had previously been standing in the

works for the benefit of the men.
On their side the strike hands remain in capital spirits, placing their re-

liance in what they term the justice of their case. They have support from
every hand. So healthy, indeed, is the state of their funds that the Strike

Committee are taking a census of the children under ten years of age of the

men on strike (society and non-society alike) with a view to granting a

weekly sum per child,'in addition to the ordinary strike pay.

The Strike Committee have issued a manifesto, in which they say :
—''We

wish to draw attention to the unscrupulous manner in which our employers,

who are all magistrates, with one exception, have doAC their best to impli-

cate our men in the various disturbances which have taken place in the

town through their own action in importing knobsticks. They have also

closed our public houses, and for what reason. Simply because they find

that the publicans have thought fit to do as they like with their money

—

namely, support the men. Our public park has been changed into a military

camp, just to please the employers, to the inconvenience of our townspeople

and their children. The town has also been packed with county police and
private detectives, who so far have done their best to implicate some of our

men, but without avail. Up to the present our action in this justifiable

strike has commanded the respect of all parties save the employers."

FKANCE.
The glass bottle makers at Montlu9on are still on strike and they seem

well determined to hold out to the utmost of their power. Last week, James
Hunter, General Secretary of the Glass Bottle-makers' International Associa-

titwi, sent to the strikers in the name of the General Council, a letter express-

ing their warmest sympathy and best wishes for success in their struggle,

and a hearty invitation to join the International Union. At the same time

comrade Hunter asked his fellow-workers to forward an account of their

financial position. We are not yet in possession of the answer of the Mont-
lu9on strikers. We are very glad to see that the International Union makes
every effort to develope its organisation, and we may rest confident that the

union wild become one of the strongest associations in the British Isles.—D.
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BELGIUM.
The Socialist printer, Joseph Hubez, who in January last was sentenced

at Erankfort-on-Main to four month's imprisonment because he belonged to

a prohibited association, and who went afterwards to Belgium, has been
expelled from that country. The Catholic Minister of Justice, M. de Voider,

becomes more and more the servant-of-all-work of M. von Bismark, and, in

fact, for fifty-seven years Belgium has not had so miserable a Minister as

this de Voider. It is the same scoundrel who has allowed comrades Neve
and Gross to be extrajiited to Germany without any legal form at all. As
our readers know, only one of them. Gross, has been released.

The General Council of the Parii Ouvrier has issued a manifesto to all

worker's associations in Belgium, inviting them to an extraordinary Con-
ference to be held at Mons on the 14th and 15th of August next. The
order of the day will be : General Strike, discassion and organisation. It is

apprehended that the debate will bear a very acute character, and that the
Conference might come to some important resolutions both for tlie rarti
Ouvrier itself and for the special question of the hlack strike.—1).

AUSTEIA-HUNGAEY.

At Villach, a new Socialist paper has been issued since the 3rd of June?
under the title The Labour {die Ai-heit). The first number was allowed to

pass unmolested , the second has had three different issues, the lirst and the
second were confiscated by the police ; the third issue was permitted to cir-

culate. It is a very good paper, and we w4sh it every success.

Comrade Bleicher who was sentenced to eight years' hard labour iji one of

the former Austrian trials, died in the prison of Stein, where one of iiisfiiends

of the same trial, F. Schreiblechner, died also some weeks ago.—D.

GERMANY.
The Hamburg police have succeeded in confiscating a considerable amount

of literature which our comrades intended to send to Berlin. The trunks
contained 100 copies of Bebel's 'Woman in the Past, Present, and Future'

;

800 copies of a text-book of German Socialistic songs, and several thousand
copies of the paper Sozial Democrat,

At Weimar, the cabinet makers' trades' union (Fachverein der Tischler)

has been dissolved by the police. The reason was that the chairman of the
union is a Socialist, hence, all the members of the union cannot but be
Socialists ! That is the logic of the police in the ancient city of Goethe !

The ghost of Lieske has returned on earth and visited last week M.
Erohsee, the imperial attorney who asked so bitterly for the head of the
Anarchist, although he was obliged to admit afterwards that he was not
quite convinced of his guilt,—and, in fact, all those who are somewhat ac-

quainted with the aff'air of police-councillor Rumpff, know for certain that
Lieske was not the man who dragged Rumpff to death ! M. Erohsee has
been confined in an asylum, the execution of Lieske " having worked like

madness in his brain." Nemesis ! goddess of the vanquished, soon may thy
reign arrive, for innumerable are those who all over the world have com-
mitted the same crime as M. Erohsee !

Eight Socialists who assisted at the secret Conference held recently at
Haidhausen, near Augsburg, have been arrested. A.t Nuremberg, five

Socialists have also been imprisoned on a charge of "anarchical conspiracy !"

What does that mean ? Surely some police joke I—D.

ITALY.

The Italian democrats are w^orking up a popular agitation in that country,
manifested at present by a series of deliberative meetings in Rome, Naples,
Perugia and elsewhere, to discuss the condition of the working-class and its

possible amelioration, the various working-men's associations sending dele-

gates, and the working-class generally being invited more especially to take
part in the " popular congress " of their district.

That the workers should be taxed for their holidays and festivals, which
they can scarcely be said to enjoy, as well as for every conceivable necessary
of life (directly or indirectly) is a refinement on the noble art of taxation in-

deed. A certain " maritime captain " of Marsala on being subjected to such
a grievance writes to the Niiova Eta of that town to proclaim the same, which
was that when having occasion to pass through the dazio (local taxation) a
quantity of wine, beyond the ofl&ciai tax of the tariff an extra tax of two cen-
tesimi the litre was imposed for the festival of St. Giovanni, which was about
to take place. This taking advantage of a public holiday to extort money
w^hen more poor folk are on the move than usual, reminds one of the conduct
of most of the omnibus and tram companies in the Jubilee week here in

London (may I be forgiven for " raking up old bygones," as Mark Twain
says !) when the workman out in holiday attire, bodily and mentally, found
that all fares were raised and that any journey in tram or 'bus would involve
an extra expenditure he had not counted on.-—M.

SPAIN.

The congress of workers in metal held at Madrid in June has issued a
mg^nifesto addressed " to the exploited classes," stating at some length the
positipn of the workers and calling upon them to rise in the cause of their
own emancipation and replace Authority, Property and Religion by Anarchy,
Collectivism and Science. I may say in passing that Collectivism in Spain
hfts a different meaning from that which we give it, the Anarchists main-
taining that they retajn the original meaning of the word, which has, they
say, since been usurped by the " authoritarian " Socialists. Yet the modern
Collectivist says " organise," and the Anarchist says " organise," so that in

one important point at least they are at one.

A serioug riot broke out at Aloira on the 10th, against the octroi duties.

The rioters attempted to set tire to the doors of the barracks, whereupon the
Civic Guard fired upon the crowd, killing four persons. Reinforcements
were despatched to restore order.:—M.

A Newcastle . corresp^adent says: "In a letter just received from my
Ifrother^ who is -a large employer of labour in Canada, the following remark
on the scarcity of hands occurs ... He says :

* I wish same of you good,
poor people would come out here. My sister caanot get^a woman to work
for lesg-r^n a^dollar (4s. 2d.) a day,' " etc.

—

Reynold^^ Everyone must feel
sorry for the sister ; but if the emigration of good poor people means the
reduction of the wages of the Canadian workwoman, the good poor people
had better stay at home.

WHAT ARE "AMERICAN INSTITUTIONS"?
I AM sending this across the ocean, to seek information I cannot gain in

my own native land. I have enquired of leading journals and been quietly

ignored ; I have asked eminent literary people and received only looks that

questioned my sanity and civilised citizenship ; I have interrogated working-

men, and they simply become terrilied. I have decided to enquire of a
" blasted furriner." I only want to know—what are " American institu-

tions "
? Or rather, what are the characteristics of American institutions

*which distinguish them from English, Russian, German, or French institu-

tions ? So much seems to depend on a propei attitude toward these revered

mysteries, that I am anxious to be informed.
" If we would preserve the integrity of our American institutions, we

must put a stop to all this anarchistic talk from the labouring classes,"

shrieks the great American press. " If we would preserve, etc., etc., we
mast prevent the foreigners from crowding to our shores," scream the lesser

lights of journalism in grand responsive chorus. " If we v/ould p. t. i. o.

o. A. i.," yells the Citizens' Association, '' we must hang the men who find

any fault \vith them." And then the solos and duets come in from the states :

''Kansas cries, "Imprison those who marry themselves without a priest,

and guard the morals of our people by laws—Sunday laws, prohibitory laws,

plenty of laws of all sorts." Pennsylvania and Ohio sing together, " Arrest

the a^gitators—let no anarchists be heard." Virginia cries, " Shut up that

earnest old woman who is shocking society with unwelcome truths"; and
Illinois, bolder than all the rest, disarms her citizens, forbids the discontented

to murmur, makes it a crime to tell of the people's wrongs, passes "con-

spiracy," "boycott," and "strike" bills, forbids the singing of tiie song that

tiirillsall Europe with its liberty tones, disperses meetings of citizens at her

pleasure, and enforces her comman<ls with an arm}' of Pinkerton brutes,

regiments of State militia, the most powerful police system in the vvorld, and
tlie dark shadow of the gallows in the background

;
growling in the mean-

time continually, "We are preserving the integrity of our American insti-

tutions."

During the great trial and since, somebody is always saying "Spies,

Schwab, Engel, Fischer, and Lii^g, coming from a foreign land, and seeing

])overty existed here as elsewhere, and not understanding our Americaii

institiitions, became anarchists and iconoclasts—wanting to destroy society

merely because they could not coinprehend its organisation "
!

I am as American as a person can be who is not a full-blooded, copper-

coloured Indian. My forefathers were here before we had any "institu-

tions," and helped to fight a foreign institution that we might have some of

our own. I am as near civilised as my fellow-workers, and have average

intelligence, and yet at this date I do not understand our "American institu-

tions." I once thought I did ; I believed the ballot was one of them. I

have seen working-men carried to the polls and voted like so many cattle

by their employers, when they knew and cared nothing about the two candi-

dates offered them. I have seen a struggling labour party beaten again and
again by fraud and trickery ; and I have been told that in England and
Germany popular suffrage is really a power and the people make themselves

felt through it. So that the privilege of ballot is not peculiar to America
surely.

One time I believed equality was one of them. But when I see a nabob
drawing an income of seven dollars a minute, living on the greatest luxuries

of earth and holding at his beck and call the services of ten thousand men,
and know that because of him there are a thousand paupers in the land, I must
give up that idea. "Free homes" figured in my imagination as one. But
It costs the best years of one man and woman's life and banishment from all

they have held dear to win a home, at best ; and usually it costs years of

toil and deprivation just to try ; Vhiie the mortgage-holder and usurer gets

the " home " in the end.

But to the last I fondly dreamed that free thought, free speech, and free

press were certainly American institutions. My experience as a citizen of

Chicago has dispelled that illusion. In the whole world outside of Russia

there is not a more oppressed, authority-ridden city than Chicago. The
police are feared as though they were demons. Meetings are broken up,

Anarchists are forbidden to sit or stand in groups of two or three, the

"Marseillaise" is forbidden, men can be hung without proof for what some-

body else did, and working men have no rights which a capitalist is bound
to respect. All this for the "preservation of American institutions." What
are they ? Our free school system ? They have better schools in other

countries for all the children. Our old chattel-slavery institution 1 That
perhaps was peculiar to America. Oar land -owning, " big-rent," speculating

institutions ? They are common as civilisation itself. Our wage-slavery

system? Our " peasantry " works as cheaply and obediently as any in tae

world. Our "profit" system? Men can roll up bigger fortunes through
unlimited profit when once they get the upper hand by vested rights, and-

this perhaps is particularly American ?

Can our English friends inform us what American institutions are ?

Chicago, June 18tlu Lizzie M. Swank..

THE SOCIALISf LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E,C.

Co-operative Store.—The Committee attend at the offices at 8.30 p.m. oa,.

Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. See advertisement on last page.

Notice to Braadi Secretaries, Members, etc., etc.—The Librarians of
the Socialist. League ar^ pleased to notify to Branch Secretaries, members, etc.

,

etc. (incbiding affiliated bodies), that the Exchange Papers for the first quarter
of this year, including English, American, French, German, and other Conti-

I nental papers, are now ready for sale, and the Librarians are willing to accept
offers. The importance of the record of the International movement should not
be lost sight of, and this is an opportunity which should not be missed. The
proceeds will be acknowledged in Gommonwtal, and devoted to the Propaganda
Fund. (See Commonweal for January, February, and March weeks for list of
papers).

—

Wm. Blundbll and D. J. Nicoll, Libirariaas.
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THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
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J. Lane, Treasurer.
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REPORTS.
Bloomsbitry.—On Thursday last, F. Verinder lec-

tured on " The Bible and the Land Question." There
was a fair audience, and a slight discussion followed.
Clerkenwell.—On ^Wednesday, July 6, Edward

Aveling lectured on "Methods of Propaganda," and
on Sunday, July 10, George Bernard Shaw on " So-
cialism and Radicalism." Excellent discussions fol-
lowed each lecture.—A. T. and VV. B.
EDmBURGH.—On Sunday evening, in the Queen's

Park, Smith, Paterson, and Gilray addressed a large
meeting. Commonweal and pamphlets were selling
well, when we were informed by a park officer that
no selling was allowed to go on within the park. It
is even said that it Is not permissible to present a
tract to any one within the Queen's Park. We sold
some moYQ of our literature *' without the gates," but
the rain coming down rather heavily prevented us
doing any more in this way for the rest of the even-
ing. —J. G.
Glasgow. — On Saturday afternoon, Paterson ad-

dressed a good meeting at Cambuslang. On Sunday
forenoon, Glasier lectured on Socialism to the Cam-
buslang Branch of tho Irish National League. There
was a good audience, and our comrade had a hearty
reception. In the afternoon at Paisley Road Toll,
Glasier had a very large audience, and although the
police were there in force no interference took place.
In consequence of the Fair holidays, there will be no
out-door meetings this week.—J. M. B.

Leeds* — On Wednesday evening, a meeting in
Meadow Lane was addressed by Maguire, Paylor, and
Hill. On Sunday, Mahon delivered three lectures in
the open-air, and was assisted by Mitchell (Bradford),
Corkwell, Hill, Braithwaite, and Maguire. The even-
ing lecture was attended by about 500 people, and the
result was most satisfactory. We expect an acquisi-
tion of members as a result of the day's work. Sale
of literature good.—T. P.
Norwich.—On Wednesday evening last, Henderson

and another spoke at Yarmouth. On Thursday, Hen-
derson spoke at Dereham. Sunday morning Hender-
son and Rose spoke at Wymondham. A meeting was
also held at Long Stratton by Morley and HougTiton.
In ^he afternoon Henderson spoke in Norwich Mar-
ket-place. During the afternoon a meeting was also
held at Lyng by this branch. All meetings even more
successful than usual. Good sale of Commonweal
Walsall.—On Monday, July 2, several members of

the Branch visited Dudley, andH Sanders and Deakin
addressed a meeting of about 500 persons in the Mar-
ket-place. Another visit to the same town was made
on July 9, Sanders speaking to a large gathering on
the " White Knobs." On Wednesday, Sanders,
Weaver, and Deakin spoke at Pelsall to a well-
attended meeting, and on Saturday, Sanders spoke to
large audiences in the Market-place, Walsall. On
Sunday, July 10, we went on a propaganda tour to
West Bromwich, Smethwick, and Oldbury, holding
good meetings at each town, and disposing of a fair
quantity of literature.—J. T. D.

Bolton.—After having a pleasant chat with the
comrades of the Lancaster Branch last Fj-iday night,
I took the train on Saturday to Bolton, to see how
affiiirs were goin^- on there after the late riots. I was
supplied with a large bundle of Commontreal for free
distribution. I spoke twice on Sunday, afternoon and
evening, along with the comrades of the S.D.F. Two
good collections were made for the strikers. Although
it was raining at one time pretty heavily, our audience
of between three and four hundred listened very at-
tentively. Comrade Walkden made a splendid speech,
his references to local affairs being heartily applauded.
Judging from the impression made, I have not the
least doubt, that very soon Bolton will be a Socialist
stronghold. After the meeting we retired to the club-
room, where I said a few words in reference to work-
ing together and intending to do so. I then left, but
not until three hearty cheers were given for the
•coming Revolution. I hope this week to be able to
vdo some work in Derbyshire and Leicestershire, etc.,
on my walking tour to London.—Charles W. Titke,
Edinburgh Branch.
Nottingham Section, Socialist Union.—On Sum-

day, Waine and Proctor addressed meetings which
were somewhat spoilt by the rain, in the morning in
Snienton Market, and in the evening in the Great
Market-place. 2s. 8^d. was collected and some leaflets

ivere disposed of.—A. C.

ITortli of England Socialist Federatioin.

Blyth.—The delegate-meeting, owing to the amount
(Oi business that came before it, adjourned till next
/Saturday, when it is hoped all the delegates will be

Eresent.
There is important business remaining to

e considered.

Concett.—A meeting was addressed by E. R. Pease-

; and Donald on Monday. After the meeting, the n>en

who desired to form a branch held a private business

meeting. It was arranged to take a hall in the course

of the week for the purpose of an indoor lecture.

East Holywell.—A large meeting was addressed on
Saturday by A. K. Donald. One or two speakers who

, appeared to oppose the Socialists previously have come
round, and are now prepared to support the cause.

Middlesboro*,—A branch of the Labour Federation

ihaa just been started. Our comrade who is working
in the north is making arrangements to give a lecture

iihere next week.
Newcastle,—^The local branch of the S.D.F. have

now got T. Mann back. He is energetically pushing
tlje cause forward in Newcastle and district. A very
successful meeting was addressed by him on Sunday

night at the Cattle Market. John Hall, Donald, and
sev^eral local men addressed the meeting, which lasted
till 10.30 p.m. Steady progress is being made here.

North Shields.—A successful meeting was addressed
on Sunday morning by 'A. K. Donald. The Labour
Federation, profiting by the vigorous example of the
Socialist party here, propose to hold a series of open-
air meetings on Sundays during the summer. In view
of that, he advised all members of the Labour Federa-
tion to study Thomas Binning's valuable pamphlet
addressed to "Organised Labour," and disposed of
a large number that he haj^pened to have with him.
Seaton Delaval.—A. K. Donald addressed a meeting

at Harpers on Friday ; a good deal of questions and
discussion. Branch progressing favourably.

South Shields.—A large meeting was addressed by
Donald in the Market Place on Sunday evening. An
excellent speech in support of Donald was delivered
by an advanced local Radical, Mr. Derby. Good sale
of literature. Friends desiring to join the Society
please address J. Wood, 105 Wood Street.

Stockton-on- Tees.—The Labour Federation are getting
their branch into working order.

Sunderland.—Two meetings were addressed on July
6th and one on Sunday by Donald. Several members
were made, and good quantity of literature was dis-
posed of.

Throckhy.—A meeting was addressed on Tuesday
by A. K. Donald. Good lot of miners turned out to
hear his address.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Bloomsbury.—Comm\Jim.^t Club, 49 Tottenham Street,
Tottenham Court Road, W. On Thursday July
14th, at 8.30, Eleanor Marx-Aveling, "Socialism
and Political Action." 21. W. H. Utley, " Mal-
thusian Socialism." 28. Business Meeting and
Social P]vening. August 4. Edward Aveling, " The
Value of Brain Work."

Clerkenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.G. Sunday July 17, at 8.30 p.m.
Wm. Blundell, " A Few Words on Property Quali-
fication." Wednesday July 20, at 8.30. H. A.
Barker, "Evolution and Socialism."

Croydon.—Parker Road.

Hackney.—2^ Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11.30. ; Satur-
day, 7 till 12.30 ; Sunday 11 a.m. till 12 p.m. Mem-
bers Business Meeting every Tuesday at 8.30 p.m.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday July 17, at 8 p.m. Graham Wallas (Fabian
Society), " Man and the State."

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—2 Crondall Street, New North Rd.
Club Room open on Monday, Wednesday, and Satur-
day evenings from 8 till 11. Singing Class every
Wednesday at 8.:X). Sunday July 17, at 8, lecture
by H. H. Sparling, "Old English Guilds."—Meet-
ing of Council and General Meeting on Saturday
at 7.30. A full attendance requested.

Merton,—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

Mit^ham,—Corner of Merton Lane and*Fountain Place.
Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

North London.—Bran-ch meets- at 32 Camden Road,
N.W., for reception of new members and other
busioess^, on Wednesdiay evenings at 8- o'clock, until
further notice. H. Bartlett, sec.

PROVINCES.
Eradjovd.—Morris's Dining Room», 1)4 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Diihlru..—Irish Labour League, Carpenters' Hall, 75
Anupgier Street^ every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discus-
sion Oft all subjects connected, with Labour Question.

Edinhmrgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 7.30 p.m. to transact business.
Class for the study of ' I>as Capital ' at 8.30. {See
" Open-air " hetow.

)

Glasgow.—Reading-rooi» of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. Meeting of
Members in Rooms on Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.

Hamilton.—Paton's Hall, Chapel St. Every Thursday
at 7.30.

HvU.—Address all communieatlons to E. Teesdale,
20 Shakspere Street.

Lancaster.—Addresses every Sunday morning on the
Quay Jetty.

Leeds.—17 Chesham Street, Sweet Street. Club and
reading room open every evening. Business meet-
ings every Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Leic^Mer.—Office of Hosiery Union, Horsefair Street.
Fridays at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures
every Sunday at 8 p.m. Members' Meeting, Mon-
day at 8. Speakers' Class, Sunday mornings at
10.30 and Wednesday evenings at 8 p.m. Social
Evening, Saturdays.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.
Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Shields {North and South).—Meetings every Sunday,
Quay-side and Market Place. Branch meetings on
Thursday nights at the ** General Gordon," Bath
Street, Maxwell Street, South Shields. Secretary,
J. Hearne, 32 Clive Street, No. Shields.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
LoxDON

—

Sunday 17.

11.30...Garrett—*' Plough Inn" The Branch
11.30...HacKney— *' Salmon and Ball" Graham
11.30.. .Hoxton Ch., Pitfield St Barker
11. 30. ..Mile-end Waste Lane
11.30...Mitcham Fair Green Johnson & Eden
11. 30...Regent'a Park Mainwaring
ll.30...Walham Green The Branch
3 ...Hyde Park NicoU
3.30.. .Victoria Park Davis
7 ...Clerkenwell Green Graham

Tuesday.
8 ...Ossulton Street, Euston Road...NicoU, Graham

Wednesday,
8 ...Broadway, London Fields Sparling

Thtirsday.

8 ...Hoxton, Pitfield Street The Branch

PROVINCES.
Edinburgh.—Sunday : Queen's Park, 6.30 p.m.
Leeds.—Sunday: Hunslet Moor, 11; Vicar's Croft,

7.30. Friday : Comer of Christ Church, Meadow
Lane, at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—Sunday : Market Place at 3.

Diss.—Sunday at 11.

NORTH ENGLAND SOCIALIST FEDERATION.
Meetings—July.

Fri. 15—Backworth, near Market, at 6 p.m.
Sat. 16—Dudley, 5 p.m. Blyth, 8 p.m.
Sun. 17—North Shields, 11 a.m. Sunderland Gar-

rison Field, 3 p.m. South Shields, 6.30.

Mon. 18—Consett, 7 p.m.

On Sunday 24th, Mrs. Besant will lecture at South
Shields. Time and place will be announced.

Norwich Branch.—It was arranged at a meeting
of members to have an outing in August, on Bank
Holiday, to Cromer. Tickets 4s. 6d. each, including
railway fare, dinner, and tea.

South-West Ham Radical Association, Congrega-
tional Schoolroom, Swanscombe Street, Barking Kd.

—

Wednesday Aug. 24, at 8 p.m. H. H. Sparling, "The
Rebel Poetry of Ireland."

WooLw^iCH.—Arsenal Gates, Sunday at 7 o'clock,

J. L. Mahoii.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE GROCERY.
13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

The Store is open on Monday, Wednesday, and
Saturday evenings from 8.30 till 10.30 p.m. All
Grocery Artseles can be had at current store prices,

or where possible, under. All orders over 10s. will be
delivered carriage paid in London.

16 pp., crown 4to. ONE PENNY.
Published o-io. the 15th of each month at the Modern

PUess, 13 Paternoster Row, Loaidon.

PAMPHLETS Just Issfed, by J. SKETCHLEY.

The Irish Question : Political and Social.
32 ppi , in Wrapper. Price Threepence.

The Workman's Question: Why He is

Poor. 24 pp., in Wrapper. Price Twopence.
6 or more copies post free.

Birmi»gham : J. Sketchley, 8 Arthur Place Parade.

The Manifesto of the Socialist Leagiie.
Anaotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Moeris. An exposition of the principles on
wMch the League is founded. . . . Id.

OhaatS for Socialists. By William Morris. . Id,

A Hea for Socialism. By J. L. Mahon. . id.

The Bights of Labour according to John
Enskin. By Thomas Barclay. , . . ld»

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades*
unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors) Id,

The Labour Question from the Socialist
Standpoint. By William Morris, . . Idf.

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William
Morris Id.

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morris. . . . 2d,

The Woman Question. By Edward Aveling
and Eleanor Marx-Aveling. . . . .2d,

Art and Socialism. By Wm. Morris.

Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, la.

The Aims of Art. By Wm. MorriF.
Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d.

Socialist League, 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.G.

Pirinted and PubUahed by William Morris and Jobkpb Lass
at IS Farringdon Boad, Londcm
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A WRITTEN DEBATE
Between Mr. C. BRADLAUGH, M.P., and E. BELFORT BAX.

SUBJECT:

*'WilI Socialism Benefit the English People?".
VI.

—

Negative : Mr. C. Bradlaugh.

Although I can hardly think that in these letters there has been any
areal debate of the question, "Will Socialism benefit the English
peopled' yet, as my opponent has been throughout courteous and

< -credits rae with showing like courtesy, it is possible to hope that our
good-tempered exchange of phrases may not have been as wholly useless
to others as I am afraid it has been to myself. In this last reply it

would, of course, be unfair for me to open out any other issues than
those already within the purview of this correspondence.

In his second paper Mr. Bax referred me to Karl Marx on capitalist

production and the rate of surplus-value {' Capital,' vol. I., chap, ix.,

p- 201, et seq.)j as if in some way showing error on my part. Having
oarefully re-read the words of Mr. Marx, I do not see that the conten-
tion as to surplus-value—a contention which I cannot accept as there
stated—helps Mr. Bax at all. His assertion in his first letter, that in
consequence of monopoly a surplus-value was unfairly extracted from
the labourer, I answered in paragraph 20 of my first letter. Mr. Bax
rejoined that he did not say " anything about monopoly of labour";
that his use of the word " monopoly " was not intended to include
monopoly of labour, and only referred to the monopoly of the means of
production; but as he says that this monopoly gives the command,
i.e., control, that is, the monopoly of the control of labour, I scarcely
appreciate the correction. Mr. Bax writes as if, under community
enterprise, no expenses would be incurred in production ; but this is

surely not arguable, and can hardly be seriously meant. He says the
surplus-value may be 100 per cent, and the profit nil This is impos-
sible unless you regard the labour as the only necessary element in
realising value, and treat the other matters necessary to efficient pro-
duction, and stated by me in paragraph 20 of my first letter, as being
purely imaginary. " Surplus-value " is a mere phrase jingle unless it

means value added in the production over and above all the cost of
production.

Mr. Bax says that

^*the * economic basis' of modern society is production for profit, through the
monopoly of the means of production by the named and unnamed individuals
constituting the capitalist class in its various sections."

And that the
^** Economic basis' of Socialism is the collective ownership of these means of
iproduction by society as a whole, and their working not for the pro/it of indi-
viduals or classes but for the use of society as a whole, both collectively and
individually."

It is worth noting on this (1) that while it is true that the artificially
created land laws of this country have given in England a practical
•monopoly of metal and mineial raw material to the comparatively
limited number who have the control of the bulk of the land, and while
it is also true that of wealth, other than landed, the distribution has in

^ few instances thrown enormous accumulations into individual hands,
it is not true that there is otherwise any " monopoly by any distinct
class of the means of production as against all workers " ; and (2) that
it is not quite easy to understand how the English people could work
saj cotton, wool, coal, and iron, and their results, for foreign consump-
tion otherwise than by manufacturing for profit. The land monopoly
created by law may be broken down by law. The unfair distribution
may be gradually corrected without destroying present society as pro-
jKwed by Mr. Bax.

Mr. Bax jests with the questions stated for his consideration in
paragraph 6 of my last paper, and his serious answer to me is that
haying at the outset declared his Socialism to mean "the equal par-
ticipation by all in the necessaries, comforts, and enjoyments of life,"
he neither knows nor cares what the expression means or how it would
work itself out. This may be enough for Socialists, but it is hardly
useful to an enquirer or satisfactory to a critic. Robert Owen—whom
Mr, Bax names as agreeing with modern Socialists in teaching " equal
partioipation," but whom he has here never verbally quoted—held, as
Mr. Bax holds, that in a Socialistic State all things should be in com-
mon

; but Robert Owen held this in the ordinary meaning of words,
and never pretended that such doctrine was not the absolute negation
of private property.

When Mr. Bax affirms that
*

' Socialism by its very dejinidoii excludes the possibility of there being any * un-
employed ' to benefit,"

it is not very easy to consider him serious. I at once concede that if

writing in a decree, or formulating in a constitution, that no men,
women, or children should ever be hungry would avoid the necessity

for procuring by labour the means of subsistence, Mr. Bax would have
a strong case, but even Mr. Bax cannot mean this. If Mr. Bax merely

means that as he proposes to abolish employers there would be no un-

employed, this is more ingenious than ingenuous. In the programme
of the Social Democratic Federation, formally accepted by Mr. Bax for

the purposes of this debate, I find

** organisation of agricultural and industrial armies under State control on co-

operative principles,"

as one of the proposals of that Socialist body, and I do not gather how
or why the Socialistic State in England is to be presumed always to be
able to employ in productive work the whole of the population ; or
how, without such productive work, it is to be always in position to

provide the whole of the population with the necessaries of life. Mr.
Bax says

:

" The Socialist of to-day does not profess to carry in his pocket any ready-
made detailed scheme for the future of human society."

But as Mr. Bax advocates the destruction of the present state of

society, even by force, in order that the Socialistic scheme may bo
worked out in practice, he ought to have been ready to at least outline

some probable or possible working scheme, especially as he undertook
to afiirm that this scheme would in its actual working benefit the Eng-
lish people.

If the Socialist has no detailed scheme for the future, why did Mr.
Bax, as one of the preliminaries of this debate, explicitly, and without
reserve accept the following declarations of the Social Democratic
Federation

:

*' The land, with all the mines, railways, and other means of transit, to be
declared and treated as collective or common property.

*' The production of wealth to be regulated by society in the common mterest
of all its members.

**The means of production, distribution, and exchange to be declared and
treated as collective or common property,"

If there is no plan of treatment what becomes of clauses 1 and 3 ? If

there is no plan of the regulation of the produce of labour, what is

the meaning of clause 2 1 If Mr. Bax has no detailed Socialistic

scheme for the future of the English people, how is it possible e\'en to

guess w^hether or not Socialism will in its attempted practice prove
beneficial to the English people] His latest explanation of the

assumption of wealth and the then conduct of enterprise, in reply to

paragraphs 12, 13, and 14 of my second letter, deserves examination:

"All we say is, let the working-classes, organised to this end, take over the
means of production, distribution, and exchange ; first the land, railways, mines,
factories, credit establishments, and the larger warehouses and retail stores,

which stand ready organised to their hand ; at the same time let the executive
proceed to establish new workshops, warehouses, and stores on a large scale in
those trades where they do not already exist, and so undermine the smaller
establishments possessed and worked by individuals, and which might for that
matter remain unmolested until this happy consummation. Beyond this we do
not profess to make any definitive proposal as to production or distribution."

Large properties and industrial enterprises are to be taken over,

that is, are to be taken away, from those who have them, and this

whether the owners are single individuals or hundreds, or associated

small owners or shareholders. Nothing is said of any compensation
on this taking over. In the programme of the Social Democratic
Federation, railways are proposed to be taken "with or without com-
pensation." The smaller manufacturers and tradesmen are to be
" undermined," that is, gradually ruined, and Mr. Bax gravely argues
that this will—either in tihe process of ruining or as an ultimate re-

sult—benefit the English people. To do him justice, really Mr. Bax
does nothing of the kiLd. Although in his debate he undertook to

prove that Socialism would benefit the English people, he now says :

" Modem Socialism is unable to deduce the social change it deems imminent,
from the idiosyncracies of a particular people, or to conceive Socialism as applied,

exclusively to any one people."

But was it not a pity then to engage to debate the question, limited

to the English people, as it expressly was by its wording 1 Mr. Bax
now explicitly admits, that is, that Socialism must be world-wide or
non-existent, and he has no suggestions as to how many centuries must
elapse before world-wide Socialism may be feasible.

On statistics, Mr. Bax is simply marvellous ; he introduced statistics
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in his first paper, he gives more statistics in his last ; challenged upon
the accuracy of his figures, and utterly unable to verify them, he boldly
and blandly writes :

** The, in most cases, insuperable difficulty of initial verification the difiiculty
of finding out' the precise data on which they are based, the facts they suppress
and thje faciasHthey express, render them practically valueless. Statistics have a
fraudulent appearance of an accuracy which they can only possess in a very few
special cas6». Hence the superstitious belief in figures on the part of the modern
miixd. Formy own part, no number of statistics would have ever made me a
SociaUst, and no number of them would unmake rrve one.'*

It, of course, simplifies discussions on Socialism, when the Socialist

states facts and figures, but refuses to verify them, and per contra
denies the right of his antagonist to go into details in any of these
matters.
- In his first paper Mr. Bax said :

" The small capitalist is continually being thrown upon the labour-market by
inability to hold his own in the competitive arena. Capital tends thus to become
concentrated in fewer and fewer hands."

In paragraph 18 of my first paper I challenged this, and at last Mr.
Bax gives a statement w^hich he considers proof : (1) There are fewer
bakers who bake as well as sell

; (2) that in glass-bottle manufacturing
a few large manufacturers swallow up the small ones

; (3) that Nettle-

fold's have nearly crushed out all other screw-makers
; (4) that the

carrying trade passes into the hands of large companies
; (5) that a

friend of Mr. Bax says that the facts (admittedly not reduced to

tabular form by anyone) leave no doubt as to the truth of Mr. Bax's
assertion

; (6) that limited companies are on the increase.

1. If Mr. Bax's statement as to bakers were true, it would not show
that there were not as many or more vending bakers with small

capital, or that the sale of bread-foods by others than the actual bakers
had on balance thrown small capitalists back on the labour-market.

It might show that there had been economy in the m^anufacture of

some bread-foods. Mr. Bax gives no figures, and perhaps limits his

remarks to London. The Census for 1881 (General Report, p. 42)
alleges an increase in the purveyors of bread and vegetables of 12.5

per cent, since 1871. These include the fancy bakers and pastry-

cooks.

2. Mr. Bax gives nothing beyond his mere statement, and therefore

furnishes no means of testing it. The Census for 1881 (General Pte-

port, p. 41) says that glass manufacture has increased 10 per cent,

since 1871. It is, however, a small manufacture, only employing
19,338 men and 1,692 women.

*' Of the 21,630 persons engaged in it, 5,9S4 were enumerated in Lancashire,

3,501 in the West Riding, 2,884 in Durham, 2,769 in London, 2,089 in Worces-
tershire, 1,752 in Warwickshire, 1,151 in StatTordshire, and only 1,410 in all the
other counties."

3. I am unable to test this statement, of which Mr. Bax offers no
evidence, and which, if true as to one small industry, would have very

little weight. The Census (General Report, p. 49) says that in 1881 :

*'The makers of bolts, nuts, rivets, screws, and staples numbered 8017, and had
also increased very greatly, the uncorrected total in 1871 having been 5726."

So far as it goes, this is directly the opposite of Mr. Bax's assertion.

4. The Census 1881 shows an enormous increase of persons engaged
in the carrying trade, and as a railway or steamship company is made
up of very many shareholders of unequal holdings, Mr. Bax's present

statement in nowise helps as evidence of his original assertion that
" small capitalists are being thrown on the labour market."

5. I do not know anything of the investigations of Mr. Alexander
Donald. I do know that a gentleman of that name did attend some
lectures delivered by me, and advanced as if facts some most extra-

ordinary statements, which clashed with all accessible statistics.

Whether or not this is the same gentleman, his statement is vague,

and his animus against the bourgeoisie (a class to which he and Mr.
Bax belong) weaken the value of his too general corroboration.

6. The increase of bond fide limited liability companies for manufac
turing purposes is direct evidence againist Mr. Bax. It proves the

existence of a large number of persons with small capital clubbed

together for enterprise too large to be usefully undertaken except by
such association.

To roughly sum up the argument. The definition of a Socialistic

state now advanced by Mr. Bax in his three letters, is that state in

which the working classes organised to that end [the manner and
method of the organisation, and the character, duties, and responsi-

bilities of the organisers being unstated] shall take over [that is seize

and appropriate, and probably by force] the means of production,

distribution, and exchange [nothing being said as to what is to happen
to the present possessors in case they should not agree to or should

resist this transfer]. There is then to be " collective ownership of these

means of production by society as a whole " [all details as to the manner
of the exercise of this ownership being positively refused], and all

working is to be " not for profit of individuals or classes, but for the

use of society as a whole, both collectively and individually " all the

matters specified are to be common property, but there is still to be

private property in some wealth, not specified. There is to be " the

equal participation by all in the necessaries, comforts, and enjoyments

of life,'^ the production of wealth is to be regulated, and industrial

armies are to be controlled. But, according to Mr. Bax, the foregoing

does not mean, and no modern Socialist would admit that it means,

that organised society should own all wealth, direct all labour, and
compel the equal distribution of all produce. Mr. Bax must pardon
me if I can only construe words in their ordinary everyday meaning,

and to express my regret that he should have been party to signing

Socialistic manifestoes, which, as read in their natural sense, mean one

thing without adding a caution that the Socialist declaration were
intended in a non-natural sense.

Mr. Bax has no scheme either for the taking possession or for the
common owning, or for the equal participation, and he frankly says.

that he neither knows nor cares what will be the detailed results. Yet
he contends that this Socialism will benefit the English people.

There are very many points of interrogation, and of traverse, in my
first and second letters, which Mr. Bax has passed in silence. These
are so numerous that I content myself with recalling the fact which I

leave to the judgment of the readers.

C. Bradlaugh.

(For previous papers see Commonweal for May 21 ; May 28 ; June 11 ;

June 25 ; July 16.)

SOCIALISM FROM THE ROOT UP.
CHAPTER XX. •

MARX'S DEDUCTION OF THE HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF
MODERN INDUSTRY.

Capitalism cannot be said even to begin before a number of individual

owners of money employ simultaneously a number of workmen on the
same terms, that is to say before the development of a concert of

action towards profit among the employers, and a concert of action

towards production for the profit of the employers among the em-
ployed.

"A greater number of labourers working together at the same time
in one place (or if you will, in the same field of labour) in order to pro-

duce the same sort of commodity under the mastership of one capitalist,

constitutes, both historically and logically the starting-point of capitalist

production."

It difters from the mediaeval system, that of the gilds and their crafts-

men only by the greater number of the workmen employed ; but this

change to a new form of organisation made at once considerable differ-

ence in the rate and manner of production ; there was less comparative
expense of the means of production, i.e.^ buildings, tools, warehouses,

etc.^ A consequence of this concentration of workmen under one roof

was the development of the function of direction in the master as inde-

pendent of his qualities as a craftsmen, and the forcing on the system
of this function as a necessary part of production. The master of the
gild craftsman period held his place because he was a better workman
and more experienced than his fellows ; he did not differ from them
in kind but in degree only ; if he fell sick, for instance, his place would
be taken by the next best workman without any disturbance in the
organisation of the workshop ; but the master of even the earliest

period of capitalism was from the beginning unimportant as a work-
man (even when he worked, as he often did at first) but a.ll-important

as a director of work.
'^ Simple co-operation," says Marx," is always the prevailing form, in

those branches of production in which capital acts on a large scale, and
division of labour and machinery play but a subordinate part." This-

sentence leads to the next development of capitalism, that of the divi-

sion of labour, which brings us into the system of manufacture, as the

word is generally understood ; though it has a final development, that

of machinery and the factory. This period of the division of labour,

more or less pure, extends from the middle of the 16th to the end of

the 18th centuries, when it was brought to perfection ; but it must be

understood that these systems overlapped one another considerably.

The division-of-labour or manufacturing system starts under two-

conditions.

The first is where the employer collects into one workshop workmen
of various crafts, the results of whose labours are finally combined
into one article, as e.g., a carriage-maker's in which wheel-wright,

coach-builder, upholsterer, painter, etc., work each at his own occupa-

tion, and their products are combined into the one article, a finished

carriage.

The other is the system in which the employer collects his workmen
under one roof, and employs the whole of them as one machine in the

simultaneous production of one article which has to go through various

processes, these processes being apportioned to various parts of the

workman-machine. This system affords a distinct example of evolution

by means of survival of the fittest ; sudden increase of production

seems, to have been called for, and the work accordingly had to be re-

organised by being apportioned to different workmen in order to save

time. Thus this system is the reverse of that illustrated by the

carniage-making, in which a number of crafts had to be combined into

the manufacture of one article ; whereas in this (pin or needle-making

may be taken as an illustration) a number of processes which once

formed portions of one craft, now become each of them a separate

craft in itself.

From this follows the complete interdependence of each human
being forming a part of the workman machine, no one of whom can

produce anything by himself. The unit of labour is now no longer am
individual, but a group.

But all these processes, however sub-divided, and however combined^

1 The master worker of the gild-system was not really a master at all even after

he began to employ journeymen, because their number was limited very closely,

and they were all sure to become masters in their turn : the real " employer of

labour " was the gild and the " master " of that period was simply a foreman of

the gild ; the great change consisted in the breaking down of the position of the

gild as employer, and the turning of its foreman into a real master or capitalist.
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were still acts of handicraft ; the same necessities which forced the

simple co-operation of the first capitalistic period into division of

labour, now forced the latter system to yet further development

;

though, indeed, other causes besides merely economic ones were at

work, such as the growing aggregation of people into towns and the

consequent increasing division of labour in Society itself as to the

occupations of its members. This final development was the substi

tution of the machine and the complete factory-system for the division

of labour and workshop-system. Under the new system the group of

workmen, every member of which by the performance of a special

piece of handicraft turns out some special part of the article made,

<yives place to a machine which produces the results of all these

manoeuvres combined together ; or to an association of machines acting

in a group, as the workmen acted. The workman is no longer the

principal factor in the work, the tools which he handled are now worked

by a mechanism connected by another mechanism witli tlie power,

whatever it may be, which puts the whole in motion. This is tlie true

machine of modern times, as contrasted with the mere tool-machine of

the earlier period, which was an aid to the workman and not a sub-

stitute for him. Furthermore, the workshop gives place to the factory

which is not a mere assemblage of machines under one roof, but rather

a great machine itself, of which the machines are parts; as Marx says :

" An organised system of machines to which motion is communicated

by the transmitting mechanism from a central automaton is the most

developed form of production by machinery. Here we have in place

of the isolated machine a mechanical monster whose body fills whole

factories, and whose demon power, at first veiled under tlie slow and

measured motion of his giant limbs, at last breaks out into the fast

and furious whirl of his countless working organs.''

This is the machine which has produced the great revolution in pro-

duction of our epoch. The workman once a handicraftsman, having

all control over the article he produced, next became a part of a

human machine, and finally has become the servant and tender of a

machine ; and by means of all this the fully developed modern capi-

talist has come into existence.

E. Belfort Bax and William Morris.

POSITIVISM AND SOCIALISM.
Although the number of those who profess Positivism as a social

creed is not very large, still there are many who oppose Socialism much
on the same ground, and who look for improvement in the condition of

the workers to the spread of humane ideas amongst the employers, so

that it will be well to deal with this larger class of opponents at the

same time as the smaller section, who have a more complete system of

their own to propose. We will first then build up our straw man
Positivism, and I will try and make him as much like the original as

I can, then we will proceed to the pulling down process. The entire

value of such argument, of course, depends upon whether the straw

man resembles in essential points the real thing for which it stands.

If I mis-state Positivism I shall be very glad to be corrected.

Comte's Positive Philosophy, as I understand it, is an attempt to

bring the whole field of man's knowledge and research within the

range of a single system ; this to some extent Science had done, and
Comte claims originality chiefly in that he first brings Sociology under

the same system. It is with his statements and proposals about
Sociology that we shall have to deal chiefly. The use of the word
Positive I take to indicate the elimination out of the whole field of

man's research of what Comte calls the theological element, and which
I take to mean any spiritual influence outside the laws of Nature.

He does not absolutely deny the existence of any spirit, but having
come to the conclusion that we can know nothing about it, he ignores

it, and only deals with the relations of phenomena as they can be
known and investigated by the intellect.

He arranges the sciences in order, beginning with the one he con-

siders to be the least complex, and about which he thinks we know
most, and ending with the most complex about which we know the

least. Thus Astronomy comes as one of the first and Sociology the

last. He argues that Astronomy is the most simple, and that its

phenomena are the most general ; the laws w^hich govern the move-
ments of the heavenly bodies which are investigated l)y astronomy, are

fewer and more simple than those which are dealt with by any other
science, therefore it is that we know most about astronomy and that it

is the tnost exact of the sciences. Physics comes next as being more
complex than astronomy and less complex than chemistry, and so he
ascends the scale through physiology which deals with the individual

animal, up to sociology which treats of organisations of individuals.

This last, dealing as it does with the most complex organisations of

the inost complex animals, is the science about which he maintains
least is known.

I have been obliged to give this short sketch of Comte's positive

philosopky, as oth^erwise we should not have been able to understand
where some of his ideas as to the practical organisation of society

come from, particularly his great division of power into the spiritual

and temporal.

Starting with his scale of sciences he says that in astronomy, the
simplest and most easily understood of them all, the general public do
not assume that they can know anything about it without special

study, but accept the teaching of the specialists and believe it ; how
much more when the science is Sociology, the most difficult and com-

plex of them all, ought they to distrust their own uneducated opinions,

and follow the teaching of those who have made the science their

special study ! Thus he seeks to demonstrate Jhe fallacy of democratic

government, and in his system erects what he calls a spiritual autho-

rity, to consist of the wise and learned, of what he calls the specula*

tive classes, or those who deal with abstract knowledge as opposed to

those who put it in practice. In the Positivist state the speculative ia

to be the highest class, and to have charge of education, and sup|»ly

the theories of sociology, etc., which the next class or the temporal

authority is to carry out. -

The temporal authority is to consist of those who have the most

abstract and most extensive scope in the industrial world, the bank<Ms,

merchants, and manufacturers, in order as given. The spiritual

authority is to educate the temporal authority, and show it what to do,

also to see to the education of all individuals in morals as well as in-

tellectual knowledge, and it is upon the efficacy of this education that

the proper working of the system is to depend. The manufacturer

and merchant o-re to be educated to use their positions and wealth for

the good of their workpeople and society generally, and public opinion

is to be educated to make them do it. The modern Positivists follow

this system, though perhaps wording things rather differently. They

argue that wealth is a social product, and that the wealthy must hold

it in trust for the rest of the community, using it not for their.own

exclusive benefit but for the good of all ; and they wish to educate

public opinion to such a pitch that it shall force men so to use their

w^ealth by means, if necessary, of a social boycott. They say that

modern industrial enterprises are best managed by individuals, and

that th.e workers must be subordinate to these. Moreover, the indus-

trial questions being the chief aflairs now-a-.days, these leaders in

industry are the best people to have political power, their experience

is the widest, and they are most accustomed to deal with complicated

relations.

As Professor Beesley put it in a lecture at Oxford last term on the

subject of this article, "Government must be vested in the hands of

the wealthy, not as the Socialists say, wealth must be vested in the

hands of Government," the whole to be directed and instructed by a

priesthood without any religious or theological functions.

That is the theory of the Positivists so far as I have been able to

gather it. That larger class which I spoke of above, while not going

infer any "government by the wealthy" or "spiritual authority,"

still thinks that the manufacturers will become more humane to their

employees through the influence of education, Christianity, and public

opinion. It remains for us now to examine this theory critically, and

compare it with Socialism as a solution of modern social problems.

As Comte bases what I may call the aristocratic tendency of his

government, using the word in its best sense, upon his order' of the

sciences, we must first deal with that. For a complete refutation of

the pretension of science that its so-called laws of nature are repre-

sentations of the absolute facts of nature, see * Modern Science,' by

Edward Carpenter. He there shows very clearly that what science is

fond of calling laws of nature are nothing more than hypotheses, made

to fit our present extent of observation, which have to be revised as

our field of observation widens. It is not necessary for our argument

to go fuither into that question than to give the criticism on the order

of the sciences, which may be found more ably put in the pamphlet I

allude to.

Now we saw that Comte maintains that we know most about such

sciences as astronomy and least about such as sociology.

But is this not rather an assumption which on the face of it is sur-

prising ? When we consider the comparatively few people who even

make observations of the stars and their movements, and that every

single person makes innumerable observations on physiology, or the

things relating to individual organisation and growth, and still more

on the relations of diflerent individuals, the way they influence each

other and the way they are influenced by different causes. When,
moreover, we consider the little we can possibly know about bodies

millions of miles away, and also the infinitessimal portion of time

during which observations have been recorded, compared with the

ages which form the life of one of the least of the heavenly bodies,

are vv'c not likely to know^ much more about man and society than

about astronomy, seeing that we have recorded histories in many cases

of the entire progress of societies from barbarism up to our present

time, and that we have geological evidence forming almost a continu-

ous revelation of the ways of man from the very first ? Is it not

rather that because we know so very much more of men and society

that we find it more difficult to frame hypotheses which shall tit so

wide an extent of observed phenomenal And is it not more likely

that the exactness which we boast of in astronomy is due to the com-

parative ease with which we can frame hypotheses to fit the few

motions which we have been able to observe, whereas the real life of

the universe of stars may be infinitely more complex than our social

' system, had we the power and the requisite time to make observations ']

It is as though an observer when planted for one day on a ship, he

sees the men go to work for eight hours and then rest for eight hours,

and proceeds to make a law that men work eight hours and rest eight

hours, and he predicts their actions for the next day or two ; the ob-

server dies, and the next generation of observers dies the following

day, all convinced of the truth of his law about the actions of these

bodies, but on the seventh day the ship gets to port and all work is

stopped for some days, where is their law of nature then ? Similarly,

what can science tell us of the movements 9f the stars on the seventh

dciy of their lives ? RAYMOND Unwin.

( To he continued,

)
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW '. FIRST, FEW MEN
HEED IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON 1

"

Communications invited on Social Questions, They should he written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Rd., E.G. , and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-
tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing
the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS. only returned if a stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.

Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.
six months, 3s.; three months. Is, 6d,

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
P. L. (Paris).—Letter duly forwarded.
A. K. D,—Space demands !

E. A. S. (Walsall).—Address of A. K. Donald is 48 Shield Street, Newcastle-on-
Tyne. We have advised him of your letter.

Feriodicals received during the week ending Wednesday July 20.

England
Justice
Jus
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Norwich—Daylight
Die Autonomie

South Australia
Adelaide—Our Commonwealth

United States
New York—Der Sozialist
Boston—Woman's Journal

Liberty-
Chicago (111.)—Labor Enquirer
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West
Hammonton (NJ )Credit Foncier
New HAven (Conn,)—Work-

men's Advocate
Albina (Oreg.)—Weekly Coiirier

Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer
France

Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Socialiste

L'Autonomie Individuelle
Guise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le Travailleur

Belgium
Liege—L'Avenir
Brussels—L'Avant-Garde
Ghent—Yoruit

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Marsala—La Nuova Eta

Switzerland
Geneva—Bulletin Continental

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista

Portugal
Lisbon— Protest© Operario

Austria
Vienna—Gleichheit
Brunn—Volksfreund
Yillach—Arbeit

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Norway
Kristiania—Social-Democraten

NOTES ON NEWS.
The Government Land Bill does not need much comment from a

Socialist ; it is all that might be expected of it, and is in fact so bad
that it will at least injure the Tory party, and may turn out a biggish
nail in the coffin of the Government, though perhaps hardly so big a

one as the Cass case, because the average English politician will not
take the trouble to go into its details ; nor indeed has he any occasion

to do so : it simply means trying to do nothing under the guise of doing
something.

The mountains are now in labour with a new (?) jSTational Party,

which, if it ever comes to the birth will, as a novelty, be a ridiculous

mouse indeed. But setting aside the novelty, and the absurdfty of

making that which is already made, the party is a formidable one, and
Joe Chamberlain and Co. are wise in their' generation to take care to

belong to it. It has long governed England under A^arious names, and
for convenience sake one must call it by the one under which it has

hitherto been most respectable, the Whig Party. It may after all be
worth the while of the reactionists to sacrifice such an empty thing as

a name to it, and to admit, what is obvious, that the whole of the Tory
party that has any power or capacity belongs to it. Ye shall know
them by their fruits.

The charge against our comrade Williams has been quashed at the

appeal, a fact of which every honest person, Socialist or not, will be
glad ; but it is doubtful, if it had not been for Mr. Newton's good
deed in the guise of a bad one, and his rashness in meddling with a

person who had the shop-keeping class behind her, whether the bench
would have considered the evidence so carefully. I must also call

attention to the fact (and all papers that do not aim at being considered

supporters of injustice should do the same) that there are still two
men in prison working out their sentence who were convicted on
similar evidence to that on which the " learned " magistrate convicted

our friend Williams. And lastly, I must once more call attention to

the EQUAL LAWS Under which we free people live, which condemn
these innocent men to a cruel punishment simply because they have
no friends rich enough to be responsible for paying the expenses of the

appeal if it chances to fail. Nor must we forget even if these poor

men are released now, they will have been in prison for many weeks
;

the injustice remains in any case. Well, it is but what must be looked

looked for ; for a society .founded on robbery must be sustained by
violence and wrong. W. M.

Another piece of Jubilee tomfoolery has been combined with as bold
a piece of mendacity as can very readily be found. An Address to the
Queen has been presented, signed on behalf of Welsh mineowners by
Sir W. T. Lewis, and " on behalf of the miners " by Mr. W. Abrahams,
Labour M.P. for Rhondda Yalley. Among other "jubilations," one is

indulged in on account of the improved position of the men

!

" There was never any other period in the history of this country in
which your workmen were so much taken care of, nor more prosperous.
They never had better housing ; they never had such good clothing,

nor such good food ; and the past has never shown such an example of

pleasure and happiness. We are indebted for these blessings to the-

reign of your Most Gracious Majesty "
!

These lies, for they are nothing less, are signed by a man supposed
to " represent " the miners and who was an honest man before he went
into parliament. How they are viewed by his constituents may be
judged by one meeting out of many that have considered them.

A meeting of the house-coal colliers of Rhondda and other districts,

of Glamorgan was held at the Nelson Inn, on Saturday 9th, Mr.
Joan Llwyd, chairman, Mr. Isaac Evans, secretary. There were pre-

sent 37 delegates, representing between 5000 and 6000 miners. A
motion was passed neni. con. utte^-ly repudiating that portion of the
loyal address which is given above and strongly condemning the misuse
of their names to it.

As for the *^ care " taken of them, the annual average of accidents-

will show that ; for their " prosperity " twenty-five years ago they could
wear broadcloth on a Sunday and now put up with shoddy. Their
houses have stood unchanged for over fifty years except in the matter
of rent, which has advanced. " Her Majesty's " reign may therefore

have caused them to be "indebted," but not in a way to increase-

"pleasure and happiness."

"Good food" ! In 1878, when they were even better off than at
this present happy time, it was not uncommon for a miner to go down
to ten hours' work on a lump of dry bread, with perhaps another for
supper, and a meat dinner Sundays 1

A good workman thinks himself lucky to get 18s. every third or
fourth week, and 10s. or 12s. meanwhile. These wages are 7iett and
rent, coals, and all else must be paid for.

These men who toil unremittingly, are maimed and bruised, and cast

aside to die unrewarded, must be made by a time-serving sycophant-

his catspaw in pandering to a silly superstition ! Yerily, so long a&
they are content with " labour representation," who can wonder ]

The Fall Mall has had another attack of hysteria ; no uncommon
event, but this time it is a bad one. A clerk in a department of the
Metropolitan Board of Works is said to have used his position to help*

his relatives in their competition with other traders. Of course, if this

has been done it is an abuse of trust and should be punished, but it

savours of dishonesty to have on one page an interview with the accused,

in which he promises proofs of innocence, and on another page an
article full of virulent attack and damaging insinuation—" New Journ-
nalism "

?

We all know that this kind of thing is done. The Fall Mall, when
it was booming J. G. Blaine the other day, knew that he was the most
renowned lobbyist of modern times, and that he lost the last presi-

dential election o?^ that account. There is a "lack of cohesion" some-
where.

Herr Krupp is dead. Not a bad man in himself, but the biggest

maker of murder-machines of his time. He was very free from national

prejudice and sold his wares to any government with cash to pay for

them. So long as the workers allow themselves to be used as pawns
in the imperial game, such a trade as Krupp's will prosper. So long

as they allow it their lives will be spent in paying for his game. Who-
ever will take the cost of one of his big man-smashers, and reckon how
many workers its price would support for a year, will be surprised.

S.

LEADERS OF THE PEOPLE.
There are so many men to-day in the political arena that are looked

on as the champions of the people, that one is puzzled »,at times to-

discover what claim, judging them by their acts, they have to be so

regarded. Many of these leaders of the people are leaders, not because

they are the chosen of the workers, but because they have asserted

themselves to be so.

The utterances of some of these self-styled leaders are of a character

that can only be designated as humbug. Although associated with and
professedly belonging to the most advanced school of political thought,^

they are, despite their protestations to the contrary, really the disguised

friends of the workers' enemies. Here is a typical specimen of the

blatant orator. Just listen to him.
" Fellow-workers,—No one will charge me with sympathy with and

regard for the rights of monopolists ; all my life I have fought on the

side of the people. I have been instrumental in bringing about much
improvement in their condition. (Oh, oh !) The persons who cry

oh, oh ! are no doubt in the pay of the Tories. (Cheers.) Beware
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of them, (Cheers.) Don't associate with them ; they are your
enemies and mine. (Loud cheers.) To-day, the food you eat

is wholesome, and there is an abundance of it. We import twelve

times as much bacon and ham per head of the population as we im-

ported thirty years ago. Royal Commissions have sat and made
enquiry into the housing accommodation of the people, and have
reported thereon. The clothes you w^ar are woollen ; they were cotton

formerly. (Cries of "Question.") That dirty ragged-looking person

who cried " Question " is evidently too lazy to work, or he would enjoy

the same comforts as his fellows. Resuming : The wealth of the

country has increased 124 per cent, during the last fifty years. Wages
are 2b per cent, higher, rent is lower, and so are taxes. (Interruption.)

It is quite evident, friends, that the Tories are here to-day in full force

;

they wish to create a disturbance ; I shall therefore refrain from
addressing you further, or the peace may be broken and some of you
arrested and taken to prison—a place where no honest workman would
be seen."

"^

This is not an exaggerated specimen, but is taken from life. The
arguments used by this befooler of the people form part of the stock-

in-trade of numbers of the advo.nced school of political reformers. Just
analyse them, and what do they prove ^ That the workers eat twelve
times as much bacon as they did thirty years ago ? That because the

national wealth has increased from £4,100,000,000 to £9,210,000,000
the masses have been advantaged in a ratio corresponding to this

enormous increase of wealth] That because wages are 25 per cent.

higher they have benefited in proportion to the increase ? That
because Royal Commissions have enquired into the housing accommoda-
tion of the workers slums do not exist ]

Mulhall, who is responsible for these figures, after having built up
a huge edifice of them for the purpose of showing the enormous progress

riiade by this country during the last fifty years, answers these ques-

tions in the most satisfactory manner. He says (pp. 99, 100 * Fifty

Years of National Progress ') :
" After making all deductions, we find

the working man earns 20 or 25 per cent, more than in 1840, and the
prices of necessaries have mostly fallen. These advantages are counter-

balanced by the rise in rent, for whereas house-property averaged a value

of £,30 per inhabitant, it now stands for £75—a proof that rents have
risen exactly 150 per cent.''^ Further, on pp. 101, 102 he quotes with
approval Professor Huxley's statement that "the inhabitants of the

poorer quarters of London and other large towns are condemned to a
mode of life far more degraded and uncivilised than that of any tribe

of Western Africa.'^ From these statements we are able to estimate
the enormous gain brought the workers by the progress of the last

half-century. An enormous gain, truly ! Wages have risen 25 per
cent., but the increase of rent and taxes has more than counterbalanced
the increase of wage. It is on this rise in wage and increase of

national wealth that the sophistical tribune of the people dilates;

everything which shows that the rise is only nominal, and not real,

he takes no account of. If perchance he should do so, it is by deliber-

ately ignoring those circumstances which, if they were taken account
of, would show the fallacious—to use no stronger term—nature of his

argument. For example, in dealing with the rise in rent he will dis-

pose of the question in this manner: "It is asserted that rents have
risen greatly during the past fifty years. I question it. The large

renters of land {i.e., farmers) pay little if any more rent than they did

fifty years ago. In Ireland rents have decreased. In England most
landlords have made reductions of 20 per cent," etc.

We have here an example of the professional hoodwinker at his best.

With the aid of Mr. Mulhall, let us examine his argument. Since the

tremendous rise of the manufacturing industries, agriculture has greatly

declined, so much so that the number of persons engaged in it to-day

are only 2,420,000 as compared to 3,820,000 in 1841, the prices of

produce have greatly fallen, and although there is more laud under
cultivation to-day than in 1840 in proportion to population it is much
leess. " The combined value of grain and meat produced yearly is less

now than it was forty years ago, but rent and taxes have increased

36 per cent. This increase in rental value we are told is only nominal,

the actual rental not exceeding 52 millions, the same as fifty years ago.

If agricultural rent has not greatly increased, taxes and tithes have
more than doubled. In the period 1841-50 the amount paid was
£10,200,000; in 1886, £25,400,000. The balance in favour of the

farmer after payment of rent, taxes, and tithes in the first-mentioned

period was £54,300,000; in 1886 it had diminished to £27,900,000.
But although profits have decreased, wages have risen from 9s. per
week to 15s.; but the labour of three persons now produces as much
value as that of four persons in the decade ending 1870, or five

persons in the yeitrs 1841-50. The rise of wage here, I suppose,

is real, not nominal, as in the case of rents. These facts reveal

a most pleasant state of things so far as the agricultural popula-

tion is concerned ; nor are those engaged in the manufacturing in-

dustries in a better condition, as I shall show presently. " Ah,'' says

the wily apologist of the agricultural landed interests, "we want a

protective duty on food imports. Free trade has ruined the agri-

cultural industry ; before the corn laws were abolished the price of corn
was nearly 30 per cent, higher, and farming was a profitable under-

taking." Now there is no doubt that if a protective duty was im-

posed on food imports a great impetus would be given to agricul-

ture ; land would increase in value, rents would rise in proportion to

the increased value of farming land, the result of which would be that

food would be greatly increased in price, and the advantage to the
workers would be nothing, but to the landlords increased rent. " We
want the people back on the land." Yes, and what for ? their benefit,

or the landlords' ]

The free-trader, the advocate of unrestricted competition and the

free breakfast table, stumps up and down the country an«tthenia-

tising and denouncing the wickedness of the protectionist. This

party will dilate on the cheapness of food and the enormous - in-

crease of trade which has resulted from, the adoption of free

trade, and then by inference from this assume that becaCuse fpqd
is cheaper and trade greater tliat the workers have been materially

benefitted in consequence. This free-trade argument takes no account
of the enormous increase of labour-saving machinery and the lessened
demand for hand and skilled labour, and the many devices resorted to

for cheapening the cost of production, which, so far from benefitting

the worker, have made employment more scarce and uncertain.

H. A. Barker.
{To be concluded.)

COKRESPONDENCK

LAFARGUE V. BAX.
I really do not thhik there is a tittle of real difi'erence between my friend'

Paul Lafargue and myself. I entirely agree with his paper, which is, as he
describes it, a fornnilation of " desiderata." My article was, on the other
hand, an attempt to formulate a plan for getting at these desideiata. He
says himself that before "arriving at this Communist society, in which
labour and pleasure will be free and in common, we must pass through a
transitional period, in which it will be necessary to maintain wages and to-
keep the due proportion between them and the service rendered and the
effort given." Now, it was of the initial stage of this transitional period
that I was speaking. My subject was the morroiv of the revolution, not the
next generation or even for that matter the next decade.

Lafargue goes on to say, " For our part, we believe that the workers them-
selves have moie qualities to enable them to distribute the hours of labour
and the gains than the functionaries of any State would have." In this
sentence the very opposite is assumed to what / assumed—namely, that the
"workers themselves" would not be the functionaries. Now of course I
took for granted that the revolutionary executive would be largely composed
of really "representative workers." A new industrial organisation doesn't
fall like Lucifer from heaven upon the "workers" beneath. When time is

vi\)ii for its birth, it lias to be delivered somehow. It was of the process of
accouchment that I was speaking. The result of the social revolution will
of course be the disappearance of the State, but as I believe, this result will
be brought about by the turning of it and its machinery against itself rather
than by a policy of mere destruction. E. Belfort Bax.

LITERARY NOTICES.
"We have received Nos. 1 and 2 of the * Bibiioteca Humanitas,' being little

pamphlets issued by the journal Humanitas. ' La Fine del Parlamenta-
rismo,' by F. S. MerlinOj is a brief history of and critique on Parliamen-
tarianism, the writer drawing his illustration nearly entirely from English
Parliamentary history. Merlino lays bare the defects (and crimes) of this

system of administration, but either s]»are does not permit, or he does not
deem it necessary to "point the moral' and discourse on the question of

Socialists in Parliament. ' Alleanza Auaichica Internazionale,' by the same
author, constitutes a kind of manifesto or declaration of Italian Anarchism,
and is interesting as such. Under the heading of " Organisation," Merlino
insists strongly on the necessity of the same both at the time of revolu-
tionary crises and in settled times for the pursuit of all the arts of life,

organisation, he holds rightly, not being authority of one over another.

Now, far ahead, when the knowledge of men and women is widened, and
they will work into each other's hands for mutual convenience, association

and organisation will be looked for ; but I put it to Anarchists to-day,

w^iether at the time of a crisis (unless between now and then propaganda
on all sides moves not considerably faster than at present) the distinction

may not have to be put aside for a while with a frank confession of our
many imperfections ?

El Prodiicior (Barcelona) is a very useful weekly journal representative of

Spanish Socialism ; it contains diversified matter, good articles, and is well
tilled up with notes and news on home and foreign subjects. M.

Statistics.—A witty statesman said you might prove anything by figures.

. . . Tables are like cobwebs, like the sieve of the Danaides ; beautifully

reticulated, orderly to look upon, but which will hold no conclusion. Tables
are abstractions, and the object a most concrete one, so difficult to read the

essence of. . . . With what serene conclusiveness a member of some Useful

Knowledge Society stops your mouth with a figure of arithmetic ! To him
it seems he has there extracted the elixir of the matter, on which now
nothing more can be said. It is needful that you look into his said ex-

tracted elixir ; and ascertain, alas, too probably and without a sigh, that it

is wash and vapidity, good only for the gutters.

—

Carlyle.

Statistical Quackery.—Some years ago it was quite popular to "go in"

for bureaus of Labour statistics. It was hoped by the working-men that

the publication of facts concerning the relative positions of employers and
employes, the relative value of production, and the reward of the producer,

might in some way be placed before the public for consideration. Well, we
have had pages of figmes "piled up," and volumes of opinions upon this or

that phase of labour"^ volumes of sentiment, and clouds of dust. Even the

sophistical Edward Atkinson, in a paper read before the third annual session

of Labour Commissioners at Boston, had the sense to remark that statistics

could become a snare and deductions from them might be untrue. Later
at a meeting held in New Era Hall in Boston, he declared that the statistics

"gathered up" by the National and State Bureaus of Labour were of no
value whatever and that those which he used were compiled from sources

over which they had no control. The miserable toilers who spend their

waking hours in monotonous activity within factory walls need no statistics

to tell them that they are miserable. Those of them who are sufficiently

educated to seek information in statistical reports are also well informed as

to the relative advantages enjoyed by capitalists and labourers.—New Haven
Workmen^s Advocate,
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BRITAIN.

Proposed Reduction of Engine-tenters' Wages.—The colliery engine-
tenters in the employ of Lord Dudley have received notice for the reduction
of 4d. per day in their wages.

Miners' Wages.—The luiner^i workhig for the firm of James Gardner and
Sons, Limited, Meiklehill, Kirkintilloch, Scotland, began work Monday 11 on
a reduction of 6d. per day. We understand notice of a similar reduction has
been posted at Wester Gartshore Colliery.

Belfast Carters.—The dispute between Messrs. Mecrea and MTarland
and their carters, which threatened to end in a strike, has been settled. The
majoiity of the men have hitherto had only 16s. a week, but now the em-
ployers have acceded to the demand to have 18s. per week paid to all hands.

The dispute in the malleable iron trade may yet terminate in a strike.

Notices were posted at several of the Birminghaui works intimatinp; that the
yards would be closed on Saturday July 16th, unless the men accepT; a reduc-
tion of 10 per cent. At the works where the notices have been posted there
are about 300 men employed.

Bricksetters' Labourers' Wages.—At Stockport, the bricksetters' labour-
ers are agitating for an increase of wages from 5d. to 5^d. per hour, and
threaten to come out on strike if their request is not granted. The members
of the Master Bricksetters' Association are not willing to give the advance,
on the grounds that 5d.' per hour is what is paid in other tov/ns.

The Eight-hour Day.—At the half-yearly meeting of the Cleveland Blast
Purnacemen's Association, just held at Middlesboro', it was resolved to give
a hearty support to the proposal which will be brought before the forthcom-
ing Congress oi Ironworkers, with the object of getting the hours of labour
reduced to eight per day. The general secretary (Mr. W. Trow) was
appointed to represent the Association at the Congress, and to coidially

support the resolution.

The Scotch Miners' Federation announce that they intend contesting
several seats at the first general election. Labour candidates have already
been adopted by them for North Ayrshire and Slirlingshire. The men will

be independent of party. It is expected that the Liberal associations in the
two constituencies named will adopt the mi^iers' nominees. The Federation
state that it is their intention to form a new Labour Party in the House of

Commons, the present Labour Members having in their opinion failed in the
performance of their duties*

The Strike in the Chain Trade.—At a mass meeting of chainmakers at

Cradley Heath, the president of the Chainworkers' Association stated that,

in consequence of a number of employers having broken faith with the
operatives, the majority of the operatives had turned out on strike, and he
believed that in* a few days the whole of the workmen would have ceased to

work. It was announced that a number of gentlemen at Stourport had sent
cheques for the relief of the chainmakers amounting to .£82. Additional
policemen have been drafted into the district.

Strike of Miners at Cradley.—The miners in the employ of Messrs-
King at the Netherend Colliery have turned out on strike in consequence of

a dispute. The men state that about a fortnight ago the allowance for

rippi/ig down rock was taken from them without any notice being given of

the change. They were, it is said, formerly paid ^t the rate of Is. 2d. per
yard for this kind of work. Other complaints are made by the men, who
appear determined to resist encroachments upon their rate of wage. The
n^n have made an appeal to their fellow workers to support them in their

struggle.

Pumpherston (Linlithgow) Oil-workers.—Last week a mass meeting of

»hale miners and retort men of Pumpherston Oil-works was held in the sports

field. A deputation to the manager reported that he was willing to concede
2d. of the reduction, the men losing 3d., and that this offer was final. The
retort men reported that Mr. Eraser would give them no concession at all.

The miners and retort men being now in one union, it was agreed to cease

work forthwith until the miners got at least 3d. back, and the retort men
half the reduction. The works were consequently closed.

Uphall and Holmes Oil-workers.—Last week a meeting of the men on
strike at Uphall Oil-works was held near the village. Mr. Wilson, miners'

agent, addressed the meeting, advising them to ofi'er to resume work on half

the reduction, or on condition that any settlement which applied to the

miners w^ould apply to them. He held that it was injudicious to strike at

the present time, and urged them to get into union and be prepared to strike

two months hence if necessary. On the motion of a workman, however, who
declared the majority were prepared to stand to the new year, the meeting
resolved to remain on strike till they got the full reduction back, only three

men voting for the proposal to start on half the reduction.

A Clyde correspondent to an evening paper writes: "The result of a

survey of the past six months' labour proves that matters in the shipbuild-

ing and engineering industries of the Clyde are decidedly worse than they
have ever been during this protracted period of depression. There is every

reason to fear that the total output for 1887 will prove a sad falling off from
even its immediate predecessors, bad as they have been. As regards pros-

pects, really nothing of an encouraging nature presents itself. The only

scrap of comfort for the hungry unemployed thousands who populate the

districts on each bank of the Clyde is the somewhat negative one of th.s

dreadful depression having reached its height in a season of exceptional sun-

shine and genial warmth."

In a letter to the Manchester Weekly Times, a signalman says :
" As I have

spent about eight years in a signal-box as a signalman, you will perhaps
kindly allow me to say a word or two on the subject. I am stationed in a

box on a main line, and I work 12 hours a-day, for which I receive 3s. per

day, i,e.y 3d. per hour. Now such hours and wages are not exceptional. Our
railway companies employ thousands of 12-hour signalmen. I am sorry to

say there are but few 8-hour boxes. A large number of signalmen have not

time^to get a meal while on duty, yet if any of us commit a slight error, the

company will surely visit the erring one \vith merciless severity, forgetting,

of course, that the best of men can make mistakes. Signalmen ought to

receive more consideration at the hands of the companies than they do, in

Tiew of the fact that our responsibility for the safe working of railways is

Tery considerable. ' If the companies will not remedy the state of things I

have described, we should help ourselves, and to do so we must combine. If

this power, which is within the reach of all railway men, be called into

requisition with sufficient force, we should have a safeguard for our labour.

tJnfortunately we are now disunited, and our disunion constitutes a serious

drawback to us. What is needed is united action to lead us on to a better
state."

Bolton Engineers.—The strike in the Bolton engineering and iron trades
has now entered its eleventh week. There are no indications of either side
giving way. The men, at any rate, do not think of yielding, and it is taken
for granted that the employers are equally determined. The men continue
to receive promises of support. The Executive Committee of the Operatii-'e

Cotton Spinners' Association have toted the sum of £50 to the strike fund,
£30 is expected from the Weavers' Association, and on Saturday a large sum
was realised by a band contest held on the Bolton Wanderers' Football
Ground. Last week was paid, for the first time, a sum of Is. for each child
under ten years of age belonging to the men on strike. The grant will be
made weekly. There are at present about 30 police in each of the four
foundries where importations are lodged or are" expected, and on Sunday
religious services were held for their benefit. It is stated that two ministers
who had conducted services were hooted in the street, and that a musician
who was suspected of having attended the smoking concert at the Soho
Works has been similarly treated. On Monday, Messrs. Dobson and Barlow
re-opened their Kay Street Machine Works, which were closed all last week
for repairs. Nearly all the men not previously on strike presented them-
selves, and work was recommenced. The importations, it will be remem-
bered, left the premises on Saturday week, but it is said that some of them
are prepared to return. There was a renewal of excitement in Bolton last

week in connection with the strike. About fourteen men arrived at the
Trinity Street railway station, presumably from Scotland, to take the places

of the men on strike. The importation, on alighting, were conducted by a
strong body of police to an omnibus which was in waiting. Guarded by ten

mounted constables, and with as many more policemen seated upon the

outside of the vehicle, the men were driven off to the Soho foundry of

Messrs. Hick, Hargreaves, and Co., where they had evidently been expected.
In a short time, however, the omnibus came out from the foundry with
twelve strangers in it, and, with the same escort, was driven through the
town to Messrs. Dobson and Barlow's, Kay Street works. The vehicle was
followed by a large and excited crowd, and there was some hooting. After
the lapse of a few minutes from the men being taken into Messrs. Dobson
and Barlow's premises, the omnibus reappeared with the police guard, and
it was then seen that four importations remained inside. These were taken
to the spindle works of Messrs. Byder Brothers, in Folds Eoad, and lodged

.

in a part of the works specially provided for them. Other importations
have arrived singly, and a larger number than has yet come is expected. It

is stated that the moulders of Bolton contemplate leaving work as a protest

against the importation of strangers. Only one or two of the branches have
as yet held meetings, but there is a very strong feeling among the workmen
tliat they should take some practical step in support of their brethren in

kindred branches of the iron trade. Another batch of imported men arrived

at Bolton on the 18th for one of the works, and proceeded to their destina-

tions in a cab closely guarded by mounted police and ordinary constables,

followed by a demonstrative mob. Great excitement prevailed, but beyond
the throwing of a few stones and hooting, the crowd did no damage. All

the apprentices at Kay Street works, numbering 180, have given notice to

leave in a week.

NEW SOUTH WALES.
The Unemployed.—Sydney, May 18.—The extent of the distress among

the working classes of New South Wales may be imagined by an answer
given last night to the member for Queanbeyan by t he Premier. The latter

was asked the number of men now employed on the relief works, and if

applications were still being made for employment. From this it will be
seen that though over four thousand men have been provided for by the

Government, we have by no means touched bottom in the movements Every
day men are coming in from the country districts, while hundreds of skilled

artisans, who have held out as long as they could, are now asking for pick

and shovel work at the hands of the Government.

Brisbane, May 18.—The Trades and Labour Council last night drew at-

tention to the statements in the circulars of the Imperial Emigration Bureau
that there is a demand for brickmakers here. The representative of the

Brickmakers' Society stated that 100 were without work, and that there was
no sign of improvement.

FEANCE.

The eighth annual Conference of the Federative Union of the Centre of

France (section of the Universal Federation of the French Socialists) will be

held from the 7th to the 15th August next, at Paris, Salle du Commerce,
94 Faubourg du Temple.

The Montlugon glass-bottle makers are being well-supported in their

strike. The French Socialist papers have opened subscription lists in their

columns in aid of their comrades who are carrying on the struggle with good
prospects of success. It is worth noting that the bourgeoisie of Montluyon is

strongly sympathising with the strikers, the reason for this is that they

know that the glass-bottle makers have only gone on strike after having

exhausted all conciliatory means with their employers.

L'Avenir du Travailleur, of Lille, has been obliged to stop its publication,

owing to the numerous prosecutions it has lately undergone.

A new paper, the Cri du Travailleur, will be soon started at Eoubaix.

At Alger, the Socialists intend to issue in a few weeks a revolutionary

paper VAction Re'volutionnaire, which will have two editions, one in French
and the other in Spanish.—D.

BELGIUM.

The Belgian workers are very fond of co-operative stores, and are of

opinion that such institutions are helping them in the solution of the social

question. Now, the co-operative society. La Populaire at Lidge has just

issued the balance-sheet of the three first months of their operations, and
what do we notice therein ? The 1st week they received for drinks 1577 1;
the 2nd week, 1521 f. 3 c; the 3rd, 1093 f. 63 c; the 4th, 1077 f. 30 c; the

5th, 884 f. 10 c; the 6th, 756 f. 41 c; the 7th, 988 f. 15 c; the 8th, 1227 f.

12 c; the 9th, 1620 f. 92 c; the 10th, 891 f. 85 c; the 11th, 898 f. 20 c; the

12th, 891 f. 75 c; and the 13th week (only 4 days) 603 f. 98 c. They reckon

that on these sales, mind you, drinks, they have made a profit of 2135 f. 67 c,

that is to say, more than 700 francs profit per month. On the other hand,

they have received during the same three months, for the sake of Socialistic

propganda, the enormous sum of 10 f. 22 c. (say eight shillings) ! A rather

curious way of promoting the solution of the social question!—D.
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GERMANY.
At Maf^cleburg, 400 cabinet-makers are on strike for higher wages. Daring

the last fifteerj months they have earned from 12 to 15 shillings a week.

At Leipzig the strike of the masons and bricklayers has proved successful,

the workers having had their claims granted by the exploiters.

Louis Cohm, editor of the Breslauer Volkszeituiig^ was tried last week for

an article written by him five years ago, and was condemned to one yearns

imprisonment.

At Leipzig, six Socialists have been arrested, because they had participated

in a secret conference, held in tne moi.th of March »t Heidhausen, near

Munich. Their lodgings were searched by the police, who found more than

40,000 pamphlets which were intended to be distributed among the soldiers.

AUSTEIA-HUNGAEY.
At Prague, after an interruption of several years, the Socialist paper Vek

Svobody (the Way to Freedom) has again made its appearance. The editors

of the paper are comrades T. Burstial and W. Korber.—D.

OUR FOOLS' PARADISE OF CHEAPNESS.
We hear a great deal about the blessings of cheapness. Mr. Edward At-

kinson, particularly, seems to measure all mundane good in terms of cheap-
ness. If a yard of cotton cloth or a barrel of flour costs less money now than
formerly, why look we for a millenium to come ? Unfortunately there are
facts about cheapness that writers like Mr. Atkinson never take the trouble
to see. Goods, indeed, are cheap, but why and how and with what results I

One of those great railroad corporations that are bringing flour from the
northwest so cheaply that Mr. Atkinson is lost in wonder, is disabling 800
men a year. The superintendent was asked why he did not provide a pro-
tection that some of them asked for. " Men are cheaper than shingles," was
his, frankly brutal answer.
That is the blunt, hard truth. That is what half our cheapness means.

Men are cheaper than shingles, and women are cheaper than edging and
thread ;

" and as one woman selects, well pleased, garment after garment,
daintily tucked and trimmed and finished beyond any capacity of ordinary
home sewing, marvelling a little that a few dollars can give such a lavisli

return, there arises, from narrow attic and dark, foul basement, and crowded
factory, the cry of the women whose life blood is on these garments." What
w^onder is it that year by year the tenement house population becomes more
hopeless and incapable. Is it strange that children are born without the
physical vigour and the mental and moral qualities that make up efficiency
and thrift ? Need we feel any surprise that such unfortunates, finding theni^-

selves literally cheaper than shingles and thread, are easily worsted in the
struggle with fate—that they fall easy victims to^vice, and that the perma-
nently pauperised class becomes year by year a heavier social burden ?

These evil implications of cheapness raise issues of practical economy aiul
personal duty. Ought we to resist, as far as we are able, the tendency to
excessive cheapness ? Ought we to buy goods that we know have been made
by reasonably well paid labour in preference to cheaper "bargains?" Should
v/e accomplish any good by such a course, or should we do unintended mis-
chief ?

Thosa political economists who see one side of a subject so clearly that they
are cock-sure that they see it all, have a ready reply to these questions. It
is very pitiful, they admit, that free competition d'^oes, in some cases, cause
such distress. But we should only make the evil greater, they tell us, if we
virtuously resolved to buy only the dearer goods made by labour that was
well rewarded. "You see," they explain, "your incomes are not unlimited.
If you buy dear goods Avhen clieap ones would answer as well, you necessarily
curtail your savings. If a great n)any people do the same thing, there will
be a serious loss of capital. Not so many new enterprises can be under-
taken. Fewer farms will be improved, fewer new railroads will be com-
menced, the multiplication of mills and shops will not keep pace with the
gi'owth of population. Wages will be reduced below the lowest present
limit ; and the distress you have tried, in your mistaken, sentimental way,
to relieve, will be increased tenfold."

This is plausible, but it is a fallacy that convicts a good many self-satis-
fied economists of very superficial thinking. The capital that seems to be
saved by cheapness is not saved in fact, if the cheapness is produced at a
ruinous expenditure of physical and moral vitality. If, in making the cheap
articles, human life has been degraded, if health and mind and morals have
been injured, then, not only has the productive power of working-men and
women been cut down, but a positive burden of pauperism and crime has
been thrown on the community. The losses and expenses so entailed may
more than use up all the capital that seemed to have been saved. The ability
of industrial society to extend its operations and demand for labour, instead
of being increased, may be seriously impaired.
As in so many other matters, so here, the instinct of those right feeling

nien and women v/ho question the morality of buyinsf at the bargain counter
is truer than the precepts of a one-sided science. The more comprehensive
political economy of the younger thinkers, which is rapidly supplanting the
q^d dogmas, reaches conclusions in accordance with our highest instincts of
humanity and justice. It is economic wisdom, as it is a philanthropic duty,
to set pur faces against the craze for cheapness. It is thrift as well as
humanity to refuse to buy the goods that there is reason to believe have
been made cheap by the degradation of labour. We are living in a fools'
paradise.— Work and Wages.

The Montlucon Glass-Bottle Makers.
The glass-bottle makers have always worked throughout eight months of the

year in two shifts of 12 hours each ; in the hot season, the four summer months,m three shifts of 8 hours. In 1886 this was changed by the masters to two shifts
working 5J houra and resting 5J, making ] 1 hours work to 5^ hours rest. During
the first fortnight in June the heat was so excessive that not a single workman
was able to work regularly. On the 15th of June at 10 p.m. the men on going to
work had the door of the yard shut in their faces, and their delegates next day
were threatened and insulted. The men have resolved on the following as the
only terms of return :—(1) Re-establishment of eight hours working-day in
summer. (2) Guaranteed salary, as heretofore, of 3 f. bo c. (2s. lUd.) per work-
ing day. (3) All bottles sold by the masters to be paid for to the"men ; bottles
thrown aside to be broken in the presence of the men and men to have the right
of breaking them. (4) No striker to be dismissed. Anyone able and willing to
«id should send contributions to Charles Mazelier, Rue du Canal, Montlucon.

WISHES AND WISHES.
(By Francis Davis. Reprinted from Tke Nation.)

[Francis Davis was a weaver of Belfast, who wrote his poems while working at
his trade.]

O, know ye the wish of the true, the true 1

O, know ye the wish of the true %

'Tis to see the slave's hand
Whirling liberty's brand,

As its toil nurtured muscles could do,

And the wide-world oppressors in view
;

God ripen the wish of the true !

Then hurrah for the wish of the true, the true

!

Hurrah for the wish of the true !

And another hurrah
Eor the fast-coming day

When the many shall preach to the few

A gospel as pure as the dew !

O, there's hope in that wish of the true'!

O, know ye the wish of the proud, the proud 1

O, know ye the wish of the proud ?

'Tis to empty their veins,

'Mid the clashing of chains,

—

Ay, the veins of their heart if allowed.

So the neck of oppression be bowed.
AVhat a holy wish that of the proud !

Then hurrah for the wish of the brave, the brave

!

Hurrah for the wish of the brave !

And hurrah for the hand.

And the casque-cleaving brand.

That the rights of a nation can save,

Or redeem by its world-lightening wave :

Heaven bless the broad brand of the brave

THE SATISFIED CLASS.

Capital has always claimed, and still claims the right to combine. Manu-
facturers meet and determine prices, even in spite of the great law of supply
and demand. Have the labourers the same right to consult and combine ?

The rich meet in the bank, the club-house, or the parlour. Workingmen,
when they combine, gather in the street. All the organised forces of society
are against them. Capital has the arm}' and the navy, the legislative, the
judicial and the executive departments. Wiien the rich combine, it is for
the purpose of "exchanging ideas." When the poor combine, it is a "con-
spiracy." If they act in concert, if they really do something, it is a "mob."
If they defend themselves, it is " treason." How is it that the rich control
the departments of government ? In tliis country the political power i*

eqnally divided among men. There are certaiiily more poor than there are
rich. Why should the rich control ? V»'hy slioiild not the labourers com-
bine for the purpose of controlling the executive, legislative, and judicial de-
partments \—will they ever find how powerful they are ?

In every country there is a satisfied class—too satisfied to care. They are
too happy to be generous. This satisfied class asks no questions and answers
none. They believe the w^orld is as it should be. All reformers are simply
disturbers of the peace—when they talk low, they should not be listened to ;.

when they talk loud, they should be suppressed.
"

The truth is to-day what it always w^ill be, those who feel are the only
ones who think. A cry comes from the oppressed, from the hungry, from
the down-trodden, from the unfortunate, from men who despair, and from
women who weep. There are times when mendicants become revolutionists
—when a rag becomes a banner under which the noblest and bravest battle
for the right.

It is impossible for any man with a good heart to be satisfied with this world
as it now is. No one can truly enjoy e^en what he earns—what he knowas
to be his own—knowing that millions of his fellow-men are in misery and
want. When we think of the famished we feel that it is almost heartless to
eat. To meet the ragged and shivering makes one almost ashamed to be
wxdl dressed and warm—one feels as though his heart was as cold as their
bodies.

—

Colonel IngersolL

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farri^^gdox Eoad, E.G.

Co-operative Store.—The Committee attend at the offices at 8.30 p.m. or-
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. All Groceries can be had at current store-
prices. Orders over 10s. will be delivered carriage paid in London.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and affiliated
bodies. Library Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d. D. J. Nicoll and
W. Blundell are the Librarians.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
K. F. (weekly), Is. C. J. P. (weekly), 2s. W. :B. (weekly) 6d. T. B, (two

weeks), Is,

FOR PROPAGANDA.
17th July.—Collected in Regent's Park, 3s. 8d.

Ph. W., Treasurer, July 12.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
W. H. C, lOs. For Mrs. Mowbray—A Few Fabians, per Annie Besant

(weekly), 10s. j. La^e, Treasurer.
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REPORTS.
Clebkenwell.—On Wednesday, July 13, Wm.

Utley lectured on "Socialist Politics," and on Sun-
day, July 17, Wm. Blundell on '* Property Qualifica-
tion." Excellent discussions followed each lecture,

—

A. T. and W. B.

Hackney.—On Wednesday, July 13, W. Morris
lectured to a good audience at London Fields, Graham
and AUman also spoke. On Sunday evening, we had
a social meeting of members. We intend next Satur-
day to have a free concert.—J. F.
HoxT)N.—On Sunday morning a most succ3ssful

outdoor meeting was held, addressed by J. L. Mahon
and H. A. Barker. Literature sold well. In the
evening in the club-room, comrade H. H. Sparling
gave a very interesting lecture on *' Old English
Guilds," which was followed by . discussion, in which
comrades Barker, Pope, and Mckenzie joined.
Merton and Mitcham.—During past week, com-

rades Eden, Harding, and Kitz have visited Sutton,
Carshalton, and surrounding districts, distributing a
large amount of literature. Good meeting on the
Fair Green on Sunday, addressed by comrade Eden
and A. Johnson, of the S.D.F.; collected Is. 9d.

*

North London.—On Tuesday evening, we held a
very good meeting at Ossulton Street, Cantvvell,
Brooks, and Wardle spoke, good discussion followed.
Two friends gave in their names as members. At
Regent's Park, on Sunday morning, Cantwell, Brooks,
and Mainwaring addressed a good audience ; slight
opposition by a Welshman, who was satisfactorily re-
plied to. Collected 3s. 8d. for Propaganda Fund.
Good sale of Commonweal. Members are urgently
requested to attend Branch meeting on Wednesday.

—

H. Bartlett.
Edinburgh.—On Sunday evening, in the Queen's

Park, John Smith read to a large meeting parts of
Morrison Davidson's article on '* Interest," and after-
wards delivered an address. Gilray also spoke. Some
Commonweal sold outside the Park.—J, G.
Glasgow.—On Saturday evening, comrades Glasier

and M'Lean held a meeting: at Kilsyth. This is the
first Socialist meeting that has been held in that place.
There was a good audience, who listened to the gospel
of labour with the greatest interest and approval.
After the meeting many came forward and heartily
iihanked our comrades for giving a new light and a
mew hope. No meetings were held in Glasgow owing
to the Fair Holidays.

Leeds. — On Wednesday evening, we held our
usual meeting in Meadow Lane, at which Hill, Paylor,
and Maguire spoke. On Sunday morning, Braith-
waite and Paylor addressed a good audience on Huns-
let Moor. In the evening, a large crowd assembled in
Vicar's Croft, and listened to Braithwaite, Bland
(Bradford), Paylor, Maguire, and SoUitt.—T. P.
Norwich.—Good meetings at Yarmouth on Wed-

-n«6day and on Thursday at Dereham. On Sunday
morning last, Henderson and Morley held a good
meeting at Diss ; 2s. Id. collected for Propaganda
Fund. In the afternoon we held a, very large meeting
the Market Place at Norwich (Slaughter, chairman)
addressed by Henderson, and Fielding of the S.D.F.,
from London, who spoke at some length. A meeting
was held on the Agricultural Hall Plain by comrades
Morley, Darley, and Slaughter. Henderson lectured
to a good audience in the Gordon Hall, on th^ " Aims
of Socialism." The lecturer made an earnest appeal
for men to join our movement, and he frequently re-

ceived outbursts of applause from the audience. Three
new members made. Next Sunday, Henderson will,

by special request, repeat the lecture he gave a fort-

night since, which was severely attacked and misre-
presented by a local weekly paper.—A. S.

Woolwich. — Last Sunday, Mahon addressed a
large gathering at the Arsenal Gates. We sold as

' usual a large amount of literature, and collected 6s.

ijd. for propaganda. Friends desirous of assisting at
carrying on these meetings are requested to give in
their names next Sunday to the chairman.

Our comrade Mahon has just finished another jour-

ney round some of the important towns in Yorkshire
and the Midlands. There is only room this week for

Sk brief notice of the meetings.

Hull.—A very successful meeting was held on July
4th, good sale of literature and fair collection. The
poliice caused some trouble at the meeting, but had to

withdraw. The Hull branch is getting on very well.

OooU.—New ground was opened at this large and
busy town. The meeting was very large, and the
audience deeply interested. Two hours' discussion

• ensued after the lecture.

Leeds,—On Sunday, July 10, three meetings were
"held in difierent parts of the town. The meeting at

night at Vicar's Croft was exceptionally large, and the
audience quite favourable. The Leeds Branch will

shortly open a course of meetings at its new branch
club-rooms.

Sheffield,—Under the auspices of the ShefiSield So-
cialists a large meeting (chiefly of miners) was held in

the open-air on July 11th. The audience listened

with great attention, and thoroughly endorsed the
Socialist position. A good sale of literature and some
^ligbt discussion ensued.

Clay Cross.—A large meeting of the Derbyshire
fniners w^as held. Raymond Unwin and Mr. James
Haslem also spoke. Mahon explained the lines on
"which the Socialist organisation of the Northumber-
land miners had been formed, and sixty names were
ikt once given to form a similar society.

Nottingham.—Mahon gave an address at the So-
cialist Club on July 13, on ** The Progress of Social-

ism," which greatly interested the members.

Wednesbury.—A meeting arranged by the Walsall
Branch was held on July 14th at 6.30 p.m., and was
thoroughly successful. A number ot names were
given in.

WaUalL—A good meeting was held on July 14, at
the top of Park Street. This branch is making ex-
ceptionally good progress, and has already formed two
others in towns near to it.

Pelsall.—A gathering of miners -was held on July
loth on the common. The meeting was a thorough
success, a large number of names were taken for the
branch, and there was a good sale of literature.

Before leaving Birmingham, Mahon made arrange-
ments for the more systematic carrying on of the pro-
paganda there and in the district, and has now pro-
ceeded to Scotland to fulfil some engagement with the
Scottish Land and Labour League.

North of England Socialist Federation.
Aniiitsford.—A lecture was delivered at the branch

meeting place last Saturday by A. K. Donald. Mr.
Coombe of Seghill made an excellent speech. Very
successful meeting. Friends desiring to join will
please give names to F. Cooper, secretary. Railway Rd.

Blyth.—The delegates met on Saturday, and made
arrangements for active propaganda work being carried
on during the summer.
Backworth,~A. K. Donald addressed branch on

Friday night. New members made, and branch mak-
ing satisfactory progress.

Consett.—A meeting was addressed by Donald at the
Fountain on Monday. Information regarding society,
rules, etc., can be had from John Walton, Medously
Road, Consett.

Leadfjate.—Donald addressed a meeting of miners
on Monday.

Newcastle.—The local branch of the S.D.F. held a
large meeting at the cattle market on Sunday. Tom
Mann, Laidler, John Hall speaking. Meetings were
held in Sunderland, Jarrow, etc., during the week.
We are informed that the branches in district are going
to retain the services of T. Mann for vigorous propa-
gandist work for some time to come. It is to be hoped
that the No. of Eng. S.F. and the S.D.F. branches
may come to an arrangement whereby they can co-
operate with one another.

North Shields.—Usual meeting on Sunday morning.
M'Donald replied to certain objections and difficulties

that have been discussed during the week. We would
like very much if our opponents would come forward
at our meetings, and not bring out their difficulties in
private. Persons desirous to join, address J. Isbister,
at Mr. Foster, 33 Clive Street.

South Shields.—On Tuesday evening A. K. Donald
addressed the largest meeting we have yet had in
South Shields. A gentleman opposed, bwt as the
lecture progressed Allen began to find that Socialism
was very reasonable, and procured some pamphlets to
study the question. Mr. Darby supported the lecturer
with a gootl speech. J. Wood, 105 Bath Street

Sunderland.—Donald addressed a good meeting at
the Garrison Field on Sunday afternoon. The meet-
ing was much better attended than on previous Sun-
day. Large sale of literature. Next Sunday we shall

hold the meeting in the east end of the town,
Throclcley.—A branch was formed here at the cio^e

of Donald^s lecture. We have had a n-umiber of SFup-

porters for some months at Throcklej, and have now
got our men together. Friends desiring to join, com-
municate with John Irving, Double Rt>w.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Bloom?i)ury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,
Tottenham Court Road, W. On Tlbursday Jnly
21, at 8.30, W. H. Utley, '* Malthusian Sociali&m."
28. Bu&iness Meeting and Social Evening. August
4. Edward Aveling, "The Value of Brain Work."

Clerkenwell.—Hall ot the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.C. Sunday July 24, at 8.30 p.m.
T. E. Wardle, " The Franchise Fraud.'' Wednesday
July 27, at 8.30. Eleanor Marx-Aveling, *' Socialism
and Political Action."

Croydon.—Parker Road.
Hackney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmitb Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11.30. ; Satur-
day, 7 till 12.30 ; Sunday 11 a. m. till 12 |>.m. Mem-
bers Business Meeting every Tuesday at 8.30 p.m.
Lecture on Sunday July 24, at 8.30. Wm. Blundell,
'* Property Qualification."

Hammersmith. —Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
S«nday July 24, at 8 p.m. Ernest Rliys, *' The New
Poetry.

"

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—2 Crondall Street, New North Rd.
Club Room open on Monday, Wednesday, and Satur-
day evenings from 8 till 11. Singing Class every
Wednesday at 8.30. Sunday July 24, at 8, lecture
by D. Nicoll, "Reform or Revolution." The mem-
bers and friends of the League are hereby notified
that the Labour Emancipation League will remove
to another Hall on the first Sunday (the 7th) of

August, at the Globe Coffee House, 227 Hoxton High
Street, opposite the Beautiful Gates. Members in

arrears are earnestly requested to pay up subscrip-
tions and rally round the League. C. J, Young, sec.

Merton,—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

Mitcham.—Comer of Merton Lsuie and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11,

North London.—Branch meets at 32 Camden Road,
N.W., for reception of new members and other
business, on Wednesday evenings at 8 o'clock, until
further notice. H. Bartlett, sec.

PROVINCES.
Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Dublin.—Irish Labour League, Carpenters' Hall, 75
Aungier Street, every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discus-
sion on all subjects connected with Labour Question.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 7.30 p.m. to transact business.
Class for the study of * Das Capital' at 8.30. Mem-
bers are expected to appear at out-door meetings,
and in some way assist. {See " Open-air " below.)

Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. Meeting of

Members in Rooms on Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.

As many members as are able are earnestly re-

quested to attend all meetings.
Hamilton.—Paton's Hall, Chapel St. Every Thursday

at 7.30.

Hull.—Address all communications to E. Teesdale,
20 Shakspere Street.

Lancaster.—Addresses every Sunday morning on the
Quay Jetty.

Leeds.—17 Chesham Street, Sweet Street. Club and
reading room open every evening. Business meet-
ings every Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Office of Hosiery Union, Horsefair Street.

Fridays at 8 p.m.
Norwich.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures
every Sunday at 8 p.m. Business Meeting, Mon-
day at 8.30. Speakers' Class, Sunday mornings at
10.30 and Wednesday evenings at 8 p.m. Social
Evening, Saturdays. Lecture on Sunday July 24.

Fred Henderson, " The Marriage Laws."
Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25^ Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.
Shields {North and South).—Meetings every Sunday,

Quay-side and Market Place. Branch meetings on
Thursday nights at the '* General Gordon," Bath
Street, Maxwell Street, South Shields. Secretary,
J. Hearne, 32 Clive Street, No. Shields.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 24*

11.30...Garrett—" Plough Inn" Kitz
11.30...HacKney—''Salmon and Ball" Lane
11. 30...Hoxton Ch., Pitfield St Pope & Wade
11. 30...Mitcham Fair Green Nicoll & Heaford
11.30.. .Regent's Park Eden
11. 30. ..St. Pancras Arches Dalziel

11.30.. .Walham Green The Branch
3 ...Hyde Park Sparling
6. 30...Victoria Park Morris
7 . . .Clerkenwell Green Mainwaring

Tuesday.
8 ...Ossulton Street, Euston Road Nicoll

8 . . .Mile-end Waste AUman «& Davis

Wednesday.
8 . . .Broadway, London Fields Barker

Thursdaxi
8 ...Hoxton, Pitfield Street \ The Branch

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday: Jail's Square, 1 o'clock; Paisley

Road Toll at 5.

Cambuslang.—Saturday : 6 o'clock.

Motherwell.—Saturday ; at 8 o'clock.

Leeds.—Sunday: Hunslet Moor, 11; Vicar's ,Croft,

7.30. Friday: Comer of Christ Church, Meadow
Lane, at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—Sunday : Market Place at 3 ; Agricultural
Hall Plain at 7.

Dereham.—Every Thursday, Market Place at 7.

Wymondham.—Sunday : at 11.

Yarmouth.—Every Wednesday on the Beach at 7.

EDINBURGH (SCOTTISH SECTION).

J. L. Mahon's Meetings.

Saturday 23 7 p.m Loanhead
Sunday 24 3 p.m Calton Hill

6.30 p.m Queen's Park
7.30 p.m Mound

Monday 25 8p.m Hawick
Tuesday 26 8 p.m Galashiels
Wednesday 27...8 p.m Comely Park, Dunfermline
Thursday 28 8 p.m Stn. End, Cowdenbeath
Friday 29 8 p.m Kirkcaldy
Saturday 30 8 p.m Bumtislana
Sunday 31 (as on previous Sunday).

Ipswich.—On Sunday H. A. Barker, of London,
will address a series of meetings.

Woolwich.—Arsenal Gates, Sunday at 7 o'clock,

W. C. Wade.

NORTH ENGLAND SOCIALIST FEDERATION.
Meetings—July.

Fri. 22—Sunderland, Caf^, A. K. Donald, 7 p.m.
Sat. 23—Blyth.

Durham—Miners' Demonstration.
Sun. 24—North Shields, A. K. Donald, 11 a.m.

South Shields (Secular Society) Mrs. Besant«
Sunderland Garrison Field, Donald, 3 p.m«
South Shields, A. K. Donald, 6.30 p.m.

Mon. 25—Blackhill, A. K. Donald, 6 p.m.

Consett, Fountain, A. K. Donald, 7.30 p.m,
Tues. 26—Throckley, A. K. Donald, 6.30 p.m.
Fri. 29—Sunderland, Caf^, E. R. Pease, 7 p.m.
Sat 30—Blyth, J. L. Mahon.

Printed and Published by William Morris and Joairs Lass
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THE BOY-FARMS AT FAULT.

s.

F.

F.

The silly season in the newspapers is beginning briskly with a rain ot

letters from distressed parents concerning their troubles in dealing

with their male children home for the holidays. This is a kind of

twaddle which is always recurring : this well-fed, well-housed bourgeois

on the hunt for some artificial trouble or another, some sham grievance,

since he has no real ones, except his own inherent stupidity and

vacancy ; but on this occasion there is, if the said bourgeois only knew
it, a moral to be drawn. I can imagine the " boy,^^ " the enemy of the

human race," as Dickens called him, retorting on his injured parent

.somewhat in this style :

Father. Well my lad, haven't you nearly had enough of it ?

'8on. Enough of what. Pa ?

F, The holidays, my lad, the holidays.

No, Pa.

Because if you haven't, I have. No answer ] Now you're sulking.

Well what am I to say % You're always badgering me.

There, there ! Say something that isn't mere peevishness. I can

see that you are sick of the holidays or else you wouldn't be like that.

aS'. Very well ; I will then. Why do you want me back at the boy-

farm % What have I been doing that's wrong ]

F. Boy-farm ! What do you mean by that impudence ] As to what
have you been doing ; that's just it. You've been doing nothing, while

here I am feeding, clothing and housing you, and having you expen-

sively educated (not that I suppose you learn anything) and then you
come home and kick your heels about, and do nothing but gorge and

make a noise.

*S'. (with a grin) What do you do, Pa, when you're not having a

holiday 1

F. (seeming to swallow something and turning very red) Why, I do

business and make money for you.

S. (rudely) O ah 1 I know what that means
;
precious hard work

that is, isn't it 1

F. (ivith dignity) Yes it is ; as you'll know when you grow up and
have to face the troubles of life.

S'. (with increased rudeness). Come, I say, Pa, how much will you
take to don't ? I remember you taking me to your office last Christmas

holidays when I was to be measured for a suit of clothes ; and there I

sat all the morning, and as I hadn't a book to read I fidgetted, and you

nagged me ; so I said to myself now I'll just take notice of what the

governor does. Well, first you read the newspaper and warmed your

front at the fire ; and then you didn't read the paper and warmed your

back ; and then you were crusty with me ; and then one of the junior

•clerks came in to ask you a question and you were beastly rude to him
and I wonder he didn't punch your head for you (I heard him say he

should like to as he passed me). And then you went and talked to the

senior clerk, that little dry grey old chap ; and you were civil enough
to him, and I could see that you were rather afraid of him and that he

<iid all your business ; and then that chap came in that dines at home
sometimes, and he was deuced smartly dressed, "and he asked you to

oome to lunch at two o'clock ; and you said you couldn't, and hitched

your head over your shoulder at me ; and he said, *' Oh, never mind !

bring the shaver along." And you were sulky, but you said " All

right," and he said, " Well, I must go and order lunch." And ihen
you sat down and wrote a letter, and that took you a quarter of an
hour ; and then you were crusty and told me not to sniff, and you stood

and warmed your back again ; and all the time the clerks were scrib-

bling away as hard as they could, and chaps kept coming into the office

and talking to the head clerk about business ; and the head clerk came
to you with some papers and a gentleman, and I heard you say " damn
it " to yourself ; but you were mighty politeful to him ; and you went
Hway with him and were away for half-an<hour ; and then you came
back and said " Come along and don't sniff." And then you went with

me to an awfully swell place to lunch where there were lots of flunkeys

in blue coats and orange-coloured plush breeches, and then we had
lunch with that other chap and another chap ; and it was a mortal

gorge and very jolly ; only you and the other chaps would talk about
Russia and France and Austria ; awful rot, don't you know, like Mr.
Toots and the other fellow in * Dombey.' So that took till four o'clock,

and the other fellows asked you to come and play at whist with another
iellow, and you couldn't because you had to take me to the tailor's ; and
then you took me back to the office and the head-clerk said something
to you, aud you didn't pay much attention to him ; and then you said

to me " Come along and don't sniff," and so we went home and you
couldn't eat much for dinner, and Ma said, ** I'm afraid you're not well

dear." And you said "I've had a very tiring and anxious day in

the city, my dear." So I suppose that sometimes you have a less tiring

day than that ; and if that's the case I think you are soon tired.

F. Well what do you mean by all that rigmarole I should like to

know ] Are you qualifying yourself to write a realistic novel, pray]

aS'. Bosh ! You know what I mean. You're always bullying me
about the holidays and say I do nothing in them ; and all the time you

do nothing in the days that ain't your holidays.

F. You're a young fool and don't understand these things.

aS'. And then you are always saying that you are spending money on

me. Well, I should like to know who spends money on you, since you

don't do anything to earn it ?—not even Latin prose.

F. Ah, well, you will be wiser one of these days when you have sons

of your own.

S. (grinning). Come, Pa, turn to and make me wiser now by telling

me how it is that you can't stand me doing nothing and boring people

through the holidays, and you keeping me gratis all the while ; and

there you are all the while doing the same thing, and being kept gratis

;

and you would be very much surprised if they were to send you off to

a man-farm and try to get something out of you in the way of work

—

a big strong chap like you.

F. Come, I'm not going to stand this any more.

S, Very well, then, why did you begin bullying me ? You may think

yourself very lucky to have such jolly long holidays. Why, the other

day when you came on that chap who was carpentering upstairs, and

he was having a nap after his dinner—my ! how you did bullyrag him

for resting twenty minutes ! and he looked sheepish as though he had

been caught doing wrong. I say, I wonder why you don't look

sheepish.

F. Just take yourself and your wonder out of the room. I never

heard such a parcel of impudent rubbish as you've been talking now

you have found your tongue.

S. Very well, then, why did you begin bullying me 1 [^xit.

F. Really ! I wonder what will happen to that boy. Suppose he

should turn Socialist when he grows up ! !

!

William Morris.

INHUMAN ARITHMETIC.
Most words have in the course of human development changed greatly

in meaning. Our lords and ladies, our art and commerce, are not more

distant from their prototypes than is the arithmetic of to-day from that

orderly arrangement to which it originally referred. If, for example,

in ancient times a certain number of sheep had to be put up for the

night into two sheep-folds of different sizes, the number of sheep put

into each would have been accommodated to the size of the fold;

if a number of men, women, and children had to occupy tents or houses,

they would have been distributed among these with due consideration,

not only for the mere number of persons in a tent, but also for the

natural fitness to each other of the persons set to occupy the same

abode, whether of men or of women or of children. The sheep and

people, when so distributed in natural or convenient order, were arith-

metizedy in the ancient sense of this word. We still deal with sheep

in that natural way, but we arithmetize our fellow-creatures in very

inhuman style.

Our modern arithmetic has about it a kind of arrangement, a kind

of symmetry, at least in words. We take say fifty people, and put

forty of them into a house with ten small rooms, and ten of them into

a palace with forty large rooms. Here the ten people are counted as

of more consideration than the forty ; they are reckoned as being in a

better position, and all things about them are in accord with this idea

;

their palaces are also in a better position, are better lighted, more open

and airy. The remote invention of the Hindoos of an Arithmetic of

Position is thus applied in quite a surprising way.

Consider the number 10. There is the unit-digit 1, but this is raised

into importance by its position, by being placed on the back of the

other zero-digit 0. The "one" is taken to mean ten times as much as

it ordinarily means, being thrust into a high position by something

which has no value of itself, but is only of use in supporting this " one "

in its "elevated position." In the same way 1000, 10,000, or even

1,000,000 may be taken to mean individuals supported in still higher

posts, even as princes or millionaires, on the shoulders of a thousand,

ten thousand, or a million zero persons, who are of no consideration

except for the purpose of bearing up these elevated persons. And it

is no light labour to bear them up and to save them from falling. In

the treadmill of society it is weight alone, common coarse weight alone,
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that turns the wheel; the myriads that are ever striving upwards, btlt

so as never to raise the^iSelres higher, gO <m wi1)h #ull e^tfeUt ; th^y
evto^§e«ln<1d^light€kl^th^t it^^hcytrM ta^ke so TnU<5h trotible to grind the
f&^gUmht^tialM gtn oMifiary baby iftto a polished bishop or a million-
aire, the People of Position look down ^ith beneficeiide On their
siiit)]^oi>t6PB, asinay be seen in the lately issued 'EfepoH 6f the Koyal
Oottiifiis^ofn 0^ Trade Depression.' These Royal Tradesmen say some-
tMfig like this: "We should regret, on social as well as economical
grmiri'ds '—they have not time to tell us the difference between these
two grounds—" we should regret to see our myriads curtailed of the
portion of leisure and freedom from the treadmill which they now
enjoy ; but we must point out to them that a failure in regular work
is sure to lead to the distressing result, that there will be fewer jewels,
less polish, a smaller number of the imperial, episcopal, and military
adornments of life.'' People of position, then, have some pity on the
thousand or million of their fellow-creatures on whose shoulders they
stand; they would regret that these myriads should be reduced to
absolute zeroes. To avoid this, and at the same time to avoid disturbing
their own position, they have gone into the study of inhuman arithmetic.

Giffen, Mulhall, Gladstone, and other great professors of this science
have created a strange monster called an Average—a horrid being,
without human pleasures or hopes, free from passions, virtues, and
vices, but ready, as the beasts are, to grind ever at the mill ; satisfied

with less than a beast's reward, with narrow allowances of air and
water, more or less stinking, and scanty shares of corn, enough to keep
it going.

Thus men are reduced to arithmetical terms, and can be labelled

1, 2, 3, -t and so on to hundreds of thousands, as if they were sheep or
wheelbarrows. Under the names of hands or operatives^ they are
counted along with spinning-machines, ploughs, or railway-engines.
The invention of the monster Average is due to the desire on the

part of our professors to put a pleasant face on the realities of our
system. It is a natural sequence from the base mode of measuring
men by their money. Has one man <£1000 a-year and another man
nothing? Never mind, say our professors, if a very good farm pro-

duces 1000 tons of grain, while a piece of bog gives us nothing, this is

just the same—for us tlie professors—as two farms of average fertility.

Let us then dismiss from our minds the luxurious thousand-pounder,
and not trouble ourselves about the starving beggar, but think rather
of the two average substitutes, each with his comfortable £500.

There are in the United Kingdom about 7 millions of country people,

i.e. about \l millions of agricultural men, with women and children.

Now 5000 dukes, lords, millionaires etc., own some 36 million acres,

or about half of the wiiole. Eut, say our professors, this is an average
of about 20 acres apiece, and they put before us 1^- million male agri-

cultural monsters as fairly representing our land system, each of them
with a little farm of 20 acres.

Our professors, in their capacity of Royal Twaddlers on Trade De-
pression, tell us that m 1S85 '^property and profits assessed to the
Income-Tax " came to about a thousand million pounds a-ycar. This
does not include the scanty incomes of the wage-earning class, and
besides this we know that many fish both great and small slip through
the Income-Tax net. The professors on other occasions have set down
the total annual income of the nation at twelve or thirteen hundreds
of millions. But even a poor thousand millions, as they point out, is

an average of some £25 per head, not per family, but per head, man,
woman, and child. The happy mudlark, the delighted seamstress,

might go off with the somewhat surprised bourgeois shopkeeper, with
£25 each, and live cleanly and content. But let us look more closely

into what our Royal Twaddlers call " a better distribution of profits."

They discuss the increase in the "incomes of £200, £1000, and £5000
a-year," and point out that the £200 incomes have increased in number
more than the higher ones. They put down the total number of

persons drawing incomes of over £200 a-year at somewhat less than
a quairter of a million. This would correspond to a population of

about one and a quarter millions. But our professors do not know or

do not choose to tell us the total of what may be called the shopkeepers'
incomes, of incomes, that is, of £200 and upwards. It would not do
for them to go too much into details, or they might tell us what portion

of their thousand millions a-year is swallowed up by the shopkeepers'
"£200 a-year and upwards" before we can begin to calculate how
much those get whose incomes fall below £200 a-year. The professors,

perhaps, do not know, but sucli evidence as there is on the subject all

points in the same direction, and indicates that one and a quarter or

one ^nd a half millions, men, women, and children, of the shopkeeper
class, including landlords, bankers, and money-lenders, manufacturers,
mercbgents and salesmen of every kind, take at least two-thirds of the
•whole, and leave one-third for the remaining 33 million heads of the
population. Thus the members of the shopkeeping class get out of the
thousand millions a yearly average of £450 per head, while the rest

have an average of £10 a-head.

This is a come-down from the delusive £25 per head of the Royal
Twaddlers ; and if we go on farther we only fare worse. We come to

the divty mudlark, the starved seamstress, the careworn land or factory
slave ; and find that by the time the shopkeepers have taken their huge
»lice out of the national cake, and the skilled hands of the welHo-do
artisan have picked out all the plums from the rest, there is left for

the gr^at mass of the population, for at the least nine-tenths of our
wht>le body, a very scanty and tasteless fare : a fare so poor, so scanty
(and this is not the worst part of it) that it sinks below an average of

£5 a-head. At this level, however, it is supplemented in various ways.
*^When toy-makers pay their girls 2s. 6d. a-week, when binders pay
their folders 5s. a-week, when brush-makers pay their drawers 4s. 6d.

a^week, . . . these women make up the necessary sum for rent, food,

and olothes ^y the sale of their i)o^ies" (Fall Mall Gazette, 'J'^ly 1

—

^ Wotaen of ibhe Pi^brow fitnd ElsCf^bere,' by a Woman). By the
easy pf0ce«s^fiAv^4tg^s these ntiittbers ca^n be fecOKciled with Giffen's

statement th^tiat^Bpfltdford in 1884 children earned lis. 6d. a-^week

by spifining. Bftt in the wilderness of figures we find nothing ta
reconcile otir oonsiifiences to such things.

Even if we confine ourselves to so base a conception of society as to^

think of it merely as an arrangement for the distribution of food, what
can be said of its professors who continually din into our ears that
there is £25 a-year for each head of us to spend on food and shelter,

but omit to say that a small minority of less than one in ten take so

much of the whole as to leave to each head of the great majority less

than £5 a-year on which to feed, clothe, and house itself 1 But any
one w^ith human feeling would protest on higher grounds than these
against an Inhuman Arithmetic which tells us that one very rich man
and nine hundred and ninety-nine beggars make a good society ; and
against professors of averages who regard an army of Lilliputians

ordered about and domineered over by a few Brobignagian officers as a

good substitute for a natural society of men of manly stature both in

mind and body. I protest against the substitution of averages for

men. Such calculations are meant to delude, and to draw us away
from the real question, which is surely not one merely of sufiicient food

and shelter, but whether all have such chances for the whole enjoy-

ment of life, for the full development of their faculties, as the physical

surroundings of nature admit of.

There are certain very simple beings having animal life, without
eyes or ears, without smell, taste, or feeling, and so far as we can see,

fitted only to grind simple food in a rudimentary stomach or bag, and
to produce in an unconscious way, according to their several kinds, it

may be a putf ball or an oak-gall, it may be the mould suited for culti-

vation, or the beautiful coral which we prize so highly. These molluscs
fire unconscious of the beauty, or worthlessness, of what they produce

;

but they can scarcely be more unconscious than our average " hand " or
" operative " is of the worth, or uselessness, or w^aste of the work to which
he is set. He cannot be called animated ; but under the guidance of

our professors, acts as a kind of digestive bag, and turns out in a dull,

machine-like way, it may be butterine, or shoddy coats, or even the
glory of a jerry-built palace. Our professors congratulate themselves
on having "reduced the cost of production," without troubling them-
selves as to the worth of the product, so long as it will just hang
together till it can be sold. They point out that the Adult Male Diges-

tive Bag can turn out stuff which can be sold for £150 a year, and
more, while they need only stoke him at the rate of 3d. or at most 6d.

a-day, i.e. £5 or o£10 a year. Something can even be made out of

women and children ; so they continue their calculations, and turn the

whole human population, man, woman, and child, into mere averages

and digestive bags.

In carrying out their scheme they apologise for the very incomplete

arrangements made by an inefiicient deity. They appoint a large body
of bishops, judges, teachers of theology, political economy, and benev-

olence, together with organisers of People's Palaces and so fortl), and
they bid them amend matters. The teachers of political economy
proceed to show how cheaply a man can satisfy hunger. He can do it

for much less than 6d. a-day on brown bread and porridge ; excellent

food doubtless, but, without some other form of amusement, likely in

the long run to prove monotonous. The teachers of benevolence go
even beyond the economists, and are likely to revolutionise society with

penny dinners. Then come the bishops, ministers and theologians in

general, and urge the populace to aim at becoming good contented

machines, not to exercise their minds nor care whether they are stoked

with oats and water or with beef and champagne, but rather to put
before themselves the cultivation of thrift, and the strict limitation or

even reduction of the quantity of brown bread and porridge which they

consume. By telling them that thrift here will lay up treasures for

them somewhere else, and by threatening them with hell-fire if they

ask questions and do not do as they are told, they have been very

successful, and vast numbers of poor zero Average Machines content

themselves on even so little as three pennyworth a-day of bread and
porridge, or of more tasteful food. C. J. FAtfLKXER.

( To be continued,

)

The deaths from mining explosions in the course of the first half-year of

1887, contrasts most imfavourably with those which took place durmg the

same period of 1886. In the first six months of the present year there

were seven fatal explosions, resulting in the loss of 124 lives, against four

explosions with a loss of 13 lives in the same period of 1886. From the

evidence adduced at the various enquiries which succeeded each catastrophe,,

it appears that almost every one of the explosions of the present year were

preventable.

—

Lahoihv Tribune.

The Police and the Socialists.—Our friend Pole of the S. D. F. has had

his appeal against the sentence of Mr. De Eutzen rejected, though the

magistrates have reduced his term of imprisonment from six months to two.

The public who know nothing about the ease will think that the bench of

magistrates have acted with clemency and have administered a snub to Mr.

De Butzen. But it is perfectly well known that Pole was not at the Park

at all, and that Messrs. Nupkins have (to say the kast of it) blundered again.

It would be instructive to aee what the evidence was that was brought before

these good people ; who, it is to be feared, having let our comrade Williams

go, thought it necessary not to go too far in acknowledging facts. Meantime

it is also instructive, and far iiiore-so, to note' that innocence is no particular

protection to any person who is «o utifortunate as to be brought before the

Middlesex raagisWte«-=-or to say the truth right out, bMore any civilised

court of " justice.''
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POSITIVISM AND SOCIALISM.
(Contiuued from page 235.)

I am inclined to think that Comte's reason for attacking democracy

will not hold, and that we might reverse his line of argument, and

«ay : As men who know little about astronomy, yet feel themselves

•competent to judge between the conflicting theories of the professors,

so much the more ought they to feel competent to judge between the

conflicting theories of the teachers of sociology, seeing that they have

themselves nearly as large opportunities of making observations. In

all probability the common-sense of the community generally will have

quite as correct an idea upon many political and social questions as the

professors. For sociology is a science in which it does not do to ignore

spiritual influences which are beyond the ken of science. A know-
ledge based on hypotheses may be very good for predicting eclipses or

making steam engines, but it does not follow that it will be 'the best

for organising men, where that which most acknowledge to be behind

phenomena, call it spirit or what you wdll, exercises a most marked
influence.

So much for the principle of authority for which Comte contends ;

now for the details. It seems to me that he has chosen the form of

society in which the temptations to corruption are greatest, and trusts

to being able to breed a continuous race of men so far above the

average in morality as to be able to stand against the very strongest

temptations and not fall.

I should have thought that if history teaches anything, government
by the wealthy is proved to be one of the most corrupt, and to the

mass of the people, most degrading forms of government, llather by
far 'have government by the strong, for the strong have generally some
magnanimity, and are above trampling on the very helpless ! Rather
have government by one man, for you may get a king better than his

compeers, out where was ever a wealthy class better than the average

of the people ? Moreover, if the one is very bad he is only one to be

removed. Government by the wealthy has been practically what we
have had for some time, and the only redeeming places in it are where
something has been forced on them against their wills by. the non-

wealthy. I will not say much about the spiritual authority. True
wisdom and knowledge will always get a hearing in due time, and to

erect the learned into a superior caste is only to put in their way
temptations to which they are bound to fall victims. The maintaining,

of their class will become of more consequence to them than the main-
tenance and teaching of truth. Has that not been so with all priest

castes ] Remember the Jewish, the Roman Catholic, and the English
priest-hood, which of them has been open to receive any truth which
went against their own influence 1

But even in Comte's description of these classes the cloven hoof

shows through. He is careful to show how nicely they will balance each
other ; how the spiritual authority is to befriend the working portion

against tlie employers, the temporal authority, because its only chance
of being able to defend itself is in the support of the same working
class ! What have we here but a repetition of the little game which
has been going on in this country for some time? The landed interest

siding with labour against capital lest capital should do too much
harm to it. And what would it result inl Why just what it hns

resulted in now, both land and capital find the game is a bad one, and
the losses are too heavy, so they form a mutual alliance ; land won't

hurt capital if capital won't hurt land, and they'll both squeeze labour

for their mutual advantage. It would in all probability be much the

same with the spiritual and temporal authorities. But we have got

past this sort of thing, people will no lon2:(^r look for a society to be
held together by mutual fear ; society must have some organic principle,

mutual fear can hardly be called such ; mutual helpfulness is likely to

form a much firmer and more harmonious principle upon w^hicli to

base society.

Professor Beesley, in the lecture above referred to, complained very
umch of our views of human nature ; in fact, strange to say, at one
part of the lecture we trusted too much to it, and at another we were
blamed for trying to make some arrangements which would render any
improvement in the aforesaid human nature unnecessary. He said

that we did not take enough account of the self-interest there is in

man, and that our Socialist state could not exist because of human
selfishness

; that was the first charge he made against us on this head.
Let us compare our view with the" Positivist's. Wo say, given that
any man and every man can get his living, surely and with a reason-

able amount of work under conditions as pleasant as possible, there
will be in all a sufliciently high morality and a sufliciently great regard
for the common good for them to do their share of the work, and do
it well, and that they will be content to receive their fair share of

the result of the common work; human nature, even as we know it,

I think warrants us in this assertion. The Positivist, on the other
hand, does not depend on a general average of human nature being
better under better conditions, but depends upon one class of the com-
munity having an enormously large share of disintprestedness and love

for the common good, so large indeed that it shall be willing at all

times to go quite against its own interests for the sake of all. More-
over this class is to be composed of the wealthy, who are peculiarly

open to the temptation to selfishness owing to their greater opportuni-
ties of gratifying their own whims, and who are also to be trusted with
temporal power, thus having another temptation put in their way.
And we must remember that this wealthy class, by the very nature of

the Avay in which money is obtained, is to some extent a selection of

the more selfish members of the community. For it is certain that in

a competitive system a man must love himself and his belongings very

considerably if he is going to exert all the energy and stoop to all the

meanness which are needful to amass wealth for himself.

From a class selected thus, and put under these temptations, Positi-

vists expect heroic devotion to the common good, and then find fault

with us because we hope that when the temptations of compe^tion;,

and the spur of uncertainty are taken away, men will be a little less

selfish and have a little more regard to the common good. I leaye

any one to judge which party has the most reasonable expe^fiution.

But the Professor, not content with charging us with having too high

an opinion of human nature, went on to object that we tried to m^^ke

such arrangements in society as would render any great amount of

unselfishness unnecessary. I cannot help feeling that there is some-

thing rather inconsistent in these two charges. For if we are all as '

selfish as the first would lead us to suppose, surely it would be a good

tiling to arrange society in such a way as to render our selfish propen-

sities as little harmful as possible. But I do not think the Positivists

need fear that we are going to render public spirit and unselfishness

quite useless. No system will work happily if every one seeks his own
advantage regardless of others ; but whereas in the present system,

and largely under a Positivist system also, the competition forces each

to look after his own interests exclusively, and even makes it appear

that that selfishdess is for the general good, under Socialism it will be

apparent to all that selfishness is not for the good of all but just the

reverse.

Another of the Positivist doctrines seems to me inconsistent ; they

acknowledge that wealth is a social product and belongs of right to

the community, but yet they uphold private ownership of wealth,

merely calling the owners trustees. Now a trustee is a person w^ho

manages the money, etc., of some other person who is either unable or

unwilling to manage it himself ; he has no right to use a penny of it

for liis own purposes, being paid for his work at a fixed rate ; and

moreover when the person for whom he is trustee is old enough he is

bound to consult him in what he does. He is appointed by the owner

either past or present to carry out his washes. The resemblance

between this trustee and a Positivist one is very faint, the latter owns

the wealth he is trustee of; he is self-appointed ; he does with it what

he thinks is best for the rightful owner (that is, assuming of course,

that their trustees would do so much) ; and he pays himself ; out of the

property according as he thinks right ! The only regi\lati^|i'wbich th^

rightful owner has over him is by a va^ue public opinion about which

he may not care much. I think the Socialist plan would be much more

in keeping svith their doctrine that wealth is a social product ; the

Socialist proposes that the community shall elect trustees to manage

its wealth for it, that.it shall pay them for their work, and be cpn-

sulted by them as to the purposes to which such wealth shall be put.

Professor Beesley also objected on behalf of the Positivists^ to our

mode of distributing the produce, he maintained that the right to

equality could not be demonstrated, as it is quite impossible to make
comparisons between difierent kinds of labour, and that Positivism

was superior to Socialism, because it did not attempt to reduce the

share of each to anything like an equality. If, as Professor Beesley

says, and I quite think he is right, it is impossible to estimate the

comparative amounts of skill required in the difl'erent occupations ; if

it is (juite impossible to compare an organiser of labour, a doctor, and

a labourer, and to decide the relative skill required by each, and in

this way to estimate their several shares in the general produce, then

it seems to me that the Positivists are more at sea than we are ; for I

cannot find that they have any ground of estimate at all, but must

leave ii: to competition just as it is now, so that their system w^ould

leave things pretty much where they are ; which most parties agree is

not to be desired. For if it is going to be left to the individual

capitalist to divide the produce of his business as he chooses, how is

he to know what will be a fair reward to keep for himself? In all

probability he would have to fall back upon the plan now adopted,

the more so as it would in most cases suit his taste best, and w^ould

keep as much as he could. Now, although this is a point about

which there is a good deal of difl'erence of opinion amongst Socialists,

still we all have an ideal towards which we are working, and it depends

chiefly upon our estimate of human nature and of the general state

of education as to how near the ideal we each think it would be wuse

to go at first. Raymond TJnwin.

{To be concluded).

C TuE Socialists at Durham.—The North of England Socialist Federation

was represented at the Durham Miners' Gala by Mr. A. K. Donald. He
addressed meetings in the Market Place, and from each of the platforms after

the ofiicial programme was finished. The speaker insisted on the necessity

of a more vigorous action on the part of trade imion leaders. He said that

a large part of the union funds were handed over practically as a voluntary

contribution to the poor-rates, in the shape of out-door relief to the unem-
plov'^.d, and to aged workmen, and that it was because of this way of using

their funds that the capitalists occasionally patted the unionists on their

backs. A national federation of miners was advocated for offensive and

defensive purposes, and the men advised never to be satisfied with their

position until they were their own masters, and the present idle classes earned

their own living. The following resolution was put at both platforms, and
carried unanimously at one, and with one dissentient at the other :

" That
the miners of Durham see the necessity of organising, along with their fellow

workers of all ranks, for the purpose of realising a society where all shall

work and all shall enjoy the fruits of their labour." Meetings were addressed

by Mr. Donald yesterday at North Shields, Sunderland, and South Shields.
—Newcastle Chronicle^ July 25.
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"have you not heard how it has gone with many a cause before now : FIRST, FEW MEN
HXED IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON I

"
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by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarily/or publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

Rejected MSS, only returned if a stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.
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six months, 3s.; three months. Is, 6d,
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Karl (Kiobnhavn).—No. The William Morris who wrote a book of travels was

no connection of the author of the * Earthly Paradise.' In the B. M. Cata-
logue he is described as "of Swindon."

BoRDOLLO (N. Y.)—The Leader has been acknowledged several times during the
preceding two months. When it does not appear in the list it is because it

has not arrived during the current week.
H.—The ' History of the Penal Laws,' by R. R. Madden, does not deal with the

infamous laws as known in Ireland, but with Protestant persecution of " Cath-
olics " in England.

C. (N. Y.)—We shall not notice it. " He that wrestles with a soot-bag shall be
besmeared whether he fall upper or nether."

Song.—The * Shan van Vocht ' was published with music, and there is a copy in

the British Museum. Perhaps some reader may be able to say if copies can
be bought anywhere.

Feriodicals received during the week ending Wednesday July 27,

England i

Justice
I

Jus
I

Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
j

Norwich—Daylight i

Labour Tribune i

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

United States
New York—Der Sozialist

Freiheit
Truthseeker
Standard
Leader
John Swinton's Paper
VolkszeitHng !

Chicago (111.)—Labor Enquirer
I

Vorbote
Knights of Labor

Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West

New Haven (Conn.)—Work
men's Advocate

Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
Seattle (W T) Voice of the People
San Francisco (Cal.)The People

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)

Le Revolte
Questione Sociales

Guise—Le Devoir

Belgium
Liege—L 'Avenir
Antwerp—De Werker
Brussels—L'Avant-Garde
Ghent—Voruit

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen
Amsterdam—Voorwaarts

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Marsala—La Nuova Eta

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat
Geneva—Bulletin Continental

Spain
El Productor
Madrid—El Socialista
Cadiz—El Socialismo

Austria
Arbeiterstimme
Vienna—Gleichheit

Roumania
Jassy—Lupta

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

Greece
Athens—Ardin

statement of the aims of Socialism, which though sufficiently exhaus-

tive, recommends making a beginning by nationalising telegraphs,

railroads, etc., and appeals to the party to stick to the whole
programme.
The New York Herald of June 25 has a characteristically flippant

leader on the whole controversy, from which, however, it appears that
" the Gronlnnd split in the United Lobour Party is somewhat formid-

able." George, according to this paper, seems to be at fault. He is

reported by the Sun as saying, "If I am wrong, and the changes I

advocate do not effect the reforms I desire, then I shall not hesitate ta
seek those reforms by further changes, perhaps in the direction which
tlie Socialists insist to be the right one, perhaps in some other direc-

tion." The Herald rightly calls this " a mighty odd statement and
admission," and adds, " The general public is listening to the contro-

versy and will be edified by it. The wage earners are also listening,

and in the end they will have very definite convictions, not based on
George's theories, or Gronlund's theories, or anybody else's theories,

but on their own tough, sinewy, common-sense." With this last senti-

ment we can but heartily agree. Reginald A. Beckett.

HENRY GEORGE AND SOCIALISM.

From New York come tidings of an interesting intellectual struggle

between the followers of Henry George and the Socialists or disciples

of Gronlund. The occasion was the calling of a meeting of a conven-

tion of the United Labour Party of New York State, in a manifesto

which ignores the evil effects of the wage system at the same time that

it lays almost exclusive stress on the land theories and " remedy " of

Henry George. Gronlund, deeming this a most unfortunate retro-

grade step from even the modestly-revolutionary constitution of the

party, appears with a pamphlet entitled, ' The Insufficiency of Henry

George's Theories,' in which he endeavours to convince the members

of the error of their ways. His criticism attempts to prove that

George's doctrines are altogether too narrow and one-sided, and his

"remedy" impracticable and inadequate, opposing to them the teach-

ings of modern Socialism.

George, he says, is stone-blind in one eye. He starts the inquiry in

* Progress and Poverty,' with a foregone conclusion in his mind, in

accordance with which he distorts every subject he touches. His

great first discovery is that " the cause which gives to the landholder

is the cause which denies to the labourer and capitalist." Again, he

eliminates the element of "profit" altogether from his enquiry, as

being too loose and unscientific a term, when, as a matter of fact, it is

the foundation of the modern industrial system. George's attempt by

abstract deductive reasoning to distinguish land from the other means

of production is easily exposed.

Gronlund then calculates that the enormous surplus revenues which

George expects as the result of his "remedy" will probably not be

realised ; and next demolishes the notion that mere land nationalisation

would benefit any but the capitalists. He further remarks : "In

Great Britain land is the first means of labour to revolutionise. This

is the most remarkable thing about George, that he, an American,

should have hatched such a British idea, and one at the same time

so un-American." The pamphlet is concluded by a brief but clear

LEADERS OF THE PEOPLE.
(Concluded from p. 237.)

The argument advanced by the free-trader, that the impetus given to

trade by the repeal of the corn-laws has placed the labourer in a more^

advantageous position than he was before their repeal, is answered by
Mill, who says, " When by improvements in agriculture, the repeal of

the corn-laws, or other causes, the necessaries of life are cheapened, . . .

wages will fall at last, so as to leave the labourers no better off than
before." Here we have Mill endorsing what- Socialists are always
asserting, that the removal of those restrictions which were supposed

to hamper industry—i.e., protective duties—has not improved the con-

dition of the workers.

It is quite obvious, even to the most superficial observer, that the

development of labour-saving machinery must with each new develop-

ment throw out of employment numbers of workers engaged in those

industries in which the newly-invented labour-saving appliance is used.

Here is an example (Pa^/ Mall Gazette, July 13) "of labour-saving

appliances which must create a revolution in the industries in which

they are used. The machines, which are the invention of Mr. Myers,

practically make the manufacture of packing-cases and dry bulged

barrels an automatic operation. The wood for the packing-cases is

cut, planed, and nailed together with a rapidity that is remarkable.

In the same way the staves for the barrels are cut and rounded off,

and, without any manual labour, they are put together and the barrel

is trussed and set on end ready for the head and hoops. The head is-

also rounded off mechanically, and the finished barrel is turned out at

a rate which would astonish any one who has ever been in a cooperage

and watched the laborious hand process, \yith a set of machines, 5000
packing-boxes can be turned out in a day, at a labour-cost of <£1, as

compared with X21 by the old method ; while in the case of the barrels

they can be turned out at the rate of 800 to 1000 per day, at a labour

cost of £1, as against £13 for hand labour." The result which will

follow from the use of these inventions will be the same as that pro-

duced by the supersession of hand-labour by machine-labour in other

trades. The majority of those engaged in it will be driven into the

ranks of the unskilled labourers, or take their chance of picking up an
odd job now and then at their old calling.

The revolution wrought in production by machinery has not only

cheapened its cost, but has made it possible to create wealth at a most

rapid rate. But despite the comparative ease with which wealth can

be created, the lahourer is in a far worse position than he was before

the beginning of the modern industrial system ; and while it obtains

it is absurd to expect it to be otherwise.

That we may be enabled to fully appreciate the change wrought in

industry by the use of steam and machinery, Mr. Mulhall has prepared

for us the following table, which he premises thus :
" Hand-labour, as

a rule, cost ten times dearer than what is done by horse, and steam is

three times cheaper than horse, so that one million foot-tons of energy

by hand costs as much as thirty millions by steam. The proportions

in which the work of the United Kingdom has been done at different

dates were as follows :

1840. 1800. 1885.

Hand ... 14.5 ... 8.5 ... 4.7

Horse ... 57.3 ... 35.8 ... 17.5

Steam ... 28.2 ... 55.7 ... 77.8

100.0 100.0 100.0

Further on, he says, " An Englishman of to-day can do as much work

in three hours as would have taken nine hours in the year 1840, or

reckoning on the basis of the latter year, we should require now a

population of 107 millions to do our work."

With these forces at its control, labour should indeed be strong. I

said at its (labour's) control, but alas ! it slumbers in ignorance, un-

conscious of its power.

With the growth of trade and manufacture, industry has become

more and more concentrated, and this concentration has caused the

workers to fly to its centres. The effects of this has been to centralise

and over-people them, and there where industry is concentrated most,

slums most abound.
" But let us," says the Malthusian, " remedy this evil by the practise^
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ment of conjugal prudence, and limit the number of workers to the avail-

able means of subsistence. The fact of the matter is, there are too many
of us, we are over populated. And besides, no man has the right to

recklessly satisfy his carnal appetites, and thereby to put upon the

community the responsibility of discharging obligations which, but for

his thoughtlessness, it would not be weighted with."

Now let it be clearly understood that it is not denied that there is

much to be said in favour of Malthusianism. But what is asserted is,

that the acceptance of the teaching of the modern Malthusians will not

abolish poverty. And when they assert, as the majority of them do,

that the miserable condition of the workers is self-inflicted, is caused

by their ignorement of their teaching, they state that which facts do not

justify. A great cry has lately gone up at the spectacle presented by
the revealment of the long-concealed misery of the workers, and the

tender hearts of the well-to-do and governing classes have been throbbing
with emotion in consequence. " What's to be done to remedy this

state of things?" they have been asking, f* Benevolence is no good,

it only fosters habits of thriftlessness." And in high excitement, they

asked again, " What's to be done ? " And lo and behold, the Malthusian
came forth and answered, " Verily I say unto you, there are too many
mouths to eat and stomachs to fill for the food that is in our stores to

satisfy, therefore many are hungry and wretched. And the homes
that the people dwell in are foul and unclean because they herd together

like swine and pay no heed to the laws of health." But is it true that

the mass are poor and miserable because of the greatness of their

number 1 Let us see. The population of the United Kingdom has

increased during the last fifty years from " 26 to 37 millions, an increase

of 42 per cent.," but wealth in the same period has increased 124 per

cent.—i.e., from "4100 to 9210 millions," which is "almost £250 per

inhabitant, or XI00 more than in 1840."

In the face of these facts, is it not idle to assert that the reason why
the workers are half-starved is because they are too numerous 1 There
are undoubtedly too many of them crowded together in the large centres

of industry to enable them to live healthy lives, and it is possible that

at some remote period of history we may be over-populated. This
eventuality, however, can be dealt with after the monster Capitalism
has been conquered and slain ; to-day it is not a matter of the first

importance. What the workers have to recognise is that their accept-

ance of the doctrines of the Malthusians, or of those of the temperance
and thrift parties, cannot of themselves permanently improve their

condition. They are only half-truths. The whole truth is only to be
found in the principles of Socialism, therefore, workers, embrace them,
for only by their acceptance can you ever be freed from the curse of

capitalism.

Henceforth let your ears be deaf and your eyes blind to the seductive

allurements of those who claim to be your leaders. Be on your giiard,

lest in the name of Liberty they rivet the chains of slavery tighter

to you. H. A. Barker.

CORRESPONDENCE.

A VICTIM.
• (whose name is legion.)

O ! I am tired of factory toil.

Of starveling virtue, tired am I

;

It is so hard to be poor and good,

It is so hard by degrees to die

;

Easier it were to take heart and drown
In the river that winds the factory town.

The factory air is choking close

:

Without in the streets it's cool and sweet—

>

And the factory bully, that comes and goes,

Has never a word—save a curse—to greet.

It is not so in the streets without,

Where all are free to go gaily about.

My cheeks are pallid, they once were red
;

My eyes are saddened, they once were bright

;

And weary, and faint, the steps I tread.

Though once I carried me firm and light

;

The breath of the grave has damped my brow,
But the world seemed never so fair as now.

O what in return does Virtue give ?

She has stolen my hopes away

;

She has stolen (and sore I grieve)

The laugh from my lips and the light from my day

!

And nought in return does Virtue give
But a tomb—and toil while her votaries live.

If toil and the tomb be Virtue's lot,

If Vice be ever the world's elect.

They may be chaste who are tempted not,

Or have the means to be circumspect

;

But let them not of temptation tell.

Till they look at the streets from a factory hell I

'Tis but a step from the factory door
To the streets—to laughter and song and wine,

To the sullen river but one step more,

And there is an end to this life of mine.

Through one or the other must I, one day,

Pass from this with my shadow away

!

T. Maguirb.

CONCERNING USUBY.
May I make a few additional remarks on this subject? Mr. Davidson in

his excellent article on the subject in the Commonweal {^, 229) somewhat
magnifies the power of Parliament to remedy the evils of interest. He says,

"Repeal all laws that guarantee the collection of usury . . . and the fangs
of the serpent will be effectually drawn." Would they ? I think not. In
States where society is based on monopoly, competition, individualism, and
capitalism, history shows that laws are as powerless against usury as against
any other product of such society—prostitution, for example. And for the
very siriiple reason that the modern capitalist system creates the demand for

money-lending, and hence for usury, its necessary accompaniment.
Suppose a law were passed to-morrow rendering interest incapable of

recovery by law—that is, on all future loans—what would be the result?
The demand for money by the needy on the one hand, and the desire to

make profit on accumulations by the rich on the other hand, still continuing^
future loans would be conducted in a way so as to evade the law. A man
with a hoard, on being asked for a loan free of all interest, would naturally

reply, " Why should I risk losing my money for nothing ? No ; if you will

pay me half a year's interest in advance I will lend you the sum ; and so

long as you pay me the interest regularly every six months, so long may you
use my money. But if you get into arrears in paying the interest I shall be
obliged to sue you for the whole capital, as I cannot now sue you for the

interest." That is very much the practice even now of many money-lenders.

The interest is paid for a certain time in advance, the money is lent for that

time, and secured by a bill of exchange. When the bill falls due, it may be
renewed on payment of another period of interest—otherwise the capital has
to be returned and the transaction closed.

I fear usury will never be abolished so long as there are rich men wishing
to lend for profit and poor men desiring to borrow.

Interest is a species of rent. Ordinary rent is money paid for the use of

another person's land or house. Weekly or monthly payments for the hire

of a sewing-machine or of a piano, is another kind of rent. And interest is

simply the rent for using another person's money. And these and all other
kinds of rent are inseparably connected with the present system of society,

and will never disappear until it is exchanged for that of Socialism.

T. S. Barrett. .

TO SOCIALIST CYCLISTS.

While the summer is still with us, I should like to call the attention of

those of our comrades who may come under the above designation—and they
must be many—to a "plan of campaign," whereby they may take their

cycling pleasure and advance the Socialist cause at the same time. The plan
is this : Let them in their future "runs" into the rural districts carry with
them a stock of pamphlets and leaflets for judicious distribution on the road
and at the villages and other likely places they pass en route. The surround-
ing districts within the limits of an accomplishable run should be mapped
out into routes, and named No. 1, 2, 3, and so on. The routes should all be
gone over once in their order with one pamphlet, and then over again with
another. In order to obviate the useless expenditure of time and money in
" papering " a route twice with the same literature, only one kind of pamphlet,
etc., should be carried on each journey, and a note taken of what is left on
each route. A good plan (advocated some time ago in Justice) is to stitch the

pamphlets in brown paper covers, and Icavinir them "to be called for" on the
next jouruey, others being then exchanged for them. Of course, in selecting

the literature, regaid should be paid to the locality in which it is intended
to distribute it. Thus, a tractate dealing with the land question would
hardly be the best obtainable for leaving in a manufacturing district, or vice

versa. (Of course, too, it need not be pointed out that the " plan of cam-
paign" now advocated can be adopted not only by the owners of cycles, but
also by the possessors of any other special means of locomotion.)
Those who try this plan for the first time will be as surprised as delighted

to note the gratitnde with which Socialist literature is accepted, and the
eagerness with which it is perused ; while after a time they will find them-
selves amply rewarded by the interest and pleasure with which their period-
ical visits are looked forward to. An effort might then fairly be made to

extend the circulation of the Commonweal ; and very many will easily be
found who, after learning what Socialism is from pamphlets gratis, will gladly
avail themselves of the opportunity of studying its progress from its organs
in the press. Meanwhile, the Socialist cyclists are wanted before the Socialist

converts can be made. May they not be "wanted" long ! Literature suit-

able for this kind of propagandist work can be had at so low a figure (a few
pence will purchase thousands of copies), that a splendid opportunity of doing
a little practical good in their day and generation is now open—where, per-

haps, it was before denied them—to all who have a " wheeler " and a will.

^GZATC^.

Sauce.—The will of Mr. Perrins, the Worcestershire sauce-maker, has been
sworn at ^665,000. The " inventor " of the sauce was a Mrs. Grey, friend of

Sir Chas. Grey, who brought it from India. Mrs. Grey fell into poverty,

but never got a farthing from the firm. Lea and Perrins were at first a
small firm of chemists.—J. L. M.
The present state of the refined-sugar market is very critical. The cessa-

ti^bn of a prominent refiner announced last week throws the London manu-
facture into the hands of five firms, and yet, although the numbers are so
small, the quantity made is nearly as large as when there was a greater
number of manufacturers. Happily grocers need fear no adverse " combina-
tion," for the ever-increasing imports of Continental granulated—a form of

sugar that suits the public taste, but which our refiners do not turn out to
any great extent— will, in any event, effectually prevent exaggerated prices

of home-manufactured goods.

There is such a thing as having the gospel preached at too high a price.

Take for instance what is going on in connection with the Bolton strike.

Boycotting on an extensive scale and in peculiar ways is taking place. The
vicar of Holy Trinity Church has found it necessary to give spiritual courage,
and he last Sunday preached to the " knobsticks " at the affected foundry.
Afterwards, to show their parson that they were not sympathisers with non-
unionists, if he was, the ringers refused to ring the bells. Nearly all the
food and drink for the men lodged at the foundries has had to be fetched
from Manchester.

—

Labour Tribune.
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Strike of Weavers.—Unless some agreement can be come to V^tween
ilie manufacturers and their work|)eople at Barnoldswick, a o^eneral strike
lis expected to take place in a few days, which will seriously affect the whole
town. The weavers allege that they are underpaid, and demand the Burn-
ley list.

At a mass meeting of the chainmakers at Cradley Heath last w^ek, a
jesolntion was proposed to ask the employers for a still further advanfce in

wages ; but it was rejected. It was, however, resolved not to resume work
at the 4s. list of prices until the employers unanimously agreed to send for
th(i operatives. Upwards of 3,000 operatives are now on strike, some of

wl;'>ni are undergoing great privations.

At ii mass meeting of spike nailmakers belonging to the South Statford-
ahire and East Worcestershire districts, at Halesowen, it was unanimoaisly
li^s^^/hed to declare a ger^eral strike, in consequence of the employers having
enforced a reduction in wages ranging from forty to eighty per cent. It
was stated that the operatives were undergoing 'the greatest privations at
the present rate of wages.

A IsiTge meeting of men engaged in the malleable nail trade has been
he]»] at Birmingham, to concert measures for resisting rl.e reduction of 10
per eent. in wages proposed by some of the employers. The feeling of the
men v/as nnaniniously in favour of determined resistance to the reduction.
In (fije course of the discussion, it was remarked that if the men could re-

axii'n out for 20 weeks, as they had done before they had a societv, they
wtre prepared to remain out at least as long now that they were fully
organised.

The ^Midland Railway Company have just announced an alteration in the
^)(Hle of payment to their drivers and firemen. Instead of guaranteeing
six days' pay they propose only to pay the men by the trip. This is o]>jected;

to, and an indignation meeting of the men employed in the district was^'

held at Wellingborough on Sunday evening last, when the various districts

proposed to take means of laying their views before the directors as early
a» possible.

TFiE Short Time ix the Cotton Trade.—At a directors' meeting of the
Cavendish Spinning Company, Ashton, held on Wednesday, it was decided
to continue short time. The Heywood mills are continuing short time. At
Todmorden there is no change in the condition of the short time movement.
The same may be said of the Rossendale and Whitworth Valleys, and also
of Preston. The Bridge Mills, Whitworth, has a small gain for the past
six months. In Oldham the short time movement has practically collapsed.

KoPvTHAMPTOX.

—

Strike in the Shoe Trade.—Last Friday afternoon all

the shoe-lasters employed by Messrs Cove and West, Northampton, came out
on strike. The men complain that the prices for various kinds of work had
been systematically cut down, and they accordingly appealed to the Shoe
Hivetters and Finishers' Association, by whom a price list for work was pre-
paored. After several conferences it was submitted to the masters. At the
end of the week allowed for consideration the employers refused to treat with
the men, who accordingly packed up their kits and left. The strike wilh
probably affect a large number of men.

Bolton Engineers' Strike.—The eleventh w^eek of the struggle between
employers and employed in the Bolton engineering trades has passed without
any settlement being arrived at, although further efforts in that direction

b»ve been made by the mayor, whose suggestions are still the subject of

consideration. Meanwhile the force of military and county mounted con-

stabvilaiy remains at its full strength. There have been several importations
of workmen during the week, but these have not been on the extensive scale

airtieipated, and have not been attended by disturbances. A batch of men
from Scotland, on realising the state of affairs, refused to remain in the town.
A launxber of the apprentices employed by Messrs. Dobson and Barlow gave

S, weeks notice to leave, but this action was not inspired by the Strike Com-
mittee, who have in fact rather discouraged it. On Saturday 16th a special

meeting of magistrates, at which there were 23 present, after discussion

resolved to retain the hussars and other military in tlie town as " their pres-

sence was required for the public safety." On the following Thursday night

a meeting of latepayers was held at the Coffee Tavern, Bradshawgate, " to

arrange for an indignation meeting against the employment of the county

police and military for the purposes they are being used." The large room
was crowded to excess, many being unable to obtain admittance. The
speakers said Capitalists had regarded working men too much as serfs and

slaves, but labour was equally valuable with the ca])ital that employed it.

No one could agree with the way in which the authorities were using their

power by employing the police and military to escort men who were taking

the bread from the mouths of their own people. The police and military

tad been bu)nght into the town, not to preserve order but to assist a few

employers to hll their works with imported labour at the ])ublic expense.

The bringing of the military was the act of an interested party. The intro-

duction of the county police was not conducive to the ]>eace of the tovvn.

It was a menace andean act of tyranny. On the night of the so-called riot

their conduct was scandalous—hitting people without regard to age, position,

sex, or mercy. The question was whether ratepayers should be called upon

to pay for the support of the large body of police and military for that pur-

pose ? There was neither justice nor reason in it. There was a plot between

the employers and the magistrates, for whenever imported men were

expected word was sent to the Town Hall, and at once the mounted police

-were in readiness, the platform was cleared, and the pickets were prevented

from laying before tne strangers the true facts of the case. The authorities

placed all the advantages on the side of the masters and all the disadvan-

tages on that of the men. One firm in the town though they did not

^ve way to the demands of the men had acted in a fair and honourable

manner, and not one pane of glass had been broken, not or.e j)oliceman

needed to protect the works. " There had been riots before in Bolton, when
the working men of the town had been called to assist tlie authorities in the

protection of life and property. In his opinion the reason why the magis-

tcxttes did not adopt this course was that they knew there were not a

Mndred men in Bolton who wonld support them in their unfair conduct.-—

Mr. H^lt, 60, Higher Bridge Street, was'appointed secretary, and a commit-

tee was elected to organise a requisition ta the Mayor, calling upon him to

hold a town's meeting at tfee earliest possible date in the Albert Hkll.—^A

swbecription list was opened; and liberally responded to for the payment of

|««liminary expenses.

like. Many have left the town, and
eniployers are getting anxious for a

The masons in Dundee are still on t

men are scarce, so much so that the
settlement.

The agitation begun at Aberdeen and Peterhead by the fishermen for
higher prices for herrings has spread to the women of the Banffshire coast,

as far west as Burghead. The hshwomen have resolved to strike for hic^her

wages, and to Hog and boycott all women who work at old rates.

Lock-out of Miners.—The trade in Fife and Clackmannan is at present
particularly dull at all the collieries, and large bodies of men have been
dismissed within the last few weeks. At Locibore and Capledrae Colliery,

notices have been posted up enforcing a reduction of 11 per cent. The
result is that about one half of the men at the colliery have been paid off,

as the men are determined to resist the reduction. Those men who occupy
the colliery dwelling-houses are allowed to remain in the meantime, but the
reduction is understood to effect the general body of the workmen.

A serious crisis has been reached in the North British oil trade. The
tremendous firm of Young's Mineral Oil Company cannot pay a dividend
this year. The shares of four companies, the Broxburn, Clippens, Burnt
Island, and Young have fallen in value ^1,423,000. The estimated loss over
all the oil companies is three millions {Mercantile Age). American competi-
tition and the grow.th of the Bussian industry is the immediate cause of

this. The Scotch oil companies make no pretence of being able to cope
with this competition. The American companies, especially the Standard,
have resolved to smash all rivals in the trade. The only makeshift which
the Scotch companies can resort to in their helplessness is to restrict the

output.—J. L. M.
Airdrie Miners.—A mass meeting of the miners of Airdrie was held on

Thursday on the Daudie Hill, Hawyards. There was a large attendance.

Mr. Gibb presided. Reports from the various collieries showed that the

majority were idle, while others were working wholly and partially, but all

working on the reduction. A motion was made that '' We accept the re-

duction in the meantime, and organise ourselves to be in a position to

resist." An amendment to take a fortnight's holiday finding no support,

the motion was carried unanimously. It was also agreed that " We return

to the live day^ a week and eight hours a day," and "That we protest agamst
the present reduction, and that a return of it be demanded as soon as

possible." Strong strictures were made in regard to the fourteen days'

notice, but no action was taken in the meantime.

BELGIUM.
Last week three Belgian Socialists, Moreau, Kats, and Seconde were tried

before the Court of Assizes for having, in public meetings held at Brussels,

incited people to refuse to obey the laws^ and specially the laws on military

conscription. Moreau gives to the magistrates of his native country a great

proof of his confidence—namely, by absconding. Kats and Seconde are

present, and their atti?tude is very worthy. Kats says to the magistrate :

"I am a Republican, a Socialist, and an Atlieist. I have attacked the laws,

it is true, but the laws are unjust. I have told the young soldiers not to

fire on their fellow-brothers on strike, and I am prou<l to have said so ! "'

Secoi de made a brilliant speech to the same effect, and then, of course, they
were ^;onvicted and sentenced, Kats to haw months', Seconde to three months',

and Moreau, the lucky absconder, to one year's imprisonment. And so it

stands nowadays in free Belgium !

In our issue of last week we have told our readers that the attorney-

general who caused Lieske to be executed at Francfort for a " crime " not

perpetrated by him has become a madman and is now in an asylum. At
Brussels another attorney-general, the odious Demaret, who has acted ^s

prosecutor in a gieat number of charges made against the strikers of the

miners districts (strikes of 1886 and 1887) and who obtained against them
condemnations up to twenty years' hard labour, as in the cases of Schmidt
and Falleur, has been ignominiously chased out of the ranks of the court.

That monster, who in his speeches against the workers always invoked law,

authority, and morality, has been found guilty of the most abominable vice

which can dishonour a man—sodomy. That scandalous wretch was one of

the most energetic and brutal prosecutors of Socialists who for the last ten

years have made their appearance in Belgian courts.

In the Werker of July 24 the Antwerp Socialists, by the organ of their

Executive Committee, publish a resolution declaring that the emancipation

of the workers can only be brought about, after due organisation, by forcible

means ; they further declare that they repudiate all kinds of compromise
with radical bourgeois j^arties to effect electioneering purposes, and that they

only can approve of political action in as far as such action, in certain given

circumstances, would be able to penetrate the people with the spirit of

revolution. Certainly this resolution will not meet with the approval of

the executive of ilie Parti ourricr at Brussels ! Bravo, Antwerp !

The revolutionary paper Le Combat made its re-appearance on the 17th of

this month at Brussels. Our readers are aware that this paper was obliged-

to stop its publication, owing to the fact that its editors, Loor and Conreur,

had been arrested at the time of the last strikes in the province of Hainault.

Le Comhat declares that the editors intend to start a new party—the Social-

istic Republican Workers Party—in opposition to the Parti ouvrier, with a

view of preparing the general hlack strike.

Comrades Loor and Conreur have now been released from jail—without

trial !
D.

HOLLAND.
A group of Socialists of Amsterdam is about to publish the posthumous

works of one of the bravest forerunners of the social revolution in Holland,

the tailor H. Gerhardt. At the time of the foundation of the International

Workingmen's Association, he was the first Dutchman to incite his fellow

brethren to join the movement, and he has been one of the most energetic

organisers of labour in his country. He was also one of the creators of the

workers' press in Holland. The ]:)osthumous works of our much regretted

friend will make three volumes, and F. Domela Nieuwenhuis has w^ritten a

biography for this edition of our clever and noble Gerhardt.

Last Friday the Court of Appeal at the Hague confirmed the condemnation

to one month's imprisonment previously pronounced by the police magistrate

against comrade Boeij, chairman of the Hague section of the Dutch Social-

Democratic party.

We recommend those of our friends who understand the Dutch tongue

to read a very remarkable series of articles, written by S. K W. Roorda

van Eysinga, in Rechtvoor Allen, and explaining in the most striking manner
the fallacies of the parliamentarian humbug.—D.
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FRANCE.
Last Thursday the Anarchists Dehernie, Moreau, and Niquet were tried

before the Court of Assizes of Paris for having, on the 22nd of February last,

addressed a manifesto to the voung soldiers, giving them the very good advice

o let capitalists in future themselves defend their capital, and landowners

their land—the same prosecution as in Belgium. All three were assisted by
the Anarchist Thevennin, who is not a solicitor nor a lawyer of any kind,

but who proved to be as able as any one of the bar to say what there was to

be said for the sake of his friends. Moreau and Niquet got two months
;

Deherme, who apparently had no time to attend the magisterial farce, got

one year's imprisonment. Vive la Republique, comrades I D.

GERMANY.
At Berlin seven Socialists, forming the Central Executive Committee of

the party, have been arrested, on the denunciation, it is said, of the former

cashier of the Committee, who informed the Police Councillor Krieger of all

the details of the secret organisation of the Berlin Socialists.

At Hamburg, eight more Socialists were arrested Wednesday last, in con-

sequence of the perquisitions which were made lately at Magdeburg.
On an order from the Berlin central police a'lthorities, the police of Breslau

have made enquiries in several houses of the suburb Schweinilz. They liave

found a considerable deal of pam])hlets and leaflets, addressed to the workers
and to the soldiers.

At Mayence we will have in a few days a new trial for secret conspiracy.

Eight Socialists are charged with that abominable crime : Franz Tost, mem-
ber of the the Landtag ; Carl Konrad, shoemaker ; F. Pfeitter, clerk ; A.
Zimmermann, merchant ; E. StoU, carpenter ; J. Loos, t;<il()r ; T. Romberg,
cabinetmaker ; and M. Anderhub, member of the municipal council.

At Altona also a new trial is going on for distribution of considerable

quantities oi prohibited literature. D.

LITERARY NOTICES.
'English as She is Taught' (Fisher Unwin, 2nd ed., 2s.), by Caroline B.

le Row, is a delightful book. Before it the stern professional frown relaxes
' and the jest of it has to be enjoyed to the full before a properly critical

attitude can be resumed and a ''moral drawn.*' Such "definitions" as "/^J-

publican—a sinner mentioned in the Bible"' ;
^^ Demagogue—a vessel contain-

ing beer and other liquids "
;
" Fraa<:his'i—anything belonging to the French,"

are sufficient to shake the straitest composure. But then there comes after-

ward a cooler moment, when there is apparent a cruel undermeaning to the
whole thing. This book is compiled by a school teacher from the answers
given in a large school to examination questions, and, rightly read, is a scatli-

ing condemnation of the whole modern system of education ; and as that is

an essential part of the present system of life, it is of a necessity an equal
condemnatioi\of capitalism. Mark Twain has written an introduction to the
little book, in the course of which he says : "A large part of the pupil's 'in-

struction ' consists in cramming him with obscure and wordy ' rules,' which
lie does not understand, and has no time to understand. It would be as

useful to cram him with brickbats; they would at least stay." A curious
light is thrown u[>on the little thought that is given in these days to thinkiHg.

' So many facts for so many marks, so many marks for so much money—that
is the trade of school

;
just like tlie trade of after life, with its sordid greed

and restricted vision. Some of the youngsters in their poor little endeavours
at thinking with brains iintartght liow, hit upon some wonderful discoveries

that "take one in a sudden and unexpected way." Here are a few :

"The men engaged by the gas companj^ go round and s]>eculate the meter."
" There are a good many donkeys in theological gardens.""

"The imports of a country are tJie things that are paid for; the exports are
the things that arc not."

" John Bright is noted for an incurable disease."

"The ConstiUition of the Cnit .1 States is that part of the book at the end
that nobody reads."

" Beneficence—a state of insanity."
" If you listen closely you can vibrate a pitchfork.",
" A simple pendulum is an imaginary point hung on a thread."

Our open-air speakers should note :

" Distinct articulation cannot be made unless we have a tongue, our lips, and
our teeth."

" It is a very important thing to breathe,"
" Vowel sounds are made by keeping the mouth wide open, and consonant

sounds by keeping it shut."

And this is a cruel hit at—somebody :

" Prose tells things that are true right along just as they are, and poetry
makes it up as you go along."

'Arcady: For Better, for Worse,' by Rev. Dr. Jessop (Fisher Unwin,
7s. 6d.). A kindly, cheerful man, and one whose acquaiiitance would be
worth the cultivation ; one of keen insight and great sympatljy. Without
any special axe to grind, he observes closely and describes well. Those of

us who are fiercely in earnest over our ideal of life and the mode of realising

it ; who are battling strenuously for our own hand and, as we think, for

humanity, may revolt now and then at an apparent cynicism or seeming
levity. But it is only apparent ; under it all the while there is a strong
man who feels and sees even as we see ; but, not seeing any remedy very
clearly, he is impelled to put the protlem as fully as he can, with as little

• fuss as may be, and leave it for solution. Of course, we [joor Socialists come
in for a little scolding : we are violent, and too much in a hurry, and so on

;

' bat this kihdof thing we take as a matter of course, and keep on. Against
his "abuse"—that is much too strong a term for it—we can set his defence
of village communities, his .attack upon peasant proprietorship, and much
else. It is a desolate picture that he gives of the condition of agricultural

"labourers and their prospects ; in one part of it tl^at appals him we cannot
helj3 seeing our chief hope. The discontent, and insuboirdination. of the
labourers is but part of the growing dissatisfaction of the workers with their

'degraded pasition. And even the feeling, of which, because it i^ old, he
' cannot but speak respectfully—the feeling that makes men of near parishes
"foreigners" to one another—is becoming hardly more aii-fciqtiated than the

, same feeling as between nations ; and the workers in many lands are learning
the same lesson, that it is not a question of large or small farms, or large or
small men, that faces them. The question is : how to secure to the producer
the fruit of his labour, and -how to secure that no non-f>roduQer.kave power

^'to extoi-t any share of it. In spite of Dr. Jessop's dislike to such procedure,
there is no doubt that appreciable, strides are being riiade; y^ar by year,
toward the answering of the question. Meanwhile, so long as it does not
interfere with our work, we are always glad to welcome sucTi a pleasant
talker as Dr. Jessop, even though, like Coleridge, he " start from no premisses
and come to no conclusion."

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUK_
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.G.

The Council Meeting will be held on Tuesday next, and not on Monday,
being holiday.

London Members' Meeting will be on Monday August 8th,

Co-operative Store.—The Committee attend at the offices at 8.30 [p.m- «
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. All Groceries can be had at current STtote

prices. Orders over 10s. will be delivered carriage paid in London, j h'^tjL - j

''COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
K. F. (weekly), Is. C. J. F. (weekly), 2s. Norwich, 3s. Mertoa [Kitzjip

3s. 2d. Mitcham, 2s. 6d.

FOR PROPAGANDA.
Strike Commit tic, 24th July.—Per Cantwell, Regent's Park, 3s.; Hyde Fark»

3s. 5d.—Total, 6s. 5d. Ph. W., Treasurer, July^20.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND-
Proceeds of Concert at the International Working-men's Club, Bemer Street^

Itis. 9d. For Mrs. Mowbray—A Few Fabians, per Annie Besant (weekly),KK
J. Lane, Treasurer.

REPORTS.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, July 20, H. A. Barker lectured om " Evolti-

tion and Socialism ;" good discussion followed. On Sunday, July 24, a sjood

open-air meeting was held on the (rreen, addressed by Wardle, after wMeh T. S.

Wardle lectured in the hall on " The Franchise Fraud." Literature hag ^^di^^j

sale.—A. T. and W. B.

Hackney.—On Wednesday, July 20, we held our usual meeting at tihe 'Broad-

way, London Fields, which was addressed by H. Sparling. We (had a good

audience, and some opposition from a Christian. On Sunday evening, Whl.

Blundell lectured on "Property Qualification," which was opposed by J. Lane,

he taking the Parliamentary side of the question, to the great surprise of tlie

audience.—J. F.

HoXT IN.—On Thursday evening, a large and enthusiastic open-air meeting was
held opposite Hoxton church. Conu-ade Allman spoke well, carrying the sym-

pathy of the audience with him. A member of the S.D.F. also addressed the

meetiiiix. Fair sale of literature. On Sunday evening. D. Nicoll, of the Socialist

League^ lectured on "Reform or Revolution." A lively and interesting dis-

cussion followed. Comrades Pope, Allman, Binning, and our venerable old

friend Burnham taking part.—C. J. Y.
MARVLEr.ONE.—We lield our usual meeting in Hyde Park on Sunday after-

noon, addressed by Cautwell, Sparling, Mainwaring, and Samuels ; the audience

was very appreciative. VVe collected 3s. 5d. for the Strike Committee.—T. C.

Merton and Mitcha:m.—During the week we have visited Wimbledon Camp.,

distributing literature. On Saturday, comrades Hill, Kitz, and Eden attended a

meeting convened by Liberal League on Garrett Green ; 23 Gommonweal sojd^

and large amount of leaflets distributed. Comrades Eden, S.L., and Heafoni,

S.D.F., spoke on Mitcham Fair Green on Sunday. Sale of Commomc<:al iO'T

Mitcham and Merton, 30 ; total, 53.

Mile End.—On Sunday, William Morris addressed a large and sympathetic

audience in Victoria Park on "Monopoly and Socialism." Some opposition was
<o/&ered by a person who began by stating he was a workman, and speaking at

the close of his remarks as an employer of labour. He also stated that he was a

Radical. His objections were satisfactorily answered. Davis also spoke. Alto-

gether this w«,-s one of the most enthusiastic meetings held in the park thia

season. Commonweal sold well.—H. ]\I.

North Lonoon.—On Tuesday evening, July 19, M'e held a -rery good meet-

ing at Ossult<i>n Street, addressed by Cantwell, Brooks, XieoM, and l><pfi§*iai|'.. A
Conservative -exponent undertook to debate here on Tuesday the 2Ctb, on '''Tilse

Agricultural DexDression." On Sunday morning we held a meeting at Regent's

Park ; Cantwell, Brooks, and Mainwaring spoke ; some interesting discussion

followed, Gc41ected 3s. for the Strike Committee.—H. Bartlett.
Glasgow.—On Sunday, Glasier held a very successful meeting in Jail Square.

He received «, good deal of opposition; but the objections were ably answered
hy our comraw:le, assisted by friend Muir. At our new station, Paisley Road
Toll, a large and attentive audience listened to the expositions of the same com-
rade. At both meetings Commomceul sold well.—A, M'K.

IrswiCH.—On Sunday, H. A. Barker, of London, gave two vigorous addresse*
to good audiecfeces here. Arriving rather late, a camp meeting oit: i«ligii(Mu«t« 3aad
taken up our -eid aceustomed place. We, however, soon obtained a iai^e gather-
ing. Literature sold fairly well.—J. Read.

Leeds.—Large meeting in Vioar's Croft on Sunday evening, addressed by HiU,
Paylor, and S<*ilitt. A growing sympathy with Socialism is perceptible in this
town, and tiiere is no doubt we shall soon increase our numbers.—T. P.
NoKwicu.—Daring the week, good meetings have been held at VTarmouth,

Dereham, and St. Faiths, addressed by Henderson. On Sunday morning last^
one was held at North Walsham by Henderson and Darley ; at Wymondhaoi,
by Morley and Slaughter. In the afternoon, Henderson spoke in XorwicK
]\larkct-place, Renx in the chair. In the evening, Henderson, by special request,
repeated his lecture on the "Marriage Question," Sutton in the chair, when the
misrepresentations published in Dayliijht were disposed of to tk« satisfactiba iof -r

the audience. Collected for propaganda, 8s. 6d. Reux left us oii^ Moaday tgor

France.—J. S.
'

V
Pelsall.— Wednesday evening. Weaver and Deakin spoke to a good meetiikg

here.—J. T. I>.

Walsall.—Monday, July 18, Sanders addressed a large audience ui -the
Market-place, Dudley. At close of meeting good number of names qivqvl itt lo.

form branch. A most successful open-air meeting was held at Wednesbuvy or
Thursday, Sanders and Weaver speaking. Good discussion at the close., On
Saturday, Sanders spoke in the Market-place, Walsall.—J. T. D.

Dublin.—At the weekly meeting of the Labour League, on Thursday, Juilj
21st, comrade I. E. McCarthy was unanimously elected secretary for the en-
suing quarter. Five other Socialists were elected on the committee—rwe aovr
have a majority of the whole committee. Fitzpatrick, who was in the cl^air,
called the attention of the meeting to a report in the public press of an inter-
view between Mr. I. Foley, President of the Irish Industrial League, «wid th«
manager of the Ringsend Bottle Gou^ipany, in which the former recommcjndod
the company to dispense as far as possible- with manual labour and employ ma-
chinery, «o that combination of the workmen might not interfere with the
development of the company's trade. If this, contended our comrade, was the
kind of protection advocated by the Industrial League- for- the working people
of Ireland, the sooner the hollow mockery was exposed the better. J. S. Hall
and McCarthy, who took part in the discussion, forcibly repudiated the preteiL
eions of: the Industrial League to represent the working-people of Ireland.
Woolwich.—Wade and Banner spoke at the Arsenal Gates, last Sunday; to a.

very large gatheriug. Sold out all our literature, and collected for propaganda,
4s. 9d.-R. Banner. ^ ^^ ^
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North of England Socialist Federation.
Blackhill. —We held our first meeting at Blackhill on

Monday evening. We purpose endeavouring to work
up this part, where we have even now a good many
supporters.

Btyth.—We had our usual lecture in tlie Market
Place on Saturday. A very unseemly interruption
was made by a member of the S.D.F. regarding the
position of our society. M. Mack, 4 Back Mario

w

Street, secretary.

Burradon.--A meeting was held in the Schoolroom
at Burradon on Wednesday. A. K. Donald addressed
the meeting on behalf of the S.F. An excellent speech
in support of lecture was given by Mr. VVhitefield.

Gonsett,—A. K. Donald lectured at the fountain on
Monday evening. Persons wishing to join the branch,
address J. Walton, Medonsby Road, sec.

Durham.—At the Market Place on the Miners' Gala
day, A. K. Donald addressed a meeting. He also,
supported by Mr. Bell of Chester-le-Street, addressed
large meetings from the platforms in the ground, at
which this resolution was carried by acclamation :

*' That the miners of Durham see the necessity of
organising, along with their fellow workers of all
ranks, for the purpose of realising a society where all
shall work and all shall enjoy the fruits of their labour."

North Shields.—regular meeting on Sunday morning
was addressed by A. K. Donald. In spite of the rain
the attendance was good. Collection made. J. Is-
'bister, 3 Cockerill's Cottages, secretary.

N^cmasfie.—The local branch of the S.D.F. held its
v'usual meeting at the Cattle Market on SuJiday evening,
vhich was well attended. A number of meetings have
been held by Thomas Mann in the district dtiring the
week. A. K. Donald addressed the employes fxf Arm-
'atrong MitcJiell and Co. at the work -gates on Tuos<ky.

Sunderland.—The branch was addressed in the Sta-
tion Coffee Tavern on Friday by Donald, comrade
Black in the chair. Open-air meetings were addressee's
on Friday night and Sunday afternoon at the Garrison
Field. John Armstrong, 6 Westberry St. , sec. pro. tem.

Sotith Shields.—A lecture was delivered on Tuesday
l3,st in Lockhart's Cocoa Room by Donald. A good
deal of discussion followed. Open-air meetings were
addressed in the Market Place on Tuesday and Sunday
lights. Mr. Darley also addressed the Sunday meet-
ings. Collection made. Mrs. Besant lectured on
behalf oi the Secular Society on Sunday morning on
" Why I^preach Socialism." J. Wood, 105 Bath St.

Scottish Land and Labour League.
Arrangements have been made for carrying on an

extensive and vigorous propaganda in the eastern
counties .and forming branches. Mahon began the
campaign on Saturday at
Loanhead, where a good and attentive crowd of

, miners gathered to liear our views. There were some
.
interruptions, .wjiich were stopped by several of th«-
audience voluntarily ejecting the disturbers. Tuka-

. also addressed tjie meeting.
Edinhurg,h.-~0,n Sunday three very successful mee-t-

• ings wereheld— ill tiie afternoon on the Calton Hi31v
at $.30 in the Queen's Park, at 7.30 at the Mound)..

'.The n«ew station at the Mound has proved a great
success, nearly 900 people gathering at the first meet-
ing. A good collection for the propaganda fund w**
made m tJie Queen's Park. Report of the Fiieshh'i-
meetings next week.—John Gilray, secretary.

Clrtib

Satiar-
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lECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

>^7noms&wrv.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Strec^j^

^SSm'C.nt* Road, W.
.
On Thursday Ji%

28, Business Me^tog and Social P.vemng. Au^
4. Edward Aveling, ^' The Value of Brain Work.

^ ahrlcmwdl.-'A^W ot the Socialist League 13 Farnihg-

don Road, E.C. Su^y July 31, at 7.1o p.i«..

^Business Meeting. Fkee Concert byWm B uu^l

and Friends, 8.30 p.m. Wednesday Aug. 3, at 8.30,

T. Dalziel, '^Communistic Art.

CrovrfoTi.—Parker Road.

-H^hn^y.-'^^ Audrey Street (^^Id^l^^; ^^.7.
/Room open every evening from 8 till 11.^0.

,

d^, 7tiU 12.30 ; Sunday 11 a.m. till 12 p m Me

'be^ Business Meeting every luesday at 8.^ jK.m.

Debating Class every Thursday •IhursdayAia^. 4,

^^t 9 o'ckjck, John Flockton, -Socialist Politics:

-filL^r^k-Kelmscott House Upper Mall W
Sunday July 31, at 8 p.m. William Moma, -Th-

'Policy of Abstention."
^' ffoireon (L.B.L.).—No indoor meeting on Sunday

August 7 we open at the Globe Coffee House, 227

.^T|h Street, fioxton, with a lecture by George

^mard Shaw. The new Hall will seat over 2G0

rfoeople. Members and friends are urged to make

^special efforts to make the meetmg successful

11^ 111 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room

0^ every evening. Committee every Thursday.

Discussions held every Sunday morning at H-

MUcham.-Coxu^r of Merton Lane and Fountain P ace.

Club Room open every evenmg from 7.30 till 11.

N^h LoncZon.-lBranch meets at 32 Camden Road,

N W for reception of new members and other

business, on Wednesday evenings at 8 o clock, until

further notice. H. Bartlett, sec.

PROVINCES.

Bra<£/orrf.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.

Wednesdays, at 8.
i. > tt^ii ^r

/)u6Kn.-Irish Labour League, Carpenters Hall, 75

Aungier Street, every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discus-

sion on all subjects connected with Labour Question.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Im-
portant Business Meeting Thursday Aug. 4, at 7.30.
Class for the study of * Das Capital ' at 8.30. Mem-
bers are expected to appear at out-door meetings,
and in some way assist. {See. ** Open-air " below.)

Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily.
Hamilton.—Vsiton'B Hall, Chapel St. Every Thursday

at 7.30.

Hull.—Address all communications to E. Teesdale,
20 Shakspere Street.

Lancaster.—Addresses every Sunday morning on the
Quay Jetty.

Leeds.—17 Chesham Street, Sweet Street. Club and
reading room open every evening. Business meet-
ings every Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Office of Hosiery Union, Horsefair Street.
Fridays at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—QtOvdiOVL Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures
every Sunday at 8 p.m. Business Meeting, Mon-
day at 8. ,30. Speakers' Class, Sunday mornings at
10.30 and Wednesday evenings at 8 p.m. Social
Evening, Saturdays.

Oa-/orci?.—Temperance Hall, 254 Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 31.

11.30...Garrett—*^ Plough Inn" Kitz
11.30..,HacKney—*' Salmon and Ball" ...The Branch
11. 30... Hammersmith—Beadon Road Vanderhout
1 1. 30. . .Hoxton Ch. , Pitfield St Barker k Pope
11.30.,.Mitcham FaiF Green Eden & Yewen
11. 30... Regent's Park Nicoil
11. .30.. .St. Pancras Archea Bartlett

11.30.. .Walham Green G. K Shaw
3 ...Hyde Park Mainwaring
G. 30... Victoria Park , Davis
7 ... Clerkenwell Green Brsoks

Tne&day.
?t ... Ossulton S»treet, Eosto*i Boad Meoll
8 ...Mile-end Waste The BTam-eh

WedntJifiety.

8 ,., Broadway, London FieMa> "Laaae

T?i?irsdfii^,

8 ..,H(!>xton, PitfieMi Street The Braneb

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Snnd&y : Jail's SqiUarey 1 o'clock; Paiaiby

Road Toll at 5.

Camhftdanftj.—Saturtlay :: 6 o'^eloek.

MothertrelL—Saturday : alt 8 o/'cl©ek.

Leeds.—Sunday: Hunsiet Moor, 11; Vicar's Crttt,

7.30. Friday: Corner of Chiist Church, Meacbw
Lane, at 8 p.m.

Loanhead (Edinburgh).—Frixiay - at 7 p.m.
Norwich.—Suwday : Market Plac«- at ^ ; AgricultujaJj

Hall Plain at 7.

Derehmn.—Kvery Thursslay, Maarlket Place at 7.

J)'tsH.—Si>uday at II.

Yarmouth.—Kvery Wedaesday ©m the Beach at !<,.

SCXXmSU LAND AN^> TiABCJflil LEAGUE.

J. L, Maiion'^.*> MEE^iiS(e;.Sv

Friday 29>. ...Sp.m Klrkcaliy

Saturday .30 3 p.m. and Ipimu BurntislstiiU

^mnday .'il 11 a.m \a^\ loot of Walk
.^ p.m Calton ISilil

6.30 p.m. Queen's P?i»k

8 p.m Mound
lifon, Ang;. 1 7.30p.m... To^tfr Knowe, Ha^ek
Tuesday 2 7.30 p.m. Gala&tiAls

i??unday 7 (same as previous Sunday..))

16 pages One Penny.

A PLEA FOR SOCIALISM,
By J. L. MAHON.

being an address delivered in the course of a campaign
amongst the miners on strike in Northumberland.

Prices to Brandies and parcels for sale or distribution,

12 copies (post free) Is.; 50, 3s.; 100, 5s.

Published at 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.C.

AN ANTI-STATIST, COMMUNIST
MANIFESTO.

*' In vain you tell me that Artificial Government i»

good, but that I fall out only with its abn»e. The
thing—the thing itself is the abuse I"—Burbb.

ONE PENNY.

Joseph Lane, 38 Ainslie Street, jBethnal Gr«*ii

Junction, E.

CAMELOT SEEIB&.

The August voluune, ready July 25v will be

DEFOE'S CAPTAIN SINGLETON.
Edited, with Introduction and No^jes-,. by

H. HALLIDAY SPARLING.
Cloth, cut or un^iit edges. Is.

Walter Scott, 24, Warwick Lane, Pateri*>8ter Row.

ooimm:on' sbistbe..
16 i^p., crown 4to. ONE PENNT.

Published mi the 15th of eac^ month at the Modern
Pfsess, 13 Paternosteg- Row, London.-

PAMPHLE^fS Just Issued, by J. SKETCIiLEY.

The Irish Question : Political and i^gial.

32 pp. , itb Wrapper. Pric*- Threepence.

The Wopfcman's Question: Why He is

Poor. 24 pp., in Wrapg^r. Price Tv*5>pence.

6 or moirs copies j)ost free.

Birminghaxi.:: J. Sketchley, 8- Arthur Place F'&radet.

Ob

:N0RTH ENGLAND SOCIALIS-T FEDERAin3®»N.

(Outside- propaf^nda aSs m&wal.

)

29—Sundeilan^d, E. R. IPtease., Station Cftffee

Tav«rn, 7.3© ^\m.

Rev. Ste:wart Heaj^la:*'"^. Lectures.

6—Dudley, Hall, 3 piUi.

6~Blyth, Town HaJL, 7.30L

7—Baekworth, Beadiing Room, 10.30 at^i^

Seaton Terrie« Co-opeirative Hall, 2:30 p.m.

Newcastle, T.30 ^m.
8—Cottsett, Assftflfibty Rooms.
9_North ShieWis^ 7.30 p.m.

Eri.

Aug.
Sat.

Sus^

Mon*
Tuea.

Ipswich.—On Sundiay H. H. Sparlings ©f London,

will address a series of meetings.

Woolwich.—Arsenal Gates, Sunday at 7 o'clock,

c.

DEBATE ON SOCIALISM
BETWEEN

BRADLAUGH, M.P., and ERNEST
BELFORT BAX.

Sets of Commonweal containing same, post free, 6d.

16 pages^ One Penny.

ECHOES OF THE COMING DAY,
SOCIALIST SONGS AND EHYMES.

By FRED HENDERSON.

Published at 13, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.

Where to get the ' Commonweali.'
AiRDRiK—A. Tlhomson^ High St.

Akbboath— JUits,. Dr^aiunioiid

BackWORTH—Wv . Mad.disoii

Benwell—J. M.'[atosli, 2 Adelaide "^Ekrirace

Birmingham—J; SketcMey, S Arthivs Place Parade
BiRTLEY—J. Loyroatie

Blackhiix—S:.. Simpson., 18 Foun-dk^ Road; Ariustrwig,. Der^

went R<oad

Biath—F. Garr.eii^ Regesnt Street*^ Wm. Elliott, W«st Row,,

Cowpen O*lliory

Bradford—W. A. Cloi^igh, Well Stiiiei,; James SchofieMj. "Wake-

field Roa.4i;. J. \\\ Ingjam, 110 Cit^^ R<Dad

Bristol—Nwrrish, Narrow Wine St..

IJROOMUiiA. k. CuEviNGTOX—A. Gcsiiflaa, Cheviugton ^JOitcfield

Byker—J. H.Stiiveiis,. 107 Conyet&.Road
Dalkeith—Y^oviug:

Dublin^—^V^'haeleT, Earl St.; CBriua,, 22 Upper Orixioiid! Quay ;.

Carver, 41 .^meus- Street ; Mauiiisek, 9 Great BruntAvick Street

Dundee—Blair <fc Sou, Ciistle St.; Wm. Blair, 40 \VelJy;ate and in.

Overgaite
Consftt—Cockbiu-ii, S Front St. ; 'storwforth, 21 Mi(\ile Street

Chfstev.-le-Streei:—Mr. Bland, newsagent
Edinburgh—B. Given, 20 Bristo St.; News Stall, "Princes St.;;

Inglis, Dundee St.; George Weiirj. Flreethought Dt.-©ot, 5 Greeur-

side Place, Leitllk Walk; NicoV ^ High Street; Uadenoch,, 5.

Prospect Street

Fatfi-eld—KxianplJurey
Gal\8Hiels—J. Scott, Buckholm-ade.

Glasgow—R-s Fergwson, Ingram St.; W. Porteon* & Co., Bfc»i'aJl

Exchange Place; Mrs. Thomsox.v,St. Enoch Sq.; Walter St»tit <k

Co 4 Briiige Si.; J. ToUins, 5 Main St., Bridg^etGiL; W.. iJtaw-

art' 94 Cajftning St., Calton ; W. Winning, 270 Crown St.

Hartley, ISew—M. Bell, newsagent
Haverhill (Suffolk)—Chevens &l Son, High St.

Hamilton.—J. Smith, Gatesidfe Street ; J. Rankia,, Chap«l St,

Hawick—J. C Goodfellow, Hig^St.
Holywel:!^ E.—T. Osborne, 29»3liddle Row, Bates €©ttax«*

Hull—H. Witty, Suffolk Row^ Wincolmlee
JARROW-ON-TYNE—Henderson^ Walter Street

Laurencekirk—J. Scott, High Street ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^

I

LEED&—Mr. Walton, 11 Old Market Street ; 3fcr. J. Watsoa, Sweet
Street; Mr. Hutchinson, M«adt>w Road

Leicester—Secular Hall.

Leith— Robinson, Kirkgate v .1 t^ ^ m.x.,.
Liverpool—Landing Stag?; Stocker, 27 Yadixball Bood ; Tibbs^

LOANUKAD—A. Robertson
11 St. James Place ; F. Bacon, Prescott St.

Maiwbkster F. H. Cadlft (wholesale), 14& Grey Mare Lane, Bra^
fo»<i Manchester; Puleaan, Tib Street,, behind Oldham Streeb;

Watts 43 Charles Street, Oxford Road ; Jones, 46 Oxford Roedl

Hulme Radical Club, Clopton St. ; Holdfield, 241 Deansgalw

;

Ceilings 19 Chester »treet^ Oxford Bead ; Limon, Ashtou N«w
Road iJradford ; Joseph Waddington, bookseller, 29 City Road

Newcastle-on-Tyne—P. Weston, 77 Newgate Street

Northampton—W. Brain, 16 Little Ctoss St.

Nottinoham—C. W. Clarke, 56 Melto© St.

Norwich—A. Moore» 24 Rose Street, St. Augustines ; Thcwtapson,

Magdalen St.; P. C. Crotch, H Georges Middle Street; H.

Paricer, 14 Cross Glob Street, Union Place ; H. W. D*rley, 118

Mill Hill, Catton ; Gordon Cafe, 5 Duke Street

Oldham—J. Salway, 64 Falcon St. off Aahton Road.

Oxford—Miss Foy, 5 The Plain, St. Clement's ; F. H. Plummer^

bookseller, Broad Street
Seghill—Cooper, Seghill Mill

^ ^ ^, , ^, .

Sheffield—Commonwealth Cafe, Scotland btreet

Shields, North—H. Foster, 33 Clive Street
, 4. ™

Shields, South-T. Brown, 24 Alfred Street; Market Placf

Southport—Mr. J. Davenport, 159 Eastbank Street Bridge

Spennymoor—Wm. Timatall, 62 High St.
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NOTES.
Mr. Walter Besant, as hon. treasurer of the Working Women's Con
ference, is appealing to people in general to give him information as
to the wages and conditions of life of working women. The result of
this ma,y be useful, or it may not be. In the first place it will be
useless if the information is not thoroughly genuine, if it is allowed to
be influenced by the spirit that often creeps into such collections of
•** information " : the spirit that tries to create the impression that
things are not very bad, and that even if they are bad they can easily
be altered for the better a little, and that—there, that will do.

But supposing a great deal of genuine information gathered and
published ; what will be the use of it, and to whom will it be useful 1

It will be absolutely no use unless it is used, so far as it goes, for the
purpose of putting both sexes of workpeople into a totally different

position from their present one. And under those circumstances it is

hard to see how it can be useful to any but those who are striving

to change the basis of society, to make all women working-women, and
not force either marriage or prostitution on any of them as a profession—in other words, to free labour from the tyranny of monopoly. Those
people who are trying to do this are usually called Socialists, and I
fear that Mr. Besant can hardly be classed as one of these, in spite of

his apparently genuine synipathy with the joys and troubles of working
people.

Apart from those middle-class persons who have had the good luck
to be convinced of the truths of Socialism and are actually working for

it, I have met with two kinds amongst persons of good will to the
popular cause: first, persons of very strong and marked advanced
opinions who are so far from thinking that the holding of such opinions
involves any sort of action on their part, that they rather (or indeed
very much) plume themselves on their superiority over those who act
on their opinions, whatever they may be ;—of course, such persons are
desperate pessimists. The other kind are persons whose opinions are
not very advanced, but have a sort of idea that they should act upon
them, such as they are, and will undertake cheerfully any little job
that may turn up, from total abstinence to electioneering, with a
cheerful confidence in the usefulness of their work : but all the while
they have not even faced the question as to the necessity of changing
the basis of society ; they suppose that the present system contains in
itself everything that is necessary to cure the evils which they are to
some extent conscious of ; and indeed some of them are very anxious
to stave off the radical change which Socialism proposes by exhibiting
the said evils in course of being cured by—well, I must say it—rose-

water.

I know this latter group of well-disposed middle-class people exists,

and I rather think Mr. Walter Besant belongs to it. If I wrong him
by so thinking I shall be glad to be convinced to the contrary. And
meantime this group of people may yield converts to Socialism when
they have found out by practical experience that the evils they are
good-temperedly attacking are not accidents of the present system but
essential to it. Then they may make up their minds to attack the
system itself.

(V Till within the last few years St. Alban's Abbey used to be one of
the most interesting of the historical monuments of England; not
because it was the longest church in the world, nor even altogether be-
cause it comprised some of the most beautiful work of the most perfect
period of architecture, but also because all kinds of varied historical
interest centred in its site and building. Partly built of materials from
Verulam, it became in the early part of the Middle Ages the refuge
and home of the chroniclers of the time. Some of the most inter-
esting and heart-stirring passages in the Peasants' War, that outburst
of Mediaeval Communism, took place around it. It witnessed two of
the battles of the Wars of the Roses, the second of which was the
bloodiest of all ; and till within the last few years, though it had suf
fered some indignities, was still the stout and beautiful old building
that had seen so many dramas played round about it. It is not too
much to say that it stood in the homely Hertfordshire fields one of the
wonders of the world.

they couldn't do has been done quite lately by such a thing as a common
parliamentary lawyer, a cleverish vulgar man, once called Sir Edmund
Becket, now Lord Grimsthorpe, who coveted the glory of " restoring

"

this ancient monument ; and although the ruin he proposed to make of

it was disapproved of by most of those who had the guardianship of

this piece of public property, all opposition went down before the
shaking of his money-bag, and 'tis all done, or on the point of being all

done ; and the whim of a parliamentary lawyer has proved to be more
destructive than miller Grindecobbe's bills and bows, than Henry the

Eighth's greedy barons, or Cromwell's lobster-tails ! Truly the money-
bag has more to answer for than the destruction of works of art and
monuments of history

;
yet the wantonness and irremediable character

of this kind of destruction, joined with the preposterous vulgarity of

the instrument of it, makes it hard to bear. Wm. Morris.

LABOUR FEDERATION.

^ Well, to-day it has been deprived of most of its beauty and two-thirds
of its historical interest. How and why] Insurrections, battles,
changes of religion, had left it pretty much unhurt ; but the damage

One of the best indications of the progress of the labour movement is

the growing feeling amongst trades-unionists for a federation of alj

workers. This feeling is vague and unsettled just now, but it is very

widespread and it is growing stronger. The trades-union leaders who

occasionally speak in favour of it do nothing to carry it out ; indeed it

is plain that with their narrow spirit and inability to move out of the

accustomed rut, they are really afraid of it and want to see it smothered.

But in spite of this the mass of the workmen feel more and more
strongly that a closer bond of union should exist amongst them, and
that the interests of the workers in all trades and in all lands are much
the same.

This means a good deal to the Socialists. Everything that shows
a growing feeling of solidarity amongst the wage-slaves is in the right

direction. The hibour struggle has always been weakened by petty

jealousies, splits, and contradictions amongst the workmen. In the

past it has been difficult to get the men of one trade to agree to act

togethex' against the capitalist and impossible to get several trades to

co-operate. This is passing away. The miners see one district after

another go on strike and get beaten. While the miners of Northumber-
land were being starved into submission, the miners of Yorkshire,

Lancashire, Derbyshire, Durham, Wales, and Scotland, were producing

extra coal to supply the market. The capitalists are a helpless lot in

themselves, a mere nothing against the workmen ; but they generally

get the best of it, because they play oft* one part of the working-men
against the other. It was not the mine-owners who beat the miners of

Northumberland in the late struggle. It was their fellow-miners else-

where. The miners see this now and so far as Northumberland is con-

cerned, they will leave no stone unturned in preparing to present a

solid and organised front to their employers in the next fight. Coal is

essential to every other industry in the country, and were the men
thoroughly combined they could compel society to render up their

rights or dislocate the whole system by temporarily stopping produc-

tion.

The great benefit of labour federation must be apparent to every

workman who knows anything of the present crisis in the labour organ-

isations. The Socialists have preached it for a long time. The efforts

of Karl Marx to weld the working-men of all countries into an inter-

national union though unsuccessful (chiefly because the times were not
ripe) are full of interesting lessons which no friend of labour can afford

to neglect. But as the trades'-unionists got their first lesson in labour

federation from the Socialists they would do well to learn it thoroughly.

A federation of all workers merely to force a rise oj wages would be use-

less. If that were its only object it could only appeal to one section of

the working-class, it would never raise the universal enthusiasm and
fervid devotion that a great popular cause must have behind it, and
for these two reasons it would be easily smashed up by the capitalists

and their catspaw the Government. Even if it conquered all these

difliculties, however, it would still be cheated out of its object. If the

capitalists could not resist a rise of wages they could force a rise of

prices and get back in one way what they were compelled to yield in

another. Let us say that to-day the average wage is 20s. per week
and the average cost of living 17s. In three years a Labour Federa-

tion well enough organised to stop production in a few industries (say

coal, iron and cotton) for one week, might force a general rise of 50 per
cent in wages. The average wage would then be 30s. per week. But
the traders could immediately raise prices 50 per cent, and then the
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cost of living would be 27s. The benefit therefore would befL-bcfg^g

one.

L#bur' federation to b^ eflfe^tire n\h^t meaii ^odiaHsm—that is, the
abdli'^ioh of ' the capi*talist class. The nliners, engineers, fisherlnen,

weaT^H, etc:, must train them&elves for the purpose of actually seizing

upon the mifees, factories, shipping, railways, etc., and carrying on pro-
duction for' -the commbn benefit of all the people. This must become the
declared obj^bt of the labour movement. This means labour emanci-
patiott. Everything in the direction of it is in the right. Everything
that stops short of it is a delusion and a waste of effort.

By thoroughly educating the workmen on this subject and pushing
forward the laggard leaders of trades'-unionism, Socialists will be at
once forwarding their own cause and winning the gratitude of the
workers for the practical help they arc rendering in the labour
struggle. J. L. Maiion.

INHUMAN ARITHMETIC.
(Continued from page 242.)

It must however be allowed that the arrangements of the deity are very
faulty, by which society is burdened with three or four useless women
and children for every male machine who works. Bungling as his

system is, yet society by the use of faculties which cannot have been
given by so bad a political economist as he obviously is, has seen how
to amend it. If these useless beings can live on 3d. a-day, it is criminal

to allow them 6d. a-day. It only enables them to indulge the fancies

planted in them by the aforesaid bad political economist, and it is a
direct temptation to luxury and waste : it leads indeed to riot and
debauchery very unbecoming in well-conducted Monsters and Digestive
Bags. If, then, the whole population, man, woman, and child, are

thus transformed, and if society allows each of them 6d. a-day, they
are being dealt with most generously ; they have more than sufficient

to support life comfortably. The difference between the 6d. allowance
and the truly necessary 3d. will by proper thrift suffice to give them
some of the highest pleasures and most enobling relaxations in life ; can
they not often view our magnificent commerce from the deck of a penny
steamer ? or spend a holiday in greeting their most gracious Queen and
Empress as she comes to open the Stock Exchange or a new Palace 'I

or if they wish for quiet enjoyment, can they not take a penny dose of

Liberal or Tory sentiment on Parliament and the divorce courts, and
glow with pleasure at the missionary energy which shows itself as

readily in the evangelisation of two or three blacks, as in the sending
of three or four thousand of them at one bang to the next world 1

But it must be allowed that tlirit't is by no means their strong point,

and that, as IM'Culloch says, they are more given to tobacco than to

tea, o.nd are only too apt to turn aside to pleasures of a lower kind.

As to their thrift, do they not marry in a reckless way, without first

enquiring of the professors whether their calculations show that it is

possible to make any more sixpenny, or even threepenny, allowances to

Avasteful children and porridge-eaters. And the way they haunt the
gin-shops, ii^ stead of building coffee-palaces for themselves, is dreadful.

A careful study leads us to the hope that by reducing the allow-

ance to 3d. a-day, and by closing both museums and gin shops on Sun-
days, they may be induced to go where bishops and other society

prophets may impress upon them the salutary tale, which can never
be too often repeated, of the hell-fire which awaits the thriftless, and
all mutinous Monsters who show discontent with the allowance thought
sufficient by the Professors of Inhuman Arithmetic.

The great majority of people are, I tliink, naturally benevolent

—

Socialists in heart, if they only knew it, but with minds cramped by
the petty teachings of the cliques into which we are divided. Charity,

that is sympathy, is not to be expressed in money. There is no more
horrible characteristic of the times than the fetishes, shibboleths and
formalities, which keep class penned apart from class, and put the

sham of money-subscriptions in the place of that mutual rendering of

lielp which it is as natural for man to give, as it is for man to need.

When once a class is started on the path of pretence, they are lost to

all sense of shame. It is only in this way that we can excuse the noise

and self-glorification of the People of Position over what they call their

charity. This money-charity of theirs comes to very little. Take the

^Mansion House Fund of the year 1886. It was intended to relieve

the dire distress of London in the winter of 1885-86. When the

Begistrar General reports, as he often does, that 30 or 40 people more
than the average have died in London, in some unusually cold and
rainy winter week, he says it comes from "diseases of the respiratory

organs." True, and that means destitution, half-starvation, wet feet

and scanty clothing, endured not for a week, or month, or year, but
from childhood to the end. For this distress, after an immense stir

and clamour, there was collected by the middle of 1886 the sum of

about £80,000. After this, to quote the newspapers, "the money
ceased to come in.'' There was no evidence that the distress had
ceased to exist. But the novelty had worn off, and the temporary
excitement had vanished like that of a worked-out bazaar.

It is difficult to estimate in London the genuine workers, the

place being crammed with the flunkies, servants, and hangers-on of

every description, who wait upon the Loafers and Wasters of

society. But the poor zero Machines and their incumbrances cannot

be under a million. Even 3d. a-day for each of these would mount to

i£l 2,500. So that the fund would, even at this rate, be exhausted in

rather less than a week. What a picture of charity 1 Here are the

orthodox wasters and guzzlers, lolling in idleness, gorged with meat

and' wine every day of their lives ; and under their eyes are the despair
and misery of the millions, whose ceaseless toil provides those luxuries.
They mock at the despair, they grumble at the nuisance that the misery
of others is to them, and they subscribe enough to give three-penny-
worth of starvation relief for about a week to each of '* the poor devils/'

Again, the classified * Directory of Metropolitan Charities ' puts the
income in 1885 of bible societies and missions, of hospitals, orphanages
and reformatory institutions of every kind in the metropolitan circle,
at four and a half million pounds. The population of the circle is

about five and a half millions. It is very doubtful how many of these
institutions can be called charitable ; a large portion of the total income,
moreover, comes from the rent of land and similar sources, and can
in no sense be considered as due to the charity of the present generation.
Taking the total, however, as it stands, and allowing that the same
rate of contributions for similar purposes goes on all over these islands,
where we have a population of thirty-five millions, we should arrive at
a total of thirty million pounds as the national contribution under the
name of charity. This is probably far beyond the actual sum ; and
whatever that actual sum may be, all evidence goes to show that very
large portions of it go towards comfortable stipends to secretaries and
other officials.

And what does this money- chanty come to 1 The rich idlers and
wasters, and the comfortable shopkeeper class in general, draw a
tliousand millions a year, and the above most liberal calculation gives
thirty millions as the sum total of their charity. Out of every £100
which the poor zero machines grind out for the idlers, these return less
than £3—not in charity—no, but in mending their damaged machines,
in oiling and greasing them, to the end that they may go on again with
their grinding.

It is not the genuine feeling of human sympathy, it is not charity
that can be satisfied by that which lies before our eyes, as the result
of all this ceaseless toil. The adult male average machine produces
each year stuff' which can be sold for £150, and has to bo stoked at 6d.-

a day, or about £10 a year ! Three women and children to each adult
monster, mere encumbrances on his usefulness, and continually dis-

tracting his attention from his proper work, cannot justly claim more
than 3d. a day each. But as they are idle and improvident, this

necessary allowance is increased under the name of charity to the
same figure, 6d. a-day, as the adult monster gets. These burdens on
Society, therefore, raise the total annual allowance to £40, which has
to bo made out of the £150 produced by each adult machine. In-
stead, therefore, of the full sum, our professors can only reckon on
£110 from one out of four of the whole population of the United
Kingdom, i.e., on £110 from each of about 9,000,000 persons.

And what becomes of this vast sum of £1,000,000,000'? It belongs
to the orthodox wasters, to the professors of inhuman arithmetic, and
to their assistants, the bishops, the managers of orthodox starvation-

benevolence, and of money-charity in general. It is a reward for their

skill in improving the commonplace arithmetic of position, as invented
by the poor Hindoos and other ancisnt peoples, who were content to
live with their wealth in common, and who used their art to count
bags of wheat or fiocks of sheep. A splendid reward is due to pro-

fessors, who have shown that the art could easily be adapted to con-

ditions however extraordinary, and, indeed, that by it a delightful

society of castes and classes might be arranged, wherein a man, though
no doubt in one sense a unit, a mere figure 1, may yet be raised by
the change of his position, and by the labour of a number of mere
zero average machines, to the higher level of a ten, a thousand, or a

million. In this improved system a man is born or steps into a high
position, by having below him a number of the mere zero class ; he is

counted as being of a higher position, the more of this worthless class

that are under him. C. J. Faulkxer.
{To he concluded).

POSITIVISM AND SOCIALISM.
(Concluded from p. 243.)

The Socialist would argue that all men come into the world endowed
with certain faculties, and that they are all equally useful to society,,

each in his place. If it is said that many come only capable of mere
hand labour, and only a few capable of being good engineers, doctors,

or scientific investigators, we may reply that society needs them in

that proportion, needs many bricklayei's for one architect, many
labourers all through to one doctor or scientist, and if we had to do-

without either class, we should be least able to spare the hand labourer.

If society see to the education of these, eacii for what he seems best

fitted, we do not see that there is any just reason why the rarer

abilities should get paid more highly ; we say that they each fill their

place and are each entitled to their share of the general result of the

community's labour. If there is any difierence it should be in favour of

the most unpleasant occupations. Probably these could best be recom-

pensed by letting them work for shorter hours. If any, by reason of

their occupation, require greater sustenance or more expensive surround-^

ings in any way, this should be taken into account, in short the ideal

towards which the Socialist works is "From each according to his ability,

to each according to his needs "; let each help tbe community as he best

can, and as there will be enough for all we hope that each will be able

to take what he needs. This is the ideal towards which we work, and
I maintain that in working towards this we have a much more
rational system than the Positivist who leaves it to be settled partly
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by each getting what he can and partly by each keeping what liis

conscience will let him.

We now come to the ground which is common to the Positivists and

a, large section of outsiders, namely, the general belief that the em-

ployers are abl^. and will soon be willing to give better terms to their

working people. I have alluded above to the probability of the em-

ployers coming to be content with less, I will only here remind people

who build up hopes in this direction that apart from direct action of

self interest there is the indirect action which makes us see things

from our point of view only, and this often in spite of the very best

intentions ; how many Socialists or others who happen to hold a middle
position, having an employer over them and perhaps servants under
them, look at things with the same feelings in both relations^ The
employer refuses a holiday, we will say, and we think what a mean
set these employers are, they care nothing for their men ; next week
the servant asks us for a night out, which is not quite convenient, and
we refuse, how unreasonable these servants are, they always want to

go out just when it is inconvenient. The employer cazmot see the

real side of the worker, he exaggerates the worker's carelessness, indo-

lence, and all the rest of it, and thinks he gets what he is worth ; and
this no good intentions and no love for the common good can quite

get over.

But for the sake of argument let us grant that the Positivists and
others have persuaded all the employers that they ought to think of

their men first, that they ought to receive a small share themselves in

order that they would be able to pay higher wages ; even if we grant

all this Positivism would still be far from having solved the social

question. Competition would spoil it all. Here is a capitalist who
is only just making ends meet, sometimes he is losing, and there are

numbers in that lix now ; how is he to raise the wages of his men ?

But if he does not raise his wages and his more successful rival does,

his men will strike and he will have to shut up. Competition will

simply rage more keenly, bringing even more confusion than at present.

For the smaller the margin left for profit the greater the tendency to

cut out the less successful men and add to the success of the most suc-

cessful. If there is a profit of 20 per cent, for the successful, the less

successful can still do if he makes 5. But if the most successful only

keeps for himself 1 per cent, how can the less successful pay the

same wages and exist ? It would result in greater concentration into

few hands, and those would be constantly shifting, causing no end of

confusion and misery to the workers, who are starving, while things

are righting themselves after each upset. Kor can it l)e urged that

there would certainly be a gain in putting more work into the hands
of the most successful, for it by no means follows that it is the inferior

qualities of goods which pay least, or that the most successful man
produces the best article. The difference often merely consists in a
greater or less competitive faculty, a greater or less ability to take
advantage of every one and be taken advantage of by none.

I maintain that with the best intentions in the world it w^ould be
absolutely impossible for the enqdoyers to do well for their men while

they are engaged in warfare with all their competitors. Nothing but
the organisation of industry on a basis of co-operation, and the entire

abolition of the competitive system, could enable employers to do fairly

by their men, and if any Positivists seek to organise industry and to

give to the workers the full share they are entitled to, they are seeking
Socialism and not Positivism.

To organise industry on a co-operative basis is not a light task, none
know this better than the Socialists ; but if it can be shown, as I think
it can, that while we keep the present basis of competition no altera-

tion, no reform, and no amount of good intentions can save society

from an inevitable break up sooner or later, brought on by the neces-

sary results of the system—if this, I say, can be shown, then surely

it is no answer to the only proposition which deals with the root of

the question, to say that it is diliicult to see how we can put it in

practice. It was diflicult, in ancient days, to see how society could be
made to exist without slaves, so difficult that the wisest of ancients
thought it impossible, but it has been done. And so will organisa-
tion of industry be done, and if we fail to do it we shall be wiped out
from the face of the earth, as many ancient civilisations were which
could not solve the social problems of their day. Let us rather face
all difhculties bravely, having faith to believe that there is always a
way to put justice and truth into practice, if we can only find it. If
we face the difficulties manfully many will vanish, and we shall look
back and wonder how wise men in the nineteenth century held that it

was impossible for a community to live except by internal strife.

Eaymoxd Unwix.

LEIPSIC, 1845.

Why We OROANisE.—Many men joining labour organisations ask them-
selves the question :

" What good is it to me ? Can I make anything out of
it?" To all such the answer is ''No." If you enter it in that spirit, you
will be disappointed, and you had better remain outside. The proper spirit
in which to enter a labour organisation is with these questions on the lips :

" Of what good can I be to it ? Of what good is it to humanity ] ' If you
have a desire of personal advancement, pecuniary benefit, or a vain ambition
to achie\e, you are not fitted to j(,iQ the ranks of the workers who are labour-
ing for the best interests of their fellows. Anyone who expects to receive
a financial benefit as soon as they join a labour organisation is ignorant of the
purpose for which labour is organised, and needs educating. Labour is or-
ganised not to confer direct benefits upon the individual "members of the
organisations only, but to elevate and benefit the working classes as a body,
and this result has been largely attained during the last few years. Organis-
ation is the only power that will lead to the emancipation of the toilers.
€oncentration of wealth is the power of the capitalists ;. the organisation of
labour the force of the vrorVi —— _..v^^' ^^ < < ^ ---n ^ ----o..

By Ferdinand Freiligratii when an exile in Switzerland.

Translated by J. L. Joynes.

She came across the lake in widow's weed
Of folded crape, as is her wont, like death :

The willow bowed before her, and the reed
Was shaken at the passing of her breath.

I saw her come through mist and gathered gloom,
And at my desk I sat me down to write

;

Her shadowy form was present in the room,
And darkly loomed upon my awe-struck sight.

^' I am the Night of St. Bartholomew
;

My feet are blood-stained, veiled in cloud my head :

Again at bidding of a princely crew
Fresh victims have been added to my dead.

'' Ha I how the roofs were rolled in murky cloud

That night of blood three centuries ago,

When from his window tiring on the crowd
The famous Charles had leant him forward low !

Yea thence—most Christian king that e'er was ci-owned

—

He hounded on the scoundrels in his pay,

Till foully murdered on the reeking ground
The noblest Hugut nots in their hundreds lay.

I am the Night, etc.

*' Less blood to-day th^^n then the slayer sheds
;

' Yet ' screamed the grape-shot hurtling o'er the scene,
* The victims fall—what niatters counting heads ?

All's one if thirteen hundred or thirteen.'

The triggers snapped when princes gave the word
;

A cry of rnth went up from all mankind
;

The people shrieking fled ; the hirelings heard.

And shot them down like cowards from behind.

I am the Night, etc.

'' Their foes forsooth have said, ' It served them right !

What reason had the rascals to rebel ?

How dared the knaves resist us in our might,

And smash the royal chandeliers as well ?

All honest folk to righteous wrath were stirred :

What ! the glass rattled on the ground like rain !

'

It may be. But I never yet have heard

That men must mend with blood a broken pane !

I am the Night, etc.

'' They had already fled ! Yet though they fly.

The grape-shot overtakes them as they go.

Yes, flying folk and helpless passers-by

The royal troops with royal lead lay low.

Face downward there a woman and a child

Lie dead—O sight to make the heart-strings ache 1

Why clench thy ti&t in helpless fury wild.

Thou homeless poet by the fair Swiss lake ?

I am the Night, etc.

'' What should I tell thee of the funeral Aveeds ]

The Dead March sounds ; its deep-toned notes complain
;

Slowly from every house of woe proceeds

A coffined corpse, dark banners in its train.

Black-robed the mourners follow like a flood
;

In every eye the starting tears are seen
;

No more shall Leipsic lose the stain of blood.

Nor aught avail to wash her pavement clean !

I am the Night, etc.

*'Man hath a voice : the midnight should be dumb !

And yet I cry aloud. Shall nought atone ?

Upon man's head the ancient curses come
;

The fault is with the faith of kings alone.

O German land, wilt always hug thy chain ?

What cruel wrong thy faiths and kings have done !

And wilt thou still a helpless child remain.

Nor let one link be loosed from thee-- not one ?

I am the Night, etc.

*' Yet here no scoff beside the up-turned sod !

Quench thy soul's thirst at thine own sacred spring.

Hew out as best thou may'st thy way to God

—

Yet if to God, what wilt thou with a king ?

Nay, w^ake ! Bethink thee of that royal wight
Who shot his subjects down in ancient time !

Farewell ! I go to haunt the Priests to-night.

Fit heirs of those who fathered first my crime !

I am the Night of St. Bartholomew ;

My feet are blood-stained, veiled in cloud my head :

Again at bidding of a princely crew
Fresh victims have been added to my dead.

'

A Socialist Parliament.—In the Charing Cross Parliamentary Debating
Society the Socialists are so numerous that they have had to form a ministry.

H. H. Champion is prime minister, Mrs. Annie Besant home secretary,

George Bernard Shaw president of the Local Government Board, Sidney
Webb chancellor of the exchequer, Hubert Bland secretary for foreign affairs,

and Stewart Headlam secretary for Ireland. The other ministers are F.
Podmore, Graham Wallas, G. W. Allen, E. Fanning Gye, Sidney Olivier,

and Harold Cox. Mrs. Wardle and W. H. Utley are secretaries to the
fy^"--— „,,.! fyom tlieni n^^" further iriformation m?"' be obtninod.
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"have you not heard how it has gone with many a cause before now: first, few men
heed it ; next, most men contemn it ; lastly, all men accept it—and the cause is won i

"

Oommunications invited on Social Questions. They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Ed., E.G., and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

Rejected MSS, only returned if a stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.

Subscriptions,—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 68,

six months, Ss,; three months. Is, 6d,

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E,G, Remittances in Postal Ord&rs or halfpenny stamps,
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Without wishing to carry on the debate any further which has been
going on in the Commonweal between comrade Bax and Mr. Bradlaugh,
it is natural that we should print a few words on it, as it is clear that

there must have been a good many v^ovdssaid on the subject.

In the last paper, Mr. Bradlaugh complains that there has been no
real debate on the question Will Socialism benefit the English people 1

^

Perhaps after all this is likely to be the case in all so-called debates

where the disputants differ as to principle : clearly they must take

some things for granted or they would stick fast from the first. This

debate is now the third I have noticed carefully, and in all the three

the disputants on either side, though in all cases very able persons,

seemed, so to say, to find it hard to get at each other and strike the

big stroke. However, one thing they can do and should do, if they
are to claim any success ; each may at least state what his position is

;

and though this is specially incumbent on the one who takes the affirm-

ative or positive side, yet even the one who takes the negative side

must not be so wholly negative as not to show the basis of his objec-

tions : he must not be a mere objector, but must object on principle.

Now it seems to me that in this debate our friend Bax has stated

his position quite clearly, and to every one not prepared from the first

to pick holes in his statement, quite unmistakably. Mr. Bradlaugh,
on the other hand, has done nothing but make objections, some of them
merely verbal and frivolous, others rather what I should call debaters'

objections—the sort of thing which catches cheers in an oral debate

;

and some, no doubt, the objections of the kind which naturally occur to

a person prejudiced against a change in the basis of society. Bax has
been under the disadvantage of having in his second paper to follow

Mr. Bradlaugh through the whole string of questions which he thought
proper to put, so that his restatement of his position had to be deferred

to his last paper, which was somewhat languidly replied to by Mr.
Bradlaugh ; of whom in truth I fear it must be said that he does not
take much interest in the whole subject. In fact throughout he has
not really been attacking Socialism, but rather has been desperately

defending a statement which he stumbled on in his anxiety to be con-

sidered " practical," that there may be or is an essential difference in

^ By the way, when I was last lecturing in Scotland I got on more than one
occasion ** a dressing " for using the word English in too inclusive a sense (though
I meant no harm by it). Perhaps the same thing would happen in Wales—let

alone Ireland.

the economic basis of life between the various countries tliat make
up civilisation ; and he has also been fighting against the admission-

that modern production compels the aggregation of capital. It is hardly
worth while arguing seriously against either of these queer pieces of

perversity ; but it is really strange to find a man of ability who has not
been struck by the international character of modern capitalism, and
who cannot grasp the argument that if capitalism is international, the-

foe that threatens it, the system which is put forward to take its place,,

must be international also. As to the other point, which, though not
an essential one for the general argument, Mr. Bradlaugh defends very^

stoutly and returns to more than once, the denial of the tendency
toward the aggregation of capital under our present system, what can:

one say but that it is one of the commonplaces of the day that com-
petition forces people to produce cheaply, and that you can only pro-

duce cheaply by producing on a large scale? Anybody who doubts this

and has money to throw away had better try it in practice—as I have
done. Mr. Bradlaugh in his last paper taunts Bax with not being
able to bring more instances of this generally admitted fact ; I may
perhaps be allowed to give another, as coming under my own notice.

Textile printing used to be done wholly by means of blocks on long
tables, and there used to be a great many small businesses of this kind,.

employing down to as few as ten or a dozen men; but when the-

cylinder machine was perfected, and a man and two boys at one
machine could do the work of 200 blockers and their attendant
*' tearers," these businesses had to shut up, as they could not find work
for even one machine. Again, in my small business I am obliged to

refrain from doing certain kinds of weaving I should like to do because
my capital can't compass a power-loom. But really there is no need
to multiply examples to prove what is patent : one can only stand
aghast at Mr. Bradlaugh's hardihood in denial.

In short, Mr. Bradlaugh thinks Socialism an unpractical matter, and
therefore cannot bring his mind to bear upon it sufficiently to conceive-

of it. He has not even tried to understand what Socialists mean by
monopoly, and says, though rather guardedly, that he sees no class in>

the country which has the monopoly of the means of production^

Again, one can only say that if he were a manual workman he would
soon find out whether he could work for his livelihood without paying.

the tribute demanded by the monopolist ; nor would he be long in

doubt as to the fact that his master was not an individual but a class,

when he sets to work to try how much more reward he could get for

his labour from Peter than he could from Paul.

It is a pity that Mr. Bradlaugh will not try to understand his So-

cialist opponents, but in this matter he acts pretty much as the ordi-

nary bourgeois does, and shows the usual persistency in reading
incidents characteristic of the present condition of things into the
future. At the bottom of all this lies, not, it may be, a want of in-

formation as to the mere facts of history, but an entire incapacity of
understanding their significance and their continuity ; in short, a
practical denial of the doctrine of evolution. To persons of this turn
of mind the class struggle in the past is nothing more than a confused

contest, with no steady, though often unconscious, aim in it ; to such
persons at some arbitrary point determined by the interest, prejudice,

or taste of the individual, all that contest comes to an end, and
Society, which has been ever changing througJi so many thousands of
years, is at last stable, though it lacks no element of revolution which
the last epoch of change had, but holds them all, possibly changed in

form but certainly not in essence. To such persons it is a kind of

theological proposition that the status of Society consists of a great

middle-class with an unnecessary encumbrance above it in the shspe
of the aristocracy, and a necessary encumbrance below it in the shape

of a proletariat. The presence of the workers cannot be wholly
denied, because they are there before our eyes, weaving, metal-working,,

building, and the rest of it ; but they are not looked upon as a cla«s

with common interests, which force them to act together even against

their wills, but as a series of accidents ; they are a mere collection of

potential middle-class persons, or failures from the middle-class.

And what is to be done with these abnormal persons ? That is not
a question which presses for solution, think our friends who sustain

the orthodox holiness of bourgeoisdom. To reduce the numbers of the
successive generations of theuj, ai.d to raise the wages of those that

would be left—that were good if it could be done, but it doesn't

much matter, because, whether or no. Society is stable on its present

basis (established by the Reform Bill of 1832).

It is true that some glorious but dim vision floats before the eyes of
these " practical " persons of a time when the whole of these acci-

dental misfortunes in a human form shall, by the exercise of thrift

and Malthusianism, be absorbed into the great middle-class, cleared by
that time of its upper encumbrance, and a bourgeois paradise will

supervene, in which every one will be free to exploit—but there will

be no one to exploit. How the great middle-class will then live, de-

ponents say not ; but the setters forth of this doctrine are happy in

the fact that their Socialist opponents are not in the habit of asking

them many questions as to their Society of the future. On the whole,,

one must suppose that the type of it would be that town (surely in
America and in the neighbourhood of Mark Twain) that I have heard
of, whose inhabitants lived by taking in each other's washing.

William Morris.

Let the hireling scribblers and spouters call us what they will. We cannot
please them except by l>eing cowardly and treacherous, and it is not wise
policy to gratify our enemies. Let us not crave for or expect praise from
them. It is our duty to disarm them, and they know it, if we don't.

—

Eabical
Jack in Chicago Labour Enquirer,
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ROOT UP.SOCIALISM FROM THE
CHAPTER XXI.

SCIENTIFIC SOCIALISM: CONCLUSION.

Marx now goes on to trace the development of the capitalist in the

present epoch, indicating the latest phase of the class-struggle; he

points out the strife of the workman with the machine, the intensification

of labour duo to the constant improvement of machinery, etc. He
then gives what may be called a history and analysis of the Factory

Acts, the legislation to which the employing class found themselves

compelled, in order to make it possible for the " free " workman to

live under his new conditions of competition; in order, in short, to

keep the industrial society founded by the machine revolution from
falling to pieces almost as soon as it was established.

The point of the intensification of labour is so important that it

demands a word or two in passing ; the gist of the matter as put for-

ward by Marx resolves itself into this : As the organisation of pro-

duction progresses towards perfection, the wear and tear of the

workman in a given space of labour-time is increased ; and this is

true of the organisation of the division of labour period, only it is

limited by the fact that the man himself is the machine, and no such

limitation exists in the period of fully developed machinery, in which
the workman is an adjunct of the machine, which latter dictates to

its supplement, the workman, in its constant craving for increasing pro-

ductivity, the amount of wear and tear of his body in each hour's

work. This emphasizes as plainly as possible the subjection of the

man to the machine.

Marx also deals with theory of compensation to the workman dis-

placed by machinery ; that is, the common view, that by the labour-

saving of machinery, which at first sight would seem to tend to the

lessening of the number of men employed, more capital is set free for

employment.
But, says Marx :

" Suppose a capitalist to employ 100 workmen at

£30 a-year each in a carpet factory. The variable capital annually
laid out amounts therefore to j£3,000. Suppose also that he discharges

50 of his workmen, and employs the remaining 50 with machinery
that costs him XI,500. To simplify matters we take no account of

buildings, coal, etc. Further, suppose that the raw material annually
consumed costs X3,000 both before and after the change. Is any
capital set free by this metamorphosis ? Before the change the total

sum of X6,000 consisted half of ?.onstant, half of variable, capital.

The variable capital, instead of being one-half is only one-quarter of

the total capital. Instead of being set free a part of the capital is

here locked up in such a way as to cease to be employed in labour-

power; variable has been changed into constant capital. Other things

remaining unchanged, the capital of .£6,000 can in future employ no
more than 50 men. With each improvement in machinery, it will

employ fewer. ''^

And again :
" The labourers when driven out of the workshop by

the machinery, are thrown upon the labour-market, and there add to

the number of workmen at the disposal of the capitalists. In Part
VII. of this book it will be seen that this effect of machinery, which
as we have seen, is represented to be a compensation to the working-
class, is on the contrary a most frightful scourge. For the present, I

will only say this : The labourers that are thrown out of work in any
branch of industry, can no doubt seek for employment in some other
branch. If they find it, and thus renew the bond between them and
the means of subsistence, this takes place only by the intermediary of

a new and additional capital that is seeking investment ; not at all by
the intermediary of the capital that formerly employed them, and was
afterwards converted into machinery."

The remainder of this Part Y. of Marx deals with various questions

connected with the great industry, and the changes produced by it on
Society. Part YI. deals with the transformation of the value or

price of labour-power into wages ; with time wages, price wages, and
the national difference of wages. Part YII. deals with the important
subject of the accumulation of capital : First, with its simple repro-

duction, afterwards with the conversion of surplus value itself back
into capital, and with the transition of the laws of property, that
characterise the production of commodities into the laws of capitalistic

appropriation. This part also contains a sarcastic refutation of the
now exploded stupidity (scarcely to be called a theory) of " absti-

nence " as the source of capital ; it also deals with the old wages-fund
theory and other fallacies of bourgeois economy. This pArt concludes
with a long and elaborate chapter on the general law of capitalistic

accumulation in its various aspects. The last Part (XIII.) treats of

the so-called primitive accumulation, of which Marx says: "This
primitive accumulation plays in political economy about the same part
as original sin in theology. Adam bit the apple, and thereupon sin

fell upon the human race. Its origin is supposed to be explained when
it is told as an anecdote of the past. In times long gone by there
were two sorts of people, one, the diligent, intelligent, and, above all,

frugal Slite ; the other, lazy rascals, spending their substance and more
in riotous living. The legend of theological original sin tells us cer-

tainly how man is to be condemned to eat his bread in the sweat of

his brow ; but the history of economic original sin reveals to us that
there are people to whom this is by no means essential. Never mind !

Thus it came to pass that the former sort accumulated wealth, and the
latter sort had at last nothing to sell except their own skins. And

^ Constant capital, raw material, and the instruraents of production ; variable
capital, money paid in wages.

from this original sin dates the poverty of the great majority, that,

despite all its labour, has up to now nothing to sell but itself, and the

|wealth of the few that increases constantly although they have long

ceased to work In actual history it is notorious that conquest,

enslavement, robbery, murder, briery force, play the gr6at part.! In
the tender annals of Political Economy, the idyllic i*eigns from time
immemorial. Right and " labour " were from all time the sole means
of enrichment, the present year of course always excepted. As a
matter of fact, the methods of primitive accumulation are anything
but idyllic."

Marx then proceeds to give an instance of one important form of
" Primitive Accumulation," the expropriation of the peasants irotrx the
land, taking affairs in England as a type of this idyllic proceeding

;

as also the legislation at the close of the Middle Ages against vagrants,

etc., that is, those who had been expropriated ; and, besides, the enact-

ments for the forcing down of wages. He then describes the birth of

the capitalist farmer of modern times, and the reaction of the agri-

cultural revolution on the town industry ; the creation of the home-
market for industrial capital, etc. A chapter follows on the historical

tendency of capitalistic accumulation to work out its own contradic-

tion ; it becomes necessary to quote a passage here as it bears reference

to the future of Society :
" The capitalist mode of appropriation, the

result of the capitalist mode of production, produces capitalist private

property. Tiiis is the first negation of individual private property,

as founded on the labour of the proprietor. But capitalistic produc-

tion begets with the inexorability of a law of Nature its own negation.

It is the negation of negation. This does not re-establish private pro-

perty for the producer, but gives him individual property based on the

acquisitions of the capitalistic era ; i.e.y on co-operation, and the

possession in common of the land and of the means of production.

The transformation of scattered private property, arising from indi-

vidual labour, 1 into capitalistic private property, is naturally a pro-

cession comparably more protracted violent, and difficult, than the
transformation of capitalistic private property, already practically

resting on socialised production,, into socialised property. In the

former case we had the expropriation of the mass of the people by a

few usurpers ; in the latter, we have the expropriation of a few
usurpers by the mass of the people."

A chapter on the modern theory of colonisation concludes the book,
.

which it must always be remembered is but the first volume (in the^

original German issue) of a book intended to cover three volumes, but
which, nevertheless, as a criticism of capitalistic production may be
treated in most respects as an independent whole.

E. Belfort Bax and William Morris.

Arrest of Fred Henderson at Norwich.

On Wednesday 27th July Lord Salisbury visited Norwich and held a large

meeting on the Agricultural Hall Plain. As a counter demonstration, a

meeting was held in the Market-plac- to protest against the policy of

coercion. At tliis meeting Michael M'Carten, M.P. for South Down, spoke

at some length. Seeing that the resolutions were purely condemnatory of
coercion and did not put forward a merely political alternative to the Tory '

policy, our comrades resolved to support them, and Fred Henderson spoke.
The meeting, a very large one indeed, was intensely Socialistic in feeling,

.

and, except as to the Irish member, gave our comrade by far the heai tiest

greeting of the evening. Again when another speaker wished the meeting
to show " their enemies that Norwich workmen were Radical," he was at
once interrupted by cries of " Socialist," and when he asked what it was that
Socialists wanted that Eadicalism could not give, received a storm of answers.
The meeting concluded with three tremendous cheers for the social revolu-

tion, called for by Henderson, who asked the audience to go to the Agricul-
tural Hall Plain, right in front of where Salisbury was indulging in coercion
ravings. The crowd went down London Street cheering, and reached the
Plain (a recognised open-air station). Henderson took up a stand under the
lamp, intending to hold a meeting, when the mounted policemen on duty
rode through the crowd at the speaker and ordered him to desist or he would
ride him down. Seeing that this unwarrantable interference with the right
of public meeting was exciting the anger of the crowd, Henderson caSed
out, " No violefice. Give three groans for Salisbury." Right heartily the -^

crowd responded to this appeal, and then the mounted police, driving to -

and fro amongst the people, created a disturbance, and tried to excite the
people to riot. One constable, No. 40, named Mills, excelled in brutality
all the others, and seemed to be animated with a desire to show the public
what a miserable ruffian he was. He galloped his horse at full speed along
the crowded path, knocking several people down, and, with his fellows,,

tried to separate Henderson from the rest. They succeeded in this at last,

and arrested our comrade in most brutal fashion. Mills striking him se-

verely about the head. Having secured him between their horses they
galloped to the station, ond Henderson had to pass the night in the cells,

.

charged with riotous conduct. Needless to say, the charge utterly fell

through, and the magistrates next morning discharged our comrade with
out hearing a witness on our side, recognising at once the insufficiency of
the police evidence. We are glad to hear that the matter is being taken
up, and an inquiry into the conduct of the police will be instituted.

** Of all the instruments of the farmer's trade, the labour of man ... is that
on which he is most to rely for the repayment of his capital. The other two

—

the working stock of the cattle, and the . . , carts, ploughs, spades, and so forth
—without a given portion of the first, are nothing at all. —Burke,

^ It is important not to misunderstand this phrase as used here. The labour
of the Middle Ages, though individual from its mechanical side, was from it»
moral side quite definitely dominated by the principle of associatiou : as we have
seen, the '* master " of that period was but a delegate of the Gild.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BRITAIN.

Hiiniber & Co., Beeston, near Nottingham, discharc^ed fifty workmen last

Saturday, slackness of orders bein;/ reason given.

The joiners in the Middlesboro;ioh shipyards have struck for an advance
m wages.

Bolton—Forthcoming Trades' Demonstration.—The strike committee
of the men now on strike in the eiigineering trades are organising a monster
trade demonstration to take place on the 13th August. All trade societies

in the district, as well as iieighbouring towns, will be in\ iled to join, and
the proceedings will be on an elaborate scale.

Considerii'^' th,-ie l.as been no .strike ov lock-out of any magnitude or dura-
tion in the Midlands for several years, the position of the workers is such as

to call for the gravest consideration. In both the coal and iron trades

scarcely a week passes but some works are closed. There are thousands of

men who have no employment whatever, and those who hav^e situations are

not doing more than half time, the rule being considerably less than that,

and with constantly diminishing wages to boot. Such aie tlie conditions

nnder which Midland coal and iron workers are trying to establish strong
unions, with a view to remedying some of their grieAances.— Lahour TrU)une.

The Chain'Makers' Strike.—An evening ])aper thus reports :

—"The long
strike of the chainmakers' at Cradley Heath still drags oi), and this week
—being the iifty-second week of the strike— it has lasted just one y^ar.

The men seem as united and determined as ever, but, unfortunately, also,

the masters seem equally determined to withstand the demands of the men.
The sad conditior. under which the work is carried on, and the employment
of women and eliildren ia this rough trade, surrounds this strike with
peculiar circumstances, and makes it all the more ])itiable that it should drag
on to such a length. At one of the last meetings of the men it was, how-
ever, determined to carry on the strike still further."' Since the al)ove, news
comes to hand that the operatives in the employ of twelve firms have
resumed work at the advanced rates.

Iron and Steel Workers' Conference.—A conference of the Associated
Iron and Steel Workers of Great Britain opened its sittings on Monday.
Delegates were present from Bilston, Wolverhampton, West Bromwich,
Walsall, Wigan, Bolton, Parkgate, and other centres of the iron trade in

Staffordshire, South Yorkshire, Lancashire, and the North of England. The
organisation is a new one, which aims at uniting the whole of the iron-

workers ©f the country in one union, and it was piactically constituted at a

conference held at Manchester in April last. Since that conference draft

Tiiiea have been considered in the various branches, and proposals concerning
^hem will be submitted. The districts which have formed branches represent
about 40,000 iron-workers, and already from 7000 to 8000 actual members
have been enrolled.

Strike of Weavers.—A strike of the weavers employed at Messrs.

Kewsome, West, and Co.'s, Staincliffe, near Dewsbnry, has taken place, and
Over 200 of them are out. It is alleged that the tine imposed upon the

workpeople for bad workmanship is the cause of the dispute. No settlement

has taken place between Messrs. Bracewell and Sons, Barnoldswick, and
their weavers, who are still out on strike from Butts and Wellhouse Sheds,

nor does there seem to be any probability of the dispute being settled as

yet. The majority of the weavers employed by the other hrms in the town
have signed the " round robin," and their notices may be served upon the

masters at any time if they do not pay the Burnley list. All the masters

have received a letter from the secretary of the Northern Counties Weavers'
Association, stating that a deputation from the association was quite willing

to. meet the masters in order to discuss the present state of wages, but no
-meeting has taken place.

Midland Eailway Locomotive Servants.—Meeting- in Nottingham.—
Threatened Strike.—A circular was recently issued by the directors of

the Midland Railway giving notice to the enginemen and firemen of the

locomotive department of their intention to change the basis of ])ayment

for time off duty. At present the men, whether called on duty or not, are

paid their week's wages, but by the proposed new rule the directors do not

guarantee a full week's wage unless the man has been on duty the whole oin

the week, and this notwithstanding that they require him to be in readiness

at any moment to go on duty. With the new regulations and conditions

the men are extremely dissatisfied, and both in London and the y)rovinces

meetings have been held to consider what stey)s shall be taken. They feel

that, as the company require them to be at their call fifteen hours out of

the twenty-four daily, their ordinary wreck's wages should in fairness con-

tinue to be guaranteed to them as now, because during those hours they are

•practically in the company's service, and dare not undertake any (Hher

employment. In Nottingham, not less than in other towns, there lias been
great excitement amongst the men, and a strong determination to resist the

new rules. On Sunday, a meeting of the men was held at the Assembly
Kooms, Low-pavement, to consider their course of action. 'J'liere was a very
large attendance, upwards of 200 being present. A long discussion took

place on the new rules, the speakers being unanimous in their desire that

stern resistance should be offered to the company's proposals. Ultimately a

resolution was submitted that they stand out against the rules, and that if

' the notices which had been issued were not withdrawn, to cease work at

"midnight on the 4th inst. This resolution was unanimously adopted. About
three-fourths of the men are unionists, and if they come out on strike will

be snpported by the funds of their society. The non-unionists, however,
are not less hearty in the decisive step which has been taken than the rest

of their fellow-servants, and at all costs are determined to withstand their

^employers. A great deal of sympathy is felt for the men in their struggle,

-and we are informed that one or two of the directors are strongly opposed

ix) the changes which the directors propose. It is believed, however, among
the men that if they stand firm the directors will withdraw the notices.

We understand that under the new rules the men will be paid as follows :

—

Engine-drivers : First six months, 5s. 6d. per day ; second six months,
6s. 6d. per day ; next four years, 7s. ; full pay, 7s. 6d. per day. Firemen :

Fiist twelve months, 3s. 6d. per day ; afterwards, 4s.; when passed, 4s. Gd.

per day.

Bolton Engineers' Strike.—On Wednesday 27th ult. great excitement
-prevailed in Bolton owing to the arriTal from Birmingham of nineteen men
ta take the places of those on strike from Messrs. Dobson and Barlow's Kay
Street'Machine Works. The new men were conducted to an omnibus in

•<Tiiratting, in the presence of a great crowd, and trere escorted by mounted and

fo3t police to their destination. Many persons followed the party, and on
the return of the vehicle some stones were thrown, one of which smashed a

'bus window. Shortly before midnight en Tuesday, four imported workmen
arrived in Bolton, and were conveyed in a cab, guarded by police, to Messrs.

Wood's Victoria Foundry. There was no disturbance. On Wednesday one
of the men left the works, it is said, and appeared before >he strike commit-
tee. Four of the imported men 'appeared before the strike committee o!i

Thursday, and returned home. One man, who had entered the town the

previous day only, said he had done very well out of it, having ^had \\ lb. of

steak, four pints of beer, and some tobacco. It is estimated that over 200
imported hands are at present lodged and fed in the foundries, in addition to

nearly an equal nnmber of policemen. A number of fussy individuals are

trying to humbug the men into arbitration, which so far they have very
properly declined. Some disappointment has been created in the town,

owing to the mayor having refused to call, in answer to a re(paisition signed

by over a thousand ratepayers, a town's meeting to consider the advisability

of dispensing with the services of the county police and the military at

present in the borough. He would not promise that the military and pidice

should be sent away nor would he do anything in this direction till he could

see a different state of things in Bolton. In spite of the mayor's refusal, a

public meeting of ratepayers will be held. A meeting of magistrates was
held on Thursday, when it was resolved by a large majority that the police

and military be kept in the town for the present. It is understood that the

mayor refused to answer for the peace of the borough if the precautions

against disturbances were in anyway relaxed. On Thursday tive p-^i^^ons

were charged at the Town Hall with offences arising from the existing strike.

Three women were summoned for creating a breach of the peace on Sunday
by hooting at the vicar of Holy Trinity Church (the Rev. C. Lowe) while he

was leaving the Soho Ironworks after conducting divine \vorship fur the
" rats " and the police there. The reverend gentleman was followed by a

crowd of about 800 persons, and had to have police protection. Defendants

were called upon to find two sureties for three months or go to jail forpne
month. Two men were charged with a similar offence during the arrival of

imported hands, and were ordered to find sureties for six months, with the

alternative of a month in prison. The funds of the strike hands continue

to swell, there being a larger balance this week end than at any time since

the dispute commenced.

Strike of Dock-labourers in Limerick. — Thursday, 28th ult.—The
great excitement which prevailed this evening when it became known that

a body of men had come from Waterford to assist in the discharging of the

Clyde and Limerick and Liverpool boats has just (10.45 p.m.) resulted in a

riot, attended with bloodshed. The labourers on strike, accompanied by
some three or four thousand persons, and bearing a lighted tar-barrel, the

playing of a band drawing contingents from all directions, proceeded down
the quays. Passing the Arranmore, one of the Clyde vessels, there was
tremendous hissing and groaning at the men engaged in discharging the

boat. The police, with loaded rifles, kept the people back. A volley of

stones was then thrown, the police being hit with several of the missiles. It

was feared that the constabulaT-y would retaliate by firing on the crowd, as

they were too few in number to charge the dense mass. District Inspector

Jennings, however, kept his men well under control, and after a wdiile the

people moved on towards the dock where the Ardnamult, belonging to the

Limerick and Liverpool Company, on which the strike commenced, was being

unloaded. The police followed in their wake, and when the near end of the

docks had been reached Mr. Jennings placed a number of armed constables

in charge of the entrance. By this time the multitude of people had gone

round to the south side of the dock, so as to get as close as possible to the

Ardnamult. When opposite the vessel excitement rose to fever heat, and
stone-throwing commenced immediately. But for the intervening wall the

crowd would have burst in on the vessel, but, being unable to do this, they

poured stones in large quantities on the boat. The noise of the falbng

missiles, the smashing of the glass roof of the shed near the vessel, and the

general confusion tended to increase the fury of the mob. After the stone-

throwing had continued for fully half an hour the police rushed out and
charged. Several men were instantly placed hors de combat^ and blood

besmeared the ground. Two labourers had their skulls fractured and were

carried off in an insensible condition. Mr. Jennings, head-constable Wall,

and sergeant Whelan were struck, and constable White received such injuries

that he had to be conveyed to hospital. The main body fled, and for a time

there was general consternation. When the police dispersed the people they

withdrew, but the crowd reassembled, and further stones were thrown.

Friday evening.—The mayor and Mr. J. B. Irwin, E.M., were sent for, and

arrived about half-past eleven with a strong force of police, and dispersed

the people. The Waterford men worked at the ship all through the night,

but struck work at ten this morning, alleging that they had been brought

from Waterford under misrepresentations. They demand to be sent back

at once. The city magistrates, the mayor presiding, held a meeting this

afternoon, and agreed, by a majority, to ask for a force of one hundred extra

constables to be drafted into the borough until the present strike has been

settled. Bands are also to be warned against playing in the city at night,

and this prohibition is to be strictly enforced, and notices sent to the

different bands that it will apply until revoked by the magistrate. Some
labourers brought from Tralee to-day to replace the others on strike refused

to work, and the Ardnamult steamship is now lying at the quays without

any one to discharge her cargo.

If it is a crime to be in earnest, then I am a criminal. If it is villainy to

esteem the lives and welfare of human beings at a higher value than lifeless

property, then I am a villain. If it is treason to despise, denounce, and

oppose the systems by which the workers are subjected to and robbed by

the idlers and extortioners, then I am a traitor.—EiiDiCAL Jack in Chicago

Labour Enquirer.

There are many men who join labour organisations merely to have the

name of being members and who have not the remotest notion of fulfilling

any duties, who, once initiated, never go near the organisation. Such men
are worse than "scabs" ; they desire to have the credit of being members

and any advantages that may accrue, and yet are unwilling to take their part

in securing those advantages. No man is in any proper sense of the word a

member of a labour organisation unless he takes some interest in it and some

part in the business of it. A man who keeps out altogether is bad enough,

yet he can at least claim an honest purpose, but the man who hypocritically

joins, that he may secure the benefits, and is yet unwilling to share any of

the work is beneath contempt. Such men are traitors to their fellows and

traitors to the cause.

—

Canadian Workman,
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eOREESPONDENCE.

"CONCERNING USUBY/'

Mr. T. S. Barrett fears that " the repeal of all laws guaranteeing the col-

lection of usury " would not " abolish usury so long as there are rich men
wishing to lead for profit and poor men desiring to borrow."

Possibly he is right Theft is penal yet there are thieves. Still the ex-

periment is obviously well worth trying and, should it prove to be ineffica-

cious for the leason assigned by Mr. Barrett—viz., that usurers would evade
the law by exacting interest in advance and then suing for the principal, the
next step to take would be to rendei- loans themselves irrecoverable by legal

process.

I have long held that it is contrary to the public interest that a lender
should enjoy any other security than the simple good faith of the borrower.
If you don't like this, don't lend. J. Morrison Davidson.

LITERARY NOTICES.
'English Misrule in Ireland' (Swan Sonnenschein, Is.), by A. J. Dadson

is called *'a short sketch," and a very short one it is. Indeed, it could not

be otherwise in less that 150 8vo pages of large type, and that leaded. It is

correctly done, "so far as it goes," but the unfortunate need of covering so

much ground in so small a space gives rise to a general impression of scamper
and skip. There is really a very great deal of information in it, but (to use

an Irish expression) it is rather the makeings of a book than one in itself.

'England's Ideal' (Swan Sonnenschein, Is.), by Edward Carpenter, takes

its title from the first of the nine papers on social subjects of which it is a

collection. Some of them have already been noticed in these columns ; all of

them deserve notice ; it would be hard to speak too well of them. For those,

and they are many in these days, who feel ill at epse ; their material pros-

perity failing to satisfy their demand for a fuller life ; their vague unsatisfied

longings turning in many vain directions ; there could scarce be healthier

reading than these papers. We that are Socialists already may read them
with a great deal of pleasure ; everything is put so freshly, soberly, and, not
least, neatly.

'Jottings from Jail,' by the Rev. J. W. Horsley, late and last chaplain of

H.M. prison, Clerkenwell (Fisher Unwin, 2nd ed., 3s. 6d.). This book is a
collection of articles that have appeared in many places, upon the manifold
experiences of a ten-years prisun chaplaincy. Good-hearted always, wrong-
headed sometimes, but even then with an earnestness and honesty that are

,

propitiative. So few folk are ever in so favourable a position for examining
the human wastes of our delightful system, that even so scrappy and sketchy
a book as this is a boon. Were the time or other requisites not wanting
to Mr. Horsley for the woikimr out of the subject in due fulness, the book
might be one to make its mark. Even now, as is proved by a second edition
being necessary, it is being read ; but most of the really terrible indictments
of modern procedure lose great part of their effect from the way in whicli
they are told. Take for instance the damning fact as to the effects of work-
house training upon girls. It is enough, well put, one would think, to blow
the present arrangements to the four winds ; but as it is, it will be passed
by the vast majority of readers without its full significance being seen.

' How the Classes Ptule the Masses,' by T. R. Threlfall, the ex-president
of Trades Union Congress (Heywood, Id.), is an excellent and readable
addition to the list of Socialist pamphlets. It is a successful endeavour to
show that the belief extensivelv prevailing among the masses is well founded,
that the " classes " have monoi))lised law-making as jill things else, and have
looked to their own profit exclusively. The various interests are gone
through, and in each the same piocess shpfen at Work. Our comrade is

right in calling for a labour party to set the,j^$ltter right, but opinions differ
very n^uch as to the wisdom of encumbering the new party with the anti-
quated paraphernalia of Parliamentarism.— Si.

'Wealth and Poverty.'—Socialists who are familiar with French should
look up a series of articles in the Revolted entitled 'La Eichesse et la

Misere,' of which the article in the current number (continued from recent
issues) contains a good description of the situation of the peasantry in the
agricultural parts of different countries. Dealing with the South of Europe
chiefly, the writer points out the bitter contrast between the luxuriance and
fertility of the richest Italian provinces and the degradation and misery of
their inhabitants ; remarking truly that bad as the condition of the workers
on the soil is in the malaria-stricken districts, it is far worse in the healthy
regions such as Lombardy. An account of the! method of exploiting the
rural population of the southern districts is quoted from F. Lenormant, who
has penetrated South Italy in every part, in his 'La Grande Grece.' He
describes the districts in which, in the cleaning out of the- ditches of the
marshy fields, women, girls, and children are eriiployed instead of beasts to
carry on their heads the baskets of mud' which' has thus laboriously to be
clear d. jutof the fosses. These "beasts of burthen" are literally soaked
beneath the mud that oozes forth from the ill-joined osiers on to- their heads
and garments. Looking upon womenkind merely as a thing of a certain
utility in the economy of nature (whifch it is the 'affectation of many "ad-
vanced thinkers " to do), what a race ,of .stalwartj deep-chested men we may
liope to see reared by these misery-stricken creatures !

Ajj Error CopECTED.—Our friends,of the iTwmaTiiVa^ office have kindly
called our attention tp an erroneous statement in the literary notices of the
number of the Commonmal issued "July 23rd. In a note on the publications
of Humanitas vfQ said that F. S. Merlico was the author of a pamphlet called
the ' AUeanza Anarchick Tnternaziohale,' w'heir^as the Authprship, is attri-
butable to several writers on the staff oi Bumamtas and not to our comrade
Merliiio.—M. ,

'

A hundred years ago th^ world 'as we know it was scarcely .dreamt of.

At that date Marat wiis a veterinary surgeon, at the royal mews in Ver-
sailles, Danton and Robespierre were obscure provincial lawyers, Murat.was
about to enter a religious order, J^ey was eking out a scanty existence as a
copyist, and Bonaparte himself was only second lieutenant of bombaxiiers of
Autun in Regiment de la Pere. France lay basking in security, expecting
that to-morrow would be as this day and even more abundant. But that
.to-morrow brought with it asocial thunderstorm, and when the war-clouds
rolled away, as they did not until. about the time when our Queen Victoria
was born, Europe as we know it had begun to think and \ive.~Ckristian
Millicn,

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 13 Farringdon Road, E.G.

MontMy Meeting of London Members* will be held on Monday next,
August 8th, at 9 p.m.

STRIKE COMMITTEE.
Regent's Park, 5s. 5^d.; Hyde Park, Is. Jd., collected by Nicoll.

G. G. ScHACK, Treasurer*

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
For Mrs. Moiohray—A Few Fabians, per Annie Besant (weekly), 10s.

J. Lane, Treasurer-

REPORTS.
Bloomsbuky.—On Thursday, July 28th, the monthly business meeting was

held, and was adjourned to the following Thursday. Afterwards the deputation
from the Council was received.—U.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, July 27, Eleanor Marx-Aveling lectured on

"The Woman Question." Brisk discussion followed. On Sunday, July 31, a
2:ood open-air meeting was held on the Green, addressed by Somerville, Blundell,
Dalziel, and Brooks. In our hall, a successful " social" was held by Blundell
and friends, after open-air meeting. T. E. Wardle lectured on " The Franchise
Fraud," at the *' Three Kings," Clerkenwell, on same evening. Altogether very
good work is being done in this district by a small knot of active workers ; will
others come forward and assist? Literature has steady sale.—A. T. and W. B.
Hackney.—A good meeting on W^ednesday, July 27, at the Broadway, Lon-

don Fields, addressed by H. A. Barker and James Allman. Fair sale of Gom-
monireal. On Sunday evening, in our club-room, we had a free concert, which
was largely attended by members of the local Radical clubs.—J. F.

HoxToN.— Last Sunday evening, H. A. Barker addressed an outdoor meeting
opposite Hoxton church, and was attentively listened to by a good audience, who
warmly applauded at the finish. In the morning a large meeting was also held,
addressed by H. A. Barker and J. Pope. Literature sold well.—C. J. Y.
Marylebone.—We held our usual meeting in Hyde Park on Sunday after- .

noon, addressed by Bartlett, Brooks, and Mainwaring. The audience seemed
well in accord with what our comrades had to say. Good sale of Commonweal.
Mile End.—On Sunday, very good meeting in Victoria Park, addressed by

Davis and ^^'estwood. Co'nimonwtal sold well.—W. M.
NoKTH London.—On Tuesday evening. July 26, a discussion was held at

Ossulton Street, between Wardle and a well-known Conservative, on " Agricul-
tural Depression." As the proceedings were interrupted by a heavy shower of
rain, it was decided to resume the discussion on the following Tuesday. The
usual meeting took place in Regent's Park last Sunday, addressed by Brookes
and Nicoll. Collected 5s. okl. for the Strike Fund—H. B. RTTJ

Ipswich.—On Sunday, two large and interesting meetings were addressed by
H. H. Sparling, of London, both of which appeared to make an unusually good
impression. At the one in the afternoon some questioning and a lively discussion.'

followed, the principal opposition coming from an e<litor, who admitted the
social evils but despaired of any remedy for them. Mc had lived long enough to

grow thoroughly disgusted with the political tomfoolery of parties, and he
thought on the ground of sociology, as expounded by Spencer, we had a hopeless
task before us. He was well answered by Sparling, much to the satisfaction of
the audience.—J. R.

NoKvvicii.—Saturday good meeting at Yarmouth, Henderson and another
speaking ; Sunday large meeting was held in Norwich Market Place, Turner (of

London) in chair, Henderson and Cantwell spoke ; in evening a much larger
meeting than usual was held on the Agricultural Hall Plain, owing to our in-

sisting upon the right of holding our usual meeting, in spite of the arrest of
Henderson for the very same thing on Wednesday last, meeting addressed by
Cantwell, Henderson, and Turner ; at the Gordon Hall, Cantwell lectured to a
large audience, subject " No Master," which was well raceived and frequently
applauded ; Turner, who was chairman, took part, also Henderson. Literature
sold welL Collected for Propaganda Fund, 15s. 3d.—A. S.

Walsall.—On Monday evening last, H. Sanders opened meeting in the Market;
Place, Dudley, but. was at once requested by the police to desist, as they had
orders to prevent any further meeting's being held. On enquiry we found that
this new regulation had already been visited on the Salvation Army and ChurcU
Army, and we therefore moved on to "Porter's Field," where Sanders and
Weaver addressed a fair audience, and at the close several new members were
enrolled. On Thursday night we had a large gathering in the Market Place,
Wednesbury, addr-essed by A. K. Donald, Weaver, and Sanders. Good progress
was made, and a number of questions put at close of the meeting were satisfac-

torily disposed of by Donald. On Saturday, we had a large audience at Walsall,
Sanders «poke. _ "^ '^ ^^

T. D.

Clay Cross.—A good meeting was held on Tues.lay evening, July 2Gth, afr.
the Angel Inn, addressed by Haslam, Cree, and Cnvvin. A motion approving
the purpose of forming a local Socialist Society was canied unanimously. " Lester '.

was appointed secretary ; a treasurer and committee were also elected. A meet-
ing will l*e held next week to draw up rules and adopt a programme ; it \& pro-
bable that the programme of the Durham miners will be chosen, The miners at
Clay Cross have been for some time in a bad way, and have recently been sul^-
jeeted to additional reductions and injustices. They are getting fully alive to.*
the necessity of abolishing private property in the means of production —R. U.
{
Dublin.—At the weekly meeting of, the Labour League, qn Thursday, July

28th, Fitzpatrick delivered the first of a series of lectures on the " Rights olf

Labour" before a very good audience, the bourgeoisie element being fairly repre-
sented. He traced the condition of the labourers frpm the;time of Henry ViIJ.|'
to the present ; sketched the rise and progress of trades', unionism, showing t£e
causes of its cornparative success in the past, and of its inability to hold its o^n

,

at present, and completely demolished the nostrums of the temperance, and thnft'
advocates, and of the political reformers. Keegan and Hall also spoke. Xliia
was the most successful indoor meeting that has been held here for a long time. *

Sheffield Socialists.—On Sunday, July .24; a meeting was held at Rother-
ham, sympathising with the men on strike against a reduction of wa<ge8. W,e

*

had a very good and successtul meeting. Onldonday, a .very good meeting ii|'
Bramhall Lane, Sheffield. During the summer months we have several t^i^:
been to this place, where there is no doubt we are making many study the quqs^
tion of Socialism.—M. A. M.

Socialist Union (Nottingiiajvi Section), —On Thursday, July 28, Proctpr'
lectured in our club-room, subject ** What is Socialism j " A short and interest-
ing discussion followed. These lectures are to contiiiue every Thiirsday evening,
with a view of educating our members and friends, and bringing out new speal^ew
for propaganda. Peacock, who has not been well for some time, is away recruit-
ing his health in Scotland. His return home as a variable and active worker in
the cause is anxiously looked for at the end of this week. —T. P.
WooLW^iCH.—At the Arsenal Gates, last Sunday, R. Banner addressed a larae

gathering of people, and at the close of th^,niQpting cpllected 6s.,"which will be
handed over lo the Metropolitan Radical . Federation .as a contribution towards
the expensjs of their Irish delegation, Literaturt^ a cram sold out.-^RJ B.
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Scottish Land and Labour League.

A meeting of the Edinburgh branch was held on
Thursday, at which the officers of the branch were
rearranged, preparations inade for opening np new
ground at Broxburn and district, and resuming the

work at Leith. J. L. Mahon was appointed Organis-

ing Secretary of the League. Meetings held during
the week as follows :

HawicL—New ground was opened here last week.
A very large audience of workmen attended Mahon's
meeting and heartily sympathised with the speech.

A good collection and sale of literature was made, and
a number of names given in to form a branch. There
was no opposition.

Galashiels.—The meeting announced for last Tues-
day could not be held in consequence of the rain. It

^was agreed amongst those who did come out in spite

-of the rain to adjourn till next Tuesday. A few friends

-were consulted, and arrangements for a good meeting
for the following week were made.

Duvferml'uie.—On Wednesday July 27 a very large

and successful meeting was held in the public park.
After Mahon's address comrade Peacock of Notting-
ham, who was on a bicycling tour, also spoke, and
being a native of the locality was well received. No
opposition and sale of literature and collection satis-

factory. A large number of men from the Forth
Bridge works attended.

CounlenheatU.—This is the largest mining village in

Fifeshire, and the first Socialist meeting was regarded
with some interest. The miners turned out in good
force, and listened with close attention to Mahon's
exposition of the aims of Socialism. They all seemed
well Impressed, and arranged another meeting for the
following week. There was some slight opposition.

Collection and sale of literature good.

Kirkcaldy,—Tlie town bellman boycotted the Social-

ists and nearly spoilt the meeting. This impudent
official, with the conceit of a lord and the impudence
of a footman, insolently refused to announce the meet-

ing. However, a few people were got together, who
listened with interest to a short address, bought some
literature, and promised to lielp to make ihe next
meeting a thorough success. A miner from Dysart
also attended the meeting and arranged for Mahon to

address his fellow-workmen on the following Monday.
Loanhead. —No meeting held, on account of Trades'

Holidays.
Burntisland.—A meeting of the shale-miners now

on strike was held in the lootball field on Saturday
afternoon last. A great number of the men had left

the district, but all who had not done so attended and
seemed in thorough agreement with the Socialist

principles and policy as laid down in the speeches of

Mahon, Davidson, and Donaldson. No collection was
made, as the men were on strike, but there was a good
sale of literature.

Broxburn.—Tuke and Smith went out on Saturday
night, addressed a sympathetic meeting, and arranged
for Mahon's visit. A good quantity of literature was
given away.

Leith.—Hossack and Mahon addressed a meeting on
Sunday morning, and arranged for regular meetings

to be held in future.

Eduu>nr(/h.—Meetings on Carlton Hill and Mound
had to be abandoned owing to the rain. A fairly large

meeting was held in Queen's Park, at whicli -Smith,

Mahon, and Tuke spoke. Good collection made at

the close. Chas. Wm. Tuke, sec.

Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. tilMO p.m. daily.

Hamilton.—Paton's Hall, Chapel St. Every Thursday
at 7.30.

Hull.—Merrill's Dairy, 30HValker Street. Mondays,
at 8 p.m. August 8, '* The Meaning of Socialism."

Lancaster.—Addresses every Sunday morning on the

Quay Jetty.

Leeds.—11 Chesham Street, Sweet Street. Club and
reading room open every ev^ening. Business meet-

ings every Wednesday at 8 p.m.
Leicester.—Office of Hosiery Union, Horsefair Street.

Fridays at 8 p.m.
Norwich.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures

every Sunday at 8 p.m. Business Meeting, Mon-
day at 8. .30. Speakers' Class, Sunday mornings at

10.30 and Wednesday evenings at 8 p.m. Social

Evening, Saturdays at 8.

Orc/orc/.—Temperance Hall, 25i Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 7.

11. 30...Garrett—"Plough Inn" Lane
1 1..30...HacKney—"Salmon and Ball" AUman
1 1.30...Hammersmith—Beadon Road The Branch
ll.,30...Hoxton Ch., Pitfield Street Barker
11.30...Mitcham Fair Green Sparling

11. 30. ..Regent's Park Kitz

11. 30. ..St. Pancras Arches Bartlett

ll.30...Walham Green The Branch

3 ...Hyde Park Davis

6. 30... Victoria Park Mainwaring

7 ...Clerkenwell Green Blundell

Trtesday.

8 ...Ossulton Street, Ettston Rcrad Nicoll

8 ...Mile-end W^aste DJaris & Allman

Wedntsday.
8 . . .Broadway, London Fields AIliwaM & Flockton

Thiirsday.

8 ...Hoxton, Pitfield Street Ihe Branch

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. .

A Plea for Socialism. By J. L. Mahon.

The Rights of Labour according to John
Ruskin. By Thomas Barclay.

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-

tors).

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By WllUam
Morris. . .

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,

Victor Dave, and William Morris. . . .2d.

The Aims of Art. By Wm. Morris.

Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d.

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.

Fine hand-made large paper 6a,

"All for the Cause!" Song, Words by Williami

Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 4s. 6de

Socialiat League, 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.C.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id,

Id.

Id.

AN ANTI-STATIST, COMMUNIST
MANIFESTO.

*' In Tain you tell me that Artificial Government is-

good, but that I fall out only witk its abuse. The
thing—Slj»e thing itself is the abuse ! ""—Burke.

ONE PENNY.

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sm\da.y: Jail's Scjwaie,. 1 o-'cloci^; Paisley

Road Toll at 5.

Gamb'uslaug.—Saturday : 6 ©•''eloek.

Jfo^/i6r?/;e//.—Saturday : at 8 o'clock.

T^eee^^.—Sunday: Hunslet Moor, 11; Vicai'a Croft,

7.30. Friday: Corner of Christ Chuireh, Meadow
Lane, at 8 p.m.

A^rific//..—Sunday : Market Pla«« at 3 ;. Agmaltitral

Hall Plain at 7.

Dereham.—Every Wednesday, Market Pla«^a*7-

North Walsham.—^nnd&y: at il.

Wymondham.—Sunday: at 11.

Yarmouth.—¥,vevy Thursday o»the Beach a^A-

Joseph Lake, 38 Ainslie Street, Betbual Green
Junction, E.

PAMPHLE.TS Just Issued, by J. SKETCHLEY.

The Irisll Question : Politico an^d Social.

32 pp., ia Wrapper. Price Threepence.

The Workman's Questions Wsy He is

Poor. 24 pp., in Wrapper. Price Twopence.

6 or more- copies post free.

lECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

~BZo<mi85«rO.-Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,

mSm Court Road, W. On Thursday Aug 4,

at 8 shai-p, adjourned i5»8i<»««%M««t'°«„;„^\* ,«-^*''

Dr E Aveltng on "The Value of Brain Work.

OferWe«.-Hall of the Socialist If»«»«!•
l-^„^,^";j"«-

Ano Road. E.C. Sunday August ,, at 8.^0 p.m.

^RFE COSOERT by Wm. Blundell and Friends.

wXesdayTug. A at 8.30. Mr. P Barry, "Scien-

tific Boycotting for Trade Combination.

bers Business Meeting every Tuesday at 8.30 p.m.

Debating Class every Thursday.

...v^ammer^i</^. -Kelniscott House, JJpper

Snnday August 7, at 8 p.m.

. »nil*?L E L ) -Globe Coffee House, 227 High St.,

^'Ho7tin. Committee Meeting on Saturday evening

ft 8 Xiock. On Sunday evening, August /
,(.eorge

ll^nard Shaw will lecture-- Why Socialists don t

^f^fxf their principles.
^* Members and friends

Tre eCe^tS re^u^^^^^^^^ to attend and make the

opening meeting at our new address a great success^

M^^^n MerU)n Terrace, High Street. Club Room
'

^oP every evening, ^om-ittee evei^ Thursday.

iSi^cussioii held every Sunday morninj? at H.

..MU^am.-Cor^er of Merton Lane a"d Fou^^^^^

Club Eoom open every evening from 7.30 till U.M Won.-lBranch meets at 32 Camden Road
' N W for reception of new members and other

]S.W., lor ^ P ^ evenings at 8 o'clock, until

Mall, W.
H. Halliday Sparling,

SCOTTISH LAND AND LABOUR LEA^^Ii:^,

OFFICE: 4 PARK STREET, SDINBURGH,

Friday 5. Cowdenbeath, Sout^Park at 4 p^im

IJunftrmline, the l^Jiblic Park atD 7.. ."^6

Satnrday 6. Dysart and Borland Miners-.
|

Dysart, Dubbie Gr-een at 4 pim>.
!

Kirkcaldy, the Pos^ Brae, Higli. St.. SlS©

Burntisland, the Links at 5 pi.ifi»

Sunday 7. Leith, 10 a.m., Quayside.

Edinburgh, Grasswurket 3 p.nR

Queen's Park «.30 ; MouskI 8 pc to.

Dundee, J. L. ]V3ahon will suddres* a

series of meetings.

Hawick, Tower Knowe at 7.3^[V—Tuke.

Galashiels, Market Place at 7.^—Tmke
and Walker.

Edinburgh, Discwssion Class at Park Si.

Burntisland, the: Links at 5 p.m.

Same as August 7.

Meetings will also be held at Forfar,. Carnouakie,

and Arbroath during the weak.

NORTH ENGLAND SOCIALIST FEDERATION.

Rev. Stewart Heai>lam's LEcaiFBKS.

6—Dudley, Hall, 3 p.m.

G—Blyth, Town HaJil, 7.30.

7—Backworth, Reifcding Room, 1J0»30 a.ifc.

Seaton Terrice Co-operative KaU, 2. 3ft p.m.
''

Newcastle, 7.30 p.m.

Mon. 8—Consett, Assembly Rooma.

Tues. 9 -North Shields, 7.30 p.m.

Dcr-

Monday 8.

Tuesday 9.

Thursdiay 11.

Saturday 13.

Sunday 14.

Aug.
Sat.

Sdd.

Woolwich. -

Andreas Scheu,

-Ars^ial Gates, Soaday at 7 o'clock.

business, on

further notice. H. Bartlett, sec.

PROVINCES.

iJBm<£/or(i.—Morris's Dining Rooms^

Wednesdays, at 8,

16 j>ages, One Fenny,

ECHOES OF THE COMING DAY,
SOCIALIST SONGS AND RHYMES.

By FRED HENDERSON.

Published at 13, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.

DEBATE ON SOCIALISM
BETWEEN

114 City Koiid.

Clas^ for the study of * Das Capital at ^M.

C. BRADLAUGH, M.P.,

BELFORT BAX,
AND ERNEST

Birmingham.: J. Sketchley, 8 Arthur Plac«^ Parade.

Where; to get the * Commonweal/
AiRDRiE—A. TliMaison, High St.

I
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Backworth—W..Maddison
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, „ , ^ ,j -nr i

\ Bradford—W. A. Clough, Well Street; James Sch«field, Wake-

field Road; Jjl.W. Ingn\m, 11(3 City Road
Bristol—Morrisk, Narrow Wine St. ^^ . ^ wv-^. « i^
Broomhill <fe CjaEviNGTON -A. GordoP., Chevmgtoa Whitefield
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. /, T> 1,
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NOTES.
The hot words and straightforward quarrelling which took place at

the miners' gala on July 31st at Blyth Links, were not more than

might have been expected from our downright breth/en of the north.

Some people will be lamenting the appearance of disunion amongst a

most important body of workers after a defeat in an ordinary labour

straggle. But it is rather a matter of certainty than of hope that there

is more at the bottom of it than that. That the indignation of the

more thoughtful of the men at the "soft-fighting'' of their leaders

shows a gathering determination for real union founded on a complete

sense of the fact that the interests of all workers are the same, and that

workers, organisations cannot stop short at merely fighting a matter of

wages in the passing day ; but must aim at the one thing worth aiming

at, a condition of things in which the workers should control their own
affairs, and not as now pay the heavy price of slavery to the employers

for managing matters for them.

Mr. Fenwick who (very naturally certainly) seems to have got very

angry at the attacks made on him, and who attacked our comrade

Mahon in turn, got much mixed up in talking on Socialism. He seemed

to feel that a defence of the capitalists as masters was not likely to be

well-received by such an audience, so he attempted the defence of

capital by enrolling the workers also in the capitalist army on the

grounds of their invested savings. This sort of thing catches those who
do not understand (as probably Mr. Fenwick himself doesn't) that it is

the individualistic capital itself and not the holders of it, that is the

enemy we are fighting against. The working classes by the practice of

*' thrift," which to a man who knows what the life of an honest man,

duly contributing his share of labour to the world should be, is horrible

erai to thmk of, m^a^^ to s^ve a little money, whicli tin^ei^^^fe'

present system they are compelled to " invest," that is, to hand wet
to be used by the very monopoly which prevents them from manijptig

their own affairs. /

The capital earned by the labour of the working-classes will not be

taken away from them ; on the contrary, it will be resumed hy them.

Each man will not have a special portion of it to call his own, i.e,^ to

have the power of preventing other people from using it ; but each

person will have the full share that he needs for developing his powers

of producing wealth in concert with his fellows—that is, he will have as

imich of the means ofproduction as he can use. Which means in other

words that not only he need no longer have a scanty livelihood won by
over-toil, but also that his livelihood will he no longer precarious,
** Thrift "1 in the sense in which that much abused word is used, mean-
ing saving, will be transferred from the individual to the community.

In short, instead of the chance which Mr. Fenwick offers to the

workers as bait to them to hook themselves on to capitalism—the

chance, viz., of becoming owners of a very very small share of the pri-

vilege to make people pay for the right of working. Socialism offers to

every one of them his full share of all that he needs in order to work
like a, man and live like a man

will be inclined to ask him, "How long do you think you can prevent

those that do work and those that could work if you would allow them,

from sharing in these advantages ? For if you the monopolist owners

of the civilised world are so incapable of organising the labour whose

fruits you are so jubilant over, that there are vast numbers of unem-

ployed and starving people in civilised countries, and a far vaster

number much below anything approaching to a reasonable standard of

well-being, amidst all this so easily created wealth, then the facts con-

demn you as incapable to carry affairs on much longer, and you and

your monopoly are hastening to an end."

One other Socialist deduction from such facts. The pace of the

march towards the change in the basis of society is increasing decade

by decade ; if we are not prepared to deal with the crisis when it comes,

we shall make but a sorry job of "the morrow of the revolution."

Surely we ought to make no delay in doing our very utmost in getting

the workers to see their real position, and as a consequence uniting

together in a great and inclusive federation of labour which should form,

a new society under the old dying one with its parliaments and arti-

ficial " laws "—a new society which would form habits of thought and

action that would be " laws " indeed without being called so, and which

would take the place of the old society of monopoly and usurpation

naturally and surely, whether that takes place with or without a dra-

matically obvious crisis. William Morris.

There is an interesting article in the current number of the Contem-
poarary on the Great Depression in Trade, by Mr. Wells, which is well

worth the attention of a Socialist. Beginning by pointing out what
« serious blow the opening of the Suez Canal was to the warehousing
bimneag of England, he goes on to show the great " displacement " of

human labour which has taken place during the last ten or twelve
years, owing to the rapid strides towards the perfecting of machinery
which has been forced on civilisation by the competition of the world-

macket. The facts he gives tend to show that the last decade has
iatrodnced aa^ revolution in industry (a new phase in its evolution,

to speak more correctly) approaching in importance to that of the in-

troduction of inodem machinery itself, the phase of the perfectioning

of machinery and the acquirement of the' knowledge of its full com-
mercial use*

Mr. Wells is a cheerful specimen of the commercial optimist, and
does not tronble himself with the consequences of this new phase,

except to sing in an undertone, as it were, a quiet hymn on the enor-

mous cheapening of wares that is resulting from it. But a Socialist

* " Thrift*' means the art of thriving, no4 the practice of starving yourself into
a mmnniy while you are young to prevent the robber class from sending you to
the workhouse-prison when you are old.

MEN WHO ARE NOT SOCIALISTS.

II.

MWJffiN i^olij^^ to .the ^ne in whiefe. S;

fi^Yed my ji4pre6t(ceship. iTe was a man of some 45 or 50 years, of ;

I robust an« somewhat intellectual appearance ; and although, at the

time re^rUfcd to, his business—that of a commission agent—was

appare^t!| -Lot of a very lucrative order, yet he was esteemed in the

neighbotirllood ai feeing a man of some ability.

I observed that he generally invited his customers to a restaurant

over the way, and that he invariably issued therefrom engaged in what

appeared to be a political or religious discussion, as he seldom liberated

his friends' hands with a final hearty wring until he had imparted halt*

an hour's speech to them on the pavement. I learnt that he devoted

some attention to spiritualism, and that he was a devout believer in

phrenology.

I frequently met him on the stair, and although I was but a lad he

always gave me a friendly nod as he passed. This circumstance in

duced me to form a favourable opinion of Mr. Hope, for I esteemed

his taking notice of me as due to his detecting in my youthful physiog-

nomy indications of that early genius which, I was then secretly con-

vinced, I possessed in a marked degree.

My esteem for Mr. Hope was greatly increased by an incident that

occurred. One day, coming into the office in which I was employed,

to borrow a measuring tape, and my master happening to be out, he

a^ked permission to " read my bumps." My heart fluttered, and I

tremulously wondered whether he would pronounce me to be a coming

great poet or the future founder of a new school of philosophy—my
mind at that time not being quite made up as to which of those high

intellectual altitudes my genius was most gifted to ascend ; althoughi

having read the life of Shelley, I had a humble confidence that I

might achieve equal distinction in either or in both.

After a lengthened topographical survey of my cranium with his

fingers, he said :
" Well, my laddie, youVe rather a strange kind of a

head ; its not like anybody else's that I've felt before, and Tm some-

what puzzled with it. Some parts are like my son James', luoid he's a
young man of great promise. You're high in the crown—^thebump of

veneration—a grand sign in young folks ;
you've a capital crop of hair

too, and the outside thatch is often not a bad indication of the folk

you'll meet with inside the house." This deliverance pleased me ; for

although he did not tell me point-blank that I was a prodigy, I set the

omission down either to his imperfect skill or his fear of ministering

to my youthful vanity.

Some time afterwards, Mr. Hope removed his place of business, and
I heard little of him for several years. One day, however, I noticed

in the newspapers that he had successfully sued a railway company for

some £1,500 as compensation for injuries received in a coUiaion on the

company's lines, t subsequently learnt that his injuries had in no
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way interfered with his ability (after the suit was settled) to pei-fortn

his 0<JmBi^!?dial duties. Indeecl^ the r-aiiwasy eollision appealed to be

bal^a.' ililfe method \y>hich fortttke had taken of apprising him of her

favtWiV, for soon af^^rwards he started several sons in business, pur-

ch^ws^ a villa in a suburban village, and became knowii as a successful

CA\^' man.
I i^neW^ my acquaintance with Mr. Hope about the beginning of

tht& pt»6sent year, a friend introducing me to him in a restaurant. My
fi*lfetld, '^ho knew him well through business intercourse, informed me
that'he was very popular in the little town where he resided. He was
chairman of the local literary society, and a member of the School

Board. Mr. Hope, together with two lawyers, a doctor, a butcher, a

retired publican, and an M.P. clergyman, had constituted themselves a

kind of non-official committee of public safety in the village. Their

meetings—at which they sat in judgment upon local scandals, and
swayed as with an unseen sceptre the destinies of all local appoint-

ments and institutions—were held in a tavern ; and when it was found
necessary to prolong their deliberations beyond the authorised hours

the sergeant of police was invited to form one of quorum, and thus

fortified with the visible presence of law and order by their side, they

continued their conferences without fear of reproach till an early hour
in the morning.
Mr Hope did not recognise me on my being introduced to him, and

when my friend informed him that I was a Socialist, he exclaimed,

"Ah ! I was once a Socialist myself,—but I found Socialism a dream
—a mere dream !

" "Is he a bit of a poet T^ he musingly enquired of

my friend. My friend replied that he did not think I was guilty in

that respect. (My friend has only a superficial acquaintance with my
literary habits ; besides, he is rather a dull sort of fellow.) " JS'ot a

poet?" Mr. Hope replied. " Hem 1 Mr. Bradlaugh, you know, has

divided Socialists into two classes—poets and fools—and your friend

I am sure does not belong to the latter category." Here Mr. Hope
laughed cheerily. " Explain," he said, addressing me, " what you mean
by Socialism." I did so in a brief way. " It will never do—never,

I assure you !
" he exclaimed. "You don't understand the world—you

don't know human nature as I do." Then he added, " Don't misunder-

stand me ; I am a Socialist myself—a true Socialist. I have every

sympathy with your ideal, but I don't believe in equality, I believe in

the survival of the fittest. Have you ever read Darwin ? " I replied

that I had, and that I accepted his theory. "You have not under-

stood him, then. Listen." And here Mr. Hope entered into a lengthy

history of his own career. He had been a miner, had turned mechanic,

had worked abroad, had managed by native talent and industry to

acquire a little fortune, had set up his sons in business, married two of

his daughters well. "And now," he demanded, triumphantly, after

bringing his career up to date (omitting, however, any reference to the

railway accident afiair), "what about your equality now*? how does

your Socialism apply to my case?" I replied that genius and special

ability on the one hand, and stupidity and indolence on the other, were

the product of conditions anterior to and outside the individual, and

that an equality of such conditions, which Socialism would certainly

do much to attain, would tend to make men much more equal, physi-

cally and mentally, than they now were. "You have mentioned

genius," he interrupted, "speak to me about that; what have you to

say about some men having genius and others none 1 I am interested

on the point; I have a son But never mind—go on." I went

on, and favoured him with some deep ethnological, physiological,

sociological views on the subject (I rather pride myself upon my ability

in this respect) while he listened with impatience,—which, I regret to

say, even some o^ my Socialist friends exhibit when I get "under

way " on this subject.

Before I had concluded, Mr. Hope, who, with manifest bad taste had

been glancing at an evening newspaper, which had just been brought

in, rose suddenly from his seat, and bringing his clenched fist down on

the table with a bang, exclaimed, " The damned scoundrels !
" " Who ]

whaf?" my friend and I asked at once. "Who?" he shouted in quite

a wonderful passion, " those lazy, drunken, good-for-nothing miners !

Why, I gave £5 to their Strike Comniittee, and it appears, forsooth !

they were threatening to loot the villas on the hill in my village last

night !—injure their best friends, the people who have maintained

them for weeks ! Bah 1 don't talk to me of Socialism, sir ! That is

Socialism—robbery, outrage, murder ! Socialism, ha ! ha !
" Here

Mr. Hope sat down and laughed derisively. I told Mr. Hope that I

thought he was too excited to discuss Socialism calmly—a very obvious

statement of fact—and I suggested that we might have another round

of toddy (another is a very serviceable adjective !),
" No, sir

!

" he

cried, "I would not take whiskey from you, if you are a Socialist ! I

would not drink with a Socialist ! I am going away 1 " My friend

here interposed. He asked Mr. Hope to remember that everybody

was not as able as Mr. Hope to grasp the subtleties of such questions.

Men, as Mr. Hope himself had remarked, had different mental capaci-

ties : was it any wonder, then, that they came to different conclusions ?

He was quite sure that if his friend had the advantage of a few further

discussions with Mr. Hope he would no doubt modify some of his

opinions. The wrath disappeared from Mr. Hope's countenance like

mists before a mid-day sun, and he insisted on being allowed to pay

for the next round himself. He then told a few funny stories, the

telling of which still further improved his humour ; and on bidding

me good-bye he shook my hand heartily, saying, "After all, I like

to meet a young man with strange notions ; it shows he has some

bi^ins. I had strange notions myself when I was young. Good-bye

;

I hope I shall meet you again."

"At the barricades'?'^ J. Bruce Glasier.

INHUMAN ABITHMETia
(Concluded from p. 251.)

Th^: Professors, to avoid long phrases, state it briefly that according to

his position, a man has tlie right to the work, ^ e., a riglit to the i^llO

a year produced by each one of it may be 10, or 100, or 1,000 of these

mvoes. In other words the man of position is a moneyed man with
the right to £1,000, £10,000, or £1,000,000 a-year, and he is esteemed
accordingly. It is his position which settles the amount of money to

which the professors give him the right, so that money is a convenient

measure of his position. Our motto is " Money makes the man," that

is the men of position ; the rest are Average Machines and mere
Digestive Bags, not entitled to be called men at all ; nor on this

system can their women and children claim to be human beings.

This surely cannot be the aim of the toil of the people. Such a

result cannot be consciously aimed at. It is a mere mechanical result,

most mean and scanty, miserable for all, both rich and poor. It is

scanty because the system degrades us to machines, of which one half

undoes what the other half puts together. It is miserable for all be-

cause men are not machines, though chained to act like machines, and
more miserable still because the thing is all out of joint and distorted.

The great fault of our Inhuman Arithmetic is that it thus counts
men as parts of machines, and as influencing each other like the wheels

of a clock, but not otherwise. It assumes that in everything one and
one make two, or that twice one is two, propositions axiomatically true

if the elements taken together do not affect each other, but very nns-

leading if applied in other cases. We can scarcely deal with the most
elementary kinds of matter without seeing this. Salt, for example,

taken in a moderate quantity is an important article of food, but if

ten times as much is taken it ceases to be food and becomes a violent

poison.

A man at work by himself does a certain amount. If we take two
men they will not do twice as much, the amount will depend upon
whether they are friendly together, and whether their capacities are

properly related. Otherwise, they may do together less than either

separately, half their time being wasted in attempts to damage each

other, or in using tools unfit for the work. One man or one horse

dragging at a waggon may not be able to move it at all. If there are

two men or horses, there may be and will be more wasted toil Imt no
more result, unless they pull together. Then, indeed, they may move
the waggon and do useful work. One rainy day may do good, while

two would make a disastrous flood. The fact is that twice a thing may
be infinitely more or infinitely less than a single unit, so far as its

effects are concerned. It is so in life universally. In the most im-

portant thing of all, more important than food and shelter, the single

unit can do nothing, nothing I mean in deriving happiness from his

work. It is the fellowship of society, even of two, the working to-

gether and in union, which produces infinitely more than mere material

wealth, and brings that without which the material results are almost

worthless.

Inhuman Arithmetic, however, continues to reckon that the man of

position, who gets £1,000 a-year out of the labourer is twice as good

as one who only gets £500. It never asks itself the question. Why is.

he better *? or. Why is he better ofi*? £1,000 will not buy twice as-

much happiness for a man as £500. It is true that in our system the

ideas are very base, and are mostly limited to the purchase of frippery,

and to eating and drinking. But a man with £1,000 cannot eat twice

as much as one with £500, and even if he could he would not get

twice as much happiness. Nor is he likely to do twice as much good.

Quite the contrary, for Inhuman Arithmetic shows his fellow-men to-

him as mere machines, who are fully satisfied (or ought to be so) with

their 6d. a-day. The man, therefore, in the higher position has nothing

else to do but to lay field to field, and house to house, and gold to gold.

He spends his time in guarding these from trespass ; he condemns-

himself, so to speak, to solitary confinement. Poor wretch ; but even

he is human, for he thinks to do a good to others when he leaves the

rest of his substance to his babes. He does as he is told, and is

ignorant of the legends of Midas and Scrooge.

As the rich men count their money and their houses and have no-

joy in them, so they count the poor zero workers as beings incapable

of pleasure, and as mere machines fitted to turn out as much stufi' as-

possible with the least consumption of fuel, and "when past work " to-

be thrown aside as so many leaky kettles. Machines have no rights,

fuel being only supplied to them while actually working for the benefit

of the people of position. But these latter are counted according to-

their moriey-bags, and are entitled to take a corresponding proportion

of the produce. From long continued custom they are held to have
acquired rights proportioned to their money-bags, but not involving

any dutiles. Such rights in the orthodox wasters begin with life and

continue up to the very day of death. The work of their hands or of

their head has nothing to do with it. They do quite as much work as

sucklings, or when they are at their last gasp as they do in the day of

their full vigour. But they say that by custom they have an ever-

lasting right to the productions of their machines, independently of

the kind of exertion or idleness which they may indulge in, equally

whether they lie in bed or follow the hounds, or dawdle in one or other,

of the ordinary aristocratic frivolities.

Occasionally (I wonder it is not more often) the poor zeroes resent

being treated as machines. The Irish landlords are persons in very

high positions, and live on the produce of 10 or 100 or 500 zero

workers. These have turned out produce with more or less regularity

during five or six hundred years. Just now, however, they are begin-
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ning to think like men, and instead of leaving a haJf or two-thirds or

three-quarters of their produce to the people of position, they ^.re look-

ing into the justice of the case. It makes one smile to see the members
of other privileged classes running to the rescue of the Irish landlord,

and bringing to bear the doctrines of Inhuman Arithmetic. Mr.

Oiffen, one of the greatest Arithmeticians, points out that his friends

have as much right to their rents as ever. This is true. He goes on

to argue that they ought to be compensated for the failure in theif

zero machines to work according to contract : he suggests that the

compensation should be 20 times the year*s rent. Having got this,

they could use another method of managing their machines, called

taking 5 per cent, interest, and would receive, with a glow of benevo-

lent satisfaction, as large an annual product as before, to be continued

for ever, or at all events as long as usury continues. How ingenious

is GifFen, thus with a little shuffling of tigures, in the usual Inhuman
Arithmetic way, to persuade the very easily persuaded self-interested

people that they are at one and the same time keeping all they had
befors, and also acting with generosity towards their slaves. But if

we put on one side this money-juggle, with all its unclean accompani-

ments and diplomacies, and look for any practical product in the way
of justice between man and man, there is just nothing at all.

Justice ils not estimated in the processes of Inhuman Arithmetic.

All that is ever brought into account there is the interest, the money-
bag interest of these all-devouring people of position. No argument
can be given why they should have twenty or ten or five years' pur-

chase of their rents, except that this latter kind of usury has been paid

to them and their ancestors for a great many years. That may be in

form an argument, but it is not reason, and the unhappy workers, not

only m Ireland, but all over the world, are beginning to ask for reason

and justice. The cry of the privileged, "Give, give,' is unjust, and to

yield to it is unreason. Even the privileged would see this, if it were
not that the unholy jumble of tiie Law, cursed with the curse of the

Roman Empire, has been forced on us in the place of Justice. It is

the people of position who have done this, and thus bind both them-
selves and others to try all things by the measure of Inkmnaji Arith-

metic. At every point the Law <leals out compensation, not to- Boen,

but to their accidental belongings. The person of position gets much
if his money-bags are to«*ched ; the poor zeroes get nottoig^^^enan when
the life is all but crushed out of them,

,
One of these woFk& till he can

work no longer and is then turned into the gutter. Do the rich con-

sumers who have fed ^n his 'w<H*k all their lives club together to keep
him, even in such poor luxury as he has lived in 1 Yes, at a cheap
rate ; they raise him from the gutter into a hospital,—is it a rise 1 It

is all we can expect when men are treated as machines, and we see

the ^vil effect over all parts of society. The rich cease to have any
human feelinjr, and as they stupidly pile up riches they become wasting
machines, even in a more real sense than their slaves become working
machines. This is inevitable ; nothing in the long run can prevent a
clique of men from becoming like these among whom they live. The
zero machine is poor indeed in all his surroundings : he lives in the

midst of filth, and his thoughts have to be turned ever to the question
whether he and his wife and children will have enough for their aext
meal. His toil is unremitting, and he has no Uaao to read. But
though all this ke^s him down, it is not directly degrading, ner^oes
it stifle kindness, and the natural social impulse to aid his neighbours
in their need.

The people of position, on the contrary, by their very conditions, are

impelled towards the selfish object of preserving their riches. Their
thoughts naturally centre on this, as unremittingly as necessity drives

the poor to labour. Selfishness is more degrading than any labour,

and thus the rich cannot raise their ideas above frippery and ugly
luxury, or sports, sometimes brutal, sometimes silly.

Such are the results of the application to the affairs of life of the

Inhuman Arithmetic of Position and Averages, or as it is sometimes
called, Political Economy. It would seem, however, that to be political

it should not leave out of sight altogether the social instincts of man.
This it does when it sets before him competition as the best element
in society. Before it can claim to be economy, its processes must be
made less wasteful than those of the internecine war of competition.
The fact, however, is that it does not really pretend, except as a matter
of respectable form, to advance a scheme for the improvement of man-
kind or for the management of human affau's in a good way, but merely
states how men will act if they act under the motive of their basest
desires.

The Economy which all should try to establish has for aim "the
multiplication of human life at its highest standard " ; and to effect

this we must first " determine the noblest type of man, and aim simply
at maintaining the largest number of p^^reons.of that class " (J. Buskin).
But we cannot have this result till we have conquered for ourselves
some of the wisdom of which a letter of Garlyle's published a short
time since in the newspapers said, "it is evermore the highest of con-
quests to every son of Adam, nay, in a large sense, the one conquest

:

and the precept to every one of us is ever,—Above all thy gettings,
get understanding. ... In this pursuit the greatest help is one's
own earnest reflections and meditations, and to begin with, a candid,
just and sincere mind in oneself." The one difficulty to be surmounted
in our prograss toward real Political Economy is, then, the getting of
understanding, and the greatest help to this is a candid, just and sincere
mind. The getting here spoken of, and the candid and just temper of
mind suitable thereto, cannot have a greater contrast than the getting
of money, and the grovelling inhumanity which is fitted to it.

C. J. Faulkner.

POST MORTEM.
Made in the image of God,
The author of Genesis saith

—

Foitned by his bands from a clod,

lirought into life by his breath :

Yet here iarthe crown of creation struck
down in the stupor of death.

Lo, thus are all secrets revealed

—

In Love, and in Death, its eclipse

:

The motionless form unconcealed
Is akin to the lover who strips

For the blissful embra ce of the body and
the pasaionate pressure of lips.

Naked here lying at length,

Two corpses —a man and a boy ;

One seeming shorn of his strength

By a world that is strong to destroy,

The other with infantile limbs that can
hardly have tasted of joy.

What little their lives were worth
The world has cruelly wrecked

;

Here Pity in vain stepped forth

And the doom has taken effect.

Who cares for their bodies, unclaimed,
unknown?—they will do to dis-

sect.

Brain, be thou steady and still,

Heart, be thou hard as a stone ;

Grasp in the vice of the will

The sickness and sorrow unknown

;

Forget that the blood in those veins is

the ssame that is bursting thine

own.

The surgeon draws with his knife

A long line carefully planned
In the late habitation of life,

And deep in it plunges his hand ;

Then calmly explains the disease that

the students may undei»t»nd.

So strange a ph^nomesou still

Seems Death, that I watch with sur-

prise

For the d©%d;«iaB han41ed so ill

To turn in bd» torment and rise

With scorn on those-motionless lips and
wrath in those lustreless eyes.

Do I deem that h« should not have died?
Nay, I doubt not that death is a boon;

And life may not ever abide
In the splendour of morning and noon

;

But here w^as a life without sunshine,
and the darkness has fallen too

Doctor, what do you expect ?

Do you call that a man lying there ?

A man walks free and erect,

,

With a countenance open and fair.

YoMv knife is at fault—there is tissue

and blood—but the spirit is

—

where ?

Tis the mission of Science k> heal,

And to slay is the mission of w^ar^
The commonest cant ; yet I feel

That Science is bloodier far :

—

So calm in pursuit of its object of seeing

all things as they are.

Full many a soldier who stood

Half dead with abhorrence and f«jgttfe

Has looked on the shed^ng of blood

Till he suffered no pain at the «gl|.
And at length with a bloodthwal^rflpitd-

ness has plunged in the l^iwi^v^if

the fight.

But the raw scientific recruits

And dexterous doctors derive

Much wisdom from innocent bru,te»

Stretched out and unable to strive,

That are tortured and flayed ^Xid o«t
open and poisoned and roasted

alive.

This butchery benefits ust - -

I will die in a gutter instead !

Is humanity happier thus

For the ocean of blood that is shed ^
And still you demand living viptimd,

and scratch at the bones of the

dead.

When myriads daily endure
An existence with pestilence rife

That nothing but Nature can cure.

And you mock them with poison and
knife,

—

This is but a science of death—I will

teach you a science of life.

To live is to labour and rest,

To swim and to ride and to run.

To delight whom delighteth us best,

To rejoice in the wind and the sun,

To learn all the lessons of Nature that

body and soul may be one.

There are forests and uplands of gr^,
Sweet orchards and valleys of wheat,

Still pools, and swift rivers that pass

The unruly green billows to meet,

Where the days akd the nights and the
varying seasons are wholesome
and sweet.

And sometimes in Nature I soitn

A shadow of longing ^nd pain,

As if slie were waiting for pukn
And feared that she waited i» vain

;

As a bride well adoi^ed l^r ^r hus-
band who knoweth net yet he is

slain.

And-what is it holds th^m %part ?

Make answer, thou hideQus lee

That drainest the blood from the heart
Of the people of earth lying low.

Thou vampire of Civilisation, thou
worker of ruin and woe.

But at thee in the pride of thy strength
Shall a fearless defiance be hnrlea

From the people made re^dy at length
With the banner of Freedom tm-

furled.

And the wrath of a just retribution

shall smite and destroy thee, O
W^orld.

And sages, wiien thou art destroyed,
Shall scan thee, but they shall be

few ;

For the people of earth, overjoyed
At the vision of ages come true,

Shall forget all the shame of the old
in the fulness of life in the new.

Reginald A. Bjbckbtt.

Dublin Pawnbrokers.—Nearly all the pawnbrokers of. Dubliii, actiqg iii

conjunction with the police, have decided to curtail the long hours during
which the pawn offices are open for taking in pledges. Hitherto these pawn
offices have been kept open on Sunday mornings until two or three o^clock,

doing no doubt a brisk, but at the same time a wretched class of business.

In fact the hours tended to public demoralisation and the new regulation
will be hailed with satisfaction.

"The Labour Tribune is very wroth with the miners of Scotland for

saying anything against the labour party now in Parliament. I daresay this

fact w^ill not affect the Scotch miners very seriously, since the fickleness of

that journal on labour questions has prevented it from ever gaining any real

hold on the miners here. Its whole raison d'etre seems to be to bepraise the
labour members, and denounce employers and Tories. A little haarty
denunciation is all very well in its way. So too is praise when deserved, but
indiscriminate praise is as l»ad aa undeserved denunciation. Mr. BradJaugh,
for example, is continually being lauded to the skies, just because he happens
to be Mr. Bradlaugh. By their fruits ye shall know them, is a very good
rule of judgment, and Mr. Bradlaugh's recent condi^ in connection with
the Truck Bill is worthy of the Toryism of fifty years "a^»"—C|»W7M>cjf: ^ews.
Well said ! The features here complained of have been toa promiaent to

escape notice, and we thoroughly endorse the waiter's comment, particularly

the latter portion of it. We should indeed think poorly 'of the B<?otti«h

miners if they were altogether satisfied with the fiOrcalled labour narty now
in Parliament, or with the Labour Tribune as their advocate. The labour
party of the near future, we may hope, will be much more sturdy, and less

"respectable," than our present meek and mild members ; and the J&a6owr
Tribune will have to improve considerably, and not bury its head so mn/c^to
the obvious tendencies of the tim*e8, if it is to <?ontinue tO/ho^d miy pdiilioft

among the labour press.
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HAVE TOX7 NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW I FIRST, FEW MEN
it; next, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON I

"

Oommunications invited on Social Questions. They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, IS Farringdon i?d., E.C, and accompanied
by the name and address o/ the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be tc^en as more than in a general manner expressing
the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

Htjtcted MSS, only returned if a stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.

Subscriptions,—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s,

six months, Ss,; three months. Is, 6d,

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-
ringdon Road, E,C, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps,

TO GOEBESPONDENTS.
JoNAssoN.—Regret we cannot use it.

E. Teesdale, Hull, asks for name of any book containing pretty complete resum^
or analysis of Factory Acts.

E. R., Stratford, J. M*C., Glasgow, and others.—The George M'Glynn movement
is of course of great value but is not all-sufficing. Nothing further than this

has been said.
*'A Sunderland Labourer " writes urging the need for earnest study on the

part of the workers generally.

Feriodicals received during the week ending Wednesday August 10,

But when the Political Tradesman has ceased to deal in those denun-
ciatory wares, he takes quite easily to the drink business. As Mr. Tl

W. Russell, the quondam member of the United Kingdom Alliance,

quite naively puts it, " he does not ask whether the candidate he sup-

ports is a distiller." I suppose such men do not think, when they roll

on the barrel filled as they say with untold misery, whether this is an
exorbitant price to pay for getting rolled forward their own particular

lOQ C. J. F.

England
Justice
Jus
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Labour Tribune
Christian Socialist

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

United States
New York—Der Sozialist
Truthseeker

* Leader
John Swinton's Paper

Boston—Woman's Journal
Chicago (111.)—Labor Enquirer
Vorbote

New Haven (Conn.)—Work-
men's Advocate

Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
San Francisco (Cal) The People
St Louis (Mo.)—Altruist
Die Parole

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)

Le Revolte
Quise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le Travailleur

Belgium
Liege—L'Avenir
Brussels—L'Avant-Garde
Ghent—^Vooruit

Switzerland
Hammonton(NJ)CreditFoncier| Zurich—Sozial Demokrat

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen
Amsterdam—Voorwaarts

Italy
Milan—11 Fascio Operaio
Marsala—La Nuova Eta

Spain
El Productor
Cadiz—El Socialismo

Austria
Arbeiterstimme

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

THE LOCK-OUT OF THE SCOTCH SHALE-MINERS.

On August 3rd I paid a visit to the shale-miners locked-out at Broxburn,
and a short account of their condition and struggle will be useful to cup
comrades generally, and in particular to our miner comrades.
When the lock-out began, about 2200 men were thrown idle. The places

affected were Burntisland, Broxburn, Linlithgow, Niddry, Newliston, Pum-
pherston, and Philipstoun. Since then the Pumpherston men—300—have
gone in at half the reduction, by consent of the Miners' Association. In the
other places the lock-out still goes on, and at present there is little prospect
of its ending. The men work nine hours pei day, and get from Is. 8(L to 28.

per ton—which means that they can earn from 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d. per day.
At one time in some places the price was as high as 7s. 6d. per ton.

Although the price per ton is as high now as it has been for some years, the
amount earned is always getting less. This is because the pits get more and
more difficult to work as the seams are followed further down. The men
live in the employers' houses and are charged higher rents than other houses
in the town. A *' double " house, two small rooms, costs 28. 6d. per week
and 3d. for water-rates, and is often inhabited by a family, a lodger, or eveni

two families. A " single " house, one room, costs Is. 9d. per week, and is-

sometimes inhabited by as many as six and seven people in some exceptional

cases by as many as twelve or thirteen. The rent is kept out of the men's
wages, so that no arrears are allowed to gather. While in this condition the

masters demand that the men should all submit to a reduction of one-sixth,

and abandon their policy of restricting their output. It was, however,
openly stated by several managers that the chief aim of the masters is to

break up the miners' newly formed union. The men stuck to their restrictive

policy and refused to work more than four days per week. The masters^

then locked them out and are waiting till the men are starved into submis-
sion. Here is a statement of second last pay received before the lock-out

:

Gross Wage per Day.

1 ton 19 cwt., at 2s. ... £0 3 11

Deductions per Day.

£0 3 11

Gunpowder £0 4
Pick-sharping H
Wear and tear of tools ... 1

Oil and cotton 2
Doctor and school fees ... n
Check-weighman 0|
Coal 2i
Rent and water-rates ... 5

Total deductions per day £0 1 H,
Nett wage 2 «4

LOG-ROLLING.
Our outspoken kinsmen in America have invented an expressive phrase

to characterise the trade of politics. Neighbours in the uncivilised

west help each other to roll the logs of which their houses are to be

built. So the civilised Political Tradesmen say to each other, " Help

me to roll my coercion log for the repair of Castle Rackrent ; I'll lend

a hand in bringing chicory-logs when you are building a Coffee Palace."

Neither side is troubled by the character of this kind of mutual pay-

ment for services rendered. For as De Foe says, when speaking " of

telling unavoidable trading lies," ** there is some difference between an

honest man and an honest tradesman,^^ and " there are some latitudes,

like poetical licences in other cases, which a Tradesman is and must be

allowed, and which by the custom and usage of trade he may give

himself a liberty in, which cannot be allowed in other cases to any

man, no, nor to the Tradesman himself out of his business ; I say, he

may take some liberties, but within bounds ; and whatever some pre-

tenders to strict living may say, yet that Tradesman shall pass with

me for a very honest man, notwithstanding the liberty which he gives

himself of this kind, if he does not take those liberties in an exorbi-

tant manner."
The Political Tradesman takes liberties, but within Parliamentary

hounds, such liberties as, let us hope, he would not attempt to take
" out of his business." So long as the log which he may roll for a

friend is not exorbitantly dirty, that Tradesman shall pass for a very

honest man in the bosom of his family or at church. There is a letter

about Temperance and Politics, dated July 12, from a Mr. T. W.
Russell, M.P., who is both Teetotaller and Unionist, and a star dis-

tinguishable from the general Milky Whey of Parliamentary Nonen-

tities. His letter puts neatly, or at least in a short space, the log-rolling

idea or rather mixture of notions. Says Mr. Russell, "It is none of

our business if they choose to import politics into a non-political move-

ment," but it is no^^ clear which of the two, Teetotallism and Unionism,

should not be mitiaSS with the other, as being one or both or neither

political or non-political. When this honest Political Tradesman, as

he says, " resigned his membership of the United Kingdom Alliance,"

apparently he thought that he could resign too his beliefs on the sub-

ject of temperance. " Too many who call themselves honest trades-

man, and would take it very ill to have any one tax their integrity
"

(De Foe), yet seem to slip these beliefs on and off without much mental

exertion. The distilling of spirits is spoken of in awful terms from

temperance platforms, and the whole system of alcoholic drinks is

denounced as the cause of untold misery in this world and in the next

£0 3 11

This 3s. lid. is an exceedingly good wage, the average being not more
than 3s. 6d. If the reduction of one-sixth be enforced, the men will have a

gross wage of 2s. lid. or a real wage of Is. 6Jd. per day on which to provide

food and clothing and luxuries for themselves, wives and families. Five days
work a-week is the average, giving a nett wage of 7s. S^d. With this mnsi
not be reckoned the loss of time by holidays, sickness, and moving from one

working to another, amounting to from two to three months per year. This

gives an idea of the condition of the wage-slaves of the mines in Scotland ;

and be it remembered that the shale-workers have harder work, and are

generally supposed to be better off, than the Scotch coal-miners.

It will be as well to say here where the fruits of these men's labour goes

to, not by way of making a charge or raising animosity against any par-

ticular person or body, but just to show the bare facts of the case. Lord
Cardross draws the royalties for the Broxburn district. The rate of royalty

is Is. per ton, or in other words this useless lord gets half as much for doing

nothing as the miners gets for producing the shale. In fairly good times

the total royalties paid to Lord Cardross amounts to £300 per week. The
Broxburn Oil Company has been formed about eight or nine years. In the

first six months that work began they paid at the rate of nine per cent. ;.

from then till last year the dividend was 25 per cent., and last year it was

15 per cent. The total profits for the year 1885-6 was ^£89,000, and of this-

£49,000 was paid in dividends.

The men have now formed a union, and are standing nobly together for

their interests. The bitter feeling between Irish Catholics and Orangemen,.

national rivalries and all sorts of national feeling and prejudices, are being

swamped to promote harmony and unity in the labour movement. The con-

dition of the men is so low, and the force of their employers so fonnidable

on every hand, that this recognition of the solidarity of labour is being

thrust upon them by sheer pressure of circumstances. The meetings held

by the Scottish Section of the Socialist League in the district have been

thoroughly successful, and a large adherence of new members is certain as

soon as the strike is over. Every help is being given to the men by the

Scotch Socialists, and their case will soon be brought prominently before the

public by means of a mass meeting.

So far, my experience amongst the Scotch miners confirms the impressions

made by the north of England and midland miners—that these men will be

the advanced guard of the Socialist labour movement. J. L. Mahon.

Mr. Fenwick's very "mixed" reception by the Northumberland miners

was just what might have been expected. The English democracy are

getting tired of half-hearted men and half-hearted measures. They want

men in the House of Commons who will tight the classes, whether Tory or

Liberal, and who will not be put off with smooth promises and deceitiul

phrases. It is nearly time that the working-class constituencies took this

matter in hand. They have tolerated too much ; they have been patient too

long. Nothing will be obtained by anybody from any English government

unless you make yourself unpleasant, and a man who is not prepared to do

this has no business in the House of Qomvaoxi^.—Reymlds,
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A LETTER FROM AMERICA.
Perhaps no country in the world affords such opportunities for social ex-

periments, for the quick and rapid development of new ideas and for putting

into practice mentally well-matured schemes as the United States of America.

For the last fifty years the bourgeois people in Europe closely watched
with immense admiration and intense satisfaction the marvellous growth of

a State constituted on the principles advocated and expounded by their most

renowned and able philosophers. Towns sprang up where but a short time

previous the buffaloes were calmly grazing or the Red Indian was carrying

on the life of a savage. Stimulated by fabulous land-grants, endless railroads

were built and before long the locomotive whistled along the whole conti-

nent Industry, trade and commerce leaped onward with gigantic steps and
the wealth of the nation increased a hundredfold.
"The social problem solved," cried the politician, the journalist, and all the

other hired slaves of the capitalist classes throughout Europe. " Emigrate,

emigrate, emigrate," became the watchword wherever the social class-anta-

gonism produced bubbles. " Go to the land of the free, the rich and inde-

pendent " and you will be happy. Many a wretched fool believed and many
a fool suffered bitterly, and even now immigration in the ^States increases

yearly. These tales of wealth, of luxury, of independance, blinded for some
time the well-wishers to humanity, till at last a more correct version has

bec<»ne known to the people of Europe.
They have learned that pauperism, crime, and trampism are well repre-

sented in the States and that within a very short period fhe Government at

Washington would be confronted by the same problem as all other nations

based on possession of property in severalty. However, little as yet was
known of so-called labour troubles. Marvellous as the development of capi-

talistic industry may have been to the respectable citizens of England, still

more marvellous must have appeared to the English toilers the Minerva-like
birth of a well-shaped, strong and healthy labour movement in the States.

Up to 1879 such a thing as a labour-organisation of any importance was
a mytl^ in the eyes of an American captain of industry. But alas ! how
things have changed since then. To-day the exploiting class has to meet face

to face a foe more than worthy to be called a foe. Not one but a hundred
organisations, labour combinations, groups, etc., hold the field, and wherever
labour and capital openly clash it is not always for the immediate benefit of

capital. The labour-forces as arranged to-day may perhaps—nay, unques-
tionably do—give good reasons to a Socialist, especially a Socialist belonging
to an stdvanced school, for a grumble, but it is to be remembered that not
even God Almighty could create the world in less than six days. If all

labour-movements were in such healthy, strong, enduring and energetic con-
dition as the movement over here the look-out for a speedy hand-to-hand
battle with capital might be more cheery.

Some timid people, on the other hand, complain about the effect of that
C%icago bomb. It is to be admitted that the affair created in the minds of

a good many workers a prejudice against Socialism ; but ever since that,

Socialism has been talked about, studied, analysed, and argued over nearly
everywhere and anywhere. The prejudice will duly vanish, the interest in

Socialism as the only remedy will remain and increase.

The all-abgorbing topic at present is the excommunication of the Rev. Dr.
E. M*Glymu Edward M'Glynn became conspicuous during the Hewitt-
George campaign for his stout advocacy of the principle of land nationalisa-

tion in spite of all threats. The Roman Catholic Church organisation of

course could not afford to appear to side with the rag tag and bobtail against
the property owners and promptly instructed its New York chief, Archbishop
Corrigan, to suspend from his pulpit the rebellious chief. M*Glynn, how-
ever, refused to retract one single word of any of his utterances, and con-
tinued to advocate the doctrines of his so-called twin-brother Henry George.
Most of his parishioners took the part of their late sky-pilot and Rome did
iK>t desire to lose at once so many sheep. Rome played as usual the waiting
game ; the rebel was told to come to Rome, to explain, perhaps to convert
the Sacred Congregation of the Propaganda. M^Glynn knew better. He
comprehends the inner working of that sinister organisation ; he was well
aware he could go, but whether he would ever return—well that's another
point. He refused to go and persisted in his refusal. Another month or
two of waiting on the part of Rome. M'Glynn did not move. Then he was
told to present himself at the Vatican within forty days, that is before the
beginning of July, under penalty of excommunication. M*Glynn not only
did not go, but in an interview with a newspaper reporter called the Pope,
Propaganda, and the Cardinals some pretty names and gave the people some
valuable information about the construction and principles of the Roman
Catholic Hierarchy. The Pope, of course, could no longer hesitate without
appearing ridiculous in the eyes of the Faithful ; the cable carried the ne-
cessary instructions to his obedient servant Archbishop Corrigan, which were
promptly acted upon. The excommunication was pronounced and Edward
M*Glynn is to-day a religious outcast. This is in short a history of the
MHjlynn affair.

M*Glynn is, like Henry George, to all intents and purposes, an upholder
and defender of individual private property. It is needless to go here into
the details of Georgism as * Progress and Poverty ' is well known to every
reader of the Commonweal. M*Glynn is, without doubt, honest, a man of
burning eloquence and passionately devoted to every cause he believes to be
just. Me is sometimes compared to Martin Luther ; but this comparison is

highly absurd. Luther was only, and never pretended to be anything else

but, a reformer of religious dogmas. M*Glynn, on the contrary, declares he
is and will remain to death a Catholic, and only desires to bring about social

reforms. A comparison with Jesus Christ would be more to the point.
I have dwelt so long on the M*Glynn business because I know it to be of

immense importance. It is well known that revolutions never go backward,
and in this theory is involved the opinion that whatever does not go forward
to the logical end goes backward. Therefore any political party that does
not tend in the direction of the development of a revolutionary programme,
that hesitates under the inspiration of a conservative spirit, is more or less

reactionary in its tendencies. The coming revolution in its economical aspect
logically interpreted, aims at the destruction of individual private property
in ALL the means of production. The abolition of landownership simply
would consequently be a reactionary step. I do not believe George-
M*Glynn will be powerful enough to achieve a lasting success ; however, the
real revolutionists will have a hard fight. Henry F. Charles.
New York, July 23.

CORRESPONDENCE.

TO SOCIALIST CYCLISTS AND OTHERS.

Your correspondent ^gzaycse has started a very useful propagand for
Socialist cyclists, that is, to deliver tracts and leaflets on their tours. As a
walker I thought of doing something in this sort of work myself.

In the St. James's Gazette for June 6 the editor was kind enough to print
some very good and useful Socialistic literature in an article entitled "Some
East-end Readings." One was " The Thirteen Articles of Faith," written in
the style of some Hebrew prayer, and circulated amongst the Jews of the
East-end. I^have shortened this somewhat and made it into ten paragraphs^
and if you, sir, would print this in leaflet form, I should be happy to take
2000 of them for distribution during my coming holidays and Sunday walks.

D.
[Below are the Articles of Faith, which will be reprinted in large type a»

a leaflet, as suggested by our correspondent

:

I. All able-bodied adults who derive wealth from the labour of others, they
themselves not working, are plunderers.

II. Poverty will never cease until all able-bodied adults be compelled to work
according to their strength, and receive of their labour according to their needs.

III. The working-classes will remain slaves, as they are now, so long as one in-

dividual is suffered to rule over others, and a few are allowed to make laws for

the many.
IV. War, and all its consequences, will exist, and thousands will be slaughtered

upon the battle-field, so long as ** force" prevails and one country can derive

temporary financial advantage from the ruin of another.
V. Women will be the slaves and playthings of men so long as they are de-

pendent upon them and do not enjoy the fruits of their own labour.

VI. Labour which supplies all the needs of man, will be despised in the eyes of

all, so long as the working-classes toil to fill the pockets of those who sit still and
idle.

VII. Murderers, thieves, prostitutes, and all kinds of criminals, will not cease

so long as poverty remains to give birth to them.
VIII. Things will get to such a pass that men will figuratively devour each

other alive, unless a new light soon dawn upon humanity, and working men rise

as one to throw off" the yoke of capital, and put on terms of equality those who-
now oppress them.

IX. The moral and intellectual faculties of mankind can achieve all, the time

for reflection has come, action must soon follow, after that men will live as a band
of brothers, and all civilisec nations form one united family.

X. It is those who are now despised and robbed, the workers and consequently
the wealth-producing class, who will have to de«ide how long the present state of

things shall last.

"LEADERS OF THE PEOPLE."

Mr. Barker says wages have risen 25 per cent., rents 150 per cent. Why ?'

Well, I don't know the average per head of the population for England or

Ireland, but I would very much like to know, and also for the large cities

and towns ; but the average for Glasgow is over £Q per head—probably near

£7, as a considerable portion of the population sleep on stairs and in parks,

not to mention the thousands, if not tens of thousands, who sleep in model
and other foul lodgings. What is the cause of the Scotch being highest

rented and taxed, and Glasgow the worst housed ? The cause is, the land
laws of Scotland aflford a better security for invested capital than those of

England. If you wish to spot exactly where the shoe pinches, you have got
to compare the powers possessed by the landlords of the three kingdoms
under the laws of hypothec and distraint respectively, and you will get at

the root of the matter. One indication of the difference in the value of these

is this : in England any tenant can borrow on a bill of sale over his furni-

ture. It is not so in Scotland. The Scotchman's household gods are "his
landlord's hypothec," and for financial purposes count as the landlord's ; and
woe to the man who dares to lay a finger on the landlord's hypothec.

—

Yours, J. WG.
Moral : Abolish hypothec and distraint. But who will you get to under-

take to propose such sacrilege ]

Labour Federation.—Comrade Mahon has asked us to point out an arith

metical error in the article on " Labour Federation " in our last issue. 10s. added'
to 17s. is obviously an increase of more than 50 per cent. This in no way affects

the argument, hut is worth correcting.

A people can never rise from low estate as long as they are eujCfrossed in the
painful struggle for daily bread.— FTwicooc? Rtade,

When Hercules cleaned out the Augean stable he was not scared from his

task by the stink of the muck he was moving, nor should we be scared by the
stink of the rotten press that is being disturbed by our shovels and brooms..—Radical Jack in Chicago Labour Enquirer*

A curious argument appeared in a curious leader in the Labour Tribune
last week. It is there stated that the adverse result of the recent strike of

Northumberland miners had justified the opposition to it on the part of Mr.
Burt and his colleagues ! This line of argument might pass if used on
behalf of the capitalists, but coming from a labour paper it sounds " mighty
queer."

The Mineral Water Society.—In the House of Commons last Fridayf
Mr. Matthews, in reply to Mr. Bradlaugh, said that he had ascertained that

by the articles of association of the Mineral Water Bottle Exchange Society,

with 179 members as manufacturers, the employers agreed not to re-engage
for two years any servant who had left the employment of any menaber
except with the consent of the late employer. He had observed that in a
case heard before Mr. Justice Chitty it was held that the rule was an unrea-

sonable restraint on trade, and a motion to enforce it was refused with costs.

The case was now pending before the Court of Appeal, and if the decision of
Mr. Justice Chitty was upheld the rule would be inoperative.

A movement is on foot in Bolton for the establishment of a co-operative
ironworks, based on the principle of partnership of labour, in consequence
of the prolongation of the strike and the knowledge amongst the men that
when a settlement is arrived at a large number of those who have taken a
prominent part in the dispute will be weeded out. The movement for the

establishment of such works, which finds much favour with the leaders of

the men, has been taken up by the Bolton Co-operative Society, one of the
wealthiest of its kind in the country, and the directors of that organisation
have made arrangements for the holding of a meeting, to which the strike
hands have been specially invited. There is every probability of the scheme
being taken up and carried out.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BRITAIN.

The Trades Council of Ashton-under-Lyne, have been discussing the prac-

ticability and advisability of foniiing a federation of trades unions in the

United Kingdom.

Bricklayers' Labourers' Wages.—At Stockport the agitation for an
increase of wages from 5d. to 5^1. per hour, before referred to, is still going

on. The labourers have formed an association, and threaten to strike if their

wages are not increase).

The Spindle and Loom.—The outlook in the cotton spinning and manu-
facturing industry of Lancashire is very gloomy. In the district of Bury
and Elton at the present time out of 40 large mills thiee are closed (and one

has lately been unsuc3essfully ottered for sale). About half-a-dozen others

are working short time, and one large tirm, in consequence of the bad state

of trade, is on the point of closing their premises after finishing the orders at

present in hand. In addition to this several other mills are compelled to

work for stock.

GouRocK Masons' Strike.—The masons in the employment of Messers.

Watt and Wilson, contractors for the Greenock section of Gourock Railway
have struck work against a proposal of the contractors to pay the hewers

piece-work rates in place of weekly wages, paid since the work commenced.
The builders ha,ve taken the side of the hewers, and consequently the work
at the new Greenock Station has been stopped.

NoRTHAMrTON SiiOE Trade.—The strike still continues, and Messrs. Cove
aiiii West, who possess one of the largest factories in the tovyn, have closed for

eigl.t days. The men maintain that they are insuihciently paid, and assert

that best work is done for the price of seconds. The lasters assert that their

average wages foi" tlie past twelve months come to but little over 18s. a-week,

It is not long siiice. Mr. Bradlaugh cited the staple trade of Nort!iam])ton

as an instance against the Socialist assertion that the w^orkers were unem-
ployed and badly paid.

The Rivet Trade.—A meeting of the operatives was held on Monday at

Black Heath ; a workman presiding. It was stated that all the masters,

with the exception of one in the Old Hill district, had resumed work at the

list demanded. The master referred to had declined to give the advance
;

at the same time he wished his men to return to their employment at a

lower rate. The operatives in his employ are out on strike, and are being

supported by levies from their fellow-workmen.

Scotch Miners.—The Airdrie, Motherwell, and Lanarkshire miners have

decided to work five days a-week and eight hours a-day. Every endeavour

is being made to get all the Scotch miners to adopt the same policy. At
a mass meeting held at Hamilton it was unanimously agreed " that, inasmuch

as the great majority of the mineowners in Lanarkshire have reduced wages

by 7i per cent., combined with the depreciation in the value of coal, and the

e1[iormous increase of stocks, we deem it advisable and strongly urge all the

county immediately to return to their former policy of eight hours a-day and
•five days a-week, to avert further reductions and enhance t!he value bf coal."

An organisation known as the Associated Iron and Steel Workers of Great

Britain was formed at Manchester in April, and the first general conference

of delegates in connection with the society was held this week,, at the Queen's

fiead Hotel, Attercliffe, Sheffield, but the proceedings^ were private. Some
years ago there was a difference in the National Association^ with ^regard to

a proposal for a centralised fund, and since that time the-, .operations of the

l^aiional Association have been chieily confined to th^ north, of England,

while the Midland districts have been governed by tlie^ Conciliation Board.

I'here has been a feeling that the formation of one l)ody for the whole of

the country, including the Scotch ironw^orkers, would strengthen the position

•of the men, and with that object the new association was formed. . A com-

munication was favourably received from Mr. Threlfall, of Southport, as to

the direct representation of the operative ironworkers in Parliament, follow-

ing up their resolution at the Manchester conference.

The Strike of Weavers.—Matters at Barnoldswick in connection wdth

tl)e trade dispute have assumed an acute phase. The police force has been

increased, and more officers are to be sent there. Messrs. Bracewell are

placing all available " odd hands " at the vacant looms, and those thus em-

ployed are being boycotted by the weavers on strike. One night an effigy,

supposed to represent a " knobstick," was carried shoulder-high along the

stieets, which were lined with people, and the police had difficulty in keep-

ing order. Over 30 summonses have been taken out on charges of intimida-

tion, etc. A strike at the large works of Messrs. Newsome, West, and Co.,

StainclifFe, well-known manufacturers, is attracting some attention. In con-

sequence of bad work done, the firm have made stoppages in the wages of

the weavers, this being for ^' shady " pieces, and the earnings of some of the

bands have in consequence been much reduced ; but Messrs. Newsome, West,

and Co. have been compelled to take this step to ensure more careful work-

manship. It is expected a conference w411 take place between a deputation

of the weavers and the heads of the firm, in order to arrive at a settlement

if possible.

The Cradley Heath Chainmakers.—Tlie men and women engaged in

this struggle deserve to win, for seldom has a strike been carried on so ener-

getically. The strike has lasted just a twelvemonth, and great privations
* have been undergone. It was announced at meetings held at Cradley Heath,

that upwards of twenty -five employers in the South Staffordshire nail trade

had conceded a substantial advance in wages, and work would be resumed

forthwith at these factories. Upwards of twenty employers have conceded

advances in the chain trade, and there w^as a partial resumption of work.

On August 4th, a meeting of chainmakers was held in the Salvation Army
^rra-cks, Cradley Heath ; Mr. J. Edmunds presiding. The Chairman

pointed out that they had completed the fifty-second week of the strike, and

during that time he considered the trade had been greatly improved. Messrs.

T. Price, of Spinners End, and Messrs. Underwood, of Old Hill, had re-

qnested the society to allow their men to resume work. It Was decided to

^Uow the men to do so at once. The following subscriptions Were an-

no^l^^"ced -.—From the Kailway Servants' Society of London, £10 ;
Tailors'

Society of London, £7 ; Weavers and Hatters of Manchester, £3 ;
Colonel

Ste^Art, £2 lis.; Manchester Newsipapier, £13 19s. 8d. Other smaller sums

Vete d-Hnmiticed, amounting to £40.

Nail ^rade.—Strike Eiots.—On 'tV'ednesday, August 3, a number of

cast-nail makers, who have be^h on strike against a reduction in wages,

tiVaVched to the works bf Messrs. H. and F. Shaw, in Glover Street, Bir-

inii)gbam, and because the firm refused to allow them to return to work.

except at the reduced price, they began throwing stones and breaking the
windows. The police, however, arrived before much damage was done.

There are only four cast-nail making firms in Birmingham, and three of

them had given notice of reduction on the ground that wages in Birming-
ham are 20 per cent, higher than at Bristol and Shrewsbury. The nail

makers appear to be incensed because Messrs. Shaw have engaged a number
of unskilled workmen, under two skilled men, to take the place of those on
strike. On Saturday the 6th, a number of men from Cradley, Halesowen,
and Bilston, assembled opposite the manufactory of Messrs. Shaw and SonSj

Glover Street, where some men are still working, and demanded that they
should come out. Some of the men obeyed, but the remainder kept at work,
and the difficulty was to smuggle them out of the place, which was sur-

rounded by an excited crowd of strikers. It was found necessary for the

safety of the men to pack them in sacks, and send them out of the works in

vans as bags of nails. When the men outside found they had been duped,
they commenced an onslaught on the factory, smashed all the window^s, and
did great damage. One of the employers had to be escorted home by the

police.

The Limerick Dock Labourers' Strike.—Friday, Aug. 6th.—The dock
labourers' strike against the Limerick and Clyde Steamship Companies still

continues, nor is there any apparent sign of a settlement. The Clyde Com-
pany are working their boats with their own crew hands, but the crev/ of

the Ardnaniult (the Limerick Steamship Company's boat) has struck, and
28 men brought down from Waterford last evening struck work at ten this

morning. Some men w^ere also brought up from Tralee, but they aho re-

fused to work on learning the facts of the dispute. A house to hou:>e col-

lection was made during the day, and the men from Waterford and from
Tralee were all sent back this afternoon. As matters at present star.d there

seems no likelihood of the Ardnamult, which is timed to leave for Liverpool

on Sunday, being discharged within the next fortnight unless a settlement

is arrived at. Much sympathy is expressed with the dock labourers.

Strike of the Midland Engine-Drivers.—On the 15th July the direc-

tors of the Midland Eailway gave notice of a new method of working and
pay fur engine-drivers and firemen—the substitution of precarious piecework

for weekly wage. The new scheme aroused great opposition all over the

line and efforts were made to induce the directors to postpone the alteration.

This they declined to do and a strike is the consequence. There is little or

no prospect of success, as the men have not all turned out and many have

gone back. Great assistance has been given the Midland by other companies,

and as the number of unemployed is great, men have been readily obtained

to fill the places of the strikers. The depression of trade has seriously afi*ected

raitw^ay incomes, and to make the dividend the workers generally sufier.

Strikes to be successful must be wider in their scope. Why have not the

signalmen been induced to co-operate ? Every Midland man knows why
the guards failed some years ago ; it is a pity that another strike should

have been entered upon to court the same fate. That the engine-men will

fail there is little doubt, though their cause deserves the sympathy of every

worker. The leaders, too, have shown a want of boldness and decision,

and to this must be partly attiibuted the failure of the present strike.

What is w^anted is a federation of all w^orkers, embracing all branches of

trade and industry ; ntitil this is accomplished this calumn must continue

to chronicle disastrous strikes, reductions of wages, and the inability of the

trades' unions to perform the function for which they were founded. A
nominal subscription could meet this demand, and the friendly society

benefits might well be left to the option of the members. Workers must
learn to know that the injury to one is the concern of all ; when this is

recognised success will attend labour in its-struggle against capital, and the

future will be open to the workers. A particularly noticeable feature in

the present struggle is the unscrupulous hostility and hypocrisy of the press

in regard to the strikers. The virtues of the directors of. the Midland
Eailway Companv have been extolled ad nauseam^ and lying statements by

the column w^ere inserted as to the collapse of the strike almost before it

had begun. This and the sickly cant of " moderation " and respect for so-

called '' public opinion," as manufactured by the organs of the exploiting

classes, has paralysed the cause of the men, who, until they learn to stick

together, and fight shoulder to shoulder, will neither w^n nor deserve to

win.

The Bolton Strike.—The great strike in the engineering trade at Bolton

has now entered into its thirteenth week. The Mayor is making another

effort to bring the dispute to an end, having written to both the employers

and the joint committee of the men, suggesting that the whole question of

radius from Manchester, whether 12 miles as suggested by the employers,

or three miles as claimed by the men, should be left to the Recorder of

Bolton to decide. Meanwhile the employers are, it is said, making every

effort to import labour into the town. The report is that one large firm are

erecting an additional building for the convenience of men lodged upon the

premises, and that provision will be made for religious worship and for con-

certs. On the other hand, the men are being encouraged by subscriptions

and counsel to continue the struggle. In issuing the eleventh weekly report,

the Strike Committee state that they have a splendid balance of over ;£l, 100,

an increase of £200 on the w^eek. London contributes £40, Manchester dis-

trict £60, Blackburn £25, Bury £30, Rochdale £12, Oldham £40, Preston

£6, and Liverpool £6. The Bolton Co-operative Society have forwarded a

fourth weeklv contribution of £25. The Vigilance Committee has cost £21

and £160 has^ been distributed in relief. On Saturday, nine of the imported

men left the town after appearing before the Strike Committee, by whom
they were assisted home. There was hooting at one of the employers on

Saturday, and two " knobsticks " recognised in the streets came in for like

attention. Thirteen men were imported into Bolton on Wednesday to take

the places of men on strike. The strangers entered a 'bus in waiting, and

were guarded by police. A number of cases arising out of recent disorders

were dealt with by the borough magistrates on Monday. The offences were

hooting, principally, and one woman was charged with breaking the window

of an omnibus in which some importations were seated. It is understood

that copies of resolutions passed at the ratepayers' indignation meeting on

Monday, protesting against the bringing of Hussars and county constabulary

to the town, have been forwarded to the Home Secretary. Imported men
arrived in Bolton from Leeds on Wednesday. They were guarded by sixty

policemen, mounted and on foot, and speedily landed into an omnibus in

waiting. They were delivered at Messrs. Dobson and Barlow's works, Kay
Street. Trinity Street was blocked by strong cordons of police during the

arrival of the men. A gentleman aged 86 years, called at the headquarters

of the Bolton Strike Committee on Sunday, and made a donation of £20.

He refused to give his name, but said he lived on the outskirts of the town,

and had been a member of a trade society for 65 years.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES
BELGIUM.

The Parti ouvrier (workman's party) of Belgium will hold its annual con-

gress at Mona on the 15th inst. The labour troubles of Belgium, as Dis-

patch observes truly, are ouly momentarily in abeyance, but they have in no
way ceased. Our readers are aware of what happened in 1866 in the coal

districts of Charleroi, Borinage, Mons, etc. This year a new attempt was
made to organise a general strike—the so-called black strike. The fact that
the Executive Council of the Workman's Party did not support this whole-
sale strike has been the subject of much dispute among the Socialists of

Belgium. The forthcoming Congress will now have to decide whether the
effort shall be renewed, and, this time, with the united support of every
labour organisation in the country. As a general strike in Belgium, sup-
ported by the whole Parti ouvrier^ would deeply affect the political and
the social interests of the country, we are anxious to know what will be the
result of the Mons Congress. We are, however, not of opinion that the
Executive Council of the Partly or the delegates of the Congress to come, or
any body of men, can organise a general strike,—for a strike of that descrip-
tion means no more and no less than revolution, and a revolution cannot be
fixed for to-day or for to-morrow, but comes forward, irresistibly, with or
without the sanction of parties, as soon as times are ripe for it. Therefore
•we may suggest to our friends in Belgium to carry on their local organisa-
tions as well as they possibly can, and not to let them be used for mere
political purposes, as it is done at Brussels, and then, as soon as they think
the time has come, not to wait a watchword for going forward. Certainly,
the support of the whole Party may be morally useful, but the command of
an executive would most decidedly be disastrous.

A few days ago some liberal members of the Belgian miniature-Parliament,
MM. Guillery, llouzeau, and others, have again brought in a bill for the
revision of the Constitution, a necessary preparation ior another bill estab-
lishing universal suffrage. After three or four hours chit-chat and nonsense
retailed by the law-makers, the clerical majority of the Chamber has refused
even to take the bill into consideration, so that it will not be discussed, but
at once thrown away in the waste-paper basket. A good job too ! For, if

it had been otherwise, the workers would have been abused further on by
these political dodgers ''and those in the workers' party who patronise them.
Perhaps they now at last will open their eyes and listen |no longer to those
who preach, as remedies for all social evils, parliamentarianism, universal
suffrage, and economical pea-soup kitchens !

The 25th of last month was the day appointed for the trial of comrade
Jahn, a young Anarchist who, at the time of the last Belgian strikes, had
pronounced several '^inost incendiary^'' speeches, and, we are told, ''dyna-
mited " a little bit " against a windowP Now, the trial has been postponed
for three months, because the public prosecutor was to be the scandalous
Demaret, who, of course, is now prevented. But just look at the justice of
the matter : Jahn will have to undergo three months further imprisonment,
because Demaret has done—what you know ! D.

FEANCE.
The French " Eepublican " journalists are nice fellows indeed ! Katkoff

died last week—what he ought to have done at least twenty years ago—and
at once these Eepublican scribblers feel it their duty to send wreaths of
laurels and letters of condolence to the family of one of the most atrocious
scoundrels of the nineteenth century ! Why ? Because Katkoff was a hater
of the Germans and has become, in his latter days, a friend of the French.
He was all-powerful in Eussia, and promised to support France against
Germany in the next gigantic bloodshed which the European diplomatists
are now preparing. And the French Republicans call that patriotism, clever-
ness ! And the sempiternal clown of patriotism, the ridiculous Deroulede,
is dispatched to Petersburg, in the name of the Association of Eepublican
and so-called Socialist journalists ! Have they forgotten that Katkoff was
a renegade of the liberal ideas of his youth, the most energetic supporter of
the most absolute despotism, the enemy of reform and progress, of liberty
and justice, the councillor and friend of Alexander the Hanger ? Have thev
even the right to forget that Katkoff encouraged by all means the brutal and
ferocious resistance of Eussia against the movement towards freedom and
independence which threw thousands of heroic men in the mines of Siberia
and in the steppes of Arkangel ? that he was one of the vanquished Poles ]

aod that he stimulated Alexander the Third, as he had done Alexander the
Second, to maintain under his iron claws, in oppression and misery, an im-
mense nation of one hundred million men ? We cannot help thinking that
the "French Eepublican journalists" have acted scandalously by honouring
the memory of that arch-scoundrel Katkoff I

Our readers will remember that in the great Anarchist trial at Lyons, in
January 1883, where Kropotkine, B -rdat, and others were sentenced to
several years of imprisonmeDit, a miserable wretch, the pseudo-Anarchist
Georges Garou, alias VaJia<dier acted as a police spy. This villain bas now
.IHjceived the just reward of hia infamous action : some ten or twelve SociaJ-
i»ta have thrown kirn in the lake of Zurich, where his corpse has been found
-in a state of putrefaction. D.

GEEMANY.
On the 5th of this month a new Socialistic paper has made its appearance

.at Berlin, Berliner Volks Tribune, under the editorship of Max Schippel.
This is certainly a courageous attempt, and we wish every success to our
weekly colleague. The editor says in his first number that he is fully aware
of the fact, that in publishiug a journal for the workers under ^the circum-
stances under which Germany lingers nowadays, politically and socially, is a
jftQSt' dangerous eaiterprise, but nevertheless he will try it and do his best.
At any rate a trial is worth while. .

'

;

Socialism is spreading rapidly in the German army. Last week, at Augs-
burgj a s^ff-bflftcer and two soldiers have been arrested, because they had
aj.tetnpted to introduce in the barracks several hundred pamphlets for dis-
tribution among the soldiers. At Muaich, two officers have been arrested
because they have distributed among the men under their command invita-
tions to assist in an open-air meeting to be held in a forest near the town.

In the same city of Municb, there are no less than 150 Socialists now
^waiting their trial for various ** Socialistic " offences, most of them for dis-
itariputing prohibited literature. Socialism is growing fast

!

A!^
^"<i^ig»^av»n, where several thousands of the pamphlet, * An Appeal

*u *i
y^^^^'' have fbeen thrown in the streets, F. Ehrhardt, an upholsterer,

the leader of the Socialists in that town and a candidate for the Eeichstag •

has been aiie^ted under the .su.vpicion of having introduced the pamphlets
there. Ehriiardc is well knuwn among the Paris and London workers.

At Koenigsberg, we will have shortly a trial for conspiracy, where for
the first time in Germany, Socialist students and women will be tried.

At Darmstadt, the paper Freie Presse, has been suppressed in accordance
with the laws against Socialism.

At Altona, twelve Socialists will be tried next week, among whom is the
well-known contributor to the paper Burgerzeitzcng, L. W. Molkenbuhr.
At Manheim, six Socialists were sentenced last Saturday for distribution

of Socialist literature, to terms of imprisonment varying from three weeks
to ten months.

The German Socialists, both Social Democrats and Anarchists, are spread-
ing in considerable quantities their pamphlet literature all over Germany in
spite of Bismark and his blood-hounds. We recommend the lecture of
these pamphlets to all those who understand the language, and we suggest
that the translation of most of them into English would be an excellent
enterprise. Up to date, the Anarchist series includes : 1, * Appeal to the
Proletariat'; 2, * The Hell of Blackwell's Island'; 3, 'The Plague of the
God-idea

'
; 4, * The Descent of Man.' The Social Democrat series comprises

the following : 1, 'Communistic and Private Property'; 2, 'The Trial of

K. Marx at the Court of Assizes of Cologne
'

; 3, 'The Future of Socialism'

;

4, ' Marx's Eevelations on the Communist Trial at Cologne'; 5, ' Our Aims';
6, ' The Thousand Million of Silesia ' ; 7, ' Socialistic Lectures ' ; 8, ' The
Dead Schulze against the Living Lassalle

'
; 9, ' Materialism in Political

Economy'; 10, ' The Programme of the Workers'; 11, 'William Weitling';

12, ' Christianity and Socialism ' ; 13, ' The Lodging Question ' ; 14, ' Babouf
and his Conspiracy ' ; 15, ' The Science and the Workers ' ; 16, ' The Chartist
Movement.'

In one of our next issues, we intend to analyse at some length these pam-
phlets, the first series of which are issued at New York, and the second at
Zurich. D.

HOLLAND.
On the 1st of this month, a mass meeting was held at Amsterdam, organ-

ised by the Union Society for the promotion of social science, with a view
of obtaining the liberation of F. Domela Nieuwenhuis, imprisoned at Utrecht
since the 17th of January past. The president of the Union, M. G. Eibbinl:,

was in the chair. After he had stated that a great number of petitions,

asking for Nieuwenhuis' release, had already been sent to the government,
that twenty professors of law at the various universities of Holland, had
sent in a legal memoir proving that the prisoner was not sentenced in ac- .

cordance with the laws, that every organised body of workmen in the country
had passed resolutions in favour of their friend (although Domela Nieuwen-
huis himself had never condescended to write one single line on his own
behalf) the chairman called on Prof. Dr. A. Pierson who moved that " the i

committee of the Union on behalf of the people gathered in the Hall Stroucken .

at Amsterdam, should be instructed to call on the Minister of Justice and
demand the immediate release of the prisoner." This resolution was seconded
and supported by Dr. Benjamins, Prof. Kemman, Dr. van der Goes, and coni- '

rades van der Stadt, Fortuyn, Kooper, and Simons. All the speakers pro-'

tested against the idea of asking the king's pardon for Nieuwenhuis ; they^

asked only for immediate and unconditional release.

Recht voor Allen has adhered, in the name of the Dutch worker's organisa-

tions, to the resolutions put forward by the Socialist organisation of Antwerp
relating to the political interference of the workers in the parliamentarian
and radical humbug. They strongly contend against having anything what-
ever to do with Eadical or non-Eadical bourgeoisdom. In the long run, all

fallacies will vanish and be swept away ! D.

SWEDEN.
Comrades Palm, Nordman, and Danielson have just returned from a long

propaganda campaign in the provinces, and their report states that they
were exceedingly successfuL They have noticed almost everywhere a good
spirit of solidarity among the workers and a strong desire to check the evils

of commercialism. They intend now to set forth their work of propaganda
by issuing at regular periods pamphlets of a theoretical character. As com-
rade Palm, who has been until now the editor of the paper Social Democraten^
at Stockholm, has been sentenced to one month's imprisonment and has
further on to answer two other charges for contempt of the legislative

chambers, the editorship of the paper will in the future rest on comrade
Hjalmar Branting. D.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Egad, E..C.

Libxary.—The Library is open to. members of the Socialist League and a£§3ia$ed

bodies. Library Catalogue, containing the Eules, 2d. D. J. NioouL amd
W. Blundell are the Librarians.

Oo-operative Store.—The Committee attend at the offices at 8.30 p.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. All Groceries can be had at current §tQipe

prices. Orders over 10s. will be <ielivered, carriage jpaid in London. . ,

SPECIAL NOTICE.
[

A Special Meeting of the London Members will be held on Monday next^ *

^
\

August 15, at 9 p.m., for tlie purpose of discussing the London Propaganda. ;

'

BBANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
Hoxtou (Labour Emancipation League) to June 30. Clerkenwell, JCltfij^F'^*-

.

Walsallto July 31.
.

•^,.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Norwich, .3s. Merton 3s.'2d. Mrs. Schack, 5s. Walter Crane, £1. Saponer-/'-

smith Branch (2 weeks) £1. E. B. B. (3 weeks) 3s. K. F. (2 weeks), 2s. C. j. F, •

(2 weeks) 4s. J. L. (2 weeks) Is. P. W. (2 weeks) Is. Per Blundell from ?ale

of exchange papers, 5s. 7d.

P. Webb, Treasurer, Aug. .9,

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
C. Walkden, lis. For Mrs, Moiohray—A Few Fabians, per Annie "B&^mt

(weekly), 10s. J. IIane, Treasure^. ,

FOR PROPAGANDA.
Per F. K^tz, 2s. 6d.
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REPORTS.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, August 3, T. Dal-

ziel lectured on " Communistic Art." Good discussion
followed. On Sunday, August 7, an open-air meeting
was held on the Green, addressed by Blunrlell. In our
hall, a successful " social^' was held by Blundell and
friends, after open-air meeting. Literature has steady
sale.—A. T. and W. B.
HoxToN.—On Thursday evening last, the usual

outdoor meeting was held opposite Hoxton church,
comrades Pope and Allman addressing a good audi-
ence. On Sunday morning, the outdoor meeting was
a very large one. H. A. Barker, who addressed the
meeting, met with a most hearty and enthusiastic
reception. Good sale of literature. In the evening,
at our new place of meeting, Geo. Bernard Shaw gave
a very interesting lecture on the subject, *'\Vhy So-
cialists don't act up to their Principles," followed by
a good discussion, in which comrades Jas. Allman,
J. J. Allman, Ackland, Larner, Pope, Turner, and H.
Barker joined.—C. J. Y.
Merton and Mitcham.—On Sunday last, comrades

Fitzgerald (Socialist Union), Sparling, Kitz, and Eden
(Socialist Leasjue), addressed an attentive audience on
the Fair Green, Mitcham. In the evening at Merton
club-room, comrades Morris and Lane met the mem-
bers of the Mitcham, Merton, and Croydon branches,
And an interesting discussion took place as to the best
plan of agitation for the district. The following pro-
posals were adopted : A speakers' class be formed,
whereat the most difficult points of Socialism should
be threshed out, and the speakers' class should be also
a literary circle, purchasing what books of reference
are needed, and thus increase the library at the dis-
posal of these branches ; further, that we take steps
to form a co-operative community in the immediate
vicinity of London, and with that end in view issue
shares to purchase one of the many estates which are
now going begging to the jerry builders. We opine
that such a community would have a ready sale for
-its farm produce in London, and would also afford a
pleasant rendezvous to Radical and Socialist clubs for
outings. Sale of Gommoniveal this week, 52. Col-
lection, 2s 6d.—F. K.
North Londox.—The adjourned debate was re-

sumed between comrade Wardle and Morley on Tues-
day last. Brookes and Doughty also addressed an
attentive audience. At Regent's Park, Brookes,
Mainwaring, and Beckett spoke. A debate is arranged
for Sunday next, subject :

*' Will Parliamentary Ac-
tion further the interests of Socialism ? " Collection,
5s. At Hyde Park, the largest audience we have as
jet had, listened to our speakers last Sunday.
Brookes, Turner, NicoU, Mainwaring, ^Sampson, and
Murphy spoke. Collection, 2s. lO^d.
Glasgow.—On Sunday forenoon, Glasier, and La-

mont (S.D.F.) addressed a good audience on Jail
Square. In the afternoon, meetings were held at
Paisley Road Toll and Jail Square, Glasier, Downie,
and Warrington being the speakers. In the evening
in our room a business meeting was held. There was
good sale of Commonweai at ail the meetings

Leeps.—Taking advantage of the fine weather
during the holidays, a few of us determined upon a
little propaganda into the outlying districts of Leeds,
and selected Rothwell — a mining district — for our
first experiment. We distributed a quantity of litera-

ture, and created an unusi al stir, and in making the
acquaintance of four sympathetic men on the way
home, who promised to help us in our future propa-
gandist arrangements in Rothwell, and with whom we
are now in correspondence. On the Tuesday we
visited Churwell and Morley, and distributed five

goodly -sized parcels of literature. At the latter place
we got a meeting together, and Braithwaite, Hill, and
^myself addressed them for about an hour. The afiair

^as a success, and will, I believe, result in the forma-
tion of a branch.—T. Paylor.
Norwich.—On Monday, the 8th inst., we held a

meeting at Coltishall, being our first visit, which was
very successful. On Thursday, Henderson and Cant-
well addressed a large meeting at Yarmouth. On
Sunday morning, a meeting was held at Diss and also

at Coltishall, at which latter place we sold a good
atock of Commonweal. In the afternoon a large crowd
.assembled in the Norwich Market-place. At the
.ciose of Henderson's lecture, opposition was called

for but was not forthcoming. In the evening on the
^Agricultural Hall Plain, Slaughter and Morley spoke.
At eight o'clock in the Gordon Hall, Henderson lec-

•itured on "Emigration."—J. S.

Pblsall.—On Wednesday, comrade Weaver, of

Walsall,, addressed an outdoor ifteeting here, and was
, atten^ely listened to by a good audience. Meetings
wiU be held here every Wednesday outdoor, so long
.AS weather permits. This branch has every appear-
. ance of being a powerful centre of ironworkers and
, miners. On Sunday last, comrades Weaver and Rus-
;^cll visited several outlying towns for the purpose of

.arrattgusg for lectures and distributing literature.

WAuaAXJi.—On Tuesday last we broke new ground
.at CrrdHt Bridge, a small town five miles from here,

right- i» the heart of the Black Country, Hundreds
^f skilled workmen are on the verge of starvation,
And the people generally and their homes show clearly
the rottenneiss of the present system. The men
seemed to fully realise the hopeless position in which
they are placed, for they applauded our speaker's re-

ferences to the delusive dodges of Liberals, Tories,
and' Radicals. Deakin and Sanders were the speakers.
Wednesbury.—This branch will very soon be in

thorough working order. Up to the present a great
difficulty has been experienced in getting a suitable
meeting - room. On Thursday evening, comrades
Deakin, Weaver, and Sandera, of the Walsall Branch,

spoke for them in the Market-place. The audience
numbered several hundreds, and listened attentively.

Several questions were put at the close, of the usual
block type. A good sale of literature, and several

more names to the branch closed a good meeting.

Woolwich.—At the Arsenal Gates, last Sunday,
Hennessy spoke to a large audience, and was supported
by Thornton, Macdonald, and Banner. Literature
again sold well, and 7s. Id. collected towards defray-
ing expenses of Irish delegation.—R. B.

Scottish Land and Labour League.

Galashiels.—A very large meeting—the first in the
town—was held on Tuesday last in the market square.

Mahon challenged a temperance speaker who was
abusing Socialism, but this went unheeded. After the
Socialist meeting had closed, Mahon was called upon
by the audience and went to the temperance platform,
and an animated discussion ensued, which went on till

after ten o'clock. A large amount of literature was
sold.

Broxhurn.—Mahon spent two days amongst the
shale-miners locked-out in Broxburn and the surround-
ing districts. Two very large meetings were held, and
vSocialist principles met with hearty acceptance. The
first meeting was presided over by one of the check-
weighmen and the second by Mr. John Wilson, the
popular and energetic secretary of the Shale-Miners in

Scotland. A full report will be found in another
column.

Cowdenbeath.—The second Socialist meeting was
held here last Friday afternoon. A large attendance
of miners gave a most sympathetic hearing to the
speaker. Mahon, in passing, sev^erely criticised the
Labour M.P.'s, and condemned the action of the Fife

miners who voted £100 to the salaries of Burt and Fen-
wick, M.P.'s. The men did not seem to know that
this had been done and were unanimously against
doing it. A good collection was made ; fair sale of

literature and '24 names taken to form a branch.
DuvferndUie.—On Friday night a meeting was held

in the public park. The address dealt chiefly with
trade depression and labour federation. The inhuman
conduct of the responsible offi.cials at the Forth Bridge
works was severely commented on. Some questions
were asked, and answered to the satisfaction of the
audience. Mr. M'AUister, chairman of the ** Glasgow
and West of Scotland Vigilance Association," made
a general attack upon Socialism, and was answered in

lively and effective manner. It was arranged later oo
that a two nights' set debate should be held in Dun-
fermline.

Leith.—A splendid meeting was held at the Quay-
side on Sunday morning at ten o'clock. Tuke and
Mahon spoke. The police interfered with us for ol>

structing the street, but tea yards off the grouod
belongetl to the Dock Company, and here the meeting
was continued. There were some very interestiu.g

questions and some discussion also. Good collection

and ?ale of literature, and sonae names taken for meiii-

bership. Some seamen were present, and one of them
spoke to the members after the lecture. In a few
weeks we will have some special meetings of seani«n
and get them organised if possible

Edinbimfh.—On Thursday evening at our weekly
discussion class we had a visit from some fifteem or
sixteen German Socialists, who are at present working
as glassblowers at Portobello. a place about three iftiles

from Edinburgh. We got a very interesting account
of how the cause is progressing in Germany Irom. one
of them. They kindly consented to our request to hear
a revolutionary German song, and sang the Marseillaise

in splendid style. Before parting, we all joined in

giving three cheers for the coming social revolution.

Gallon Hill —A meeting of railway men in connection
with the strike on the Midland Railway was announced
for last Sunday afternoon, and Mahon and Smith went
there with the expectation of addressing them ; but
for some reason or other none turned up. A good
meeting was held all the same, and a fair collection

got and a good quantity of literature disposed of.

Queen*s Park.—In the evening Smith, Mahon, Gilray,

and Tuke spoke to an audience of over four hundred.
Two names taken for membership. Good collection

and fair sale of literature made.
Chas. Wm. Tuke, sec.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Bloomibury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W. On Thursday Aug. 11,

H. Samuels, ** Socialism and Parliamentary Action :

a Challenge to Parliamentarians." 18. Thos. J.

Dalziel, '' Communistic Art." 25. Fred. Lessner,
*' Socialism on the Continent." Sept. 1. Edwaid
Aveling, ** The Value of Brain Work.'*

Clerkenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.C. Sunday August 14, at 8.30 p.m.
Fred Verinder, ** The Bible and the Land Question."
Wednesday Aug. 17, at 8.30. Sydney Webb, " The
Political Duty of Socialists."

Groydon.—Parker Road.
Hackney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11.30. ; Satur-
day, 7 till 12.30 ; Sunday 11 a.m. till 12 p.m. Mem-
bers^ Business Meeting every Tuesday at 8.30 p.m.
Debating Class every Thursday.

Jiammcrsm*^^.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday August 14, at 8 p.m. G. Bernard Shaw,
** Wages."

Hoxton (L.E.L.).-Globe Coffee House, 227 High St.,

Hoxton. On Sunday August 14, H. A. Barker will

lecture—subject, " What Socialists Want." On
Saturday at 8 p.m.. Members' Meeting; special

Business ; a full attendance of members earnestly

requested. There will be a Concert in aid of the
League on Saturday August 30. A list of names of

friends who will sing or recite will be advertised in

the Commonweal next week. Programmes will also

be printed.
Merton.— 1 1 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

Atiicham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

North London.—Branch meets at 32 Camden Road,
N.W., for reception of new members and other
business, on Wednesday evenings at 8 o'clock, until

further notice. H. Bartlett, sec.

PROVINCES.
Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Edinburtjh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets
every Thursday at 7.30 p.m. (prompt) to transact
business. Discussion Class at 8.30.

Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. Sunday Aug.
14, meeting of members in Rooms.

Hamilton.—Paton's Hall, Chapel St. ; Every Thursday
at 7.30.

Hull.—Merrill's Dairy, 56 Walker Street. Mondays,
at 8 p.m.

Lancaster.—Addresses every Sunday morning on the
Quay Jetty.

Leeds.—17 Chesham Street, Sweet Street. Club and
reading room open every evening. Business meet-
ings every Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Ofiice of Hosiery Union, Horsefair Street.

Fridays at 8 p.m.
Norwich.—GoT&on Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures
every Sunday at 8 p.m. Business Meeting, Mon-
day at 8.30. Sx>eaker3' Class, Sunday mornings at

10.30 and Wednesday evenings al 8 p.m. Social

Evening, Saturdays at 8.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 254 Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
LoNDO-N

—

Sunday IJi^

1 1 . 30. . .Hackney— '
' Salmon and Ball " Barker

11. 30...Hammersmith—Beadon Road The Branch
11.30.. .Hoxton Ch., Pitfield Street Wade & Pope
11. 30...Mitcham Fair Green Bidl & Eden
11.30.. .Regent's Park Nicoll

11. 30... St. Pancras Arches Dalziel & Wardle
ll.30...VValham Green The Branch
3 ...Hyde Park Lane
6. 30... Victoria Park The Branch
7 ... Clerkenwell Green Dlundell

Tuesday.
8 ...Ossulton Street, Eustoii Road Nicoll

8 ...Mile-end Waste The Branch

Wednesday.
8 ...Broadway > London Fields The Branch

Thvnrsday.

8 . . .Hoxton, Pitfield Street The Branch

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Saturday: Jail's Square, at 8 p.m. Sun*
day : Jail's Square, at 1 ; Paisley Road Toll at 5.

Gambuslamj.—Saturday : 6 o'clock.

Leeds.—Sunday: Hunslet Moor, 11; Vicar*8 Croft,

7.30. Friday : Comer of Christ Church, Meadow
Lane, at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—Sunday : Market Place at 3 ; Agricultural
Hall Plain at 7.

Dereham.—Every Wednesday, Market Place at 7.

Yarmouih.—Every Thursday on the Beach at 7.

SCOTTISH LAND AND LABOUR LEAGUE.
{Scottish Section of the Socialist League)

4 PARK STBEET, EDINBURGH.

Fri. 12.

Sat. 13.

Sun. 14.

Mon. 15.

Tues. 16.

Wed. 17.

Thur. 18,

Fri. 19.

Sat. 20.

Sun. 21.

—Cowdenbeathj South Park at 4 p.m.
Dunfermline, Public Park at 7.30 p.m.

~ Eainbwgh : Demonstration in aid of Shale*
miners locked-out, Queen's Park at 5w30.

Leith : Demonstration in aid of Shale*
miners. Giant's Brae, Links, 6.30 p.m.

—Leith (J. B. Glasier), Quayside at 10 a.m.
Edinburgh (J. B. Glasier), Graasnmrket

3 p.m. ; Queen's Park 6.30 ; Mound 8 p.m.
Dundee (Mahon), 11 a.nt. Greenmarket ; 3

p.m. VVest Port ; 7 p.m. foot of Hilltown.
—Hatvicky Tower Knowe at 7 p.m.

Garnouatie (Mahon), Market Place 7 p.m."—Galashiels, Market Square 7 p.m.
ArbrfMth (Mahon), Brothock Bridge 7 p.iii«

Tower Nook 7.30.—Forfar (Mahon), Market Place 7 p.m.—Dundee, Green Market 7 p.m.
—Dunfermline, Public Park at 7.30 p.m.—Burntisland, Links at 5 p.m.

—Same as August 14.

Woolwich.—Arsenal Gates, Sunday August 14, at
7 o'clock—Andreas Scheu.
PLAI8T0W Working Men's Club, 10 Stephenson

Street, Canning Town.—Sunday August 14, at 11.30
a.m. H. H. Sparling, ** Labour and Leisure."

Printed and Published by William Mosris and Josipb Laioi
at IS Farringdon Boad, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
"Mj losses," said Universal Provider Whiteley referring to the

fire at his establishment, " amount to £525,000 " ; and a few months
back a poor carter was sentenced to imprisonment for taking a few
articles of paltry value, his defence being that his wages, about lis.

per week, were too small to support himself and family. Does " my
gross losses " include some unpaid labour 1

It is a moot point whether it is fair of us to kill and eat our fellow-

lodgers on this earth—sheep, pigs and oxen. Archdeacon Farrar likes

meat, so does his family ; but, says his Reverence, " grave social prob-
lems are before mankind for solution," and hence he attends a vege-
tarian feed and says in fact that the solution will be arrived at by the
"poor" consuming raw and cooked vegetables; and the vegetarian
establishment for whom he delivered this advertisement, proceeds to
solve this great social problem by selling tea and coffee at 3d. per cup,
and draw attention to their " special rooms for ladies."

Such are the saviours of society. There are places in London neither
infested with Archdeacons nor troubled with grave social problems,
where for the same sum a working man could get a breakfast or tea
(four slices of bread and cup of tea or coffee) and be thanked for his

custom.

Whilst old and infirm human beings are working their aged limbs in
pain to procure food, or being driven to the workhouse torture, our
humane " upper " classes are stricken with sorrow for the sufferings of
aged and infirm horses. Mr. S. Sutherland Safford and Miss Linde
have established a home for aged and sick equines and the supporters
»re highly influential people. It would be interesting to know how
many human beings are being worked to death to keep these idlers and
their horses. The chief result of their efforts as yet is seen in the de-
pressed condition of the cats'-meat trade and the ruined position of
many vendors of pussy's meat, the supply of which is restricted owing
.to the society's interference with the law of supply and demand.

F. K.

The Midland strike has failed ignominiously, if appearances can be
trusted. This was to have been expected from the first, inasmuch as
there was little or no organisation, no mutual trust, and no safeguard
against " rats." When the strike took place against a change, grasping
and cynical as could well be conceived, there was a large number of
men who did not come out. No efficient measures were taken to con-
vince these of their error in acting treacherously to their comrades.
A vigilance committee of strikers should have at once endeavoured
strenuously to bring these " men " to a sense of their position.

Even now a little gentle expostulation might bring them to repent-
ance !

All through the affair the men have shown a praiseworthy regard
for the rights of property which forbid them to earn a reasonable live-
lihood : they did not use all the power they had to paralyse the
whole Midland system. By their "self-restrained demeanour" they
have earned the Thanks of the Directors and the Admiration of Law-
aljiding Citizens.

Time
: a few nionths hence. Scene : a driver's cottage. Persons :

Driver and Wije,— Wife : " Well, I wish you fellows had had the pluck
of them Yankees, and shown the directors you were in earnest and
tliat you wern't the white-livered, whining curs they took you for;
and then I shouldn't have to slave my life out to keep the kids clean,
and take in washing besides to make ends meet ! " Driver : " Oh, but
then we should have broken the law ! .^

"

Over at Elton, co. Limerick, there has been little heed paid to the law
this last week. By long and dire experience the Irish people have
found that it does not pay to win landlords' praises and rent-collectors'
compliments. An ounce of rent retained by a tenant is worth a ton
of soft-sawder laid out by a landlord.

But how many of the English workers are not tickled to death when
an exploiter compliments them on their " law-abiding " ways ? Even
those who have courage enough to equal the Limerick labourers, and
tace nfle and bayonet armed with a pitchfork, would succumb forth-

with to the syren voice of Law and Order if it called them "Law-
abidinsr British Citizens."

Meanwhile it is easy to see how rapidly grows the power of Socialism
in this country. Only last w^eek Reynolds—a paper which, however
disinterested it may be, dare not go " beyond its market "—came out
with a displayed leader calling in plain terms for the communalisation
of the means of production without compensation. S.

The Government are taking credit to themselves for their Allotment
Bill ; and Mr. Jesse Collinsrs, ex-Radical and now coercionist, has been
buttering them all over for this "popular" piece of legislation. Sir
William Harcourt has nothing better to say about it than to twit his
political opponents with inconsistency, reminding them that when a
similar measure was talked of before, its furtherers were called So-
cialists. "But now," says he, "it seems we are all Socialists." Really
this is very poor stuff; it will not be the last time by a great many
that the Government, Liberal or Tory, will bait their hook with similar
pieces of "Socialistic" legislation. All one can hope is that those
whom they are fishing for will learn to suck the bait off the hook
without touching the latter, like wily old carp, if it is any use to
them.

*

But as to this allotment scheme, J. S. Mill said all that was neces-
sary when he said it was simply allowing the labourers to work to pay
their own poor-rates. The bill is really in the interests of the em-
ploying farmers and the rack-renting landlords.

Mr.^ Bradlaugh, lecturing at the Fulham Liberal Association on
"National Economy," is reported to have said "that working-men
were quarrelling about a small percentage on wages while they allowed
this monstrous war-expenditure to eat up the bread-and-cheese that
should be in their cupboards." Yes, doubtless, the war expenditure is
monstrous. Don't let workmen believe that supposing it were put an
end to they would be any better off while labour and its earnings is

forbidden to any one who cannot find a capitalist who can employ
him. If the war-expenditure were stopped it would be necessary to
find some other means of wasting the working-man's labour that would
put money into the capitalists' pocket ; and meantime, until that other
means was found, trade would be the duller for it. Under the idiotic
system which oppresses us, all destruction of wares, all consumption of
them, however consumed, is temporarily " good for trade," advantageous
to the actual producer in the lump.

But, after all, it is impossible to get rid of war expenditure or of
war as long as all Society is based on war, commercial war ; it is the
struggle for the market that arrays the batallions in the .field ; the
necessities of the capitalist is what brings on war now-a-days.

As to^ "the working-man quarrelling over a small percentage of
wages," if he did not do so, if lie had not been doing so ever since the
birth of commercialism, bread, or rather skilly without the cheese
would have been his roast meat by this time. Commercial war com-
pels the capitalist to cheapen production to the utmost, the method of
cheapening it is to reduce the amount of human labour to the utmost

;

the ensuring competition among the workmen for employment (for
since they are slaves they cannot employ themselves) keeps down
wages. Any combination among the workmen checks this tendency,
and is good as far as it goes ; but the partial combination of trades'
unions and the like must develope into general combination, which will
at last assuredly destroy the war of classes which is the foundation of
our Society of waste, strife, and robbery—at last—might the workers
but see it at once and set on foot that great combination before the
pinch of utter misery which will come of the breakdown of our short-
sighted system of commercial war, a war which Mr. Bradlaugh looks
on with complacency, although, as aforesaid, it is the parent of the
open war which he has (very rightly) been denouncing.

The Daily News, commenting on the meeting of the S.D.F., which
demanded the release of Pole, is really a trifle too absurd even for a
.bourgeois print on a Monday morning. It admits the strong case of
the Socialist, but says, alluding to the hanging of Endacott in e^^Y •

" If they had asked for it in another way, the appeal must have com-
manded wide-spread attention." In other words, according to the
Daily News, the justice or injustice of the sentence on a citizen de-
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pends on the good or ill manners of certain other citizens wh'Otiemand

his Meftse^r^d ribt on Ms o#l* conduct; Rectilyy isr the Daily Neivs

thefe^^ tfe W ihad^ responsible i&t LaM Salisbiilrf*s Ooercion Act ? or are

we tferb;^ iiiiid^ rfespoftsible f^f \M Monday niortaing fatuities of thie

IMii^ Mim ? iti^^ is soMd^ity ^th. a vengett^^e

!

WOODEN LEGS.

We have had our Bank Holiday ; the clerk is back to his bank or

shop stool, the factory hand and seamstress to their machines, the

hodmen and labourers all over our happy islands to their general

drudgery. They think, perhaps, of the advantages of the single day's

festivity, of cheap trains and omnibuses to carry them into towns, or

out of them, into such country as is left.

The other day I was in the drinking bar of a village near to the

Canadian Backwoods. There was sitting there a sturdy-looking man
with his back leaning against one end of a bench ; he had a rough
cloth lying across his knees, and all that I could see of his legs as they
lay extended along the bench, was that they were very short and
ended in wooden stumps. I began to express sympathy for the

calamity from which he had suffered. " Calamity is a strong word,"
said he, " I hardly think they were worth so much." I admired the

bravery with which he looked on his loss, and asked him how it had
happened. " Why," said he, *' I had been working all alone at clear-

ing a place out in the forest, and at sunset just as I was about to

leave work a tree toppled over, and one of its branches catching me
unawares knocked me down and the trunk fell across one of my legs."

" How horrible !
" said I. " Horrible is a strong word," said he, "I

was not so bad off as that, for I had my axe with me. So seeing there

was no chance of help in that out o' the way place and at that time
of night, I just chopped off the leg that was held fast by the tree-

trunk." " Brave, bold man !
" said I. " Bold is a strong word," said

he, ^'it did not need much of that, but only a straight chop with the

axe." I sat in amazement, but said nothing. " I got up," he con-

tinued, "and tried to walk, but found it awkward work with one short

and one long leg. So I just put the long one across a log, and my
axe soon made it as short as the other. I got on famously after that.

It shows what an advantage it is always to have your axe by you."

I grasped his hand and cried, " Heroic man ! Sc?evola was nothing to

you ; he put one hand into the fire, but you smile at the sacrifice of

both legs." He stared and said, '' Well, captain, I don't know what
you are at with your bold men, and the fellow who burnt his hand,
but if chopping through a bit of stick is thought so much of in your
country I shall stop here." Slightly abashed, I said, " What an ad
vantage to have wooden legs for trees to fall across !

" "Ah !" said

he, "they told me what an advantage it was to me that my legs and
not my head were in the way of the cannot-ball at Gettysburg. I

don't think much of that, but I'd rather have my natural feet to stand

on, and to help me out of the way of danger."

The advantages which we now enjoy seem to be of the wooden leg

kind. The Sewer Railway, and the other stuffy means of locomotion

in and about London, are an advantage perhaps in so widespread a

desert ; but it would be better that our towns should only be so large

that we might easily get from end to end of them on our own legs.

The labourer is said to be now in a more advantageous position.

He can ease himself by means of the " free breakfast table " and of

the free trade supply of margarine for butter. If, however, he had
his own natural powers of mind to help him, instead of the artificial

substitute of prejudice and custom, whereby he is caught under the

heavy hand of the master, he would be still better off. His reason

would tell him that free interchange between all peoples should be an
instrument to increase the general good, and not merely a weapon to

cut one class free from the oppression of another.

The most wooden-legged of our advantages is our system of in-

struction, and in particular of technical instruction. The barbarian
as he makes a drinking-bowl, a sword, or a temple, puts his fancy into

his work, and may be young in heart when grey in head. The Chris-

tian child has the thirty-nine articles of usury, ten per cent, profits,

and national envy rubbed into his very marrow at a College or a Board
School. Under this influence he grows old before he is a boy, and is

in a fit state to receive technical knowledge, to learn the art of making
things in such a way as to get the better of the foreigner. Well, if

the freshness of the heart and mind is to be crushed under the war of

competition, it is an advantage of a kind to be instructed in the use

of the weapons. But that is the very degradation of education ; this

should give us an instrument, not of war against our fellows, but to

make a clearing in the dense thicket of ignorance and sectarian

jealousies. C. J. F.

Progress?—In addressing the British Medical Association, Sir Thomas
Crawford argued that in spite of the boasted improvements in sanitary ar-

rangements, there is an ur.mistakable deterioration in the physique of the

"lower" class. The evidence adduced seems to fully bear out this view.
From 1860 to 1864 32,324 men wishing to join the army, were examined by
the army surgeons and out of this number the rejections were 37r67 per
1000. From 1882 to 1886 132,583 men were similarly examined, and the
proportion of rejections had risen to 415'8 per 1000. Sir Thomas maintained
this was good proof that during the last twenty-five years the general phy-
sical vigour of the people had very much fallen. A peculiar eye disease due
to vitiated atmosphere resulting from overcrowding is very common although
quite prevehtible. The recruits drawn from the towns gave the largest

number of rejections.—J. L. M.!

FEUDAL ENGLAND.
TiiE Normatt Conquest found a certain kind of feudality in existence
in Engl&iid ; a fi^u^fitlity which was developed from the customs of the
tribfes with lii%le oe no adn»ixture of Roman law ; and also even before
the CoiM|tles% thit-country^ was slowly beginning to be mixed up with
th^affStoof the Continent of Eui'Ope^ and that not only with the
kindred nations of Scanditt«kvia, but with the Romanised countries
also. But the Conquest of Duke William did introduce the complete
or Romanised Feudal system into the country ; and it also connected
it by strong bonds to the Romanised countries, but thereby laid the
first foundations of national feeling in England. The English felt

their kinship with the Norsemen or the Danes, and did not feel their

conquests when they had become complete, and consequently mere
immediate violence had disappeared from them ; their feeling was
tribal rather than national ; but they could have no sense of co-

nationality with the varied populations of the provinces which mere
dynastical events had strung together into the dominion, the manor,
one may say, of the foreign princes of Normandy and Anjou ; and as

the kings who ruled them gradually got pushed out of their French
possessions, England became conscious of her separate nationality,

though still only in a fashion, as the manor of an English lord.

It is beyond the scope of this article to give anything like a con-

nected story, even of the slightest, of the course of events between
the conquest of Duke William and the fully developed mediaeval period

of the 14th century, which is the England that I have before my
eyes as Mediaeval. That period of the 14th century united the de-

velopments of the elements which had been stirring in Europe since

the final fall of the Roman Empire, and England shared in the general

feeling and spirit of the age, although from its position the course of

its history, and to a certain extent the lives of its people was different.

It is to this period, therefore, that I wish in the long run to call your
attention, and I will only say so much about the earlier period as may
be necessary to explain how the people of England got into the position

in which they were found by the statute of labourers enacted by Edward
III., and the Peasant's Rebellion in the time of his grandson and
successor Richard II.

Undoubtedly, then, the Norman Conquest made a complete break
in the continuity of the history of England. When the Londoners
after the Battle of Hastings accepted Duke William for their king,

no doubt they thought of him as being much in the same position that

the newly slain Harold had been ; or at any rate such a king as Knut
the Dane, who had also conquered England ; and probably William
himself thought no otherwise, but the event was quite different, for

on the one hand not only was he a man of great character, able,

masterful, and a great soldier in the modern sense of the word, but
he had at his back his wealthy dukedom of Normandy, which he had
himself reduced to obedience and organised ; and, on the other hand,

England lay before him, unorganised, yet stubbornly rebellious to him ;

its very disorganisation and want of a centre making it more difficult

to deal with by merely over-running it with an army levied for that

purpose, and backed by a body of house-carles or guards, which would *

have been the method of a Scandinavian or native king in dealing

with his rebellious subjects. Duke William's necessities and instincts

combined led him into a very different course of action, which deter-

mined the future destiny of the country. What he did was to quarter

upon England an army of feudal vassals drawn from his obedient

dukedom, and to hand over to them the lordship of the land of Eng-
land in return for their military service to him, the suzerain of them
all. Thenceforward, it was under the rule of these foreign landlords

that the people of England had to develope.

The development of the country as a Teutonic people was checked

and turned aside by this event. Duke William brought, in fact, his^

Normandy into England, which was thereby changed from a Teutonic

people (theod) with the old tribal customary law still in use among them,

into a province of Romanised Feudal Europe, a piece of France in short ;.

and though in time she did grow into another England again, she

missed for ever in her language, her literature, and her laws, the chance

of developing into a great homogeneous Teutonic people infused use-

fully with a mixture of Celtic blood.

However, this step which Duke William was forced to take, further

influenced the future of the country by creating the great order of

the baronage, and the history of the early period of England is pretty

much that of the struggle of the king with the baronage and the

church. For William fixed the type of the successful English mediaeval

king, of whom Henry II. and Edward I. were also notable examples.

It was, in fact, with him that the struggle towards monarchical bureau-

cracy began, which was checked by the barons, who extorted Magna
Charta from King John, and afterwards by the revolt headed by Simon
de Montfort in Henry. III.'s reign; was carried on vigorously by
Edward I., and finally successfully finished by Henry VII. after the

long faction-fight of the Wars of the Roses, had weakened the feudal

lords so much that they could no longer assert themselves against the-

monarchy.
As to the contest between the Crown and the Church, two things

are to be noted : first, that at least in the earlier period the Church-

was on the popular side. Thomas Beckett was canonised, it is true,,

formally and by regular decree ; but his memory was held so dear by
the people that he would probably have been canonized informally

by them if the holy seat at Rome had refused to do so. The second

thing to be noted about the dispute is this, that it was no contest of

principle. According to the mediaeval theory of life and religion, the
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Church and the State wete one : separate manifestations of the King-
dom of God upon earth which was part of the Kingdom of God in

heaven ; the king was an officer of that reahn and a liegeman of God.
The doctor of laws and the doctor of physic partook in a degree of the

priestly character. On the other hand the Church was not withdrawn
from the everyday life of men ; the division into a worldly and spiritual

life neither of which had much to do with the other, was a creation of

the protestantism of the Reformation, and had no place in the practice

at least of the mediaeval Church, which we cannot too carefully remem-
ber is little more represented by modern Catholicism than by modern
Protestantism. The contest, therefore, between the Crown and the
Church was a mere bickering between two bodies, without any essen-

tial antagonism between them as to how far the administration of

either reached : neither dreamed of subordinating one to the other,

far less of extinguishing one by the other.

The history of the Crusades, by the way, illustrates very emphat-
ically this position of the Church in the Middle Ages. The foundation
of that strange feudal kingdom of Jerusalem, whose king had preced-

-ence in virtue of his place as lord of the centre of Christianity over all

other kings and princes ; the orders of men-at-arms vowed to poverty
and chastity, like the Templars and Knights of St. John ; and above
all the unquestioning sense of duty that urged men of all classes and
kinds into the holy war, show how stronojly the idea of God's kingdom
on the earth had taken hold of all men's minds in the early Middle
Ages. As to the result of the Crusades, they certainly had their

influence on the solidification of Europe and the great feudal system,
^t the head of which, in theory at least, were the Pope and the Kaisar.
Doubtless, also, the intercourse with the East gave Europe an oppor-
tunity of sharing in the mechanical civilisation of the peoples originally

dominated by the Arabs, and infused by the art of Byzantium and
Persia, not without some tincture of the cultivation of the later classical

period.

The stir and movement also of the Crusades, and the necessities in

which they involved the princes and their barons, furthered the upward
movement of the classes that lay below the feudal vassals, great and
little; the principal opportunity for which movement, howev<er, in

England, was given by the continuous struggle between the Crown
and the Church ^nd Baronage.

The early Norman kings, eveaa immediately after th« death of the
Conqueror, found themselves involved in this str^u^gle, «,nd were forced
to avail themselves of the heJp of what had n©w become the inferior
tribe—the native English, to wit. Henry I., an able and ambitious
man, understood this so clearly that he made a distinct bid for the
favour of the inferior tribe by marrying an English princess ; and it

was by means of the help of his English subjects tJbat be conquered his
Norman subjects, and the field of Tenchebray, which put the coping-
stone on his success, was felt by the English people as an English
victory over the oppressing tribe with which Duke William had over-
whelmed the English people. It was during this king's reign and
under these influencies that the trading and industrial classes began to
rise somewhat. The merchant gilds (of which subject of gilds more
hereafter) were now in their period of greatest power, and had hardly
begun, as they did later, to develope into the corporations of the towns

;

but the towns themselves were beginning to gain their freedom and to
become an important element in the society of the time, as little by
little they asserted themselves against the arbitrary rule of the feudal
lords, lay or ecclesiastical : for as to the latter, it must be remembered
that the Church included in herself the orders or classes into which lay
society was divided, and while by its lower clergy of the parishes and
(afterwards) by the friars it touched the people, its upper clergy were
simply feudal lords; and as the religious fervour of the "cultivated
clergy,'' which was marked enough in the earlier period of the Middle
Ages (in Anselm, for example), faded out, they became more and more
mere landlords, although from the conditions of their landlordism,
living as they did on their land and amidst of their tenants, less
oppressive than the lay landlords.

William Morris.
( To he continued.

)

We cannot help thinking that there is something wanting in the moral
make-up of a Reformer who is less anxious that the right'shall triumph,
than that his share in the winning of a victory shall be duly recognised.

—

€anada Labor Reformer.

The Midland strike has collapsed. The last hope of the men was extin-
guished when the shareholders declared their approbation of the conduct
of the directors. It was clear that the Chairman knew he had the whip
hand when he politely told the memorialising members of Parliament who
addr^sed his board, with a view to a settlement of the dispute through
mediation or further conference, to mind their own business. The strike,
^which was doomed from the first by the men's want of courage and of
umon, may be useful in reading the men a severe lesson in the necessity for
organisation and extended union. It. is not yet apparent why the company
seized the height of the excursion season to drive their engine-men to revolt
—unless it was to demonstrate both to their servants and to the public how
easily they can afford to be autocratic. The mere money loss it will take
them a generation or two to recoup from the saving effected by the new
arrangement. But the moral injustice of requiring the men to hold them-
selves at the call of the company from week's end to week's end, and yet
paying them only hy the piece as they happen to be employed—that the
.-company will not get over at all ; it will stand recorded against them for
ever. The moral support that the men have received from those engaged
on other railways, as well as from the public sense of fairness, may yet
prove^ effective in ways that the Midland does not now think it necessary to
include ni its calculations. Moral piinciples live long, and they have shrewd

,

ways of avenging their violation.— nVZ'.y l^irqxttvh
'

^AWKWARD FOR THE COO.'

Stephenson, before the Board,
questioned by a noble lord :

—

<* But suppose a cow should stray
in the locomotive's way %

"

answered with a twinkling eye,

chuckled, too, with humour sly

;

** Yes," said he, " that's very true,

'twill be awkward for the coo."

Pompous dull capitalist,

see the moral be not missed
;

resolute and undismay'd
forward goes the New Crusade,

seeks instead of care and strife

fellowship and joy of life.

Awkward it will be for you
if you choose to play the "coo."

C. W. Brcikett.

ON THE IRISH EVICTIONS.

As when a haunting sense of personal shame
Broods, a grim night-hag, on a sleeper's soul.

Who sees and hears, yet vainly would control

Some monstrous deed enacted in his name.
Albeit he loathes it—till with heart aflame

He bursts the hideous bondage of his sleep
;

So feel we now, who sit at home and weep
At this dark blot on our fair England's fame.

Shall they who for their outraged homes have fought,

As Englishmen would fight, ay, nobly and well,

Be flung like felons into prison-cell %

Shall these curst deeds month after month be wrought
By English hands % Speak, England ! Let us break
The spell of this fojil dream. Arise, awake !

H. S. S.

An Open Letter. -To Scab Carpenters and Reiiega(tes

from a Boss.

Beloved Scabs,—I am glad to know yau are with us, ^.e., thatyo« favour
the combination of your employers. We are organised for the purpose of
saving men like you from yourselves. We will protect you from the tyramay
of the trades' unions. We will restore you your ten-hour day as «o«n as we
can crush out (and with your aid we will soon accomplish our object) those
societies which are continually clamouring for what they foolishly call
working-men's rights. We are glad that you know your rights as freemen.
These labour organisations would deprive you of your individual liberty, to
choose for yourselves. What right have these organisations to compel you
to pay dues to support walking delegates in idleness ? We are pleased to
know that you have taken a stand against such extortions. We are with
you all the time. There is no telling to what condition we all may be re-
duced if this labour agitation is kept up. If it is not sat down upon, capital
will build no more houses, and then we'd all be in a nice box, wouldn't we ?

We learn with much satisfaction that quite a number of carpenters have
been suspended for non-payment of dues : Sensible men are they ! We are
gratified to know that in Baltimore, at least, there is no such thing as moral
sympathy among the building trades. Why should the painters on a job
quit work because the tin-roofers on the building are scabs ? To do so has
a tendency to strengthen organised labour upon the whole, and that is what
you and I don't want. If you are willing to work for starvation wages, who
shall attempt to prevent you ? Your skill and labour is your own, and you
should be let alone, too. We will reduce wages as soon as we have broken
up these labour organisations, that want to put a price on labour. They
should be content to take what we offer. The time is coming, if you scalDS
do your duty to us and yourselves, when there will be perfect harmony in
the building trades, no strikes then, you know. You may all work then on
the go-as-you-please plan, every one for himself, as it were. No one will be
called a "scab" when we all get there. And we will get there if you will
persuade those organised fellows that the Knights of Labour and trad*
unions are no good. The good old days of piece-work, long hours, and low
wages will then have been restored, and strikes, lock-outs, and all that sort
of rubbish be heard of no more. To the suspended members of the car-
penters' organisations, I would say that we are ready to reduce wages and
go back to the ten-hour system as soon as you are able to burst up those
nonsensical labour societies. You can aid us, if you will, and you are cer-
tainly pursuing the right course in refusing to pay your dues and .pro-

nouncing the organisation N.G. Keep up the good work, scabs and rene-
gades, for we are with you—until you have succeeded in wiping out the last
vestige of an organisation in your trade, and then—you will be able to take
care of yourselves.

—

Baltimore Free Press,

Now and then we see some smart twaddler talking about the community
of interest which there is between Capital and Labour, and nine times in
ten he don't know there is any difference between the assisting of labour by
capital, and the plundering of labour by capitalists.

—

Canada Labour Re^
former.

The Socialists have been accused of " warring against the family." But
you, comrades, should know that all well-conducted families are governed on
communistic principles. Each member is expected to work according to his

or her ability, and each receives from the household stock according to his
or her needs. Therefore it is not wc who oppose the family arrangement,
but our caluminators and antagonists. We wish to extend the family
arrangement, not to destroy it. So much .for one of the everlasting lies.

—

Kadical Jaci: in Chicago Labour Enquirer.
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"have you not heard how it has gone with many a cause before now : FIRST, FEW MEN
HXKD IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON 1

''

Oommunications invited on Social Questions, They should he written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, IS Farringdon Bd. ,E.C.^ and accompanied
by the name and address oj the toriter, not necessarilyfor publication.

As aU articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to he taken as more than in a general Tuanner expressing

the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

Rejected MSB, only returned if a stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.

Subscriptions,—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s,

six months, Ss,j three months. Is, 6d,

Business communications to he addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-
ringd(m Road, E,G, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Berliner Volks Tribune.—No. 1 not to hand, No. 2 received ; will our friends

kindly send another copy of first issue ?

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday August 17.

England
Justice
Jus
Nottingham Evening News
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Norwich—Daylight
Labour Tribune
Die Autonomic
Worker's Friend

South Australia
Adelaide—Our Commonwealth

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

United States
New York—Der Sozialist

Truthseeker
Leader
VolkszeitHng

Boston—Woman's Journal
Liberty

Chicago (111.)—Labor Enquirer
Vorbote
Hammonton(NJ)Credit Foncier
Nfew Haven (Conn.)—Work-

men's Advocate
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
San Francisco (Cal) The People
St. Louis (Mo.>—Die Parole
Albina (Oreg.)—Weekly Courier
Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (dail^)

Le Revolte
Le Socialiste

Guise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le Ti^vailleur

Belgium
Liege—L'Avenir
Brussels—L'Avant-Garde

Ghent—Vooruit

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen
Amsterdam—Voorwaarts

Italy
Marsala—La Nuova Eta

Portugal
Lisbon—O Protesto Operario
Voz do Operario

Austria
Brunn—Volksfreund

Roumania
Jassy-Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

RAILWAY ROBBERY.

The following facts regarding railways and the way the receipts are

divided will be of interest

:

Cost of building railways.

Legal and Parliamentary expenses

Land and compensation ... ...

Works of construction and stations

Locomotive and carrying stock

Interest on stock, discounts, bonuses, dividends

from capital during construction, contingen-

cies, etc.

Per cent.

19i
50

17

Examples oi the division o/i^et earnings en English and foreign railway
companies^ taken from their balance-sheets.

Interest for Wages for
half a year. half a year..

£ £
North Eastern Bailway Co. 1,380,000 920,000
Midland Eailway Co. 1,680,000 1,160,000

London and North Western Eailway Co. 2,535,000 1,479,000

India Scinde and Punjaub Eailway 302,000 147,000
Brazil San Paulo Eailway 159,000 42,000

These figures are about eighteen months old, but the proportion of

interest to wages remains the same, so that the figures are as valuable

as later ones.

Note—When the net earnings are divided in this fashion, it is not at all surpris-

ing that railway men grumble at their bad wages. The rank and file ar«
WORKING FIVE MONTHS IN THE YEAR FOR THEMSELVES AND SEVEN MONTHS
FOR THE SHAREHOLDERS AND BONDHOLDERS. It mUSt not be SUppOSed that

all railway men get starvation wages. Pompous old autocrats like Sir E.

Watkin, and other chairmen and directors, receive their £5000, and sometimes-

more, a-year for doing work of practically no value to the community,

Treatment of the Public by the Shareholders,

The safety and convenience of the public, the trade of the country,,

and the health and comfort of the employes, are all made subservient to

increasing their dividends a half per cent. Heavy inland rates are charged

on minerals, bricks, fish, fruit, etc., to such an extent as often to swallow

up in freight-charges the value of the commodities carried, thus preventing-

useful and cheap food-stufFs being put on the markets in large towns.

In other cases commodities for export have to pay such high tolls that

English goods are prevented making their way on the markets of th«

world. Again, cheap rates are quoted to foreigners which are denied

to English manufacturers, the difference in favour of the foreigner

being practically a bounty offered to foreign manufacturers to ex-

port to England. Railway companies sometimes make up their minds

to develope a district, at others to destroy one, according to their

caprice, or as it pays them. A notable example of railway boycotting

is that of the North Eastern at Sunderland, where it is stated by in-

habitants of that town, that because Sunderland would not sell her

docks to the North Eastern Railway, the company has used every

means to injure the docks, by high freight, bad service, etc.

The summary of the matter is that these railway corporations own.

the principal highways of England, and use them simply and solely to

make the most money out of their monopoly, no matter at what cost

to the community. The question is, are we going to let them boss the

country in their own interests? or are we going to insist on these-

highways being controlled in the interest of all ?

A. K. Donald.

(Authority— * Encyclopedia Britannica,' art. *' Railways," last edition.)

JVo^e—(1) That 42 per cent, of the nominal cost of railway construction is paid to

lawyers, landlords, company promoters, etc., etc., etc.

(2) That under the item "works of construction" is included the plunder

seized by landlords under heading of Mining Royalties and Wayleave

Rents on the coal and iron used in the works.

(3) It is stated by Mr. Morrison Davidson that £50,000,000 over the market-

value of the land have been paid to landlords for the land used by railways.

The nominal value of the railways of this country is £800,000,000

—

employing 400,000 men and boys, each employe using a capital of

£2000. Allowing 50 .per cent as over-statement in valuation, still

£1000 per head of capital is worked by the employes. This fact should

show advocates of co-operative production how impossible it is for the

working population to create by thrift sufficient capital to free them-

selves from the control of the privileged class.

Division of the Earnings of Railway Companies,

Per cent.

Total working expenditure, including wages and ) ^ 2. 6 of gross earning.
material for renewing plant ^

J

Payments to shareholders and bondholders, l^'j- 4 ^^
amounting in all to £33,000,000 per ann.i

j *

On the average, each railway man earns £50 a-year for himself and

£80 for the usurers.^

CORRESPONDENCE.

r ^ * EncvclopKdia Britannica,' article " Railways."
Authority | 2 Edward Carpenter's researches.

"CONCERNING USURY.''

Perhaps I may be allowed to ask Mr. Morrison Davidson what ground he

has for believing that the economical condition of the workers would be

improved by " the repeal of all laws guaranteeing the collection of usury."

His remedy is, I think, identical with that advocated by adherents of the

anti-usury school represented by W. C. Sillar, and one -is therefore forced

reluctantly to conclude that Mr. Davidson, like these good people, uses the

term usury in its narrow sense. He seems to forget that the workers are

not recognised by law as the borrowers of the capital they use (or in current

phrase, they are employed with), although they are in reality the borrowers,

seeing that it is ultimately from them alone usury, or payment for the use

of capital, is extracted in the shape of rent, interest, and profit. Borrow-

ing and lending transactions, recognised as such, are for the most part con-

cluded between members of the exploiting class, and consequently, legisla-

tion concerning these transactions would only affect the division of the spoil

between the members of that class.

To put the question in a concrete form : Can Mr. Davidson demonstrate

that the workers, say, in the woollen trade, would receive equitable remu-

neration for their labour, were the capital employed in that department of

industry the property of the managing owners alone, instead of the joint

property of managing owners and sleeping partners as at present ? Can he

show that the wages of, say, railway servants would be raised, were the

shaieholders relieved by Act of Parliament of the obligation to pay interest

on the capital they borrow from the debenture holders ] In short, can he

hold out a reasonal >le prospect that capitalists would, on the repeal of the

laws referred to, cease to appropriate the surplus-value created by labour ?
^

It might be easy for him to do this, if the workers received legal recogni-

tion as borrowers of the land, mines, factories, railways, etc., etc., and if

payment of rent, interest, and profit to the capitalist were forced from

labour by the aid of certain laws. But, as far as I can see, there are no

laws to repeal, regulating the transactions between the capitalists and the

workers, the real borrowers. The price of labour-power is not regulated by

law, but is determined by free competition. m o -d ff \.

The abolition of usury can only be accomplished, as T. b. Barrett says, Dy

Socialism pure and simple. The land and the means of production must

be taken out of private hands and managed for the good of the whole com-

munity, instead of for the benefit of the few as at present. And to eftect

this, the workers need not think that all they have to do is to send up repre-

sentatives to Parliament to sit and repeal laws—or even to enact them.

Parliament helps those that help themselves. The emancipation of labour

can only be wrought out by the people themselves, for even if Parliament

were willing to do evervthing in its power for Socialism, the great task ot
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bringing social order out of the present chaos, of organising industry on

the ba.-is of justice, must from the very nature of the case be done out of

Parliament, in every trade and occupation, in every corner of the land.

J. Haldane Smith.

LENDING MONEY.

Mr. Davidson recommends an Act of Parliament to make interest irre-

coverable at law, and if it should be found that such an Act failed to sup-

press the exaction of interest, he would make the principal likewise

irrecoverable by legal process.

Is not all this "putting the cart before the horse"? Such Acts as he
proposes no Parliament could make whilst the majority of the nation is

unconverted to Socialism. When we are all Socialists, on the other hand,

such Acts would no longer be needed. Nay more, an Act virtually for-

bidding the loan of money even free of interest would be positively mis-

chievous. For it is quite possible to imagine men clubbing together in order

to raise a sufficient sum for some public object, for which money might be
required temporarily. It would not be right if such public-spirited sub-

scribei-s to the undertaking were liable to the forfeiture of the money lent.

Things borrowed should be returned to the owners. Money borrowed is

no exception. Giving is one thing ; lending is another.

The evil of interest lies where the lender is lending for the purpose of

making a profit. Hence we get a large number of persons living on money
which Lo one has earned. In the present state of society this cannot be
avoided. For why is money borrowed usually 'I In order that the borrower
may trade with it and get a profit out of it himself. The lender merely
claims a portion of the profit made by the borrower.
But if we had a Socialist state of society, there would no longer, I pre-

sume, be businesses carried on for profit—at any rate, no businesses where
the workers are wage-receivers. Hence, the greatest source of borrowed
capital (and consequently of usury) would be dried up.

Another great evil of interest lies in its continuance ad infinitum. This
produces national debts, and families living for generations on the labour of

others. A Socialist community might perhaps prevent this by declaring

that every periodical payment from borrower to lender shall be deemed, not
interest, but part of the principal returned. The debt would thus be repaid

in instalments, instead of remaining undiminished at the end of many years.

If this plan had been adopted, the National Debt would long ago have been
wiped out. T. S. Barrett.

"LEADERS OF THE PEOPLE."

The statement as to the rise of rent and wages attributed to me by
"J. M. G." in the last number of the Commonweal, is, as he will see by
reference to the article on which he writes, a quotation from Mr. Mulhall.

" But why have rents so risen ? " I am asked. They have risen because
the propertied class has exercised its legal right to rob the labouring portion
of the community in proportion to the productiveness of its labour.

From the labour of the workers in the United Kingdom each year
£200,000,000 is taken per force, by the landlord class as rent. This huge
sum divided among the 37,000,000 of its inhabitants amounts to a trifle

more than £b 8s. per head. In England and Wales the gross rental is

£172,653,906, the rateable value is £145,527,944, and this latter amount
divided among the twenty-seven and a-half millions inhabitants comes
to about £5 5s. per head. There is no reason which can be justified on
moral grounds why this should be paid at all.

The abolition of the laws of hypothec and distraint might slightly lower
rents, but this gain would only be temporary. Permanent gain can only be
obtained by the community becoming its own landowner and lord. Both
of these it can be when private ownership in the necessaries of life is no
longer possible. This is where the shoe pinches ;

" spot " it.

Moral : Nationalise the land and means of production.

H. A. Barker.

A NOTE FRON JAPAN.

The following is taken from an interesting note from a member of the

Hammersmith Branch now in Japan :

^' The social arrangements here are most interesting. The people are at a
stage somewhat representing that of England three hundred years ago. The
first impression is that the whole people are a race of retail shop keepers,
and one wonders how they live by distribution of wealth alone ; but now one
perceives that the retail shops are also the work shops. The goods sold hi

the shops are also made in them by the whole of the members of the family,'

who also live in the place. The consequences are very well worthy of note.

There is no competitive system ; no cutting of profits. The family works
away easily and quietly—smoking and sleeping, and indeed, as we would
call it idling a good deal ; but working for no master, and not working in

competition with machinery, consequently quite certain of a subsistence,

except in the case of too great idleness. Note also that the peculiar feature
of Japanese goods, that they are artistic, so that the whole of Europe is

going mad about them, is due to this fact, that they are made by hand, each
by an individual who stamps the mark of his individuality on the article.

It is due to this much more than to any innate artistic capacity on the part
of the Japanese. I now quite understand, for the first time, the hatred
that Ruskin and Morris have for machinery. There can be no doubt that
coidd the benefit be ensured for the people, machinery might be introduced
with advantage in many cases. For example, one sees the grinding of corn
done by revolving, by hand, one small millstone on the top of another, and
many other such like things which could undoubtedly be done better by
machinery than by hand ; but I have little doubt that a * manufacturing
system ' here would do, on the whole, much more harm than good. Think
of Tokio as it is at present, a city of over 1,000,000 inhabitants, and so far
as can be seen, no squalid poverty anywhere, and filled with a gay laughing
people who seem to live, not to vegetate, as the London ^people^ do.

W. K. Burton.

Antiquity, what is it else but man's authority born some ages before us ? Now,
for the truth of things, time makes no alteration ; things are still the same as
they are, let the time be past, present, or to come. Those things which we
reverence for antiquity, what were they at their first birth ? Were they false ?

—

time cannot make them true. ^Yere they true ?—time cannot make them more
true. The circumstance, therefore, of time, in respect of truth and error is

merely impertinent.—/o/t/i Uak^ (the " ever-memorable.")

A LETTER FROM AUSTRALIA.

The defeat of the lUawarri miners was a severe blow to the labouring com-

munity, and already in one branch of maritime industry a reduction of from

10 to 20 per cent, has been enforced. Scores of men who made themselves

prominent during the strike found themselves practically boycotted by the

colliery proprietors from gaining employment. Some idea of the condition

of the labouring classes in New South Wales at the present time may be

obtained from this short extract from the Melbourne Age of June 4th :

" Every little township has its band of unemployed, while gangs of destitute

have their passage paid across the southern border." John Norton, the

Labour delegate, has returned. When interviewed by an Adelaide reporter,

he said, "English trade unions are to-day mere benefit societies ; their power
for material good is nil. The Kadical clubs and Socialist organisations are

rapidly taking their place." Since his arrival in Sydney he has been asked

to stand for South Sydney, but he declined. Several hundred men axe re-

ceiving a free meal every day from a restaurant-keeper in Bourke Street,

Melbourne. When I was there, there was a dispute with the Huddart and
Parker Steamship Co. It appears the men had to work till 11 p.m. to finish

loading. The stevedore heard from the clerk that the men would not be

paid that week. This he told to the hands, who refused to work any longer

unless promised pay. At dinner-time they interviewed the manager, and

the stevedore spoke on their behalf, emphasising the fact that it was Satur-

day and the men wanted their money at 5 p.m. that their wives might

purchase the provisions for Sunday. After a deal of discussion, half their

wages was promised, and they returned to work; but the man who had

spoken on their behalf was told his services would be no longer required.

This is the method which employers use to prevent any workman speaking

on behalf of his fellows. This is no exceptional case, it is only one of many.

I had a letter the other day from a friend of mine in Palmerston, Northern

Territory. He tells me there is nearly 200 "unemployed" working in.

Bennett Street. He also enclosed a copy of the N. T. Times, from which it

appears some of these men were given employment by Smith, manager for

Miller Bros.' contract for the Pine Creek Kailway. They excavated 120

yards of earth, for which they were offered the price of 80. They put their

case into the hands of Louis Solomon, the editor of the N. T. Times, who
interviewed Smith, telling him he should .take the case into court on behalf

of the men. Smith then paid the men for the 120, saying he only did it by

way of a joke. As Mr. Solomon remarks, it was a doubtful joke, for if they

had found no person to take up their cause they would have had to acce^
Smith's terms for want of funds to carry on their case.

An Anarchist club has lately been started in Melbourne, with Honesty as

its organ. I do not think Our Commonwealth, an Adelaide advanced print,

is a very successful venture. It is not written in that vigorous manner
which I think is absolutely necessary for the success of a paper whose object

is the implanting of a great doctrine in the heart of the masses. They do
not require educating up to their grievances, but rather to the remedy.

Several followers of Henry George were returned for the S. A. Parliament

at the last election, and in New Zealand a Bill is to be brought in next

session to nationalise the land, but it will be a matter of surprise to thou-

sands of those who wish it success if it should be passed.

The average wage around Gippsland is from 30s. to 35s. per week, and I

have seen mechanics in Sale working for 6s. 6d. per day.

A meeting was convened in Sydney Town Hall, presided over by the

mayor, to consider the best method of celebrating the Queen's Jubilee. An
amendment was moved by Fred Jones, .seconded by John Norton, to the

effect that it was undesirable to celebrate the Queen's Jubilee, as it would
be antagonistic to the democratic feeling of the colony. The amendment
was put, and carried almost unanimously, and when the mayor called for

three cheers for the Queen the response came in hearty groans. Sydney, I

have always considered, would be the most prolific soil for Socialist propa-

ganda. Within sixty miles are the thousands employed in the mining
industry of the Illawarri and Newcastle districts. Here lies the material^

requiring only a few energetic men, possessed of the energy and force to

infuse life into any paper they may issue as an exponent of working-class

views. Men having a solid belief in the doctrine they advocate, not mere
stump-orators clamouring for a passing breath of popular applause, would
in my humble opinion receive a gratifying return.

Gippsland, Victoria. Anglo-Australiaf.

Sir Edward Watkin sits in Parliament because working-men vote for him
as an employer of labour. We hope those who elect him are proud of their

representative. The servants of the Midland Eailway go on strike. The
officials of their union issue the usual circular requesting other railway ser-

vants not to play the dastardly part of " blacklegs," and come between them
and their masteni, whom they are fighting for a decent wage. They threaten

blacklegs with the usual boycotting if they do ; and forthwith Sir Edward
Watkin has the imj)udence to get up in the House of Commons and demand
that the authors of the circular be prosecuted criminally by the Govern-
ment ! Sir Edward Watkin owes everything he possesses to the toll he has

been able to take of other men's brains, ideas, and manual work. And yet

the creature seems to swell with rage—such rage as used to animate the

planter against his slave—if the men who made him, and make him, even
dare to exhibit the slightest sign of vindicating the rights of their toil-worn

class. Still, so long as working-men vote for people who despise them, so

long shall we have Watkins legislating for them.— Weekly Dispatch.

At the Forth Bridge works the waste of life is enormous. Every week
two or three accidents. Over 100 killed since the building of the bridge was
begun, and there is still two and a half years' work and the most dangerous
part of the work is still to do. The law steps in to prevent theatre and
circus managers from neglecting any possible precaution for the safety of the
performers. If an enterprising damsel exhibiting her limbs is in the least

danger a net is spread for her safety. These men who are working like

slaves and are being driven to the utmost to get the work done, are being

slaughtered by dozens, but no restraint is put on the carelessness of the man-
agers. All the accidents are preventible if a little more were spent in safe-

guards and the men allowed to work with more leisure ; but in the hurry
and bustle and greed of modern commerce no time or money can be spared

over the mere matter of a few workmen's lives. The same thing may be said

of every large work. After a few dozen more have been killed or a score

taken ofi'at a time, it will pay some journalist to make a sensation over the
affair, and then a little temporary caution will be shown.—J. L. M.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BRITAIN.

Although Oldham is said to have abandoned the short time 'movement,
•till there are many milis either working short time or the workpeople are
only partially employed.

An order has been received at Chatham Dockyard from the Admiralty,
directing that in future all expenses incurred through workmen's or draughts-
men's mistakes in carrying out work will be deducted from their pay.

Colliers' Wages.—It was anticipated that further reduction of wages
would take place in Wales. Notices have however been posted at the col-
lieries throughout the Ehondda Valley that, as a result of the auditors'
award, the wages rate will remain unaltered for the ensuing three months.
The owners of the extensive coal fields in the Forest of Dean, finding it

in\possible to go on any longer under the present conditions, owing to the
severe competition between them and the Welsh colliery owners, invited the
men's representatives to see the list of actual prices, with the result that a
reduction of 2i per cent, will take immediate effect.

Edinburgh Joiners.—A meeting of the operative joiners has been held
in Edinburgh, to consider the masters' offer of 6|d. per hour, the present
wage being e^d. The men considered that the state of trade warranted
their request of 7d. per hour being granted, and unanimously resolved that
in the event of this not being agreed upon to come out on strike.

Bolton.—Election of a Labour Candidate to the Town Council.—
Mr. Michael Battle, who had been unanimously selected in the labour interest
by the Trades Council was elected a representative in the Town Council for
Derby Ward, on the 11th inst. Great interest was taken in the contest, the
labour candidate being nominated as a protest against the conduct of the
authorities in regard to the engineers' strike. Wm. Cunliffe (Liberal) joiner
and builder, opposed, but was beaten by a vote of nearly five to one.

Strike of Matchworkers at Govan.—The female workers in the filling
department of Messrs. Mitchell and Co., Clyde matchmakers, Govan, have
come out on strike in consequence of their employers refusing to advance
their wages. The girls, who number about 70, are on piecework, and earn
from 8s. to 12s. a-week. They allege that they were not being paid equal to
those in the other departments, and asked for a slight advance in the rates,
equal to a rise of from Is. 6d. to 2s. a week.

Notice of discharge has been given to 310 more men, comprising 150 ship-
wrights, 40 joiners, 60 blacksmiths and hammermen, and 60 labourers, at
Chatham dockyard, bringing the total number discharged up to the present
time to between 1,000 and 1,100 men. During the next two or three weeks
400 more men will probably be discharged. The same is occurring at all

the Government dockyards, and the coming winter will witness great dis-
tress among shipwright artisans.

The Midland Eailway Strike.—The decision of the shareholders—the
last hope of the strikers—having been given in favour of the action of the
directors, the strike has collapsed all along the line. It appears that the
Bumber of men who actually struck work was 2713, comprising 980 drivers,
1090 firemen, 401 passed cleaners, and 142 cleaners. The Times^ referring to
tlie strike, advocates special legislation to prevent railway men striking in
future ; discussing the great public inconvenience should a strike prove suc-
«€^sful.

Weavers' Strike at Preston.—The weavers employed at the Manchester
and Castle-street Mills of Messrs. H. C. Owtram and Company, Preston, have
decided to strike against the prices paid by the firm for velvet, which are
said to be 15 percent below trade prices. There are 1200 looms. The workers
will be supported from the funds of the Weavers' Association, and their case
has been taken up by the Council of the Northern Counties, who will make
an appeal to the members of the Weavers' Unions in the Northern districts

on their behalf. The strike threatens to be prolonged.

The twentieth annual Trades Union Congress will be held at Swansea on
September 5th and five following days. Amongst the subjects for discussion
are—Employers' Liability Act, 1880 ; certificates of competency for men in

charge of steam engines and boilers ; the desirability of increasing the num-
ber of factory and workshop insi^ectors ; the right of the relatives of deceased
miners to be represented at Coroners' inquests ; co-operation, and its relation

to trades-unionism ; representation of labour in Parliament ; reform in the
land laws ; international trades unionism ; sudden and accidental deaths in

Scotland ; and "Shall the State be asked to pass an Eiorht Hours' Labour
Bill?'*

A deputation from the Cleveland Miners' Association, consisting of Messrs,
Toyn, Rowlands, Stevens, Heeder, Strong, and TurnbuU, met the Cleveland
mineowners, at their offices, Middlesbrough, on Aug. 10, to further discuss

the question of a new sliding-scale. The men renewed their request that
the district tonnage rate should be made the minimum for broken work

;

and as to deputies' wages, they asked that the reference to ar])itration should
be merely on the question of whether the present rate should be increased.
Various other points were mentioned, but the owners pointed out the im-
possibility of listening to proposals that entailed greater cost. Finally the
proceedings were adjourned until the 2nd of September, when a further
meeting will take place between the two sides.

Uphall.—The Shale Miners' Strike. — The strike of the 'miners and
oil workers at the majority of the oil companies' works still continues, and
there is no immediate prospect of a settlement. The men at Clippens, Oak-
bank, and Holmes are working at the old rate of wages, no attempt having
been made to enforce any reduction at these places, Clippens' employes
stating that their men had been reduced indirectly in another way ; Oak-
bank was a new work, and were not prepared for a stand, while Holmes had
to keep working on account of their contract with Pumpherston to supply
crude oil. Of those who struck work, Pumpherston is the only place where
a -settlement has been made, and it is believed that that company has in-

curred the displeasure of the other companies connected with the Mineral
Oil Association for settling with their men at a twelfth off their wages in-

stead of a sixth as agreed upon. Those still out are Broxburn, Young's,
Philipstoun, Champfleurie, Dalmeny, and Burntisland, and, as already in-

dicated, both employes and men seem determined to continue the struggle
for some time.

Breaches of Contract at Congleton.—A number of poor fustian-ovrtters
were summoned to the Congleton police court a few days ago for leaving
their work in an unfinished condition, and in every case were mulcted in
damages and costs. The result is very different when it is the workers
•^ho are robbed and oppressed by breaches of the Factory Acts, as will be

seen from another paragraph. The following case is one more illustration of
the miserable lot of the wage-slave to-day : Two fustian-cutters, named
Thomas Kennedy and Patrick Kennedy, brothers, were summoned by Mr.
G. H. Chatwin, fustian master. Moor Lane, for leaving their pieces in an
unfinished state. Mr. Chatwin claimed 5s. from each defendant for damages
for their breach of contract. Mr. Chatwin stated the facts of the case, say-
ing that the defendants left their work in an unfinished state, and without
giving the required notice. Defendants said they were not able to earn
above 5s. a-week after a hard week's work, and having a mother who was
ill, and required nourishment, they were obliged to leave and get work where
they could earn more money. They asked that the case might be adjourned,
as their mother had died that morning. Mr. Chatwin said he did not press
for the full amount claimed as damages under the circumstances, but ke
wished it to be understood that cutters could not do as they liked with their
work. The Bench make an order for the defendants to return and complete
their work and pay costs, or in default to pay 2s. 6d. each as damages, and
the costs.

The Bolton Engineers' Strike.—The men are holding out firmly and
are well supported. Last Saturday a great open-air trades' demonstration
was held at Bolton in support of the men on strike. A gathering numbering
several thousands assembled on the wholesale Market, and, headed by seven
bands, marched to a field where three platforms had been erected, and
speeches were delivered. Mr. James Swift, general secretary of the Steam-
Engine Makers' Society ; Mr. Charles Hough, chairman of the Bolton joint-

committee
; and councillor Threlfall, chairman of the Southport Trades'

Council, presided at the several platforms. Resolutions were passed unani-
mously sympathising with the Bolton engineers in their struggle for an
advance, pledging those assembled to continue pecuniary and moral support,
and thanking the inhabitants of Bolton for the fraternal manner in which
they had supported the men on strike. The general tone of the speeches
was to the effect that the men of Bolton were fighting the battle for the
whole of the country. A meeting of the strike committee has been held, at
which an alternative scheme of arbitration was decided upon and forwarded
to the mayor. The conditions are that the rate of wages paid within twelve
miles of Manchester prior to January 1886 should be taken as a basis, other-
wise the wages paid in Manchester and Salford at the present time. The
balance in the hands of the strike committee was over £1200, of which Man-
chester contributes <£50, Oldham, £20, Liverpool £10, London £25, and
Bolton £160. The whole of the society men went on short donation, accord-
ing to the rules of the society, which means that their pay is reduced from
15s. to 12s. per week ; but the allowance has been made up from the strike

fund to 17s. 6d. per week. Thirteen men have left Dobson and Barlow's
works, eight of whom have been discharged for incompetency.

Breaches OF THE Factory Acts.—The Cotton Factory 7Vw^5 commenting
upon some scandalous cases which have recently been brought before the
courts, says :

" For years we have been struggling to obtain inspectors worthy
of the name, and, when obtained, to get for them some encouragement to do
the work to which they are appointed. Now when we have got a moderate
proportion of decent men, we find to our intense disgust that we are con-

fronted by a new danger. This danger lies in the fact that the magistrates,

who sit and adjudicate upon the cases brought before them by inspectors,

appear to be allying themselves with the law breakers to defeat the enact-

ments made by Parliament for the protection of women and children." This
indictment is supported by reference to a batch of cases tried before the
Stockport magistrates in which the firm of E. M'Clure & Sons, of Heaton
Norris, were summoned by Mr. Jones for allowing a woman to clean her
machinery at seventeen minutes past one on Saturday July 2 ; and to a batch
of cases brought forward by Mr. Prior, and tried at the Halifax Borough
Court. In the first case Mr. Prior found the works of S. Whitely & Co. run-

ning six minutes after the time for stopping. He took the names of twelve
women, and afterwards went with the manager into the engine-house to

compare his watch with the clock. They found that they only differed a few
seconds. At the trial, however, the firm asserted that there was a second
clock which governed the engine, and that according to this they were only
running one or two minutes overtime. The manager did not deny that ac-

cording to their own " time o' day " clock and the inspector's watch they had
run six minutes overtime, but on the flimsy evidence of the person who said

he had taken the indications the case was actually dismissed. It should be
noted that, as in the Stockport case, one of the heads of this firm is a magis-
trate, and that when the case commenced Mr. E. Crossley, M.P., Mr. L. J.

Crossley, and Mr. E. M. Wavell joined the bench, and left immediately after

it had been adjudicated upon. Two other cases were also dismissed in spite

of the evidence. Our contemporary concludes : "What are we to understand
by this ? Are the capitalist class concocting a course of action for the pur-

pose of rendering the Factory Acts non-effective ? It was the cry that we
wanted inspectors who would do their work. We have now got some who
are doing their duty, but if the system we have referred to is to be continued

they might as well go back on the old lines. Employers may, however, rest

assured that the last has not been heard of these cases. It is well that in all

cases justice should be tempered with mercy, but the sort of decision which
gives all the mercy to capitalists and the justice to workmen, is one that is

far from commending itself to our taste, and the sooner working-class voters

make this clear to their Parliamentary representatives, the better it will be
for all concerned."

A Dilemma.— Worker : I desire labour, sir.

Capitalist : I cannot give it to you until the goods that you produced last

year are sold. You are not only the producer but the consumer. The goods
you made last year you must consume before I can afford to set you to work
producing more. There is an over-production.

Worker : I am willing enough to consume the goods if you will let me.
I am ragged, hungry, and my house is dilapidated. This over-production

problem is easily solved. I will take the goods at once. (Starts to make off

with them.)
Capitalist : Hi ! Hullo ! Police ! Here, what are you doing ? You pay

for those goods, you rascal, or drop 'em !

Worker : But I have no money left, sir. I produced them all, it is true,

and you say that the value of my production last year was 1,000 dols.; you
paid me for it, however, but 346 dols. ; I have spent that as you know for

some of the goods, but there is still 654 dols. worth left unsold on your
hands. I can't buy those back unless you set me to work so I can earn the

necessary wages to do it. And yet you won't let me go to work until the
goods are sold. This is a queer world. You are one of the intellectual

classes ; won't you therefore explain me the reason for this dilemma ]

Capitalist : My opinion of you is that you are a d d Anarchist. Be
off I

—

Denver Labour Enqidrer,
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.
FEANCE.

The eighth annual conference of the confederated workers of the centre of

France has been held from the 7th until the 14th inst., in the Commercial
Hall, 92 faubourg du Temple, at Paris. Four hundred and fifteen delegates

were present, representing together sixty -one various societies of social

science (Cercles d'Etudes sociales) and seventy-eight various trades' unions

(chambres syndicates). TofFrin acted as chairman, assisted by Picans, CoUas,

Haupais, Eegnier, and Delaporte, secretaries. Five committees were ap-

pointed for the examination and classification of the reports sent in to the

Congress : (1) committee of class war
; (2) committee of public services

;

(3) committee of progressive income-tax
; (4) committee of organisation of

labour, sanitary questions, professional schools
; (5) committee of public

relief, assistance, etc. The first question, that of the struggle of the workers
against all other classes of society, was certainly the most important of all,

as affecting directly the policy to be ymrsued in future by the ^jroletariate,

and we are glad to state that it has been resolved in the most revolutionary

way, that is to say, every connection of the workers with any other class has

been strongly opposed and totally condemned, and further, that the
workers, being internationally oppressed by the bourgeoisie, must more and
more become internationally organised themselves, all sense of nationalism,

patriotism, jingoism, etc., being a hindrance to their final emancipation.

At Laon, the trial of our comrades has ended in a most draconian manner :

Devertus has been sentenced to four years' imprisonment and a fine of 1000
francs ; Massey to one year and 100 francs. They had pronounced " infiam-

matory " speeches at a public meeting—that is all 1 Things are going on
downwards in " republican " France.

At Dijon, the Anarchists Naudet and Monod have been acquitted from
the charge of threatening to kill the State prosecutor. The charge, we must
say, was a mere farcical one.

BELGIUM.
Small Belgium, once so proud of its "political liberties," becomes more and

more the vassal of Germany. ]>ismarck already governs it as if it were a
mere province annexed to the German empire, and we must say that the

Belgians seem to be ready for slavery, for they accept with resignation all

that Bismarck commands their legislators to do. Last week the Minister
of Justice, M. Devolder, brought in a bill completely sweeping away the
freedom of press and the freedom of speech. Not only henceforth will the
provocation to commit a crime, followed by its actual commission, be pun-
ished, but the mere provocation, withoiU any consequence tchatever^ shall entail

for the writer or for the speaker a condemnation varying from six months'
to three years' imprisonment, with a fine ranging from 50 to 3000 francs.

More even than that ; a design, a caricature, either printed or penned, and
showing a tendency to ridicule the institutions of the boui^geoisie, will be
dealt with on the same rigorous line. The government there is in the power
of the clerical-ultramontane party, and we know that the respect of these

people for liberty has always been very small ; but the "liberal" party in

Belgium is exactly as rotten as the first-named, for none of its members has
thought it convenient to protest against this scandalous bill, which was
carried through in the twinkling of an eye !

But, fortunately enough, this bill, directed against the Socialists, will do
no harm to Socialism, for it is not so much the Socialist press which make
revolutionists as the institutions of the bourgeoisie that -force every man
who has a sense of righteousness and justice to become a Socialist.

In our next issue we will give the result of the Working-men's Congress
at Mons. We can only tell our readers to-day that the transactions were
far from being orderly and quiet, that there were two camps—that of the
followers of Defuisseaux, and those who hold with the Executive Council

—

and that finally each of the parties met in a separate conference.

GERMANY.
From January 1st to July 31st, 57,181 German wage-slaves have left their

country and its police-blessings, emigrating mostly to America. Last year,
in the same period, 40,597 turned their back on their " motherland."

At Leipzig, two compositors of the firm of Seebach, comrades Ch. Frey
and Ed. Bauer, have been expelled from Saxony because they are Socialists,

or rather because they worked at Seebach's, where anti-Socialist work is

performed, and they ought not to know it beforehand !

On the 14th of this month August Bebel will be released from prison,

where he has been since the 15th of November last. Auer will be released
on the 15th. The other comrades convicted at the Freiburg trial, Vollmar,
Frohme, and Viereck, will be set free a few days afterwards, and Ulrich at
the beginning of October.

SWEDEN.
We have received this week the first number of a new weekly Socialist

paper, entitled Arhetet (The Worker), published at Malma, under the editor-

ship of Axel Danielsson, formerly one of ^the chief contributors to the Social
Deynohxtten, of Stockholm. Socialism makes great progress in the northern
countries of Europe, especially during the last two years. We wish every
success to our new colleague of Malmo.

DENMARK.
During September, the Danish Socialists will hold an International Exhi-

bition of Socialist newspapers, reviews, pamphlets, and magazines of the
whole world. Besides, a considerable number of Socialists from Germany,
Holland, Italy, France, and other countries have promised to come over to

•Copeiyiaigen, so that there will be an interesting international fete too. So-
cialism is very strong in Denmark ; Copenhagen is the centre from whence
the revolutionary ideas are spreading all over the country. The paper.
Social DemoJcraten, which is published at Copenhagen, was the first Socialist

organ in the country. It was started in 1871 as a weekly journal. In 1872
it became a daily organ of great size. In its weekly career, from June,
1871, to March, 1872, its circulation was about 709,150. Since it has been
a daily paper, the average number of copies printed per week has been as
follows :~From April 1872 to May 1874, 55,200 copies ; from May 1874 to
June 1875, 69,535 ; from June 1875 to March 1876, 77,280 ; from March
1876 to October 1877, 90,382 ; from October 1877 to April 1879, 62,524

;

from April 1879 to June 1882, 79,120 ; from June 1882- to November 1882,

82,720 ;
from Noveni])er 1882 to September 1883, 120,560 ;

from September
1883 to March 1885, 149,760; from April 1885 to July 1887, 168,168 copieg.

The whole island in which Copenhagen is situated is filled with Socialista.

The east coast of Jutland is almost wholly Socialistic. Viborg, Alborg,
and Nikolnig, are strong fortresses of the "^coming revolation. In Tionsi
and Staaland, excellent organisations exist a.t Rodby, Maribo (Laaland)^
Diclum, Swendborg, and Faaborg (Fionia). D. -

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and affiliated

bodies. Library Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d. D. J. Nicoll and
W. Blundell are the Librarians.

Co-operative Store.—The Committee attend at the offices at 8.30 p.m. oa
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. All Groceries can be had at current store

prices. Orders over 10s. will be delivered carriage paid in London.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
Hoxton (Labour Emancipation League) to June 30. Clerkenwell, Mitcham,

Walsall to July 31.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Hammersmith Branch, collected July 31, 4s. 9d. K. F. (weekly), Is. C. J. F.

(weekly), 2s. J. L. (weekly), 6d. P. W. (weekly), 6d. W. B. (3 weeks), Is. Q^.

1). N. (2 weeks), Gd. Llednulb(2 weeks), Is. Per R. Unwin, 5s. 6d.

P. Webb, Treasurer, Aug. 16,

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
A Medical Student, Is. For Mrs. Mowhruy—A Few Fabians, per Anni©

Besant (weekly), lOs. J. Lane, Treasurer.

Midland Strike.—Collected : Regent's Park, 4s. C^d. ; Hyde Park, 3s. 2|d.;

St. Pancras Arches, 5s.

EEPORTS.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, August 10, P. Barry lectured on *^ Scientific

Boycotting for Trade Combination." Good discussion followed. On Sunday,
August 14, an open-air meeting was held on the Green, addressed by Blundell
and Underwood. In hall, Fredk. Verinder lectured on " The Bible and the
Land Question." Fair sale of literature.—A. T. and W. B.

Hackney. —On Tuesday last the monthly meeting was held, and the following

officers were elected for ensuing month : A. Barker, treasurer ; T. R. Cooper,
secretary ; H. Graham, steward ; and E. Lefevre, librarian. A deputation from
S.L. was introduced, and a discussion took place upon the position of our club

and branch, the Co7nmomveal, and the League generally. A good meeting was
addressed by H. Graham and J. Allman, at Broadway, London Fields, on Wed-
nesday. On Sunday ev^ening in our club-room, a discussion was held upon " Will
Socialism benefit the English People ?

"

HoxTON.—On Thursday evening, a well-attended meeting was held opposite

Hoxton church, comrades Jas. Allman and J. Pope v.ho spoke getting a good re-

ception. On Sunday morning, a very large outdoor meeting opposite the church
assembled. Comrades Wade and Pope addressed the meeting. Large sale of

Commonweal. On Sunday evening in the hall, H. A. Barker lectured, subject,
" Evolution and Socialism." At the close questions were asked, and a lively

discussion followed.—C. J. Y.
Mile End and Bethnal Green.—Sunday last, H. Davis addressed a large

meeting in Victoria Park. Two members enrolled. Fair sale of CommoniceaL
All willing to work in the formation of a Branch in this district are requested to

communicate with H. Matthews, 95, Boston Street, Hackney Road, or attend if

possible at meeting to he held on August 26fch. See other column.—H. M.
North London.—At Ossulston Street on Tuesday, usual meeting addressed

by Cantwell, Allman, Brooks, and Turner. On Sunday morning, the meeting in

Regent's Park was devoted to the Midland strike, Cantwell, Brooks, Nicoll, and
Lane speakers. 4s. 6^d. for the strikers —T. C.

Glasgow.—On Saturday, ^Vard and Pollock were very successful with their

meeting in Cambuslang, great sympathy and attention being shown by the audi-
ence. Another good meeting was held in Jail Square, Glasgow, on Sunday ;

Pollock and Warrington were the speakers, and were received with the usual
good-will accorded to our comrades. Li the evening a number of our members
attended to distribute leaflets and Commonweal at a meeting of railway em-
ployees.—A. M'K.
Norwich.—On Thursday last, we held a meeting at Great Yarmouth, ad

dressed by Henderson, and Curl in chair. On Sunday morning, good meetings
were held at North W^alsham by Darley and Morley", and at Wymondham by-

Hen tlerson and Houghton. In the afternoon at Lowestoft, by Slaughter, Moore,
and Morley. In Norwich Market-place, Henderson spoke, and a resolution was
passed without dissent condemning the action ot the police and calling for the
release of our comrade Pole, now undergoing sentence because police-constable

Endacott owed him a grudge. In the evening Henderson lectured in the Gordon
Hall on " Civilised Nations."

Midland Strike Meetings.—Meetings were held by tlie Socialist League on
Sunday laSt in support of the strikers against the oppressive action taken by
the directors of the Midland Railway Company. At St. Pancras Arches, Bart-
lett, Lane, Hart, and Turner spoke, Dalziel in the chair. At Regent's Park,
Lane, Cantwell, Brookes, and Nicoll spoke, and in Hyde Park in the afternoou
Lane and Brookes spoke. Collections were taken up at each meeting, the amount
of which has been forwarded to the Secretary of the Amalgamated Society of

Railway Servants, At each meeting a resolution was passed sympathising with
the strikers, and condemning the greed of the Company. No dissent was mani-
fested at any time, and in every case the speakers were listened to with applause.
Woolwich.—On Sunday evening, Scheu spoke to a good audience at the

Arsenal Gates, and made a marked impression on his hearers. A Radical, who
is a mad Bradlaughist, objected to Scheu preaching Socialism in England, but
approved of the chairman, a wandering Scot, doing it, which gave great amuse-
ment to all present. 3s. 7d. collected for propaganda. A large amount of litera-

ture sold.—R. B.
CiuiY Cross and District Socialist Society.—A meeting was held on

Tuesday August 2nd, comrade Smith in the chair. Several new members joined,
and addresses were given by the chairman, Haslam, and Unwin. A meeting
was also held on Tuesday August 9th, when it was decided to ask the Councu
of the Socialist League to allow us to affiliate. Several questions arising out of
former addresses were asked, and some discussion followed. The next jneeting
will be on Tuesday August 23.—R. U.
Dublin.—On Sunday August 7th comrades Keegan and Coulon took advan-

tage of a large crowd at a band promenade in the Phoenix Park, and got up a
good meeting. Keegan fully explained the aims and principles of International
Socialism. Towards the close of the meeting there was a good deal of horse-
pi ly carried on by seme well-dressed rowdies in the crowd.
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Scottish Land and Labour League.

A business meeting was held at the office, 4 Park
Street, on Thursday. Arrangements for Dundee pro-

paganda made. Demonstration for Shale-miners locked

out was postponed for a week in consequence of miners'

speakers being engaged in London about the Mines
Bill. A committee to carry out the arrangements was
appointed. Organising secretary's report given and
approved. Formation of new branches sanctioned at

Hawick and Cowdenbeath. Full powers given Mahon
to form a branch in Dundee. It was agreed to send
for Glasier to address several meetings on Saturday
and Sunday. The meetings held this week were as

follows :

—

Havnck.—Monday Mahon lectured at the Tower
Knows to a good audience. Collection and sale of

literature good, and new member enrolled.

Galashiels.—Second meeting held Tuesday last.

Questions and discussion folloM'ed the address, and the
meeting was a thorough success. The first collection

was very good, and several names given in to form a

ranch.

West Calder.—On Wednesday last Mahon addressed
a large meeting of the shale-miners on strike and other
workers. A local miner presided, and the address
was listened to with attention. Arrangements for

another meeting were made and a branch will soon
be formed. Good sale of literature.

Coivdenbeath.—A meeting of the Branch was held

in the Gardener's Hall. There W€is a good attendance.
Mahon gave a short address on organisation. The
cards of membership were then given out and a secre-

tary appointed. Some new names enrolled. This
branch, consisting chiefly of miners, is now in good
working order.

Dnnfermlive.—Meeting had to be given up in con-

sequence of the bad weather. Meetings will be held
in future in the Co-operative Hall. The Dunfermline
Journal has given fair reports of our meetings.

Edinburgh.—On Sunday morning Bruce Glasier and
Smith held good meeting on the Quayside, Leith.
Good sale of Commonweal. In afternoon Glasier and
Tuke spoke to about 100 in the Grassmarket. This
was the first Socialist meeting ever held in the Grass-
market, and judging from the attentive hearing we
received, we shall be able to make our principles

^popular. In the evening in Queen's Park, Smith,
Glasier, Gilray, and Tuke addressed over 500. Fair
sale of Commonweal at the Park Gate. At 8 o'clock

Glasier addressed a good meeting on the Mound.
Smith, Gilray, and Tuke spoke here also. Good meet-
ing, with exception of some slight interruptions by
Princes Street fops. Good sale of literature. Very
fair collections made at all our meetings.

Dundee.—Mahon's mission to Dundee proved a great
success. Large audiences attended all the meetings,
a good number of names were given in to form a
branch, and good collections were made. Comrades
Carr and Cameron rendered valuable assistance. An
indoor meeting will also have been held before this

number of the Commonireal is published, and the
branch will have been got into working order. The
meetings held were four—on Saturday night at the
Green Market and on Sunday at the Green Merket,
West Port, and foot of Hilltown. Arrangements for

continuing a vigorous propaganda in Dundee are now
being made. Some friends from Lochee attended the
Dundes meeting, and arrangements for holding meet-
ings there also were made,

Chas. Wm. Tuke, sec.

PROVINCES.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Dublin.—Irish Labour League, Carpenters' Hall, 75

Aungier Street, every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discus-

sion on all subjects connected with Labour Question.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets

every Thursday at 7.30 p.m. (prompt) to transact

business. Discussion Class at 8.30.

Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily.

Hamilton.—Raton's Hall, Chapel St. Every Thursday
at 7.30.

Hw/^.—Merrill's Dairy, 56 Walker Street. Mondays,
at 8 p.m.

Lancaster.—Addresses every Sunday morning on the

Quay Jetty.

i^eecZs.—17 Chesham Street, Sweet Street.^ Club and
reading room open every evening. Business meet-

ings every Wednesday at 8 p.m.
Leicester.—O^ce of Hosiery Upion, Horsefair Street.

Fridays at 8 p.m.
Norwich.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures

every Sunday at 8 p.m. Business Meeting, Mon-
day at 8.30. Speakers' Class, Sunday mornings at

10.30 and Wednesday evenings at 8 p.m. Social

Evening, Saturdays at 8.

Oa;/orc?.—Temperance Hall, 25i Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 21.

11. 30...Hackney—''Salmon and Ball" Turner
1 1.30...Hammersmith—Beadon Road The Branch
11.30...Hoxton Ch., Pitfield Street Nicoll

11.30..rKingsland Green...Flockton, Lane, Jn. Allman
11..30...Mitcham Fair Green Sparling

11.30.. .Regent's Park Barker

11. 30. ..St. Pancras Arches Dalziel

ll.30...Walham Green The Branch

3 ...Hyde Park Lane
3 ...Stamford Hill... Flockton, Jas. Allman, Brooks

6 ...Victoria Park Morris & Davi»

7 ...Clerkenwell Green Wade & Turner

Tuesday.

8 ...Ossulton St., Euston Rd. ...Flockton & Allman

8 ...Mile-end Waste Brooks

Wednesday,
8 ...Broadway, London Fields Lane

Thursday.
8 ...Hoxton, Pitfield Street The Branch

PROVINCES.

Glasgow.—Saturday : Jail's Square, j»t 8 p.m. Sdm-

day : Jail's Square, at 1 ; Paisley B®ftd Toll at 5.

Gambuslang.—Saturday : 6 o'clock.

Leeds.—Himdixy : Hunslet Moor, 11; Vicar's Croft,

7.30. Friday: Corner of Christ Cbj^ch, Meadow
Lane, at 8 p.m.

Xorivich.—Sunday : Market Place at 3 ; Agricultural

Hall Plain at 7.

Diss.—Sunday, at 11 a.m.

Dereham.—Every Wednesday, Market 5^ace at 7.

Y^jmiouth.—Every Thursday on the Beswjh at 7.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Bloomsbury.—Commnmst Club, 49 Tottenham Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W. On Thursday Aug. 18,

Thos J. Dalziel, *' Communistic Art." 25. Busmess

Meeting. Sept. 1. Fred. Lessner, '* Socialism on the

Continent." 8. Edward Aveling, "The Value of

Brain Work." .

Clerkenwell.—Kail of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-

don Road, E.C. Sunday August 21, at 8 30 p.m.

Thomas Shore, "Land Nationalisation. \\ ednes-

day Aug. 24, at 8.30. William Morris, "The Policy

of Abstention from Parliamentary Action."

.^acibiey.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club

Room open every evening from 8 till 11.30. ;
Satur-

day, 7 till 12.30 ; Sunday U a.m. till 12 p.m. Mem-

:.ber8 Business Meeting every Tuesday at 8.30 p.m.

Debating Class every Thursday. Lecture on Sunday

August 21, at8.30-James Allman, "Production

and Distribution."
. Hammersmith. -Kelmacott House, Upper Mall, W.

Sunday Augiist 21, at 8 p.m. a lec^^^e.

.Hoxton (L.E.L.).-Globe Coffee House, 227 High St.,

Hoxton. On Saturday evening, Aug 20, at 8 oclock,

a Concert will be held in the Hall of the above

•Coffee House. On Sunday Aug. 21, at 8 sharp,

William Morris will lecture on '

' Monopoly. Mem-

bers will please take notice the Hall is open every

Saturday evening from 8 to 10.30. ^, , t»^
Jderton.—U Merton Terrace, High Street. aub»Dom

open every evening. Committee every Thursday.

Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

Mitcham,—Comer of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Mile-end and Bethnal Green.—^5 Boston St., Hackney

Road. Business meeting Friday Aug. 26, for elec-

tion of officers and other business.
^ x> a

North i^ontZon.—Branch meets at 32 Camo.on Road,

N.W., for reception of new members and other

^business, on Wednesday evenings at 8 o'clock, until

further notice. H. Bartlett, sec.

SCOTTISH LAND AND LABOUR LEAGUE.
{Scottish Section of the Socialist Leafjnve)

4 PARK STREET, EDINBURGH.

19.

—

Edinburgh. Mahon.
20.—Eainburgh : Demonstration in aid: of Shale-

miners locked-out, Queen's Parkat5p.m.
Leith : Demonstration in aid of Shale-

miners, Giant's Brae, Links, 7 pan..

21.—Edinburgh, Queen's Park at 6.3(X

Mon. 22.—Haivic}c)yra.nch.meeU.

Tues. 2S.—Galashiels.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

LABOUR EMANCIPATION LEAGUE.

A CONCERT
In aid of the Funds of the L.E.L.

WILL BE HELD IN THE HALL

Globe Coffee House, 227 High St., Hoxton

To-night (Saturday) at Eight o'clock.

Programme, Threepence.

Now ready, 24:0 pp., Is. Od., postfree; Cloth gilt,

2s. Sd., post free.

A REVIEW OF

EUROPEAN SOCIETY,
With an Exposition and Vindication of the Principles of

SOCIAL DEMOCRACY.
By J. SKETCHLEY,

Author of 'The Irish Question,' 'The Funding System,'
'German Democracy,' etc., etc.

With an Introduction by WILLIAM MORRIS.

The Work treats of all the great question^of the day—political,
social, and economical ; of European thought during the present

century; the revolutionary movements of 1848-49—why they
failed ; the Paris Commune of 1871 ; etc., etc.

PAMPHLETS Just Issued, by J. SKETCJHLEY.

The Irish Question : Political and Social.

32 pp., in Wrapper. Price Threepence.

The Workman's Question: Why He is

Poor. 24 pp., in Wrapper. Price Twopeoce.
6 or more copies post free.

Birmingham : J. Sketchley, 8 Arthur Place Fa-irade.

" Why the few are rich, and the many poor."^

How the Classes Rule the

By T. R. THRELFALL,
Tawn Councellor of Soxithport and ex-President

Trades' Union Congress,

One Penny.

John Heywood, Manchester ^ and 11 Paternoster

Buildings, London, E.G.

16 pages, On& Penny.

ECHOES OF THE COMING DAY^
SOCIALIST SONGS AND RHYMES.

By PRED HENDERSON.

Pufclisbed at 13, Farringdon Road, London, E.G.

Woolwich.—Arsenal Gates, Sunday August 21, at

7 o'clock—G. B. Shaw.

co:ML]Nd:oisr sense.
16 pp., crown 4to. ONE PENNY.

PUibliished on the 15th of each dQonth at the Modern^
Press, 13 Paternoster Row, London.

Echoes of Truth. Twenty-four Sermons hj
the late E. M. Gelbart. Selected and arranged by
his Widow. Bound in cloth, 6s. Ke^an, Paul^

Trench & Co. , Paternoster Square ; or Mrs. Geldart^

82 Lansdowne Road, Croj^n.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

TIN MIEMBKO quiere encontrarse con un

idem espailol para que aproveche de su conver-

sacion, o ^ lo menos de sus cartas para perfeecionarse

en la lengua espanola.^

Diri'jase a J.

Porte

C., care of Editor.

de carta pagar^se.

An Anti-Statist, Communist Manifesto.

*' In vain you tell me that Artificial Government is

good, but that I fall out only with its abuse. The

thing—the thing itself is the abuse !

"—Burkk.

One Penny. 9d. per dozen, 6.'. per hundred

for quantities.

Joseph Lane, 38 Ainslie Street, Bethnal Green, E.

16 pages One Penny,

A PLEA FOR SOCIALISM,
By J. L. MAHON.

being an address delivered in the course of a campaign

amongst the miners on strike in Northumberland.

Prices to Branches and parcels for sale or distribution,

12 copies (post free) Is.; 50, 3s.; 100, 5s.

Published at 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.G.

The Manifesto of thft Socialist League-
Annotated by E. BeMort Bax and WiUiaim
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is kninded,

CaiantS for Socialists. By WUliam Morris^ .

A Plea for SocialisML By J. L. Mahon.

The Rights of Labour according to Jolm
Euskin. By Thomas Barclay.

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Txadta'

Unions in Relation to SocialisiBu B^
Thomas BinniBg (London Society of Composi'

tors).

Socialism on its Defence. A Reply to Pro-

fessor Flint. ......
Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William

Morris. Idt

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,

Victor Dave, and William Morris. , . . 2dt

The Aims of Art. By Wm. Morris.

Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d«

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id

Id.

Id.

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.

Fine hand-made large paper. . . . . 6d.

"All for the Cause !" Song. Words by WiUiam
Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 43. 6d.

Socialist League, 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.G.

Printed and PubUshed by Wili i vm Morris ai d JosBpn I.Aint

at 13 Farringdon R a1, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
Mr. Thompson has been able to lay before the public in the columns

of the Echo the evidence in the ease of our comrade Pole of the

S. D. F., and it must be said that if the magistrates who sentenced

him to two months' hard labour have nothing to say in contradiction

of the facts as there stated, they cannot clear themselves of the crime

of sending an innocent man to prison, whom they must have known to

be innocent.

The public can scarcely fail to see this, and another blow will be

struck at this monstrous abuse of the magistrates' court with its body-

guard of professional witnesses, who, like all policemen, consider, and
are bound to consider, that it is their business, if there is any breach of

the peace, to get hold of a prisoner and to convict him when tkey have
got hold o£ him, at whatever expense to truth and justice may be
necessary.

The stupidity of the police in the case of Mdlle. Drouin is only what
might be expected of these gentry, and no doubt many dynamite scares

have had about as good a foundation as this one ; but how are honest

citizens to guard themselves against it ? Are we to have an artist and
a chemist attached to every police centre to inform the guardians of

law and order what modelling clay is, and to assure them that the only

danger it is fraught with is that it may be worked up into futile and
ugly images ?

Among other cases of legal oppression comes the hideous tale of

Mr. Justice Field and the luckless Welsh girl ; concerning which what
can words do to express due indignation against such a sentence*?

But one thing we must remember : these and similar cases of the injus-

tice of the law are being brouglit to light plentifully now ; but we
must not suppose that they are uncommon, and that there is only by
some accident a passing shower of them at present. It cannot be
doubted that they are of constant occurrence. Nay more, bad as they
are, they are only extreme examples of the ordinary deeds of the law ; it

works in this way habitually and can work no otherwise ; it is a machine
constructed for the production of injustice ; that is the sober truth.

Whatever may be thought about the guilt or innocence of Lipski,

the whole circumstances of the trial call for a remark on one point in

criminal trials which jurymen should remember, and which they are

too apt to forget, that it is they who are the judges ; they, not persons
educated by professional experience and—cant, into callousness and dis-

regard of everything but the rules of the game ; but citizens and neigh-

bours discharging part of their daily responsibility for the good of the
community, and judging the matter by the rules of common sense and
the experience of ordinary daily life. This is still the theory of the
jury, and before centralised bureaucracy had quite overlaid the customs
of the freemen of the tribes it was the practice also ; but as things go
now, the judge oftenest usurps the function of the jury, and his sum-
ming up is the real verdict. Let any one who sits on a jury, especially

in a criminal case, take this to heart, and, as far as he is personally
concerned, redress it.

Meantime it is a good thing that the public are having their atten-

tion turned to its worst abuses ; they will soon see that they are help-

less to cure them, if only they begin to try ; for their conception of the
law is that it is an impartial power that enforces respect to the due
rights of the citizens, that it arranges personal differences between man
and man. This is just their mistake, its real business is to defend
property at the expense of personal rights.

Mr. BradlaUgh has received what may be called a new title at the
hands of Lord W©myss; he has been dubbed the "defender of the
faith," so to say

;
protector of the sanctities of "free contract" (i.e.,

the leave to whack one's own nigger) against the original sin, which is

now discovered to be a part of nineteenth century human nature, of
paying some attention to the general welfare of the community. It
may be doubtful as to how much Mr. Bradlaugh relishes this distinc-

tion, in spit« of his anti-Socialist proclivities ; it is not doubtful that
the whirligig of time brings about curious revenges. Who are to be
the next allies, I wonder ?—Chamberlain and Salisbury, Wemyss and
Bradlaugh

! It is no use hazarding a guess • yet strange things may
happen to Socialists if ever they get into the House of Commons, and
they may have queer distinctions thrust upon them ; they had better
keep out of it altogether. W. M.

A LABOUR POLICY.

Wherever there is oppression there is rebellion— if there be any

vitality in the people at all. The form this rebellion takes almost

entirely depends on the stage whicli the oppression has reached. If

the oppression be in the growth of its power the rebellion will simply

mean resistance to each fresh development, but if the oppression has

reached its height and its power begins to wane, the rebellion assumes

a definite and aggressive shape—it becomes revolution ; that is, it not

only resists the wrong, it prepares to stop it and to replace it by a

just system. This has been illustrated by English history. Since the

tyranny of the capitalists began, rebellion against it began. At first -

the workers could only protest by riots, insurrections, machinery-

breaking and strikes against the wrongs under which they had to

labour. As time went on their rebellion became more systematic.

Now the time is at hand when the working-class must no longer be

satisfied with protests against their misery; they must prepare to

end it and to organise a happier state of society. Socialism is simply

this most advanced stage of the labour movement. It aims at changing

the present system of society in which the rich idlers live by plun-

dering the poor workers, and the poor live only on the sufferance of

the rich, into a system where both are merged in one body, all doing

their meet share of the world's work, and enjoying a like share of its

wealth.

The Socialist party has no interesi-s in antagonism to other labour

organisations. It only difters from them in this, that they fight for

the interests of a jmrt of the people, while Socialism aims at the good

of all ; they try to cure fart of the economic evils, to stop some of

the plundering, while Socialism aims at 'preventing the evils and

bringing about an honest system. For instance, trades' unionism tL

means securing to the workers a larger share of the fruits of their

labour; Socialism means securing to the workers the full fruits of

their labour. Co-operation means checking the shopkeeping section

of the traders from cheating the people ; Socialism means stopping all

sections of traders from cheating the people. Therefore, there cannot

be any antagonism between these movements and the Socialist move-

ment. Socialism embraces all other Labour movements, and the very

gist of the Socialist policy is to combine all sectional Labour move-

ments into one solid array with a clearly defined aim ; to focus the

energies of the societies which are struggling here and there, and

direct the whole united force to the achievement of the economic

emancipation of Labour.
This task is a heavy one, and not to be hastily dismissed. There

will be a good deal of jarring before the different sections agree and

get into their right places. But it is now the urgent duty of all who
seriously wish to advance the cause of labour to consider how the

different movements having practically the same interests will regard

each other. There has been too much sneering and gibing between

Reformers and Revolutionists, and too little useful discussion. It is y-

because reform is useless that revolution is necessary. The people

must have justice. If justice cannot be gained by reforming the pre-

sent system that shows the inherent badness of the system, and the

only thing to do is to abolish it and replace it by another system.

It is now clear that as foreign competition and the development of

machinery increases, the lot of the labourer is becoming more pre-

carious. During the last fourteen years the condition of the workers

in all the great industries has been steadily getting worse ; wages have

gone down, and employment is less secure. The employers allege that

they are also getting worse off, which is true to a large extent. The
simple and sensible explanation of our chronic trade depression is

the production of goods beyond the power of our markets, both at

home and abroad, to sell at a profit for the investors or capitalists.

For profit-making purposes, there is a glut of goods and a glut of the

means of production. Not only are our warehouses overflowing, but

the land is lying waste, the machinery is going to rust, and the army
of unemployed is regularly growing larger and larger. The capitalist

and the working-class are alike helpless in this position of affairs.

So long as both maintain the present system of production for profit

this state of things can only go from bad to worse until the system is

changed.

In future papers I shall try to lay down the Socialist attitude to-

wards Trades' Unionism and Co-operation, and to sketch a line of

action by which Socialists who are in these movements may work them
on to the right lines of action. In thus trying to conciliate other

working-class organisations, let it be understood that I am not in the
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least wishful to compromise the Socialist aim. I don't wish Smsialista

to turn mere= reformers, but.to-maket-reforraers Socialists "b^yBhowing"!

theai' thiEiinthiQy \ cam »only retnai.

^

bmA'dmeL6^im thb vfntnre ttae ^^good

thd3^:hlBWFeed(k«i^amithe past ^ by xjcMniag rigbliicab^seoict o^ itbe adflrancedr^i

g^aii 0^ ;tlikdgAowBimovenieB3t of rtodajr. J^ L. MXh^H:;

FEUDAL ENGLAN^K
(Continued from page 267.)

The order and progress of Henry I.'s reign, which marks the transition

from the mere military camp of the Conqueror to the Mediaeval Eng-

land I have to dwell upon, was followed by the period of mere confusion

and misery which accompanied the accession of the princes of Anjou
to the throne of England. In this period the barons widely became
mere violent and illegal robbers ; and the castles with which the land

was dotted, and which were begun under the auspices of the Conqueror

as military posts, became mere dens of strong thieves. No doubt this

made the business of the next able king, Henry II., the easier. He
was a staunch man of business, and turned himself with his whole soul

towards the establishment of order and the consolidation of the

monarchy, which accordingly took a great stride under him towards its

ultimate goal of bureaucracy. He would probably have carried the

business still further, since in his contest with the Church, in spite of

the canonisation of Beckett and the king's formal penance at his tomb,

he had really gained a victory for the Crown, which it never really

lost again ; but in his days England was only a part of the vast

dominion of his house, which included more than half of France, and
his struggle with his feudatories and the French king, which sowed the

seed of the loss of that dominion to the English Crown, took up much
of his life and finally beat him. His two immediate successors, Rich-

ard I. and John, were good specimens of the chiefs of their line, almost

all of whom were very able men, having even a touch of genius in

them, but therewithal were such wanton blackguards and scoundrels

that one is almost forced to apply the theological word " wickedness "

to them. Such characters belong specially to their times, fertile as

they were both of great qualities and of scoundrelism, and in which
our own special vice of hypocrisy was entirely lacking. John, the

second of these two pests, put the coping-stone on the villainy of his

family, and lost his French dominion in the lump. Under such rascals as

these came the turn of the baronage, and they, led by Stephen Lanc^ton,

the archbishop who had been forced on the unwilling king by the Pope,

united together and forced from him his assent to Magna-charta, the

great, thoroughly well-considered deed, which is conventionally called

the foundation of English Liberty, but which can only claim to be so

on the ground that it was the confirmation and seal of the complete

feudal system in England, and put the relations between the vassals,

the great feudatories, and the king, on a stable basis, since it created

or at least confirmed order among these privileged classes, among whom
indeed it recognised the towns to a certain extent as part of the great

feudal hierarchy : they had begun to acquire ^tatus in that hierarchy.

So John passed away, and became not long after an almost mythical

personage, the type of the bad king. There are still ballads and prose

stories of these in existence, which tell the tale of this strange

monster as the English people imagined it. As they belong to the

fourteenth century, the period I have undertaken to tell you about

specially, I will give you one of the latter of these concerning the death

of King John, for whom the people imagined a more dramatic cause

of death than mere indigestion, of which in all probabilityjhe really died
;

and you may take it for a specimen of popular literature of the four-

teenth century. I can make bold to quote from memory, since the

quaint wording of the original, and the spirit of bold and blunt heroism

which it breathes, have fixed it in my mind for ever. The King, you
must remember, had halted at Swinestead Abbey in Lincolnshire in

his retreat from the hostile barons and their French allies, and had
lost all his baggage by the surprise of the advancing tide in the Wash;
so that he might well be in a somewhat sour mood. Says the tale :

" So the King went to meat in the hall, and before him was a loaf, and
he looked grimly on it and said, ' For how much is such a loaf sold in

this realm 1
' ' Sir, for one penny,' said they. Then the King smote

the board with his fist and said, ' By God, if I live for one year such

a loaf shall be sold for twelve pence !
' That heard one of the monks

who stood thereby, and he thought and considered that his hour and
time to die was come, and that it would be a good deed to slay so cruel

a king and so evil a lord. So he went into the garden and plucked

plums and took out of them the steles [stalks], and did venom in them
each one ; and he came before the King and sat on his knee, and said

:

* Sir, by St Austin, this is the fruit of our garden.' Then the King
looked evilly on him and said, ' Assay them, monk !

' So the monk
took and ate thereof, nor changed countenance any whit : so the King
ate thereafter. But presently afterwards the monk swelled and turned
blue, and fell down and died before the King : then v/axed the King
sick at heart, and he also swelled and died, and so he ended his days."

For a while after the death of John and accession of Henry III, the

baronage, strengthened by the great Charter and with a weak and
wayward king on the throne, made their step forward in power and
popularity, and the first serious check to the tendency to monarchical

bureaucracy, a kind of elementary aristocratic constitution, was imposed

upon the weakness of Henry III. Under this movement of the barons,

who in their turn had to seek for the support of the people, the towns
made a fresh step in advance, and Simon de Montfort, the leader of

what for want of a better word must be called the popular party, was

forced* by his circumstances to summon to his parliament citizens from
thfe.'boroughs/ Earl Simon was one of tkose men that come to the

ffontr in . vibtefit^ tiaaos^ . and the adiJted vestl ; nobiliibyv ofstcharacter . to

sttWigtJi!>of'T"wa® aiad?ipemst«fiDei He beeame tfee thereof the people,

who weitfemBwirtCK caaumkimg ihim- afeer Mb death; B^t themonarchy
was? too 'Strong for him. and his reatty advanoedv projects^ which by no
taea«i« s^iiai«d^ with the hbpeiPfGf^fth^baK^ in general t ami when
PfiacefiHwaed, afterwards Edward I., grown to his full mentad stature,

came to the lualp of the Crown with his unscrupulous business ability^

the struggle was soon over; and with Evesham field the monarchy
began to take a new stride, and the longest yet taken, towards
bureaucracy.

Edward I. is remembered by us chiefly for the struggle he carried

on with the Scotch baronage for the feudal suzerainty of that king-

dom, and the centuries of animosity between the two kingdoms which
that struggle drew on. But he has other claims to our attention be-

sides this. At first, and remembering the ruthlessness of many of his

acts, especially in the Scotch war, one is apt to look upon him as a
somewhat pedantic tyrant and a good soldier, with something like a

dash of hypocrisy beyond his time added. But, like the Angevine
Kings I was speaking of just now, he was a completely characteristic

product of his time. He was not a hypocrite probably, after all, in

spite of his tears shed after he had irretrievably lost a game, or won
one by stern cruelty. There was a dash of real romance in him,

which mingled curiously with certain lawyer-like qjialities. He was,,

perhaps, the man of all men who represented most completely the

finished feudal system, and who took it most to heart. His law, his

romance, and his religion, his self-command, and his terrible fury were

all a part of this innate feudalism, and exercised within its limits ;

and we must suppose that he thoroughly felt his responsibility as the

chief of his feudatories, while at the same time he had no idea of hi&

having any responsibilities towards the lower part of his subjects.

Such a man was specially suited to carrying on the tendency to

bureaucratic centralisation, which culminated in the Tudor monarchy.

He had his struggle with the baronage, but hard as it was he was sure

not to carry it beyond the due limits of feudalism ; to that he was
always loyal. He had slain Earl Simon before he was king, while he
was but his father's general ; but Earl Simon's work did not die with

him, and henceforward while the Middle Ages and their feudal hier-

archy lasted, it was impossible for either king or barons to do any-

thing which would seriously injure each other's position ; the struggle

ended in his reign in a balance of power in England which, on the

one hand, prevented any great feudatory becoming a rival of the king^

as happened in several instances in France, and on the other hand
prevented the king lapsing into a mere despotic monarch. I have said

that bureaucracy took a great stride in Edward's reign, but it reached

its limits under feudalism as far as the nobles were concerned. Peace
and order was established between the difierent powers of the govern-

ing classes ; henceforward, the struggle is between them and the

governed ; that struggle was now to become obvious ; the lower tribe

was rising in importance, becoming richer for fleecing, but also it was
beginning to have some power ; this led the king first, and afterward

the barons, to attack it definitely ; it was rich enough to pay for the

trouble of being robbed, and not yet strong enough to defend itself

with open success, although the slower and less showy success of

growth did not fail it. The instrument of attack in the hands of the

barons was the ordinary feudal privilege, the logical carrying out of

serfdom ; but this attack took place two reigns later. We shall come
to that further on. The attack on the lower tribe now growing into

importance in this reign was made by the king ; and his instrument

was—Parliament.

I have told you that Simon de Montfort made some attempt to get

the burgesses to sit in his Parliament, but it was left to Edward L
to lay the foundations firmly of Parliamentary representation, which
he used for the purpose of augmenting the power of the Crown and
crushing the rising liberty of the town?, though of course his direct

aim was simply at—money.
William Morris.

[To he continued.

)

Painful Sequel to the Midland Strike.—An ex-Midland Railway
driver, named Ling, drowned his three childred and committed suicide near
Derby last Friday. He was a leader of the recent strike and depressed by
not being able to obtain employment.

Metropolitan and City Section of Shoemakers.—A meeting was held

at the " Cherry Tree," KingslaLd Road, on Monday Aug. 22, to consider

ways and means of supporting the men on strike of Cove and West's,

Northampton. Two delegates from that town attended and explained the
position, and a resolution pledging the meeting to support the strikers was
carried unanimously.

Only two Parties.—Speaking at Liverpool last Suiiday, Mr. Bradlaugh,.

after severely castigating Mr. Chamberlain and the Dissentient Liberals^

remarked that " as to the future there would soon only be two distinct par-

ties, the party of the aristocracy and the party of labour and manufacturing
industry." The statement might be amended by omitting the three con-

cluding words, which if they mean anything, seem intended to cover the

employing class ; and the preposterous idea that the interests of Labour and
Capital are identical, finds few believers nowadays. However, it remains to
be seen on which side of the fence Mr. Bradlaugh intends to alight and under
which flag he intends to serve. The people are preparing for a great, and it

is to be hoped final struggle with their oppressors, and must needs treat as

their enemies all those who stand aloof. The man whom Earl Wemyss de-

lights to honour can hardly be a fit and proper person to look after the

interests of the workers.—T. B.
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SOCIALIST CAMPAIGN IN SOUTH WALES.
On Saturday 13th inst., laden with literature, we left London for

Cardiff, in a train overcrowded with Welsh folk returning from the

Eistedfodd. We passed the night in Cardiff, and started the next

morning by first train to Pontypridd. We experienced many delays

and misdirections before meeting the friends expecting us there, and

found our luggage, consisting of an enormous sack filled with literature

and bag ditto, terrible encumbrances. After receiving a hearty Welsh
welcome from friends met at last, we proceeded to our business by
holding th^ first meeting on the Rocking Stone. This stone stands in

the centre of a depression in the soil, and is surrounded with a circle

of other smaller unhewn stones fixed in the ground. They are evidently

Druidical remains. The oscillatory motion of the centre stone gives it

its name. From this bold situation, overlooking the whole of the

valley and town beneath, and in the midst of mountains, we began our

work—a work, we believe, that will be crowned with lasting success

—

in these valleys. Our audience poured towards us from all points.

They listened attentively to our exposition of Socialism, and cheered

us to the echo. The only opposition came from a local schoolmaster,

a dogmatic sort of pedagogue, whose ire was aroused by Mainwaring's
outspoken way of calling thieves thieves. The audience would not

tolerate his interruptions, and at the conclusion of the meeting a work-
man stepped forward and suggested that we should call for a show of

hands as to whether the workers present agreed with us or not. The
show of hands wa« unanimously in our favour.

At the afternoon meeting the stone and its vicinity was alive with
people awaiting us. A splendid meeting was held, our pedagogue
again interrupting with no success, the meeting enthusiastically in our
favour. The Western Daily Mail showed the importance of the gather-

ing by a virulent and scurrilous report of the proceedings.

We left Pontypridd amidst expressions of goodwill and promises of

help, and trudged along the Rhondda Valley to Tylors Town, calling

at Coedcae and other collieries on our road to distribute leaflets. At
Tylors Town we held a good meeting amongst the colliers, only marred
by the interference of a burly boss contractor who stuck up for his

queen, he did. We now know that he has recently had a house built

for himself, at an expense of some ^2000, which explains his loyalty.

From Tylors Town up and over the mountains by narrow and pre-

cipitous paths, where a false step meant a fall of fifty or sixty feet, with
the pulsing gasps of the engines and whirring of the windlasses of the
collieries in the valleys below resounding around us, and past colliers'

homes that we shall describe later on, we walked into Aberdare. Here
we abandoned the projected meeting in order to look over the ground
and secure the names and assistance of local men towards forming a
branch. We got a hearty reception and promises of help, and agreed
to hold our meeting on our return from Merthyr, where we went the
same evening. We spent Wednesday in going over the Welsh Inferno,
Dowlais Iron Works, now partially closed through want of water.
This gigantic place employs some 9000 ^' hands," men, boys, and girls.

Iron and coal mining, engineering, and brickmaking constituted the
chief industries carried on. In gloomy dens, deprived of daylight, men
were washing coal by a Belgian process to fit it for use. Truly, if

noise, grime, filth, steam, smoke, and mountains of rubbish are marks
of progress, then is Dowlais a progressive place. There is a plentiful

crop of cripples made by all this progress, and they are kindly allowed
to work as labourers about the works at wages varying from 15s. to

18s. per week. Shorn of a leg or an arm, they were painfully fulfilling

their part in "progress."

In Merthyr at night we held a splendid meeting, a forest of hands
being held up in our favour ; and having secured a meeting-place for

a branch, we held a second meeting on Thursday. A large crowd was
present, amongst which were some local bigwigs, a magistrate and
justice of the peace, but no opposition was offered at the meeting
indoors. We secured some names for a branch, and have made agents

for Commonweal,
On Friday we returned to Aberdare, and lield a great meeting in

the Boot Square. Having secured agents for Commomceal and dis-

tributed a vast amount of literature, we proceeded to Pontypridd on
our way home. On Sunday morning at eleven o'clock we had a good
meeting at the Rocking Stone, and another at two o'clock. This last

was an immense gathering. At its conclusion a branch was formed and
steps taken towards securing a meeting-place and forwarding the move-
ment in the neighbourhood. In our next report we will give an account
of the workers of South Wales and the conditions under which they
live. S. MainWARING and F. Kitz.

Slavery is the Word.—Our attention has been called to a terribly hard
case tried at the Guildhall a few days ago, in which certain things were
divulged that at first sight appear incredible. A carpet-weaver named Wm.
Wilson, fifty-nine years of age, was accused of being in unlawful possession
of a small bundle of wool-yarn, the property of his employers. One of those
employers stated in court that the prisoner had been in their service for

twenty-nine or thirty years, and had alvaya held reiponsihle positions^ and
enjoyed their confidence ! After tkis statement it might be supposed that
the prisoner's salary was a handsome one. As a matter of fact, his wages at
the time of his arrest was seven shillings per week 1 ! His employer and
prosecutor was not ashamed to acknowledge that this was the average re-

muneration the man had received for some years past. At the time he was
found in possession of the yarn, his children were actually without bread.
It seems monstrous that Englishmen should be so hard pressed as to occupy
responsible positions " for such scandalous wages as seven shillings a-week.

Slavery is the only word that adequately repres?nts such unremunerative
.^oil.—London Evening Ne\vs.

A SONG OF IDEATH.
(
Written in 1848 by Ferdinand Freiligrath. Translated by 3, L. Joynes.)

On the hills he stands in the dawning red.
With his sharp sword drawn in his sinewy hand

—

I am Death who enfranchise the heroes, he said.

When they die for mankind and their own dear land :

Not he who comes gently at dead of the night,
And the weary at rest for eternity lays

;

Nay, but he that stalks fierce through the thick of the fight,

And the youth in his triumph triumphantly slays.

'Neath the glorious tent of the clouds as I pass

I make thin with my shadow the warriors' ranks,

When I hurl them down headlong to die in the gra,ss,

On the pavements of stone or on moss-covered banks.

O 'tis grand in the battle to welcome its brunt,

And 'tis brave in the frenzy of fighting to die I

How they lie with their scars and their wounds in the front,

And their blood-besmeared faces a-stare on the sky !

Thus they lay o'er the land from the North to the South,
Where the dark forest waves or the fair river flows.

Staining all the pure streams from their source to their mouth,
The defenders of Freedom shot down by her foes.

Thus they lay who in April had followed their fate,

Far and wide o'er the land in their hundreds they lay :

Now beneath the long grasses they peacefully wait,

Till their graves be made bright by the roses of May.

Is it roses alone that May brings for her boon ?

Is it song that she breathes on her balmier breath 1

Nay, 'tis hurtling of shot, and the trumpeter's tune,

l>in of battle, and Me, the enfranchiser, Death !

For from tyranny's chain ye must shake yourselves free.

Lest the gold on your banner that loftily waves
A mere badge of your shame and your servitude be,

Yea, the gilt that disfigures the trappings of slaves.

For the year forty-eight has arrived and is here.

And ye cannot postpone it, do all that ye may
;

And the lightning and thunder and storm that ye fear

Even now are approaching to sweep you away.
See, flash ujion flash out of cloud upon cloud.

As in thunder the bolts of God's anger are hurled !

By the breath of his mouth the dark heavens are bowed.
As he clears of corruption this rotten old world !

He has sent me himself. Yes, I came in the spring,

And with turmoil and tum^ult and terror I ride.

As I chill the brave hearts with the shade of my wing.
Bring to nothing their triumph and trample their pride.

Thus I ride o'er the ranks of the fighters and slay.

With the incense of anguish and joy in my breath,
Till the sunrise make perfect the dawn of the day

—

I must on 1 Ye have seen the enfranchiser Death !

Address by the " Associated Iron and Steel Workers of Great
Britain " to the Workmen connected with the above Trades.

" Fellow-workmen,—The Executive of the above newly-formed Associa-

tion desire to appeal to every workman in the iron and steel trades who has
not taken advantage of the opportunity to become a member of the Asso-
ciation, to carefully consider their own and fellow-workmen's position owing
to their present disorganised condition. Let them remember that when
united they are strong and powerful to protect ; disorganised they are weak
and helpless against the action of capital. Think, men, of your wives and
little ones, and the hard struggle to obtain even the common necessaries of

life for them ; and remember it is your duty to them, to your fellow-work-

men, and yourself, to assist in defending their and your joint interests. Look
around you on every side, and the far;t is forced upon you that every other

class recognises tlie necessity of organisation. See how the rich landowners,
manufacturers, and men of all professions—whether in landed interests,

trade, politics, or religion—combine together to extend their influence,

defend their interest, possess more power over those they have to treat with
or employ, and increase their incomes. When this is made clear to your
comprehension, ask yourselves the question, if, with all the advantages of

povver and wealth combination is necessary for these classes, how much more
so is it necessary to the working-classes, wlioie bread depends upon their

labour and whose earnings are under present conditions so small as to pre-

vent any provisions for the future being made.
" Is it not by the skill of your hands and the application of your strength

that the v/ealth is produced and capital increased ; and can you, in your
present disorganised condition, obtain a fair share of the results of your
skill and labour ] Is it not true while the wealth of manufacturers increases

and larger fortunes are accumulated through the result of your labour, that

wlien you are overtaken with sickness, or old age creeps upon you, and your
strength begins to wane, unless by combination with your fellow-workmen
you have made provision for ^our support, you are entirely dependent upon
charity for your daily bread ? Do you wish for this state of things to con-

tinue, or do'you desire a better state of things ? If no change is required,

then continue in your present helpless and apathetic condition ; but be
honest and declare it, and not mislead those who desire to fight your battles

and improve your position.
" If you desire improvement, remember ' United we Stand, Divided we

Fall,'—that he who helps others helps himself, and the assistance of every
man is needed if success is to be attained. All prejudices must be sunk, and
one and all work for the common good. The interests of all men in the trade

are identical, and the produce of their labour enters into competition in the

same market ; and that which affects one branch, one works, or one district

must eventually affect all branches and works, and all districts. The ex-

perience of the past proves that no branch of trade or any district associa-

tions can successfully compete with capital. To do this a powerful National

Association is needed, embracing all districts and all branches of the trade.

We therefore appeal with confidence to all districts and all workmen engaged
in the trade to be in earnest and organise themselves, or honestly and
candidly declare they would rather remain in their present slavery than
make an eflbrt to be free."
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HKBD IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON I
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Justice
Anarchist
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Labour Tribune
Worker's Friend
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United States
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John Swinton's Paper
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Chicago (111.)—Labor Enquirer
Vorbote

Hammonton(NJ)Credit Foncier

Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
San Francisco (Cal) The People
St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole
Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer
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Detroit (Mich.)—The Advance
Kansas (Mo.)— Sun

France
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Le Revolte

Lille—Le Travailleur
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Liege—L'Avenir
Brussels—L'Avant-Garde
Antwerp—De Werker
Ghent—Vooruit
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Geneva—Bulletin Continental
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Berlinia— Volks Tribune

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta
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Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten
Malmo—Arbetet

they have managed, after a deal of standing on alternate feet, to take
up a position apparently not (to their thinking) too dangerous to
constitutionalism.

Meantime, after all the Tory Government is not going to die tamelj ;

they have plucked up heart to pass the Lords' amendments to the Land
Bill and proclaim the National League, and seem to be going to put
their foot down

;
probably because they perceive that their Chamber-

lainist friends are of no value to them, and that they must play their

last card of attempting to drive the Irish people into violent action,

which might turn the respectability of the Liberal party against Home
Rule again. Fortunately they are probably too late once more ; the

mind of the ordinary person not pledged to the cause of reaction ia

getting used to the idea of Home Kule, and any outbreak on the part

of the Irish that is not systematic will be looked on as a mere incident

in the struggle.

Some measure of Home Rule is now certain ; and all we Socialists

can hope is that it will not be too long in coming ; for what we want
now is a professedly popular government in power, which, face to face

with the real question of the day—whether labour is to be free or the

slave of monopoly—will not be able to deal with that question, because

it and the parliament which has produced it are and must be essentially

the guardians of that very monopoly. William Morris.

A NOTE ON PASSING POLITICS.

The Gladstonians are very naturally triumphant at the Northwich
election, and the Tories as naturally have been attempting to explain

away their defeat ; which, however, taken in conjunction with the other

bye-elections, does seem to an onlooker to mean the extinction of the

Chamberlain party, the absorption into definite Toryism of Lord
Hartington and a few other nobodies, and in short, the defeat of the

revolt in the Liberal party against Mr. Gladstone, who seems destined

to have one more triumph before he dies. To some ardent Liberals

the way seems so direct to Liberal victory that the Pall Mall Gazette

urges the Gladstonians to force on a dissolution by means of obstruc-

tion at once. That no doubt would be good tactics for them if the

party were really what the writer of the article in the Pall Mall seems

to think it—a party with principles and a steady aim. As it is, one

may be quite sure that they will attempt nothing so revolutionary or

anti-respectable as that : their 'advent to power will come by a longer

road, with many more turns in it. For the respectable part of them
have no very burning desire to pass a real Home Rule measure, and
indeed don't think much about that or anything else except the mere
party triumph. However, doubtless in the course of time we shall see

a Liberal ministry in power again, with somewhat more pretensions to

Radicalism than a ministry has had yet, and with the mandate to pass

a Home Rule Bill. The said Bill will also, of course, be one of com-
promise ; but we may suppose that it will do something to give the

Irish question a little rest, though with its accompanying Land Bill

it will not be so easily settled, even temporarily, as some people seem
to suppose. But a truce once made with the Irish troubles, what will

the new Gladstonian government do next '? That is the rub. It will

be expected to do something, and if it valines its life must try hard not

even to appear to do anything. To appear, I say, because, except as

regards the franchise, the instrument of parliamentary democracy,

there is no longer anything for that democracy to do. There may, and
probably will be, a sharp fight in Parliament over the franchise, which
will split up the party once more and give the Whig-Tories another

innings ; but when that is over and the democratic sword sharpened

duly, where will be the enemj to be smitten by it ? Doubtless there

will be a new Allotments Acts, a Leasehold Enfranchisement Act, and
other devices for dividing the power of our landlord masters without

lessening it ; and also doubtless some rubbish about perpetual pensions

and the cultivation of grouse-moors and the like. But all this will be

but using the newly-whetted democratic sword for cleaving a pat of

butter instead of a helmetted head : it will be doing nothing. Never-

theless it will have an appearance of doing something and will lead to

the death of more than one " Liberal " ministry, if constitutionalism

lasts as long ; so that what between disgusting real democrats with

really doing nothing, and terrifying respectability with seeming to do

something, the Gladstonian party is likely to have a rough time of it,

and may well pray for a continuance of the Irish quarrel, in which

IS LIPSKI'S confession GENUINE?
So Lipski has confessed and all is right, " he has been brought to a

frame of mind that has enabled him to make the reparation," says ihe

Daily News. Bourgeois justice and the Home Secretary are trium-

phantly vindicated. Thus, doubtless, thought the "respectable"

world on Monday morning.

There is nothing to be surprised at in Lipski's confession. Indeed,

it was just what was to be expected ; those who have never believed

in his guilt have no need to do so now, the evidence is entirely against

such an hypothesis ; but that under the circumstances the world shonld

be given to understand that he has confessed, and "admitted the

justice of his sentence," was absolutely essential to the stability of the

government, of the system of capital punishment, and to the credit of

our judicial machinery generally. What goes on within the walls of a
prison is known only to those in the swim of the bureaucratic trade,

and we do not pretend to decide dogmatically with respect to the

origin of the document. We need only call the reader's attention to

the fact that the bureaucrat is by the necessities of his profession a
liar, skilful or unskilful j the value of official disclaimers is proverbial.

Who knows what kind of cajolery or even threats might not have

been employed, since the occasion was so urgent and so much was at

stake ?

In connection with this it is well to remember that the witches who
were burnt in the seventeenth century almost always confessed their

guilt, and "admitted the justice of their sentence"—or were said to

have done so. It must not be forgotten, moreover, that Lipski, who
came from Russian Poland, remembering that in his own country a
confession of guilt is necessary before a condemned criminal can be

executed, and that there torture is admitted to be used on occasion to

extract such a confession, might have a confused idea that the same
thing might happen here, and seeing his case was hopeless and that

he had to die, submitted to what he might think was a general formula

for the sake of dying without unnecessary worry.

Anyhow the document bears upon it the stamp of ungenuineness.

Lipski says that he had not begun to search for money before Miriam

awoke and alarmed him. Does it seem likely that a man not being a
maniac would murder a woman for fear of discovery, simply because

she had found him in her room, and before he had committed any
crime ?

He says the aquafortis he swallowed had no effect on him. Is this

probable ]

He didn't know how his arms were abraded, and did not feel it at

the time. Is this probable if the statement next above is true?

These objections lie on the surface of the confession, but no doubt

other discrepancies will occur to other searchers into the document.

Under any circumstances the main point to be remembered is that the

evidence on the trial was insufficient for a jury to convict upon if un-

directed by the judge, and bearing in mind the maxim so often put

forward by those who boast of the immaculate nature of English lav,

that a doubt should be interpreted in favour of the accused.

E. Belfort Bax and William Morris.

The Scotch Ploughmen.—Some hopes were entertained that the Scotch

Ploughmen's Union would develope into a thoroughgoing labour organisa-

tion ; but at the last annual conference one of the officials stated that the

union was strictly a benefit society, and not in the least way connected with

trade union or politica] purposes. It is certainly a pity to see such a large

and important class of workmen, who might wield a great power in the

labour movement busying themselves with a mere benefit society. If they

are determined to rigidly exclude themselves from all interference with the

great social problem that confronts the working class, they need not expect

that their flourishing financial condition will interest anyone but themselves.

A. working-class body which deliberately refuses to have anything to do with

the great economic question, and repudiates any connection with even trades'

unionism and politics had better call itself a " slate club " and drop such a

title as the " Ploughman's International Union."—J. L. M.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.
ITALY.

Venice.—In the general strike of bakers at Venice lately, the men have
been holding out for a slightly increased rate of wage, and a 12 hours' day
instead of one of 16 hours. The Syndic and Prefect of the town have stood

by the masters with a beautiful fidelity, sending to other towns so that the
once great Lady of the Adriatic should not go breadless.

The gondoliers of Venice are also on strike, this move being caused by
the result of the late deliberations of the Common Council, which was to

give orders that the small steamers of the Finella Company should run by
night as well as by day. The Syndic has had a notice posted up, threaten-
ing the gondoliers and boatmen with the suppression of their licences if

they do not give in immediately. This is good-bye to the picturesque and
jovial " cabbies " of Venice. Well, as wrathful lovers of the city have often
exclaimed on beholding the zeal with which the Venetians hasten and dis-

figure its decay, the sooner the Grand Canal is filled in and fitted up, a la

boulevard^ with toy trees and tram lines the better ; then no more need be
said or thought about the place, the gondoliers transforming themselves
into tram-car conductors, good luck to them.

Sant Elena (Venice). — In what was once, and not many years since,

one of the pleasantest of the outlying Venetian islands now hideous with
coal and smoke, a little incident occurred a week or two back which, as de-
scriptive of the pretty little ways of Italian foremen, I reproduce. In the
pursuit of his work one of the men met with an accident, which the doctor
pronounced mortal, bidding him be conveyed to an hospital. A gondola was
procured, and two of his fellow-workmen prepared to accompany him to do
their best to comfoit his last minutes of life, when the foreman interfered
with an absolute refusal to let the men go. What ! because one of their
companions t^ok the liberty to become fatally entangled in machinery did it

follow that they might slack work for a few hours on a sentimental plea of

cameraderie ?

Catania.—When some " cheap kitchens " were opened here lately, the
Fasdo Operaio says that thousands of starving folk took the place by storm.
The carabinieri were obliged to oppose the rush of the crowd, and in the
struggle some people were hurt. The distress in Sicily is great, augmented
by the spreading cholera. M. M.

BELGIUM.
As we said last week, the transactions at the Workers' Congress at Motis

were far from being orderly and quiet, and the delegates divided into two
camps, each of them holding a separate conference. Now, the split is com-
plete among the Belgian labourers, and the first cause of it is certainly to be
found in the strong desire for centralisation continually shown by the Execu-
tive Council of Brussels. The Parti ouvrier (workmen's party) has been short-
ened a good deal by the disaffiliation of several federations, which have formed
themselves into a new body, to be called the " Belgian Republican Socialist

Party " (a strange title, indeed : are there now in Belgium royalist-Social-

ists?). This new body will hold their first congress at Liege. The old
Parti ouvrier^ with a newly elected executive at its head, has refused to
adopt the idea of an immediate general hlach strike. It seems to me that
this resolution will matter little on the very day when the workers will
resume their struggle against their oppressors. The following corporations
have left the Parti ouvrier : the Labour League of La Louviere, the Socialist
Union of Fontaine-1-Eveque, the co-operative societies of Wasmes, Paturages,
Frameiies, and Dampremy, the Miners' Unions of Jumet-Gohyssart and
Courcelles, the Labour Leagues of Dampremy, Bouffioux, and Chatelet, the
Co-operative Union of Trieu-Ormon, the Bee-Hive of Chatelineau, the Work-
ing-men's Federation of Gilly, and Co-operative Union of Montceau-sur-
Sombre. A delegate from the S.D.F., Headingly, who, of course, was on the
side of the Executive Council of Brussels, has been expelled from Belgium.
As we gave two weeks ago a list of the pamphlet literature of the German

Socialists and Anarchists, we give now the list of the series of pamphlets
issued by our Belgian w^orkers. They publish once or twice a-month a
brochure of no less than 120 pages, and often even of 180 pages, at the very
low price of 25 centimes

—

i.e., 2|d. But I am not inclined to say that the
quality of these pamphlets is always adequate to their quantity ; nev^erthe-
less, as a whole, they are worth noticing and recommending. 1. 'Dead for
the People,' by Anseele (social-novel, 3 vols.); 2. * Social Evolution in Bel-
gium,' by Arnould ; 3. *The Parti ouvrier and its Programme,' by Bertrand

;

4. * Belgium in the year 1866,' by the same (2 vols.) ; 5. ' Democratic Letters,'
by Adelson Castiau ; 6. * The Lace-women in Belgium,' by De Greef ; 7.

*The Abbe Delacollonge,' by Enne (novel, 2 vols.); 8. 'A Nook of the

by Pergameni (a novel); 14. 'The Eadical Programme,' by Arnould; 15.
' The Venality of Journalism,' by Chirac.
Comrade Bracekelaere, who has undergone five months of imprisonment

as publisher of the Socialist paper Vooruit of Ghent, was released last week.

'

FEANCE.
Glass-bottle Makers' Strike at M0NTLU90N.—We are glad to announce

that the International Glass-bottle Makers' Association, on the intervention
of the Strike Committee of the Socialist League, has sent to the secretary of the
strikers the sum of £60 (the Lancashire Union has given £25, the Yorkshire
Union £20, and the Dublin Union £5). Comrade James Hunter, General
Secretary of the International Union, left St. Helens last Thursday, the 18th
inst., en route for Canada, where we hope he may do the same good work as
he did among the glass-bottle makers in this country.
At Montataire 1200 ironworkers are now on strike. Their wages have

been reduced by 15 per cent., and are paid monthly instead of fortnightly.
They ask the withdrawal of this reduction and the usual former mode of
payment.

SPAIN.
The Socialists in Spain are divided in three or four different fractions, of

which the two principal are, the CoIIectivist-Anarchist Federation, with its

centre at Barcelona, and the Social-Democratic Federation, centralised at
Madrid. The CoIIectivist-Anarchist Federation proceeds from the former
International Working-men's Association, who acted under the inspiration
of Bakounine.^ Their AnarcbisMi is somewhat different of that of the other
countries, as its comprises in its ranks the organised trades' unions, en-
courages the various strikes occurring in the Peninsula, and aims at the
economical federation of all the workers.

The second organisation is established on the same footing as the Social-

Democratic parties of Germany, Holland, Denmark, Belgium, etc. Last
year this organisation was only composed of the four groups of Madrid,
Barcelona, Malaga, and Quadalajara, but actually some twenty associations
have joined the central body. A third fraction, composed of corporations
of skilled and unskilled artisans, works between the two former fractions,
with a view of arriving at a complete amalgamation of the various existing
bodies. The fourth fraction is that of the Communist-Anarchists, which is

progressing favourably, but in small groups, all over the countrv.
All these organisations have their organs. The Collectivist-Anarchist

Federation recognises as its official paper, La Cronica de los Trabajadores,
mostly devoted to statistics, and as propaganda papers, M Socialismo at
Cadiz, EL Cuardo Estado at Orense, Acracia and El Productor at Barcelona.
The Social-Democratic Party is represented in the press by El Socialistay

published at Madrid.
The third fraction, which is the most moderate, publishes El Obrero at

Barcelona, and the Communist-Anarchist groups, after having had the paper'
Unahoja, are now represented by El Productor of Barcelona. D.

COREESPONDENCE.

A SOCIALIST SONG-BOOK.
As I am preparing a Socialist Song-book (words and music) for the press,

I should be glad if any of your readers would send me contributions towards
the some. What I want jis good words matched to good tunes—or if only
the names of verses and tunes which will match each other be supplied, it

will be a help. Of course I don't engage to accept all that are sent, but
rather want a good number to select from. Songs that are in actual use
among Socialist bodies will be specially welcome.
Commonwealth Cafe, Scotland Street, Edward Carpenter.

Sheffield, Aug. 22.

"FEEE" LABOUE.
Sir,—I am a carpenter and joiner by trade, and I should be glad if you

could find space in your paper to allow me to call attention to an act of
gross injustice perpetrated by Messrs. Temple and Graham, builders, of
Holcrofts Estate, Fulham, on about thirty of their men.
The men employed by Messrs. Temple and Graham have an annual outing,

.

which, by the bye, is promoted and used by the firm rather as an advertise-
ment than for any benefit it may confer upon the men. Let me give some
facts about this year's beanfeast.

Saturday, the'^lSth of August, was the day fixed for the " treat," and those
who intended going subscribed so much per week for the six week's previous
to this date, in order to make up the 8s. necessary for the expenses. About
50 men took part in the outing.
On the Holcrofts Estate, Messrs. Temple and Graham employed about 30

carpenters and joiners, and these men, much to their surprise, were informed
on Friday, the 12th August, that they woald no longer be required, and on
asking the reason were told by the foreman that it was on account of their
not joining the beanfeast.
Was there ever a greater piece of injustice ? Many of these men had

only been engaged on work for the firm two or three weeks, and had pre-
viously been out of employment for SMme considerable time, which, of
course, meant back rent to be paid, an<l m my other things known only too-
well to workmen in our days. I for uiic deny the right of any man to
dictate to me the manner in which I shall spend my earnings, and' sincerely
hope (and I fancy I see signs of it coming) that my fellow-workers, be they
skilled or unskilled, will join together in one great party, and then, and only
then, will a stop be put to such dirty work as that which I have described.

—

Yours, etc., " A Victim."
August 22, 1887.

"CONCEENING USUEY."
I have read with attention, in last week's Cornmonweal, the letters of Mr.

J. Haldane Smith and Mr. T. S. Barrett on this subject, but must respect-
fully decline to entangle myself in the mere metaphysics of Socialism. Life
is too short to indulge in such unprofitable exercises.
At the same time if—as would appear to be the case—it is of any conse-

quence to these gentlemen or to others to know, I may say frankly that I
am perfectly ready to supplement the wages of the workers not merely by
the rent (interest) of money, but by the rent of land and the rent (profit)
of machinery as well. If, as seems to be the drift of Messrs. Smith and
Barrett's contention, the abolished usurer should take refuge in profit-mon-
gering, why then the protit-monger's turn for suppression must come next.
But better far one thing at a time and in order. The average Briton's

mental digestion is weak at the best, and it would never do to sii^rfeit him
with novel ideas. In truth, I have a doubt w^hether it is altogether wise to
lay sacrilegious hands on the usurer before we have finally disposed of his
elder brother the landlord. The machine-lord or profit-monger is the
residuary legatee of both, and his immolation will naturally come last. Why
Socialists should strive to push this particular malefactor to the front is,

from the strategic point of view, entirely beyond my comprehension.
J. Morrison Davidson.

P.S.—May I be permitted to add that, thanks doubtless to the efi'ective

medium of the Commomveal, and the intrinsic interest of the subject, my
trifling contribution to this vastly important question has, according to

' evidence before me, been surprisingly successful in arresting attention in
altogether unexpected quarters.—J. M. D.

The Ant and the Butterfly.—A Busy Ant was carrying a grain of
Wheat down a Garden Parth. When asked to stop by a gaudy Butterfly,
the Ant replied that it must carry its load to the Storehouse. "But," said
the Butterfly, " what does a single grain amount to ? " " Ah," replied the
Ant, "you forget that others are bringing more. It is by Union Labour
that we fill our Storehouses." The Butterfly rose disdainfully in the sun-
shine, and was seized by a Hungry Bird, while the Ant proceeded gaily with
Its gr^m.—Moral : It is not Individual Effort that accomplishes the great
things, but the Concerted Labour of the Multitude.—/oA/i Swinton's Paper.
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THE LABOUR STRUGaLE.
BEITAIN.

Scavengers' Wages.—At Belfast the scavengers are paid 12s, a week, and
the men recently struck for an advance of 2s. per week, and this the City
Council refused to give, and the men had to submit or be idle.

In consequence of an unprecedented falling off in demand, the proprietors
of the leading hem-stitching firms in Lurgan have put the operatives of their
factories on three-quarter time. The depression, which will affect thousands,
is attributed to a falling off in the production of cambric goods.

Glasgow Trades' Council.—At the meeting of council on the 17th inst.
the delegates from the pump, boot, and slipi>er makers reported that they
were still on strike, and that at a full meeting of the men they had resolved
still to hold out.

The Midland Railway Company have put a number of the men engaged
in their large locomotive shops at Der]»y on short time this week, owing to
scarcity of work. The men principally affected aie those of the erecting, re-
pairing and paint shops. Instead of six days they have only worked four.

At the monthly meeting of the Bolton Trades' Council the question was
discussed as to forming a labour association to assist workingmen to Parlia-
ment, Town Councils, and other representative bodies, and to educate the
workers by lectures, public meetings, and distribution of literature relative
to all labour questions.

Tlie employes of Messrs. Martin and Taylor, padlock manufacturers, Sand-
well Eoad, West Bromwich, have received notice of a 10 per cent, reduction
in the price of work. The workmen employed at these works are already
receiving less wages than are paid by the trade generally, and to ask for an
additional 10 per cent reduction is outrageous.

The Riveters' Strike at Clydebank.—The strike of riveters of James
and Geoige Thomson, shipbuilders continues, and there are no signs of a
settlement on either side. The carpenters and joiners who are at present
employed will in all likelihood soon be suspended unless the riveters and
employers come to a speedy settlement.

The Dalmeny Oilworks Strike.—A few days ago the men on strike at
Dalmeny Oilworks made an offer to their employers to resume work at half
the amount of the reduction intimated—namely 2d. per day. The employers
now decline to comply with the request. The men are suffering great hard-
ships, and it is likely that an appeal will be made for support to trades'
unions and the public generally.

Strike Riot near Birmingaam,—The strike in the Birmingham nail trade
has resulted in another serious disturbance. A party of about twenty strikers
went out in a brake to Bromsgrove, where they encountered a number of
men who were put on in place of the old hands. A desperate fight followed.
Three men sustained dangerous injuries, several had minor injuries, and a
number of bystanders were badly hurt with missiles.

Bolton—Another Strike.—On Monday morning, August 15, the local
paembers of the Packing-Case Makers' Society left work for an advance in
wages. They have been in receipt of 31s. 6d. per week, but the Manchester
einployers have conceded a demand for about Is. 6d. advance. There are not
»iany of the trade in Bolton, Messrs. .Horxocks and Sons being the chief
jejpployers, with about 20 hands.

Northampton.—The strike of shoe operatives at Northampton threatens
to assume alarming proportions. The masters have endeavourse to overcome
the difficulty by sending work to adjacent towns, but the men, discovering
the source from which the work came, have refused to execute it. The boot-
lasters and finishers of Mr. J. R. Marks came out on strike on the 19th,
demanding higher wages. The sympathy in the town appears to be in favour
of the men, and public subscriptions have been opened.

Consternation is the word used to state the condition of the various
Government dockyard towns. Sheerness, Chatham, Portsmouth, Davenport,
are adding thousands to the army of unemployed. The winter of 1887
promises to be a memorable one in the annals of distress. The men of
Chatham are appealing to their member of Parliament, who is also a member
of the Government. Bitter irony !

Edinburgh Joiners Strike.—The joiners held a meeting last week, when
it was announced that the strike was practically at an end, as nearly sixty of
the biggest employers had conceded the demand of the operatives. Work
is now resumed by those who were actually out, and the men expect that,
nnder a threat of stoppage of work, those of the employers who are still per-
sistent in refusing the increase will withdraw their opposition, the trade
being at present very busy in the city. The men chose the right time, stuck
together well, and success is the result.

Manchester and Salford Trades' Council.—An important meeting was
held on the 19th inst., to discuss the question of a better arrangement as to
tjie, class of subjects to be brought forward at the next annual Trades' Union
Congress. A resolution was ultimately arrived at, appointing a committee
of five members, to whom the whole business of the Congress is to be re-

mitted. Their duties will be to see that all questions upon which resolutions
have been passed by the various trade organisations throughout the kingdom
are brought under notice, and that henceforth the precedence of subjects on
the agenda-paper of the Congress shall be decided by ballot. This resolution
is to be submitted to the forthcoming meeting which assembles at Swansea.

Lanarkshire Miners.—On the 18th a large proportion of the miners of
Lanarkshire were idle. In the forenoon a meeting of the Central Board was
held at Hamilton, when the delegates reported that, except as regards the
collieries where the last reductions had not been enforced, the men were idle
in the district of Rutherglen, Cambuslang, Blantyre, Burnbank, Hamilton,
JJlotherwell, Holytown, Tannochside, Nackerty, and Airdrie. A mass meet-
ing was afterwards held, Mr. Harley presiding. Mr. Small moved, seconded
by Mr. Colvin—" This mass meeting of miners, being thoroughly convinced
that the former policy of restriction—five days, eight hours, with a restricted
output—is, meanwhile, the only alternative to secure an improvement, would
strongly urge all districts immediately to revert to it." Mr. Bulloch moved,
seconded by Mr. Furie— '' Recognising that no progress is possible without
union and amalgamation, this meeting would earnestly urge all collieries to
appoint collectors to collect contributions and enroll members, with the view
of securing unity of action." Both resolutions were adopted.

RoYSTON, Cambs.—The outlook hereabouts in agricultural matters is be-
coming black. A severe drought and consequent spaiseness of yield has
been the last straw, following on low prices and foreign competition, to break
\ip many of the farmers. The masters are at their small wits' end, and have
mostly given up the idea that *' times " will ever improve. It is noticeable

that this year fewer odd hands are employed on harvest work. On one large
farm near there are fewer men at work by nine than last year. This is due
greatly to the use of self-binding reapers and the impoverished resources of
many of the masters. Those who are more wealthy take every opportunity
of cutting down wages and reducing their staff, meanwhile complaining
vastly of the "badness" and stupidity of the men. The winter promises to
be worse for the labourers than last ; many will be thrown out after harvest,
with no prospect of regular work for three or four months at least.—P. C. W,
Atherton—Strike of Winders.—The cop-winders employed by the Lee

Spinning Company are on strike against a proposed reduction of wages.
The company employ between 400 and 500 hands, and fresh lists showing
the prices to be paid to winders, clearers, reelers, and gassers have been
posted up, in consequence of the profits not realising 5 per cent., the firm
say. The operatives objected to the fresh lists, alleging that they would
mean a reduction in their wages from 10 to 20 per cent. The cop-winders
who are out number from 120 to 130, and it is expected the clearers will
turn out next week, and if so the reelers will have to suspend operations.
This is the second reduction this year the firm are trying to impose, the
former being one of 10 per cent. Of late the operatives say they have not
earned more than would procure them a bare existence.

The Chainmakers' Agitation.—At a meeting of chainmakers held on
Thursday 18th inst., in the Salvation Army Barracks, Cradley Heath, Mr.
Thomas Homer, who presided, stated that Uiere were still about two-thirds
of the operatives partially employed at the 4s. list of prices, and one-third
were unable to obtain employment. This was owing to the fact that there
was not a great demand for chain, and a small number of the employers still

refused to concede the 4s. list of prices. Owing to the hearty support of the
press and the determination of the operatives, he believed the prospects of
the chainmakers were now brighter than they had been for years. It might
not be generally known that a chainmaker now earned as much for making
3cwt. of half-inch chain as he did for lOcwt. before the strike, but such was
the case. During the week 500 loaves of bread and £17 in money had been
distributed amongst those still out on strike or unable to obtain employment.
The Bolton Engineers.—The fifteenth week of the strike shows no sign

of a settlement. The trades and the public are supporting the men with
funds, and the utmost unanimity prevails. An indignation meeting was held
on the 17th, protesting against the extra police in the town ; and in a letter
from the military authorities it was pointed out that if the masters require
the services of the military again, they must provide proper accommoda
tion, as camping out had injured the horses. The Town Council met, decided
to get ready a disused warehouse, and have now converted it into a tem-
porary barracks, notwithstanding the protests of the ratepayers. Thousands
of men have been allured into the town to take the place of the strikers, but
only about 200 are working. Great efforts are being made by " disinterested
parties " to get the men to submit to arbitration. It is to be hoped they will

not fall into the trap. Never was a better conducted struggle, never better
phances of success.

The Spindle and Loom—The State of Trade.—Bury and Elton.—The
greater portion of the large mills in the Bury district are, in consequence of

the indifferent state of trade, working short time. Among these may be
mentioned the Barn Brook Spinning and Manufacturing Company, who are
working four days a-week ; John Openshaw, Son, and Company, Pimhole,
who are working from Tuesday morning till Friday night, and have been
doing so for the last three or four months ; William and George Openshaw,
Pimhole, working four days a-week ; and Wrigley and Schofield, Chesham,
who have had a portion of their looms stopped for some considerable time.
Castleton.—At Westbrooke Mill, Messrs. William Yates and Sons, a notice
announcing that the workpeople will cease work on Saturdays and Mondays
has been posted. The stoppage is said to be due to the warehouses being
overstocked. The concern has weaving and spinning. Whitico7'th.—The
spinners at Messrs. Smithson Bros, are only working four days a-week.
Heywood.—Messrs. Norris Brothers' top and botton shops are working short
time. The weavers are making about three and a half days and the spinners
four days a-week. The short time is being worked in consequence of the
warehouse being overstocked with fustian cloths.

Bradford and District Trades' Council.—A public meeting was held
last week for the purpose of stating the case for the Midland strikers and
the engineers on strike at Bolton. There was a large attendance. The
president of the council, Mr. John Hollings, took the chair, and said :

" In
times like these, when some men had so much wealth, means were placed in

their hands by which other men were crushed down to a condition of abject
slavery, and were regarded as mere machines, to be treated as machines were
treated." Going on to speak of the condition of the working classes, he
said :

" Labour created capital ; but those who had the wealth spoke very
little indeed of the labourer. The chairman of the Midland Railway Com-
pany had said that the leaders of the strikeis were agitators; but was he
himself not an agitator for the company and the shareholders." Mr. Stevens
(delegate from the Bradford strikers) said that only three out of ninety men
in Bradford had been reinstated, consequently the rest were left to do the
best they could. A resolution was carried, condemning the Midland directors
and shareholders, and also one expressing sympathy with the Bolton strikers.

A collection was made at the close for the Bokon men.

Broxburn Shale-Miners Dispute.—The delegates of the men on strike

had an interview with the managing director to discuss their differences of
opinion, with a view to a settlement. One of the miners having stated the
case for the men, the director said he could hold out no hope of the company
conceding any part of the reduction, and even should they accept the full

reduction, they would have to consult the Mineral Oil Association before
opening the mines. The men would also have to be more " loyal " to the
company, and abide by the rules of the works. He did not, however, state

what he meant by " loyal." The works manager, Mr. Henderson, then said

that in future they would have no interference by third parties, and took the
deputation to task for letters inserted in a local paper by their agent. In-
stead of having their grievances brought up in public meetings and in letters

to the press, he thought they should first complain to the managers. The
men explained that they had always appealed to the " tender mercies " of the
managers, and always without success. After the conference a meeting of

the men was held in the Public Hall, which was crowded. The meeting
unanimously agreed not to accept the employers' terms, but would take a
few days to consider the matter before coming to a final decision.

The Midland Railway Strike.—The Cotton Factory Times has the
following excellent observations on the late strike:—"The strike of the
drivers and firemen on the Midland Railway system has collapsed. There
is no use beating about the bush. It is the most complete failure of any
strike of modern times. Those of oui- readers who perused our remarks of
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last week on the subject would see that we indicated ihh iii the last few
lioe«, when we said that 'if the dispute convinced the railway servants of

titer neeessity of greater unity thaft had characterised their action in the past

tlfeie«son, though dearly bought, would not have cost too much.' It was
nolTikt that time politic to speak plainer, seeing that the dispute was unde-
cid^, and that we were anxious that the men should hav^ every encourage-

ment, of which they stood sorely in need. Now, however, that the affair is

settled by the unconditional surrender of those who came out there can be

no hai'm in applying the lessons taught. The first of these is that no strike

of such magnitude, or for the matter of that no strike at all, should be
undertaken unless there is a practical unanimity amongst all the workers
involved. In this case it appears that 74 per cent, of the drivers and fire-

men employed by the company remained at or returned to their posts within
a day or two after the strike commenced. In no occupation, even with poor
employers, could a strike be successful under such circumstances, let alone

against a wealthy and influential corporation. Farther than this, however,
if we take into consideration the signalmen, porters, guards, and the thou-
sands of workmen employed in miscellaneous work about a large railway
system like the Midland, all of whom know more or less of the road and
the general work, the number of those who came out on strike becomes
infinitesimal by comparison. To make such a strike successful, it is abso-

lutely necessary that the work of the company attacked must be brought to

a complete standstill, To do this, at least three-fourths of the whole of the
employes—drivers, firemen, signalmen, porters, etc.—should all come out.

It may be that only one section are affected by some new proposals, but in

the long run it is found that they are all in the same boat. In the present
state of railway organisation this is, however, impossible. The only real

trade union amongst railway servants is the Amalgamated Society. This,

though one of the wealthiest in the kingdom, only numbers about 10,000
members, or less than one in twenty of those eligible to join. Whether it

be railway servants, or any other class of workers, their position is exactly
what they choose to make it. Never had men a better case than the drivers
and firemen of the Midland. In no occupation could men strike with such
force if united, and yet the company managed to carry on their business and
defeat the men in a week for want (in the men's case) of that unity which
is strength. There are now being bandied round recriminations about being
betrayed, and the officials of the union not doing their dut3^ This is worse
than useless. Let the railway servants put all this on one side, and make
their union one not only in name bvit in reality, and we should soon find

that to all reasonable demands, the companies would be as amenable as they
are now the reverse."

The Weavers' Strike at Preston.—On Wednesday evening, Aug. 17,

a mass meeting of the weavers, winders, and warpers of Preston was held at
the Weavers' Institute in that town, for the purpose of hearing an explana-
tion of the state of affairs in connection with the strike at Messrs. H. C.

Owtram and Co.'s Manchester and Castle Street Mills. Mr. John Marshall
occupied the chair, and was supported by Mr. J. Barrows (Padiham), Mr. A.
Buckley (Oldham), and Mr. Luke Park, secretary of the Preston Weavers'
Association. There was a large attendance. The chairman, explaining how
the strike was brought about, said that for months and months the velvet
weavers of this firm had been very dissatisfied with the prices paid for the
goods they were weaving. A little over two years ago they were paid 18s. a cut,

while now they received only 15s., and the employer did not intend to stop
at that.—Mr. A. Buckley said the fact was that velvet goods were being
woven at this place for less than plain calico pieces. They wanted to have
peace and quietness with the employers if possible, but when a man paid Gs.

or 7s. a cut under other people, and could not be quietly persuaded he was
in the wrong, they were bound to try what a little pressure would do. In
Oldham the weavers got a lot more money for the same work. Here was
one sort : 52 in. loom, 41 in. yarn, G4 picks, 74 reed, 60's double twist, 56's

weft, 137 yards long. For that iht-y were paid at Messrs. Owtram's 15s.,

while in Oldham they were paid i^Os. 7d. For another cloth of the same
pick, reed, counts, and length, but 48 in. wide, the Oldham price was 21s. 4kl.
Naturally Oldham employers would not stand this sort of thing, and but for
the action of the Preston weavers notices would have been placed in the Old-
ham mills last Saturday or Saturday week of a reduction of 10 or 15 per
cent. At their two mills Messrs. Owtram had something like twelve hun-
dred looms. In Oldham they had almost as many thousands of looms on
velvets, and if this strike had not taken place all those in Oldham would
have been stopped. He had even been told by an Oldham employer that if

they had submitted to the prices paid in Preston, it was the intention of the
Oldham velvet manufacturers to bring their weavers down to Preston price!*.

This would have meant a reduction of 5s. or 6s. a cut, a very serious matter
indeed. It was for that meeting to say what the result should be. If they
showed a good example, other towns would be encouraged to subscribe liber-

ally, while if they let this reduction be made, they might depend on it that
it would not end there. The employer* would say that if they could beat
the operatives at this one point, they could beat them at others, and tlie

consequences might be very serious.—Mr. Barrows, who was enthusiastically
receivefl, said he did not want to quarrel with Mr. Edelston or any other
employer. If there was any one to blame in this matter, it was the weavers
for allowing him too much latitude. They had been told that three years
ago he was paying 18s. for a cut, and was now only paying 15s. for just the
same work ; but they were not told that the 18s. was 3s. less than the proper
price. In the last four years Mr. Edelston had been keeping from his velvet
weavers that which did not belong to him. If he had taken it out of their
pockets it would have been a robbery, but as he had only prevented it going
into their pockets of course it was not. What would they do in Preston to
help these weavers ? He confessed he had more faith in districts outside,
which had never seen a velvet and never wanted to see one, than he had in
those of Preston. They wanted there very different organisation than they
had now, and until they got it they would have men like Mr. Edelston to
deal with. His was not the only place in Preston where the employers were
not paying what they ought, and until the operatives were better organised,
^and roused themselves to a defence of each other, they w^ould always have
this sort of thing going on. If they once gave Mr. Edelston a good thrashing
he would be better to deal with in future.—The chairman stated that mill
collections were started last week, and they expected that this week the
majority of the mills would have collections "^inside.—Mr. Barrows said that
if they paid ^d. a loom they could beat Mr. Edelston into fits.—A female
weaver moved that the contribution be l^d. per loom, and this was seconded.
A male operative proposed that it be Id. per loom, which, he said, would be
sufficient if every one paid to give those on strike 2s. 6d. per loom. It was
no use one paying l^d. and the next weaver nothing.—The original motion
was withdrawn in favour of the amendment, which was carried uuanimouslv,
and the meeting ended.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.G.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Sociaiist League and affilia'^

'

bbdies. Library Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d. D. J. NiOOLL arid^

W. Blundell are the Librarians.

BRANCH SUBSORIPtlONS PAiD.
Hoxton (Labour Emancipation League) t<> Jtfne 30. Clerkenwell, Hamm^i*-'

smith, Mitcham, Walsall to July 31

.

" COMMONWEAL '^ PRINTING FUND.
A. M., 4s.; E. B. B. (2 weeks), Is. Weekly Subscriptions—K. F., Is.; C. J. F.,

2s.; J. L., 6d.; P. W., 6d.; W. B , 6d.; Llednnlh, 6d.

P; Webb, Treasurer, Aug. 16.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
For Mrs. Moivhray—A Few Fabians, per Anftie Besant (weekly), 10s.

J. Lane, Treasurer.

FOR PROPAGANDA.
Collected at Mitcham and Merton, Aug. 21, 3s. 9d.

Midland Strike.—Received of Mr. Lane the sum of 12s. 9d. for Midland
Strike Fund.

—

Edw. Harford, for Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants.

REPORTS.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, August 17, Sydney Wehb lectured on "The

Political Duty of Socialists." The lecturer maintained that it was the duty of

Socialists to get their names on the register, and so become a part of the voting
power of the country. Considerable difference of opinion was expressed as to

the utility of this by several members. On Sunday, August 21, an open-air
meeting was held on the Green, addressed by Turner and others. In hall,

Thos. Shore lectured on "Land Nationalisation." Good discussion followed.
Fair sale of literature.—A. T. and W. B.
Hackney.—No meeting was held at the Broadway on Wednesday owing to

the thunderstorm. A short meeting was addressed by Turner at the Salmon and
Ball, on Sunday morning. A good discussion followed. A discussion on " So-
cialism " was held at the club on Sunday evening.—T. R. C.
Hoxton.—On Thursday evening, comrades Jas. AUman and Turner addressed

a good outdoor meeting opposite Hoxton Church. On Sunday morning a very
successful meetinsj was held at same place, comrades Wade and J. Pope speak-
ing. Commonweal sold well. On Saturday, the members and friends of the
League held a successful concert. On Sunday evening in the hall, Wm. Morris
gave a lecture on " Monopoly " to a good audience, followed by a good discussion.

KJ. J . Y

,

KiNCSLAND Green.—On Sunday morning, we held our first meeting on Kings-
land Green, which was addressed by John AUman, Flockton, and NicoU. A
large and attentive audience assembled. At the close of the meeting we had
some opposition from Freund, who has been several times charged at the Mansion
House for preaching in and out of St. Paul's Cathedral of the doom of the Great
City. Commonweal sold well. Two names were taken towards the formation of

a branch.—J. F.

Marylebone.—We held our usual meeting in Hyde Park on Sunday after-

noon. Cantwell, Nicoll, and Bartlett spoke. No discussion.—T. C.

Merton.—On Sunday morning at 11.30, Eden, Bull, and Harman opened fresh

ground in Haydon Road, near Recreation Ground. On Sunday evening at 6.30,

an enthusiastic meeting of between four and five hundred people, addressed by
Eden, Hardesty, and Harrison. Good sale of CommomneaL —\Y . G. E.

Mile End and Bethnal Green.—On Tuesday, the 16th inst , a large meeting
was held on the Waste, Turner, Ailman, and Davis speaking, (rood sale of

paper. On Sunday, 21st inst., a very enthusiastic meeting w^as held in Victoria
Park by Morris and Davis. Some opposition was offered by an Individualist,

whose remarks were replied to amidst clieers. Commonveal sold well.—H. M.
Mitcham.—W^e held good meeting, addressed by Sparling, who dwelt chiefly

on the Midland strike. The speaker was listened to with great attention. 3s. 9d.

collected for propaganda. Commonweal sold well.—R. C.
North London.—Our meeting at Ossulston Street on Tuesday night was

very successful. Cantwell, Graham, Flockton, and Brboks spoke. Some ques-
tions were replied to satisfactorily.—T. C.
Stamford Hill.—On Sunday afternoon, a most successful meeting w^as held

at Stamford Hill, which was addressed by James and John Ailman, Turner, and
Brooks.—J. F.

BiRMiNOHAM.—Donald addressed a meeting in the Bull Ring on Sunday, and
one at Spring Hill. At Spring Hill the police again interfered.

BLOXwrni.—Sanders addressed a meeting on the Green. The bad weather
made our meeting less than last week, when we had above three thousand.
Dudley.—A meeting of huge dimensions was addressed by Sanders on Tues-

day in the Market Place. Tlie police have persistently attempted to suppress us
here, but in spite of their animus we held our meeting, a Tory town councillor
taking part in the discussion. They have suppressed the meetings of Church and
the Salvation Army in order with more face to suppress us. However, we go to

the market as vendors of books, and intend to insist on having the same right to

puff our wares as any other merchant. We sent a letter to the Town Council
asking permission to hold our meetings, but have been refused.

Glasgow.—On Saturday afternoon, Paterson and Downie addressed a good
meeting at Cambuslang. At Jail Square on Sunday forenoon, Glasier and Bul-
lock spoke to a large audience. In the afternoon, our usual meeting was held at

Paisley Road Toll, (Tlasier and Bullock being the speakers. The meeting was a

large one, and listened with great attention to our comrades. In the evening
another meeting was held in Jail Square, and Glasier, Bullock, and D. Stewart
(S.D.F.) delivered stirring speeches to an audience of 1,000 persons with a fair

sprinkling of policemen. At each of our meetings on Sunday, collections were
taken on behalf of the locked out shale miners of Broxburn. The amount col-

lected was £1 Os. 4Jd. Commomceal sold well at all the meetings.—A. M'K.
Great Bridge.—On Tuesdc-.y, Donald and Weaver lectured here in the Market

Place. The audience of oOO or so listened with marked attention and frequently

applauded.
Handsworth.—Meetings were held at Tangyes Works on Friday and Satur-

day, addressed by Donald. Good sale of literature both times. Men likely to

aid the cause have turned up.
Leeds.—Three good open-air meetings held since last report.—T. P.

Pelsall.—Weaver addressed a meeting of miners and ironworkers on the
Common, on Wednesday. There is every prospect of a strong branch being
developed, and our Pelsall comrades intend to increase their efforts to attain

same.—J. T. D.
Walsall,—We addressed a large meeting at the Sister Dora Statue on Satur-

day. Our speakers were well listened to.—J. T. D.

W^edneseury.—Large meeting in Market Place was addressed by Donald,
Weaver, and Sanders, on August 18th. Good sale of literature.—J. M.

Dublin.—At the Labour League on Thursday, August 18, I. O'Gorman lec-

tured to a small but attentive audience on the " Demands of Organised Labour."
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He traced the gradual evolution of the wages slavery

of to-day from the chattel slavery of old, showing in

what respects "the free labourer" of the Christian

nineteenth century was worse oti' than the chattel

slave of benighted heathendom, and advocated So-

cialism as the only remedy for the industrial depres-

sion. An interesting discussion followed, in which
I. B. Killen, B.L., J. S. Hall, Keegan, Gabriel, and
King took part. Mr. Raftann, Scottish Land Restora-

tion League, in criticising the lecture, appealed to

Socialists to take political action, and assist Radicals,

Land Rationalisers, et hoc genus omiie, in advocating
reforms on which all could unite. He was ably

answered by Fitzpatrick, who pointed out the futility

of such a course.—K.
Sheffield Socialists. — On Sunday, August 14,

the Sheffield Socialists mustered in strong force at

their usual meeting-place for open-air propaganda.
Messrs. Garbut, Drury, and Bullas addressed the

meeting. On Monday the loth, we had a somewhat
lively meeting ; comrades Story, Bullas, and Mrs.
Usher were the speakers. There was some noisy but
weak opposition, which was easily and effectively

answered, the people evidently thinking the message

of Socialism is worthy of their consideration.—M.
Woolwich.—G. B. Shaw spoke here last Sunday

evening lo a crowd numbering several hundreds, on
" Radicalism and Socialism." The way he handled his

subject won the sympathies of all our former oppo-

nents, and at the close of his address one of our

Radical friends made an appeal to the audience to

support us in our work by subscribing to the Propa-

ganda Fund. 7s. was collected, and long before the

meeting closed our literature was sold out. —R. B.

Scottish Land and Labour League.

I'he usual meeting of the Edinburgh Branch was
"held on Thursday evening. Arrangement for the

meetings in aid of the Shale Miners were completed.

A good many members have joined during the last

few weeks. On all hands the propaganda is going on
satisfactorily.

Carnoustie.—Mahon visited this town on August 15,

distributed some literature, and arranged for a meet-
ing a fortnight later.

Arbroath.—A very successful meeting was held at

Brothock Bridge on the 16th, addressed by Mahon.
The utmost interest was evinced by the audience, and
a good branch was formed at the close of the meeting.

Sale of literature and collection satisfactory.

Forfar.—Owing to the heavy rain it was impossible

to hold the meeting as announced. Arrangements for

an indoor meeting a fortnight later were made.
Dundee.—An indoor meeting M^as held on Thursday

the 18th, to organise the newly formed branch. The
hall of the Educational Institute was crowded. Mahon
delivered a short address. A meeting of members
was held afterwards tor election of officers, and
arranging for another series of meetings.

The Shale Minkks' Meetings.

..The meetings on Saturday afternoon in aid of the
- Shale Miners were only partially successful. Both
meecings \\ere fairly large and the people very much
interested, but the attendance was nothing to what it

should have been. The Shale miners have suffered in

silence ; they have been meek and mild nnd law-

abiding, and public indifference to their wrongs is the

reward of their good behaviour. Some very able

speeches were made by Mr. Wilson, secretary of the

Shale Miners, Bullock of the Scottish Miners' Federa-

tion, Small of the Lanarkshire Miners, and Tuke,
Mahon, and Smith of the Socialist League. The col-

lection amounted to £1 5s. 4^d. Another meeting
will probably be held,

Leith.—Last Sunday's meeting on the Quay side

. was well attended. May and Mahon were the speakers.

Satisfactory collection and sale of literature.

Edinburgh.—Afternoon meeting in the Grass Market
was very lively. One or two opponents turned up and
caused a very good discussion. The sympathy of the

meeting was entirely with the Socialists. The Queen's

Park meeting was larger than usual. Smith, Tuke,
and Mahon spoke. In the evening a meeting at the

Mound was held, Mahon delivered a short address,

and then for over an hour a series of questions were
put by some three or four gentlemen, who seemed
deeply interested in the subject. Most of the ques-

tions were very intelligent. The meeting was ad-

journed at ten minutes to ten. Several of the en-

'..., quirers promised to return on the following Sunday.
Chas. Wm. Tuke, sec.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

SZoowis&wry.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W. On Thursday Aug. 25,

Business Meeting. Sept. 1. Fred. Lessner, "Social-

ism on the Continent."

GhrTcenioell.—U9\\ of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-

don Road, E.C. Sunday August 28, at 8.30 p.m.^

H Samuels, *' Socialism and Parliamentary Action.'

Wednesday Aug. 31, at 8.30, P. Barry, " Scientific

Boycotting for Trade Combination " (continuation).

Hackney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club

Room open every evening from 8 till 11.30. ; Satur-

day 7 till 12.30 ; Sunday 11 a.m. till 12 p.m. Lec-

ture on Sunday August 28—Turner, "Co-operation

and Socialism." Tuesday August 30, niontbly gen-

eral meeting ; election of olficers and other iinport-

ant business. All members are requested to tltend.

A Free Concert will be held at the Club on Saturday
September 3rd.

FJaminersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday August 28, at 8 p.m. Ernest Radford,

"Charity."

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—Globe Coffee House, 227 High St.,

Hoxton. On Sunday August 28, at 8, Thos. Shore,

jun., of the Land Restoration League, will lecture

—

subject, "Land Nationalisation; a few words to

some objectors." On Saturday evening, at 8.30

(prompt). Committee and general members' meeting
—very important business. Members are earnestly

requested to attend.

Merton.—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.
Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

Mitcham.—Comer of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Mile-end and Bethnal Green.—^^ Boston St., Hackney
Road. Business meeting Friday Aug. 26, at 9 p.m.,

for election of officers and other business.

North London.—?>vimch. meets at 32 Camden Road,
N.W., for reception of new members and other

business, on Wednesday evenings at 8 o'clock, until

further notice. H. Bartlett, sec.

PROVINCES.

Arbroath.—Next meeting at Brothock Bridge, Tues-

day Aug. 30, 7.30 p.m., lecture by Mahon. Secy.

(7)7-0 tern.), Jas. Malcolmson, 3 Arras Street.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Cowdenbeath (Fife).— Secretary, John Duncan, 30
Arthur Place.

Dublin.—Iri^h. Labour League, Carpenters' Hall, 75

Aungier Street, every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discus-

sion on all subjects connected with Labour Question.

Dundee.—For meetings, see below. Secretary, A.

Simpson, 10 Forge Lane.

Dysart (Fife).—Secy., A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Meets

every Thursday at 7.30 p.m. (prompt) to transact

business. Discussion Class at 8.30. Chas. Wm.
Tuke, secretary.

(?aZasA2Vi.s.—Secretary {pro tern.), John Walker, 6 Vic-

toria Street.

Olasgoiv.—^Qa.dAng-voom of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. Sunday Aug.

28, meeting of ihembers in Rooms.

Hamilton.—Fditon's Hall, Chapel St. Every Thursday
at 7.30.

/Zw/^.—Merrill's Dairy, 56 Walker Street. Mondays,
at 8 p.m..

Lanca.stp,r.—Addresses every Sunday morning on the

Quay Jetty.

T^eetAs.— 17 Chesham Street, Sweet Street.^ Club and

reading room open every evening. Business meet-

ings every Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Office of Hosiery Union, Horsefair Street.

Fridays at 8 p.m.

JVorwich.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures

every Sunday at 8 p.m. Business Meeting, Mon-
day at 8.30. Speakers' Class, Sunday mornings at

10.30 and Wednesday evenings at 8 p.m. Social

Evening, Saturdays at 8. Sunday Aug. 28, at 8,

H. Halliday Sparling, "English Gilds."

Oa:/or(i.—Temperance Hall, 25^ Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 2S.

11. 30...Garrett—"Plough Inn" Eden & Bull

11. 30...Hackney—"Salmon and Ball" Graham
1 1.30...Hammersmith—Beadon Road The Branch

11. 30...Hoxton Church, Pitfield Street Barker

1 1 . .30 . . .Kingsland Green Lane & Flockton

11.30...Merton—Haydona Road Eden
11..30...Mitcham Fair Green Wardle

11.30.. .Regent's Park Davis

11. 30.. .St. Pancras AiHjhes Dalziel & Bartlett

11.30. ..Walham Green The Branch

3 ...Hyde Park Mainwaring & J. J. AUman
6 ...Stamford Hill Flockton & Brooks

6 ...Victoria Park La»e

6. 30... Hackney Road—Warner Place Graham
7 ...Clerkenwell Green NicoU

Tuesday.

8 ...Ossulton St., Euston Rd. ...Flockton & Allman

8 ...Mile-end Waste Kitz & Davis

Wednesday.

8 ...Broadway, London Fields . . .AUman & Graham

Thursday,
...Hoxton Church, Pitfield Street Barker

Meetings in Birmingham District.

Time. Speaker.

7 Sanders
6.30 Donald

6.30
5

7

Date. Place.

25—Wednesbury
26"~Bloxwich
26—Oldbury
27—Willenhall ...

27—Wolverhampton
27—Darlaston
27—Bilston
28—Birmingham—Spring Hill

28—
,,

Bull Ring
28

—

,, Council House
29—Handsworth
29—Walsall

Deakln & Weaver
Donald & Weaver
Donald & Weaver

29—West Bromwich Temperance Hall 7

30—Dudley
30_Great Bridge ... 6.30

31—Tipton
31—Pelsall
1—Wednesbury Temperance Hall
2—Bloxwich
2_01dbury 6.30
3—Willenhall
3—Wolverhampton
3—Darlaston
3—Bilston

4
6.30
Noon
6.30
6.30

6.30

7

6.30

Sanders
Sanders
Donald
Sanders
Donald
Donald
Austin
Sanders
Donald

Weaver & Deakin
6.30 Sanders
7 Donald
6.30 Sanders
6.30 Sanders
Deakin & Weaver
5 Sanders
7 Sanders
4 Donald
6.30 Donald

SCOTTISH LAND AND LABOUR LEAGUE.
[Scottish Section of the Socialist League)

Meetings—August.

Thur.25.

—

Dysar miners, Dubbie Green, 6 p.m.

Fri. 26,—Cowdenbeath, Toll House, 4 p.m.

Dunfermline, Public Park, 7.30 p.m.

Sat. 27.—i^ocAee (near Dundee). High Street, 4 p.m.

Dundee. Greenmarket, 7 p.m.
^

Sun. 2S,—Leith, Foot of Walk, 11 a.m.

Edinburgh. Grassmarket, 3 p.m. ; Queen's

Park 6.30 p.m. ; Mound, 7.30 p.m.

Dundee. Foot of Hilltown, 11.30 a.m.;

West Port, 2 p.m. ; Barrack Park, West
End, 3 p.m. ; Magdalen Green, 7 p.m.

Mon. 29.— Carnoustie, The Cross, 7.30 p.m.

Tues. SO.—Arbroath, Brothock Bridge, 7.30 p.m.

Wed. 31 . —Forfar. Market Cross, 7. 30 p m.

GREAT

DEXffONSTRATZON
ON

Trafalgar Square,

SATURDAY, AUGUST 27th (TO-DAY),

To denounce the

PROCLAMATION OF THE

Irish National League,
AT SIX OCLOCK.

A large detachment of the Socialist League
will attend.

An Anti-Statist, Communist Manifesto.

*' In vain you tell me that Artificial Government is

good, but that I fall out only with its abuse. The
thing—the thing itself is the abuse ! "—Burke.

One Penny. 9d. per dozen, 6s. per hundred
for quantities.

Joseph Lane, 38 Ainslie Street, Bethnal Green, E«

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

8

Woolwich.—Arsenal Gates, Sunday August 28, at

7 o'clock—John Burns.

PROVINCES.

Glasgow.—S&.turda.y : Jail's Square, at 6 p.m. Sun-

day : Jail's Square, at 1 ; Paisley Road Toll at 5 ;

Jail's Square at 7.

Leeds.—Simdd^y: Hunslet Moor, 11; Vicar's Croft,

7.30. Friday: Corner of Christ Church, Meadow
Lane, at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—Sunday : Market Place at 3 ; Agricultural

Hall Plain at 7.

Dereham.—Every Wednesday, Market Place at 7.

Yarmouth.—Every Thursday on the Beach at 7.

The Manifesto of the Socialist Leagne.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William

Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded.

Chants for Socialists. By WiHiam Morris. .

A Plea for Socialism. By J. L. Mahon.

The Rights of Labour according to John
Ruskin. By Thomas Barelay.

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-

tors)

Socialism on its Defence. A Reply to Pro-
fessor Flint. Id.

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By WUliam
Morris ld«

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morris. . . . 2d«

The Aims of Art. By Wm. Morris.

Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6dm

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id

Id.

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.

Fine hand-made large paper Sd-

"All for the Cause !" Song. Words by William

Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. Bd.
per dozen, 4a. 6d

Socialist League, 13 Farringdon Road, London, E.C.

Printed and Published by William Morris an Jofism Labb
at 13 Farringdon Road, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
A newspaper correspondent, on a visit to the City dust-bin, seems to

have been a good deal filled up by the boss there, who vaunted the

superior attractions of the occupation of—well, dirt-shiiting and stink

smelliDg. So that it seems we are all wrong together in our attempts
at sanitation ; or perhaps the dust boss was a liar, which seems on the

whole the simpler explanation. Anyhow this job of dust-shifting is

one of those concerning which one gets asked after lectures as to who
is to do such and such things under Socialism. Well, however hard
the question might be to answer as to the future, it seems to me that

at present M.P.'s might work at it between the squalls. It would
teach them the difference between metaphor and fact for one thing,

and probably they would prefer their old habitual way of eating dirt

after all. To be serious, the real job is not fit for anybody else

—

except the lawyers.

Mr. Bradlaugh is in luck ; after being canonized by Lord Wemys^,
he has received a still more important testimonial from the Daily
News, which classes him amongst " thoroughly sound and moderate
politicians "

! After this it will be strange indeed if he is not a member
of the coming Gladstonian Government. Some persons will think
indeed that it must be rather a strain to keep up a reputation for

"soundness and moderation;" and whatever has been in the past, that

will probably be true in the future, and even before very long, when
when there will only be two parties—the party of the people and the

party of reaction. You can only be moderate when it is possible to

say "perhaps" instead of "yes" or "no." Which of these two latter

will Mr. Bradlaugh say 1

Meantime, on this Irish matter there are Gladstonians with greater
claims to moderation than Mr. Bradlaugh. The meeting Liberals held
recently to discuss the help to be given to the Irish in the present
stress was in its moderation worthy of the study of a Moli^re. Even
allowing for the disclaimer of the accuracy of the report in the Daily
News, the general tone of it must have been pretty accurately given
in the report, and it is curious how anxious certain members were—especially Mr. Howell— not to commit themselves to anything
definite. One need hardly warn the Irish party not to trust too much
to the Gladstonian M.P.'s, they will have reckoned them up long ago

;

but the English democracy, which is sincere in its conversion to the
cause of Irish independence, should look a little sharper after its
" representatives."

The delusion as to the recovery of trade which was spreading, or
rather, perhaps, being industriously spread, a little time ago, probably
as a part of the Jubilee decorations, is vanishing with the brilliant
memory of those decorations ; and it has now to be confessed for one
thing that the falling oflf in the railway receipts is serious. The
coming winter will bring home the fact of the failure of expansion in
English trade very sharply to the millions of the slaves of commerce.
And the trading class also will be feeling more and more the result of
the revolution which is going on, though neither class will know what
is the real cause of the pinch, but will put it down to " free trade," the
immigration of foreigners, and other sticks and straws that are
floating on the vast current of fully-developed commercialism.

It is Socialism only that can explain the conundrum oflfered to us by
the capitalists, " Livelihood is so cheap that it is hard indeed to live."
Truly even when thieves are disreputable persons they are incon-
venient members of society ; but when successful stealing is the aim of
all respectable persons, and thieves have got to be looked upon as
benefactors of society ; when legalised theft is so gloriously organised,
and the art has reached such a pitch of refinement that the thieves
steal their slaves ready-made, instead of buying them honestly in the
market, or boldly risking their lives in battle to conquer them; then
indeed the less successful of us may well find it hard to live.

Indeed even the stealing is accomplished vicariously by these full-
blown geniuses in the art, for, as Mr. G. B. Shaw was explaining to us
the other night, the slaves themselves are forced to offer themselves as
unbought property to their masters. Ancient society, with its brutal
chattel slavery, did its business with discreditable want of
compared with capitalist civilization.

The captive Salvationists are being championed by mightier prints

and persons than we can bring forward. So, little need be said about

their case, though it cannot fail to be interesting to us who have been

in the same trouble and shall be again. The crime for which they

are punished—of speaking in public on ground that belongs to the

public—is familiar enough to us, and the cause for the attack on them

is one of the causes for which we were attacked—lack of respectability,

to wit. We can only hope that those who are defending freedom of

speech in this case will do so ajijain when our turn comes round.

W. M.

economy

"THE" TEXT.

As is only fitting in a great industrial country, our government has

made a collection of the finest of the products of the labours of every

race of man. In this manner it means to preach to us a silent sermon,

and point the way to a more " profitable " national life ; and, not to y
be otherwise than strictly orthodox in its method, it points the moral

of its teaching in a scriptural quotation, which is at once its text and

"application." This text, which is emphatically "the" text, being

given forth by " authority " for all engaged in productive labour, is :

"The wisdom of a learned man cometh by opportunity of leisure: and he

that hath little business shall become wise. How can he get wisdom that holdeth

the plough, and that glorieth in the goad, that driveth oxen, and is occupied in

their labours, and whose talk is of bullocks ? He giveth his mind to make
furrows, and is diligent to give the kine fodder.

** So every carpenter and work master that laboureth night and day : and they

that cut and grave seals, arid are diligent to make great variety, and give them-

selves to counterfeit imagery, and watch to finish a work : the smith also sitting

by the anvil, and considering the ironwork, the vapour of the fire wasteth his

flesh, and he fighteth with the heat of the furnace : the noise of the hammer and

the anvil is ever in his ears, and his eyes look still upon the pattern of the thing

he maketh ; he setteth his mind to finish his work, and watcheth to polish it

perfectly ; so does the potter sitting at his work, and turning the wheel about

with his feet ; who is always carefully set at his work, and maketh all his work
by number ; all these trust to their hands, and every one is wise in his work.

Without these cannot a city be inhabited : and they shall not dwell where they

will, nor go up and down ; but they will maintain the state of the world, and
their desire is in the work of their craft."

These words are to be found, then, written in large letters around

the principal Court of the South Kensington Museum, and they are

also to be seen on the large window of the great staircase of the same

building.

Really this text seems to have been expressly devised and set up to

serve as a peg on which to hang a revolutionary dissertation ; and its

society tone, which admits that, after all, " without these a city cannot

be inhabited," but consoles itself with the determination that " they

shall not dwell where they will, nor go up and down," is truly nine-

teenth century, as also is the forgetfulness that the artist who gives

himself to counterfeit imagery ; the inventor who is diligent to make
great variety ; the foreman who watches to finish a work, and all the

'

actual producers, happen to be the city itself ; while the leisurely fed

are but parasites, without whom a city could indeed be well inhabited.

Nothing could be more significant of the real aims of the ruling

classes in this country than this inscription placed on an institution

ostensibly for the advancement of the industrious mass of the com
munity ; nor could anything more openly betray the hypocrisy of the

movements which have been made for the so-called benefit of the

working-man. The South Kensington Museum, nominally erected for

the training of art-workmen, by the very fact of it being the " South

Kensington " Museum, proves the hollowness of all its professions of

utility to the workers themselves ; for the site of the building, miles

from the industrial districts, and in the midst of an aristocratic quarter,

shows that its real intention is for the convenience of those who have

the greatest facilities for using it—the rich. And it is here that their

class-hatreds are inflamed, their pride of caste flattered by having

placed before their eyes this precious text telling them it is their right

to control the men whose brains and lives produced the masterpieces

of art surrounding them : that they, the men of leisure, the whore-

master and the pigeon-shooter, are the divinely authorised disposers of

the lives and productions of the potters and the smiths—the Palissys

and Cellinis ; and it is here that both genius and plodder, not to speak

of the millions of the toilers, when by chance any such being wanders

from his habitation to this far-off palace, are insulted by these words,

which, however true and forcible to the pride of those who placed

them there, are a threat and a challenge to every man and woman in
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any manner engaged in productive labour who may enter the btriWing

—tkeir espeeial building—the national musetim of industrial arts.

Tii^ ^g^ei^him and use of tBds te^t is a ciitumstanec^ w&kh fairlf

indKcat^ ^& tttie state of fediBg &n th^ piMt of the idle and dther

ri^if^ daltteff ttr^ards the ]^di}s4;rioma pop^Miioit. In itfifejtf ii Is bat
a sli^t li^ig ;, bift^ knrever small it m^y be intriiisk^yy it is tte hef-
note? df tte srtfain ol caste superstition by whic^ t^e are masfcered^ aim
tih^ laet df its bi^iiig put forward as a kind df gofBrnftYemtal shibboleth

iit'tite nie^iier it i&' makes it^ I consider, a mcfst valttable text for

Socialists and all democrats. One may be able to mention a thousand

things more characteristic of the relative positions of the industrious

and the idle in this country, or bring to mind thoughts of the condition

of mines and ships ; remembrances of tragical intensity before which
a merely written defiance is all emptiness ; nevertheless the text should

be regarded, for it is the official expression of the relations the

"leisurely" governors intend to maintain towards the over-wrought

millions of the country. G. P.

FEUDAL ENGLAND.
Continued from page 274.)

The Great Council of the Realm w^as purely feudal ; it was com-

posed of the feudatories of the king, theoretically of all of them,

practically of the great ones only. It was, in fact, the council of the

conquering tribe with their chief at their head ; the matters of the

due feudal tribute, aids, reliefs, fines, sentage, and the like—in short,

the king's revenue due from his men—were settled in this council at

once and in the lump. But the inferior tribe, though not represented

there, existed, and, as aforesaid, was growing rich, and the king had

to get their money out of their purses directly ; which as they were

not represented at the Council, he had to do by means of his officers

(the sherifiTs) dealing with them one after another, which was a

troublesome job ; for the men were stifi'-necked and quite disinclined

to part with their money ; and the robbery having to be done on the

spot, so to say, encountered all sorts of opposition, and, in fact, it was
the money needs botli of baron, bishop, and king which had been the

chief instrument in furthering the progress of the towns. The towns

would be pressed by their lords, king, or baron, or bishop, as it might

be, and they would see their advantage and strike a bargain. For

you are not to imagine that because there was a deal of violence going

on in those times there was no respect for law ; on the contrary, there

was a quite exaggerated respect for it if it came within the four cor-

ners of the feudal feeling, and the result of this feeling of respect was

the constant struggle for status on the part of the townships and other

associations throughout the Middle Ages. Well, the burghers would
say, " 'Tis hard to pay this money, but we will put ourselves out to

pay it if you will do something for us in return ; let, for example, our

men be tried in our own court, and the verdict be of one of compurga-

tion instead of wager of battle," and so forth, and so forth. Well, all

this sort of detailed bargaining was, in fact, a safeguard for the local

liberties, so far as they went, of the towns and shires, and did not suit

the king's views of law and order at all ; and so began the custom of

the sheriff (the king's officer, who had taken the place of the earl of the

Anglo-Saxon period) summoning the burgesses to the council, which
burgesses you must understand were not elected at the folkmotes of

the town, or hundred (of which more hereafter), but in a sort of hole-

and-corner way by a few of the bigger men of the place. What the

king practically said was this : "I want your money, and I cannot be

for ever wrangling with you stubborn churles at home there, and
listening to all your stories of how poor you are and what you want

;

no, I want you to be represented. Send me up from each one of your

communes a man or two whom I can bully or cajole or bribe to sign

away your substance for you."

Under these circumstances it is no wonder that the towns were not

very eager in the cause of representation. It was no easy job to get

them to come up to London merely to consult as to the kind of sauce

with which they were to be eaten. Hov/ever, they did come in some
numbers, and by the year 1295 something like a shadow of our present

Parliament was on foot. ISTor need there be much more said about

this institution ; as time went on its functions got gradually extended

by the petition for the redress of grievances accompanying the grant-

ing of money, but it was generally to be reckoned on as subservient to

the will of the king, who down to the later Tudor period played some
very queer tunes on this constitutional instrument.

Edward I. gave place to his son, who again was of the type of king

who had hitherto given the opportunity to the barons for their turn

of advancement in the constitutional struggle ; and in earlier times no
doubt they would have taken full advantage of the circumstances ; as

it was they had little to gain. The king did his best to throw off the

restraint of the feudal constitution, and to govern simply as an abso-

lute monarch. After a time of apparent success he failed, of course,

and only succeeded in confirming the legal rights of feudalism by
bringing about his own formal deposition at the hands of the baronage,

as a chief who, having broken the compact with his feudatories, had
necessarily forfeited his right. If we compare his case with that of

Charles I. we shall find this difference in it, besides the obvious one

that Edward was held responsible to his feudatories and Charles to-

wards the upper middle classes, the squirearchy, as represented by
Parliament : that Charles was condemned by a law created for the

purpose, so to say, and evolved from the principle of the representation

of the propertied classes, while Edward's deposition was the real

k>gic«i dotcdme of the confirmed feudal system, and was practically

legal alid regular.

The suficeswDT c^ the depo^ king, tite Tbird Edward, tisherS m the

mmp\(^^ aud ci«ntil*l period of th# Middle Agtes in Ehglaitd. Hhe
feudal s^^rt^m is complete : the life »nd spirit at the eonntty has: db-

Teld|>ed into a ^<«idili<Ki if not qtA^ fadepetidewt, yet qttite i^fgierfill,.

Gtti the 0tte hand ot the ideas and imstoiirs of the Cditse ^nd T^emt«w^c

tribes, and c«i the other c>f the mihoirt^ of th^ Ik«ian Etofdre. Ihe
Middfcf Ages have grown into manhood ; tha* t&a»ltood has a& art of

its own, which, though developed step by step from that of Old Rome
and New Rome, and embracing the strange mysticism and dreamy
beauty of the East, has forgotten both its father and its mother, and

stands alone triumphant, the loveliest, brightest, and gayest of all the

creations of the human mind and hand. It has a literature of its own
too, somewhat akin to its art, yet inferior to it, and lacking its unity^

since there is a double stream in it. On the one hand, the Court poet,

the gentleman, Chaucer, with his Italianising metre, and his formal recog-

nition of the classical stories ; on which, indeed, he builds a super-

structure of the quaintest and most unadulterated mediaevalism, as

gay and bright as the architecture which his eyes beheld and his pen

pictured for us, so clear, defined, and elegant ; a sunny world even

amidst its violence and passing troubles, like those of a happy childy

the worst of them an amusement rather than a grief to the onlookers

;

a world that scarcely needed hope in its eager life of adventure and

love, amidst the sunlit blossoming meadows, and green woods, and

white begilded manor houses. A kindly and human muse is Chaucer's^

nevertheless, interested in and amused by all life, but of her very

nature devoid of strong aspirations for the future ; and that all the

more, since, though the strong devotion and fierce piety of the ruder

Middle Ages had by this time waned, and the Church was more often

lightly mocked than either feared or loved, still the habit of looking

on this life as part of another yet remained : the world is fair and full

of adventure ; kind men and true and noble are in it to make one

happy ; fools also to laugh at, and rascals to be resisted, yet not wholly

condemned ; and when this world is over we shall still go on Jiving in

another which is a part of this picture. Note all, and be as merry as

you may, never forgetting that you are alive and that it is good to

live.

That is the spirit of Chaucer's poetry ; but alongside of it existed

yet the ballad poetry of the people, wholly untouched by courtly

elegance and classical pedantry ; rude in art but never coarse, true to

the back-bone ; instinct with indignation against wrong, and thereby

expressing the hope that was in it ; a protest of the poor against the
*

rich, especially in those songs of the Foresters, which have been called

the mediaeval epic of revolt ; no more gloomy than the gentleman's

poetry, yet cheerful from courage, and not content. Half-a-dozen

stanzas of it are worth a cart-load of the whining introspective lyrics

of to-day ; and he who, when he has mastered the slight differences of

language from our own daily speech, is not moved by it, does not

understand what true poetry means nor what its aim is.

There is a third element in the literature of this time which you

may call Lollard poetry, the great example of which is William LaDg-

land's ' Piers Plowman.' It is no bad corrective to Chaucer, and in

form at least belongs wholly to the popular side ; but it seems to me
to show symptoms of the spirit of the rising middle class, and casts

before it the shadow of the new master that was coming for>vard for

the workman's oppression. But I must leave what more I have to say

on this subject of the art and literature of the fourteenth century for

another occasion. In what I have just said, I only wanted to point

out to you that the Middle Ages had by this time come to the fullest

growth ; and that they could give expression, which was all their own,

to the ideas and life of the time. That time was in a sense brilliant

and progressive, and the life of the worker was better than it ever

had been, and might compare with advantage with what it became in

after periods and with what it is now ; and indeed, looking back upon

it, there are some minds and some moods that cannot help regretting it,

and are not particularly scared by the idea of its violence and lack of

accurate knowledge of scientific details ; but, however, one thing is

clear to us now, the kind of thing which never is clear to most people

living in such periods, namely, that whatever ic w^as, it could not last

but must change into something else. William Morris.

{To be concluded.)

Who would have thought that Mr. Bradlaugh would ever become popular

with the Tories. Yet Earl Weymss, who looks upon even Lord Salisbury

as a dangerous Kevolutionist, holds Mr. Bradlaugh up as an example to

those who wantonly attack the right of property. The hon. member for

Northampton thinks that i;iO,000 is not too much for a Lord Chancellor,,

and he was very indignant at the wickedness of his esteemed colleague, Mr.

Labouchere, who wanted to reduce it to £8,000. Mr. Bradlaugh is so en-

amoured of the principle of competition as applied to workmen's wages,

that one wonders he does not propose to put the post of Lord Chancellor up
to competition. In these times of trade depression, even among the legal

profession, we could surely get the work done at a cheaper rate than £10,000

a-year. But is it not strange that the head of the Liberty and Property

Defence League, a body renowned for its championship of the rights of the

classes to plunder the masses, should find occasion to praise so highly such

an advanced Democrat ss the hon. member for Northampton ? A few years

ago the Tories literally thirsted for Iconoclast's blood ;
now they laud him

to the skies, " He is such a nice man, so different from those rude Irish

members, and that insufferable Labouchere." Mr. Bradlaugh is doubtless

proud of his popularity. A Radical member (?) whom the Tories are fond

of is a curiosity that" cannot be enough admired.—Diogenfs, in Xoririch

) DayUght.
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CHANGING THE DISHES.
Two parliamentary Select Committees have lately reported in favour
of certain small changes, and perhaps have brought us within sight of

the changes being made. One of these, referring to Sunday work in

the post office, even if carried out, would be of the dignity of the
proverbial half-loaf, which is all that our legislators, in their wildest
excitement, over dream of. The Post-office Committee recommend
that letter-carriers and sorters and other employes (not the Postmaster-
General and the big-wigs) ^ould be off duty on alternate Sundays,
should in fact have to keep one day holy in a fortnight, unlike the
poor hard-driven postmasters, M.P.'s, bishops, etc., who have to keep
one such day each week. It is unfair. As I see these last-named people
toiling about in frock-coats, chimney-pot hats, and episcopal gaiters
on a hot Sunday, their suffering must be dreadful, and they surely
ought to have the first claim to be let ofi duty on alternate Sundays.
Indeed for my own part I am almost in favour of letting them off

altogether, and the postmen too. The question of their stipends, when
so let off, presents a good deal of difficulty. It would hardly do to pay
them the same after as before the relaxation. Perhaps some of the
released postmasters, M.P.'s, bishops, etc., not having much to do on
weekdays, might try to turn an honest penny by sorting and deliver-
ing letters on a Sunday. They could report at the end of a few years
whether their change of fare was satisfactory to them.
The other Select Committee has issued a report on Perpetual Pen-

sions, and suggests alterations which remind one of the Change of
Dishes at the Barmecide Feast.i The Barmecide's first dish, or clause 1,

.seems very satisfying. It is called "A solution of iniquities," or "The
cessation of payments to those who have rendered no service." The
second and third dishes are called in like manner " Salaries and duties,"
and " Inheritance clipped and trimmed." The Barmecide calls to his
attendants to put on such viands in plenty, and bids his hungry con-
stituents " Eat, O my guests, for ye are hungry, vehemently so, and
in absolute want of food." And his constituents twist their mouths
about as though they were eating, saying within themselves, " Yerily
this is a man who loveth to jest with others," And the Barmecide
orders different kinds of viands and commutes the first dishes for
others, w^th provisions of a different sort called Annuities for Lives,
Twenty yeftrs' purchase, etc. He "proceeds to enumerate the various
different kinds of viands, and to describe their several excellencies,"
and how they will ensure a real and substantial satisfaction to the
appetite of his guests. And " all this time the constituents move their
heads and mouths, and roll tongues between their cheeks, as if they
were enjoying themselves." They exclaim, " O master, we have had
-enough," though in fact "their hunger is such that they long for a
ca^ke of barley-bread."

Suppose, however, that the guests reflect, upon the situation, arid
upon the manner in which this man has jested with them, and say
within themselves, "By Allah, I will do to him a .deed that shall
make him repent before God of these actions !

" and that they follow •

this up " by taking the host unawares, and striking him such a slap
upon his neck that the chamber shall ring at the blow." The Barmecide
will perhaps begin with "What is this, ye vilest of the creation?"
But surely he will then "utter a loud laugh, and say to his guests.
Verily, for a long time have I made game of men. My dishes were
«mpty and did not really contain the meat heretofore paid over to
those who have rendered no service. That change would destroy both
House of Lords and House of Commons ; and Barmecides desire reform
not abolition, and wish to keep these houses for those who have sagacity
enough to conform to all their ideas. My dish of clipped inheritances
only contained the filigree-work of Marshals, Grand Falconers, and
High Stewards, and took nothing from the real Grand Pensioners, who
are settled on the National Debt, and on the hereditary offices of
dividend-receivers. The fact is that when I speak of a real and sub-
stantial saving, which will accrue to the benefit of my guests at this
feast of ours, what is meant is that the published total of imperial
taxation will be diminished. There is no real reduction, for I do not
propose to interfere with the skilful man of business getting as many
as possible to work the corvee for him, and so increasing in a quiet,
private way the amount of the unpublished taxation of the people.
This is my jest, and I see labour representatives among you, who fall
in with the trick ; they shall be my companions in reality, and shall
never relinquish me, and we will leave the empty dishes over which
we have joked for the well-filled ones which the Sons of the Parlia-
m.entary Barmecides have always ready in their palace." C. J. F.

More Eviction Outrages.—Owa^ Philanthropic : " I've been in Ireland
ma seen some hard things, but—^" Politician : " Sit right down, sir, and
use this house as your own. What can I do for you ? " "I have called, sir,
to secure your influence in behalf of some fifteen or twenty families who—"
^
More evictions! Til call a mass meeting at once—this very week, sir."
They are now living in miserable tents, and " " Put me down for a

hundred dollars, sir, for their relief. I want to head the biggest kind of a
popular subscription. Did you get the news in a private letter, or did it
•come by o«.ble?" '^The families I refer to are right here in Omaha^ and I
have just been talking with them." "Glorious ! We'll have them on the'
stage at the mass meeting. How did they get across the ocean?" "Oh,
they were born in this country, you know, and were evicted from Omaha
shanties for not paying their rent." "Oh, them? See here, you meddling
milksop, those were my shanties, and if you don't attend to your own busi-
ness i 11 make daylight shine through ye ! ''—Syracuse Labourer,

^ ' Arabian Nights ' :. Story of the Bar])er's Sixth Brother.

IT IS THE DAY.
O thou long-suff'ering Son of Man,

awake, lift up thy voice, and cry

;

for, lo, the fulness of the plan
of thy redemption draweth nigh

;

soon shall thine eyes behold the smart
of them that keep thy soul in thrall

;

already, rotten at the heart,

their kingdom totters to its fall.

O thou long-suflering Son of Man,
what strife, what struggle has been thine,

urged ever, since thy race began,

by force of discontent divine 1

How keen a conflict didst thou wage,
what slavery still dost undergo !

long has been tamed fierce Nature's rage,

thy fellow yet remains thy foe.

O thou long-sufiering Son of Man,
rejected, crucified, betrayed,

break through the bondage and the ban,

shake ofi* the shame upon thee laid.

See how thine old oppressors quake,

the idle fool, the busy knave;
now, now thy righteous vengeance take,

and dig for both a speedy grave.

O Son of Man, at last, at last,

over the wide and waiting earth

the herald beams are spreading fast,

glad earnest of the daylight's birth.

The night is spent, the stars are wan,
rose are the peaks that late were grey

;

lift up thyself, O Son of Man,
arise, awake, it is the day !

C. W. Brcjk^tt.

A LABOUR CONFERENCE.

We have much pleasure in giving further publicity to the following

appeal, which has been forwarded to all Trades Unions and kindred
bodies throughout Norfolk :

Norfolk Labour Conference Committee
5 Duke Street, Norwich.

Fellow Workers,—During the last few years you have doubtless often
thought about the present relations between Labour and Capital ; and often
wondered, in face of the growing seriousness of the position, what kind of

future we should be able to hand on to the generation that will follow us

;

and where and how this unceasing struggle between the worker class and the
master class would end. No one at all acquainted with the facts of the case
can now deny that everywhere Labour Organisations, Trades Unions, etc.,

are not only failing to hold their own, but are distinctly losing ground ; that
the number of male adults employed in several of our most important manu-
facturing industries is decreasing, being displaced to an alarming extent by
improved methods of working, better machinery, and by the cheaper labour
of women and juveniles ; that all labour is becoming to a larger and large^"

extent precarious and uncertain ; that trade depressions seem to come more
and more frequently and intensely ; and that we now seem to be in a period
of declining wages all round with no brighter future outlook in any direction.

We as workers, feeling that this serious statement only too truly expresses
the real position to-day, after all the boasted progress of this wonderful 19th
century, would earnestly urge the extreme importance of at once consulting
together as to whether some other line of action cannot now be taken which
win promise us a better position than it seems possible to achieve with the
existing isolated organisations ; and also to discuss before it is again quite
upon us what can be done in connection with the question of the unemployed
which is now become of such great and capital importance each winter.

It is proposed to call a Norfolk Labour Conference to meet in Norwich
during the third week in September ; and to invite delegates from all the
labour organisations existing in the county ; and if possible to arrange in
some way for the attendance of unskilled or non-union workers. The Gordon
Hall has been placed at our disposal for this purpose. One point amongst
others which is suggested for consideration is some scheme of federating all

existing labour societies throughout the county. We should b e glad if you
would kindly consider this matter at your next meeting and let us have your
opinions and suggestions upon this subject as early as possible.

A. Sutton, Secretary joro tern.

Statistics in support of the statements made in tho appeal are given,

compiled from the reports of eight of the largest trades. This is a good
move in the right direction. Who will follow ? We should like to hear
of every county in the " three kingdoms " following this example and
then combining their local organisations into one great body. S.

Tea Coopers and General Labourers' Association.-^At a loass meeting
of the members of this association, held in the Pilgciaa^s Hall, New Kent
Road, on Aug. 26, the following resolution was unanjniauBly adopted :

" This
meeting of dock and wharf labourers expresses its unmeasured indignation
at the reductions being made all round the trade, and calls upon all friends
of the working classes to assist those whose only property is their labour."
Representations as to the hardship of the existing state of things were made,
and the meeting wat a very enthusiastic one throughout.
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" HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW '. TIRST, FEW MEN
HSED IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON 1

"

Oommunications invited on Social Questions. They should he tcritten on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, IS Farringdon Hd. yE.C, and accompanied
by the name and address of the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

^
the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

Rejected MSS, only returned if a stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.
Subscriptions,—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s,

six months, Ss.; three months. Is, 6d,
Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-

ringdon Road, E,G, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Anglo-Australian.—We are always glad to hear from you. Your letters are

interesting and useful, even when, like the last, they are written from the
way-back scrub with the bottom of a tin dish for a writing-desk.

A. D.—You should take the proverbial advice and **mix it with brains." Read
Bernard Shaw's articles in three recent numbers of National Reformer,

L. P.—It was Defoe who said ** Restraint from ill is freedom to the wise."

Feriodicals received during the week ending Wednesday August 31

Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt Holland
St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole Hagfue—Recht voor Allen
I >enver (Col.) IL/abor Enquirer Amsterdam—Voorwaarts
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West it^ly
Detroit (Mich.)—The Advance
Albina (Oreg.)—WeeklyCourier
New Haven (Conn.)—Work

men's Advocate

England
Juatice
Normch—Daylight
Labour Tribune
Railway Review
Die Autonomie
Jus

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

United States
New York—Der Sozialist

Truthseeker
Leader
VolkszeitHng
Preiheit

Boston—Woman's Journal
Liberty

Chicago (111.)—Labor Enquirer
Vorbote

Hammonton(NJ)Credit Foncier

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Socialiste
Le Revolte

Guise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le Travailleur

Belgium
Liege—L'Avenir
Brussels—L'Avant-Garde
Antwerp^De Worker
Ghent—Vooruit
Germany—Volks Tribune

Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Marsala—La Nuova Eta

Spain
Barcelona—Acracia

Portugal
Voz do Operario

Austria
Brunn—Volksfreund

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

SOCIALIST CAMPAIGN IN SOUTH WALES.
Thb Pontypridd Herald, in commenting upon our advent, says that

for the first time in its history the district has been invaded by the

advance guard of Socialism, and in the course of a very fair article

upon our doctrines, the same journal significantly says : "A State

cannot be governed in accordance with the eternal principles of equity

which permits Lazarus, repulsive from dirt, disease, and starvation, to

sit daily at the gate of Dives, clothed in purple and fine linen, what-

ever the sequel of the history may be," and further :

—

" Looking at our social arrangements as they now stand one cannot fail

to perceive how utterly at variance they are with any system that has for

its object * each for the other and God for us all.' In fact the genius of

society as at present constituted seems to find its fitting expression in the

formula * each for himself and the devil take the hindmost.' Were it not

for the cohesive influence of the human virtues which ever and anon have
play the social fabric would verily fly into pieces. It certainly does seem
cruelly unjust that a workman, steady, industrious, aiming at the highest

standard in the character of the work he turns out, and in every respect a

kind husband, a tender father, and an intelligent citizen, should, as a producer

of wealth, simply get a small percentage of the profit on the work he does,

while the larger percentage of profit enriches the man who employs him.

The consequence is that should Labour be stricken down with a heavy
reverse of fortune, sickness, and what not, in a few weeks his family become
pauperised. Capital, however, is exempt from such an affliction."

If the only result of our first visit is to cause an ordinary bourgeois

journal to write in this strain, what may be possible if another descent

is made %

The vitality of the Welsh language and the depth of national feel-

ing is strikingly evident throughout these valleys, where one scarcely

hears a word of English, but when spoken it is spoken with a purity

surprising to a sojourner from Cockaigne. The recrudescence of national

feeling shows itself in two aspects, the commercial and the Celtic. The
first received adequate expression in the remarkable speech of Henry
Richards, M.P., at the Eistedfodd, wherein he advised the Welsh to

learn English in order " to struggle with them and fight the battle of

life " on equal terms, and although the remainder of the speech was
devoted to the praise of Wales and everything Welsh, and hopes for

their preservation as such, yet the cloven hoof was shown. It is this

bastard nationalism which allows unquestioned the colossal robberies

of Scotch Bute, who, claiming to own nearly the whole of Glamorgan
and its vast mineral resources, exacts a toll of Is. per ton from the

labours of the underpaid and overworked collier, and hands over the

finest portion of the country to be disfigured and despoiled by Jew
and Gentile land thieves and labour robbers of any nationality. It is

a nationalism that lends everything to gain and is fittingly expressed

in the six letters composing the word P-r-of-i-t, something akin to the
feeling which prompted the pedagogue mentioned in previous letter to

tell Kitz he had no business in Wales because of his German origin,

and yet he would lick the boots of a man of exactly the same breed,

because, forsooth, he is the " Prince of Wales."
The Celtic feeling, however, is that which causes "grave disquiet"

to the friends of *'law and order," and which antagonises at every step

the progress of Anglo-Saxon commercialism. In Wales it is opposi-

tion to tithes and mining royalties, and I am glad to be able to add
now, landlordism. In Ireland and Skye it is the land war. It has a
trinity of tribunes in Davitt, Pan Jones, and Macdonald. It barks
back to the historical times when the Celtic tribes were free from the

curse of landlordism ; and whilst, of course, it would not revive the

cruelties of those olden days, it yet clings to the old tongue that has
no equivalents wherewith to give expression to the modern profit-

grinding which has blighted the land of their fathers.

Your ordinary beef-necked shop-keeping capitalist sneers at the

sentimentalism which mourns over the spoliation of a whole country

side, in order to build up the fortunes of the Butes, Crawshays, Wind-
sors, and Dowlais directors, but deep down in the warm, generous

hearts of the South Welsh workers is a feeling which we found easy to

stir, which asks the question, What is the good of it all to us t A
writer in the South Wales Echo, speaking only of comparatively recent

times, says of the Rhondda Valley :

—

" Business called me to the Rhondda Valley, which I had not visited for a
good many years ; and I found an enormous development and a striking

change. It is little more than twenty years ago that there were game birds
to be found on the mountains above Treherhert, and now the slopes are
scarred with colliery works or deformed by mining refuse. In a more recent
time I remember when trout still haunted the pools of the river, and along
its banks there were long reaches of pasture land from which cattle grazed
upwards towards heathery meadows ; while men and boys would bathe in

waters scarcely yet defiled. Now I see an almost continvious series of towns
from the higher water of the Rhondda, and its junction with theTaffat
* Newbridge,' as the railway had endeavoured to have it named ; the pastures

have almost entirely disappeared on the low lands ; and low lines of de-

cidedly ugly cottages have taken their place ; while, as regards the river,

never was a sight more pitiable to behold. For the lovely Rhondda, of

which friends spoke to me years ago, and the beauties of which I could still

discover traces, there has been substituted a stony track of boulder stones

and debris, through which a foul stream you could step across slowly dribbled,

and defamed as it dribbled the memories of not so long ago. Much of that
which I saw may be traced to the extrordinary drought of the present spring

and summer. I was assured at Treorky that within a year or two there has
been a good flow of water in the river ; but what kind of water I Aid not
care to ask. But, blame Nature as you like, you will generally^nd that

what are called her deformities are due to man's own wilfulness or want of

knowledge.
" The Vale of the Rhondda Vechan, which is now better known as Fern-

dale, presented a similar transformation to one who remembers it at the

time of the first of the great explosions at what were then known as the
Blaenllechau collieries. A curiously sequestered and picturesque valley, it

could only be approached from the Aberdare side by a pony-ride, or a stiff

walk from Cwmaman over moorland and morass. There was, of course, a
mineral railway, but it could only be used by passengers by favour. It was
a small community, as self-contained, and, to the best of my remembrance,
as well ordered as those which sober English settlers are putting up in the
American western plains, or under the shadow of the Canadian half of the

Rocky Mountains. There was, probably, an inn, and of that I am not sure ;

but there was only one store which could supply to a tired and agonised

enquirer on an immemorable melancholy occasion nothing more than ' British

wine ' and a ginger cake. These people were remote ; but they were not
* melancholy, slow.' They thought nothing of a twenty-mile walk to setting

out for a Cymanfa, nor did the length of the walk deter them from attend-

ing a funeral away beyond a double range of mountains. Their amusements
were chiefly of the domestic order, though some of the younger spirits would
smuggle a few bottles of whiskey up from Forth, or over from Aberdare :

—

thus, singing contests, and * pies ' and provision had been made by the

thoughtful proprietors for Sunday worship ; but for the rest it was oat of

the world. I wonder whether it would be right to say that they were the

happier for not being in it ?

"

Truly an " enormous development." The same writer, after describing

the heaps of filth which cover the banks of the once beautiful TaflT,

speaks of the whole business as indicative of thriving prosperity. Such

is the ingrained perversity and mental obliquity begotten of commercial

instincts. The hideous "tips," mountains high, composed of rabbish

from the mines and blast works, meet one on every hand. Where
they abut on the residences of my lord Aberdare or other prigs they

are planted over with shrubs to hide their ugliness ; elsewhere Uicy

disfigure and block the landscape with their hideous deforinifcy. If

ever Macaulay's New Zealander should in future ages visit these sooMS,

he will wonder at the stupidity of people who manufactured mofrntaina.

Along the sides of the natural hills, where the narrow roads arc

lined with the wretched cottages inhabited by colliers and quarry men,

heaps of cinders, rags, paper, bones, and a dead cat or two beautify

nature's handiwork.

In Miskin and Mountain Ash typhoid fever is raging, and as one result

of enquiries into the cause of this devastating epidemic, the authorities

find that the people are living upon the barest necessaries of life. No
wonder they fall ready victims to the disease. In one case a miner

was found who, after paying—at the master's oflSce bear in mind—3«>

for rent, and Is. 3d. for coals, had but 2s. 6d. left for food for a family

of four children and himself and wife. Food and rent is relatively as

dear as in London.
And the wages for which those men risk their lives range from 158.
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to£l and £1 4s. per week. The average is below £1. The better

paid class of workmen manage to have cleanly homes, and will dress

well on Sundays ; but an accident—and they are common—a spell out

of work, and all comfort disappears. The conspicuous failure of their

members, including Abraham, M.P. (" Mabon "), to affect any beneficial

alteration in the Mines Regulation Bill, and the general neglect and

even hostility shown by the Parliamentary hacks to their claims,

caused them to lend a ready ear to the preaching of non-Parliamentary

Revolutionary Socialism, and the thirty-six millions royalties paid to

those who never dug a shovelful of coals in their lives is also a power-

ful ally. The other allies are the Marquis of Bute, 116,000 acres,

rental £231,931, without coal royalties; Windsor, 37,454 acres,

£63,778 rental, quarry-owner ; the robbery of about 30,000 acres of

common lands in Glamorgan alone ; and the helpless dependency of

the population upon the greedy grasping capitalists.

S. Mainwaring and F. Kitz,

THE DANGEROUS CLASS.

Which is the dangerous class ? This question is answered by each
from his own standpoint. Every antagonism is dangerous to its oppo-

site, and as society in its present anarchical state is one vast agglo-

meration of antagonisms, we all belong in this sense to a dangerous
class. Nay, if we take the Individualist at his word, and reduce the
classes to their component parts, we are all dangerous individuals, since

under a competitive system every individual interest clashes with every
other interest, and so becomes dangerous. Pure individualism, how-
ever, does not exist ; man sees that he has interests in common with
other men, hence the evolution of classes and class interests, finally to

end, judging from present tendencies, in the elimination of all economic
antagonisms and the growth of one homogeneous class—society.

But whence arises the term " dangerous class " as understood by the
bourgeois society of to-day 1 In the depths of the middle-class mind
there looms up a consciousness full of bodeful misgivings that its pre-

eminence as a class rests upon a rotten foundation, viz., upon the
negation of the class below ; that is to say, the bourgeoisie owes its

monopoly of knowledge, power, and wealth to the lack of these
qualities in the proletariat, or as Victor Hugo tersely puts it, " the
paradise of the rich is made from the hell of the poor ;

" but once let

the workers know and feel this clearly, once let the many know how
and why they starve while the few live in superabundant plenty, and
the foundations of class supremacy will crumble into dust. Know-
ledge precedes power, and cannot co-exist with wage-slavery. Thus,
to the mind of the bourgeoisie the workers so enlightened become a
•* dangerous class," and we see why certain ideas are labelled "dan-
gerous."

But there is another and in a far more fatal sense dangerous class.

Hitherto the barons, the bourgeoisie, and lastly, the proletariat, have
each in turn been dangerous to the powers that be, only because they
acted in obedience to that natural instinct which is the law of social

growth, and which has everywhere and always burst all bonds of re-

straint in its struggle upward to larger liberty and wider knowledge.
But what shall be said for the class which now arrogantly places itself

and its pretensions athwart the stream of progress, and madly seeks
to dam back the waters and stay their natural flow, until they accu-
mulate and grow ever stronger and stronger in their pent up fury,

finally to burst their banks and sweep away everything in their law-
less, aimless rush ? What shall be said about a class grown so wise in

its self-conceit that it takes to making laws which contravene the laws
of nature, and thinks it can enforce them by its horse-hair justice

against the fiat of the eternal powers themselves 1

How shall we name this class which by its sacred commercialism
has brought the workers of the world to such a pass, that the more
wealth they create the poorer they become, and which even then adds
insult to injury by coolly telling us that the wage-workers are better
off now than ever before, whilst thousands are dying by the torture of

slow starvation 1

What shall we think of a set of men of a governing class, with
minds so warped and twisted that they invert the natural and moral
order of things so far as to place expediency above justice, policy above
principle, and idleness above industry ?

Then, too, there is this wonderful commercial system of ours, this

Moloch of the nineteenth century, with its competition, supply and
demand, and production for profit, entailing as it does the degradation
and misery of the masses, the robbery of the poor, and the consecra-
tion of fraud, all carried on under the guise of honesty and respecta-

bility at the behest and for the benefit of this same bourgeoisie, which
worships in the name of the Nazareth carpenter whilst it prays for

the perpetuation of such a system. Can we^say that such a class is a
safe repository of power and an enlightened user thereof 1 No ; the
bourgeoisie is the dangerous class. It is infinitely more dangerous to-

day, and in quite another and more fatal sense, than when it carried
the banner of political and social progress against the barons. Then
it was giving expression to the evolution of the race at an important
stage of its development. Now it is seeking to strangle a similar
expression by another class. Then it was in the path of progress, now
it is in the rut of retrogression. Then it was warring against a class
only, now it is blindly combating the very necessity of things, and
foolishly trying to turn the stars from their courses. Power so used
becomes dangerous indeed how daigerous let the fate of the old
French regime testify

Clearly the time has come when the bourgeoisie must pass' on the
fiery cross of progress to other hands, which will carry it to the issue

above referred to,—the abolition of all classes by the fusion of the
whole mass into one humane and truly civilised Society. In the mean-
time the proletariat will continue to grow more and more dangerous
to the bourgeoisie as it is reinforced by the spread of knowledge and
the development of events, while the bourgeoisie will continue to grow
more and more dangerous to itself and the whole world as it seeks lb
repress the natural process of evolution, and thus make itself another
example of the axiom, " Whom the gods wish to destroy they first

make mad.'' W. T. Horn'.

BE YOUR OWN MASTERS/
Under this heading the Flint Glass Makers^ Magazine of May contains

a most interesting article, signed "Cato," from which we extract the

following :

—

" Glass workers, like workers in every trade of the present day, suffer

from the rapacity and voracious greed of employers, who pile up profits by
any and every means, not the least of which is the enslavement of those
under them, which, sooner or latter, produces starvation wages, want of em-
ployment, strikes, and all the evils attending them. The real makers of the
wealth of a country are its millions of workers, and to them alone is due its

wealth. Why are they robbed of their dae ] Because they have not
believed in their own strength sufficiently, but have cringed, bowed, and not
held themselves up as men in face of their employers—well called their
" masters "—who still openly, or covertly, despise them for it. Glass makers
know this to their cost. These same masters, as a rule, cannot take hand or
part in the formation and bringing forth of the articles out of which they
make theii profits. The very thought of this should be enough to inspire

workmen with confidence to conduct their own business, and reap the full

benefit of their labours.
" The world's markets are open to the workmen who firmly and intelli-

gently combine in their own interests, who say that they do not mean to go
on for all time slaving for covetous, unfeeling, unimaginative, and ignoranj
masters, who absorb all the surplus profits of labour. What are the surplus
profits ? They represent fifteen shillings for the employer out of every
pound sterling earned by the workers in the course of the year. If two
hundred workers in a factory have among them a weekly wage of £300, the
employer—taking one week with another all the year round—pockets £900
over and above this sum. His money, as a rule, comes in quarterly, and, at

this rate, each quarter would bring him alone £10,800—the sum paid to the
two hundred hands for the whole year's labour. Some manufacturers make
more than this per head, some less. At the lowest calculation, according to

ofiicial statistics, we find the annual income of this country is £1,250,000,000,
of which sum the masses receive £450,000,000 ; therefore, the classes, com-
posed of our lazy nohilityy gentry, and snobs, take between them the small
amount of £800,000,000.

" I say the world's markets are open to the makers of the produce sold in

them. It is the prerogative of workmen acting in combination to out-do all

masters in the quality of their work, and workmen alone can best govern its

suppl}'. What could masters do against such a combination ? Nothing.
The spirit of internationalism is enlarging every day, workmen of each
country, despite the power of capital—which they created and foolishly

allowed to be used against themselves—are now becoming aware of their

value, and the necessity of combining for their common good."

The Executive of the Glass Makers' Society of Great Britain and Ireland
strongly advises its members to consider the recommendations of " Cato,"

and in doing so pertinently asks :

—

" What is the relationship at the present time between capital and labour?
Nothing more than one continual heart burning—the employer ever seeking
to reduce the producer lower in the social scale of modern civilization. It

therefore remains for the producer, as it were, with a great moral revolution
to throw off the cringing attitude he has assumed, and to stand out as a bold
man, and declare his independence and his right to receive the profits of his

labour in spite of the capitalistic civilization of the nineteenth century.
Unless he does this he will be assuredly thrust lower down than he is at the
present time. This is a great and noble work, and can be accomplished with
ease if only the little word unity is observed. This mode of working is sure
to come, and, in our opinion, is the only means of preserving the commerce
of the world. Time and circumstances must be left to perfect the work, but
we would advise our readers to think out the matter, and then act. Let a
working man picture to himself how different his social life would be
working for himself, instead of for one who has no sympathies in common
with him.

" We do heartily advise our readers to work out this great problem. It

must come, and, in these modern times, it will be the regeneration of the

working class. Unless co-operation is accomplished, tha capitalists will not

cease to tyrannize until the producer is brought jdown to slavery. We ask
our readers can it be said how many of the working class go down to a pre-

mature grave, simply for want of proper nourishment to keep up their

strength, in order to carry out their labourious labour ? Had they received

the profits due upon their labour, there is not the slightest doubt but
thousands would have been alive to-day ; but they have had to succumb to

the inevitable—a prey to the circumstances of the times. Time, however,
has wound his way on, and the eyes of the working classes are now begin-

ning to dawn on a new era. Laws have been made only to be broken when
the rich and powerful did not like them. Coke, the great lawyer, in his

Institutes, expressly declares that * all usury is directly against the law of
God, indeed it was not till the time of Henry VIII., and what Cobbett not
unjustly calls the Protestant devastation, that we find the great scourge of
usury sanctioned by Act of Parliament. By 37 Henry VIII., the rate of

interest was fixed at 10 per cent., not more.' Here is a law which has not
been repealed, yet it is broken hourly. But, if a working man breaks the
law, it matters not how old the act may be, e^en to the reign of Edward III.,

it is brought against him."

That so important a society as the Flint Glass Makers should be consider-

ing the advisability of starting business on their own account, of working
for themselves, shows that the efforts made by the Socialist League to
permeate the workers with Socialist principles have not been in vain, but
are bearing fruit in good earnest. H, A. B,
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THE LABOUR STRUGaLE.
BEITAIN.

A Strike at Glasgow Settled.—The strike amongst the harbour
labourers at Glasgow has been settled, the stevedores having conceded the
7d. per hour demanded by the men.

Strike of Steel Workers.—The steel workers of the Monway works of

the Patent Shaft and Axletree Company, Limited, Wednesbury, are on strike

against a reduction of 10 per cent, in their wages. The men have issued a
handbill appealing for help to enable them to resist this unjust reduction.

The smiths and hammermen employed at the well-known signal works of

Messrs. Saxby and Farmer, at Kilburn, London, have struck work against a
proposed reduction of 10 per cent, in their wages. The men are firm in their

action.

The Chain Makers' Strike.—Mr. Thomas Homer, the president of the
Chain Makers' Association, to whose energy the success attending this agita-

tion is due, was last week fined £5 and costs for alleged intimidation. At
the same time two chain makers were fined £2 each. Notice of appeal was
given.

Settlement of the Dispute in the Padlock Trade.—The operatives at
Messrs. Martin and Taylor's, padlock manufacturers, West Bromwich, have
agreed to resume work, the notice of 10 per cent, reduction having been
withdrawn. The prices previously paid remain as before, except in the
common work, which is to be paid for at the same price as given by the
Walsall employers, and to be made under the same conditions.

Depression in the Lace Trade.— The continued depression in the lace

trade at Long Eaton has rendered it necessary for many of the masters to

close their establishments for a fortnight. The wakes commence on Sunday,
after which it is hoped there will be a move. Such a condition of things as

exists in Long Eaton has never before been experienced. Many of the
hands have not done any work for three months.

The Dispute at Bickershaw Colliery. — The dispute between the
colliers and the proprietors of the Bickershaw Colliery, Plank Lane, West-
leigh, continues. The notice given by the men in the four foot mine to come
out in support of those on strike has expired, but it has been deemed ad-

visable to postpone the notice another week in the hope that an amicable
settlement may be arrived at. From che second report issued by the strike

committee it appears that the sum of £bl 4s. 8d. has been contributed to-

vards the support of those who are affected by the dispute.

Threatened Strike in the Wrought Iron Nail Trade.—At a meeting

9^ delegates in the wrought iron nail trade, held at Halesowen on Saturday,
9, deputation was appointed to wait upon all the nailmakers in the South
Staffordshire ajid East Worcestershire districts, calling upon them to pay for

^11 nails at rates 10 per cent, less than the list framed in 1879, which means
^ advance on present prices. The deputation were instructed to inform the
eijiployers that unless they agreed to this the men would strike on the 10th

©f September. It was stated at the meeting that the wages had been re-

4^ced from 55 to 65 per cent, below the lowest price paid under the 187(5

list.

The Northumberland Miners.—A meeting of delegates of the North-
imaberland miners was held at Newcastle on Thursday, Aug. 25, when, after

Gi^nsidering the rules, it was decided that the stoppage, relief, and labour
d^p^tments be amalgamated, and that there should be only one fund. The
«^ect is that instead of men out of employ being paid 10s. a week, with Is.

ft week for children under 12 years of age, they will be paid at the rate of 8s.

per week, and nothing for children or rent. It was also decided with
respect to Parliamentary representation that a vote should be taken through-
out the county as to whether or not money should be paid out of the funds
for political purposes.

The Dockyard Eeductions.—Notices were issued last Saturday for a
further discharge of men from the boiler department of Sheerness Dockyard,
making the second reduction within a month. An order was received from
the Admiralty in the afternoon, directing a fortnight's notice to be given

the men instead of the week's notice which has hitherto been the custom.

;Some of the men have served over twenty years under the Government, and
will be granted a gratuity of a week's pay for every year of sevice.—About
300 more of the hired mechanics and labourers were discharged from the

dockyard last Saturday. Those of the number who had been working for

seven years and upwards received a gratuity of four week's pay.

Limerick—The Dock Labourers' Strike.—The dock labourers' strike

against the use of steam winches in outputting coal still continues against

i^he Clyde and the Limerick SS. Company, Their boats now bring on board

each trip the number of hands for unloading, in addition to their permanent
staff there. Last Saturday night one of these latter, a man named Shaugh-
nessy, was attacked by a party of men, and stones were thrown at the win-

dows of his house. The police dispersed the crowd and arrested two men
named Naughton and M'Carthy, who were taken before the m^.gistrate

3»nd remanded.

The Weavers' Strike.—The bulk of the weavers of Messrs. Owtram and
Co.'s Castle-street and Manchester mills remain out on strike. The Man-
chester Mill shed is altogether stopped, but it is stated that a few of the

Cft^tle-street hands went to work on the 25th. Up to the present there is

1^0 indication of a settlement of the dispute. The whole of the weavers at

Fir Trees shed, Higham, ne^r Burnley, ten4ered a fortnight's notice on the

SlSth to cease work at tibe end of 14 d^.ys, through not being paid the Black-

burn standard list of prices. The ^^ters hftve given 14 days' notice to

ojiilafir persons employed in the mill. At a public meeting of Burnley
^je^vers, held in the Litey^-ry Institute, it was decided to institute collec-

^ons at the rate of a penny a loom for the maintenance of the weavers now
-^ strijke at B^rnoldswick and Preston, against reductions in their wages.

jjtr. David Holmes, president of the Weavers' Amalgamated Association,

^d the committee were compelled to figjit foir an improvement in th^ prices

%t Preston, or have to n^eet a genera^l r^uption in the velvet trade.

Scottish Miners Federation.—At a meeting held last week, Mr. K.

Gbisbolm Kobertson in the chair, Mr. J. Keir Hardie gave in the report of

^6 deputation which had been in London in connection with the Mines
Bill, and pointed out the amendments which had been carried. He believed

that by another session, when they iptro^uced an eight hour bill for Scot-

land, that it would meet with a widely different reception from that given

to the amendment moved by Mr. Williamson, g-s there was not less thj^n

J60 members of the House prepared to vote for such a measure. Other
business paving been transacted, it was agreed that the Federation should

be represented at the forthcoming Trades' Union Congress at Swansea. A
motion expressing sympathy with the shale workers in their struggle and
recommending their fellows to give them every possible support was also

unanimously agreed to.

The Strike at the Lee Spinning Company's Mill.—The whole of the
hands employed by this company, in consequence of the strike of cop winders,

clearers, and reelers, ceased work on Friday night. On Tuesday the jenny
spinners recommenced, and the following morning the manager sent round
to the homes of the doublers asking them to begin work at noon. A number
of them put in an appearance, and were requested to go on the clearing

frames, but they declined and left the factory at two o'clock. The expedient
of employing the scavengers as reelers and clearers was then tried, but did

not answer satisfactorily. On Thursday morning the clearers and reeleis

had an interview with the manager, and after some discussion a compromise
was effected. The clearers are to be reduced five per cent, on fine work, and
have the old prices for coarse, and the reelers will also be reduced five per
cent., but will have assistance in carrying up their bundles and sets downi.

Afterwards the cop-winders had an interview, and the dispute may now be
regarded as settled, the men returning to work at the reduction.

The fifteenth week of the labour dispute in Bolton has terminated without
further approach to a settlement. The joint committee of the men are very
deliberate in their actions, and have not, as yet, taken decided action upon
the Mayor's amended, or alternative, arbitration. A meeting of the joint

committee was held on Aug. 28th, for the purpose of submitting to the men
lately employed at the machine works of Mr. Kichard Threlfall, Salop Street,

an offer which had been made by the firm for the settlement^ of the strike.

The offer was in effect that one shilling advance per week should be given to

about one-third of the society men now out on strike. The firm had re-

ceived a deputation from the joint committee, and the offer was reduced to

writing. The deputation promised that in the consideration of the offer

only the men affected at these particular works would be allowed to take

part. The whole of the men—between 30 and 40 in number—were present

at the meeting, and the settlement of the matter was left entirely in theiy

hands, the members of the joint committee taking no part. After full dis-

cussion a vote was taken by ballot, which resulted in the unanimous rejec-

tion of the offer. Several cases of intimidation arising out of the strike

have been before the magistrate, and sentence of a month's imprisonment
passed in some cases. Importations of workmen continue, but many leave

when the condition of affairs become known to them. The strike fund is

well supported.

The Shale-minebs' Strike. — Proposed Demonstration in Edinburgh.
—The Edinburgh Trades' Council, at their meeting on Tuesday, August 23,

had before thein a letter from John Wilson, the Secretary of the Mid and
West Lothian Miners' Association, asking whether the Council could see

their way to give their assistance in organising a demonstration of the
working-men of Edinburgh in support of the shale-miners on strike. The
following is an extract :— ^* No greater struggle has been waged by workmen
during the present century. Previous to the formation of their Association

twelve months ago, the men were working from 10^ to Hi hours in the

inine. Through its action the hours were reduced to 9 hours from bank to

bank. Against this change the companies have always rebelled. The men
were enabled to appoint check weighmen, resist indirect partial reduction,

and, through their meetings and the press, expose the conduct of the com-
panies' officials. This has been gall and wormwood to them, and now, during
the two and a half months of their slack season, they mean to destroy and
root out, if possible, each and all of these changes and the organisation that
gave them birth. Freedom of speech is a nonentity. The man who speaks
in behalf of his fellow-workmen is indirectly edged out of their employ-
ment as soon as they can manage it. Besides the extinction of these rights,

they mean to enforce a reduction of three shillings and fourpence in the Jl,
or about 17 per cent., in their wages. The men hitherto have struggled on
without disorder of any kind, but one of the leading companies, the .B»'ox-

burn Oil Company, are taking steps to evict them from their houses. It is

their last resource. The men offered to accept half of the reduction. It

was refused, and the men were coolly informed that it was the destruction

of their combination that was the thing required. This struggle affects a
national industry, and all the shale miners of Scotland, and the working-
men of Edinburgh, by giving it publicity and material assistance, can and
will confer a blessing upon mankind. ' Mr. Wilson stated that the men
were not in the best condition. The money they had been able to raise

among themselves and the public had been distributed amongst the most
destitute cases. The condition of getting assistance was that it was re-

quired. A large portion of the men had been content to stand back, and
give whatever assistance was going to their more needy fellows. The pro-

posal was adopted unanimously, and a committee appointed. The intended
evictions at Broxburn were strongly condemned, a member remarking that
they required badly some Parnells or Healys in Scotland to prevent these

taking place.

The Midland Railway Strike.—In 1874 the directors of the Midland
Railway conceded a six-days' wages guarantee to the goods guards, but they
withdrew the concession in 1876 on the plea of " the interests of discipline.'*

What has followed to the guards ? Reductions in wages and increased hours
of duty, equivalent in all to a 25 per cent, decrease of earnings, and the in-

troduction of the abominated trip system. These facts leave little doubt
as to the real objects for which the guarantee was cancelled. The gua,rds

struck work in 1876, and again in 1879, against the encroachments on their

earnings ; and those periods, curiously, mark tbe beginning of the con-
tinuous decline in the dividends of the company. In the 1879 strike the
(Jireetors were apprehensive that the enginemen would make common csause

with the guards, whereupon Mr. S. Johnson was commissioned to solemnly
promise the drivers that their agreement of I8S7 should never be tampered
with. How honourably has the promise been kept ! , . . Let the truth be
told, even though directors hide it. The Midland contemplate reducing the
average cost of locomotive labour on their line to the same level as that of

the London and North-Western Railway, and othpr competing railways
;

and the abolition of the six-days'-wages guarantee is, as in the case of the

gVi^ds, ^n absolutely necessary preliminary step to this end. Other railways

5ave long egged the Midland on to this step, because the conditions enjoyed
by the Midland enginemen encouraged worse ppd"employes to demand a
levelling up. Hence, it came about that sev.ei|^l companies joined hands to

^sist the Midland over the recent strike 4i.fl5<?»Jt|ea, regarding the conflict,

in fact, as partly their own. They have done moye—taught all railway m^A
that in labour disputes they will have to fight,, not one, but all the com-
panies.

—

Ex-Secretary of the Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants,
in Fall Mall Gazette.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.
FEANCE.

The French " Kepublican " Government has expelled comrade An^el Diaz,

a Spanish Socialist living at Dijon. The only reason for his expulsion was
that he received Socialist papers from his country ! Mind you, Angel Diaz

doesn't know the French language ! How dangerous he must have been to

that " Republican " Government with Monarchical institutions !

We regret to anr.ounce that Valadier-Garreau, who acted as a government
spy in the trial of the Lyons Anarchists, is still alive. The news of his

having been drowned in the lake of Zurich has proved to be without foun-

dation.

The Ori du Peuple has reproduced the article of comrades Bax and Morris
in the Commonweal^ last issue, referring to the confession of Lipski, and
thoroughly agrees with its views.

GERMANY.
Week after week, and all over Germany, we have only to report of trials,

imprisonment, and vexations of all kinds which Socialists have to endure
there. We must really wonder at the magnanimity and patience of tlie

German workers, and we are strongly of opinion that if such tyranny pre-
vailed in other countries, Socialists certainly would have long ago made up
their minds and appealed to more forcible means. Life in Germany under
such miserable conditions seems no longer to be worth living, and it would
not astonish us in the least if they became over night all Anarchists ! Not
only are the Socialists in every nook of the land thrown into prison, but
inside the jails they are tortured to death. Breuder died in the House of

Force (Zuchtkaus) of Halle ; Christupeit, after several years of ill-treat-

ment, died a fortnight after his release ; the brave Lichtensteiger, bodily one
of the strongest men I ever saw, succumbed in the same way; another went
mad after having undergone several corporal " punishments." Last week a
new victim of the ferocious brutality of the prison warders, comrade
Schuman, condemned to four years' hard labour, met his death at the Wald-
{leimer prison. It is no longer the police who are everywhere in search of
Socialists ; the otHcers of the army have their share in watching their sol-

diers ; the functionaries of the civil services are spies and detectives ; and now
even the rotten bourgeoisie, as in the case at Ludwigshaven, volun-
teer to render police services and denounce the Socialists to the so-called
authorities !

The trial at Cassel ended with the condemnation of ten Socialists to several
months of imprisonment.
The Volks Tribune^ of Berlin, announces that from the 1st of October next

it will appear three times a week.

BELGIUM.
Last week the Belgian government once more acted in its usual brutal

manner, by ordering a massacre of poor helpless working-men at Ostend. A
quarrel arose between English and Belgian fishermen, the former overloading
the Ostend fish market with their produce, thus considerably lowering the
prices of fish. The Belgian fishermen have to work very hard for mere
starvation wages, and seeing that they could no longer maintain their wives
and children, they decided to force their English competitors to go back from
where they came and sell their fish in Engl^and. I will not say that the way
in which they acted was a very fair one ; but, on the other hand, it must be
understood that their action was only the symptomatic efi'ect of a terrible
situation, the profound gravity of which can no longer be overlooked, and
that the exasperation of the Ostend fishermen against their English com-
petitors has a more serious and sadder cause than a mere trade-rivalry,
to wit, misery, hunger, starvation ! The Belgian government, certainly the
most perfidious and miserable that has been in power since 1830, at once sent
its soldiers on the spot in order to settle that question of hunger by means of
powder and lead. Two poor fishermen were shot dead, five others have died
since from their wounds, and several others are lying in the hospitals wait-
ing to be relieved from their sufferings ! Haw long shall this situation
continue to exist ?

AUSTRIA.
The Londoner Arheiter-Zeitung, the journal of the Communist Club, Totten-

ham Street, has been prohibited here. This certainly will not matter much !

,
The strike at Falkenau has come to an end, the workers having obtained

weekly payment, as they wished, and the promise that no striker shall lose
his work.

RUSSIA.
The Russian Government disposes of a yearly total sum of 1,800,000

roubles (£360,000), as stated by several papers last week, in order to buy
the support of Western Europe. The papers who are in the pay of the
Autocrat are divided into three categories : 1. Those who print all that is

sent to them ; these journals receive yearly 5,000 roubles and upwards,
according to their importance. 2. Those who are only requested to speakm good terms of the autocratic government ; this sort"of scribblers are paid
the total sum of 200,000 to 300,000 roubles a-year. 3. Those who insert
from time to time an article sent in by the Russian diplomatic agent ; such
an article, according to its importance, is paid from 6,000 to 10,000 roubles.
There are in Western Europe 89 papers in the pay of Russia : 16 in France,
4 m England, 28 in Germany, 20 in Austria, 18 in Italy, Hungary, Servia,
Roumania, etc., 3 in Poland. Out of the total amount granted for that
object, 900,000 roubles are still to be distributed. We are sure they will
not remain "unproductive" for a long time : a bourgeois paper to be sold
is a very common merchandise indeed ! D.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Ejecting Colliers on Strike.—At the Linlithgow County Court, on
Wednesday, the Broxburn Oil Company presented 121 petitions before
Skeriff-substitute Melville for warrants to eject the total number of families
»bto their houses in the vicinity of the company's shale mines at Broxburn.
Tbe dispute between the employers and the men, which has now lasted seven
weeks, seems as far as ever from being settled, and the company, in order to
clear the men out of the district and to make room for others, issued
summonses against a number of men occupying the company's houses.
Since the summonses were issued 30 of the men have cleared out, and are
now located in the neighbourhood, some in temporary huts and others in
tents, and others are being sheltered by their friends. Sheriff Melville
granted the decrees of ejectment, with 10s. costs against each of the respon-
dents who had not quitted their houses.

"HONOURS."
Several advertisements of Messrs. Sonnenschein having recently been?

issued in which the initials " M.A." are appended to my name, I should lik(d

to state, as I am not an M.A. nor can lay claim to any academical honours,
that I am in no way responsible for the above ascription of such honours to
myself. The occurrence is doubtless a pure accident, due to inadvertance
on the part of the publishers or their agent. E. Belfort Bax.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

London Members.—The Monthly Meeting of London Members will be held
on Monday next September 5th, at 9 p.m.

Co-operative Store.—The Committee attend at the offices at 8.30 p.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. All Groceries can be had at current store

prices. Orders over 10s. will be delivered carriage paid in London.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and affiliated

bodies. Library Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d. D. J. NicoLLjand
W. Blundell are the Librarians.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
Hoxton (Labour Emancipation League) to June 30. Clerkenwell, Hammer-

smith, Mitcham, Walsall to July 31

.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Weekly Subscriptions—E. B. B., Is. K. F., Is. C. J. F., 2s. W. B., 6d.

J. L., 6d. P. W., 6d. Llednulb, 6d. Oxford Branch, 2s. Hammersmith
Branch (3 weeks), £1 10s. Hackney Branch (5 weeks), 2s. 6d.

P. Webb, Treasurer, Aug. 30.

REPOKTS.
[Note.—Senders of Reports would greatly help if they would avoid unnecessary

wordiness. Our space is limited.]

Bloomsbury.—The monthly general meeting of members was held on Thurs-
day last, at which it was decided to start a new open-air station at Clarendon
Square, Ossulton Street, Euston Road, on Monday evenings. The first meeting '

was held here on Monday last, and in spite of a slight rain a large crowd listened

to comrades Dalziel and Bartlett. There was a large meeting at St. Pancras
Arches on Sunday morning, addressed by Dalziel, Bartlett, and Porter. There

"

is evidence that the persistent efforts of the Bloomsbury Branch have resulted in

awakening the workers of the district to a sense of their position.—U.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, August 24, William Morris lectured on ** The

Policy of Abstention from Parliamentary Action." The hall was crowded, and
a lively discussion followed. On Sunday, August 28, H. Samuels lectured on
" Socialism and Parliamentary Action." Brisk debate followed. Commonweal
and other literature has steady sale.—A. T. and W. B.
Hackney.—Last Sunday we opened a new station at Warner Place ; meeting

addressed by Graham. There were about 300 present, and we distributed about
70 Commonioeal.
HoxTON.—The usual outdoor meetings on Thursday- evening at 8, and Sunday

morning at 1 1 o'clock, were held opposite Hoxton church, several members of
the branch attending and speaking. Good sale of Commonweal. On Sunday, in

the hall, Thos. Shore, jun., lectured on " Land Nationalisation," followed by an
interesting discussion.—C. J. Y.
KiNGSLAND Green.—On Sunday morning, a good meeting was held here, ad-

dre«5sed by John AUman and Turner.—J. F.

Mile End and Bethnal Green.—On Tuesday last, a good meeting was held
on Mile End Waste, addressed by Davis and Brooks. On Sunday, J. Pope,
Davis, and Lane spoke at usual meeting in Victoria Park. Some questions were
asked and satisfactorily answered. Fair sale of Commonweal.—H. M.
Mitcham.—We held good meetings last Sunday on Mitcham Fair Green in the

morning and evening. We met with some opposition from the Salvation Army
in the morning, but a resolution was carried by a large majority that we should
strongly resist their attempt at our suppression. The meeting was addressed
by Kitz and Wardle in the morning, in the evening by Kitz, Eden, Bull, and
Wardle. Collected Is. Commontreal ^<AA out.—R. C.
Stamford Hill.—On Sunday, at 6.30, Flockton, Brooks, and Parker addressed

'

a good meeting. Four names given in for branch.—J. F.

Clay Cross.—A good open-air meeting was held on Tuesday evening, August
23rd. Our comrade John Furniss spoke on "Socialism, and must we always
remain Poor ? " G. Smith was in the chair. A few words were also addressed
by Turner and Unwin. Furniss urged the workers to unite against the common
enemy, and not fight amongst themselves in isolated groups ; showing what a
much ])etter life was open to us when we learn to form ourselves into a united
brotherhood. He also spoke of the successful attempt that a few of them were
making, in spite of the evil conditions, to live as Communists.—R. U.
Glasgow.—On Saturday afternoon, Paterson and Downie addressed a good

meeting at Cambuslang. Audience very sympathetic, and at the close of the
speeches cheers for the social revolution given. Meetings will shortly be held

'

with the view to the formation of a branch of the League. On Sunday forenoon,
,'

Glasier, Downie, and Paterson spoke on Jail Square, and in the afternoon Glasier,,

Bullock, and Paterson spoke at Paisley Road Toll. In the evening a large and
enthusiastic audience assembled to hear Glasier, Bullock, and Paterson. Ques-
tions were invited, and an Orange missionary named Long (a friendly opponent
of Mr. Bradlaugh's) entered the ring, and an exciting discussion was carried on'
for more than an hour. The immense audience was entirely with Glasier, and
his clear exposition of the principles of Socialism was loudly applauded. Com-
monweal sold well at all the n.eetings, and 4s. 6d. collected for the Broxburn
miners.—J. M. B.

Ipswich.—On Sunday, Darley and Morley, of Norwich, spoke here. A wet
morning interfered somewhat with our first meeting. We, however, did well.
A fine afternoon made altogether a different affair of it, several hundreds listen-

ing to the speakers. Literature sold well. Three nev/ members made.—J, R.
North Shields.—A meeting on the New Quay on Sunday morning, at 11, waa

addressed by Pease (of Newcastle) and John Comb (of Seghill Colliery), and they
were very closely listened to by all present.—J. J.

Norwich.—We had our comrade Sparling with us on Sunday. A good meet-
ing was held in the Market-place, addressed by Sparling, who gave great satis-

faction. Papers sold well. A good meeting was held on the Agricultural Hall
Plain at 7. Sparling addressed a crowded meeting at the Gordon Hall at 8, on
*' The Old English Guilds," which pleased all present. Two comrades went to
Ipswich and held two meetings with the comrades there. Collection was made
for the Propaganda FuutI.—T. ^i.
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Wed>'esbuey. — Sanders and Weaver, of Walsall
Branch, addressed a large and animated meeting in

the Market Place, on Thursday. There is great pro-

mise of success here.—J. M.

BiLST'.XN'.—Sanders opened up new ground at Bil-

ston. He had to pay the market toll, .'^d., and was
attentively listened to by a very large crowd.

BiKCHiLLS, Walsall.—Sanders held a meeting for

the first time at Birchills, on the outskirts of Walsall.
Meeting very satisfactory.—J. T. D.
Birmingham.—Large meeting held on evening of

August 28th by Donald at Council House, while San-
ders and Weaver at same time addressed meeting at

Bull Ring. Good sale of literature.—J. B.

Darlaston.—Sanders addressed meeting on Satur-

day. We have been here once or twice before, always
well received.

Dublin.—At the Labour League on Thursday,
August 25, J. S. Hall lectured on the " Wrongs of

i;he Working-classes and their Remedies," advocating
most of the platterm of the S.D.F. The views of the
lecturer were opposed by Gabriel, Keegan, and Fitz-

patrick, and suppcrted by Killen and Karpel.
Dudley.—Our meeting here is thus reported in the

Evening Express and Star for August 24 :
—" Walsall

Socialists at Dudley.—Messrs. Sanders and Webb,
agents of the Socialist League, from Walsall, com-
menced to address a meeting of working-men on Tues-
day evening, in the Dudley Market-place. Police-

sergeant Sansome ordered them to move on, the hold-

ing of such meetings being contrary to the regulations.

Mr. Sanders defended his right to sell the League
publications and speak in the Market - place, and
offered to pay the customary toll if that was what was
required. The toll collector, however, was not pre-

sent, and the officer contented himself with taking
Mr. Sander's name and address, for the purpose of

reporting the matter to Mr. Chief-superintendent
Burton. The meeting then proceeded, Mr. Sanders
contending that he who came to speak to working-
men about their rights and wrongs had an equal right

to the use of the Market-place as Church and Salvation

Armies, jugglers, and mountebanks. After offering

for sale the Commomceal and other Socialistic publi-

cations, he delivered a few remarks on capital and
labour, which were earnestly listened to by a large

gathering.

"

Great Bridge. — Donald held usual meeting in

Market-place ; good crowd listened. Several of Mr.
Bradlaugh'i disciples were on the scene, one of whom
was firmly conviuced that Mr. Bradlaugh is a Land
Nationaliser. Donald invited the m»n to write to

the celebrated M.?. on the subject and bring the letter

down to the next meeting.
NoRW^iCH.—On Friday, good meeting held by Hen-

derson at the gate of Colman's works, Carrow. Many
of the great mustard monopolist's employes are al-

ready Socialists, while many others are "not far off

from grace." A most attentive hearing was given;

meeting is to be held weekly in future. Saturday
evening, Henderson spoke in Haymarket. Rain some-

'what spoiled Sunday morning's Market-place meet-

ing, but in evening Henderson addressed a great

gat liering there. Commonweal sold out.

Olpbury.—Deakin addressed meeting on Friday.

The people are exceedingly poor, but were much in-

terested in the address.—J. T. D.

Sheffield Socialists.—On Sunday, August 21st,

we held an open-air meeting at 3 o'clock, John Fur-

nace, J. Bullas, and Mrs. Usher were the speakers.

On Monday evening, Bullas and Story addressed a

large meeting at Bramhall Lane. A great many ques-

tions were asked and answered.—M. A. M.
Tipton. — Large meeting addressed by Donald at

"Tipton, on Wednesday. This is the first Socialist

meeting that has been held there. A little interrup-

tion from a Tory corn-dealer was quickly stopped on

the crowd threatening to bonnet the offender.

West Bromwich.—Donald opened up new ground

at this town on Monday. Large meeting, and address

attentively listened to.

Willenhall. — Donald addressed a meeting of

lockmakers on Saturday afternoon near the Market-

place.
Wolverhampton.—Saturday evening, Weaver and

Donald held a meeting at the Prince Consort Statue.

It was decidedly the best meeting that has been held

in the district.
' The crowd was enormous. A number

of objectors and interrupters attempted to break up

the meeting, but the men very soon learnt these

worthies how to behave. As Donald got off the chair

a sergeant of police ordered him off. On Donald re-

monstrating the constable drew his baton, and was

going to give every one a lesson, but a little firmness

made the bully hold his hand. A serious riot might

have occurred owing to the behaviour of this nuis-

ance. The crowd told us to be sure and come back.

Woolwich.—Sunday evening. Burns, S.D.F., spoke

at the Arsenal Gates to at least 700, on "Trades

Unionism,' and completely carried his hearers with

him. No opposition was offered, and at the close of

the meeting we collected for the Bolton strike lis. 4id.

Large quantity of literature sold.—R. B. i

Yarmouth —Best meeting yet held at Yarmouth
addressed by Henderson on Quay, Thursday last.

Commonweal sale good.

Scottish Land and Labour League.

Galashiels.—^^etmg held on Tuesday, 23rd, very

large and attentive. Branch being organised here.

Cowdenhrath.—On. Friday a meeting was held at the

•Old Toll House. In spite of the rain the audience

listened with great attention. Six new members en-

rolled, and a good number of Commoruceal Jiold. This

branch is doing well. The miners take considerable

interes;t in the business, and are eager to hear Socialist

speakers.

Dysart avd JDinj^ferNne.—'Meetmgs postponed.

Lochia. —First meeting held here was addressed by
Mahon and Gilray, of Edinburs;h. The audience,

though not large, was very attentive. Literature sold

well. Several names taken for a branch, and arrange-

ments for another meeting made.
Dundee.—Mdihon's second visit to this town resulted

in a very large increase of members, the holding of a

series of most successful meetings, and a good impetus

to the movement generally. On Saturday night a

good meeting was held, and an address delivered in

front of the Bank. On Sunday three lectures at diffe-

rent places were given on " Objections to Socialism

refuted," " The Irish Question, economical and politi-

cal," and *'The Means of Realising the Results of

Socialism." Plenty of questions and discussion, and

good sale of literature. All Socialists in Dundee are

requested to send their names and addresses to A.

Simpson, 10, Ford-lane.

Edinburgh.—Smiday afernoon Smith and Tuke spoke

in the Grassmarket. It was made evident that we
are making som« impression on the people there, by
our old ground being occupied by six or seven gospel

temperance speakers, who were loudly denouncing

the Socialists. Smith ably explained the true cause

poverty, viz., robbery, and not drunkenness. The
same two speakers spoke in the Queen's Park in the

evening to an audience numbering about 500. A good

collection was made at the close of the meeting.

Chas. Wm. Tuke, sec.

- : Several Reports unavoidably croivded out

:

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Bloomshnry.— Communiat Club, 49 Tottenham Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W. On Thursday Sept. 1,

Fred. Lessner, *' Socialism on the Continent." 8th.

G. B. Shaw, a lecture. 15th. Sidney Webb, " The
Political Duty of Socialists." 22nd. Hubert Bland,
*' State Intervention." 29th. P. Barry, *' Scientific

Boycotting."
Clerkenioell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-

aon Road, E.C. Sunday September 4, at8. 30 p.m.

A Free Concert. Wednesday Sept. 7, at 8.30,

H. H. Sparling, "The Labour Struggle." 11th.

T. E. Wardle. 14th. Fredk. Lessner, "Continental

Socialism." 18th. Free Concert by Wm. Blundell

and Friends. 21st. Mr. Yarley, "Socialistic Co-

operation."

Hackney.—2^ Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club

Room open every evening from 8 till 11.30. ; Satur-

day, 7 till 12.30; Sunday 11 a.m. till 12 p.m. A
Free Concert will be held at the Club on Saturday

September 3rd.

Hammersmith. —Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday Sept. 4, at 8 p.m. C. J. Faulkner, " Law
and War."

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—Globe Coffee House, 227 High St.,

Hoxton. On Sunday Sept. 4, at 8, C. J. Fitzgerald

will lecture—subject, " Ancient and Modern Rob-

bers." On Saturday, at 8,30 prompt. Special Mem-
bers' Meeting to consider the affair of Crondal'l St.

Merlon.—11 Merton Terrace, High Street. Club Room
open every evening. Committee every Thursday.

Discussions held every Sunday morning at 11.

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Mile-end and Bethnal Green.—^^ Boston St., Hackney
Road. Members and those intending to jo-rn Branch

are requested to attend Business Meeting on Thurs-

day Sept. 1,

North LoTic/oTi.—Branch meets at 32 Camden Road,

N.W^., for reception of new members and other

business, on Wednesday evenings at 8 o'clock, until

further notice. H. Bartlett, sec.

Norwich.—Qordoia. Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures

every Sunday at 8 p.m. Business Meeting, Mon-
day at 8.30. Speakers' Class, Sunday mornings at

10.30 and Wednesday evenings at 8 p.m. Social

Evening, Saturdays at 8.

Or/orrZ.—Temperance Hall, 25^ Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8,30 p.m.

IFaZsa/^.—Temperance Hall. Branch meeting every

Monday.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 4.

9.30. ..Starch Green Hammersmith Brmch
11. 30.. .Garrett—"Plough Inn" The Branch

11. 30...Hackney—"Salmon and Ball" Graham
1 1.30...Hammersmith—Beadon Road The Branch

11.30.. .Hoxton Church, Pitfield Street Pope
11.30...KingslandGreen Brooks

11.30.. .Merton—Haydons Road The Branch

11.30...Mitcham Fair Green J. Allman

11. 30... Regent's Park Nicoll

1 1 . 30. . . St. Pancras Arches Dalziel & Bartlett

ll.30...WalhamGreen Barker

3 ...Hyde Park Mainwaring

6 ...Stamford Hill J. J. Allman & W^ardle

6 . . .Victoria Park Brooks & Westwood
6.30.. .Hackney Road—Warner Place Graham
7 ...Clerkenwell Green Sparling

Monday.
8 ...Polygon, Somers Town Dalziel & Bartlett

Tuesday.

8 ...Ossulton St., Euston Rd Nicoll

8 .. .Mile-end Waste J. Allman & Flockton

Wednesday,

8 ...Broadway, London Fields, Graham & Flockton

Thursday.

8 ...Hoxton Church, Pitfield Street ...J. J. Allman

W^ooLwiCH.—Arsenal Gates, Sunday Sept. 4, at

7 o'clock—James Macdonald.

PROVINCES.

j5i7s^07i.—Saturday 10th, 7 p.m.—Sanders.
^iVwi«(/Aaw.—Sunday 4th, Bull Ring, 6.30—Weaver;

Council House, 7.30—Weaver. Sunday 11, BuU
Ring, 6.30—Donald; Council Houae, 7.30—Donald.

Bloxwich.—YY\dia.y 9th, 7 p.m.—Wearer.
DaWas^ow.—Saturday 10th, 5.30 p.m.—Sanders.
Z)w(i%.—Tuesday 6th, 7 p.m.—Sanders.
Glasgow.—Saturday: Jail's Square, at 7 p.m. Smi-

day : Jail's Square, at 1 ; Paisley Road Toll at 5 ;

Jail's Square at 7.

Camhnslang.—Saturday at 7 p.m.

Great i^WcT^c.—Tuesday 6th, 7 p.m.—Donald.
/,eerf«.—Sunday: Hunslet Moor, 11; Vicar's Croft,

7.30. Friday: Corner of Christ Church, Meadow
Lane, at 8 p.m.

A^ritHc/*.—Sunday : Market Place at 3 ; Agricultural

Hall Plain at 7.

Dereham.—Every Wednesday, Market Place at 7.

0^</6 wry.—Friday 9th, 7 p.m.—Sanders.
PelsalL—VHQdi. 7, 7 p.m.—Deakin, Donald, & Sanders*

Tipton.—SS^Qdi. 7th, 7 p.m.—Weaver,
ira^sa//.—Monday 5th, 7 p.m.—Sanders.
irec/Tie.^ittry.—Thursday 8th, 7 pm.—Donald.

We.^t Bromwich.—yioTxdny 5th, 7 p.m.—Weaver.
Willenhall.—Sa.turdsiy 10th, 5.30 p.m.—Donald.
Wolverhampion.-Satnrda^y 10th, a30 p.m.—Wearer;
7.3€^—Donald.

Fred Henderson's NoRF<>iJt Meetings.

rarmo?*^^.—Thursday, on the Quay at 7.30.

Carroi/;.—Friday, at 1.30, at Colman's gate.

Norwich.—Frideky, at 7, outside Howlett and Whitens.

Saturday at 8, Haymarket. Sunday at 11 ».m. and

8 p.m.. Market Place.

St Faith's.—Sunda^y at 3, on the Green.

PROVINCES.

Arbroath.—^ecy. {pro tem.), Jas. Malcolmson, 3 Arras

Street.
r^. t» j

flra(//orcZ.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Koad.

Wednesdays, at 8.

Cowdenbeath (Fife).— Secretary, John Duncan, 30

Arthur Place.
, tt n »7c

Dublin.—Irish Labour League, Carpenters Hall, 75

Aungier Street, every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discus-

sion on all subjects connected with Labour Question.

/)?mf/ee.—Business Meeting of Branch, Granite Hall,

Overgate, 8 p,m.

Dysart (Fife).—Seey., A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

/Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Im-

portant business meeting on Thursday at 8 p.m.,

after which paper read by a member.
Galashiels.—Secret&ry {pro tem.), John Walker, 6 Vic-

toria Street.

Glasgoio.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

j

open troro 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. Sunday Sept.

I

4, meeting of members in Rooms.
Hamilton.—Raton's Hall, Chapel St. Every Thursday

at 7.30. ^^ ,

Hull.—MerrilVa Dairy, 56 Walker Street. Mondays,

at 8 p.m.

i^a?icas«^.r.—Addresses every Sunday morning on the

Quay Jetty.

Leeds.—11 Chesham Street, Sweet Street. Club and

reading room open every evening. Business meet-

ings every Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Of^ce of Hosiery Union, Horsefair Street.

Fridays at 8 p.m.

SCOTTISH LAND AND LABOUR LEAGUE.
{Scottish Section of the Socialist Leagtte)

Meetings—September.

S,—Biimtisland Links, 4 p.m.

Leith, foot of Walk, 7 p.m.

4.—Leith. Foot of Walk, 11 a.m.

Edinburgh. Grassmarket, 3 p.m. ; Qaeea'a

Park 6.30 p.m. ; Mound, 7.30 p.m.

1, -^Edinburgh, Hunter's Square, 7.30 p.m.

Sat,

Sun.

Wed.

Special Notice.—On Saturday October 15 a Con-

cert will be held in aid of the * Commonweal * Fund at

13 Farringdon Road, concluding with an original

Dramatic Sketch by members and Friends.

A Free Concert will be held at the Hackney Onb
on Saturday September 3rd, at 8.30 p.m. At the ckwe

there will be a collection fn aid of the Funds of the

Branch. All members of the League invited.

The Bloomsbury Branch of the Socialist League

desires to appeal to readers of the Commonweal for

help for the wife and family of comrade English, i^
has recently died. English was one of the originatora

of the Bloomsbury Branch, and for many years waa

an ardent and energetic worker for the Cause. After

a long and painful illness he at last succumbed, leav-

ing his family destitute. Contributions will be gladly

received and acknowledged by the secretary of the

Branch at the Communist Club, 49 Tottenham St., W.,

or by comrade Lessner.

Printed and PubUahed by William Morris an Josifh Laxb
at 13 Farringdon R^ ad, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
- Mr. John Bright is very anxious to extinguish all chances of open
war between England and America. To many people it seems strange
that he is not equally anxious to put an end to the war which has been
so long going on between England and Ireland ; or rather that the
only way in which he would allow it to be done would be by crushing
Ireland into sullen subjection to her slavery. This is strange to many,
but not to Socialists, who understand that Mr. Bright's Internationalism
is, and always has been, a very one-sided matter, as one-sided as his

love of peace. The Internationalism of bourgeois interests is what he
is enthusiastic for, and in that cause he would try to join all the
nations in the world, ignoring the fact that each nation is composed of

two other nations, the nation of the poor and the nation of the rich
;

and the peace that he would have between these two nations is just

that which he would have England give to Ireland—the peace which
the master is always willing to give to his submissive slave. Mr. John
Bright is a thoroughly consistent person.

The miserable optimistic twaddle of Mr. Gladstone's Jubilee speech
(what, another of them ?), which would have disgraced a Sunday-school
teacher, is sickening enough to read for those even who have thought of
the condition of the workers without the knowledge that it is caused
just as much and as little by " the infliction of the Providence of God "

as the corn-laws ; even when they don't know that the *' follies of men "

which produced the window-tax or the corn-laws, are just as much re-

sponsible for the " unemployed '' of our present winters (of our sum-
mers, too, if well to-do people only knew it) ; even to such people there
seems little occasion for an optimistic hymn.

Not much of a triumph for fifty years of reform are the results of
all the progress told of to his henchmen by this Conservative gentle-
man who has been too busy with politics to follow the struggle between
capital and labour which has been going on all the time. The time
remembered and contrasted with our times by the model contented old
workman that he spoke of, was of the darkest days which the workmen
of this country have ever known ; the country had just passed through
a frightful war ; the robber class had begun to use the new and terrible
instruments of robbery, which had recently been invented, with the
utmost recklessness, and without the checks which the governing classes
were terrified into applying to them afterwards ; and as a consequence
of the unchecked competition which Mr. Gladstone regards as " provi-
dential '' and opposes to "the follies of man," the whole working-class
was miserable, starving, and rebellious.

Such a state of things could not last ; it must either have come to
a break-up or some improvement, and the improvement came through
the conquering of the world-market by Great Britain, which produced
such a prodigious amount of wealth for the country in general, that
-even the workers profited by it and became " contented "

; since the con-
trast between their present and the immediate past was really con-
siderable, and their past misery so great, that they felt the same kind
of happiness which the tort%ed man does when he is allowed some
little rest. Breathing-time was thus gained for the two combatants,
Capital and Labour, and the proprietary classes on their side began to
see the necessity of palliation if the game were to last, and hence all
those reforms of which Mr. Gladstone boasts.

But these reforms were not the cause of the " prosperity " of the
last forty years, but the prosperity was the cause of the legislation.
The governing classes were frightened at first, careless afterwards since
they were so rich. Like the pirates in Defoe, who had fought like
devils when they were poor, they did not care to show fight when they
fcad such a glorious cargo aboard.

^
Thus we came to the period of the advance of wealth "by leaps and

bounds," which made Mr. Gladstone so joyous a little time ago ; and
the question one would think even for a politician to study is not so
much whence we have come, as where we are now, and whither we
are going. Would not the story of the last seven years furnish Mr.
Irladstone with some thoughts on that point ? It needs no man risen
trom the dead, and no half-dead old man to teach him something if he
will contrast his "leaps and bounds" year with this present Jubilee
year and its blessings.

At any rate, very little consideration will teach higi that the nation

(of the rich) came out unscathed from the disorder of the first years

of the great machine-industry revolution, because of the expansion of

its profitable trade, which was then so huge that most people could see

no end to it. They can now both see and feel the end to it. That ally

to the exploitation of labour by the capitalists is dead. Prosperity can
indeed be regained, and go on once more by leaps and bounds ; but
only on terms which Mr. Gladstone has not even thought of, viz., that

the workers should employ themselves, or in other words, form a new
society in which monoply would be not a crime but an impossibility.

What does Mr. Gladstone, and the middle classes which he leads,

think of the "propriety " which forces people to accept the position of

tramcar drivers and conductors, or servants in their yards under such

conditions of slavery, and such insulting and degrading regulations

that one would think that nobody but those in the very last stage of

destitution would accept such an occupation "? And yet we are told

that free citizens of our free and improved country crowd into it,

partly because it is a respectable occupation ! Still more respectable,

and as complete in slavery and insult, is the position of assistant in

the establishment of the Universal Provider ; and for this position it is

necessary to share the blessings of education, and, in fact, to belong in

some sense to that triumphant middle class which has improved the

world into its present condition. Isn't it worth while for that class

itself to look about it, and notice that it too is making a new prole-

tariat out of itself, which at its worst degradation is worse than the

fringe of labour deduced from the artisan and labouring class.

W. M.

The " Incorporated Society of Mean Men," of which Mark Twain
once wrote, has apparently taken up its abode in England. Mr.
Halley Stewart, M.P., speaking recently in Hunts, was reported to

have said he had seen at one time 415 boys, girls, and women passing

the night in Trafalgar-square without even a sack to hide their naked-
ness. This statement having become known in his own division, an
empty common sack was subscribed for by some of his constituents,

and forwaided by Parcels Post to the House of Commons. On the

reverse side of the address was a printed extract from the speech in

question by Mr. Stewart, and on the address side was the following :

"A penny subscription sack from some of his constituents to hide the

nakedness of Trafalgar-square"

The sraall-souled, sneaking curs who can find " fun " in deriding the

poverty and distress of the unhappy waifs whom no roof may cover

but the sky, are indescribable from lack of language that will convey
their despicable character. They are of the type that, well fed and
cared for, gloat over the misery of others for amusement and take
delight in torture ; who trip up blind cripples and broil cats alive.

" Why are ninety-nine out of a hundred people to be annoyed and
inconvenienced in order that the infinitesimal residuum may lie snug
in the pride of exclusiveness and to the glory of feudality 1

"

The above question closes a leading article in the Daily Telegraph of

Aug. 31. It is only asked about the gates and barriers that close

certain London streets. Of course we can answer it, push it further,

and answer it again ; but we advise our " esteemed contemporary " not

to do so if it would retain the circulation it boasts of. Truth-

speaking is perilous. A successful " organ of public opinion " gets on
by suppressing half the truth and diluting the other, with an imagina-

tive embellishment to finish off with.

We are confident that our advice will be taken !

In the Pall Mall of the 2nd inst. was recorded one of the most awful

cases of utter misery it has ever been my lot to read of. The sicken-

ing details were enough, one would fancy, to shake the most thought-

less from their apathy. On the same day were recorded brilliant

receptions and the "heavy bags "of wealthy sportsmen. Yet, with
the two extremes of our miserable " society " thus given saliently

before their eyes, there are men who placidly ignore the evil, and speak
of the " mad restlessness " of those who seek a remedy.

Can it be marvelled at, then, if haply some of them, so speaking,
be writ down dishonest or heartless ? From the recreant Iconoclast to
the hereditary image-keeper there is not one who may not be honest
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in his belief that raonopoly and competition are the twin pillars that

sustain the world : but it is no time in the heat of battle, in the very

face of danger, with the dying round us in their agony, to weigh

motives iin^ly, and discriminate between the ignorant and vicious.

All those agp-inst us are against us ; to none of average intellect is

the-way to knowledge closed, and they dare not plead ignorance. Ther**

aipe men who hearing will not hear, and seeing will not see ; are we
asked for " mercy " to these men ] It is not our business to go out of

our way to attack them ; but if they place themselves in our path they

must know what they are to look for.

Upon our side it is not the mere opinions of men that rule, but the

irrefutable facts of nature. Each of us in his place fulfilling these

laws in fighting for the progress of mankind, if on any plea he falter

or swerve aside he is a traitor to humanity and false to himself. He
must go forward, and that against all resistance and over all obstacles

;

not least over thd "convictions," real or feigned, of the apostles of

plunder and legalised rapine. S.

" Oh, the happy time, my brethren," says the corner preacher, with
upturned eye-balls and clasped hands, " when we shall all meet up
above "—this last in a deep bass. But don't get into the same 'bus or

compartment of railway carriage down here below if you happen to be

dressed in working garb. Defer the meeting until you get "up above."

It's first, second, and third class down here, as the case of Hunt v.

Glover has recently shown. It's quite enough for third class to have
the pleasure of working to keep first and second, without disturbing the

equanimity of Christians like the two " gentlemen " witnesses for the

'bus conductor by rubbing up against them. Wait till we all meet up
above, dear brethren, and twang the eternal harp ; but keep your
distance down here, or w^e'll call the guard.

" It is not too much to say that if the poor would eat horse or

donkey enormous social dangers that now seem inevitable would dis-

appear." Thus writes the Standard, in commenting upon the "great

and happy news " to the persons who belong to the class to whom the

matter is so vitally interesting, viz., that cat's meat is being foisted

upon the poor at the price of butcher's meat. Thus at one side we
have a school of vegetarians, whose hopes of saving society are based

upon the hope of persuading working folk to subsist on horse beans
and the outside leaves of cabbages ; and on the other we find the organ
that represents the class who guzzle and gorge what their hands never

earned, advising us to make our insides receptacles for diseased jack-

asses, in order that their wine-bibbing and feasting shall continue un
disturbed. F. K.

FEUDAL ENGLAND.
(Concluded from p. 282.)

The complete feudalism of the fourteenth century fell, as systems

always fall, by its own corruption, by development of the seeds of

change, some which indeed had lain asleep during centuries, to wake
up into activity long after the events which had created them were

forgotten.

The feudal system was naturally one of open war ; and the alliances,

marriages, and other dealings family with family, made by the

kings and potentates, were always leading them into war by giving

them legal claims, or at least claims that could be legally pleaded,

to the domains of other lords, who took advantage of their being on

the spot, of their strength in men or money, or their popularity with

tlie baronage, to give immediate effect to their claims. Such a w^ar was

that by which Edward I. drew on England the enmity of the Scotch
;

and such again was the great war which Edward III. entered into

wit^ France. You must not suppose that there was anything in this

war of a national, far less of a race character. The last series of wars

before this time I am now speaking of in which x'ace feeling counted

for much was the Crusades. This French war, I say, was neither

national, racial, or tribal ; it was the private business of a lord of the

manor claiming what he considered his legal rights of another lord

who had, as he thought, usurped them ; and this claim his loy^il

feudatories were bound to take up for him ; loyalty to a feudal superior,

net patriotism to a country, was the -virtue which Edward III.'s

soldiers had to offer if tbey had any call to be virtuous in that respect.

This war once started was hard to drop, partly because of the success

that Edward had, falling as he did on France with the force of a

country so much more homogeneous than it ; and no doubt it waa a

war very disastrous to both countries, and so may be reckoned as

amongst the causes which broke up the feudal system. But the real

c«Bfi«« lay mtidi deeper tiian that. The system was not capable of

exf«w»sk)n in production ; it ^«s, in fact, as long as its integrity re-

mained untouched, an army fed by slaves, who conid not be properly

aaad closely exploited ; its free men proper might do something efee in

tbeir leisure, and so pToduce art and literature, but thdr true businesa

a&'iBeBibers of a conquering tribe, their concerted business, was to

fight. H^ere was, indeed, a fringe of people between the serf and the

free noble who produced the matters of handicraft which were needed

for the latter, but deliberately, and as we should now think, waste-

fidly; amd a» these craffesmcn and traders began to grow into import-

a»ce-a«d'%e]WBBii themselves, as "they ccraM not help doing, into the

fe«dal hierawjhy, as they acquired status, so the sickness of the feudal

system increased on it, and the shadow of the coming commercialism

fell upon it. That any set of people who could claim to be other than;

the property of free men should not have definite rights differentiated

sharply from those of other groups, was an idea that did not occur to

the Middle Ages; therefore, as soon as men came into existence that

were not serfe and were not nobles, they had to struggle for status 1^
org^sijttg themselves into associations that should come to be acknow-

ledged members of the great feudal hierarchy ; for indefinite and nega-

tive freedom was not allowed to any person in those days ; if you had

not status you did not exist except as an outlaw. This is, briefly

speaking, the motive power of necessity that lay behind the struggle

of the town corporations and craft gilds to be free, a struggle which,

though it was to result in the breaking up of the mediaeval hierarchy,,

began by an appearance of strengthening it by adding to its members,

increasing its power of production, and so making it more stable.

About this struggle, and the kind of life which accompanied it, I may
have to write another time, and so will not say more about it here.

Except this, that it was much furthered by the change that gradually

took place between the landlords and the class on whom all society

rested, the serfs. These at first were men who had no more rights

than chattel-slaves had, except that mostly, as part of the stock of the

manor, they could not be sold off it ; they had to do all the work of

the manor, and to earn their own livelihood Off it as they best could.

Biyfc as the power of production increased, owing to better methods of

working, and as the country got to be more settled, their task-work

became easier of performance and their own land more productive to-

them ; and that tendency to the definition and difierentiation of rights,«

moreover, was at work for their benefit, and the custom of the manor

defined what their services were, and they began to acquire rights.

From that time they ceased to be pure serfs, and began to tend to-

wards becoming tenants, at first paying purely and simply service for

their holdings, but gradually commuting that service for fines and

money payment—for rent, in short.

Towards the close of the fourteenth century, after the country had

been depopulated by the Black Death, and impoverished by the long

war, the feudal lords of these copyholders and tenants began to regret

the slackness with which their predecessors had exploited their property

^

the serfs, and to consider that under the new commercial light which

had begun to dawn upon them they could do it much better if they only

had their property a little more in hand ; but it was too late, for their

property had acquired rights, and therewithal had got strange visions

into their heads of a time much better than that in which they lived,

when even those rights should be supplanted by a condition of things

in which the assertion of rights for any one set of men should no

longer be needed, since all men should be free to enjoy the fruits of

their own labour. Of that came the great episode of the Peasants'

War, led by men like Wat Tyler, Jack Straw, and John Ball, who

indeed, with those they led, suffered for daring to be before their

time, for the revolt was put down with cruelty worthy of an Irish

landlord or a sweating capitalist of the present day ; but, nevertheless,

serfdom came to an end in England, if not because of the revolt, yet

because of the events that made it, and thereby a death-wound was

inflicted on the feudal system. From that time onward the country,

passing through the various troubles of a new French war of Henry Yth's

time, and the War of the Roses, did not heed these faction fights

much. The workmen grew in prosperity, but also they began to rise

into a new class, and form a class underneath the old working men^ .

and to lay the foundations of capitalistic production. England got

carried into the rising current of commercialism, and the rich men and

landlords to turn their attention to the production of profit instead of

the production of livelihood ; the gildless journeyman and the landless

labourer slowly came into existence; the landlord got rid of his

tenants all he could, turned tillage into pasture, and sweated the

pastures to death in his eagerness for wool, which for him meant

money and the breeding of money ; till at last the place of the serf,

w;hich had stood empty, as it were, during a certain transition period,

during which the non-capitalistic production was expanding up to its

utmost limit, was filled by the proletarian working for the service of a

master in a new fashion, a fa^on which exploited and (woe worth

the while !) exploits him very much nwre completely than the customs

of the manor of tfee fe^al period. I hope to be able hereafter to go

into the question of the life and production of the workman of the-

earlier period. At preseat I will inake an end by saying that the

feudal serf worked hard, and lived poorly, and produced a rough liveli-

hood for his master ; whereas the modWn workman, working harder

still, and living little if any better than the serf, produces for his

mast^ a state of luxury of which the o^ lord ol the manor never

dreamed. The workman's powers of production are multiplied a^

thousandfold ; his own liv^ikood Femaizis pretty much wiiOT© it

w-ag. The balaaoe goes to his master und tbe cro^ of useless, draggle-

tailed knaves and fools who pand«r to Ms idiotic rfiam desires, ssx.^

who, under the pretentious title of the iaubellectiBal part of the middle-

classes, have in their turn taken the place of the mediaeval jester.

Truly, if the P<»itivist motto, "IIto for otii^s," be tak«» in stark

literalitjj the modeeaoL workman shoakl be a good and wise 020%

since he has no chance of living for hiinseMl And y»k, I wish }»
were wiser stfil; wise eaon^ to make an ead of the preacking of

"live o« others,*' wMch is the motto set forth by cottwercialiraa ta

her feivoured chiLirei^

Yet in oae thing.themfld^rn piwietariaa has an advantage ovec tli»

mediaval serl» and that adirantage is a world in itself. Many a
century lay between the serf and successful revolt, aad thois^ h©

tried it many a time and never lost heart, yet the coming change
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which his martyrdom helped on was not to be for him yet, but for the

uew masters of his successors. With us it is different. A few years

of wearisome struggle against apathy and ignorance ; a year or two
of growing hope—and then who knows ? Perhaps a few months, or

perhaps a few days of the open struggle with brute force, with the

mask off its face, and the sword in its hand, and then we are over the

bar. Who knows, I say ? Yet this we know, that ahead of us, with

nothing betwixt except such incidents as are necessary to its develop-

ment, lies the inevitable social revolution, whicli will bring about the

-end of mastery and the triumph of fellowship.

William Morris.

ARTIST AND ARTISAN.
AS A WORKMAN SEES IT.

To be a labourer, and to earn by dint of bodily or mental exertion that

subsistence which predominating capitalism at present condemns the

worker to receive, is considered by our snobbish plutocratic society of

to-day to be something very contemptible and vulgar. But, on the

other hand, the man who is an artist—that is to say, the man who
obtains very often a very comfortable living by deft skill of hand and
grandeur of conception, is looked upon by the idlers of society as an
extraordinary being, and received everywhere with adulation and
respect. This opinion unfortunately is shared by many working men.
They look up to the artist with something more than the veneration which
is due to them as individuals who certainly do a good deal towards
making life more beautiful and happy. In short, while tlie artisan is

despised as an unthinking drudge— as one of the common toiling

millions—the artist is regarded as a darling of society and a great man.
Let us devote a short time in endeavouring to discover who is the

most necessary, the most useful and essential to the well-being of

society. We will assume to elucidate this point, a man placed upon an
uninhabited island, totally devoid of both the necessaries and luxuries

of life. Suppose such a man approached by a person who offers upon
the one hand a number of priceless artistic treasures : statues by
Canova, Michael Angelo; paintings by Rembrandt, Rubens, and
Vandyck ; or poems by Byron and Shelley, and on the other hand offers

a loaf of bread, a homely garment, a spade, etc., some of the simple
products of the toil of the ordinary artisan, and see which he will

•choose. A man sg circumstanced would at once turn to the latter.

Why so? Because they are the primary necessities of existence, and
without them he cannot live. It will at once be seen, therefore, that
the artisan is of much more service to the community in which he
dwells, inasmuch as he provides the necessities of life; whereas the
artist is simply of secondary importance, he simply producing articles

of luxury.

Without labour men could not live. Without art life would be
possible, although I confess that life without any of that pleasure and
delight which is caused by artistic effort would be very unpleasant, and
in fact almost unbearable. The artisan makes life possible ; the artist

makes it enjoyable. Hence I contend on these grounds that the
artisan should be regarded with the same amount of honour as the
artist; for while the artisan makes things, the artist beautifies them.
Both being equally useful to society both should be socially equal.

Until this conclusion is arrived at, and as long as men will despise the
labourer and the products of his labour, meanwhile worshipping the
artist and art, the achievoment of a state of social equality—that great
object which all Socialists are endeavouring to obtain will remain
unaccomplished. Jm Allman.

AS AN ARTIST SEES IT.

I have nothing to object to in our comrade's remarks, but a word or
two may be pardoned in explanation of the fact that an artist is looked
upon as a gentleman (a sort of one), and sometimes receives a certain
portion of the respect accorded to that class, which, however, is dealt
out so much more liberally to the mere money-maker in other trades

;

to the landowner, manufacturer, contractor, stockjobber, or what not

;

in short, it is dealt out to members of the proprietary class exactly in
proportion to the obviousness of their living, by owning wealth and
not creating it. In other words the less pretence they make to be
more than mere thieves^ the more they are honoured.

However, let that pass, as it must be admitted that the artists when
they gain the point at which they receive any recognition from the
public at all, do as hangers-on share in the plunder won by the class
to which, if our workmen friends kn«w it, they are admitted somewhat
grudgingly. Now, it must be admitted by all thoughtful people that
the conventional flattery of the intellect, which is conventionally sup-
posed as a separate and specially worshipful quality, to be the main-
spring of the artist's capacity, is both stupid and harmful. But, like
all the rest of our conventionalities, it is founded on history ; it is a
birth of the individualist commercial system which we are at work
combatting to-day, with good hope of seeing it disappear. It is that
system which has, divided the old craftsman into two, artist and
artisan. For, before the rise of capitalism in the sixteenth century,
the artisan did not differ in kind from the artist ; all craftsmen who
made anything were artists of some kind, they only differed in degree,
^nd only a few of those who had very special gifts of hand and brain
have so much as left their names behind them. No one knows, e.g.,
the name of the man who designed Westminster Abboy, although it

rose up amongst the King's Court, and doubtless was talkod ab^Ut
enough in its time ; and meantime every joiner or mason or blacksmitii

was doing his share of work towards the pleasure which our comrade
feels is necessary to the life of man, and never dreaming of receiving
any special reward for the beauty or invention in his work ; although
doubtless he did receive th« unconventional and genuine praise a»d
Uianksof his neighbours for it, just as he gave it to his neighfeoWr
craftsmen. With the growth of the historic sense which is a gahi of
the present century, with the knowledge of the continuity of history
which we have now learned, we have come to a conscious knowledge
that the intellect of man works co-operatively and collectively ; but
although the workmen of the Middle Ages were not conscious of this

fact, they were happier than we are in this respect, that they practised

that co-operation in their production of beauty; whereas we, as long
as we are under the domination of the profit-grinders, cannot do so

;

and the result follows which I have so often spoken of, that art is a
skinny drowsy skeleton amidst the stir and enormous riches of modern
civilisation ; and that too in an age, which as I have just said, has
discovered that it was the collective people, and not a few miraculous

individuals who have produced all worthy, that is all genuine, art in

the past. I say when art is hopeful and progressive there is plenty of

it for every one, and every one is in some sense an artist, and those

who produce beauty are not demi-gods but men, and all can understand
them ; it is only when beauty produced by man becomes rare that we
take to deifying its producers. There is little that is mysterious about
the plagiarists and compilers of the Augustan age of Rome ; the

authors of that mass of platitudinous rubbish, that fresh flowing well-

spring of stupidity, are well known and amply ticketted. But modern
research has made Homer a dim and doubtful shadow to us, while it

has added clearness to our vision of the life of the people of that time,

who were the real authors of the Homeric poems. Beowulf, the first

and the best poem of the English race, which they bore hither across

the seas with them, has no author but the people. No other authors
has the splendid literature of our Scandinavian kinsmen, the best

tale-tellers the world has seen, through whom we can to-day live with
the people of Northern Europe in the tenth century, and know them,
not as puppets of chivalry romance, but good fellows such as our
living friends are to-day. Again, along with William Cobbett, con-

trast the dungeon-like propriety of St. Paul's, the work of a " famotis
"

architect, with the free imagination and delicate beauty of the people-

built Gothic churches, that were taised by masons who had no arehi-

tect over them, and who did their work for the reward of a free life,

and needed no fame as an extra; and then consider how the people
build. In short, our comrade will understand me when I say that

what we want is to extinguish not the artist, but the mere artisan, by
destroying the flattery-craving flunkey in the one, and the bttttal tail-

worn slave in the other, so that they inay both be men ; in which ease

they must be artists in one way or other, that is, they must take an
interest in life.

Meanwhile, I cannot see that any extra reward should be given to

a man for following an " intellectual " calling. If he does his work
in it well, it is more pleasurable to him than a " non-intellectual" one,

and why should he be paid twice over ? If he does it ill, let him be
pulled out of it in the gentlest way possible, and learn to do what he
can do. A poet doesn't need paying for his poetry (he is not paid
much now), because he will write better poetry and not worse if he
has an ordinary occupation to follow. As for the other mere artists, a
painter for instance, I admit that he will probably have to stick to his

painting if he has to do it well ; but then he should be paid not for

the " intellectual '^ part of his work, but for the workman's part of it

;

finishing up everything properly, doing everything as well as it can be
done in all respects. This will take something out of him. But the
exercise of his "intellect" will take nothing; it is mere play.

The long and short of it is this, a decent life, a share in the common
life of all is the only " reward " that any man can honestly take for

his work, whatever it is ; if he asks for more, that means that he in-

tends to play the master over somebody. When the workers have
made up their minds to be free, he won't get that, so he may make
himself easy, and get amusement out of his work as he can, if he is a
" superior person." Well, I end as our comrade, with the word
"equality," which will one day become a real thing and no mere word,
and so cure all our troubles. William Mohris.

The following advertisement appeared in a London daily this week.:

J^NGINEERS' Tool Makers (thoroughly first-class experienced) wanted ; only
those need apply who can bring satisfactory references from former employ-

ment, where they have worked for a number of years as tool-makers ; all such
references will be most strictly inquired into before any man is started. All
applicants must be sober, good timekeepers, thoroughly respectable, and able to

work any kind of lathe or machme usually found in an engineeer's factory ; their
work will have to stand the test of quantity as well as quality ; a week will not
be allowed for an hour's job. Handy-men, engine-drivers, very old or very young
men, don't apply ; the Company, desiring to engage only the very best of men,
will in return pay the very best of wages. Apply between 9 and 12 to the
Managing Director, etc.

We refrain from giving the firm to which the pure-souled perfect appli-

cants must address themselves ; there must already have been such a
crowd anxious to enrol themselves under such a brilliant baainer !

But we should like to learn what " the very best of wages " are that

the Admirable Crichtons earn ; what hours they have to work ; and
how they like it ] After all, is nc^ this nauseous n^bish cmly an
adroit pufF for " the Company " itsdil—Si
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*HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW ! FIRST, FEW MEN
HKED IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON 1

"

Oommunications invited on Social Questions, They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Rd., E.G., and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-
tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

^
the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS, only returned if a stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.
Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s,

»ix months, 3s.; three months. Is, 6d,
Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-

ringdon Road, E. G, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
M. A. M. (Sheffield).—Is. 6d.

A. T., N. W.—We shall be very glad indeed to receive such correspondence as
you mention.

A. K. D. and J. T. D.—Please arrange that duplicate reports be not sent.
Several eloquent friends are asked to read and remember the appeal at the head

of Report column. Every week the compressive power of the editorial pen
has to be more stringently exercised, as the pressure grows upon our space.

Teriodicals received

England
Justice
Norwich—Daylight
Labour Tribune
Railway Review
Freedom
Church Reformer
To-Day
Christian Socialist

Jus
India

Bankipore—Behar Herald
United States

New York—Der Sozialist
Truthseeker
Leader
Volkszeitwng
Freiheit-

Chicago (111.)—Labor Enquirer
Vorbote

during the week ending Wednesday September

Vtoston—Woman's Journal
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
St, Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole
Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West
Detroit (Mich.)—The Advance
Albina (Oreg.)—WeeklyCourier
New Haven (Conn.)H-Work-

men's Advocate
San Francisco (Cal) The People
Valley Falls (Kan.)—Lucifer

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Revolte

Guise—Le Devoir
Belgium

Liege—L 'Avenir
Ghent—Vooruit

Holland
Amsterdam—Voorwaarts

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Marsala—La Nuova Eta
Rome—L 'Emancipazione

Spain
El Productor
Cadiz—El Socialismo

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Brunn—Volksfreund

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

Norway
Kristiania—Social-Democraten

"IS THE MINERS' UNION A FAILURE?"
Under this heading, in the Daily Telegraph of September 2nd, an ex-

traordinary composition appears, bearing the signatures of six persons,

presumably miners, resident in Barnslej, Yorkshire. The document
opens with the statement that the views expressed by its signatories are

shared by " tens of thousands " of persons employed on the Yorkshire
coal-fields. If this be so, the miners of Yorkshire are marvellously

dense and shortsighted.

The first paragraph of this remarkable and unique production is

devoted to an exposition of the terribly hard life led by the miners

;

the perilous nature of their work, and the miserable fate that awaits

them should any of them by chance live beyond the average miner's

life. This is followed up by a wail over the almost insolvent state of

the various pit-clubs, and a charge against the leaders of the Union
of being responsible for the present condition of the miners. These
are charged with having " ruinously invested the Union's funds," of

counselling " impotent and useless strikes," *' plunging madly into

politics," and of sending a man to Parliament (Benjamin Pickard)
" who would have been better at home."

However, all these evils are to be put an end to by the formation of
" a Union which shall avoid strikes, secure a fair wage by amicable

means, give confidence to capital, bring about good relations between
themselves (the miners) and their employers, and establish a scheme
in concert with employers by which they shall be provided for in sick-

ness and old age, especially the latter." This proposition is worthy
the peaceful mind of Mr. Auberon Herbert.

It is scarcely credible that a body of men who have engaged in so

many hard-fought battles against capitalism have not yet discovered

that it and they are enemies, and that their reconcilement is impossible.

The recent strikes in Northumberland and Lanarkshire, and the almost

never-ending struggle of the Cradley Heath chainmakers, are con-

vincing proof enough, one would think, of the impossibility of securing

even a fair wage by amicable means. The truth is Capital and Labour
must war with each other until the former has ceased to be a mono-
poly. The craven-hearted, cap-in-hand-to-master policy will secure the

workers nothing, except the prolongation of their slavery. Giving
confidence to capital m^ns securing its holders the power to fear-

lessly tax labour. The idea of intelligent men ** earnestly appealing

to coal-owners and colliery proprietors " to form a small committee for

the purpose of doing this, and assuring them that " happy results

"

will ensue, and that they " will have done a service in the promotion
of social peace and goodwill," of "the reconciliation of Labour and
Capital, and the happiness and comfort of their workpeople, that will
ever be most gratefully remembered "

!

Oh! what snivelling imbecility ! If the "Miners' Union" consists

of men who think in this way, no wonder if it is a " miserable
failure." But, after all, the whole thing may be only a dodge on the
part of our old friend the capitalist, who, having managed to cajole a
few simple men into signing their names to an artfully prepared doca-
ment, has foisted it upon the public as the opinion of the heretofore
sturdy miners of Yorkshire.

It is hard indeed to believe that they have thrown up the sponge,
have become faint-hearted because of the failure of a few isolated

strikes, and have become traitors to the cause of Labour and arrayed
themselves on the side of its enemy.
From what we know of them we prefer to believe that they are at

the present time engaged in uniting their scattered forces into one
great Labour Federation, and that they recognise this to be the
necessary preliminary to their complete emancipation from the bondage
of capitalism.

Although the capitalist, being the owner of the means of sub-
sistence, can starve the workers into submission, thereby foredoom-
ing almost every sectional and isolated strike to failure, the revolts

against monopoly have taught the workers that their salvation de-

pends on their general combination. If, instead of 600,000 loosely

organised trades' unionists, the whole industrial army, or even nine-

tenths of it, was welded together into one compact body, it could at will

completely paralyse the power of the whole capitalist system. There
would be no need for the workers to wave the flag of truce, to sue for

peace, as they are being advised to do by the authors of the manifesto
we are criticising ; that miserable rag would soon be hoisted from their

enemies' camp.
Then let him who loves liberty labour for this glorious consummation

with fearless heart, and in the near future he will stand, not a slave,

but lord of himself—a free man. H. A. Barker.

THE CURSE OF CIVILISATION.

It is or w^as a favourite practice of the historical school of Buckle,

Spencer, etc., to dwell upon the fact that the attention and speculation

of primitive man is more occupied with exceptional than with ordinary

phenomena—with comets, meteors and eclipses, rather than with the

facts and sequences of everyday Nature. Many a generation has passed

since this has ceased to apply to progressive man. He is now perfectly

alive to the saliency of the common phenomena and operations of J^ature

(in its narrow^er sense) and to the comparative unimportance of those

exceptional events which so much excited the terror and wonder of his

remote ancestor. But in spite of this change of mental attitude as

regards inorganic nature, there is one department of phenomena, that

of social life and history, in which the old attitude is unconsciously

maintained. It seems to have entirely escaped the notice of students

that the current view of history—strange to say, even of modern social

life—when we reflect upon it and formulate our reflections, is based

mainly on the exceptions of life—battles, murder and pestilence—and
that the rule—the everyday routine—is, for tlie most part, left entirely

out of the account. This, conjoined with the still widespread assump-

tion of the eighteenth-century fallacy that progress is in a straight line,

has led to the conviction in most, even candid minds, amounting to

the strength of an axiom, that the advance of civilisation has augmented
the sum of human happiness, that life under earlier conditions must
have been intolerable, and hence that the Socialist contention that the

modern world is not only not the best possible, but not the best up to

date, is merely a whimsical paradox.

In discussing this subject, two or three points have to be considered.

Firstly, we must distinguish between what I may term the dynamic
and the static estimation of history. In the first any particular his-

torical period is regarded as part of the general evolution of history, as

a moment merely of that evolution ; it is viewed solely in its relation

to what preceded and what followed it. In the second a period is re-

garded abstractly, in itself and not as the element of a whole ; it is

treated as an independent whole and compared with other periods also

regarded as independent wholes. It is also to be borne in mind that,

the individual being the product of his period and its conditions,

it is no answer to the comparative merits of one period over another to

point out the impossibility or evil results of suddenly transplanting aa
individual l)rought up under the first set of conditions into the second.

On the dynamic view mentioned the proposition, " whatever i^ is

best," has a certain truth. Every historical period has its meaning or

significance for historical progress, considered dynamically, however

meaningless considered in itself ; the stage following would have been

impossible without it. Thus, speaking broadly, without the decay and
dissolution of tribal society and its issue in civilised individuaUsm, a

higher universal communism would have been impossible. More nar-

rowly, without the particular development of civilisation as repre-

sented by nineteenth century capitalism with its " great industry," the

higher, more universal, more complex communism, which is the ideal

of the modern Socialist, would have been inconceivable. Even for

the Socialist, therefore, civilisation in its worst forms is good. The
progress from tribal society to civilisation is thus a progress indeed;

every step is a triumph and brings us nearer to the realisation of

human hopes. In this sense the Socialist is at one with the Whig
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historian. But here be joins issue with him. No sooner does he change

his standpoint and consider history statically, than he finds that every

step toward modern civilisation is a step for the worse. Considered

by itself, every historical advance has meant a positive loss to human
happiness in the essentials of life, immeasurably outweighing any

positive gain in the details. The Socialist is bound, therefore^ when
viewing civilisation statically, to pronounce it unreservedly an Unmiti-

gated evil.

The ordinary historian, who considers only the exceptional incidents

of life and ignores its essential aspects, finds everywhere signs of pro-

gress as he understands it—that is, signs that the present is better than

the past. In the Middle Ages he finds a state of society in which

life was relatively insecure from violence, when flagrant acts of cruelty

and injustice were often perpetrated, where terrible plagues every now
and then devastated considerable areas of population, where open war
was a common occurrence. This in the first place. In the second, he

finds a complete absence not only of all the modern comforts and
luxuries of life, but of many things he is accustomed to regard as

necessaries. He finds locomotion difficult and dangerous, and all

means of communication of the most rudimentary description. In

modern life, of course, he finds exactly the reverse of all this. The
positive evils mentioned are reduced to a minimum or removed alto-

gether. Life has become a mass of little wants with the means of

satisfying them ready to hand for those who can purchase them. More
excitement is required, and can be had for money ; tours round the

world replace journeys into the next county.

I think I cannot be accused of having stated the case unfairly for

modern civilisation ; but after all, what does the difference amount to ?

In the view of many persons, the mediaeval famine, pestilence, war, and
host of other evils, are conceived as opcurring all in the same place in the

same week. Were this popular view of mediaeval society correct, it is

manifest that no flesh could have survived. But as a matter of fact

" flesh " did survive ; and so far as can be gathered, the average length

of human life was not inferior then to what it is now, but rather the

reverse. For if, as is sometimes contended, great age is more f»'equently

reached now than then, this is more than counterbalanced by the fact,

confirmed by all accounts, that premature death (properly so called)

from organic disease was of comparatively rare occurrence. Now,
although a fringe of well-to-do people may attain a greater average age

than a corresponding set of people in the Middle Ages, in the nine-

teenth century whole sections of our ever-increasing town population

are doomed by the conditions of their life to a premature grave. The
difference is this, as I take it : the well-to-do middle and upper classes

have the chance of an average year or two's longer life than the wealthy
classes of former ages, but the mass of the population, although relieved

of fear of famine, sword, and, to a great extent, even of decimating
epidemics and other sensational incursions of the grizzly skeleton on
their front, are relieved only to find him stolidly clinging on at the

rear, in the shape of anxiety for daily bread, overwork, bad and
insufficient food, squalor, insanitary housing, etc. The ordinary his-

torian sees the exceptional and horrific evils of sword, violence, and
famine incidental to the life of past ages ; he passes over the common-
place evils essential to modern life. Yet under the one set of conditions

early death is certain ; under the other at most only probable.

Now let us compare two cases—the ancient and the modern—in which
the result is the same, and note the difference between them otherwise.

Say the modern town artisan dies at forty • the mediaeval guildsman
is killed at forty. But the modern town artisan has been qualifying

for death from infancy, every step in his life has been dogged by that

death—literally, in the midst of life he has been in death. If actual

disease be not upon him, potential disease is, in the form of low bodily

condition, rendering him absolutely incapable of any enjoyment
other than "boozing." His tendencies, inherited and acquired, all

converge to the one end. He is throughout life decaying. Now take
the mediaeval guildsman. What is his life'? He also works at his

trade, but under what conditions ? With plenty of air, food, leisure,

work in which he takes an interest and a pride, and in healthy emula-
tion with companions similarly circumstanced to himself. His life is

a healthy and a happy one. Suddenly news comes that a hostile lord

is advancing upon the town with his retainers, and that all must arm
in its defence. The excitement is a not altogether unwelcome interrup-

tion to the peaceful daily life of burghers possessed of nerves begotten
of generations of life under healthy conditions. With much merry
chaff the citizens sally forth and the walls are manned. Our forty-

year-old workman takes his place. The fight begins ; bolts, arrows,
and javelins fly. In the thick of it all our burgher is struck and falls

moaning; he is carried home, and after a few hours of pain, dies.

Now here you have your choice : death by the exceptional thunderbolt
of mediaeval society ; death by the undying worm of modern civilisa-

tion. Which do you prefer 1 In the one case you have unsettled
conditions, life and property insecure—in short, all the bogies of the
Whig historian ; in the other you have settled conditions, law and
order reigning over the whole land, and all the blessings of civilisation.

I think few can honestly hesitate with regard to the answer they give.

E. Belfort Bax.
{To be concluded).

A False Alarm (the spirit of capitalism exemplified).—Mrs. Iklestein

:

"Run mit der doctor, kervick,- Solomon ; de paby ish swallowt a silver
toUar !» Mr. I. :

" Vos it dot von I lefd on der table?" Mrs. I. : "Yes,
dot vos it ; hurry der doctor ! " Mr. I. :

" Don'd get excited, Kajel ; it vas
gounderfeit."

—

Denver Labour Enquirer.

A GREETING IN HEAVEN.
On the Death of the Daughter of Jordan when Separated from

HER Father by his Imprisonment.

(5y Ferdinand Freiligrath. Translated by J. L Joynes.)

Heavenward flew the spirit of a maiden,
Gently wafted on the wings of fate.

Still a child, nor sin, nor sorrow-laden

—

Entered shyly through the golden gate

—

'

"Lo, see there ! Who comes ? The patriot's daughter !'*

Up rose all the noble German dead :

Countless glorious faces turned and sought her,

Countless lips their gracious greeting said.

Came that freedom-loving soul sedately,

Seume, bay-crowned with poetic fame
;

Schiller came with words of welcome stately
;

Hutten, Schubart—all to greet her came :

Looked on her with half-concealed compassion ;

Welcomed her with words of tender grace
;

Earnest gazed in silent questioning fashion

On the smile that lit her tearful face.

Downward then she bent her eyelids trembling,
Trembling stood, till sudden, ere she wist.

Tears of anguish, spite of all dissembling.

Filled the eyes her father—had not kissed.

Seum^ clenched his hand with stern decision ;

Schubart's soul with fierce regrets was torn ;

"What is freedom but a dreamer's vision ?"

Muttered Schiller full of bitter scorn.

Then spake Seume, "Maiden, calm thy passion ;

Death, thou knowest it, can make him free :

Let them rivets, let them fetters fashion

—

Free with free men shall thy father be.

" Free with us, a guest but not a stranger.

One more martyr for our fatherland.

Yea, a beacon light that those in danger
Hail with eager heart and lifted hand.

" Proudly shall he rest who well hath striven.

When death cometh. Pray that he may die.

Nay, my child, no rest but death is given
Those brave souls who stris'e with tyranny.

"Him to dungeons, me to a far EJom,
Hunted erst the self-same tyrant crew.

Heard'st thou not how, seeking only freedom^
_ Seum^ once to foreign shores withdrew ? . _^ .

" Pray thou therefore that his life's sad story

'Neath the grass-grown grave at last may cease.

His shall be the martyr's meed of glory

—

'

Jordan's daughter, pray and be at peace."

LITERARY NOTICES.
Our Corner this month "blossoms like the rose" in a new cover, designed

by *our facile friend Walter Crane, from whose pencil seems to flow an
inexhaustible stream of beauty. The dainty surroundings of the comfort-
able window-seat, with its interested reader and her drowsy cat, should in
itself make a powerful agent in arousing discontent. We of the unlucky
class can hope for no such comfort, while the "lucky" few are so saturated
with their over-wealth that they cannot apprise it at its worth. So much
for the cover ; its contents are of the usual excellence. Bernard Shaw is at
home "Concerning Interest," and makes that unattractive subject sparkle
passing well. He deserves to become the great economic authority ; every-
thing he writes is at least readable and clear, which is not the strong point
of his elder brethren. Mrs. Besant has an effective and useful article on the
"Unemployed." "Hylo-idealism" and "The Bible and Sexual morals "are-
treated "just in the same old way."

* State Interference in the Vaccination Controversy,' J. H. Levy. (Allen,
Ave Maria Lane, 3d. a dozen). With the medical side of the question we
have nothing to do in these columns, and happily, or unhappilj, the writer
of this brochure has little more. The whole key-note of his lucubration is
" State interference with parental authorityT Of course, a good deal of talk

about " individual liberty " comes in, but " parental authority " is the great
thing that must not be touched. It is rather strange that men who talk so

loudly and so much of individual liberty should still have such .unquestion-
ing reverence for the old superstition of "parental rights." Why two chance
people should possess " rights " over the person of a citizen, even during
nonage, which the community does not possess, is puzzling to anyone who
tries to be logical.

' The Moral Basis of Socialism,' by Karl Pearson (Eeeves, 2d.), is at once
eminently readable, and the product of deep, careful thought. Very fully
and closely it examines the feelings and forces that mould men's actions

;

discriminating with great clearness the an^i-social from the merely UTi-social

;

, and showing forcibly that the true social spirit is that which would give
ofl'enders against the community, those acting against its welfare, " a short
shrift and the nearest lamp-post." " * You must either be working for the
community or leave it,' is the ultimatum of the Socialistic moral code to
each and to all. No amount of conscience-money spent on the most * philan-
thropic object ' can atone for individual idleness. The progress and welfare
of society demand for common use not only the stored labour of the past,

but the labour-power of each existing individual."
* Stories for the People,' by W. Thompson (Dicks, 313 Strand, 6d.). These

well-constructed and truthful studies of the social condition of the people
of to-day are now reprinted, " complete with portrait," from the columns of
Reynolds, where they have already attracted wide attention. Clear insight
and deep feeling are proved on every page, and we cannot doubt of the great
success which will attend this issue. S,
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THE LABOUR STRUGaLE.
BKITAIN.

The Socialists of Glasgow are busy organising the quay-labourers there
(whose successful strike we chronicled last week) into a trade union.

A resolution was passed in favour of the eight hours' movement at Moun-
tain Ash, Wales, last week.
^

« The Limerick Dock Labourers' Strike.—The strike of the dock
labourers against the two steam shipping companies still continues, and
small hope is entertained of a settlement being arrived at.

Strike of Women.—Two or three hundred women at Cockhedge Mills,

Warrington, struck on Monday morning in consequence of an overlooker
having been discharged. The women excitedly patrolled the streets during
the day.

The miners at Elliot Colliery, New Tredegar, are on strike against en-

croachments. The men have shown great forbearance and tried all peaceful

means to settle the dispute, but to no purpose. The employers seem deter-

mined to reach starvation point.

Nottingham.—The strike of engineers in the firm of Manlove and Elliott's,

which has lasted for months, has practically collapsed. The staff has been
filled with " knobsticks," and most of the old hands have taken employment
elsewhere. A handful are still on the funds of the society.

Master Engineers.—A private meeting of master engineers was held at

the George Hotel, Nottingham, last week. Delegates from Bolton attended.

They were endeavouring to make arrangements for the general lock-out

that they are trying to organise to squash the strike. No details of the

meeting have transpired.

The miners locked out at Netherend Colliery, Cradley, have issued an
appeal for support. They say their wages were already at starvation point
when their employers sought to effect a reduction. They rebelled against it,

and have been locked out since the beginning of July. Subscriptions will

be received by B. Winwood, miners' agent, Blackheath, Dudley.

Swansea.—An improved furnace has been built at Landore which turns
out more steel in a given time than the old one. The employers as usual

want to grab all the gain and make it a cause for a revision (which always
means, when employers use the w^ord, a reduction) of payments to men. A
strike is threatened, and it is to be hoped the Welshmen will be firm. The
Birmingham Steel Siiielters' Association is backing them up.

Cheap Labour.—An engineering firm in the Eist-end of London, who
manufacture machines for making beer barrels, are working 59 hours per
week, and are paying fitters, turners, and maehmers 24s. to 30s. per week,
being 4|d. and 6d. per hour respectively. This entirely demolishes the

bogey of the skilled artisans who exclaim " You Socialists want to reduce
all men to one dead level by paying labourers and mechanics equal wages."

On Thursday Sept. 1, a strike occurred in the Bolton cotton trade which
affects about 100 hands. The spinners employed at Messrs. Joshua Crook
and Son's mills, Blackburn Street, gave notice of their intention to leave

work in consequence of the wages earned being below the average. The
matter was not remedied, and the workpeople accordingly left, with the

sanction of their association.

In the Cleveland district the furnacemen engaged at the Skiningrove
Ironvvorks have struck work. The dispute has arisen through four gautry-

men having received unjust notice of dismissal. The men employed at the

works, including those discharged, are members of the Blast-Furnacemen's
Association, and because the firm would not re-instate the four gautry-men
they all left the works.

At the well-known ship-yard of Messrs. Armstrong, Mitchell, and Co., at

Elswick, a dispute has occurred between the company and their joiners. It

appears that it is usual for carpenters to place the heavy wood-work of ships

in position, and for joiners to finish it off. The latter complain that owing
to iron being now largely used in ship-building, they have less work than
formerly, and that carpenters are given joiners' work. As the company de-

clined to alter the existing arrangements, 200 joiners at once ceased work.

The Threatened Strike of Nailmakers. —A deputation representing

more than ten thousand wrought nailmakers waited upon the employers of

th-e South Staffordshire and Worcestershire districts on September 2, with a
view^ of obtaining a substantial advance in wages. The operatives have of

laie been subjected to great reductions in their wages, and are at the pre-

sent time in an impoverished state. Last Saturday the operatives at the

Ujgajority of the warehouses gave notice to their employers that they would
cease work on Saturday next unless an advance in wages be conceded. It is

believed many employers are in favour of conceding an advance.

TfiE Dockyard Eeductions.—An order reached Portsmoth Dockyard on
Monday morning for the discliarge of 450 hired workmen, but as tkis had
been daily expected it caused little surprise. A largely-attended meeting of

tradesmen, dockyard men, and others was held at Portsmouth on Wednesday
to consider what steps should be taken in connection with the dockyard
discharges. The meeting appointed a committee to arrange for a large mass
uaieeting, at which a relief fund will be opened, and steps taken to prevent if

possible any further discharges.

Gkieyances of London Postmen.—London and suburban postmen are

^agitating for an amelioration of their condition. Nineteen hundred of them
signed a petition which was presented on Monday by Mr. H. W. Lawson to

the Postmaster-General They suggest, among other thiftgs, that their duties

ohall be limited to twelve hours daily, that the maximum wages after

twelve years' service shall be forty shilliiiga, that stripes should be abolished,

-and that the wages of second-class postmen should be raised from sixteen to

eighteen shillings per week. They also ask an increase of the holidays
Allowed from twelve to eighteen days, and for certain changes in regard to

promotion, to the uniform provided, and ^o the rules of superannuation.

The late Midland Strike.—1,066 men have been refused re-engage-
ments. One servant who has been 47 years. slaving for the swindlers is left

on the streets. 140 men from a Midland station near Nottingham, who
have been refused work, have emigrated to Tasmania. The vindictive
directors have inserted a clause in the characters given to the men dis-

charged, calculated to prevent them obtaining re-engagemeats. One driver
has his notice of discharge solely on the ground of his being a Socialist aad
au agitator among the men. The men have not been able to obtain the
paper which is devoted to their interests, and it is suspected the Company
may have had a hand in stopping it.—A. K* D.

The Cradley Heath Chainmakers.—At a meeting of the chainmakers
last week Mr. Thomas Homer stated that unless there was a change in the
mode of carrying on trade it would, he was sorry to say, be necessary to
declare a general strike again, for there were a number of employers who
boasted they would never pay the increased prices. Referring to the pro-
ceedings instituted against him for intimidation, the speaker said he
regretted the magistrates thought it advisable to fine him, for by so doing
they had done him a great injustice. He was as innocent as a new-born
child, and several of the witnesses had committed gross perjury. Was it

reasonable that he, occupying the position he did, should instruct a man
before a number of other persons to fetch a mob ? He had many o^ra of
assistance, and be had decided to appeal against the decision at the Quarter
Sessions for the county of Stafford. Mr. Homer has received several sub-
scriptions on behalf of thcchainmakers who are unable to obtain employment
at the advanced rate of wages, amongst which was one for £20 from the
National Society of Tailors.

The belt-sewers of John Tullis and Company's leather works, John Street,

Bridgeton, Glasgow, struck work on Tuesday August 30, owing to an inti-

mation that 20 per cent, more labour was to be imposed on them, with no
corresponding advance of wages. The men objected, and the result was
five of the men were suspended. This brought the rest of the workers out

;

and their demand is now for 10 per cent, advance on present wages. The
workers of this firm (of which those at present on strike only form a de-

partment, numbering from ninety to a hundred men) are exceptionally low
paid, in fact the meanness of this firm is almost " proverbial." The wages
range from 12s. to 21s. per week, 21s. being the maximum, and is only
reached after ten or twelve years' service. The average wage for the trade
in Scotland is from 18s. to 26s., for England 28s. to 32s. The disparity of

their condition as compared with their fellow-workers in England is siart-

liiigly obvious, and is only another instance of the despicable rapacity of

capitalism. The tyrannical conditions under which they work compels them
not only to sell their labour, but also their souls. Anyone found conversing
with his neighbour while at work is summarily dealt with in the shape of a
fine, which generally amounts to a Is. The indulgence of the worker as

well as his labour is thus made to yield its quota of profit.

The Bolton Strike.—The 18th week of the strike in the Bolton en-

gineering trades began on Monday without any apparent prospect of settle-

ment. The employers have issued an ultimatum offering to refer dispute to

open arbitration on wages question only, details to be settled afterwards, and
reply to be received before September 14. This is the first offer of arbitra-

tion emanating directly from the employers, all previous suggestions having
come from the Mayor, generally accompanied by restrictive conditions. It

is anticipated that unless the men accede to this last proposal the masters'

association will adopt more stringent measures ; but they have not further
considered the arbitration proposals, and appear determined to staod out for

the full concession of 2s. Fifty of th<e county constabulary have left the

town, but 150 still remain. A further reduction is ordered. In a letter to

the local press the employers state that since the engineers' strike com-
menced, work has actually gone to foreign competitors which would have
otherwise come to Bolton, involving a loss of £30,000 in wages alone to

Bolton workmen. They therefore ask tradesmen and property owners who
sympathise with and support the men to reflect on what the action of the

men is doing. This mean-souled attempt has failed, as it deserved to do,

the tradesmen seeing with whom their interest lies. On Wednesday
another batch of men from the Midlanxis landed in Bolt«>n, and, claiming

police protection, were conveyed to Dobson and Barlow's works, followed by
a large crowd. This firm have now considerably over 200 men lodged in the

works, and more coming. Hick, Hargreaves, and Co. have about 160, and
are making preparations for more. One of the outcomes of the strike is the

proposed formation of the "Bolton Co-operative Ironworks Society,

Limited," with a capital of £15,000, in ^1 shares. The provisional com-
mittee, together with delegates from Bolton Trades Council, Strike Com-
mittee, and Co-operative Society, met on Wednesday night, at which meeting a
scheme was propounded and favourably received. Meeting adjourned for

appointment of provisional directors. All the shareholders will be working
men actually engaged in the iron trades.

The Weavers.—The disputes at Barnoldswick and Preston still remain
unsettled. The report of mill collections in Burnley last week says :

—"At
'Barnoldswick, the weavers have been locked out over eleven weeks, and all

because they formed a deputation to see the employer and ask him to pay
the Burnley list. He gave them no answer but stopped the firm at once,

though he was paying 2d., 4d., and one sort 8d. per cut under list prices.

At Preston we have an attempt to reduce the wages of velvet weavers from
3s. to 5s. per piece. Can we, as operatives, shut our eyes to this ? We say

no, and we call on every weaver and winder to see to it that their fellow-

operatives are not crushed down by the action of such employers. We are

confident that the cause of the workers is a just one and that they have
justice on their side. Let us, therefore, do our utmost to give them such

assistance as shall prove to the employers that we are not going to allow

them to rule as they think proper, with an iron hand, but that the workers

are going to have something to say about what they shall receive for their

labour." The total collections amount to £34 lis. 9d., of Nvhich £b was
sent to Preston and £15 to Barnoldswick. It is stated that the employers

are collecting all the tramp-weavers that can be found. Another cause of

complaint is that members of unions of other trades, such as the card-room
workers, are going to work to try and defeat the weavers. In another case

a member of the Amalgamated Engineers is trying to fill the place of a

tackier, and has sent his children to "knobstick." This is the old game over

again, getting one class of workpeople to defeat another. We hope the

officials of the above trades will pay some little attention to this complaint.

Three other disputes have occurred during the week. At Blackburn nearly

a thousand weavers employed at Messrs. D. and W. Taylor's mills have
" turned out," owing to the dismissal of some of their number for turning

off steam in the weaving shed without permission. *^he operatives allege

that the firm have not acted fairly by them, as they promised to let the

weavers turn off the steam when they liked. They have expressed their

determination to remain " out " until the question is settled, as they cannot

bear the amount of steam which is turned into the weaving shed. At
Higham, near Burnley, the weavers engaged at the Fir Trees Shed have
given notice to cease work in consequence of the employers not paying the

Blackburn standard list of prices. A dispute has also occurred at Messrs.

Ormerod Bros., Mills, at Walsden, Yorkshire, the piecers having struck

work owing to the employers not complying with a request to advance their

wages a halfpenny per thousand hanks.

The Sootgh Shale Miners.—On Tuesday last week the miners and
retortmen on strike at Broxburn held a meeting in the Public Hall. The
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Chairman, in introducing Mr. Wilson, agent, to address the meeting, hoped,

now that they had struggled successfully for al»out eight weeks, they would
not be such fools as to rescind any of their previous resolutions. Mr. Wilson
said that if the men maintained their present firm and united policy, they
would show to their employers that they did not mean to work at rates in-

sufficient to maintain them, or to be denied the right of combination. He
then referred to the eviction of the men from the company's houses, and
after consideration it was remitted to the committee to take offers for the

erecting of wooden houses, and to procure a suitable site. Regarding the

time they should remove from their houses, a motion was put to be cleared

out by 12 o'clock on Thursday, and an amendment to remain in possession

till evicted. On a vote being taken, the amendment was carried by a

majority. On Wednesday Mr. Haldane, M.P., had interviews both with
Mr. Henderson, the manager, and with representatives of the men, and
stated conditions which he had reason to hope would be accepted, and so

end the dispute : 1. The day not to exceed nine hours from bank to bank,
and the Miners' Association to be free to enforce this rule. 2. The Miners'
Association, in the event of the men lying off work otherwise than from sick-

ness or other extraordinary ^sufficient reason to undertake not to interfere

with employer's right of dismissal. • General holidays to be taken periodi-

cally according to agreement, otherwise mines to be open six days a week.
3. All men to be taken back into company's employment, and it is not to be
an offence to take part in constitutional agitation in connection with Miners'
Association. 4. Men agree to accept work upon a reduction of 2d. per ton.

In reply to a vote of thanks, proposed by Mr. Wilson, Mr. Haldane said he
would like to see big trade unions all over the country. He hoped for the
time when working men would have a greater say in the conditions and
profits of labour and work themselves into a more independent position. On
Thursday several of the mines at Sloxburn were open fer the men to resume
work, but pending an agreement through the intervention of Mr. Haldane,
M.P., none turned up to work on the full reduction, seeing that the terms
proposed stipulated that the men get 2d. back. A number of men are
hopeful that the terms drawn out will be accepted, but others do not believe

that they will, seeing they are practically what have already been refused
by the employers. No more evictions have been carried out, nor is it

expected there will be any until it is seen what reply is given to the
proposals submitted by Mr. Haldane. The men have also "delayed the
erection of the proposed wooden structure for those who had no houses to go
to in case of eviction, but the wood is in readiness to begin at any moment.
Some particulars of the Edinburgh Trades' Council demonstration will be
found in our Eeports column.

CONTINENTAL NOTES.
HOLLAND.

F. Domela Nieuwenliuys was released on the 1st inst., after having under-
gone a term of imprisonment of seven months. He was condemned to one
year, so that five months have been given to him in consequence of the
manifestations, petitions, meetings, etc., got up by the Dutch workers and
by a considerable portion of the bourgeoisie. Nieuwenhuys went at once to

The Hague, where he met several hundred friends assembled in the
^Valhalla Hall to congratulate him. A mass meeting has immediately been
arranged for Friday, 9th inst., where the released prisoner has piomised to
speak. Nieuwenhuys will be a candidate for Parliament at the next general
elections^ at Groningen. Although we wish him every success in his
Socialistfc propaganda in Holland, we are inclined to desire' his defeat at the
poll, because experience teaches us that Socialists in Parliaments are
unable to do any good for the cause. To say the least, they are wasting
their time, and that is nowadays too much. Socialism is growing fast all

over the country, the workers of The Hague, Amsterdam, and Rotterdam
being specially busy in arranging meetings in the provinces, where until
now the Socialistic ideas had not penetrated. They sell and distribute every
week a large amount of Dutch literature. The small pamphlets of our
Dutch comrades are generally well written, and easy to be .understood.
The first volume of the posthumous works of our regretted friend, H.

Gerhard, one of the founders of the International Working Men's Associa-
tion in Holland, has just been issued. It is a handsome little book of 70
pages, well worth reading. Its contents are :—1. Biography of Gerhard, by
Dom. Nieuwenhuys ; 2. Future society ; 3. Discussion on social topics ; 4.

Sketch of a Communistic society. Two more volumes will follow.
P.S.—The Socialist candidate, Domela Nieuwenhuys, has been defeated.

All is well that ends well.

FRANCE.
As we have told our readers a fortnight ago, the French Anarchists,

Manod and Naudet, were acquitted by the Court of Assizes, of Dijon, but
a» it was thoroughly impossible for the "advanced" French Republic to
leave things in that state they had to pass immediately afterwards through
a new prosecution farce before another tribunal, and Monod got there three
years and Naudet three months^ imprisonment,—convicted as they were for
t^ same offence of which the jury had already acquitted them.
The Municipal Council of St. Ouen, a suburb of Paris, has thought it

advisable to distribute, as prizes to the children of the communal schools,
some very good books, as for instance, *The Child' and *The Bachelor,' by
Julea^ Vall^s ;

* Memoirs ' and * Tales and Legends,' by Louise Michel
;

* Womaa atid Revolution,' by Stackelberg ;
* Popular Poems,' by Chatelain,

etc. The Prefect of the Seine Department has at once suspended the mayor,
Dr; Basset, and at the same time has asked the government to dismiss him
fr«tt the mayorship. Of course. Republican books ought not to be dis-

tributed in a Republican country such as Fraaace 1

GERMANY.
The Social Dcmooratic party of Germany inteads to convene a Congress

in the coming autumn, and, of course, far away from their police^blessed
ccwtntry. Among other aubjects to be discussed, there will be a proposal by
Bftbel, to the effect of oi-gaaising UQnt year a& l3atertiati©»al Socialist Con-
«-a«a w3aei>ea scheme of interaatioaal work .regulations will c^tae on for
Ssettssvon ; and aaother by Liebkneoht, stating <i€&itely the position whick
tins Social Deasocratic pa»iy ongbt in fut«re to boki towards the Anarchists.
Ite trialsM Mmaien, lYaakfort, AHona, Magdeburg^ and Dantzig, are

8ea»cf^ comet© att «»d» and ^th the condemitatioot, of course^ of the pro-
seeotea Socidfists, a aew seriea is goaig^to commeace at Haiinb«rff, Altona,
Berfin, Bresian, Maiuz, Leipzig, and JBMe. Be%^i^«^i ^e Ist of Janoary
and the 31st of July of the present year, 654 Socialdis Jutipe beeii tried aad
6<mviobed in all partaof Germaay, Besides, more tii|« 200 ai« now in the
jails awaiting iJtieir tism. B.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Gentlemen,—As I see you have the Credit Fonder^ published at Ham-
monton, N.J., U.S.A., on your exchange-list, can you kindly gvf^ me any
information as to the satisfactory standing and progress of it ar^ the colony
at Topolobampo, Mexico, which it represents % I subscribed for the paper
last April, ordering the back numbers for the year, and all I have been able
to obtain so far is one odd number a few days back, though having written
the publishers and the founder of the colony several times.

Also can you tell me if there is any similar institution to that and Mon-
sieur Godin's Familistere at Guise, France, in this country, or any prospect
of such being started ? It seems to me, so far as 1 have learned, a very good
solution of the labour trouble. J. H. Edwards.

55 Minford Gardens, Shepherd's Bush Road.

[We know nothing of the colony you name except from its organ, which
reports it as getting on well. We have no information as to an English
imitation of Godin's experiment now in existence

;
perhaps some of our

readers may be able to help you. Such a thing is good for those immediately
concerned in it—especially the proprietor !—but is no "solution of the labour
trouble," as has been often demonstrated in our columns.

—

Eds. Commonweal?^

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

Co-operative Store.—The Committee attend at the offices at 8.30 p.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. All Groceries can be* had at current store

prices. Orders over 10s. will be delivered carriage paid in London.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and affiliated

bodies. Library Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d. D. J. NicoLLjand
W. Blundell are the Librarians.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
Hoxton (Labour Emancipation League) to June 30. Hammersmith, Mit-

cham, Walsall to July 31. Clerkenwell, to August 31.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
WttUy Subscriptions—E. B. B., Is. K. F., Is. C. J. F., 2s. W. B., 6d.

J. L., 6d. P. W., 6d. Llednulb, 6d. Oxford Branch, 2s.

P. Webb, Treasurer, Sept. 6.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
For Mrs. Mowbray—A Few Fabians, per Annie Besant (10s. weekly), for Aug.

27th and Sept. 3rd, £1. J. Lane, Treasurer.

REPORTS.
[Note.—Senders of Reports would greatly help if they would avoid unnecessary

ivordiness. Our space is limited.'\

Bloomsbury.—We held our usual meeting at St. Pancras Arches on Sunday,
when Bartlett and Dalziel addressed the audience on the subject of " Landlord-
ism." A good meeting was also held at the Polygon on Monday last, the speakers
Bartlett, Dalziel, and Turner being attentively 1 stened to.—W. W. B.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, August 31, Blundellread Edward Carpenter's

pamphlet, entitled "England's Ideal," to very attentive audience. An interest-
ing discussion followed. On Sunday, Sept. 4, the usual monthly "social" was
held by Blundell and friends, a large muster of talent obliging on this occasion,
including Socialist songs, readings from Mark Twain and others, and pianoforte
recitals. We closed a very pleasant evening with the " Marseillaise." Common-
iceal and pamphlets have steady sale.—A. T. and W. B.
Hackney.—Last Wednesday evening, at Broadway, London Fields, good

meeting addressed by James Allman and H. Graham. A concert was held at the
club on Saturday evening, Barker, Gray, Turner, Lefevre, and others contri-
buted to the entertainment, and the evening passed off very pleasantly.—G. C.
HoxTON.—Very successful outdoor meetings on Thursday evening and Sunday

morning. Good sale of literature. Sunday evening in hall, C. Fitzgerald lec-
tured on " Ancient and Modem Robbers ;" an interestine; discussion followed.

—

C. J. Y.
Kingsland Green.—Sunday last, usual meeting on Kingsland Green, ad-

dressed by Brooks, Flockton, and Turner
; good audience. Fair sale of Com-

monweal.—J. F.

Mkrton.—Sunday last, Kden against great odds collected a crowd to listen o
us in Haydon's Road. We held good meeting, and sold paper well. A boss
builder in opposition instanced a *' friend who had earned thousands by his own
industry." I suggested that he might further earn money by exhibiting himisetf
as the first man who had ever possessed thousands earned by unaided effort—atifl

then it was confessed he had employed others ! A nrwmbsr of the Blue Ribbon
Army stepped fonvard and said a few encouraging words of sympathy with our
work, and so closed a successful meeting. In evening, in Wimbledon Broadway,
Ave enlivened a religious meeting as a return for their interference with us on
the previous Sunday at Mitcham. The " brethren " gave us an assurance that
they would not interfere again ^ and after having had a good hearing for our views
we left them.—F. Kitz.
Mfo: End and Bethnal Gbeen.—I^oTOeetingon W^aste last Tuesday, owiia^

to rain. Sunday last, usual meeting in Victoria Park, addressed by Bro6fei.
Vigorous opposition was offered by a Mr. Smith, tempeTamie advocate, who was.
repMed to by Brooks and Lathan to satisfaction of atidience.—H. M.

Mitc?ham.—Good meeting on Fair Green, about 40(^ present, addressed by AK-^
ma». No meeting in the evening owing to wet. OoMmcnxoeal sold well.—R. C.
NoBfiB London.—We held a very good meeting in Regent's Park on Sunday

moiiaing, addressed by Cantwell and Kicoll. Good sale of literature.

Stamford HiLt.—S«tmday last, at 6, good meeting addressed by T. W&r^r,
J<^ui Alhtian, and W. B. Parker. Convfadnweal soXA ont.—J. F.
Walham Grbkn.—There was a good meeting li«ld here on Siindfty last,

Tocbatti speaking for upwards of an hour to an audience of about 300. H6 "W**
listened to with marked att«iifti©», -aiid had the entire sympathy of*"tfee an'dfietfid^.

No 'oppofiitioa and 43 <7w>ww>o«iM«al'«old. There is eviery chan:Cie of making t!ii«^

branch « ^iti«6»g'0fie.--^. B. G*
Birminobfam.—Weaver held ft»eting» at Mil Ring and Council Hosse last

Su»4ay. ©©ftald ahi€) ad^resefedcwi audience in Bufl Ring.
BLOXWIGH.—Ote Friday, Weaver held a meetitig here, but owxiig^ to W6tr

wftatheraudience was less* than nswiftl. Much interest, however, was evcnoedrby
thwn.

^

DjiiULAS*o»^ ANi> BtLSTON.--AI*fa«rugft tfeewiBtttiwr was very st(mny, Weaveir
goi^g^od au^Nenees last Saturday* Fa1i"Mile^f lltetttture.

1)©!>LET.—Twesdtey usiial m«!«tftig in M^^ The eTeiiing \cAh Ve¥y
wet, y^DooaMgotagood aWdbM^Oi Tk^ police turned up, btit^itfiM«dilit^-^
retired.
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Glasgow.—On Sunday forenoon, Burns and Glasier

addressed a good meeting in Jail Square. In the

evening at the same place, Bullock, Glasier, and
Paterson spoke to a very large and sympathetic audi-

ence. Good sale of Commonweal., andos. 8d. collected

for the Broxburn miners.—A. M'K.
Great Bridge. — Weaver and Deakin addressed

meeting on Tuesday ; well received.

Handsworth.—A. K. Donald addressed a meeting
at Boulton Arms, principally of members of district

assembly of the Knights of Labour. Meeting was
well attended and very successful, the men desiring

that another lecture should be given for the purpose
of dealing more fully with some of the points. Good
sale of literature.

Ipswich.—Slaughter, Mills, and Bird, of Norwich,
visited us on Sunday. Meeting in morning good, but
that in the afternoon was excellent. Various ques-

tions asked and answered by Slaughter, apparently to

the satisfaction of our opponent and the attentiv^e and
unusually large audience. Commonweal sold fairly

well.—J. R.
Leeds. — Good meeting on Sunday, addressed by

Paylor and Maguire.—T. P.

NuRwicir BRA^'CH.—We did good work in Norwich
on Sunday. Davis, of London, addressed good meet-
ing in Ber Street at 11 a.m. ; also large meeting in

Market Place, at 3 p.m. ; and again at 7 p.m. on
Agricultural Hall plain, finishing with lecturing in

Gordon Hall, at 8 p.m., on *' the Modern Trinity."
Darley and iSIorley went to Wymondham in the morn-
ing and held meeting there. Several comrades went
to Lowestoft and held three meetings, being well re-

ceived. Papers sold well —T. M.
Tipton.—Sanders held a most successful meeting on

August 31.

Wednesbury.—The branch is continuing to make
good progress.

Wolverhampton". — The weather was so bad in

Wolverhampton that we were unable to hold our
meeting. A very civil letter has been received from
"the chief of police regarding the conduct of the ser-

geant referred to in last report. The custom in Wol-
verhampton, he explains, is to interfere with no meet-
ings unless an obstruction (not an imaginary one) is

caused.
Walsall.—We held a good meeting on Sunday in

a fresh position. The inside lecture given by Austin,

from Birmingham, resulted in ten new members,
mostly miners —J. T. D.
• West Bromwich.—H. Sanders addressed meeting
at the Fountain, High Street, on Aug. 29, and after-

wards near The Beeches, (xood audiences.

Willenhall.—A large meeting was held by Weaver
on Wednesday, and Sanders on Saturday.

unsatisfactory, determined to hold another meeting.

As soon as the speaking of the trades councillors ended

Mabon began to address the crowd from the hill-

side. An enormous crowd soon gathered and loudly

cheered the statement of the Socialist position. After

criticising the speech of Mr. Haldane, and pointing

out the folly of merely limiting, instead of stopping,

tlie robbery of labour, Mahon was followed by Smith,

who explained the real nature of the struggle between
capital and labour. John Gilray then moved, "That
this meeting regards the present struggle only as an

incident of the war between the labour and capitalist

classes ; it refuses to be content with the mere limita-

tion of the robbery of labour, and declares that the

abolition of wages-slavery is the real aim of the work-

ing class movement." The resolution was carried

with loud cheers. A second collection for the miners

was made, and the mt^eting separated with three

hearty cheers for "the Social Revolution" and " the

success of the Shale Miners."

Leith.—Very successful meeting held at foot of

Leish Walk Sunday morning. Mahon was listened to

with great attention.

Edwhnr(/h.—(j'TSiSsm?iTket meeting was very lively.

A comfortable mission hall, with a preacher in opera-

tion, had only five for an audience in it ; while the

Socialists had some hundreds standing round them in

the open air during a drenching rain. Out came the

preacher furiously denouncing Socialism as the cause

of all evils, from the French Reuolution to the Sunday
steamboats. After working himself into a fit of

passion that threatened to end in apoplexy, Mr. Fair-

bairn ran away before the reply was given. The
Queen's Park meeting was smaller than usual owing
to heavy rain. Smith opened, and Mahon followed.

An interesting discussion sprung up afterwards. The
mound meeting had to be abandoned owing to

weather. Chas. Wm. Tuke, sec.

Nottingham Section (Socialist Union.—On Satur-

•day we received a visit from Donald and Austin. A
very interested meeting was held at night on the Low
Pavement, addressed by Donald and Proctor. On
Sunday night, a discussion was held in the club room,
on "Should we join the Socialist League?" Dis-

cussion adjourned.—A. M. C.

Woolwich.—Last Sunday, Wade and Banner spoke
at the Arsenal Gates, and for nearly two hours kept
together an audience between 400 and 500 during a

heavy fall of rain. We sold 5s. worth of literature,

and collected 4s. 8d. for the propaganda.—R. B.

Scottish Land and Labour League.

Usual executive meeting held last Thursday. After
business disposed of, and several new branches incor-

porated, an interesting discussion was held.

Carnoustie {Forfarshire).—First meeting held here

was a thorough success. A very large crowd as-

sembled at the Cross and listened very attentively to

Mahou's address. Some literature was sold at end of

meeting, and after a little discussion a branch was
formed. This is a most promising place. A large

number of ploughmen attended the meeting.
Arbroath,—Owing to the zeal and activity of several

young men who joined this branch a few weeks ago
most favourable progress is being made. On Tuesday,
at Brothock Bridge, Mahon spoke on Socialism.

Audience large and fully in agreement. A gathering

of members held afterwards, and business transacted.

Forfar,—Propaganda here was opened last week
by two meetings—Wednesday and Friday. Mahon
lectured on the aims of Socialism. Second meeting
somewhat spoiled by weather, but first meeting was
decided success. Some literature was sold, collection

made, and several names taken for forming a branch.

Lochia,—Second meeting hold Thursday in High
Street ; larger and more enthusiastic than previous

one. Several names added to branch.

Dundee.—Business meeting held at Granite Hall,

Overgate, Thursday night, at which some matters of

organization were discussed.

Edinburgh : The Shah Miners.—Following up meet-

ings held by Land and Labour League a fortnight

previously another demonstration was held in the
Queen's Park on Saturday afternoon, under the

auspices of the Trades Council. This body, with the

hankering alter respectability which usuall^ discredits

it, enjoined upon their speakers that nothing but the

most gingerly moderation would be allowed. Indeed,

the chairman went so far as to caution the speakers

that nothing must be said that might be distasteful to

the employers. Mr. Haldane, M.P., spoke with evi-

dent anxiety to see the dispute settled, and insisted

that the right of the men to combine must be upheld.

Mr. John Wilson, the shale miners' secretary, laid the

oase of the men clearly and eloquently before the meet-
ing. A detachment of the Land and Labour League
watched the proceedings, and, deeming the speeches

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Bloomshury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W. On Thursday Sept. 8,

G. B. Shaw, *' Wages." 15th. Sidney Webb, "The
Political Duty of Socialists. " 22nd. Hubert Bland,

*' State Intervention." 29th. P. Barry, " Scientific

Boycotting."
ClerJcenvell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 1.3 Farring-

don Koad, E.C. Sunday September,! 1, at8.30 p.m.

T. E. Wardle, "The Workers' Rights." Wednes-
day Sept. 14, at 8.30, Fredk. Lessner, "Continental

Socialism." 18th. Free Concert by Wm. Blundell

and Friends. 21st. Mr. Varley, "Socialistic Co-

operation."

Hackney. -^2^ Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11.30. ; Satur-

day, 7 till 12..30; Sunday 11 a.m. till 12 p.m.

fjammersmith. —Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sun(hay Sept. 11, at 8 p.m. W. H. Utley, " Freeing

the Debtors."
Hoxton (L.E. L.).— Globe Coffee House, 227 High St.,

Hoxton. On Sunday Sept. ll, at 8, H. A. Barker

will lecture—subject, " The Aims of Socialists."

On Saturday, at 8,30 pi/oinpt. Members' General

Meeting.
Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Mile-end and Bethnal Gr^en.— 95 Boston St., Hackney
Road. Members and those intending to join Branch
are requested to attend Business Meeting every

Thursday at 9 p.m.
North London.—Branch meets at 32 Camden Road,
N.W., for reception of new members and other

business, on Wednesday evenings at 8 o'clock, until

further notice. H. Bartlett, sec.

PROVINCES.
Arbroath (Scottish Section: Forfarshire).—Members
meet on Tuesday nights for business and discussion.

Secretary, Alexander Smith, 9 Palmer Street.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section : Forfarshire).—Secretary

pro tem.), D. M'Dougal, East Path.

Cowdenbeath {Scottish Section).—Secretary, John Dun-
can, 30 Arthur Place.

Dundee (Scottish Section).—Branch Business Meeting,

Granite Hall, Overgate, 8 p. m.

Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Secretary, A. Pater-

son, 152 Rosslyn Street.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Im-

portant business meeting on Thursday at 8 p.m.,

after which paper read by a member.
Galashiels (Scottish Section).—Secretary {pro tern.),

John Walker, 6 Victoria Street.

Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. Sunday Sept.

11, meeting of members in Rooms at 8.

Hamilton,—Paton's Hall, Chapel St. Every Thursday
at 7.30.

Hull.—MerrilVa Dairy, 56 Walker Street. Mondays,
at 8 p.m.

Lancaster.—Addresses every Sunday morning on the

Quay Jetty.

Leeds.—11 Chesham Street, Sweet Street. Club and
reading room open every evening. Business meet-

ings every Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Office of Hosiery Union, Horsefair Street.

Fridays at 8 p.m.

Lochee (Scottish Section : Forfarshire).—Secretary (^ro

tem.), P. M'Dongal, 10 Mercer Street.

,, Norwich,—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures

every Sunday at 8 p.m. Business Meeting, Mon-
day at 8.30. Speakers' Class, Sunday mornings at

10.30 and Wednesday evenings at 8 p.m. Social

Evening, Saturdays at 8.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25^ Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.
Walsall.—Temperance Hall. Branch meeting every-

Monday.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 11,

9. 30 . . .Starch Green Hammersmith Branch
11.30...Garrett—*' Plough Inn" The Branch
11. 30. ..Hackney—"Salmon and Ball" Graham
11.30.. .Hoxton Church, Pitfield Street NicoU
11.30...Kingsland Green Barker & Parker

1 1.30...Merton—Haydons Road ....Kitz

11. 30...Mitcham Fair Green Samuels
11. 30... Regent's Park J. J. Allman
11. 30. ..St. Pancras Arches Dalziel & Utley

11.30.. .Walham Green The Branch
3 ...Hyde Park Lane&Brooka
6 ...Stamford Hill ...Parker and Flockton

6 ...Victoria Park Morris

6. 30...Hackney Road—Warner Place Graham
7 ...Clerkenwell Green Lane

Monday.
8 ... Polygon, Somers Town Wardle & Bartlett

Tuesday.

8 ...Mile-end Waste Davis

Wednesday,
8 ...Broadway, London Fields Barker

Thursday

,

8 ...Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Pope & Allman

Woolwich.—Arsenal Gates, Sunday Sept. 11, at

7 o'clock—Robert Banner.

PROVINCES.

Glasgow,—Saturday : Jail's Square, at 7 p.m. Sun-

day : Jail's Square, at 1 ; Paisley Road Toll at 5

;

Jail's Square at 7.

Cambuslang.—Saturday at 6 p.m.

Leeds. S\mdid,y'. Hunslet Moor, 11; Vicar's Croft,

7.30. Friday: Corner of Christ Church, Meadow
Lane, at 8 p.m.

A"^orM'ic/i.—Sunday : Market Place at 3 ; Agricultural

Hall Plain at 7.

Dereham,—Every Wednesday, Market Place at 7.

Date. Time. Place. Speakers.

11...4 ...Walsall Weaver& Deakin
11... 7.30...Birmingham, Council Ho. ..Sanders

11...6..30... ,, Bull Ring ...Sanders

12. ..7 ...West Bromwich Sanders & Webb
13.. .6.30.. .Dudley Donald
13. ..6.30. ..Great Bridge Sanders
14...6.30...Pelsall Weaver
14... 6. 30...Tipton Donald
15...6.30...Wednesbury Donald
16...6.30...Oldbury Donald

. 6. 30 . . . Bloxwich Weaver %

.5 ...Willenhall Donald

,7 ...Wolverhampton Donald

.5 ...Darlaston Weaver
17... 7 ...Bilston Weaver
17...5.30...Brierley Hill Weaver&Deakin
1 7 ... 7. 30. . . Stourbridge Sanders;

18... 6. 30...Birmingham, Council Ho...Donald ^

18. ..6.30... ,, Bull Ring ...Donald

1 8 . . . 0. 30 . . . Walsall Birchalls Sanders

IS. ..4 ...Walsall Weaver&Deakin

16..

17..

17..

17.

SOUTH WALES PROPAGANDA.
Readers of the Commonweal have noticed a few

weeks back the extremely interesting and promising

report given in these columns of the work done by
Kitz and Mainwaring. It is imperative, if the work
is to be of permanent benefit, that other speakers be

sent at once. The Strike Committee has exhausted its

funds in the carrying on of the extra work necessitated

by the late strikes, etc., and now appeals urgently for

the necessary " sinews of war." Those upon the spot

who wish speakers to come down, and all those aay-

where who are willinsj to help, are asked to send in

contributions to the Treasurer of the Strike Com-
mittee, 13, Farringdon Road, E.C.

CONCERT in Aid of 'COMMONWEAL.'

Special Notice.—On Saturday October 15 a Con-

cert will be held in aid of the * Commonweal ' Fund at

13 Farringdon Road, concluding with an original

Dramatic Sketch by members and Friends.

Members and friends who can assist with songs,

recitals, etc. , are requested to send in their names .to

the Committee. Further particulars will be published

shortly. H. A. Barker and W. Blukdell.

The Sheffield Socialists will open their Winter
Session with a

Tea and Entertainment

On Monday September 12, at 43 Scotland Street.

Tickets 9d. each.

Comrades,—I wish to support the appeal of the

Bloomsbury Branch on behalf of the family of VVilliam

English, who was not only one of the originators of

that branch, but a worker in the movement before

the League or S.D.F. was thought of, but has not

done the active work that some comrades ha^re of late.

Owing to bad health he has been unable to work for

ten months past, and been bedridden for five months.

He leaves a wife and eight children unprovided for.—

JosjiPH Lane.

Printed and Published by William Hobbib an Jo^xra loJKm
at 13 Farringdon Boad, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
^Eaffair at Mitchelstown is bad enough, but just what must be ex-

^^,LF tl^"} ^'^T *"y '^^'^S^' f™'" ^^y intention on either

Sfff,V=jT^ f Zl'^^''
^'^ '"'^ ^ ^P"«g °«t °f the present stateof affairsm Ireland. The peoplemZ^ meet together in spiteof the Coercion

^m««L '^ T^^ ^r
'*' *^^ P°'^*=^ h^^« ^'•ders to disperse them on

woLeS^f
'*'" °*''«';-. Y°" «*n't disperse a gathering of excited men (and

knf^^l.^^'"^
politeness, and policemen, under the circumstances,

fh^r^ '^ P'*''*'^".' '^"^ * ^^^^^ ""^y *™e in trying to do so, but

?wl ^T^^^T^ -"^ *'^' ''°^''' ^^"^ hustle and hit and knock abo^t in

Lrjverlr"Jii''T'*i^u^ ^ T^^ °* ^""^^ *<> resistance; and patient

k a trldWoLTt^l"!^™"'' \^^^ ^^°^" themselves, the Irish peasant

Let tW ,r Vl^ ^T'' *"?•* understands hand-play. So the police

fw !Lt ^''°'^'' ^"'^ S^* '^"^^'^ •'ff perhaps, as on this occa-

affS;i?to«r'T'*\^T''* ^-^t'^hich is more likely to turn the

comron fh?«r'^' '^-^^l P°"'f ^"'^ ^"^t^'^ ^ffthe red-coats would
tw!+ i''^

^^*«^' '^ ^harp shot and cold steel were to be used or

cont: t of.irrbl
"

*'.Y
"°"^'

,'/ *^^^^ '"^'^ "''-«i*«d by a prelimSary

a™.^ ^ ^ 7.'' ^^^^ '^^"^'^ ^^'^^ their responsibility of firing on

r^uTrdl 'T^ ^^^ '?°'"! *^"" '^^''" ^J'*' had already come out of a

^en humbled?' '? "^'f
their official pride and esprit du corps had

WenwS\ !,'^"^',r
^•^^ '^*'^«'- '^^"<^' the event is likely to

SldieTs armeT'vt^'*
^.tchelstown

;
the beaten police come back

^Dle wLTi^^^ deadly weapons, to take their revenge on thepeople, who for their part, unarmedand unorganised, feel the full force

warned of tLT'"'''
"* the Gothie^mg before Rome, when he was

IT^fhetasfjrtr:.'' ^'"''^ '^ ^^^ *^ '^^' -^*^' "^'^^ *^-'^-

thethllJefA***-^ "°ff'

^y *^ '^y- " *^*' P°"«« «hoot from behindthe shelter of their walls, as they did at Mitchelstown.

«t««l*^
*^^ government that allows this sort of thing to go on by-standers can see, if they cannot, that they are not strong enou4 togo in for a series of new Peterioos. Probably the Irish will stand t

TaW t^f '"S"^r "^'° "P^'^ insuirection, because, as his often been

Toot S' f:^ ^r II
°PP-^ty of setting a' serious rising

"
toot. Bat general public opimW in England is not in favoi^ nf

Entlil TJ
.^- ff

"^^^ "'§" ^^^"^ °'^ *°- It is not difficult f^ anEnglish Radical to conceive of himself in a similar position to that o^the Irishmen at the Mitchelstown meeting; and he would at least Zashamed of himself if in such a case he hid not gonr'about a ffr ^the Irishmen did m resisting the first attacks of tlie police ; and under
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Go.^mment may say
:
" Did we not pass a Coercion Bill ?And does not Coercion mean killing in the loi/run ? What arfwe

^11 T
^ '' '^"^'" *^^ ''"^^^^ the last question by sayin.^ • " WeTl

rS K- I
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maybe worse; for it perhaps would not have the IrTsh Question con'vemently at hand to take people's atteution off the affairs of tSwMeworking population of these islands."
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wreck of a ship sent to ..ff 1*?' ^ /* '' '"'* °*^ P'«<=« ^^th theip sent to sea for profits' sake unseaworthy and under-

handed, or with an explosion in a mine ill-ventilated for the same
reason Profit-grinding has murdered all those unfortunates, just as
certainly as it murders thousands every day by the slower death that
at every step besets the life of wage-slaves, of those who allow masters
to muddle away their lives for them, who allow the hurry and heedless-
ness of irresponsible gamblers to settle for them how they shall live
and how they shall die.

The orthodox Liberal Daily JSfews has been rather amusing in its
utterances on the Trades Union Congress. It began by an article in
which It made what was no doubt intended to be a serious hit at the
Socialists

: told us that the theory that we hold of the rank and file of
the trades -unionists looking doubtfully at their leaders, and beginning
to consider their real position, was a delusion; that they were all of
the orthodox faith,—and in short, the usual good-boy patronising ex-
hortation. But then came the resolution of the Congress to set on
toot a Labour Electoral Committee, and the Daily i\^eW.good boys
had to have a little lecture read to them on their foolishnes? in taking
this very mild step towards choosing their own " representatives," of
separating themselves from " the two great parties."

.v.^''i''^7
wonderful if the workmen are at last beginning to find out

that the "two great parties" are like "the two great parties" that
torm up in a field before a football match—to play the game ' The
only pity is that they do not let them play their game all by them-
selves, and form their Labour Party without reference to the football-
held called Parliament.

Meantime it may be said for the benefll^of those readers of the DailyAews who may also read the Commonweal and who^ not k'how much
of Socialism, that Socialists are not IfCstile to trades' unions, but tothose who wish to prevent the trades' unions developing with the times.Their real enemies are those who would crystallise them into mere
societies for the guaranteeing of the privilege of capitalism, and rec-nit-

rTir"""?! ?' **?" ^''"* ^^^^"""^ P'^'-^y "-''^^^ i«' Whig v<;te-preserves.
ihis W0UI4 be an ignominious end to such an important association of

r/^WfV ? "^I'^ot be dreaded. The trades' unions .,Ul develope,

1 w T^ 1° ^^^^ ^^^^ ^ •=^*°S'' *''^''- old form and be no longer
recognisable by their once enemies, now their anxious allies, the Whi..
P°l^*'"^'^^- William MoEKis "

THE TRADES' UNION CONGRESS.
I. .

MondlTseS? TT^ l"^^^"'-
"^"^''•^ ^'^"^'-^^^ "^^t at Swansea onMonday September 5, and continued its sittings daily during the week

memblrof'thT"
^"^°"^-'^,- ''-"g P-s-t, aL the^numblr of

tIZoZ TTl f'''*'^'
represented was given as 674,034This Congress was looked forward to with perhaps greater expectation
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^^ ^«'«-* °^ theCsSecondition of some of the unions themselves, but also from the severe
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Thlr K,
^^^''^hty, in Its present form, to adequately cope with thelabour problem; and also the hope on the part of many of its friendsof seeing some indication of a new departure. Two years a^o theEm trTde
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^'-"^ ^^^ come when they must

of the SrP ^°",7~*hey must form the nucleus of the Labour Party

who hav! ht fl^"'L''^^
*"*'' insignificance; and to this those
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*'' ^^^^lo,r.^t of the labour struggle must
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'^^ ^''^ S''^'^* "Change the results of the Con-gress just concluded will probably bring disappointment; but never-theless, comparing it with previous meetings; there is evidence ofconsiderable advancement, and that the workers are daily bSSin"!better acquainted with the causes of their degradation and are brSinSa greater amount of intelligence to bear in their removal.
''"'^^''^^

The first day's proceedings commenced with the now customs rvwelcome by a local dignitary, who in this case was Mr Yeo M P
ho?e°that twT- ''t "^'I "°*T^*^^ P°^*«-i- 1^« speech ;a?id;
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do not reciprocate-and^^his opinion'SatZ 'S^^^^^^'t^TZ
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country binges upon technical education : if this indeed be so, we may
consider ourselves damned. The chairman (J. M. Jack) followed with
a shorl speech, declaring the Congress open. He alluded to the trade

depression, saying it was still the same cry, "trade depressed, and
thousands of working men in the streets, with the words ringing in

their ears, ' No hands required ! '

" but nevertheless this fact has not
prompted him to ponder deeply on the causes at work producing this,

for his programme of remedies was a ridiculously meagre one. He
concluded by expressing his hope that there might go forth from that

Congress a movement that would tend to remove many of the evils

from which they now suffered, and " in God's good time " bring " com-
fort and happiness to many of the liomes of the inhabitants of these

islands." The election of officers followed, W. Bevan, chairman of the
Swansea Trades' Council, being appointed chairman ; and that matter
concluded, F. Maddison, the president of last year, raised the question
of the South Wales Daily News (with the view, we must suppose, of

excluding its reporter), which he described as a " rat shop," paying less

that union prices. However, the Congress had not pluck enough to

take the matter in hand ; and C. J. Drummond, seecretary of the
Standing Orders Committee, wrote something very like an apology to

the News for the action of the delegates ; but this unexpectedly getting

into print the next morning, he had to make an endeavour to square
matters.

Then came the Parliamentary Committee's report. This report,

although a feature of the Congress, is always mainly of a humdrum
character, dealing as it does with matters of detail ; and this year the

Committee's remarks are weaker, and exhibit less signs of a real grip

of the situation, even than last year. They refer to the lack of employ-
ment, but "so far as they are aware," say they, "there has been no
general attempt to reduce the rate of wages in any part of the country."

I do not know what construction the committee may put on the word
" general," but it seems to me that even by referring to the limited

space the Commoniveal is able to give to the " Labour Struggle " every
week they might find sufficient evidence to " give them pause." " One
of the chief causes of the want of employment," they declare, "is the

tremendous development of the power of production," without seeming
to know that they have thereby furnished a text which, logically

investigated, would point to the break up of the monopoly in the means
of production and distribution as the only remedy for a state of affairs

in which want of bread goes hand in hand with increased power of

production. No; "it has a tendency to produce lessened profits," is

all they see. Finally, the report tells us that there is quite a scrimmage
nowadays in Parliament as to who shall ask a question in the interests

of labour. We were not aware of this, but we see in it a possible

explanation of the reason why the Labour M.P.'s are so often silent

when they should be alive, and for which, indeed, they were taken to

task at the Hull Congress. At the conclusion of the report, the Con-
gress passed a vigorous resolution against the Government for suppress-

ing the Ennis meeting. C. J. Drummond opposed this,—hard to say
why; not on account of its interrupting the proceedings, for a few
minutes afterwards he went off " as quiet as a lamb " to the mayor's
luncheon, notwithstanding two Scotch delegates proposed they, should
proceed with the business.

The president's address began the second day's sitting, and proved
to be at least equal to its predecessors—a thoughtful, wide-visioned,

and withal a fighting address, which should give much hope to the

Socialist. Mr. Bevan began by a reference to the depressed condition

of labour, and speaking of the report of the Royal Commission on the
depression, he said :

" While clearly perceiving the contradiction of

poorly-paid labour and ever-increasing wealth, it is afraid to speak out
and condemn the present systen of society, which gives the riches of

toil to those who do not produce." After a reference to the disorgan-

isation of labour brought about by improved machinery, and a remark
that shoddy goods and jerry bunding have been too much appreciated
of late years, he went on to advocate the formation of a powerful and
distinct labour party ; " organised and unorganised labour unite in the
belief that the ordinary political parties are useless to secure the indus-

trial emancipation " ; " everywhere is heard expressions showing how
the faith of the people in the present governing classes has utterly

failed"; and he declared that the labour electoral associations had
struck the right chord in throwing open their membership to unionist

and non-unionist, skilled and unskilled—" if the labour movement is

divided into hostile camps, skilled labour on the one side and unskilled

on the other^ then assuredly the labour cause is irreparably damaged,
and energy and time are but thrown away." He sees that it is a
critical period for trades' unions—"year by year they are being more
keenly pressed upon by the increasing ranks of the unemployed "—and
that they must take a prominent part in making a national labour
party ; " this labour movement is the inevitable outcome of the present
condition of labour and capital." The emig^-ation cry, which found
favour with a few at the Hull Congress, got no sympathy from him,

and he echoed the Socialist when he said " those who should emigrate
should be those who * toil not, neither do they spin,' and who have
accumulated large fortunes and look on with comparative ease on the
misery of those around them." English and Continental workmen
must co-operate ; " the march of commerce and the discoveries of science

are fast breaking down the barriers of mountains and seas ; and through
misunderstandings and divisions the workmen of Great Britain and the
Continent are used as instruments wherewith to injure each other."

"The forces of capital never sleep ; they know no nationality, and are devoid
of humanitarian sympathies. It is to its interests to divide the forces of labour,
to bring about estrangement, and hence we have those bogey press pictures of
Continental Socialism, and that profusion of interested advice from capitalist

sources to eschew the foreigner and all his snares. Gentlemen, Socialism has lost
its terrors for us. We recognise our most serious evils in the unrestrained, un-
scrupulous, and remorseless forces of capital."

Referring to the eight hours movement, he declared " we must have it "

;

and discussing the means of getting it, and the extent to which it

should applyj^ he said :

*' It is natural that trades' unionists should look back with pride as they think
of the victories won ; but the glories of the past do not solve the difficulties of the
future. The relative strength of trades' unions to the population was much
greater when the nine" hours were obtained than it is to-day. The growth Of the
population, the increasing power of labour-saving machinery, and the greater
pressure of foreign competition, with the stagnation of trade, are all elements
working for capital and against organised labour. Outside our trades' unions
there are vast masses of humanity who would be compelled by the want of food
to slip into the places vacated by the unionists who might strike for eight hours.
Nay, take any given trade organisation during the most prosperous times, and
we find a large number on the out-of-work fund. But if we take years of depres-
sion, the number of unemployed in the trade societies is an alarming and dartger-
ous fact. So great is the financial strain upon the unions from out-of-work pay-
ments alone that it is now impossible for our organisations to obtain the funds to
successfully fight for an eight hours working day. But even if they succeed, it
would be a long and costly and wearying struggle, at the end of which large
masses of workpeople would be left outside its operations. An eight hours' move-
ment must apply to all, must be national. By this means alone can the hordes
of unemployed find work. Our duties as citizens are too great for us to fight this

question with a single eye to benefit trades' unions. We are bound by sympathy,
by duty, and by a desire to avert impending social catastophes to get an eight
hours' day for all. Parliament must pass an Eight Hours Bill."

Of course the stock cry of " individual liberty " and " freedom of con-

tract" would be hurled at them, but "if individual liberty means
allowing a man to starve, or men, women, and children to work undey
miserable, unhealthy, and degrading conditions, or means the using of •

the toilers as parts of machinery, to be thrown in the timber-yard when
worn out, then * individual liberty ' and * freedom of contract ' are of

little benefit to the majority of the people." Finally, he appealed to

the delegates

" to step forward boldly and fearlessly in the path which is before us, and make
it that toil shall not be a hardship, but a working out of national greatness, and
of individual elevation, and to bring about such a state of things as to obtain the
fulfilment of that grand old prophetic Injunction, * He that will not work neither
shall he eat.' Our national greatness has been created by the indomitable energy
of the people, and that energy is unexhausted. It must be turned from foreign
conquests, from class domination ami| useless enterprises, to the grave dangers
surrounding us."

And thus ended an address which, despite its drawbacks here and there,

affords gratifying evidence of the growth of the Socialistic spirit in the
ranks of organised labour.

After the president's address the Congress took up the discussion on
the Parliamentary Committee's report, which brought forth nothing of

general interest, and then resolved on the necessity of all persons in

charge of steam engines and boilers holding certificates of fitness. The
appointment of working men and women as government inspectors was
the next subject, and the present system was severely handled and many
interesting facts given ; a London delegate, speaking of the sweating-

system in Spitalfields and Whitechapel, described it as " damnable."
The next matter of any importance was a resolution proposing the
formation of labour electoral associations all over the country, with the
object of returning to Parliament and local government bodies working
men who shall directly represent [the interests of labour: On this a
very long discussion took place, which extended into the third day.

Some good speeches were made, notably by Messrs. Threllfall and
Maddison, and the scant chance of getting any great benefit from the
two orthodox parties was pretty generally recognised. One or two,

including Mr. Feiiwick, M.P., doubted the possibility of forming a
labour party independent of Whig an4 Tory, but the feeling of Congress
.was all in favour of it. Then came a scene between Mr. Hardie and
Mr. Broadhurst, which concluded the day's proceedings. Mr. Hardie
is a pugnacious Scot, who gives token of being a useful factor at these

congresses, and he made some reference to Broadhurst and the Labour
M.P.'s supporting Mr. Jas. .Hill's candidature at Brixton and Mr.
Brunner at Northwich,—both capitalists with an evil reputation. This
irreverent way of treating their saint roused one or two to white-heat,

and then Mr. Brog^hurst gathered himself together to "crush" his

opponent. Who -na Mr. Hardie % how long had he sacrificed his life

to trades'-unionismr^ did not remember him taking part in the great

struggle fifty years back ; and when Mr. Hardie informed him that he
(Hardie) was not born then, in order to exhibit his talent in buffoonery

Mr. Broadl)urst commuted the fifty to ten, and remarked that Mr.
Hardie was an exceedingly forward individual at that age. And so it

went on until Mr. Broadhurst had exhausted his vocabulary and cooled
down. " Irascible," one newspaper styles his speech. Yea, verily !

W. Binning,
London Society of Compositors,

When a physical bully tyrannises and assails the personal rights of a weak
and sickly person, sympathy condemns the action, but when an intellectual

giant, trained in the knowledge of business and the law, takes advantage
of the humble, inexperienced, and frequently far more honest person, it is

called a shrewd business transaction or business sagacity.

—

Colorado Farmer,

Japan.—Consular reports just issued tell us that the industrial revolution
is very rapidly taking place in Japan. The "Grande Industrie" may be
said now to be fairly established. The Japanese have 21 spinning factories,

and are supplying the home demand to a great extent ; native capitalists are
beginning to look for new markets, and probably within the next ten years
China will be buying as much cotton from Japan as from Lancashire,
Several other industries are being developed in the same manner, so that in
the near future we will have to find a new place to shoot our shoddy—or
have a new battalion added to the unemployed army.—A. K. D.
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THE AMERICAN LABOUR PARTIES.
I.—THE SYRACUSE CONVENTION.

A CONVENTION of labour associations in New York State met at

Syracuse on August 16th, 17th, 18th, and 19th, which certainly

marked an important point in the development of the American labour

movement. That movement grows with a rapidity, and changes from

one phase to another with such ease and swiftness, that it would be

very difficult to give anything like its history. The Knights of Labour

was accepted for a time as the best of labour organisations ; but no

distinction of trades being recognised in that body, and the labour

struggles showing the need for such distinction, there was a speedy

ciiange. Federated trades' unions became the next move, and in one

year 400,000 members seceded from the Knights of Labour in favour

of the new method of organisation. The enormous mass of workmen
in America, their readiness to organise, and their habit of rushing at

new things, makes it impossible to in any way control or mould their

movements. The best policy for the Socialists is to go with the

labour party through its different phases, steadily preaching the right

ideas, but without trying to shape things according to their own ideas

too soon. This policy has been pursued, and with great effect.

One hundred and seventy delegates assembled at Syracuse on the

IGth.i After electing the ^sual officers and committees, the first matter

of importance came to the front. From the outset it was plain that

Henry George, Dr. McGlynn, and John McMackin were wire-pulling

the affair. A good deal of heat and anger existed among the delegates,

and the probable expulsion of the Socialists was the chief matter of

conversation. The report of the majority of the Committee on Creden-

tials recommended that the Socialist delegates, in contested seats,

, should not be allowed to sit. The minority also presented a report

sustaining their right to sit, and rebutting the objections raised by the

majority. The point against the Socialists was that they were inelig-

ible because they belonged to the Socialistic Labour Party, which was
held by the majority to be a political party, and one of the rules of

the contention was that no one belonging to any other political party

should take part in it. The minority showed that the Socialistic Labour
Party was not a political body, and referred to Mr. McMackin, who a

short time previously had publicly commended the good work done
by the Socialists in the labour movement, and distinctly stated that

they were not a political body. The George clique had things all cut

and dried, and it was a foregone conclusion that the Socialists would be

expelled. George had been only too glad of the Socialist vote and
help in his contest for the mayoralty of New York city. At the time

of that contest it was understood that George was practically the

Socialist nominee ; but now George found that Socialists, or Socialist

principles rather, were an encumbrance, and he determined to repudiate

them. The Socialists were allowed Rye minutes each to speak in

defence of their seats, and very able and eloquent speeches they made
—Richard J. Hinton, Block, Hugo Yoight, Yrooman, Shevitch, W.
H. Autenreith, and Laurence Gronlund. Shevitch was the most
notable Socialist orator, but the speech delivered by Gronlund was
certainly the most appropriate and effective. As reported in the Weio
York Herald, Gronlund's remarks were very relevant, pointed, and have
a tone of dignified combativness that fully suited the occasion. The
speakers pointed out that the Socialists had done their full share of

the hard work of the labour movement, that their services in support

of George's candidature were considerable, and that in spite of this

they had no design to turn .the convention entirely their own way.

Henry George got some uncomfortably candid remarks thrown at his

head. T. B. Wakeman proposed as a compromise that the Socialist

delegates be allowed their seats and a half vote. McMackin answered
some charges made against him by Wakeman. E. D. Murray
spoke up manfully on behalf of the Socialists. By this time the

general body of the delegates were regarding the Socialists with much
greater favour than before, so George found it necessary to take part

in the discussion. He acknowledged—not very generously—the work
done by the Socialists, but emphatically insisted that they were an
incongruous element, and must be expelled. The platform on which
he had formerly united with the Socialists was equal rights and the

abolition of monopolies. Now the Socialists wanted to achieve this by
a different way to himself (and this constituted their heresy).
" Socialists want to take for the use of the State all the instruments of

production and machinery of capital, and to regulate the distribution

and exchange. I believe that we are working in difierent ways for

the same ultimate end ; but so far as they want to go one way and I

another, then it is far better that each body should act for itself than
remain, united in a party in which there will be mutual wrangling and
recriminations that will bring weakness." This is very good, but it

gives no more reason for the Socialists leaving the convention than
for the Georgites leaving it. George says that both parties were
working for the same end, and working peaceably together until a

dispute arose as to the practical way of achieving that end. It became
evident that two distinct parties were forming, and the duty of the

convention was to discuss these two positions, and decide which was
right, or the best for the time. Instead of such a discussion taking
place, and Socialism as a political policy being contrasted with George's
views, George organises a clique and expels the people he differs from.
Of course if Socialism itself, instead of the expulsion of the Socialists, had

•^ From later information I find that few of the agricultural counties joined the
^invention, and of those that did so most were represented by [New York and
^^^klyn men. So that the farmers evidently hold aloof from George's party,
and hence his aetion in putting his land theories and free trade in the back-
ground.

been discussed, the Socialsts would have been a minority all the same,

and they would have had to split the party and retire ; but then the

proceedings would have been fairly conducted, and the mass of the

delegates would have known what they were about. Many of them

did not understand Socialism, and wanted to hear it debated. Others

did not understand, and denounced it off-hand in their ignorance; as,

for instance, one delegate was indignant because he thought that under

Socialism his coat would be given to the general community for

common use. Dr. McGlynn was equally intelligent on the subject,

and argued that the convention was bound by the circular calling it.

The gross absurdity of this contention must be clear to everybody. .

Here is the case : a labour candidate (H. George) is put forward for

office ; his election contest is conducted by Socialists and general

Labour Party men; a good fight is made, and it is determined to

summon a labour convention and form a great political party; a

circular is issued in which the platform of the candidate is mentioned,

and the convention comes together. Such a convention when called

should surely have power to do what it likes ; instead of that up gets

George and McGlynn, and they inform the delegates that the circular

or postcard is the law and all the commandments, and woe betide

them if they presume to question the statement. On a division 54

voted for retaining the Socialists, and 94 against. Several of the

George men thought the announcement of the result a fitting time to

indulge in sneers and insults against the Socialist delegates. The dis-

cussion was as disgraceful as the decision was unwarranted. Several

of those who abused Socialism were in the most profound ignorance of

its principles. Whatever George said was loudly cheered, and when

Dr. McGlynn got up, as he invariably did, and said the same thing

over again, he was cheered louder.

After the expulsion of the Socialist delegates the remainder of the

convention became a mere machine. There was considerable wrangling

over the election of officers, but when the resolutions and statement

of principles were brought in from the committee they were passed

without a word of discussion. A good deal of downright rowdyism

prevailed, and the most pointed insults were taken in the quietest

fashion. Here is an example. " Several delegates sprang to their

feet, and one said, ' I tuk the flure fust.' . . . Chairman (recognizing

this delegate) :
' Gentleman from New York has the floor.' . . .

Delegate: 'Tm not from New York. I'm from Albany.' . . . A
Voice .\

' You are a cushion ! Sit down !' " The cushion from Albany

collapsed after this dignified rebuke, and was no more heard of.^ It

seems that some American working men are as low as British

members of Parliament.

The worst feature of the speeches was the petty nationalism. Every

delegate who wanted to make a speech, and knew nothing worth

saying, had only to pompously declare "I come here as an American,"

and was at once greeted with loud and prolonged cheers. Even the

chairman, McMackin, in patting the Socialists on the back (after

helping to kick them dow^i stairs), said, "In order to emancipate the

working class in America we must do it as Americans, and on

American principles." It is discouraging to find that American

working men indulge in the debasing jingo sentiment that was supposed

to belong exclusively to monarchies and empires.

In my next I shall deal with the principles and policy of the George

party. __^ ^- L. Mahon.

NORFOLK NOTES.
The agricultural labourers of Norfolk have to suffer a further reduction

in wages. A wife and family can be but barely kept alive on lis.

a-week, but even this sum is considered too much, and is being reduced

to 10s. The harvest wage has also fallen from £7 to £5, 15s.

The prices realised by grain crops are lower than ever. A farmer

reckons that prices averaging from 40s. to 45s. for two comb (one of

wheat and one of barley) will enable him to live. This year the prices

only average 14s. the comb ; and so the labourer must suffer.

A meeting was held in Norwich a few days ago to form a branch of

the National Association for the Preservation of Agriculture. A few

well-paid middle-class men, speculating as to how their profits may be

kept up, is always a humourous scene, nor was this any exception.

The cool impudence with which such men always try to persuade them-

selves of their own philanthropic motives, and to persuade the workers

that their interests are identical with those of their plunderers, was

finely shown. " If you destroy the landlord you will crush the labourer

too/' said one of them. " Therefore," was the inference we might draw

from this, "in looking after our own profits we are saving the labourer

from ruin. Therefore we are genuine and disinterested philanthropists,

Let the ignorant workers thank heaven that we are providentially here

to save them from the schemes of Socialists and such designing men,

who only seek their own interest. Of course, our interest only comes

in accidentally, and we only seek it because it is bound up in our wider

aim, the good of the workers." Good Lord, what humbug !

Is it not rather the existence of the landlord and such thieves that

crushes the labourer ]

Some of our best meetings here are those we hold at the factory

gates as the men come out. Will other branches follow suit? Local

examples that appeal more personally to the men than any others can

be more easily drawn and applied. •

Our comrade Mowbray is to be released from Ipswich prison this

day (Saturday) four weeks. Feed Henderson.
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" HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW : FIRST, FEW MEN
HEED IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON ! '

Oommunications invited on Social Questions. They should he written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Rd. ,E.G., and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarily for publication.

As all articles are signed, no special si'jnificance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing
the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS. only returned if a stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.
Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

six months, 3s.; three months. Is. 6d.

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E.G, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
C. J. G. (Brixton).—Thanks ; will be used.

E. R. (Stratford).—One letter inserted this week ; two returned as requested.
We cannot anyhow print everything sent.

P. R. W. (Walsall).—Subject dealt with many times already. Cannot you write
up some local topic ? Wages, condition of workers, special local trades,

would be interesting if well described.

A. D. (Kirkcaldy).—See answer above.

Contributions unavailable from various causes—M. E. D. (North Shields)

;

W. W. C. (Nunhead) ; A. C. (Hoxton).
W, B. (Manchester).—Many thanks; your letter is the very kind we want—full

of information.

Feriodicals received during the weeh ending Wednesday September IJ/..

England
Justice
Norwich—Daylight
Labour Tribune
Kailway Review
Die Autonomie
Anarchist
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Worker's Friend
Jus

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

South Australia
Adelaide—Our Commonwealth

United States
New York—Der Sozialist
Truthseeker
Leader
Volkszeitnng

Chicago (111.)—Labor Enquirer
Boston—Woman's Journal

Liberty
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
St, Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole

Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West
Detroit (Mich.)—The Advance
New Haven (Conn.)—Work-

men's Advocate
San Francisco (Cal) The People
Valley Falls (Kan.)—Lucifer
Hammonton(NJ )Credit Foncier
Philadelphia (Pa.)—Carpenter
Paterson (N.J.) Labor Standard
St Louis (Mo.)—Altruist

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Socialiste
Le Revolte

Guise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le Travailletir

Belgium
Liege—L 'Avenir
Ghent—Vooruit
Antwerp—De Werker
Seraing (Ougree)—Le Reveil

Holland
Hag^e—Recht voor Allen

Amsterdam—Yoorwaarts
Switzerland

Zurich—Sozial Demokrat
Italy

Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Marsala—La Nuova Eta
Rome—L'Emancii)azione
Naples—Humanitas

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista

Portugal
Lisbon—O Protesto Operario

Germany
Berlin—Yolks Tribune

Austria
Brunn—Volksfrcund

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

Roumania
Jassy—Lupta

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

THE CURSE OF CIVILISATION.
(Concluded from p. 293.)

IN'ow we have just been supposing a case of an individual with whom
the specific evils of mediseval society were actually operative. But it

must be borne in mind that the balance of probabilities against any
particular individual being affected by any of them was probably
almost, if not quite, as great as against any given individual in the
present day being killed in a railway accident, blown up in an explosion,

drowned in an over-insured unseaworthy ship, run over on a London
crossing, crushed in a panic at a public building, thrown on the streets

to starve by reason of a new invention, etc., etc. One or other of

these disasters peculiar to modern life is chronicled every day in the
newspapers, and often several the same day, yet the apprehension of

them (with the exception of the last-mentioned) does not seriously

affect the happiness of the modern man, with all his instability of

nerve. How much less, then, must the fear of being killed in battle

or by robbers or by pestilence have disturbed the equanimity of the
mediaeval baron, peasant, or citizen, with his iron nerves and powerful
frame 1

By far the most powerful popular indictment of media3val society

in favour of civilisation is that of Mr. Owen Polke. In his ' History
of Crime in England' Mr. Polke has taken a single year—1349—and
carefully and laboriously collected all the cases of private wars, forcible

«ntry, highway robbery, etc., etc., he could find in the ofiicial records
as having taken place throughout England in that year. He has
certainly done his best to paint the Middle Ages as black as possible

;

yet after reading his catalogue of crime, spread over a whole year and
distributed over the whole of England, one rises with the feeling of

an anti-climax. The chief thing that strikes one about mediaeval crime
is not so much its amount as the brutal frankness, the undisguised
straightforwardness, of it. On the whole, the most unfavourable pre-

sentment of mediaeval conditions will, we think, confirm what we have
just said, in the mind^of every candid reader—namely, that the chances
of their evils affecting any given person or even locality was, to say

the least, not so very much greater than the chances of any given
person or locality being affected by the other and often quite as great,

if more commonplace, evils peculiar to modern life. Men were at least

robust and healthy for the most part until they were cut off by famine,
war, or pestilence. They were not harassed by the dread of loss of

employment and starvation, or by the horror of their children being
left without means of subsistence. If no one else did, the Church
would always care for them. But here again, the sensational, excep-

tional evils of mediaeval life are so much more dramatic, appeal to the
imagination so much more than the commonplaces of stunted growth,
deficiency of vital power, trade depressions, strikes and lock-outs, that in

a general estimate of the respective periods the one is taken promin-
ently, perhaps exaggeratedly, into account, while the other is left

altogether unnoticed.

Let us now take that portion of the indictment of more primitive

society—again taking the Middle Ages as its type—which refers to

the absence of change, variety, comfort in life ; and in this we will take

as an example the subject of locomotion. " Steam " is pre-eminently

the material symbol of modern civilisation, and its advocate invariably

adduces the blessings of free intercourse and locomotion as against the

restricted communication of earlier ages as a convincing argument, not
merely of the greater capacity of acquiring wealth, but of the greater

possibilities of happiness for the individual by the facilities for change,

intercourse, and education which modern times afford. Now there

can be no doubt that " steam " has afforded the means of travelling

longer distances for a vastly greater number of persons than have
ever been able to travel before. But have our tours round the world
or to the most distant countries for the comparatively well-to-do

persons who have a few weeks, or even in some cases a few days, to

spare, or our day-trips to distant parts of the same country for the less

well-to-do who have only a few hours,—have these things really or

only apparently increased the possibilities of change of scene and ideas

and the education thence resulting, as against those supplied by the

restricted communication of former days'? I am convinced the dis-

tinction is merely in appearance, and that the change of ideas derived

from a visit to a foreign country to-day is very little more than would
have been derived from a visit to another county in the Middle Ages.
The reason is obvious. Where the steam-engine has penetrated, the

bourgeois civilisation whioh it represents, with the uniformity of con-

dition which specially characterises that civilisation, has penetrated
also. Everywhere that the steam-engine carries you, it carries along

with it the world you intended to leave behind you ; the same archi-

tecture—the big hotel, the railway station, the cheaply-built house as

you find them in London, Paris, or Berlin ; the same costume—the

shoddy cloth of the "world-market," the Parisian "cut," the "top'
or "bowler" hat; the country, as at home, cut up by the railway

itself, with its long rows of telegraph posts, its shunting yards, and
hideous erections,—in short, everything as like as possible to what it

is at home in the heart and centre of civilisation. You open up a
conversation with the natives ; the old local dialect, with the old local

dress, customs, and traditions, have long since fled, and in the quondam
peasant you find a clumsy approach to the getting-on townsman.

This is your change, your variety in life, which " steam " has brought
you. For none can deny that a railway sooner or later brings all

these things in its wake. Is, then, the variety in life, the change of

scene, the freshness of intercourse, so much greater here than when
every district had its special features ; its own hills and dales unscarred

by the ubiquitous " navvy "
; its own manufactures ; its own character-

istic architecture ; its own homespun costume ; its own dialect and
mode of expressing its ideas ; its own local laws and customs ; and its

own traditions and legends ? Has the modern London bourgeois who
occasionally, by the help of Cook, strives to get away from the routine

world in which he lives, by a desperate effort and at a considerable

expenditure—has he, I ask, so great an advantage over his ancestor

of the thirteenth century, who by a stroll into Kent or Surrey on any
Church holiday could find himself in a district with an individuality

in many respects quite distinct from the one he left % With a great

price the modern bo^lrgeois obtains (or tries to obtain) his freedom from
the dull monotony of his life ; but the mediaeval guildsman of London
was freeborn. After his day's work he could probably obtain more
real change and amusement than the modern " city man " during the

whole of his autumn outing.

But if we must confess thus riunoi of the privileged man, the man of

means, how does it stand with the poor mechanic, who on his every
holiday has to pay the tax of the railway company, and to be stived

up in its cattle-boxes, perhaps for three or four hours, to get a breath

of fresh air and a glimpse of country, which in earlier ages he could

have had, even though he lived in the heart of London, within an
hour's walk of his own door ? When rurality and variety were com-
paratively close at hand, there was no need or desire to travel far

afield. Now people travel much and have little change; in former
ages they travelled less and had more change.

It is clear, therefore, that the pseudo-advantages of civilisation (such

as they are) refer, in this case at least, not only to the exceptions of

life rather than to its ordinary round, but also to the man of

exceptional social advantage, and by no means to the ordinary man,

—

in other words to the "classes," and not to the "masses." What
applies in this case is only typical of the great truth that modern
civilisation not only accrues solely to the advantage of a propertied

and privileged class, but that that advantage has been gained by an
untold loss for the mass of the people.

I have selected locomotion as the type of modern progress, but it

would be easy to show that the telegraph, a "cheap" press, etc..
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:»lthough they have changed human life, have been no positive benefit—that as much pleasure was to be had out of the mediaeval ballad-

:singer's version of Robin Hood as out of the modern newspaper or the
penny or shilling dreadful.

That the exceptionally circumstanced man, the man of the middle
^nd upper classes, and not the ordinary man, the man of the people,

is the chief beneficiary also by many of the reforms whose praises are

43ung so loudly, is curiously illustrated by the case of the sacredness of

,
the modern statesman or bureaucrat. Time was when a statesman, if

lie misbehaved himself, ran some risk of losing his head, or if not that,

-of imprisonment or exile, accompanied by confiscation of property.

Now the plutocracy have succeeded in making statecraft a perfectly

safe trade for themselves and their satelites, the worst evil that can
befall a "man of position" in the country being temporary loss of

office. Of course it was altogether barbarous when a member of the
leading governmental ring who was suspected of having striven to

aggrandise himself (whether in reputation, influence, or material wealth)
at the expence of justice and the public he was professing to serve
-could be arraigned as a criminal ! Nowadays, even Opposition journals
of the most pronounced character would deprecate with polite horror
the bare suggestion of the "honourable gentleman" having been
actuated by any but the highest of motives, or being guilty of anything
more heinous than an error of judgment. Nevertheless, satisfactory

as this arrangement may be in the interests of the governmental
industry, and to the wealthy classes who have such a large stake in it,

there can be no question that it is both reasonable and just that dele-

gates in whose hand vast powers for weal or woe are vested should be
criminally responsible for their "errors of judgment." No man is

obliged to accept a position of such responsibility, arid no age but the
present would have thought of allowing him, having done so, to slink

out of the consequences of his misdeeds under the cover of their being
< <lue to " error of judgment." But under our present bourgeois regime
a statesman is a sacred animal.

What shall we say, then? If the real benefits of modern life, con-
sidered in themselves, concern mainly its exceptions and not its ordinary
round, and have been for the most part achieved at the expense of its

ordinary round; if they further mainly benefit an exceptional or
privileged class and not the ordinary man, and have been achieved at
the expense of the ordinary man,—are we, like Mr. Ruskin, to call

ourselves conservatives and to hark back upon an impossible past,

while renouncing the present as hopelessly bad ? A thousand times
No ! But let us make no mistake, or confound two distinct standpoints.
The fact that, dynamically viewed, modern capitalism^ with all that
it entails—railways, machinery, squalor—is a good (nay, might be
better were it intensified to the fourth power), since it is the necessary

,< condition of the higher social life to follow, must not blind us to the
fact that, statically viewed, modern life is in no sense an improvement
on the life of past ages. For instance, don't let us delude ourselves
with thinking that railways have in themselves contributed an iota
to human happiness. In themselves, as I have endeavoured to show,
they are -an unmitigated evil, without a shred of compensating advan-
tage. Again, the acute evils of earlier ages have indeed gone, but
they have gone only to be supplanted by chronic evils in the present.
Do not let us make any mistake as to that. In this static sense I call
civilisation a curse. I say, let us clearly recognise it as such. And
in doing this, one thing there is which will give us cause to take heart
of grace : there has been no evil of which mankind has once become
conscious as such that mankind has not already half vanquished. The
acute dramatic evils of the Middle Ages—insecurity of life and pro-
perty, feudal trammels and imposts, ecclesiastical abuses—^three cen-
turies ago filled the field of human vision. Thinking, forward-looking
men saw in the vanquishment of the evils of their upas-tree—effete
feudalism, the goal of all human hopes. It steadily and surely withered,
and now it is long since first its place knew it no more. The evils
they saw were vanquished, with what results we now know. We in
our turn see a fatal upas-tree, blasting all human aspiration and happi-
ness. The fact that we see it as it is, is an earnest that its destruction
is nigh. We need not be discouraged by the immensity or the solidity
of the fabric we see standing. How little could it have seemed to the
man of the sixth century, with all the outer forms of Roman life around
him, that the Roman empire was a thing of the past and that a new
world was on the point of growing up to take its place ; how little to
the careless man of the sixteenth, with all the superficial signs of a
mediaeval civilisation standing, that the era of lord and vassal, knight
and squire, was past and a world in which the time-honoured symbols,
relations, and conceptions of the Middle Ages would be meaningless
was fast arising. Much as he might have desired this, it must have seemed
impossible to him. So with the Socialist to-day. He sees the great
-curse, bourgeois civilisation, around him on all sides. The one hope
which fills the whole horizon of his vision is the destruction of that
curse. The strength of that hope within him is the streak of light
denoting the coming of the day. E. Belf^rt Bax.

(^ " The noblest fruit that the earth holds up to her Maker is a man," says
the Talmud. But what kind of a man should he be*? Surely not one with
pmched frame and ill-developed intelJect. Surely not such men as our hell-
mvented, supply and demand,- industrial system is calculated to produce,
cjurely not men whose lives have been an "unceasing agony for bread," andwho have never found time to do anything but only keep themselves' alive
and reproduce their kind. Surely these men should be something more thanworn out machines for producing wealth, for which the lords of creation
-Have no further M^Q.—Canada Labour Reformer,

SOCIALIST CO-OPERATION.
[To THE Editor.] » ^ ! ^'

Sib,—Socialism has been thought about and very much talked about
for some good while. It has yet to be brought about. Practice is the
test of theory. The time is ripe to apply the test to Socialiski: We
have only to begin. Society is being permeated with the idea of ^ Go- <
operation as the antidote to the poison of Capitalistic competiti^ pro-
duction and distribution. Co-operation is rapidly becoming a pdweif,
and Socialists least of all can afford to ignore it. It will eitker
bring about Socialism or sweep it back for generations. Some progress
has been made on the Continent, especially in Belgium, in harnessing
Co-operative distribution and production to the chariot of Socialism.
In this country, the birth-place of Co-operation, and where it is

making the greatest advances, Socialism has done nothing really prac-
tical. The Rochdale Pioneers began with 28 members and £28
capital. A vast and profitable enterprise has grown from that small
beginning. Surely there are enough Socialists now in this country
who by putting their shoulders to the wheel could start a ' sound Go-
operative Society under better auspices than the 28 poor working men
of Rochdale, when they began without experience and with such a
minimum of capital ! At all events some Socialists mean to try.

It is intended to make, if possible, a start this winter on a small but
well-considered scale in the direction of Co-operation on Socialist lines.

With this view a scheme will be brought forward on the 21st of the
present month. Mr. E. C. Varley, who is not only a Socialist but has
had special experience of Co-operative work, will lecture on " Co-opera-
tion," on Wednesday the 21st inst., at 8.30 p.m., at Farringdon Hall,
13, Farringdon Road, E.C. It is earnestly desired that Socialists, to
whatever body they belong, should attend at the time stated. There
is nothing in Co-operation on Socialist lines which should divide So-
cialists. On the contrary, as both political and non-political Socialists
require to be fed and clothed and housed and luxuried, they have ground
for common action. Co-operation is a necessity of Socialism. By this
^X,mean Co-operation in its widest sense.

Xret us now consider wherein Socialist Co-operation differs from
Capitalistic Co-operation. This latter is becoming a power, which will
ufiteubtedly prove as great, indeed a greater, danger to Socialism by
the creation of a large number of small capitalists doing no work but
living on interest and dividends, than even by the creation of a peasant
proprietary in regard to the land question. And that would be no
slight danger.

Now the bed-rock of Socialism is equity. On this rock will be
built the great Church of Humanity, and the gates of hell shall not
prevail against it. The fundamental difference, therefore, between
Socialist and Capitalistic Co-operation stands firm. Interest and di^-
dends to non-workers are unjust exactions from the workers. We have
thus a sure test to enable us to decide whether the present Co-opera-
tive movement is really Socialistic. It has a semblance of equity when
compared with the monstrous iniquities of Competitive Individualism.
But its real tendency, unless controlled by true Socialism, will be to
lead us back to the flesh-pots of Egypt—and bondage. The tendency
of the present Co-operative movement, whether carried on under the
Rochdale system or that adopted by the Civil Service Stores, is to
create a multitude of small individual capitalists exploiting their
fellows, and sometimes tyrannising over them. Now the root-evil in
these two systems is the same, viz., that capital is considered to be en-
titled to interest. But interest is only usury writ large—payment for
use. In an article in the Practical Socialist, entitled " Rent, Interest,
and Profit," written some time back, I showed that interest for use of
money might be practically abolished by passing an enactment making
it non-recoverable at law, treating it as gambling debts and such mis-
named debts of honour. All that capital is entitled to is replacement
and maintenance where necessary. Socialists, therefore, could not
consistently allow interest to be taken by those who advanced the
capital for co-operative work. The shareholders who did no work
beyond advancing the capital would be entitled to the best security
which could be had according to the circumstances, that their capital
would be returned to them. This is a business detail which all non-
takers of interest have to settle quite as much as those who take
interest. The only thing is that under Socialism the greater the risk,
the greater must be, not the interest, hut the security. .

D. C. Dallas.
{To he conchided.)

C [iVb/^e.—Socialism of course includes real co-operation. As to the partial co-
operation which alone is possible while the present monopolist system lasts, it may
well be used by Socialists for subsistence purposes as other forms of joint-stockery
might be, but it ought to be well understood that it is not rea^ co-operation, which
is only possible as a part of Socialism.

—

Editor].

MY AIM.
I LIVE for those who love me,
For those who know me true.

For the heavens that bend above me,
And the good that I can do ;

For the cause that needs assistance.

For the wrongs that lack resistance.

For the future in the distance,

And the good that I can do.

Thomas Guthrik
[Part of the above has often been quoted, and a desire expressed so frequently

to see it complete, with author's name, that wefeprint it. It is taken from a
collection of fugitive verse published in American newspapers.]
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THE LABOUR STRUGaLE.
BRITAIN.

The fustian cutters' trade at Warrington is in a worse state than it has
been for three years. This week several shops are closed.

The miners employed by the Elswick Colliery Co., Newcastle, have struck
against the reduction of 6J pei cent, in their wages.

The boiler-makers and iron ship-builders employed by Messrs. R. Hal
and Co., Aberdeen, have come out on strike in consequence of being refused
Is.^ extra per day above time wages for repair work. In the meantime only
a limited number of men are affected by the strike.

A. conference of miners of England, Wales and Scotland is to be held in
Edinburgh on the second Tuesday in October to consider the question of re-

stricting the output and the expediency of federating the various Unions in
the three countries.

In the Rhondda Valley, the whole of the miners engaged at the Tredegar
collieries have stiuck work in consequence of a dispute with the employers
in reference to tonnage and price of coal. A board of arbitration has been
appointed, but no settlement has been arrived at. The steel workers in the
adjoining valley have received notices of a reduction in wages, which they
have decided to oppose. An extensive strike is therefore not improbable.

The nail-makers of the South Staffordshire and East Worcestershire dis-

tricts came out on strike on Monday. The men state that they are not asking
for a wage which will enable them to lay money by, or provide for the future,
but only for enough to keep body and soul together. Several employers are
of opinion that an advance should be conceded, and efforts will be made to
avert a prolonged strike. About 15,000 opei,^atives are affected.

The chain-makers of Cradley Heath are still making great efforts to better
their condition. At a great meeting held during the week, a resolution was
passed, protesting against the employment of females in the chain-trade.
The Trades Union Congress was also requested to petition the House of
Commons to appoint a Commission to visit the district. Great distress still

exists in the locality owing to the want of employment, and the low rate of
wages paid when work is obtained.

Auxiliary Postmen's Grievances.—Mr. Raikes, the Postmaster-General,
has replied to the memorial of the auxiliary postmen of the metropolitan
district, asking for better pay and longer holidays without deduction of

wages. He states that it is his intention to discontinue the employment of

auxiliaries on full time, and to offer the men fresh engagements on different

terms. As to those who were not on full time, he could hold out no hope
that the privileges of the permanent service men would be extended to

them.

With reference to the recent strike on the Midland Railway, it is reported
that the places of the 'strikers being now filled up, the company are dis-

charging those men who took an active part in the agitation which led up to

the strike. This action of the company* is being much commented on, many
of the men having returned to work in perfect good faith that their services

would be retained permanently. The Amalgamated Society of Railway Ser-
vants is, however, quite powerless, large numbers of competent men being-

available who are not members of it.

The joiners, who last week turned out on strike from the Elswick shipyard
of Sir W. G. Armstrong, Mitchell & Co., have resolved to hold out until a
satisfactory solution of the question is arrived at. The men are congratu-
lating themselves on the fact that there never was such unanimity of feeling

among the members of their association upon any point as in the present case.

The cause of this disj^ute is that for some time past it has been usual for car-

penters to place the heavy woodwork of ships in position, and for joiners to

finish it off. The latter complain that, owing to iron being now largely used
in shipbuilding, they have less work than formerly, and that carpenters are

given joiner's work. As the company declined to interfere in the matter, the
whole of the joiners at once turned out.

The Bolton Strike.—On the recommendation of the General Committee
of Management of the Iron Trades Employers' Association the Bolton masters
have made the men a final offer of " open arbitration upon the wages question
only." The employers propose that each side should prepare a list of four
names from which the other should select an arbitrator, the two arbitrators

to appoint an umpire, and with him to decide on the nature of the evidence
to be admitted. It is reported that the men will refuse any terms of settle-

ment which do not include the discharge of the men now occupying their

places, as otherwise, even if they gained their point, a large number of them
would be permanently thrown out of employment. On the other hand it is

stated that this is a final offer on the part of the employers, and that if it is

not accepted vigorous measures will be taken to dispense altogether with the
services of the men on strike. At a mass meeting, after a prolonged discus-

sion, it was decided to accept the employers' proposal, the majority in farour
being 185.

Cotton Operatives' Disputes.—The strike at Nott Street Mill, Black-
burn, continues. The majority of the weavers who struck work some timeago
at Messrs. Bracewell's sheds, Barnoldswick, still remain out, but their places

are gradually being taken by new hands. The engines of the new weaving
shed at Grindlestonehurst, near Colne, were ^' christened " on Saturday last.

The shed will contain 1,040 looms, 700 of which have been let to Messrs.
R. Riley and Co.—The spinners employed by Messrs. Joshua Crook and
Sons, Bolton, have resumed work after being on strike a week. The cause

of complaint, namely, the rate of wages to be paid for certain counts, is to

be left unreservedly in the hands of a committee from the Operatives' Asso-
ciation and a committee from the Employers' Association. The men will

work for four weeks at the present rate of wages, pending the decision of

the committees.—At Blackburn, the weavers, who recently struck work at

Messrs. D. and W. Taylor's mills, have gone back to their employment,
the employers having promised to abate the amount of steam sent into the
shed—the cause of the strike. As complaints on this score are stated to be
pretty general in other mills the result of this strike will no doubt aff'ect

them.—On Thursday, the spinners employed at the Hippings Yale Mill,

Oswaldtwistle, struck work through a wages dispute, and the mill is now
closed. The spinners wish to be paid by the indicator system, and the com-
pany want to pay by weight. The mill contains 80,000 spindles, and about
200 hands are now idle.—The notices of the hands to leave work at Fir
Trees Mill, Higham, expired on Thursday, and the weavers left the pre-

mises as they finished their beams. The weavers propose to accept 4 per
cent, off the Blackburn list, and the masters propose to accept 24 per cent.

off the Burnley list. The matter is still unsettled.

CONTINENTAL NOTES.
ITALY.

LEmancipazione (Rome), in a recent number, expresses much indignatioa
at the fete-giving mania which has taken possession of most Italian munici-
palities, very rightly complaining of the costly waste of all the "welcomes"
given to cousins, uncles, aunts of royalty, or local celebrities which make sa-
sorry contrast with the poverty and almost famine that afflicts moat of the
provinces of the kingdom. Exhibitions, festivals, and inaugurations are
good in a jovial and flourishing land, but to those who stand trembling with
hunger and disease glancing up at newly-built palaces, or watching electric
lights and spurting fireworks, certain thoughts will at last rise in their
minds

; mild thoughts perhaps of spacious buildings utilised differently,
angry thoughts perhaps of artificial fire put to another purpose, and' thus it
will be found that the time-honoured move of " bread and circuses " is at
last out of date and no longer works successfully.

Sicily.—A mining crisis in Sicily has been imminent for several months
past, says the Fascio ; the cholera troubles still to the fore, things must be
pleasant for the Sicilians. Some 400 men of the sulphur mines are in a
state of tumult, and demand bread for their families. The Syndic and sleek
bourgeoisie that infest the country-side reply that they don't know what to
do for them, but they will endeavour to help them with a little alms-giving.
A charity-monger is a desolation and a thing of dread indeed !

IJEmancipazione publishes a programme for a Provisional Government for
the " transitional period," the principal points of which are a Representative
Assembly for general legislation and municipalities for communal adminis-
tration. We seem to be " where we were before" when we have got this
novelty.

II Lavoratore (an Anarchist-Communist Society) sends us the prospectus-
of their organ, II Demolitore, the first number of which be shortly forth-
coming. To judge from the manifesto, the style of this new weekly will be
sombre and earnest in the extreme ; to criticise social sores and sound the
trumpet of rebellion being " all " it proposes to do. While wishing all
success to any new revolutionary journal, we cannot help thinking that the
energy well spent in bringing so many forth, would be yet better spent on
sustaining and strengthening those already in the field. M. M.
La Lotta (The Struggle), which had been obliged to stop its publication,

,

has made its re-appearance. It is an Anarchist paper, very ably written by
young artisans, who well deserve to be supported because they work under
very hard circumstances.

At Naples, a new Communist-Anarchist organ, II DemoUtore (The De-
stroyer), will be issued on the 15tli inst. We hope that it will be of the
same standard as Ilumanitas, also published in that town.

GERMANY.
At Dortmund, fifty Socialists have been arrested last Sunday, in conse^

quence of a small riot arising from provocation on the part of the police.
Last week, there was scarcely one town of middling importance in Germany
where at least one Socialist was not arrested. It would be quite impossible
for us to even mention all these captures of " dangerous" people.

Frohme, the Socialist deputy in the Reichstag, has been expelled from
Frankfort. He has taken up his residence at Hanover, where he was born.

One of the forerunners of Communism in Germany and Switzerland, W.

.

Weitling, born at Magdeburg in 1803, died lately at his farmhouse in
America (Illinois). He was one of the founders of the " Communistic
Working-men's Club " of London, together with Marx, Engels, and others.
After having undergone a term of fifteen months' imprisonment at Zurich,
for the publication of his book, ' The Gospel of the Poor Sinner,' he was
expelled from Switzerland and extradited to Germany, where he was again
sent to prison. He lived afterwards at Brussels and London, and finally
went to America, where he became a farmer. His influence amongst the
workers has been very powerful between the years 1840 and 1850.

FRANCE.
The Revolte announces in its last issue that it ceases its publication. We

regret exceedingly this lesolution of our Parisian friends, the Revolte'hdivmg
been, during eight years and a-half, the best and the most earnest paper
among all Anarchist publications. It may be fairly said that the Revolte
has been a model of revolutionary journalism, putting far aside all personal
questions, which only weaken the strength of parties, and devoting all its

efibrts to the elucidation of theoretical questions of the most vital import-
ance to the coming social revolution. Men of science, like Elisee Reclus and
Kropotkine, not to speak of the other contributors who had also their fair
share in the common work, brought the Revolte' to a very high standard.
But it is to be hoped that another paper. La Revolte^ which is to be started
at Paris, will follow the traditions of the now extinct organ, and render to
the Cause the same services. We wish every success to our new colleague
in the hard work of bringing about that social revolution which we are
aiming at, and which we hope will be the sublime coronation of our nine-
eenth century.

At Nizza, a new Anarchist paper has come to light, Lo Schiavo (The Slave),
and at Havre another one, entitled Elde'e Ouvriere (The Worker's Idea).
Both are weeklies, and we wish them good luck and long life.

AUSTRIA.
The police have suppressed the last issue of the Gleiehheit^ and of the

Brunner Arheiter Zeitimg^ two Socialist pstpers published at Yienna and at
Brunn. This kind of police vexation happens regularly once a month, and
costs a good deal of money, because the editors have to issue at once a second
edition of their paper.

Lectures on the situation of the workers in the ancient and the medioeval
ages have been prohibited in Yienna ! What about the position of the
workers in present times, then 1 Silly men they are, these Yiennese magis-
trates !

HOLLAND.
The Socialists have made several manifestations at the Hague, Amster-

dam, Rotterdam, etc., to welcome their friend Domela Nieuwenhuys, on his
release from prison. At Amsterdam, the manifestation was of a striking
character, more than twenty thousand people covering the immense area of
the Plein. All went on in a very quiet and orderly manner. But the bour-
geoisie and the mob decided to have their revenge at Rotterdam. On the
7th inst., Nieuwenhuys and several of his Socialist friends arrived in that
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-town in order to attend a reception which had been organised by the workers
:at the People's Coffee House, their usual place of gathering, A large crowd
-<;ollected in front of the establishment and prevented our comrades from enter-

ing the place, so that the police were compelled to form a cordon in order to

enable them to penetrate in the People's House. The rascals, encouraged by
the "gentlemen" in the crowd, then commenced throwing stones at the

windows and tore down the red flag displayed over the door, afterwards

l>urning it in the square before the police-station. The mob next attempted
to force an entrance into the People's Place, and the police had to charge

the crowd. But a large number of people succeeded in getting inside the

coffee-house, where they behaved like wild beasts, tearing down the Socialist

emblems and flags, breaking all the furniture in a word, and doing consider-

-able damage. The Socialists had to defend themselves, as the police " autho-

rities " did very little indeed to protect them. The Dutch papers accuse the

police of having rather played the game of the rascals, and we have good
reasons to believe that they did there as in fact they are in the habit of

doing everywhere. Police, rascality, and gentry in a kindred alliance

against Socialists—so it is nearly always, and it has nothing in it to as-

tonish us !

SPAIN.

The Anarchist groups of Barcelona, Gracia, Gervaiso, and Martin de Pro-

vencals have commenced the publication of small pamphlets to be sold at

twopence. It is a good undertaking, of which we will speak at some length

in another issue. D.

CORRESPONDENCE.

SOCIALISTIC LITERATURE.
Sir,—I should like to suggest how the sale of Commonweal and other So-

"•cialist literature might be considerably increased. When passing through the

various market-places of London on Friday and Saturday eveninp^s (the two
nights when the workers have money in their pockets, having received their

wages on either of these days), I have often thought that it would be a good
plan to have a barrow and board such as costermongers use, with a naptha
lamp to light it up, and to place on it copies of the Commonweal and pamphlets
which have been published by the League and other publications propagating
Socialist views. In the course of the evening two or three of our comrades
would get on a stool at the back of the barrow and introduce the books to

the audience, first of all reading a little and then explaining the article or

-chapter in pamphlet or newspaper. There are hundreds of women out on
these evenings who would make purchases and would take them home to

their husbands, who would thus have Socialistic truths brought to them in

a manner which no other agency could effect. When we consider how much
has been done in this way by the Bible-stall people and " cheap-jacks " with
light literature, I do not think for a moment that Socialists, who have some-
thing far better than either of the above-mentioned vendors to offer the

people, need fear the result. Cn the contrary, I believe that much good
might come of it ; and I will gladly volunteer to make one of the vendors
myself. W. B. Parker.

HIS RIGHT PLACE.

In a recent issue, you quote from the Norwich Daylight^ " Who would
'have thought that Mr. Bradlaugh would ever become popular with the
" Tories I " I must quote the words of Mr. Cunninghame Graham (when
addressing a meeting at the West Ham Town-hall), who turned round and

; asked the chairman whether a certain M.P. was a Liberal or Tory, as he,

Mr. Cunninghame Graham, did not know the difference between them.
Now that is really getting the case with myself, what is the difference be-
tween a Radical and a Tory ? Mr. Bradlaugh is a great advocate for Indi-
viduality, or, in other words, an advocate for men to take as much from
production as they can possibly get hold of without breaking the law,
whether those laws are bad or not does not matter. Does not the Tories
-advocate the same ? The only difference between Tories and Radicals that
I can see is, that the Tory's individuality is a little stronger than the
Radical's. The Tory says, " Take all you can get ; who are the people ?

"

And the Radical says, " Come, come, now don't be too hard ; let us make
things a little easier, or you will have all these people dying for the want of

the goods they produce." "Never mind," says the Tory, "stick to your
<jolours. Individuality P^ " Hear ! hear !" says the Radical, "but you must
not let the people know."
Now I maintain, Mr. Editor, that Tories and Liberals and Radicals are all

one, the only difference being that the first is an Individualist who is not
ashamed to own it ; the second is an Individualist who is almost ashamed to
own it ; and the third is an Individualist, who by certain little tricks

enumerated in the Radical programme, tries to blind us from the fact that
he is one of the party. Therefore, the Tories should embrace Charles Brad-
laugh as one of their own. Ernest Ranger.

Sir,—Mr. Robert Giffen in his recent address to the British Association
admitted that it was " highly probable " that the trade of this country dur-
ing the last ten years had decreased. This he did in a very gruesome fashion,
but he was forced to confess that our great industries on all hands supported
that view. But says he, " the utmost caution must be used in forming final

-conclusions." Mr. Giffen seems very unwilling to accept the conclusions
which his own figures would seem to warrant when they militate against the
rosy views of British society which he champions, and as a last chance he
-cites the growth of taxation and of population as evident signs of prosperity.

It does not seem to occur to the learned professor that he makes his case
worse by Aese latter statements, and that if, as he states, it is "highly pro-
bable " that British trade is on the decrease, and population and taxation are
on the increase, the latter tendencies only serve to aggravate and heighten
the ill-effects of the former ; the nett result being that our income is less and
our expenses more. Methinks an artizen would think himself scarcely com-
pensated for a lower wage by an addition to his family.

Harvey J. Miles.

Would you kindly give me the postal address of the Knights of Labour
Assembly in Birmingham, and oblige, ' Nix.

[They meet in the " Bolton Arms," Handsworth. The secretary Sam.
• Grove. Perhaps some local reader will supply more particulars.

—

Eds.]

ON ATLAS' TOP.
On Atlas' top how rests this round
Of pride and glitter gold enwound ? ,

How, borne aloft with toil and tears,

Doth ride the world that still outwears
The hands and feet of Labour bound %

With dust of summer highways ground,

Or lost in wintry snows, and found
In chains that frozen custom bears ^^

On Atlas' top.

For you, earth's children, earth-disowned,

With hands of might, but heads uncrowned,

For you, through smoke of toiling years,
|

Deliverance breaks, in hope new-found,

On Atlas' top !

Walter Crane.

THE vow OF TIPPEMRY.
By Thomas Davis.

(Air— ** Tht Men of Tipperary")

From Carrick streets to Shannon shore

—

From Sliabh na m-Ban^ to Ballindeary

—

From Longford Pass to Gaillte Mor

—

Come hear the vow of Tipperary.

Too long we fought for Britain's cause,

And of our blood were never chary

;

She paid us back with tyrant laws.

And thinned the homes of Tipperary.

Too long with rash and single arm,
The peasant strove to guard his eyrie,

Till Irish blood bedewed each farm.

And Ireland wept for Tipperary.

But never more we'll lift a hand

—

We swear by God and Virgin Mary !

—

Ex(;ept in war for native land

;

And that's the Vow of Tipperary !

[The events of last Friday lend renewed interest to the above poem, reprinted
from the ^a^io?i.—H. H. S.]

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
Hoxton (Labour Emancipation League) to June 30. Hammersmith

cham, Walsall to July 31 . Clerkenwell, to August 31.

. Mit-
Wednesbury, to Sept. 30.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Donations—Mephistopheles, 2s. 6d.; A. Beasley, 2s.; S. Lankester, 6d.; Wade,

2s, ; H. Hill (Merton), Is. Weekly Subscriptions—K. F., Is. ; C. J. F., 2s. ; Ox-
ford Branch, 2s. ; W. B., 6d. ; Llednulb, 6d. ; J. L., 6d. ; P. W., 6d. ; Langley,

2s. ; D. N. (four weeks), Is. P. Webb, Treasurer, Sept. 13.

The English Fund—For the Wife and Family of comrade English, recently

dead.—Bloomsbury Branch, 10s.; Collection, 4s. 4d. ; W. C. W., Is.; George
Potter, 2s. 6d.; H. H. Hopkins, 2s. 6d.; T. Finn, 2s.; A Medical Student, 2s. 6d.

—Total, £1, 4s. lOd.—S. S. Gostling ; W. H. Utley. Per J. Lane—A. M., 2s,;

J. E. McCarthy, Is.

South Wales Propaganda.—Collected in Victoria Park, Sept. 11, 8Jd.

Propaganda Fund.—Collected in Regent's Park, Sept. 11, 5s. 6d.

REPORTS.
Bloomsbury.—On Thursday last, G. Bernard Shaw gave an interesting lecture

on ** Wages," which provoked some inquiry but little discussion. On Sunday, at

St. Pancras Arches, very good meeting. Resolution moved Bartlett, seconded
Dalziel, supported Wardle and Donald :

** That this meeting protests against the

manner in which the Irish people are being treated by the British government,
and considers that the two deaths which occurred at Mitchelstown are judicial

murders perpetrated by the Government." Resolution carried with acclamation.

Good sale of Commonweal. At the Polygon, most attentive audience listened on
Monday last with great interest to the speakers Wardle, Bartlett, and Dalziel.

Clerkenwell.—Wednesday and Sunday meetings held as notified in last

weeks paper. Commonweal and pamphlets have steady sale.—A. T, and W. B.

Hackney.—Jan^es AUman and H. Graham spoke at the Broadway, London
Fields, last Wednesday evening. On Sunday evening, an excellent meeting at
Warner Place, Hackney Road, addressed by H. Graham.—G. C.

Hoxton.—On Sunday morning, D. Nicoll spoke to a good audience opposite

Hoxton Church. Evening, in the hall, H. A. Barker gave an interesting lecture

on " The Aims of Socialists." Good discussion followed.—C. J. Y.
Merton.—Good meeting at Haydon's Road on Sunday, at 11 o'clock, comrade

Heaford, of S.D.F., spoke to an attentive audience. Good sale of GommonweaL
No opposition.—E.
Mile End and Bethnal Green.—^Tuesday the 6th, J. Fld^ton, Jas. and

Jno. AUman, and Davis addressed good meeting on Waste. Ustt^l meeting in

Victoria Park, Morris and Davis speaking. Sale of paper fair, and one new
member.—H. M.
Mitcham.—Good meeting on Fair Green, addressed by Kitz. Owing to wet

weather, no meeting in the evening. Commonweal sold out.—R. C.

1 Commonly written Slievenamon,
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KiNGSLAND Gbeen.—On Sunday last we held our
ubual meeting, Barker and Parker speaking to good
audience. Good sale of Commonweal, and one new
member made.
North London.—Meeting at Ossulton Street on

Tuesday. Speakers, Cantwell, Dalziel, and Turner.
Annoyed by emissaries of the Primrose League, but
well supported by audience. Regent's Park on Sun-
day morning, good meeting addressed hy J. J. All-
man. Turner replied to criticism, evoking applause.
Collected 5s. 6d. for propaganda.—C.
Glasgow. — On Saturday afternoon, Glasier and

Downie spoke to a good audience on Jail Square. On
Sunday forenoon another good meeting was held at
the same place, Glasier and Paterson being the
speakers. In the afternoon, very successful meetings
were held at Paisley Road Toll and Jail Square,
Glasier, Downie, Bullock, and Torley (S.D.F.) being
the speakers. Good sale of Commomceal, and 7s. 8d.

collected for the Broxburn miners.—A. M'K.
Ipswich.—Splendid meetings are being held here,

and considerable interest is being shown. Slaughter
and White did exceedingly well. Good sale of Com-
monweal, and two new members made. We have
arranged for a meeting in the Co-operative Hall to
celebrate the release of Charles Mowbray. This will
be held on the evening of the 15th of October.—J. R.
Norwich.—We have our comrades Wade and

Mason, of London, with us, and Moore, of Norwich.
These held a very successful meeting at North Wal-
sham on Sunday morning. We had good meetings in

the City, finishing up with a lecture in the Gordon
Hall by Wade, on the " Religion of Socialism." Some
of our comrades visited Diss, Ipswich, and Lowestoft,
doing good work, the Commonweal selling well. Com-
rade Wade stays with us this week, and will hold
several meetings in the district.—T. M.

rt-/

Nottingham Section (Socialist Union. — At the
meeting on Sunday in the club room, a resolution was
passed unanimously that we form a branch of the
Socialist League.—A. M. C.

Woolwich.—Last Sunday, Donald and Banner spoke
at Arsenal Gates to splendid audience, which stood
through a heavy fall of rain, and for nearly two hours
listened to addresses on *' Socialism and the Irish

Question." Donald moved a resolution "condemning
the policy of the government in Ireland and the mis-
creants responsible for the massacres at Mitchelstcwn,"
which was seconded by one of our Radical friends,

who delivered a telling speech, and appealed to those
in the crowd who were Socialists to join the Socialist

. League which is being organised in Woolwich. When
we put the resolution to the meeting every hand in the
crowd, some 700 or 800, was held up, and not a single

opponent could be got to protest against the motion.
At the close of the meeting 16 names were given in to

form a branch, 5s. Id. was collected for propaganda,
and nearly 12s. worth of literature sold.—R. B.
Birmingham.—Meetings at Bull Ring and Council

House, addressed by Sanders. Fair sale of literature.

BiLSTON.—Good meeting on Saturday, addressed by
Sanders.
Bloxwich.—Donald held meeting on Friday.
Dudley.—Tuesday, Sanders spoke in Market-place

to large audience. No police interference.

Oldbury.—Weaver spoke on Friday, well received.
Darlaston.—Sanders held large and enthusiastic

meeting Saturday afternoon.

^ELSALL.—Donald and Sanders addressed a large
audience of miners and ironworkers on the Common
on Wednesday, on '* Socialism and Trades' Unionism."
Great Bridge.—Despite the rain Donald got to-

gether a good audience on Tuesday last, who listened

most attentively.

Tipton.—Weaver held meeting on Wednesday.
Wednesbury. — Good meeting on Thursday, ad-

dressed by Donald.
Wolverhampton.—Weaver spoke on Saturday, and

at close several names given in towards forming a
branch.
West Bromwich.—Good meeting on Monday, ad-

dressed by Weaver.
Walsall.—Good audience addressed by Sanders

and Deakin on Monday, and several new members
joined at close. Weaver held meeting at Burchills,
on Sunday, well received. -r-J. T. D.

North of England Socialist Federation.

We have held some very good meetings during the
week at Elswick, Annitsford, Blyth, and Shields. I

hope to forward next week a complete list of our
branches and secretaries. The Federation is indebted
to comrade Mann of the S.D.F. for lending a helping
hand to keep the branchei^ together pending the ap-
pointment of an organising secretary.

J. Macdonald, Organising Sec.

Scottish Land and Labour League.

An executive meeting was held office on Thursday.
Report of organising secretary given, and arrange-
ments for extending propaganda considered. Hall
committee reported having taken the Trades Hall for
winter lectures on Sunday evening. Twelve new
members enrolled. The Discussion Class met, Tuke
opening on ** What our Opponents Say." Smith and
Davidson joined the discussion, which was adjourned.

Edinburgh'—The meeting in the Grassmarket was
very successful, in spite of the rain. Smith, Gih-ay,
and Mahon spoke. At 6 p.m. Smith spoke, and at
6.30 the first of winter season lectures was given by
J. H. Smith at the Trades Hall. The meeting was a
thorough success, discussion lively, sale of literature
and collection good. It was agreed to invite members

of Trades Council to discussion next week on " The
Trades Congress proceedings."

Arbroath.—A business meeting held last week, at
which some new members were enrolled, and arrange-
ments for Mahon's next visit discussed.

Chas. Wm. Tuke, sec.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Bloomsbury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,
Tottenham Court Road, W, On Thursday Sept. 15,
Sidney Webb, "The Political Duty of Socialists."

22nd. Hubert Bland, *' State Intervention." 29th.
P. Barry, " Scientific Boycotting."

Clerkenvjell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
aon Road, ILC. Sunday September 18, at 8.30 p.m.
Free Concert by Wm. Blundell and Friends (Irish

Night). Wednesday Sept. 21, at 8.30, Mr. Varley,
" Socialistic Co-operation " (see page 301).

Hackney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11.30.; Satur-
day, 7 till 12.30; Sunday 11 a.m. till 12 p.m.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday Sept. 18, at 8 p.m. Sidney Webb (Fabian),
" The Socialism of Political Economists."

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—Globe Coffee House,-227 High St.,

Hoxton. On Sunday Sept. 18, at 8, Miss Jessie

Craigen will lecture—subject, '* Anti-Vivisection :

a Plea for Mercy." On Sunday Sept. 25, at 11 a.m.,
an outdoor meeting will be held, to protest agaiust
the action of the Coercion Government in Ireland.
A large number of speakers will attend to address
the meeting.

Mitcham.—Comer of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Mile-end and Bethnal Green.—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road. Members and those intending to join Branch
are requested to attend Business Meeting every
Thursday at 9 p.m.

North London.—Branch meets at 32 Camden Road,
N.W., for reception ©f new members and other
business, on Wednesday evenings at 8 o'clock, until
further notice. H. Bartlett, sec.

PROVINCES.
Arbroath (Scottish Section : Forfarshire).—Members
meet on Tuesday nights for business and discussion.
Secretary {pro tem.), Jas. Malcolmson, 3 Arrat St.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section: Forfarshire).—Secretary
pro tern.), D. M'Dougal, East Path.

Coiodenbeath {Scottish Section).—Secretary, John Dun-
can, 30 Arthur Place.

Dublin.—Irish Labour League, Carpenters' Hall, 75
Aungier Street, every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discus-
sion on all subjects connected with Labour Question.

Dundee (Scottish Section).—Branch Business Meetiug,
Granite Hall, Overgate, 8 p. m.

Dysart (Scottish Section: Fife).—Secretary, A. Pater-
son, 152 Rosslyn Street.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Mem-
bers' Business Meeting on Thursday at 7.30. Discus-
sion Class at 8 p.m.

Galashiels (Scottish Section).—Secretary {pro tern.),

John Walker, 6 Victoria Street.

Glasgow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. Sunday Sept.

18, meeting of members in Rooms at 8.

Hamilton.—Baton's Hall, Chapel St. Every Thursday
at 7.30.

Hull.—Merrill's Dairy, 6^ Walker Street. Mondays,
at 8 p.m.

Lancaster.—Addresses every Sunday morning on the
Quay Jetty.

Leeds.—17 Chesham Street, Sweet Street. Club and
reading room open every evening. Business meet-
ings every Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Office of Hosiery Union, Horsefair Street.
Fridays at 8 p.m.

Lochee (Scottish Section : Forfarshire).—Secretary {pro
tem.), P. M'Dougal, 10 Mercer Street.

Norwich.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Sfreet. Free Lectures
every Sunday at 8 p.m. Business Meeting, Mon-
day at 8.30. Speakers' Class, Sunday mornings at

10.30 and Wednesday evenings at 8 p.m. Social

Evening, Saturdays at 8. Sunday 18th, H. A. Bar-
ker, "Evolution and Socialism."

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street,

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.
Walsall.—Temperance Hall. Branch meeting every
Monday.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 18.

9. 30 . . . Starch Green Hammersmith Branch
11. 30...Hackney—"Salmon and Ball" Lane
11.30.. .Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Pope & Allman
11.30...Kingsland Green Nicoll
11. 30...Merton—Haydons Road ...Bull, Eden, Samuels
11. 30...Mitcham Fair Green Hardisty & Sparling
11.30.. .Regent's Park ...Parker
11.30. ..St. Pancras Arches Davis
11.30.. .Walham Green Kitz
3 ...Hyde Park Parker
7 ...Stamford Hill Lane & Flockton
5 ...Victoria Park ,Wardle
6. 30...Hackney Rd—Warner Place...Allman &Brooks
7 ...Clerkenwell Green Sparling

Monday.
8 . . .Polygon, Somers Town Wardle & Bartlett

Tuesday.
8 ...Mile-end Waste J. Allman
8 ...Ossulton Street, Euston Road Graham

Wednesday.
8 ...Broadway, London Fields Kitz'

Thursday.
8 ...Hoxton Church , Pitfield Street Davis •

Woolwich.—Arsenal Gates, Sunday Sept. 18, at

7 o'clock—T. E. Wardle.

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail's Square, at 1 ; Paisley Road'

Toll at 5 ; Jail's Square at 7.

Kilsyth.—Saturday at 6 p.m.
Leeds.—Sunday: Hunslet Moor, 11; Vicar'a Croft,

7.30. Friday: Comer of Christ Church, Meadow
Lane, at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—Sunday : Market Place at 3 ; Agricultural.
Hall Plain at 7.

Dereham.—Every Wednesday, Market Place at 7.

Yarmouth.—Thursday, on the Quay, at 7.30.

St. Faith''s.—Sunday,"on the Green, at 3.

Norwich.—Outside Colman's, Friday at 1.30. Out-
side Hewlett and White's, Saturday at 1. Hay-
market, Saturday at 8. Market Place, Sunday
at 11 and 8.

Date. Time. Place. Speakers.

18. . .6. 30. . .Birmingham, Council Ho. . .Donald
18. ..6.30... „ Bull Ring ...Donald

18. ..6.30.. .Walsall Birchalls Sanders
18. ..4 ...Walsall Weaver&Deakia
19. . .7 . . .West Bromwich Donald
20... 6.30...Dudley Sanders
20.. .6.30.. .Great Bridge Donald
21...6.30...Pelsall Sanders
21. ..6.30.. .Tipton Weaver
22... 6. 30...Wednesbury Weaver
23.. .6.30.. .Oldbury Donald
23... 6.30...Bloxwich Deakin& Weaver
24. ..5 ...Willenhall Weaver
24... 7 ...Wolverhampton Weaver
24...5 ...Darlaston Sanders
24... 7 ...Bilston Sanders
24...5.30...Brierley Hill Donald
24. . ,7.30. . .Stourbridge Donald
25... 6. 30...Birmingham, Council Ho...Donald
25...6..30... „ Bull Ring ...Donald

25. ..6.30.. .Walsall Birchalls Sanders
25. ..4 ...Walsall Weaver& Deakin.

SCOTTISH LAND AND LABOUR LEAGUE.
{Scottish Section of the Socialist League)

Meetings—September.

17.

—

West Colder—addresses by Smith, Mahon,.
and Tuke.

IS.^Leith, 11.30 a.m., foot of Leith Walk—
Mahon.

Edinburgh.—Grassmarket, 3 p.m. ; Queen's
Park, 3 p.m.; Hunters Square, 6 p.m.

;

Trades Hall, High Street, 6.30.

Sat.

Sun

Fabian Society.—At Willis' Rooms, Sept. 16, 8 p.m.

Hubert Bland will read a Paper on *lThe need for

a New Departure."
Norwich.—On Sunday H. A. Barker of London will

address a series of meetings.

The Bloomsbury Branch of the Socialist League
desires to appeal to readers of the Commonweal for'

help for the wife and family of comrade English, who
has recently died. English was one of the originators-

of the Bloomsbury Branch, and for many years wa»
an ardent and energetic worker for the Cause. After
a long and painful illness he at last succumbed, leav-

ing his family destitute. Contributions will be gladly

received and acknowledged by the secretary of the.

Branch at the Communist Club, 49 Tottenham St. W.>
or by comrade Lessner.

CONCERT in Aid of * COMMONWEAL.'

Special Notice.—On Saturday October 15 a Con-
cert will be held in aid of the ' Commonweal ' Fund at
13 Farringdon Road, concluding with an original.

Dramatic Sketch by members and Friends.

Members and friends who can assist with songs,.,

recitals, etc., are requested to send in their names to-

the Committee. Further particulars will be published

shortly. H. A. Barker and W. Blundell.

SOUTH WALES PROPAGANDA.
Readers -of the Commonweal have noticed a few

weeks back the extremely iuteresting and promising
report given in these columns of the work done by
Kitz and Mainwaring. It is imperative, if the work
is to be of permanent benefit, that other speakers be
sent at once. The Strike Committee has exhausted it&>

funds in the carrying on of the extra work-necessitated

by the late strikes, etc., and now appeals urgently for

the necessary " sinews of war." Those upon the spot

who wish speakers to come down, and all those any-
where who are willing; to help, are asked to send in .

contributions to the Treasurer of the Strike Com-
mittee, 13, Farringdon Road, E.C.

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded. . . . ld»<..

Chants for Socialists. By WiUiam Morris. . id

A Plea for Socialism. By J. L. Mahon. . id. -

Printed and Published by William Mobbis an Jossph Laxhi

at IS Farringdon Boad, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The present example of the sickening conventionality, called a

Queen's Speech, is a fine specimen of its loathsome kind, but there is

nothing in it to surprise anyone. Its framers are, of course, bound to

praise themselves, whatever crimes or blunders they may have com-

mitted, but that people should tamely bear such a ridiculous and pre-

posterous piece of nonsense is a sign, if but a small one, of the rotten-

ness of the society we live in, and a token of the baleful officialism of

our de^d-dog constitutional monarchy, that finds it useful to have a

cloak behind which to shelter its misdeeds ; even when it is a cloak

that would be openly laughed at but for the cant that guards English

bourgeoisdom from every breath of common sense.

careless at once, which is one of the most noticeable characteristics of

American commercialism. W. M.

Mr. Balfour's speech on the Mitchelstown massacre is accepted as

meaning an endorsement of the murderous conduct of the police ; that

was all that we wanted to know of him. His tu qiioque to Sir William
Harcourt was as effective as you please in the atmosphere of the House
of Commons, but has nothing whatever to do with the question which
all honest men are asking : Ajre you going to govern Ireland by Peter-

loos 1 Mr. Balfour answers "Yes, if ray colleagues' courage does not

oollapse." A very big '' if " is that. If the age of miracles does not

come back on us, the responsibility of Ii eland will presently be shifted

Irbm the Tories to the Gladstdnites, though perhaps the very confidence

%t mosft people have in the rapid approach of Home Rule, acting on
Se habitual laziness of the English people, will yet delky it somewhat.

• The^feeble forcible government has made another step in Coercion

by specially proclaiming the Claire branches of the ISTational League.
This will make no diflTerence to the work that body has been doing
(except to keep its name before the public), since it will be taken up
in another fo^^m.

Jns, the " organ of Individualism," has naturally a fling or two at

the Trades' Union Congress because of the "manual labourers" daring

to meddle with the concerns of better educated people. "Knowledge

is a pre-requisite of sound practical politics " ; and all the old truisms

are trotted out for the occasion, that are tossed aside when they tell

against our ingenuous friends. That workmen should endeavour to

combine, and not accept the advice of Individualists and be beaten in

detail, is gall and wormwood to the sensitive friends of "individual

liberty."

" A crushing and overwhelming blow for the Socialists " administered

by Mr. Broadhurst, however, is found by Jus in his dictum that "one

of the chief causes of the want of employment is the tremendous

development of the power of production"! Both the speaker of this

portentous phrase and the commentator thereupon might have heard

and read the same truth uttered from many a Socialist paper and plat-

form without seriously harming the Socialists.

"This increase," says Jxis, "must be set down to invention and

organisation. The significance of this will be apparent to those who

reflect. Ay, truly! Socialists wish to carry higher the "invention

and organisation " that has produced the increase of wealth, oninus the

Individualistic exploitation that has produced the unemployment.
" Hence these tears

!

"

^

S.

V Mr. Cunninghame Graham is to be congratulated on his suspension

at the hands of tbe pantomimic actor who serves the House for Speaker
at present ; it is the only honour which an honest man who has strayed

into that assembly can receive from it.

That political prisoners should be treated in our jails on the same
footing as ordinary criminals, is certainly a apiece of English brutality

;

but I think it is so principally because it is intended for an insult

against freedom on the part of the coarse blackguards who govern us.

On the other hand, if the political prisoners protest against prison-

torture applied to themselves only on the ground that they are high-

minded and superior persons, they show their uiffitness for citizens,

and their fitness for governors. To treat any set of men in the brutality-

plus-science manner that prisoners in English jails are treated, de-

grades the whole nation ; not merely the poor devils of warders,
jailers, and the semi-military fools of governors, but the whole of

society, that in its indomitable cant takes it for granted that here as

in other matters England is ahead of the rest of the world, is thor^ighly
respectable.

Indeed what words can express the baseness of the vicarious cruelty

that sets a body of poor wretches of the " lower classes " to do the
prison-torture for the behoof of the respectable ; and these all the while
know perfectly well, if they know nothing else, that their prisons are
breeding-places of crime and slaughterhouses of the hope of a return
to decent life ; and if they choose can know that our English
prijBons are about the worst in Europe, and a disgrace to humanity.
"Am I my brother's keeper ? " quoth Cain, and the same sneer is prac-

tically the answer which our vile respectability makes to any doubts
that may be suggested to it on this matter.

O The appeal of the Chicago Anarchists has been rejected; but they
liave a further appeal to the Supreme' Court of the United States.

Our friends, it may be hoped, will rem^oiber that the evidence on which
they were convicted of the bomb-throwing or complicity with it, was
quite worthless ; and that the conduct of the police on the occasion
'W^ simply an exaggeration of that of the police in the first act of the
Mitchelstown tragedy ; only ttie American police used deadly weapons
from the first. In spite of aB this, it is oiUy too probable that these
men who have dared to speak of freedom to the republican people of
America, will be sacrificed to that spirit of cold cruelty, heartless and

THE AMERICAN LABOUR PARTIES.

II.—THE GEOEGE PAETY.

In stating the "platform'' of the George party it will be necessary to

boil it down. Among the sins of some American Labour leaders is

that they are as roundabout and long-winded as British lawyers A
reprint of the platfonn of the " United " Labour Party would fill three

columns of this paper ; but here is the gist of it :—Platform : (1) Aboli-

tion of all laws which give judicial, industrial, financial, or political

advantages to one class that are not shared by all; (2) repudiate

Socialism and land nationalisation
; (3) tax all land-values which arise

from the growth of society as distinguished from individual exertion
;

(4) municipalities to supply water, light, and heat
;
government to issue

all money and start a postal telegraph and savings-bank and take over

the railways
; (5) reduction of the hours of labour, stop employment of

children, stop competition of convict with " honest " labour, secure

sanitary inspection of houses, factories, and mines, and stop abuse of

the conspiracy laws
; (6) simplify legal procedure, secret ballot, relieve

candidates from election expenses. Resolutions : (1) Calling national

labour conference (of those who accept this platform only)
; (2) widen-

ing and deepening the State canals ; eight-hour day for letter-carriers

;

(4) compulsory education of children from 14 to 16, and establishment

of free libraries
; (4) denouncing the public press and demanding a fair

examination of their principles from " the people, the pulpit, and the

press "
; (5) establishment of a State printing-office ; (6) no^ companies

or individuals to employ armed men
; (7) no cla^ss-legislation

; (8) no

public grants to private schools, charities, or other institutions; (9)

equal civil and political rights to women as to men ; (10) Home Rule

and the destruction of landlordism in Ireland.

This platform was framed by a small committee, presented by George,

and " swallowed " by the convention without the least discussion. The

first features that will strike any one who knows George's works will

be that free trade is not mentioned and land nationalisation is re-

pudiated. George has not abandoned free trade; he has merely put

it up his sleeve. It lurks, but not unseen, in the principle that all

taxes are to be abrogated except a land tax, or rather "a tax on land-

values." The Irish World, a true and free-minded friend of labour,

has already ferreted out this, and predicts that the coming national

conference will split on this point. Very likely, and little pity ! A
party which accepts such a platform as this will only hold together till

it finds out the meaning of it—** which is nothing."

Those who thought that Mr. George was preaching the doctrine of

the land for the people will now see their mistake a little more clearly.

It is no use to turn upon George, as plenty will do, and abuse him for

abandoning his principles. He never advocated land nationalisation.

He used Socialist sentiment and arguments, hb even talked about the
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land.,being the pr0f)erty oi tjie cpmmiwiity, but hifi j^pemticmisiieivm

meaa^ ,&jsi^^i!lm^ mow thmi a^S^. e^^e§p0m0m^oj^^rmi. tko^^smAisfv

th^ j^m^ m^ a Seucialliat doctrii^ tlb^ ep^ eaa^ W ' jpt ^m ppfiotw by
Soci^jHFt , laoj^tbods. Ihe renif few tlie; %^ti^ is» asb ^aitkeJjr d8ieyei?rf5^ tfeang^

and- wiOiijidi luever p^t t^e land t& tin© s^rice ol tte pf(^e? at ai|I. Le^
there^JN ai^y dtouS't about; thisF, herp aire the w©rd*€rf the? Bue^w pl'ai^fiM?TBij

intrT0i^«*^edi fey €reo«?ge ai th^^y?aci^ OGn^ei*ti©n< : **Wh8Kt we- projp«)»e

is na1fc,t1|e dSaturbiaag of any mans,m Ms Widiag or'ti*)»- |!]p Mlf . . . to^

devote to the common use and benefit those values which, arising not

from the exertion of the individual but from the growth of society,

belong to the community as a whole." This is plain enough. It

means the land for the people

—

who can 2><^iy foT it. George has found

out by experience that an agitation on the land question alone will

never make much lasting effect in an industrial country. In England

and Scotland a few years ago George made a great stir, raised a storm

of enthusiasm and enrolled tens of thousands of members in his Land
Restoration League. But in a few months the League collapsed. The
really advanced men in it became Socialists, the reactionaries went

back to the mere Land Law Reform movement from which they had so

timidly emerged. So long as George used Socialist sentiment and

semi-Socialist arguments, he was simply recruiting for the Socialist

movement. The people, once convinced of the wrong of landlordism,

were soon further convinced of the greater wrong of capitalism. Once

they got to understand how competition for land enabled the landlord

to tax the farmer until all the produce of the soil, except a subsistence

for those who worked it and other essential expenses, was stolen in the

name of rent, they still more easily understood how competition for

employment enabled the capitalist to reduce wages until the wealth-

makers had but a bare subsistence also. And when the competition

for plots of ground was shown to be caused by the monopoly of land,

it was clear also that the competition for work was caused by the

monopoly of factories, mines, railways—capital, in short, it was all

very fine to argue that the land belonged to the people because God
made it and gave it to them ; but the Socialist, without questioning

any part of this statement, could point out that the capital belonged

to the people for a far better reason—because they made it them-

selves and didn't get it from anybody. "No man made the land.''

Very good : but no particular man made the capital. It is the

reisult of the labour agencies of generations of men. Capital, at

least in its modern form, and really in any form, is only possible

where men work in co-operation, and the result of co-operative

effort should not be used for private gain. George was never on

a clearly-defined basis with his proposals. His profusion (and con-

fusion) of arguments sent some of his disciples further forward than

himself, and frightened the rest further back. In his recent change

of position he is more muddled than ever. Bits like this occur in his

new platform :
" The advantages arising from social growth belong to

society at large ; we aim at the abolition of a system which makes such

beneficent inventions as the railroad and telegraph a means for the

oppression of the people and the aggrandisement of power " ;
" the

opportunity to employ his labour and the security that he shall enjoy

its fruits " is claimed for everybody ; " do such things for all as can be

better done by organised society than by individuals " ;
^^ Muiiicipali-

ties should supply their inhabitants with water, light, and heat,"—and

similar statements. But surely a mine shaft, a dock, a line of steam-

ships, a dwelling-house, a bridge, a museum, etc., are just as beneficent

inventions as a railroad or a telegraph ? If the municipalities are to

"supply" (what George means, of course, is that municipal bodies are

to organise the production and distribution of these things ; he is aware

that under all systems of society the working people " supply " every-

thing) water, light, and heat, why not also supply houses, furniture,

bread, beer, bibles, and shin-plaster as well 1 If the municipality is to

own and control water and gas works, why not also engineering works,

stocking-factories, mines, quarries, churches, and public houses ? Once

again George's proposal includes only a few things and his argument

embraces nearly everything, and once again the people will take his

arguments and make their own proposals.

There is some instructive points of resemblance between the American

Georgeites and the English Cobdenites, though there is little between

George and Cobden. Both movements are, though generally progressive,

for the immediate benefit of the capitalist class ; both are based on the

fallacy that the interests of trade and conamerce are the same as the

interests of the people; both are looked at with favour by the far see-

ing part of the middle class (note how the Few York Herald butters

up the George party) ; and both are threatened with a genuine

though not maturely developed working-class movement. But Cobden

wist a man who thoroughly understood his one idea, ard was quite con-

scious of its exclusiveness and relied upon the self-interest of the

manufacturing class to carry it through. Though he agitated the

people, he did so with middle-class money, and so far from trusting in

the people he even scolded John Bright for advocating extension of the

franchise. George, on the other hand, states general principles with

a recklessness that will one day ruin his party and drive his followers

to Socialism. He still further appeals to the people, relies on the

people, and wants to put more power in their hands. Further, while

Cobden won the support of the middle class for the sake of his proposal

itself, George will only get that support, if he gets it at all, for the

sake of making his party a shield against the Socialists.

But there is still one point, and the most important one. What
Chartism in Britain was to the Free Trade party, so the Socialists of

America are to the George party ; but with this difference—that the

times and surrounding circumstances are changed. It was not the Free

Traders that crushed the Chartists, though they tried hard. Chartism

wai» ixnaiiOle to live Ijecause the movement -ww puemafcuri and icapitalism

bi»!di to«M^ 0ei a«:otl)er ^)isim ^ it^ ditJifeUJ^mm^ t{jbmm^'^»i^j$^

OeotfeNWW)y b% aeitber te isMP'sanBy other po^iPw cj«n?oi«b SiOiaiisSfiirm

Am^ca^iMW:. It i* iw)* oi5rfy tkarft tto |r«»eIat^SicwiaHB*l ^51^ aac al^,

y/^ltfijfg^mse^^ sm^ po^N^rfufel se*of ia»»i^ b\it th»lr the f%3«r of o&fi^t^

i$ati ^ ..^toiAiisii^ i$ a^eiist aa^ ii&'i^ tbis^ times vaikd 1^

lawfl. if ali t|i» Sociftliat* in Am«rka# weire exfdle^ irwaa. tke^ coatiBsent

instead of from the convention, there would be another and a bigger

crop spring from the native soil in a few months.
On another occasion, as soon as some expected communications come

to hand, I shall deal with the future action of the American Socialist

party. J. L. Mahon.

RIVAL CREEDS.
^' Believe or bo damned," squealed out an excited street-preacher the

other evening as I sauntered homewards. The vehement manner in

which this comforting phrase was uttered caused roe to slacken pace

and pull up to " take stock " of the preacher and the congregation

standing around him.

The preacher I discovered to be a local mechanic, whom the wiles of

the Salvation Army had recently converted. Before his conversion he
had not (according to his own account) comported himself with that

moral rectitude he should ; but now—thanks to the Salvationists—he

was a changed man. He was happy, for he had ren,ounced ''the

world, the flesh, and the devil," and was exhorting his hearers to do-

the same.
" Turn thine eyes unto me," he exclaimed, just as I came to a

standstill. I did turn " mine eyes "—not " unto " him, however, but

on his congregation. A glance round convinced me that I was
among a body of people to whom nature had not been kind in any
respect. A poor, miserable set of starvelings they were ; all

possessed of a vacant sort of stare, as though they had been

looking all their lives for something they could not find. They did

not notice my presence or the intense look I gave them, for

the converted painter (for such he was) had so completely fixed their

attention that they stood unmindful of all else, drinking in every word
he uttered.

The painter pleaded his cause most powerfully ; he went delirious

and tearful by turns, and thumped and jumped by way of illustrating

the change wrought in him since he had received the "truth."

"Here," he exclaimed, all of a sudden, holding out a book, "is

eternal life ; take it 1
" The suddenness with which he did this rather

startled his audience, who didn't know exactly what he meant for the

moment ; but it managed to puzzle it out, I suppose, after he had ex-

plained the matter by telling it something about faith and souls and

spirits.

The character of the gathering quite interested me, and I stood

gazing and listening to all going on quite intently. I daresay I should

have " stuck " the meeting out, had not an unlooked-for event

happened which completely distracted my attention from it, and fixed

it on a short, thick-set man, perched on a tall stool about twenty

yards off, who was shouting at the top of his voice, and waving his

arms about most furiously.

This little man soon drew a large audience, among it the larger part

of the painter's ; myself, of course, included. The few that remained

at the painter's meeting gradually dwindled away, and at last left the

painter and the glorious company of his apostles all alone, looking^

si ywards, with hands clasped in pious agony.

But to return to the little man on the tall stool, who from his high

perch continued to otnte in the most vigorous manner.

"Why," exclaimed he, "in a land overflowing with riches do the

people starve *? Why do those that labour enjoy not the fruits of their

labour ? I will tell you," said he, violently shaking his fist ;
" it is

because society is organised solely in the interests of a class of idle-

loafers, who rob——

"

" ' What shall it profit a man if he gain the whole world '

" in-

terjected the painter ; who, since his audience had become absorbed in

that of the man's of small stature, had been hovering about the out-

skirts of the meeting, interjecting remarks from time to time.

"Yes, that's the sort of blarney we're asked to swallow," said the

man on the stool, without allowing the painter to finish his text ; and
in an exasperated, tone he proceeded with his discourse, pointing out

how the workers were robbed of the wealth their labours produced,

" Look," said he, '* at the effect of the depredations of this class upon

those that foi?m the bulk of the community ! It has condemned'

them to a life of slavish toil, herded them together in miserable

hovelst-*^—^"

"In my Father's house there are many mansions;" called out the^

painter.
" The person who is continually interrupting me," said the orator,

" has completely lost his mentikl balance
;
pay no heed to him. The

aerial mansions he talks of are but poor substitutes for those built

here below by human hands. I know he doesn't think so, but those

who are responsible for his present state of mind do; for although

they prate of a ' despised Nazarine, who had not where to lay his

head,' they take good care to rest their o\fp on the softest pillows."

"For there are none righteous; no, not^r^ne," the painter threw in,

"What fools we are to allow these oily-mouthed, canting hypocrites,

to bamboozle us," went on the orator, regardless of his interrupter ;;

"that they may revel in luxurious idleness, we are compelled to
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tug incessantly at the oar of labour, and yet, despite it, are hard
pressed at times to know where to obtain the morrow's meal "

." Take no thought for the morrow," exclaimed the painter.
This last utterance of the painter's quite overcame the orator. Red

with rage, he screamed out to his interrupter, *' Look here ; if you've
got anything to say, come and say it here. I want opposition !" So
saying he rapidly descended from the stool on which he stood.

This challenge to debate was received by the audience with demon-
strations of approval, and cries of " Kow, then, * Skibo,' " " Sankey,"
etc., rent the air.

The painter would have backed out of the challenge if he could,
but being detected ''hedgeing" off, he was hustled to the front of the
stool, which, after much hesitation, he timidly mounted. Cheers
greeted him as he did so. A meek, affecting smile overspread his
face, as with bared head and elevated eyes he began to speak. He
told his hearers " to hearken not to the voice of the devil, but to bear
with fortitude the misery of their lives, tor they would surely be
recompensed for their sufferings hereafter. That it had been wisely
ordained that many should be poor and few rich" ; and gradually
warming up, he gave vent to a number of disjointed texts, and finally,

in a state of nervous perspiration and excitement, quitted the stool
with the threat of hell to all unbelievers.

The orator having taken his stand on the stool again, began his
reply by saying " That though he differed in every way from the views
just expressed by his opponent, yet he believed him, although a
mistaken man, to be an earnest one." This, however, was all the
sympathy he showed him, for he at once began to ridicule and
mercilessly criticise his arguments.

^
Having finished the task the painter had set him to his own satisfac-

tion, he was proceeding to exhort his hearers to combine together for
the purpose of freeing themselves from their oppressors, when, to the
great surprise and indignation of ever^^body, a policeman appeared on
the scene and ordered him down.

" I have a duty to perform, and I will do it !
" exclaimed the orator.

Loud cheers greeted this utterance, and the constable, noting the
hostile attitude of the meeting, at once blew his whistle for assistance,
and in a few minutes several of his comrades made their appearance,
and drawing their staves charged the crowd indiscriminately. A
general fight ensued, during which the orator was knocked off his
stool, trod on, and ultimately carried face downwards to the police-
station, as were several others—the painter among them—the crowd
following the procession hooting and cheering.
Under the heading " Rival Creeds," I learned from the evening paper

of the next day that a Salvationist and a Socialist had been charged
at the police-court with "riotous conduct," and for this offence had
been fined 40s. each, with the alternative of a month's imprisonment.
Both went to prison ; and until their term expires the public will

hear no more from them of the merits of tlieir respective creeds.

H. A. Barker.

SOCIALIST CO-OPERATION.
[To THE Editor.]

(Concluded from p. 301.)

Then as regards dividends. The taking of these by idle shareholders
in Co-operative Societies is opposed to Socialist principles root and
branch. A Socialist Co-operative Society would not allow shareholders
to receive dividends, that is, any portion of net profit for which they
had not worked. As the great object of Co-operation on Socialist
lines is to benefit in the first instance the workers, and next those who
deal at the store, the surplus which remains after payment of all

charges will be divided between the workers and the customers of the
society. Under the item "charges," provision would be made for a
reserve fund to cover risk, and a fund for extending the operations of
the society in such directions as might be deemed advisable. Out of
this last fund would come return of capital to shareholders when con-
sidered necessary." But all shareholders would be entitled to claim
return after a fixed date. The security to shareholders would be all

the property of the society, including of course the reserve fund.
Into further details I need not now enter.
The next great differences between Socialistic Co-operation and that

carried on at present, would be in the status of the workers and the
hours of work. As regards status of the employes in the Rochdale
and Civil Service Societies, they are exploited at the market rate of
wages. And the aim being to obtain for capital 5 per cent, interest,
and as high a dividend as possible to membei^s consistent with low
prices, the workers have to suffer. Socialist Co-operation will just
reverse this. The workers will receive the first consideration. From
general to drummer-boy in the great army of workers the pay will be
according to the value of the work of each as nearly as it can be
estimated in practice. And here I distinguish Socialistic from Com-
munistic Co-operation. This last, a grand ideal when each will work
according to his ability, and take according to his need from the
common stock, cannot yet be realised. Until the time comes (if it
ever does)—and it must be universal throughout the world if it is to
be carried to its logical conclusion—we shall have to recognise differ-
ences. But und^r Socialist Co-operation all shall have a fair field and
no favour, each finding the work best suited to capacity.
As regards heurs of work. The aim of capitalistic Co-operative

Societies is identical with that of capitalism generally, viz., to get as
much out of the workers as possible. And therefore the shortening

of the hours of labour is not a plank in Co-operation as now carried

on. There is also the same tendency as in capitalism, to work at high
pressure. In Socialist Co-operation, lessening the hours of labour will

be & shie qua non, and no workers will be required to work with the
unnecessary and unnatural intensity which the demon of greed forces

them to toil und«r capitalistic conditions. The grand principle thaib

production for use and not profit-mongering is the end and aim ctf

Socialist Co-operation, will be kept steadily in view.
I could enlarge on a further difference between Capitalistic Co-

operation and Socialist Co-operation, viz., that under Socialist Co-
operation there will not be the slightest temptation to adulteration.
But space here is limited. I would simply say that it is true this

exemption is also held out to those who now deal at Co-operative stores.

They sell pure goods at present. But these are young days in Co-
operation. The evil leaven of profit-making, whether in the form of

interest or dividends to idle shareholders, will bring about corruption.

There will be no security against adulteration except what now exists,

viz., laws difficult to enforce.

There are other points of difference which I have not space to enter
upon. I finish with a little bit of allegory.

Here are three roads, and here stands a sign-post. One arm points

to "Individualism;'' another to "Co-operation;" the third to "So-
cialism." We know well where " Individualism " will land us. We
have already travelled the road, and weary and footsore we are at the
sign-post again. We have, it is true, come upon many bright little

spots and seen some fair prospects. But the net result of our experi-

ence has been that the further we travelled the greater became the
misery and desolation. We therefore retraced our steps, and are back
at the sign-post. Now we start upon the road " Co-operation." We
are charmed at every step. By and bye, however, w^e come upon a
parting of the ways, or rather a sudden turning out of the main road.

No sign-post here. We prefer to keep straight ahead. It seems
straight ; but there is an imperceptible twist. This gradually in-

creases. Things do not look quite so pleasant as when we started.

At length, suddenly, we find ourselves once again in the old road, " In-

dividualism." Disappointed but not disheartened we get back to the
sign-post by the road "Co-operation," as that was decidedly more
pleasant than "Individualism." This time we start on the road " So-

cialism." We find it very uphill to begin with. Still, we brace
ourselves for the task and push on with a will. Every step takes us
higher and increases our enjoyment. There is a freshness about the
air that invigorates us, and instead of feeling fatigue we are stronger
than when w^e started. At last we reach the mountain-top, and what
a prospect spreads out before us, far as the eye can reach ! Desolation
there is none. The valleys laugh with com, and happy voices swell

forth in joyous song. We see a land fairer far than Moses beheld
from Pisgah's height. We turn around to look back on the way we
have come. Yonder is the sign-post. We see a bit of the road " In-

dividualism." The rest is blotted out by a huge spur of the mountain.
The road " Co-operation " is in view all the way to the point where it

parted in two. We soon lose sight of the road which led back to

"Individualism," while we note that the other, had we followed it,

would have led us very soon into, the pleasant land we see from the

mountain-top. We find we shall get soonest to our journey's end if

we descend the mountain and take the road at the foot which leads

direct into that which turned out of the road " Co-operation." Thus
we reach the haven where we would be. Socialism is Co-operation in

its widest sense. D. C. Dallas.

We count every useful member of society, whether he works with brain or

hand, as a labourer. Against this class stands the capitalist or cormorant
class, who live upon the earnings of invested wealth, speculation, commercial
gambling and monopoly. Every dollar made by the latter is taken without
compensation from the former. Between these two classes there is an irre-

pressible conflict which can never be settled until men are made absolutely

secure against either robber or robber-laws in possession of all that they
honestly earn.— Union Printer,

A Protest Against the Dominance of Machinery. — Man, in his

laboratory, has formed a creature that now has the mastery over him, that
enslaves and uses him as a tyrant from which there is apparently no hope of

escape. A machine is a working contrivance, with no insides—neither
heart, lungs, nor liver. They who have fallen well in with the spirit of tho

age even maintain that the whole creation is just such a contrivance, without
an inside, without a contriver, without heart or soul—and apparently they
are pleased with the thought. And there are other philosophies and forces

than the economic asserting themselves in the unrest which characterises the

times ; and this may be due, in part, to the fact that " there is a spirit in

man," a something that refuses to be absorbed in the economics of the

machine, and which cries out for better privileges than mere wealth or

material benefit. One of the forms of protest against this dominance of

the machine is a revival of handicraft. The plea for the revival of handi-

craft is a plea for the moral improvement of no inconsiderable portion of

the people ; for if we contrast the moral effect of work sweetened by a
pleasurable exercise of inventive skill with labour that is simply a mono-
tonous toil for wages, it is apparent that there must result therefrom a
marked distinction in the character that is formed under the two systems.

For work that afibrds pleasurable exercise to the faculties in its performance
tends naturally to contentment, the very nature of the work is profitable in

its mental and moral effects, and this constitutes no small part of the reward
—perhaps the greater part. But work that is mere drudgery, an unending
grind of toil in which mind and body are automatically engaged, is naturally

productive of discontent, for there is no interest in it but the wage^ and
where money is the sole object of labour—notwithstanding its representa-

tive value as a commodity of exchange—there can be no contentment ; and
this prevalent spirit of discontent may be said to be largely due to that
system of labour which the machine has engendered.

—

JScribner^s Magazine
for Aufjust.
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" HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW I FIRST, FEW MEN
HSKD IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON 1

Oommunications invited on Social Questions. They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, IS Farringdon Rd., E.C, and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication,

A» all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-
tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing
the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

Jteiected MSS, only returned if a stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.
Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s,

six months, Ss.; three months. Is. 6d.

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E. G, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
H. RocH (London) ; R. Dempster (Dundee) ; H. Samuels (Chelsea) ; N. W.

(Laurencekirk) ; T. Flinn (Hampstead).—Letters will receive attention.
N. W. Smue (Hoxton).—We are much obliged by correction, which shall have

place soon as possible.

U. C, E. C.—We especially regret to find your poem unsuitable—it is so beauti-
fully written !

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday September 21.

New IlAven (Conn. )—Work
men's Advocate

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Socialiste
La Revolte

Guise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le Travailleur

Belgium
Liege—L 'Avenir
Ghent—Vooruit
Antwerp—De Werker
Brussels—L 'Avant-Garde

Switzerland
Zurich.—Sozial Demokrat

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Marsala—La Nuova Eta

Spain
El Productor

England
Justice
Norwich—Daylight
Labour Tribune
Railway Review
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Worker's Friend
Jus

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

United States
New York—Der Sozialist

Freiheit
Leader

Chicago (111.)—Labor Enquirer
Vorbote

Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole
l>enver (Col.) Labor Enquirer
Hammonton(NJ)Credit Foncier

Portugal
Lisbon—O Protesto Operarlo
Oporto—A Perola

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen
Amsterdam—Voorwaarts

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Brunn—Volksfreund

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Malmo—Arbetet

FROM BUMBLE TO BALFOUR.
Alas, for these poor officials, chief secretaries of Ireland, wdth captain-

magistrates and police, and all the rest of the parliamentary Bumbles.
*' It is certain that either wise bearing or ignorant carriage is caught,

as men take diseases, one of another ; therefore let me take heed of

their company." Official ideas are caught in the debating-room at St.

Stephen's coterie, as scarlet fever is, down in the slum foundation on
which their palace is built. We may pity the respectables, for that

some of their lesser myrmidoms, having gone off their heads through
the violence of the disease, should have run a-muck, as they did at

Mitchelsto\vn on Sept. 9. It is a most trying disorder, very prevalent
now

;
patients suffering from it are subject to hallucinations, and see

their sheepskin-law, justice, false witness, official information, truth,

mercy, all mixed together as in a dream. *

When the half-starved Oliver Twist, not content with the dietary of

the Board, asked for " some more," the officials only threatened him
with hanging in the distant future. When Irishmen, not duly rever-

encing the sacred rights of property, ask for "some more," our latter-

day parliamentary Bumbles shoot some of them straight off, and then
ask " what moved these unfortunates to bring upon themselves this

unhappy and melancholy retribution." i

We all know how official information is obtained and what it is

worth. Our law-courts, both high and low, show the process in daily

action. The judges and lawyers strive to get and mostly succeed in

getting independant witnesses" to answer in a way that fits in with
some preconceived official theory, based on the tales of interested em-
ployes. The officials " have a great respect for these employes, who
do their best under very difficult circumstances." ^ And this respect,

it must be recollected, is not of that cold kind, .which leaves those to-

wards whom it is expressed to end their days in the workhouse, but
offers "a lump sum of £150 and a pension of £40 a-year," with various

other comfortable allowances.^ An understrapper, before whose eyes is

dangled a prize like this either for himself or for his widow after him,
•will naturally say under examination, " I will not answer, except I am
instructed by my authorities;" * he will certainly not find it difficult to

^ Mr. A. J. Balfour, Chief Secretary for Ireland, Mr. J. G. Gibson, Attorney-
General for Ireland, Lord Randolph Churchill and Mr. Dillon, in the Parliamen-
tary debates of Sept. 10, 12.

- Mr. W. E. Gladstone in the House of Commons, Sept. 12. The House of
Lords, Sept. 14.

3 See the Daily News of Sept. 12.
^ Inquest, Sept. 14, on the Mitchelstown martyrs.

adapt his accounts to the wishes of his superiors. In this way
" cowardly, wanton brutality " becomes officially " a melancholy retri-

bution," or " a lamentable affray," or " a tragic occurrence which we
all deplore."! It is of course true that the of&cial account "differs in

every vital and substantial particular "^ from that of an eye-witness

with eyes. Official statements always do differ in that way, since they
are accounts made up according to the Government pattern, with all

the life left out. The pattern report is based on a simple formula

—

If a policeman shoots a citizen, so much the worse for the citizen : if

a peasant threatens a policeman, so much the worse for the peasant.

As one of the chief Bumbles explains, " anyone who resists an official

and does not submit to be shot quietly, is engaged in resistance to the
law."i

Circumstances alter cases to the official mind. I seem to recollect

that a few years since " buckshot Forster " was a term of abuse. But
the other set of officials being now in power, it is convenient to forget

that, and to praise the reduction in the Irish constable's rifle-charge

from bullets to buckshot, as " a merciful change, since, while buckshot
strikes terror, it does not kill."i An ordinary enquirer might ask,

why any one should wish to strike terror, and whether the killing of a
few people is not as cheap a way of doing that as any other. But that

is not the official's way of looking at it ; it is one of his formulas that

people should not be hurried into the presence of their maker. Buck-
shot, however, which only wounds, the evictor's took which turn impe-
cunious old men and women from their chimney corners out into the

snow and slush, the sweater's screw, the crushing rules of the great

shop, the unhealthy toil of the factory, the noisome air and dismal
sights in which the workers have to live, these inflictions, it is true, do
not hurry a few into the next world (except by official accidents), but
in a quiet way they push all out of this life, when a mere half or third

or even less of their no-tural days are gone. The official tongue will

wag out formal laments and formal excuses, but the reasoning mind
will see more mercy in the occasional Irish rifle-bullet, than in the

everlasting torture of the English workshop.
We find in the newspapers a few expressions, which show that some

even of those who sail under official colours, are shaking tlieir minds
free from the official uniform. Mr. Michael Davitt, alluding more par-

ticularly to the troubles of Ireland, has said, "The rent-evil was the

beginning of it all."^ That is it; the exaction of rent, of usury, of

profit, the compelling of men to pay for nothing, is the beginning and
the cause of all our troubles. Is that what Mr. Davitt means, or are

his words to be read in connection with Mr. H. Labouchere's, who pro-

tests that the " Irish have never sought to escape from payment of

rent," but that they want to know " what rent will h^fair ? "^ If that

is so, we do not get beyond the worn-out picture of the sturdy peasantry
and skilful artisan, officially certified as prosperous.

Signs are clear to others, if not to our official newsmongers, that the
Oliver Twists of civilisation will shortly ask not merely for more, not
merely for an improvement in the dietary which their Bumbles think

sufficient. They will demand all, all that nature allows, and will ask

what need there is for the interference of officials between nature and
themselves, and whether there is anything beyond nature and their own
exertions, which goes to settle men's lives. They are beginning to see

that all this official talk about fair rent and reasonable profit is but

dust in the mouth, and will abandon elaborate calculations as to how
much of nature's gifts they may throw away under these names, before

the remainder will be reduced to the level of a livelihood officially certi-

fied as sufficient; and they will be assured that all such arithmetic has

but the same relation to justice, that the cold and dreary existence in

the workhouse under the tyranny of a Bumble, has to the full human-
life, warmed by the imagination and guided by reason.

C. J. Faulkner.

THE TRADES' UNION CONGRESS.
11.

On Wednesday the discussion on the forma ':ion of labour electoral

associations was continued and concluded. State payment of members
being added to the resolution, which was then adopted. Mr. Fenwick,.

M.P., still smarting under recent criticism, thought it a fitting time to-

follow in the same strain as his chief on the previous evening, and
accordingly favoured his audience with a smirking, " cockey " speech,

that reminded one of the attitude of a cheeky little boy after his " big

brother " has cowed the enemy ; crying out on the way, apropos of

nothing, that the policy of the working classes had been a policy of

reform and not of revolution—evidently having a very limited notion

of the meaning of that latter word. It might perhaps improve Mr.
Fenwick's education if I pointed out to him that " revolution " does

not signify a fighting in the streets ; and it would also be to his advan-

tage if he recognised that the choice is not between " mildness " or

violence. The decision of the Northumberland miners may perhaps
help him to realise this.

Mr. Shipton followed with an ambiguous resolution in favour of land
reform, and backed it up with a speech far more advanced than his

resolution. This latter did not satisfy many of the delegates, and F.

Maddison proposed as an amendment land nationalisation, and the

imposition of a land-tax at once, which was ultimately carried unani-

mously—this being a distinct advance on preceding congresses. May
the unionists quickly come to see that there is no logical halting-place

between the nationalising of the land and that of capital, and that their

emancipation from the thraldom of wage-slavery is inevitably bound
up with its accomplishment.
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A discussion on the eight hours' movement was initiated by a resolu-

tion favouring "a further reduction in the working hours," and ex-

pressing the opinion that this could be accomplished ^' by increased

combination, assisted by the Government in reducing the hours of

labour in all Government works to eight hours a-day " ; and a clear

issue was speedily raised by Mr. Parnell (London) moving an amend-
ment declaring that the only effectual means of obtaining the same is

by the passing of an eight hours' labour bill. A long discussion took

place over this item, which was split up between the third and fourth

days. The speeches were for the most part very weak, and there were

but few who took into account the vast masses of workers outside the

pale of the unions. C. R. Threlfall spoke vigorously, doubting the

possibility of unionists accomplishing the work themselves, and favour-

ing a bill ; and he was followed by Mr. Broadhurst, who began by saying

that Congress had never in its history had a subject more important to

the trades' unions of the country, to the very foundation, than the one

they were discussing, and then proceeded to throw the weight of his

influeijice against any departure from the old wa^s. It was grievous to

see liim frittering away his time in detailing the trifling advantages his

own union had been able to obtain in forty-five years, when the ques-

tion, whatever its worth, was one affecting the whole proletariat class.

W. Abraham, M.P., opened Thursday's sitting with a speech exhibiting

a wider appreciation of the matter in hand, and favouring the amend-

ment ; and after him a Liverpool delegate supported the same view,

remarking that the majority of the trades' unions were being driven

into benefit societies and required reorganising on sounder principles,

aaid suggesting that if Mr. Broadhurst mixed more with the toilers of

the country he would recognise that the eight hours a-day must be

accomplished by the most speedy means

—

i.e., by going to Parliament.

After some more speeches a division was taken, when 29 voted for

Mr. Parnell's a,mendment and 76 against; and ultimately it was resolved

that a plebiscite should be taken of the members of the various trades'

unions for or against an eight hour day and a full Saturday holiday,

and whether this should be sought to be brought about by the unions

themselves or by means of an eight hour labour bill.

Co-operation—one of the " annuals "—was then introduced, two
delegates from the Co-operative Union attending and speaking. The
Congress discussed this matter from the point of view of the co-opera-

tors' treatment of their employes, and complaint was made that in many
instances co-operation encouraged " sweating " and the lowest form of

cheap labour, and was merging more and more into joint-stock com-

panies. Altogether, the deputation got some good advice. The
resolution adoped was one expressing "strong sympathy with all well-

conducted movements having for their object the securing to the

worker a larger share of the product of his industry." After a growl

of "indignation" at the Lords over the Truck Bill, it was resolved

by a unanimous vote to call an international congress cf the workers,

to be held in London next year ; Mr. Parnell pointing out that they

were all fighting against the one class, and F. Maddison predicting a

time when the workers of this country would be as closely associated

with those of the Continent as they themselves now were through the

medium of their Congress.

On Friday the Congress again fell foul of the Lords, this time over

the Mines Bill ; and after relieving their feelings by the despatch of

sundry telegrams, the delegates passed to the subject of Overtime.

This was denounced all round as an unmitigated evil, but the speeches

did not suggest to one that any progress would be made in its correc-

tion. Some unpleasant information on the state of underground bake-
• houses was then given, and afterwards it was voted that the Factory

Acts should be so amended as to prohibit the employment of females

in chain and nail works ; as also were some other amendments, includ-

ing one enabling inspectors to enter the "sweater's" den. At this

stage the president read a three-and-ninepenny telegram from Messrs.

Kelly and Peters, having relation to their demonstration on the question

of foreign bounties, and complaining that the Congress had not treated

them with the consideration their merits deserved. This was promptly
and properly consigned to the " waste-paper basket." Unimportant
subjects filled up the rest of the day : labour federation only need be

mentioned.

The concluding meeting opened with some remarks by W. B. Cremer,

M.P., in which he complained bitterly of the treatment from Mr. Brad-

laugh, who plainly told him he (Cremer) knew nothing about the Bill.

He spoke of Mr. Bradlaugh's " imperiousness," and the obsequiousness

with which his mandate was obeyed by the Tories. After this came
a resolution in favour of Sunday opening of museums and art galleries,

which this year the Congress adopted ; and then the necessity for " a

truly national system of free education " was voted unanimously. A
Scotch delegate rose to repudiate the attack Mr. Broadhurst made on
J. Keir Hardie, saying no one had done more for the Scotch miners

than he, and no one was more respected by them ; and then came a

full dozen of items, which were knocked down with a rapidity appertain-

ing to an auction sale, but which, indeed, got about as much attention

as they were worth. And thus ends the summary of the business of

the " Twentieth Annual Congress,"—a miserable enough record, truly,

if it is to be taken as expressing the aims and hopes of seven hundred
thousand of the workers. But indeed it does not ; and to the careful

student, watching closely the progress made in the last few years—
watching especially the tenor of the addresses of the presidents—there
is evidence that the increasing knowledge of the toilers as to the causes
of their degradation, combined with the forces at work intensifying
their struggle for existence, will materially alter the nature and treat-

ment of the subjects discussed at these gatherings in the future, and push
forward the struggle for a better life with an eVer accelerating speed.

The Eight Hour Labour Bill I consider by far the most important

subject discussed at the Congress, and indeed it involves the " parting

of the ways " in the history of the trades' union movement. It is not

alone the intrinsic advantages the shortening of the hours of labour

would bring to the workers—and a reduction of hours is a more positive

benefit than an increase of wage—but the mere discussion and the

struggle that would be involved in obtaining this would contribute

immensely to lift trades'-unionism out of the rut of stagnation in which
it now is, and carry the^ unionists far onward in the path to Socialism ;

and it would be the especial duty of Socialists to take advantage of

this activity to press home the truths of their principles, and see to it

that the movement was recognised as but a stage onward towards the-

realisation of their ideal.

One thing which has signalised this Congress is the beginning of the-

revolt against Broadhurst and Co., for Hardie was not the only one
who spoke out against the tactics of the labour M.P.'s. If trades'-

unionism is to make any progress it is clear that Broadhurst must go,

and such men as Threlfall, Maddison, Bevan, and Hardie take up the

work where he stops short. It may be very fine for him to declare

in reports that the unionists have but cleared the brambles from the

path to obtain freedom for striking out a policy ; but the evidence is

conclusive that he has gone as far as his narrow sympathies will carry

him, and he puts his veto on everything which makes for an- agressive

policy. It will not do for him to rest his claim for consideration on.

his past " sacrifices for trades'-unionism," seeking to stifle the onward^

movement of organised labour, that he may gain popularity with the

privileged classes and at the same time keep the secretaryship snug as

something he may fall back upon when the Liberals are in Opposition

;

the labour movement is a serious business, with an idea in it, and those-

who endeavour to stay its progress must be sternly thrust aside.

In a last word I say to my fellow-unionists that it is time that they

declared what is their aim—whether it be to free themselves from the

slavery of working for a miserable wage and supporting the idle classes

in luxury and extravagance, or whether their highest hope is the

securing to themselves a shilling or two niore or two or three hours less-

a-week. They must make their demands, and not beg a trimming here

and there because their masters would object to grant them any more.

They must get to know that they have not to beg but to take, and that

nothing will be yielded up to him who humbly sues. Have unionists

ever given heed to the words of Professor Cairnes and the verdict of

Political Economy, that unless the workers can free themselves from

their subjection to Capital the problem of their elevation is hopeless,

and against the forces opposed to them trades' unions must dash them-
selves in vain? I say there is no compromise we can make with those

who live on our toil ; and the lesson the workers have before them is

"to know their own, to know how to take their ov^n, and to know
how to use their own." W. Binning,

London Society of Compositors.

"FREE LABOUR" IN MANCHESTER.
A Manchester friend sends us the following statement of fa:!:s illus-

trative of the working of the present system :

" There is a tofiee-boiler in New Allen Street, Oldham Road, where the
workmen are stopped twopence per week for the use of the w.c. If they
work any overtime, and there happens to be any odd pence in the wage,
this is struck off and kept from them. If they happen to have a day off,

there is two days' pay stopped. A large grey cloth firm and shippers in

Straiigeways gave all the liookers notice a fortnight ago, that in future they
would have to do double the quantity of work in the same time as before

without any increase in wages. This, of course, means that the men have
to almost kill themselves to earn just as much as will keep themselves alive.

The majority left, but their places were soon filled. Where there are so

many starving you will no doubt not understand how it is that they could
do as much work again in the same time, but I will try to explain. In all

our warehouses the hookers have a certain amount of work to do in the
hour, which they can do in half-an-hour if they are at all smart, which has
been the rule for half a century, although some take a little more time to

do it in. Then there is what is called gaining, that is, when they are busy
the men are given the opportunity of making double time, that is keeping
continually at the hooking frame all day. This is very exhausting, and they
deserve what they get. There is a firm in Hall Street, City, who employ
jobbing packers at 4d. per hour, while the Packers' Society rules are that

none shall work under 8d. These craven-hearted men, for this is what I

call them, are non-society men who stand at the corners outside the clubs,

and I have known these men to stand at a street corner in winter three

days, eight hours per day, in the bitter cold and then take a job for three

or four hours at 4d. per hour. These do not include all corner men, as

having been one myself for three years I know plenty who would sooner

starve to death, which we almost do sometimes, than work under 8d. and
help against our fellows. You perhaps would like to know how it is I am
not a society man. The societies are the Packers', Hookers', Stitchers', and
Makers'-up. I am a grey cloth carrier, for which occupation there is no
society. The packers', etc., have to serve their time to the trade, but amongst
grey cloth carriers there are all kinds of tradesmen who cannot get a job at
their own trade, and this is easily learned. I was jobbing at a firm in

Fountain Street three weeks ago, and one of the employes in the grey de-

partment was going on his holidays, for which they are allowed ten days.
The salesman, who is a captain of volunteers, very near-sighted, and with
an inaudible voice, told him it was too long for a worker to have. He him-
self has a month, and for the rest of the year does not come to "business"
before 10.30 and goes home at 4, and 1 don't know what he does when he is

there, as he has a manager under him who conducts the business. These
things illustrate our lot ; I don't know whether the few words I tell them
in are fit for publication or not, being uneducated myself, but seeing y^ou

depend on the workers for information I thought it my duty to let you
know what little I have gathered, being, as I am, one who is slowly being
crushed in the struggle for existence. One of the Corner Men.
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The Strike of Welsh Colliers.—The strike at New Tredegar, by which
400 men were idle, has been settled by a compromise, and any further dis-

pute which may arise is to be referred to the sliding-scale committee.

For many years shipbuilding ou the Clyde has not been so slack as at pre-

sent. In the four ship-build in o- yards in Whiteinch, a suburb of Glasgow,
there is not a single ship on stocks. This has not occurred for twenty-seven
years.

Collapse of the Miners' Strike at Linlithgow.—After extending over

ten weeks the strike of the shale miners at Champfleurie, near Linlithgow,
has now collapsed. When the strike commenced, about 200 miners were
employed in the mines of the Linlithgow Oil Co., and 160 miners have
resumed work on the masters' terms.

At a public meeting of weavers at Padiham, it was decided to make weekly
collections on behalf of the operatives now on strike at Higham. It was
stated that the employers were paying 10 per cent below the Blackburn list

before the strike, and they had refused over and over again to rerognise the
Blackburn rate of wages.

The Strike in the Wrought Nail Trade.—On Thursday 15th a large

open-air meeting of nail-makers who are out on strike for an advance in

wages was held at Halesowen. Mr. J. Price presided. A resolution was
passed to remain on strike until the whole of the masters agree to pay the
1879 list.

LcRHAM Colliers.—Owing to the committal to prison by the Gateshead
County Magistrates of six miners for non-payment of damages and costs in

connection with a recent dispute, the men employed at Felling, Wardley, and
Asworth collieries, numbering 1730, came out on strike. The imprisoned
men having been liberated, work was resumed at two of the collieiies on
Monday.

The action of the Midland Company has been, it appears, as a bugle-call

to other companies to follow suit in a retrograde policy. The Manchester,
Sheffield, and Lincolnshire .is evidently preparing to follow. No one knows
which will be next, therefore let all railwaymen take a timely warning and
attend to that all-important and indespensible factor—Organisation.

—

Rail-

way Review,

The Chatham Dockyard Discharges.—Sir John Gorst writes to inform
his constituents at Chatham, on the authority of Mr. Forwood, Parliamentary
Secretary to the Admiralty, that the discharges en masse from the dockyard
are now probably at an end, and that any further reduction which may be
required will be allowed to effect itself gradually through deaths and age
retirement. The information has caused great satisfaction in Chatham.

The Northumberland Miners.—The voting on the question of continuing
to maintain Messrs. Burt and Fen wick as Labour representatives has been
concluded. The numbers are : For the present system, 3,300 ; against, 4,800.

The resolution will not come into effect until next November, when Messrs.
Burt and Fenwick will retire unless arrangements are made outside the
Miners' Union for their continuance in political life.

Blackburn— Strike of Cotton Operatives.—On Thursday morning the
loomers employed at Messrs. Hopwood and Sons, Nova Scotia Mills,

Blackburn came out on strike through the employers refusing to give in-

creased remuneration for a certain "sort" of work. The employers consider
it not a "sort" entitling loomers to extra pay.—A strike of operatives also

took place at Mosafs. Tjhoftipson and Sons, HoUin Bank Mills. Four hun-
dred operatives are out, and 700 looms stopped.

The Bolton Strike.—A conference of masters and representatives of the

engineers on strike was held on Saturday afternoon, the result of which
will be the submission of a communication to the men by the employers,
which is expected to at once settle the points in dispute preparatory to

arbitration on the wages question. Wednesday.—At a mass meeting last

night the men decided, on a vote by ballot, to reject the employers' proposal.

Large crowds awaited the result of the vote, which was ten to one. This is

gratifying news, indeed.

Short Time in Crewe.— Last week notices were posted up in the loco"

motive-works of the London and North-Western Railway Company at Crewe,
announcing that short time will be instituted there to the extent of seven
and a half hours a-wek. The hours of labour will be reduced on each Satur-
day and Monday to effect this economy. Between six and seven thousand
employes are engaged in the Crewe Works. Full time was resumed on
March last, before which the men had been on short time for the preceding
eighteen months.

Yorkshire Miners and Parliamentary Representation.—On Thursday
15th inst. a largely-attended meeting was held to denounce the issue of the

circular lately published suggesting the formation of a new miners' union.

In various addresses it was declared that the circulai was the production of

a paid Tory agent, and was issued with a view of preventing Liberal mem-
bers being returned for Yorkshire mining constituencies. It was added that

the last two elections did not cost the Miners' Association a penny, and that

the money the miners subscribed was in hand ready to fight the next elec-

tion. A resolution denouncing the circular was passed unanimously.

A touching incident occurred a few days ago, when a group of Midland
strike men from Toton were matking their way through the streets of London
towards the East-end, where they were to embark for Australia. One of

the men suddenly stopped and picked up a withering flower which had
dropped from his button-hole, when one of his companions good-humouredly
laughed at him for treasuring so much a faded flower. " Ah !

" said he, with
a deep sigh, followed by a tear, " that flower came out of my little garden."
The ,eff€ct was so great upon the emigrants, who had all left neat and trim
gardens behind, that they were quite overcome for some considerable time.

—

Raikvay Review.

Strike in the Birmingham Engineering Trade—Daywork v. Piecework.
—A portion of the men in the employ of Messrs. G. E. Bellis and Co.,

engineers, of Ledsam Street, Birmingham, have turned out on strike against

a proposal on the part of the employers to extend the piecework system.
The firm employ nearly 200 hands, but as yet only the society men have
turned out. They affirm that the system on which they worked was unfair,

inasmuch as a comparatively few hands were allowed the best work at

"piece" rates, whilst the others with a full week's work were not j>ble to

earn what they consider a fair wage. They are supported in their action by
the trade society <to which they belong.

ScptemW 24, 1887.

Wage Dispute at the Horwich Eailway Works.—The first contingent
of smiths brought from Miles Platting commenced work at the new railway
works at Horwich last week. Shortly after commencing, the smiths, aboiit

16 in number, were informed that a reduction of 2s. per week would be made
in their wages. The men demurred and left their work, most of them returji-

ing to Manchester to lay their case before the various branches of their

trade society. About 12 smitlis have since been Engaged by the company,
and they are working at the reduction.

The Scotch Shale Miners.—The report that these men are about to give
in is quite untrue. The men held a large meeting on Monday and determiiaed
to hold out till the masters submitted fair terms, and in the meantime to call

no further meetings. The lock-out has now lasted eleven weeks, but the

men are as steadfast as ever. Some days ago the masters made an indefinite

off'er to settle. The men agreed to go in, but pu% the proposed concession

into plain terms. Then the manager of the Broxburn Co. refused to entertain

the acceptance, on the excuse that it was made out in the handwriting of Mr.
J. Wilson, the trades'-union secretary. All throughout the conduct of the

companies has been shameful. The men have struggled galIanHy and deserve
to succeed.—J. L. M.

Wages in the London Docks.—A meeting convened by the Tea Coopers
and General Labourers' Association was held on the 15th at St, Mary's
Church Schools, Whitechapel, " to protest against the reduction of wages
throughout the trade, and to point out the best means of protecting thena-

selves against the pressure brought to bear upon them." The chair was taken
by S. Montagu, M.P., who in opening the proceedings spoke of the advantages
to the workers of trades-unionism. Mr. Tillett, the organising secretary,

spoke at length of the necessity of forming a General Labourers' Associa-

tion, embracing all the various grades of working men employed at the docks,

and moved "That this meeting of tea operatives and dock and wharf
labourers hereby expresses its unmeasured indigi:ation at the reduction being
made in the price of labour, and condemns as a source of impoverishment
and shortness of work the sweating system of sub-contracts ' This was
seconded by Mr. Prentice, and adopted unanimously with cheers. A resolu-

tion in favour of the general character of the Association was also passed.

The Condition of the Agricultural Labourer.—Since the collapse of

the Agricultural Labourers' Union in the Cambridgeshire districts wages
have been gradually falling. The maximum price paid for "regular" hands
is 10s. per week of seven days ; occasional or casual hands are paid lis. The
harvest this year has been worked at the lowest wage known for years ; and
the number of men unemployed at this season of the year is unprecedented.
In many parts of the county nearly one-third of the labourers had no harvest
work at all. Now that the harvest is finished the casual hands are out of

work, and starvation is staring hundreds of families in the face. The
"casual farm-hand" is a product of the strike some years back, and the in-

creased use of machinery. Tltere is little work for this description of labourer
during the winter. In the 'fields the ripe corn is stacked ; in the cottages

the labourer is in abject poverty. A feeling of discontent is prevalent among
most of the men, and revolt against their miserable condition is eagerly looked
forward to. The coming winter for those who plough and sow will indeed
be a hard one, worse even than the phantomed "morrow of the revolution,"

the dreaded spectre of " advanced " politicians.

The Northumberland Miners and Politics.—The action of the miners
in refusing to support Messrs. Burt and Fenwick out of the Union funds is

a decided advance. The very first thing that working men have to do in

organising a Socialist Labour Party is to clear out of the way the false

friends of Labour who so persistently truckle to tht^ Liberal party. Messrs.
Burt, Fenwick, Pickard, Arch, ajid the res-t of the Labour M.P.'s have shown
themselves mere bootblacks to the Whig whips, and have never had the
courage to take an independent stand for even the paltry principles they
profess. They deserve to be ignominiously pitched out of public life, and the
only pity is that they ever entered it. Working men needn't care for all

their foes if they only know rightly who their real friends are The miners
in the Northumberland Union cannot forget how these two men sat dumb
in the House of Commons while 20,000 of their constituents were starving
for eighteen weeks. They would be more than human if they could forget

or forgive it. The very essence of the future of the real Labour Party must
be its complete separation from Liberal or Tory political parties. These
parties represent respectively the landlord and capitalist interest ; their good
favour can only be won by the desertion of the cause of labour.—J. L. M.

AMEEICA.
Labour Day.—A general public holiday was held on the 5th of September

and great parades of labour were held in the big towns of the States. In
New York 30,000 men paraded, making a procession 10 miles long, with
flags, emblems, etc. All sections of the labour party united harmoniously
for this purpose. The demonstration made a great impression in the States.

George and the Socialists.—Great disafi'ection is being expressed

amongst the American trade unionists at the treatment of the Socialist party

by the Georgites at the late convention. A powerful Socialist convention
has been held and full reports are expected shortly.

The Central Labour Union 'suspended a Musical Union because an
orchestra in a theatre would not strike in support of the builders employed
at the theatre.—Two hundred and sixty-five persons applied for an assistant

book-keeper's situation advertised in the New York Herald.—At a meeting
of the American Federation of Labour (which is supplanting the Knights
of Labour) it was stated that 10,000 new members had joined since June
13th, and that the total strength was now 600,000. — The salesmen of

Pittsburgh are forming a National Trade District of the Knights of Labour.
—A great strike is impending on the Beading Eailroad, the largest coal carrier,

in America. Seventy thousand men are concerned.—No. 3 division of the
Ancient Order of Hibernians has been expelled from that Order for inviting

the excommunicated Dr. M'Glynn to lecture for them.—J. L. M.

When you hear a man say he has got through with the labour movement
and that^ in future he will work for himself, depend upon it he never did

anything else but work for " number one."

—

Model Commonwealth.

The Socialists know how to write, talk, and fight.— Union Printer. And
what is of more importance, they use their knowledge to defend sound prin-

ciples. But, after all, we think the Socialists are greatly overrated in

respect to their abilities. It doesn't require near as much ability, fronj a

logical point of view, to tell the truth and defend it, as it does to defend
sophistry and falsehood. It is not the ability of Socialists, but the science

of Socialism that appeals to men's reason.— Workmen's Advocate.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.
HOLLAND.

The scandalous bourgeois riot at Botterdam has scarcely come to an end
when we have to mention another, which happened at Utrecht on the 12th

inst. The Socialists in that town had secured a new place of gathering, and
on the above-named date they intended to inaugurate their premises. At
mid-day a gang of rascals rushed into the house, and in a few minutes they
had spoiled and destroyed all the furniture. The Socialists resisted, and a

serious fight went on, with the result that the " rascality " was thrown into

the street. At three o'clock they came back with re-enforced numbers, and
a fresh attack was made on our friends, who again succeeded in repulsing

the gang. Although there were several hundred men gathered there and
fighting, the police did not put in an appearance until all was over. The
police in Holland seems deliberately to encourage these attacks, but our
friends intend on their side to resist by all means these scandalous provoca-

tions, and certainly they do very well.

Three Socialists of Amsterdam, having tried to introduce into the prison

of Utrecht one or two copies of Recht vooi* Allen, to be handed over to

Nieuwenhuys, have been sentenced to two months' imprisonment. They
have been denounced, of course, by the prison warder. An appeal against

the sentence has been brought in, and the decision of the Court of Appeal
will be known next week.

Another Socialist, comrade De Euyter, having thought it fit to congratu-
late Nieuwenhuys on his release in a piece of poetry, which, by the bye, is

very well written, has been sent for trial on the ground of having slandered

the Minister of Justice. In order that our readers may know what is

meant in Holland by slanderous publication, we quote here the four in-

criminated lines :

" Die Tour van Belinckhave
Die lage Koningsknecht

Moest eindlyk buigen voor den wil

Van 't volk, dat vroegom recht !"

(Du Tour van Belinckhave, this low-lived king's lackey, had finally to bow
before the will of the people, claiming its right !)

All these bourgeois vexations ynd police prosecutions are far from doing
any harm whatever to the spread of Socialism in Holland. On the con-

trary, every week we can mention several new sections in the remotest parts

of the land, and a fact well woith noticing is that the Dutch women take

their fair share in the propaganda business. In the principal towns, groups
of Socialist women are at work. At Amsterdam, their section counts over
two hundred members, and is chiefly busy in distributing literature amongst
the landworkers.

GEEMANY.
Last week, the tribunal of Miilhausen, in Alsace, has sentenced two young

Frenchmen in a most barbarous way, for less than nothing. The two young
fellows, aged 19 and 20 years respectively, living at St. Maurice, in the
Ybsges department, having paid a visit to some friends at Wesserling, Alsace,

returned home singing on their way the * Marseillaise.' They were at once
arrested by a Prussian gendarme and condemned by the " patriotic " magis-
trates, the first to 15 months' imprisonment and a fine of 500 marks (£25),
or 100 days more imprisonment ; and the second to 18 months and 1000
marks {£bO) fine, or 200 days in addition. " God " may bless Germany !

On the 1st of October a great number of Socialists, including two deputies
in the Reichstag, Grillenberger and Singer, are to be tried at Stuttgart.

Eight Socialists have been arrested at Halle-on-the-Saale, and expelled

from the Prussian province of Saxony. Several workers of the Barfusser-
strasse factory at Augsburg, have been arrested for having copies of the
Freiheit in their possession. A real avalanche of trials are announced at

Breslau, Posen, Dantzig, Cassel, Mannheim, Leipzig, in fact, everywhere, for

the next month of October. As the magistrates cannot possibly find the
necessary time for investigating each case separately, a comrade suggests
that they should have their sentences (of condemnation naturally) made up
beforehand in order to save the " culprits " the trouble of passing through
the prosecution farce. We think our comrade comes too late with his sug-

gestion. Surely, the German judges are in the habit of bearing their

sentences in their pockets. Why shouldn't they ? Time is money, in Ger-
many as well as elsewhere.

SWITZERLAND.
The cabinet-makers of Berne, who have been on strike for over two

months, have issued a manifesto explaining the motives of their struggle,

and appealing for help from their fellow-workers. Their claims are:—1.

Abolition of task work ; 2. Minimum salary of 4 fr. a-day instead of 3 fr.

;

3. Suppression of job-work ; 4. Nine hours work a-day ; 5. None of the
strikers to be dismissed after the struggle is aver. The Swiss workers
strongly support their comrades. The compositors, the tailors, and all the

Griitli associations have sent important contributions to the strike fund.

The Chambre Syndicate (Trade Union) of the cabinet makers of Paris have
subscribed a large sum ; Hamburg has sent 125 marks, Stuttgard 150,

Miilhausen 50, and so forth.

A general strike of glaziers is also pending in several towns of Switzer-
l3,nd, if the " masters " do not accept the claims of their workers, who have
given them a respite of a fortnight to consider matters.

The government of the Bdle canton have enacted a law regulating the
work of women in factories. The maximum is eleven hours work a-day,

and ten hours on Saturday ! No work to be do;ie on Sunday ! One whole
beiir per day to be given free for meals 1 And, mind you, the B^le govern-
ment is a Radical one. What would it have done if it had* not been so

Radical as it is ? One wonders really at th-e shamelessness of these Radical
bourgeois.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
Last week the police at Vienna made a perquisition at Karl Herman's

lodgings, in order to find the correspondence which had passed between
himself and a Socialist now in prison at Leipzig, who is to be tried for high
treason. In spite of the advice given over and over again to Socialists,

specially in countries where the police seem to have no other business than
tio watch Socialists, to destroy all their political correspondence, a consider-
able number of letters were found at comrade Herman's house, with the
result of his being arrested and conveyed to the House of Detention at
Prague. Comrade Herman had been expelled frmn Berlin, and it is the
Prussian police who gave directions to that effect to their Viennese col-

leagues. Friends, once more, destroy your correspondence !

FRANCE.
At Montlii9on the glass-^bottle makers are still on strike, with the excep-

tion of six workers who have abandoned their colleagues and hold with M.
Duchet the exploiter. The strikers are well supported, and it seems likely

that they will at last be victorious.

At Romans (Isere) twenty-one factories of hat-makers are closed, 2,000
workers being on strike. They claim an addition of one penny per hat to

their wages. The hat-makers of Bourg-le-Peage, near Romans, are going
to follow the example of their comrades, and then the whole trade will

stand still.

We have received the first number of La Revolte, the new Communist.
Anarchist paper of our Parisian friends. If we judge the new organ by its

leader, entitled Notrehut (Our Aim), we may rest assured that it will follow
the traditions of its predecessor Le Revolte, and we wish it good success-

La Revolte announces that it will publish every fortnight a literary supple-
ment, which will be a sort of continuation of Le Glaneur Anarchiste (the
Anarchist Gleaner), a very useful undertaking which was obliged to stop
some time ago. This literary part of the journal can do a great deal of

good for the general propaganda, and we hope that it will be well supported
by the workers.

A veteran of the revolutionary struggles of this century, Ferdinand
Gambon, has just died in a little village of the Nievre department. He was
born at Bourges the 19th of March, 1820. His whole cireer has been one of

abnegation and devotion to the interests of the proletariate. After the revo-

lution of 1848, in which he took a prominent part, he was elected by the

Nievre department in the Constituante and afterwards in the Legislative

Assembly. Sentenced to deportation by the High Court of Versailles, for

having signed an appeal to arms, he was sent to the State dungeon of Belle

Isle, and after the coup d^etat of Napoleon, to the prison of Corte, in Corsica,

where he remained until the amnesty of 1859. He was one of the most ener-

getic opponents of the Third Empire, and on the 8th of February, 1871, more
than 150,000 electors of the Seine department sent him to the National
Chamber of Bordeaux from which he soon retired with disgust, after the

insult flung by that assembly against Garibaldi. On the 26th of March,
1871, he entered the Commune of Paris, and our readers know that he was
one of the last men who desisted from the battle, after having fought on the
barricade of the Fontaine-au-roi Street. A long proscription followed, and
as soon as the general amnesty opened again his country to him, he was
elected a deputy by his fellow-citizens of the Nievre. For a long time, he
was almost the only Socialist in that gathering of reactionaries. Always,
everywhere, in all circumstances, he has been on the side of the people,

making boldly and generously the sacrifice of his fortune, of his health, and
we may even say of his life, for he died from the consequences of the ill-

treatment to which he was subdued during his various imprisonments.
Born among the rich, he lived with the poor and remained with them, affirm-

ing his solidarity in their defeats as well as rejoicing in their triumphs. Thfe

memory of Gambon will everlastingly remain in the hearts of the prole-

tariate.

ITALY.

The advanced branch of the Italian Workers' Party, the Collectivist

Federation, represented in Parliament by Andrea C(!feta, will hold a Con-
gress at Milano in a few weeks.

A third Congress is to convene on the 9th, 10th, and 11th of October at

Milano, Vi?.., that of the Co-operative Societies. They will discuss, among
other questions, that of an international federation of all similar societies.

Yet another Anarchist publication in Italy {Lo Schiavo, Nice) has sprung
up this month. It is rather original in one way, for the editors do not
commit themselves to its daily, weekly, or monthly publication as we other
humdrum folk find ourselves pledged to do (by base superstition or the force

of public opinion) ; they briefly announce that the paper will come out
" when possible." This is " liberty of the press " with a vengeance, we
cannot help exclaiming ! A close column is devoted to an attack on
Humanitas, vastly unentertaining per se, though some amusement may be
derived from it for readers of ' Pickwick ' by a certain resemblance to the

Eatanswill style of journalism. Petty carpings and scoffings against other
" groups " of one revolutionary body cannot be too strongly criticised as

undignified in the extreme, and unworthy the serious aim towards which
our thoughts and efforts turn.—M. M.

A Workman's Congress has been held lately at Rome, Monte Citorio, in

spite of the hostility of the government. It was the most moderate of th^
two federations of Italian working-men, that which inspires itself with th^
traditions of Mazzini and Garibaldi, and whicK is composed rather of poli-

tical reformers and co-operators than of revolutionary Socialists. Nine
hundred and ten societies were represented at the Congress, which, among
others, passed the following resolution :

" The Congress condemns all privi-

leges as being the direct cause of the moral decay and material impoverish-

ment of the nation ; claims the immediate recall of the Italian soldiers sent
out on a culpable enterprise (the expedition on the Red Sea) ; sends their

fraternal greetings to the French people, which has become the point aimM
at by the European reaction ; and, while despising henceforth all vain and
unfruitful protestations, invites the Italians to manly action, in order to

obtain by all possible means popular sovereignty in all political and socm!

matters." D.

THE SOCIALIST LEAC^UE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

Co-operative Storfe.—The Committee attend at the offices at 8.30 p.m. xJii'

Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. All Groceries can be had at current stdrti

prices. Orders over 10s. will be delivered carriage paid in London.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Donation—C Bicknell, £3. Weekly Subscriptions—W. B., 6d. ; Llednulb, 6<!'.

;

K. F., Is.; C. J. F., 2s.; Oxford Branch, 2s.; Langley, 2s.; E, B. B., Is:;

P. W., 6d.—£3, 9s. 6d. P. Webb, Treasurer, Sept. 20.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
For Mrs, Mowbray—A Few Fabians, per Annie Besant (10s. weekly), for Sep;

10 and 17, £1.—Mowbray will be released on October 15, and it is requested thatt

all monies and subscription-lists be returned by that date, so that the fund may
be wound up as soon as possible after that time. J. Lane, Treasurer.

South Wales Propaganda.—Collected Sunday September 18 : Hammersmith
Branch—in Hall, 5s. 5^d. ; at Walham Green, 5s. 3d. Regent's Park, 9s. Id,

Hyde Park, 4s. 3d.—£1, 4s. Oid. J. Lane (for Strike Committee).
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REPORTS.
Bloomsbury.—We had a fair meeting at St. Pan-

eras Arches on Sunday, Davis, Dalziel, and Bartlett
addressing the audience. A very successful meeting
was held on Monday at the Polygon. Bartlett, Chat-
terton, and Walker spoke. There was a considerable
amount of interruption, but no real opposition. One
new member made. Good sale of CommonweaL—'B.
Clerkenwell.—Last Wednesday week, F. Lessner

spoke on " German Socialism." Last Sunday, Spar-
ling and Blundell addressed good audience on Clerken-
well Green. Afterwards, in hall, a "social" evening
was enjoyed by members and friends. Commonweal
and other literature has steady sale.—A. T. and W. B.
Hackney. —Good meetings on Sunday at the Sal-

mon and Ball in the morning addressed by Lane, and
at Warner Place in the evening, addressed by James
Allman, Turner, and Brooks.
HoxTON.—Sunday morning successful meeting, and

good sale of Commonweal. In evening. Miss Jessie
Craigen lectured on " Anti-Vivisection ; " good dis-
cussion. At close resolution carried protesting against
vivisection.—C. J. Y.
KiNGSLAND Green".—Good meeting on Kingsland

Green on Sunday morning, addressed by NicoU. Fair
sale of Commonweal.
Maryi.ebone.—A very good meeting at Hyde Park,

addressed by Parker and Mainwaring, 4s. 3d. col-
lected for the Strike Committee.—M.
Mile End and Bethnal Green, —Good meeting

on Waste Tuesday night, addressed by J. Allman and
Kitz. Some opposition answered satisiactorily. Davis
and Turner spoke in Victoria Park on Sunday. Good
sale (;f Commoniceal.—H. M.
MiTCiiAM.—Sparling spoke Sunday morning on Fair

Oreen. At same place in evening, Hardisty, Bull,
and Harman spoke. Both meetings good, and Com-
monv^eal sold well.—R. C.
North London.—Usual meeting on Tuesday last

at Ossulton Street, Cantwell, Wardle, Dalziel, and
Turner spoke. On Sunday morning at Regent's Park,
very successful meeting ; Cantwell, Arnold, Parker,
and Blundell spoke to an attentive audience ; 9.s. Id.
collected for propaganda. A Mr. Whelan opposed,
and Turner replied vigorously.—T. C.
Stamford Hill.—Good. meeting here on Sunday

evening, addressed by Flockton, Lane, and Parker.
Good sale of Commonweal, and one member made.
Glasgow. — On Saturday afternoon, Bullock and

Paterson spoke at Kilsyth. Sunday forenoon, Glasier
spoke on Jail's Square, and in afternoon good meet-
ings held at Paisley Road Toll and Jails Square,
Glasier, Bullock, Paterson, and Gilbert speaking. Is.

8d. collected for Broxburn miners, and good sale of
Commonweal.—A. M'K.

IrswicH.—To very atteoitive audiences. Wade, of
London, spoke last Sunday on the Irish question and
general social problem. Some leading Radicals pre-
sent ; no opposition. Commonweal sold out.—J. R.

Leeds.—Prolonged meeting on Sunday morning,
due to opposition of two local teetotalers. Good
meeting in evening, although held in the dark.—T. P.
Norwich.—Good meetings on Sunday. Barker and

Turnc]', cf London, spoke in morning at Wymond-
hani, and Nf/rwich Market-place at 3 ; Barker spoke
on Agricultural Hall Plain at 7, and in Oordon Hall
at 8 on "Evolution and Socialism." Slaugliter and
Bird went to Diss, Morley and Mills to Lowestoft,
where Reynolds and Barker assisted.—T. M.

Clay Cross.—Drury, of Sheffield, was announced
to lecture Tuesday, Sept. 13, but through a mistake
about trains he did not arrive until too late. Unwin
spoke instead. Saml. Smith in chair. At business
meeting afterwards decided not to join League, but
to make inquiries with a view to joining the North of
England Socialist Federation.—R. U.
Dublin.—Tuesday, Sept. I3th, at Industrial League,

in ^ debate on ** Technical Educa1Jlon,"0'Gonnan con-
tended that under the competitive system the workers
as a class would not benefit by such education, and
was well received. Thursday, Sept. loth, J. E.
McCarthy lectured to Labour League on " Labour and
Capital."

Woolwich.—We held a good meeting at the Arsenal
^Gates last Sunday, Wardle and Banner being the
speakers. All our Commonvjeal were sold out, and a
large supply of pamphlets as well. We collected
4s. id. for propaganda and enrolled three members.
Yarmouth.—Henderson held a good meeting on

the Quay" on Thursday evening.
St. Faith's.—The agricultural labourers here are

much interested in Socialism, and a good audience
gathered on Sunday afternoon, when Henderson spoke
on the Green.
Norwich.—Our comrades Wade and Fred Hender-

son held two good meetings at Carrow and on St.

<^eorge's Plain. On Saturday evening. Wade, Barker,
.and Henderson held a good meeting in the Haymar-
ket. On Sunday morning and evening, Henderson
addressed good audiences in the Market Place.
Darlaston and Bilston. — Good meetings here

Saturday, Weaver spoke.
Dudley.—Tuesday, Weaver spoke in Market-place,

audience large and enthusiastic, police again inter-
fered but retired after taking names.
Wednesbury.—Weaver spoke to large audience in

Market-place on Thursday.
Wolverhampton.—Large meeting held by Sanders

in Queen's Square on Saturday evening. Fair sale of
literature.

West Bromwich. -— On Monday, Sanders spoke,
and at close of meeting names were given in for a
branch.

Walsall.—Indoor meeting on Monday addressed
by W^eaver and Deakin. Several new members made.
Sunday outdoor meetings held by Sanders and
^Veaver at the Birchills and Stafford Street. Good
audiences.—J. T. D.
Birmingham.—Donald addressed meetings on Sun-

day at tha Bull Ring and Council House. Audiences
largest we have yet had in Birmingham, and were in
thorough sympathy with speaker. Several new mem-
bers joined ; we shall soon have a strong branch here.

North of England Socialist Federation.
Seghill.—Outdoor meeting last Monday, J. Mac-

donald, supported by Coombe, spoke on " Socialism
and Suffering."

AxNiTSFORD.—On Tuesday night, Macdonald lec-

tured on " Socialism, what it means."
North Shields. — Business meetings held for ap-

pointment of secretary and re-organisation.
Seaton Delaval. — Good meeting on Friday in

Market-place, by Macdonald, Whitfield, Swanson,
Day, and other branch members.
East Holywell.—This branch, which seems to be

among the most energetic, held good meeting in Co-
operative Hall Saturday afternoon, Macdonald lec-

turing on " Socialism from the Workers' Standpoint."
Blyth.—Macdonald, Wm. Whitefield, and Coombe,

of Seghill, addressed a large audience on the Irish
question on Saturday night. Wm. Whitefield, who
had just resigned the position of chairman in the
" Xorthumberland Political Reform Association," as
he could no longer crush his political opinions as he
had formerly done for the sake of what was called
" Liberal Unity," which he now believed to mean the
damnation of the working-class, seconded resolution,
unanimously adopted, "That this meeting of the
workers of Blyth strongly condemn the recent brutal
and cowardly murders perpetrated by the Irish con-
stabulary at Mitchelstown, and further holds the
Irish Executive and Tory Government collectively and
individually responsible for the same.
South Sin elds.—Usual Sunday evening meeting in

Market Square, addressed by Macdonald.
M. Mack, Gen. Sec, 4, Back Marlow St., Blyth.

Scottish Land and Labour League.
Good meetings have been held at West Calder,

Edinburgh, Arbroath, Cowdenbeath, Lochgelly (Fife),

Boreland (Fife), Yallatown (Fife), and Dysart (Fife).

Mr. John McGough, of Broxburn, begs to acknowledge
receipt of 10s. from the Portobello German Socialist
Club, in aid of the Shale miners locked out.

Chas. Wm. Tuke, sec.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Blocmfihvry.— Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,
Tottenham Court Road, W. On Thursday Sept:. 22,
Hubert Bland, "State Intervention." 29th. P.
Barry, " Scientitic Boycotting."

Clerkeruvell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
aou Road, i^lC. Sundays and Wednesdays at S.'jQ.

Hackney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith B(jw. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11.30. ; Satur-
day, 7 till 12.30; Sunday 11 a.m. till 12 p.m.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday Sept. 25, at 8 p.m. George Bernard Shaw
(Fabian Society), " Choosing a Career Nowadays."

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—Globe Coiiee House, 227 High St.,

Hoxton. On Saturday Sept. 24,. at 8.30 precisely.

Members' General Meeting. On Sunday morning,
at Hoxton Church at 11 sharp, mass meeting on
Free Speech in Ireland. Sunday evening, in the
Hall, W. C. Wade, " Will Socialism Benefit the
English People?"

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Mile-end and Bethnal Green.— 95 Boston St., Hackney
Road. Members and those intending to join Branch
are requested to attend Business Meeting every
Thursday at 9 p.m.

North London.—Branch meets at 32 Camden Road,
N.W., for reception of new members and other
business, on Wednesday evenings at 8 o'clock, until

further notice. H. Bartlett, sec.

PROVINCES.
Arbroath (Scottish Section: Forfarshire).—59 West
Abbey Street. Meeting every Friday evening.
Secretary, Wm. Smith, 17 Lindsay Street.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section : Forfarshire).—Secretary
pro tern.), D. M'Dougal, East Path.

Cowdenbeath (Scottish Section).—Secretary, John Dun-
can, 30 Arthur Place.

Dublin.—Irish Labour League, Carpenters' Hall, 75
Aungier Street, every Thursday at 8 p.m. Discus-
sion on all subjects connected with Labour Question,

Dwnrfee (Scottish Section).—Branch meets Friday 7.30
Granite Hall, Overgate. Secretary, A. Simpson,
10 Fords Lane.

Dysart and Yallatown {^coithh Section: Fife).—Sin-
clairtown and Boreland men may enroll in this
branch. Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Mem-
bers' Business Meeting on Thursday at 7. 30. Discus-
sion Class at 8 p.m. Sunday night lectures, Trades
Hall, High Street.

Galashiels (Scottish Section).—Secretary {jyro ^em,),

John Walker, 6 Victoria Street.

G^iowgrow.—Reading-room of the Branch, 84 John St.,

open Iron) 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. Sunday Sept.
25, meetiBg of members in Rooms at 8. Choir

Practice, Wednesday at 8.

Hamilton,—Raton's Hall, Chapel St. Every Thursday
at 7.30.

Hull.—MerrilV3 Dairy, 56 Walker Street. Mondays,
at 8 p.m.

Lancaster.—Addresses every Sunday morning on the
Quay Jetty.

Leeds.—17 Chesham Street, Sweet Street. Club and
reading room open every evening. Business meet-
ings every Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Office of Hosiery Union, Horsefair Street.

Fridays at 8 p.m.
Lochee (Scottish Section : Forfarshire).—Secretary (|?ro

tern.), P. M*Dongal, 10 Mercer Street.
Norwich.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures
every Sunday at 8 p.m. Business Meeting, Mon-
day at 8.30. Speakers' Class, Sunday mornit^gs at
10.30 and Wednesday evenings at 8 p.m. Social
Evening, Saturdays at 8. Sunday 18th, H. A. Bar-
ker, *' Evolution and Socialism."

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.
Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Temperance Hall. Branch meeting every
Monday.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—^S'wnc^ay 25.

9. 30... Starch Green Hammersmith Branch
11 ...Hoxton Church , Pitfield St Demonstration
11. 30. . .Hackney— '

' Salmon and Ball " Cooper
1 1. 30. . .Kingsland Green Wardle
11. 30. ..Merton—Haydons Road Kitz & Parker
1 1 . 30. . .Mitcham Fair Green Blundell
11. 30... Regent's Park Lane & Amold
11.30. ..Walham Green The Branch
3 ...Hyde Park Mainwaring
4. 30...Victoria Park Brooks & Allman
7 ...Stamford Hill Parker
7 ...Clerkenwell Green Barker
7 ...Hackney Rd—Warner Place...Allman & Brooks

Monday.
8 . . .Polygon, Somers Town Parker

Tuesday.
8 ...Mile-end Waste Morris
8 ...Ossulton Street, Euston Road Kitz

Wednesday.
8 ...Broadway, London Fields Allman

Thursday.
8 ...Hoxton Church , Pitfield Street Parker

Woolwich.—Arsenal Gates, Sunday Sept. 25, at

7 o'clock—W. H. Utley, " The Meaning of Socialism."

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Saturday: Jail's Square, 7 o'clock. Sun-
day : Jail's Square, at 1 ; Paisley Road Toll at 5

;

Jail's Square at 7.

Leeds.—Sunday: Vicar's Croft, 11 a.m. and 7.30p.m.
Norwich.—Sunday : Market Place at 3 ; Agricultural

Hall Plain at 7.

Dereham.—Every Wednesday, Market Place at 7.

Date. Time. Place. Speakers.

24. ..5 ...Willenhall Weaver
24... 7 ...Wolverhampton Weaver
24. ..5 ,.. Darlaston J^anders

24. . . 7 . . .Bilston ..... .-^ Sanders
24,..5.30...Brierley Hill Donald
2*.;:7.30...St»»rferidge Donahl
25i..6.30...BiMttgham, Council Ho...Donald
25.. .6.30... ,, Bull Ring ...Donald

25. ..6.30. ..Walsall Birchalls Sanders
25. ..4 ...Walsall Weaver& Deakin

SCOTTISH LAND AND LABOUR LEAGUE.
Fri. 23—Cowdenbeath. Old Toll House, 4.30 p.m.

,, Dysart. The Cross, 7 p.m.

,,
Yallatown. The Big Brae, 8 p.m.

Sat. 24

—

Dundee. Grassmarket, 6 p.m.
Sun. 25

—

Dundee. Grassmarket, 11. oO p.m. fiigh
Street, 3 p.m. Foot of Hilltown, 6.30.

,, Edinburgh.—Queen's Park, 3 p.m. Trades
Hall, High St., 6.30, lecture by Davidson,
*' Some Objections to Socialism Refuted."

Mon. 26

—

Dundee, Granite Hall, Overgate, 8 p.m.,
lecture by Mahon and meeting of branch.

Tues. 27

—

Lochee. Top of High Street.

Wed. 2'^—Carnoustie, The Cross, 7 p.m.
Thur. 29

—

Arbroath. Mahon will address the Boot
and Shoe Finishers and Rivetters Union
in their Hall on "Socialism and Trades-
nnionism," at 7.30.

Fri. 30—BrotAoc^ Bridge, 7 p.m. Branch Business
Meeting, 8.30.

Ipswich.—Public meeting in Co-operative Hall,
October 15, at 8 p.m., to welcome C. W. Mowbray on
his release. Speakers—MoM^bray, Kitz, Mainwaring,
and others.

* COMMONWEAL' PRINTING FUND.

A GRAND CONCERT
IN AID OP THE ABOVE FUND

WILL BE HELD AT

13 FARRINOOON ROAD, E.C,,
ON SATURDAY OCTOBER 15th

When an Okiginal Dramatic Sketch will bk
produced for the first time.

Tickets and all particulars from H. A, Barker and
W. Blundell, at 13 Farringdon Road.

Frint#i and Publiahed by William Mok&» im jM«ni Lami
at IS FamafdQD jRoad, London
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NOTES.
The Fall Mall the other night contained, as indeed most papers do

wellnigh every day, some striking examples of the working of the

.present system. " Immorality," " cruelty,'' ^' self-seeking," are terms in

themselves vague and meaning little beyond what we are compelled to

recognise as the inevitable result of a ** society " such as that we are

compelled to form part of. Does it never strike anyone as curious

that, of the thousand wrongs every day endured by millions, none but

-the most violent examples find comment, and those only as to the effect^

while the causes are left to Socialists to talk of ? Even the " New (!)

Journalism " is discreetly reticent as to the reason of drowning sailors

being regarcled as indifferently as " a litter of puppies "—that they are

-cheap, and easily replaced.

THE TRADES CONGRESS AND A LABOUR
PARTY.

The perennial " copyright " question has been to the fore again, and

much rhetorical mud has been flung at certain publishers—English and

.American—for "piracy " of books. What have they done, other than

modern morality allows ] So long as you can keep within or evade the

4aw, there is no limit to the rascality which may be included within the /

limits of " business enterprise." It is only because authors have more

•chance to "squeal" than most men that one hears so much of copy-

right. Every craft has its own way of increasing the profit at other

folks' expense ; and publishers, while certainly no better, are no worse

than other tradesmen.

At Bolton there has been much discussion by the Sanitary Congress

of the many and various evils that " civilised " human flesh is heir to,

but s«hfar as we have noticed there has been no word as to the real

why and wherefore. Many papers and speeches have elaborately shown
what should be done and could be done—is it not about time for some
-of these learned men to get up and speak the truth, the whole of it 1

They could explain all over again what they have been explaining, and
then go on with what will be done and why. By the time they got

through with it they would find out many interesting truths, and would
accomplish more good in a week than they do now in a decade.

We Socialists are so often met with the boast of " British freedom,"

and the rest of it, that it is almost with a chuckle of malicious pleasure

that we look on at the row there is being made over the application to

x>rdinary political meetings of the methods long reserved for our especial

behoof. A little of the sneaking brutality that is called " vigilant per-

formance of duty " when employed against us by the police, will make
the "advanced politician" consider whether " law and order" is not

rather dear at the price, and whether, in order to be rid of it, the over-

throw of the system of monopoly-plus-exploitation does not appear to

loQ necessary ? Such questions are being now asked—and will one day
be answered. h.

"

Reading of the great success which has attended the parcels post'

one is irresistibly led to think of the ease with which a similar plan
could be arranged and set going for the transfer of folk. Why could I

not go and buy a stamp and be taken where I please ? There is nought
in the way but—private property !

Imperial Federation—or Jingo writ large—^is a fascinating subject

ior the Briton who believes in " his " empire. It has been made, ac-

cording to a late number of the Journal of the Imperial Federation
League^ a theme for essays, poems, and discussions at many public and
other schools in the past year. " Train up a (bourgeois) child in the
way he should go and when he is old he will not depart from it"

—

unless he becomes a Socialist, which is getting increasingly probable.

One important fact that has come out in the evidence at the Exeter
inquest is that the architect, with the expressed consent of the inspect-

ing magistrates, sacrificed an important, even necessary, exit in order

to gain the rent of another shop. Coffin-ships, race-week trains, death-
trap theatres.v ill run on the principle of getting a constant profit and
" taking the risk "—only the risk and the profit pertain to different

people. The Daily News for cure wants "a more compulsory law "

;

Jus wants the opportunity for " enterprise " enlarged ; but it seems to

^ a Socialist, irrational being that he is, only possible to ensure care for

l^iblic safety when the public are the caretakers, when theatres and all

else are in the hands of the people and by them administered. S.

The Trades' Congress just closed has done some useful work. It is,

however, to the address of the president, Sept. 6, to which I beg to refer.

The president calls for the formation of a labour party—a party dis-

tinct from the two great political parties of to-day. The proposition

is condemned as tending to create class strife and as still further compli-

cating the political question—as being altogether impracticable. The

Daily News assures the Congress that the proposition stands.condemned

by history, and is therefore impossible. Other Liberal organs tell the

delegates that such a proposition does not come within their legitimate

sphere of action, and that the Congress must lose the confidence of the

respectable classes.

The formation of a labour party was sure to be condemned by the

commercial even more than by the Tory press. It was sure to be con-

demned by the representatives of class interest both in the House, in

the press, and on the platform.

' ^hQ formation of a labour party is a revolutionary measure. It is

k declaration of war against the non-producing classes of tl e com-

munity ; against the present institutions c "Society. It is a declaration

of war against the dominance of the classes, against the supremacy of

class interests. No doubt the Right Hon. John Bright will condemn

it as fostering class interests, and therefore to be deprecated. But the

words of the right hon. gentleman have lost much of their weight

with the masses of the population. And if the workers are to succeed

they must look to themselves. If the labour party is to be a genuine

one it must be based on principle, not on expediency. It must be

revolutionary in its nature, and seek the supremacy of the toiling

millions, of the wealth-producing masses, and the extinction of all class

privileges, of all monopolies, of all mere class interests.

The president condemned the monopoly of the land as the primary

cause of trade depression. No doubt the president is right. The

monopoly of the land is a most fruitful source of trade depression, and

will ultimately lead to national decay. When we take into considera-

tion the fact that from 1871 to 1881 in England and Wales alone the

number of farmers decreased over 25,000, of maiket-gardeners over

32,000, and of agricultural labourers over 90,000, while the general

population increased over 14 per cent., it is time to enquire into the

monopoly of the land. And when practical men like the late Mr.

Mechi declare that our agricultural produce can he increased to neirly

three times its present amount, it is time this monstrous monopoly

ceased. It is not the money loss only that we have to take into

account, but the loss of labour and our dependence on foreign supplies

for the very bread that we eat. The president condemned rents,

royalties etc., and was quite right in so doing; and if we add to the

£180,000,000 in rents, royalties, etc., etc., the £400,000,000 we get

less from.Aihe land than we might (Mr. Mechi), making not far from

£600,000,000 per annum, we may well ,condemn the monopoly of the

land as the primary cause of trade depression.

But there are other monopolies equally monstrous. There is the

monopoly of the currency, which is also very largely responsible for

periodical trade depressions. This is a question very seldom discussed

and very little understood ;
yet it is a question of the most vital im-

portance, and ought to be well considered by those who seek the

regeneration of society by and through the supremacy of labour. The

monopoly of the instruments of labour is also a matter of the highest

importance. When the president referred to the extensive use of

labour-saving machinery, he dealt with the effects only of that monopoly.

The monopoly of the land, the currency, and the instruments of pro-

duction are the three great curses that crush to the earth the wealth-

producing classes. It is on these monopolies that our modern system

of production rests, by which the plunder of the masses takes place,

and on which their slavery depends. Labour-saving machinery is not

of itself a curse, but it is its monopoly, its use for the aggrandisement

of the capitalist classes, that makes it a'curse to the masses. Let the

trades learn that it is not machinery as such, but the abuse of that

machinery, its use against instead of for the workers, that makes it an

apparent curse instead of a real blessing.

The president also condemned foreign competition, foreign bounties,

piece-work, etc., all of which are mere effects, and are inseparable from,

our modern commercial system.

The president declared there is no hope for the workers from the

present House of Commons. He was quite right. There is not, and
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cannot be, any hope from a House composed of land-tM^^ws, (^f stock-

exdb&tige gamblers, money-leiid^ps, rslilT^ difriectbrs, lawyers, and
tnilitary adventurers, all living, ^md intending t^o live, on the plunder

of ^ie pe'^ple. The president said " the salvation of tfce nitftfees cofftM

onlif^' fee se^iured by a distinct, a robust, and an outspoken la%6Ui* party."

If the nife# party i« to' be diistinct, it must organise the masses %ain&t
theclia'feiBes ; on too question whatever must there be any compromise.

If it is to'%e rofeu-st, it tnust raise the standard of revolt against all

class privileges and class interests. It must take its stand on principle.

It must war against royalty as an institution ; against the principle

and spirit of aristocracy, through all the ramifications of society

;

against the claims and the pretensions of capital, and proclaiming to

the world the supremacy of labour, on which depends not only the

wellbeing but the very existence of society ; it must organise and
prepare the workers for the one great struggle of the masses against

the classes.

The president also declared in favour of international action as far

as the European States go; "When the workmen of Europe united on

a common line of action they would be all-powerful, and their lives

would thenceforth be brightened." These words are true. Will the

workers accept them, accept the principle involved therein? The
words are true ; let the workers embrace them. The words are im-

portant to-day ; let the workers think of them and be guided by them.

Liberty, dignity, and independence can spring only from the supremacy

of labour, from the triumph of eternal right, of eternal justice ; and

the brotherhood of the human race can spring only from the organisa-

tion and supremacy of the wealth-producing millions throughout the

civilised world.

Let the trades, then, organise the new labour party. Practically it

will be a national party. It will embrace all that are necessary .for

the essential operations of society. The workers are more than two-

thirds of the population. The labour party must be revolutionary

from principle. It will embrace neither princes, priests, nor peers

;

neither stockjobbers nor capitalists—none who seek to perpetuate the

robbery of the masses by the classes. It will war against the monopoly
of the soil, and proclaii . the land for the people. It will declare in

favour of a national currency, and the national organisation of c. h^^.

It will proclaim to the world that as labour is the only source of wealth,

the instruments of laboui^elong to the workers, and should be national

property. Then will machinery—labour-saving, machinery—become a

blessing to all, because working for the benefit of all,—increasing the

nation's riches while decreasing the hours of labour. And then will

be possible the reconstruction of society on the principle of equal liberty,

of equal social advantages to each and all in all the relations of life

and through all the ramifications of society. And then will be possible

the holy alliance of the peoples, and the brotherhood of the human
race.

Will the trades form the new Labour Party—" distinct, robust, and
outspoken"—revolutionary in spirit'and in principle? We shall see.

J. Sketchley.

MEN WHO ARE NOT SOCIALISTS.

III.

" Poor old Weaver ! who would have thought he would have come to

this bad end 1 There he was—once a Radical of Radicals—^the ancient

enemy of the House of Lords, perpetual pensions, monarchy, faggot

votes, game laws, and^church establishment.—right on the front plat-

form seat of a Tory meeting ! a Tory fop on one hand, and an Orange
clergyman on the* other ; Tories to the right, left, front, and behind

him, volleying and thundering !
" This was my mental exclamation as

I entered a Tory meeting during the last general election, with the

view of studying " human nature," so as to meet the accusation of

opponents of Socialism.

Yes, there old Mr. WeaYer—the life-long reformer. Radical, and
Republican— sat, stuck like a thistle among dockens, supporting the

candidature of a Tory landlord. He did not seem altogether quite at

his ease in his new environment, and when he applauded he was apt

to do so before the speaker's sentence was completed, thereby fre-

quently signifying approval of what the succeeding words of the

speaker meant to disapprove, This awkward habit, I observed, brought
suspicious glances upon liini from his neighbours, particularly from the

chairman, a florid-looking old gentleman with a powerful presence and
a weak voice.

Mr. Weaver, who has only recently retired on a small trades' society

aliment from hard daily toil, is a man of over sixty years of age. He
has keen-cut Calvinistic features, and is of slight but very wiry frame.

He always carries a thick blackthorn stick about with him, which has

become quite as much a part of his anatomy as his arm or his leg.

When speaking he emphasizes his remarks by thumping it vigorously

upon the floor, and when walking he puts it to the ground in a way
that indicates how distinctly his mental habit of disputation has im-

pressed itself upon his bodily character.

Mr. Weaver may be said to have been a Radical from birth. His
father was a Chartist, and when only six years of age his boy marched
side by side with him at the great Reform Demonstration of 1832,
carrying a small banneret bearing the words, " The Tories are more
knaves than fools !

" From that time onward Mr. Weaver boldly held

aloft the banner of his political creed. Regarding his vote as a solemn
trust, he faithfully recorded it at every election. Had the Radical
party been called upon at any time to vindicate their principles by an

aj)peal to arms, Mr. Weaver would have been amongst the first to

ma¥^ to Uhe field. 'Methiriks I can see him sally forth early in the

morn^'g, with his ^lathes carefully brushed and his boots neatly

polished, with' his pike or nausket over his shoulder, his lips sternly

pressed tbget^ker 'and his eyes peenng anxiously ahead. Why it is, I

don't fea'ow, %ut I cannot i^iaa^ae Mr. Weaver returning from the

ddn^i<>t. No, I am perfectly c^t%ain he would not have returned;

there is feoBft^^thing about Mr. Weaver that tells me he would have

been amongst the first to get popped down. I never knew of men of

Mr. Weaver's type returning from the wars ; they always get killed

at the very outset. They never turn up as old pensioners. Had a

Radical riot taken place and half-a-dozen persons been shot, I am sure

those persons would have been two infants in arms, a small boy, a

young woman, an old woman, and Mr. Weaver. Had only one person

been killed, Mr. Weaver would inevitably have been that one. There

is a something, I don't know if it is a divinity, that doth edge men
like Mr. Weaver right into the track of spent bullets and falling brick-

bats.

Mr. Weaver, besides being a Radical, is a strict teetotaler and a '

staunch Freethinker. As a Freethinker he attends secularist meet-

ings every Sunday with a regularity that savours of piety. There is

another point in his behaviour that almost entitles Mr. Weaver to be

regarded as a religious man, despite his Atheism—his frequent presence

at Freethinkers' funerals. He never misses one within a radius of ten

miles. Christians will note with regret, probably tinged with a pious^

satisfaction however, that the number of these funerals have increiased

much of late years. So often indeed is Mr. Weaver to be seen plod-

ding forth with craped hat and white-cuff"ed sleeves, that many of his

neighbours who know not his evil reputation as an infidel]) cherish the

idea that he is a Free Church elder or a city missionary of some sort.

It is not to be imagined that this characteristic of Mr. Weaver's

springs from his having any peculiar fondness for funerals, Freethinker

or otherwise, but from a perfectly amiable desire to testify, as he him-

self puts it, " that men may respect their dead friends even though

they are not morally certain that their souls have gone to roast in

hell-fire."

The story of Mr. Weaver's political apostacy is a pathetic one, and
has a high moral for political partisans. Mr. Weaver, like Radicals

in general, had a supreme admiration for Mr. Gladstone. When a few

years ago Mr. Gladstone denounced the Irish as rebels and robbers,

Mr. Weaver did so likewise.

Some of Mr. Weaver's secularist friends, who were then Land
Leaguers, and who subsequently became Socialists, denounced both

Mr. Weaver and Mr. Gladstone. Mr. Weaver vindicated himself and

his political chief by standing up righteously for " law and order," and
protesting his belief that the Irish were utterly bad in all their ways 1

I remember the Sunday morning after it was announced that Mr.

Gladstone intended bringing forward a Home Rule measure for Ire-

land. There was a political discussion on in the secularist hall. Mr.

Weaver was at his post, looking anxious, and, I thought, somewhat

older than usual.

I am sure he had not slept much for several nights previously,

thinking over the terrible news of his chief's conversion to the side of

the "assassins." Of course Mr. Weaver was twitted by his opponents,

about his chief's turn round. Mr. Weaver professed entire disbelief

in the news, and in his indignation at some of the sallies against him-

self, defiantly asserted that even if it were true that Mr. Gladstone

had changed his mind, he at least had not, and even his respect for

that great and venerable statesman would never constrain him to

grant concessions to traitors and assassins who were marching through

public plunder to the disintegration of the empire. Mr. Weaver, who
is usually very circumspect in debate, became very angry and even

rude that day, and had to be admonished several times from the chair.

This was the turning-point in Mr. Weaver's political career. He
went all wrong after that. He modified his views upon manhood
^uffi'age, because he could not admit that Irishmen had a right to

political freedom ; he discarded his land nationalisation principles,

because the Irish people were leagued against landlordism ; and he

had even a good word to say for the House of Lords, because he per-

ceived that the lords were likely to prove a powerful obstacle to " rash

and treasonable legislation."

He had previously afl^ected a kind of tolerant sympathy for Social-

ism, but now, seeing Socialists were all for Home Rule, he diligently

studied Mr. Bradlaugh's * Objections to Socialism,' and vigorously de-

claimed them upon all suitable and even upon unsuitable occasions.

Nature was eagerly waiting some such opportunity to give Mr.

Weaver's mind a halting-place. She hadn't intended him from the

beginning for a pioneer ; she didn't expect that he would have gone

even so far as he did. She had endowed him with but a limited

amount of initial velocity freedomwards ; but Mr. Weaver had con-

trived to make the most of it, all honour to him, and external circum-

stances had tended to give it additional impulsion. When it did come
to a stop, itjis no wonder then that its thin-worn mechanism easily

yielded to the force of reaction and ran ricketty down-hill.

After the Tory meeting, to which I referred at the outset, was over,

I could not help, from a feeling of kindly sympathy, going forward to-

speak to Mr. Weaver—for who could but pity him now, forced by an.

unkind fate to associate with those whom he could not but still de-

spise andj who- secretly detested him He met me with some self-

consciousness of disgrace in his face, but took my hand warmly as one

who meets a friend in a foreign land. I didn't wish to jeer him, but

rather wished to cheer him up a bit, poor soul

!

" You've had a sood meeting," I said.
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" Yes," he replied, with a faint smile ; " you see everybody has given
up his own judgment in politics."

" Come, now, Mr. Weaver," I said, " don't slide on to an argument
on politics. You'll be sure to fall if you do !

"

" Ah !
" he exclaimed, " I am not ashamed of my opinions, nor afraid

to discuss them, now, any more than I was when I advocated true

Radical principles—the same principles that I maintain to-day—before

you were born."
" Tell me, Mr. Weaver," I said, " did you creep backward when you

were a child ?

"

Mr. Weaver was called away at this juncture by a member of com-

mittee, and did not answer me. No doubt he thought I was joking

mth him, but, if the editor will allow me, I will show that there is a

deal oi philosophy underlying the question. Like all social philoso-

phers—Plato and Rousseau, for example—I take a deep interest in

the early uprearing of the race.

When I first alarmed my family connections by exhibiting a pro-

pensity for Land League and Socialistic principles, I remember my
mother in admonishing me, said :

" When you were a bairn, Johnny,

you always creeped backwards, and I aye mind an auld beggar woman
at the door ance said on seeing ye stick fust against the wa', ' Weel
fa' the callant ! he gangs backward the noo, but, fegs ! ye'll find he'll

gang weel furret when he grows up !
'
" 1 reflected upon this remark,

and perceived there was sound philosophy in it. There is a period of

reaction, or creeping backward, I reasoned, inevitable in all men's

lives, and it is well that it should take place in youth—it is a bad case

when it overtakes the individual half-way or towards the end of his

life. Recognising the intimate relation between physical and mental

habit, T concluded that it is a good sign to see children creep back-

wards ; they are sure then to go, as the old woman said, right ahead

when they grow up. I even reasoned that it would be a wise plan to

purposely train children to creep backwards, just as we now vaccinate

them against small-pox. Besides, there is another advantage in chil-

dren creepinsj backwards. Children who creep forward are continually

cracking their little heads against chair-legs and bed-posts, whereby
the youthful cerebrum suffers considerable cellular modification—

a

fact which, seeing most British children creep forward, probably

accounts for the prevalence of lunacy and conservatism in this country.

Children, on the other hand, who creep backwards, by a wise dispensa-

tion of providence sujffer the concussions upon a part of their body
upon which, according to the wisdom of the ages, repeated concussions,

so far from proving harmful in any way, exercise quite a wholesome
influence in determining the mental habit of youth in the straight and
forward path of rectitude.

It is my firm conviction, therefore, that if due enquiry were made
it would be found that all true champions of freedom who have gone

^ unswervingly to the end, started in life by creeping backwards, thus
te J^e&taDing the inevitable law of reaction. Mr. Weaver, I am certain

sui-e, began by creeping forward in the conventional way; conse-

quently he had to make amends to fate later on. He is now doing so.

And if truth were at all admissible in epitaphs, and if to me were
appointed the task of writing Mr. Weaver's when he is dead (and far

distant may that time be !), I would—in the light of the new philo-

sophy of creeping which I have just endeavoured to elucidateT—simply
inscribe the words :

" He died creeping backwards."

J. Bruce Glasier.

A Consumer's Complaint.—"Coal has gone up." "Is that so : coal-beds

runout?" "No." "Miners struck ?' "No." " Coal barons going to pay
higher wages?" "No." "Seventy-five cents, per ton duty taken off

coal?" "No; that would make it cheaper, not dearer." "Extraordi-
nary demand for coal ? " " No." " Dealers looking for bigger profits ?

"

" Well, no, not to speak of. Corner on Nature's bounty to all, that's what's

the matter. The octopus, the coal barons, have been in consultation."

Conspiracy and result 1 Have not the coal barons got their tentacles on all

the coal lands ; on all the means of transportation from the mines ; on the

representatives in legislatures and in congress ; on the judges of the courts,

and on the titles and deeds' that they will sustain them in holding and
claiming that which they never created ? Have they not got the miners so

starved into submission that they dare not call their souls their own (and
they doubt very much if miners have any souls) ; and have they not got a
hand in every consumer's pocket? Yes, and the Lord be praised !

—

The
Advance.

Kvery mau in this country is born a member of a great and powerful society ;

und we never hesitate to act towards him on the supposition that his being so

born gives that society rights to be enforced against him. Equally true is it that
he has a birthright by being born a member of society. ... In the words of

the greatest of political philosophers, he has '* a right to all that society, with
all its combinations of skill and capital, can do in his favour." In the words of

one greater than man—the words in which is recorded the primeval sentence of

our race—a sentence which contains at once the hard lot of the labouring man
and the great charter of his rights, a charter prior to the authority of states or
the rights of property—he has a right *' in the sweat of his brow to eat bread."
That society has forgotten its duties in which such a ola^x as this is not an-
swered ; in the social or economic system of that country in whixjli men are
willing to work and cannot eat their bread there is something radically wrong
The right oi every man in the land is, to the utmost of all the power of the
society that claims him as a member, to have the power of earning a livelihood
secured to him. This is the first, the elder duty of society. It is vain to speak
of the blessings of increasing national wealth, if to this you sacrifice the comforts
of the poor. Better, far better for the country, would be the state of things
which would give to every working-man in the country the assurance that his
industry would command^ for its reasonable exertion, the means of livelihood,
than the most brilliant prospects which could be opened of wealth to our mer-
chants, of magnificence to our nobles, or aggrandisement to our manufacturers.

—

Isaac Buitj LL,D.: Lectures on Political Economy, delivered at Dublin University
January 1846,

THE UNION OF SHE DEMOCJRAGIES.

(From the French of Beranger. Translated hy Charles J. Gladwell.)

There came to me a vision as of Peace,
A Goddess bright, descending to the earth

;

Hushed were the sou|»rfs of war, and in their place

Spread gladsome joy, and merriment and mirth.
" Arise," the Goddess cried, " in love fraternal,

French, German, English, })eoples of all lands !

Form now in unity a bond eternal,

And grasp each other's hands.

" Unhappy men ! E'en ye who seek to quell

The springs of hatred take but troubled rest

;

Learn from your sorrows now in peace to dwell
;

Enjoy the good with which your earth is blest.

While fastened to the Juggernaut of Power
Ye ne'er can learn what happiness demands

;

Then free yourselves henceforth from this hour.

And grasp each other's hands.

** Against your neighbours now ye bear the sword,

With flames devour their cottages and homes
;

And e'er the sun lights up the scene abhorred
O'er the sad field grim death in silence roams.

At your frontiers the blood of your own race

Upon each tuft of green your hatred brands
;

Cease then this strife, these passions foul and base,

And grasp each other's hands.

"In insolence your rulers and your kings

—

While burning cities desolate the plains,

And the still air with groans of dying rings

—

Yet callously recount their bloody gains.

Weak, simple herds ! How helplessly ye leave

Your heavy yokes for martial chains and bandiji.

Now quit your bonds, past errors now retrive,

And grasp each other's hands.

" And since your rulers cease not war to wage.
Ye must among yourselves your jjeace secure.

Shed not your blood, nor in fell strite engage
For thankless kings or heroes of the hour.

By men of gsenius be not led astray,

llie truly great iniquity withstands ;

Then turn your thoughts towards a brighter day,

And grasp each other's hands.

"For ever, then, theliappy peace prolong.

Casting o'er the past a heavy veil

;

Pursue your toil to sounds of gladsome song.

Let victories of peaceful art prevail.

Hope smiling in the bosom of rich plenty

^

You'll welcome the sweet fruits of marriage bands ;

AAl nations dwell henceforth in loving bounty.
And grasp each other's hands."

We have received from Napoleone Colajanni a pamphlet on * Collective

Property' (Di Alcieni Studii recenti sulla Proprietd Collettiva), which
students of Socialism will find of use to them. There are several careless

and unnecessary printing errors in English words quoted in it.

"The labourer is worthy of his hire." Yes, but the word "hire " means
not what he usually gets for his labour, but what he should really get for his

labour. It is the violation of this simple law that has ruined several nations

and is now breeding barbarians in our midst.

—

Br. M^Olymi.

Henry George first preached " the land for the people "
; then he recanted

so far as to claim "the land-tax for the people" ; now^ he fully crawfishes

and swears that he will disturb "no right of property nor change the titles

by which land is held." This is terrible rough on Galileo.

—

Denver Labour
Enquirer.

'Londoner Arbeiter Zeitung.' — This paper, like our owii, is making
heroic eflbrts to cope with great difficulties. Any reader who has a German
friend who wants a Socialist paper in his own tongue, might direct his

attention to this one. Its addriess is 49, Tottenham Street, Tottenham Court
Road, W., and the subscription same as to Coinmonw2aL

Society as it exists to-day will not continue. As instruction gradually descends

to the lower classes, they discover the secret sore which has t>een gnawing at the

heart of social order since the beginning of the world ; a sore which is the cause

of all popular agitations. The excessive inequality of conditions and fortunes

could be endured as long as it was hidden on the one hand by ignorance, on the

other by factitious civil organisation. But as soon as this inequality becomes
generally recognised, its death-yow has been struck.

Recompose, if you can, those fictions of aristocracy ; try to persuade the poor

when they can read, when light is borne to them every day by the press, from

town to town and village to village ; try to persuade them when they possess the

same knowledge and understanding as you, that they ought to submit to every

privation, while neighbour so-and-so has, without working, a thousand times the

wherewithal to live. Your efforts will be in vain. Expect not of the crowd
impossible virtues. ...

' When financial and commercial barriers shall have been abolished between

different states, as they have already been between provinces of the same states ;

when tcages, w^hich are but a prolonged slavery^ shall have become emancipated

by the help of the equality established between producer and consumer ; when
the different countries, interchanging manners, abandoning national prejudices,

abandoning the old ideas of supremacy or conquest, shall draw close to the union
of peoples,—by what means will you then force society to return to worn-out
principles ? Even Bonaparte could not. . . .

Before reaching this goal of a union of peoples, this goal of a natural democracy,

we sh^U have to pass through a period of social decomposition, a period of anarchy,

perhaps of blood, assuredly of weakness. This decomposition has begun ; but

.

has not yet advanced far enough to be ready to reproduce the new society.

—

The eml of Chateaubriand's * Essai s la Utt4rature Anglaise et considerations sor le

g4ni des homlnesy destemps et des revolutions.^
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW I FIRST, FEW MEN
J) IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON 1

Oommunications invited on Social Questions, They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Rd. ,E.G,, and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MS8, only returned if a stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.

Subscriptions,—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s,

six months, 3s,; three months. Is, 6d,

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E,G, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

C/

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N. AV. (Laurencekirk).—This paper is not larger because it is now as big—bigger

in fact—than we can afford. It is even now produced at a weekly loss. If

a few more friends would take the interest in it you evidently do, and point
out its fulness of news and information on the labour problem, canvass for

subscribers, and help on its circulation, we should be glad to enlarge it as

fast as we could manage it. Other friends please take the hint.

F.—Want something to do ? Read answer above, and push the paper—that
will aid propaganda all round.

Feriodicals received during the week ending Wednesday September 28.

England
Justice
Norwich—Daylight
Labour Tribune
Railway Review
liOndonor Arbeiter-Zeitung
Worker's Friend
Die Autonomie
Jus

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

United States
New York—Der Bozialist

Freiheit
Leader
VolkszeitKng
Trutliseeker
Union Advocate

Boston- Woman's Journal
Liberty

Chicago (111.)—Labor Enquirer
Vorbote
Knights of Labor

Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt

St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole i Spain
Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer EI Productor
Hammonton(NJ)CreditFoncier Cadiz—El Socialismo
N.i5a,ven—Workmen's Advocatej Madrid—El Socialista
Detroit (Mich.)—The Advance
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West
Buffaloer Arbeiter-Zeitung

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Socialiste
La Revolte

Guise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le Travailleur

Belgium
Liege—L'Avenir
Ghent—Vooruit
Antwerp—De Werker
Brussels—L'Avant-Garde
Seraing (Ougree)—Le Reveil

Switzerland
Geneva—Bulletin Continental

Italy
Milan—U Fascio Operaio
Marsala—Lo Xuova Eta

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen
Amsterdam—Voorwaarts

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Arbeiterstimme
Brunn—Volksfreund

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

Roumania
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Swi:den
St-.ockholm—Social-Demokraten
Malmo—Arbetet

'LABOUR, LEISURE, AND LUXURY.'
A BOOK on economic subjects, that modestly displays witluii its boards

twelve closely printed pages of laudation from the capitalist press, and

opens with the statement that " the teaching of the most erroneous

and subversive doctrines regarding property has been increasing and

bearing fruit to an alarming extent," is sure to be regarded by a

Socialist with suspicion, and likely to be read by him with rather a

critical eye. Such a book is ' Labour, Leisure, and Luxury,' of which

a popular edition has been issued recently. The author, a Mr. Alex-

ander Wylie, who is said to be himself a large employer of labour,

naturally enough approaches the labour question with not a few of

the prejudices of his class, and arrives at conclusions likely to afford

the greatest satisfaction to his c»japitalist friends.

He maintains that the rule of *' that great commercial dictator, the

capitalist," is necessitated by *' the luxurious indulgence and conse-

quent immorality of an industrial population," and that popular

luxuriousness is a great cause of the concentration of property into

few hands. He says a great cause, but all through his book an ob-

servant reader will notice he manipulates his subject and his words in

such a manner that the unwary will not fait to conclude that it is the
great cause, if not the only cause. Thus he states in the conclusion

of his book that the whole question of economic progress is bound up

in the question of the acquisition by the working-classes of property,

which must be acquired by saving that which is now expended upon
vicious luxuries. Seeing that Mr. Wylie has taken into consideration

only one of the causes (if cause it be) of the appropriation by the few

of the surplus labour and value gained by union, which, as he says

truly, should have gone to the civilising of the whole mass, it is evident

that his attempt to solve the labour problem must necessarily be an

utter failure.

How far wrong he has gone is shown by his advocacy of thrift as

the panacea for the ills we bear. Abstention by the workers from
vicious luxuries is, according to him, the only means by which the

emancipation of labaur can be achieved. Now, thrift is all very well

in its proper place, but as a cure for poverty it is simply out of the

question. One is tempted to doubt the sanity of the man that would

preach such a gospel for the poor, even to workers that are far better

off than the many placed in the same economic conditions as the Dor-

setshire labourer mentioned by Mr. "Wylie—a worker whose rate of

wages "on the average is rather less than ten shillings per week, in-

cluding every perquisite in the shape of extra food, beer, money, firing,

and extra pay at hay-time and harvest," of which miserable sum " one-

sixth has to be paid for rent of house," so that "it is only by feeding

on coarse bread, potatoes, cabbage, and rice in scant allowance, with.

occasionally a bit of pork, that he can contrive to keep himself, wife,

and two or three children in life." Just imagine the diseased mental
and moral state of the man who would advise poor, half-starved

wretches like these to spend less on vicious luxuries, and to procure

with their savings " respectable Sunday suits " (even " at the cost o£

considerable privation in their food supplies and other things "), then

furniture, then houses, and lastly, " the tools, machinery, workshops,,

factories, lands, ships, etc., requisite for carrying on their daily avoca-

tions "
! Is it astonishing that " the subversive doctrines regarding

property " should be eagerly accepted in preference to doctrines that,,

like Mr. Wylie's, but mock the people and bring nothing but despair

to hundreds of thousands of families 1

Mr. Wylie's main idea is that " that moral condition of society

which encourages abnormal accumulation of wealth by the few is the

unfitness of the many for the use of larger means of life than the

residuum left by their wealthier fellows," who are, however, as he
candidly admits, "often men of much the same moral calibre as them-
selves." This ridiculous theory is best met by simply showing how
false is the historical statement upon which it seems to be based. Mr.
Wylie says :

" The higher wages which followed the introduction oi
steam-power, and the countless mechanical inventions which turned it

to account, in Lancashire especially, where it has been most taken ad-

vantage of, instead of enriching, strengthening, and educating, in the

ignorant and immoral hands of the workmen positively helped to

make them poorer, feebler, more sensual and ignorant; and well was^

it for the nation, tliemselves included, that the superior men amongst
them were, partly by this very improvidence and ignorance, raised inta

such a position of power as capitalists that they could take from them,

with the strong and stern hand that which, while being wasted, would
have wasted their own souls, and though devoting it generally to the

maintenance of a huge system of refined luxury, rescue it from the^

tenfold worse abuse of gluttony, debauchery, and idleness." Compare
that with the following account of the condition of the worker at

the very same period, given in ' Six Centuries of Work and Wages,'

by Professor Thorold Rogers, who is surely more w^orthy of creden<;e

as a historian than Mr. Wylie :
" The factory hand was even worse

off than the labourer, and, as machinery was gradually being intro-

duced into the manufacture of textile fabrics, the handloom weaver
was worst off of all. Great as was the demand for labour under the

new system, it was, unfortunately, not countervailed by an increase of
real loages, hardly of nominal wages, for the demand was for both

sexes and nearly all ages. But the severest penury fell on those who.

had been, in the older days of manufacture, the specially skilled

artisans in textile fabrics." Again he says: "That the patents of^

Arkwright and Peel secured enormous fortunes for these inventors or

purchasers of inventions we all know ; that they ultimately cheapened

production is equally clear ; that they gave England wellnigh a mono-
poly in the supply of textile fabrics is as manifest ; but it does not

strictly follow that the English workman was better paid. The hand-

loom weaver was undoubtedly impoverished, but I do not find that the

machine weaver bettered his position. His vxtges remained loio, his

means loere even straitened, and the jnisery of the manufacturing dis-

tricts was even greater than that of the agricultural." So much for

our author's knowledge of history and his application of it to the

solution of the labour problem.
Having detected such a glaring misrepresentation of a historical

fact, we cannot be expected to place much confidence in the other

statements Mr. Wylie makes in proof of the gross immorality of the

working people, even if we have no other reasons for believing them
inaccurate. According to his account, Dumbarton, which he does not

say is worse than other places, appears to have been a regular pande-

monium in prosperous times. The great majority of the rivetters there,

earning during these times from five to ten pounds a-week of 51 hours,

spent all their fabulous wages in riot and debauchery, often swallow-

ing up, in addition, the smaller gains of their wives, whom they sent

without scruple to do their 56i hours in Mr. Wylie's own works.

Without enquiring why the latter—believing strongly that the immense
majority ol the working people require " the strong guidance of the

capitalist, or to use the good old-fashioned word, ' the master,' " whilst

disapproving of men making slaves of their wives, and holding that

the true sphere of the woman is in her own house attending to her

children and the domestic comfort of her husband—did not refuse em-

ployment to them, we cannot but think that our friend is apt to be

carried away by excess of zeal into the domains of fiction. It is cer-

tainly true that many of the working-class (and quite as large a pro-

portion of the other classes) indulge in what are called vicious

luxuries, among which drink occupies the first place, but it is not true

that the great majority do so. Moreover, the greater number of these

so-called " immoral " workers are driven to drink by their economic

condition.

This was shown clearly in an able article on " Consumption," which

appeared recently in the Scotsman. It was stated on the authority of

Dr. Andrew Smart that in this country there are 850,000 souls engaged

in manual labour that causes a startling abbreviation of life—consump-

tion being the test disease, that by which is gauged the comparative

unhealthiness of the work engaged in by a tenth part of our industrial
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population. " Consumption is not like cholera, it does not kill in a

night. It may be feeding on its victim three, six, or even twelve

monthSj before finally destroying him. Let us suppose the case of a

workman engaged in one of these unhealthy trades. At first he does

not feel anything amiss ; but, by and bye, the poisonous nature of the

atmosphere surrounding him, or the constraint of the bodily position in

which he has to work, or the keen-edged dust he is forced to breathe,

or any of the other causes that suffice to make work unhealthy, begins

to tell upon him. The human frame is good for resistance up to a certain

point ; but pass that point, and the recuperative power is gone, and the

strength of the man runs down like a clock with the weights off.

Within a period of time then, varying, of course, with the constitution

of the workman, he finds that he is not so apt for labour as Le used to

be. Why, perhaps, he cannot tell. A depression of spirits steals over

him. His labours become a burden, not a pleasure. This lassitude

growing not lessening, he in time finds his strength not sufficient for

his day's work. But the man must work or he will starve. It will

not do for him to be ill. Strength must be got somehow. How ]

Now, as we do not wish to be suspected even of a temporary lapse into

the cant of teetotalism, we will try, in stating the case, to err, if at

all, on the side of moderation. But look at the question fairly. Let

us put ourselves in the workman's shoes, and then say where we would
go for stimulus. It is all very well for men who have never been tempted
(note this, Mr. Alexander Wylie) to preach against the " sin " of

tasting ardent spirits. Let us suppose, however, a case in which the

man does not resort to drink after he begins to feel the budding of the

germs of consumption that have been sown so plentifully by the work
he is engaged in. 7/ lie still keeps to his work, and does not use

alchoholic stimulants, one of these two things must necessarily happen.

He will either work less or icork ivorse. His labour will be inferior

either in point of quantity or in point of quality. In either case his

wages will be reduced, while his home expenses increase, and thus the

hope, much less the act, of saving rapidly becomes a thing of the past.

Not being able to save \vhile he is at work, it necessarily follows that

when the disease grows upon him to such an extent as to disable him
for work altogether, he must become a burden either to the parish or

to his friends." Now, the 850,000 workmen referred to, leave on a

very moderate etimate 212,500 descendents who will, in the course of

time, develope the hereditary disease, and require to use'":)he same
means as their fathers to stave it off. Then the number of drinkers

is reinforced by those whose daily work incapacitates them for enjoying

any but the coarsest pleasures during their .brief period of cessation

from toil. If temperance reformers took a reasonable view of the

case, they would i-eadily admit that in most cases drunkenness is not

the cause of poverty, but poverty of drunkenness. It is strange Mr.
Wylie does not see this, the more so that he makes the following

statement. *' Drunkenness is the delusive refuge into which, in the
Anglo-Saxon race especially, human nature, working below its proper
healthy, moral, and consequently happy tone, almost inevitably

rushes."

On the assumption, then, that the working classes have a bigger
share of original sin than their "superiors," and are theiefore unfit to

make a proper use of the wealth they create, the author of ' Labour,
Leisure, and Luxury' justifies the appropriation of as much of that
wealth as possible by the upper classes, and the expenditure of it on
themselv^es— a doctrine that makes short work of the eighth command-
ment, and is, therefore, above all others pernicious and immoral.
While it is undoubtedly true that too little attention has hitherto been
paid to the subject of what wealth it is most beneficial to produce for

consumption by the race, there is every reason to believe that

ignorance on this point is as prevalent among the wealthy as among the
working classes. Be that as it may, Mr. Wylie rejoices that his class

has the power of abstracting from the workers the greater part of the
wealth the latter produce. To his credit, however, he believes that
property has its duties, and insists that it is the first duty of his

propertied friends {after those which they owe to themselves) " to

strive as much as lies in their power to ameliorate the condition of the
toiling millions whose industry enables their Ccipital to fructify." Un-
fortunately the efiect of such wholesome teaching will likely be nulli-

fied by the saving clause, for the leisured classes have rather inordinate
notions as to what they owe to themselves. Still, Mr. Wylie tries to

remove every obstacle self-interest may lay in the path of duty. In
case they may be afraid of undermining their present position of privi-

lege by attending to the duties of property, he informs them that when
the working classes have with the help of their " masters " realised

Mr. Wylie's ideal social state, when the working classes have " by
higher intelligence and morality " acquired a larger share of property,
the numbers of those enabled to lead the lives of luxurious sinecurists

through the present concentration of wealth will not be curtailed.

Philanthropy with no worse result than this is by no means " dangerous,"
and ought to be rather popular among the classes. The masses, how-
ever, will understand what sort of friend they have in Mr. Wylie, on
learning that he looks forward with equanimity to their being saddled
for all time with the annual payment of the £550,000,000, which as he
himself shows is at present secured- for the entire and special luxury of

about 750,000 families.

Taken all in all this book will certainly not ^help in the very least

to stem the tide of Socialism. Its author hopes, it is true, that it will
'* help to dispel those Communistic ideas so prevalent in neighbouring
countries from the minds of our working classes," but how can he expect
this result when he has not taken the slightest trouble to learn what
those ideas are? He not only neglects to examine Socialism and
criticise it, but carefully avoids considering the pressing economic

problems of the day ; indeed he is to be condemned not so much for

what he says, as for what he leaves unsaid. He does not show how
dull trade, scarcity of work, starvation wages, adulteration, and similar

evils arc to be remedied. Fearful of exposing the weakness of his

position he ignores these problems—problems which the working people

feel must be settled without delay, and which Socialism alone boldly^

grapples with and successfully solves. J. Haldane Smith.

NOTES BY A TRADES-UNIONIST.
The Labour Tribune has a more than ordinarily stupid leader on the"

recent vote of the Northumberland miners re Messrs. Bart and Fen-

wick. It is gravely argued that, because the men refuse longer to.

support these political jelly-fish, therefore all progress is to be:

stayed and the workers to be left helpless in the hands of their enemies..
" Who will fight the battle of the poor man in Northumberland if the

withdrawals take place? What will prevent the middle-class man
from being chosen and returned %

"

As if as far as fighting goes, middle-class men like Graham and.

Labouchere have not shown far more pluck and energy than any of

the so-called labour M.P.'s, who misrepresent the workers at present.

It is strange that our contemporary should remain so blind and deaf

to the ferment of the " new wine " of Socialism that is quickening the

impulses and aspirations of "organised labour," in whose name it

claims to speak. Here is a sentence which one might expect to find

in the Daily Telegraph, or other plunderer's paper, but which seems
oddly out of place in a Labour Tribune :

—" It will be a bad day for

England when feeling runs so high against capitalists as it is doing

now in America, in connection with the condemned Chicago Socialists."

Will the editor in his great wisdom please to " enlighten our darkness"
in regard to this ?

Mr. Pickard, M.P., has been delivering himself before a meeting of

Yorkshire miners, in regard to Mr. Burt, the Socialists, and direct

labour representation. He appears to have been suffering under an
acute attack of spleen that still further muddled his not over brilliant

brains. Yorkshiremen are generally credited with being pretty 'cute,

and they must have sadly deteriorated since I lived amongst them if

they listened without laughing at the ludicrous assertions of Mr.
Pickard, viz., that the aims and interests of Socialists and Tories were
identical, and that they were striving to form a labour party tor the

purpose of destroying the power and infiuence of the trades' unions.

Instead of making these senseless, blundering statements, it would
be better for Mr. Pickard and his colleagues, if they expect or desire

to remain " leaders," to make some enquiry into the doctrines they
denounce and into the character of its exponents. It might surprise

them to find that a large proportion of Socialists are as active and.

earnest trades' unionists even as tlieiiis*l\es, and considerably less en-

titled to be classed as Tories, or at least the friends of Tories.

How fallacious are the charges made by Mr. Pickard may easily be
seen by any one who will take the trouble to send to Mr. Mack,
4 Back Marlow Street, Blyth, secretary of the North of England
Socialist Federation, for a copy of the constitution and rules of that

association, which was founded as the result of the agitation during
the late strike. Here are two items of the programme

:

" (3) Helping Trades'-unionism, Co-operation, and every genuine movement
for the good of the workers.

(4) Promoting a scheme for the National and International Federation of^

Labour."

An M.P., writing in the Fall Mall Gazette on the vote of the Nor-
thumberland miners, pays fair tribute to the influence of the Socialist

propaganda, and in an '''occasional note" in the same paper, comment-
ing on the subject and on Mr. Pickard's speech, the following pertinent

observation occurs, which I commend to all those whom it may con-

cern :
—" Mr. Pickard, indeed, went on to abuse them [the Socialists]

soundly, and even to ridicule them ; but a cause which, in the opinion

of its opponents, is stl-ong enough already to effect a revolution in the

relations between the miners and their representatives, can afford to-

bear a good deal of ridicule."

The following almost incredible act of folly is recorded in the Fall

Mall of Tuesday :

'* About three hundred men, employed by the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lin-
colnshire Railway Company, met at Mexborough on Sunday, and resolved to
forego one week's wages with the object of assisting the company to pay the claims
arising out of the Hexthorpe collision."

One's astonishment to find in these hard times a body of workers who
can afford to be so munificent, is overcome by indignation as to the
object of the outlay. Surely these men might have found amongst
their own class more needy and more deserving recipients of their

bounty. They might, for instance, have given ^a thought to their

fellow-workers victimised by the rascality and rapacity of the Midland
Railway Co. instead of wasting their charity on the dividend drones of

the M. S. *fe L. R. C. It will be well for these " generous " workmen
if the directors, perceiving that the employ^ have more money than
wit to use it wisely, do not take an early opportunity to reduce their

wages. Should such be the case, I for one, should almost be inclined

to say, " Serve them right !

"

T. Binning.
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THE LABOUR STRUG&LE.
BEITAIN.

The Oldham District Cotton Industry. — The operatives' strikes in

many of the mills have been settled by compromise. The mills atCastleton

are lunning short time. The operatives at Messrs. Hopwood and Sons con-

tinue on strike.

More Misery.—Considerable dismay has been caused at Portsmouth by
two hundred additional men receiving notice of discharge from the dockyard.
It was hoped, from Lord George Hamilton's recent statement, that all dis-

charges had ceased.

The Ship-joiners' Strike at Elswick.—There is no change in the attitude

of the joiners at present on strike owing to a dispute in the sharing of the
work at Armstrong, Mitchell, and Co.'s works at Elswick. The men are

still waiting a reply from the firm, whom they have approached with a view
to negotiations for a settlement.

Shipbuilding on the Clyde.—About 200 workmen employed in the ship-

building yard of Messrs. Caird and Co., Greenock, were discharged on Satur-

day. A fortnight ago the same firm paid off 120 men, and further discharges

are expected when the new P. and O. steamer Britannia is fitted out. Messrs.

Caird and Co. have at present nothing in the stocks and no order on hand.
The outlook for the Clyde workers in connection with shipbuilding during
the coming winter is of a dismal nature.

South Wales Colliers.—The announcement that the representatives of

about sixty thousand colliers in South Wales have given notice to their

employers to terminate the existing sliding-scale arrangements causes appre-

hension. The men urge that upon the existing basis they do not obtain fair

remuneration. The agreement is of no effect in cases of dispute, because no
prevision is made for the adjustment of differences relating to matters not
specified in the agreement. Moreover, the workmen receive no advance
whatever unless the price of coal rises 4d. per ton, whereas, if the market fall

to the extent of the smallest decimal, a reduction of 2J per cent, is im-
mediately effected in their wages.

Strike of Tailors in Drogheda. — The tailors in the employment of

Thomas Brady, Nationalist, T.C., Drogheda, having demanded an equal wage
to that paid by other houses in the town, were locked out. An indignation

meeting, in which all the local trade and labour bodies took part, was held,

a*id for the first tim« in an Irish provincial town, the Socialistic view of the

labour question was expounded. The strike will probably be a prolonged
eae, as both sides are resi^ved on holding out to the last.

The Proposed Co-operative Glass-Manufacturing Society.—The sug-

ff^ftted starting, of this society has caused some little exoit^ment at Stour-

Eridgej The recent difficulty between masters and men has been practically

settled, and the proposed starting of a co-operative glass-manufactory has
come as a surprise upon the masters. The men, as is well known, have con-

sMerable funds in their trade society—as much as £10,000—and if the com-
iaittee decided to apply any important part of it in a manufacturing concern
the^ thing could be begun, as a matter of course. The promoters of the
scheme are, however, looking beyond this to a large number of shares being
ta^en up by the glassmakers themselves, and many of the men have promised
to take shares.

Miners and the Eight Hours Movement.—The Welsh coal miners'

delegates, having met to consider a report of the Trade Union Congress,

passed the following resolution :
" That this meeting is convinced, by

practical experience, that eight hours is quite sufficient for miners to be in

any mine in every twenty-four hours when working single shift, and seven
hours when working double shift ; and that we are of opinion that the
produced wealth of the country is ample to permit the miners a moderate
living for the said anK)unt of labour : therefore we urge upon the miners
of the whole country to organise and agitate for an Eight Hours' Labour
Act."

Northampton Strike—"Eough on ' Eats.' "—Serious rioting has taken
place in Northampton over the boot strike, which has now been in existence

ten weeks, and at present shows no sign of abatement. Last week one of

the men who is at work contrary to the wormen's union was so frightened
at the demonstrations of hostility to him that he dropped down dead in the
factory. He was surrounded by policemen at the time. The jury returned
a verdict tlmt death was accelerated by the menacing attitude of the crowd.
On Tuesday night a crowd of about a thousand workpeople surrounded the
factory of Messrs. Cove and West, and hooted and hissed the " accommodat-
ing " workmen as they left. Some were chased along the streets in different

directions, followed by showers of mud. One man took refuge in a tailor's

shop, and was some time afterwards found hiding in the cellar. He was
eacorted to his home by two policemen. Later in the evening, stone-throw-
ing was commenced, and the windows of the factory, the house where the
employers have been boarding some men, and the homes of some of the
workmen, were shattered. Considerable excitement prevails, and a renewal
of the stone-throwing and intimidation is expected every night.

The Strike in the Nail Trade.—At a meeting of nailers on strike, held
at Broomsgrove, there was a good attendance. Mr. Roberts presided, and in

the course of an address said the present was the best strike they ever had in

the nail trade, both at Broomsgrove and in the up-country districts. Mr.
Powell advised the nailers, not to be discouraged at anything they heard.
He believed they would not be out long, for they had the public sympathy
on their side. In explaining the low state to which they were reduced, he
said they now received 13s. for work which a few years ago they had 30s.

for,. and, at that time trade was not a hit better than other trades, so that the
public could judge of the extent to which they had been reduced. Mr. Collins

wished it particularly to be known that the master by whom he had been
etnployed had, since the strike began, been going about and buying up all

- the i:ails he could get at 10 percent, less than the 1879 list—-the price which
the nailers asked for before the strike. The men were encouraged to con-

tinue firm, and the meeting adjourned*—At an open-air mass meeting of

nailers at Halesowen, Mr. Price, presideut of the association, stated that the
strike was the most geneial he had ever known in the trade, very few of the
operatives being at work. Noue of the masters had agreed to pay the advance.
A resolution was adopted deciding to continue the strike until all the masters
had conceded the increase. Later,—At mass meetings on the 26th it was
€teeided to submit the depute ta arbitration, provided the employers consent.

^HE BoLToiJ Sa*liTKE.-^Altho\3gh the masters announce that as far as they
are eoocernedtbte dispute is at an end, the position of the men on strike is

in no way altered, except that whereas last week the door of compromise
was open, it is now closed. The twentieth week of the strike will be entered
upon with prospects of an amicable settlement even more distant than at
first. The men have refused to accept arbitration, and the employers are
taking measures to fill their workshops with imported labour. The argu-
ments urged by the men as justifying their action in refusing arbitration on
the terms offered are various. Of course, had they resumed work the sub-
scriptions which have hitherto flowed in so liberally would have at once
ceased. There are now, roughly estimated, 300^ imported men in the various
works. These the masters would not undertake to discharge. Consequently
a large number of Bolton workmen would have remained in the streets
chargeable upon the funds of their organisations at a time when no outside
aid was forthcoming. The words " as required " in the masters' proposal
might be construed into tens, fifties, or hundreds, according to the will of
the employers. Further, the men entertain the opinion that the masters
would do all in their power to cripple the society's funds by forcing them to
maintain a large number of out-of-work members. It is also urged that the
men having come out on strike in a body, if they agree to arbitration, should
have the privilege, win or lose, of resuming work. The last notice of the
employers appears to close the doors to any further negotiations, and so far

as they are concerned the strike hands have no choice but to resume work
on the present terms or remain out. The employers do not now hesitate to

assert that they confidently believe if the men bad consented to resort to.

arbitration pure and simple on the wages question, the umpire would have
had no alternative but to decree a further reduction. The men have decided
on local practical measures, and at a full meeting of the Bolton United
Trades' Council on the 21st, it was resolved to contest every ward in the
borough at the forthcoming municipal elections, as a protest against the
action of the authorities in connection with the existing strike in the iron

trades, that is the bringing into the town of a large force of extra police

and military, and retaining them despite the decided opinions of the rate-

pavers to the contrarv.

ITALY.
The Labor Party of Italy held its third Congress at Pavia on Sept. 18th

and 19th. Among the subjects for discussion on the programme were the
re-organisation of the Labour Party itself ; the practical means for securing
Parliamentary representation ; abolition of political struggle ; the estab-

lishment of a centre for oratorical instruction for propaganda; the propa-
gandist press, etc. We have received no details of the sittings as yet. The
programme is of interest, and the discussion upon it should be fruitful.

SOCIALIST CO-OPEKATION.
One of tl>? largest and most successful meetings ever held at the hall of the
Socialist League, 13, Farringdon Koad, took place on Wednesday, Sept. 21,
when A. C. Yarley delivered his lecture on the above important subject.^
The following resolution was passed by a large majority :

—" That in the
opinion of this meeting it is desirable to start a Co-operative Society on
Socialist lines." In accordance with this resolution a Provisional Committee
has been formed to draw up the scheme to be submitted for acceptance at
another meeting, which will be duly announced. Several persons who think
well of the proposal, have already promised to contribute towards the
necessary capital, receiving neither interest nor dividend, but secured by
debenture bonds on the property of the Society. The Provisional Committee
consists of the following :—H. A. Barker, T. Binning, W. Binning, D. C.
Dallas, E. C. Fox, Mrs. S. Gostling, F. Kitz, J. F. Murray, J. Turner, A. C.
Varley, and T. E. Wardle, with power to add to their number. The Com-
mittee will meet at 13, Farringdon Koad, at 7.30 p.m., next Tuesday, Oct. 4.

It is earnestly requested that the whole Committee be present on that occa-
sion. A. C. Varley will deliver his lecture at the Bloomsbury Branch of the
League at the German Communist Club, in Tottenham Street, Tottenham
Court Eoad, on Thursday, October 13th, at 8.30 p.m. An opportunity will

thus be given for further discussion. D. C. D.

The " Chambre Syndicale Ouvriere de la Cordonnerie de France " recently
opened a subscription-list for the benefit of the shoemakers on strike at

Northampton, and voted a sum of money from its own funds, " as evidence
of the international solidarity of the workers."—E. T.

We hear that our comrade John Neave who has suffered in the German
prisons before for his activity in the propagation of Socialism, will be brought
up on October 3, to go through the farce of a trial on the charge of high
treason.

City of London College, White Street, Moorfields, E.C.—Political
Economy.—We are glad to learn that the Council of this College, recog-
nising the value of this subject to their students and young men generally,

have established a course of lectures in political economy, which will be free

to all the students connected with the college. Mr. Sidney Webb, L.L.B,,
barrister-at-law, the distinguished Professor of Political Economy at the
College will, it is expected, attract a large number of members to his class.

The first lecture will be delivered on Monday, October 10, at 8 p.m.

More Encouragement to " Thrift."—An extraordinary scene was wit-

nessed on Monday evening at a meeting of creditors and depositors of the
Sheffield and South Yorkshire Building Society now in liquidation. The
members largely belong to the working classes, and have lost their savings
in the society's collapse. The liquidators called a meeting to present their

report of the first year's working. While a director was addressing the
meeting a member, who declared that he had lost the savings of a lifetime,

rushed from the body of the hall to the platform, and made towards the
director to assault him. Several people seized the man, but he struggled
violently, and it was with the utmost difficulty that he was restrained.

—

When next Messrs. Bradlaugh and Foote sing the Song of the Savings Bank
—if the theme isn't about worn to rags now—perhaps they will give this

scene a corner in the rosy picture. We are all weary of hearing of the losses

of the poor unfortunate exploiter : suppose the losses of the wealthy wage-
slave have a turn %—W. B.

Murder by Law.

A PUBLIC MEETING will be held in Cleveland Hall, Cleveland
Street (near Portland Eoad Station), on Friday October 7th, at Eight
o'clock, to protest against the proposed murder of the seven Chicago
Anarchists upon the false and unsupported testimony of the police. A larger

meeting, specially of English workers, is being arranged. Details next week.
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COEBESPONDENCE.

THE SCOTTISH PLOUGHMAN.

Dear Sir,—Having been handed one of the issues of your very interesting

and excellent paper, bearing date August 27th, I am surprised to see a para-

graph signed " J. L. M.," criticising our benefit society. This Unity was
never meant for anything else but a benefit society. It was started about

22 years ago, when such grand doctrines as those of Socialism had not been
planted except with few seeds, and these, though growing, had not any
fibres of grit amongst "Scottish or English people, either rural or urban, at

that time. No hopes were ever entertained that the " International Plough-
men's Society of Scotland " would ever develope into a thoroughgoing labour

organisation. Personally, although I have done as much if not more than
any other ploughman to assist the branching-out of that society, I had
nothing to do with the baptising of it. In 1872 I thought, and think still,

that the Scottish ploughmen, though scattered hither and thither over the

land, could be united into one general combination, and at the same time I

began to stir the minds of my bretheren of wage-slavedom, but have never
succeeded in getting more than a few to help in pushing any kind of unity.

It w^as in the autumn of 1872 that this society began to sprout its branches.

Now seeing that a few have been paying their contributions for 22 years,

and with numbeis additional from 1872, with membership slowly increasing,

and although none of the officials has shown any tendency to Socialism as

yet, it is not to be w^ondered at if those funds of the " International Plough-
men's Society of Scotland " are not allowed either by members or their office-

bearers to be spent upon any propaganda of general emancipation or ameliora-

tion. My brethren have had no spyglass to see anything but wage-slavedom
,and their ever-increasing heavy burden of capitalist farmers, landlords, etc.,

with all their male and female flunkies stuck on, always fixing themselves
tighter upon the shoulders of us as a class of workmen. By and by we ^vill

begin and think out ways and means for the purpose of being allowed to till

the soil under an honest system. This society is not in a very great financial

condition; and J. L. M. is at liberty to title this society "International
Union " or " slate union "

; and at same time I thank J. L. M.—1 am, etc.,

E. Dempster.

THE "SWEATER."
It is supposed by many that the sweater is only to be found in the East-

end, and that he necessarily lives in a filthy slum, down a dark dirty alley,

or at the top of a dilapidated building, or over a stable. This is the descrip-

tion that is given by our novelists and sensation-mongers. But the above
description is only a rare exception. Then again there is a misapprehension
as to what a sweater really is. The editor of the Anti-Siveater, in answer to

a correspondent who wrote asking for a definition of the word, said that a

sweater was a person who lived on the sweat of his workers, and that the
worker was the sweatee. I thought at the time that this was rather a
peculiar answer, considering that there are many trades and occupations
where the workers sweat a great deal more than a tailor, presser, or machinist
under equallyunhealthy conditions, and their employersare not called sweaters.
Now what is a sweater, and how did the word come to be used ? About
thirty years ago nearly all the good tailors worked inside the various West-
end shops. When some of the shopkeepers found that it was too expensive
or inconvenient to keep their journeymen on the premises, they offered to

give the men the work at home to make. By this means they reduced the
cost of manufacture, as the men had to buy their own fuel, light, machine,
etc. So long as these men made only as much as before, they were not
reproached, but when, through some reason or other (and these are too

' numerous to mention), they got more garments to make, they employed
male or female help (principally female, for obvious reasons), then they
were called sweaters, that being the name that was given to such persons
who originally started in the East-end, where most of the Government con-
tracts were executed. Now it is easily seen that there is actually no diff*er-

ence at all between a sweater and any other exploiter of labour. Consequently
all persons, in any trade, that employ others for profit are sweaters. Messrs.
Maple, or Crosse and Blackwell, for instance, aie just as big sweaters as
Eich. Phillip in Whitechapel ; and more so, because they employ a hundred
times as many women and girls, whose average weekly wages are less, and
who suffer from all kinds of chest-diseases through inhaling copper and other
minerals that are used in the manufacture of pickles, potted meats, etc. I
know of many places in the West-end that are quite as filthy and insanitary,
etc., etc., as any "sweater's den" in the East-end. When one considers that
there is often only one room, and there he w^orks, with a blazing coke fire,

a rattling machine, etc., and with two men and three women, and there his
wife cooks the "food," keeps the children, washes, and sleeps, etc., it is not
to be wondered at that these victims of the capitalist system look like so
many unwashed corpses. And these single-breasted masters, as they are
called, are increasing in the West-end with alarming rapidity, and competing
with each other to such an extent that they have forced down the prices for
making coats 40 per cent, in the last few years, and the sweater himself has
tp work day and night to be able to " live " and pay the extortionate rents
that is exacted from him by the landlord. Of course his miserable employes
are just as bad off, and perhaps worse, than other " hands." What is the
remedy for this state of things ? Put a tax on the foreigner ? Combine to
get a twelve-hour working day (as Mr. Lewis Lyons says), or get an eight-
hour bill passed, or make these masters take out licences and not employ
less than a dozen hands ? What good would these be, when they can earn
such miserable wage now, working sixteen hours a-day I How much could
they earn in twelve or eight, working as they do on task or piece-work ?

These are not remedies ; they could only tend to aggravate the present state
of affairs. The only remedy and the only hope for the workers is Socialism,
when the land and the machinery and the capital are in the hands of the
whole community, and every one does what he can and gets what he needs.
Then away with all such quack remedies, and let us teach the workers, who
are all exploited, sweated, and slowly murdered, that as long as this infernal
competitive system lasts, so long will we be sweated. That will only be
impossible when the majority of the workers are educated as to their moral
and social condition, and make up their minds to live and work for their own
class, leaving the idle and useless classes to shift for themselves.

H. S., Chelsea.

The Labour movement is the indication of unrest born of unjust conditions.
The Labour organisations the factors to secure the necessary change by
peaceful medits,— Union Advocate.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Koad, E.C.

London Members.—The Monthly Meeting of London Membeis will be held
on Monday next, October 3rd, at 9 p.m.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and affiliated

bodies. Library Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d. D. J, ^nC&fsL and
W. Blundell are the Librarians.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Donation—H. A. B., 5s. Weekly Subscriptions—W. B, 6d. ; Llednulb, 6d.

;

K. F., Is.; C. J. F., 2s.; Oxford Branchy 2s.; Langley, 2s.; E. B. B., Is.;

P. W., 6d.; T. B., 6d. .
P. Webb, Treasurer, Sept. 2^.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS* AID FUND.
For Mrs. Mouhray—A Few Fabians, per Annie Besant (weekly), 10s.—C. W.

Mowbray will be released on October 15, and it is requested that all monies and
subscription -lists be returned by that date, so that the fund may be wound up
as soon as possible after that time. J. Lane, Treasurer.

Strike Committee.—Collected in Regent's Park, Is. 7.—J. Lane,

REPORTS.
Bloomsbury.—Hubert Bland lectured on Thursday last on *' State Interven-

tion." The branch held good open-air meetings on Sunday at St. Pancras
Arches and on Monday at the Polygon, Dalziel, Neilson, and Bartlett speaking
at the former, and Parker at the latter.—U.
Clerkenwell.—Wednesday, Sept. 21, A. C. Varley lectured on " Socialistic

Co-operation." (See page 318). Last Sunday, W. Hardaker lectured on "The
Harvest of the Sea." Good open-air meeting held on the Green, addressed by
Blundell and Barker. Literature has steady demand.—A. T. and W. B.

HoxTON.—On Thursday, Parker spoke to a good meeting. Sunday morning
demonstration very successful, Messrs. Morris, Wade, (Jrout, Pope, Allman,
Barker, and Jas. Allman addressing the meeting. Resolution at close carri 1

unanimously. Evening in hall, W. C. Wade lectured on " Will Socialism benent
the English People," followed by discussion.—C. J. Y.
Hackney.—On Wednesday evening, owing to our usual station being occupied

by costers, we held a meeting by the Canal bridge, Kingsland Road, where a

large and attentive audience was addressed by Allman and Cores. Graham,
Brooks, and Cores addressed a good meeting at Warner-place on Sunday evening.

Mile End and Bethnal Green,—On Tuesday, Davis and Allman addressed
a large meeting on the Waste. Opposition was offered by Mr. Eagle, a Free-

thinker, who was answered satisfactorily. Two names given in. We held our
usual meeting in Victoria Park on Sunday. Opposition was offered by a local

tailor, who was well answered by Davis, Brooks, and Matthews. Good sale of

Commomveal.—H. M.
MiTCHAM.—Good meeting on Fair Green on Sunday morning, addressed by

Kitz and Blundell. In the evening by Kitz and Parker. About 400 present on
both occasions. One new member made, and Commonweal sold well.—R. C.

North London.—At Regent's Park on Sunday morning, Cantwell, Arnold,

Brooks, and Lane spoke, and Is. 7d. was collected for propa.ganda.—T. C.

Ipswich. — Meetings very satisfactory, increased audiences paying marked
attention to Morley and Outing, from Norwich. J. Thonms of our branch, made
a neat maiden speech. A fair sale of literature. One new member enrolled.—R.
Bradford.—Good meeting last Sunday evening at '• Royal Oak," Shipley,

when Jowett lectured on " Socialism i\ Reform," supported by Minty and Mit-
chell. Mr. Bamford and Mr. (jeorge (Radicals) also spoke.—F. P.

Glasgo\n\—On Saturday evening at Jail Square, Glasier and Paterson gave
vigorous speeches to a considerable crowd. On Sunday evening also, we had a
tirst-rate meeting at the same place, when addresses were given by Glasier,

Downie, and Bullock. On Sunday afternoon, Glasier lectured to a branch of the
Irish National League. The members of this branch always show great interest

in our doctrines, and we believe that a large number of them will become active

workers with us.—A. M'K.
Norwich.—Last Thursday evening, a good meeting was held on St. Mary's

Plain, addressed by Reynolds. Nicoll, of London, addressed a very large meet-
ing in the Market-place on Sunday at 3, speaking for an hour and a half, also on
the Agricultural Hall Plain at 7, then lecturing in the Gordon Hall at 8 on the
" Political Parties." Mills and White went to North Walsham, Houghton and
Morley to Ipswich, Slaughter, Turner, and another to Lowestoft, where two
good meetings were held. The evening meeting was interrupted by the police.

\Ve intend to defend the right of free speech whatever comes of it, as there is no
question of obstruction, the j^lace of meeting being the old market. —T. M.

Nottingham.—On Thursday, Proctor addressed enthusiastic meeting of Clifton

miners on " Labour Organisation." On Sunday in the club-room, a debate was
held on the Trades' Union Congress. We are this week moving to larger and
more convenient premises in Tokenhouse Yard, Bridlesmith Gate.—A. M. C.

Norwich.—Nicoll and Henderson held a good meeting on Saturday evening in

the Haymarket. Henderson also held meetings during the week at Carrow, St.

George's Plain, and the Market-place on Sunday morning and evening.

St. Faith's.—Henderson spoke on the village green on Sunday afternoon to a
very good audience. The parson of the parish came out in opposition, and im-
plored the labourers not to listen to us. In consequence of his efforts to stop us,

we had a larger meeting than usual, and the Commonweal sold better.

Yarmouth.—Good meeting on the Quay on Thursday, addressed by Henderson.
Bloxwich.—Good meeting on Friday, addressed by Weaver.
Dudley.—A large audience assembled in the Market-place on Tuesday, to

listen to address by Weaver. No interference from police on this occasion,

although they came and looked on.

Darlaston.—Weaver spoke here on Saturday to a very attentive audience. A
good impression made.
PelsALL.—Weaver and Deakin visited the branch on Wednesday, and spoke

to a few comrades.
Walsall.—A very attentive audience was addressed by Sanders, Weaver, and

Deakin on Monday. Two new members made. The Rev. Stewart Headlam will

lecture for the branch on October 6th in the Exchange Rooms.—J. T. D.
Wednesbury,—Weaver held a good meeting in the Market-place on Thursday.
Wolverhampton.—An audience of 800 or 900 people was addressed by

Weaver in Queen's Square on Saturday. There was considerable interruptiom
and several questions asked, which were replied to and opposition vigorously-

dealt with.
Sheffield Socialists.—On Monday, Sept. 12th, we commenced our winter

sessions with a tea and entertainment. About 40 sat down to a good tea, and
after seemed thoroughly to enjoy the evening's entertainment. On Monday th'

19th, Mr. Story opened a discussion on " Socialism," Mr. J. Fox replying, aft'

which others took part, causing much interest. Adjourned till the 26th, wt
*' The best means of Nationalising the Land " will be the opening question.—
Woolwich.^—Last Sunday Utley failed to put in an appearance, but B'

^^'

and Banner held a very good meeting. Broad delivered his first Socialist %j f^^
which was a good one, and gave evidence that he will be of good servicQ .

^^^»

Literature sold very well, and collection made for propaganda. We a^f .
° .^^*

-' going

ir

en
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to start a political economy class with a paid teacher.
Any one in the neighbourhood who is desirous of
jcining the class is requested to send his name to
R. Banner, 8a, Milward Street, Woolwich. We have
received the free use of a school-room to hold our
meetings in. Fee for class will be very small.— R. B.
Birmingham.—Usual meetings were held in the Bull

Ring and at the Council House on Sunday evening.
Tiie--Bull Ring meeting was largely attended, and
was quiet and orderly ; a very large crowd was
waiting at the Council House for the speaker (A. K.
Donald). In the course of the address reference
was made to Chamberlain and Matthews, the local
M.P.'s, which caused their partizans to endeavour
unsuccessfully to interrupt the meeting. Feeble
cheers for Chamberlain were replied to with three
hearty cheers for the social revolution. An inde-
scribable scene of confusion took place after the
meeting, the police vainly endeavouring to stop the
excited yelling and hooting crowd. As the speaker
"drove off the Chamberlainites hooted, but their hoots
were drowned amid the cheers of sympathisers of the
Cause.
Great Bridge. —Donald addressed the best meet-

ing we have had here on Tuesday, and for the first
time something like a good discussion followed the
address. A man that keeps a draper's shop made a
lengthy speech in support of shopkeepers, and pro-
mised the crowd that he would distribute a number of
articles the following day to show how sincerely he
was devoted to the interests of the workers.
Stourbridge.—Morrison Davidson lectured in the

theatre on Monday (Mr. Pageter, Chairman of the
Board of Guardians, presiding), on **Rent, Profit,
and Interest." One or two local political luminaries
rather dissented from Mr. Davidson's view that a
hunger revolt loomed in the not very far off, unless
-some immediate measures were adopted for ameliorat-
ing the lot of the masses.

North of England Socialist Federation.
CoNSETT. — Macdonald lectured here last Monday

evening on "Socialism from a Workman's Stand-
point."

Annitsford.—This branch held a very large meet-
ing on Tuesday night, Macdonald lecturing on " La-
.bour the Source of Wealth."
SeghILU—A splendid meeting held on Wednesday

night in the schoolroom by J. Macdonald, on '* Ire-
. land and her Wrongs." At close of address a reso-
lution was passed condemning the recent action of the
authorities in Ireland, J. H. Coombe in the chair.
West Holywell.—This branch held a meeting on

Thursday last in the Co-operative Hall, Macdonald
speaking by request of the members on the "Irish
t^uestion."

Blyth.—This branch held its usual Saturday night
open-air meeting in the Market-place, Mack and Mac-
donald being the speakers.
North Shields.—This branch held one of its most

successful morning meetings on Sunday last, J. Mac-
donald speaking on " Workers and their Representa-
tives." 3s. collected, and several members made.
South Shields. —J. Macdonald spoke here to a

good meethig on Sunday night. Sale of papers good,
33. O^d. collected, and several members enrolled.

M. Mack, Gen. Sec, 4, Back Marlovv St., Blyth.

Scottish Land and Labour League.
At the meeting of tlie Executive Branch a committee

was appointed, a leaflet written by Mahon approved,
Dysart and Gallatown Branch incorporated, arrange-
ments for the coming Miner's Conference in Edinburgh
made, and correspondence from various parts of the
^country read.

, Edinburgh.—On Sunday afternoon. Smith and
Gilray addressed good meeting in the Queen's Park.
In the evening, Davidson lectured on " Soriie Objec-
tions to Socialism refuted." This paper met with a
very cordial approval from the audience.
Dysart and Gallatown. — Two very successful

meetings held and addressed by Mahon and Paterson
last Friday. Several new members enrolled, and a
good quantity of literature sold. A hall for the winter
season is being taken, and a course of lectures ar-
ranged.
Cowdenbeath.—Mahon visited us last Friday, and

arranged further meetings here and at Lochgelly.
Dundee.—Last Saturday, Mahon, Dempster, and

Simpson addressed a very large meeting in the Market-
place. On Sunday, Mahon lectured four times, thrice
lor the branch and once under the auspices of the
Dundee branch of the S.D.F., who gave him a very
cordial reception. The Cause is making steady and
good progress in Dundee.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Blaomsbury,-^Commximat Club, 49 Tottenham Street,
Tottenham Court Road, W. On Thursday Oct. 6,

Mrs. C. Wilson, *'The Social Revolution."
Glerkenvjell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Earring

-

aon Road, E.G. Sunday October 2, at 8.30, Free
Concert by T. E. Wardle and friends. Wednesday
Oct. 5, at 8.30, a lecture by Thos. J. Dalziel.

Hackney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11.30. ; Satur-
day 7 till 12.30 ; Sunday 11 a.m. till 12 p.m. Oct. 2,

\ \t 8.;i0 p.m.. Discussion on " Socialists and the New
j^ abour Party."

Ha'^ '^^^'^smith. —Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
gu^^ iday October 2, at 8 p.m. T. Touzeau Paris,

*'Tx le Service of Man."

fl'oa:^o?i(L.E.L.).—Globe Coffee House, 227 High St.,
Hoxton. On Sunday October 2, at ^.30, J. R. Mac-
donald (Fabian Society), "The Character of the
Social Question.

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Mile-end and Bethnal Green.—95 Boston St., Hacknejr
Road. Business Meeting every Thursday at 9 p.m.
Debating Class for members after Business Meeting.

PROVINCES.
Arbroath (Scot. Sect.).—59 West Abbey St. Meeting

Friday evenings. W. Smith, 17 Lindsay St., sec.
Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section : Forfarshire).—Secretary
pro tern.), D. M'Dougal, East Path.

Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI., sec
Dublin.—Irish Labour League, Carpenters' Hall, 75
Aungier Street. Meetings every Thursday at 8 p.m.

Dundee (Scottish Section).—Granite Hall, Overgate.
Meets Fridays 7.30. A. Simpson, 10 Fords Lane, sec.

Dysart and Gallatown {Scottish Section: Fife).—Sin-
clairtown and Boreland men may enroll in this
branch. Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park St. Business
Meeting Thursdays at 7.30. Discussion Class 8 p.m.
Sunday night lectures, Trades Hall, High Street.

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

Glasgow.—84 John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.
till 10 p.m. daily. Members' meeting Sunday at 8.

Choir Practice, Wednesday at 8.

fIa7nilton.—Pa.ton'a Hall, Chapel St. Thursday, 7.30.
//w/Z.—Merrill's Dairy, 56 Walker St. Mondays, at 8.

Lancaster.—Addresses Sunday morning on Quay Jetty.
Leeds.— 17 Chesham St., Sweet St. Club open every

evening. Business meeting Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
Leicester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochee (Scottish Section : Forfarshire).—Secretary {pro
tern.), P. M'Dougal, 10 Mercer Street.

Norwich.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures
every Sunday at 8. Business Meeting Monday at
8.30. Speakers' Class Sunday at 10.30 a.m. and
Wednesday 8 p.m. Social Evening Saturdays at 8.

Sunday Oct. 2, Mrs. C. M. Wilson, "The Revolt of
the Workers in the Nineteenth Century." And on
Monday at 8, in St. Augustines's (Boys') Schoolroom,
subject, "The Social Revolution."

Nottingham.—Club and Reading Rooms, 1 Tokenhouse
Yard, Bridlesmith Gate, open every evening. Lec-
tures and Discussions every Sunday.

Oxford.—^Temperance Hall, 25i Pembroke Street.
Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Temperance Hall. Meets every Monday.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA,
London—Sunday 2.

9. 30... Starch Green Hammersmith Branch
11. 30... Hackney—"Salmon and Ball". ..Cores, Brooks
11. 30. ..Hoxton Cliurch, Pitfield St J. J. Allman
1 1. 30... Kingsland Green H. Graham
1 1 . 30. . . ^lerton—Haydons Road Kitz
11. 30... Mitcham Fair Green Nicoll
1 1 . 30 . . . Regent's Park Davis
ll.30...Walham Green .....^i^. Bartlett
3 ...Hyde Park Cooper
4. 30. . . Victoria Park Lane
7 ...Stamford Hill Graham «& Brooks
7 ...Clerkenwell Green Tlie Branch
7 ...Hackney Road—Warner Place J. J. Allman

Monday.
8 ...Polygon, Somers Town The Branch

Tuesday.
8 ...Mile-end Waste Barker
8 ...Ossulton St., Euston Road... J. & J. J. Allman

Wednesday.
8 ...Broadway, London Fields Cores & Brooks

Thursday.
8 ...Hoxton Church, Pitfield St. ...Wade & Allman

Woolwich.—Arsenal Gates, Sunday October 2, at

7 o'clock—H. A. Barker, " The Aims of Socialists."

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Saturday : Jail's Square, 6 p.m.—^Downie
and Gilbert. Sunday : Paisley Road Toll at 5 p.m.
—Glasier and Bulloch. Sunday : Jail's Square at 1

—Downie, Grier, and Adams; and at 7—Bulloch
and Glasier.

Kilsyth.—Saturday at 6—Glasier and Paterson.
Leeds.—Sunday: Vicar's Croft, 11 a.m. and 7.30p.m.
Norwich Branch.—Sunday : Market Place at 3 ; Agri-

cultural Hall Plain at 7.

Dereham.—Every Wednesday, Market Place at 7.

Yarmouth.—Thursday, on the Quay, at 7.30.

St. Faith's.—Sunday, on the Green, at 3.

Norwich.—Carrow, Friday at 1.30. St. George's
Plain, Saturday at 1.15. Ha^ market, Saturday
at 8. Market Place, Sunday at 11 and 8.

SCOTTISH LAND AND LABOUR LEAGUE.
{Scottish Section of the Socialist League)

Fri. '^0—Arbroath. Brothock Bridge, 73o p.m.
Branch Meeting, 8.30 p.m.

Oct. I—Aberdeen, Castle Street, 6 p.m.

,, Dundee. Grassmarket, 7 p.m. Speakers,
Dempster and Simpson.

Sun. 2

—

Edinburgh.—Queen's Park, 3 p.m. Trades
Hall, High St., 6.30, a lecture.

,, Aberdeen. Duthie Park (South Waterside
Gate), 3 p.m. Correction Wynd, 6 p.m.

,,
Dundee. High Street, 3 p.m.—Dempster
and Simpson. Corner of Ann Street,

Hilltown, 6.30—Campbell and Simpson.

Mon. 3

—

Aberdeen. Cafe Lecture Hall, 10 Ship
Row, 8 p.m., lecture by Mahon on "The
Policy of the Socialist Labour Party."
Mr. (xeo. Bisset, President of the Trades
Council, in the chair.

Tues. 4

—

Forfar. The Cross, at 7 p.m.
Wed. 5

—

Arbroath. Brothock Bridge, 7.^0 p.m.
Thur. Q—Carnoustie. The Cross, 730 p.m.
Fri. 1—Dundee. The Bank, High Street, 7.30 p.m.
Sat. 8

—

Dundee. Grassmarket, 7 p.m.
Sun. 9--Meetings at Edinburgh, DundeCy and Aber^

deen as usual.

Birmingham.—The Rev.^. D. Headlam and H. H.
Champion will speak on Socialism in the Lecture
Theatre of the Midland Institute, Birmingham, at
7.30 p.m. on Friday October 7th. Chair to be taken
by the Rev. T. Travers Sherlock. Tickets (2s., Is.,

and 3d. ) can be obtained of Harrison and Harrison, the
Midland Educational Co., Corportion St., and at the
doors of the Hall.

Ipswich.—Public meeting in Co-operative Hall,
October 15, at 8 p.m., to welcome C. W. Mowbray on
his release. Speakers—Mowbray, Kitz, Mainwaring,
and others.

Leeds.—Oriel Hall (near the Coliseum).—On Sun-
day Oct. 2, at 3 p.m., on behalf of local branch N.S.S.,
William Heaford (S.D.F.) will lecture on " Socialism :

its Nature and Necessity."

North of England Socialist Federation.

Branches and Secretaries.

Annitsfm^d.—F. Rivett, Dudley Colliery.

Backworth.—W. Maddison, C. Pit.

Consett.—J. Walton, Medonsby Road.
Blyth.—Martin Mack, 4 Back Marlow Street.

South Shields.—¥. Dick, 139 Marsden Street, West.
North Shields.—J. T. Harrison, 24 Queen Street.

East Holywell.—J. M'Lean, Top Row, Bates's Cottages
West^ Holywell—F. M'Carroll, West Holywell.
Seghill.—Wm. Whalley, New Square.
M. Mack, Gen. Sec, 4 Bat.k Marlow Street, Blyth.

A PERSONAL MATTER.
To the Editor of the Commonweal.

Sir,—Mr. Herbert Burrows, in two Conservative
and one Liberal evening paper, accuses me of intrigues,

double-dealing, trying to " sell " the Social Democratic
Federation, and a variety of incidental pieces of dis-

honesty, and states that for these misdemeanours the
organisation has " dropped " me.

Will you allow me to state that I have at once in-

vited Mr. Burrows to substantiate or withdraw these
allegations at a meeting of such members of the S.D.F.
as may be enough interested to attend.—I am, yours,

H. H. Champion.
13, Paternoster Row, E.C, 39th Sept., 1887.

* COMMONWEAL* PRINTING FUND.

A GRAND CONCERT
IN AID OF THE ABOVE FUND

WILL BE HELD AT

13 FARRINGDON ROAD, E.C,
ON SATURDAY OCTOBER 15th

When an Original Dramatic Sketch will bk
produced for the first time.

Tickets and all particulars from H. A. Barker and
W. Blundell, at 13 Farringdon Road.

Facts for Socialists.

(The Distribution of Wealth in England)

16 pp., One Penny.

Published by the Fabian Society, 180 Potsdown Road
also at 63 and 185 Fleet Street.

An Anti-Statist, Communist Manifesto.
** In vain you tell me that Artificial Government is

good, but that I fall out only with its abuse. The
thing—the thing itself is the abuse ! "

—

Bubke.

One Penny. 9d. per dozen, 6s. per hundred
for quantities.

Joseph Lane, 38 Ainslie Street, Bethnal Green, E.

PAMPHLETS Just Issued, by J. SKETCHLEY.

The Irish Question : Political and Sociai,.
32 pp. , in Wrapper. Price Threepence.

The Workman's Question: Why Hb is

Poor. 24 pp., in Wrapper. Price Twopence,
6 or more copies post free.

Birmingham : J. Sketchley, 8 Arthur Place Parade.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. . Id,

A Plea for Socialism. By J. L. Mahon. . id.

Printed and Published by William Morris an Josxph
at 13 Farringdon Road, London
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NOTES.
Mr. Chamberlain's meeting at Birmingham went off as well as might

be expected ; the malcontents were few, although the meeting was a

free open one (according to Mr. Chamberlain, although admission was

by ticket) and it was scarcely to be expected there would be no mal-

contents. As to Mr. Chamberlain himself he chiefly dwelt on the

blocking the way by the Irish question, though he gave no sign of re-

curring to his demi-semi Socialism of two years ago.

The truth is, all that is a mere pretence for carrying on a private

and personal war, and it must be once more said of the Chamberlain

section as of their allies, the Tories and Whigs, and of a great part of

their enemies, the Gladstonians, for the matter of that, that the Irish

Question is a godsend to them simply because it blocks the way to the

consideration of English matters.

capital, with a reduction of profit to a quarter of a cent, per yard

would have to make and sell four times the number of yards to earn

the same gross profits ; which even then would fall very far short of

paying the former rate of per-centage on the increased capital,

machinery, buildings, etc., necessary, to effect the increased produc-

tion."

If English matters are at some future time to be dealt with, to

judge by one part of Mr. Chamberlain's speech, he is anxious that they

should be dealt with " sweetly as to manner " at least, however strongly

as to matter. Since, perhaps somewhat stimulated by the frankness

of the wording of the interruptions, he expressed himself anxious for

fresh and thorousjh gagging arrangements in the House itself.

He did not suggest any improvement in the office of Speaker in that

august assembly, no doubt because he felt that from Ids pointi^jj^iew

an improvement was scarcely possible. After all in this matter Mr.

Chamberlain is logical ; if co^ion is good for those who differ from

Mr. Chamberlain in Irelaiid^t tntist .a1so'%e good for those who differ

from Mr. Chamberlain in the House of Commons. His weak point is

that to insist on good manners in the House will hardly suit his Tory

friends.

Michael Lane and his brother-in-law O'Grady, not forgetting his

wife, are champions after the heart of the old Norse story-tellers,

whose matchless talent in that line is much needed in the tale of these

Irish matters ; and the kind of fighting courage of the opened door and

the charge on the police explains the story of many a desperately won
victory of the English army in which Irishnieyi were the main actors

;

but doubtless strong faith in the goodness of the cause must have

been at the back of such courage, which could drive a man on to have

at least one blow at his oppressors, even when he knew that if he

escaped alive from the mauling he was sure to get, the prison was to

follow.

How very queer our English has come to be in the penny-a-liner's

hand by the way ; the newspaper report of the affair told us that Lane
beat the police mercilessly about the head. Spirit of Defoe, teach us

some other word for the charge of two men on two hundred !

He goes on to show that this concentration is forced on the manu-

facturers, and takes sugar as an example, pointing out that the turn-

over which some time ago would have made a decent business would

not now enable it to live. " The successful refiner of sugar to-day in

place of being, as formerly, a manufacturer exclusively, must now as a

condition of full success, be his own importer, do his own lighterage,

own his own wharfs and warehouses, make his own barrels and boxes,

prepare his own bone-block, etc. etc. ... It is not therefore to be won-

dered at that under the advent of these new conditions, one half of the

sugar refineries that were in operation in the sea-board cities of the

United States in 1875 have since failed or discontinued operations."

He quotes the Statist: "It is a characteristic and noteworthy

feature of banking in Germany, that the bulk of the business is gra-

dually shifting from the small bankers, who used to do a thriving

business, to the great banking companies, leaving quite a number of

small customer almost without any chance to prosper in legitimate

operations—concentration of capital and business in the hands of a

limited number of powerful customers being the rule of the day."

Small ships, he tells, are no longer built, owing, amongst other things,

to thetecoHomy in manning, brought about by the use of large ones.

" The Directory of American Millers for 1886 shows a decrease in the

number of flour mills in the United States for that year as compared

with 1884 of 6,812 out of a total in the latter year of^ 25,079, but an

increase at the same time in capacity for flour production. The legiti-

mate inference from these statistics therefore is that the small flour-

mills of the United States are being crushed, or forced into consolida-

tion with larger companies."

He says that it was hoped and thought that one result of the war

that ended in 1865 would be the substitution of small yeoman farmers

for h\^ plantations in cotton cultivation ; but that it has been found

by experience that the small cultivator cannot live at all. I could go

on multiplying these examples, but I have perhaps said enough to

prove that water does not naturally run up hill, even though it may

be necessary for the theories of Mr. Bradlaugh that it should. Both

these two articles by Mr. David A. Wells are well worth studying by

a Socialist. W. M.

The Lord Mayor of Dublin and Mr. O'Brien are to be prosecuted for

publishing reports of suppressed branches of the Land League in their

respective papers, * United Ireland ' and the ' Nation.' This is as it

should be ; this is to understand coercion as far as it goes. When
shall we see a Lord Mayor of London in the dock for resistance to

arbitrary authority ?

In our debate on Socialism, Mr. Bradlaugh took exception to Bax's

statement of the tendency of manufacturing capital to aggregation

;

and our friend Bax, when challenged to produce examples of this pro-

cess, did not go much out of his way to do so
;
probably because he

did not think it worth while to defend a statement which he might
well think that nobody but the Pope (or Mr. Bradlaugh) would be

bold enough to attempt to controvert. But since some persons are

staggered by the use of a distinguished name, however reckless or

fool^h the bearer of the said name may be, I venture (once more) to

, supplement my friend Bax in this matter, and quote again from Mr.
David A Wells' article in the Contemporary Review,

Says he :
'* The bow well ascertained and accepted fact (not ac-

cepted by Mr. Bradlaugh it seems) that power is most economically

aj^lied when applied on the largest possible scale, is rapidly and in-

evitably leading to the concentration of manufacturing in the largest

establifiliments and the gradual extinction of those wliich are small.

Ajpbtton mill ^riilch with a profit (formerly not unusual) of a half-

Jtoiy a yard ^c^ld easily pay 10 per cent, per annum on a given

PHILANTHROPIC MANIA: ITS DIAGNOSIS

AND TREATMENT.
(According to the System op Dr. Worldly Wiseman).

In spite of the great progress recently made in the pathology of mad-

ness, there is one class of mania which has not received the attention

it deserves at the hands of medical men in particular and the public

in general. Philanthropic mania (for so, in the absence of any specific

title, I will venture to designate it) is not only much more common

than is usually supposed, but is largely on the increase in the present

age ; and as the malady is the cause of much suftering and discomfort

both to the individuals affected and to the families and societies in

which they reside, it is obvious that a determined effort ought to be

made to remedy and counteract it.

The symptoms of this deplorable and, as there is reason to fear, con-

tagious malady, are fortunately not difficult to detect. The patient

betrays a meddling restlessness, and discontent with the existing order

of society ; he is haunted by an insane idea that this or that person,

or class of persons, is the victim of some old-established grievance

which needs abatement or redress ; and acting under this hallucination

he declares himself the enemy of all kinds of privilege and monopoly,

recklessly espousing the cause of the masses against that of the classes,

and calling for a system of strict and impartial justice without the

slightest consideration for the higher interests and more delicate sus-

ceptibilities at stake. When a man or woman is observed to be

affected in the manner described, a careful watch should be kept by

the relatives of the patient; and if the symptoms do not presently

,f^-'
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pass off, it may be concluded that it is a case of philanthropic^ mania
^hieitmusiibe treated withoiit>.di^^/ It haft heeta noticed" By those

phjvMuuisswho hftV0 specially/ i^urifed' the: ^s^srious^ pkasss of tfa»s in-

sidi««rdisease, that* it is|[Very partlM^ smdiimftopiiiir i«>its luanife«tti*ionar;

,

men*ofi ai-tfooughtfol or eaaoiienal temperaniKrit being far mwre' liaHiite

to artfeackvt^aflattkBBe oil a contrary/nature; -vrhile-j in > a. siiuil*r marimBW'

somefjfproliasMWS i sttflJbr* more severely than others* "Mi^m. it is • fijxmdl

tii«f at^cttnts^vaiftiits^ p«ats^. philosophers, and litferary/njean in general i

are acocrmitable' for .a ]arge- proportion of the a-scertained oases^ of

philanthropic mania, while for some reason at present inscrutable, but
perhaps hereafter to be discovered by fuller scientific inquiry, lawyers,

economists, stock-jobbers, statisticians, landlords, country gentlemen,
and government officials are happily and conspicuously exempt.
The remedies and course of treatment for cases of philanthropic

mania must vary according to the age, character, and constitution of

the person afflicted. If he be a young man, and the disease show
itself only in a slight form, it is generally sufficient to trust to the

beneficent and recuperative power of nature, which, after a short

period of mental aberration, will often bring the disillusioned wanderer
back to the fold of comfort and propriety. But if the attack be a

sharp one, an attempt should at once be made to draw away the suf-

ferer's mind from the painful subjects that engross it, and to occupy
it in various kinds of social recreations and personal indulgences, giving

him at the same time as generous a diet as possible. If the patient is

young, a course of wild oats is often found to be a most efficacious

remedy, and if, after the acute crisis is over, it be thought desirable to

find a convalescent home where the air is bracing and salubrious, the

well-known establishment at Yanity Fair may be confidently recom-

mended. In dangerous cases, where the feverishness (often mis-named
"enthusiasm") is virulent and inveterate, it is sometimes necessary to

adopt more stringent remedies, both for the sake of insuring the

patient's recovery and in order to protect the interests of those persons

or classes to which he may, if unchecked, do some deplorable and irre-

parable injury. The complete isolation of the sufierer is the first

important point ; this effected, it will be well to snub and ridicule him
as much as possible, with the object of expelling from his mind the

perilous conceits with which it is preoccupied. The wet blanket is a

valuable auxiliary in this method of treatment ; and in desperate

cases, when the patient's sanity is despaired of, there is nothing better

than the old-fashioned prescription of a Saturday application of caustic

and a quarterly bleeding. But it should be our endeavour not to allow

matters to arrive at so serious a state as this, but to arrest the malady
in its earlier stages by tact and delicate handling. Mental alleviations

should by no means be overlooked, and there are some books which
have been found especially useful in giving a more wholesome direction

to the patient's thoughts and meditations. Among the writings

specially worthy of commendation are those of the German pessimists

and the political economists, who have done much service in checking

the modern tendency to philanthropic mania ; Machiavelli's * Prince,'

which is invaluable in cases where the mania takes a political turn
;

and such admirable works as Lord Chesterfield's ' Letters to his Son,'

Malthus's * Treatise on Population,' and Giffen's ^Tables of Statistics,'

all of which have a cooling and moderating effect when the mischief is

caused by a sentimental excitement concerning the sufferings of the

poor and the unequal distribution of social comforts.

The antiquity of the malady, to which I have given the name of

philanthropic mania, is proved by the fact that St. Paul was discovered

by Festus to have a slight touch of it in the year 61 a.d. There have
been many other notable victims in succeeding ages down to the pre-

sent time, when we see sad instances of the malignant energy of the

disease in Mr. Euskin's demented protest against our nineteenth cen-

tury civilisation, in the madness of the Socialist propaganda, and in

the extraordinary hallucination regarding the right of Ireland to

manage its own affairs. But, apart from these salient examples, there

is no doubt that many people are suffering in various degrees from the

same form of insanity; and it is for their sake, or perhaps I should

say for the sake of the polite society whose interests they endanger,

that it seems advisable to draw attention to the subject. H. S. S.

LITERARY NOTICES.
Our Corner for current month concludes Mr.' George Bernard Shaw's lucid

article, "Concerning Interest"; gives a new version of some of Turgenieff's

prose-poems ; and has the usual other matters represented in good style.

' Socialism, the Eeligion of Humanity,' by John Ward, is published for

the Wandsworth Branch of the S.D.F. by Rogers, 36, York Road, Battersea ;

price Id., per dozen for distribution, 8d. It is a very good indictment of

the present system, and plea for that Avhich must take its place.

The speeches of the Chicago Anarchists in Court, when asked if they had
anything to say why sentence should not be passed upon them, have been
reprinted in book foim, and should be widely read, in view of the agitation

on their behalf now being carried on. Copies maybe had from this office

at 8d., post free lOd. They are really excellent speeches, attaining a high

level of eloquence ; the keynote of all being found in the closing words of

August Spies :

—

** Now, these are my ideas. They constitute a part of myself. I cannot divest

myself of them, nor would I if I could. And if you think that you can crush

out these ideas that are gaining ground more and more every day, if you think

you OftM'Crtwh them out by sending us to the gallows—if you would once more
havepeople suffer the penalty of death because they have dared to tell the truth

—and li defy you to show us where we have told a^ lie—I say, if death is the

penalty for proclaiming the truth, then I will proudly and defiantly pay the

costly price I Call your hangman ! Truth crucified in Socrates, in Christy in

Oi&rdemo Bruno^, in Huss^ Oallileo^ still lives—they and others whose number is

legion have preceded its on this "path. We arc readij tofoUoic !
"

^££DQM OF CONTBAGT.
In thiaisage^^olf sAiamt^aaidtsfeoddy^ vO® of the cry^^that

is bein^ooHtittually/raised of the freecfem with which «the latourerrcan.

woris. Qfrrerr&mTj^^'when ha cbo©s«S; Our Liberal -.politician nererijiFes;

of tellingj.thel'ld.tetirerthaftiteis f^ee to contract as- to the price at

wliieh hb^wiiliselliMs4abour, and i^terefinof^^everything rests with ham-

self . aa^to"hisFcondition in life;

" If you do not like your job you are free to leave it," is the senti-

ment one is met with when complaining of his hard lot, as if the

condition of the labourer were materially improved by a mere change

of employers. In the first place it is not true that the labourers, as a

body, can change their employers at will. This can only be true of

those who are scarce in the market, and there is scarcely a branch of

industry to-day in which the supply of labourers does not exceed the

demand.
But even supposing it true, the notion that this relieves the w^orker

of his slavery is a fallacy though believed in by nearly all classes of

society. The ordinary mind is thoroughly incapable of understanding

any other form of slavery than that of chattel.

In order to understand how this confusion arises, we must deter-

mine what constitutes slavery.

Now there are conceivable conditions under almost any system of

society, which might render one individual a slave to another ; but

when we speak of slavery as applied to the labourers of a nation, we-

necessarily mean, not the slavery of one individual to another, but the

"

slavery of one class in society to another class.

Slavery, then, consists in one class of the community being com-

pelled to work for another class, and at their bidding, without possess-

ing any right of control or ownership of the product. We are as

much slaves to-day as were the chattel slaves of early history, while we
retain all their disadvantages and responsibilities, and lose all their rights

and advantages, as will be seen presently. The free contract dogma
has been preached both from pulpit and platform, until the workers

have imbibed all the nourishment from it that it is possible to get.

In his Lessons on Socialism, delivered at South-place Chapel, Finsbury,,

and afterwards appearing in Yol. I. Commoniveal, comrade Aveling

thoroughly exposed the trick by his ingenious form of rendering Marx's

analysis of the contract fallacy, which it may be well to reproduce.

Economic slavery= Hidden by (1) number of sales, (2) number of

masters, (3) fiction of free-contract.

The number of times a man may " sell" his labour-power during his

life may be quite considerable ; the number of masters he may serve

no less so ; and to make the series complete, the preachment of the-

doctrine of free contract, as an efi'ectualj blinding of the workers to

their true position.

In what, then, does our condition differ from that of the chattel-

slave ? Now although it is true that a man was owned *' body and

soul " when a chattel-slave and was as much the property of his lord

and master as the land he tilled, the tree he cut, or the horse he rode,

we shall find on examination, that with all our struggles for freedom

we have never got out of slavery ; we have only changed its form.

Mr. Bradlaugh, when addressing the Northampton branch of the

National Union of Operative Shoe Rivetters and Finishers, on the

7th January, 1886, on *' Capital and Labour," delighted his hearers

with the following - " In old times the labourer was not reckoned at

all, except, perhaps, as a sort of superior animal—a kind of conscious

machine. He was never treated as a human being to be reasoned

with," and '^ In connection with all kinds of labour, the man who
directed the labour was called master, the man who performed the

labour was called servant ; the servant or serf, or slave, or bondsman,

was owned by his lord and master, owned as to life, as to liberty—as

to brain it was never considered."

. It is quite true that a man was owned then, just as a horse or any

other cattle is owned to-day. The slave owner bought his slave in the

market for a stated price, and then he lived on the fare provided for

him by his master ; he was sheltered by the house, barn, or Avhatever

he was bade to dwell in, just because he was considered " a sort oi:

superior animal." Everyone knows that a horse, for instance, must

be properly fed and cared for, or it will soon become diseased and un-

fit for work, and if it should die the owner loses the price of the

animal ; the chattel slave of early history occupied an analogous-

position to the horse to-day, and precisely because he was owned as to

life.

The workers are terribly " free " to-day, they are free to die^ of

starvation, to prowl about in filthy rags, live in hovels not fit for pigs,,

and in fact do many other things which a slave owner of ancient

society would not inflict on the worst of his slaves, not perhaps because*

he loved him but because he '' owned him as to life." The wages of

the chattle slave was determined by a natural standard, namely, the

requirements oi a. healthy life. As much of his master's possessions,

as would suffice to keep the slave in health and vigour so that he might

perform his daily labour efficiently, was given as wages. Now by

what standard is wages measured to-d&y ? Is the labourer reasoned

with before he gets his wages, as Mr. Bradlaugh implies 1 Is he even

reckoned with as a " superior animal 1" nay, more, is he even con-

sidered a' " consewus machine 1 " letus see.

With the introduction and development of labour-saving machinerjr

the " marketsvalue "of the labour power oi the individual has pp©^

gressively lessened, until it has almost reached zero in the industrial

thermometer.

Our economists tells us that the labourer's power to woik is nothing.
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taiore than a commodity, and as such is bought and sold on the market
4|^itb; irrespective of the possessor, and its price is governed bytlife'

.aame law as the price of a table, diair, or box of matches.

Now as Mr. Bradlaugh frequently quoted Sir Thomas [[Brassey

during his speech, until he felt obliged to apologise for doing so, so

6ften, I will also quote him, "We shall find, as we examine the in-

-dufetrial* situation, that the labour market is sensitive to every fluctua-

tion of trade, that the price of labour rises with the demand, and falls

^wiien the ^^aU|jHBfeHMBgthe employers for the services of work-
'men becQiJ^lros keen.^WWhuJ^ and Wages,' p. 78.)

The jppTOurer, then, is no loSpfc reckoned with even as a slave ; but
is now-^he creature of an iron law on the market—demand and sup-

ply. Hence it is that the labourer is often found in open rebellion

against a reduction of wages ; that is, trying to force his side of the

^* contract" which he is told he is free to do; but ho is speedily

brought back to an obedient state pf mind by the police or military

whom the Government send to aid the employers to enforce their side

of the contract.

"

" Strikes," says Gronlund," are the efforts of wares to become men,"
and indeed such they will remain so long as present conditions of

capital and labour continue. H. Davis.

{To he concluded).

dSXf^

A LABOUR POLICY.

II.—IN RELATION TO TRADE UNIONISM

The relations between the Socialist and Trade Union movements
will soon be the subject of a great controversy amongst the various
sections of the Labour party (if one may speak of such a thing just
now). Trade Unionism is ani its trial, and a very few years will

decide whether it shall go forward to socialism or backward to

—

oblivion ; it is already decided that it cannot much longer remain
where it is. And Socialism also is on its trial ! the Socialists generally
must soon choose between broadening the lines of their movement so
as to include the practical aspirations of the working class, or be-

<5ominjSf a mere ^roup of factions, preaching, it may be, pure enough
j^rincipies, but preaching them to the winds and exercising no real in-

fluence with the masses. My view of the matter is this (of course I
^peatonly for myself) that the method of Socialist propaganda must
mot be merely, or mainly, preaching rigidly pure principles which the
masses of the people <jawwo< Jgrasp, but taking liold of the working
-class movement as it exists at present, and gently and gradually
^moulding it into a socialist shape. The working class, and indeed all

sensible men, must become Socialists if they only knew what it meant.
*rhe very essence of our movement and the basis of our hope is that
Socialism is not a scheme or an invention which may be outdone by
.^ome better scheme or invention, but a state of society growing out of
the present or the past and coming in the future as inevitably as the
•sunrise to-morrow.

flow then shall we set about our work with regard to the trade
^on movement ? In the first place let us be clear about what that
onovement means, and wherein it fails to meet the requirements of the
day. As long as our foreign trade was growing at a certain rate,
Capitalism was all powerful ; that is, while the capacity of our foreign
markets grew as fast as our power of production it was premature to
e^ect a Socialist movement to take firm and general hold of the
workers. They dare not think of abolishing the system, they could
only struggle for an easy comer in it. They could not stop the robbery,
it was hard enough work to merely limit it ; to limit the robbery of
•l^tbour, to get better terms from the capitalist ; to increase wages,
any of these fully express the ^im of trade unionism. As lon^as this
expansion was going on the unions were able to wrest a littte more
from the employers. Now that expansion has ceased and even the
contraction has begun. Foreign competition is really so strong that
anything like a general rise of wages would cripple the British
capitalists. Cg-pitalism could be as easily killed ^ crippled, and the
advantage would be much greater. The situation is this; just as
^Sopialism was formerly impracticable because there was some hope of
better terras from the present system so now orthodox trade unionism
is becoming impracticable because such hope is vanishing, and Socialism
is the next possible change. Whether Socialism is near or f^r need
not influence us much, for this is certain that however far aw^, it is
the nearest and th^ only social change that will really alter the life of
the workers. Trade unionism, therefore, has but two prospects, it
BEiTiBtdeyelope into revolution or decay into reaction: it must choose
'between Socialism or suicide.

"SociaUs|s^iQUst now be alive and stirring in this matter. Ther
should str^le to get SociaHsts elected to various trades' councils,
mey diouM send more Socialists to the Trade Congress, they should
organise a distinct section, there, and make war upon the Burt and
Broadhurst ga^g who now use trade unionism ^?a tool for the
lAber^ party, and they should as soon as possible hasten the open
Struggle between the forces of prqgress and the stick.in-the-mud policy
ot the present bogus labour leader}. ,B may be said^ " Bo you mean to say that we are to try to win the
trade umonists by going in and raising^^jbhe devil amongst them f' IAaswer no, not exactly that, but we aregoingin the good-old fashionedway to ^ve them by casti^ the devils out of them.

J. L. Mahon.

A LETTER FROM AMERICA.
The Supreme Court of Illinois has confirmed the senteLce passed on the
seven Anarchists, and the 11th November has been selected as the day for
t]m execution. The 11th November happens on a Friday : will it be tifce

Good Friday of the coming society ?

The Opifiion was written by Judge Magruder, who was helped in his
infamous wo]|^k by the other six judges. The judges were unanimous in
their decision with the exception of Judge Muekey, who wished it to be
understood that he did not believe the Eecord to be free from errors ; but
none of the errors, in his opinion, were of such a serious character as to >

require a reversal of the judgment.
As regards the legal points in the case, not a shadow of evidence could

be brought forward that any one of the seven condemned men ever threw
the bomb or induced anybody else to do so. This has been admitted by
the judge as well as by the prosecution, and also reafiirmed by the Supreme
Court.

Why, tlien, are seven men to be murdered and one condemned to spend
his life in jail ? Simply because they advocated the emancipation of the
wage-slaves in the States and belonged to an association styling itself "The
International." The word " international" seems to have the same effect on an
average capitalist as a piece of red cloth has on a bull. Not only did these
men advocate a more rational system of society, but also, being men gifted
with logical reasoning power, they ridiculed the idea of freeing Labour by
constitutional means. They consequently directed their energies to the
practical organisation of the people and called upon the down-trodden un-
fortunates to prepare themselves in time.

It seems that the fear of coming events has paralysed Capital's last rem-
nant of logic, or the lessons of history would have prevented the judges in
their capacity as servile servants of the hideous monster from pronouncing
this atrocious sentence. Whatever evil effect the famous Chicago bomb may
have had upon the minds of some timid people, it will be more than counter-
balanced by the proposed cold-blooded assassination of Aug. Spies and his
comrades. Already from every quarter—from north and south, from west
and east—resolutions are pouring forth, condemning in no uncertain voice
this latest violent eruption of class-hatred. Knights of Labour, Trades-
unionists, Federated Labour, United Labour, etc., etc.—all are protesting
unanimously against this decision of the Court, which, if carried out, would
demonstrate plainly to all the world that if their interests are threatened
seriously American capitalists are much lower and certainly more forocious
than cannibals. The Labour press daily publishes resolutions from every
direction which prove most conclusively—even to the most sceptic—that
Organised Labour is determined to make a firm stand, and tells Capital in
plain words, "Thus far, and no further."

Capital, of course, like all clumsy brutes, maddened by the enormous pro-
gress Labour is daily making, tries to crush an idea by crushing men 1 It
is my opinion—and the same opinion is growing like a superstition in labour
circles—that these men never will be hung. But should this opinion, against
all expe«fcitions; turn out to beAcrroneous, the blood of these martyrs will

*cement thfe now politically disunited labour elements, and hasten the settling
day to coig^e.

There are but two men prominent in the Labour movement who are well
known for their antipathies against the seven men, and who almost wish
they might be hung. These are Henry George and T. Y. Powderly. The
former, has already turned his back on the men who were silly enough to
lift him into power, and has pendulumed over to the petty bourgeoisie. The
latter, if he does not himself resign at the coming conference of the Knights
of Labour at Mineapolis, will be candidly told to shift. They are no longer
factors in a real Labour movement, and their opinion in consequence is
worthless.

No stone will be left unturned to prevent the execution ; but should the
powers that are happen to be so idiotic as to strangle seven men who loved
mankind better than themselves, they and no one else will be responsible
for the consequences. It will be they who will give a deadly wound to their
much-beloved Constitution, which gives so much liberty to the strong to
exploit the weak. Let them beware.
So mad is Capital at present that the authorities refused the citizenship

to John Most, trying to induce people to believe that if ever Most should
have the honour (a dubious one) to be a citizen, he would play pitch-farthing
with all the just {sic !) arrangements in the Land of the Free.
In conclusion, to show how well money, land, and religion are at present

united, permit me to quote the words of one who professes to follow the
doctrines of him who, 1900 years ago, was hung—beg pardon, crucified-—for
having conspired against the laws of the land. Said the Kev. N. B. Thomp-
son, of the Free Baptist Church, last Sunday :

" I thank God for the judicial
decision by which the action of the Lower Court was confirmed, in passing
sentence of death upon the seven Anarchists of Chicago. Hang these men ?

Yes, and every man who dare dispute the very divine mechanism of govern-
ment by which this great nation lives. Woe to the men who aim at our
overthrow. . . . Hang these Anarchists ] Yes, every one of them." If
this is Christianity, I am sincerely glad I am not a Christian ; and I wonder
whether in time to come revolutionists will ever remember all these pretty
utterances of class-hatred ?—Yours fraternally, Henry F. Charles.
New York, September 20, 1887.

Miners AND their Homes.—On Thursday the 29th ult, at the Northum-
berland miners'meeting, Mr. C. Bradlaugh,M.P. lost his temperoverthe severe
opposition he met with, and this may account for his strange assertion that
the miners' houses were as good as his own. The following is an extract from
a letter in the Newcastle Daily Leader :^^^ At the colliery in which I live
there are what we call seven rows, divided into several sections, and in each
row there are double and single houses. The single house contains a kitchen
and a garret ; the double house a kitchen and two rooms. The double
houses are supposed to be for the use of big families, and the single ones, I
suppose, for the smaller families. In addition to these two classes of houses
there is another special class reserved for priviledged individuals—whether
they have big families or not. T^ese are fitted with gas, .water, and other
domestic conveniences, which are withheld from the ordinary miner. There
is not one of those rows that is not more or less morally corrupted in con-
sequence of this state of things. The single house probably contains a
family of sa;| four daughters and two sons, and their only bedroom is a
small garret, which is gained by a ladder, while washing and dressing, etc.,
has to be performed openly in the kitchen. The double houses are almost
as bad, because their are generally more people living in them."-~Poor Mv.
Bradlaugh ! after so many years to be«> feadly oflf

!
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW I FIRST, PEW ME
IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON 1n

Chmmunications invited on Social Questions, They should he written on one side of
the paper^ addressed to the Editorsy 13 Farringdon Rd. jE.C, and a^ccompanied
by the name and address oj the writer , not necessarilyfor publication,

A% all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

Rejected MSS, only returned if a stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them,

Sti>scriptions,—For Europe and United States, including postage,.per yea0, 6s,

six months, Ss,; three months. Is, 6d,

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E,C, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps,

TO COEKESPONDENTS.
CobrilSPONDENTS are asked to remember one or two things that mcst of them

forget. The Editors and the Manager are separate and distinct people, with
differing functions. Letters intended for one should not be addressed to the

other, MSS., reports, notices, etc., are for the Editor; business communica-
tions and cash for the Manager. Letters addressed to any other person or

sent to any other address are so at writer's own risk. Reports, notices, etc.,

should not all be mixed up together on one piece of paper and on both sides

of that ; this entails the labour of re-writing the whole thing, and we cannot
afford the necessary time.

Enquirer.—We are trying to arrange for an exhaustive article upon the French
National Workshops, of which you speak. You are right, they were never

given a half-chance of success, but were ruined by bourgeois violence and
intrigue.

E. and E. B. A.—Matter already in hand. See announcements elsewhere.

W. C. H. (New Cross).—Thanks for information. Bakounine's * God and the

State,' Is. Reeves, Fleet Street.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday October 5.

Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer
Hammonton(NJ)Credit Foncier
N.Haven—Workmen's Advocate
Detroit (Mich.)—The Advance

France
Paris—Cri du Peuplc (daily)

Le Socialiste

England
Justice
Norwich—Daylight
Labour Tribune
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Chiu-ch Reformer
Cotton Factory Times
Persoual Rights Journal
Jus

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

Canada
Toronto—Labor Reformer

United States
New York—Der Sozialist

Volkszeitung
Truthseeker

Boston—"Roman's Journal
Chicago (111.)—Labor Enquirer
Vorbote

Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole

La Revolte
Guise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le Travailleur

Belgium
Liege—L'Avenir
Ghent—Vooruit
Antwerp—De Werker
De Socialist

Brussels—L 'Avant-G arde
Seraing (Ougree)—Le Reveil

Holland
Hagne—Recht voor Allen
Amsterdam—Voorwaarts

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat

Italy
Milan—11 Fascio Operaio
Marsala—La Nuova Eta
Rome—L'Emancipazione
Gazetta Operaia

Spain
EI Productor
Madrid—El Socialista

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Brunn—Volksfreund

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stookholm—Soci al-Demokraten
Malino—Arbetet

FREE SPEECH IN AMERICA.

Our readers will see that meetings to protest against the cold-blooded

judicial murder of the seven Chicago prisoners are to be held within

the next fortnight. Since this number of the Commoniveal may come

into the hands of persons who have not read other numbers and who

have but a vague idea of the bearings of the whole case, or as is most

likely, have been prejudiced by the misrepresentations of the press

—

the stark lies of the American capitalistic press, the careless lies of the

English it may be well to state briefly what the real crime of these

men is in order that it may be determined whether their execution

would be an act of justice or a crime.

These seven men are condemned to death for.being present at a meet-

ing called to protest against the murderous attack on a demonstration

of workmen on strike by the police and the hired swashbucklers of the

capitalists. At that meeting a bomb was thrown which killed and

wounded several policemen. The police fired on the meeting, and the

workmen defended themselves, and the capitalist government took this

opportunity of hatching an accusation against our comrades, brought

them to trial and condemned them in the teeth of the evidence. On

their appeal they have been kept in prison for more than a year and

re-condemned by a court which is practically the same as the first one.

These men are really condemned for supporting the workmen in their

strike and for speaking out their opinions on the vile, miscalled

" Society " of America and civilisation generally. They are persecuted

for holding and expressing the opinions which we hold and express

whether w-e 'call ourselves Anarchists or Socialists, and for applying

those opinions to the events of the passing day and the oppression of

the American workmen going on under their eyes. Their persecution

is an in terrorem measure directed against freedom of speech in

America ; and it will be a disgrace to the British workmen, whatever

their politics may be, if they do not express themselves clearly and em-

phatically on this attack on the liberties which the United States have

been supposed to guard so jealously, but which it would seem are but

a one-sided affair after all. We appeal, above all, to our Radical and

Democratic friends who are now trying to destroy the base anti-Irish

prejudice once so current in this country, not to consider men outside

the pale of fair-dealing because they express revolutionary ideas ; and

to remember that whether they may think our Socialist theories right

or wrong, we claim at least equal liberty for all, and that amidst the

present welter of politics in which reaction is struggling so hard to lift

up its head, if we do not guard the liberties we have wt)n with the

utmost care and jealousy we shall find them encroached on day by day

till at last Radicals will have no more doubt than Socialists that they

are the slaves of the rich and powerful in all senses.

William Morbis.

CONDITION OF WORKERS.
FARINGDON, BERKS, AND NEIGHBOURHOOD.

This is a fair example of a farming neighbourhood in Berkshire or

Oxfordshire. Population of town 3,139.

Wages mostly 10s. weekly in summer, 9s in winter half of year for farm

workers ; least wages of men 8s,, boys less. Extra money in harvest,

or at Michaelmas, but much less than formerly. More for some kinds

of work. Usual time of hiring, old Michaelmas Day, for the year, but

sometimes half year. Some landowners keep on their labourers with-

out lowering the wages agreed upon in more prosperous times, and

only dismiss for " misconduct." At Coleshill, the Earl of Radnor also

gives a pension of 7s. weekly to men who in his service have become

too old or infirm to work. In the town of Faringdon live many whose

wages are no higher as a rule, but who go out as extra hands in sum-

mer, and are out of work in the winter. Houses and small gardens

in the villages sometimes free in addition to wages. Before the equali'-

sation of poor rates within each union, many cottages were pulled down
to drive the people into the towns, from which they have not returned

to the country. At Coleshill, an example of a " model village," a

house which probably cost £300 to build, and a good sized garden, are

provided for each family, at a rent of five guineas a year. In Oxford-

shire those landowners have done best who have improved the old

picturesque grey stone and stone slated cottages, instead of building

new ones. In Faringdon the rent of a cottage with a small garden is

in most cases 2s. 6d. a week, and no allowance in wages is made to

meet the rent.

Allotments can generally be rented at the same rate per acre as the

farms, which is from 10s. per annum upwards, with great differences^

for different land, and various arrangements as to parochial rates and

tithe, £2 an acre free is not unusual. It is usual for the employer in

the Wantage district to plough the labourer's potato or corn allotment

gratis, but sometimes he changes the ground alloted from year to year.

In the town of Faringdon are some cheap allotments called The Sands,.

belonging to a " charity ; but the rest are let at the rate of <£10 and
some even £16 per acre yearly.

Remarks.—The w^orkers dare not take any steps to help themselves-

without the protection of some great patron like Lord Wantage, or of

tlie shopkeepers, to which last both farmers and workers are much in

debt. The small shopkeepers are almost ruined by the large ones, and

a further lowering of wages would surely stop them from recovering

debts from labourers.

Witney, Oxfordshire.—Blanket making is still carried on here. The
machinery is driven chiefly by water power. Wages 10s. weekly for

women, one loom each ; no men employed except the foremen.

Connorville in Minster Lovel parish, near Witney, founded by
Feargus O'Connor. In spite of former mismanagement and present

heavy burdens, the allotment holders, having security of tenure, are

able to plant fruit trees, and know how to farm better than the original

colonists, but have to seek further emploment outside their "small

holdings," or take several holdings.

Lechlade, pop. 1,176, and Buscot, pop. 371. Wages.—Eight years

ago labourers got 15s. weekly. There has been much piece work also,

and contract work. Steam ploughmen by piecework might make 30s.

weekly. In farming work this has for the most part come to an end,

and there is more dairy work by regular labourers. Weekly wages

*nosv 12s. with many exceptions, better or worse; a few still get as

much as 15s. Boys, 6s. or 7s. ; old women, for half time, about 4s.,

extra money in harvest balanced by deductions in winter. Mechanics

may still earn as much as 30s. weekly, but generally less. There is an

iron foundry in Lechlade ; the ordinary trades are much combined,

many small employers working with their men, and carrying on more

than one trade assisted by the same men. Most men can also work on

the land, they are thus more than usually independent.

Houses with gardens in Buscot, Is., in Lechlade, 2s. weekly ; some-

times given in addition to wages from lis. to 14s.

Allotments in Buscot at rate of £3 4s. per acre yearly with parochial

rates in addition, but not tithe, this rent being 4s. per acre more than

the rest of the farm under the same landowners. In Lechlade, a large
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allotment field belonging to a public trust is let at the rate of £2 per

acre per annum in small portions. Other allotments and small hold-

ings let by private landholders from X3 to £6 per acre. Some small

landowners or " peasant proprietors." Lechlade is called a "free town."

Remarks.—Dairy farming is the chief industry, and much produce

sent to London and further ;
" separated milk " may be had for one

halfpenny a quart, good for childrens' bones. The labourers prefer

pig keeping to cow keeping for themselves.

Lechlade and Buscot are in Faringdon Union ; but friendly societies,

such as the Labourers' Union at Fairford, to which only a few belong,

and the Foresters', to which many belong, provide largely for the sick,

and the aged poor are often kept at home without help from the rates.

The guardians, unlike those in Lancashire, refuse to pay school fees in

any case, except as part of outdoor pauper relief, which is more re-

quired in Faringdon.
Newbury, Berks, pop. about 10,000, is no more prosperous than

Faringdon, except for traders ; but there are many commons in the

neighbourhood, and labourers keeping cows on them are going to form
a co-operative dairy, having already co-operative stores. Wages, even
the lowest, are not paid with regularity.

Hours of work, and numbers emjoloyed.—Farm workers are of course

under no Factory Acts limiting hours of work, which are often from
sunrise to sunset for field workers, and longer for milkers and cattle

feeders, who work on Sunday almost as much as other days. There
is an old tradition, confirmed by experience, that there ought to be

one milker for every nine cows ; but more and more employers keep
reducing the number of people employed. Reversing the rule of manu-
facturers, they employ men rather than women as milkers, because

the men work faster though more roughly than women.
Commons and loayside strips.—There must have been what we must

call " a great robbery " of commons, if we are in harmony with the

rhyme whose origin I should like to know :

" It is a sin in man or woman,
To steal a goose from off a common ;

But who shall plead that man's excuse
Who steals a common from a goose ?

"

The Faringdon Highway Board claim the wayside grass, and some-

times sell the sods, to relieve the rates, to the adjoining farmers. In
some other districts the adjoining landowners or farmers claim the

grass, illegally I believe, except that they may unfortunately enclose

it by law to some extent when making a new fence.

Relatio7is of employers and employed.—The older workers regret the

time when they used to have board and lodging in the farm houses, at

least before they were married, and the farmers though sparing, as

always, of money payments, were generous in everything else they had
to give. The old men say that the "bad work" of the present gene-

ration arises from the change of customs, and not, as the masters say,

from the " spread of education," which is after all very slight.

The general condition is not easy to get at, owing to variations

arising in great measure from the circumstances or spirit of various

landowners; but examples are well known. I avoid "averages" as

misleading?. Oswald Birchall.

RUSSIAN FACTORIES.

A BRIEF notice occurs in Le Socialiste of the recently issued report of the

Inspectors of Factories in Eussia, and a few specimen facts are given which
show the need for a thorough revolution in a system of society which can
permit (nay, wliich exists by the help of) such barbarities.

For example, the inspector of the Vladimir district declares that the con-

ditions of work in the shops are such as to render observance of hygienic

principles impossible. The workers are in constant danger of being killed

or disabled for life. The shops are destitute of ventilation, and of all means
for preventing accidents ; they are full of a fine coal-dust which penetrates

the body and covers the workers in thick layers. " I, myself," says the in-

spector, *' could not stay more than ten minutes in a shop ; I swallowed a

mass of this coal-dust and was covered w^ith a layer of fine floury material."

This was in the spinning factories.

In the tobacco factories the air of the shops is saturated with nicotine,

which produces when one enters contraction of the larynx and smarting of

the eyes, and if one remains long in this atmosphere, vertigo.

In the refineries of Kiev the work is done under most barbarous condi-

tions. Thus the workers who are engaged in pressing are always up to the
knees in a warm mass, and have no shelter against either rain or frost—and
thi.-j day and night.

Nor are the conditions any less horrible of their life away from work.
Their habitations resemble stables. Indeed, the stables of a good breeder
are far better than the dwellings of these workers, who are lodged in

barracks, where they rest after work on the bare and dirty floor, without
undressing, in a promiscuous heap, regardless of age or sex. Returning
from their weary and weakening toil, each throws himself down in his place,

which is still humid with the exhalations of his predecessor.
And should the worker fall sick or be injured, as often happens under the

conditions indicated in these reports, it is impossible for him to get medical
aid in the first few days, even in a case of urgency. Thus in the district of

Kazan, says the inspector, there are only sixteen infirmaries for 353 factories.

(The word "infirmary" beais a somewhat wider meaning than in this

country, which makes the deficiency all the worse.) In the Kharkov dis-

trict there are in all 658 different factories, and of these 631, employing
20,085 persons, possess not a single medical resource. It may here be re-

marked that in Russia, where medical assistance is unobtainable, so to speak,
except in large towns, the large factories ought to possess their proper in-

firmaries, i.e.^ one ok- two rooms, with beds.
In conclusion, Le Socialiste points out that Russia is the only country

besides Belgium without labour legislation, and that in it tlxe adult worker
finds himself at the sole mercy of the factory owners and masters. A similar
remark might with truth be made of our own land, but there is the difference
that in England the same state of slavery as exists in Russia, is veiled under
«* freedom of contract" and other specious phrases. Eugene Teesdale.

SOCIALISM IN THE MIDLANDS.
As in other parts of England, bad trade has pinched all grades of society.

The working classes have uf course been the firj-t to suff'er, and have suffered

most severely ; but many middle-class people find that the course of free

competition has rdined them. There has been a very large number of labour

disputes during the past half year. The hand-made nail trade has almost

entirely suspended operations. The nailers, not being able to earn a liveli-

hood, ceased working some weeks ago. The masters, as usual, are likely to

have the^^best of the struggle, as the large stocks they have on hand are

sufiicient to enable them to supply their orders for a good while to comr,

while the nailers have nothing to fall back on. The chainmakers' dispute

has now continued for a twelvemonth at Cradley without a satisfactory

settlement having been arrived at. In this trade workmen at Cradley have

had to slave for 60 or 70 hours weekly to earn 9s., and the women who make

the lighter chains have only been able to earn 4s. In this trade the profits

are enormous, and no foreign competition has to be encountered, the fact

being that the German chainmakers are more highly paid than the English.

In the cast-nail trade a dispute is at present in progress, the serious rioting

that occurred in Birmingham some weeks back being in connection with this

strike. Several mining disputes are taking place just now, which render a

large number of miners idle. In Birmingham a firm—Geo. E. Bellis and Co.

—that does work for the Admiralty has lowered their piecework price-list,

though they are making very high profits. The men have struck, but black-

legs in large numbers have been found to carry on the works as usual. Thus,

look at the worker's position in any trade and you find it insecure, the success

of one reduction being generally made the ground for another by the em-

ployers. Commercial failures amounting in the gross to half a million in

three months show the shaky condition of the capitalist class. One of the

leading firms, if not the leading firm, in the sheet-iron trade—Morewood and

Co.—failed a week or two ago, and were reduced so low as not to be able to

pay the wages of their workmen. Another firm—Dawes, Oldbury—became

bankrupt recently, leaving 1200 men in the lurch, who quite frightened the

Oldbury Board of Guardians by their going in large numbers to the poor-

house. Ultimately a large number were put on the highly productive em-

ployment of stone breaking. Another serious failure is Greenway's Bank.

The amount of money that the depositors have lost is not yet known ; traders,

old women, and the Corporation of Warwick have all lost their money, which

the bankers used for speculating in foreign tramways. The only towns that

are in any way busy are Birmingham and Wolverhampton. In South Staf-

fordshire the coal and iron trades are at a standstill, hundreds being out of

employment, and of thofee that are at work a large number are on short time.

It is the opinion of competent authorities that good times will never come again

to Stafford under free competition. The excessively heavy freights charged

by the railway companies, in their anxiety to earn high dividends, and the

old-fashioned machinery in use, place the district at a great disadvantage in

competing with northern towns on the coa^f, who have the most modern

plant and have little or no railway freighi to [)ay on export orders.

All these features render the district a good field for Socialist propa-

ganda. The Socialist League branches at Birmingham and Walsall have

carried on a vigorous propaganda during the past three months, and towns

that knew nothing of Socialist proposals are now informed on the subject.

One great drawback in the Black Country is the surprisingly large number

of men who are unable to read. The poor fellows have been sent to work

in early boyhood, and what little that they were taught at school has been

forgotten. Trades' unionism is feebly developed ; in some places, as at

Wiilenhall, among the lockmakers, they had fairly good societies which have

collapsed. In the smaller towns our speakers are generally enthusiastically

received, notably at West Bromwich, Tipton, and Wolverhampton. The

local politicians are jealous of our presence, and have in some places organ-

ised disturbances. The Tories at Wolverhampton have been peculiarly

active in endeavouring to disturb our meetings, but have always been kept

in order by the crowd, until last Saturday at our evening meeting there^

When I arrived at the speaking place in Queen's Square, I found a sergeant

of police with a brace of constables in waiting to prevent the meeting being

held ; so I took up a position in the Market-place instead, and had an

enormous crowd who listened attentively for about twenty minutes, when

a contingent of well-dressed rowdies came from the Conservative club and

managed to create a disturbance by their hustling, hooting, and singing.

The meeting was closed in the regular way, and arrangements were made

after it was over for effectively dealing with the row^dies when they appear

again. In Birmingham the cause is making satisfactory progress, and the

meetings are rapidly increasing in numbers. Last Sunday week, the scene

caused by the Chamberlainite mob, which was grossly misrepresented in the

local press, caused a much larger attendance at our meeting at the Council

House. The police, headed by an inspector, were present in force, and no

doubt their presence awed the disturbers of the week before into silence.

The local branch of the S.D.F. hold meetings on Sundays in Birmingham,

and one of their members, Haddon, has put up as a candidate for the Town
Council, with fair chances of success. While our speeches are listened to

eagerly, and our views very widely approved of, it must be confessed one

would think the men would be more ready to organise than they are, and it

is to be hoped that the Birmingham readers of the Commonweal will without
delay make up their minds to join our organisation. They must know that

the mere sympathising with the Cause will never realise it, and surely with

I

the forces that Labour has arranged against itself, there can be no doubt of
' the necessity of organisation. A. K. Donald.
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THE LABOUR STEU&&LE.
BRITAIN.

The Bolton Strike.—One firm of ironmasters have conceded one shilling
advance, and on the understanding that the other shilling is..to be given as
soon as trade improves, the men have accepted the offer. The other four
firms still hold fast in refusing any advance and continue to import men.

,

Dockyard Discharges.—Orders have been received at Portemouth for the
discharge of 50 shipwrights and 30 smiths ; and it is believed that further
dismissals will be rendered necessary owing to the alleged determination of
the Admiralty to send no ^'urther work to that port until the close of the
present financial year.

On Saturday last the chief constable of Norwich applied to the magistrates
for leave to sweai" in 200 special constables to look after the unemployed.
The cause of this exhibition of fright was a bill posted over the city during
the week by unknown hands. It read thus :

—" Notice to all concerned.
— The unemployed do not intend to starve any longer. If employment is

not found for them, they will soon make some,"

The Northampton Shoe Strike.—After lasting ten weeks the great
strike in the boot trade at Northampton is now in a fair way of settlement.
The dispute is to be submitted to the Arbitration Board, a local organisation
on which employers and employed are equally represented. In consequence,
however, of repeated disturbances, one of which has resulted in a fatality,
about thirty men have been sworn in as special constables, several of them
being men on strike.

Dock Labourers.—During the week the dock-labourers have held several
meetings in the East-end in order to strengthen and support the societies.

About 900 members are now on the roll of the recently formed Association
of Tea Operatives and General Labourers. A subscription of only 2d. per
week, with an extra 3d. at the end of each quarter, entitles them to 10s. a
week strike money. There never was a time when it was more desirable
that the labourers should combine.

Strike op Miners.—On Thursday, a meeting of miners on strike at Nether-
end, Cradley Heath, was held at the Hope and Anchor Inn. ' Mr. B. Win-
wood presided. It was reported that the employers were willing to pay the
old price for ripping down the rock providing the men would submit to a
reduction of 3d. per ton. It was unanimously decided to reject the offer,

and to continue the strike until the masters agree to pav the old list of
jwaces.

Proposed Ebstriction of Coal Output.—At a meeting held on Saturday
of the Fife and Clackmannan Miners' Association it was resolved that there
should be a national and simultaneous stoppage of work for one week or a
f^night, with a view of restricting the output, and that the representa-
tt««8 C(P the association shonM support this policy at the International Con-
ftadeiMje <rf (Itfkiews to he iield in Kiinburgh on the 11th inst.

IbuK Thqusan© Welsh Colliers ew Stmke.—A very serious dispute
baaariaen between the Dowlais Iron Company and their colliers, in conae-
q^ttonce of which not less than eleven collieries on Tuesday suspended opera-
tions. About 4,000 men and boys are idle. The .colliery proprietors of
South Wales have declined to entertain the proposals of the men for a reform
«^ the eliding scale agreement, and a very serious crisk is threatened.

T»B Dbbbtshire Miners.—A conference <tf Derbyshire miners' delegates

w<l« held at Qhe^terfield on Satuiday afternoon. Resolutions were passed
thanking the miners' repre«e»tatives for their services in connection with
Tthe Mines Regulation Bill, urging the limitation of the output, expressing
Ubie desirableness of making each Saturday a ** play day," recommending a
general federation of miners, and deciding to petition Parliament to pass an
Eftght Hours Bill.

.pRESSPON Cotton-WEAVERS.—Last week the weavers of the Castle Street

Mill, Preston, presented themselves to resume work, but as the manager re-

fused to accept those whose places had been filled during the strike, the

•whole body of weavers refused to start in pursuance of a resolution passed
on Saturday. They assembled at the Weavers' Institute at 10 o'clock, and
i^re joined at 11 by weavers from the Manchester Mill, who had also refused

to resume work because of the rejections at the Castle Street Mill.

Newcastle Joiners.—The joiners out on strike at the Elswick shipbuild-

ing yard, forwarded about a fortnight ago, a communication to the employers
from the United Trade Committee with respect to the strike. The men are

still watting for some intimation from the directors in reply, as to what they
pwrpose doing. Shoirfd no answer be received, the men will consider the

propriety of adopting other methods of hastening a settlement of the dispute

fcetween the carpenters and themselves.

The workers at Dingle's shoe factory, Norwich, have just won in a disputcx

wfth their employer. The indoor hands were charged 6d. a week shop rent,

aftdVere being paid 3d. a dozen less than the outside workers. A fortnight

ago about forty came out on strike, and after aweek of it the master yielded.

&t during the next week it ^was found, in order to yield to the demands of

the indoor men, he had taken the extra money off the outside workers.

Both then united and the master gave in without making a strike necessary.

The Liverpool Tramway Company and their Men.—On the 30th ult.

thfe "wages of the drivers in the enjplpy of the Liverpool United Tramways
aaiid (^nibus Gomipany, which has Almost a monopoly of the traffic of the

<9lgr, ^ere reduced by 38. per .week, andi^ hours increased by 1 2. A strong

£eeU;a^ wa4 ^mamfested ^by the men against the diange, and oppdsition was
e:q>^(fted, but up to the present the traffic has not been interrupted. The
i^ii have no organisation. Their w^iges are now 32s. a week for 16 hours

^MwmLSESB,-^ln the Midla»dB,'the great strike of nailmakers for an in-

(SiiMmoi wages continues. All'tbeoper'atives^yi thetrade are on strike with
the «sception of a few W0men in Gornal . and Sedgley districts. At a recent

meeting Mir. J. Price said it was a most .painfuhduty for him to conduct the
dtiike, as the operatives were in such a d^lorable condition that they did
«je* know where to get a meal from. He considered there was not. a class of

wtKBkers in existence that were more peverty-strickcn than naiUmakers. If'

ai nailer worked a full week he could nofc earn 9s., sHid they were determined
HOW to better their condition.

Yorkshire Goal Trade.—:A lea4ipg member of the Employers^ Associa-

tion intiends to brine before'the council a proposal of conaderable importance.
1\> <xmtiteract the ^i^KKt 6f t^e severe comj^et^tion among the employers in

rering tlie prifee 6f coal,' it is pressed to intensify the work jof the miners
giving bontwes to those men wno send out the largest quantity in any

gtvenperiod. TSiis is a somewhat bold suggestion, especially at a time when

the leaders of the Miners' Associations in various parts of the country are
discussing the question of restricting the output of coal. Whether the mea
will fall into the trap remains to be seen.

Kirkintilloch Miners.—At a meeting of the Kirkintilloch Miners'
Association, Mr. John Sneddon in the chair, it was agreed to fall in with
the policy adopted at the Scottish Federation Conference—namely, ten days
per fortnight and eight hours per day, the policy to be adopted as soon as
practicable. Deputations were then appointed to wait on the employers for

the purpose of asking back the 6d. taken off the men last summer. Mr:
John Torrance was appointed to represent the district at the approaching
National Conference to be held at Edinburgh. It was agreed to admit the
Campsie and Milton men into the district association.

London Costermonoers.—A demonstration of costermongers took place
place in St. Luke's last Friday night, against the imposition of a toll of Is.

per week on each stall in Whitecross Street. It was stated by one speaker
that Whitecross Street had been a market-place for over two hundred years.

The resolution of the vestry was characterised as iniquitous, as the stall-

keepers have a hard struggle even now to gain a livelihood.—On Tuesday
afternoon an extraordinary scene took place at the meeting of the Vestry, a
crowd of costermongers, male and female, attending to ask the Vestry to

rescind the order. An old man named Eden acted as spokesman. In the
end, after a prolonged and heated discussion, a motion to rescind the order
was carried by a majority of twenty, amidst loud and prolonged cheering
from the occupants of the gallery, which was crowded.

The National Labour Federation.—At a meeting to promote the objects
of the above, held last week in Newcastle, the Rev. W. Moore Ede, who pre-

sided, said :
" Anyone who had followed the labour question, however, could

not have failed to notice how frequently the system of trades unionism had
shown itself to be unequal to extended and prolonged contests when trades

unionism was broken up into small and independent bodies. He had long
felt that if only some plan could be devised whereby the skilled and uuvskilled

workmen could be taught to act together in their own interests and to help
those who were too weak to resist when needed, it would be a great advance.
This labour federation did include all sections of labour ; it emphasised the
principle that in great labour questions it would be an advantage for all

thpse resisting a reduction of wages to act together.

London Tailoring.—A correspondent sends the following :
" At the firm

of Messrs. J. R. Bousfield, wholesale and retail clothiers of Hounsditch, they
pay the cutters, etc., what they call " log "—namely, so much per month
besides the ordinary weekly wage. This "log" varies from 4s. to 15s. per
month. Now, if the master finds the least fault with an employe, he can
stop the whole or part of this "log," the master alleging that it is given as

a present and that he can therefore stop paying it whenever he pleases. The
idea of its being given as "a present" h absurd, because every man's "log"
is reekoned from his book, so much being paid per garment for cutting and
trimming ; and woe betide the man who has not made enough profit for his

master ! A few of the prices paid for making clothing will no doubt also

interest your readers. For making a pair of corduroy knickerbockers (lined

through) the "hands" are paid the handsome sum of S^d. A juvenile

knickerbocker suit, lined all through, bound edges, and fancy trimming on
jacket, is made for 6d. The same style of suit, only without the fancy trim-
ming, for 5d. Boys' corduroy trousers are made for prices varying from 4^d^
to 8d. Men's ditto, from 6d. up, Is. being reckoned a good price. The prices

paid for making men?s unlined tweed trousers vary from 7d. to 14d. Most
of the common trousers are sent to large firms of sweaters in the country to

make, who employ a quantity of "hands" indoors, the masters of course

getting a large profit out of them ; so that in the case of common trousers

they get about 4^d. or 5d. for making them. If they lose a ticket they are
*

fined a farthing. For making a blue pilot reefer they get the large sum of

Is. Men's jackets are made for 8d. and 9d.—Now I want to know how
people can live honestly on sueh pay as that ? They cannot even earn enough
in a week by slaving day and night to keep body and soul together, so what
wonder if the women sell their bodies in order to get a crust for the chil-

dren ? Under the present system, a workhand gets the smallest pay for

making the hardest garment, and the highest pay for making the easiest one.

Under Socialism, I hope, this will all be changed, the worker receiving the
luxuries and comforts, and the idler nothing.—W. H.

Broxburn Miners.—At a largely attended meeting of the Scottish

Mineral Oil Association, held on Wednesday in the Chamber of Commerce,
it was reported that the miners on strike in the oil trade had arranged to

resume work at the full reduction, excepting those of the Broxburn Com-
pany. The object of their men being kept out was fully explained, viz.,

that the Broxburn Company are to be " boycotted," and should they be
beaten by these tactics, then the other companies are to be attacked singly.

The Mineral Oil Association, in pursuance of former resolutions, have now
definitely arranged to support the Broxburn Company and give them every
assistance. At a special meeting, on Wednesday, of the Broxburn Oil Com-
pany, after some discussion, a motion was agreed to that the directors take
steps to have the men who refused to work ejected from the company's
houses. With a view to giving some stimulus to the men in their struggle,

a demonstration was held on Thursday afternoon in the Broxburn Town
Hall, which was crowded. The local instrumental bands paraded the streets

for some time before the meeting. Large numbers of men from the sur-

rounding district, where work has been resumed, were also present. Mr.
John Wilson, secretary of the Union, occupied the chair. Mr. Blaikie and
Mr. Mallinson, of Edinburg*h Trades Council, next addressed the meeting.

The former said he brought with him £25, and the latter said they would
be the greatest fools under heaven if they allowed the union to be broken
up. Mr. Cunninghame-Graham, M.P., who was received with cheers, several

times renewed, said that the way he could most serve them was not only to

give them his own sympathy, but outside this country many others were
employed like them, whose eyes were on them. He would tell them of their

case to secure their sympathy. He advised them to go on till they were
successful ; but that would not be unless every man in the hall thought that

on him and him alone did the success of their struggle rest. A ballot vote

was then taken as to whether they would resume work. Only one voted for

working. ^

The measure of a man's wages is what a majority in the same occupation

can live on, for the simple reason that if he tries to get more some other

fellow who is out of a job will come forward and work for jui^t the sum that

will enable him' to live without saving anything. The slave gets his foo4

and clothing,, and house room, and an allowance for beer and whiskey. If

all the slaves should stop drinking beer and whiskey they would simply

get, no Allowance.— 2^ro7i?o Labor Reformer,
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MY AIM.
I LIVE for those >«^o lave me, whose hearts are kind and true,

For the Heaven that smiles above me, and awaits my spirit too
;

For all human ties that bind me, for the task by God assigned me

;

For the bright hopes yet to find me, and the good that I can do.

I live to learn their story, who suffered for my sake
;

To emulate their glory and follow in their wake
;

Bards, patriots, martyrs, sages, the heroic of all ages,

Whose deeds crowd History's pages, and Time's great volume make.

I live to hold communion with all that is divine.

To f.eel there is a union 'twixt Nature's heart and mine
;

To profit by affliction, reap truth from fields of fiction,

Grow wiser from conviction, and fulfil God's grand design.

I live to hail the season, by gifted ones foretold
;

When man shall live by reason, and not alone by gold
;

When man to man united, and every wrong thing righted,

The whole world shall be lighted, as Eden was of old.

I live for those who love me, for those who know me true

;

For the heaven that smiles above me, and awaits my spirit too

;

For the cause that lacks assistance, for the wrong that needs resistance,

For the future in the distance, and the good that I can do.

G. LiNx^cs Banks.

[The last stanza of above was printed in No. 88 as a poem in itself, signed
" Thomas Guthrie." It is so given in ' The Humbler Poets,' by Slason Thompson,
Chicago, 1886, 8vo, but I regret its ascription to the well-known cleric was allowed
to pass without scrutiny. Comrade N. W. Smee (with others) pointed out the
error and forwarded a copy which (after comparison with that given at p. 21 of
' Daisies in the Grass,' poems by Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Banks, London, 1865) is

here reproduced.—H. H. S.]

CORRESPONDENCE.

CONTINENTAL NOTES.
SPAIN.

Last Sunday, a mass meeting was held at Linares, where over seven thou-
sand Socialists met in order to denounce the various political parties who
try to over-reach the workers' organisations, and strong resolutions were
passed condemning participation by Socialists in party politics. The Spanish
artisans have been so often cheated by politicians of all sorts that they have
at last become tired of playing the game of these humbug democrats.

Another enthusiastic meeting was held a few days ago at Valencia, where
comrades Iglesias and Caparo, from Madrid and Barcelona respectively, de-
veloped the revolutionary Socialist ideas of the workers in direct opposition
to the recent manifesto of Pi y Margall, the chief of the Eepublican
Federalists, and the former head of the Executive of the Spanish Kepublic
of 1873. The Socialists are more and more severing their cause from that
of the Spanish Eepublican party, whose various shades are headed by men
like Pi y Margall, Zorilla, Castelar, Salmeron, who are, in spite of their
affirmations, at the bottom of their hearts the worst enemies of Socialism.

BELGIUM.
At Ghent, the strongest fortress of the Belgian Social Democratic party,

an Anarchist paper has just been started, De Opstand (the Eebellion), under
the editorship of comrade Lootens. It is in reality the third series of the
same paper, the first having been issued at Brussels by comrade De Eoy,
which was obliged to stop its publication owing to several prosecutions and
condemnations ; the second series, edited at Amsterdam by comrade Van
Ommeren, who was sentenced to one year of solitary confinement, met with
the same sad fate. We wish our new Dutch colleague good success and a
long life.

On September 24, a Congress of the Co-operative Societies of Ghent,
Brussels, Antwerp, Louvain, Tolimont, Menin, Liege, Yerviers, Ougree,
Warquegnies, and Dison, was held at Brussels in the local of the Workmen's
Party. Italy was represented by Ugo Eabeno, Holland by Otten and Vel-
thuyzen. And these nice fellows, who have at all times their mouths full

of progress and democracy, accepted a resolution declaring that the co-
operators ought to abstain themselves from all Socialistic propaganda !

M. Anseele, the leader of the Socialists of Ghent, was also the dens ex
machina of that Co-operative Congress !

After all, Belgian Socialism is becoming more , and more water and milk,
and I mean much more watfer even than milk. In a few days municipal
j^leetions are to'be held in one half of the country, and the Parti Ouvrier
(Workmen's Party) has nearly everywhere amalgamated with the corrupt
Liberal party in order to enter the municipal councils. The Liberals, having
to elect ten, twelve, or fifteen councillors in a town, allow the workers to
have one, two, and in rare- instances three candidates on their list ! And in
the preparatory meetings of these elections, one would notice such disgusting
scenes as the following one :

—
" Bourgeois : You are a candidate of the

workers. You are a Socialist. Candidate: I am a worker, sir, not an
.Anarchist or a Communist. Bourgeois : Biit a Socialist you are ? Candidate :

Well, I am a member of the Worker's party. The Chairman.: Pray let that
man with the Socialist ideas be, he knows yery well, as we do, that Socialism
cannot be realised before three or four thousand years. Don't bother him
for that. Isn't it so, sir ? Candidate : Bight you are, sir 1 "—(Extract from
La Nation^ Brussels). Now, mind you, that very candidate was, twenty
years ago, a member of the General Council of the International Working-
men's Association ! Time moves on^ and Belgian Socialism also,—but back-

At Louvain, we can at least notice the starting of a new paper, somewhat
,more Eadical than the above-mentioned cwjdidate, Le Forcat (the Gallev-
Slaye). We wish it good luck.

^

d/

SOCIALIST CO-OPEEATIOK
Sir,—As one of those who voted for comrade Davis's amendment at the

co-operative meeting on Wednesday 21st Sept., I should be glad if you wwild^
give me the opportunity of explaining the position of the minority. No one
can, of course, object to a group of people starting a co-operative store for
their own benefit ; and I have no doubt that if the Socialists start such a
store it will bring in the pecuniary benefit they need, and may lead to an
extensive business. What I must protest against is the tone of comrade
Yarley's arguments and of those who supported him, who represented that
such a business could be carried on on Socialistic principles and could be the
means of accomplishing the change in society which we desire. I must say
I was as much surprised as the postman who wandered into the meeting
expecting to hear Socialism at the style of argument used by comrade Yarley
and his supporters. The way in which the business is to succeed is by no
other means than by competition ; and comrade Yarley pointed out that by
paying no interest on capital they would thereby be able to undersell even>
the " sweaters " ! Comrade Yarley and his supporters talked quite coolly

about "killing out" the shopkeepers. Well, if they do want to kill this

class of beings out, I would ask them to have the manliness to do the killing

in a straightforward way, and not by the sneaking method of competing
them out of existence. And if by this new method of shopkeeping they
merely compete other shopkeepers out of their profession, I would remind
them that these ruined men must either join the army of paupers or enter
the ranks of the workers and increase competition amongst them ; so that
this process of killing out the shopkeepers would amount to either increasing

the army of the paupers or intensifying competition in other callings. Be-
sides that, Socialistic co-operation should begin with productive labour,

whereas this scheme is to begin with distribution; and why? In order to

make profits by trading, and thereby get capital for a productive enterprise.

Well, I don't consider this either a Socialistic or a straightforward way of

getting capital.

The advocates, of co-operation said that it would be an answer to those
enemies who complain that the Socialists are all principle and no practice.

I was surprised at such twaddle from professing Socialists. Surely the
League has a good record of practical work done in promoting the union of

the workers, and its practical work must ever consist in promoting inter-

national union, and not in starting enterprises to compete in the world's
market.^ If comrade Yarley and his supporters are not content with this,

there is plenty of good Socialistic work that can be done within the party.
Let those who have been blessed with a good education do all they can to
brighten the lives of their poorer comrades by free concerts and free instruc-

tion in the various branches of knowledge. Such practical work is of the
first importance ; for if we cannot persuade men to cast out of them the
selfishness which the present system of society engtnders, the new system
which we seek to establish will not prosper. And I am sure that the cutli-

vation of the spirit of fraternity will do more than any competitive co-opera-
tive profit-making store towards preparing men for that state of society in

which we shall live *' each for all and all for each."—Yours fraternally,

Albert Tarn.

The wages of agricultural labourers in Norfolk, recently reduced from
Il6» to 10s., are in many cases being further wdaced to 9s; per week.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Egad, E.C.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and affiliated
bodies. Library Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d. D. J. Nicoll and
W. Blundell are the Librarians.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
J. D. (Woolwich), 2s. H. A. B. (Sec), donation, 5s. A. M., 4s. "Thirsty

Soul," Is. W. B., 6d. T. B.,6d.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
For Mrs. Mowbray—A Few Fabians, per Annie Besant (weekly), 10s.—C. W.

Mowbray will be released on October 15, and it is requested that all monies and
subscription -lists be returned by that date, so that the fund may be wound up
as soon as possible after that time. J. Lane, Treasurer.

REPORTS.
Clkrkenwell.—On Wednesday, Sept. 28th, G. Porter lectured on " Living

Socialism of To-day ; " excellent discussion followed. Sunday, good open-air
meeting on Green, addressed by Turner, NicoU, Mainwaring, and Wardle. In
hall, an enjoyable " social " evening by members and friends was held. Litera-
ture steady sale.—A. T. and W. B.
FuLHAM.—For want of a lecture-room the indoor work of this branch has been

somewhat neglected for the past few months, although the usual out-door meeting
has been held at Walham Green regularly every Sunday. We are now trying; to
find a suitable room for lectures during the winter months.
Hackney.—James Allman and Quinton addressed an excellent meeting at the

Broadway, London Fields, on Wednesday last. Brooks and Cores spoke at the
Salmon and Ball on Sunday morning. J. J. Allman, James Allman, and Wb.B.
Parker addressed a good meeting in the evening at Warner Place^ Hackney Boad.
Hammersmith.—Our indoor and outdoor meetings have been well attended,

during the last few weeks, and twelve new members have joined the branch;
We have started a new open-air station at Starch Green, an outlying district, and
have some hopes of making it a good centre for propaganda.
HoxTON.—Good meeting Sunday morning. CommonweaX sold well. In the.

evening, J. R. Macdonald gave a most interesting lecture on ** The Character of
the Social Question." Discussion followed.—C. J, Y.
Kingsland Green.—A large and attentive audience addressed here by* H,

Graham. Fair sale of Commonweal,—J. F.
Mile End and Bethnal Green,—Allman and Tuimer spoke on the Wsagte

on Tuesday. Usual meeting in Victoria Park on Sunday, addressed by Lanes
Brooks, and Davis. Slight ©i^^^Bition satisfactorily answered. Good saled
CcmmonwecU.—H. M.
MiTCHAM.—Good meeting on Fair Green on Sunday moming, addxesaad xb^Tv

Kitz. 59 Commonweal sold, two new members made, and collected for. ppopo^ -

ganda, Is. 2d.—R. C.
mt- r

North London.—On Tue«d«^ last we held a very good meeting, addveaaadlby
Cawtwell, Wardle, X^Shattertan^ and -a coloured friend Dr. Taylorspoke in support:'
At Regent'^ Park on Sunday morning, Cantwell and Dsavis spoke ; 2s. 5a7^WM«
collected for propfkganda.—T* C,
Stamford HiLL.~On Sunday evening, Bkk^b and Graham addressed larg«

t

and attentive audience on Stainford Hill.—J. F*
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Glasgow. —On Saturday, Bullock, Glasier, and
Paterson went to Kilsyth, where a first-rate meeting
was held and a good deal of enthusiasm was shown.
The same three speakers also had a fine meeting at
Paisley Road Toll on Sunday at 5 o'clock. In the
forenoon of the same day, Downie and Gilbert spoke
at Jail Square, and again at the same place in the
eviening, Glasier and Downie held a very successful
meeting. Commomveal sold well at all meetings.
Kext Sunday we begin -our Sunday evening lectures
in our hall, at 8 Watson Street, off Gallowgate.—K.

Ipswich.—Unable to hold customary meetings on
Sunday ; better news next week. Two more members
enrolled.—J. R.
Leeds. — Large meeting on Sunday morning, ad-

•d^ressed by Hill, Paylor, and Sollitt. In the after-
noon, Heaford (of the S.D.F.) lectured in the Oriel
Hall. We commence our indoor lecture season next
Sunday.—T. P.
Norwich.—Morley and Slaughter addressed good

•meetings in the Market-place and Agricultural Hall
Plain. Mrs. C. xM. Wilson lectured to a crowded
audience in the evening at our hall on "The Revolt
o£ the English Workers in the 19th Century," and on
Monday evening at St. Augustine's Schoolroom, to a
very full and packed audience on *' The Social Revo-
lution," protesting against the unjust and brutal sen-
tences passed by the Dlinois Court on our eight
Chicago comrades. Collections for Mowbray Fund :—
^^ordon Hall, 7s.; St. Augustine's, lis. 6d.
Nottingham.—Sunday night, Waine and Proctor

addressed meeting' in Market-place. In rooms paper
read and discussion ensued on " The Coming Revolu-
tion."—A. M. C.

Street. Leatham presided aud made a vigorous speech
at the close. On Sunday two large meetings were
held, and proved very successful. Number of names
are being; given to form a branch.

Reports ofpolice interference at Aberdeen and Tory
riot at Lowestoft^ received as we (fo to press, vmavoid-
ahh/ left over to next number.

Norfolk. —Henderson held good meetings during
the week at Yarmouth, Carrew, St. Faith's,' Hainford
(new ground), and in Norwich on St. George's Plain,
Haymarket, and Market-place on Sunday morning
and evening.

Dorchester.—Catterson Smith, a member of the
Hammersmith Branch, lectured at the North Square
Assembly Rooms, on Monday, 26th ult., upon "So-
cialism." There was a good attendance, the lecture
was closely followed and much applauded; good dis-
cussion at the close, followed by vote of thanks to
lecturer.

Woolwich.—Last Sunday, Barker spoke at the
Arsenal Gates to a large audience on the " Aims of
the Socialists." We had a little opposition, which
was easily disposed of. Literature sold well, and a
collection was made to defray branch expenses. A
meeting of those desirous of joining the Political
Economy class, which will be conducted by Graham
Wallas, in connection with the Working Men's Col-
lege, Great Ormond Street, will be held in the Middle-
class School, Upper Market Street, Woolwich, on
sSaturday, Oct. 9th, at 4 p ju.

North of England Socialist Federation.

,Burradon. — First Socialist meeting was held in

this viihige on Monday, Geo. Handy in chair ; speaker
had full sympathy of audience. Every prospect of

good branch here.

Annitsfokd.—Usual weekly meeting held at Dudley
Colliery. Macdoiiald spoke on the "Irish ()uestioii

from a ^Socialist Standpoint." F. Rivett m tlie chair.

ISeatox Delaval. — Meeting postponed in order
that its members might attend C. Bradlaugli's iiieet-

ijig, which Avas rather a lively one.

Blytii.—Good meeting held in the Market-place on
Saturday night.

East Holywell. — Macdonald lectured on "The
government, what it can do for the People, and what
the People can do for themselves."
North Shields.—J. H. Stevens spoke on the May-

side on " The Policy Pursued by the Liberal Hack
Labour (?) Representatives," being warmly applauded
by the crowd.
South Shields.—Macdonald spoke in Market-place

to sympathetic crowd.
M. Mack, Gen. Sec, 4, Back Marlow St., Blyth.

Scottish Land and Labour League.

Dundee Branch.—Mahon spoke on Monday and
Tuesday at the Bank and West Port. Branch meet-

ing held^nd provisional committee and officers elected.

Arrangements' made for holding" three open-air meet-

ings a-week by members of branch. Also agreed to

take a good-sized hall for a course of indoor lectures

during the winter.

LocHEE.—Mahon spoke here Tuesday. Agreed
that members join Dundee branch, and that meetings

should be continued. Looal secretary appointed to

collect subscriptions.

Cabnoustie Branch.—Large meeting on 27th to

bear Mahon, but had to be stopped after half an hour's

speaking owing to rain-storm. Meeting of branch

afterwards, and secretary and provisional committee

appointed. Arrangements made for takuig a hall and

organising winter meetings.

Arbroath Branch.—On Sept. *29 Mahon lectured

to Bootmakers' Union on Socialism and Trade-union-

ism. Oh 30th a meeting was held at Brothock Bridge

and second meeting in High Street Hall. Good dis-

cussion took place, and seven new members enrolled.

Branch flourishing.—W. S., sec.

Aberdeen.—First Socialist propaganda opened here

by Mahon Oct. 1. Town had previously been prepared

by the vigorous advocacy of Socialism carried on by
the.Rev. A. Webster (Unitarian). Comrades Leatham,
Duncan, and Barron, and friends Genie and Bisset.

Rennie, helped in arrangement of meetings. Saturday

night Mahon addressed about 1000 people in Castle

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Bloomsbury,—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,
Tottenham Court Road, W. On Thursday Oct. 13,
Mr. Barry, ** Scientific Boycotting." 20th. Mr.
Varley, "Socialistic Co-operation."

ChrJcenvjelL—Hall of the Socialist League, 1.3 Farring-
don Road;^ E.G. Sunday October 9, at 8.30, Mrs.
C Wilson, "The Social Revolution." Wednesday
©ct. 12, at 8.30, a lecture.

Hackney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room op^n every evening from 8 till 11.30. ; Satur-
day 7 till 12.30 ; Sunday 11 a.m. till 12 p.m.

Hammersmitfi. —Kelmscott House. Upper Mall, W.
Sunday October 9, at 8 p.m. Wm. Morris, "The
Poetry and Sagas of the North."

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—Globe Coffee House, 227 High St.,

Hoxton. Members' Meeting on Saturday at 8.30.

On Sunday 9, at 8.30, J. H. Pope, "Our Parochial
System."

Mifcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till IL

Mile-end and Bethnal GrpeN..—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road. Business Meeting every Thursday at 9 p.m.
Debating Class for members after Business Meeting.

PROVINCES.
Arbroath (Scot. Sect.).—High Street Hal). Meeting

Friday evenings. W. Smith, 17 Lindsay St., sec.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Carnoystie (Scottish Section : Forfarshire).—Secretary
pro tevi.), D. M'Doiigal, East Path.

Coiadenbeafh [Scot. Sec).—J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI., sec

Dublin.—Irish Labour League, Carpenters' Hall, 75
Aungier Street. Meetings every Thursday at 8 p.m.

Dundee {Soot. Sect.).—Victoria Caf^. Meets Fridays
7.30. A. Si^npson, 10 Fords Lane, secretary.

Dysart and Gallatoirn [Scottish Section: Fife).—Sin-

clairtown and Boreland men may euro?? in this

branch. Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Ros&)yn St.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park St. Business
Meeting Thursdays at 7.30. Discussion Class 8 p.m.
Sunday night lectures, Trades Hall, High Street.

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, G Victoria St., sec.

Glasgow.—84 John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.
till 10 p.m. daily. Choir Practice, Wednesday at 8.

In the Hall, 8 Watson Street, (Tallovvgate, lecture

on Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.

HamiUoii.—Pnton's Hall. Chapel St. Thursday, 7.'>0.

//li^/.—Merrill's Dairy, 50 Walker St. Mondays-, at 8.

Leeds.— 17 Cheshani St., Sweet St. Club open every
evening. Bnsiot-s.s meeting Wednesdays at 8 p. n).

On Sunday October 9, at 7 p.m., T. Maguire, '' The
Need of a Labour Party."

Leicester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Frida\ s H.t S.

Lochee (Scottish Section : Forfa* shire).—Secretary (7~/?^o

tern.), P. M'Doucral, 10 Mercer Street.

Norwich.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures
every Sunday at 8. Business Meeting Monday at

8.30. Speakers' Class Sun<^ay at 10.30 a..m. and
Wednesday 8 p.m. Social Evening Saturdays at 8.

Nottingham.—Club and Reading Rooms, 1 Tokenhouse
Yard, Bridlesmith Gate, open every evening. Lec-
tures and Discussions every Sunday.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25^ Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.
Walsall.—Temperance Hall. Meets every Monday,

Leeds.—Sunday: Vicar's Croft, 11 a.na.

Norwich Branch.—Sunday : Mari^et Place at 3 ; Agri-
cultural Hall Plain at 7. - i

^

Dereham.—Every Wednesday, MaSPket Plac0 ttl 7.

Yarmouth.—Thursday, on the Quay, at 7.30.

St. Faith's.—Sunday, on the Green, at 3. "-^ ^^^
,

Norwich.—Carrow, Friday at 1.30. St. Georgcnfe^
Plain, Saturday at 1.15. Haymarket, Saturday '

1

at 8. Market Place, Sunday at 11 and 8.'

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 9.

9. 30 . . . Starch Green Hammersmith Branch
11. 30...Hackney—Salmon and Ball ...Graham & Davis
11.30.. .Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Lane &Brooks
1 1.30. . .Kingsland Green Wade
11. 30...Merton—Haydons Road ,.The Branch
11.30...Mitcham Fair Green The Branch
11. 30... Regent's Park SjKkriing

1 1 . 30 . . . vSt. Pancras Arches Bartlett & Cooper
ll.30...Walham Green The Branch
3 ...Hyde Park Graham
4 ...Victoria Park Barker
7 ...Stamford Hill Lane
7 . . .Clerkenwell Green Mainwaring

Monday.
8 ...Polygon, Somers Town Parker

Tuesday.
8 ...Mile-end Waste Graham & Flockton
8 ...Ossulton St., Euston Road Bartlet & Utley

Wednesday,
8 ... Broadway, London Fields Sparling

Thursday.
8 ...Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Cooper

Woolwich.—Arsenal Gates, Sunday October 9, at

7 o'clock—W. H. Utley, ** The Meaning of Socialiam."

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—JaiPs Sqiiare: Saturday, 6 p.m.—Downie,

Gilbert, and Adams. Sunday, 1 p.m.—Glasier,

Paterson, and Bulloch.
Paisley Road Toll: Sunday, 5 p.m.—Glasier, Bul-

loch, Downie, and M*Kechnie.
Kilsyth.—Saturday at 6 p.m.—Bulloch, Glasier, and

Paterson.

SCOTTISH LAND AND LABOUR LEAGUE.
[Scottish Section ofihe Socialist League)

Fri. 7

—

Arbroath. Branch Business Meeting, High
Street Hall, 8 p.m.

,, Carnoustie. The Cross, 7 p.m. Lecture by
Mahon in Good Templars' Hall, 8 p. m.

Sat. 8

—

Lochee. Corner of Mid St. , 4 p. m. , Mahon.
,, Dundee. Grassmarket, 7 p.m.

Sun. 9

—

Edinburgh.—Quel's Park, 3 p.m.

,, Dundee. West Port, 11 a.m. Hilltpwn,
3 p.m. High Street, 6.30. Lecture by
Mahon on "The Policy of the Socialist

Party," Trades Hall, Tay Bridge .Station,

8 p.m.
Fri. 14

—

Dysart. The Cross, 7 p.m.

i, Gallatown. The Big Brae, 8.15 p.m.
Sun. 16—Meetings at Edinburgh^ Dundee , etc., as

usual.

Aberdeen.—Meetings on Saturday and Sunday, Oct.
9th and 10th. For time and place see local press.

On Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday meetings will

be held at Edinburgh in connection with the Miners*"

Conference.

Eleusis Club, 180 King's Road, Chelsea.—On
Friday October 7th, at 8 p.m., Annie Besant (Fabian
Society) will lecture, " Why we Work for Socialism.'*"

Ipswick.—Public meeting in Co-operative Hall,

October 15, at 8 p.m., to welcome C. W. Mowbray on
his release. Speakers—Mowbray, Kitz, Mainwaring,
and others.

North of England Socialist Federation.

Branches and Secretaries.

Annitsford.—F. Rivett, Dudley Colliery.

Backworth.—W. Maddison, C. Pit.

Consett.—J. Walton, Medonsby Road.
Blyth.—Martin Mack, 4 Back Marlow Street.

South Shields.—F. Dick, 139 Marsden Street, West.
North Shields.—0. T. Harrison, 24 Queen Street.

East Holywell.—J. M'Lean, Top Row, Bates's Cottages-

West Holywell—Y. M'Carroll, West Holywell.
Seat071 DelavaL- W. Day, Seaton Delaval.

Seghill.—Wm. Whalley, New Square.
M. Mack, Gen. Sec, 4 Bai-k Marlow Street, Blyth.

gOCIALIST CO - OPERATIVE COMM ITTEE.—
Meeting at Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon*

Road, on Sunday October 9, at 3 p.m. prompt.

'COMMONWEAL' PRINTINa FUND.

A GRAND CONCERT
IN AID OF THE ABOVE FUND

WILL BE HELD AT

13 FARRINGDON ROAD, E.C.,

ON SATURDAY OCTOBER 15th

When an Original Dramatic Sketch wiul bk
produced for the first time.

Tickets and all particulars from H. A. Barker and
W. Blundell, at 13 Farringdon Road.

FREE SPEECH IN AMERICAt

Seven men condemned to death for
holding a public meeting.

A PUBLIC MEETING
IN SUPPORT OF

THE RIGHT OF FREE SPEECH
WILL BE HELD AT

SOUTH PLACE INSTITUTE,
FiNSBURY, EC,

On Friday October 14,
At Eight p.m.

Several Prominent Radicals and Socialiats

will take part.

The Commitee organising the meeting consists of
Annie Besant, Joseph Lane, William MoBiusty
G. Bernard Shaw, Charlotte Wilson, and

H. A. Barker, Secretary,

Printed and Published by William Hobrib an Jo«m
%t 13 Farringdor Boad, London
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NOTES.
Mr. Champion's address at the Church Congress was as well received

as could be expected, although very naturally a meeting largely com-
posed of officials, was much disturbed at his attack on the head official,

the Queen. A more or less friendly critic remarked that Socialism

proposed to give plenty and wealth to everybody, but neglected their

spiritual condition. To a non-ecclesiastical mind a good foundation for

a sound spiritual condition would appear to be the common-place virtue

fcalled honesty, and, unless the Church Congress is much belied by the

reporters, that virtue seems to be too ccmmon-place to be noticed by
these

' providers for the spiritual life of the nation. The spirit of the
meeting, especially during the discussion of that most spiritual question
of tithes, was decidedly in accordance which the ancient motto, Get all

jou can, and keep what you get.

A Mr. Grier said, however, with much truth, that the English people,

from the days of Hengist and Horsa to those of Lord Randolph
"Churchill and Burmah, was always ready to take everything they could
lay their hands on. Well, the proverb, ''Like people, like priest," is a
good one, but Mr. Grier must remember it has two edges ; and I must
come back to my text and say that the most spiritual persons ought to

be the most honest—though they seldom are.

One genius said that he feared that beliind the apparently-innocent
appearance of Socialism the livid spectre of Communism lay hid. This
reminds me of an agreeable scene enacted at a rather stormy open-air

meeting at which I was present, when a furious opponent said, " Why,
at this rate you will be approving of the deeds of the Paris Commune."
Whereat a reverend and much respected comrade sprang forward and
addressed this retailer of stale news much as follows :

" Sir, you have
made a most remarkable discovery, a most remarkable discovery ! Sir,

I beg to congratulate you on your remarkable discovery ! Sir, you are

a fool
!

"

Mr. Archj in addressing a great meeting of field-labourers, has been
lamenting the sacking of Messrs. Fenwick and Burt, and, taking his cue
from the respectable Liberal papers, iias been telling them that it is

probably a piece of treachery—the work of Tory intrigue and so forth.

Why does Mr. Arch talk such nonsense, when he either knows the real

facts or can easily find them out if he does not ? He need not profess

fear of the Northumbrian miners turning Tories ; but if he thinks it a
misfortune thatthey should turn Socialists he has considerable cause
for fear.

Perhaps no Government ever took so little by an attack on freedom
.as the present Tory Government have taken in prosecuting Lord Mayor
Sullivan; the defeat was so overwhelming that the only excuse the
•Government prints could find was in the stupidity of their own officials.

It has given the Nationalists an opportunity for a most successful

•demonstration at the cheapest possible price. For the rest, though one
dSnds it hard to help smiling at the spectacle of the Lord Mayor,
attended by mace and sword, a prisoner in the police court, yet it is a
.good augury of the time when local bodies shall find themselves in

formal opposition to the stupid centralisation, which a little time ago
vseemed to be all triumphant.

The news of the "Socialist Disturbance" in New York demands
•explanation. That the American police should break up a Socialist

meeting with the most brutal violence is nothing remarkable, unfor-

^tunately, even setting aside their exploits at Chicago, for they are on
iike whole the most brutal of all the defenders of law and order. But
what explanation can there be of Mr. Henry George's followers attacking
the Socialists except that that gentleman has ratted and joined the
Capitalist camp? Definitely as we Socialists differ from Mr. George,
this would be a great disappointment to some of us, since he has always
been put forward as a specially honest man and a lover of progress in
»11 forms.

.

W. M.

During the enquiry into the death of Head-Constable Whelehan this

past week, nothing has been so plain as that it was a hatched-up affair

arranged by the police. Whether by Governmental instructions, in
order to get an " efficient cause " for the coercion policy, or whether it

was on their own account, to gain credit, has not been made clear ; but
what is clear is that unless the informer Callinan had worked up the
business nothing would have happened.

In England, police intimidation and domiciliary visits ; in Ireland,

treachery and stupid official brutality ; in " Hail Columbia, happy

land ! '^ the same as in Ireland—persecution for opinion and judicial

murder ; all these things are the bourgeois employing against the great

movement which is growing so rapidly everywhere.

But their tools fail them sometimes. Last week a constable at Gwee-

dore refused to fire upon the people; an inspector at Mitchelstown

dared to tell the truth and shame his superiors ; many others are

leaving or preparing to leave ^'the force ;" even a hardened policeman

has some humanity left in him sometimes, and recognises that it is to

the oppressed people that he belongs.

Careful propaganda should be made, by all can do so, among soldiers

and policemen, and that speedily, for nothing so effectually frightens a

government as to find the " strong hand " weakening on which it relies,

and the force which rests upon slipping away from it.

It cannot be too much insisted upon that there is inevitable war

between ''the classes and the masses," and that the army, navy, and

police are, by the necessity of their position, against the latter. But they

are drawn from the "masses," and may be made to realise that when
these gain their end, the extinction of class, there will be more honour-

able and pleasanter work for them than the Quilp-c?/^w-Judas employ-

ment they now follow.

The East London Waterworks Company, which issued its annual

report on 14th inst., has earned some notoriety in the past year by

reason of the eels in its mains and its intermittent supply, but can

show an increase in its revenue of nearly £2,000 for the half-year and

a decrease in its expenditure. Thus the company has been prospering

while the people whom it serves have had to endure the inconvenience

and risks of a short supply during the past summef.

The unfortunate customers of the company have suffered by the

drought, but it has rolled in the shekels for the shareholders. The
chairman boldly defended the intermittent supply, and threw all the

blame on those " who had unadvisedly removed their cisterns, and who
neglected to fill a receptacle during the day ;

" but the collectors of the

company apparently have not "neglected " to collect the rates, whether

a supply of water was obtained or not.

Instances of this kind of thing are always recurring, and all that can

be said is that, so long as the people allow monopoly to control the neces-

saries of life, they must expect to be fleeced. That they should be so

patient while profit is made out of their mishaps is not one of the least

surprising circumstances of the case.

Those who speak so readily and constantly of the " improved position"

of the workers should read the report of the discussion between the

Vestry of St. Luke's and the costers of Whitecross Street upon a poll-

tax that the former proposed to levy upon the latter. One of the costers

said :

—

" There is not one of us who don't pay double the rent we did years ago. I

pay treble. I have paid for the same accommodation 2s., 4s., 6s., a^d 9s. 6d. I

am not in a position to pay what I am paying now;, and ought not to have to pay
it. The parish has gone down very much through the pulling down of the houses,

and the building of the * models * has not made it better."

S.

AN APPEAL TO THE MINERS.
ADDRESSED TO THEIR DELEGATES IN CONFERENCE

AT EDINBURGH, OCTOBER 11th, 1887.

Fellow Workmen,—
Though not a miner, I feel that no apology is needed in address'

ing you on the Labour Question. You are now too fully convinced o^

the identity ^of the interests of all workmen to refuse an impartial

consideration to arguments, because advanced by one who is not of

your own calling. The following words are addressed to you in the

hope that they may be the means of inducing you and the half million

of mining operatives whom you represent to look deeper into the labour

problem than you have been accustomed to do.

The very holding of this Conference, whatever its immediate results

may be, is a step in the right direction. The interests of the 520,000
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men, women, and childfe^ who toil in and about our-Hninejr aw^t^
seum^ 7Mn sufferinga am bowws* in-^ e<mi«o«i«, the wrwiga oi eaah are

ta»8*& ti^ ia/ttd"' felt hf all ; th^ ^»e iJo^^ viatimszoi tbex aam^ syBtem oi

0{^!?P8»i<i», aad tlwiH:* deliveraRce- eai^ ofilj' b© acb!i«v€d by- th& s^lM^

eo^i^tftail^ion ol tfe#*^ole mft»«,i»*a one gres* Federations, But, stiiH'

ftiH^Jtr, i?e^8mb«f» tba* tbfe wh^e of th© minepg are- but part 06^ the^

wur^ltog: ela«« j, tbftt your iaa^teretts are j iis<i aa nearly related to tbe*

GjWa^Jve^^m thB factories, the labourer* in- the field, and th%i seamen,
on th® main as to your neigfe%ours in the pit; and that to gain your
own rights you must unite with the rest of the workers and help in

the great struggle for the universal emancipation of labour.

The object of your Conference is to discuss (1) the best means of

limiting the output of coal; (2) a fortnightly holiday; (3) National
Federation

; (4) an eight hours day enforced by law. The object of

your 1st, 2nd, and 4th proposals is to wring better terms from your
employers. You hope, by restricting the supply of coal, to raise prices,

and, by raising prices, to raise wages. You hope also in doing this to

lessen the shamefully long hours per day which most of you are com-
pelled to work at present. A word of criticism from a Socialist point
of view may be useful to you on these points.

In every attempt to better your hard lot the thorough sympathy of

all Socialists is with you. But do not be too moderate in your demands.
Whatever relief you get, if indeed you get any under the present
system, will be got, not from the generosity, but from the fears of your
masters. The less you ask the less you will get. Moderate rebellion

against such im-moderate wrongs is at least bad policy, and even looks

like cowardice. To appeal for such paltry concessions is but a waste
of time. If you got all you ask for, you would find in a very short

time that you had only a bogus benefit. Your policy is based on the
assumption that you can regulate competition—and that ife utterly

beyond your power. With increasing markets, you can just manage
to raise wages a very little ; but with decreasing markets, with appli-

ances for the saving of coal in manufactures in eager demand, with
the attempts to save labour in the getting of coal, and with the enormous
strides that are being made in the application of electricity, it is sheer

madness to think that you can succeed. The advantages of the
capitalists are too great for you ever to dream of winning if this policy

is to be your only way of fighting. You are too weak, even if ever so

well organised, to force a rise of prices. The employers, also, are

unable, as well as unwilling, to grant any great advance. Home and
foreign competition is pressing upon them harder and harder. Although
there is practically no importation of coal into this country, and no
danger of there being much, foreign competition has still to be dealt

with. The price of coal has a direct and powerful influence on
the price of iron and steel, and an indirect, though less powerful,

influence on the price of all manufactures. If you carefully and fully

measure the strength of the forces against you in this policy, you will

surely see that it is sheer folly to depend upon it alone.

An eight hours day and a fortnightly holiday is becoming a popular
workman's programme. It is welcome as a slight advance ; but it is a

superficial proposal if intended as a means of permanently bettering

your condition. Do not disregard the lesson that Free Trade presents

to you ! It was right in principle, as the movement for shortening the

hours of labour is. It put a few pence into one of your pockets, and
took just about the same amount out of the other. The eight hours
bill will be just the sane story over again. Miners, of all men, ought
to know that their long hours is a less evil than the intensity with
which they have to labour. The piece-work system which they have
been unable to get rid of compels them to strain every nerve and work
like slaves in order to earn even the average wage ; and shorter hours
means either smaller wages or harder work, or, at the best, a judicious

mixture of both.

Do not think that these criticisms are made in an unfriendly way
for the purpose of chilling your hopes of amelioration. It is notfrom want
of sympathy nor interest in seeing your lot bettered, but from fear that

you are about to waste energy and raise Jalse hopes by going about it in
the ivrong way. The advantages you have are few, and the chance of

winning further advantages very small. By all means stick to what
you have, and try to get as much more in the same Avay as you can ; but
let your- ultimate aim be a thorough and real change which will end the

petty and; continual squabble between capitalist and labourers.

The third point in your list of subjects for discussion is really the

most important of all. The Federation of the Minei's of the whole
' county is a most important step. You have already a Miners' National

Union, which is, however, unknown to fame except as a means of

collecting money to pay part of the election expenses of your labour

M.P.'s (of whom more anon). Let us hope no more abortions of the

same kind will come to light. What is wanted now is a real Federa-
tion of the Miners' Unions for the purpose (1) of bringing the strength

of the whole body to the support of each district in times of labour

disputes
; (2) to extend and strengthen the unions where they are now

weak; (3) to promote a great federation of all trades— a gigantic

union which will include the whole working-class ; and (4) to consider
the ways and means of efi'ecting such a change as will secure to the
working-class not merely bigger wages but the full fruits, of their labour.

The first three points will be accepted by all the advanced spirits of

the labour movement, and it is surely unnecessary to urge them here.

The fourth is the one which most needs discussion. You must now see

that a mere struggle for higher wages and shorter hours is not enough.
The cause erf the whole evil is that capital and land are monopolised
by a class which uses them as instruments for the robbery of labour.

Limiting and regulating this robbery is most unsatisfactory even when

SQCcesafi&il. You must stop the systems of robbery, altogether. The
laJbonT^proW^m'ifi (l) Thab'-usefui work iS^ no^providted f6i*^ att; (2)
That^eveiT when worfe is g<>t the retttvn tor the labourers i^ les*- than
the value ol the work done; (3») Thfett- the work id doft© under un-
healthy and sl«wFi«h! condiltioiiS. All these e^ils spring from- th(& com-
petitive system wMchi Socialists vish you to unite in breakings dom^n.

Sooner or Uter you Tm*^ take thia ad your aim. If you choosre- you
can ^aste a few naore years m t^yiiftg to ge*^- justice- out of capitalitets

—

but you might as well try to get blood out of a stone. As long as

your labour is organised by masters for their own profit, they must
grind you down and take everything from you but the price of some
bread and butterine. Whenever you take the means of production
into your own control, and organise your own labour in your own in-

terests, all the fuss and war about wages, prices, gluts, depressions,,

etc., will be at an end.

The only purpose of this address is to put forward certain principles

and to gain your adhesion to them. It would be out of place to lay

down the details of the movement by which you are to gain these ends^

The methods of propaganda and the practical work of putting these

principles into operation are for you to decide. The essential thing is^

that instead of higgling and bargaining about the price at which you
will sell yourselves to masters in the labour-market, you should now
become your own masters and get the full fruits of your labour.

. Whatever step you take towards organising the workers, begin hy
severing yourselves from Tory and Liberal politicians. However you
may shape your politics you must clearly reckon on the opposition of

Liberals and Tories alike. To-day the cause of labour is degraded by
men who, under the name of "labour representatives," drag you after

the Liberal party. Tories and Liberals alike are the defenders of the

rights of property as against the rights of labour. Both parties have
humbugged the working-class all through, and it is time now that you
made it clearly understood by those who claim to be your leaders that

they must make no compromise with the defenders of monopoly. In
future the workers must rely upon themselves, they must keep their

organisation clear of middle-class influence, and they must go to the

root of this question instead of merely nibbling at the fringes of it.

Edinburgh, October 1887. J. L. Mahon.

FREEDOM OF CONTRACT.
(Continued from p. 323.)

For all practical purposes, then, we may conclude that the labourer

is considered not, as Mr. Bradlaugh asserts, as the slave of old was con^

sidered—" a kind of conscious machine "—but a mere machine carrying

its own motive force, the iirice of ivhich is determined by the _2;rice of
the restoration of that force. All this Mr. Bradlaugh seems to deny,

as will be seen by the following extract from the speech I have been

commenting on :
" I take it, then, that to-day, by all reasonable men,,

the labourer is reckoned with, not as a man who is a servant, not as a^

man who is a serf, not .as a man who is a slave, but as a person who has

his labour to sell, and who is entitled to make a fair bargain for that

labour before the world."

Perhaps the best refutation of this astounding piece of nonsense is in

Mr. Bradlaugh's own words, written some time before the delivery of

the speech at Korthampton.
"It is warmly contended," writes Mr. B. (* Labour's Prayer,' p. 4)

" that the capitalist and labourer contend for the division of the fund

appropriable in fair and open field ; that the capitalist has his money
to employ, the man his labour to sell ; that if workmen are in excess of

the capitalist's requirments, so that the labourer has to supplicate for

employment, wages cannot rise, and will probably fall ; but that if, on

the contrary, capital has need to invite additional labourers, then'

wages must rise. That is the law of supply and demand brought pro-

minently forward.

"In great part this is true, but it is not true that capital and labour

compete in fair and open field, any more than it is true that an ironclad

war-vessel, with heavy ordnance, would compete in fair field with a.

wooden frigate equipped with the matt,'Id m use thirty years ago.

Capital is gold-plated, and carries loo many guns for unprotected

labour.
" The intelligent capitalist makes the laws afiecting master and servant-

which the uneducated labourer must obey, but has no effective voice to

alter. The capitalist forms the government of the country, which in

turn protects capital against labour ; this government the labourer

must sustain, and dares not modify. The capitalist does combine, and

has combined, and the result of this combination has been an unfair

appropriation of the divisible fund." Exactly.

It is evident Mr. Bradlaugh has altered his opinions lately, for when^

tho same contention has been made by Socialists he has stoutly denied it.

" What are the rights of capital V asked Mr. B., at Northampton, " for

capital has rights," he assured his audience. I was certainly under the'

impression that only human beings had rights ; I have never for one=

moment dreamed that things inanimate had rights until Mr. B.

said so. Bights imply duties, and are, therefore, the attributes of the

human race.

"There are people who talk absolute nonsense," continued Mr. B.^

" who say that capital should be given without interest and used without

profit, and who talk of making revolution against the capitalist classw

Those men are either enemies of the people, or they are idiots : they are

either traitors to the people, or they are madmen. If you want to dig

a field and you have no spade, if you can earn something by digging.
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and some other one has that spade, you must pay for the loan and use

of that spade. It is impossible that capital will enterprise itself to

zna^e you live more easily unlisss capital has some inducement."
' I willingly grant that you pay for the use of the spade, but to whom
is the pay due 1 Mr. B. tells us it is due to the capitalist. The pay is

due to the labourer who produced ib, and not the capitalist who possesses

it. The word " capital " is used here as something that will not enter-

prise itself to make you live more easily unless it has some inducement.

This can only be understood by the substitution of the word capitaH^^

for capital, and then, read through the spectacles of Mr. B. when he
wrote * Labour's Prayer,' it becomes as clear as daylight, and despite the

denunciation of Socialists indulged in by Mr. B. as " traitors " and
** idiots," this very slight alteration of his proposition will render the

true* position, and make the Socialists right and Mr. B. wrong.
It is interesting to note that the two individuals—the one who made

the spade and the one who wishes to use it—are both producers, while

the one who owns the spade, the capitalist, is an idler ; and it is he
who stands between the two labourers and prevents the one from using

the product of the other unless he can make a profit by the process.

^*What is capital?" asked Mr. B. Sir Thomas Brassey, speaking at

the Jndustrial Remuneration Conference (and, by the way, I think that

was a good sign—rich men and poor men, men with millions and men
with nothing—met together in Piccadilly, London, last year to discuss

if it were possible to improve the relations between Capital and Labour.
It was the first time that that was ever done in England ; it should be
done again and again)—Sir Thomas Brassey, speaking as a representative

,
of Capital, used these three phrases :

" (1) Abstinence from enjoyment is

the only source of Capital
; (2) it is upon the increase of Capital that

the advance of wages depends
; (3) while Labour is the vivifying prin-

ciple which preserves Capital from decay."

Abstinence the only source of capital ! Abstinence is a passive, not

>an active, quality ; nothing is produced by it ; the wealth of the country
is in no way increased by it.

Capital is created by Labour. Now, Labour is an active quality.

Besides, even supposing that abstinence is a creative virtue, who is it

abstains? Sir Thomas Brassey] The only thing that Sir Thomas
Brassey abstains from doing is useful work ; and if we are to take into

account abstinence from enjoyment at all, how about the workers of

the country, who are almost total abstainers from any kind of enjoy-

ment? T^y do ail the work of the country, and consume the smallest

siiace of i«rbat they produce ; while those who look on and never do a
^antistir take and consume the largest share of any. The labourers

build JSumptuous palaces, and live in hovels ; weave broadcloth, and
wear shoddy ; cut beautiful roads, and live in slums. Who abstains,

then 1 It needs no answer ; the thing answers itself. Therefore, if

abstinence is the source df capital, the workers are the source from
which it flows, even on this showing. H. Davis.

{To be concluded.)

and pity, and their prayers go not unheeded into every cottage in Chicago. We
have come to this great city for aid. We say to the good people of this great

and cultured community, * Come, let us reason together.' If they deny us their

kindly help we know not where to turn. We must then nerve ourselves for the
,

worst, and God knows what that will be."

Dr. GifFen seems to be again on the stump. The capitalist papers report

in full a paper which he must have read before some scientific institution or

other. Naturally, as it becomes the flunkey of bourgeoisdom, the report be
makes of British progi^ess, especially of the labouring man's progress, is satis-

factory indeed. We are told savings increase,/paupers decrease, and working
mer are earning comfortable wages. A sceptic once defined statistics to be
the science of lying in figures. Probably Dr. -Gifl'en acts up to this definition,

as the impression amongst the peoples themselves is very different to Di\

Giffen's tell-tales. Ah, if we had but once the occasion, time, etc., to investi-

gate at proper quarters these figures, to examine into the ways of workhouses,

charitable institutions, etc., we might be enabled to tell a tale forcing even

Mr. Broadhurst to admit there is something radically wrong. However,
now and then we stumble acrosss a case which explains to us the way to

decrease workhouse expenses. Here is one. The steamer '"Warwjck"

arrived here a few days ago from Bristol, England, having on board Katie

and Minnie Peters, consigned to the Children's Aid Society of New Yoi%."

The Board of Public Charities, acting under the advice of the Secretary of

the Treasury, decided that the children were amenable to the Act of Congress

prohibiting the landing of foreigners liable to become public charges, and

instructed the captain of tlie "Warwick" to return them to England. The
children were sent by Mark Whitehall, a justice of the peace and superin-

tendent of the poor in Bristol. The captain of the "Warwick," when tol(^

to take the children back, expressed much surprise, and said that Mr. White- -^

hall had frequently sent destitute children to New York and that the

authorities of that port never objected to the landing of the children !

There has been no change in the situation in the Lehigh Valley (Pa.),

miners being still out. Those in the Schuylkill and the Wyoming Valleys

are at work, the former at the advance of 8 per cent. The threatened strike

of 8000 Connellsville coke operatives has been postponed until October 2.

List of Strikes for September.

Number of Strikers from September 1 to September 16 ... ... 36,226

Ashaway, R. L, weavers against reduction'of wages ... ... 26

Evansville, In d., miners, for advance, Sept. 17 ... ... ... 250
Wilkesbarre, Pa., asphalt-workers,. for advance, Sept. 16 ... ... 150
Pittsburgh, Pa., Iron-workers, against discharge of men, Sept 17. •

Succeeded Sept. 19 ... ... ... ... ... ... 500
New York City tile-layers, for advance, Sept. 17 ... ... ... 23
Wareham, Mass., CVanberry-pickers, for advance, Sept. 20 ... ... 500
Cincinnati, Ohio, Gripmen on the Mt. Adams and Eden Cable Road,

against discharge of employ^, Sept. 17 ... ... ... 75
Randolph, Mass., Edge-setters, agaiiMSt em^loyaient of green-hand,

Sept. 21. Failed ... ... ... ... ... ... —
New York City builders, against employment of non-union plumbers,

Sept. 22 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 200
New York City labourers, for ia»ck;|»ay, Sept. 21 ... ... ... 30
Yonkers, N. Y.,7tiiafefeiDifits, ba<3£,pay, Sept. 21 ... ... ... 100
Hoboken, N. J., silk-weavers (^upl«),, again«t peductian, Sept. 21 ... 20

New York,rSepteml*er 28, 1887. H.
38,100

Charles.

ANOTHER LETTER FROM AMERICA.
**True as steel are the friends of the seven men whom the courts of Illinois

-iMLve doomed to death in atonement for the tragedy in the Haymarket.
They know no discouragement ; they disdain despair. No toil is too irksome,
no saerifice too great in the task they have taken upon themselves." These
.are words not written by papers sympathetic to the cause of labour, but by
•capitalistic sheets, and they tell of devotion which has only been approached
by the early Christian martyrs.
The case will be carried before the Supreme Court of the United States.

This is the latest news I can report to the readers of the Commonweal. Cap-
tsm Black, the legal assistant of the condemned men during their trial,

arrived last Friday in New York from Chicago and at once went to see
General Eoger A. Pryor, one of the greatest experts in legal matters. The
two men were closeted in the strictest privacy for two hours, but when
rOaptain Black came out of the office he looked joyfuL "I have won him to
our side," the Captain said. " He is satisfied that both justice and law lie

with us; that we are certain to win our object." "1 have not the least

doubt that our application for a writ of error will be granted," explained
•GenenalPryor to the reporters. "Indeed, the records show so many errors
in the ruling and in the trial that I cannot -see how our application can be
denied." Most of the prominent lawyers express the opinion that no diffi-

oulty would be met with in securing the writ of error. Of course a writ of
error is not equivalent to a rev^ersatof the judgment of the Illinois vSuprerae
Court, but it allows a delay in the execution until the case is finally disposed
of by U.S. Supreme Court., The state of affairs in Chicago appears to be
highly critical. Mrs. Black, the wife of Captain Black, gives the following
graphic description :

*'The town is torn by a tornado of Gonflicting paasions—hate, pity, rage,
sorrow—each with tense violence struggling for mastery. God knows where it

will end. A very panic has seized the community. Our homes, our lives are
near to destruction. Men speak of the danger that overhangs u*Vall in accents of
fear and horror. Women turn pale and tremble at the very mention of the
-momentous crisis that is at hand. In the presence of our little-t>nes we are silent

^ ihe. dismal hour that threatens to darken the memory of their childhood days.
We arQ dealing with men made desperate by weight of woe. They see their
iri^i^'on the brink of an abyss over which wild, unreasoning passion works to
hurl -them to disgraceful death. Heaven help us if the worst comes. The story
^^ their revenge will be wTitten in solemn colours in the annals of the age.
•^/fiMmikly, we fear them.

• '^^*P?®'^^ Black's position is indeed no pleasant one in this unhappy affair. He
IS upbraided by the one side for the moderation which he has^urged and demanded ;

"toe 'IS denounced by the enemies of the Anarchists for*the part he heis taken in
.^«ir. defence. JSe is striving, though,.marely to play the part of the peacemaker.
.Me has come here on admission of, mercy. He wants to save the Anarchists that
hermay save the capitalists. The dfiatruction of the- former means the r4iin of .the
.money kmgs.

. The labouring raass^ of Chicago are in no spirit to be trifled with.
They see the families of the condeiTi"^ed men utterly undone with unutterable

TORY BLACKGUARDS AT LOWESTOTT.
Last Sunday, Houghton and Nicoll tried to hold the usual meeting. For some

tune past the local Tories have set hired roughs upon our speakers, and they

hardly expected to get much further than the railway station. They had been
warned that they would not be allowed to set foot in the place. On their arrival

they found a crowd of crimps, long-shore loafers, and others, waiting but sub-

dued by the presence of two policemen. At the meeting-place Nicoll had hardly

opened the meeting, by appealing to the crowd to act as Englishmen and give

fair play, when a rush was made which swept down the hill towards the station.

He was knocked down several times, but a soldier came to the rescue and told

the mob to behave like men. This appeal would have been useless, however, had
not the policemen suddenly appeared on the scene. They surrounded our men,
and held the crowd back. Then was witnessed the unwonted spectacle of two
Socialists protected by policemen against violence. To plainly prove the ignoble

cowardice of the ruffianly crowd, it may be mentioned that about seven kept at least

a thousand easily at bay ! Just as the yard of the railway station was entered,

the mob charged again, and for a few minutes overpowered the police. These
rallied, however, and got our men into the station, where a special train was
prepared, and took them off to a little village just out of the town. The mob
avenged itself on two harmless onlookers unjustly suspected of Socialism ! Our
comrades were but slightly injured. Nicoll's face was scratched by a Conserva-
tive hero !

At a large open-air meeting on the Market Square, Northampton, on
Sunday morning, on the motion of the chairman, Mr. Robert Reed, it was
decided unanimously to make a public demonstration on the occasion of

Prince Albert Victor's visit to the town next week to lay the foundation-

stone of the Jubilee enlargements at Northampton General Infirmary. It

was determined to have a procession, headed by a band which should play

the Dead March in " Saul." The meeting subscribed for a large black flag

it was resolved to procure, with the following inscription : "Put not your

trust in princes." The chairman said it was an insult to the people of North-

ampton to bring down a stripling like the prince, and he warned those

making the arrangements for the visit to tell Prince Albert Victor even now
not to come. The visit, he declared, would be an historical one, and probably

it would be the last time that a prince in England would leave his home.

Low Wages and the Parson.—A " Country Rector " has written to the

Bail^ News " How to Live on 5s. a-week." He himself undertook the experi-

ment, and gives the result With a detailed account of the expenses. The
amount allowed for rent is 9d., and for that useful article soap, only |d.

Most of the other items appear at about market price. The rector says he
was able to perform his work as -well as ever ! -He does not state, however,
whether he is continuing the experiment. ^

That the food recommended by
this well-intentioned Christian 2^5 sufficient for the work performed by him is

quite possible, but should not his letter have been addressed to those of his

calling ? How would a dinner of two oainces of cold bacon suit, say, a collier

or an ironworker ? Letters of this deseri|)tion are welcomed by callous em-
ployers striving to reduce wages, and ill l^ome a follower of the Nazai^ne.

The experins-ent, ^however, loses Ba»ch-of i4» value when it is reeollected that
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW : FIRST, FEW MEN
HXED IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON I

"

Oommunications invited on Social Questions, They should be written on one side of
the papery addressed to the Editors^ ISiFarringdon Bd., E.G., and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer , not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-
tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

^
the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

Rejected MSS, only returned if a stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.
Subscriptions,—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s,

six months, Ss.; three months. Is, 6d,
Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-

ringdon Road, E.G, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
-Please don't write on both sides of the paper. See noticeA. M*K. (S.L.&L.L.)

last week.
J. T. D. (Walsall)—Wednesday morning is rather too late for the insertion of a

longish article ! It must be held over.
P. D.—Garibaldi was born at Nice 4 July 1807, so you are right in saying that

the American Independence Day is his birthday. Several memoirs of his life
• have been published in English.
CD.—A small collection of Mangan's poems can be got from M. H. Gill & Son,

O'Connell Street, Dublin, 3d.

G. (Stradbally, co. Waterford)—Pamphlet sent. Shall be glad to hear from you

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday October 12.

England
Justice
Norwich—Daylight
Nottingham Free Press
Labour Tribune
Railway Review
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Christian Socialist
Die Autonomie
Freedom
Anarchist
Worker's Friend
Jus

India
Bankiporc—Behar Herald
Allahabad—People's Budget
Bombay Gazette
Madras—People's Friend

Canada
Toronto—Labor Reformer

United States
New York—Der Sozialist
VolkszeitHng
Freiheit
Leader

Boston—Woman's Journal
Liberty

Chicago (111.)—Labor Enquirer
Vorbote
Knights of Labor

Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole
N.Haven—Workmen's Advocate
Detroit (Mich.)—The Advance
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West
Philad-elphia (Pa.)—Carpenter
San Francisco (Cal) The People

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Socialiste

La Revolte
Guise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le Travailleur

Belgium
Antwerp—De Werker
Brussels—L'Avant-Garde
Seraing (Ougree)—Le Reveil

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen
Amsterdam—Voorwaarts

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat

Italy
Gizetta Operaia
Marsala—La Nuova Eta
Naples—Humanitas
DeiHolitore

Spain
Cadiz—El Socialismo
Madrid—El Socialista

Gkumany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Arbeiterstimme
Vienna—Gleichheit

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Malmo—Arbetct

SOCIALISM AT THE CHURCH CONGRESS.

Nothing could show better the progress of the Socialist movement
than the fact that that most conservative of institutions the Church of

England, has begun to consider the movement. Last Thursday evening

was devoted by the Church Congress to hearing three papers on
Socialism; from the Bishop of Derry, H. H. Champion, and Stanley

Leighton, M.P. The meeting was held in the Drill Hall, Wolver-
hampton, and was attended by about 2,500 people. About one half of

the audience was composed of clergymen. The Bishop of Derry was
unable to attend, so his paper was read by the Rector of Wolver-
hampton. The Bishop's paper showed an entire want of knowledge of

the subject. A few trite remarks on the good intentions of many
Socialists, followed by a few platitudes on the superiority of Chris-

tianity to Socialism, was all the Bishop had to say. He strongly

advised the clergy not to play with Socialism and so assist " in spread-

ing the germs of social zymotic disease." No criticism on the Bishop's

paper can be made, for the simple reason that there was nothing in it.

Mr. Champion delivered an excellent speech, in which he briefly gave

the Socialist explanation of the present perilous position. He summed
up this in four propositions (1) private ownership of land and capital

(2) giving unlimited power to the owners over the propertyless class

(3) who use that power to confiscate enormous quantities of the labour

of the landless workers (4) these by the whip of hunger being obliged

to accept the cost price of their labour, viz., starvation wages, for pro-

ducing all the wealth of England. The remedy was to set firmly about

limiting the power of the monopolists, and so render it possible for

honest people to get a living. " The cause of the unmeasured vehem-
ence of some of the language used by Socialists was the cowardly con-

duct of practical politicians. If governments had to choose between
holding London in a state of siege and of grappling seriously with the

labour question, practical politicians would soon find the problem ripe

for solution." The speech was on the whole received very favourably
;

only once was there any serious interruption. When Mr. Champion
was commenting on the wasteful extravagance of spending £17,000 on

upholstering Westminster Abbey for a woman to pray in, loud shouts

of " Withdraw ' " were heard, met with a few stentorian " No, noes !
^-^

One royalist shouted in the tone you sonietimes hear in a provincial

cathedral, •* God save the Queen !

"
-.,

Stanley Leighton, the Tory M.P., spoke after Champion. The Bishop
of Derry was bad enough, but this fiery layman was clever enough
to crowd about half-a-dozen misrepresentations of Socialism into every
sentence. He characterised Socialism as an attack on common sense,,

and referring to the indignant demand of the Socialist, " Why should

society allow one man to waste thousands in utter selfishness, and allow

another to die of starvation ? " he said, " We are as much dissatisfied,

with such a state |of things as the Socialist." It is curious that not-

withstanding this Tory landlord's dissatisfaction with things as they

are, he taboos the only effective remedy—Socialism. Mr. Leightoa
wants to find a way for the rich remaining rich without working, and
by which the worker can be plundered, without being impoverished

by the process. Such simple-minded nonsense is worthy of a Tory
landlord. He does not know that the riches of the rich are built

on the poverty of the masses, and their continual exploitation by
the monopolists, of whom Mr. Stanley Leighton is one. A sarcastic

person might remark that Mr. Leighton is either an ignoramus or

a hypocrite, and I should not vehemently contradict him. Mr.
Leighton looks to penny banks, coffee taverns, building societies,,

and emigration, for the solution of the labour problem. We may
inform him that he is looking in the wrong direction, and may
point out to him that instead of congratulating the Church on the

miserable schemes referred to, he should rather grieve that in the rich

land of England, the producers have to scrape pennies together ; have

become so demoralised by the grinding of landlords and other exploiters,

that they fly to the grog shop for a little relief from their monotonous
lives ; and that to counteract this, "5 per cent per ann." members of the

Church of Christ have started Gospel Coffee Taverns, where bad cofiee

is sold at double its cost. It is not in miserable schemes of this kind,

which are all very well as makeshifts, that the labour question is to be
solved ; but in practically applying the Heathen and Christian maxim>
" Do unto others as you would have others do unto you." When land-

lords realise what that means, they will understand Socialism, and
when they act upon it, they will be Socialists.

The discussion on the papers was limited, only one layman taking

part. Canon Grier desired to see co-operation substituted for competi-

tion, and was anxious for the suppression of the liquor traffic. An
Irish Churchman, the Dean of Armagh, made a virulent attack on

Socialism, composed of blarney and ignorance. He supported the

wasting of £17,000 on upholstery for Westminster Abbey ; he did not

believe we could get along without capital [who wants to ?] ; he did

not desire to see people reduced to a dull dead level, and society made
into a swamp and morass (!) ; and was anxious that the eighth and
tenth commandments should not be forgotten.

Stewart Headlam vigorously replied, and said that he endorsed Bus-

kin's division of men into workers, beggars, and robbers ; and urged that

Socialism was a movement for endeavouring to turn the robbers and

beggars into the ranks of the workers. To the landlord and to the

capitalist he said, " Rob no more !
" and he urged the priests and

especially the bishops of the Church to follow the example of the Guild

of St. Matthew, in exhorting the idle rich to cease their dishonest prac-

tices, and to learn to live by their own labour.

The concluding speaker was the Bishop of Bedford, who said the

contrast between the rich and the •poor was so appalling, that he was

prepared to consider carefully any scheme, no matter how revolu-

tionary, that promised relief. It is to be hoped that the Bishop will

remember to carry out what he has undertaken, and if after inves-

tigation he concludes that the monopolists have ruined England,

that he will boldly stand in the ranks of the Socialists, and help

them to make it possible for honest men to live.

At the close the chairman, the Bishop of Lichfield, asked the as-

sembly if the committee was right in asking Mr. Champion to read

a paper. Loud cries of " Yes," were given in response. A large

quantity of Socialist literature was distributed to the clergy who
attended the sitting. A. K. Donald.

THE COMPETITIVE SYSTEM.

In church and in state it is rule or be ruled
;

In courtship and marriage it is fool or be fooled
;

In logic and law it is nick or be nicked
;

In gambling or trade it is trick or be tricked
;

In treaty and war it is beat or be beaten
;

In the struggle of life it is eat or be eaten.

LITERARY NOTICES.
'A Political Essay, showing the Necessity of having Money, Land, and

all Manufacturing: Industries National,' by K. Crawford (author, 55, College

Place, Camden Town, 6d.) is a very temperate, plainly worded treatment of

the theme its title indicates. Many, indeed most, of the author's illustra-

tions are drawn from South Africa, a part of the world he evidently knows
well. It is easier for men to appreciate the true relations of circumstances

not those of their immediate surroundings, and this alone would have made
the pamphlet a valuable one.

The Gazzetta Operaia, Turin, "an independent journal of no political

party," contains some sensible vigorous writing on current social questions.

We note especially in a recent issue an article pointing out the illusory

nature of the good done by the ordinary partial, spasmodic trade-strikes,

their very doubtful victories, and not at all doubtful defeats in the unequal

combat ; recognising too that the individualist capitalist is often as helpless

in the crisis-development as the men he employs.
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SOCIALISM IN ABERDEEN.
ARREST OF J, L. MAHON.

The baton of Abei>deen officialism has been raised against Socialism

and dropped again in deference to popular indignation. The guardians

of " the law," property, and orthodoxy were startled to learn that a

Socialist intended to visit the city on Saturday, October 1st. The
Radical had proved himself a " thorn in the flesh " of smug authority,

and so the advent of a Socialist was a positive terror. And there had

been a midnight robbery of a jeweller's window, and the police were

on the outlook for suspicious persons. Possibly they expected Mr.

Mahon to wear one of the best of the stolen gold watches. When, on
Saturday, at seven o'clock, he stood up on the Castlegate, a large

market square, to address the numerous audience quietly assembled to

, hear him, they had to confess to each other that he was, as the super-

intendent said, '* a reasonable looking person," who certainly had no
jewellery flaunted on his breast. Beyond showing a little brief

authority by asking him to remove to another spot, out of the way of

the meeting usually held where he was standing, they did not interfere

with him. He finished his address in quietness, and evidently made a

favourable impression.

But on Sunday the baton quivered with zeal for the Sabbath and
conventional religion. The superintendent was eager to do battle for

the Pharisees, the Kirk, and " the Lord's Day." But it was not till

evening that he grew valiant. Perhaps he dined with some of the
" elders," and got inspirited at the sumptuous table. Mr. Mahon 's

' three o'clock meeting at the Duthie Park, situated at the southern out-

skirts of the city, was not interfered with. The " bobby " on duty
there listened quietly with his baton in its sheath and his white gloves

on his folded hands. The sunshine of the glorious autumn day abashed
the owls of Conventionalism, and the gospel of Socialism was pro-

claimed in peace to the large and attentive congregation.

But as evening approached the baton became restless, and authority

determined that a blow should be struck against the strange and
dangerous propaganda. No doubt there had been excited consultations,

among the Pharisees in vestries and elsewhere, and the police were
coached. When Mr. Mahon took his stand at the entrance to Cor-

rection Wynd (a recess opening out of a busy thoroughfare), about six

o'clock to begin his address, a policeman requested him to move on as

he would disturb a congregation then worshipping in an adjoining

church. Mr. Mahon immediately left the spot and went to Castle-

gate, followed by a large number of persons. He resumed his address

there, but had not spoken many minutes when a policeman came up
to him and informed him that he could not be allowed to hold his

meeting without the superintendent's permission. Mr. Mahon pointed
out that other meetings were being held in the square at the moment,
and declined to stop his address. The official endeavoured to persuade
Mr. Mahon that a political meeting was very improper on the Sabbath,
but found that he was not open to such persuasion. Thereupon the

argumentative bobby required Mr. Mahon to go with him to the police

office. The lecturer, after telling the immense crowd that he was
virtually under arrest, went with some friends to the office. They
found the superintendent in a very wrathful mood. Instead of coolly

explaining to Mr. Mahon what offence he was committing, he expos-

tulated with him on the sin of lecturing on politics on " the Lord's

Day." He said nothing whatever about obstruction, or disorder, or

anything but the horrible profanity of the " like of him " breaking the

Sabbath. After listening to the lecture of the baton, and being told

he was at liberty, Mr. Mahon returned to his former stand and con-

tinued his address. The crowd was swollen to a great size, but there

was not the slightest disorder. Finding its lecture on Sabbatarian
propriety disregarded, the baton marched in state to the Castlegate,

arrested Mahon and broke up the crowd. At the office Mahon was
charged in a vague way with a breach of " the law," and was required

to appear at the police-court on Tuesday at eleven, a bail of 40s. being
paid as the security of his appearance. The streets were full of people,

and when Mahon reappeared a large crowd followed him calling for a
speech. He found means of slipping away from the crowd, and soon
quietness prevailed. It may be explained here that, though Sunday
meetings on the Castle Gate were summarily suppressed about twenty
years ago, all sorts of meetings have for years been permitted there.

On Monday evening Mahon held a meeting on Castlegate, at the
same spot where he spoke on Sunday. There was a large and orderly

audience, and the meeting was not stopped. After it, a meeting was
held in the Northern Friendly Society's Hall, which was crowded in

every part. Mr. Geo. Bisset, President of the Trades' Council, took
the chair, and protested strongly against the action of the police. The
following resolutions were proposed and passed enthusiastically : Pro-
posed by Mr, Jas. Leatham, and seconded by Mr. P. Barron :

—

"That the arrest of Mr. J. L. Mahon, organising secretary of the Scottish
Land and Labour League, while engaged in stating the objects and prmciples of
the League in an orderly manner in Castle Street last night, was invidious, un-
just, and tyrannous ; an unwarranted interference with the right of free speech
and the privilege of public assemblage ; an insult to Mr. Mahon, and a presump-
tuous condemnation of the Scottish Land and Labour League."

Proposed by the Rev. Alexander Webster, and seconded by Mr.
H. H. Duncan :

—

" That we, as citizens of Aberdeen, claim, and, if necessary will defend the
right to hold public meetings in any suitable place in the city, on any day, to
discuss any subject in an orderly way, provided no obstruction of traffic or any
annoyance to the lieges is caused."

Mahon delivered an address on " The Aims of the Socialist Party,"
which was frequently applauded.

On Tuesday, at 11, the farce of the baton began. The court-room

was crowded, and behind the bench the wings were occupied by clusters

of baillies, councillors, and other representatives of the law. The trial

of a Socialist was evidently a sensation. The charge was as follows :

—

*' John Lincoln Mahon, designating himself as organising secretary for the
Scottish Land and Labour League, and presently residing in Watson Street of

Aberdeen, at No. 51, has contravened the Police and Waterworks Act, 1862, the
Aberdeen Police and W^aterworks Amendment Act, 1867, and the Aberdeen
Municipality Extension Act, 1871, or one or more of them, actor or art and part,
in so far as on the 2nd day of October current, 1887, loeing Sunday, and between
the hours of 7 and 9 o'clock on the evening of that day, the said John Lincoln
Mahon did wilfully obstruct or incommode, hinder or prevent, the free passage
of Castle Street, a public place within the Royal Burgh and City of Aberdeen,
by placing a chair or platform thereon, and haranguing the passers-by therefrom,
whereby a large crowd was collected, to the obstruction, annoyance, or danger
of the residents and passengers, and this after he had been warned by an officer
of police to refrain or desist from so doing, in contravention of the Act of 1862
above referred to, section 134, and of the Act of 1871 above referred to, section
147, whereby the said John Lincoln Mahon is liable to a penalty not exceeding.
40s., or in the discretion of the Magistrate to imprisonment for a period not
exceeding 14 days."

Mahon pleaded not guilty, and Superintendent Wyness went into

the witness-box. Under the dexterous manipulation of Mr. Mahon he
shuffled, turned somersaults, sunk into his boots, and performed all

sorts of intellectual antics. There followed him several witnesses for

the baton, but their evidence turned out to be more against than for it.

The witnesses for Mahon declared that there was no obstruction

whatever, and after consultation the presiding magistrates announced
that obstruction had not been proved. The baton was most ignomini-

ously floored, and the Superintendent, by common consent, was written

down " an ass." There can be no doubt that his rash and invidious

act was intended as a crushing blow to Socialistic work here, but it has
had the reverse effect. By the prompt and determined action at Mon-
day's meeting the defence of free speech was laid upon the masses, and
they took it up heartily—all the more so because it concerned the
agitation for their interests so closely. A very large number have been
deeply interested in Socialism, and a strong society is certain to be
established.

Mahon's conduct throughout the ordeal is worthy of high praise.

He kept his head and his place well—yielded no principle or privilege,

but spoke not a rash or regrettable word.
On Tuesday evening he addressed a large meeting at the place of his

arrest, and on Wednesday (the Autumn Fast-day) he spoke twice at

"Woodside (a populous suburb), and also on the Castlegate.

It is quite evident that the right of free speech will be maintained
on behalf of Socialist speakers, for it is plain that Socialism, even by
the help of the baton, has made a deep impression on the mental granite

of Bon-accord. Boreas.

FREEDOM IN AMERICA.

Where is thy home, O Freedom ? Have they set

Thine image up upon a rock to greet

All comers shaking from their wandering feet

The dust of the old world bondage, to forget

The tyrannies of fraud and force, nor fret.

Where men are equal, slavish chain unmeet

;

Nor bitter bread of discontent to eat.

Here, where all races of the earth are met ]

America ! beneath thy banded flag

Of old it was thy boast that men were free.

To think, to speak, to meet, to come, to go.

What meaneth then the gibbet and the gag
Held up to Labour's sons who would not see

Fair Freedom but a mask—a hollow show ?

Oct. 7. Walter Crane.

THE CONDEMNED ANARCHISTS.
On Friday 6th inst. the meeting announced for Cleveland Hall was held at the

Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street, as the advertised place of meeting was
closed and in the hands of the police. Although there was little or no time to

make the change known, there was a crowded meeting, which listened with much
enthusiasm, and passed with applause the following resolution: "That this

meeting enters its protest against the outrageous sentence passed upon the
Chicago Anarchists for free speech, though ostensibly for conspiracy, based upon
the unsupported and hatched-up testimony of the police ; and strongly condemns
the partial attitude of the Supreme Court of Illinois in refusing a new trial and
the hearing of evidence which was admittedly suppressed by the prosecution.

We furthermore declare our solidarity with our Chicago comrades who are con-

demned to death for their eiforts for tlie emancipation of the proletariat." The
speaking was thoroughly international, almost every speaker represented a
different nationality. In English the speakers were Morris (chair), Bartlett,

Sparling, and AUman, of the Socialist League, and Seymour and Withrington of

the Anarchist ; in German, Daubenspeck and Trunk ; in French, Borde ; in

Italian, Droskia.
The Political Council of the North Camberwell Radical Club, 57 Gloucester

Road, Camberwell, at a meeting held on Sept. 30, resolved :
** That the members

of this Council emphatically protest against the recent sentences passed on the
Chicago Anarchists, being of opinion that, if carried into effect, judicial murder
will be perpetrated.

"

Several other meetings have been held by League branches and other bodies at
which similar resolutions have been passed.

Let it not be forgotten that the jury that condemned the Anarchists to

death was a packed jury, selected from the capitalistic class, and that when
it had done its murderous work a subscription was gotten up to pay each
member his proportion of the blood-money he had earned. The dhicago
THhune said that at least the capitalists could afford to divide 100,000 dollars
among the precious twelve,—N. Y. Leader,
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THE LABOUR ISTRUaGLE.
BEITAIN.

^ The unfortunate nailniakers of the Midland districts are still holding out

for the amelioration of their condition.

The Miners' Steijce at Eowley.—At a meeting of miners at Rowley
{M^'B. Winwood, miners' agent, presiding), a resolution was passed rejecting

<the masters' offer and pledging the men to remain out on strike until the old

rates were paid. Another resolution was passed in favour of steps being

4aken to secure a general advance of the miners' wages.

The Chainmakers' Strike:—Following resolutions passed at a meeting
beld spme time since, a society has been registered called the " Walsall Co-

operative Cart-gear, Chain, and Hame Manufacturing Society, Limited."

The capital is to be raised in £1 shares, sufficient of which have been taken
up to enable the promoters to commence operations.

A settlement has been effected of the strike of joiners connected with the

shipyard of Messrs. Armstrong, Mitchell & Co., at Elswick, and the men,
who, to the number of 200, came out about five weeks ago, on the allegation

that the carpenters got more than their share of work, returned to their

places on Monday.

West Calder Shale-Miners.—Although the strike here has been formally

enounced as settled, very few of the men have yet returned to their work.

About forty may be reckoned as the average number, and the largest half of

these are employed as oncost-men, or company's meu, in putting the pits into

repair, one of which (No. 11) had suftered severely during the twelve weeks'

strike.

Discharge of Clerks for^Cheaper Labour.—Last week 51 of the clerks

employed at the head offices of the Royal Liver Friendly Society, Prescot

Street, London, were discharged. The reason for this step is said to be a

desire on the part of the committee of management to economise so as to

^ieet the £5,000 expenditure incun^ed in the recent agitation. The clerks

(iischarged include.«ome of the oldest employes of the society, and many of

them are married men with families. The places of the clerks discharged

have been filled up by the employment of girls and boys.

The .Preston Weavers' Dispute.—At a meeting held last week at Man-
chester, the Executive Committee of the North and North-east Cotton Spin-

i^rs and Manufacturer's Association had under consideration the weavers'

"dispute at Messrs. Owtram's mill, Preston. The wages question connected

.^ith the dispute was settled last week, but all the operatives on strike now
claim to have their places back. This Messrs. Owtram decline to agree to.

;Ercim a report ia^sued.by4sh^ weaves' union it appea^^ that if the employers'

. 4;en^.are aicpepted, iip^:,ppre th^A one in five of the late employes will be
allowed to start work.

,Tqe.^outh W.4LES Calliejis.—Last week there was a meeting of work-
l^en's representatives, at wJiick it was resolved to call a general delegate

w;qieeting at Merthyr for both house and steam coal workmen of South Wales
^d Monmouthshire to consider the position of affairs. Among the points

for.^diaGUSsion will be the ntctssity of forming a general federation for colliers

and for workmen in conn«i5*i^i -^^h all edllieries of South Wales, and the

eight hours' movement. Frpfla Mxty to seventy ftp-usand men are affected,

and upon the forthcoming^^-p^eeeedings undoubtedly a great deal will depend
as to the welfare of all t\y^ Weishr^districts.

Miners' Conference.at Edinburgh.—^A four days' conference of repre-

sentatives of the miners of England, Scotland, and Wales, was opened on

Tuesday, in the Oddfellows Hall, Edinburgh. Mr. Thomas Burt presided,

and thirty-nine delegates attended, representing 252,450 miners. The Presi-

dent, in his address, intimated that the subjects to be discussed at the con-

ference would be the limitation of the output of coal, the advisability of all

men being idle a certain portion of time each fortnight, the formation of

a national federation, the eight hours' labour question, and the House of

Lords' amendments to the Mines Bill.

Strike of Norfolk Agricultural Labourers.—In consequence of the

reduction of labourer's wages to 10s., a meeting was held on the Green, St.

Faith's, near Norwich, on Tuesday of last week, and a strike was decided on.

The men came off on Saturday morning, not one staying on the farms. As
a stoppage of work just now.means the ruin of next year's grain crops, the

farmers were forced to give in, and sent for the men on Saturday afternoon,

asking them to resume work at their former wages. The men are now con-

sidering the advisability of a further strike for an advance of 2s. a week.

A union has been started, and as soon as it is strong enough, the men will in

all likelihood claim the advance.

Dispute in the Boot Trade.—The men on Mr. John Cooper's firm (late

^:Sir William Pallasier), London, have been informed that the firm can no
"fionger pay the London Statement, and the men are asked to work at a con-

siderable reduction. Mr. Cooper met the London members of the Rivetters

.e^d Finishers' Union last Tuesday night at the Banner Street Hall. He
advised the men to accept the reduction and so keep the work in London,

or else he would shut up his factory. The meeting decided unanimously to

.^^p, to the Lpndon Statement. Now this man has. got large factories at

fyoy-don .^nd Leicester, anda-large mansion of . his own, and boasts of rising

4^X011 .a workiQg man. It wiis gratifiying to see the Jewish workmen attend

4iie-Bgie^ting. Th© -meii^bers of the Eivetters and Finishers' Union passed a

,vi)te ofrtliQaikft tothe Baeflabers of the Jewish society for stamding by them
T d^iring the dispute.

Compositors' Dispute.—^Mr. Railton, one of the partners of the firm of

IKing, Sell & Railton, having decided that the employment of society hands

interfered with his ideas of *' freedom of contract," notified that in future he

. J^jjQO(qljed to employ only non-society men. Railton, late of Brighton, offered

4pi/?ep on the old hands if they would leave the society. This was refused,

^uajit^ inen, about tkicty, left work At the expiration of their notices The
.ppetmises are picketed, and being close to Fleet Street, numbers of the unem-
ployed assemble and demonstrate when the " rats " appear. The services of

«ix: policemen have been requiaitipned to "keep the peace.^' One day last

week Railton was too venturesome, and got severely hustled in leaving the

premises. At the present -time there-are-about 700 society men partially or

;wholly unemployed, and the nrimber of non-society applicants to fill the

places of those on strike, exceeded 300. Railton the apostle of " freedom of

rContract," mentip^ed that he could get plenty of men at 8s. less per week
;

a^dj^^'h^got'the^^ In the face of these facts, it is -to be hoped the costly

*n4 i^eSfectij^e taciics employed during the Waterlow strike will not be

Irepeated. _

The Broxburne Miners.—The shale miners are holding out very deter-

minedly. The Company with great difficulty have got together 27 " b^ack-

nebs," several of whom, it is said, have never dug shale before. They are

having a lively time, as hostile demonstrations take place daily. The Fall

Mall Gazette of Tuesday, thus writes of the heartless evictions which took

place on the preceding day :
" The ^ hard case ' of the Broxburn miners

entered upon the hardest stage of all, so far as forty-three of them are con-

cerned, yesterday, when they, their families, and their * household gods'

were cast out of their homes 'on to the highway. The company is unques-

tionably within its strict legal rights; but it will be difficult for them .or

their friends to prove that they are playing a just and Christian part. Thanks
to the competition of the capitalists in oil*, the dividend of the company has

suddenly run down from 22 to 15 per cent., and to save themselves from the

stark, staring ruin of only 15 per cent., they are insisting that their miners

shall sutt'er a reduction amounting as regards one class to 10 per cent., and as

regards another class to 17 per cent. Perhaps the directors of the company
—Messrs. R. Bell (chairman), J. Steel, J. Hurll, W. Weir, and W. Kennedy
(managing director)—will kindly enlighten the world as to the substantial

grounds for a step apparently so extraordinary and inhuman. Their conduct ^

assuredly stands in need of explanation."

The Bolton Strike.—The only fresh development in connection with this

strike has been the conclusion of negotiations by which Messrs. Threlfall's

men should resume work, and the rupture of those negotiations. The firm

were willing to restore Is. out of the 2s. claimed, and to give a general

promise to restore the other Is. when the state of trade warrants it ; and
it was agreed that the men should accept these terms, subject to confirmation

from London, and return to work. It afterwards transpired that tV.e men
required the firm to name a date when they would restore the second sliilling,

which the firm decline to do, and the men were not allowed to resume em-
ployment. The refusal of arbitration on the issue in dispute—viz., the

restoration of the 2s.Jtaken off last year—after a strike of nearly five months'

duration, is a fact almost without precedent in the history of wars between
capital and labour. At a meeting of workmen engaged in the iron trade,

held in the Temperance Hall, Kochdale, on Wednesday evening, for the

purpose of further considering the strike at Bolton, a member of the Roch-
dale Trades Council moved a resolution to the effect that continuance of the

strike was justified, and that the men had acted honourably in refusing

arbitration ; and taking this into consideration, the ironworkers of Rochdale
would give those on strike their pecuniary and other support. This resolu-

tion was carried unanimously.

The municipal elections at Bolton promise an interesting contest. There
are Conservative, Liberal, Labour and Social-Democrat candidates. The
Labour candidates are run as a protest against the employment of extra

police by the employers, who possess the control of the Council.

More Economy.—^The workmen at Portsmouth Dockyard had their last

Admiralty holiday last-Saturday. As these holidays cost the country <£2,500

each, they are to be: disco»tinued. This action is mean enough, truly ; but
do the higher oSeials have their holidays stopped ? Dockyard economy has

affected one e^ass of workeis only : that which can the least afford it, the

weekly wage-eaxners.

Increase of Pauperism in Lancashire.—-The President x)f the Poor Law
Conference held in Manchester, stated that in Lancashire he had to regret

a very considerable increase of pauperism within the past ten years. He
also said that the large sums collected and distributed by trades unions

accounted in a large measure for the diminution of pauperism in other parts

of the country.

Socialism in the United States—New York, Oct. 10.—Indignation

meetings were held here yesterday by the Labour Party and the Socialists

to denounce the conduct of the police in ch->rging the crowd in Union Square
on Saturday evening, when the Socialists and the followers of Mr. Henry
George were batoned indiscriminately. Resolutions were adopted demanding
the punishment of the offenders.

—

Reicter.

" Our " Home Secretary considers.—A letter has been received by the

secretary of the Bolton Ratepayers' Association from Mr. Matthews, the

Home Secretary, in which he replies to the contentions laid before him by
the deputation who recently saw him in London and complained of the action

of the authorities in taking extra police into the town to guard the importa-

tions of " rats." The Home Secretary, " having given the fullest considera-

tion," says he "sees no reason whatever" to complain of the action of the

authorities, and " does not consider " any enquiry necessary.

Lord Ripon's Advice to Working Men.—The Marquis of Ripon, speaking

at a gathering of working men at Bradford on Saturday, said the working
classes must look for immediate leaders and guides in their political conduct

to the most intelligent and best educated in their own ranks, because it was
only those who could thoroughly understand the problems which specially

concerned working men. Personally, he hoj)ed for a large increase in the

number of labour representatives in Parliament. The workiiig classes must
be determined to uphold the right of free speech and discharge the great

duties to which they had been called.

Mr. Channing, M.P., on Combination.—Mr. Channing, M.P., writing to

the Kettering Bootmakers' Union, says nothing has contributed so much to

the elevation of the working classes as trades-unionism. Combination means
not only strength, but wisdom and success. Thorough and rational combina-
tion will not aggravate the inevitable struggle between capital and labour,

but will be a sure road to the peaceful and harmonious readjustment of all

forces and interests involved in the production and distribution of wealth,

which would be the best guarantee of the prosperity and happiness of the

whole community. Combination is the key of society.

Demonstration by Unemployed Men and Boys.—A number of men
and boys assembled again cm Tuesday in the West-end and organised a

parade with the object of demonstrating their claim that '* Something must

be done" for them. Leaving Trafalgar Square, they passed westward in

procession, whistling the " Marseillaise," and hissing at several of the clubs.

In St. James's Street, where a portion of the road is up for repairs, a body

of police guarded the heaps of stones that lay in the roadway. Throughout

the route a detaehi»ent of mounted police followed the crowd. The proces-

sion eventually retairned by St. Martin's Lane to Trafalgar Square, where a

large crowd was assembled. Speeches were then made by some of the men,

revealing a terrible state of misery and destitution^ and at the close of the

proceedings it was announced that another parade would take j^ace to-day

(Wednesday).
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.
FEANCE.

' - At Cholet, in the Maine-et-Loire department, ten thousand weavers are
©Ti strike. Two thousand workers were occupied in the town itself, and
earned daily wages of thirteen pence for twelve hours' work ; the number of

"hands " in the same industry, in a radius of ten or twelve miles around the
town, is ten or twelve thousand ; these poor slaves, for the same number of

hours, got nine pence a day ! The weavers ask only for one hour reduction
per day, and 20 per cent, augmentation of their starvation wages. We are
glad to say that a good deal of the bourgeoisie of Cholet are very sympa-
thetica! to the strikers.

The out-of-town weavers have already gained their victory. The " masters "

have surrendered to the conditions of their " slaves." These, with an ad-
mirable sense of solidarity, have decided not to resume work until their
comrades of Cholet have won the battle.

' The municipal council of Paris has granted a sum of ten thousand francs,

to be sent to Cholet for the relief of the strikers. But the government has
refused to sanction the vote of the Paris councillors. The municipal council
of Cholet, in its turn, has granted a sum of three thousand francs, but on
the condition that this sum should only be distributed to the strikers if they
resumed work. The weavers, however, have indignantly refused to accept
any relief whatever on such terms.

GERMANY.
Johann Christoph Neve, one of the most devoted and intelligent members

of the Anarchist movement in Europe, has been tried, within closed doors,

by the so-called Imperial Court of Justice at Leipsic, and sentenced by that
body of malignant judges to fifteen years^ hard labour. Our readers are
aware that our courageous comrade was denounced at Liege, in Belgium, by
a pair of scoundrels who brought about his extradition to Germany, where
he was "wanted" for several years by the Prussian police bloodhounds.
All those who have known him personally can bear witness to his noble-
minded spirit, his indomitable trustiness, his fondness for the ideas he had
embraced as being just and rig1>teons and true. His devotion to the cause
of the Social Revolution was rtally inexhaustible : from his earliest youth
down to the day on which treason and wickedness gave him up to his mortal
foes, he assiduously worked and toiled, regardless of personal pains and
sorrows, for the promotion of Socialism. In America, in France, in Switzer-
land, in Austria, in Belgium and Germany—everywhere, in fact, where he
lived, he was the right man in the right place and at once gained the
sympathies of the masses. The proletariate, for whom he has so long
struggled and for whom he is now undergoing such a dreadful term of im-
prisonment, will never forget him, for he always has been one of its best
and most faithful friends.

In the latter part of this month of October, we shall have the trial for
secret conspiracy of 38 Socialists, now under arrest at Breslau, and 67 wit-
nesses will support the evidence for the prosecution.

^
Next week, sixteen Socialists will stand their trial at Posen. The prin-

cipal accused is comrade Kurowski, a compositor.

There are apparently no more Socialist papers to suppress in Germany,
for the police now commences to prohibit the merely democratic journals

;

the Hamburg Burger-Zeitung was Killed last week by an ukase of Bismark.
And as this deed was not sufficient, he also expelled its editor, Johann
Wedde, from Hamburg.
The Mmshorner-Zeitung^ another democratic but not Socialist paper, of

Elmshom, in Silesia, has also been suppressed. After the suppression of
the Progressivist papers, Bismark will apparently lay hands on the Liberal
press, so as to have at last the *' whole " public opinion on his side. In the
next session of the Reichstag, he is also going to add some new paragraphs
to the Anti-Socialist Laws, which, in his opinion have not been made
"brutal" enough !

BELGIUM.
On the 20th inst., the young Anarchist Jahn, arrested in March at La

Louviere, will be tried on account of his "inflammatory speeches" by the
Court of Assizes of Mons,—and condemned of course.

Last week, the Court of Assizes at Brussels condemned to two year's im-
prisonment the Anarchist Moreau, who had delivered two or three "incen-
diary " speeches. But our comrade, who knows that freedom of speech is

gone from " happy little Belgium," went away before the sentence was pro-
noun'ied and reached Holland in due time.

The 2nd of this month, a new daily paper has appeared in Antwerp, De
Sociaiut (The Socialist), organ of the Antwerp Federaftion of the various
workmen's associations. The paper costs 2 centimes, viz., less than one far-

, Uiing^ per copv: This? is the thir<l daily Socialist paper which is issued
^n Belgium, tHa others being Foor?^i> (A-head) of Ghent, and Le Peuple
(The People) of Brussels. B.

SPAIN.
Seville.—A strike among the sombrero-makers is going on here, the

strikers hold out firmly, and hope to obtain victory—such as it is.

Casi^lvei^ y Villar.—We hear that the situation of the workers in
this industrial' ceftktre grows worse and worse, and that the outlook for the
winter is gloomy indeed. By way of preparing for an inevitable crisis, the
manufacturers mostly have lowered their wag^-tarifF considerably. At one
spinning factory, where formerly the hands could make from20 to 34 pesetas
they now only raake from 20 to 22. And so forth—the tale is endless.

'

Madrid. — There has been considerable excitement among the cigar-
makers in Madrid; the women employed in one^of the factories numbering
several thousand^ took possession of the place, barricading doors and win-
dows. After a good while they desisted from their "demonstration" and
left. An intended reduction of wages is said to have been the origin of the
piioceedingft^

ITALY.

Pavia.—At the Conference of the Italian Labour Party, held at Pavia on
the 18th and 19th S^eptember, it was announced when the reading of the
year's report of the central <;ommittee was due, that it could not take place
owing to the confiscation of the committee's books and registers by the
Court of Assizes during the late trials in Milan. It was agreed that Ales-
^ndna should be the seat of the central committee for the year, though
Venice had been proposed, ^eing that the Venetian provittces are the most

oppressed and worst off, and that propaganda thero is of much importance.

Parliamentarianism in the party was discussed at some length, and it was
finally resolved that liberty of action thereon be allowed to all sections of

the party. A vote of sympathy with the masons on strikes in Milan (repert^d^

to number about 2,000) was passed, and a collection made in aid of the same. •

Milan.—The masons at Milan have been on strike for about a mdnth, the

strike being pretty well general now. They declare that the 3lire a-day,

which is the highest pay for the most experienced mason, is insufficient to
maintain their families, and demand an increase of the lira. Says the
Gatzetta Operaia^ " deducting wet days, frosts, and feast-days, the masons
only manage to get 200 working-days in the year, thus making 600 lire

(about £24) a-year." Some of the masters and contractors, thus shorn of*

their hands, went to the country to collect new ones, assuring them that the-

strike was finished. These on arriving in Milan became aware of the de^
ceptioii, and irritated at the constant supervision of soldiers and carabineers,

left the work and returned whence they came. The contractors will by no
means treat, and have issued a manifesto to the men which is a wail of*

alarmed self-interest piteous to peruse. The strikers are encamped under
the sky awaiting what may come. M.

COKRESPONDENCE.

MOWBRAY TESTIMONIAL FUND.
To Socialists and Friends,—We make a special appeal to you to do

what you can to subscribe towards the above fund, which is intended to give

Mowbray a little start in business at his trade of a tailor, as he cannot expec*;

to get work from the capitalists in Norwich. Thanking all comrades and
friends for their past support towards the maintenance of Mowbray's wife
and family, specially thanking Mrs. Besant and the Fabian friends for the
liberal support they have given, up to his release.—We are

A. T. Sutton & F. C. Slaughter, Hon. Sees.

5 Duke Street, Norwich, Oct. 10th, 1887.

N.B.—Communications and subscriptions to be forwarded to A. T. Suttoii^

5 Duke Street, Norwich.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and affiliated'

bodies. Library Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d. D. J. NicoLL and
W. Blundell are the Librarians.

sPECLAJi notice:

On Monday October 17th a Special Meeting of Council will be held to consider

the policy to be pursued by the League on the "Unemployed." The meeting

will be an open one to all members of the League ; and all who can are specially

requested to attend and discuss the matter.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
Hammersmith, Miteham, Walsall to July 31. Bloomsbury, Clerkenwell,

Hoxton (Labour Emancipation League), Hull, Mile End, Wednesbury, to Sept. 30.

THE NORWICH PRISONERS' AID FUND.
A Friend, 5s. For Mrs, Mowbray—Per Annie Besant: A Few Fabians

(weekly), lOte. ; Donation, Is.—Mowbray will be released on October 15, and it

is requested that all monies and subscription -lists- be returned by that date, s6^t

that the fund may be wound up as soon aa possible thereafter.—.T. Lane, Treas.

MOWBRAY TBSTIMOMAL.
Labour Emancipation League, 5s. John Wallace, Is.

**C0MM0Ni;7EAL» PRniTTING FUND.
Hammersmith Branch (2 weeks), £1. Weekly- Subscriptions — K. F., Is..

C. J. F., 2s. Oxford Branch, 2s. Langley, 2e; P. W., Od. W. B., 6d.

Strike Committea.—Collected in Regent's Park—Oct. 2, 2s. 5d.; Oct. 10, 8s.
Hyde Park, 2s. 5d. Mile-end Waste, Oct. 4, la. 6di.^. LakfT.

SouthL Wales Prol^agailda.—Miteham Branch, collected, Is. 8d.

EEPORTS.
Glki^cenwell.—On Wednesday, Oct. 5th, T. DaMel lectured. Sandtfy-^ood'

meeting on Green by Mainwaring and Turner. In hall, Charlotte Wilson lec-
tured .on " The Social Revolution." Literature steady sale.—A. T. arid W. B.
FuLHAM.—Good meeting at Walham Green on Suiidliy morning addressed'by

Tarlton and Morris, on the Chicago trial and the right of free speech ; they m'Otred'^

and..seconded a resolution, supported by Tochatti, attd'carried unanimously, pro-
testing against the atrocious sentence, and calling for the unconditional release
of these men. Good sale of Commonweal; 9s. 5d. collected for branch.—S. B. G.

ETackney.—A large meeting was held at the Broadway, London Fields, last
Wednesday ; Cores and AUman spoke. Davis and Cores addressed Sgood meet-
ing at the Salmon and Ball on Sunday morning. At Warner Place on Sntidscy
evening, a good meeting was addressed by Brooks, Cores, and E. Lefevre.
Hammersmith.—Good meeting at Starch Green Broadway, Catterson' "Smith

and Tochatti speaking. In the hall, W. Morris lectured on " Early ^orSe Lite-
rature." II Commonweal 8old%—T.
HoxTON,—Good outdoor meetings on Thursday and Sunday evening in hall.

J. H. Pope lectured on our " Parochial System from a Socialist Standpc«lnt ;" no
opposition.—C. J. V.
Mile End and Bethnal Green,—On Tuesday, 06t. 4, good meeting' on the

Waste, Mainwaring and Davis speaking. Some opposition was ofiPerfed bya
Freethinker, who challenged Davis to debate, which was accepted ; Is. 6d. col-^^

lected for South Wales Propaganda Fund. Usual meeting in Victoria Pajris cuih

Sunday.—H. M.
Mitcham.—Good meeting on Fair Green on Sunday morning, addressed hj/^

Kitz, while Eden spoke at Haydon's Road. 54 Commonweal sold, and Is. Mi.^
collected for South Wales Miners.—R. C.
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Maryle^one.—Good meeting in Hyde Park, Main-
\varLng and Cantwell spoke ; collected 2s. lOd.—M.
North London. — Meeting at Ossulton Street as

usual on Tuesday, addressed by Allman, and Walker
of the S.D.F. At Regent's Park on Sunday morning,
Sparling spoke to a very large audi<jnce about the
Chicago Aiiarchists amid considerable enthusiasm.
8s. collected for propaganda.—T. C.
Glasgow.—On Saturday, Carmichael, Downie, Gil-

bert, and Paterson went out and spoke at Cambus-
lang. At Paisley Road Toll on Sunday afternoon,
Bullock, Glasier, and Paterson spoke. Two meetings
in Jail Square Sunday, first by Glasier and Downie
at one, and second at" six by Bullock and Glasier.

Commonweal sold well at all meetings, and our audi-
ences continue large and favourable, though there is a
lack of discussion. At seven on Sunday, Glasier lec-

tured in Watson Street Hall, on "The Prophecy of
Socialism."—A. M'K.
Ipswich.—Sunday morning and afternoon, addresses

by Slaughter of Norwich, and J. Thomas of Ipswich.
Sale of Commomveal good.—J. R.
Leeds.—On Sunday night, Maguire lectured in our

hall on "The Need of a Labour Party."—T. P.
Norwich.—On Sunday, NicoU and Parker held a

good meeting at Ber Street. In the morning, Nicoll
and Houghton went to Lowestoft. Parker held a very
large meeting in the Market-place at 3, then holding
a good meeting on the Agricultural Hall Plain at 7,

finishing with a lecture in the Gordon Hall at 8, on
*' Parliamentarianism," to a full audience, Miss Arm-
strong, of Manchester, taking the chair. Slaughter
went to Ipswich. Commonweal sold well. We col-

lected 12s. 6d. for the *' Mowbray Special Testimonial
Fund."—T. M.

Aberdeen Branch.—Account of police interference

is given in another column. The meetings were all

very successful, both before and after the attempt to

suppress them. On Monday, Tuesday, and Wednes-
day Mahon addressed enormous gatherings on the

forbidden ground at Castlegate. Good collections

were made, and a very large amount of literature dis-

posed of. At the indoor meeting in the Northern
Hall over 1000 people were present. Mr. Geo. Bisset,

President of the Trades Council, presided, and after

hearing the policy of the Socialist Party explained,

announced his willingness to work for it. A strong

branch has been formed, and regular meetings ar-

ranged.
WooDSiDE.—Propaganda opened h^re on Wednesday

afternoon by Mahon, Leatham, and Barron. In the

evening a large meeting was addressed .by Mahon,
Leatham, and the Rev. A. Webster.

Arbroath Branch.—This branch continues to make
steady progress. Every week the members increase,

and the indoor meetings are very successful.

Carnoustie Branch.—Good meeting held in the

Templars Hall, on Friday last. Lecture by Mahon ;

interesting discussion ; fiye new members enrolled.

Dundee Branch. -^Good uieeting addressed by
Simpson, Mahon, and Dempster on Saturday night.

On Sunday four meetings were held—at the West Port,

High Street, Hilltown, and in the new Hall of the

branch at Tay Bridge Station. A very good meeting

turned up at the first meeting in the new hall. Mahon
lectured on " The Policy of the Socialist Labour
Party." New members made.

Woolwich.—Last Sunday, Utley failing to turn up
here, Broad and Banner took his place, and held a
very successful meeting. We sold a good supply of

literature, and collected 2s. 6d. for branch expenses.
Political Economy Class begins next Saturday, Oct.

18th, in Middle-class School-room, Upper Market
Street, at 4 p.m. Fee for the course 2s. 6d.—R. B.
Walsall.—Weaver and Deakin spoke on Monday.

Thursday evening the Rev. Stewart Headlam lectured
for branch in Exchange room. A good audience fol-

lowed the speaker with marked attention ; several
questions were put and answered.—J. T. D.

Pelsall.—Sanders spoke on Tuesday to good audi-
ence of trade unionists, and was well received.

West Bromwicii.—On Saturday, Sanders lectured
here, and arrangements made for large indoor meet-

~ ing at an early date.

. Wednesbury.—The usual meeting was addressed
by Donald in the Market-place, after which H. H.
Champion lectured in the Assembly Rooms.
Birmingham. — On Friday, H. H. Champion and

the Rev. Stewart Headlam lectured in the theatre of

the Midland Institute. On Saturday, D(>nald ad-
dressed a good meeting at the Coun<ul House, and on
Sunday meetings in the Bull Ring and at the Council
House. The Sunday evening meeting at the Council
House is becoming more successful every week.
Yarmouth.—Nicoll and Henderson lectured on the

Quay, on Thursday.
St. Faith's.—Henderson and Syder at St. Faith's

Sunday afternoon, had the liveliest meeting ever held
here.

Sheffield Socialists.—On Monday, Sept. 26th,

M. A. Maloy opened interesting debate on " The Best
Means of Making the Land National Property." On
Monday, Oct. 3, Mr. Shaw, a trade unionist, opened
on "Trades' Unions in the Past, and what they will

be in the Future." Story, Dallas, and Unwin spoke
on the Socialist's side. It was very interesting and
instructive.—M. A. M.
Norwich Anarchist Group.—Henderson spoke at

Carrow on Friday. Nicoll and Henderson held meet-
ings on St. George's Plain and the Haymarket on
Saturday. Two very large meetings were addressed
by Henderson in Norwich Market-place on Sunday

- morning and evening.

North of England Socialist Federation.

Annitsford.—Good meeting held in rooms to hear
address by J. Macdonald on ** C. Bradlaugh and So-

cialism."

West Holywell.—In reading-rooms, P. McKay in

the chair,"Macdonald lectured on ** The Government,
what it can do for the People, and what the People
caa do for themselves."
Blyth.—Macdonald spoke, but the rain spoilt the

meeting.
^OBTH Shields.—In evening, Macdonald spoke on

''Socialism, its Progress and Principles." Discussion

f<^owed.
la view of the approaching winter, and the impos-

aibUity of espying on outdoor propaganda, members
should form classes for the discussion and study of

Sooialist principles, and obtaining practice in the art

of public speaking. Books and pamphlets for free

distribution will be gladly received and distributed by

M. Mack, Gen. Sec, 4, Back Marlow St., Blyth.

Scottish Land and Labour League.

Edinburgh. -^ On Thursday night, the Political

Economy Class was resumed, * Das Kapital ' again

being the text-book. On Sunday night, a fairly good
Uieeting was held at the Trades' Hall, Gilray giving a

' flnsleadid paper on ** Socialism, Reason or Sentiment ?
"

^^ Society would beg all friends in Edinburgh to

aljtei^d these Sunday night lecture<i, and make them
kaovr^a to their friends.—C. W, T.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Bloom,sbury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W. On Thursday Oct. 13,

Mr. Barry, "Scientific Boycotting." 20th. Mr.
Varley, "Socialistic Co-operation."

Ghrhe7nreU.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-

don Road, E.C. Sunday October 16, at 8.30, Mr.
Varley, "Co-operation." Wednesday 19, at 8.30,

S. Mainwaring will lecture.

Haclcney.—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11.30. ; Satur-

day 7 till 12.30 ; Sunday 11 a.m. till 12 p.m.
Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday Oct. 16, at 8 p.m. Sydney Olivier (Fabian
Society), "European Peasant Revolts."

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—Globe Coffee House, 227 High St.,

Hoxton. On Sunday 16, at 8.30, Rev. S D. Head-
lam, B. A. ,

" Christian Socialism. " Special Notice—
On Sunday morning, Oct. 23, at 11 o'clock, Demon-
stration on Free Speech in America.

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Mile-end and Bethnal Green.—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road. Business Meeting every Thursday at 9 p. in.

Debating Class for members after Business Meeting.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—James Leatham, secy.,

12 Short Loanings.
Arbroath (Scot. Sect.).—High Street Hall. Meeting
Friday evenings. W. Smith, 17 Lindsay St., secy.

Next Friday W. Marwick lectures on " Mazzini."

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section : Forfarshire).—Secretary

pro tern.), D. M'Dougal, East Path,

Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI., sec

Dublin.—Irish Labour League, Carpenters' Hall, 75
Aungier Street. Meetings every Thursday at 8 p. m.

Dundee {Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the

Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station. Fore-

noon, business and members' discussion ; evening,

lecture and discussion.

Dysart and Gallatown (Scottish Section : Fife).—Sin-

clairtown and Boreland men may enroll in this

branch. Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park St. Business

Meeting Thursdays at 7.30. Discussion Class 8 p. m.

Sunday night lectures, Trades Hall, High Street.

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

Glasgow.—84 John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.

till 10 p.m. daily. Choir Practice, Wednesday at 8.

In the Hall, 8 Watson Street, Gallowgate, lecture

on Sunday 16, at 7 o'clock, by Gilray of Edinburgh.

Hamilton.—Paton's Hall, Chapel St. Thursday, 7. 30.

Lancaster.—Addresses Sunday morning on Quay Jetty,

Leeds.—n Chesham St., Sweet St. Club open every

evening. Business meeting Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
On Sunday October 16, at 7 p.m., T. Paylor, "The
Lesson of the Trades Congress."

Leicester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochee (Scottish Section : Forfarshire).—Secretary {pro

tem.)y P. M*Dougal, 10 Mercer Street.

Nonvich.'—Oordoji Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures
every Sunday at 8. Business Meeting Monday at

8.30. Speakers* Class Sunday at 10.30 a.m. and
Wednesday 8 p.m. Social Evening Saturdays at 8.

Nottingham.—Club and Reading Rooms, 1 Tokenhouse
Yard, Bridlesmith Gate, open every evening. Lec-

tures and Discussions every Sunday.
Oic/orrf.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.
Walsall.—Temperance Hall. Meets every Monday.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 16,

9. 30... Starch.Green Hammersmith Branch
11. 30. ..Hackney—Salmon and Ball Graham

11. 30.. .Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Pope & Wade
11.30...Kingsland Green Barker
11.30. ..Merton—Haydons Road Parker
11. 30...Mitcham Fair Green Allman
11. 30... Regent's Park Cooper
11. 30. ..St. Pancras Arches The Branch
ll.30...Walham Green The Branch
3 ...Hyde Park Parker
4 . . .Victoria Park Lane
7 ...Hackney Road—Warner Place The Branch
7 ...Stamford Hill Parker
7 ...Clerkenwell Green J. Allman

Monday.
8 ... Polygon, Somei*s Town .The Branch

Tuesday.
8 ...Mile-end Waste Davis
8 . . .Ossulton St. , Euston Road Pope

Wednesday,
8 ...Broadway, London Fields , Flockton

Thursday.
8 ...Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Parker

Woolwich.—Arsenal Gates, Sunday October 16, at

7 o'clock—W. C. Wade, "The Religion of Socialism."

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—JaiVs Square: Sunday, 1 p.m.—Glasier,

Downie, Adams, and Bulloch.
Paisley Road Toll: Sunday, 5 p.m.—Glasier, Bul-

loch, and Paterson.
Watson Street: Sunday, 6.30—Bulloch, Downie,
and Glasier.

Cambuslang.—Saturday at 6 p.m.—Downie, Gilbert,
Paterson, and Carmichael.

Leeds.—Sunday: Vicar's Croft, 11 a.m.
Norwich Branch.—Sunday : Market Place at 3 ; Agri-

cultural Hall Plain at 7.

Dereham.—Every Wednesday, Market Place at 7.

SCOTTISH LAND AND LABOUR LEAGUE.
{Scottish Section of the Socialist League)

Fri. 14

—

Dysart. The Cross, 7 p.m.—Mahon.

,, Gallatown. The Big Brae, 8 p.m.—Mahaai,
Sat. 15

—

Burntisland and Kirkcaldy.

,, Dundee. Greenmarket, 7 p.m.—Dempster
and Simpson.

,, Arbroath. Brothock Bridge, 6 p.m.—Dun-
can of Dundee.

Sun. 16

—

Edinburgh.—Trades Hall, High Street, at

6.30—J. L. Mahon.

,, Dundee. Trades Hall, 11 a.m., important
business meeting of members. High St.,

3 p.m.—Dempster, Duncan, & Simpson.
Trades Hall, 8 p.m.—Music and Lecture.

Mon. 17

—

Edinbiirgh. High Street, 7 p.m.
Tues. IS—Leith. Foot of Walk, 7 p.m.

West Marylebone Working Men's Club, 123a
Church Street, Edgware Road.—On Sunday Oct. 16,

at 8 p.m., Wm. Morris will lecture on *' Monopoly."

Ipswich.—Public meeting in Co-operative Hall,

October 15, at 8 p.m., to welcome C. W. Mowbray on
his release. Speakers—Mowbray, Kitz, Mainwaring,
and others.

BiRMiNCxHAM.—On Monday Oct. 17 Mr. J. Sketchley
will lecture at the Forward Liberal Club, Gt. Hamp-
ton Street—subject, " Socialism." Chair taken at 7.30.

Sheffield Socialists, Commonwealth Caf^, Scot-

land Street, Sheffield.—Discussions or Lectures every
Sunday evening at 7 o'clock. Free.

North of England Socialist Federation.

Branches and Secretaries.

Annitsford.—F. Rivett, Dudley Colliery.

Backworth.—W. Maddison, C. Pit.

Consett.—J. Walton, Medonsby Road.
Blyth.—Martin Mack, 4 Back Marlow Street.

South Shields.—F. Dick, 139 Marsden Street, West.
North Shields.—J. T. Harrison, 24 Queen Street.

East Holywell.—J. M'Lean, Top Row, Bates's Cottages
West Holywell.—F. M*Carroll, West Holywell.
Seaton DelavaJ.—W. Day, Seaton Delaval.

SeghilL—Wm. Whalley, New Square.

M. Mack, Gen. Sec, 4 Back Marlow Street, Blyth.

QOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE COMMITTEE.^
Meeting at Commonweal Ofl&ce, 13 FarringdoQ

Road, on Sunday October 16, at 3 p.m. prompt.

^COMMONWEAL' CONCERT,
TO-DAY (SATURDAY) AT 8,

Those having Tickets on sale are reminded that
all settlements must be made before the Concert,
otherwise tickets will be reckoned as sold.

FACTS FOR SOCIALISTS.
(The Distribution of Wealth in England)

16 pp., One Penny.

Published by the Fabian Society, 180 Potsdown Road
also at 63 and 185 Fleet Street.

Printed and Published by William Morbib an Joeirs Lamm
at 18 FarringdoD Bood, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The bourgeois press is very busy in making the least of the demons-

trations of the unemployed in London and in telling us that the crowds
who assemble to show themselves in the streets are composed largely of

persons who would not work if they could. Now it may at once be
-admitted that there are such men among them, although the crowd is

mostly composed of men only too anxious to work. But who makes
these loafers loaf 1 That is the question. Everybody knows that when
a manual worker has been long out of work he gets " soft." The ter-

rible discouragement of having to look for work day after day with
very slight prospect of finding it takes the heart out of him ; and in

time he loses all capacity of seeking for work, and is then the loafer

whom false society has made, and whom she punishes for existing.

Also, trite as the observation is growing, one must really say that it

ill befits a "society" that rewards some people so munificently for

doing nothing, to insult and oppress the poor people who won't work
to earn the semi-starvation wages which it offers them. Let us admit
that it is a crime to live without producing, and accept the conse-

quences that flow from that admission, to wit, that a society that will

not allow men to work thougli they want to is the very essence of this

criminality, and is of no good except to rebel against.

The police-onslaughts of Friday the 14th inst., and the following
days, is of evil augury for the coming winter. They are to be, it seems,
as ever, not the servants of the public, engaged in guarding peaceful
citizens against accident, but the servants of a peevish and easily

frightened minority, and the masters of all the rest of us whose arbitrary
bidding we are to do under penalty of sufiering immediate corporal
violence, which as G. B. Shaw said at South PJace, we may seek a
remedy for after we have suffered it. Really if this is to go on we
might as well live in Moscow—or Chicago. We might as well bo
Russian peasants—or American citizens.

The accompanying extract from the Chicago Morning Seios, shows
how right the speakers were at the South Place meeting in their view
that the prisoners were condemned not for their deeds but for their
opinions :

"The address of A. R. Parsons, the condemned Anarcbiat, to 'the American
people ' is by no means unworthy of perusal. For the most part, it is quite as
argumentative and dispassionate in tone as could be reasonably expected from a
man wiio stands in the shadow of the gallows. We doubt not it will evoke sym-
pathy from very many who are incapable of coping with the adroit reasoning of
the author. Beyond the line covered by this special pleading, however, there
remains the great, stubborn fact that Parsons cast his fortunes with the enemies
of law and order

; that the whole drift of his life during the two years which
preceded the Haymarket horror was in the direction of anarchy ; that his teach-
ings, if they meant anything at all, were provocative of riot and murder. Such
at least was the judgment of a jury of his peers. Such £ilso was the judgment of
the highest court of appeals. The law which Parsons sought to overthrow is

rightly regarded as the great bulwark protecting the rights of the citizen. With
scrupulous regard for his every equity the verdict has been made up. Nothing
is likely now to alter his fate."

C A friend told me this morning that speaking to some American
acquaintances on this subject they answered his expostulations by
saying something like this :

" Ah, but you forget that Most has pub-
lished a most atrocious book against society." This is exactly the spirit
of the Chicago trial. One man has written a book, so seven others are
to be hanged for it. The American bourgeoisie are well known to be
an inventive set of people ; but surely this '- short method of dealing
with political opponents " is the cutest of all their inventions. Mr.
Balfour had best learn from such passed masters in the art of suppres-
sion of free speech. y^^ ]y[.

At the Taghmon (county of Wexford) police-court on Triday twenty
persons were prosecuted under the Crimes Act for using intimidating
language. Sixteen were dismissed tor want of sufficient evidence, but
four—two^ young men, a lad of fourteen, and a girl named Lawlor

—

were convicted. The young men and the boy were sentenced to a fort-
night's imprisonment with hard labour. The chairman said the girl
should find bail for her future good behaviour, as they ** did not like to
cast a stigma on her character by sending her to prison." She replied
that it was "no disgrace to go to gaol for Ireland," and refused to give
bail.

pluck and self-sacrifice, and one cannot wonder that her counsel called

her *'the best little girl in Ireland, and a credit to her country."

" The further anticipated failures on the Stock Exchange have come,

and amid circumstances which very much disturbed the markets. One
defaulter, liabilities over £60,000, is said to have absconded, having

misappropriated moneys and securities. An old member of Lloyd's

was forced to stop payment, with unpaid differences amounting to

£60,000. These, and other two small failures in the House as well as

one outside, led to forced sales and to the demoralisation of the

markets."

All which simply refers to the '' division of the spoil," and affects

the workers only as showing them how much of what they have pro-

duced is played with by these gamblers. Every penny oj it is unpaid
labour.

From Sydney, New South Wales, we have received copies of the

Morning Herald^ the Daily Telegraph, and the Echo, giving accounts

of the foundation of the Socialist League there by former members of

our own organisation. This is cheering news, more especially as the

organisation starts with fair chances of success.

Only the last-named paper notices the League editorially, and that

does so with mingled sneering and abuse. Well, our comrades are, no
doubt, fully prepared for that kind of thing and will persevere in the

great work they have undertaken.

Is not the insanity or worse of our present society shown up strongly

in the tremendous fuss that has been made over whether a certain

speech was or was not made by the Grand Duke Nicolas of Russia ]

This man is no orator able to sway multitudes by his fervid speaking*

or great thinker whose utterance upon a subject will change the

thought of thousands. No ! but he is a despot and the son of a despot,

able to wield a gigantic force against whom he will and to waste mil-

lions of lives to sate his lust of conquest.

Mr. Courtney, M.P., said last week that the police at Mitclielstown
" may have acted indiscreetly "

! Mr. Speaker Peel's tuition has evi-

dently borne fruit, and we may now expect to hear bludgeoning a

cripple called a "gentle remonstrance," and dainty phrases found for

every governmental villainy. S.

Disgrace
! She has placed her name on record as an example of

POLICE LAW IN ENGLAND.
Police rule in England is extending, the power of the police is rapidly

increasing. The police of London, like the police of Ireland, is an Im-
perial institution under Imperial control. The Royal Irish Constabu-

lary are not under the control of the people of Ireland, and the Metro-

politan police are independent of the people of the Metropolis. And
even where the police are under the direction and control of the local

authorities, the power of the police is growing, and their increasing

influence is everywhere felt. At times we hear a great deal about

Socialism being un-English and of Continental growth, but the

Government are undoubtedly introducing Continental ideas as regards

the supremacy of the police.

The police everywhere claim to be over and above the people ; their

supremacy is becoming a recognised fact. They are everywhere organ-

ised as a semi-military force, they are a kind of omnipresent body,

not so much for the detection of crime as to overawe the people.

They are organised and drilled as a semi-military force, and the higher

officials belong to the military class ; their training and their ,military

appearance does not make them a terror to the well-known thief, and to

a great extent disqualifies them from dealing with ordinary crime.

Every street urchin knows the policeman's step.

" The Police and the People," '' the Police and the Public," are now
very familiar phrases. Their absolute supremacy in Ireland has long

been recognized by both Liberals and Conservatives, and many people

thought that while their supremacy was confined to Ireland there was
not much to grumble at. But why should Great Britain escape ? We
hear a great deal about Ireland having the same institutions as

England, if so, why not England have the same institutions as Ire-
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land, and if the supremacy of the police is good for Irel^4i»^yi*BOt

v?s(5^9x»^w^^d<jibat,in iJae.ilVfe^o^ia ;tb^)(pQJiqft^re;inj»etfmi?ag.„>fiJbrh

i |:^ie!:i^^t< pf^yjpuWic. mee|ii^gs,*«^e,n .^ithmJ^^^^ta^gs hel9ngHig^{to,||^e

" Ij.il^at.^i^^pi«.M^ ; (tha%,tkej5viiaye ^^on^tSOj^ofer {J^uUyjM^wsfjt^^-

> J^feieais to be^'. pij)0^pp,sed. . And we li^ar of iad^^s^iign, ,jneefo^gS: .iOjt,jt>^

J i^^l4-,t%.pi;oii^a^ Aga^iist.jthis iyrft^^ iiit0rferen<j^j>f ; thai pi^Jice. -S^h
:;aw?^9»,^n*th%:part of the^police is truly ^continental, whether Socialigpa

is or not. One writer observes that Londoners may yet have to send

the names of speakers and copies of resolutions to Scotland Yard for

..pproval. It is quite possible such may be the case, even in this land

of boasted freedom. Police supremacy will extend its influence, will

increase through all the ramifications of society. The Liberal Asso-

ciations of the metropolis are advised to refuse to give the police any
information, either as to who the speakers are to be or the nature

of the resolutions to be proposed at any meeting ; also, if the police

attend the meetings they are to be placed so as to be seen by all as

the despicable tools of a detestable tyranny. These suggestions are

very good, and I hope will be acted upon. But if good for Liberal

meetings they are equally good for Socialist meetings.

It is true we are told the police have received no fresh orders ; that

they are only doing what they have a right to do, and what they

have done on other occasions. And had they not interfered with the

meetings of the Liberal Associations, but had confined their attention

to Socialist meetings, there might not have been any outcry in reference

to their present action.

But the Government has all the powers essential for a policy of

coercion in England, without any special powers for such a purpose

From 1794 to 1806 the Habeas Corpus Act was suspended no less

than seven times: in 1794 for nine months; 1795 for nine months;
1798 nine months; 1799 nine months; and in 1800 for nine months.

Again in 1803 for a shorter term; in 1806 for six months; and in

1817 for nine months because of the agitation for radical reform.

During all this period the private correspondence of suspected persons

was regularly opened at the post-offices by order of the Government.
And since 1837, by the written order of any one of her Majesty's

Ministers, the letters of any suspected person can be seized and opened
and the contents sent to the Home Office. Then in 1848 we had the

Crown and Government Security Act, the third clause of which makes
it felony to organise a movement for the abolition of Royalty or to

bring pressure to bear upon either House of Parliament, or intimidate

the same. And if extra powers were needed both Houses would be

too glad to be called together to give almost unlimited powers to her

Majesty's Government to preserve law and order, so essential for the

plundering classes.

It is strange that even in this England of ours, the land of the

]3rave and the free, while the franchise has been extended to every

householder, all real power is being concentrated more and more in

the hands of the Government; that with household suffrage we are

falling under the rule of the baton ; that while boasting of our free-

dom as a people and our glory as a nation we are becoming more
. helpless every day. Taking the old Radical notions the people to-

day ought to be all-powerful, yet even with the vote they are still

political nonentities, and under the present political system it cannot
be otherwise. The evil lies in the very principle of government by
representation.

What is government by representation *? Its basis is the rule of the

majority. The House of Commons is elected by and represents the

constituencies. There sovereign power resides ; there is deposited the

concentrated wisdom and authority of the enfranchised millions. The
House of Commons is supreme, is omnipotent. The majority of the

Commons represent a majority of the constituencies ; in that majority

resides the concentrated wisdom and authority of a majority of the

people. In that majority, then, is supreme power, is sovereign

authority ; that majority is omnipotent. The Government have the

confidence of, and are sustained in power by, the majority of the

Commons, therefore the Government is rightfully supreme, and in the

Government resides the concentrated power and wisdom of a majority

of the constituencies. This is government by representation, the

supreme rule of the majority. If this rule be right, the Government is

rightfully supreme, and its supremacy should not be called in question.

When the people have delegated their authority to their representa-

,tives, when they have voted them supreme power and authority, why
not trust their greater wisdom ? Why not recognise their supreme
authority ? What need, what right, of public meetings to call in

question the wisdom, or to condemn the action of the representatives

. of the majority, the rule of the m^^jority being the basis of government
by representation. It is not a question of eternal right, of equal

liberty, but of the dominant majority for the time being. It is the

system,and not the mere effects of the system with which we should

deal.

^
Government by representation is the negation of the sovereignty of

the people. It rests on the assumption that will can be represented,

that rights can be alienated, that duties can be transferred. Under pur
modern representative system, government is virtually independent of

and above .the people. Such a government rests on the assumption
that sovereign power can.be transferred from the people to their

representatives to be again transferred by them and centred in the

-Government for the time being, which practic3,lly becomes a central-

.ised despotism. But rights can never be alienated, can never be
.tgransferred ; the sovereignty of the people can never be abdicated.

-$J"o-'-iiH*n can transfer to another his life, or his right to think, or speak,
Qr^.his, rights of free .assoQiatign.

^ Xkese ^^reiji^Qper§.ble,fi?oni.the i.^ivi-

.sdpai#M-?ft^<i«r.^lL gjayQTWp^ {iyi^r«j^;?f©fiej^tti^n ^ ^^pogsi^e^^^^cept
^as.F^|i^giP%.l^i^pfttion.

Weit^^arciiftt'i^ii^s, a:>^featiJ^:als^b9'Ut^tkhe^,i»l^lition of wth^iState
Qtoi^h. iS^iWwft^€^yej?dicet#.m,^p|ifchQ,^bQiiti^^ 7 Yet
yie S^ta»t0rdftyr is;/^Qtbingiii^<^re >|ili^n a^ d^spoifeiem. All

gr>j^.mititj^tithe ityi;9#ny and ,fJO*%u,p|ipn.. ^^jtheGfeurch are the.result

—

^the. inevitably result—of its cpnpecjljion.witl^ifche' State; but ^lew regard
the State as the seat of that tyranny and corruption. Nor is the
State more sacred than the Church. The abolition of the State must
follow the abolition of the Church. We do not accept the infallibility

of the Church. Why should we accept that of the State] We do
not recognise the omnipotence of the Crown. Why retain the om-
nipotence of Parliament? Government by representation must give
place to the government of the people, by the people, and for the people..

The people alone is sovereign. All else is but usurpation.

J. Sketchley.

FREEDOM OF CONTRACT.
(Concluded from p. 331.)

Now, it is admitted, even by Sir Thomas Brassey, that " Labour is

the vivifying principle which preserves Capital from decay." This
sounds very like the proposition of Adam Smith, namely :

" Labour is

the source of all wealth ;
" for, if it preserves it from decay, it must

follow that re-creation is only a repetition of the act creatioyi ; therefore

on this, as on the preceding proposition, wealth is due to Labour.
And here, it may be noted, Mr. B. did not tell his hearers what

Capital was, but only used the bungled propositions of Sir Thomas
Brassey (a representative of Capital) which deal only with the source

of Capital.

Capital is both stored-up, and unpaid labour-results—at present
monopolised by the few to the detriment of the many.

jSTow, as for the second proposition—namely, that the advance of

wages depend on the increase of capital, a few facts and iigures will not
only contradict that statement, but will reverse the proposition.

According to Mr. J. Low, the income of the country in 1823
was £261,000,000; and, according to Mr. Mulhall, in 1882 it was-

£1,247,000,000. The total wealth of the country in 1823, according
to Mr. Low, was £2,0ut',000,000 ; and, accordini? to Mr. Mulhall, the
total wealth in 1882 wiib X8, 7 20,000,000. Here we see an enormous
increase of capital, and, according to Mr. Bradlaugh's contention, wages
ought to be very high and the condition of the labourers very good.

Let us see.

If we take the actual number of workers at the following periods as

near as can be obtained, we shall find the average value of the labour

of each was as follows :—In 1823, £48, 6s. 8d. ; in 1840, £80, 6s. 4d. ;

in 1871, £137, 10s.; and in 1878, £171, 9s.

"In 1883, in his paper before the British Association at South-

port, Mr. Mulhall estimated the wealth of the country iin 1840 at

£2,190,000,000, equal to £150 per head of population; in 1860 at

£4,030,000,000, equal to £190 per head ; in 1878 at £7,960,000,000;
and in 1882, £8,720,000,000, equal to £249 per head of population.

Taking, then, the returns for 1840 and 1882, while the population

has' increased 45 per cent., the wealth of the country has increased 394
per cent."—Sketchley 's ' European Society.'

Let us see how this enormous mass of wealth is distributed. We
turn again to Mr. Mulhall.

The higher classes, who number only 222,500 families, possess

wealth of the value of £5,728,000,000 ; the middle classes, who number
1,824,400 families, possess £1,834,000,000; the working classes, wha
number 4,629,100 families, possess only £398,000,000.

Is there anything like equity liere ? The non-producing classes

possess a total of i;7,569,000,0d0 to £398,000,000, possessed by the

working classes, by whose labom- and skill the whole has been produced.

Truly, English society is one huge system of robbery I

"In dealing with the question cf tiie income of the different classes

in 1823, Mr. Low estimated the income of the working classes at

£90,000,000 out of a total of £261,000,000. In 1866, Mr. Leone Levi
estimated this income at £418,300,000, but he included then, as at a
later period, a number of items which were quite inadmissible. From
the same data, on which he founded his estimate, Mr. Dudley Baxter
estimated their income at £325,000,000. From the same data, or

nearly so, Mr. W. E. Gladstone estimated their income at £250,000,000.'*'

—Sketchley.

More recently, Mr. Leone Levi estimated the average wages of the
principal classes of workers at 18s. 7d. per week. Magnificent reipu-

neration

!

One out of every three of the workers die either in the workhouse or

hospital. "In 1885 the mean number of chronic paupers in England
and Wales was 758,993; in Scotland, 97,504; in Ireland, 105,153 r

in all 971,595. Of the persons actually relieved from the rates in the ^.
course of a year, one in three, according to Mr. Mulhall, or one. in

three-and-a-half, according to Dudley Baxter, becopaes a chronic pauper.'* ;—Reynolds.

Mr. Edwin Chadwick, C.B., states that. the mean age of the gentry r

is 50 years; of shopkeepers, 27 years; of the wage-workers, 23 years;

while in the case of these three classes, out of 100 children of the
gentry 13 die under the age of five ; of 100 children of the shop-keeping

class 38 die under that age; and out of 100 children of the wage-

earning class no less.th^n 48 die under. that age.
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Dr, Lyon Playfair tells us that of the children of the upper class

18 per cent, die under five years of age ; of those of the tradesmen class,

36 ; and of the working class, 55 per cent
Mr. Bradlaugh quoted the speech of Sir Thomas Brassey, at the

Industrial Remuneration Conference, on Capital. I therefore quote

Frederick Harrison at the same Conference on the condition of the

labourer :
—" To me, at least, it would be enough to condemn modern

society as hardly an advance on slavery or serfdom if the permanent
condition of industry Avere to be that which we behold—that 90 per

cent, of the actual producers of wealth have no home that they can call

their own beyond the end of the week; have no bit of soil, or so much
as a room, that belongs to them ; have nothing of value of any kind
except as much old furniture as will go in a cart ; have the precarious

chance of weekly wages which barely suffice to keep them in health
;

are housed, for the most' part, in places that no man thinks fit for his

horse ; are seperated by so narrow a margin from destitution that a

month of bad trade, sickness, or unexpected loss brings them face to

face with hunger and pauperism. This is the normal state of the

average workman in town and country."—Quoted in Reynolds,
August 14.

We are now abh^ to see how true is the proposition that the wages
of the worker advance with the increase of capital, and, at the same
time, to see what are the conditions under which he "contracts."

If we were to first cut off the arms of a man and then tell him he
was free to use his hands in his own defence, we should be doing on a
small scale what is done on a large—in fact, what the present system
of industry does to the working class.

*'It is a long lane that has no turning," says an old proverb, and the
day of awakening is at hand. Already Labour shakes his chains, to the
terror of his oppressor, and is preparing to knock off the fetters that
bind him. The worker is now beginning to understand that the more
useful he is to society the less is his chance to live ; the more 'wealth
he produces the less he gets—in a word, the richer the nation grows the
poorer lie becomes. Until all this is reversed the workers must remain
in their present condition of slavery, and any scheme which has not in
view the changing of the present conditions from top to bottom is

not worth attention. H. Davis.

SOCIALISM IN NORTH WALES.
On the 24th of September I set out for a few days' rest in Barmouth,
North Wales. I spent a few days' in rambling round the neigh-
bourhood ; visited several small quarrifes in the district, notably
that- at Henddol, where I found some seventy men working for the
benefit of a man who lived in a fine big mansion some few miles off.

Of course everyone could understand that he owned the quarry, but,
for a time, couldn't see how the men belonged to him. But im-
mediately it was pointed out that while they got an average of 3s.

a-day for working hard, and lived in tumble-down cottages, he did no
work and lived in a mansion, and it was only by their working that
he was able to live there ; that they were compelled to sell their bodies
to him in order to live, and the difference between the price he paid
them and what he made out of them was his profit,—they began
to see how it was. After this visit I decided to hold a meeting
that very evening in Barmouth, and lay before such as chanced to
listen the views of a Socialist. So at half-past six I took up a stand
on the quay at Barmouth and began the first address on Socialism ever
delivered there. It was soon evident that however new the ideas of
Socialism were to those present, there was much that was in accord
with their natural feelings as regards the duty of one man to another

;

that they as much disapproved of the present system of society as I
did ; for when it was proclaimed that the rich were getting richer and

.

the poor getting poorer, and the difficulty of getting'a job of work
increasing day by day and the wages going lower and lower, it was
earnestly emphasised. The assertion that there were two classes of
idlers in the country, the idle rich and the idle poor, was sneeringly
interrupted by a well-dressed young man, but approved by all others

;

and when I suggested that the said young man had better clothes than
manners he was very wroth, at which I farther observed that although
better dressed than the working men around me, he hadn't near so
much good behaviour. The upshot of this meeting was a request from
«ome score working men to give a lecture in one of the public rooms
on the question of Christian Socialism. Of course I gladly acceded to
their request, and forthwith arrangements were set about. The
minister of the Congregational Church was seen, and he cordially
approved the idea. The deacons of his church were also consulted,
and finally they kindly granted the use of the schoolroom free of
expense.

Previous to this meeting (Friday the 30th) I decided to hold another
outK^oor meeting. So on the Thursday evening I again took up a
position and held one of the most fervent meetings that ever I addressed
or witnessed; for despite a drenching downpour of rain, the audience
^tood throughout, and even after it was over congregated in groups.
An amusing incident occurred through these outdoor addresses. The

daf'^ufter the first address I went into one of the tradesmen's shops,
and^'he commenced to tell me about this* stranger who had been holding
a m'i^etingon Socialismj and he innocently enough asked, "What is a
Socialist r' and straightway proceeded to analyse the term in the
follotemg manner: " Sociiilism^assosin

; Socialist—assosin." I then
asKcxrhim what "assosin" meiitit in Welsh, thinking of course that it
vras perhaps a Welsh term. To my surprise, he told me it was English.

I then tumbled to it that he meant "assassin"; and I commenced a
soliloquy as to what I should be taken for next—me, the peace-at-any-
price man ! Of course I soon relieved him on the point, but refrained
from making myself known to him on that occasion at all events. I
met him afterwards, and we had a good laugh over it. I told him that
I forgave him freely, but forget him I never should. He no,w
thoroughly approves the Socialist ideal', and his brother is a most active
and intelligent supporter.

The indoor lecture was a thoroughly successful one, and I think will

bear good fruit. That a complete revolution of the present system
of society is absolutely necessary for the removal of the existing

evils was admitted by every one present ; and that it was within the
reach of man and thoroughly practicable in the opinion of all present
was aptly illustrated by the enthusiastic manner in which they
applauded my remarks when referring to the capturing of political

power and the formation of a great Socialist Labour Party whose only

aim should be the taking possession of all the means of labour and the

using of them only in the interest of all who worked. "Yes," said

one, "if we would .only be as enthusiastic and self-sacrificing for the

establishment of Socialism as we are for our ordina^ry politics and
religion, it could soon be brought about ; and when brought about it

would be practical application of all the best teachings believed in

to-day." The same speaker also pointed out to me that there is a great

amount of Socialism carried out in the different religious bodies, and
instanced the manner in which they clung together for the good of all,

and the equality that is insisted on.

One great difficulty in the propaganda is that whilst nearly all can

understand a fluent English speaker, very few can read English books.

Still I have every confidence that North Wales could soon be successfully

ori^anised. Haydn Sanders.

A PROCESSIONAL HYMN.
Tune— >S'i^. Gertrude—^m A. S. Sullivan.

" Onward! Christian Soldier,
^^

Toilers of the nations,

Thinkers of the time,

Sound the note of battle
Loud through every clime !

March ye 'gainst the tyrants
Heedless of their steel,

Be a band of brothers,
Speed the Common Weal

!

Onward ! friends of freedom,
Onward! for the strife,

Each for all we struggle.

One in death or life.

Seamstress in the hovel,
Women of the mill.

Low indeed ye grovel,

Tiime ye are and still.

Come like the Walkyries
Beauteous in your might,
Sing us songs of valour,
Nerve us for the fight !

C^wrus.

Teachers of the people, '

Priests beside the shrine,

Men of light and leading,

Edinburgh.

Speak the word divine ;

Gather us together

In a holy hand,
Sworn to help each other,

Pledged both heart and hand

Chorus,

Toil we now no longer

For another's gain,

While our wives and children
Pine in want and pain ;

Grieve we now no longer
At a/nother's good,
Let us all be brothers,

Let us all have food !

Chorus.

Come, then, worn and weary.
Come, then, stout and brave.
Join this noble army
Sworn our land to save,
From the power of tyrants,
From the curse of greed

—

Down with the destroyers !

Crush the serpents' seed !

Chorus.

THEIR CRIME.

J. G.

Down deep in the slough of human misery they delved and brought to
the light of nineteenth century civilisation the cruel results of man's in-
humanity to man.
Over the pathway trodden by the burden-bearers of this land they tra-

velled, and, finding it strewn with the bleaching bones of their fellow-toilers
-Wrong's victims—cried aloud, and bitterly, against the miserable system
that caused it.

Into the maw of the beast of competitive industry they threw the light of
scientific investigation, and, finding: it the grave of human hopes and happi-
ness, vowed it should die.

Out into the darkness of Labour's long night they thrust a loving arm
and sought to bring the wandering prisoner of povertv into a higher life,
a nobler ambition.
Guided by the impulse of tender hearts they sought to break the chains

encircling the limbs of Labour—poor sightless Sampson that he is—and drive
Shylock from the temple of man's hopes, ambitions, and higher development.
And this hath been the height of their offending; this the reason that

they are called anarchists
; this the reason they are sentenced to be hung.—

(Denver) Labour Enquirer.

I have never hesitated when I have seen my way clearly according to my lights,
to follow it. I have always endeavoured to hew to the line, let the chips fall
where they would. Some people do not do that. That is what is the trouble
with the world. A great many people ask, when they find what their duty is,
does it pay ? If it pays they will follow it, and they care not where the payment
comes from.—Samuel Fielden.

I am an internationalist. My patriotism covers more than the boundary lines
of a single state ; the world is my country, all mankind my countrymen. That
is what the emblem of the red flag signifies ; it is the symbol of free, of emanci-
pated labour. The workers are without a country. Li all lands they are disin-
herited, and America is no exception. The wage-slaves are the dependent hire-
lings of the rich in every land. They are everywhere social pariahs without home
or country. As they create all wealth, so also they fight every battle, not for
themselves but for their masters. There is an end to this self-degradation. In
the future hibour will fight only in self-defence and work for itself and not for
another. —^4 /6er^ A*. Parsons.
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"have you not heard how it has gone with many a cause before now : FIRST, FEW MEN
HXSD IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON 1

Communications invited on Social Questions. They should be ivritten on one side 0/
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Rd.,E.G,, and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-
tion in these pages. None to be taken as Tnore than in a general manner expressing
the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Jlejected MSS. only returned if a stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.
8ubscriptio7is.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

six months, 3s.; three months, Is. 6d.

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E. G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Learner.—The lectures by Wendell Phillips, the great American reforrtier, are

published by Lee and Shepard, 47 Franklin Street, Boston, U.S. Prices

—

* Relations of Capital and Labour,' 25 c. ; ' The Scholar in a Republic,' 25 c.

;

' Eulogy of Garrison,' 25 c. His speeches, letters, etc., delivered before 1863
are published in one volume by the same firm at 2 dols. 50 c.

Acknowledged with thanks—J. W. (Liverpool).

H. N. (S. Hackney).—Your project has been considered and found impracticable.

Feriodicals received during the week ending Wednesday October 19.

Italy
Gizetta Operaia
Milan—II Fascio Operaic

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista

England
Justice
Norwich—Daylight
Worker's Friend
Labour Tribune
Jus

India
Madras—People's Friend

South Australia
Adelaide—Our Commonwealth

United States
New York—Der Socialist

Trutliseeker
Leader
Union Advocate

Boston—Woman's Journal
Chicago (111.)—Labor Enquirer
Vorbote

Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole

Altruist

N.Haven—Workmen 's Advocate

'

Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West
Hammonton(NJ )Credit Foncier
San Francisco (Cal) The People
Albina (Oreg.)—Weekly Courier
Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer
Buffaloer Arbeiter-Zeitung

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Socialiste

La Revolte
Lille—Le Travailleur

Belgium
Seraing (Ougree)—Le Reveil
Ghent—Vooruit

Holland
Hague—Ilecht voor Allen
Amsterdam—Voorwaarts

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Brunn—Volksfreund
Vienna—Gleichheit

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Malmo—Arbetet

THE CONDEMNED MEN AT CHICAGO.

On Friday, Oct. 14th, South-place Institute was crowded to the doors,

and beyond, by an enthusiastic audience; who vigorously applauded

the points made by each speaker, and unanimously passed the resolution

which follows :

—

*' That the English workers in this meeting desire earnestly to urge on their

fellow workers in America the great danger to Public Liberty that arises from

suffering citizens to be punished for resisting attempts to suppress the rights of

Public Meeting and Free Speech, since a right that the people are punished for

enforcing is evidently thereby made no right at all, but a crime. That the fate

of the seven men now under sentence of death for holding a public meeting in

Chicago, at which certain policemen were killed for attempting forcibly to dis-

perse the people and silence the speakers, is of deep concern to us as English

workers, because their case is the case of our comrades in Ireland to-day, and is

likely to be ours to-morrow unless the workers from both sides of the Atlantic

declare with one voice that all who interfere with the rights of Public Meeting

and Free Speech act unlawfully and at their own peril. We cannot admit that

the political views of the seven condemned men have anything to do with the

principle involved ; and we protest against their sentence, which, if carried out,

will practically make the holding of meetings by working-men in their own in-

terests a capital offence throughout the United States of America, since it is

always possible for the authorities to provoke a crowd to reprisals involving

danger to life. We look to our American comrades, of all shades of political

opinion, to demand the unconditional release of the seven men in whose persons

the libei-ties of all workers are now in peril."

In opening the proceedings the Rev. Stewart Headlam, who took

the chair, laid great stress upon the fact that in this meeting were

gathered together men of very varied opinions. Socialists and Radicals,

some of them anti-Socialists, but all resolved upon maintaining free

speech for themselves, defending it for others as far as in them lay.

While he was not an Anarchist, regarding, indeed, the doctrine of

Anarchism with aversion, he demanded for its expounders as full or

fuller liberty than that he himself enjoyed. As a priest of a Christian

Church it was his clear duty to defend for all the right of serving truth

by speaking it as they saw it, and the more they differed from him the

more imperative this duty became. In the name of his Master and of

Humanity he demanded the release of these men.

Letters of adhesion and sympathy were read from many associations

and individuals in various parts of the country.

Mrs. Wilson, in moving the resolution, detailed step by step the

events that led up the Haymarket meeting and that occurred there.

These men, she said, amid great cheering, were not to be lianged for

any crime but that of having been prominent advocates of the cause
of the toilers ; for having dared to reveal to the slaves the causes of

their slavery. They were men of spotless character, the most vicious

organs of *' public opinion" had been unable to vilify them; their

whole lives had been traced witli minute care in the vain hope of

finding some offence which could be flung at them.
William Morris seconded the resolution, saying that the evidence

which was taken as sufficient whereon to condemn these men was surely

the very reduction to absurdity of the legal chicanery that obtains in.

such matters. He pointed out how the law had been strained and the
furious prejudice shown by the court.

George Standring, delegate of the Hall of Science Club, as an In-

dividualist, and a known advocate of a doctrine the very reverse in

most respects of that for which these men were to suffer, would not,

he thought, be suspected of being moved by anything but the desire

of free thought and speech for all in protesting against what he con-

sidered a judicial murder.
Stepniak said that in Russia, Germany, or other confessedly despotic

States, such behaviour as that of the Chicago Court would almost pass

unchallenged, it was so naturally part of the system. A tyrant main-

tained himself by the strong hand and treachery ; these were the

weapons of despotism, and in countries that he knew were a matter of

course and so accepted. But to him, and those like him, w^ho living

under the shadow of despotism had been from their youth up taught
to look to England, and, it might be even more to America, as the

home of freedom and the model toward which they should work ; to

them it was unnatural and strange when they saw the old familiar

methods employed in what were called '-free" countries. It showed,

at least, that under every form of class-domination lay the same spirit

;

and when roused it was manifested in much the same way. He was
delighted at the manifest interest in the question shown by the English

workers.

Mr. George, by permission of the chairman, described to the meet-

ing an instance of police brutality that has just occurred that day, in

the clubbing of the unemployed who were marching peaceably through

the streets.

Peter Kropotkin described the Chicago affair as a retaliation upon,

prisoners taken in the virtual civil war that was going on between the

two great classes. Against this idea of retaliation we must constantly

protest ; it inevitably led to cruelty and injustice. It was unavoidable

that as the struggle grew more keen this kind of thing would recur

more frequently. The people of no one country can afford to neglect

the affairs of another; the essence of the workers' movement is its

international ity, and the wrongs of one part are the wrongs of all

;

and while they cannot counsel revenge and so follow their " rulers

"

into wrongdoing, the workers of each country should encourage the

workers of others to resistance of such things as this Chicago affair.

H. B. Tarleton, as a delegate of the Hammersmith Liberal Club, spoke

of the failure to prove any connection between these men and the
" crime," so-called, for which they were suffering, and said that the

sentence if carried out would justify any reprisal that might be made.

James Blackwell, of the S.D.F., was in the States when the affair

occurred, having gone over there in order to watch the great strike of

May 1886, and report thereupon to the workers of England. He
described the situation, and characterised the " riot," etc., as bourgeois

devices to get hold of the men who had made themselves dangerous by
tlie clearness with wdiich they stated the Labour problem.

George Bernard Shaw (Fabian) disclaimed any sympathy with

Anarcliism or Anarchists, but emphatically supported the view that

this was a question alone of freedom of speech and opinion. The case

of these men to-day, to-morrow might be that of any one of us, of

any political sect or party, who made himself obnoxious to the Govern-

ment of the day.

Annie Besant (Fabian) classed this Chicago affixir with kindred

events that were happening nearer home. By intense effort and con-

stant struggle, that had cost kings their thrones and many men their

lives, we had won a certain measure of freedom ; we held this at the

price of eternal vigilance, and whether in America or Ireland, or any-

where else, if we allowed encroachments upon it to pass unchallenged,

by so much did we sacrifice it.

A cablegram was sent from the meeting to the Leader, New York,

of greeting to the demonstration there with the same object on

Saturday.

£3 5s. 5d. was subscribed at the doors for the expenses of the hall

and the literature that has been distributed on the question.

At a mass meeting on Sunday in Victoria Park the same resolution

was also carried. Many meetings are being organised by Radical

clubs, etc., with the same object. S.

Didn't Know Enough.—"I am not a Socialist," reiterates Mr. Terence

Vincent Powderly. This reminds us of the small boy who, when asked why he

had not risen above the primary class, replied, "Because I don't know
enough."

—

American paper.

To-day as the beautiful autumn sun kisses with balmy breeze the cheek of

every free man, I stand here never to bathe my head in its rays again. I have

loved my fellow men as I have loved myself. I have hated trickery, dishonesty^

and injustice. The nineteenth century commits the crime of killing its best

friend. It will live to repent of it. But, as I have said before, if it will do any

good, 1 freely give myself up. I trust tlie time will come when there will be a

better understanding, more intelligence, and, above the mountains of iniquity,

wrong and corruption, I hope the sun of righteousness and truth and justice will

coine°to bathe in its balmy light ;ia tmancipated wovldi.—Samnd Fitldev.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

SOCIALIST CO-OPERATION.

SiRJ—The subject matter of the Co-operative lecture of the 21st is so

little touched by friend Tarn's letter, that it would hardly be necessary to

reply were it not that we hope to make that meeting the preliminary to a
serious attempt to carry out the views then laid down, and it would, there-

fore, be a pity to allow any misconceptions to pass unnoticed.
Comrade Tarn's letter is a practical admission that he and those who

thought with him were unable in their speeches to explain their ideas to

the meeting, and I am glad that he recognises this. But I am afraid that
his letter has only increased the haziness which hangs over whatever may
be the reasons for their opposition. But his letter reveals one other fact,

not perhaps llattering to me, namely, that I was not able to make my posi-

tion understood by the whole of the persons present. As this was the first

attempt I had made to lecture to an audience of the kind, this is scarcely
surprising, and I can very well be satisfied that the bulk of the audience
seemed not only to understand my proposals but to sympathise with them,
and that many have pledged themselves to assist in putting them into
practice.

Comrade Tarn opens by stating that the object was for a group of people
to start a co-operative store for their oivn benefit. Now, if this were really
the case, their object could be more easily attained by joining one of the
existing Co-operative Societies, But I think it would be best here to state
what were the exact proposals made.

First, then, it was proposed to raise funds by bonds of say 5s. each, and
with the money thus raised to open a store, and sell to the" members such
conamodities as they require and are at present purchasing elsewhere

;

selling them, however, at prices as near cost as was compatible with the
safe conduct of the business, and which would be fixed too low to enable
the ordinary shopkeeper to sell at and make a profit for himself. At these
low prices a fair trade should easily be got together. But, owing to the
greater economy at which Co-operative Societies are able to work through
concentrating the trade of a dozen shops under one establishment, and
thereby saving the rents, gas, etc., of at least nine of the other shops, and
further saviLg expenses of advertising, and the thousand and one ways by
which tradesmen attempt to distance their rivals, there would still, as
experience abundantly shows, be a surplus left at the disposal of the society,
Mr, Tarn sneers at this saving as profits^ but it does not represent what

is usually understood by that term. By profits we usually designate any
surplus resulting from a trading transaction between two separate persons,
and which really mean that A has got more value from B than he gives to
B, and which surplus he appropriates for himself, i.e., profits represent un-
equal exchange. Bat the transactions of this society would not be as
between separate individuals, but really mean that the persons concerned
have combined for the purpose of supplying their mutual wants without the
intervention of a profit-making trader at all.

The surplus proposed to be made by this society does not represent the
profit made by the ordinary trader (that is, to be given to the purchaser
with each purchase), but merely the saving effected by a more economical
system of distribution ; and this surplus, or profit if you will, is not to
become the property of any individual at all, not even of the persons who
establish this society, for their own benefit, but is to remain as a common
fund to be used only in extending the benefits of this method of self-supply.

Further, we know from the experience of the co-operative movement that
this fund would soon be more than suflHicient for distribution, and it would
then b^ used for the employment of the members in the production of the
commodities sold in the stores, employing them in factories which should be
under their own control, and from which no profits should be sought to be
made.
Comrade Tarn protests that this is the ordinary competitive method of

trading, but I think any reader will see that there'is a great gulf fixed be-
tween these two systems of supplying our daily wants, both as to method
and results aimed ar. He also alleges that we represented this would of
itself bring about Socialism,

Now it was not put forward as a complete measure of Socialism at all,

although the writer believes it capable of such cxpa7ision as will keep pace
with the growth of public opinion in the direction of Socialism ; so far, that
is, as the management of the production and exchange of ordinary commo-
dities are concerned, but it is obvious that it makes no attempt to deal with
the wealth inherent in the land, that which has been produced by former
generations on such works as railways, canals, etc.

But it is seriously contended that it is Soeialistic, and I think even Mr.
Tarn will admit that its three main points, viz. :—

1. The abolition of usury,
2. The practical abolition of individual profit-making,
3. The capitalising for common use of th« savings rendered possible by

common action^

would be three great practical steps towards Socialism.

^
Comrade Tarn then makes a complaint that sounds strange from a So-

cialist, that this system would kill out the shopkeeper. What then ? Is it
not one of the aims of Socialists to abolish the classes who live on profits ?

I am_ unable to see any '' sneaking " about this. "What does my critic mean
by killing in a straightforward way ?

But I must remind him that we cannot save the shopkeeper even if we
would. He is at present being rapidly and mercilessly exterminated by the
larger capitalists. But we can determine whether he shall be replaced by
the Maples, Peter Eobinsons, and Whiteleys, with the Eothschilds at their
back, or absorbed by the growth of some such Co-operative effort as we
propose. Besides, all those really engaged in act^tal distribution would find
a place to fill under the new conditions.

^
It is then asserted that we should commence with Co-operative produc-

tion. This seems to me attempting to drive in the wedge bv the thick end.
The first necessity for success would be a ready prepared market, and I am
sorry that our friend should consider an honest attempt to secure this as not
straightforward.

We now come to friend Tarn's own proposals as to what should be done.
He commences by an assertion that the work of the League (and I presume
he means by that other Socialists,) must ever consist in promoting inter-
national union. Not being intimately acquainted with the future I am
unable to judge as to the accuracy of this ; but it appears to my less ex-
tended view that there is also other good work to be done. But I am really
unable to entertain the i.Jea that we should attempt to heal the wounds of

humanity with free concerts or even free evening schools. This is " Eose-
water for the Plague" with a vengeance.

I believe the maintenance of the present state of society is only possible

through the existence of a large middle-class, who believe it is their interest
to maintain it, as Morris says, speaking of the aristocracy and monopolists
generally :

" They are scant of numbers, and have no power of their own,
but depend upon the support of the class next below them—the middle-
class."

It is this class that I wish to destroy ; it is this class that I have tried to
show we can destroy, and I would appeal for the help of all Socialists, and
even of all social reformers to bring down this great prop of the existing
order of society, whose fruits are misery for all, even of the fortunate who
can think and feel, and for the masses degradation and death.

Alfred Clare Yarley.

THE MINERS NATIONAL CONFERENCE.
The four days' sitting at Edinburgh has been rather a barren one.

The easy-going way in which these workmen's representatives take
their labours is rather disgraceful. A four days' conference of men
sent at great expense from all parts of the three countries to transact

most important business gets through its work in this way :—First day :

sits from 10 to 12,30; hears a weak, halting, and pointless speech

from Mr. Burt, though at one point the honourable gentleman, in a
sudden spasmodic burst of revolutionary ferocity declares that the

House of Lords is an ^'anachronism"; this from T. Burt, M.P,,
astonishes the delegates and exhausts Mr, Burt himself; so after elect-

ing secretaries and doing some formalities the conference languidly

adjourns. Second day : sits from 10 to 4 ; discusses about a score of

motions and passes none ; result of discussion is that a " general senti-

ment," as the chairman, Mr. Burt, calls it, is evolved and a com-
mittee appointed to boil down the score of motions into one which
shall include all the first ones and the "general sentiment" besides.

These unhappy men, instead of sinking beneath their task, coolly

report at the next sitting that they have not held a meeting yet. This
report occasions no surprise

;
perhaps it is regarded as a splendid

imitation of parliamentary w^ays. Third day : another sitting from
10 to 4; energetic discussion, with the magnificent result that one
clause of a resolution is carried. Fourth day : the conference actually

begins work at 9 a.m. This extraordinary afifair, however, is easily

explained. The purpose of beginning one hour earlier is to stop several

hours earlier, on the principle that an hour in the morning is worth
two in the afternoon. This also proves that the British working-man's
delegate has not thrown off" his historic laziness

On the whole, the conference must be a sickening disappointment to
the miners throughout the country who looked to it for some help and
guidance in their present difficulties. The men of light and leading
meet together at great expense to their associations. They proceed to

talk over a few things in the most leisurely way, as if meanwhile all

was well enough. The miserable sterility of their deliberations is made
the more exasperating by their splendid self-sati -ifaction. It is surely

time that the mass of the miners in tli(^ country hurried these fellows

up a bit and sharpened their wits for tiiein.

However, the situation was not without an element of hope. The
conference was valuable as the first occasion on which a new departure
in trades-unionism was distinctly noticeable. There were two distinct

sections in the conference—the official gang of Burt and Co., and a
more advanced party, prominent amongst which were Messrs. J. Keir
Hardie (N. Ayrshire), Chisolm Robertson (Stirlingshire), Win. Small
(Lanarkshire), John Wilson (Broxburn), and other Scotch delegates.

Some of the English delegates were also with the advanced party ; but
it was curious to notice that the Scotch delegates were distinctly in
advance of the English. It is a pity that the miners were represented
by such weaklings as their discredited M.P.'s. The hottest work was
over the Eight Hours Bill. The advanced party were for parliament-
ary interference. The others aii'ed the cant about the miners' independ-
ence of the State which they learned from Mr. Bradlaugh last session.

Wm. Small moved for legislative interference, and in spite of the
opposition of Messrs. Burt, Fenwick, and the whole official gang, it

was carried by an overwhelming majority.

The Eight Hours motion is of course a matter of no vital importance;
in itself it is chiefly interesting as the first motion carried against the
orthodox party. Any awakening of the trades-unionists is too valuable
to be despised, and if they once begin to go forward they may go a long
way before they stop.

Mr. R. B. Cunninghame Graham, M.P., made a most interesting and
valuable speech, in which his formal adherence to Socialism was de-

clared. Having been challenged by Mr. Haldane, M.P., to say how
far he agreed with Karl Marx's theories, he replied :

*' Mr. Haldane
had asked him, did he (Mr. Graham) go in heart and soul with Karl
Marx's theories, and did he know what he pledged himself to regarding
this mining question ? His answer was, absolutely and entirely." As
appearances go at present, there may soon be a Scottish Labour Party
formed, of which Mr. Cunninghame Graham will be the chief. This
party may not be definitely Socialistic, but it will be a great advance
on the old methods. J. L. Mahon.

Early Closing.—A traders' conference was held last week at the Craven
Hotel, Lavender Hill, Mr. Richard Philips in the chair, to bring about the
practice of earlier closing of all shops in that district After a long discus-
sion, in which the fullest sympathy was shown with the proposals made by
the Early Closing Association, it was agreed to adjourn the conference for a
week with a view to obtain the support of the few firms who have not yet
given in their adhesion to the movement.
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THE LABOUR STRUaaLE.
BBITAIN.

Closing o:^ Collieries.—Arrangements are in progress for closing twelve
collieries in the Ettingshall district, near Wolverhampton. This result is

said to be due to the impossibility of making them yield a profit under the
operations of the Mines Drainage Commissdoners.

^ Extensive Lock-Out.—On Saturday 2000 men were locked out at the
Landore-Siemens Steel Work.s, Swansea, owing to a strike amongst the
melters. These men, only forty in number, have been on strike nine weeks
against a reduction, and as it, is impossible to oro on without them, the lock-
out was resorted to, with the result that on Tuesday the melters waited on
the manager and announced their surrender.

Weavers.—At Preston tlu- dispute at Messrs Owtram and Co.'s mills still

continues, the firm refusing to dischai'ge the hands who remained at work
during the strike. In the same town" the weavers employed by Mr. J.
Humber have also turned out against tlie employment of a '^tackier" whom
they object to. At Barnoldswick also the strike continues, although the
employers have engaged fresh hands to fill up the vacancies ; and a strike
in the cotton trade is feared at Blackburn,

Galston—Miners' Strike.—Some four weeks ago the miners employed
in Goatfoot and Burnbank pits, numbering in all about 350, struck work in
consequence of the proprietor allowing six men to work on the weekly holi-
day. After coming out the men resolved not to resume work until an
advance of 6d. per day was obtained On Tuesday morning the men, includ-
ing all the oncost men, who have hitherto worked at the employers' terms,
joined their fellows on strike.

The Bolton Strike.—On Friday afternoon the joint-committee of men
submitted proposals for the settlement of the dispute, which has now ex-
tended to 23 weeks, and which proposal it is generally understood is accepted
by the employers, who have been consulted as to the construction of the
proposals. The meii agree to take the Oldham list of wages as the basis of

settlement, and will resume work at once at the rate of wages in force before
the strike commenced. Should it be found that the Oldham list is above
the Bolton list, the advance to date from Jan\iary 1. Nothing is said about
the imported men lodged at present in the works affected.

Beduction of Scavenger's Wages. — At the monthly meeting of the
Walsall Town Council on Monday, Oct. 10th, it was decided to reduce the
wages of a number of the scavengers from 18s. to I63. per week. The ex-
planation given for this cheese-paring policy is that most of the men whom
thfe reduction will affect are old and infirm men, without families, and no
longer able to do heavy manual labour, therefore these wage-siaves are to be
paid at a rate which will not supply food in return for their work. There
is likely to be considerable agitation in the town about the matter.

The Broxburn Miners.—The struggle of the shale miners with the Oil
Companies is more fierce than ever. All except the Broxburn men resumed
work at the full reduction, and now the fight is confined to Broxburn. The
evictions instead of making the men more despondent has made them more
determined. They are being fairl^^ well supported, and will fight on for
another two months if necessary. As will be seen from another column,
thfet shale miners by the resolution have acknowledged that the means of

production must be made the propert}^ of the community. Further details
of 'the struggle will appear next week.—J. L. M.
TkE Strike in the Nail Trade.—The largest meetings of nailers that

have been held since the commencement of the present strike, took place on
Friday at Bromsgrove and Halesowen. The masters offer of the 1879 list

less a discount of 30 per cent, off hobnails, and 10 per cent, ofif all other
nails was unanimously rejected, and resolutions were passed to continue the
strike until the 1879 list is conceded in its entirety. The operatives in the
Black Heath and Rowley districts have unanimously decided not to return
to their employment until the list claimed is paid. Later.—Two meetini^s
were held at Halesowen on Monday, at which the Rev. A. O'Neill, of Bir-
mingham, announced that he had issued an appeal for funds, and several
friends had responded to it. It was resolved to play on. A number of the
operatives in the Sedgley and Coseley districts, it is said, took out iron on
Saturday at the employers terms. In the Halesowen, Old Hill, aiid Rowley
districts, the operatives remain firm, and refuse to take out iron under the
1879 list of prices.

THE CONDITION OF THE WORKERS.
HAMPSHIRE—FAREHAM AND DISTRICT.

Occupation.—This district is almost exclusively agricultural. There is

a little ship-lading at Porchester, where lighters come for chalk, but

the number of men employed probably does not exceed a score.

Farm-Labourers.—The usual wage of this class of men is about 15s.

per week, out of which they pay half-a-crown for a cottage. Some-

times they are provided with a cottage on the farm, when the wage

is lis. per week. Carters get about 16s. Labourers do not as a rule

keep a pig, the farmers generally objecting to this. A constant hand
—^thatis, a labourer always on th^ farm—gets 25s. a-week during the

month of harvest. The driver of the threshing-machine gets about

20s. per week; the "feeder "—that is, the man who puts the corn into

the machine—about 18s.

^[Commons."—All the "common-land" has been filched. There is

a common at Penbrok, but the landlord of the adjoining property has

laid claim to it, and no one seems to object.

Landlord.—The great landlord here is a man named Thistlethwaite.

He is very wealthy, and a hard, cruel landlord. I could narrrate

ntrtnerous cases of his brutality, but I am afraid they would take up

too mnch room. He got X95,000 as compensation from the Govern-

ment for confiscated rights of property, and he has obtained possession

of nearly the whole of this property again.

Remarks.—One sees very few old agricultural labourers, the majority

of them being in the workhouse^: There is a strong inclination among
the young ones for' the navy. They are becoming very dissatisfied with

the way in which they are living, and Socialism would soon make great

headway among them. Ca Ira.

CONTINENTAL NOTES.
AUSTEIA-HUNGAEY.

We have received the first number of a new Austrian paper, devoted
specially to the baker trade's interests— the Backer-Zeitung (the Bakers^
Organ). The publishers are A. Kreu/.er, "W. Nemetz, T. Tobola, members of

the bakers trade union ; the editor is K. Gargula. The paper will appear
on the first and on the third Thursday of every month. Among others, their

programme includes the following : 1. Federation of all the bakers' associa-

tions in Austria-Hungary ; 2. Keduction of the hours of work ; 3. Abolition

of all night work ; 4. Discussion of all corporative, economical, socialistic

and scientific questions of the day.

After a long interruption, a new number of the Arbeit (the Work) appeared
last week at Linz. It was at once confiscated by the police.

BELGIUM.
At the municipal elections of last Sunday, 16th insit., all the candidates of

the Parti Ouvrier (Worker's Party) have been beaten everywhere. That is

the just reward they deserve for their ugly mingling with Liberals and bour-
geois of all kinds. Even at Brussels, the hearlquarters of the Party, not a

single candidate has been elected.

ITALY.

The Socialist papers of our Italian friends are confiscated nearh' every
day, but Socialism nevertheless is increasing very rapidly among the workers.

Last week, as states the Gazzetta Operaia (the Workers Journal), the [jolice

has suppressed the first issue of Sempre ava.nti (Always A-head) at Liv-.r.io
;

the eighth number of Fiaccola rossa (Red Torch) of Florence ; the twenty-
first number of Iliimanitas^ of Naples ; the first issue of II derivolitore (the

Destroyer) of the same town ; and La Lotta (the Struggle) of Mantua.
At Venice, a new Anarchist-Communist paper has been started under the

title of Otianta. nove (the Year 1789) and at Livorno, a corporative organ,

Panattiere italiaiio (the Italian Baker).

DENMARK.
The Danish Socialists publish at the present moment five important

organs : Social-Demokraten, at Christiania, edited by comrade Sabroe ; Demo-
hraten^ at Aarhus, edited by E. Marrott and Harold Tensen ; Reform^ at

Lolland-Falsten, edited by Th. and Chr, Hansen ; Randers Folkeblad^ at
Randers, edited by P. Sabroe ; and Nordjyllands Arbejderblad, at Aalborg,

edited by Christensen. Socialism is making considerable progress in Den-
mark, specially among the organised bodies of workmen, who formerly only

occupied themselves with mere co-operation, if not saturated with Socialist

ideas, is only another form of bourgeois competition.

Strike of Minees in South Indiana—New York, Oct. 13.—Two thousand
five hundred miners in South Indiana have struck for an advance of wages.

Rent Agitation in South Devon.—The whole of the tenant-farmers on
Lord Devon's estate at Salcombe, Marlborough, and South Huist have signed

a petition to the manager, stating that unless their rents are reduced they

will quit at Lady Day. The rents average about 22s. 6d. per acre, and the

farmers say that unless there is a reduction they must be ruined.

A London House-Rent Campaign.—A "House-Rent League" is the title

of a movement which a number of working men in the Ea^t-end of London
have formed a committee to carry on somewhat on the lines of the Irish

National League. Some private meetings have been held and enquiries

made in St. George's-in-the-East, Wapping, Shadwell, and other parts, by
the local committees, as to the amounts at which houses are assessed and also

the amounts at which they are let, and the committee allege that in some
cases nearly double the assessed rent is obtained by the landlords. The
committee of the League have issued a manifesto, and they will carry

on their agitation in the winter by meetings, and propose to adopt similar

tactics to the Irish League—namely, the appointment of responsible trustees

to receive the tendered rent if not accepted by the landlords.

It is characteristic of the age in which we live that while processions and

demonstrations of the starving people of London receive a few lines of small

type in the daily press, the announcement of a new burlesque at a theatre

can have a very prominent position, with wide-spaced type. How true it is

tliat one half of the world knows not how the other half exists. It will be

well if there is not a rude awakening for many people in London who are

both thoughtless and careless as to the human smouldering volcano.

—

Labour

Tribune.

The Northumberland coal-miners in England have supported in parliament

two men as their representatives for years. The two men, Burt and Fen-

wick, were real good conservative fellows, who had grown fat and contented

on their £500 per year paid them by the miners. Fat and contentment

are not the starting or initiative forces of reforms, consequently Burt and

Fenwick sought more to keep the poor, miserably paid miners contented than

to mark out a line of advance. The English Socialists saw the condition of

things and sent speakers into the mining hamlets of bleak Northumberland.

They did their work well. Burt and Fenwick are looking for another fat

job of keeping working men content. And the best of it is that the miners

will, from alf accounts, elect two Socialists in their places.— (Denver) Labour

Enquirer.

Trade unions, then, have two classes of opponents. On the one hand,

miscalled Conservatives, or opponents of progress, who, in fancied security

of possession of abnormal privileges, revile all who protest against their

sufferings, and treat with disdainful contempt all who do not complain ; on

the other hand, miscalled Radicals, recruited from all classes of society, who,

in their blind zeal for progress, would destroy all organisation, and organi-

sations, the good with the'bad. The blind fatality of action, or rather in-

action, of the first-named class, the opponents of progress, is tending toward

the most terrible social disturbance the world has ever seen. The second-

named class, practical opponents of all order, are powerful only for destruc-

tion, since no two factions of that class possess half-a-dozen ideas in common.
—The Painter.

This that they call Organisation of Labour is the Universal Vital Problem of

the World. It is the problem of the whole future for all who will in future pre-

tend to govern men. —Thomas Carlyle,
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LETTERS FROM AMERICA.

III.

In the case of the seven Anarchists in Chicago, General Pryor is preparing the

writ of error, which he expects to have ready about the 10th of October.

Meetings of workmen belonging to all the different organisations are called

every day, passing resolutions in favour of the men. Only the ultra-con-

servative element iji the ranks of organised labour does ndt look favourably

upon any expression of sympathy with the condemned, and to the best of

my knowledge the decision of the Court has immensely helped the cause
of Socialism.

Public affairs are fast becoming Bussianised in the States. Even^ the
shadow of the right of free meeting has disappeared, as the following case
will amply prove to the readers of the Commomveal.

Last Sunday, Oct. 2nd, st meeting was convened at Union Hill, North
Hudson County, New Jersey State, by the Local Assembly 1864 Knights of

Labour, composed of silk w^eavers ; the local union of the American Order
of Carpenters and Joiners, one of the most conservative unions connected
with the building trades ; and the local union of the International Cigar-

, maker's Union. To these bodies of organised labour was added a small

section of the Socialistic Labour Party, consisting of about 40 men. The
conveners of the meeting had issued a circular calling upon the workmen to

assemble in the Skating Rink, Union Hill, and to protest against the pro-

posed judicial murder in Chicago. The hall w^as decorated with red flags.

At about one o'clock it became known the police would attempt to prevent
the meeting being held. In the morning the Corporation counsel, one Smith,
had declared that the display in a hall of red or black flags was an act of

treason. He had ordered the meeting to be suppressed by force,

Police were gathered from other towns to the number of sixty. Special

officers were sworn, in, the sheriff being also summoned ; a large posse was
sworn in. The fire company was prepared for action, and the members of a

.Grand Army Post are reported to have armed themselves for action.

A cordon of police formed a circle around the doorway, and waited for the
procession of the workmen. It was nearly 3 o'clock before the procession

. headed for the rink, and by that time the whole town had turned out. The
.: .men carried no flags in their ranks, and on their arrival they tried to enter

the hall. The police brutally pushed them back, and at once began to use
[ ttieir clubs without stint. Henry X'-icber, one of the men, got a severe
i.- clubbing from two policemen. The crowd tried to rescue their friends ; the

police, however, knew no mercy, and clublied right and left ; and out of the
' affair emerged what was once Richard Wolilinann, with a badly beaten and

"'swollen head that was scarcely recognisable "f^^^he blood issued freely from

j
deep cuts. Four of the men were carried- off to the jail. The police by

' this time began to attack in most brutal fashion everybody standing around,
, fa»d gradually succeeded in dispersing the crowd. Colonel Hinton, an editor

of thel Leader, a^nd one of the announced speakers, remonstrated with a

, dirty wretch whcr seemed to be the man in authority, and who turned cut
to bie the cfeief defective,. but of course it was of no use. Wohlmann is a

jrij^ffiiJtetti I

'"l^'i^^fr III i

'^^^^ police boast loudly that an indictment will be
^TOBll^P^SShil^ifts^i^wi^^ free^ speech in the jand_pf
'''*miJ&lldSa¥tiWa^ie; S^r^^^ etc7 '

r-*^^^- -
:--"

', Henry George is^at present stumping the State. Nobody eould describe

more graphically and more truthfully the evils resulting from the pre-

sent system than tJiis caretaker of " number one," but as soon as he comes
o an analysation of the cause or to a remedy, his logic becomes of the same
shoddy quality as British woollens are in our day. In spite of all this, I

expect he will poll about 200,000 votes.

John Swinton, on the ground of ruined personal affairs, has declined to

run as the candidate of the Pro^^re.^sive Labour Party. The "ticket" of

that party is now composed of : 1. Edward Hall, machinist, for Secretary of

State ; Herbert A. Barker, Cigarmakers' International Union, for Comptroller

;

Henry Emisch, secretary of Furniture-makers' Union, for Treasurer ; Thad-
eus B. Wakeman, councillor-at-law, for Attorney-General. There are now

five parties in the field—viz., the Republicans, the Democrats, the Prohib-
- tionists, the United Labour Party, and the Progressive Labour Party. The
game at politics will be lively this fall, and this Punch and Judy show will

last till the asses, fools, and sentimentalists are dodos of the past.

To-morrow the Convention of the Knights of Labour will meet in Minne-
apolis. A lively time is expected. A large number of Knights are at last

discontented with Powderly's administration, and general secretary Litch-

man will be accused of misappropriation of funds. Powderly, under the
circumstances, will not be content with a simple vote of confidence, but will

place himself before the convention in such a manner that a test vote of his

popularity will be unavoidable. The conservative element in the order will

never allow him to be dismissed by the radicals. Unfortunately, if they
succeed Powderly will be stronger with the order than ever. Should
Powderly be victorious, he will at once, it is understood, propose a plan for

the entire reconstruction of the executive department of the organisation.

The members of the General Executive Board, according to this new idea,

instead of being elected by the General Convention, will henceforth be ap-
pointed by the General Master Workman, and will be known as members
of his cabinet. This amounts to a coup d)etat of the vilest description, which
would make Powderly as absolute as the Tsar of all the Russians, and which
would prove to be the coup de grace of the organisation known as Knights
of Labour. Within the last two years, owing to Powderly's high-handedness,
the order lost 400,000 members, which joined the American Federation of

Labour.
Strikes.

The strike at the American Ironworks in Pittsburgh, 3000 men, against
the employment of non-union men, has ended favourably to the strikers.

The strike of weavers in the woollen mills of Louisville for an increase of

wages, which began two months ago, has failed.

The strike of coal-miners at Etansville and the vicinity has assumed serious

proportions ; about 2000^men are now out, and as the supply of coal is short,

prices have advanced about 10 per cent.

A dispatch from Pittsburgh says :
" The strike of the window-glass

workers has been averted and operations will be resumed in all the factories
of the west as soon as the furnaces can be heated, about ten days. Instead
of an advance in wages of 10 per cent, and pay for extras, the workmen
agreed to accept a 5 per cent, increase, and the manufacturers promised to
bring all outside factories into the association. The settlement of the strike
will give employment to 7000 men who have been idle since the beginning
of June, although a strike had not been officially declared."

List of Stkikes fuii Sia'TJircuKii,

Number of strikers, Sept. 1—Sept. 23 ... ... ... ••• 38,100
New York City—builders, against etnploynient of non-union plumbers,

Sept. 26 ... 400
Cincinati, Ohio—waiters, for advance, Sept. 26 ... ... ... 300
Hazleton, Pa.—labourers, for advance, Sept. 28 ... ... t.. 150
New Yoik City—piano-workers, for advance, Sept. 27 ... ... 60
New York City—pressmen, against reduction, Sept. 28 ... ... 15
Cambridge, Mass.—plasterers, against reduction, Sept. 28 ... ...

" ^
Brooklyn, N.Y.—carpenters, against employment of non-unionists, Sept. 28 30

Total number of strikers for September ...

New York, October 5, 1887.

[39,090

Henry F. Charles:

''THE TABLES TURNED."

On Saturday at Farringdon Hall, at a concert in aid of the Commomceal Printing
Fund, was produced " a Socialist interlude " by William Morris, with the follow-
ing cast : Mr. La-di-da (found guilty of swindling), H. Bartlett ; Mr. Justice
Nupkins, \V. Blundell ; Mr. Hungary, Q.C. (council for the prosecution), W. H.
Utley ; Sergeant Sticktoit (witness for prosecution), James Allnian ; Constable
Potlegoff (witness for prosecution), H. B. Tarleton ; Constable Strongithoath (wit-
ness for prosecution). J. Flockton ; Mary Pinch (a labourer's wife, accused of
theft). May Morris ; Foreman of Jury, T. Cantwell ; Jack Freeman (a ^-^ocialist,

accused of conspiracy, sedition, and obstruction of 4;he.];\ighway), H. H. fc-parling

;

Archbishop of Canterbury (witness for defence), W. Morris ; Lord Ten»yson (wit-

ness for defence), A. Brookes ; Professor Tyndall (witness for defence), H. Bart-
lett ; William Joyce (a Socialist Ensign), H. A. Barker; Usher, J. Lr^n*^. ; Clerk
of the Court, J. Turner; Jurymen, Interrupters, Revolutionists, Neig): ^)urs, etc.

The play was well received and much applauded. So many people w-ere unable
to obtain admittance that it was decided to repeat the performance this Saturday
(Oct. 22), when the same tickets will be available. Performances are ^aJso being
arranged for Hammersmith and Bloomsbury ; and it was further announced that
any Radical Club or branch of the League or S.D.F. possessing a stage and willing
to aid in the raising of the Commomveal Fund, could arrange with th^ manager
to have the same company, scenery, etc. Songs, duets, and instrumental music
were also given by Miss V. Paul and John Burns, Miss Miles, Miss Rose Suther-
land, Harvey J. Miles, O. Brocher, and Mr. Beber, who sang Morris's " March of

the Workers " to his own music. ' The Tables Turned ; or, Nupkins Awakened'
has been printed, and can be had at the Commomveal Office, price 4d. A very
favourable report of the performance appeared in the Pall Mall on Monday.

THE SOCIALIST LEK^UK
Offices: 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

Co-operative Store.—The Committee attend at the offices at 8.30 p.in. oii
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. All Groceries can be had at current store
prices. Orders over 10s. will be delivered carriage paid in London.

Iabr§rx—Th^I^!?—^Xil.?^^^^
bodies. LIBRARYT;ATAI^OGUE, Containing -the Rules, 2d. D. J^ '^iCOUu djj^
W. Blundell are the Librarians.' '

- / - - > "
' ;-'•

Unemployed Question—Eesolution of CounciL

That the Socialist League do maintain officially the continuance of tliat policy

of non-intervention pursued up to the present by the League ; and though it

can prohibit no individual member or members of that body from participating

in unemployed agitation, it cannot undertake to support, either morally or

pecuniarily, any member whose participation in any such agitation leads hiax

into difficulties.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.

Hammersmith, Mitcham, Walsall to July 33. Bloomsbury, Clerkenwell
Hoxton (Labour Emancipation League), Hull, Mile End, Wednesbury, to Sept. 30»

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Per R. Unwin—R. U. and J. Gill, 3s. 6d. C. Walkden, 13s. 4d. Wetkly

Sub.icriptio7i.s—K.F., Is, C. J. F.,2s. Oxford Branch, 2s. Langley, 2s. P. W.,
6d. W. B , 6d. P. WEiiB, Ti-easurer.

MOWBRAY TESTIMONIAL.
Collections, Norwich—Oct. 2nd, Gordon Hall, 7s. ord, St. Augustine's School,

lis. 6d. 6th, Ber Street, Is. 6d. ; Market Place, 7s.; Gordon Hall, 4s. 14th,

D. J. N., 3s.; Fred Henderson, Is. 15th, Collected A. S., 7d.; Ipswich, 7s. 2Jd.
IGtli, Marketplace, 19s.; Proceeds of Social Meeting at the Gordon Hall, £1, 10s.;

C. Nobbs, Gd.; A Friend (1), 2d.; A Friend (2), 2s.

A. T. Sutton and F. C. Slaughter, Sees,

KEPORTS.
Bloomsbury.—On Thursday, A. C. Varley lectured on " Socialistic Co-opera-

tion." A business meeting was held previous to the lecture, at which Utleygave
in his resignation as secretary of the branch.—U.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, Oct. 12th, no lecture. Sunday good lecture

by A. C. Varley on " Socialistic Co-operation."—A. T. and W. B.

FuLHAM.—Good meeting addressed by Tarleton and Morris. Commonweal
sold well. Two members made, and 3s. 6d. collected for branch.—S. B. G.

Hackney.—Sparling, AUman, and Barker spoke to a good audience at the
Broadway, London Fields, on Wednesday eveiling.

Hammersmith.—Sunday morning, meeting at Starch Green, Broadway, at ten
o'clock, Tochatti, Smith, and Mordhorst speaking ; leaflets were freely distri-

buted, and kept the meeting up three hours ; 15 papers sold. In the evening,

Sidney Olivier lectured on '' European Peasant Revolts." Two new members.—-T.
Hoxton.—Last Sunday evening in the hall. Rev. H. D. Headlam, B.A., lec-

tured on *' Christian Socialism ;" lively discussion followed. Good meeting on
Sunday morning.—C. J. Y.
Merton.—Successful meeting at Haydon's Road in morning, addressed by

Eden, Gregory in chair. Co77imonweal sold well.

Mitcham.—Good meeting on Fair Green on Sunday morning, addressed by
Hardesty and Allman. In the evening, by Fuke and Allman. 46 Commomceal
sold.—R. C.

Stamford Hill.—A very large meeting was held here on Sunday evening, W,
B. Parker speaking. Three new members.
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Glasgow.—On Tuesday evening, comrade Gask ell,

of Bradford, gave a very interesting lecture in our
rooms. On Saturday, Pollock, Downie, and Gilray
spoke at Cambuslang. Sunday forenoon good meeting
at Jail Square. In the afternoon, Bullock, Gilrav,
and PatQrson held successful meeting at Paisley Road
Toll, and in the evening Bullock again spoke to a large
meeting at corner of Watson Street. In our Jiall at
8, Watson Street, Gilray lectured with much approval,
and an interesting discussion followed. Members are
requested to turn up in large force on Sunday at
Paisley Road Toll, 5 o'clock.—J. M. B.
Ipswich.—A successful meeting was held on Satur-

day evening in the Co-operative Hall to welcome com-
rade Mowbray. The following resolution was passed
unanimously :— *' That this meeting desires to express
its sympathy with the workers of every country in
their struggles to maintain the right of free speech,
and especially with reference to the seven men con-
demned at Chicago for defending the right of public
meeting." Sunday morning and afternoon meetings
was uncommonly good, addressed by Morley, of Nor-
wich, assisted by J. Thomas, of Ipswich. Literature
.sold well.—J. R.

Leicestek. — On 6th inst., Barclay lectured at
Ilmckley on '' A Socialist's View of Rent, Profit, and
:.interest." The rooms of the Liberal Club were
thronged, and the audience very attentive. A hot and
.mterestmg discussion followed.—B.

Leeds.—Last Sunday, Paylor ^ave an address at
-our rooms on '' The Lesson of the trades' Congreris."
Discussion followed.
Norwich.—On Sunday, an immense demonstration

took place on the occasion of the release of C. W.
Mowbray. Previous to the arrival of the train, wliich
.conveyed our comrade from Ipswich, a meeting was
organised by Henderson, C. Reynolds, and otliers, and
a strong detachment awaited the incoming of the
train. Thousands thronged the way on all sides.
:Mowbray delivered a short speech, and the crowd
dispersed to re-assemble at three o'clock. A numerous
assemblage thronged the Market Place, and its ap-
proaches was a sea of faces. Speeches was delivered
by Reynolds, Mainwaring, Kitz, Nicoll, Henderson,
Mowbray, etc. In the evening, a crowded meeting
was held in the Gordon Cafe Hall. Songs and speeches
were given by comrades Kitz, Moore, Darley, Slaugh-
ter, and numerous other comrades.

Dublin.—At the Labour League, on Thursday, Oct.
13th, the new Manifesto, a highly Socialistic produc-
tion, was read by McCarthy, and after being dis-

cussed by King, Gabriel, Fitzpatrick, Ellis, Coulon,
•and others, was directed to be circulated. Arrange-
ments were made for carrying on an effective propa-
ganda during the coming winter.
Norwich Anarchist Group.—Nicoll and Hender-

€on sjwke at Carrow on Friday, and Henderstm in

Haymarket on Saturday evening, and Market Place

on kSunday morning and evening. Yarmouth was
dropped on account of the rain, and St. Faith's on
account of the meeting of the branch to welcome
Mowbray.

Shefiield Socialists.—At a meeting of the above
"last week, a resolution was put and carried unani-

mously protesting against the execution of the seven

condemned Anarchists in Chicago, and at the Hall of

Science last night it was put in a large meeting of

Secularists, every hand being held up in favour of the

resolution, except two. Last Monday, ITtli inst., Mr.

.Jeffries lectured on " Fair Trade," very interesting

•discussion followed, in which several friends joined.

—M. A. M.
BiRMixGHAM. — Good meetings at Bull Ring and

Council House on Sunday.
Handsworth. — Donald addressed Tangye's men

Saturday afternoon as they left work.
Walsall.—Large meeting addressed by Sanders,

Donald, and Elson, on Saturday at 4. The meeting

was called to protest against a reduction of wages

which is being enforced upon some labourers in the

gervice of the town.
Wednesbury.—Meeting in the Market - place on

Thursday, addressed by Donald and Sanders.

West Bromwicii.—Sanders addressed a meeting on

•Saturday evening.

Coventry.—Large meeting in the Market-place on

Monday. Ultimately the police endeavoured to sup-

press the meeting, but before we closed our hearers

were advised that they should insist on the right of

free speech.—A. K. D.

sation of the means of production. Intense entliu-

sias7n was shown.
Dysart and Gallatowx. — A meeting was held

last week in tlie new branch rooms, and preparations
made for winter propa^^'anda. Land Nationalisation
and Socialism were discussed.

Kirkcaldy.—Mahon and six members of Dysart
branch held an open-air meeting at Port Brae Satur-
day night. Good audience and fair amount of litera-

ture sold.

Arbroath. — This branch is still nmking steady
progress, and is increasing in membership. On Friday
night, there was a lively discussion on the present
Parliamentary system. On Saturday, J. Duncan, of

Dundee, lectured at the Fountain to a large audience,
who seemed to agree with all that he said, Ssilte' of

Commonweal good.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Bloomshuri/.— Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Strest,^

Tottenham Court Road, W. Oh Thursday Oct. ^,
G. Porter, "Living Socialism ox To-day." Oct. ^,
Business Meeting.

Clerhemi-ell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Koad, E.C. Free Lectures evei-y Sunday and
Wednesday at 8.30.

Hackney,—23 Audrey Street, Goldsmith Row. Club
Room open every evening from 8 till 11.30. ; Satur-
day 7 till 12.30 } Sunday 1 1 a.m. till 12 p.iw.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday O^t. 16, at 8 p.m. Sydney Olivier (Fabian

Hoxton (L.E,L.).—Globe Coffee Hoiis«, 227 High St.,

Hoxtoii. On Sunday 23, at 11.30, a/ Demouatration
will be held at Hoxton Church to- protest against
tlie sentence of death passed upon the Chicago
Socialists. Li the Hall, at 8 30, W. H. P. Campbell,
?m " The Wlnereabouts of Utopia." ^peciad 2sotice

—A conference of the members of ti^e L.E.L. will be
li^ld in Farrii>*gdon Hcill o-n Friday e%':8ning, Oct. 28,

to- consider wb«it- actions shall be takan to enal>'>]!e the

L^fi.L. to coDlittue its- good work, having !a&t its

meeting place.

Mitcham.—Covnei of Merioa Lane and Fountain Place.
Clu'i^ Room opsn every evening fr3m 7.30 till 11.

Mile-fid and Betf/:ud Grpm^—95 BostonSt., H^efeney
Roai'v- Businesi^ Meetir^g eTery ThiTTsday at- 9" p. in.

Deb?i<>ing Class Isr mera^^ers after Kisiness jNiaating.

1 1. 30...Walham Green , The Branch
3 ...Slyde Park Lane and Mainwaring
7 ...Stamford Hill Allmfan & Cores

7 ... Clcrkenwell Green Mainwaring

Monday.
8 ... Polygon, Somers Town Bloomsbury Branch

Tuesday.

8 ...Mile-end Waste Da^^s

8 ...Ossulton St., Euston Roati Allman

Wednesday,
8 ...Broadway, London Fields .....J. J. Allman

Thursday.
8 ...Hoxton Church', Pitfield St .Wade & Fope

Woolwich.—Arsenarl Gates, Sunday October 23, at

7 o'clock.

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—JaiVs Srpt'are : Sunday, 1 p,m.—Downie,

Gilbert, and M'Kechn>».
Paisley Road Toll r^midziy, 5 p.m.—Cllasier, Bul-

loch, and Paterscm.
Watson Street : Sunday, 6.30—Bulloch.

Leeds.—Sunday: Vicar's Croft, 11 a.m.

Norwich Branch.—^umjdsiy : Market Placeat 3 ;: Agri-

cultural Hall PMn at 7.

Dereham.—Every Wednesday, Market Pl«iceat 7.

Norwich Anarchp^t Group.

Tarmtrnth.—Thursday, on the Qaay, at 7.30.

Gdiffrovj.—Friday, at L30.
St.- Faith's.—Sunday, on the Gre-3n, at 3.30.

Norrvich.—^t. George'¥ Plain, Saturday, 7tr 1.15.

Haymarket, Saturday, atrS. ISilarket Place> I'^iinday

at 11 and 8.

-Dun-

Scottish Land and Labour League.

Edinburgh.— On Sunday evening, Mahon spoke to

a large audience in the Trades' Hall. His subject was

<*Mr. Haldane's Objections to Socialism." His method

of refuting Mr. Haldane's objections frequently

evoked applause. We were told at the end of the

meeting that it was one of the best lectures ever de-

livered on Socialism.—C. W. T.

Dundee.—C. L. Fitzgerald lectured on " Home
Rule and the Duty of the Workers " in the Comedy

Theatre. A resolution was passed in favour of Home
Rule for Ireland and Scotland, and of the people

settling the Land Question in their own way after

they had got Home Rule.

Broxburn.—The evicted miners and others crowded

the Town Hall. Mr. John Wilson, the miner's secre-

tary, advised the men to hold out for another six

weeks. Cunninghame Graham supported amid great

enthusiasm. Mahon in supporting the resolutions,

reminded them when the Broxburn labour dispute was

settled the great Labour Struggle would still remain,

and urged them to combine for realising the uatiouali-

fro\^1]5;:ges.

Aherdeefi^ (Scottish Section)).—James .Heatham^ S8i?y.,

12 Shcrt Loanin^^
ArbroatiU {Scot. Se^tt..).

—

Migh Street Hall. Mf^ieting

Friday evenings. W. Sn^tb, 12 Slavic Stl„ six^y.

On Fnlay next, s;. TDebaife;

BradfoTf/:.—Mori-is'F Dining Rooms,, ll-l City ]R;!->ad.

WednetKlays, at 8.

Car7iousfi^ i\Scottish 3-9etri(f-ei :: ForfarsJ-iire).—Se3P«tary

pro te7f>.% D. M-i>5tHgal^ '^as,t Patli..

Cowdenbesftoh {Scot. .See).—J).. Dnncan,30ArthurP'I., sec

Dublin.—Irish LaV^Air Let^ue, Caifenters' HaJ.l, 75

Aungie^T-Street. ISl«3eti!L'^ every TL>ursday r/u' .S p. m.

Dimdee i^k^t. SeatJi,.—Meetings evevy Sunday 'ra the

Trades Hall, opposite "Siiiy Bridge Statioi^. Fore-

noon, liiisiness aad n^cn^ikirs' dit-s^ission ; i\vi*niag,

lecture and diseu^Dion.

Edinburgh (Scottish Secti»n>.—'i Parpk St. pAa-siness

MeetingThursdci^a^at T-oO. Discussion Chu* 8 p. m.

Sunday night lectures. Trades IkA\, High Street.

Galashiel^{^oot Seist).—J. Walker,, 6 Victorisu Si, sec.

Galledoura and Dyuirt (Scottish Seoiion : Fii>.),i.—Meet
every Tuesday alj 7 pwiaii. in Gallaio^N^n Public. School.

Secret &iiTy, A. P^tiersomi,, 152 Ro.:iiBlyn.St.

Glasgow,—84 John. St. Reading-roojn ope-a 10 a.m.

till 10 pjm. daiiy. Clioir Praeii^se, Wedneaday at 8.

Music and SKc«;thaia<iil Class, T^iesdays at. 8 o'clock.

In the Hall, 8. VVat£«>n Street,. Gallowga;.be, lecture j'

on Smflday 2*i^ at 7 c^elock, ty John Adjaims, " The r

Paris CommujB-e;"
j

/7am*/^o^.—Paioii's-Bai, Chapeli St. Thursday, 7.30.. ,

Leeds.— 11- Chesham St., Swecd St. Clvi^. open every
[

evenrag. Business meeting? Wednesdays- at 8 p.o^
j

On Sunday OctoWr 2.3, ati:7p.m., T. Braithwait©,.
" The National Loaf ; who. Earns andi who Eats it.'^

—On Satur<,liay Oct. 22, intthe PeopW's Hall, Albion

Sti^et, T. Magnire will Ig^iture on '-^Private Rights

an»\ Publie Wrongs."
LeicfHi.er.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Loi'h<i€ (Scottish Section : Forfarshire^).—Secret&^y {2)ro

Urn.), P. M'Dongal, IC) Mercer Sereet.

Norwich.—ijfordion Hali, 5 Duke SV/eet. Free Lectures

every Sunday at 8. Business Meeting Monday at

8. .30. Speakers' Class Sunday at 10.30 a.m. and
Wednesday 8 p.m. Social Evening Saturdays at 8.

Nottingham.—Club and Reading Rooms, 1 Tokenhouso
' Yard, Bridlesmith Gate, open every evening. Lec^

tures and Discussions every Sunday.
Oa:/ortZ.—Temperance Hall, 25^ Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.
ira?sa(J^.—Temperance Hr.ll. Meets every Monday.

SCOTTISH LAND Am) LAM^UR LEASEE.
(iSef>4tish Section sf'theSQe/lyiist League),'

22—Kirkcaldy. Port Brae, 7 p.m.

Burntisland. Afternooit.

Arbroath. B^othock ]3ridge, 7 p.m..

can of Dundee, and Dwnpster.
23_j:<r?m?>2tr[//i.—Trades Hall^ High Stireet, at

0.30—J. L. Mahon, "The Mi»ns-< of

Realising Sotcialism."

24.—Edinburgh. High Streets, 7- p.m.

25-

—

Edinburgh. Corner of High Street;,,7 p.m.

Thun, 21—Edijibiirgh. TJie Rev. Mr. Stubbs will

lecture in Old Grey^friars Ch'irch on
"The Social Creed of --Me Churcl-.""

f^lir^iculars: of MahocVnext ncrthern toi^ \rill be

gi^snrnext -w'&ek.

Siijin

SlElll

Msn;
Tiies.

SviE'j'FiEKt* 8ocTALi?iT3, CommosTjiv^alth C:hi^^ Scot-

lamli Street, Sheffield.—Diseussior.s or LectiLinea every

Su2i.day evei^ing at 7 o'clock. Fres..

Q^CiTLALIST CO-OPERATIVE COMMITTEE.—
Meetiiasg at Coyiymcmweal Q-fiee, 13 Farringdon

Rrads on Swnday OetiDb«>r 23, at 3. 30 -p.m. j^rompt.

eoMi ON WEAL'
been maile

CONCERTS.
for repeating theArrangements have"

I>va,maktic Sketch,

'^I?iiE, Tables TmzNED ; or, ^N'urKiNs. Awakened,'*'

at 13 Farringdoii Road this Saturday (October 22)

;

Si? Bioomsbury (Athenieum Hall) on O{>tober 29^; and
tii Hammersmit)> on November 5th.

No2P ivadf/, 33 f/p. ^ 171 Wrapper

.

THE TABLES TURNED;
Or, Nupkins Awakened.

A SociAUST Interlude

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

Price Fourpence.

Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon Rd., London, E.G.

The 2%ommber Volume of The Canterbury Poets,
ready Oct. 25, will be

IRISH MINSTRELSY.
Being a Selection of Irish Songs, Lyrics, and

Ballads.

Edited, with Notes and Introduction,

BY H. HALLIDAY SPARLING.

Cloth, cut or uncut, Is.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
LoNi>ON

—

Sunday 23.

9. 30... Starch Green Hammersmith Branch

11. 30...Hackney—Salmon and Ball Samuels

11..30...Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Demonstration
11.30...Kiugsland Green Wardle
11.30...Merton—Haydons Road The Branch
11.30...Mitcham Fair Green Sparling

11. 30...Regent's Park Mainwaring

11,30,, .St, Pancras Arches The Branch

Walter Scott, 24 Warwick Lane, Paternoster Row,

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-

tors). Id.

Socialism on its Defence. A Reply to Pro-
fessor Flint. Id.

The Rights of Labour according to John
Ruskin. By Thomas Barclay. . . , Id

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William
Morris Id,

Printed and Published by William Morris an JbaaPH Lakb
at 13 Farringdon Road, Loudon
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The continued violent and brutal attacks made on the public by the

police have added another element to the demonstrations of the Un-

employed : a deliberate attack on the fieed^m of speech is now being

made. The respectability of London If, it would seem, so terrified at

the sight of the misery it has created that at all hazards it must be

swept out. of sight. So the police have, it cannot be doubted, received

orders to fall upon any assembly of ill-dressed persons who may have

the. temerity to assemble together to try to find out why they are ill-

dressed and half-starved. These wickedly rash people they are to

beat, kick, and otherwise ill-use as much as possible on the spot, and

they are also to bring home a bag of game in the form of anyone they

can catch who is ill-dressed enough to be considered a criminal at

sight : it being quite a minor consideration as to whether he has

taken any part in the " riot," since the police themselves are always

ready with any amount of evidence that may be necessary for the

conviction of the criminal (who has certainly committed the crime of

being poor) before the ISTupkins of the hour.

All this is done, it must be repeated, just to dri\'e the symptoms of

the disease which is eating out capitalistic society below the surface

—

for a month or two ; and if in the process the right of public meeting

and free speech receives such a blow as nothinsf but the most vigorous

protest will remedy, what does it matter '? For these people are not

a long way off, like the Irish cottars ; their woes are very unpictur-

esque ; and though in fact they bear the old historic name of prole-

tarians, well known to Rome when she was sickening for her death,

the English Liberal thinks not of the h^tory but the nuisance of them
;

as, if he were living in Ireland, he would think of those valiant Celts,

over whom Mr. Gladstone has thrown his cloak, and thereby made
them respectable.

This is a very poor game for the Great Liberal Party to play, but

it seems it is good enough for persons blinded by the base political

struggle, the great game of ins and outs. Meantime, are there no

Radicals who remember something of their old traditions, of dislike

to officialism, of resistance to arbitrary authority '? If that is so, then

it is a clear case that the Socialists are the only body of men in these

islands who have any regard for liberty.

Or what do they think about the dictum quoted by the Bow Street

ISTupkins in sentencing the "rioters" for allowing themselves to be

knocked about by the police 1 which, stripped of its verbiage, amounts

to this, that when the police (the servants of the public) are run-

ning a-muck it is the business of peaceable citizens to prove on the

-spot, when they are under the batons {of these philosophers, that they

are peaceable citizens, and, if they don't, that they may be sent to

prison for their carelessness ; so that they had better not go out of

their'houses at all, for fear lest they should fall in with one of the

guardians of Law and Order.

On this raaxim the police are now acting ; but fortunately in the

hurry of the moment they have sometimes attacked persons of un-

doubted respectability. More power to their elbows in so doing ! since

if that goes on we shall still be allowed, perhaps, to hold out-door meet-

ings without the accompaniment of a probable cudgelling on Saturday
and a sentence on Monday.

too little. Even a transitional administration (if such a thing be

possible) would give much more, because it must be said (as our friends

would doubtless admit) that if all these demands were granted the

workers would still be in a condition of miserable slaves; while on

the other hand, as aforesaid, the maximum which a capitalistic govern-

ment would or could grant would be a wretched concession of mere

'' charity " or out-a-door relief. Tiiat concession will have to be made,

whether or no, and therefore to my mind it is a mistake for Socialists

to take steps which may mix them up in the granting of this misery

of a concession.

C-- One can easily imagine the song of triumph and self-congratulation

which the capitalist government will set up when^it has been forced to

set on foot a few relief works with pauper wages for payment of the

workers. "We are all Socialists now," will be the cry, " what do you

cantankerous revolutionists want now f "What do we wanf?" we

shall have to answer, "Why all that we have always wanted, the

Freedom of Labour, the abolition of private property in the means of

production." I think that answer will come clearer from us if we

have allowed the capitalists to grant the palliatives they could not help

granting. Don't let us mind their gaining what transient credit they

can gain from such measures ; it will soon pass away. " The poor ye

have always with you," is the doom of capitalism.

" The police have adopted, a milder bearing towards the crowds,"

says the Daily News of October 24th, after Sunday's events. In other

words, the police have been beaten once more, and have had to give

way before the gathering indignation of the public, and probably also

before the task of bludgeoning a Sunday crowd, more numerous than

a mere week-day one. The Daily News, the advocate of free speech in

Ireland and of the suppression of free speech in England, has a good

deal to say on the subject, which, however, doesn't come to much in

the teeth of the fact that all that the objectors to police violence put

forward has been proven true by events. During the week small

bodies of men met, and were attacked by the police, so there was

"rioting"; on the Sunday large bodies of men met, and there was

apparently well-founded fear in some' people's minds that there would

be a great disturbance, but there was none. Why '? Because, in the

words of the Daily News, " the police have adopted a milder bearing

toward the crowd "—that is, they have not made a riot as they did on

the other days.

Now that the police have proved themselves a set of ruffianly rioters,

and that Sir Charles Warren has written himself down an ass in

characters which he who runs may read, surely even the Law-andiOrder

(in England) Daily Netvs will admit that it is preposterous to keep the

citizens in prison whom the Bow Street and other Nupkinses have

sentenced to one, three, and six months' hard labour for performing

their duty as citizens. The only question is what compensation is to

be made to them for the ill-treatment of the police and the police-court,

and with what amount of ignominy Nupkins and Co. are to be dismissed.

O Our friends of the Social Democratic Federation have issued a
manifesto concerning the unemployed, which all Socialists must read

with interest. It must be said of it that if it were possible for a

bourgeois government to carry out the proposals contained in it, they
are very reasonable ones considering the present condition of society

;

and one would think that the bourgeois themselves, those of them at

least who have any real good-will towards working-men, and don't

class them all as mere necessary nuisances, would be of that opinion.

But then no capitalistic government will attempt to carry out any one
of them, and in truth it could not do so. These proposals all attack
the sacredness of ** free contract " between the master who gives men
leave to work on payment of a sufficient tribute, and refuses it on any
otker terms, and the workman who must work or die ; and the main-
tenance of this holy law is the one function of a capitalistic govem-
in^it.

The scene has shifted to Ireland again. Mr. Wilfrid Blunt has re-

ceived the diploma of honour which the policeman's hand gives now-a-

days, and with him Mr. John Roche, the President of the local

Association. The Daily News will (of course) condemn their resist-

ance to undoubted legal authority, but we shall congratulate them for

serving the same cause as the poor workmen in London are serving.

C/ Therefore, it seems .0 .ue that our friends ask either too much or

Once more an Irish policeman, Connor, has shown that he is a man
by refusing at his own peril to fall on harmless and unarmed citizens.

Such men give one hopes for the Social Revolution, and the heroism

which will be necessary to carry it through.

I see that one or two geniuses have been writing to the Pall Mall

Gazette propoisng a scheme for inveigling the unemployed into tl^e rankg

of the British army : that noble body of warriors which is at present

to act as burglars abroad and bum-bailiffs at home—since Ireland is

still " united " to England—and whose future function will be perhaps

the attempted suppression of rising liberty in England. Well, I doubt

if the cock will fight; but if any workmen arcw driven by starvation

into the army, let them at least remember what they were, and like

the gallant man mentioned in the note last above, refuse to attack

their brethren if they should be called on to do so.

William Mobbis.;,.^, -t^^^M
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THE FOX AND THE GEESE.
I HAD occasion a week or two Skgo in ihesse columns to animadvert
somewhat strongly on the emplc^ca of the Manchester, Sheffield, and
Lincolnshire Railway for their extraordinary proposal to give a week's
pay to the company on account of the losses in connection with the
eolliaion at Hexthorpe. Incredibly foolish as the mere resolution

agfwared, ihe circuoastances connected with the case are vastly more
abtiird. I have before me " a report of the proceedings at an inter-

view between the directors and a deputation of the employes," and I

wish it were possible to spare space for its reprinting in the Comtnon-
weal, for a more ridiculous farce it is scarce possible to conceive. Let
our readers picture to themselves the scene. The pompous, portly

directors—lords, baronets, M.P.'s, etc.—comfortably lounging in the
board-room awaiting the sheepish deputation of servile simpletons, who
came cringing, cap in hand, almost overwlielaied by the presence of

a real live lord and a noble earl, to beg the poor dear directors to

receive their offering. Positively the speakers, one after the other,

humbly thanked their proposed beneficiaries for their kindness in

allowing them to be present, and a goods-guard apologised for not
making a formal report on the grounds that "it has been very late at

nights before we have finislied and we have not liad an opportunity to
meet," and "the tratfic was so heavy for our stall that most of the men
were tired out."

Sir Edward Watkin, Bart., presided. His speech to the deputation
was an inimitable piece of humbug. One can imagine him with his

tongue in his cheek as he gets off the following delinition of equality :

" We have alwaj^s desired that it should be a partnership on just and equal
terms, and that we should, whatever we do, avoid those complications which
every now and then have marked as well as disfigured the great history of labour.
And after all, gentlemen, we are very much on an equality—I mean the share-
holders on one side, and those w^ho work for pay on the other. Taking the last
year as a test, I find that the total net profit earned was £776,056. On the other
side, we paid in regular wages and salaries in that year £685,609. I find also
that there being 1L.396 shareholders, their share of net profit on tlie year was
£67, lis. a head. I find that we have 9935 persons employed, and that their
share came to £69, Os. 2d. per head. Therefore there is not so mucJi of a diifer-
ence in tlic result, when we divide it by heads, between the man \^ ho finds the
capital and the man who works."

"Hear, hear," respond the delighted delegates, forgetful of the very
great ^'difference" that their £69, Os. 2d. per per year, or 25s. per week,
is obtained only by hard and wearisome work in all weathers and often
at risk of life and limb. To us Sir Edward's figures are interesting as
confirming our comrade Carpenter's contention that every railway
employe has, figuratively, to carry a shareholder on his back.
Here is another choice morsel

:

*' Now, I know there are those wdio say that the capitalist who finds tlie money
for undertakings like ours is a 'bloated aristocrat,' and that in point of fact you
are workinsj so many hours for him before you are able to secure anything for
yourselves; but all sensible men—as you are—must know^ very well that if a
hard-saving man had not provided the capital, and invested it, and so instituted
the means of employment, there would be no employment for the workman, and
that therefore it is idle to say you are working for somebody else, while that
somebody else has really found the money that enables you to work at all "

! !

Funny, isn't it 1 Divine institution, Profit ! but for kind Sir Edward
and his crew employing us, the earth would become depopulated—

a

barren waste !

Mr. T. H. Sidebottom, M.P., "as a large employer of labour, as well
as being a director of this company," was delighted at the* spirit shown
by the employes, which "is a strong illustration of the truth that the
interests of employers and employed are identical." Cheers followed
this stupid lie. Then Mr. Chapman is introduced by the chairman as
one "almost born a director of this company." "He inherited a large
fortui^ in the stock of this company invested by his father, and he is

the largest sufierer—in a pecuniary sense." Very touching is Mr.
Chapman's reference to the reduction of his Christmas dividend, and
very edifying the martyr-like spirit with which, strengthened and com-
forted by the touching generosity of the employes, he is prepared to
submit to his loss. Happy workers ! how thankful we ought to be
tiUat we have no Christmas dividends to worry about

!

It is droll yet sad to observe, in spite of Sir E. Watkin's assertion
of "equality," that the "men" one and all appeared to think they owed
a debt of gratitude to the directors for permitting them to live. In
fact, they evidently suflTer under the delusion that the M. S. and L.
Hallway is a heavenly institution devised by these good, kind, charit-
able capitalists in order to provide the workers with employment.
Such stupidity, it is to be hoped, is exceptional even among railway

men. In the meantime, I would advise that the executive of the
Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants take advantage of the
i^^rmal " benevolence " of the employes of the M. S. and L. R. Sir
E. Watkin states that a week's pay would amount to £12,000 or
£13,000. Kow, surely men who can feel so keenly for the aforesaid
earls, lords, baronets, etc., that they are prepared to subscribe their
guinea lest poor Mr. Chapman and his fellow-shareholders should have
tteAr bankers' balance reduced, will be oaly too ready to help their
tt^ortuRate fellow-workers whose sttfierings take the severer form of
d^M^Yati<jn of dinners instead oi a mere diminution of dividends. The
Hidl^Bd Railway ^rike Fand, for the assistance of tike sufferers by
t^ Jate. strike, at present amounts only to a^boutt £340. I expect in
llijie €0.|ir»e of a lew days to i^ar-tl^ ^e treasurer has received, say,

a cjbA^lilfi for £iOOO on bebaif of the-empkKjres of the M. S. and L.
»»*lway. T, BiiqnNG.

In vain is the earth fetjtile and the c^lowtCid^ign it Imman labowfee waatkig.—Bishop Berkeley^,

FROM THE PRISON CELL.

Albert E,. Parsons has been busily engaged on the Supreme Court
opinioi) of the Anarchist case since the date of its publication, and has issued
bia individual position and defence, from which the following extractaare
taken :

*' Fellow-citizens : As all the world knows, I have been convicted and^en-
tenced to die for the crime of murder, the most heinous offence that can be
committed. Under the form of law two courts—viz., the Criminal and Su-
preme courts of the state of Illinois—have sentenced me to death as an.

accessory before the fact to the murder of Officer Degan, on May 4, 1886.

Nevertheless I am innocent of the crime charged, and to a candid and un-
prejudiced world I submit the proof.

"In tlie decision affirming the sentence of death upo*n me the Supreme
court of tlie state of Illinois says : 'It is undisputed that the bomb was
thrown that caused the death of Degan. It is conceded that no one of the
defendants threw the bomb with his own hands. Plaintiffs in error are

charged with bein^j accessories before the fact.' If I did not throw the bomb
myself it becomes necessary to prove that I aided, encouraged, and advised
the person who did throw it. Is that fact proved ? The Supreme court says

it is. The record says it is not. I appeal to the American people to judge
between them.

" Mayor Harrison, who was present and heard the speech, testified before

the jury that it was simply 'a violent and political harangue' and did not
call for his interference as a peace ofhcer. The speech delivered by me at

the Ilaymarket and which I repeated before the jury is a matter of record
and undisputed, and I challenge any one to show therein that I incited any
one to acts of violence. The extract reported by Mr. English, when taken
in connection with what preceded and what followed, cannot be construed by
the wildest imagination as incitement to violence. Extracts from three other
speeches alleged to have been delivered by me were more than one year prior

to May 4, 188G, are given. Two of these speeches were reported from the
memory of the Pinkerton detective Johnson. These are the speeches quoted
by the court as proof of my guilt as accessory to the murder of Degan.
Where, then, is the connection .between these speeches and the murder of

Degan I I am bold to declare that such connection is imperceptible to the
eye of a fair and unprejudiced mind. But the honourable body the Supreme
court of Illinois has condemned me to death for speeches I never made and
for articles I never wrote. In the affirmation of the death sentence the court
has 'assumed,' ' supposed,' ,' guessed,' surmised, and 'presumed' that I can
and did ' £o and so.' This the record fully proves.

'' The court says :
' Spies, Schwab, Parsons, and Engel were responsible for

the articles written and published by them, as above shown ; Spies, Schwab,
Fielden, Parsons, and Engel were responsible for the speeches made by them
respectively, and there is evidence in the same record tending to show that

the death of Degan occurred during the prosecution of a conspiracy planned.

by the members of the International groups who read these articles and
heard "^these speeches.'

" Now I defy any one to show from the record the proof that I wrote more
tl^an one .of the many articles alleged to have been written by me. Yet the
Supreme court says that I wrote and am responsible for all of them. Again
— concerning the alleged speeches—they were reported by the Pinkerton de-

tective Johnson, wdio was, as the record shows, employed by Lyman Gaze,
president of the First national bank, as the agent of the Citizens' association,

an organisation composed of the millionaire employers of Chicago.
" I submit to a candid w^orld if this hired spy w^ould not make false reports

to earn blcod-money. Thus, it is for speeches I did not make and articles I
did not write I am sentenced to die because the court 'assumes' that these
articles influenced some unknown and still unidentified person to throw the
bomb that killed Degan. Is this law ? Is this justice 1

" The Supreme court, in affirming the sentence of death upon me, proceeds
to give further reasons, as follows :

' Two circumstances are to be noted.
First, it can hardly be said that Parsons was absent from the Haymarket
meeting when he went to Zepf's Hall. 1 1 has already been stated that the
latter place was only a few^ yteps north of the speakers' waggon and in sight
from it. We do not think that the defendant Parsons could escape his share
of the responsibility for the explosions at the Haymarket because he stepped
into a neighbouring saloon and looked at the explosion through a window.
While he was speaking men stood around him with arms in their hands.
Many of these were members of the armed sections of the International
groups. Among them were men who belonged to the International rifles, an
armed organisation in which he himself was an officer and with which he
had been drilling in preparation for the events then conspiring.'

"The records of the trial will show that not one of the foregoing allega-

tions is true. The facts are these : Zepf's Hall is on the north-east corner of

Lake and Desplaines streets, just one block north of the speakers' wagon.
The court says ' it was only a few steps north of the speakers' wagon.' The
court says further that ' it can hardly be said that Parsons was absent from
the Haymarket meeting when he was at Zepf's Hall.' If this is correct logic,

then I was at two different places a block apart at the same instant. Truly
the day of miracles has not yet passed. Again, the record will show that I
did not ' step into a neighbouring saloon and look at the explosion through
a window.' It will show that I went to Zepf's Hall, one block distant, and
across Lake ^Street, accompanied by my wife and another lady and my two
children (a gii 1 of 5 and a boy of 7 years of age), they having sat upon a
waggon about ten feet from the speakers' waggon throughout my speech ;

that it looked like rain ; that we had started home and went into Zepfs
Hall to wait for the meeting to adjourn, and walked home in company with
a lot of friends who lived in that direction. Zepf's building is on the cwaej"
and opens on the street with a triangular door six feet wide, ^yself a^d
ladies and children were just inside the door. Here, while waiting for our
friends and looking towards the meeting, I had a fair view of the explosion.

All this the record will show.
"It would seem that, according to circumstances, a block is at one time

'Jafewateps' or a * few steps' is more than a block, as the «ase may sui*.

The logical as w^ell as the imaginative faculties of tilie %pTeioie court ajie

further illustrated in a moat striking manner by the credence of the eeurt to
the * yarn ' of a * reporter,' who testified that Spies had described to him i^
* czar ' bombs and the men who were to use them as follows. * He sspoke cf
a body of tall, strong men in their organisation who could throw bombs
weiring five pounds 150 paoes. He stated that the bombs in question were
to b« used in cftse of conflict with tiie police or i^e militia.^

"The court gives this sort of testimony as proof of the existence of a c€»-
spiracy to murder Degan. Wonderful credulity. To throw a five-pound
bomb 150 paees or yar& is to throw it 450 feet or a quarter of a mile.
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"Gulliver, in his travels among the Brobdingnag race, tells us of the

giants he met, and we have also heard of the giants of Patagonia. But we
did not know until now that they were mere Liliputiaiis as compared with

Jthe * anarchist Swedes ' of Chicago.
"1 appeal to the American people, to their love of justice and fair play.

I submit that the record does not show my guilt of the crime of murder, but

on the contrary it proves my innocence.

"Against me in this trial all the rules of law and evidence have been

xeversed, in ttiat I have been held as guilty until I prove my innocence, I

have been tried ostensibly for murder, but in reality for Anarchy. I have

been proved guilty of being an Anarchist, and condemned to die for tliat

reason. The State's Attorney said in his statement before the court and

jury, in the beginning of the trial, * These defendants were picked out and

indicted by the grand jury ; they are no more guilty than the thousands

who follow them ; they are picked out because they are leaders. Convict

them and our society is safe.' And in their last appeal to the jury the

prosecution said, 'Anarchy is on trial. Hang these eight men and save our

institutions. These are the leaders : make examples of them.' This is a

matter of record.

"So far as I have had time to examine the records, I find the same fabrica-

tion and perversion of testimony against all my comrades as exist.^ against

myself. I therefore again appeal to the American people to avert the crime

of judicial murder.
"My ancestors partook of all the hardsliips incident to the establishment

•of this republic. They fought, bled, and some of them died that the declara-

tion of independence might live and the American flag wave in triumph over

those who claim the * divine right of kings to rule.' Shall the flag now, after

a century's triumph, trail in the mire of oppression and protect the perpetra-

tion of outrages and oppressions that would put the older despotisms of

Europe to shame ?

"Knowing myself innocent of crime, I came forward and gave myself up
ior trial. I felt that it was my duty to take my chances with the rest of

my comrades. I sought a fair and impartial trial before a jury of my peers,

i^nd<knew that before any fair-minded jury 1 could with little difiiculty be

cleared. I preferred to be tried and take the chances of an acquittal with

my friends to being hunted as a felon. Have I had a fair trial ?

"The lovers of justice and fair play are assiduously engaged in an effort

to thwart the consummation of judicial murder by a commutation of sentence

to prison. I speak for myself alone when I say that for this I thank them
and appreciate their efforts. But I am an innocent man. I have violated

no law ; I have committed no offence against any one's rights. I am simply
the victim of the malice of those whose anger has been aroused by the growth,

strength, and independence of the Labour organisations of America. I am
a sacrifiee to those who say, * These men may be innocent. No matter. They
are Anarchists. We must hang them anyway.'
"My council informs me that every effort will be made to take this case

before the highest tribunal in the land, and that there is strong hope of a
liearing there. But I am also reliably informed that from three to five

years will elapse before the Supreme Court of the United States can hear
^ndadjudge the case.

"Since surrendering myself to the authorities I have been locked up in

close confinement twenty-one hours out of every twenty-four for six days,

and from Saturday afternoon till Monday morning (thirty-eight houis) each
week in a noisome cell, without a ray of sunlight or a breath of pure air.

To be compelled to bear this for five or even three years woul4 be to suffer

a lingering death ; and it is only a matter of serious consideration with me
whether I ought to accept the verdict as it stands rather than die by inches

under such conditions. I am prepared to die. I am ready, if needs be, to

lay down my life for my rights and the rights of my fellow-men. But I

object to being killed on false and unproved accusations. Therefore I can-

not countenance or accept the efforts of those who would endeavour to procure
a commutation of my sentence to an imprisonment in the penitentiary.

Neither do I approve of any further appeals to the courts of law. I believe

them to be all alike—the agency of the privileged classes to perpetuate their

power, to oppress and plunier the toiling masses. As between capital and
its legal rights, the courts of law must side with the capitalistic class. To
appeal to them is in vain. It is the appeal of the wage-slave to his capitalist

master for liberty. The answer is—curses, blows, imprisonment, death.

"If I had never been an Anarchist before, my experience with courts and
the laws of the governing classes would make an Anarchist of me now.
What is Anarchy ? It is a state of society without any central or governing
power. Upon this subject the court, in its affirmation of the death senten'-e,

defines the object of the International Working People's Association as

follows : 'It designed to bring about a social revolution. Social revolution

meant the destruction of the right of private ownership of propei ty, or

of the right of the individual to own property. It meant the bringing about
-of a state of society in which all property should be held in common.' If

this definition is right, then it is very similar to that advocited by Jesus
dhrist, for proof of which I refer to the fourth and fifth chapters of the Acts
of the Apostles ; also Matthew xxL, 10 to 14, and Mark x\, 15 to 19.

"No, I am not guilty. I have not been proved guilty. I leave it to you
to decide from the record itself as to my guilt or innocence. I cannot, there-

fore, accept a commutation to imprisonment. I appeal—not for mercy, but
for justice. As for me, the utterance of Patrick Henry is so apropos that
I cannot do better than let him speak : *Is life so dear and peace so sweet
as to be purchased at the price of chains and slavery ? Forbid it. Almighty
Ood ! I know not what course otliers may take, but as for me, give me
liberty or give me death !

'

"

A. K. Parsons.
"Prison Cell 29, Chicago (111.), Sept. 21, 1887."

WE'LL TURN THINGS UPSIDE DOWN!
Oh, the world is overburdened
With the idle and the rich !

They bask up in the sunshine,
While we plod in the ditch ;

But, zounds ! we*ll put some mettle

In their fingers and their thumbs

—

For we'll turn things upside down, my
lads,

When the revolution comes !

Oh, we'll turn things upside down,
Oh, we'll turn things imaide down ;

They will wonder wimt has hap-

pened,
When we turn things upside down 1

Plain living may be wholesome,
And wondrous virtues may

Abound beneath ribs scant of flesh,

And pockets scant of pay.

It may be poverty is best

If rightly understood ;

But we'll turn things upside down, my
lads !

We don't want all the good !

Oh, we'll tarn, etc.

Oh, we'll turn, etc.

May they thriveon their philosophy,

When we turn things upside down

!

They are never done extolling

The nobility of work ;

But the knaves ! they always take good
care

Their share of toil to shirk !

Do they send their sons and daughters

To the workshop or the mill ?

Oh, we'll turn things upside down, my
lads!

. .„,
It will change their tune, it will

!

Oh, we'll turn, etc.

Oh, w^e'll turn, etc.

They can practise ail their prece]^
When we turn things upside downl

They live in splendid mansions,
And we in hovels vile

;

Their lives are spent in pleasure,

And ours in cheerless toil

;

They jaunt about the world, while We
Are pinned down to one spot

;

But we'll turn things upside down, we
will

!

It is time, lads, is it not?

Oh, we'll turn, etc.

Oh, v/e'll turn, etc.

I^ife then may be worth living,

When we've turned things upside

down !

Tlien let us, lads, right lustily

Support the glorious cause,

To overturn the whole vile lot

With their lying and their laws I

And let us all together

Put our shoulders to the wheel,

That will turn things upside down,
hurrah )

All for the common weal !

Oh, we'll turn, etc.

Oh, we'll turn, etc.

The world will be far better

W^hen we turn things upside down!

J. Bruce Glasi^r.

QUERIES FROM 'THE QUERIST.'

[The Querist was first issued anonymously by its author, the celebrated George

Berkeley, D.D., Bishop of Cloyne, in 1735. The following queries are

selected from the 1752 edition, published at Dublin, with author's name,

style,,and -title in full.—S.]

Whether the drift or aim of every wise State should not be to encourage

industry in itsmerabers ] And whether those who employ neither head nor

hands for the common benefit, deserve not to be expelled like drones out^f
a well-governed State ?

Whether the four elements and man's labour therein, be not the true

source of wealth ?

Whether it were not wrong to suppose land itself to be wealth ? And
whether the industry of a people is not first to be considered, as that which

constitutes wealth, which makes even land and silver to be wealth, neither

of which would have any value but as means and motives to industry ?

Whether a single hint be sufficient to overcome a prejudice ? And whether

even obvious truths will not sometimes bear repeating ?

Whether, if human labour be the true source of wealth, it doth not

follow that idleness should of all things be discouraged in a wise State ?

Whether necessity is not to be hearkened to before convenience, and con-

venience before luxury ?

Whether a people who had previded themselves with the necessaries of

life in good plenty, would not soon extend their industry to new arts and
new branches of commerce ?

Whether the vanity and luxury of a few ought to stand in competition

with the interest of a nation 1

Whether national wants ought not to be the rule of trade ? And whether

the most pressing wants of the majority ought not to be first considered ?

Whether she would not be a very vile matron, and justly thought either

mad or foolish, tliat should give aw^ay the necessaries of life from her naked
and famished children, in exchange for pearls to stick in her hair and sweet-

meats to please her own palate ?

Whether a nation might not be considered as a family ? Whether the

real foundation for wealth must not be laid in the numbers, the frugality,

and the industry of the people ] And whether all attempts to enrich a

nation by other means, as raising the coin, stockjobbing, and such arts, are

not vain ?

Whether the public aim ought not to be that men's industry should

supply their present wants, and the overplus be converted into a stock of

power ?

Whether all manner of nieans should not be employed to possess the

nation in general, with an aversion and contempt for idleness and all idle

folk?
Whether it is not a great point to know what we would be at ? And

whether whole States, as well as private persons, do not often fluctuate for

want of this knowledoje ?

Force is seldom justifiable as a method of reform, but tlie impetuous
revolutionist wlio believes in and uses it is much less vitally in eiror than
the wicked hypocrite who pretends to see no distinction between fo-ce used
in vindication of rights and force used in their vioVciUou.—Llberh/.

It is well never to lose sight of the ultimate aim and intent of the Labour
movement—the total abolition of the wage-system ; but those things which
promise present benefit should neither be despised nor neglected. Only be
careful that what promises present benefit is not calculated to hinder the
great object.—(Toronto) Labour Reformer.

The main arguments in the political venture of Messrs. George and
MKxlynn seem to be embodied in the words "applause," ''tremendous ap-
planse," and ^'uproarious applause'' (see Standard), coming from the lily
i^roata, through pearly-white teeth and ruby lips, of the female portion of
tke audience. Thas is taxation made popular.

—

Worhmn's Advocate.

Tory Eoughs at Yarmouth.—The following is a cutting from the Eastern

Daily Press of last Friday, with reference to the weekly Yarmouth meet-
ing :

—
" Fired by the example of their Lowestoft brethren, a mob attempted

last night to create a disturbance at the weekly Socialist meeting held on
the Quay. Only one Socialist speaker was present, Fred Henderson from
Norwich, and he had no sooner begun to speak than the riotous crowd en-

deavoured to personally assail him. A large number of sympathisers were
present, and many Eadicals, who, while not agreeing with the speaker's

ideas, still urged his right of free speech. The crowd would quickly have
retaliated on the mob, who found the tables completely turned against
them, had not the speaker urged his supporters to exercise toleran<;e towards
the interrupters. The roughs then contented themselves with remaining in

the background and yelling violently. At the conclusion of the meeting a
bodyguard surrounded Henderson, and escorted him to the station. It is

scarcely likely, in the face of their defeat, that the roughs will repeat their

tactics, as it was only with difficulty that the crowd was restrained from
treating them as they had wished to treat the Sociaiiat speaker.'
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW : FIRST, FEW MEN
it; next, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON 1

iions invited on Social Questions, They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Rd. ,E.G.^ and accompanied
by the name and address of the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS, only returned if a stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.

Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

six m^mths, Ss.; three months. Is. 6d,

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-

ringdon Road, E,C. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J, L. (Aberdeen), and others.—We must again call your attention to the standing

notice and to the special request made in this column on Oct. 8. By dis-

regarding the request there made, much extra labour is wantonly inflicted on
editors and printers.

F.—Yes ! there is such a paper. It is the Bartlett (Tenn.) News, and *' believes

in State Sovereignty—including secession as an incident ; believes that negro
suffrage should be put down with drawn knives and loaded shot-guns, if the

negro persist in voting "
; denounces the ** lollypop and flap-doodle of concilia-

tion "
; and is an instructive example of the '* Dodo in Politics." Its political

editor is the well-known Will. H. Kernan. It has one or two feeble imita-

tors, but keeps its evil eminence.

Feriodicals received during the week ending Wednesday October 26,

England
Die Autonomie
Jus
Justice
Labour Tribune
London—Freie Presae
Norwich—Daylight
Railway Review

Canada
Toronto—Labor Reformer

India
Allahabad—People's Budget

United States
New York—Der Sozialist

Freiheit
Truthseeker
Volkszeitung
Leader

Boston—Woman's Journal
Liberty

Chicago (111.)—Knights of Labor
Detroit (Mich.)—The Advance
Hammonton(NJ )Credit Foncier
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
N.HAven—Workmen's Advocate
St, Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole

France
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THE UNEMPLOYED.
The winter is beginning, and with it is beginning the open complaint

of the workers whom our system of employment for profit will only

allow to work sometimes, although, like other men, they have needs

which always press upon them, and which, since they own nothing but

the power of labour inherent in their own bodies, they can only satisfy

by receiving wages, or else "charity," from persons who own the

property, the use of which is necessary to enable the workman to work.

Although many people are unemployed in the summer as well as in

the winter, yet the interruption caused by the season in certain indus-

tries, and the additional pressure which its inclemency puts on the

miserable incomes of working people, specially forces this terrible

"wrong on public attention at this season ; and every winter henceforth,

as long as the capitalist system lasts, we may expect to have the case

of the most unfortunate of the disinherited classes put before us, and

threatening the well-to-do with disturbance and riot, the forerunners

of the ruin which is advancing upon them.

At such a time it especially behoves the Revolutionary Socialists

to face the matter with foresight, and to express their opinions regard-

less of the anger or favour of any party or set of men. The Council

of the Socialist League therefore thinks it necessary to lay the following

remarks before Socialists and the public in general.

In the first place, we express the fullest sympathy for the poor people

who are the immediate victims of the great system of wrong, miscalled

Bociety ; which is founded on the privilege accorded to the owners of

the means necessary to labour for production to rob the whole of the

workers of a large part of the wealth which they have created. We
assert that the needs of these people must be immediately satisfied, at

whatever cost to those who live on the labour of the working classes.

These outcasts of commercialism must be fed, clothed, and housed by

their masters, even though they produce nothing for those masters.

* It is futile, however, to expect the State to employ these men on

labour which would produce a profit to it with any advantage, even

temporarily, to the whole body of the workers. They have been thrust

out of the organisation of commerce because there is no place for them
;

if they are arbitrarily replaced in it they will but displace other workers

who are now employed, and the matter will not be mended in the least.

It would be quite as idle to expect the State to employ them on un-

productive work at Wages which the supply and demand of the Labour
Market gives to workers in ordinary employment. For the State is

but an executive which exists to carry out the behests of the privileged

classes, who live on the labour of the workers : and it is well under-

stood by them—nay, it*has become a kind of sacred doctrine of theirs

—

that the unfortunates of the workers, those who are distanced in the

race of competition, must be tortured by the cruelties and indignities

of the Poor Law in order that a terror may be held up before the great

body of workmen which will make them stick to their hopeless, repul-

sive, and shamefully-paid tasks.

Outdoor relief, therefore, in some form or other, is all that can be

looked for from the State : this the mere circumstances of the case will

compell it to give, and to do so right and left with little discrimination.

The bourgeois will cry out, " But this will mean perpetually extending

pauperism and at last ruin for the State." We answer. Most surely :

but it will be done ; nor can ruin be averted except by the privileged

classes giving up their privilege and the State melting into Society,

and then the question of the unemployed will have come to an end^

as we shall work for ourselves and shall ourselves consume what we
have produced.

While the present State lasts, therefore, and the privileged classes,,

there is no remedy possible for this huge misery and wrong. Must
we- Socialists tell this, then, to starving men seeking victuals and
shelter for the passing day 1 Yes, we must tell it them, for we believe

nothing short of that ; and to give them lying and delusive hopes of a

decent livelihood which they have no chance of obtaining is not doing

them a service. But we must address them, not specially as men out

of work, but as a part of the great body of workmen, who are always

being robbed and oppressed. They are not a special class as unemployed

workmen : the threat of coming to this pass always hangs over the life

of the worker. There is no salvation for the unemployed but in the

general combination of the workers for the freedom of labour—for

the REYOLUTION which will enable all workmen to employ them-

selves by using the means of production, which will then be theirs,,

without cringing to an idle rich man for leave to be allowed to work.

But what else are we to say to them It How are we to enable them

to gain that palliative, that wretched pittance of out-door relief, under

whatever specious form it may be given, which we have already said

circumstances will force the State to give them ? We hold that there

is no direct way in which we Socialists as Socialists can help them.

Whoever may read these lines, and whatever use our opponents of

the ruling class may make of them against us, we feel it our duty ta

speak plainly and without concealment on this matter. Deputations

to members of the Government, proofs of the fact (which everybody

knows) that there are many people out of employment, will do nothing

to quicken the advent of this palliative. Some of the workers may V

think that the terror caused by rioting might i\K:> more; but once for

all, unless we Socialists are prepared to organise a,nd lead such disturb-

ances, and carry them through to the bitter end, we are bound, under

penalty of being justly blamed for egging on people to do what we
dare not heartily take part in, to point out to the unemployed what

would probably be the results of a riot or series of riots.

The unemployed alone are not org inised and cannot be organised, for

resistance to the brute-force of autliority : they can attain no success

except the mere terror and disturbance wiiioh the riots might cause,

and that at the expense of at least the imprisonment of their leaders

and many of tlieir rank and file. They would be repressed ; and as the

authorities recovered from their first surprise, and handled their

organised forces, the ease of repression would increase, unless the

rising were general. Furthermore, the terror so caused could not, as

things now are, produce more advantage for the workers than hastening

on the granting of that palliative of outdoor reliefj which we have

spoken of above.

Such risings can only be worth the necessary sacrifices which they

entail when they are supported by the general body of the workers,

and express their definite aim, not towards a mere palliative, but to-

wards some step which will lead us directly to the Social Revolution.

Whereas now, even supposing it possible that a rising should grow to

such proportions as to cause what is sometimes called a Revolution,

that is an unseating of the present authority, the people are not yet

enough educated in Socialism to deal with such a crisis, and if it took

place they would once more fall into the hands of a political party,

which would delude them while they were plundered, as other political

parties have done.

Therefore, we repeat, we express our utmost sympathy for the un-

employed whether they have learned what Socialism means or whether

they have not. We protest most emphatically against the ^
brutal

assaults made upon those who have met to put forward their wrongs
;

believing indeed that these wanton attacks on peaceable citizens are

made with the deliberate intention of forcing them into riot in order

to give the authorities an excuse for another step in the suppression

of free speech, now so grievously attacked throughout all capitalist

countries. At the same time we feel that as a body whose business is

to educate the people into Socialism, since we cannot, as above said, .

give direct help to the unemployed, our duty is to go on pitting before
^

all workmen, employed or unemployed, the necessity for their hastening

and preparing for the advent of that Social Revolution which will pu^t an

end to all the miserable wrongs and sordid makeshift of our modern

system, now happily fast rotting away. It is to the employed among

the workmen, therefore, rather than to the unemployed that we address

our last words, and to those especially who are receiving what ave
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conventionally called " good wages," but which mean after all a miser-

ably stinted and pinched life compared to that which, not only they,

but all workers ought to attain to, and will attain to when they look

from the narrow interests of theAr household, their workshop, their

trade, to the whole world of workers, whose conscious or unconscious

struggles are slowly building up the New Society. To these we say :

Fellow-workers, do not any longer dissociate yourselves from your less

fortunate brethren, from those who have been doomed to feel the whole
weight of the burden which sits comparatively lightly on your

shoulders. Do you call them thriftless, idle, drunken, brutal, in a

word degraded 1 Perhaps you may call them in one word less lucky

than yourselves ; and remember that the remorseless wheel of com-

petitive commerce is going on grinding everybody beneath it ; while

you are refusing to learn what your position is, and what your claims

ought to be, or while you are halting between two opinions, your great

master Machinery^ which should be your servant, is getting more and
more powerful, more and more exacting every day, and in a few years

unless you have made up your minds to get rid of mastership, many
of you certainly, and probably most of you, will find yourselves no
longer skilled workmen but mere labourers cumbering a market which
is getting ever more and more overstocked with such common and
"worthless wares as mere men. And do you think that when you are

come to that pass you will be any better than those poor fellows of

the fringe of labour whom you now despise % It is not likely—it is

not possible. Be wise in time and resolve that you will not come to

that pass, which you will be able to avoid by combining together in a

steady, continuous, unfaltering resistance to the authority of the false

society founded on privilege ; which makes you inferior beings to the

owners of capital or land ; which takes from you two-thirds of all you
produce ; which if any one of those many accidents befall you that in

our life of to-day, so hard and full of constant struggle, we are all

liable to, throws you into a prison under the name of a workhouse, or

lets you rot away body and mind in l^he street.

It is the business, fellow-workers, of the whole intelligence of the

working-classes to see that there are no longer cither unemployed, or

wage-slaves, or masters.

On behalf of the Council of the Socialist League^

Henry, A. Barker, Secretary.

PRACTICAL POLITICS AT NOTTINGHAM.
The orthodox Liberals have had a great field day at Kottingham under

very brilliant circumstances, all things considered ; the democratic

portion of the population of England, Scotland, and Wales, and it is

even hoped the voters in general who have any claim to be considered

Liberals, are prepared to accept Home Rule for other people though

they have scarcely begun even to think of it for themselves. This

acceptance of Home Rule for Ireland, by everybody who could ever

possibly accept it, is so universal that there are no shades of opinion

on the subject ; the unspoken (nay, sometimes the spoken) word when
people meet now is, " You are a Home Ruler and a beast !

" " You
jxre a Unionist and a rascal !

" Argument is at an end, and people,

dog-sick of the question, would be much relieved if it were possible

for a thousand champions a-side to meet on Wimbledon Common, or

some other suitable place, and there fight it out to the death like Clan
Chattan and Clan Quhele of old days; but since civilisation and the

natural desire to best one's opponent at no expense to oneself forbids

such a proceeding, all people are looking forward with disgust to the
long spell of Parliamentary tactics, which will on this occasion as on
other similar ones in modern times, take the place of " point and edge ^'

with small advantage to the public generally.

Such a condition of things was, I repeat, most favourable to the

occasion, which was certainly made the ' most of. Mr. Gladstone ex-

hibited himself for the worship of the faithful, which was poured forth

on him in the most abundant measure, so that he must have thought
it worth while indeed to be a statesman. He exercised the art of

oratory if not to the fullest, yet at least as far as need be ; the art, I

mean, which consists of spinning out two or three sentences of mean-
ing into speeches getting on for two hours long, so that the audiences
mostly were thoroughly delighted. Indeed, those of them who had
memories capable of resisting the wear and tear of five or six years
might have employed the leisure which the great man's flow of speech-

words afibrded them in blessing their stars and their leader that it

was not they but their adversaries this time who were trying to wield
the great net of Coercion, with the certainty of their knocking them-
selves into the water with it. Some of them might also have remem-
bered the roars- of joy with which pure Liberal meetings received the
news of their present ally Mr. Parnell's arrest and imprisonment ; and
probably Mf. John Morley was now and then pensively thinking of

the evening, when before the electors of Westminster in 1880 he put
down his foot on Home Rule in such a clear, brief, and convincing
speech, that everybody in the hall, except a few grumblers and Irish-

men, shouted for joy.

However, let pardon be given to those who have changed their

o{iinions in the right direction, and let us hope that such changes will

be common during the next few years among political men. It is at
least satisfactory to see that Mr. Gladstone is doing no backsliding in
this Irish matter, that he who is exceedingly slow to perceive that the

enemy must be attacked in front has at last seen it. All that he has

to do now is to set his political wits to work to get rid ot llie Tory

majority in the house before some portion of his men, the really anti-

Radical part, who much outnumber the Radical, swing in the other

direction, and carry him along with their impetus. Don't let him.

dally with the crisis as he dearly loves to do, like a too artistic angler,

who having a good fish on his line plays him showily to show his art,

and loses him in the end.

Well, the Irish Question disposed of, what other schemes of reform
had this enthusiastic multitude of delegates and notabilities, sitting in

the good town of Nottingham, where, forsooth, they might have some
rather serious thoughts suggested to them by the locality and its in-

dustries. I remember I was there some six years ago, and trade was
booming then. I was told, I don't know with how much truth, that

an ordinary twister-in, or lace-weaver, could earn £6 a-week
;
pros-

perity was great, and the horrible red-brick blue-slated shanties of a

prosperous Midland town were eftacing the last remains of the beau-

tiful crocus-meadows, for which the town was once famous ; and any
hints I ventured timidly to give as to how long this prosperity might

last, were received with the contempt which prophecies deserve.

Whereas, now it would seem by the weekly trade reports as if the

population, high and low, would soon be reduced to living on taking in

each other's washing.

Well, as to the reforms to be taken in hand after the carrying of

Home Rule, the Liberal Conference at Nottingham has been what its

members call bold indeed : venturing to go in for disestablishment of

the Welsh Church ; the abolition of plural votes, by means of having

all the elections on one day, shortening the period of residence which

qualifies a voter ; free education (important this, at any rate) ; local

option (this also important—for the vote) ; London government ; allot-

ments for labourers (i.e., permission to them to pay their own poor-

rates) ; and what is called *'free land"

—

i.e., all obstacles removed

which might stand in the way of Mr. Wynans or his like buying up
all England to turn it into a deer-forest.

All this, which is heralded in the Liberal newspapers as an " ad-

vanced programme," in all the dignity of extra large type, is indeed

quite as far as anyone could have expected the Liberal Party to go as

a body

—

i.e., with the leave of Mr. Gladstone and its other bosses ; and

one must admit that most of these reforms will have to be done,

.

whether they greatly matter or not. But it is not much wool for so'^

great a cry ; and when one thinks that this is received as an " advanced

programme " with a regular flourish of trumpets by the party which

considers itself the popular party, in righteous, opposition to the Tories

or reactionists, one cannot help noting how much of an accident it has

been that the Liberals have been driven to make peace with Ireland,

and that Home Rule once gained the Liberal Party will have performed

its functions to the very end, and must either make its exit or must go

about with the brains knocked out of it. And that all the more as

the Tory Party is quite capable of dishing the Liberals on all these

great reforms, and probably will do so.

And meanwhile the trades unions are crying out for a Labour Party,

have declared for land nationalisation, and have their faces turned

towards Socialism ; and all over the country workmen are asking

themselves why they are in a position of inferiority to those who do

not work. The authorities in London are as afraid to let workmen
speak their minds there as the Irish authorities to let the Irish speak,

and a terrible winter of misery and want of employment is opening

out before us.

Of all these things the Nottingham delegates took as much cognis-

ance as though they were living in another planet. These things,

since they concern the daily life and happiness and misery of the

working classes, are, forsooth, "not within the scope of practical

politics."

Query—What are practical politics? Answer—Vote-catching for

election time, so that ine may be in and you may be out.

William Morris.

JOHN RUSKIN O^ COMMUNISM.
I AM myself a Communist of the old school—reddest of the red. . . Will you be
at the pains, now, however, to learn rightly, and once for all, what Communism
is ? First, it means that everybody must work in common, and do common or

simple work for his dinner ; and that if any man will not do it he must not have
his dinner. . . Second, that the public, or common, wealth, shall be more and
statelier in all its substance than private or sinsjular wealth. Then farther,

according to old Communism, the private dwellings of uncommon persons—dukes
and lords—are to be very simple, and roughly put together—such persons being
supposed to be above all care for things that please the commonalty ; but the
buildings for public or common service, more especially schools, almhoiises, and
workhouses, are to be externally of a majestic character, as being for noble pur-

poses and charities ; and in their interiors furnished with many luxuries for the
poor and sick. And finally and chiefly, it is the absolute law of old Communism
that the fortunes of private persons should be small, and little account in the
State ; but that the common treasure of the whole nation should be of superb
and precious things in redundant quantity, as pictures, statues, precious books ;

gold and silver vessels preserved from ancient times ;
gold and silver bullion laid

up for use, in case of any chance need of buying anything suddenly from foreign
nations ; noble horses, cattle, and sheep, on the public lands ; and vast spaces of

land for culture, exercise, and garden, round the cities, full of flowers, which,
being everybody's property, nobody could gather ; and of birds which being
everybody's property, nobody could shoot. And, in a word, that instead of a
common poverty, or national debt, which every poor person in the nation is

taxed annually to fulfil his part of. there should be a common wealth, or national
reverse of debt, consisting of pleasant things, which every poor person in the
nation should be summoned to receive his dole of, annually ; and of pretty things,
which everyone capable of admiration, foreigners as well as natives, should un-
feignedly admire.— ' Fors Glavigera.' Letter vii., dated July 1st, 1871.
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THE LABOUR iSTRUGGLE.
BEITAIN.

Northampton Shoemakers.—The attempt to settle the strike by arbitra-

lioa having failed, the men are now again on strike,

Nottingham Industries.—Owing to the slackness in the local industries

—hosiery and lace—the number of unemployed is very large.

The Agrigttltural Labofr Market.—The hiiings are now taking place

and the demand for labourers is not equal to the supply. Wages, therefore,

have a downward tendency. A large number of farms are now without
tenants, and the uncultivated acres show a great increase.

Aberdeen Shipbuilders.—The strike among the shipbuilders in the em-
ployment of Messrs. Hall, Russell, & Co., Aberdeen, has terminated. The
men were formerly paid at the rate of from 2d. to 6d. extra per day for cer-

tain kinds of work, but they wanted to be remunerated at a uniform rate of

Is. per day extra. This request was refused, and the men resumed work
under the old conditions.

The Chainmakers' Strike.—A meeting of cliainmakers was held on Mon-
day at Cradley Heath. It was reported that the majority of the men had
turned out on strike. There was a universal determination on the part of

the operatives to cease work. There were a number of men and women who
could not turn out until they had completed their orders. It is expected
that the strike will again be very general. The notices expired on Saturday
last.

Ppeston Weavers.—The Secretary of the Powerloom Weavers' Associa-

tion has issued a circular to the members in which he says : "The committee
return their thanks to every individual who has in any way rendered assist-

ance to the weavers in the dispute at Messrs. Outram & Co.'s mills. The
strike, we are happy to say, is settled after a ten week's struggle for justice,

and we maintain that we were justified in the action we have taken from
the beginning to the end."

Discharge of Workmen.—Messrs Caird & Co. having now finished the

71ew P. and O. steamer Britannia, and having no other work on hand, have
discharged all their workmen, with few exceptions, both in their shipbuilding

yard and engine works. Messrs. Rankin & Blackmore, Eagle Foundry, have
also paid off a large number of workmen, the work on hand being nearly

finished. Messrs. Scott & Co., shipbuilders, have also suspended a number
of their workmen, the vessels on hand not being sufficiently forward to give

employment to the number of men presently engaged in the yard.

The Strike in the Nail Trade.—The strike in the wrought-nail trade

continues, although the mastefs have offered to grant the 1879 list, less 20
per cent, off the price paid for hobs, and 10 per cent, for all other classes of

nails, which is equivalent-to an advance of 10 per cent, all round ; but the
workers are determined to keep out until tke 1879 list is granted without
any deductions. On Monday morning a meeting of delegates was held at

%fee Cross Guns Inn, Birmingham Street, Hales Owen, Mr. J. Price presiding.

It waa stated that the strike in the Bromsgrove district was very general.

The distribution of relief was going on very satisfactorily. Substantial dona-
tions had been contributed, and bread and soup had been given to the opera-

tives. The relief had been carried on under the direction of Mr. Ooxell,

relieving officer. The chairman remarked that there would be no difficulty,

he believed, in getting the prices established in the markets. He believed

that the time was not far distant when they should hear that the strike had
terminated. The whole of the operatives throughout all the districts had
manifested a determination not to return to work until they gained the list.

A resolution was passed to continue the strike.

The Bolton Strike.—The hopes as to the speedy settlement of the BoUon
engineers' strike have again been disappointed, the employers having rejected

the latest proposals from the men. These proposals suggested a reference

on the basis of wages now paid in Oldham, it being a competitive town with
Bolton, A board of conciliation was to be formed, consisting of six Bolton
employers and six representatives of the workmen, to consider evidence as

to the rate of wages paid in Oldham, and if found to be higher than in Bolton,

the advance to be conceded to the men on strike at the commencement of

next year. If these proposals were accepted the strike should be declared

closed and the men return to work at once at the old rate of wages, and
work overtime when required at breakdowns and repairs until the award is

given, after which all restrictions as to oveitime shall be removed. The
hoard of conciliation was to give their award in a month. To these proposals

the employers replied that they were unanimously declined. They could

not discuss any restriction upon overtime. To refer to any particular town
as to wages paid was objectionable, and the comparison could have been
(»btained by a juster method of open arbitration, which the men had rejected.

The strike has now lasted twenty-five weeks with the outlook darker than
ever.

The capitalistic, no less than the aristocratic class, is responsible for the

stupid and wicked policy that has turned many of the fairest lands of the

world into huge military camps, and has deluged every continent in blood

for the aggrandisement of their own countries, and to force upon the con-

quered peoples the products which their makers cannot consume in conse-

quence of the lowness of their wages. The working-class, although its

ignorance has sometimes made it the tool of politicians, cannot fairly be
charged with any part of this guilt and folly. The wealthy greatness, and
glory of any nation have meant very little for the working-class. Rather,

they have delayed its emancipation. It is the highest interest of every

worker that he should concentrate his attention upon the Labour question.

, To the working-people it is of very little consequence whether the United
- 3tates have a fleet of iron-clads or whether the Republican, Democratic, or

any other party are successful in their struggle8sfx)r office, loaves, and fishes
;

but it is of very great importance that they have a fair share of the pro-

ducts of their skill, of their brain and muscle ; that the necessaries and
comforts of life be within their reach ; that they be not herded like brutes

in poisonous tenements ; that their children be spared the slavery of the
coal bunkers and factory, and be permitted to acquire the best possible

education ; that their noble feelings of human dignity be not outraged by
the arbitrary regulations of an irresponsible and immoral capitalistic class.

Wje, in this generation, by meana of our trades' unions, have challenged the

ca^jitalistic policy, and we will not cease onr efforts mitil all workers, re^

gfiidleflHSf of ere^^ colour, or nationality^ are united in ihe fraternal bond of

6«ie gni»d fedesation, making war and robbery forevermore impossible.

—

LETTERS FROM AMERICA.

Sir Robert N. Fowler, M.P., fop, snob, and fool, arrived in New York
last Sunday. Interviewed by a reporter, he made the following statement
concerning Anarchists :

—

** What is the extent of the Anarchist movement in Great Britain, or London ?

It is understood over hv.re that the English Anarchists sympathise deeply with
the condemned Ohioago Anarchists ?"

**I have not heard very much about it. There is always a certain Anarchist
or Communistic feeling in all large cities, but I don't know that it is any stronger
in London now than it has been for many years past."

" Then it may be supp(sed that you would favour the execution of the Chicago
Anarchists ?"

*' You will do the right thing if you hang them."

Of course, Fowler knows as much about the case as the man in the moon
but his talk proves clearly how much these people respect law, order, and
justice. It is to be hoped the English workers will not forget such senti-

ments uttered by individuals but expressing the ideas of a large class.

The Henry George-McGlynn business is fast arriving at the farcical stage.

Henry George never speaks without mentioning "that noble and heroic

man, that glorious priest so much beloved by the people, the Rev. Dr.

McGIynn," etc., and the Rev. Dr. McGlynn in return butters back by calling

George " that greatest of all philosophers, our prophet Henry George."
George in order^to catch votes is getting vaguer and vaguer in his theories.

It is even no longer State appropriation of rent, but mere taxation of the

unearned increment which he now advocates.

The General Assembly of the delegates of the Knights of Labour met in

Minneapolis last week. The following short notes in reference to the

Assembly may be of interest to the readers of the Commonweal.
P. H. Craig, a coloured man, represents District 176, Augusta Ga., com-

posed of 3,000 white members and 1,500 negroes. He was unanimously
elected, and his election is taken as a proof that the colour line in the South
is entirely wiped out.

Joseph R. Buchanan, the editor of the Labor Enquirer, Denver, Col.,

leader of the opposition against Powderley, and delegate of District Assembly
,89, has been refused admission to the General Assembly on the grounds that

he being a member of Local Assembly 2237, which has been suspended for

non-payment of dues, he was himself a suspended member. Buchanan
alleges the suspension to be a conspiracy on the part of the administration.

Michael Davitt addressed the Assembly .last Wednesday, claiming the

Irish movement to be a part of the international working-men's movement.
Mrs. Leonora M. Barry, general investigator of the condition of working-

women, made a report. Portions of this report relating to the shame and
degradation to which women and girls who cannot eke out a living on the

pittance paid them are subjected, could not be read to an audience of men.
It has been proposed that the Knights of Labour and the Farmers' Alliance

(both in session at Minneapolis) shall amalgamate. Each claims to have
about 600,000 members.
The General Master Workman in his report, suggests the folloT^ing pro-

gramme :

—

*' I believe the day has come for united labour to ask at the hands of Congress
the passage of a law creating a department of labour at the seat of the National
Government. Labour cannot be called a class, for it is everywhere. To have a
man in his cabinet with whom to consult on the question of labour, the President
would be in a better position to deal with the question of labour. ... I believe

that the Government of the United States should operate its own line of tele-

graph. I believe that the Government should control our railways."

This is the whole programme of one of the largest labour organisations in

the world. Oh shame upon such spoilers of healthy movements ! When
will the men become tired of all monarchs in labour organisations ] Ah,
when ]

The report of the General Secretary contains the following interesting

details :

—

'* The order consists at present of 10,421 local assemblies, and 60,000 letters

were received and answered. The number of members in good standing at the
last session was 702,924 ; in arrears, 26,753. The total number of members re-

ported in good standing now is in round figures 485,000 ; in arrears, about
50,000 ; total, 535,000 ; which shows a decrease of 195,000 members who have
mostly joined the American Federation of Trades."

Oti Monday, Oct. 10th, in the afternoon, James E. Quinn, of District 49,

quietly arose in the assembly and presented the following resolution :

—

*' Considering that the development of the human mind in the nineteenth cen-

tury has reached a point expressed almost universally against capital punish-
ment, or taking human life by judicial process, as a relic of barbarism, therefore

be it resolved. That this Convention express sorrow that the men in Chicago were
doomed to death, and that we use every endeavour to secure the commutation of

the sentence of death .passed upon them."

The moment this was read there was an uproar. Quinn made a speech
asking in the name of humanity and justice that the resolution be adopted.

Mr. Powderley, who presided, declared the resolution out of order. An
appeal was taken, and George A. Shilling (of Chicago) and Joseph Labadie
(of Detroit) spoke in favour of the resolution. Powderley left the chair,

and made a long and vigorous speech against the resolution. Mr. Powderley
was sustained by a vote of 150 against 50, and that settles the matter as the
Herald puts it. Comment on such outrageous action, it is to be hoped, is

superfluous.

The affair at Union Hill, New Jersey, which I reported to you last week,
has had an afterpiece of a rather amusing character. The labour organisa-

tions intended to hold a meeting on Wednesday, Oct. 5th. The Chief of

Police by the consent of the Town Council had taken extra precautions to

suppress the meeting. There were 30 policemen stationed near the meeting-
place. A messenger was employed to stand by the police, and on the first

intimation of any meeting he was to convey the news to the Town Hall,

where a man was stationed ready to toll the bell. The fire department with
50 volunteers was in readiness to turn the hose on the men. At 7.30 p.m.,

the town was blocked with people from all over Jersey. Only an informal

meeting was held by the United Order of American Carpenters and Joiners

Lodge 24. The subject discussed was, "Why do we need a Union?" The
evening passed quietly. The police employed themselves by clubbing some
men and all small boys on the legs to make them move on.

Hardly a week passes without the ruling classes showing by the action

of their minions how little they care for the constitution. Last Sunday we
were presented with a new proof, this time of even a more serious nature.

On Saturday October 8th the Progressive Labour Party held a mass meeting
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in Union Square, New York, to expUin its platform to the workers. The
night was exceptionally fine, and about 10,000 people attended the meeting.

The proceedings were most orderly, and perfect harmony prevailed except

around one platform where a small number of men—supposed to be followers

of George—kept on calling out, rather monotonously, "George, Henry
George, George," etc., and now and then indulged in cat-calls. Most of the

speakers had already addressed the meeting, when suddenly the torches and
transparencies were extinguished, and the police dashed into the meeting

and began at once belabouring the crowd in brutal fashion with their clubs.

A panic of course was the immediate result. The crowd neither resisted nor

remonstrated, but, taken completely by surprise, fled in all directions.

Several men got a severe clubbing and women were maltreated by the police

in a shameful, disgusting fashion. It is perfectly clear that it was determined
the peaceable meetiug should be turned into a riot. People were to be
maltreated until they in their anger would turn upon their clubbers and
supply the police with an excuse for a wholesale arrest, and perhaps hanging.

The police had arranged themselves with care so as to form a complete semi-

circle that would embrace the whole crowd. Captain Reijly, the officer in

command came to the reporters, after the collision, and without being asked
made a statement that he had been invited to disperse a crowd that kept on
annoying the meeting by cat-calls and calls for Henry George. His men
misunderstood him, and the "incident," for which he was extremely sorry,

was the result. The clubbed, bleeding, defenceless men rallied round as

soon as they saw the speakers were holding the platform, and the meeting
was continued. The men, in spite of the outrage, pressed forward to support
the speakers, and cveutnally the meeting dispersed quietly. A few more
of such "incidents" and even the most conservative working-man will

comprehend what government of the people by the people meant^'over here.

He will comprehend that as long as he permitted himself to be fleeced

without resistance by a miserable class he had all the liberty he wished at

his disposal. He will comprehend that as soon as he begins to resist being
fleeced the ruling classes will quickly bring him to his senses, not with the

ballot-box but with the club.

Labour Movements.

Owing to the strike of coal-miners about Springfield, 111., the Springfield

KoUing Mill has been obliged to shut down. About 1000 men are idle in

consequence.
The Lehigh Valley coal-miners on strike are still firm, regardless of the

threat made by the Lehigh Valley Coal and Navigation Company to stop

work for one year unless the men return to work. The Wyoming region is

overrun with strikers from the Lehigh sections.

The strikers at the cotton-factory of the Moss Manufacturing Company,
Westerly, RI., have finally surrendered. This was the contest in which the
"Slater Club" was enlisted in behalf of the corporation. In other words,
the combined capital of the Rhode Island cotton manufacturing companies
was arrayed in support of a single concern which had a dispute with its

workmen.
List of Strikes for October.

New York City—brass-workers, for half holiday on Saturdays, Oct. 1 ... 120
Reading, Pa.—labourers, for advance, Oct. 1 ... ... ... .20
Boyertown, Pa.—cigar-makers, for advance, Oct. 1 ... ... ... 100
Springfield, 111.—miners, for advance, Oct. 1 ... ... ... 1500
Brooklyn, N. Y.—brass-polishers, against employment of non-union men,

Oct. 3. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 16
Bayoune, N. J.—rivet-heaters of the Standard Oil Co., for advance, Oct. 3 14
Wheeling, Va.—labourers, for advance, Oct. 3 ... ... ... 40
Brooklyn, N.Y.—pressworkers, for a half holiday on Saturdays, Oct. 5 ... 200
Philadelphia, Pa.—shoe-stitchers, for enforcement of new price-list, Oct. 5 250
Philadelphia, Pa.—buttonhole-makers, against discrimination in distribut-

ing work, Oct. 5 ... .... ... ... ... ... 20

Total strikers to Oct. 6

New York, October 12, 1887.

2280

H. Ciiari.es.

LITERARY NOTICES.
*The Chicago Anarchists. A Statement of Facts.' By E. and E. M.

Aveling, has been reprinted from To-Day (November 1887), and is for sale

by W. Eeeves, 185 Fleet Street, E.C. Single copy, Id., 100 copies. Is.

In reprinting John Most's *Deistic Pestilence' (Metzcow, Bruce Grove, N.)
the comrades who have had it done would have been wise in securing a
competent hand to revise the English in which the translation is presented.

No doubt when it was written this brochure did good service, and it natur-
ally now bears a certain historic interest, but it may be doubted whether its

present reissue will either do much credit to the author or service to the
cause he has at heart. Author, publisher, and price are alike left without
mention.

'The Labour Movement in America,' by Frederick Engeis (Reeves, ^d.), is

a reprint of the preface to the * Condition of the Working Classes in England
in 1844,' published a few months ago, and is so reprinted to enable it to reach
a larger number of readers than otherwise it would. In 8 pp. of even close

print there is but small room to say much upon such a large theme, but the
author gets more into the space than might have been deemed possible, and
has assuredly made an earnest, thoughtful and thought-producing contribu-
tion to the consideration of the question of which it treats. S.

THE CONDEMNED ANARCHISTS.
The Labour Emancipation League held a mass meeting on Sunday momiDg to

pratest a^ainat the judicial murder of our Chicago comrades, at which a resolution
of sympathy and protest was carried with only one dissentient.

At a meeting of the Clay Cross and District Socialist Society (»» ^e 20th inst.

the lojjlowittg r^sc^Uition was passed: '*That this meeting of Derbyshire miners
and irfjhers protest against tlie judicial murder of the seven Chieago Anarchists,
and, locking at the nature of the evidence, considers a new trial absolutely neces-
sary ; and that this resolution be 9ent to the president of the United States and
for puibJication in the English CernmorvweciL"

A public meeting of Scandinaviai^, Qonvened by the Scandinavian Working
Men's Ciuh», was held on Sunday the 23rd, in 56 Oreek Street, Sokp, when the
following resolution was unanimously passed : "This meeting of Sc^djinavians
from all the northern counjtrici^ recognjiaing that the sentence to death of the
sevoi €Meago Anarckists is notMng bnt an atten^vt to knock down by one crush-

' InffWow ihe movement raised for the liberation of the workine cla^s from the
fcolBe of^ Bpper dbisses, joins in the protest of the workers of all civilised

THE KNIGHTS OF LABOUR AND CO-OPERATION
IN AMERICA.

Last February J. P. M'Gaughey, of Minneapolis, secretary of the
Co-operative Board of the Knights of Labour, sent out 8000 circulars

asking for information on the subject of co-operation, and has received
upwards of 5000 answers. Of the co-operative concerns started there
are no failures reported, and a steady growth is almost without excep-
tion noted. Following are a few examples :

The Trenton (IST. J.) Co-operative Store shows a remarkable growth,
Jan. 1, 1886, its membership was 193 ; at the end of the year it was
420. There is scarcely a store in any of the great cities of the country
which supplies so many families. The paid-up capital of the concern
Jan. 1886 was £466; Jan. 1887 it was £1157. The premises now
occupied by the store were purchased for £2000. During the year

1886 the profits were £1412.
The Michigan City (Ind.) Co-operative Recd-Chair Company issues

stock only to members of the Knights of Labour. By its constitution

one-third of the profits goes to the stockholders, one-third to employes,

and the remaining tliird is placed to the credit of the factory. This

company began business August 1886. Up to December 31 of the

same year the business transacted amounted to £400, on which there

was a profit of 25 per cent. At the time of the report there were

250 members.
The Baleigh (IST. C.) Co-operative Tobacco Factory is a foster-child

of the Knights of Labour. Its entire capital stock is owned by one

hundred local assemblies and a thousand individuals. In 1886 the

goods sold amounted to £2063, on which there was a profit over all

expenses of £67.
The Fulton County Co-operative Leather Glove and Mitten Factory,

of Johnstown, N. Y., was organised August 18^6, and has now 22 >

members and £2000 capital. Its business up to Jan. 1, 1887, amounted
to £600, and the profits above all expenses were £59.

Probably the only co-operative bank in the country is the Patrons'

Co-operative Bank of Olathe, Kas. The report of the institution

made July 1886 shows a paid-in capital stock of £2788, with deposits

amounting to £14,177.
Building and loan associations, on the plan of the ordinary mutual

building and loan association, are also very numerous within the

Order.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farrixgdon Koa.d, E.C.

Co-operative Store.—The Committee attend at the offices at 8.30 p.m. oh
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. All Groceries can be had at current store

prices. Orders over 10s. will be delivered carriage paid in London.

Unemployed Question—Resolution of Council.

That the Socialist League do maintain officially the continuance of that policy
of non-intervention pursued up to the present by the League ; and though it

can prohibit no individual member or members of that body from participating
in unemployed agitation, it cannot undertake to support, either morally or
pecuniarily, any member whose participation in any such agitation leads him
into difficulties.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
Mitcham, Walsall to July 31. Bloomsbury, Clerkenwell, Leicester, Hammer-

smith, Hoxton (Labour Emancipation League), Hull, Mile End, Wednesbury^
to September 30.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
C. W., 13s. 4d. WeeUy Subscriptions—K. F., Is. C. J. F., 2s. Oxford

Branch, 2s. Langley, 2s. P. W., 6d. W. B., 6d. D. N. (8 weeks), 2s.

Pii. W., Treasurer, Oct. 25.

Strike Committee.—Regent's Park (per Cantwell, Sunday, Oct. 16, 3s. 2d.,

and Sunday, Oct. 23, 5s. 4d. ; total, 8s. 6d. —J. Lane.

MOWBRAY TESTIMONIAL FUND.
To Socialists and Friends,—We make a special appeal to you to do what yo\£

can to subscribe towards the above fund, which is intended to give Mowbray a

little start in business at his trad,e of a tailor, as he cannot expect to get work
from the capitalists in Norwich. Thanking all comrades and friends for their

past support towards the maintenance of Mowbray's wife and family, speciallj"

thanking Mrs. Besant and the Fabian friends for the liberal support they have
given up to his release, we are, A. T. Sutton and F. C. Slaughter, Sec^.

Communications and subscriptions to be forwarded to A. T. Sutton, 5 Dute
Street, Norwich.

t. G. S., 10s. A Small Capitalist, 6d. W. Nobba, Is. A Friend (3), Is. 6.1.

Norwich Market Place, Oct. 23, 6s. A. T. S. and F. C. a
N.B.—i^imcZ doses October SlsL

REPORTS.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, Oct. l^h, S. Mainwaring lectured to tts' tfk

"Liberty." Disci^ssion followed. Sunday good apctt-air meeting on Greett, ad-
dressed by Mainwaring and Graham. In hail members and friends enjoyed
nearly two hours' " social."—A. T. and W. B.
FuLHAM.—Meeting Sunday morning- addressed by Tarleton and Morris. A

resolution, which was carried unanimously, was m^ved ^^yTl^'lietoa and seconded
by OUT old opponent Mr. Green, jw-otestin^ ^a|i»t .a»y interference with 4;he

right of public meeting. Fair sale of Commonweal am«ther member made^ «^i^
4b, 3d. collected for branch.—S. B. G.
Hoxton.—Good meeting Thursday. Sunday . ^pnoci^g demoinstra^^n

success. Eeaolution condemniiig sentence pamd (Ok the^ jClii<?«^o AxaiM^
carried with enthusiasm, only one a^inst. Sold out all Commomaeai^^. 49^
lected for wives and children of condemned- men. £veimig in hall, W. H% F.
Campbell lectured on **The Whereabouts of Utepia:" mterestins discussion
followed.—C. J. Y.
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?vIerton.—Good meeting here. Commoniceal sold

\vell. Haydon's Road is now a good open-air station,

and will add to the strength of the branch.
MiTCiiAM.—A good meeting held on Fair Green on

Sunday morning, addressed by TiuU, Hardman, and
Sparling. Good sale of Commoweal, and Is. 4d.

oollected for propaganda. Three new members made.
^R. C.

North London. — On Tuesday last, at Ossulton
Street, we held a very good meeting, when Cantwell,
Prooks, Bartlett, and Dalziel spoke. Sale of Common-
veal good. At Regent's Park on Sunday morning, a
very good meeting was addressed by Cantwell, Main-
uaring, and Mrs. Schack, whose remarks were re-

roived with considerable interest. Comrade Finn
(/rtered a little friendly opposition. Collected 5s. i^d.
Stamford Hill. —A very good meeting was ad-

dressed here on Sunday evening by W. B. Parker and
A. Cores. Two new members.
Glasgow.—Sunday forenoon, Downie and Gilbert

.spoke on Jail Square. In afternoon, Bullock, Glasier,
and McFarlane at Paisley Road Toll. An attempt
made by a gang of Orange rowdies to destroy our
I'.ieeting, but signally failed. In evening in hall at 8,
Wiitson Street, Adams lectured on "The Paris Com-
mune." Members and sympathisers are requested to
turn up in large force on Sunday at Paisley Road Toll,
5 o*clock.—J. M. B.

Leeds.—Meeting Sunday morning in Vicars Croft.
In evening, Braithwaite lectured on ''The National
Loaf, who earns and who eats it." Good discussion,

^laguire lectured in People's Hall on Saturday night
on " Private Rights and Public Wrongs."—T. P.

NoRW^iCH.—We held a large meeting in the Market
Place at 3, addressed by Mowbray, and Barker of

Lowestoft, another on the Agricultural Hall Plain by
Barker and Darley. Mowbray lectured in the Gordon
Hall at 8 to a crowded audience on the " Aims of the
Socialist League," Barker in the chair. Mowbray,
Turner, and Slaughter went to Wymondham in the
morning, and held a good meeting. Commomveal sold
well.—T. M.
Walsall.—Meeting Monday evening, addressed by

\\'csley, Sanders, Webb, and others. Two successful
open-air meetings held by Donald, Tarn (Birmingham)
and Sanders on Saturday afternoon, and in evening
indoor meeting in the Exchange Room, good impres-
sion being made. Sunday morning Sanders spoke to
fj fair meeting at the Pleck.—J. T. D.

Sheffield Socialists.—On Monday, October 17th,
Mr. Herbert Godley gave a reading on "Socialism,"
which was followed by desultory discussion. The
opming was good.—M. A. M.
XoRWiCH Anarchist Group.—Goo;l meetings have

been held during the week at Carrow, Yarmouth, St.

F -iths, .and at Norwich in the Hay)naiket on Satur-
••l:iy night, and in the Market Place twice on Sunday.
Clay Cross and District Socialist Society —

We had a splendid lecture from Mr. John Peacock,
lu-^mberof the Nottingham School Board, on Thurs-
day, Oct. 20th, when the enclosed resolution was
passed (See " Condemned Anarchists").— J. L.

Dublin.—At the Labour League, on Thursday, Oct.

•20th, very good mcetirg lield to protest against the
judicial murder of the Chicago Anarchists. McCarthy
described at length th^; circumstances ccjunected with
tiie riot, tittajk by tl^.c polico on Haymarkct meeting,
throwing of tlie bonib, and trial and conviction of the
accused.. King, Ellis, and Fitzpatrick also spoke.
Resolution adopted protesting against carrying out
the sentence, and expressing sympathy with the
•families of the condemned men.

Scottish Land and Labour League.

-At Sunday afternoon meeting, routine business done
and arrangements for special winter propaganda made.
Sub-committee appointed to organise new branches,

etc., Mahon, J. Haldane Smith, J. M. Hosack, and
Hugh Millar. Arrangements being made for ten days
lecturing tour in Scotland by Champion.
Edinburgh.— On Monday night, Mahon spoke at

High Street. Sunday night the Trades' Hall was
crowded to excess ; Mahon lectured on *' The Method
of Realising Socialism ; " animated discussion followed,

and exceptionally good collection made.—C. W. T.

Aberdeen. —First business meeting held Northern
Friendly Society's Hall 8th Oct. Leatham addressed

^meeting, and was reported to about a third of a column
in the local Liberal paper. Several members enrolled.

^Oa Sunday, Leatham addressed 300 or 400 men at

Woodside, standing on the brink of the fountain. No
opposition ; good sale of literature. On Sunday after-

noon, Oct. 16th, Leatham addressed a large meeting

at Duthle Park, Waterside Gate; Barrow presided.

Dysart and Gallatown. — Mahon held open-air

meeting Tuesday night ; indoor meeting afterwards

held by branch members.
Wbst Calder.—Mahoa spoke here Saturday night

and formed a branch. He was invited to address the

.miners on the following Monday.
Arbroath.—Good meeting Friday night. Cunning-

ham and Scott read an essay each ; good discussion

ioUowed. Four names handed in.—W. S.

Notice to Branches of the 8,L,L.L, c^
Reports and Notices for the Commonweal muatoe

sent direct to the Sub-Editor, London, (to reach not

later than first post Tuesday) and not to Edinburgh.

The first of a series of ** Labour Leaflets," entitled
** A Few Words for Socialism," is now ready—6d. per

100, Id. extra for postage.

TTie Commovweol and all Socialist Literature may be

liad from hl^iinburgh. Orders to be sent to J. M'Ken-
zie, L:.ibcur League OfFice 4 Park Street.—J.L. M.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

BloomsJmry.— Commimist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W. On Thursday Oct. 27,

Business Meeting.
ChrkenvelL—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.C. Free Lectures every Sunday and
Wednesday at 8.80.

HaTYimersmith.—Kelmscott House,- Upper Mall, W.
Sunday Oct. 30, at S p.m. W. H. Utley, "An In-

ventor's Troubles."
Hoxton (L.E.L.).— Globe Coffee House, 227 High St.,

Hoxton. On Sunday October 30, at 8 30, lecture by
Mrs. C. M. Wilson, "The Social Revolution."

—

Members' Meeting at 13 Farringdon Road, on Friday
Oct. 28, at 8 o'clock. Very important business.

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

C/lub Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Mile-end and Belhncd Grpen.— Qo j^oston St., tiackney
Road. Business Meeting every Thursday at 9 p.m.
Debating ClaJ:S for members after Business Meeting.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—James Leatham, secy.,

12 Short Loan in gs.

Arbroath (Scot. Sect.).—High Street Hall. Meeting
Friday evenings. W. Smith, 12 Maule St., secy.

On Friday next, a Debate on Gronlund's ' Co-opera-
tive Commonwealth.

'

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section : Forfarshire).—Secretary
jjro tern.), D. M'Dougal, East Path.

Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI., sec

Dublin.—Irish Labour League, Carpenters' Hall, 75
Aungier Street. Meetings every Thursday at 8 p.m.

Dundee (Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the
Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station. Fore-
noon, business and members' discussion ; evening,
lecture and discussion.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park St. Business
Meeting Thursdays at 7.30. Discussion Class 8 p.m.
Sunday night lectures. Trades Hall, High Street.

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

Gallatoion and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.

Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow.—84 John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.
till 10 p.m. daily. Choir Practice, Wednesday at 8.

Music and Shorthand Class, Tuesdays at 8 o'clock.

In tiie Hall, 8 Watson Street, Gallowgate, lecture

on Sunday 30, at 7 o'clock, by J. Shaw Maxwell,
" The Lal)our Problem."

Hamilton.—VAlton's Hall, Chapel St. Thursday, 7.30.

Leeds.—17 Chcsham St., Sweet St. Club open every
evening. Business meeting W^ednesdays at 8 p.m.
On Sunday October 30, at 7 p.m., W. Hill will lec-

ture on "The Labour struggle."
Leiresler.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochee (Scottish Section : Forfa' shire).—Secretary [j^ro

tem.), P. M'Dougal, 10 Mercer Street.

Norwich.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures
every Sundaj'' at 8. Business Meeting Monday at

8.30. Speakers' Class Sunday at 10.30 a.m. nnd
Wednesday 8 p.m. Social Evening Saturdays at 8.

Notlinr/ham.—Club and Reading Rooms, 1 Tokenhousc
Vard, Bridlesmith Gate, open every evening. Lec-

tures and Discussions every Sunday.
Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25^ Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.
Walsall.—Temperance Hall. Meets every Monday.
West (7a^t/er (Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,

West Calder.

9.30.

11.30.

11.30.

11.30.

11.30.

11.30.

11.30.

11.30.

3 .

7 .

7 .

8 .

8 .

8

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 30.

. Starch Green Hammersmith Branch

.Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Brookes

.Kingsland Green Parker

.Merton—Haydons Road The Branch

.Mitcham Fair Green The Branch

.Regent's Park W^ardle & Nicoll

.St. Pancras Arches Mainwaring
..Walham (^reen Samuels
.Hyde Park Mainwaring
.Stamford Hill Parker
.Clerkenwell Green Barker

Tuesday.
...Mile-eaid Waste J. AUman
. . .Ossulton St. , Euston Road Mainwaring

Wednesday,
...Broadway, London Fields Cores

Thursday.
...Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Wade & Pope

SCOTTISH LAND AND LABOUR LEAGUE.
{Scottish Section of the Socialist League)

Mahon's Meetings.

Fri. 28

—

Cowdenbeath, 4.30 p.m. Lochgelly, 7 p.m.
Sat. 29—Du7ifermline. Co-operative Hall, 6 p.m.
Sun. 30

—

Dundee. With members in hall, 11 a.m.
High Street, 3 p.m. Bank, 6 p.m.
Trades Hall (Tay Bridge Station), 8 p.m.

Mon. 31

—

Carnoustie. Temperance Hall, 7.30 p.m.
Tues. \—Arbroath. Brothock Bridge, 7.30 p.m.

High Street Hall, 8 p.m.
Wed. 2—Montrose. Front of Town Hall, 7.15 p.m.

Temperance Hall, 8 p.m.
Thurs. 3 to Tues. 8

—

Aberdeen and Woodside.

Sat.

Sun.
29

—

Arbroath. Duncan of Dundee.
Q—Edinburgh. Trades Hall, High Street, at

6.30—Davidson, "Labour Federation."

North of England Socialist Federation.

Branches and Secretaries.

Annitsford.—F. Rivett, Dudley Colliery.

Backworth.—W. Maddison, C. Pit.

Consett,—J. Walton, Medonsby Road.
Blyth.—Martin Mack, 4 Back Marlow Street.

South Shields.—F. Dick, 139 Marsden Street, West.
North Shields.—J. T. Harrison, 24 Queen Street.

East Holywell.—J. M'Lean, Top Row, Bates's Cottages
West //ohpoell.—F. M'Carroll, West Holywell.
Seaion De^aval.- -W. Day, Seaton Delaval.

Seghill.—Wm. Whalley, New Square.

M. Mack, Gen. Sec, 4 Back Marlow Street, Blyth,

West Maryleeone Working Men's Club(S.D.F.),
123a Church Street, Edgware Road, W.—Sunday
October 30, at 8 p.m., S. Mainwaring, "Liberty,"

Sheffield Socialists, Commonwealth Caf^, Scot-
land Street, Sheffield.—Discussions or Lectures every
Sunday evening at 7 o'clock. Free.

gOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE FEDERATION.—
Meeting at Commoniveal Office, 13 Farringdon

Road, on Sunday October 30, at 3.30 p.m. prompt,

'COMMONWEAL' PRINTING FUND.

The Socialist Interlude by William Morris, entitled

The Tables Turned; or, Nupkins
Awakened,

\VILL BE PERFORMED AT THE

ATHEN/EUM HALL,
73 Tottenham Court Road, W.,

ON SATURDAY OCTOBER 29th, at 8 p.m.

Tickets may be obtained from Mrs. Wardle, at

9 Charlotte Street, Bedford Square, W.C.

Also at Ivelmscott IIoilsc, Hammersmith^ on Nov. 5.

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Jail's Square: Saturday, 6 p.m.—Glasier,

Downie, and Bulloch. Sunday, 1 p.m.—Downie
and Gilbert.

Paisley Road Toll: Sunday, at 6 p.m.—Bulloch,
Glasier, and Pollock.

Watson Street : Sunday, 6.30—Bulloch and Glasier.

Leeds.—Sunday: Vicar's Croft, 11 a. m.
Norwich Branch.—Sunday : Market Place at 3 ; Agri-

cultural Hall Plain at 7.

Dereham.—Every Wednesday, Market Place at 7.

Norwich Anarchist Group.

Yarmouth.—Thursday, on the Quay, at 7.30.

Carrow.—Friday, at 1.30.

St. Faith's.—Sunday, on the Green, at 3.30.

Norvnch.—St. George's Plain, Saturday, at 1.15.

Haymarket, Saturday, at 8. Market Place, Sunday
al 1 1 and 8.

Now ready. S2 j^p.-, in Wrapper.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
Mr. Wilfrid Blunt is to go to prison for asserting the rights of free

speech in Ireland. Well and* good so far ; but surely he is not to be
the only one of the English Home Rulers who is going through this
business : one could name half-a-dozen who would be fitter for the task
than Mr. Blunt, who is a " faddist," which is the political jargon for a
man who has some idea of justice outside mere party necessities, as wit-
ness Arabi and the Egyptian matter. Let some of the orthodox show
the genuineness of their convictions on coercion, and for once be of
some service to the cause of progress that they profess. It will be
u shabby business indeed if they don't share the glory and discomfort
with the candidate for Deptford.

Or the Balfour will score a victory, and the process may be a long
one. But once for all there is a method of shortening the struggle, or
rather of finishing it at one blow, which, strange to say, has not sug-
gested itself to any Gladstonian partisan yet. Though I believe my
following suggestion will not be accepted as the Columbus egg-trick by
the whole Home Rule Liberal Party if, as is doubtful, they happen to
read the Commonweal, yet it certainly should be so accepted.

Let Mr. Gladstone go over to Ireland and follow Mr. Wilfrid Blunt's
example, and coercion is at an end, and the Tory Government along
with it.

^ ^ ^

Yes, I know the orthodox will receive that as an unworthy joke ; but
the very fact that they will do so, and that I have been obliged to put
It as a joke, shows how lightly politicians treat the matters which they
talk about so solemnly. Here we have them gravely discussing the
legality or illegality of Mr. Blunt's action when they know very well
that he went to do what was at once illegal and reasonable. If Mr.
Gladstone were to do the like, how the unreasonable legality would
vanish amidst roars of laughter, and the discussion about Home Rule
and the squeezing of rent from people who canH pay would enter on a
new phase. But it is a joke to propose it for that very reason. It
would crush the Tory party, and to do that is exactly what the
orthodox Liberals will by no means do. A famous chess-player doesn't
want to ^3xterminate his adversary ; or who is he to play with ? He
wants tfi beat him at the game, that is all. If there were no Tories to
play with and make about the same moves as the Liberals, the latter
might hAve to deal with rea^i^ies—and what would they do then 1

I repeat, let the great man go to Ireland and get arrested for speak-
ing on the side of freedom at Woodford or elsewhere, and thereby put
his political opponents in the deepest hole any government were ever
in, and himself become the most popular man of the century.

Says a correspondent of the Daily News, " When any disturbance
does occur it is the police that begin it." It is not London that he is
speaking of but Woodford in Ireland ; that is, doubtless, because he
has not been in London for the last three weeks.

.
Mr.^ Chabmerlain's expression of passionate devotion to law-and-

order is touching, coming as it does from the man who gave that warn-
ing to the rich about ransom. And it must be said that, if there is
anything genuine about him at all, probably this later view of his
is his genuine one ; he is what the cabman once called the almost for-
gotten Robert Lowe (now Lord something or other) *' a harbitrary

4x Ff^^wu^^^^^
-^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^y ^^^ l^^k with Mr. Nupkins-Mans-

faeld. ihe pohceman in the attack on the citizens of October 20th,
hit him and he very naturally hit the policeman, who being knocked
down either received or imagined a kick. Huby explained that the
policeman hit him three times and knocked him down ; but though his
old master came forward and gave him a good character, and though
the policeman himself said : "he seems to be a respectable and very
good lad, yet the thing on the bench paid no more attention to his
statement than if it had been the wind blowing, and had the impudence
to remark in the true Nupkins style, "It would be a most improbable
thing tor the constable to strike you without provocation." So Mr
*luby got three months' hard labour in order to increase his afiection
tor the beautiess of law and order. I don't know if he was a Socialist
betore his introduction to the Nupkins of Marlborough Street : but
1 Should think he would lose no time in becoming one now.

The Daily News is very severe on the deputation sent on the 28th
October to the Board of Works, for what it called their "Jack Cade"
behaviour there ; but may there not be another side to that story ?

Suppose that the deputation were treated by the majority of the board
with that circumlocution-oflice off-handedness which is a standing insult

to the citizen, and which everybody having business with an official

body is sure to receive, as I by personal experience can declare, unless
he is known as a " person of importance." If that were the case, is it

wonderful that men on such serious business as the trying to get work
in order to prevent them from starving, should show some resentment
at this supercilious bad manners, not kno\/ing perhaps that such bad
manners are habitual and a part of what we pay for. The representa-
tives of a vast body of starving men don't to my mind need forgiveness
if they lose their temper when brought face to face with the brazen
wall of official impudence and unreason, which even Dickens' immortal
humour failed to shake by a hairs'-breadth.

The police have been spinning if not one of the longest, yet at least
one of the stupidest of galley yarns on record about Clan-na-Gael con-
spirators and jubilees, and lodgings and swell hotels, and the Lord
knows what, clearly under instructions and for the purpose of dis-

crediting the Home Rule agitation. Stupid as it is, it will no doubt
be an effective weapon as far as it goes, that is, it will frighten some
timid voters who take everything for gospel which they see in an official

report. But, really, was it worth the wear and tear 1

W. M

IS LUXURY GOOD FOR TRADE?
Under this heading there has been a brief passage-at-arms in the
correspondence columns of the Daily JVev^s between Sir Henry E.
Knight, Alderman, of the one part, and Mr. Sidney Webb, Professor of
Political Economy, of the other part. "A happy combination of
defects, natural and acquired," renders the worthy Alderman a fitting
exponent of the time-honoured fallacy he set forth ;

"Money spent in entertainment goes into the pockets of the working classes.
. . .1 say further that for every pound spent in entertainment another pound is
spent by the entertanied, so that at least double the cost of the entertainment is
distributed m wages

; therefore he who spends encourages and promotes expendi-
ture and IS the best friend of the working classes."

In a second letter he disposed of his opponent's reply in an ofF-hand
fashion with great satisfaction to himself, and still further established
his claims to bourgeois orthodoxy by sacrificing those to sense. His
"argument" is worth reproducing in full (but with a few words
italicised) :

—

** Always putting aside abuse, which, being contrary to the laws of God and
man, cannot be countenanced, can there be a doubt that the answer to this ques-
tion [le., Is luxury good for trade?] must be Yes? Nay, is it not an absolute
necessity m order to find mankind in employment ? Are not all things beyond
the requirements of food, clothing, and shelter more or less luxuries ? No doubtwe could all live on plain food and drink water, and would perhaps be healthier
and better than we are now, but in that case what would become of the millions
who earn their living in the production and preparation of what we may call
tancy food and drmks, and those great industries which produce the luxuries of
beer and wine? We could all be clothed in homespun, but what would become
ot those millions who are employed in the manufacture of other dress goods—silks,
satins, broadcloth, and hundreds of other cognate articles ? We might also all
be reduced to an equality (the Socialists' idea) and live in comfortable houses quite
sulticient to altord the necessary amount of food and shelter; but in that case
ivhat would become of those millions connected with the trades which flourish by
the erection of large premises and also the decoration and furnishing -thereof ?
l>an It be doubted that gold and silver plate, jewellery, carriages, and no end of
other things m every-day use and consumption, are luxuries ? Yet no one in
their senses would propose to abolish them, as it would simply mean destroying
the living of the best and most intelligent mechanics on the face of the earth.
Need 1 pursue the subject further ? Surely it is evident that the non-consumption
ot luxuries would mean the destruction of nearly the whole trade and industry
of the human race."

The man who puts forward such a plea might lay claim to excep-
tional courage, were it not too evidently but an accidental audacity
born of ignorance, " the colossal ignorance which drives the political
economist to despair," as Mr. Webb calls it. The last-named put the
whole case so far as concerns the present system, very clearly and
clev.erly :

—

j j

** Sir Henry Knight is apparently unaware even of the existence of a great body
of ascertamed and undisputed truth on the subject on which he undertakes to

is efepd "^ "^""TK T'^""^ '^^T'-'
^^^ ^^^^^^ i^t^ ^^i^^ ^^ ^a« fallen

wht?v f.
.•*^^-

^''i^ ^T V^^^^ every text-book on economics; yet evenwhen his attention is called to it, lie does not think it worth while to consult themost elementary primer, but denounces an unknown correspondent as *an a^-
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tator.' Now the point at issue is the pons asinornm of political economy. If Sir

Henry Knight believes not Adam Smith and John Stuart Mill, Jevons and Mar-
shall, neither will he hearken unto me. Nevertheless J will endeavour to make
it clear to any but aldermanic intelligence. In an advanced industrial community
all money incomes are necessarily spentin paymezits for labour, whether expended
in luxuries or not. (The actual hoarding of metallic currency is of course ex-

cepted. ) The owner of the income can exercise an option as to the kind of labour
hewsillbivy. -He may, like Sir Henry Knjght, hire cooks and wine-growers, or-
Iiiei<Q»ay not. But if he does not spend his income in quickly, consumed commod-
ililSli '^® '•J'^^^^^^^i^ hires labour. When Lord Mayers read economies and
iil)aiitoi wasteful i>anquets, they will * «ave ' a portion of their incomes, and cease
to employ so many cooks. But that * saved' income is merely lent by them to

their bankers, and thus placed at the disposal of builders, railway-makers, and
other borrowers, who borrow in order to spend in wages. The Lord Mayor
would, in effect, employ railway navvies instead of cooks. The amount spent in

wages does not in the least depend upon whether luxuries or investments are pre-
ferred, as the choice of the owner determines only the kind of labour employed.
If consumers elect to have merely transient pleasures, wap;es are paid, the ginger
is a moment hot in the mouth, and all is gone. If they prefer 'investments,'
wages are equally paid, and the world is enriched with a new railway or improved
artisans' dvrellings. It must be added that the form of industry does exercise an
important influence on the prosperity of tlie workers, but this point has no refer-

ence to the distinction between employments productive of durable and of transient
commodit^.es. The most easily accessible authorities on the point may be added :

Jev^on's 'Primer of Political Economy,' para. 14 (Macmillan, Is.); Marshall's
'Economics of Industry,' ch. 2, sec. 3 (Macmillan, 2s. 6d.); J. S. Mill's ' Prin
ciples of Political Economy,' bk. I, ch. 5, sec. 5 (Longmans, 5s.) ; Cairnes's ' Soiree

Leading Principles,' p. 31 (Macmillan) ; M'Culloch's ' Principles,' part iv., p. 217
(Murray's Reprints); Adam Smith's ' Wealth of Nations,' bk. ii., ch. 3, p. 272
(Ward, Lock, and Co. ). I conclude with a short quotation from Professor Cairnes,
which may serve to clinch the matter ; it is from the work and passage above
cited :

' That useful function, therefore, v/hich some profound writers fancy
they discover in the abundant expenditure of the idle rich turns out to be a sheer
illusion. Political economy furnishes no such palliation of unmitigated selfish-

ness. Not that I would breathe a word against the sacredness of contracts ; but
I think it important, on moral no less than on economic grounds, to insist upon
this, that no public benelit of any kind arises from the existence of an idle rich

class. The wealth accumulated by their ancestors or others on their behalf,

where it is employed as capital, no doubt helps to sustain industry ; but Avhat
they consume in luxury and idleness is not capital, and helps to sustain nothiug
but their own unprofitable lives. By all means they must have their rent and
interest, as it is written in the bond ; but let tliem take their proper place as

drones in the hive, gorging at a feast to which they have contributed nothing.'

No wonder aldermen and the idle rich do not care to read political economy ! I

wonder how long they will continue to endow its professors ?

"

Two other correspondents who joined in the fray to the extent of a

short note each, put these pertinent queries :

—

"Does he understand the difference between productive and non-productive
labour? between labour that grinds corn and labour that grinds wind? If so.

Sir Henry's 'words, words, words' are merely clouds of dust raised to cover his

retreat. Granted that money spent in 'entertainments' represents wages. So
does money spent in productive labour. But this latter has tiie advantage of

rendering the community richer ; while the former leaves it poorer—merely shifts

wealth from pocket to pocket without increasing it ; necessaries already pro.

duced being consumed in the meantime."

*'Sir Henry Knight shows such a masterly knowledge of social science, azid

argues so ably that 'luxury is good for trade,' that it is difficult to understand
why he did not also advise the deputation to the Guildhall that destruction of

property might be good for trade. Surely the same arguments would hold good.
Is it not more than possible that from such dangerous and false theories our
unemployed may draw for themselves this perfectly just conclusion ?"

To all of which one would add that Sir Henry Knight unconsciously

conceded more than he knew in that letter of his ; and he assuredly

answ^ered his own question as to " what would become of the millions,

etc.," when he said that " we might all (including presumably the said

millions) . . . live in comfortable houses.''

There is an old proverb which says that " Wilful vraste makes woful

want," but like most old saws it is belied by the present system.

Under class-rule, and where all production is for the pleasure or profit

of the dominant class, all waste and destruction is good for the passing

time to the workers whom it enables to " find employment,'*' though to

the community as a whole it be injurious. Such conditions carry with

them their own destruction, and ensure that humanity, even if only

from sheer despair and weariness, will get rid of monopoly and privi-

lege—those ' things that make it a seeming truth that folly is the

highest v/isdom and the benefit of society to be wrought by wanton
indulgence of base desire.

A rhetorical device is cleverly employed in the play upon the word
" luxury," and its definition so as to include all comfort and beauty.

Against " luxury " in that sense, we Socialists have nothing to say but

this : It is allowable—nay, commendable to a high degree—for men
to adorn and beautify their lives and their surroundings, but they must
produce the wherewithal and not steal it from others ; they must not

compel others to toil fourfold or tenfold that they may be kept in idle

comfort. The " luxury " of the few to-day is founded on the misery

of the many ; being itself debased and brutalised thereby. Men who
amass money by the chicanery of modern commerce or the undisguised

rascality of the '' money-market," are naturally unfitted for other than

aldermanic " luxury "
; but there are some of us who look forward to

a time when all shall be comfortable at the price of moderate exertion
;

when there shall be no ** employers " supported by other men's labour
;

when leisure shall be the heritage of all ; when personal existence wdll

be freed from care and common life made beautiful.

H. Halliday Sparling.

We recognise the fact that the Labour question is social rather than

political ; that while just political action will bring relief, the full remedy
for the evils which men of toil suffer can only be obtained by the cordial

co-operation of all workers in sustaining the principles that underlie this

great question. When the righls of labour, aiul the true relations of labour

and capital, are fully understood and acknowledged by the mass of the people,

reform must follow. Society will demand it, and no power can withstand

the force of such demand.—Faterson Labour Standard.

THE EMIGRATION FRAUD AGAIN.
We are allowed by a friend to make use of the following extracts from

a private letter lately received from a young wife, who with her hus-

band and four children was enrolled among the victims of enveigHng

Emigration Agents. What she writes was intended only for the egpes

of lifir relatives, and bears the impress of unexaggerated truth in

every line :
—

*' Perth, West Australia.

" My Dear Aunt,—I put off writing until we got settled a bit, but we
seem just as far oif it as we did five months ago. I will confess that I feel

more homesick and miserable than I ever thought it possible I could be.

The West Australia Land Company is a complete swindle ; so far from
finding their emigrants work, they never even countersigned the contract
tickets that we received at Blackwall. The agent from the railway con-

tractors came on board the Yeoman the day we arrived, and told the men if

they with their families would go 1-10 miles up country, live in a tent 12 ft.

long and 10 ft. wide (which was necessary on account of the camp being
continually shifted), they could provide pick and shovel work. On the
other hand, people who came to fetch their friends told us their was no work
whatever to be got in the towns of Freemantle and Perth, many men being^

out four months at a stretch. This was ''Jubilee day," and a day of sus-

pense and misery it was to most of those on board the Yeoman. The day
also being a holiday they could not get the people to bring the tender along-

side to fetch us ashore, and our ship was too large to get in close to the-

jetty. Neither would the very hospitable Australians bring any fresh meat^
which a great many of the emigrants expected, as after we left England,,

with one or two exceptions, we got nothing but tinned meat and salt junk.

W and P sulfered very much from dysentery, and W was so-

bad I was afraid he would never see the end of the voyage. ... I don't

think I ever can forget the scene the night we left Cape Town. The doctor

came on board mad drunk, and most of the sailors in the same condition

(several Lascars and Greeks amongst them), and they began fighting with
knives—the two bakers had broken open some of the emigrant's boxes and
robbed them.

'' We left Cape Town at five o'clock, and ten of the single men were left

behind ; those of them who had friends on board begging the captain to
wait for them, but he would not. It was truly a scene better imagined than
described.

"I told you at the beginning of this letter that we arrived on * Jubilee^
day, and the next day were taken on to the Government depot, where we-

got a dinner of fresh meat and potatoes. The following morning a notice-

was posted up that all the married people and twenty single men were to-

start for Beverley by the 6 a.m. train the next day to work on the railway

cutting. In the meantime, A had been to see Mr. and Eev,
Mr. , to whom J gave him letters of introduction, and they strongly

advised us not to think of going up country to the bush, as the camps were-

most lawless places. Where they were sending the Yeo7na7i people they
would be 40 miles from a doctor, school, or chuich. A also met with
people who had been working up the country and had had to give it up ;,

they were people who came out a ship or two before us. They gave the

camps a dreadful name ; they said water was very scarce and bad, that the
contractors put new hands to work with the colonial navvies, and if they

could compete with them they were put on piece-work, so that they could

not earn more than a certain amount. You had to buy your own tent, pick,,

and shovel at extortionate prices, buy all your food of the contractor at his-

own price, and at the end of the month when the men were paid they

generally found themselves in debt. We had this fully confirmed before a.

fortnight was at an end. Several of the single men came back. They told

us that after going a railway journey of over 100 miles, men, women, and
children icere huddled together in one large shed to sleep. There was no food

provided, and next morning trucks came and took ail luggage ; but every

one (children included) had to tramp the remainder of the distarce of over

40 miles through the bush. I leave you to imagine what a sensition this

caused amongst those who had refused to go. There were 15 ether families,

besides us who refused, and the caretaker told us all that having refused

this magnificent offer, the Land Company washed their hands of us, and we
were not to have any more rations and to clear out of the depot at once^

The land agent took care not to show himself, or I am afraid he would have

tasted a little lynch law. There were so many men out of work in Free-

mantle that the Government had started relief works, and A got five

days work there at 53. per day.
'' Mr. was very kind in trying to get A into the police force, but

without success. A was then walking about for nearly a fortnight,,

when he got a pass for himself to go to where they were making a branch

line, 70 miles from Freemantle, 60 miles by rail. The other ten he tramped

through the bush in company with two Irishmen, and when they arrived

at the'^camp it was dark, and all the tents being full they made a fire and
built a hut of lushes and branches of trees, and laid down in their blankets.

to sleep. Food was so scarce that none could be bought. A shared a

loaf and some tea he had taken with him, with these two men. The ganger

could not start them to work either that day or the next, and all the food

they got was a handful of rice and a small loaf. The third day they were

up and at the hardest work in the colony, i.e., digging, shovelling, and load-

ing tip carts with ballast and then spreading it, and every now and then

having to run for their lives as they were blasting rocks with dynamite.

A had to give the work up after the first day, and came back to us at

Freemantle. He said the navvies were rough-looking but very good-

natured ; but if any looked rougher than he did I should like to have seen

them. He was away just a week and 7s. 6d. out of pocket. After tliat he

was walking about between Freemantle and Perth for over three weeks, and
then he got a job to drive a one horse trolly for the West Australian Carry-

ing Company, but that finished up a week ago. The Company winds up oi\

account of business being so slack. The manager strongly advised A to-

go to either Sydney or Melbourne, as he felt sure A would do well

either at his own trade or on the railways ; but as it would cost nearly as

much as it did to come from England it is quite out of our power. A
has tried all departments of the railway here, but 'Not at present' is the

answer. . . . Will yon, dear aunt, kindly tell J that Mr. was-

fully aware of the condition of this colony, for I have spoken to people who-

came out in the Hampshire and the Chollerton, who wrote direct to him ; but

I suppose he gets a commission for every poor wretch he deludes.

"So far from the West Australian Land Company's people being the
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beneficent fairies Miss C stated they were, they are bound as one of

the conditions under -which they hold their land, to bring out so many
•emigrants annually. The captain and doctor receives a commission for

€very one of us landed in good health ; the agent here gets a commission of

something like £5 per head from the Government, and they dare to boast
of England freeing slaves !

" So far from the schools being free, I have to pay 6d. per week for J
and A , and the first week had to pay 7s. for books, etc. I forgot to

mention that provisions are more than double the prices they are in Eng-
land. I have sent a letter to Miss C , though it will not do us any good,

it may be the means of preventing other poor creatures being sent out here.

It grieves me very much to think of all the children will lose."

LETTERS FROM AMERICA.
Y.

The cowardly attempt of the German authorities to murder John Neve inch

by inch has caused most intense bitterness in Socialistic circles here. Neve
was known for his abnormal devotion to the cause, bis lieroic, unpretentious

willingness to undertake any woik, however dangerous, that had to be

•done ; and many a personal friend of liis, hearing the terrible news, silently

shed a tear, and pledged himself yet to settle accounts vritli the German
bourgeoisie for this latest outburst of ferocity.

Judging from the reports cabled daily to the American press, people think

England is on the eve of a great revolution. It is sincerely to be hoped they

think correctly. The situation is painted in the deepest black, and we read

of nothing but immense crowds parading the streets of London, with black

"flags, demanding bread or lead, and attacking the police,—in fact, showing
altogether a spirit much to be feared by the have-alls. Gladstone is severely

blamed for having taken up the cudgels for Lyons. The "respectable'^

people in general are said to have lost ail respect for and confidence in the

police. Of course Socialists ncA^er had any.

The Eev. R. S. Holland, professor of ethics at Maryland College, of Wood-
•stock, Maryland, has written a book on 'Ownership and Natural Right.' I

recommend it to all Socialists for perusal. It is endorsed by Cardinal

Oibbons and Archbishop Corrigan, and plainly shows how despicable a man
•can become if he engages in the ciaft of priestdom, especially of Jesuitism.

The arguments are based on the most outrageous fallacies, historical as well

as economical ; every word is deeply underlined by sophistry, and the whole
trash smells of most cunning insincerity.

At Minneapolis the opposition has almost given up the struggle, as every-

thing is one-sided, and the administration has had matters nearly all its own
way. The principal fight was made over the great Chicago stockyard strike.

The Chicago men feel sore over the defeat of the strike, and are backed up
by T. B. Barry of the General Executive Board. They assert that the G. E. B.

had no right to order ofi* a strike when the Board was a thousand miles away
from the scene of action and knew little about the case. They further main-
tain that if G.M.W. Powderly had not ordered off the strike they would
have gained the day. Documents have been introduced in the General
Assembly to prove this to be the case, and the Chicago delegates gave the

history of the strike, pictured the grievances of the men, told how many of

tbem were blacklisted, could not obtain work, all on account of the G. E. B.

A resolution was introduced censuring the Board, but suffered speedy defeat

Vy a vote of 161 to 49. After that Powderly thought it high time to carry

into effect his coup d^etat. He wanted to oust the two independent members
of the Board—viz., T. B. Barry and W. H. Bailey, and he also desired to be
absolute master. So the committee on law^ sprang the following preposition

on the delegates : "That the term of the general officers are only for one
jear and that the Executive Board consist of the General Master Workman
and approved by the General Assembly." In spite of Powderly's passionate
speech urging the delegates to adopt this plan, they rejected it. Then
Powderly tried on another trick. He and all other members of the E. B.
resigned, but Barry and Bailey seeing through this little game could not be
persuaded to do the same, and stuck to their posts. The delegates begged
the clan to withdraw the resignation, which they did. They had to give up
the fight eventually, and the Executive Board remains as last year. Tlie

Assembly dissolved on the 20th inst. Resume of work done : Propositions

to start Governmental telegraph lines, and to demand a Cabinet Minister
for trade ; the rest personal squabbling. The staff to do this in one year
<Josts £15,000. Comment superfluous.

Henry Tueber, one of the tw^o men charged with assaulting policeman
Feeney, and with resisting this officer in the discharge of his duty at Union
Hill on Sunday, Oct. 2, has been found guilty by a Jersey jury. The in-

structions (?), as the phrase over here goes for summing up, given by Judge
Lippincott to the jury, were a most decided plea, aye, a demand for con-

viction.

The defence proved clearly that the police wantonly charged the crowd
;

that the crowd was peaceable, in fact, a good deal more orderly than the
police liked it to be. The following stuff and nonsense uttered by the ]>ro-

secuting attorney Winfield shows what sort of people he knevv the jury
consisted of: "Gentlemen of the jury, this man had in his possession a
circular, where amongst other bloodthirsty sentences the following is to be
found :

* Brutus, sleepeth thou ]
' Do you know, gentlemen of the jury,

who Brutus was ? Brutus was a vulgar assassin, who backward ly slew^ one
of Rome's finest men. This man had also in his pocket a knife. What does
all this mean ? It means that this man intended to imitate Brutus and to

murder everybody." On the motion of the defence a stay of proceedings
was granted until the 2l3t inst. Mrs. Hinton, the wife of the editor of the
Leader^ entered formal charges before the grand jury against officer Feeney
for deliberate perjury during the trial of Tueber. The trial of Wohlman
jointly charged with Tueber will begin to-day.

Albert R. Parsons, one of our Chicago comrades, has written an open
letter to the Governor of Illinois, demanding if innocent his liberty, or if

guilty his death, and rejects once for all all commutation to imprisonment
for a charge of which he is not guilty. General Ben Butler, General Pryor,
Captain Black, and Mr. Salomon, the lawyers retained for the seven, have
started to-day for Washington to make an application for a stay of pro-
ceedings.

An immense crowd numbering about 20,000 men, assembled Monday,
Oct. 17tb, in mass meeting at Union Square, New York, to protest against
the brutal police outrage of Saturday, Oct. 8th. Resolutions strongly con-
•demning the authorities, and pledging the men to defend at all hazards the
right of Free Speech, were adopted unanimously. Things are getting worse
and worse. Last Sunday, a hawker of Socialist papers had his wares stolen
by the police in Hoboken, New Jersey, under the pretext of the Chief of

Police, who desired to first peruse such periodicals to prevent the sale o^

treasonable literature. Members of the Social Democratic and Anarchistic

parties in New York, are also constantly shadowed by detectives of the

Central Office. There is but little difference between the New York police

department and the notorious Third Section department in St. Petersburg,

The Conservative wing of the Labour movement had a huge mass meeting
last night at Cooperls Union to protest against the intended judicial murder
in Chicago. The American flag over the speaker's desk was draped witK
crape.

Labour Movement.

The bosses of the locked out bra^s-workers have refused to grant the
Saturday half-holiday with full pay, and have notified the strikers that they
will hereafter hold no conferences except with their own men.
Work in tlie Carmel Colliery was resumed October 7th. The same wages

will be paid as those paid by the Reading Company.
Coxe Bros, and Co.'s Derringer Colliery, and S. C. Haydon and Co.'s mine

at Jamesville, have resumed work with non-union hands.

In consequence of the strike of the hundred cigar-makers at Boyertown,

Pa., recently for an advance of 1 dol. per thousand, the firm formerly ex-

ploiting them has decided to discontinue work and remove its factory from
that point to Greenville, Pa.

A strike of street-car drivers at Beaver Falls, Pa., is intended. The men
a^' for an advance in wages of 25c. a-day. They are now getting 1 dol. 50c.

and want 1 dol. 75c.

The scarcity of sand is said to be likely to restrict work in the glass trade

at Pittsburgh". A want of cars to haul the sand in is the reason assigned.

Tlie strike of the green-glass blowers east of the Alleghanies, on Septem-

ber 1st, for an increase of 10 per cent, in their wages, was settled October

7th, by an agreement on part of bosses to pay 5 per cent, advance, and work
is to be resumed on October 17th. About 5,000 men are involved.

The Tardee Colliery at Hazleton, Pa., has resumed work under police pro-

tection with non-union men.

List or Strikes foe, Octobee.

Number of strikers to Oct. 6 ... ... ... ... ... 2280
])rooklyn, N.Y. —hrewery hands, unionism, Oct 7 ... ... ... 25
Louisville, Ky.—brakemen on short line railroad, Oct. 6 ... ... 105
New York and Brooklyn.—brass-workers lock-out, refusal of employers

to allow Saturday half-holiday with full day's pay, strike and lock-

out, Oct. 8 ... ... ... ... • ... .•••.. ••• 3^^
New York City—compositors and pressmen, on book and job printing,

for increase of wages 3 cents, per 1,000 ems, and to make all shops

card offices, Oct. 11 ... ... ... ... ... ... 700
Maiden, Mass.—carpet weavers, docking of wages because of damaged

work, Oct. 11 ... ... ... ... ... ... 75
Portland, Oregon.—job printers, nine hours work and ten hours pay,

Oct. 7 ... ... ... ... ... numbers not known
San Francisco, Cal.—furniture workers for shorter hours, Oct. 4 ... ,,

Eau Claire, Wis.—lumber raftsmen, for advance in wages, Oct. 10 ... ,,

Akron, Ohio.—coal handlers on Ohio Canal for higher wages, Oct. 10 ... ,,

Lowell, Mass.—newspaper compositors, caused by the hiring of a man
from an outside office to set up advertisements, Oct. 12 ... ... ,,

Martin's Ferry, Pa.—glassworkers, against docking of wages ... ... ,,

Southern Indiana.—additional miners for higher wages, Oct. 10 ... 1500

Total known for October 1st to 13th

New Y'ork, October 21, 1887.

7,685

Hexry F. Charles.

THE PROSPECTS OF LABOUR.

Even judges may be sometimes mistaken. The accompanying letter

from the Daily News rudely shakes the optimistic views of Mr. Justice

Field as to the prosperity of the county of Kent

:

" Sir,—You publish to-day some remarks of Mr. Justice Field, made at the
opening of the Assizes at Maidstone, on the prosperity of agriculture in Kent dis-

trict. His remarks about the scarcity of farms to let are very misleading, as in

tliis neighbourhood, right on the Kentish border and in Kent there are hundreds
of acres to let, or being carried on at a loss by the landlords themselves. One
agent near here, I believe, has had nearly 8000 acres to let, and has not, I believe,

succeeded in letting one-tenth part of that amount. Let his lordship go to Rol-
venden, Tenterden, Bevenden, Cranbrook, Hawkurst, or anywhere in this dis-

trict, and perhaps when he finds there are thousands of acres " to let" he will

alter his opinion. The deep distress prevailing here is greatly underrated, and
well may jurym^en shrug their shoulders when one of England's judges (uninten-

tionally) makes such a misleading statement. If you want to see the genuine un-
employed, come down to this district. Sir. If you want to see penniless farmers
struggling along, trying to do battle with low prices, come here. If you want to

see ruin, poverty and starvation, come to this district for tbe winter. In the
little parish of Wittersham (in Kent) there are already 30 families out of employ,
and as many as 25 houses tenantless ; and a year or two back this was the most
prosperous parish in the neighbourhood. It requires an able pen to paint the
picture of misery and ruin that really exists. ^My heart is full, but I cannot paint

the picture of misery one-tenth part black enough. May the state of affairs be-

come known to some able penman, who may wake the country with the tale of

ruin and of misery that is existing in this district !—A Subscriber."

The following goes somewhat deeper into the question : it is from the

St. James s Gazette :

*'SiR,—Whatever we may think of the character and composition of the

Hyde Park mobs, it will be well to bear in mind that the present condition of

the labour market, bad as it is, is likely to become much worse ; and that this

state of things will probably not be teinporary^ hut perm,anent.
" Any sudden increase of the number of those out of work must necessarily

augment existing distress ; and there is every prospect of such an addition. The
farm-labourers' wages have just been reduced to 9s. a week in some districts, and
the fail will soon be general ; considerable quantities of land, especially in Berks,
Wiltshire, Norfolk, and Essex, will pass out of cultivation this winter. Much
has already been deserted, and the young men are enlisting. The men with
families have not yet found their w^ay to the towns. When they do, it will be
to beg—not to work, for there is none that they can find. But others are arriving

now. Like the small streams that make their way through a dam before it

bursts, the country artisans are dribbling into London. All over the country the
makers of agricultural machinery are closing their works or reducing their

numbers, and the men are seeking work in town. A further fall of 2s. or 3s. in

the price of wheat will send the labourers after them, and this may happen in a
year at the present rate of decrease. Even if we are spared a sudden IdAux
from the fields, is there any hope of better wages or constant work for the ordi-

nary ' hand ' ? No one who has any practical knowledge of the history of labour
during the last fifteen years believes it."
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HAVB YOU NOT HEABD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW I FIRST, FEW MEN
~ IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON

j

Ocmmunications invited on Social Questions, They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Rd. ,E.G., and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication,

Ab all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing
the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS, only returned if a stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.
Subscriptions,—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s,

six months, Ss.; three months. Is, 6d,

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E,G, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
B. K.—See Mr. Sidney Webb's letter, quoted on another page. That will give

the particulars of books you ask for. Gavan Duffy's * Bird's-eye View of

Irish History ' can be got for Is. from Duffy and Sons, Wellington Quay,
Dublin.

Received with thanks, but unsuitable—G. P, ; J. D. ; F. T. Will be utilised—
Speranza.

Feriodicals received during the week ending Wednesday November 2,

England
Church Reformer
Jus
Justice
Labour Tribune
London—Freie Presse
Norwich—Daylight
Railway Review
To-Day
Worker's Friend

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald
Madras—People's Friend

United States
New York—Der Sozialist
Truthseeker
Volkszeitung

Boston—Woman's Journal

Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer
Hammonton(NJ )Credit Fonciei
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole
Paterson (N J) Labor Standard
San Francisco (Cal) The People
Arbeiter-Zeitung

Franci:
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
La Revolte

Lille—Le Travailleur

Holland
Hague—Reclit voor Allen
Amsterdam—Voorwaart a

Belgium
Scraing (Ougree)—Le Reveil
Bru?<sels—L'Avant-Garde

Chicago (111.)—Knights of Labor; Liege—L'Avenir

Switzerland
Zurich— Sozial Demokrat

Italy
Gizetfca Operaia
Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Marsala—La Nuova Eta

Spain
El Productor
Madrid—El Socialista

Barcelona—Acracia
Germany

Berlin—Volks Tribune
Austria

Brunn—Volksfreund
Roumania

Jassy-Lupta
Sweden

Stockholm—Social-Demokraten
Malmo—Arbetet

favours the success of the unscrupulous, the hard-hearted, and cruel ?

For the sake of rents the land tyrants have depopulated the country

;

for the greed of gain man has been made subservient to machinery.

Workmen may make themselves more proficient in technical educa-^

tion, but it will only be to maintain their masters in luxury and vice.

It is not the labourer but the capitalist who overspeads the country

with vice. No one scarcely can succeed unless they pander to capitalists.

The foreman, the overseer, the manager, are generally the harshest

—

the bullies, in fact, in the capitalist's employment. Such undoubtedly

are the characteristics of the men who find favour with the employers ;,

for such men will naturally most readily carry out the behests of the

capitalist, who is eager only for gain, and cares nothing for the condi-

tion of his employes.

For the sake of gain there is a strong tendency in this age to increase

the artificial wants of man. Men anxious only for their own gain

skilfully discover some desire among a portion of a community, or

ingeniously kindle a desire to satisfy which will be profitable to them.

Man now strives after many luxuries which are detrimental to him,

and masters, in order to gratify their desires, reduce their servants'*

wages. The immense inequality which every one daily sees, and which
is not owing to superior ability or higher morality, undoubtedly spreads.

pessimistic views of life. How is it possible that men and women of

excellent character, much intellectual power and keen sympathy, can

escape a pessimistic expression when they see the unscrupulous and the

low-minded secure the material advantage here, and prove the truth

of the saying :
" Man's inhumanity to man makes countless thousands

mourn."
The extensive pessimism which now prevails proves the existence of

a wide-spread dissatisfaction. Many who feel a depressing influence

have never attempted to find out its cause, and many who have made
attempts to discover the cause of their pessimistic feeling have not had
the courage to admit to themselves that it is due to the false, or

rather non-organisation of modern Society, although they have a

perception that the present disorganised state of Society is answerable

for many evils. This increasing pessimism may be regarded as a
hopeful sign by social and industrial reformers. But, of course, it is.

necessary that the people should not be allowed to sink into a condition

of lethargy with no energy to seek and obtain such a change as will

bring them justice. The new gospel, which is to revive and quicken

the spirit of men, is that of Socialism, whose advocates will, however,,

no doubt meet with persecution, as all movements for the good of

mankind have encountered the fiercest opposition.

Samuel Sidney.

PESSIMISM.
Is pessimism increasing *? is a question frequently asked. It is generally

answered in the affirmative. Yet as it is constantly asserted that we
are advancing towards a higher civilisation—that we have many
advantages which our forefathers had not, that we have comforts and
privileges which our forefathers never thought of—there seems to be
inconsistency in giving an affirmative answer. Is an affirmative answer
cbrrect % We think it is ; and that along with the advantages of

modern civilisation are disadvantages which almost if not more than
counterbalance the benefits. It is not that the benefits do not exist,

but that the management of human affairs has not so progressed as to

diffuse the full capabilities of our civilisation among the whole popula-

tion. It is the custom of a large section of those who write to dwell

almost exclusively upon certain improvements or advances we have
made ; but there is no systematic attempt made to ascertain whether
the mass of mankind have the benefit of the discoveries which have
been made. The increase of our scientific knowledge is extensively

proclaimed. Our fertility in mechanical invention and adaptation is

continually paraded. But the debtor side is entirely overlooked. It

is seldom mentioned that the great proportion of working men has

been reduced to the position of machines. They are drilled to attend

to a machine which performs a certain opeiation, and instead as in past

terms making an article they now only assist in making a fragment of

an article. Machinery has taken away the independence of those who
live by their labour and skill, as the great cost of machinery completely

prevents their chance of getting out of their state of servitude. In
many other ways is the present position of workmen full of unfavourable
and depressing influences which cannot fail to develop pessimism. And
yet he who writes a sensational novel is immediately lionised by an
unthinking horde of mis-called aristocrats ; while he who works for the

elevation of the mass of his fellow-men and women, who strives for

their better education and just rights, is decried by those in high place.

Ought there, under these conditions of life, to be an increase of pessi-

mism % Yes ; and I am surprised that it is not ten-fold more than it

is. The passive pessimism which exists at present must be educated
and fanned into a fierce and relentless persecution of the tyrants who
grind to death, by poverty and injustice, the mass of mankind. The
mass of mankind have nothing to lose but everything to gain by an
overthrow of the existing system, under which the vilest of men ascend

to power and influence. How could honest, kind-hearted, amiable

men and women be otherwise than pesumistlc under a r^(7i??i3 which

HONESTY IS THE BEST POLICY

;

OR, THE INCONVENIENCE OF STEALING.

[A Dialogue hetiveen Mr. James Brown, a Jmsiness man, and Mk.
Olaf Evans, a kind of artist and liferary raan ; neighbours.]

SCENE

—

A Suburban llighicaii, tending toicnward.

Evans (tumhuj round as Brown catches liim up on the road). Well,.

Brown, you look in a deuce of a hurry this morning.

Brown (s'uUii-g). And you look as if } uu have no need to hurry.

£. No, I liavn't—because I must write uiy own books and paint my
own pictures myself—but don't be in such a hurry, old man; its a

long lime since I have had a talk with you, although we live next door

but one to each other.

/i. {testily) No, no, its all very well for you, who have all the day

before you to loaf in, to take it easy ; but I must get on to my busi-

ness, and catch the 'bus.

E. Come now, Brown ! You know well enough that your clerks-

don't want you ; and they can't idle, because they have got old Jack-

son to drive them ; and he does it as a pleasure and not as a duty.

You will only be in the way when you get there.

[Brown's sulkiness visibly i7icreases ; but he slows down, and
they walk on side by side for a little, but icithout talking^

Evans ichistling ' The Last Rose of Summer ' very much
out of tune.

B. Well, now, why don't you talk, Evans, since you have kept me
here lounging along with you : and there you go mooning along, pre-

tending to be pondering over your novel, or your picture, and really

thinking about nothing.

E. Well, you see, 1 like human company even when it doesn't talk.

But what were you thinking about Brown 1

B. {very testily). You.
E. Curious ! I was thinking about you, and wondering what had

put you out so this morning ; because you are generally rather a cheery

kind of a bird.

B. Well, I admit that I am in a bad temper—there.

E. Or rather you were ; but since you have made up your mind to

tell me all about it you are beaming as usual. Well, "out of the

abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh;" abound ray friend,,

abound

!

B. Well you know, Evans, you may think it a little thing, but

there's that jolly little garden of mine, all spoilt this morning. You
know, the square piece between the trees.

E. Hilloa! who's done that? One of your Tory friends been

spiting you these brisk political times, like Mr. Whiteley's desperate

enemies ?

B. Well you see, it's the pears. They have come after them
;
you

know, that jargonelle tree close by.
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E, Corae after them 1 Yes, and got them too, I suppose—boys, I

should think.

B, Every blessed one—no, no ! it isnH boys, its blackguards ; black-

guards I tell you. No one can keep any fruit for them in this beastly

hole.

[Here he uses the resources of the English language in a manner
too emphatic for oicr printer to render laith the resources

of type,

E, My dear Brown, calm yourself, when its done you all the good

it can ! I suppose these blackguards had no pears and wanted some,

and had no money to buy them with. Blackguards seldom have any
money, I notice. It often happens so to me.

B, No, blast them ! They had spent it all in beer.

[The resources of the English language drawn on again.

E, Doubtless ; and the pears would come refreshing to them after

hot-coppers—if blackguards ever have hot-coppers !

B, Refreshing ! don't be a fool ! Don't you know that they would
sell 'em and buy more beer with them, blast them !

E. Touching instance of the Marxian formula, C—M—C ! Never
mind me, Brown, my mind wanders a little sometimes. But I say,

really, don't let it put you out so, for you can easily buy some more
pears, and much better ones

;
you're not a blackguard, and you have

got plenty of money, and the ones that were gone were no great shakes

after all. And then they won't be wasted, somebody will eat them

;

and look here, it quite squares with your dignified position as a leading

Radical in the neighbourhood to grow fruit for the public benefit. By
Jove I an idea seizes me. Suppose you put up for Parliament here

next election, you might get a good deal of popularity by this afiair if

you managed it properly. But since the pears were what they were,

perhaps they will give people the gripes ; but even then that's a kind

of revenge for you at the worst, even if the stealers exchange their

commodity pears, for money wherewith to buy the commodity beer
;

some one will get the gripes.

B, Now look here, Evans, you think yourself damned clever with

your chaff; but you know very well I don't care about the value of

the pears, but one does want to know what becomes of one's own fruit.

And when you talk of the gripes and the beer and all that ; that just

what I say. It damages me and doesn't do any good to them. That's

what always comes of stealing. And as to the pears being wasted, I

know my garden is wasted ; why my wife had tears in her eyes when
I fetched her out before breakfast to look at the damage those damned
blackguards had done ; all those single dahlias broken down and all,

and she doesn't care about flowers anything like as much as I do !

Damnation !

E, Poor Mrs. Brown !

B, Now there you go ! You won't understand me ! they are welcome
to the fruit. Next year I'll have it all picked and put in baskets

before the door in the open street with a placard over them, " Black-

guards are requested to partake of other people's property ] scoundrels

are begged to accept what other people have worked for."

E. A very proper thing to do ! and won't do your popularity any
harm. People will take in your pears much quicker than your jokes,

though they are not bid. If only you understood where they would
lead you if you followed them up properly,

B. What I mean is this, and I'm sure when you think fit to be
serious, you will agree with me ; that in stealing it isn't so much the

shifting of the property from one man to another, especially if he is

a rich man, that is so bad, as the confusion and nuisance of it, and its

waste and destruction, and the heart-burning and hatred it causes.

In short, as I said, it does harm both to the stealer and the stolen-

from ; in short, it is bad all round.

E. Isn't even good for trade ?

B, Of course not. [Pompously) Nothing is good for trade except

steady production, and honest dealing in the things produced. But,

Evans, I really wonder at a decent man like you, a very good-natured

fellow, being so flippant about such a beastly, miserable, destructive,

inconvenient vice as stealing. The more I think of it the more I hate

it : it is simply the worst form of war. Come, my dear fellow, be

serious.

E. I assure you I'm as serious as possible, and quite delighted to

hear that you Late stealing, since I quite agree with all that you have
been saying about it.

B. {mollified). Well, I thought you would.
E. Yes ; and what you have been saying makes me bold to say some-

thing to you in return : that since you hate stealing, you ought to do
your best to get rid of it altogether.

B. Well, so I do, don't I ?

E. Do you ? How, pray ?

B, Why, I look sharp after my property ; don't allow anyone that

I have to do with to be backward with their accounts; don't put
temptation in anyone's way ; whilst at the same time I must say for

myself that I am liberal in my dealings—give my servants good wages,

and my clerks too, though you did sneer at me about old Jackson

;

who, I must tell you, is a very useful person, and a precious good screw
he gets from me. In short, I'm none of your sloppy, indulgent, weakly
good-natured persons like—like

E. Like me, eh ?

B, Well, don't take offence ; but you are, rather, you know, ain't

you ] But look here, Evans, it don't do, you know—that sort of thing
;

you do much more harm by it than good. Now I really take trouble
with the people I have to deal with, and both by example and by
looking sharply a?ter them and treating them justly (and they \ now

when they are justly treated, bless you !) I do hope I make them honest
persons. I hold that a man has no right to have property unless he
accepts its responsibilities and takes that kind of trouble : and it is a
trouble, mind you. Now you-

E. But do you never try to do anything to keep yourself from steal-

ing?

B. There, there I you are at it again !—never serious for two minutes
together ! But you needn't look penitent ; I wasn't offended, my dear
fellow.

E. Well, but I am not penitent at all; but I am somewhat dis-

couraged, because I was deadly serious, and was going to beg you to
help me and others to put an end to stealing, both other peoples' and
our own.

B. Evans, what do you mean ?

E. Since you did really seem to hate stealing so, and since I know
you are an honest man enough at heart, I was going to ask you to join
the Socialist League, to which I belong

E. Evans ! Evans

!

B. And the object of which is to get rid of all stealing for good and
all.

B. Get rid of all property, you mean 1 But I never knew that you
were a Socialist ;—I am shocked, I am shocked ! And the Socialist

League, too ! Well

!

E. How you fly out at a man ! How should you have known I

was a Socialist '? If ever I began to talk about the wrongs of the
working class, or the stupidity of our system of production, you would,
take me all cross, and think I was only talking Ruskinism ; and then
you w^ould shut me up with some Radical aphorism, and get excited

about Gladstone, and not listen to one word I had to say. And I
didn't like to push myself forward, as if I were a person of any import-
ance.

B. Well, only to think of it ! And let me tell you, Mr. Socialist,

when you call me a thief, I call you a coward for not telling me before.

E. {penitently). Well, it was rather cowardly. But now you see

I've done it ; so you need not twit me with it. And I won't be cowardly
any more about it ; and I'll speak at the open-air meetings about here,

instead of at the East-end only.

B. What ! you a street-preaching demagogue too !—go about advis-

ing people to rebellion and murder and all that 1

E. No ; I advise them not to steal or let others steal. Come, I say,

I don't mind your hard words, but just think it over about joining us.

B. NO!!!
E. Well, here we are close to the Straightway and the 'bus. Let's

make peace, at any rate ; and come in this evening and have a pipe,

and convert me, if you can, to the ways of peace, righteousness—and.

stealing : and forget about your garden.

B. Well, I will come in; but no Socialist .politics, if you please.

Well, I promise to come.

E. Well, wo won't talk politics. I'll read you the manuscript of

my last poem, on the Ijirth of the Bruce : it isn't very long.

B. {dithiGiisly). All right, all right. Now I must be off: 'bus is just,

going to start. {Exit on 'bus.)

E. {to himself). Well, I've caught him properly. Because, don't you
see, when he comes in and sees my MS. on the table, he will be anxious
to put ofl' the evil half-hour of the reading, and he will be glad to let

me begin to talk of Socialism or anything else rather than read my
poetry to him. And when I once begin he will presently get hot and
argue ; and even if I don't sow a seed or two in him (and really he is

a very good fellow) at all events it will be good practice for me against

my next open-air speech. William Morris.

{To he concluded.

AN ADDRESS TO PRINTERS.
The following is an extract from an address delivered by the Rev. Hugh O.

Pentecost recently at a United Labor Party's mass meeting, under the

auspices of the Printing Trades' Legion, at the Cooper Union Hall, N.Y.

:

" Fellow Craftsmen,—I have been a minister of the gospel for several

years, and prepared myself for the pulpit by working at the case in a print-

ing office. Society at large is similar to a printing office. I once worked in

Indianapolis. One or two men got all the * fat takes,' and when it was found
that they obtained them through trickery a revolution was threatened unless
fair play was given to all, and we got it. There never was a day when I

was a ' rat,' or had anything to do with a *rat.' When I was a printer and
there was a strike I was in ihe strike. Were I back to-morrow and a strike

should come I would be in it. We hold that the rich as a class are rich

because they have taken that which belongs to somebody else. This great
battle we have undertaken should and will be carried on until every reason-

able desire of mind, body, and soul shall be* gratified. We have repudiated
the doctrine that God is responsible for poverty. The reason why some
people are on the top of the heap financially is not because they are superior

to others in brains, but because they are inferior to others in conscience.

There is no difference between men of different nationalities. The German
is as good as the Englishman, the Irishman as good as the Frenchman or
American, and so it goes. It is the surroundings and influences, not the
blood, that makes the man. Society is at present organised in the form of
* pie,' which we must * reset ' and place in a * chase ' of justice, place about it

*sidesticks' of fairness and equality, stick in * quoins' of reason^ use a
* shooting stick ' of logic, and drive it with a * mallet ' of conscience."

Unemployed Boatmen.—About 200 men have been thrown out of work
by the suspension for the winter of the steamboat traffic on the Thames.

A strike in the Bolton bleaching trade is imminept, as the men have given
notice for an advance which the masters decline to give.
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THE LABOUR STRUGiaLE.
BRITAIN.

A large number of rivet makers in the Blackheatli district of Staffordshire

1 ave struck against a reduction in wages. The men remaining at work will

isubscribe for their support.

Eedxjction of Ironworkers' Wages.—Messrs. Green Brothers, of the

Norfolk Foundry, Ecclestield Common, have intimated to the moulders,

|];rinders, and fitters in their employ that owing to the depressed state of

trade, it is their intention to give a fortnight's notice of a reduction of 10 per

cent.

Match-makers.—The match manufactory at Newton Heath, established

nearly a quarter of a century, ceased working on Saturday, the business

being transferred to the chief works of Messrs. Bryant and May, London.
The extensive timber trade originally carried on in conjunction with the

matchmaking will be retained at Newton Heath, but the hands employed in

matchmaking are all thrown out of an employment which many of them
have been accustomed to all their lives.

Destitution amongst Labourers i^ Ireland.—Pitiable accounts are

continually being received of the distress amongst the labouring population.

At a recent meeting of the Tullamore guardians about fifty labourers forced

their way into the boardroom and appealed piteously to the guardians for

work or relief. They said the}' were starving—their wives and children

were starving—and they could endure it no longer. Some of them, it ap-

peared, had not been working for two months, and were in a very weak state

for want of food.

Agricultural Labourers.—WJiitchurch, Dorset, Oct. 26.—Agricultural

labourers' wages are being reduced in the villages in Dorset, from lis. and
12s. per week to 9s. and 10s. There are from six to fifteen men out of work,
in most villages. Many cottages are empty as the people are gone into the

towns to seek work ; the farmers don't employ them although the land is

full of couch and other weeds. I see from six to fifteen poor men on tramp
passing through the village daily asking for bread tickets, they having slept

in the union the previous night ; these men are mostly tradesmen from the

towns. It is worse now than I ever remember, and I can't think what will

be the end of it.—J. S.
,

The Bolton Strike.—Two hundred engineers at Yates's Canal Foundry
Blackburn, the most important engineering establishment in North-east
Lancashire, have struck work as a protest against the alleged wrongful dis-

missal of one of their number for taking an active part in organising collec-

tions for the Bolton engineers' strike. They also decline to work unless an
advance of 2s. per week be granted them, and are organising for a long
^struggle.

—
^The dispute at Bolton is reported to be at an end. A conference

was held and it has been arranged that the men shall resume work at the
old terms ; a board of conciliation, to be composed of both masters and men,
to be appointed to settle what, if any, is to be the rate of advance. The ob-

jections as to overtime are to be withdrawn by the men.—The knobsticks
who have been lodged inside the works, left the town on Monday, followed
by great crowds.

Staffordshire Miners.—At a conference of miners representing the

whole of the districts of South Staffordshire and East Worcestershire, resolu-

lions were passed in favour of restricting the hours of labour to eight per

day, and calling upon all those who were at work longer than that to cease

doing so. It was also agreed that it would be a politic thing to observe
every Monday as a holiday, and the desirability of a week's cessation from
work was also insisted upon. It was further resolved that the time had
come when united action should be taken to secure an advance of wages, and
the conference decided to give such notice on NovemV>er 12.

Welsh Miners.—An important conference of Welsh miners has been
held at Merthyr Tydvil, delegates representing over 40,000 men attending.

The meeting was called for the purpose of considering the question of the

renewal of the sliding-scale as a means of adjusting wages, notice having
been given by the men's representatives on the scale to terminate the agree-

ment next month. After a discussion lasting many hours, the question

whether or not the sliding-scale should be continued was put to the meeting,

with the result that delegates representing 21,720 miners voted for, and
delegates representing 18,927 against the continuance of the scale. The
secretary of the conference was therefore instructed to withdraw the notice

to terminate the agreement. By a majority, a resolution in favour of the

federation of the South Wales miners was adopted, and another resolution

was passed, supporting the eight hours movement.

Strikes in the Coal Trade.—The threatened adoption of an idle week
by the colliers, as recommended at the National Conference at Edinburgh,
does not occasion any apprehensions among the coalmasters. The last time
the 1 estriction was resorted to in Scotland, it had the effect of enabling the

coalmasters to clear away from the pitheads enormous quantities of stuff

that, in other circumstances, they could not have disposed of at any price.

For this material they obtained good prices. They did not suffer on account

of a scarcity of good coals so far as their obligations under contracts were
concerned, because all contracts of any importance now contain a strike

clause, the effect of which is to allow the coalraaster to supply the best

material he can at the enhanced price given to it by the general scarcity in

the market. If the idle week is adopted the same thing will be repeated,

and the masters will be the gainers and the men the losers.

The Nailmakers' Strike.—The great strike in the nailmaking industry

of the Midlands still runs on, afid a good deal of distress and privation is

being experienced by the unfortunate operatives who have now been on

strike seven weeks in the hope of obtaining from the employers a return to

^h^t is known as the " 1879 list." The masters have offered to give them an

^vance, but not to the extent demanded, though it is known that some of

the employers would do so if the general body of employers were willing. It

is the conduct of the little masters which tells against the interest of the

men, but their want of unity has prevented them resisting the low prices of

• the " foggers." The latter undersell the market owing to the cheap labour

"vthey get. Even at the best of times the earnings of the nailers are very

..small Their position at the present time is very trying, and relief funds

Jiave been opened to assist them.

Conviction under the Factories Act.—Messrs. J. J. Metcalfe and Co.,

printers, 3, Grocers' Hall-court, attended at the Mansion House on Friday,

on two summonses, charging them with infringing the Factories and Work-
sba|)a' A<3t, 1878, in having employed a lad under the age of 16, from eight

o'elock one morning until one o'clock the next, and in engaging the same lad

for a year without obtaining a certificate in the prescribed form of his fire

ness for employment in their factory. Mr. J. B. Lakeman, one of ht-

Majesty's Inspectors of Factories, attended in support of the complaint.

The defendants admitted the infringement, and explained that the lad was
employed after hours in an emergency, owing to a machine hand absenting
himself, but he was allowed a holiday on the following day to make up. for

it. In the other matter, the absence of the formal certificate was due to

the illness of a partner. Sir Eobert Carden in the first case merely ordered
the costs to be paid, and in the second imposed a fine of 5s. and 2s. costs.

The Shop Hours' Regulation Act.—At Lambeth police-court on Friday,

a master hairdresser was summoned at the instance of Mr. H. H. Champion,
of 13, Paternoster-row, hon. secretary of the Shop Hours' Regulation Act
Committee, for breaches of the Act passed at the instance of Sir John
Lubbock, in that he employed a youth under 18 years of age for 98 hours
in one week, 74 being the statutory limit. He was also charged under a

second summons for not exhibiting in his shop any notice of the provisions

of the Act. Mr. T. Southerst, who prosecuted, pointed out the evils result-

ing from his long hours of confinement. Mr. Chance said that the defendant
had not, according to the evidence, caused the ill-health of the boy, but held

that he had committed two breaches of the Act. The prosecution did not

press for a heavy penalty, and the magistrate bound the defendant in £10
not to employ the boy more than 74 hours per week, and to exhibit a notice

of the provisions of the Act.

NoiiTHAMrTON SiiOEMAKERS.—It is generally believed by the boot opera-

tives of Northampton that a general lock-out is imminent. The strike of

boot rivetters and finishers at Messrs. Cove and West's factory is farther oft'

a settlement than ever. Both masters and men, after the strike had lasted

11 weeks, accepted arbitration, but the first point upon which the Board of

Arbitration could not agree the masters unanimously refused to refer to the

unanimously appointed referee. The Arbitration Board immediately broke
up with no prospect of re-forming. The manufacturers approved of the

action of their representatives on the board, and sixty-five boot manufactur-
ing firms, employing about fifteen thousand *' hands," intimated to the

Workmen's Union that it would be impossible to carry on the trade of the

town under the conditions required by the men's representatives on the

Arbitration Board. The men at a mass meeting held immediately after this

decided to uphold their representatives ; and the Boot Stitchers' Union de-

cided to support the rivetters and finishers. It is anticipated that to-day

(Monday) the stitchers (cordwainers) employed at Messrs. Cove and West's

Northampton manufactories will come out on strike. The operatives of

Northampton expect that this decision on the part of the men will be met
by a lock-out by the sixty-five manufacturers who have supported their

arbitration representatives. The strike has already lasted fifteen weeks.

THE CONDEMNED ANARCHISTS.

On October 29th the Extreme Left of the French Chamber addressed the

following telegram to the Government of Illinois :
—" In the name of hu-

manity and of the solidarity between the two great Republics, the deputies

assembled in Paris who are in favour of the abolition of capital punishment
for political ofi'ences ask of the Government of Illinois the lives of the seven
Chicago Anarchists now lying under sentence of death."

At a meeting of working men held at Chesterfield on Sunday evening, the

following resolution was passed : "That this meeting protests against the

execution of the sentence passed upon the seven Chicago Anarchists, and
having examined the evidence, considers that it entirely fails to prove that

either of the seven men now under sentence of death had anything to do
with the throwing of the bomb."

Many meetings have also been held in France, Italy, Spain, and many
parts of the British Isles.

A largely attended meeting of ironworkers was held at Walsall on Mon-
day. Mr. Trow, secretary of the Iron and Steel Workers' Association, de-

livered a powerful address upon the need of organisation, and it was decided

to form a branch of the National Association.

Endacott has of course been acquitted, and the jury practically dispensed

with in the matter. This was to be expected, offioial witnesses must be de-

fended at any cost, and those whom they bear witness against must put up
with the trifling inconveniences resulting to them from the exercise of officia

imagination. Surely we must sacrifice something to Law and Order.

"A Wife's Opinion."—Lender this heading a Fireman's Wife gives the

following excellent advice in a letter to the Railway Review. Would that

there were more women like her to preach the true Labour gospel, *' One for

all : all for one " :
—" I have read your very interesting paper for a very long

time, and I have often thought I should like to send a little letter to you,

but have put it oft", because I am a wife and not a husband. I don't, how-
ever, see why your paper should not be open to women as well as men. Ex-
cuse me if I am proposing anything out of place, but often the wife is really

the head of the house, although the man does the bread-winning part ; but

if the wife had a word in the lievieio I am sure you would get more husbands

to join the valuable Society, although, I am sorry to say, mine does not

at present, yet I think before long he will. For myself, I think it is a great

mistake that every railwayman does not belong to it. I believe in it myself,

and if all those men on the Midland had been banded together in one common
cause and studied their own as well as one another's interest, they must have

won the day. I can see it myself, although I do not profess to -understand

railway work. I am so sorry to see that their fellow-men have been so

backward in giving their mite towards their comrades in need. I think if

more men were true believers in the gospel they would be better men in

themselves and truer to each other. How much better it would be if they

were more united in the bonds of love to their fellows. There would have

been more real assistance given both to the men of the Midland and those

of the Hexthorpe disaster. If each man had given sixpence a-week for three

months it would never have hurt any of them. I am sure many railway-

men spend more fools' pence than six times sixpence a-week. Now they

would be all the better off in their heads and their hearts too, I am sure, for

giving it to help a brother, especially as they never know who may need it

next. Do to others as, if it was your case, you would wish to be done by ;

and, as I said before, if women were to write to the Review, I am sure their

hearts would warm to a sister in distress, or I am much mistaken ; and
seeing it so, perhaps the men would feel ashamed and come forward more
largely, and not let the weaker vessel beat the lords of creation."
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COREESPONDENCE.

SOCIALISM AND CO-OPERATION.

Albert Tarii writes in reply to Varley, insisting :—

"That the Socialistic way of getting capital is to seize that of individual

capitalists and use it for the benefit of the whole community ; and that the

Socialistic way of dealing with shopkeepers is to tell them they are not

wanted and to provide them with useful work for the benefit of the com-

munity. Does comrade Varley imagine that shopkeepers are such out of

* sheer cussedness' ? My idea is that they are shopkeepers because there is

no room under the present system in other occupations. My objection to

the competitive way of going to work is that it tells most against the hon-

estest folk and tends to make them take to dishonest ways. I am afraid

Maple, Peter Robinson, etc., will be found tough customers. ... I think

the elimination of small shopkeepers will take place in the ordinary course

of events, and if I were comrade Varley I wouldn't waste my energy on such

work.'

H. Davis writes contending that *' Socialist co-operation cannot be obtained

without full possession of raw material and the means of production. . . .

"We can do nothing by such schemes as these while competition lasts ; while

we are uniting the power of our shillings, the Rothschilds and others are

uniting their pounds and are sure to be.it us out of the market."

THE PROPAGANDA IN NORFOLK.
At first we were ridiculed ; row, that having failed, our opponents are

trying to crush us out by brute-furce. Tiiey began at Lowestoft, where our

comrades were attacked by roughs ; now it has spread to Yarmouth. Thurs-

day week a crowd of Primrose Leaguers attacked the meeting on the Quay,
but were completely beaten by sympathisers. During the next week, how-
ever, tliey organised for the purpose of ill-treating whatever speaker" might
go down. The police authorities drafted in extra officers for fear of a dis-

turbance.. I went down by an earlier train than usual, and disappointed the

kindly intentions of those who wished to mob me at the station. At the

usual time I began to speak, and it was evident that the crowd meant mis-

chief. A number of Radical friends formed a ring, and I was allowed to

proceed ; but when I referred to the Primrose League, this seemed to be
the signal for an outburst. The mob made a rush, shouting ^' Put him in

the river." I began to feel comfortable, for the river was not twenty yards
off and a strong tide was running. At this point, however, the chief con-

stable and his men came up, and the hustling stopped until I finished my
address. Then it was resumed with greater fury than ever. As a free fight

seemed imminent, and I had an hour to wait for my train, I was conveyed
to the police-station and waited there, having in the interval of waiting the

pleasure of talking about Socialism to a large number of assembled constables.

I reached the station in safety, changing hats with the chief-constable to

prevent recognition, and as the night was dark the plan succeeded. A
number of sympathisers were assembled at the station, who heartily wished
me good-night ; and we resolved that the meeting should not be given up,

whatever action the Primrose League may choose to tike.

Norwich, October 31. Fred Henderson.

THE MODERN GUY FAWKES.

TEN COMMANDMENTS FOR BAKERS.
1. Thou shalt never forget that you also are human ; nothing of interest

to humanity should be beyond your reach
;
you should love and aspire to

what is good and noble, and abhor everything that might debase you.

2. Thou shalt work only a reasonable number of hours, and remember that
in working excessive hours you not only deprive those of bread that are
wandering from shop to shop to obtain work, but you are also lowering your
own wages.

3. Thou shalt not be arrogant toward your boss, nor shall you allow him
to be arrogant toward you. Behave yourself as a man and insist upon being
treated as such by everybody.

4. Thou shalt not try to teach good manners to your boss if he does not
possess them, but rather leave him than run any risk of having your own
good manners spoiled.

5. Thou shalt not believe that your boss is the one that maintains you,
but think over the matter whether you are not the one that maintains hito.

6. Thou shalt belong to the union, for if you are not a member you only
aid in making yourself a life-long tlave.

7. Thou shalt not believe that after having paid fifty cents, to the union
that your wages will be doubled the following week and the working hours
reduced one-half, but consider that it takes many drops of water and con-
siderable time before a hole is drilled in a stone.

8. Thou shalt never think that they will get along without you, and thus
excuse your absence from the meetings of your union, but always believe
that there is one missing by your not being present.

9. Thou shalt not trust the man working with you unless- he belongs to

the union, for such a man is full of cunning and intrigues ; he only w^aits for

others to spread the table to sit down and help to eat what they cook for

themselves.

10. Thou shalt subscribe for and read the Labour paper, and induce others
to follow your example, so that your mind will be improved, that you may
not only be happy in heaven after death, but also prosper while living on
earth.—Bakers' Journal (U.S.A.).

*THE TABLES TURNED.'
On Saturday, Oct. 22nd, the *' Socialist interlude" by Wm. Morris, was repro-

duced 4ktEarringdon Road, and last Saturday, Oct. 29th, at the AthenseumHall,
Tottenham Court Road. On both occasions there were good audiences, including
many people who are not often seen at a Socialistic meeting, and in this way
there is no doubt that some good propagandist work is being done. The contrast
is very effective between the Court Scene, which C. and H. A. Barker have made
very realistic, and Mr. Campfield's pretty Landscape, with its tree for the open-
air coBamunal council, and its dwellings in the distanc3. Comrades Krapotkin
and Reclus are talking of putting Nupkins into a French dress, and sending him
forth to do additional good in that fashion. To-day (Saturday 5th) a perform-
ance will be given in the Hall of the Hammersmith Branch, and the manager
(H, A. Barker) is arranging for its repetition elsewhere.

He lurks deep down beside the base
Of that proud edifice, Society,

Where fashionable idlers chase
The phantom-form they call " va-

riety "
;

Where landlords lounge from room to

room,
And millionaires suspect no treason

—

Deep down in subterranean gloom
He lives, and lurks, and bides his

season.

Above, through many a spacious hall,

Deck'd gorgeously with stolen trea-

sure,

They ply their pastime, one and all,

The votaries of pelf and pleasure ;

Indulging every w^anton whim,
Carousing, trading, gambling, whoring,

How should they pause to think of him

—

That fdllow underneath the flooring ?

A rude, rough fellow, vrho delights

To scout conventional civility
;

Who cares no whit for vested rights.

Nor cultivates respectability

;

Who hath no balance at the bank,
'No Sunday pew in church or chapel

—

Take heed, ye men of wealth and rank,
Foredoofii'd with this grim foe to

grapple !

For this is he, the modern Guy,
By poets famed as Demogorgon,

Who. unbeheld of mortal eye,

Constructs a strange explosive organ.

By which those careless folk, intent

On everlasting rouse and revel,

Will see their festal mansions sent

In swift combustion to the devdl.

E'en now they riot flush'd with wine,

And the mad din swells loud and
louder

;

Deep down he stores the secret mine.
And lays the silent train of powder ;

No cheniic compound, subtly wrought,
Is this, for death and devastatfon ;

Nay, but a train of kindling thought,

A mine of moral indignation.

A fierce, consuming, quenchless blast

Of righteous wrath and fiery feeling.

By which that fabric of the past,

Piled high through centuries of steal-

iiig»

Shall start and shiver at the roar

Of the loud sunmions democratic,

Fate-stricken to its inmost core,

From lowest base to highest attic.

Wlien comes the crash ? No tongue may
tell.

The train is laid ; the fuse is ready ;

Deep down in subterranean cell

He bides his season, stern and steady.

Take heed, ye lofty millionaires !

Proud dames and high-born lords, re-

member
The rude rough Guy that lurks down-

On this—the fifth day of November j

H S Salt.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.G.

Co-operative Store.—The Committee attend at the offices at 8.30 p.m. on

Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. All Groceries can be had at current store^

prices. Orders over 10s. will be delivered carriage paid in London.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and affiliated

bodies. Library Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d. D. J. Nicoll and

W. Blundell are the Librarians.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
Mitcham, Walsall to July 31. Bloomsbury, Clerkenwell, Leicester, Hammer-

smith, Hoxton (Labour Emancipation League), Hull, Mile End, Wednesbury,.

to September 30. Oxford, to October 31,

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Collection by L. Beber, Is. ^yt^kh| Subscrijnioiis—K. F., Is. C. J. F., 2s..

Oxford Branch, 2s. Langley, 2s. P. W., 6d. W. B ,
6d.

Ph. \V., Treasurer, Nov. 1,

KEPORTS.
Bloomseury.—Business meeting Oct. 27th, T. J. Dalziel elected secretary, and"

several suggestions for improvement of branch brought forward and adopted.

Meeting a^ St. Pancras Arches Sunday morning, Oct. oOth, addressed by Bart-

lett, Main waring, Wardle, Henry, Turner, and Dalziel. Commonweal sale in-

creasing.—T. J. D.
Clekkenwell.—On Wednesday, Oct. 26th, H. H. Sparling lectured to us on

"Wealth." Sunday evening, good open-air meeting on Green, addressed by
Barker and Turner. In the hall, T. E. Wardle lectured on *' Law and Order."

Lively discussions.—A. T. and W, B.

HoxTON.—Good meetings Thursday evening and Sunday morning. Literature

sold well. Evening in hall, Mrs. C. M. Wilson lectured to a large audience on
" The Social Revolution." Good discussion followed.—C. J. Y.
KiNGSLAND Green. — A very good meeting was addressed here by W. B..

Parker, A. Cores, and a friend from Chicago, on Sunday morning.
Merton.—We held our usual meeting on Mitcham. Fair Green, Eden and Kitz,

entertaining a good audience. The following resolution was unanimously
carried: " That this meeting sympathises with the men imprisoned in conse-

quence of their opposition to the police in their brutal attacks upon the people,

and calls for assistance for their wives and families." This was responded to by
a collection amounting to 3s. Gd. for that object. We wish to inform our com-
rades and friends of Mitcham that a course of lectures will be delivered during

the coming winter months, commencing Sunday, Nov. Gtii, when comrade Gregory
will give a reading and address.—R. C.

North London.—Meeting of about 600 or 700 people at Regent's Park on
Sunday morning, when Cantwell, Nicoll, E. and K. B. Aveling spoke. 8s. "^l.

collected for propaganda. Good sale of literature.—T. C
Stamford Hill.—A good audience were here addressed on Sunday evening by

Brooks, Cores, Cantwell, and W. B. Parker.
Glasgow.—Usual meeting Saturday in Jail Square, speakers, Downie and

Glasier. On arriving at Paisley Road Toll on Sunday, we found the Orailge

row^dies, who have several times attempted to break up our meetings, had taken

up our place of meeting with an orator of their own. We started our meeting

not far off, and carried it through without any annoyance. In evening, after

address from Glasier in Watson Street, we adjourned to hall, where we had a

lecture from Daniel McCulloch on *' Education under Capitalistic and uwder

Socialistic Conditions."—A. -M'K.
Leicester.—There has been a three night's debate here at the Secular Hall

between T. Slater (of Bury) and comrade Barclay, on " Co-operation or Social-

ism : which is best calculated to improve the condition of the People ? " Sater
showed the great progress co-operation had naade, advocated thrift, and defended

competition. Barclay showed that capitalism had made greater progress in same
time^, and must needs because those in possession of the capital can *'get more
off their own bat in the game " than by becoming co-operators. Nothing could

improve the condition of the whole people but nationalisation not only of land

but of all capital. On 28th, Mr. Holt, a new member, read paper on " The
Condition of the Workers."—J. F.

Leeds.—Sunday mornirg Sollitt and Paylor held meeting in Vicars Croft. In

evening, Hill lectured at looms on '* The Labour Struggle." Animated dis-

cus.iion followed.—T. l\
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Nottingham.—On Sunday, Wm. Morris delivered
two lectures in Secular Hall, at 3 p.m. on **The Ori-
gins of Ornamental Art," the Rev. Prof. Symes in the
chair, and at 7p.m. on "Monopoly." Lectures well
received by large audiences. Several questions asked,
but no real opposition offered. At 5 in club room we
Iiad a.tea for members and friends ; Morris was pre-
sent. Also on Saturday evening, a social gathering of
members and friends, including the Rev. Prof. Symes,
Rev. A. H. Baynes, J. P. Briscoe, librarian of Not-
tingham Free Library, G. H. Wallis, curator of the
Castle Museum, and E. Cockburn. Meetings reported
ill local press, and we feel satisfied that the visit has
^)een a success.—A. M. C.

Walsall.—Two outdoor meetings held by Donald
Saturday, one on The Bridge, the other top of Park
Street. Great opposition evinced, and dealt with by
Donald to the apparent satisfaction of the large ma-
jority.

Wednesbuby.—Donald lectured in Market Place
on Thursday night. Branch i^ arranging for carrying
on propaganda indoors during winter.

St. Faith's. — Henderson spoke on Green Sunday
afternoon.

Norwich Anarchist Group.—Meetings during the
week on St. George's Plain, Haymarket, and Market
Place.

Carbow.—Meeting held on Friday by Henderson
at Carrow.
Birmingham.—Four meetings held here on Sunday.

Two indoor at Baskerville Hall, where Donald lec-

tured morning and night, also addressing open - air

meeting in afternoon at Council House. Sanders and
Sketchley spoke in Bull Ring in evening ; numerous
questions put and satisfactorily answered. Our audi-
ences continue to increase, and a good impression is

being made.
West Bromwich.—Sanders addressed indoor meet-

ing here on Saturday.—J. T. D.
Dublin.—Our recent meeting and resolution, pro-

testing against execution of Chicago Anarchists, has*

evoked considerable attention from the *' largest cir-

culation in Ireland," viz., Irish Times (Conservative),
during past week. We have got several leaders,
letters, etc., and are now called on to state our aims
and how we propose to carry them out, which we will

xlo. Pressure being put on the landlord of our hall,

we were evicted on termination of our terms of occupy-
ing. We expect to engage suitable accommodation
immediately.—J. M*C.

Scottish Land and Labour League.

Edinburgh.—At the Earl of Meath's lecture on
" State Colonisation," Mahon and J. D. Christie moved
£111 amendment and made speeches in opposition, which
Mere well received. Arrangements have been made
for sending Edinburgh members to lecture at the new
i; ranches, and start branches at Leith and Kirkcaldy.
Dysart and Gallatown. —A branch member has

\>een nominated for the Town Council, with a good
cliance of success. The branch is steadily progressing.

Cowdenbeath. — A good body of members have
been got together here, and with further effort there

will be still better fruit. The greatest difficulty is

that in the whole place a room for the branch cannot
ba obtain e K

Lochgelly. — Mahon lectured on "Wrongs and
Rights of Labour." Branch formed, several members
being eager to take up the work and push it on.

Dundee.—Three meetings held here on Sunday by
Mahon, Weksleder, Duncan, Carr, Dempster, Simp-
son, and Grainger. Evening meeting in Trades' Hall
was very successful, and lecture well received. Class

arranged for study of Socialism Sunday mornings,
also class for singing which comrade Weksleder under-
took to conduct, and a monthly programme of lec-

tures. Several joined, progress being made.
Arbroath.—A good debate on Friday. Arrange-

ments made for Mahon's visit on Tuesday, and how to

Increase the sale of Commonweal.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

5Zo<w»86wry.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W. On Thursday Nov. 3,

Social Evening for members and friends, 8.30.

' ClerhenvjtlL—KdM of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-

don Road, E.C. Sunday November 6, at 8.30. Free

Concert by members and friends. Wednesday 9th,

at 8.30. H. A. Barker, "The Condition of the

Working Classes." Sun. 13. G. B. Shaw, " Practi-

<jal Socialism." Wed. 16. W. H. Utley, " The Iron

Age." Sun. 20. W. Morris, *' The Coming Society."

i^ttZ/iam.—Committee meets W^ednesday evenings, 8
o'clock, at 4 Werlery Avenue, Dawes Rd., Fulham,

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday November 6, at 8 p.m. Mrs. C. M. Wilson,
" The Social Revolution."

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—Sunday November 6, at 8 Dunloe
Street, Hackney Road, F. Kitz will lecture at 8.30

on ** Criminal Classes, High and Low." Members'
meeting at close of lecture.

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Mile-end and Bethnal Green.—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road. Business Meeting every Thursday at 9 p.m.

Dcb-itin^ Cla»s for members after Business Meeting.

PROVINCES.

Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—James Leatham, aecy.,

12 Short Loanings.
Arbroath (Scot. Sect.).—High Street Hall. Meeting
Friday evenings. W. Smith, 12 Maule St., secy.

Thursday next, J. L. Mahon, ** How to Realise
Socialism."

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section : Forfarshire).—Secretary
pro tern.), D. M'Dougal, East Path.

Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—-J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI., sec
Dublin.—Irish Labour League. Pending the engaging

of suitable rooms, all communications to be directed
to J. E. McCarthy, 44 Davidson Street, Dublin.

Dundee (Scot. Sfect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the
Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station. Fore-
noon, business and members' discussion ; evening,
lecture and discussion.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park St. Business
Meeting Thursdays at 7.30. Discussion Class 8 p.m.
Sunday night lectures. Trades Hall, High Street.

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

Gallatown and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.

Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow.—84 John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.
till 10 p.m. daily. Music and Shorthand Classes,

Tuesday at 8. Choir Practice, Wednesday at 8.

Discussion Class, Thursday at 8 (Nov. 10, "Eight
Hours Working Day"—J. Adams).—In the Hall,

8 Watson Street, Gallowgate, on Sunday Nov. 6, at

7 p m., J. Shaw Maxwell, "The Labour Problem."
Hamilton.—Paton's Hall, Chapel St. Thursday, 7.30.

Leeds.—17 Chesham St., Sweet St. Club open every
evening. Business meeting Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
On Sunday November 6, at 7 p.m , F. Corkwell
will lecture on " The Principles of Socialism."

Leicester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, {pro tern.),

John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.
Norwich,—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures
every Sunday at 8. Business Meeting Monday at

8.30. Speakers' Class Sunday at 10.30 a.m. and
Wednesday 8 p.m. Social Evening Saturdays at 8.

Nottingham.—Club and Reading Rooms, 1 Tokenhouse
Yard, Bridlesmith Gate, open every evening. Lec-
tures and Discussions every Sunday.

Oxford,—Temperance Hall, 254 Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.
Walsall.—Temperance Hall. Meets every Monday.
West Colder (Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,
West Calder.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 6.

9. 30...Starch Green Hammersmith Branch
11. 30...Hackney—Salmon and Ball Graham
11. 30... Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Nicoll

11.30...Kiugsland Green Davis & Barker
11. 30...Merton—Haydons Road Kitz
11. 30...Mitcham Fair Green The Branch
11. 30...Regent's Park Parker & Wade
11.30..!St. Pancras Arches...Walker, Wardle, Bartlett

ll.30...Walham Green The Branch
3 ...Hyde Park Nicoll

7 ...Stamford Hill Lane
7 ...Clerkenwell Green Brookes

Tuesday.
8 ...Mile-end Waste Flockton & Allman
8 ...Ossulton St., Euston Road Nicoll

Wednesday.
8 ... Broadway, London Fields Graham

l^hursday.

8 ...Hoxton Church, Pitfield St. ...Allman & Davis

PROVINCES.

Glasgow.—Bam Square : Sunday, 1 p.m.—Glasier and
Do^Tiie,

St. George's Cross: Sunday, 1 p.m.—M'CuUoch,
Pollock, and Gilbert.

Paisley Boad: Sunday, 4.30—M'Culloch, Downie.

Watson Street : Sunday, 6.30—Bulloch and Glasier.

Cambuslang.—Sixtnrda>y, 5.30—Glasier, Pollock, Gil-

bert, and Adams.
Greenock.—Saturday : W^allace Square, at 5 ; Arcade

Hall, at 7—Downie & M'Culloch.

Leeds.—Sunday: Vicar's Croft, 11 a.m.

Norwich Branch.—S\mda.y : Market Place at 3 ; Agri-

cultural Hall Plain at 7.

Dereham.—Every Wednesday, Market Place at 7.

Notice to Branches of the S.L.L.L,

Reports for Commonweal should be sent to London.
Labour Leaflet, "A Few Words for Socialism," 6d.

per 100, postage Id. Commonweal and all Socialist

Literature may be had from Edinburgh.
Small Posting Bills (12 in. by 9) announcing meet-

ings, 10 for Is; 50, 2s 3d; 100, 3s 6d ; 200, 48 6d.

Orders, with particulars, to J. M. Hossack, at
Labour League Office, 4 Park Street, Edinburgh.

Nortli of England Socialist Federation.

The Rev, John Glasse, of Edinburgh, will lecture

on Socialism as follows

:

Monday Nov. 7 (S.D.F. and Socialist Federation)

—

Lecture Room, Nelson Street, Newcastle, at 7.30.

Tues. Nov. 8—Central Hall, Waterloo, Blyth, 7.30.

Wednesday Nov. 9—Seghill Schoolroom, 7.30.

Thursday Nov. 10—Co-operative Hall, Seaton Ter-
race, 7.30.

Friday Nov. ll—North Shields Oddfellows* Hall,
Saville Street, 7.30.

Branches and Secretaries.

Annitsford.—F. Rivett, Dudley Colliery.

Backworth.—W. Maddison, C. Pit.

Consett.—J. Walton, Medonsby Road.
Blyth.—Martin Mack, 4 Back Mariow Street.

South Shields.—F. Dick, 139 Marsden Street, West.
North Shields.—J. T. Harrison, 24 Queen Street.

Fast Holywell.—J. M*Lean, Top Row, Bates's C/Ottages

West Holywell—F. M'Carroll, West HolyweU.
Seaton Dekcvaf.- W. Day, Seaton Delaval.
Seghill.—Wm. VVhalley, New Square.
M. Mack, Gen. Sec, 4 Back Marlow Street, Blyth.

Norwich Anarchist Group.

Yarmouth.—Thursday, on the Quay, at 7.30.

Carrow.—Friday, at 1.30.

St. Faith's.—Sunday, on the Green, at 3.30.

Norwich.—St. George's Plain, Saturday, at 1.15,

Haymarket, Saturday, at 8—Fred Henderson, on
** Emigration." Market Place, Sunday at 11 and 8.

Fulham Liberal Club.—J. Tochatti lectured to

good audience on *' Human Nature and Socialism."
Next Sunday Wm. Morris lectures there—subject,
" What Socialists Want."
Sheffield Socialists, Commonwealth Caf^, Scot-

land Street, Sheffield.—Discussions or Lectures every
Sunday evening at 7 o'clock. Free.

SOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE FEDERATION.—
Meeting at Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon

Road, on Sunday November 6, at 3.30 p.m. prompt.

Now ready. 32 pp., in Wrapper.

THE TABLES TURNED;
Op, Nupkins Awakened.

A Socialist Interlude

BY WILLIAM MORRIS,
Price Fourpence.

ComTnonwcal Office, 13 Farringdon Rd., London, E.C.

The November Volume of The Canterbury Poet
ready Oct. 25, wi'l be

IRISH MINSTRELSY.
Being a Selection of Irish Songs, Lyrics, and

Ballads.

Edited, with Notes and Introduction,

BY H. HALLIDAY SPARLING,

Cloth, cut or uncut. Is.

SCOTTISH LAND AND LABOUR LEAGUE.

{Scottish Section of the Socialist League)

Sat. 5—Dundee. Grassmarket, at 7.30—Simpson,
Carr, and Dempster.

,, Arbroath. Brothock Bridge, 7 p.m.—Dun-
can and Weksleder (of Dundee).

Sun. Q—Dundee. High Street, 2.30. Trades Hall,

Union St. (Tay Bridge Station), Members
Meeting, 11 a.m. ; Lecture, 6.30.

„ Edinburgh. Trades Hall, High Street, at

6.30—Davidson, ** Labour Federation."

Wed. 9—ifo7iiro.se. Temperance Hall, 7.30—lecture
by Mahon.

Thnra. 10—Arbroath. Brothock Bridge, 7.15. High
Street Hall, 8 p.m.—Mahon.

Fri. 11—CarnousHe. Temperance Hall, 7.30, lecture

by Mahon, " How to Realise Socialism.*

Walter Scott, 24 Warwick Lane, Paternoster Row.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. . Id,

Organised Labour : The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors). Id.

Socialism on its Defence. A Reply to Pro-
fessor Flint. Id.

The Bights of Labour according to John
Buskin. By Thomas Barclay.

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded. . . . Id.

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morris. . . , 2d,

The Aims of Art. By Wm. Morris.
Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d,

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By WUliam
Morris Id,

Id

' All for the Cause ! " Song. Words by WiUiam
Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 4s. 6d

Printed and Published by William Morbis and JosxPH Lanb
at 13 FarrlngdoE Boad, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
O The Supreme Court of the United States has refused to grant a writ
of error in the case of the condemned of Chicago, and as I write there
is nothing between them and the gallows except the will of the Gov-
ernor of Illinois, who can, if he pleases, commute their sentence. The
Press is already gloating on the preparations for their slaying with
that base pruriency which is one of the most horrible symptoms of the
degradation which the criminal law-court brings on civilised humanity.
Before the date of this issue of the Commonweal the people of America
will have decided upon one of the most momentous events in their

history. It is a hope against hope that they will yet give themselves
a chance of repairing the injustice they have already done to our
friends, and that yet some ray of intelligence may pierce to the dull
brains of the money-lords there ; so I will yet express a hope, so likely

to be falsified before this appears in print.

C/Jf not, what can one say but that social crimes do of necessity bear
their fruits and prepare a natural and inevitable punishment which no
constitution c;r law can bar. I say this to the w ill-to-do people of
America : If you are sure that henceforward the working-men of your
country will live placid and happy lives then you need think no more
of the murder you have committed ; for happy people cannot take ven-
geance, however grievously they have been wronged. But if it be so
with you as with other nations of civilisation, that your workers toil

.::^ithout reward and without hope, oppressed with sordid anxiety for
'iM^re livelihood, deprived of the -due pleasures of humanity, if tliere is

yet suffering and wrong amongst you, then take heed ! increase your
army of spies and informers, hire more reckless swashbucklers to do
your will, guard every approach to your palace of pleasure without
scruple and without mercy—and yet you will but put off for a while
the certain vengeance of ruin that will overtake you, and your misery
and suffering, which to you in your forgetfulness of your crimes will
then seem an injustice, will have to be the necessary step on which the
advance of humanity will have to mount to the happier days beyond.
You yourselves will have made it necessary by making people unhappy
and then punishing them for their unhappiness. You have sown the
wind, you must reap the whirlwind.

The shopkeepers in the neighbourhood of Trafalgar Square are once
again very angry; and under the very natural impression that the
Square belongs to them and no one else, or at anyrate should do so,

they are petitioning to prohibit meetings there. Before the meeting at
Exeter Hall took place they are reported to have determined that if

the request was not acceded to they would take other and more drastic
measures for helping themselves. I don't see how they can take more
"drastic " measures for helping themselves (to other people's earnings)
than they already have taken ; but I suppose they mean that they will

hire roughs to keep the peace in Trafalgar Square by breaking heads
;

which may turn out rather a dangerous game for them. Perhaps they will

go further, and imitate their brethren on the other side of the Atlantic,
and get up another Pinkerton army here; they will find that very con-
venient no doubt ; but it will have the disadvantages of war—in the
long run the knocks wouldn't be all on one side.

In the meantime if their businesses have suffered from the meetings
of the unemployed, whose fault is it ? Whose, but those who raised the
ridiculous outcry in the press about the dangerous attitude of the
4emonstrators, who were perfectly peaceable until they had to defend
themselves against the police ] Whose but those who hounded on the
D^lice against the peaceable people ?

,d yet it lies deeper than that ; if there were no unemployed, no
in short, there would be no rich shopkeepers dealing in wares that
iy wants, but for which they can manage to teaze a price out of

"^e vacant lives of the rich who live on the labour of others.

However it is not unlikely that this Exeter Hall attack on free

speech is part of a regular conspiracy of coercion, which the Govern-
ment and its allies are on the point of setting on foot, irritated by their

disgraces in the Irish campaign. The double arrest of our comrade
AUman and the arrest of others points to this ; and the morning^s para-
graph makes it pretty certain that so it is. ** It is understood that the
matter under discussion [at the interviews between Matthews and Lord
Salisbury and Matthews and Warren and Howard] was the measures

which the Government are resolved to take regarding the continued
assemblies in Trafalgar Square, and the use of seditious language."

We Socialists will have every reason to thank the Government if

they put such a clear and simple issue before us as the freedom of

speech, and we believe that we also shall find allies in this case as in

the affair of Dod Street. The Tories should remember that what
drew that enormous crowd into the streets was the certainty in the

public mind that the police had interfered with the meetings not be-

cause they inconvenienced the public, but because the authorities did

not like the opinions of the speakers at them. Since then, when we
have been harassed by the police, we have been informed with all

official solemnity that we were brought before the magistrates not for

opinion, but for that remarkably elastic offence, obstruction. It will

be a good thing if the mask is at last stripped off, and we find ourselves

attacked for doing what we must do, telling our fellow-citizens the

truths we have learned, and urging them to accept their consequences.

At first sight all this fussing and fuming at the peaceful meeting of

a few hundred unarmed and unorganised men in the streets seems so

cowardly and foolish as to be difficult to understand. But what we
have to remember is this. It is iiot a riot, even a serious one, which

the authorities are afraid of ; they have ample force to quell it at once;

and perhaps would not be sorry to show what organised force could do,

and to have an opportunity of striking terror into the hearts of the dis-»

contented. It is not what goes on in the open street that is alarming

our masters, but what is happening in the workshop, the factory, and
the counting-house. The spectre of coming ruin is rising up behind

the dusky procession of the unemployed, and its "still small voice" is

being heard amidst their cries and the answering bluster of the lords of

society. Coercion is a good weapon in the hands of a class whose busi-

ness is going well, and when all is prosperous with it ; but then in such

times it seldom has to be used, for then the poor are helpless. When
the complaint of the poor forces itself on the ears of the rich it is a cer-

tain sign that, however unconsciously, they are aiming at better days to

come. The Fear of the Bich is the Hope of the Poor.

Our masters are not so much afraid of what their slaves tnean to do
as of what they will be forced to do. It was not the hope of the glory

of conquest that urged the tribes of the North to fall on the effete

Boman Empire, but hunger rather ; and so it will be again. And yet

in our days when the force behind the workers grows strong enough,

their aim will grow clear, because they are the workers and must re-

construct as well as destroy ; the stir amongst them throughout civilis-

ation is as much a sign of their growing knowledge as of their growing
necessity. The Government will do well to put down sedition, i.e., the

sowing of revolt—if it can.

C " Bombs have been ^discovered' in Lingg's cell," says an American
telegraph, " and a revulsion of feeling has been caused against the

condemned men." Indeed ! Who put the bombs there ? Is this not
proof rather of the disgrace of the American capitalists? Does it

not make it certain that there was no case against the men when
authority is forced to resort to such base and clumsy shifts as this to

justify its murder 1

C Henry George approves of this murder ; do not let anybody waste
many words to qualify this wretch's conduct. One word will include

all the rest—TRAITOR 1

1

W. M.

PRISON LIFE IN ENGLAND,
In writing a short account of my experience of prison life, I do so for

the purpose of showing my comrades what they may expect when it

comes to be their turn to take a holiday in one of "Her Most Gracious
Majesty's" country mansions. It is needless for me to explain the
crime for which I was sentenced to nine months ; let it suffice when I
say it was for addressing an unemployed meeting in Norwich on
January 14th, 1887. And I may say in passing that I hope my friends

and comrades will never waste money by engaging " counsel," com-
monly called "/mr^," to defend me whenever I may get "run in"
again. I was advised in every manner possible to " twist " and " lie

"

in order to get out of being sent to prison. I called no witnesses,

simply because if they had spoken the truth I should have received a

m^---
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heavier sentence than nine months, considering the temper of tfiosc

who had to try me. I wa9 certainly guilty o£. addfeasing the meetitig,

and taldngthe poliei^Dsm's trtzncbeon out of 'M& pocket, but I \^a» not

guSfyof sailing to tile police, " Few? God's sain, don't use these tbings
!

"

I rccclied my sentttice for showing a "good" example by disarming
the ]piiMdiaitta3& neas«&t to ma I will not comment on the judge^s

SfinwniiigHqy I
or the constable's evidence, but will at once bsgin to de-

sciSiiei^mj^lfiiC«p.tiiiii in the prison, and th^ kind of employment, diet,

ete.^/wkici^XTetiieittddi

I felt a little strange the first day when, under the hands of the

reception officer, the first performance I had to undergo was ^ bath
(warm), after which I received flannel underclothing, cotton shirt,

worsted socks, fustian trousers and vest, light-brown shoddy jacket, and
Scotch cap, nicely besprinkled with broad arrows, also ankle shoes,

after which I went under the hands of the hair-dresser, who took good
care that I should not require a comb and brush for some considerable

time. On seeing myself in the glass which stood upon his desk, I

really thought myself a ^^ masher." I felt a little uncomfortable when
I found my splendid curls and moustache, like Othello's occupation,
" gone," but fortunately for me they did not take out the roots.

In describing the cell in which I was confined (and all are nearly

the same), I wish to point out that it was about 9 ft. by G ft., nicely

ventilated, and in winter time heated by hot air. The furniture con-

sisted of a stool, a plank bed, a side cupboard, the top of which was
used for storing bed and bed-clothing, a w^ooden spoon, tin-pot, comb
and brush, salt-cellar, bible, prayer, and hymn-book. There are four

stages through which all prisoners must go :

—

The 1st stage (for one month) each prisoner must (unless disqualified

by the doctor) go upon the " wheel," or, as it was commonly called,

the " monkey's piano." lie must do four hour's a day upon this in-

strument of torture, after which he must pick a certain quantity of

oakum, sometimes consisting of Jib., sometimes more according to the

number of previous convictions, or the temper of the oakum officer.

He earns no gratuity, sleeps on a plank bed, and is not allowed exer-

cise on a Sunday.
The 2nd stage (or second month) each prisoner receives a bed, which

he is not allowed to use for two nights of the week. He also receives

Is. gratuity per month, has school-books and slate in his cell, is also

allowed " exercise " on Sundays, and is employed on oakum picking

(quantity, 31b. per diem), which will take a novice ten hours or more
to do.

• The 3rd stage (or third month) each prisoner is allowed to use his

bed except one night per week; receive Is. 6d. gratuity per month;
has exercise on Sundays, school-books and slate, and also library books

(mostly those published by the Society for Promoting Christian Know-
ledge), and is employed on oakum picking (quantity, 31b.)

The 4th stage (or fourth month) each prisoner is eligible for employ-

ment of trust in the service of the prison, such as cleaning, painting,

or other kinds of work in and around the prison. He also receives his

bed every night, has exercise on Sundays, and earns a gratuity of 2s.

per month.
. He remains in this stage during the remainder of his imprisonment,

providing his conduct is good. The gratuity paid to a prisoner on his

discharge must not in any case exceed 10s. Each prisoner must go to

chapel every morning, unless he receives leave of absence from the

governor ; and when in chapel he must listen with patience (a very

hard task) to the greatest humbug it has ever been my lot to listen to

He receives a double dose of this salvation on Sundays. For my part-

I should have objected to go to this piece of mummery, had it not been

that we were confined in our cell for 23 hours out of the 24 ; so that

it was the means of getting us half an hour or more out of our cell,

and it also gave me an opportunity of sometimes talking to other

prisoners, most of whom knew I was a Socialist. It also was the

means of making me, if that were possible, hate the accursed cant

more than I had hitherto done. It is needless to say that there was
very little religion among the prisoners, who it seems always recognised

the "parson" as J.C. (I don't think this meant Joe Chamberlain).

The chaplain was a very good hand at his business of trying to make
believe, but I fancy he found me too hard a nut to crack. We after-

wards had short discussions on Socialism, one of which took place when
Mrs. A. Besant paid a visit to Ipswich to lecture (this prison is better

than Norwich). I was rather rough upon him when in the heat of

discussion he called our comrade Mrs. Besant a pestiferous woman, I

in return risking the punishment attaching to insulting the represen-

tative ol " God " on earth, told him he was neither able or plucky

enough t6 meet this pestiferous woman on a public platform and con-

fute her arguments. I also called him a d d humbug. But he was

a good-tempered little fellow, and tried very hard to win my " soul

"

from " eternal blazing damnation," but could not. I flatter myself I

converted him to Socialism, for he himself told me he had been induced

by my arguments to buy ^\e books on Socialism. Poor fellow^ ! he

seemed dreadfully frightened that Atheism and Socialism were rapidly

spreading among the working-men of this country, a statement which

filled me with pleasure.

C. W. Mowbray.
( To he continued,

)

Those that labour starve, and those that do nothing wear fine clothes and

, ive in luxury. The slightest inconveniences of the great are magnified into

calamity, ftud while tragedy months ottt their sufferings in all the strains of

eloqueaee, the miseries of the poor are entirely disregarded ;
yet some of the

ower ranks of people undergo more real hardship in one clay tlian tliose of exalted

tations suffer in their whole lives.

—

Goldsmith,

THE BISHOP OF HEREFORB ON SOGALISM.
TkE BiviKE liasfsmjTio^ of Pbivawe PfeopiiKrT ItearoKSTKATEBi

Those who seriously think that the bishops and clergy of the Eaiai^-

lished Church are likely to do anydiing towards making England a
land where useful work will be duly rewarded and idleness punisfeed*

should read the speech delivered at an alehouse in Hereford called 6ie
"Crreeat Bragjcm" last week, by the Kbaiiop o£ H^reiordv It was as
fiil! crammed of \dndictiveness towards the people as it was possible
to be. A Mr. Rankin, M.P., had made a speech on what he called the
progress of the country during the Queen's reign, upon which the
Bishop rose and stated that he was much interested in the account
Ilaukin had given of the progress of the nation, and especially of the
progress of the nation in education. It was, he stated, a matter of

great importance that the young should be carefully trained,—a truly

original and brilliant remark ! He then gave his notion of the train-

ing that was good for the [class] State, for the Throne, and [least im-
portant and therefore last] the welfare of the people. The children

should be brought up religiously and carefully, and shown what an
advantageous thing it was for them to have landlords to appropriate
rents, to have clergy to guzzle tithes, to have capitalists to pocket profit,,

and usurers to fatten on interest, so that they should not be at the-

troul)le of having to use all the wealth they have produced. They
were to be carefully taught that in the infiniteness of his wisdom God
has ordained that the producers should honour the queen, the landlord^

and the man of money, and allow the produce of their labour to be
quietly confiscated ; and most important of all, should it happen that
in the mysterious workings of Providence when they grew to be men
they found themselves hungry and homeless, they were on no account
to demonstrate or hold meetings for having afiairs righted.

Tiie bishop then went on to commend a series of lying and spiteful

aaticles which have appeared in the Birmingliam Post during the past
few weeks on Socialism, and on the Socialist candidature of a member
of the S.D.F. for the Birmingham Municipal Council ; after which his-

lordship gave his experiences regarding the recent unemployed demon-
strations in London. He began with a well-worn lie that has been
public property for about three years. To give the yarn an air of

truth he coupled the name of a friend of his called Fairbairn with it.

This gentleman—a l^aronet—having nothing on hand, desired to ga
to Paris to spend the money most likely he had managed to screw from
some of the workers. He wanted a jacket to go in, and having, as is

the habit of baronets, left everything in the way of stores to the last

minute, he told the tailor to be as quick as possible. Being, probably,

of a fiighty disposition, as is not unusual in the " hupper circle," he
resolved to go a day earlier than he first intended, so he visited his

tailor to hui ry him on with the jacket; but the veracious tailor, no-

doubt having had similar visits from other of his customers, was sorry

he could not comply with Fairbairn's desires, as his foreman had gonre-

to attend a meeting of the unemployed ! The paper reports that loud

laughter followed the joke ; but the really curious part of the matter

is the right reverend father in God did not seem to know it was an old

joke he had been retailing. After this exhibition Englishmen must
not say anything about Scotchmen being unable to understand a joke

—

unless it should turn out that this bishop was a Scotchman. After the

story the bishop proceeded to say that he yielded to no man in his

sympathy for those who could not get work—which, judging from the

tone of his speech, is most likely untrue ; and wound up by solemnly

asserting that the unemployed should not be allowed to meet together,

and that if they persisted in doing so, advised that they should be

dispersed by force.

Stripped of verbiage, this is a sample of the after-dinner oratory of one

of the dignitaries of the Church of England. Milton described the

clergy of his day as " blind mouths," and to-day it is to be feared that

a very large proportion of them, especially among the higher clergy^

are still more anxious to shear their sheep and sell their wool than te

tend them. A prophet of Judah once proclaimed to his countrymen

that " In Judah, her princes in the midst of her are roaring lionis ; her

judges are ravening wolves, they leave nothing till to-morrow. Her
prophets are light and treacherous persons ; her priests have profaned

the sanctuary, they have done violence to the law." And so it is in

England to-day, and we fear they will never mend themselves, nay^

more, that they never can be mended, but must be utterly swept away.

A. K. DON.^LD.

A few days back I was in the Strand, and I saw the army of the unem-

ployed passing on its way from the Square to the City, their only standard

a red handkerchief roughly tied upon a broomstick. As usual, there were

police to the right of them]! police to the left of them, police in front of them>

and mounted police behind them. As I looked on the long array of lean^

hungry, hopeless men, and saw how physically incapable many of them

seemed, I asked myself, why does authority fear them? Are these the

terrible unemployed at the mention of whom the West-end shopkeeper

shivers with fright behind his counter ? Surely there must be some mistake

—these men are too weak, too helpless, too despairing to rise against their

oppressors. Then came the words of a great novelist into my mind :
" There

is a prodigious strength in hunger and despair"; and then I remembered

how starving peasants of France were as crushed-down and dispirited as the

men who were then passing, yet rose one day when their load of misery be^

came too heavy to bear, and perfumed seignieurs fled before the starviBg-

canaille, The*^ procession passed on and one heard a shrill and doleful sound. :

it was the crowd who were singing the " Marseillaise." A middle-class lady

laughs ;
" How absurd ! " she exclaims. Some day she may cry " How

terrible !" when she hears that tune thundered forth as the battle-song of,

a

risen people.

—

NorvAch Daylight.
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THE SHEEP WITHOUT A SHEPHERD.
(After Victor Hugo).

" In Tenebrosis Colocavit me^

Poor trembling, shivering crowd ! Througli storm and mist

Treading the dreary highway of the world,

While tempests rage and bleak winds slay like death
;

What hand has shorn you of the sacred fleece

<jrod gave you as your right, and left you bare

To the wild driving of the pitiless rain *?

On, on, for ever on, the mournful march
Of toiling, suffering, w^orking, dying men

;

Naked, while weaving royal robes for kings
;

Houseless, while building gorgeous palaces
;

Starved, while they fill tlie granaries of others
;

Oh, patient people, ye who nourish all.

Where is your recompense ? Robbed, scorned, despoiled

—

Men of the honour due to honest toil—
Women of holy joy in motherhood

—

Maidens of all that makes life beautiful

—

From God or man have you no liigher right

Than ceaseless toil, and want for evermore ?

8ee how your masters revel in their wealth,

And grind your lives down for their luxuries
;

Body and soul and brain-j—the rich want all,

And no man pleads for you. Chiefs, Leaders, Priests

—

Can they not shield you from the greed uf those
Who take the wool and then w411 take tlie flesh 1

Oh, haggard crowd ! Wild, wasted, w-andering flock,

So helpless 'neath the blows that drive you on,

While every word held sacred on our lips,

Truth, Justice, Right, and manlike dignity
Is trampled in the dust along w^ith you,

Is there no help for this eternal war
That fate and laws and social usages,

Still wage against the poor? God knoweth best

—

Yet, why should trouble beat them to the earth
And hungry want bite through them like a serpent ]

Why must the shadow fall upon their lives

So darkly that it blots out all the sun 1

Still no help comes. The doom remains unlifted,
And patiently through sorrow, toil, and tears.

The poor must bear the bitter yoke of want
Until the rending of the thunder-cloud -"

Flashes the light of Freedom on the world, v

And the dread vengeance of the Lord comes down
On those who left them naked to the blast.

Pass on, O pallid crowd 1 Soon not a trace

Of all who toiled and suffered will remain
Amid the work their hands and brain have builded.

Pass on to nameless graves, unwept, unpitied

—

Innumerable hosts of weary men
Lost in the darkness of eternal night

!

Speranza (Lady Wilde).

COREESPONDENCE.

IS FREE TRADE A FKAri> ?

Have Liberals, Radicals, and above all, Sociali-:t.^, a }-i'_;lit to nd vocal e Free
Trade ?

^
Free Trade to-day means that if I o-o to a- other eoiintvy wlicjo the

price })aid for labour is much less than our owii, ai:d buv articlos^and supply
them to Englishmen at a lower price than tliey have paid for lionie ])roclucc,
I am allowed to bring them here free, and tii'ereby .stoj> the ])ro(lu(;tion of
those articles in this country

; the other conntry and nivself i^fowing richer
upon the transaction. If this Free Trade is allovv'ed to eontinue, shall we
not have every article brought from abroad wliicli can be produced clieaper
through the low wages paid to the workers, iintii tliere is no nccessitv to
produce anything in this country ? If it is right to Wiu^ one article from
abroad that can be produced here, it is right to bring ail articles, until our
workers are compelled to work at the starvation "wages of downtrodden
Russia, etc., and after that point has been reached, nation will have harder
to compete against nation, each trying to cut out the other, and trying their
hardest to force all the wealth into the pockets of the Free Trade capitalists.
I have heard it stated several times from Radical platforms that the reason
we benefit so much from Free Trade is, " that we pay for all our imports by
^oods produced here, and the country grows richer vear after vear,'' but, (t

does not necessarily follow that the people are better provided"' for. There
is not as much manual labour done per head of the population for the rela-
tive value received, as there was before machinery had reached such vast
productive proportions. If machinery will do as much per hour as 20, 30,
or 40 men could do, it means that, although tlie production is larger it

requires less men to produce it, and yet the populaticai is orowino- larger and
lai:ger, and are compelled to subsist upon Avhat half their number "had to
subsist upon two generations ago. Free Trade is a Robbery ! I have a
alight remembrance that a President, some three years ago, of one of our
colonies, whom the National Reformer claimed to be a Freethinker, stated
** that he considered it to be dishonourable to bring C'hinese or low-paid
labour into his country, where the people-had been educated up to a higher
class living and requirements." Now what is the difference between bring-
ing low-paid labour into our country to compete with our w^orkers, or to
take the work 4one irom the low-priced workers and place it free in our
markets to compete against our own production ? Tke only difference that
1 can see is that the goods are manufactured there instead of here.

Ernest Rangep.

THE POLICE AND THE PUBLIC.
In Marlborough Street police-court, on Monday last, Oct. 31, a paiater outcS

work, named Oldland, was committed for trial on the charge of assaulitug
the police at Hyde Park, on October 18th. The original charges included
one of riotous assembly, but Mr. Poland dropped this at the conclusion t)f

the third day's hearing. Evidence was given that on the day in questi^a
much disturbance had been caused by the action of the police, who closifcd

the Park gate in the face of the crowd seeking egress and then chai^d
them, thus hemmed in, the foot police striking right and left indiscriminately
with their staves, and the mounted police charging at full gallop. A re-
porter bore witness that Oldland had done his best to restrain the crowd
thus angered, had interfered to save a solitary policeman who was surrounded
by angry men, and had tried to prevent the breaking of the trees. Several
witnesses gave evidence that he was deliberately attacked b}' the police, ai;d
most brutally beaten. As a matter of fact he was disabled by the blows he
received, and two days afterwards he w'as scarcely able to walk. It is

admitted that he struck two blows in self-defence, and the whole question
turns on the point : "Has a man a right to defend himself against a con-
stable who strikes him when he is exercising his ordinary rights as a
citizen?" We say Oldland was illegally prevented from leaving the park,

and that he did nothing to provoke tlio assault committed on him by the
police. A few friends have saved him from the rough and ready "justice"

dealt out by Mr. Newton at Marlborough Street, and the case has been sent
for trial.

Our object in making this statement is to ask those who consider that the

])ublic have a right to hold a meeting in Hyde Park without being shut in,

charged by mounted and foot police, and then brought up as rioters if they
defend themselves as^ainst blows, to lielp us with the money needed for

Oldland's defence. We have made ourselves pecuniarily responsible for it,

but we are both poor and cannot bear it alone. If (Midland were a rich man,
or a nieinbei' of Parliament (in England), tlie police would not have dared
to touch him. He is poor and helpless, and v.^e have interfered to get him
at least a fair trial, and to expose the way in which tlie police have lately

been handled. We confidently ask those who think we have done right to

give us the money of which we stand in need. (Jheques, postal orders, or

stamp? can be sent to Annie Besant, 19, Avenue Road, Regent's Park, N.W.,
or to the Rev. S. D. Headlam, 31, Upper Bedford Place, Russell Square,

W.C. ; and an account of receipts and expenditure will be sent to each sub-

scriber when the case is concluded. The trial will take place at the Mid-
dlesex Sessions commencing on November 7th. Annie Besant.

S. D. HfiADLAM.

[As will have been seen in the daily press, since the issue of this bill, our
comrade Allman has been arrested.. The Secretary of the Socialist League
will be happy also to receive subsoriptiona.

—

Ed.]

Collected by Barker at Hoxton on Sunday, 5s. 7d.

.^TAtrS ''OPINIONS."

The blush of shame for their leader must mantle the cheeks of such honest
men as have so far followed blindly the erratic leadership of Henry Geor^ge
when they read his late ebullitions against those who have permitted -a :«e!ise

of right and justice to guide them in their actions regarding the "shamelessly
illegal " conviction of the so-called Anarchists of Chicago. In a pettish tirade
against the Labour Party of New York, George takes occasion to class them
with violent outlaws because they have the courage to protest against the
judicial murder of seven men who are the victims of a class conspiracy and
a jury chosen for their willingness to render a verdict in accordance with the
desire of their employers. But it is not necessary for us to accuse Mr.
George of charlatanism—he convicts himself. We simply point out the
facts. In his paper of the 8th inst.,. he says that a Socialist, at the previous
meeting of the New York Central Labour Union, "called on God to blesS

the hand that threw the bomb at Chicogo." Nov/ IMr. George was V/ctter

infi)rnie(l than tiiat ; but he elected to utter a lie in company with his fellows
of the "salanic press.'' Why \ Siin];ly to gratify a petty spite that indicates

only too ])lainly the.smallness of his soul and the narrowness of his intellect.

When it seemed to liis advantage to tell the truth in the m.atter of the Hay-
market aitair, he used his ability as a dispenser of "Kino's English" to earn
the apj)roval of fair-minded men. Thus ho said in the St-ind'jrd of January
15 last that "Sj)ies and his associates were convicted by a jury chosen in a
manner so shamelessly illegal that it would be a charity to susi)ect the judge
of incompetency.'' Yet in the same paper of October 8 he said : "The truth
is that there is i]o ground for asking executive clemency as a matter of right."

So he practically asserts that men who were convicted by an illepjally chosen
jury have no rijlit to clemency I And why does he change his tune? Evi-
dently because men who have fathomed his sliallow pretences adhere to their

convictions and express themselves as George did last January. Again,
George said in his paper of Januaiy 15: "No well-informed lawyer can
defend the conviction upon legal grounds." But in his last week's issue he
says: "It was proved beyond a doubt that these men were engaged in a

conspiracy, as a residt of which the bond) was thrown, and were therefore

under the laws of Illinois as guilty as though they themselves had done
the act."

And this is the man that would pose as a leader of intelligent and honest

working men ! This is the author (or compiler) of ' Progress and Poverty' !

Surely adulation and petty ambition have done their degrading work,
and the man who was honoured for the good he promised is first pitied

and then loathed. Oh, the pity of it ! One more quotation which convicts

its writer "out of his own mouth' : "Which, then, is the law and order

class ^— the class that demands a lawful trial for victims of popular hate and
fear, and out of its slender means contributes to that end, or the class that
uses the machinery of the law to mangle the law itself in an endeavour to

silence doctrinal adversaries ?" The answer is obvious: it is the latter class.

And with that class we must include those who use the press to mangle the
truth in order to cast obloquy upon doctrinal adversaries and to gratify a
most unworthy and pitiful spite—those whose "opinions" are the expr^-ssions

of charlatanism and demagoguery. But they convict themselves. Heary
George stands self-convicted.—From the Workmen^s Advocate,

One of the best articles that has ever appeared in the ordinary ppess on
the Unemployed question was in the Dublin A^a^ion of the 29th ult It is

more especially worth notice, as showing the educative effect of tlie long
continuance of the land war in Ireland.
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ChmmtmiccUions invited on Social Questions. They should he toritten on one side of
t4e paper, addressed to the Editors, IS Farringdon Rd. ,E,G., and accompanied
by the name and address of the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

A$ aH articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-
tion in these pages, None to he taken as more than in a general manner expressing

^
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Businesa communications to he addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-

ringdon Road, E. G, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
R. I.—Address of the secretary of the provisional committee of the *' National

Labour Party" is T. R. Threlfall, 19 Sussex Road, Southport.
J^ER.—The Miner is Id. monthly, and its address is Cumnock, Ayrshire. It is
the recognised organ of the miners of Scotland and the " Sons of Labour."

W. B.—Thanks, but unsuitable.

Periodicals received during the weeh ending Wednesday November 0.

Miner.-

England
Die Autonomie
Labour Tribune
London—Freie Presse
Norwich—Daylight
Our Comer
Personal Rights Journal
Railway Review
Radical

New South Wa^es
Hamilton—Radical

South Australia
astral. Register

Bankipore—Behar Herald
Madras—People's Friend

United States
New York—Der Sozialist
Truthseeker
Volkszeitung
Leader

Boston—Woman's Journal
Liberty

Chicago (111.)—Vorbote
Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer
Hammonton(NJ)Credit Foncier
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole
San Francisco (Cal) The People
Arbeiter-Zeitung

Albina (Oreg.)—Weekly Courier
Buffaloer Arbeiter-Zeitung
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West
Detroit (Mich.)—The Advance
Corning (Iowa) Revue Icarienne

^-J«*l»i

—

->
_m,

France

La Revolte
Lille—Le Travailleur
Guise—Le Devoir

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen
Amslcrdam—Voorwaarts

Belhium
Seraiiig- (()u-tcc)-Lc Rcvcil

Brussels—LAvant-Garde
Liege—L 'Avenir
Ghent—Vooruit

SWITZERLANU
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat

Italy
Marsala—La Nuova Eta

Spain
El Productor
Madrid—El Socialista
Cadiz—El Socialismo

Portugal
Lisbon—O Protcsto Operario

Berlin—Volks Tribune
Austria

Arbciterstiinme
Vienna—Gleiclihcit

Roumania
Jassy—Lupta

Sweden
Malmo—Arbetct

HONESTY IS THE BEST POLICY;
OR, THE INCONVENIENCE OF STEALING.

[A Dialogue hetiveen Mr. James Brown, a business man, and Mr.
Olap Evans, a kind of artist and literary man; neighbours.']

Part II.

SCENE-—^ Room in Mr. Olaf Evan's house, a good deal littered with
odds and ends of art and literature ; pipes and tobacco,
aud materials for grog on the table ; in a consjncuous
place a rather large bundle of MS.

Brown. Well, you see I've come.
Evans. Yes, and thank you for coming. Do you know, this morn-

ing you were very nearly quarrelling with me. However, let us hope
the Bruce will mend all that."

B. {hastily, and looking furtively at the MS) Oh yes, I was glad to
come and have a talk with a neighbour.

E. Well, light up, and let me mix you a glass of grog before I
begin.

B, (taking his eye from the M.S., and looking hard into a corner of
the room.) Oh, thanks, thanks, presently ; I'm not in a hurry.

[Lights his jnpe and smokes busily.

E. How is business %

B, So-so ; it's the old story. I have got to do twice the business to
make half the money that my father did.

E, How do you account for that 1

B, Competition ; things must be sold cheap or down you go.
E, A good thing for the country though, especially for the working-

classes.

B, Well, Vm not so sure of that ; to tell you the truth, taking them
all round, I don't think they are so much better off; if they get
nominally higher wages they don't get such constant employment, and
some don't get higher wages. There are the clerks now—do you call
them part of the working-classes *?

E, Well, yes, as things go. They certainly don't belong to the
proprietary classes.

B. Well, I tell you that they are not as well off as they used to be,
by a long way ; I can get a steady going German who knows three
I^Eiguages thoroughly for 30s. a-week or less. Some years ago there
would have been a fight for such a youth at the price.

E. Still, to have things cheap ought to be a benefit.
^. Well, / don't want them cheap. And look here, if things go on

at this rate I shall have to sell my business at what it will fetch, and!
live as well as I can on the interest of what I have saved. I can't go
on for ever slaving for 2J per cent. And what I shall do other people
will do, and are doing. Capital will be withdrawn from business.*
wholesale, and then a nice mess your working-men will be in with
nobody to employ them.

E. H'm—well now shall I mix for you—and begin the business of
the evening ?

B. Oh, we needn't be in a hurry, there's plenty of time. I,et us-
talk.

E. Very well, I'm agreeable ; only I hope we shan't quarrel.
B. I don't think we shall. You are in a reasonable humour now, I

can see, and inclined to listen to people when they talk on subjects
that they understand better than you.

E. Yes, there are many business matters I don't understand. I'll

ask you a question or two presently.
B. Do ; and one thing I can easily make clear to you, that an em-

ployer of labour doesn't lie on a bed of roses in these days. Every-
thing that's done now must be for the benefit of the working-classes ;
as to the middle-classes, the real back-bone of the country, the real
working-classes, mind you, they may take care of themselves.

E. Well, they can do that pretty well, I think.
B. How, I should like to know, with prices falling and wages rising

on all hands ?

E. But I thought y®u said you could get clerks (who we are agreed
are working-men) cheaper than you used to do.

B. Not in proportion to the profits I make.
E. Well, let that pass ; for I want to raise your spirits by showing

you how the middle-classes can take good care of themselves, and in
fact do do so. Only I think you must abandon your ideal of their all
retiring from business, and all living on the interest of their savings.

B. Well, I warn you that you trades' unionists and Socialists may
drive us to that if you don't take care.

E. If we could only drive you to trying it ! but it won't go quite in
that way, I fear. But I admit that many of you can retire without
bringing the whole thing about your ears, and can so take care of
yourselves; while the rest of you take care of themselves by going
down to their offices and looking at their clerks, and doing other
laborious work for four hours a-day when they are not holiday-making.

B. Now, Evans, you are getting unreasonable again ; talking about
matters you don't understand.

E. Excuse me, Brown, my questions, the answers to which are ta
enlighten my Ignorance, are just going to begin. What are you going
to live on when you retire disgusted with 2

J-
per cent, profits, on what

I imagine to be a biggish turnover?
7A {rather crustily) On my earnings.
E. On what you have made ?

B. Yes, of course, on tlie money T have made.
E. Oh ! I didn't know you mad(' money, I thought you made soap.
IL Yv^, of co-]i>:(\ I manufacture soap, but T make mon/^y.
E. Manufacture — to make with the iiancls— soap is a cheapish

article. Wliat a ]<,t of soap you must hav3 made with your hands to
live on your earnings in tlic siyle in whiv:i you live ! You must bo
one of the cleverest men alive ; 'l am quite proud of your acquaint-
ance, BroAii.

./>. Ileio come these noiisensical paradoxes a^jaln 1 However, goon
;

go on.

E. Paradoxes? Don't you make tlie soap with your hands then?
B. Why, you knoiv I don't, not an ounce. Go on with your ques-

tions.

E. But you manifacture many tons of it ?

7>. Why, of course I do. How could I live else?
E. And who does make the soap with his hands which you manu-

facture ?

B. With Ids hands ? Why, I employ over 500 men at my works.
E. Oh ! I see ! But I can't understand how soap is so cheap then.

Because as those men make the soap and you don't, and you I suppose
are only a kind of hanger-on or parson to them, of course they must
live as comfortably as you do, and like you can retire from business
when they are tired of slaving for small profits ! How can it be done %

B. {ivlio has mixed for himself luith a grin.) Well, I answer you to
keep up the game, because of course you know better than that ; the.
men in my works, the mere workmen, get from 18s. to 30s. a-week.

E. Ah ! they need some other people to take care of them then, as
long as that lasts. But I want to get at what your manufactiiring
means in modern speech, since it seems its etymology goes for nothing. .

You doubtless see to the men's work, superintend the mixing and
boiling, and whatever goes on there.

B. I can'fsay I do ; the foremen and managers of the departments
do that.

E. And what style do they live in ? Can they retire on their earn-
ings ? Not that I much care though if they cannot, since the other
men cannot.

B. Well, they get £2 and j63 a-wQek, and the managers more.
E. Well, the soap being made must be sold. Who sells" itV
B. It is travelled : the travellers sell it ; and then there are th&

clerks and old Jackson.

E. And could they retire from business and live on their earnings?
B. You heard what I said about the clerks ; as for the traveller^y.

no, of course not. Old Jackson might, he has always been a close
man ; I think he's warm. But look here, of course I know what you
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are driving at, Evans, and you must admit that I've kept my temper
well. Come, now, ask me what I do.

K Well, I ask it.

B, I'll tell you. First I find the capital, that you understand ; and
since you must admit that that is necessary, if I'm not to be paid for

that what am I to be paid for ? Well, then there is my risk conse-

quent on my allowing my property to be used for the production of

wealth ; then am I to be paid nothing for superintending such a vast

affair 1 and then remember in these days of sharp competition what a

job it is to look after the markets and keep pace with the march of

commerce. I tell you it's a regular war with the other manufacturers.
I say that I earn my money well, mucli better than if I helped to

make a few tons of soap every week ; all the more as it's the machines
that do it, much more than the men. (Getting hot.) 1 heartily wish
it was all machines and no men ; such a bother as we have with them.

.
K Shall I tell you a little fable, Brown ?

B. Oh, go on—go on !

JS, WeU, once upon a time the lion and the other carnivorous beasts

went a-hunting,i and had good sport ; and at the end of the day they
met to divide the spoil, the lion in the chair. The chairman bade the

carcases be separated into four equal portions, besides the guts and
other offal, which was put in a heap by itself. Great expectancy there

was among the beasts : the leopard purred and waved his tail ; the

bear rolled about jovially; water ran from both sides of the wolf's

mouth ; the jackals whined happily ;—the fox, though he smiled a good
deal, as his custom is, was the only one that seemed uneasy. " Friends,"

said the chairman, "here is the wealth which our united labour has
produced ; I thus apportion it according to the sacred rights of pro-

perty : the first is mine because I am called lion ; the second because
I kindly allow you to live ; the third because of my strength, beauty,

and nobility, without which the world were a dull place indeed; as

for the fourth, let him touch it who dares ; but yonder heap of offal you
may divide it amongst you as you please ; but if you follow my advice
you will consume it with thrift and temperance." So said the lion

;

and the other beasts, like the law-abiding citizens they were, declared
themselves contented.—Well, Brown^ it seems to me that the lion

managed to take good care of himself.

7i. Again I see Avhat you are driving at ; but I don't think much of

your fable as applied to a captain of industry.

E. Well, you see, Brown, all fables have their weak places, this

amongst others. As you have noticed, I suppose, the lion probably
did a good share of the hunting, being in that respect quite unlike the
captain of industry. But, to leave fable and come to your statement
of what you do, you say you find the capital : yes, pi-etty much as

those—individuals—found your pears last night. And as to the risk

you run in employing what you have found, 1 daresay they run some
risk in turning these findings into the universal equivalent. As to

your payment for superintending such a vast affair, you as good as told

me that Jackson in the office and the managers at the works did that

:

so at any rate don't take too much—the lion's share—for that service.

There remains your payment for that war with your brother soap-
boilers which you told lue about, which I admit under the r-ircum-

stances seems necessary : yet don't you think it rather rough on tiiose

that make the soap tliat they should have to pay for that incident of
its manufacture ?

B. Rough on them—what do you mean? What have they got to
do with it 1

E. Nothing, I admit.

B. Well, you have got some preposterous Utopian nonsense in your
head, so you had better bring it out at once, since we have got on tliis

unlucky subject again,

E. My utopianism drives me to wishing that the word " manufac-
ture '' could be used in its original sense, and that there should be no
occasion for using it iii its modern sense.

B. Well, you see the fact that it has so changed its sense ought to
show you how much more important in the production of wealth is the
direction of labour than the labour itself.

E. {softly, as if to himself). Il'm : the foremen couldn't retire, nor
the managers at the works; Jackson might, perhaps, and you certainly
cou-d,~a sliding-scale of usefulness at all events from "tiie foremen
downwards : the men wlio do most get least.

B. You are getting rude again, Evans.
E. I am afraid I shall get ruder presently. I really jnust say that

the—individuals—who—did business—in your pears have a right to
claim the title of manufacturers—so far as they went.

B. (emphatic illy, hut not angrily). Meaning that I'm a thief ?

E. Well, you are not a thief—morally—not at present ; because, till

you have heard all I have to say and thought about it, you know no
better. But it does seem to me that your very respectable business of
manufacturing soap really means stealing soap and selling it, and
sticking to the plunder. I admit by the circuitous process" of robbing
the people who make it.

B. Yes, I thought we should come to it again. However, go on.
E. Well, in for a penny in for a pound. This morning you called

stealing the worst kind of war—a beastly miserable destructive vice.
Isn't your account of what business is coming to proof positive of that ?

See what a market you are bringing your pigs to ! You have achieved
complete success in producing wares marvellously cheap, and the result
IS, if it stops there, that the workmen, take them all round, are none
the better for it ; and as for yourselves, the employers, you are threat-

ening to give up employing, because that war which forces you to crush

out the life and individuality of your workmen bids fair to ruin your-

selves—the conquered conquered and the conquerors undone. All that

comes of stealing.

B. Well, Evans, I see I was wrong to think that you were not in

earnest. But since you acquit me of the moral guilt of theft—and
you must remember, by the way, that here I am in my position, and
even supposing I wanted to get out of it, how can I—since you admit
what you do admit, why do you use such hard words ?

E. Why, in the first place, though I acquit you personally of moral
theft, I don't acquit your class : that upas-tree of Cant which over-

shadows the whole middle-class in this country, and, for aught I know,
throughout all civilisation, and poisons every action of our lives, and
makes our pleasures, our art, our literature, our would-be aspirations-

even, sickening to any one who can think of an honest world,—is not

this a symptom of our guilt % Year by year we of the middle classes^

as we are getting more and more conscious of what ought to be, are

getting more and more hateful and contemptible to ourselves and
others—building up wrath against the day of wrath. How will the^

change come ? What horrors may you and I live to see ! Yes, that,

is the reason why I use hard words—or plain words—or bitter words,

if you Will : because I feel them and cannot help it. But, apart from-

the moral side of things, as to the material " inconvenience," there

B. There, I admit at once that if you are right in condemning the-

system as dishonest the "inconvenience" of it—that is, the necessary

disturbance and misery—is of course much worse than that which

lesults from what we call stealing now, we respectables. Spasmodic-

stealing disapproved of by society in general we could almost afford to

pass over without notice (when our gardens had not been just spoilt by
it) ; but continuous stealing, approved of by respectability, authority,

and religion,—well, if that really is the basis of our classes to-day, I

must as an honest man who tries not to be a fool admit that no price

would be too high for ridding ourselves of that : riot, ruin, civil war,

revolution, would all be a cheap bargain. But you must convince me
class society is so founded.

E. I will try to do so. Meantime I can't tell you how glad I am
that we have got as far as we have done. When a man can see that

the occasional theft of the product of labour is a joke to the theft in

one lump of the whole of the raw material and instruments which

alone allow labour to be, it is not difficult to argue with him.—Well,

old fellow, it's too late now to begin on that " Birth of the Bruce " ; so

have another glass of grog, and then we'll say good-night in peace and
(juietness : though it did seem rather like a quarrel at one time.

William Morris.

TORY LAW -BREAKING.

j

After tin^ (listuil)aiice at Yarmonth reported in our last issue, it was feared that

I

Ferious violence iniglit be used against the next speaker who \Yent there. How-
I

( Vi::r, c=s I lie niceting was arranged to be held vvcekly, our comrades determined
i

to colli in iKj it. Tiic following cutting from. ;
' " 'uiMcrn Daily Press of last Friday

; contains iui accr.'unt (f the meeting, and pro.-- llie complete defeat of the Tory

I

roughs: "Last night, in accordance with lils promise, Fred Henderson, the
Soci.ilist lecturer of Norwich, visited Yarmouth for the purpose of addressing a
working-class meeting. Pic arrived by the G.20 train, and punctually at 7.30 took
up his stand in front of the Star Hotel on the Quay. There were several hundred
people present awaiting his arrival, and as soon as he appeared a general rush
was Duide to the spot, and a ring was formed round him. Henderson said that
dining tlie week he had received various anonj^nous messages containing threats
against him if he ventured to revisit Yarmouth, but lie wished them to under-
stand tlKxt he should r.ot on any account be deterred from carrying out his inten-

tions. The address was heard throughout with great attention, no attetnpt being
made at disturbance. Special police arrangements had l)een made in vievr of a
possi]>le emergency."

A. K. Donald also writes : Following up the tactics reported from Lowestoft
and Yarmouth, the Birmingham Tories have endeavoured to prevent our meetings
here. Finding hustling and the usual kinds of rowdyism of no avail, on Sunday
a more serious and deliberate attempt was made to break up one of our meetings.
Tarn had held a meeting in the morning at Springhill ; I held a successful one
in the afternoon at the I>ull Ring, and again in the evening a second meeting
along with Tarn at the .same place ; after which at eight o'clock we adjourned to
the Council House to lujld our usual meeting. I had spoken for twenty minutes
when suddenly a T)ag of ilora- came smash against my face, then another and
another—about a dozen in ail. I got off my chair and addressed myself to one of

a gang of constables to protect the meeting. The «onstable, with the usual red-

tapeishness of officialdom, referred me to an inspector ; so instead of wasting time
on the police, I told three friends—Tai-n, Shorter, and Barr—to keep a bright
look-out, and the moment they saw another bag come to seize the man and hold
him at any cost. I then mounted the chair again. By this time the crowd
numbered four or five thousand, and I endeavoured to obtain silence. For a few
seconds I obtained order, and got my address under] way, when a half- full flour-

bag came again in my ditection. This time the man was noticed, and Shorter,
Tarn, and Barr rushed forward to seize him. His name was Price, and he turned
out to be a well-known " bruiser," hired by the Conservatives, and used by them
as chief of their gang of " chuckers-out. " The police moved forward, and a
general scrimmage resulted ; policemen and their inspector lay on tlieir backs

;

two of our friends were knocked down and badly mauled by the Tory hired
roughs. At last the man was secured between two constables and marched to the
lock-up. When I arrived there, almost immediately Farndale the chief of the
Birmingham poUce appeared on the scene. The upshot was that I was told I
should have to summon the Tory bruiser Price, although he was caught red-handed
in the act of creating a disturbance and assaulting our comrades. It is rather a
mystery to me why I should be at the expense of prosecuting the smasher. It
looks uncommonly like an attempt on the part of Mr. Farndale to put us Socialists
to as much trouble as possible.

^ Tius niustration is taken from Proudhon's ' What is Property?' The fable
an ancient one, as might be expected.

American Justice.—Mr. George S. Turner, a "wealthy cotton-mill owner,'^
of Columbia, South Carolina, has been sentenced to five years* imprisoiiment
for murdering one of his workmen who had asked for more wages. The
prisoner was (of course) released on bail pending an appeal. The ^ew York
Trihiuie heads its report of the case "A light verdict for a rich murderer,"
This employer was an Anarchist ; an Anarchist of the L.P.D.L. school, quite
a diflierent individual from the workman Anarchist.

tt
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THE LABOUR STRUaGLE.
BEITAIN.

Nailers' Strike.— The strike in South Staffordshire, which has lasted
two fiaonths has terminated, the employers having conceded an advance in
wages of from 10 to 15 per cent. Many of the operatives have resumed

TiBLE LATE Stuike AT BoLTON.—At the end of the first week after the set-

tlement of the Bolton strike there are still about a thousand men idle, the
various firms being unable as yet to find them work. Many will never re-

cover their situations, as over 300 imported men express a determination to
remain in the town. Bolton finds employment for over 4000 men in the en-
gineering trades, of whom 1700 were out at the strike.

Dock Labourers.—A well-attended meeting was held last Friday evening
at St. Stephen's Schools, Borough, for the purpose of forming a Southward
branch of the Tea Operatives and General Labourers' Association. Addresses
expressing sympathy with the movement were delivered, and the proposal
to form a branch was adopted with enthusiasm.

Looking for Work.—Large numbers of unemployed are pouring into
Cheshire in expectation of finding work in cutting "^the Manchester Ship
OanAl. Preparations for the actual cutting are being puslied forward between
Eastham and Ellesmere Port, Cheshire, but at least another month or two
must elapse before the works at the Cheshire end will be in full operation.
The canal works will employ several thousands of men.
Welsh Miners' Wages.—Notices have been posted at all the Welsh

collieries, under the South Wales and Monmouthshire Collieries Association
sliding-scale, employing upwards of 20,000 miners, that, as a result of the
audit of the coal-owners' books for four months past, the wages pa\"able to

the workmen will continue as hitherto.

End of Miners' Strike.—After enduring the hardships of a tw^o months'
sirike, the miners in the employ of Messrs. Gilraour and Co.^ Goatfoot and
Burnbank Collieries, resumed work on the old footing last week. The men
<'ame out on strike at the request of the union, and were promised hearty
.support from the members of that body. Funds;, however, fell short, and
the strike collspsed.

The Dowlais Ironworks.—Some consternation was caused in Dowlais on
Monday morning on its becoming known that Lord Wimborne, chief pro-
prietor of the Dowlais Iron and Steel Works, had taken a large tract of land
111 the vicinity of Cardiff Docks whereon to erect steel works of the most ad-
vanced type, preparatory to removing the Dowlais works. Almost the entire
Ix)pulation of Dowlais (35,000) are dependent on the works.

At a general meeting of the miners of Fife and Clackmannan, held at Dun-
fermline on ^Monday, it was unanimously agreed to approve heartily of a
Tiational scheme of restriction of out-put by working not more than eight
IvOurs per day, taking 'a holiday each week in districts and one weeks' holiday
«Jtoultaneously all over the United Kingdom.

The London and North-Western Company are gradually redacing their
liands, small parties of men receiving notice every week. Over 200 men em-
ployed in the forges have been thrown idle this week, owing to the rebuilding
of the boilers and furnaces. Workers are advised to be thrifty, so that when
King Capital requires them to cease work for a time, he will not be called

jupon for extra poor-rate.

The Crofters.—Some extraordinary revelations were made before the
(Trofters Commission at Wick last week. The c?ses under consideration were
from the Clyth estate, and from the evidence given it appeared that the land
lord gave no receipt for the money paid unless the rent was paid in full.

The tenant received a blank bill, to which he had to sign his name on pain
of removal. It was then forwarded to the proprietor, who filled it up. The
blank bills were not returned to the tenants, but remained in the bank,
where they were discounted.

Welsh Tinplate Workers.— In consequence of what is known as a
" comer," ?'.(?., a recognised legal mode of swindling, in tin, the Nantyglo,
Blaina, Abertillery, and Pontyminster Tinworks, have clo83d. This stoppage
will afiect some 4000 men. The Abercarne Works has also partially stoi)ped
f^r the same reason. The " corner " has so adversely affected the Welsh tin

j.lite trade, that several large works have had to close, and as a consequence
uiore than 20,000 men are thrown out of work. The emjiloyers hold out but
^cmty hope of reopening the works at an early date ; and, although they ex-

y\(:^s sympathy for the men, seem also to consider that their own case is a
very hard one. The masters will lose their profit : the w^orkers will starve.

Heduction of Agricultural Labourers' Wages.—In West Somerset an
^>vganised attempt is being made to rednce the wages of agricultural labonr-
t r^ ; and as they do not belong to the Lal)ourers' Union, there is every prob-
i>,bility that the employers will be successful. This is easily accounted fur

when the number of acres under cultivation—owing to the private ownership
<>f land— is rapidly diminishing. Labourers must either accept smaller wages
(ir flock to the towns. A Cumberland newspaper publishes a list of 133 farms
11) Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Dumfriesshire which have been adver-
tised to be let during a single week. Some of these farms are of enormous
fcize, especially those on the Dumfries estates of the Duke of Buccleuch ; the
average size is about 300 acres. Altogether, in these three counties, the
wliole agricultural acreage of which is but slightly over a million, nearly
40,000 acres are either on the landlord's hands already or are about to be
surrendered into them by the tenant.

Dockyard Distress.—The Woolwich Board of Guardians have decided to

erect a temporary building in rear of the receiving-wards, for the accommo-
dation during the winter of the" able-bodied poor who are expected to throw
themselves upon the workhouse.—At Chatham the ranks of the unemployed
have been much swollen through the heavy discharges which recently took
place in the Royal Dockyard ; and the prospect for the coming winter is the
most gloomy one ever known in this district. The majority of those who
have received their discharge from the upper dock-yards and the lower ex-
tension works resided in the Bromptons, where there are whole streets well-

tiigh empty, and sturdy mechanics and labourers are now going round the
country in search of work, with their families left at home in a state of desti-

tution. The Medway Union guardians have decided to allow out-relief in

these cases.

tin the society of the future, when the antagoniam of the classes have ceased

—

wh«ii there are no more classes—wages will no longer be determined by the
jninimum time of production, but the time of production devoted to an article
win be determined by its utility.—i^aW Marx.

CONTINENTAL NOTES.
GERMANY.

On the 24th of the present month the Reichstag will re-open its session,
and its first work will be to reaffirm the laws against the Socialists, and
most probably to add thereto some new and more despotic paragraphs.
The unemployed of Berlin are relatively as numerous as those here. The

position of caretaker at one of the Berlin public meat-markets being vacant,
no less than seven thorisand candidates applied for the same !

On the 12th inst., the trial of the famous *' Central Committee" of the
Socialist party, detected at Berlin last July, will commence before the magis-
trates of the Landgericht. The police hoped to find a great deal of secret

documents, and the bourgeois papers at the time spoke in a somewhat
mysterious tone about the discovery, but now it appears that they found
nothing whatever of a compromising character, and that the whole affair

will be a mere farce—nevertheless followed, as is usual in that scandalous
land, with a more or less great number of months of prison.

Thirty-eight Socialists are now on their trial at Breslau on a charge of

secret conspiracy. In the same town a Socialistic paper has been suppressed,
the JJreslcmer Volksstirrime (the Voice of the People). It is impossible for

us to notice all the })rosecutions against Socialists and Anarchists, which are
incessantly reported by the papers. Germany has even surpassed Russia iu

that respect.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
The 2Vth of last month the first number of a new Socialist paper, Arleit

(Labour), was issued at Vienna, under the editorship of comrade R. Hanser.
It is not, exactly speaking, a new paper, although it appears for the first

time at Vienna, but rather the continuation of that active and pei^evering
organ of our Austrian comrades which appeared successively at Gratz, Vil-

lach, and at Linz, and was everywhere forced to stop its publication by
police prosecutions of all kinds. We hope that it now may have a better
chance ; but we must sav our hope is not a very sanguine one. Nevertheless,
our comrades deserve the more acknowledgement and encouragement because
they have to work under such hard circumstances.

That these circumstances are really intolerable is proved by the fact that

comrade Aug. Kreal, the editor of the co-operative paper Backer-Zeitung
(Baker Journal), the appearance of wdiich we announced in our last Austrian
notes, was arrested last Monday w^eek at Vienna. Mind you, that paper
is by no means devoted to mere Socialistic propaganda ; it is in fact a trade

paper, in the narrowest sense of the word.
The German polix^e is not only at home in Germany, but also in Austria^

—

as in fact they are at home everywhere. The Berlin police gave directions

to cause the arrest of comrade Franz Siiss, an Austrian sculptor, who was
apprehended at Vienna because he had distributed Socialistic literature

in Aicstria !

At Frankenthal, comrades Schenk and Betch were sentenced to several

months imprisonment for the same " offence."

SWEDEN.
Happy little Sweden is struck with consternation : its two greatest authors,

the illustrious poet Bjornsen and the celebrated drama-writer Ibsen have
publicly declared themselves Socialists 1 Ibsen, who had lately come to

Stockholm, had been enthusiastically received by the Court, the ministers,

the scientists, the professors of the university—in one word, by all the
grand monde of the bourgeoisie. He was entertained at dinner by all these

magnates, and in answering a toast, in which the orator had spoken of the
untold blessings of present society, he said calmly but firmly, *'No, no, my
friends, don't tell me aiiy longer that w^e are living in the happiest possible

world. On the contrary, our time is only a transient period, out of which
a new^ society w^ill grow. I am convinced that the actual political and social

institutions soon will give place to other institutions, which will answer in

a far better way the needs of the future. I can't tell you now what that

future will be, but one thing is certain, it is to be more just than the present
state of things. Socialism only shall make us a happy, worthy and, prosper-

ous mankind." Tableau ! His friend Bjornsen has made a similar declara-

tion in one of the greatest Scandinavian papers. The so-called high classes

of Sweden are "ashamed" of the shocking transformation of their best

adulated literary men.

BELGIUM.
At Ghent the Socialist party " Vooruit"' have issued their yearly 'Socialist

Almanack.' It is w^ell worth reading, the best article in it being a biography
of Domela Nieuwenhuis, by Croll, editor of Recht voor Allen (Right for All).

The Brussels Federation of the Farti ouvrier (Working-men's Party) in-

tends to do a very good thing indeed—namely, the revision of its statutes.

Nine sections will be established : 1. trade associations ; 2. co-operative

societies ; 3. universal suH'rage ; 4. statistics of work and wages ; 5. univer-

sal legislation of work ; C. Socialistic presswork ; 7. general propaganda
;

8. collection of funds ; 9. library. We w^ish our Belgian comrades good
success in the fulfilling of their work of reorganisation, and we may add that

we are of opinion that they only will succeed if a larger and brighter sense

of true revolutionary Socialism penetrates and saturates their labour. A
completely new portion of their work will be the creation of a large Social-

istic library ; and we should like to make here to our Belgian friends a sug-

gestion which perhaps might deserve their consideration. Should it not be
possible to institute at Brussels a general Record Office (archives g(Jnerales)

of international Socialistic literature ] We feel assured that the existing

literature in all tongues would be speedily acquired through the instru-

mentality of the various Socialistic bodies in every country, and the forth-

coming publications would certainly be presented by their publishers or their

authors to such a record office, if it were w^ell conducted and of course acces-

sible to all those who wish to study the various branches of political history,

social economy, labour statistics, revolutionary class struggles, etc. We need
hardly point out the manifold advantages of such an institution, and we
think our Belgian friends are in a good position to undertake a work of

that kind.

A large and crowded meeting was convened last Sunday at the Navalorama
Hall, at Brussels, to protest against the judicial murder which is about to be
perpetrated at Chicago. The meeting unanimously passed a resolution,

worded in the strongest possible terms, condemning the action of the Ameri-
can judges. V. D.

ITALY.

Alessandria.—The establishment of a new metal-working company has

been inaugurated here with a great flourish of trumpets, and much boasting

on the philanthropic aspect of the speculation, employment of labour, and
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all the rest of it. Yet these philanthropists will make a very good thing of

it—if they follow all the accumulated traditions of their class, which there

is little doubt they will do—for trade is very bad in the neighbourhood, and
wages consequently low, and they will get labour at very easy terms ; for

instance, for a 12 hour's working-day paying 1.50 or 2 lire.

• Milan.—The second Co-operative Congress will take place in Milan, on

the 6th, Vth, 8th, and 9th of November, when the working and management
of Co-operative Societies will be discussed.

A good many oi the Italian Revolutionary Societies have at their late

meetings passed resolutions sympathising with the Chicago Anarchists,

whose fate unfortunately is so very near being decided, and expressing in-

dignation at the criminal sentence of death passed against them by American

capitalism.
SPAIN.

Bilbao.—A new society is being formed here among the iron and metal-

workers ; they will have for an organ a paper called the Proletariato.

Villanueva-y-Geltru.—A considerable demonstration of working-men

and women took place here a little time back. They marched before the

municipal buildings and demanded bread and work. The mayor addressed

•them from a balcony, and advising them to respect " law-and-order," recom-

mended them to retire quietly to their dwellings. Our informant remarks

that they obeyed. . . . AVhat a deliglitful little non scquitur of a manifesta-

tion !

Barcelona.—There is talk of having a Labour Congress in this capital at

some time not yet fixed, and the Central Committee has sent out a circular

to the different societies to consult with tlieni about the organisation of the

fiame. M. M.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—labourers, misunderstanding of Italians as to what
constituted a day's work, Oct. 13

Roxbury, Mass.—brewers
Pittsburgh, Pa.—carpenters, to compel foreman to become a union man
Sharon, Pa.—carpenters, for nine-hour day with full pay, Oct. 17
Dayton, Ohio.—railway employes, against reduction in wages, Oct. 18
New York City—compositors and pressmen (additional)
Waltham, Mass.—masons, for discharge of non-union men, Oct. 19 ...

Ashaway, R. I.—woollen weavers, for advanced wages, Oct. 18 ...

Totalknownfor October 1st to 21st ... ... ... ... 13,3^1

The great printer's strike in New York is reported to-night to be pra<;-

tically ended. As far as any facts can be ascertained, it appears that
matters in dispute between bosses and employes have been compromised.

New York, October 28, 1887. Henry F. Charles.
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LETTER FROM AMERICA.
Thomas B. Barry, of the General Executive Board of the Knights of

Labour, has had a hard fight with Powderley, who desired to freeze him out

of the order. His views are not popular with men v, lio, like Powderley, are

playing a very, very fishy role in the Labour movement. Interviewed, he

made the following statement :

—

*' How will the order fare for the not year? Will there be an increase or

falling off in the membership ?
"

" That will depend on the course the gener.d officers '.vill pursue. There is

too much tendency to follow in tha wake of Red Men and Odd Fellows. The
order was organised for a different purpose. If this course continues it will

certainly prove disastrous to the best interests of the organisation.
" The Knights of Labour were brought into existence to relieve the social and

political miseries complained of by the lal^ouring people. The organisation must
not be conducted from the basis of charity, but from tlie standpoint of justice,

forall mankind.
" The masses who compose the organisation nvast be educated to understand

that the success or failure of the order depends upon their individuaLas well as

collective efforts, and that the success of this organisation does not rest with the

officials of a local, district, or general assembly, but witli tlieuiselves. What
they are the movement will be. There has been too much a^^itation, directing

the masses to depend on others to do for them what they can best do for them-

selves. Hero worship has been the curse of the laboiir r/:ovement in Ireland

more than once, and it will destroy the labour movement in America if allowed

to grow."

The split in the Knights of Labour has happened this week. The action

of the official gang of late has been too much for the iiiteJiigent honest

faction, and they were forced to the alternative of eiilier belonging to an

organisation which is rapidly going to the dogs, or to secede speedily. They
chose, as it well becomes sincere advocates of labour emancipation, the latter

course. If anything will urge the ruling classes to pursue their mad course

in hanging the seven Chicago men, it is the criminal action of Powderley

and his clique in Minneapolis.

On returning from the Congress, about 35 delegates representing 13 States,

stopped in Chicago and drafted a circular, which is addressed to the rank

and file of the order. They charge the administration with usurpaticai of

power, gross violation of the laws, with having organised a conspira( y to

hold the salaried offices, illegal expenditure of many thousan<is of dollars,

the alteration of the constitution in an illegal manner, etc. They further

maintain that nearly every important strike or lock-out in which the general
' officers interfered was lost.

The development of this business is highly interesting. However, it will

be Utopian to expect as yet any radical change in the minds of even the

seceders. They will continue, in spite of ail bitter experience, to build con-

stitutions for organisations to enable them to gain a paltry few more cents.

in wages, instead of turning revolutionists to end the present horrible

system.
S. E. Shevitch debated with Henry George last Sunday, October 23rd, at

Ei^th Avenue Theatre, the latter's scheme to substitute a single land-tax

for all other methods of taxation as a means to solve the social question.

George got worsted beyond description ; not even his well-known sophisms

could help him out of the dilemma. Shevitch, in summing up, did not even

use all the time allotted to him, and confessed his inability to debate with

a Rip van Winkle in social economics.

Patrick Ford, of the Irish World, who enabled George to gain an inter-

national reputation by sending him over as correspondent of his paper to

Earope, on the other hand, declares he cannot support George any longer on

account of this gentleman's antagonism to the Pope. This is the co^fp de

grace to the would-be Secretary of State. He has denounced the honest

labour element, the Socialists, and is now in turn denounced by the Mode-
rates. George is a dead man. Peace be with his ashes.

What can be done, what will be done, to save our Chicigo comrades, I do
riot know, but strange to say the conviction *' They will not be hung" is

still gaining more supporters i^i labour circles.

A mass meeting to protest against the intended brutal assassination of

the se^^oaen will be organised to-morrow night, by the New York Knights
of Labour at Cooper's Union.
Krapotkia's letter to the French papers is published to-day verbatim by

iht New York papers.
Labour Movement.

An advance of 12J cents, per ton is to be demanded by the ccal miners in

the Belleville, Ilh, district.

List of Strikes fob October.
Number of strikers to Oct. 13 ... ... ... ... ... 7,635
JBl^mingtoTi, 111.—miners, sympathy with men discharged fcr activity

^
la f«™ing a trades' union, Oct. 8 ... ... ... •. 300

iil^idelphia. Pa.—shoemakers, in anticipation of lock-out by Manu-
facturers' Association, Oct. 18... ... ..." ... ... 5,000

THE CONDEMNED ANARCHISTS.
Last Thursday, Nov. 3, the news reached London that the Supreme Court of

the United States refused to allow the eight condemned Chicago Anarchists a

fresh trial. With a thrill of indignation and horror we learned that in one week
(on Friday Nov. 11) seven of our comrades were to be hanged. Nothing remained
between these men whose only crime is their devotion to the cause of labour, but
a forcible rescue or the interference of the (governor of Illinois. Unhappily
London workmen are powerless to effect a resnue ; they can only during the few
days that reJiiain add their weight to the pressure which is being exercised by th<5

workers of America upon tlie smug middle-class democrat who holds our com-
rades' lives in his hands, to compel him to do justice and save these innocent men
from judicial murder, and the London workmen have set to the task with a wi]l

which illustrates the enormous recent growth of the International Labour Move-
ment.
By the combined efforts of Socialists and Radicals, over 16,000 votes of protect

have been collected in one day, • The following cablegram has been sent from tiie

London Patriotic Club to Governor Oglesby, Springfield, Illinois. *' At 49 meet-

ings, Sunday last, 10,405 London working men and women voted protest aganist

execution of sentence on Chicago Anarchists."
The London Patriotic, Haggerston, Borough of Hackney, Hoxton, and Ea?t

Finsbury Liberal and Radical Clubs have summoned a public meeting in Sout?|

Place Cliapel on Wednesday Nov. 8, at 8 p.m., from which a like resolution of

protest will i)e cabled to Governor Oglesby.

The delegates of several Radical Clubs and of the Labour Emancipation League
called upon the American Minister with the same object, on Monday ; but with
the insolence of your true Middle-class Republican, he refused to see them.

Further, a petition calling upon the Governor of Illinois not to sadden the Ceji.-
,

tenary of the Republic with the execution of men " who have already endured a

death-agony of more than-a year," is being signed by humane men and women of

all classes whose names may carry some weight in America. It is to be cabled on

Wednesday niglit. The only dissentient voices are the politicians and the Positiv-

ists. The M.P.'s are afraid of offending their propertied constituents, and th(i

priests of Humanity are—lawyers.

The quick sympathy shown by London workmen for the Chicago martyrs, is

a most significant sign of the increase of both solidarity and revolutionary feelhig

amongst the proletariat. C. Wilson.

SOCIALIST DEFENCE ASSOCIATION.
Ax Association has been formed of Socialists who are willing to stand by their

poorer comrades, now so unjustly persecuted by the police authorities, and to

secure them at least a fair hearing before they are thrown into prison.

This Association consists of householders willing to offer bail for persons

arrested for taking part in public meetings, and of members who guarantee costs

tc the amount of £2 2s. each.

The Association will only pledge itself to bail members of Socialist organisa-

tions, as these may fairly be supposed to act upon principle, and are not likely to

endeavour to escape trial.

If any l)ail should be forfeited, the amount will be shared among the members
of the Association, but care will be taken that no risk shall be incurred by tlie

bailing of unknown persons.

As poor men are brouglit up, condemned upon police evidence, and sentenced

without chance of defence, the Association desires, by offering bail, to obt-ain

time for defence, and, by instructing a solicitor, to prevent the infliction cf

unjust punishment on undefended men.
Six cases have already been attended to by the Association, but it is sorely in

need of funds, and of an increased number of bail.

Socialists are earnestly begged to help the work of this Association in what-
ever way they can. The j^olice tyranny is becoming intolerable, and Socialis'.s

who do not risk their persons are bound to help with their purses.

News of any arrest should be at once communicated to Annie Besant, G3,

Fleet Street, E.C., and exact details should be sent as to the place to which the

prisoner has been conveyed.
Donations may be sent to the Secretary, or to the Rev. S. D. Headlam, .31,

Upper l^dford Place, W.C. Persons willing to serve as bail, or to become mem-
bers, should communicate M'ith the Secretary. Annie Besant, Secretary.

THE SOCIALIST LEAaUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Egad, E.G. ^

Resolution of OounciL
C At the usual weekly meeting on Monday the following resolution was passed; .

"That the Council of the Socialist League protests against the execution of the ',

seven workmen of Chicago."

London Members.—The monthly meeting of London' Members will, take

place on Monday next, November 14.
* Commonwear Concert.—Members and friends are requested to send in

,

returns without further delay of tickets at present unaccounted for.

Strike Conimittee.—Collected in Regent's Park—Sunday October .SO, 8s. 9d.-;

Sunday November 6, 4s. 4d.—J. Lane.

Fund for the Provision of Wives and Families of the Condeawed .

Anarchists.
Under ihi^ heading }re shall he plea.^d to achiowledge, donationsfor the above oh^ct^

Labour Emancipation League, 5s.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
Mitcham, Walsall to July 33 . Bloomsbury, Clerkenwell, Leicester, HaimQQ4ex;r

smith, Hoxton (Labour Emancipation League), Hull, Mile End, Wednesbmryt ?

to September 30. Oxford, to October 31,

"COMMONWEAL" PBINTINa FUND.
Weekly Subscriptions—K. F., Is. C. J. F., 2s. Cxford Branch, 2s. Langley^

2s. P. W., 6d. W. B , 6(1. Hammn-smith Branch (4 weeks), £2.

Pii. W., Treasurer, Nov. 8.
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REPORTS.
Blgomsbury.— On Thursday, Kov. Srd, in spite of

weather, a very successful "social" evening was en-
joyed by members and friends. Six new members
elected. Meeting at St. Pancras Arches of fully 500
on Sunday, addressed by Walker, Bartlett, and Neil-

son.—T. J. D.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, Nov. 2nd, D. J.

Nicoll lectured to us on "The >Social Revolution."
Sunday evening, good open-air meeting on Oreen,
addressed by Brooks and Turner. In hall, members
Aud friends enjoyed a lively " social " evening.—A. T.
and W. B.
Hammersmith.—Usual meeting Sunday morning at

10 o'clock on Starch Green, Catterson Smith explain-
ing Socialism, and calling attention to overbearing
attitude of the police towards the Socialists. Tochatti
and Maughan also spoke. 16 Gommoniveal sold.—T.
HoxTON.—Sunday morning, large meeting addressed

by Barker, Nicoll, and Pope. 5s. 6|d. collected for
defence of AUman and Oldland. In evening, F. Kitz
lectured on " Our Criminal Classes, High and Low."
OoDd discussion followed.—C. J. Y.
FuLHAM.—Good meeting; addressed by Mahony,

Taileton, Smith, Tochatti, and Turner. 53 Gommoii-
^./'ga^sold.—S. B. G.
Stamford Hill.—Large meeting Sunday evening,

speakers, J. Lane, W. B. Parker, and A. Cores.
Glasgow.—Saturday, McCuUoch and Glasier had a

very sympathetic meeting of over 2000 in Wallace
Square, Greenock. McCulloch afterwards lectured to

<a large audience in the Arcade Hall, on "Socialism
the only Hope of the Workers." Several new mem-
bers joined. Commomcexd sold well. Sunday, rain

prevented outdoor meetings. In evening, J. Shaw
Maxwell lectured in hall, 8, Watson Street, on " The
Democracy." Good discussion followed.—A. M'K.
Leeds.—Sunday morning, Hill, Paylor., and Sollitt

spoke in Vicar's Croft. In evening, Corkwell lectured
on "The Principles of Socialism." Good discussion
followed. —T. P.

Norwich.—Good meeting held by Mowbray, Tur-
ner, and Houghton at St. Faith's. Arrangements are
being made for a series of Friday night lectures at

the White House Inn, St. Faith's. Meetings also held
it l^er Street and Market Place. Mowbray lectured
on " The Profit System " in Gordon Hall, but owing
to his sudden illness Slaughter had to finish.

Walsall.—Sanders spoke Monday evening, and on
Sunday held open-air meeting in Stafi:brd Street ; large
•a, tendance.—J. T. D.

Sheffield Socialists.—On Monday, October 31st,

Edward Carpenter spoke on "A Visit to Italy," in-

teiesting and instructive as to the life and habits of

our friends across the sea.—M. A. M.
Norwich Anarchist (xROUP. — Meetings held on

-Saturday at St. George's Plain and Haymarket by
i't ed Henderson on " Emigration," following up a
lecture that had been given during the week by an
c'liigration agent. On Sunday morning, Henderson
and Barker, and on Sunday evening Barker alone,

addressed large audiences id the Market-place.—A.
Hainford.—This village only visited once before ;

we were then very well leceived. Henderson delivered
two lectures Sunday, in afternoon open-air, evening
ill a bam lent for occasion. Large number of agri-

ouliural woikers present, and much interest shown.
Carrovv.—Henderson addressed a meeting here last

Fiiday on "Trades' Unions "

Dublin. — The Saturday Club opened its fourth
session with a debate on " Free Expression of Opinion
in Ireland;" absolute freedom of discussion on all

social, political, and religious subjects being advocated
by Oldham, Varian, Poole, and Rev. W. A. McDonald,
M . P. A reference by one of the speakers to the case

• of Dr. McGlynn fairly brought down the house. The
debatea will take place every Saturday evening, and
it is to be hoped they will be well attended.

Scottish Land and Labour League.

Edinburgh.— Sunday evening, Oct. 30, Davidson
reaxl paper in hall in High Street. Large attentive
•audience and useful discussion. Good meeting on Sun-
day evening in Trades' Hall, when Smith read paper
(Ml " The Essence of Socialism."—C. W. T.
Carnoustie. — Mahon lectured on "The Wrongs

and Rights of Labour." Several new members joined.

Montrose.—The first Socialist meeting held here
Wednesday, Nov. 2nd, when Mahon lectured. A
second meeting arranged.

Aberdeen.—Mahon's second visit a success. Nine
•meetings held in Aberdeen and three in Woodside, all

successful. No police interference this time. Sunday
night at indoor meeting in Oddfellows' Hall, a crowded
audience assembled. Branch is growing steadily, and
a new branch is in course of formation. Arrange-
ments for carrying the propaganda further North are

also being made.
Dundee.—Saturday, Nov. 5th, at Green Market,

one of the largest Socialistic meetings ever held here,

was addressed by Duncan, Dempster, Simpson, and
Carr. Owing to heavy rain we were prevented hold-
ing outdoor meetings on Sunday, but in the evening
Simpson, Wich-Slatter, and Carr addressed a very
large meeting in the Trades' Hall, good progress being
made.—J. C.
Abbroath.—Mahon addressed upwards of 200 muni-

cipal electors on Tuesday night at the polling booths,
crowded meeting afterwards in hall, on "Wrongs and
Bights of Labour." Five new members. Weichsledes
(Dundee) «poke at Fountain on Saturday. Sale of
{/(mimaniveal good.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Bloomsbury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W. On Thursday Nov. 10,

at 8.30, W. Utley will lecture. Nov. 17. T. E.
Wardie, " Society : Present and Future."

Clerkemoell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.G. Sunday November 13, at 8.30.

George Bernard Shaw, " Practical Socialism."
Wednesday 16, at 8.30. W. H. Utley, "The Iron
Age." Sun. 20. W. Morris, "The Coming Society."

Fulham.—Committee meets Wednesday evenings, 8
o'clock, at 4 Werlery Avenue, Dawes Rd., Fulham.
On Sunday 20th Turner will lecture.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday November 13, at 8 p.m. William Morris,
"The Coming Society."

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—Sunday November 13, at 8 Dunloe
Street, Hackney Road, H. H. Sparling will lecture
at 8..30 on "Socialism : its probable effect on life."

Members' meeting at close of lecture. All members
of the L.E.L. requested to attend.

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Mile-end and Bethnal Green.—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road. Business Meeting every Thursday at 9 p.m.
Debating Class for members after Business Meeting.

PROVINCES.

Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—James Leatham, secy.,

12 Short Leanings.
Arbroath (Scot. Sect.).—High Street Hall. Meeting
Friday evenings. W. Smith, 12 Manle St., secy.

Important business meeting on Friday first.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section : Forfarshire).—Secretary
p7^o tern.), D. M'Dougal, East Path.

Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI., sec

Dublin.—Saturday Club, Central Hall, 12 Westmor-
land Street, every Saturday at 8 p.m. Free debates
on Social and Political subjects. All friends invited.

Dundee (Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the
Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station. Political

Economy class, 11 a.m. Lecture at 6.30 by J. L.

Mahon, "A Sketch of the Rise and Progress of the
Socialist Labour Movement."

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park St. Business
Meeting Thursdays at 7.30. Discussion Class 8 p.m.
Sunday night lectures. Trades Hall, High Street.

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

Gallatoivn and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.

Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow.—84 John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.
till 10 p.m. daily. Music and Shorthand Classes,

Tuesday at 8. Choir Practice, Wednesday at 8.

Discussion Class, Thurs. at 8,—In the Hall, 8 Wat-
son Street, Gallowgate, on Sunday Nov. 13, at

7 p.m., a lecture.

Hamilton.—Paton's Hall, Chapel St. Thursday, 7.30.

Leeds.— 17 Chesham St., Sweet St. Club open every
evening. Business meeting Wednes.iays at 8 p.m.
On Sunday November 13, at 7 p.m., an open discus-

sion on "Technical Education—will it benefit the

people?"
Leicester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochgdly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, [pro tern.),

Jolin Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.
Norioich.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures
every Sunday at 8. Business Meeting Monday at

8.30. A General Meeting of all League Members in

Norwich is called for Monday November 14, for the

purpose of reorganising the Branch and forming a
club and institute in connection therewith. Further
information from C. Mowbray, 3 Duke Street.

Nottingham.—Club and Reading Rooms, 1 Tokenhouse
Yard, Bridlesmith Gate, open every evening. Lec-
tures and Discussions every Sunday.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25^ Pembroke Street.

Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m.
Walsall.—Temperance Hall. Meets every Monday.
West CaWe/- (Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,
West Calder.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.

Cambuslang.—Saturday, at 5 p.m.—Downie, Glasier,^

and Adams.
Leeds.—Sunday : Vicar's Croft, 11 a.m.
Norwich Branch.—Sunday : Market Place at 3 ; Agri-

cultural Hall Plain at 7.

Dereham.—Every Wednesday, Market Place at 7.

SCOTTISH LAND AND LABOUR LEAGUE.
{Scottish Section of the Socialist Leagtie)

Fri. 11

—

Carnoustie. Temperance Hall, 7.30, lecture
by Mahon, " How to Realise Socialism."

Sat. 12

—

Dundee. Greenmarket, at 6.45.

,, Aberdeen. Castle Street, 8 p.m.
Sun. 13

—

Aberdeen. Castle Street, 6 p.m.

,, Arbroath. Brothock Bridge, 7 p.m.—Dun-
can and Dempster of Dundee.

,, Dundee. High Street, 3 p.m. Trades
Hall, Union St. (Tay Bridge Stn.), 6.30.

,, Edinburgh. Trades Hall, High Street, 6.30
Wed. 16

—

Aberdeen. Branch business meeting. Lec-
ture by Leatham, " Ethics of Thoreau."

"

9.30.

11.30.

11. .30.

11.30.

11.30.

11.30.

11.30.

11.30.

11.30.

3 .

7 .

7 .

London—Sunday 13.

. Starch Green Hammersmith Branch

.Hackney—Salmon and Ball Parker

.Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Barker

. Kiugsland Green J. J. AUman

. Merton—Haydons Road The Branch

.Mitcham Fair Green The Branch
, .Regent's Park Blundell & Bartlett

. . St. Pancras Arches Dalziel

..Walham Green The Branch
.Hyde Park Brooks
.Stamford Hill Bartlett

. .Clerkenwell Green Blundell

Tuesday.
. .Mile-end Waste Cores & J. J. AUman

Wednesday.
. .Broadway, London Fields Brookes

Thursday.
..Hoxton Church, Pitfield St .Parker

North of England Socialist Federation.

Branches and Secretaries.

Annitsford.—F. Rivett, Dudley Colliery.

Bachworth.—W. Maddison, C. Pit.

Consett.—J. Walton, Medonsby Road.
Blyth.—hld^vtin Mack, 4 Back Marlow Street.

South Shields.—Y. Dick, 139 Marsden Street, West.
North Shields.—J. T. Harrison, 24 Queen Street.

East Holywell.—J. M'Lean, Top Row, Bates's Cottages
West Holywell.—F. M'CarroU, West HolyweU.
Seaion DelavaK- -W. Day, Seaton Delaval.

Seghill.—Wm. Whalley, New Square.
M. Mack, Gen. Sec, 4 Back Marlow Street, Blyth.

Norwich Anarchist Group.

Yarmouth.—Thursday, on the Quay, at 7.30.

Carrow.—Friday, at 1.30.

St. Faith's.—Sunday, on the Green, at 3.30.

Norwich.—St. George's Plain, Saturday, at 1.15.

Haymarket, Saturday, at 8. Market Place, Sunday
at 11 and 8.

Sheffield Socialists, Commonwealth Caf^, Scot-
land Street, Sheffield.—Discussions or Lectures every
Sunday evening at 7 o'clock. Free.

gOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE FEDERATION.—
Meeting at Commomveal Office, 13 Farringdon

Road, on Sunday November 13, at 3. .30 p.m. prompt.

** The Tables Turned."
At Hammersmith on the 5tli

'
' Nupkins " made his

appearance before a large and apparently well-pleased
audience. This was the last of the first series of per-

formances. The beginning of another will l^e soon
announced. During the interval some improvements
of various kinds will be made. The arrangements of

the series are not quite completed, and the manager
(H. A. Barker) would be pleased to hear from any
other clubs and societies who wish to secure the services

of the Commonweal Company.

Nov: ready. 32 pp., in Wrapper.

THE TABLES TURNED;
Op, Nupkins Awakened.

A Socialist Interlude

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.
Price Fonrpence.

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Bain Square: Sunday, 1 p.m.

St. George''s Cross : Sunday, I p.m.
Paisley Road Toll: Sunday, 4.30.

Watson Street: Sunday, 6.30.

Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon Rd,, London, E.G.

FACTS FOR SOCIALISTS.
(The Distribution of Wealth in England)

16 pp., One Penny.

Published by the Fabian Society, 180 Potsdown Road
also at 63 and 185 Fleet Street.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. . Id,

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Eelation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors) Id.

Socialism on its Defence. A Reply to Pbo-
FESSOR Flint. Id.

The Eights of Labour according to John
Buskin. By Thomas Barclay. . . .Id

The Manifesto of the Socialist Leagxie.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded. ... Id.

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morris. . , .2d.

The Aims of Art. By Wm. Morris,

Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d.

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By WDliam
Morris ld»

Printed and Published by William Mobris and Josifb Lane
at 13 Farringdon Boad, London
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Murdered by law, Nov. 11, 1887.

George Engel

Adolph Fischer

Albert R. Parsons

Atjgitst Spies

Killed himself in prison, Nov. 10.

Louis Lingg

Imprisoned for life.

Samuel Fielden

Michael Schwab

Fifteen years' imprisonment.

Oscar Neebe

In presence of the doom that has befallen our comrades, of the

cowardly vengeance wreaked upon them by the bourgeois of Illinois

for the fear felt before treachery gave them into their hands, words
fail ; it is hard even to speak a tithe of the thought and feeling that

seeF expression. Every Socialist in all the world has before his eyes

the image of the gallows whereon the four have died, and the shadow
of the prison wherein their comrades are to linger out a death in life.

To the resolute a new edge added to their stern hatred of class-rule

and its evil fruits ; to the half-hearted a clear warning of the risk they

run, a call for them to choose between unhonoured safety and the

dangers of truth ; to the dullard or dilettante a rude awakening to the

harsh reality of the war we wage and the penalty that must be paid

for taking part therein.

The four men who have been done to death have died for their

belief; iKose wbo in llome were flung to the lions, who in Smi^eld
were burned alive for a similar offence, that they taught the overthrow

of legalised wrong, are counted saints and held sacred in men's mem-
ories. So also will be these men of Chicago. From their birth was the
record of their doings, alike of those that are dead and those who live,

searched minutely for aught that might discredit them—and searched
in vain. They were men of honest and clean lives, against whom none
could cast a stone—and they have died for their belief. Whenever
men have tried to stay the march of Truth by slaying her servants the
attempt has failed ; the cause for which men died martyrs has inevit-
ably won; the stake, the whip, the scaffold have had no power over
thought, but making men speak under their breath and laying up a
tenfold woe for that state in which the folk dared but whisper their
discontent.

Be it noted also that in times past mere death has not been deemed
enough to deter men from the holding " dangerous " opinions ; torture
of one kind or another has been brought in to heighten the terror of
dissolution and strike dismay into unruly minds. To-day, under a
thin coat of polished hypocrisy, the bourgeois are as full of sordid
cruelty as was ever the worst of all the Inquisitors they execrate.
With a myriad means at hand for insuring a sharp and sudden death,
the vindicators of law and order in Chicago designedly prolonged the
death-agony of our four comrades for a qicarter of an hour less one
minute. For fourteen minutes did the " respectables " of Chicago stand
gloating over the spectacle of four men struggling in the throes of
gradual death

;
pluming themselves, no doubt, that now at least their

property was safe and the revolution crushed. Nor did they see what
it was they were doing; how by their own act they were preparing a
Red Terror that shall be with them night and day, that shall be an
unspoken fear at all their feasts, a spectre of dread beside their couches,
and a final ruin pending over their profit-hunting enterprises. How
shall it be wondered at if those who knew the four and loved them
take into their own hands the blood-atonement of their murder ? Will
not the remembered horror of those fourteen minutes freeze any word
of ** moderation'' upon the lips of those who would speak it? Will
not it also strike away from under capitalism one of its trustiest sup-
.pprts, the respect for law among the masses, the belief in its embodi-
ment of justice 1 Will it not prove a striking lesson to the workers of
all lands in the hollow mockery of bourgeois morality, bourgeois free-
dom, bourgeois civilisation ?

When courage wanes for awhile and hope is shaken, the memory of
those who died go bravely and the thought of those in prison who
wouH gladly have died also, will hearten us to fresh effort and renew
our faitn m the only cause for which men can now be heroes and

martyrs like those of old. Far above the petty game of politics, or the
squabbling of rival creeds, these men stand out on a nobler height, a
sublimer level ; their heroism has lifted them out of the world in which
men bargain and get rich, into the purer air in which stand Huss and
Bruno and all those great souls whose lives were spent that Man might
live. S.

LONDON IN A STATE OF SIEGE.

Sir Charles Warren has kept his promise and prevented the meet-

ing organised by the Radical Clubs. From the military point of view
he has been eminently successful, and deserved to be so, and it is now
proper that we should make him a peer of the realm and Commander-
in-Chief of the British forces, if he will kindly consent to waive the

title of Emperor or three-tailed Bashaw or whatever else is the proper

nick-name of a supreme and irresponsible ruler. Sir Charles, I repeat,

made his military dispositions admirably, and revolutionists should

study them, since they have had a little piece of real war suddenly
brought to their notice. The " Square," i. e., the sunken space, was
guarded by foot-policemen four deep, whose business was simply to

guard it and who had orders not to stir from their posts ; outside these

were strong bodies of horse-police who took careful note of any incipient

gathering and at once scattered it.

This defence was ample against anything except an organised attack

from determined persons acting in concert and able to depend on one
another. In order that no such body should be formed and no such
attack be possible, the careful general had posted strong bodies of

police, with due supports to fall back on if necessary, about a radius of

about a quarter of a mile of the Square, so that nothing could escape

falling into the meshes of this net.

Ixito this net then we marched. The column in which the comrades
of the League were, started from Clerkenwell Green in company with
the Patriotic Club and some of the East-end clubs, including a Branch
of the S. T>, F. I see the correspondent of the Daily News estimates

this column at 6000, but I think that is an exaggeration. Anyhow,
we marched in good order through Theobalds' Road, and up Hart
Street, crossing Oxford Street and Shaftesbury Avenue without attack
from the police, but we had no sooner crossed the latter street and
were about to enter the Seven Dials streets to make our way to St.

Martin's Lane, than the attack came, and it was clearly the best pos-

sible place for it. The divergence of the streets would confuse any
procession which had lost its rallying point; the side streets and the
width of the thoroughfare at the spot ga\'e a good opportunity for a
flank charge, and at our rear was the open space of Shaftesbury
Avenue to allow a charge in that quarter to finish us up after the
attack on front and flank. It was all over in a few minutes : our com-
rades fought valiantly, but they had not learned how to stand and
turn their column into a line, or to march on to the front. Those in

front turned and faced their rear, not to run away, but to join in the
fray if opportunity served. The police struck right and left like what
they were, soldiers attacking an enemy, amidst wild shrieks of hatred
from the women who came from the slums on our left. The band
instruments were captured, the banners and flags destroyed, there was
no rallying point and no possibility of rallying, and all that the people

composing our once strong column could do was to straggle into the

>Square as helpless units. I confess I was astounded at the rapidity of

' the thing and the ease with which military organisation got its victory,

I could see that numbers were of no avail unless led by a band of men
acting in concert and each knowing his own part.

What happened to us happened, as I hear, to the other processions

with more or less fighting. An eye-witness who marched up with the

western column told me that they were suddenly attacked as they came
opposite the Haymarket Theatre, by the police rushing out on them
from the side streets and immediately batoning everybody they could
reach, whether they resisted or not. The column, he said, was de-

stroyed in two minutes, though certainly not quite without fighting

;

one brave man \/rapping his banner torn from the pole round his arm
and facing the police till he was hammered down with repeated blows.

Once in the Square we were, as I said, helpless units, especially as
there were undoubtedly a good many mere spectators, many of them
club gentlemen snd other members of the class which employs Warren.
Undoubtedly if two or three hundred men could have be«n got to make
a rush on the cordon of the police, especially at the south-east comer
the crowd could have swarmed into the Square, and if the weakest
of the columns could have reached the Squai>e in order this could eaiily
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have been done. But the result would probably have been a far bloodier

massacre than Peterloo ; for the people, once in the Square, would have

found themselves in a mere penfold at the mercy of the police and

soldiers. It is true that as matters went, there seemed very little need

for the appearance of the latter, so completely were the police, horse

and foot, masters of the situation ; and the great mass of the people

also round the Square was composed of Radicals, very angry it is true

at the horrible brutality with which they had been treated by Warren's

men, but by no means strung up to fighting pitch. So that I was fairly

surprised, the crowd being then quite quiet, to see the Life Guards

form at the south of the Square and march up towards St. Martin s

Church with the magistrate at their head (a sort of country-gentleman-

looking imbecile) to read the Riot Act. The soldiers were cheered as

well as hooted by the crowd, I think under the impression that they

would not act as brutally against the people as the police : a mistaken

impression, I think, as these gorgeous gentry are just the helmetted

flunkies of the rich and would act on their orders just as their butlers

or footmen would. A little after this a regiment of the foot-guards

made their appearance with fixed bayonets, and completed the triumph

of law and order.

Sir Charles Warren has thus given us a lesson in street fighting, the

first point of which is that mere numbers without organisation or drill

are useless ; the second, which ought also to be noted, is the proper way

to defend a position in a large town by a due system of scouts, outposts,

and supports.

We Socialists should thank our master for his lesson, and so pass on

from considering the military aspect of the case to its civil aspect.

Warren has won a victory, but on what terms ! It is clear from what

isnallj^^^l^rinted that he would not have been thoroughly successful

if he^hg^Kiot had a free hand given him : if he had not attacked citizens

marchiii§*peaceably through the streets in just such a way as banditti

might do, destroying and stealing their property, they would have been

Jable to claim their right of meeting in Trafalgar Square in such a way
,t nothing but sharp shot and cold steel could have dealt with them.

don has been put under martial law, nominally for behoof of a party,

|f really on behoof of a class, and war (for it is no less, whatever the

cbnsequences may be) has been forced upon us. The mask is oflT now,

and the real meaning of all the petty persecution of our open-air meet-

ings is as clear as may be. No more humbug need be talked about
obstruction and the convenience of the public : it is obvious that those

meetings were attacked because we displeased the dominant class and
were weak. Last Sunday explains all, and the bourgeois now goes

about boasting that he is the master and will do what he likes with
his slaves. Again, the humbug is exposed of the political condemna-
tion of coercion by Act of Parliament in Ireland, when here in London
we have coercion without Act of Parliament ; and the feeble twitterings

of the Daily News will be received with jeers by the triumphant Tories.

And the greatest humbug which Sunday's events have laid bare is

" the protection afforded by law to the humblest citizen." Some simple
people will be thinking that Warren can be attacked legally for his

murderous and cowardly assaults of Sunday. I say Warren, because
'tis no use beating the stick that beats you. Some perhaps will think
that there may be a chance of his getting a few years penal servitude

for inciting to riot and murder. But these persons forget that he has
been ordered to act as he did just as he ordered his brigands, and that
Salisbury and Co. who ordered him have done so at the orders of the
class which they represent. They have made the laws, but have never
intended to keep them when inconvenient. It has now become incon-
venient to keep them—and in consequence we must think ourselves
lucky to be ordy beaten by the policeman's baton if the bourgeois don't
like us—lucky to get off the six months' or twelve months' impris-
onment which is likely to accompany such an accident. In short, the
very Radicals have now been taught that slaves have no rights. The
lesson is a painful one, but surely useful to us boastful Englishmen

:

nay, in the long run it is necessary. William Morris.

How Different from London ! !—The following extract from a letter by
the Jaggayyapeta correspondent of the Madras People's Friend has a familiar
ring about it

: "The police here, as elsewhere, are more a curse than a boon
to the people, and are indulging themselves in every kind of mischief. Vil-
lage ofiicials and shopkeepers form the chief objects of their prey. Innumer-
able are the false charges got up hy them, and many are the persons suffer-
ing from their oppression. No mention need be made here of the bribery
in this line, as everyone knows full well about it." Of course in London
civilisation and Christianity together have guarded us against all this.

If capital insists on hanging men for political utterances, as it does in
Chicago, what will it crave as pnuishment for political acts ? Will it insti-
tute the stake, the rack, the thumbscrew and other Christian modes of con-
vincing workingmen that they had better lie still in the frying pan ? But
consistency is not a jewel in the crown of Pluto. The devil heats his furnace
as hot for infants not a span long as for sinners old in iniquity, and a man
might as well die for a sheep as a lamb. But suppression of free speech by
hanging a few speakers will only close the valve through which extra pres-
sure of discontent finds vent. Men cannot be convinced that they are wrong
by hanging their friends for telling them they are right.— Wimted Press.

It was not Endacott alone who was on his trial the other day. It was Mr.
Newton, and to some extent, Mr. Matthews also. A mere policeman might
easily have been sacrificed to popular wrath, but alas, our rulers could not
throw Endacott over and spare the others. They would have all hung to-
gether, hence the judicial joke of Mr. Justice Stephens' decision. We have
gamed somethmg by the whole affair ; a new word has been added to the
English language. We all know what " boycotted " means, though the word
IS of recent origm. In future, when anyone finds himself in gaol through the
stupidity or the hard swearing of a police constable, we shall say he has been
Bndaicottedj'—Foricich Daylight.

^'BROKEN CISTERNS."
We Socialists are often asked to justify our revolutionary position ; we
are urged to show cause why we should seek to remodel society on a

different basis instead of going on improving that which has grown up
on the present one. Our questioner dilates upon all the improvements
that have been made, especially in the last 50 years. He points to the

spread of education and educational facilities, to the repeal of the laws

against trades' unions, and their consequent spread, which resulted in

raising the wages of most skilled trades, the amount of rise being

variously stated at from 25 to 50 per cent. Then they point to the

laws passed to prevent the overwork of children, to enforce sanitary

arrangements, and to ensure the safety of the workers in mines and
on the sea. They point triumphantly to the reduction of pauperism,

and they try to persuade us that things are on the mend, and that we
have only to go on in the same direction to put things as right as they

ever can be in this world. They would have us believe that all action

in the future must be a carrying on of the policies. of the present

political parties ; they call us unpractical dreamers and all the rest of j
it, and finally go off to the caucus meeting to do their share in carry-

4f
ing on things as they have been going. While our friends are thus

engaged, let us see how it is that Socialists are such unreasonable

fellows that they are discontented with all these methods of improve-

ment, and declare that nothing short of a complete change in the basis

of society will avail. The best order, I think, will be to begin by
examining the various agencies, politi(;al and social, through which it

is hoped that improvement will be brought about ; trying to see what
ground there is for hope in each case, and why each and all must fail

to produce the amelioration hoped for.

We will begin with the political agencies, and here we have two
main parties, Conservative and Liberal, with a third. Radical, which is

practically the advanced part of the Liberal. Now what is the aim
of each of these parties, what is the theory of society on which they

base their action 1 The fi.rst thing which strikes us is that their actions

are not based on any consistent theory of society at all, but form a

series of empirical or experimental laws passed under temporary
pressure, with only a small amount of thought given to the all impor-

tant question of what consistent form of society is aimed at. Oppor-
tunism best expresses the moving principle of our legislation ; this is

largely the result of our basis of party government by which it be-

comes the chief duty of a party when in office to keep there, when out

of office to get there ; the legislation is planned chiefly to this end, and
only secondarily for the good of the community. There are, of course,

individual exceptions who look more to the good of the community
than to party, but they can only exert any telling influence when their

advice does not happen to make much against party interests.

The Conservative party, in so far as it is more than a mere drag on
progress, has or had some definite theory of society ; it is not content
with a society which consists of a mere assembly of unconnected units,

but looks for some organisation. Looking back it finds that in olden

times society consisted of various grades and classes, all depending one
on another, having mutual duties and fixed relations ; the lower classes

depended upon the higher for protection and guidance, and in return

gave them homage and wealth. In those good old days a man knew
his place and did not aspire to be as good as his master, but was con-

tent to do as he was told. The thinking part of the Conservative
party sees some such theory of social organisation in the past, and
hopes to establish a similar system again rather modified to suit

modern times. The rich and noble will govern the land, and will look

after the poor, teach them to respect their betters, and generally take

a paternal interest in them, for which services the poor are to work
for them and show them respect, and all the rest of it. Have we any-
thing to hope from this ? Not much, I think ; surely when a system
has been tried in the past and society has outgrown it, there is little

use in wishing to try it again. The coat which a boy outgrows he can
never wear again ; so with society, it will not return to an outgrown,

system, and if it should the result would be anything but happy.
Society may take the discarded principles of some old system and come
back to them again on a higher level. So society may take the prin-

ciple of organisation which there was in the old times, and coming
back to that we may again have an organised society instead of a con-

course of atoms, but it will be on quite a higher level. Conservatism
in so far as it has an ideal of organised society is superior to the other
parties, but, unforttmately, its ideal is borrowed from the past and
only suitable for the past. Hence it is that Conservatives in office are

forced by the irresistible pressure of social development to pass laws
in direct opposition to their ideal.

We next come to the Liberal party. Now if we come to consider

the matter we can imagine a society such as the Conservative would
wish for, we can imagine a society such as the Socialist would wish
for ; the ideal society of the Individualist or Anarchist can be to some
extent imagined, the same with the ideal of the Positivist ; but what
is the ideal of the Liberal party 1 We are stumped. All we can think
of is our own country after two or three reforms which the Liberal
party are talking about shall have passed. The Liberal party is a
party without an ideal or consistent aim, there are sections in it hold-
ing each of the ideals named above, hence its actions are empirical

;

it does a bit here, a bit there, according as pressure is put on it or

circumstances dictate ; it lives from hand to mouth trying to make the
present system do by rushing wildly to any point where there is un-
usual friction, passing at odd times some good and useful measures, but
failing to see any future ideal to which all shall be made to tend, and
failing to make its measures consistent one with another. At one

m^
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time it coerces those who seek for something, at another it grants the
request; at one time it favours individual enterprise and competition,
at another it starts a government department to lessen the same. All
this applies to the Radical as to the Liberal ; the Radical has no con-
sistent ideal before him, unless it be a political one. He may be a
Republican and call that his ideal, but that has little to do with the
social question ; his ideal is realised in America, and there is the same
social question to be solved there. What have we then to hope from
this party without an ideal? Evidently nothing but what we can
make them do to improve details of society as it at present exists.
They may be convenient as a squeezable party, but the point I wish to
urge is that their work is done without any definite aim for the final

improvement of society. The organisation of society can only be
accomplished by a body of men who know what is needed, and are
bent on getting that and nothing else, making any intermediate
mea^iBteg^lHe|^ The Liberal party has origi-
nated as a diefe^c^'ve agent to pull down the ancient form of society

;

it ha»,done||S|f^ork, and has no constructive ideal to place before us.

What^'Spes Ife programme at present consist of? A few more reforms
in th« ^k^titution, a little more responsibility thrown on to an em-
ployer lor the lives of his men, some economies in the national expen-
diture, and some decentralisation of power. Well, some of them are
good, let us take them if they come in our way ; but when we have
them all how much nearer shall we be to proceeding with the organi-
sation of society unless we have found some consistent ideal to aim at ?

How much nearer is America, with all its Republican institutions, to
solving its social problems than we are ] And if the majority were
convinced of the advantage of any definite form of society and wished
to establish it, do you think they would let our political institutions
stand threei months in the way ] And yet some would urge that we
should spend our time for years to come in getting hold of the power
without being able to decide what we should then do with it. If the
people can once be shown how they can organise society in a way that
shall be better for all, they will not be slow to seize the power ; until
then they will not trouble much about it. Probably one of the chief
reasons why the people are content to leave political power in the
hands of the landlords and capitalists, although they expect little from
them, is that they do not see how they could use it to much purpose if

they had it.

We see that there is no solution of our social problems to be hoped
for from the existing political parties ; true one party off'ers us greater
political power, well we have no objection to that, only it is not much
good to us till we have found out how to use it in such a manner as to
do away with the misery of modern society !

We must next turn to social agencies, and see what hope is offered
us there. The professors of the science of political economy claim our
attention first. Strictly, they have not much to do with our question,
because they start on'^e assumption that the present basis of society
is right, and they seek to find the laws which in this system govern the
production and distribution of wealth, but practically they have been
obliged to extend their scope and to mingle with the scientific investi-
gation of phenomena, as they exist under our system, a certain amount
of discussion about the basis of that system, whether it is the best and
most just one. I think this has been to some extent unfortunate, as
their reasoning has been more a defence of the system which their
science explains, put forward to make their science a little more popular,
than an honest search for the best form of society. We do well to
study what they have to tell us about our present system, and also
their defence of it, but I fear we have not much to hope from them in

?^the way of improvement. Modern economists are more and more
gbing towards Socialism, and any improvement they have to otter in
the future comes from Socialism rather than their own science. I
think the course <4 events since the science was started shows that it

has been useful .asji means of clearing away many old and noxious
customs and lawit^'lbut that it is useless as a constructive science. It
was well qualified to make the present system as perfect as it is capable
of becoming, but it is not suitable to clear away evils inherent in the
system or to suggest a better. It did good service in exploding the
•idea that money was the only form of wealth worth having, and in
cl^aMng away foolish restrictions on trade. But when the commence-
ment of the present century saw the vast revolution in industry caused
by the rapid introduction of machinery, when men were thrown out of
work and in their despeiation destroyed the machines, when huge
fortunes were made by the few out of the machines which plunged
many into destitution, what had the economists to suggest then ? All
they could sa3)"^s, " Let alone, let them be ; it will all come right in
time, our syst€^is a wonderful system, is a beautiful system, it accom-
modates everj^Jiing to its wants, those who are useless to it are crushed
out, and only those whom it wants survive ; this misery is only just
,the necessary part of changes, it will all come right in time." Such
was the answer of the economists, and the ruling powers believed it,

the more easily because it paid them best to follow the advice. The
system has gone ,on crushing out those it does not require, for the time
when things come right never arrives; as fast as one thing rights
itself there is another change come which has to be righted. It is

like the promise of " Jam, to-morrow !
" but never jam to-day ! And

now we are beginning to see that man was not made for a system, to
be fostered or crushed out according as that system needs or does not
need him, but that systems are made for men, and that a system is

good if it fosters all men and tends to raise and improve them, not
good because it happens to be able to crush out those who do not fit it.

Raymond Unwin.
{To be contintbed.

)

Nov. 12, 1887.

THE DAY AFTER.
It lashed me like the scourge of Fate,

I could not work, I could not rest,

So fierce a flood of wrath and hate
Was raging in my breast

;

I could not rest, and turning north
From the huge town, I hastened forth
To tire my restless limbs, and then
Think calmly of those murdered men.

By meadow-green and coppice bare
And homely brook I sped my way

;

It seemed that Nature did not care

To mourn for yesterday.

Nor down each grassy village street,

Or windy common, did I meet
One son of toil who had descried

It was for him our comrades died.

Not Nature's carelessness I chide,

But the dull apathy of men.
Contented meekly to abide
Mewed in a hopeless pen.

Because their fathers wore a chain,

They bow the head and bear the pain,

And rot, unknowing of their worth.
Whilst Labour is true lord of earth.

Yet not in vain ye died, I know,
In witness of the world to come ;

Sure your reward, if haply slow
; fy'

Your deed shall not be dumb. /;i
Though slighted now, a crown of glory 'V|i

.

Shall yet, ere long, bedeck your story,

And ye, with many a one, shall stand
Transfigured in the martyr-band.

See, with his foot upon the prey,

In seeming triumph Mammon stands,

And wipes contemptuously away
The crimson from his hands.

But ten times precious is the blood
That is poured out for brotherhood,
And when the hour at last is here,

This deed shall cost the monster dear.

But yonder, lo, far hence withdrawn
Through miles of night, fast stealing on,

That hideous mockery of the dawn,
The glare of Babylon,

—

Our battlefield, whereon, at length.

Spoilers and spoiled shall jpi^asure strength
;

Even now they gird them for the fray,

JTearing and hoping for the day.

C. W. Beckett.

a-if

*'A DANIEL COME TO JUDGMENT!"
Mr. Cremer, M.P., one of the "Carnegie crew" at present in America
crying " Peace, peace, when there is no peace," has been interviewed by a
JVetv York Herald reporter. After polishing ofi* " the State of Europe," and
delivering himself of the usual Peace Association twaddle, he proceeded to
" write " himself "down an ass " in the following fashion :

—

" ' What is the extent of the Anarchist, Communistic, and " black flag " move-
ment in Great Britain ?

'

*
'

' The Social Democracy has a following of course, arising out of the large
number of unemployed in Great Britain and the distress consequently existing
throughout the country. The distress is more extended and more acute than I
have ever known it to be. In fact our commercial prosperity is a thing of the
past, and I doubt if it will ever be revived.'

*' * But what is the character of the *' black flag " demonstrations recently held
in Trafalgar Square ?

'

*' ' I have no doubt that these movements are promoted by the Social I)emocrats,
but my impression is that the majority of the people who take part in such dis-

turbances laave not only " got no work to do," but " want no work to do." I

have made it a point to mix with them in Trafalgar Square, and I think that the
majority of them were loafers, though there are certainly some decent fellows
among them.' "

The reporter calling upon Mr. Cremer nearly mistook the " big " man for
" a cow-boy on a tour," and thus describes his " get-up " :

—" Dressed pecu-

liarly—a soft white hat, coloured flannel shirt without a collar, heavy light

overcoat, with pale fur collar and cuffs ; a business suit of coarse material,

yellow leather shoes.'

I fancy, however, that an average cow-boy who had spent three weeks in

London would have been able to give a more intelligent answer than the
foregoing. But then the cow-boy would probably give the result of his

own unbiassed observation ; he would not have to " square " his views to

meet the wishes of the " upper crust " people who patronise the " washy-
wishy " workingmen who hire themselves out for deputations.

What should a " respectable " working-man Member of Parliament, and
confrere of such eminent individuals as Andrew Carnegie, Lord Kinnaird,.

Lord Herschell, Sir Lyon Playfair, etc., have to do with such vulgar wretches
as Socialists and lower class loafers ? " Oh !

* Eespectability,' what fantastic

tricks are committed in thy name !

"

T. B.

The Better WAY.—Mr. William Hurman, the new Mayor of Bridgwater^
has expressed his disapproval of the customary banquet given to the corpora-

tion, and intimated that he intends, instead of giving the usual dinner in the
town hall, to give a dinner between this time and Christmas to all recipients

of outdoor relief in Bridgwater. He hopes that the town councillors, who
are never in want of a good dinner, will attend and assist as carvers.
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW I FIRST, FEW MEN
IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON

!

Oo-m/inuiiications invited on Social Questions, They should he urritten on one side of
the J taper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farrivgdon Rd.,E.C., and accompanied
hy the. name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As a'l articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS. only returned if a stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.

Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

fiix months, 3s.; three months. Is. 6d.

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-

ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stainps.

TO COERESPONDENTS.
R.—Tikhomirov's book has been translated into English by Dr. Aveling, and

published by Sonnenschein and Co. A review of it is in preparation for an
early number.

F. D.—You can obtain any information about the "Midland Counties Glass-

workers' Association, Limited," from the secretary, Mr. J. M. O'Fallon,

Kingswinford, near Dudley.
E. C.—For *The Tables Turned' (4d.) write to manager, this office. ' A pream

of John Ball ' is in preparation.

A.—H. A. Barker is the business manager of the " Gommomveal Dramatic Co.,"

and to him any application should be addressed.

F.—We have no time for foolery. Any serious letter will receive careful attention.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday November 16.

England
Anarchist
Jus
Labour Tribune
London—Freie Presse
N' irwich— Daylight
Railway Review

New South Wales
Hamilton—Radical

United States
New York— Der Sozialist
Union Advocate

Boston—Woman's Journal
Liberty

Chicago (III.)—Vorbote
Knights of Labor

Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer
Hammonton(NJ)Credit Foncier
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt

St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole
Altruist

San Francisco (Cal) The People
Arbeiter-Zeitung

Buffalo—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West
Detroit (Mich.)—The Advance
N.Haven—Workmen's Advocate

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)

Lille—Le Travailleur

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen
Amsterdam—Voorwaarts

Belgium
Liege—L 'Avenir
Ghent—Vooruit
Antwerp—De Werker

Italy
Gizetta Operaia
Milan—II Fascio Operaio

Spain
El Productor
Madrid—El Socialista

Portugal
Oporto—A Perola

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Vienna—Gleichheit
Arbeit

Brunn—Volksfreund

Hungary
Arbeiter-'Wochen-Chronik

KOUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

NOTES ON NEWS.
" Who drives fat oxen " need not " himself be fat," but assuredly

"who preaches wisdom should himself be wise.'' Poor Professor

Tyndall has been making a spectacle of himself again. Some wonder
and many laugh. He is a standing illustration of the adage which
warns a cobbler against wandering from his last, but is so little conscious

of it that his latest project is one of such wandering on an extended
scale : all "scientific" men are to give their opinion of Home Rule, etc.

As men their opinion is worth pretty near as much as that of any
others ; as scientists^ their opinion is worth having on their own subjects

but of no account on political matters. That they may know all about
some department of nature does not show them capable of judging men.
Indeed it is notorious that they are specially out of place in the work-
aday affairs of the world :

" They will measure ground by geometry,
set down limits, divide and subdivide, but cannot yet prescribe quantum
homini satis (how much is enough for man) or keep within compass of

reason and discretion."

The Lord Mayor's tomfoolery has passed off as usual, except that
the curses and hisses were louder and sharper, and the cheers fewer
than ever before. The rain and cold kept the unemployed from hold-
ing a meeting, and so the police had no chance of hatching up a riot.

As one looked at the sorry spectacle and thought upon what it meant,
and the bitter contrast it emphasised, the question rose again and
again to the onlooker's lips, " How long will it last ?

"

" Law and order " is getting along merrily. During the past week
there has again and again been recorded some stupidity on the part of
the authorities, or of brutality on the part of the police. Tuesday's
papers Lad the story of the mishaps which befell Mr. Walter Arter,
timber merchant and prominent Conservative. Because he consented,
when appealed to, to go to the police-station as a witness for a man he
saw arrested, he himself was captured, tried, imprisoned, stripped,
bathed, dressed in convict attire, etc. Of course, he has no remedy,
although he has been able to expose the peijury of the police !

Wednesday we read of the arrest of Mr. Bennet Burleigh, the well-
known war correspondent, w^ho, for no other reason that can be seen

than that the police were even exceeding their average behaviour, was
hauled off to King Street police-station, where the assembled constables
greeted him with yells of " Bloody German" (!) and the like. We go
to press before the result of this " little affair " is known, as Mr. Bur
leigh quite rightly refused to be shuffled out of Court, and comes up
again on Thursday.

Mr. Winkes, another journalist arrested with Mr. Burleigh, but who
had been speaking, was credited by the police evidence with having
said that " in France they understand organisation," and " they should
organise as the French did," and that "they had had revolutions there
in recent years ; and, my God, if it were not sedition, I would say it

is time we had one here." But it was carefully suppressed that he
immediately afterwards went on to say (as reported in the Daily News)
that " a peaceable and commercial revolution might be brought about
by combination." The notorious Superintendent Shepherd's explana-
tion of his failure to report the last sentence was that he regarded it

as another subject immaterial to the matter which had preceded it !

John Oldland, indicted for having, on the 18th of October, riotously
disturbed the peace, and also for assaulting two constables "in the
execution of their duty," was accorded at the Middlesex Sessions on
Thursday the 10th, by Judge Edlin, what even the ordinary press
admits is a " vindictive sentence." The prosecution withdrew the first

count with regard to rioting, and relied on the counts charging the
assaults. The jury found the prisoner guilty, and the Assistant Judge
sentenced him to six months' imprisonment with hard labour for each
assault, making twelve months in all. He was also ordered to find

two sureties in £25 each and enter into his own recognisances in £50
to be of good behaviour for a subsequent term of twelve months, in
default of finding such sureties to be imprisoned as a second-class mis-
demeanant for two months.

The notorious procuress and bawd, Mrs. Jeffries, was brought up at

the same place and before the same judge as Oldland, next day (Friday),

but met with very different treatment. Her friend, Mr. Edlin, could

not screw up his courage to sentence her, though she had been duly
found guilty. She is to remain in custody till next Sessions and then
be sentenced. Can this mean that she is held back until forgotten a
bit, so that she may be let off the more easily %

Sir Charles Warren's attempt to apply his methods of order-keeping
in Cairo to London, was handicapped from the beginning by his in-

ability to flog and fling in prison and hang men, women, and children

without trial, as he was wont to do ; wherefore he has been borrowing
leaves from the books of Mitchelstown and Chicago—with what result

is known

!

I commend to Sir Charles Warren the perusal of the Illinois Con
spiracy Law given on another page ; it will simplify matters consider

ably for him if he can get it passed by the English Legislature ; it

assuredly will aid him in the cold-blooded and brutal work in which he
is engaged, which is his function.

The way in which the press has treated the Irish and Free Speech
Questions is very instructive, the Fall Mall being the only paper that
has even tried to be consistent. The Daily News endorses Free Speech
in Ireland, but calls for Coercion in London ; the Daily Chronicle
broke down for a moment in its dishonest career, and admitted that
Coercion was wrong—out of Ireland ! Of the whole ruck of daily

papers there is but one which has not pandered and truckled to law-
breaking authority, either in London or Ireland. Among the weeklies
of course Reynolds speaks out well ; the rest hobble along gracefully,

as near the hedge as may be. S.

A DREAM OF QUEER FISHES.
(A MODERN PROSE -IDYLL.)

" As the sleeping hound dreams of the chase, so the fisherman dreams
of fishes." Thus says the old Greek poet Theocritus; and that the
same thing is true even to the present day may be seen from the strange
dream dreamed by Joe, the Commissioner of Fisheries, as he was on his
way to America to manage the fishy business of the firm of Salisbury
and Co., whose service he had lately entered. Now^ Joe was thoroughly
familiar with every kind of bait and fishing-tackle, having been ap-
prenticed as a youth to a grand old fisherman, a regular old piscatorial
hand, who carried on certain deep-sea fisheries, in which Joe soon
became very expert, and was regarded by his master as his right-hand
man. But unfortunately Joe had been always on the look-out for
bettering himself, until at last he and the old man had words, and Joe
rashly gave a month's notice and left the service in which he was doing
so well. After this Joe had set up service on his own account, but
finding it did not prosper, and being still very bitter against his old
employer, he had become commercial traveller to the rival firm above-
mentioned—a post for which he was specially qualified, through his
proficiency in the piscatorial language usually known as " Billingsgate."

So Joe was now in mid-voyage for America ; and it happened that
one night, after thinking a great deal by day of the fishy business on
which he was embarked, he dreamed that he had fallen overboard and
was surrounded by a vast multitude of fishes. Herring, mackarel,
mullet, whiting, turbot, cod, haddock, soles, eels, oysters—every fish,

great and small, was there, from a whale to a sprat. It was, in fact,
a Public Meeting of sea-fish into which Joe had suddenly entered • and
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just at that very moment the chair (a relic of a sunken vessel) was
being taken by the Old Man of the Sea. It was a great annoyance to

Joe in his dream to find that there was an Old Man even in this sub-

marine assembly, especially as he seemed to detect in his features a
lurking resemblance to his old employer ; but what alarmed him still

more was the hostile feeling which evidently animated the scaly meeting
against himself. Each fish as he sailed round to his seat rolled a glassy

eye on Joe with a very sinister expression ; but Joe, smart fellow that he
"was, cocked his eyeglass in return and did his best to stare them out
of countenance. Now fish, as we all know, are dumb; so in this

Public Meeting there could not, on their part at least, be 'any delivery

of speeches
;

yet, strange to say, Joe's conscience told him clearly

enough what was the object of the meeting and how he himself was
concerned with it. These fish were met for the purpose of demanding
Home Rule, which he, as Commissioner of Fisheries, had the power of

giving them—nay, more, which he had formerly pledged himself to give

them (such was the extraordinary conviction by which he was possessed

in his nightmare) and had since broken his promise.

Every eye was now turned on Joe, and there was a twinkle on the

features of the Old Man of the Sea as he invited him by a courteous
gesture to reply to the complaints which, though unspoken, were plainly

understood. What was Joe to say, and in what language could he
address a company of fishes 1 Suddenly the happy thought occurred to

him that he might address them in Billingsgate ; so, leaping on an
old fragment of a wreck, he poured out one of his vigorous harangues.
The upshot of his speech, as far as it could afterwards be remembered
—for, as is the way in dreams, it was rather vague and illogical—was
that the Home rule he had once promised them was not what they now
demanded, but Canadian Home Rule, and that as they were a shoal

of rascally, gaping, cold-blooded conspirators, he was now determined
not to give them any Home Rule at all. He further managed to

recommend them, in choicest Billingsgate, one and all to go about their

business—the herrings to be cured, the mackarel to be pickled, the

oysters to be scalloped, the cod to be crimped, the lobsters to be potted,

and the eels to be skinned alive. Such was Joe's spirited oration

;

but, if the truth be told, he soon repented of it, for he quickly found
that he had got a pretty kettle of fish on his hands. So far from
knocking under to Joe's bluster, the fish had one and all got their backs
—or rather, their dorsal fins—up, and came round him in vast numbers,
with the evident intent of making him food for fishes. In vain poor
Joe, who now inwardly cursed himself for his temerity, entreated them
to shake fins and be friends again, promising to use his influence with
his new employer to obtain for each one of them three acres of good
submarine pasturage and a sea-cow. For they would have none of it

—

nothing but Home Rule would satisfy them, and it seemed even that
was now to be preceded by the execution of Joe. For at a signal from
the Old Man of the Sea, whose face wore a stern yet half-amused
expression, a sword-fish appeared on the scene, while two large eels,

even more slippery than Joe himself, began to pinch Joe and lead him
towards a block of water-logged timber which lay on the ocean floor.

It was a fearful moment ; for, as is usual in nightmares, Joe could
stir neither hand nor foot, and even his voice failed him as he tried

to call aloud to his old pals to come to his assistance. However, just

as the sword-fish was about to strike, Joe woke with a cry and found
himself once more in his comfortable cabin.

Such was Joe's dream, which he remembered for a long time after-

wards, the thing which dwelt longest in his memory being perhaps the
sort of pitying half-smile on the face of the Old Man of the Sea when
poor Joe, in the extremity of his despair, oflered the three acres and a
sea-cow as a substitute for the Home Rule which he had first promised
and afterwards refused. H. S. S.

STRIKES.
Throughout the United Kingdom, and in fact throughout the whole
civilised world, in all trades and occupations, there occur at certain
indefinite periods what we call strikes. At the present time in many
large towns in Great Britain, in some industry or other, master and
workmen are at war with each other ; while in the United States and
on the Continent strikes are of alarming frequency. Mines, manufac-
tories, railways, etc., are at a standstill, and thousands of men are idle.

The machinery is in perfect working order, the materials are all at
hand for producing wealth, yet owing to these disputes mines and
factories are closed, and machinery stands idle, until one side yields to
the demands of the other.

Let us look for a moment at the real cause of so much ill-feeling

existing between the capitalist and his workmen ; how it is that strikes
with their accompanying destruction and distress are brought about.
In the first place, we are aware that Labour is the source of all wealth,
that the class who perform the work of the world are those who pro-
duce all luxuries and comforts. One would naturally suppose that
those who produce all wealth and all luxuries ought at least to enjoy
what they create. Such, however, is by no means the case. All the
good things of life are in the hands of another class— a class who per-
form no useful labour themselves, who do nothing in the interests of
the community at large, yet whose whole life is one long round of
pleasure, one continual season of idleness and ease. This latter class
we find have appropriated to themselves the mines, factories, machinery,
shipping, and all the means to which the labour of man can be applied
to produce wealth. Now, having got possession of the means of pro-
duction, they set the workers to labour at them, paying them so much
weekly or monthly for their toil. What is returned to them in the
shape of wages only realises about a quarter of the full produce of their

toil, the surplus going into the pockets of the employers, as theidLe

class are termed. Let us suppose that trade is at' itis very best, the

workers are all employed, and in receipt of fairly good wage, there

being a great demand for goods of various kinds. AH these enrployers
who are engaged in making those articles that are selKng so rapidly^

will naturally endeavour to turn out as much as possible,' so as to dis-

pose of them at a profit—to make hay while the sun- shines, to Use a
popul£i<r phrase. The consequence is they overstep the mark. So eager
aie they to take advantage of the revival of trade that they fail to see

the catastrophe that awaits them. They find in course of time that
the demand decreases, and when their warehouses are full thiey find
they cannot sell at a profit what previously obtained a ready sale in
the market. This is termed over-production. Rather than submit to

smaller profits, or lose anything by the result of their own folly,' they
endeavour to make up this deficit by discharging the extra hands
engaged during the period of prosperity and by threatening to reduce
the wages of the ordinary workers. The workers, of course, sooner
than submit to this reduction in their wages, refuse to work at all, and
come out on strike, thus giving the employer the opportunity he desired

of disposing of his stored-up goods without having to pay wages. It

is doubtful, however, whether the employers gain anything in the long-

run, because while the workers of various trades are on strike they
cannot buy the same quantity of food or clothing they did while in

employment, and they being also the consumers as well as the pro-

ducers, the goods are only disposed of very slowly. When the ware-

houses are full the employer has little to lose by a strike, but as soon
as the goods which fill them are disposed of, then he also begins to feel

their eflfects, but being in no danger of starvation, having capital at

his back and still enjoying the ease and luxury he has been accustomed
to, he resolutely refuses to take the workers on again at the old rate

of wages, waiting patiently until such time as they see fit to accede to

his demands. The workers during a strike have to endure great

privation and misery, and in most cases stern necessity compels them
to give in. True, they are assisted in their struggle by the trade union
to which they belong ; but owing to the frequency of strikes and the
want of a thorough organisation amongst the workers of all trades

(each supporting the other against the common enemy), the funds are
speedily exhausted if a strike is at all a protracted one. Then they
have to rely on the charity of the outside public.

When trade is prosperous the workers often strike for an increase of

wages, naturally assuming that as the profits of the employer are far

above the average, they as the wealth-producers have a right to a share

in them. Even when this is the case in very few instances do the

employers give way. However large profits the employing class may
be making, we never find that the wages of the workers show a
corresponding increase. Employers do, and will so long as they have
the power, make it their sole business to get as much work as possible

out of their slaves and to give as little as possible in return.

In conclusion, let me sum up the evils that are the cause of strikes,

and endeavour to point out a remedy for the poverty and vice prevail-

ing at the present day. The present misery of the workers is due to

the existence of a class who have the monopoly of the means of pro-

duction and who use that monopoly in their own selfish interests at

the expense of the workers. Cunning and selfishness are seated over
a pinnacle of wealth, while honest labour is rewarded with a crust.

Shall this state of aflfairs continue] All right-minded men answer
No, and use their influence to bring about a change for the better.

Education is the first duty, however, and that education must be
pushed with the greatest vigour and the most unflagging enthusiasm.

The workers must be taught that their emancipation can only be
brought about by a social revolution—peaceable if possible, forcible if

necessary. A revolution that shall institute in the place of capitalism

that universal co-operation, where the whole people shall collectively

own the land and natural resources—mines, manufactories, shipping,

etc.—and shall use them for the common good. Where the whole
people shall be the sole producer and distributor, and where all shall

work and all receive equal remuneration for their labour.

The prospect before the governing classes at the present moment is

not a pleasant one. The winter is almost upon us, and the army of

the destitute and unemployed is ever increasing. Who knows but that

before the winter is over thousands of men facing starvation will rise

desperately, madly, striking aimlessly for bread or vengeance? We
see the sturdy miner, working deep down in the bowels of the earth

for twelve or fourteen shillings a-week, and we see the evicted tenant-

farmer of Ireland standing with bitter curse on his lips gazing on the

ruins of his homestead. We see the brutal police, striking down the

miserable wretches who meet to ask for work and to parade their misery

and wretchedness before the denizens of the West-end. We see the

hangman's rope dangling over the heads of our doomed comrades in

Chicago ; while on the Continent we see the dungeon, the bullet, and
the scaflbld all at work to kill and torture the heroes of the proletariat.

Everywhere the governing classes are with the strong hand trying to

stem the rising tide of revolt. We note the brutal laugh and the sneer

of respectability, and we discover that already the revolution is upon
us : even now the battle of the wage-slaves is begun. Shall this great

contest be one of undisciplined revolt, of frightful carnage and fearful

vengeance? It is for the governing classes to decide. Let them be
wise in time. Let them by the passing of wise and just laws, which
shall improve the condition of the people, take away all class distinc-

tions, and granting leisure and opportunity for their physical and
intellectual advancement, lead the way to a calm and peaceable revolu-

tion in which reason and intellect will show the wa^ to victory.

William E. Muse.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BEITAIN.

Blackburn Engineers.—^The Society of Engineers have issued a mani-

festo appealing to those on strike for funds to continue the strike.

Over-production.—It is stated that over 80,000 miners are out of employ-

ment in Derbyshire, owing to the over-production of coaL

The Northumberland miners in many cases are only getting three days

work a fortnight while seven is a good average.

A movement has been set on foot amongst the drapery assistants in

Dublin to bring about the closing of the establishments at an early hour on

Saturday.

Leeds Puddlers.—Owing to the depression of trade, a large number of

puddlers have been thrown out of employment. As the trade is slack

generally, there is every prospect of a hard winter for puddlers in Leeds.

Threatened Strike of Plasterers. — At Edinburgh and Leith the

plasterers have made a demand for an advance in wages of ^d. per hour.

The employers have unanimously resolved not to grant the advance, and the

men are considering the advisability of striking.

The West Cumberland Iron Trade.—A meeting of the ironmasters of

West Cumberland has been held at Whitehaven, at which it was unani-

mously^resolved to reduce the output of the district by blowing out a number
of furnaces, and also to make a reduction of 10 per cent, in furnace-men's

wages.

Strike of Ironworkers.—The workmen employed at the Norfolk Iron-

works, Ecclesfield, recently decided to strike against a proposed reduction of

10 per cent. A deputation waited upon the senior partner, and offered to

submit to a reduction of 5 per cent. That gentleman, however, said his firm

were obliged to press for the full 10 per cent, reduction. These terms the

men refused, and shortly after they returned home.

Trade is very bad in Nottingham, and thousands of people are out of work.

At the firm of Hill and Company last week, about 150 handcs were dis-

charged, mostly girls. Large numbers of men have also been discharged

from the different machine works, and most of remainder put on short time.

Building and other trades also in bad condition.

Nottingham Cigar-makers.—Notice have been given to the women and
girls employed at cigar-making at a firm on Derby Road, Nottingham, of

25 per cent, reduction in their wages. A meeting has been held at which
deputations from other towns were present, representing the Cigar-maker's
Union. The women and girls all joined the union, and declared they would
resist the reduction, support being promised from other towns.

The Chainmakers' Strike.—In these times of rabid coercion it is pleasant
to note that at the Staffordshire adjourned quarter sessions the Court quashed
the conviction of Thomas Homer, president of the Chainmakers' Association,
who was recently charged with aiding and abetting in the intimidation of a
female operative during the chainmakers' strike at Cradley-heath, near
Dudley. The only penalty left was the imposition of the costs, which Mr.
Horner can ill afford to pay. The strike still continues.

Self-help Societies.—The principle of self-help is taking hold of opera-
tive weavers in Burnley to a large extent. Already there are two societies
in the town working two sheds, and another is in progress of formation. It
appears that no operative can be employed by these companies who is not a
shareholder, but outsiders can be shareholders too. The Haggate Company
is not an industrial partnership like the Healey Royd and Trinity Societies,
but most of the hands at Harle Syke (Haggate Company) are shareholders
in the place.

Colliery Strike.—The men employed underground in Wollaston Colliery,
near Nottingham, numbering about five hundred, have struck work. In
summer the men submitted to a reduction of 10 per cent., consequent upon
a fall in the price of coal, and a fortnight ago they gave notice for an increase
of threepence per ton on soft and twopence per ton on hard coal, contending
that there had been a return to the old prices. The notice expired on Wed-
nesday, and, the company declining to accede to the demand, the men left
work, taking their tools. The strike was settled on Saturday by a compro-
mise, most of the men getting an advance and a promise of a further advance
all round on the next rise in the price of coal. About 700 took part in the
strike.

Miners' Meeting at Quarry Bank.—On Wednesday 9th inst. a meeting
of the mmers locked out at the Netherend Colliery was held at the Hope
and Anchor Inn, Quarry Bank. Mr. B. Winwood, who presided, said the
present severe struggle of 19 weeks for the right to live bv their labour
proved conclusively the great necessity of closer combination among the
mmers of these districts than existed at the present time, and he hoped this
dispute would serve as a lesson in future for the better organisation for the
whole of the miners of South Staffordshire and East Worcestershire dis-
tricts. Resolutions were carried unanimously in favour of continuing the
strike, and appealing to fellow miners to assist them in the struggle.
Impending Strike of Weavers.—At a large and enthusiastic meeting of

Colne weavers, held to consider the best steps to be pursued in the impend-
ing strike at Mr. Catlow's Garden Vale Shed, Mr. E. Riddihough, who pre-
sided, stated that every effort to get this employer to adhere to the Burnley
standard list had hitherto failed, and the North-East Lancashire Weavers'
Association felt compelled, in the interest of other firms, to take the matter
up and compel conformity to the list. In his district, for the same class of
goods they were receiving 3s. a week more, and Mr. Catlow was upwards of
15 per cent, under the list. Unless that firm was taken in hand, a o-eneral
reduction all round would shortly take place. Mr. Holmes said tliatliotices
in the shape of a " round robin " had been sent in, which represented 900
looms out of a total of 1,100. Those weavers were practicalh workino- six
weeks per annum for nothing, compared with the other part of the district
and it was unfair to other manufacturers. Colne generally was behind the
list, but it would have to be brought up shortly, and everything depended
upon that firm. A resolution was then passed, that to show this employer
that they were determined to have the Burnley standard list adhered to,
the first payment to the weavers out on strike be made one week in advance'
and that each weaver contribute 2d. per loom per week.

'

New Phase in Scotch Iron Trade.—Russian Poles at
Glengarnock.

The North British Mail of Nov. 11 contains a report by its special com-
missioner on this latest phase of the Labour Struggle in Britain, from which
the following IS extracted ;—« Much excitement has been recently created

in the iron manufacturing districts of the West of Scotland by a serious re-

duction in the wages of the labourers employed, and by the introduction by
Messrs. Merry and Cunninghame, at the Glengarnock Steel Works in Ayr-
shire, of a number of Russian Poles as labourers. Hitherto, notwithstand-

ing the long and serious depression in trade, the current rate of wages has

not been seriously tampered with by employers. The difficulty on the part

of the men has been to find employment. Of course under such circum-

stances the general law of supply and demand has, as was to have been
expected, exercised its influence, and wages have long since ceased to range

at what might be termed the top rate. The most competent men have been
constrained to accept the lowest current rates, and the less competent have
been left out in the cold. The movement recently made at the Glengarnock
Works, however, seems to indicate something much more serious than this.

A considerable number of Russian Poles have been introduced into the

district and employment found for them at the works, and this has been

followed by a general reduction of the labourers wages to the very low

figure of 2s. a day. When trade was brisk in the West of Scotland, 3s. and
3s. 6d. a day was the recognised standard wage for a labourer at such works
as the Glengarnock Iron Works, and in West Cumberland, which is the

newest iron district, these are the current wages even at the present time.

Even now the average wage throughout Lanarkshire is not less than 2s. 6d.

per day ; but this is the first time that we have heard of such low wages as

"two shillings a-day" being paid to men employed in such heavy and
laborious work, and this is a wage even that we are sorry to think men
should be constrained to accept. Food, no doubt, is cheap, and the cost of

living perhaps is as low, and it may be even lower, than it has ever been
known to be during the present generation. But let our readers but think
what twelve shillings a week means to a man who has a wife and a family
and a home to keep up. What will be left out of such a pittance after rent
and rates and schooling for the children and other outside expenses are pro-

vided for. Let any one make the calculation for himself, and see how he
would like to be placed in such a predicament. We certainly do not envy
the employers who are constrained to pay such wages, and our necessities

would indeed be great before we would stoop to call in the aid of the
foreigner to impose them upon our fellow-countrymen. No doubt the work
which these men have to do requires but little skill or previous training, but
it is exhausting work, which necessarily implies that the man who does it

must be well fed. As we recently overheard an employer remark in a
cynical way :

' It is a strong back and a weak brain that we want,' and
possibly the Russian Pole at Glengarnock is an ideal in this respect.

" Surely Messrs. Merry and Cuninghame might have found cheap enough
labour at this time in Scotland without troubling the Russian consul in this

city to find it for them. From their own standpoint of view their conduct
cannot be consistently defended. They are Tories in politics, and ardent
supporters of all that Toryism implies. They would most cordially support
any measure that might be proposed to impose a tax upon the product of

foreign labour, even although it increased the cost of the bread which their

workpeople earn by the sweat of their brow ; but they claim for themselves
the light to import that labour free so that they may maintain wages at

starvation point here. The consistency of such a position will not stand dis-

cussion, but we would ask is it just ? is it honest ? should it be tolerated ?

" There is more than the pecuniary profits of Messrs. Merry and Cuning-
hame at issue. The health and general interests of the whole community
are involved, and the question is, are they to be reckoned of no weight in the
balance as against the saving of a shilling a-day which this firm will effect,

perhaps, on two or three score of men ? The danger of infection from such
a class of people as these Russian Poles unfortunately is no illusion, and, so
far as we have been able to ascertain, Messrs. Merry and Cuninghame have
done nothing to protect the people of Kilbirnie against it. Then, in the
event of these men breaking down in health or being discharged from their

employment, who, then, is to bear the burden ? The ratepayers have a right
to ask this question, for, failing Messrs. Merry and Cuninghame, it will un-
doubtedly fall upon them.

" It is hard to see what motive this firm can have in resorting to a step of

this kind, unless it be that of pure greed. There has been no dispute with
their workpeople, and there has been no unreasonable demand made by the
latter which would have served as an excuse for the importation of foreign
labour of this low class. The public certainly will expect some explanation
from Messrs. Merry and Cuninghame respecting this matter, and we think
they have a right to it."

AMERICA.
On Saturday October 29 the New York Knights of Labour assembled in

thousands in Union Square to show, as the call declared, " that there is still

manhood enough left in the industrial heart of the nation to enter a vigorous
protest against the execution of the seven men in Chicago whose only crime
was love for their fellow men." James E. Quiim of District Assembly 49
touched the keynote of the meeting by saying, "that while in the past we
working men have relied upon our ballots to protect our liberties, we find
to-day that the ballot-box cannot be relied upon to protect us." The pro-
ceedings were most enthusiastic, and this was as yet the most radical utter-
ance of Organised Labour. Chairman Kelly adjourned the meeting with
the words, " If necessary we must fight in defence of our principles."

How cowardly and base the police are acting may be seen from the fol-

lowing extract from the New York Herald: "Mrs. Parsons (the wife of one
of the seven) was selling to-day in the streets of Chicago General Trumbull's
speech to Governor Oglesby on behalf of the Anarchists. She appeared thin
and haggard, and extended the pamphlet, which she sold for 5 cents, to
passers-by with pleading eyes and an eager manner. A crowd quickly col-
lected and the sale went on rapidly until a big policeman came along and
told her to move on. There was none of the old defiance, not a sign of the
wild, untamed lioness about the faithful wife of the man now standing
beneath the shadow of death. A year ago Mrs. Parsons would have turned

,

on the blue-coated minister of despotism, she would have castigated him
with fierce invective. To-day she obeyed the by no means courteous order
to 'move on,' and hastened to a stairway, which she ascended and sank
exhausted from the rapidity of her flight. *0f course they must keep the
streets clear,' she explained ; 'I wish to aid them all I can'; and then the
wretched woman, who firmly believes she will be a widow next Friday^
smiled in a ghastly way."

List of Strikes for October.
Number of strikers to Oct. 21 ... ... ... ... ... 31, .^31
Philadelphia, Pa.—stove-molders and kettle-makers, against reduction

of wages and for the discharge of foreman, Oct. 25 ... ... 60

I

Harrison, N. J. (East Newark)—wire-workers, against system of fining,

Fmdlay, Ohio—edge-tool grinders, against reduction of wages
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Pittsburgh, Pa.—boys in glassworks, for Increase of wages
Scottdale, Pa.—coke-drawers, against loss of time, Oct. 27
New York city—vamishers, for increase of wages

Total known for October 1 to 28 13,406

THE CONSPIRACY LAW OF ILLINOIS.

Enclosed is a copy of the present Conspiracy Law of Illinois, in which
State is the city of Chicago, where the seven Anarchists are condemned
to be hanged. It was passed after the Haymarket affair—indeed, if

it had been in existence then there would not have been so much legal

delay possible—but it illustrates the unreasoning panic in Chicago
better than would the Act under which they were condemned, as public

excitement was at its height when the present law was introduced and
passed. Use it if you can in the cause of liberty. Study will show
its atrocity. John Beverley Robinson.
New York, October 29.

An Act entitled " An Act to further define Conspiracy and to Punish the same,
and Crimes committed in pursuance thereof and relating to the Rule of
Evidence^''

JirSec. 1. Be it enacted by the people of the State of Illinois, represented in

the General Assembly : That if two or more persons shall conspire to do an
unlawful act, dangerous in its character to human life or to person or pro-

perty, or if its accomplishment will necessarily or probably require the use
of force and violence, which may result in the taking of human life or injury
to person or property, every party to such conspiracy shall be held criminally
liable for whatever offence any one or more of his co-conspirators shall com-
mit in furtherance of the common design.

Sec. 2. If any person shall, by speaking to any public or private assemblage
of people, or in any public place, or shall by writing, printing, or publishing,
-or by causing to be written, printed, published, or circulated, any written
or printed matter, advise, encourage, aid, abet, or incite a local revolution,

or the overthrowing or destruction of the existing order of society by force

or violence, or the resistance to and destruction of the lawful power and
authority of the legal authorities of this State, or of any of the towns, cities

or counties of this State, or resistance to the same, by force and violence, or
by any of the means aforesaid shall advise, abet, encourage or incite the
disturbance of the public peace, and by such disturbance attempt at revolu-
tion or destruction of public order shall thereafter ensue, and human life is

taken or any person is injured, or property is destroyed by any person or by
any of the means employed to carry into effect the purposes so advised,
encouraged, aided, abetted or incited as aforesaid, every person so aiding,
advising, encouraging, abetting or inciting the same shall be deemed as hav-
ing conspired with the person or persons who actually commit the crime,
and shall be deemed a principal in the perpetration of the same and be
punished accordingly : and it shall not be necessary for the prosecution to
show that the speaking was heard or the written or printed matter aforesaid
was read or communicated to the person or persons actually committing the
crime, if such speaking, writing, printing or publishing is shown to have
been done in a public manner within this State.

Sec. 3. If two or more persons conspire to overthrow the existing order of
society by force or violence, or to bring about a local revolution by force, or
to destroy or resist and overcome the legal authorities of the State or of any
county, city or town thereof, and a human being is killed or person injured,

or property destroyed, by any of the persons engaged in such conspiracy, or
by any one who may participate with them in the unlawful design and pur-
pose, in furtherance of the object of such conspiracy, then all persons who
may have conspired together as aforesaid, together with all persons who may
actively participate in earring into effect their common design, shall be
.deemed guilty of the crime committed by any one or more of such persons
80 conspiring or acting with such conspirators in the common design, and
shall be punished accordingly ; notwithstanding the time and place for the
bringing about such revolution or overthrowing of public order, or the de-
struction or overcoming of such authorities, had not been definitely agreed
upon by such conspirators, but was left to the exigencies of the time, or the
judgment of co-conspirators or some one or more of them.

Sec. 4. Hereafter it shall not be necessary in order to establish a conspiracy
as aforesaid to prove that the parties charged ever came together and
entered into any agreement, combination or arrangement to accomplish a
.criminal or unlawful purpose, but it shall be sufficient if it appears that the
parties eharged were actually pursuing, in concert, the unlawful purpose,
whether acting separately or together, at the same or different times, by the
same or different means, providing that the acts of each were knowingly
tending to the same unlawful result.

Sec. 6. Nothing in this Act contained shall be construed as repealing by
implication or otherwise any law now in force in this State.

Approved June 15, 1887.

The Bermondsey Badical who wrote to Mr. Gladstone was doubtless dis-

appointed with the answer, but it was very simple of him to be so. The
question of the rights of the people is not a party matter, and therefore
Mr. Gladstone can pay no attention to it Nevertheless, the answer is

useful ; and there is even a glimmer of honesty about it, since Mr. Glad-
stone really says in it that if he were in the same position as the present
Government is, he would do pretty much the same, i.e., put down public
meetings when they were inconvenient to " Society." Eadicals might take
note of this 1—W. M.
A comrade forwards us an anonymous postcard received by him, with a

request that we should notice it. The sneaking cad who writes it has
revealed himself more clearly than we could paint him. After abusing one
of the unemployed speakers, whom he calls "a rascally thief," he says:
"That is just the sort of man who becomes * unemployed ' and a hero of the
Socialist worship ; and it is to allow him and those like him to preach theft
and rapine and incendiarism and murder, and the destruction of all law and
order and decency, in the hope of reducing society to the old barbarian level
of Troglodyte Man, that we are to give up our parks, our squares, our streets,
our comfort and our safety. That is your gospel ; it' is not that of nous
autres. I would give such ruffians the benefit of the Nordenfelt gun ; and if
a few stray bullets knocked about the inside of 2 Northumberland Street,
Strand, I should not cry my eyes out." The editor of the P. M, G. will
doubtless be as proud as is our comrade to have incurred such gentlemanly
wrath.—S.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Will you kindly answer the subjoined questions in the next issue of your

paper ? I am preparing a paper on " Socialism Practically Considered," as
you will see by enclosed card. An answer to my inquiries will materially
assist me in the formation of a correct judgment on the issues involved :

—

1. What is Socialism ?

2. Its aim and object ?

3. How to be attained ?

Also quote a work that would give the information I require ]—I am, etc.,

78a,^ Park Street, N.W., Nov. 9th. T H. S.

[The above is a genuine example of a class of letter we are constantly re-
ceiving. We do not wish to discourage any enquirer, hostile or otherwise,
but must point out that it is hopeless to attempt to master a subject like
Socialism in a few days, and then to get up and explain it all ! Those of U3
who have spent years in the study of the social problem, and who find every
day new fields for study and research, are aghast sometimes at the unreason-
ing audacity of those who expect to deal with Socialism as lightly as a
juggler with a handkerchief, and who expect the whole matter to be pressed
into three small pills to be swallowed at a gulp ! Knowledge, even on
Socialism, must be learnt to be of use, and not taken ready-made. Gron-
lund's * Co-operative Commonwealth ' (Sonnenschein, 2s.), and Mrs. Besant's
^ Essays on Socialism ^ (Freethought Publishing Company, 2s. 6d.) may be
recommended to a beginner.

—

Ed.]

THE CHICAGO MARTYRS.
The Glas.ffow Branch passed unanimously on Sunday evening a resolution

recording admiration of the noble and heroic behaviour of their Chicago
com rades, Spies, Parsons, Engels, and Fischer, in the face of death ; their

detestation of the brutal legal system by which they and their comrades
were most unjustly condemned, and expressing the deepest sympathy with
the relatives and friends of these brave martyis in the Cause of the People.
Resolutions of a similar nature were also carried at a great number of other
meetings in all parts of the country.

General W. H. Parsons, a brother of our murdered comrade, gave the fol-

lowing facts concerning him to a reporter of an American paper recently :

" My brother was born in Montgomery county, Alabama, June 20, 1848t
and therefore in his fortieth year. His grandfather was a major-general in
the Revolutionary war, and his grand-uncle lost an arm at the battle of
Bunker Hill. At twelve years of age my brother entered the Galveston
News office, but on the breaking out of the war, at the age of thirteen, he
joined a Confederate company, the L^ne Star Grays, participating in many
actions, and assisting in the capture of General Twiggs. He later became
a member of my brigade and an excellent cavalry scout, serving under me till

the war ended, when he was seventeen years of age. He edited the Waco,
Texas, Spectator in 1868, and was married to a talented and beautiful Mexican
lady in 1872, at Austin, Texas. Two children are the result of their union.
In 1876 he was elected secretary of the Texas Senate, and the following year
was appointed deputy collector of internal revenue. Going to Chicago in

1883, he resumed his trade as compositor on the Times^ and in 1886 joined
the Socialists. He has been nominated for alderman three times, for Con-
gress twice and for sheriff and county clerk once each."

This is one of the " wretches " over whose untimely fate the cruel cowardly
London Chronicle and its capitalist contemporaries are now gloating. B.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

Resolutions of Council.
<^ (1) **That this meeting of the Council of the Socialist League condemns the
action of Sir Charles Warren in ordering the police to prevent peaceable citizens
from meeting in a public place in every way suited for meetings, and for ordering
them to attack the said citizens while passing through the streets in a peaceable
errand as if they were in an enemy's country, and also for calling out the military,
and in all ways behaving as if London were in a state of siege."

^ (2) '* That this meeting of the Council of the Socialist League expresses deep
sympathy with the relatives of the Chicago martyrs in their bereavement, and
pledges itself to do all in its power to make a substantial sign of that sympathy."

Propaganda Fund.—C W. Mowbray, 6d.

Mowbray Testimonial Fund.—Announced up to October 29, £5, 19s. 6d.

Received November 7—E. Beare, Is. T. Morley, Is. A. T. Sutton, Is. 6d. A.
Houghton, lOs. P. Kahler, 2s. F. C. Slaughter, 12s. H. Samuels, Is.—A. T.

Sutton and F. C. Slaughter, Sees.

Socialist Defence Association.—Geo. Porter, 5s. Isabella Sandheim, 10s.

Fund for the Provision of Wives and FamiHes of the Martyred
Anarchists.

Under this heading we shall be pleased to acknowledge donationsfor the above object,

D. Nicoll, 2s. Jenny Morris, IDs. W. Morris, £1.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Annie Cobden-Sanderson, donation, £2, 2s. Weekly Subscriptions—K. F. , Is.

C. J. F.,2s. Oxford Branch, 2s. Langley, 2s. P. W., 6d. W. B, 6d.

Ph. W., Treasurer, Nov. 15.

REPORTS.
Bloomsbury.— On Thursday, Nov. 10th, W. H. Utley lectured on " Evolution

of Society." Good discussion and two new members elected. Sunday morning
meeting at St. Pancras Arches addressed by Wardle, Springfield, and Dalziel.

Several promised to join branch.—T. J. D.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, Nov. 9th, no meeting. Sunday evening, an

indignation meeting was held on Green, when speeches were made protesting
against the murderous and brutal action of the " guinea a-week bullies" on un-
armed and peaceable men and women. In hall (Annie Besant in chair) George
Bernard Shaw lectured to large audience on ''Practical Socialism." Good dis
f'ussion and reply from lecturer followed.—B.
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FuLHAM.—On Sunday, Nov. 13th, large meetinsj

addressed by Graham Wallas, Mahony, and Tochatti.

Pair sale of GommonweaL 5s. 2d. collected and another
member made.—S. B. G.
HoxTON.—Meetings well attended Thursday even-

ing and Sunday morning. On Sunday evening, H. H.
Sparling lectured on " Socialism, its Probable Effect
on Life." Interesting discussion. A vote of condo-
lence with the families of the murdered heroes of
Chicago carried with enthusiasm at close, and 4s.

collected for Chicago Fund.—C. J. Y.
MiTCHAM.—Meeting on Fair Green addressed by

Eden and Kitz. Our meetings (despite the inclement
weather) still increase, as does also the attendance of
police. A special meeting will shortly be convened
with supper for these worthies to regale themselves
upon, as a reward for their exertions in protectiuff law
and order.—R. C.
Glasgow.—On Thursday evening, the first meeting

of the discussion class was held. Comrade Adams
opened a debate on the " Eight Hours' Working-day,"
and demonstrated that no reduction of the hours of
labour would permanently benefit the wage-earners.
On Saturday, a good meeting was held at Cambuslang.
Glasier and Downie were the speakers, and were re-
ceived with the good-will that is always accorded to
our comrades here. Sunday at 2 p.m., Glasier, Pol-
lock, and Gilbert addressed a large and attentive
audience in Infirmary Square. Our usual meeting at
Paisley Road Toll was very successful, Glasier and
Pollock being the speakers, and were listened to with
great attention. At 7 p.m., in our hall, at 8, Watson
Street, Mavor delivered an interesting lecture on the
" Working of the Commercial System." Good dis-
cussion followed. Good sale of Commonweal.—K,

Leicester.—Nov. 4th, a lecture on " Malthusian-
ism," given by Robson. Several new members joined.
At the Y. M. Institute in connection with the Victoria
Road Church, a paper read on 8th, " Is the Socialistic
Tendency of Modern Legislation likely to prove bene-
ficial to the English Nation." Discussion followed,
remarkable for the advanced opinions expressed. Mr.
Daniells nobly vindicated the justice of our propa-
ganda. Amongst thespeakers werethe Rev. Greenough,
LL.D., M.A., Mr. Alderman Bennett, and many of
the "hupper ten."—J. F.
Leeds.—Sunday morning, Braithwaite, Paylor. Ma-

guire, and SoUitt addressed meeting in Vicar's Croft.
In evening question of "Technical Education" dis-
cussed at our rooms.—T. P.
Norwich.—Meeting at Cawston, a village about 12

miles from Norwich, by Mowbray and Houghton ; alsom Market Place and Agricultural Hall Plain, Mow-
bray and Barley speakers ; our banners draped in
black as a token of respect for Chicago comrades.
Papers sold well, and good collections made at all our
meetmgs. On Monday 7th, social gathering held in
Gordon Hall to present Mowbray with a purse of
seven gumeas to enable him to start at his trad*^ in
Norwich. Very enjoyable evening spent. A string
band is formmg in connection with our branch • five
members already jomed. First rehearsal of ' Nupkins

'

on Tuesday next, Nov. 14th. Parker lectured, assisted
by Mowbray, in Gordon Ha.ll on " The Murder of
Anarchists m Chicago, and the Lessons of it."—M.
Nottingham. -At club Saturday night, visit re-

ceived from Rev. S. D. Headlam, who held a general
conversation with members on the unemployed; Sun-
day morning he lectured in Secular Hall to crowded
audience on Christian Socialism." Lecture well re
ceived, slight opposition sufficiently answered by lec-

i'iT* i^^^^'^tT ?^^^ ^^^ *^^ Socialist Defence Fund,
t.1 bs. lid. At a late meeting of the branch on Sun-day night, on receiving the news of the Trafalgar
Square conflict, the following resolutions were passedimammously:-(l) - This meeting strongly condemns
the suppression of public meetings^m Trafalgar Square!and IS of opmion that the Home Secretary and the
Chief Commissioner of Police are responsible for themjuries mflicted upon peaceful citizens by the police,and demands their immediate resignation of the offices

Jt^.J'r^w P''^^"^ ti^emselves to be incompetent to fill!"

Ik^ / f l?^!*}""^
expresses its full concurrence with

nf^T.nwL .•
*'^^^

t^^'l ?^^^ *^ maintain the rights
of public meeting in Trafalgar Square, a place which
IS national property, and trusts that these efforts willbe repeated until successful, and that if necessary de-
putations will be summoned from all parts of the
country to support the citizens of London in their
opposition to tyranny and oppression."—A M'C
Walsall.—Donald spoke here Saturday evening tokrge audience. Meetings, also held Sunday and jlon-

day by Sanders.—J. T. D.
j ^

Dublin.—At the Saturday Club, Nov. 12th, the re-
lative merits of '^Free or Fair Trade" from a So-
cialistic standpoint were discussed by J. B. Killen
Brown, and Fitzpatrick, who also delivered a powerful
condemnation of the judicial murder of the four
Anarchists in Chicago.
Norwich Anarchist Group. — Henderson spoke

during week at Carrow, Yarmouth; Norwich, on St.Georges Plam and Haymarket, on Saturday. Two
^?^if^^ A !'^^?

^^^^ ^" ^*^k«* Sunday, and one at Ber

^rffl. ,
^*^?io^th the meeting assumed the pro-

Slfnl.?f^ 'P
^en^o^stration, and most effectuallysde^ce^ the Tory roughs who raised the late disturb

Scottish Lana and Labour League.

w^sW tT q** Jf««al n^eeting-place. As paperKw York Sif
i"''*^!^^^^ translation of debate'^heldat New York between Henry George and Schevitsch.

Larger audience than usual listened with great atten-

tion to both papers. Good collection.—C. W. T.

Aberdeen.—Further meetings addressed by Mahon.
On Monday night business meeting held, and a pro-
gramme for six weeks arranged.

WooDsiDE.—Mahon addressed three meetings here
on Tuesday. At Grandholm Works dinner-hour, in
the open-air 7 p.m., and in St. Katherine's Hall at 8.

Barrow and Leatham spoke at night. Enough names
given in to form branch.

Montrose.—Mahon addressed a second meeting here
in the Temperance Hall on 9th. Audience very sym-
pathetic and attentive. Some names for branch given

;

good deal of literature sold.

Arbroath.—Mahon spoke at Tower Nook on 10th,
and to crowded indoor meeting same evening. Several
added to branch.
Carnoustie.—Mahon lectured on " How to Realise

Socialism" on 11th. Good sale of literature, collec-

tion, and several new members.
Dundee.—Branch is now progressing favourably.

Saturday and Sunday four meetings held, at which
Mahon, Duncan, Weksleder, Carr, Simpson, and
Grainger spoke. Sunday night, Mahon's lecture on
*' The Rise and Progress of Socialism" was well at-

tended. Number of new members enrolled, and good
sale of literature effected. Next Sunday our members
class begins.—J. C.

Notice to Branches of the S.L.L.L.
Branches desiring literature apply to D. K. Mac-

kenzie, librarian, 163 Pleasance, Edinburgh.

North of England Socialist Federation.
A very interesting report of a week's campaign in

Northumberland, by the Rev. John Glasse, of Edin-
burgh, we are reluctantly compelled to hold over by
extreme pressure of space and time.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Bloomsbury.^Commumat Club, 49 Tottenham Street,
Tottenham Court Road, W. On Thursday Nov. 17,
at 8.30, T. E. Wardle, "Society: Present and Fu-
ture." Nov. 24, at 7.30, business meeting; at 8.30,
lecture by Edward Carpenter, "Peasant Life in
Italy."

GlerkenwelL—Kall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.C. Sunday November 20, at 8.30.
W. Morris, "The Coming Society." Wednesday 23,
at 8.30, H. H. Sparling, "Wilful Waste and
Woful Want."

Fulham.—Committee meets Wednesday evenings, 8
o'clock, at 4 Werlery Avenue, Dawes Rd., Fulham.
On Sunday 20th Turner will lecture.

Hammersmith,—Koimacott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday November 20, at 8 p.m. A. C. Varley*
"Socialistic Co-operation."

^ojc^OTi (L.E.L.).—Grand Concert and Draw will be
held at 13 Farringdou Road on Saturday evening,
December 10, to raise a fund for the purpose of
forming an East-end Socialist Club. Members of
other eastern branches are invited to co-operate.
Circulars will be issued in a few days. Concert and
draw committee meeting on Saturday at 8.30, at
8 Dunloe Street, Hackney Road. Special members'
meeting to further discuss this matter at Common-
weal Office on Tuesday Nov. 22, at 8.30.

Mitcham.—ComQv of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Mile-end and Bethnal Green.—^^ Boston St., Hackney
Road. Business Meeting every Thursday at 9 p.m.
Debating Class for members after Business Meeting.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—James Leatham, secy.,

15 St. Nicholas Street.
Arbroath (Scot. Sect.).—High Street Hall. Meeting
Friday evenings. W. Smith, 12 Maule St., secy.

«rac{/or(/.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section : Forfarshire).—Secretary
pro tern.), D. M'Dougal, East Path.

Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI. , sec
Dublin.—^Q,imdiQ.y Club, Central Hall, 12 Westmor-
land Street, every Saturday at 8 p.m. Free debates
on Social and Political subjects. All friends invited.

i^uric^ee (Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the
Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station. Political
Economy class, 11 a.m. Lecture at 6.30.

Arfm/jwrgrA (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. 'Das
Kapital' class every Thursday at 7.30. Members
requested to pay weekly subscriptions on that night.
Sunday evening, Trades Hall, High St., J. L. Mahon

Galashiels (Scot ttect).-J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.
(xallatown and Dysart (Scottish Section: Fife).—Meet
every iuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.
Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow -si4 John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.

T.LaA ^''"i' o"^^'^^,
^^^^^ ^^d Shorthand Classes,

D^"ti:*nL. "^.F^^"^^, Wednesday at R

TT^^iUr.^ T> X > Tx ;, ^,"'*'» ^ana restoration.^am/ion.-Paton's Hall, Chapel St. Thursday, 7.30.Leeds.-n Chesham St., Sweet St. Club open everyevenmg Busmess meeting Wednesdays at 8 p.m.On Sunday November 20, at 7.30, Debate, "fid^^-
vidualism V. Socialism." Ind., J. S. Fisher (Pari^
olf Individual Liberty); Soc, T Maguire

^

Leicester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8,

Lochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, [pro tem.),

John Greig and Hugh Cohway, The Square.
Norwich.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures
every Sunday at 8. Business Meeting Monday at
8.30.

Nottingham.—Club and Reading Rooms, 1 Tokenhouse
Yard, Bridlesmith Gate, open every evening. Lec-
tures and Discussions every Sunday.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.

Wednesdays, at 8.30 p.m.
Walsall.—Temperance Hall. Meets every Monday.
West (7a/c?er (Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,
West Calder.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday SO,

9. 30...Starch Green Hammersmith Branch
11. 30...Hackney^-Salmon and Ball

11.30...Hoxton Ch,, Pitfield St....Mainwaring & Davis
11.30...Kingsland Green Barker
11. 30...Merton—Haydons Road The Branch
1 1. 30...Mitcham Fair Green J. J. Allman
11.30.. .Regent's Park Nicoll
11. 30... St. Pancras Arches Dalziel & Wardle
11.30.. .Walham Green The Branch
3 ...Hyde Park
7 ...Stamford Hill Graham
7 ...Clerkenwell Green Lane

Wednesday.
8 ...Broadway, London Fields Cores

Thursday,
8 ...Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Brookes

PROVINCES.
Glasgow,—St, George^s Cross : Sunday, 1 p.m.—Glasier

and Pollock.
Paisley Road Toll: Sunday, 4.30.—Bulloch and

Pollock.
Hamilton : Saturday, at 6 p.m.—Glasier and Adams.
Leeds,—Sunday: Vicar's Croft, 11 a.m.
Norwich Branch,—Sunday : Market Place at 3 ; Agri-

cultural Hall Plain at 7.

Dereham,—Every Wednesday, Market Place at 7.

North of England Socialist Federation.

Branches and Secretaries.

Annitsford.—F. Rivett, Dudley Colliery.
Backworth.—W. Maddison, C. Pit.

Gonsett.—J. Walton, Medonsby Road.
jB^y^^.—Martin Mack, 4 Back Marlow Street.
South Shields.—F, Dick, 139 Marsden Street, West.
North Shields.—3, T. Harrison, 24 Queen Street.
East Holywell.—J. McLean, Top Row, Bates's Cottages
West Holywell.—¥. M'Carroll, West Holywell.
Seaton Delavdl,—W. Day, Seaton Delaval.
Seghill,—Wm. Whalley, New Square.
M. Mack, Gen. Sec, 4 Back Marlow Street, Blyth.

Hoxton, Globe CoflPee House, 227 High Street.—
Mrs. Annie Besant (Fabian) lectures for the L.E.L.
on Wednesday November 30, at 8.30—subject, "The
only Path to Freedom for Labour."

Sheffield Socialists, Commonwealth Caf^, Scot-
land Street, Sheffield.—Discussions or Lectures every
Sunday evening at 7 o'clock. Free.

Norwich Anarchist Group.—TarTwow^^—Thurs-
day, on the Quay, at 7.30. Carrow—Friday, at 1.30.
aS'^. Faith's—Sunday, on the Green, 3.30. Norwich—
St. George's Plain, Saturday, at 1.15; Haymarket,
Saturday, at 8 ; Market Place, Sunday at 11 and 8.

Y.M. Literary and Training Society, Momington
Chapel, Hampstead Road, N.W.—Monday Nov. 28,
T. Shingles, "Socialism Practically Considered," 8 pm
West Marylebone Working Men's Club (S.D.F.),

123a Church Street, Edgware Road, W.—Sunday
Nov. 20, at 8 p.m., H. A. Barker (S.L.), "The Aims
of Socialists."

gOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE FEDERATION.—
Meeting at Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon

Road, on Sunday November 20, at 3.30 p.m. prompt.

NUPKINS AWAKENED.

On Saturday December 3rd the above Dramatic Sketch
will be performed,

IN AID OF "The Prisoners' Defence Fund."

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. , Id,

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades*
unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors) Id.

Socialism on its Defence. A Reply to Pro-
fessor Flint. Id.

The Rights of Labour according to John
Ruskin. By Thomas Barclay. • • . Id

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and WUUam
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The swearing-in of the Specials will recall to some of the older

amongst us the similar panic caused by the last great demonstration of

waning Chartism in 184^. But the rush into the ranks of the amateur

police was much more energetic then. A certain amount of fun was

poked at these heroes by the Punch of the period, which though bour-

geois enough was both funnier and less completely flunky than it is

now. E.g,, one drawing otLeech's exhibited an unhappy little Special

about to enter into conflict with a brawny and contemptuous drayman,

and fortifying his courage by saying to him :
" Now, you know, if I

kill you it's nothing , but if you kill me, by George, its murder !

"

It is much to be hoped, by the way, that the real police, who, as we
have abundance of reason to know, are in a very bad temper, will not

vent any of it on their amateur brethren ; that they,won't look upon

them as "knob-sticks" and interlopers; that they won't in conse-

quence hit them a knock on the sly when their badges are not very

visible ; that they won't detail them for warm corners amongst Social-

ists and Irishmen, and let them take care of themselves there, to find

out by experience that " the policeman's life is not a happy lot." This

would be spiteful and unpleasant of them, but so natural, that we are

bound to hope that it won't take place.

* On the other hand are the special constables all prepared to imitate

the conduct of the police, now become so flagrant to all honest people 1

Is Sir Frederick Leighton going to knock down a woman ; to scalp a

tottering old man, some relic of '48 perhaps ; to beat a man on the

ground wherever the baton can' be got in when he is held by three or

four otheiv defenders of law and order ; to thrash a defenceless pri^onei'

in the midfet of his foemen ; to insult a high-spirited and brave r an in

the police-cell, and to beat him into senselessness if he retorts by w^ord

or look ? Because all this is Sir Charles Warren's view of the duties

of the English policemen at present, and as long as they have to deal

with unarmed men.

a religious man, as I hear, thanks God for the victory thus won. So

I think it is not so much the unhappy drunken elephant we can hate,

though we must certainly defend ourselves against him, as the king

who has set him on—if indeed we can hate even him, a lump of wood

and pipeclay, inspired with military duty, so-called, to take the place

of intelligence and conscience. How long are we to be forced to bear

the dominion of the class which in its turn has made him ?

— \

Concerning the sentences of Ingham and Yaughan at their drum-

head court-martial—their stupid iniquity ; the gross flunkeyism which

drew from Mr. Poland an elaborate apology to Mr. Burleigh for the

same ofience for which Oldland had a year's imprisonment allotted to

him ; the collapse of the prosecution against Mr. Saunders, and its idiotic

comicality—what are we to say of all this, except that it reveals even

to the simple and unsuspecting the foundation on which " Society

"

(so-called) is built—to wit, fraud and brute-force.

Cunninghame Graham has done hi^ utmost to wipe ofi" the reproach

of the Radical M.P.'s. His conduct will be long remembered, one

would hope, by lovers of freedom ; but he must expect for some time

to come to be a pariah among M.P.s. To do him justice he^ is not

likely to care much about that. ^ •
^•

I can suggest another course of action which really might come well

within the four corners of the oath which these British Lions have to

take before they can be trusted with the baton and the badge. How-

would it be if they were to translate "keeping the Queen's peace "in

this way ?

**If I see the police attacking a procession of unarmed men going on their

lawful errands, even if I don't agree with their political opinions, I shall feel it

my duty to take their side and help to defend them from the police.
* "If I see a policeman knock down a peaceful defenceless person I shall feel it

my duty to arrest him and call on all citizens to help me.
" If any such horrors of cowardice come to my notice as beating and insulting

prisoners, either when just taken or (still worse) in the police cell, I will pursue

the wretches who practice such shameful atrocities to the utmost.
" If I am told off to prevent the people from making use of their own property,

I will not prevent them, but will do all in my power to help them to keep the

meeting orderly.
" In short I will do my best to keep the peace and to hinder peace-breakers

even if they wear blue coats and numbers."

I off'er these suggestions to Sir Frederick Leighton and the other

military bourgeois now invested with the badge. But I confess I am
afraid that they understand that the Government has called <hi them

to break the peace and not to keep it. Yet even so I do still calFupon

them to act according -to some of the hints above given. At least let

them determine not to strike non-combatants, and not to maul men on

the ground or insult helpless prisoners,* and so be honourable enemies

if they must be enemies. I admit that even if they go so far as this

they will run some risk of finding themselves prisoners ; for they will

be expected to do the worst of all these things. Indeed it is for their

own sakes and not for ours that I make this appeal to them ; for I

cannot think that they will be a very dangerous army. I wish them

to spare themselves the dishonour of going down to posterity as the

most shameful .set of fools and poltroons that have ever disgraced

English history—scoundrels as bad as the whores and pimps of Ver-

sailles in '71, or the cold and bloodthirsty cheats of Chicago to-day.

As to the professional police, what are we to liken them to *? There

is a story of the Wars of the Jews, I think in the book of Maccabees,

of King Antiochus their great persecutor, and how he made his ele-

phants drunk and then set them on a defenceless crowd. Just so has

the Woman-queller Warren made his elephant, the police, drunk,

<^ned the door of its cage, and bid it run amuck ; and no doubt, being

INSURANCE AGAINST MAGISTRATES.

The meeting held in the Memorial Hall on November 18th will do

good service if the protective League inaugurated by it keeps to its

promise (as I se3 no reason for doubting that it will) of helping all

persons without distinction of opinion who "get into trouble" in their

endeavours to defend freedom of speech. Stewart Headlam in his

speech on that occasion said nothing less than the bare truth when he

said that no poor man had any chance of obtaining justice m a naagis-

trate's court,—in which, by the way, he would doubtless have included

the Middlesex Sessions if he had had any experience of Judge Edlm.

No better instance of the necessity of some corporate protection for the

victims of the law could be given than what happened on the mornmg

of the meeting, when nine prisoners convicted by Ingham's drum-head

court-martial were able to appeal against the unjust and malignant

sentences pronounced against them by an ancient piece of incompetence,

no doubt inspired by orders from headquarters. I believe none of

these poor men would have been able to appeal but for the responsible

bail provided for them chiefly through the efforts of Mrs. Besant, whose

untiring energy and devotion throughout the whole affair will surely

win her a place in the liearts of all working men. It has been stated

in these columns before, but may as well be stated again, that no one

can appeal from a magistrate's decision unless he can find two sureties

who will bind themselves to pay the costs of the appeal if rejected ;—

where can a poor man find such sureties, who may have to pay £50 m
case of failure %

•
i j x \

The struggle for mere freedom of speech (whatever it may lead to)

will certainly be a ^ong and arduous one. Even the present idiotic

Tory Government will not be easv to get rid of; and though it is

possible that a Liberal Government would treat us better, at least for

a while, because the Liberals may be forced to take the matter up and

come in on it, yet such a trifle as a mere change of ministry will not

cure the gangrene of the law-courts ; nor will it have much influence

on the reaction w^hich is obviously setting in and which is the necessary

accompaniment to the no less obvious progress of revolutionary ideas.

The struggle will be a long one, and must be carried on .by us ma,

manner which will mean steadily and pertinaciously harassing the

apparently all-powerful executive on all sides. The League which the

Pall Mall Gazette has set on foot will, if it performs its functions duly

take up one side of the attack, and will assuredly do good service. All

Socialists will be glad to see Mrs. Besant's name on the committee as

an earnest of due fulfilment of its promises; and although * votes of

thanks" are not in favour amongst us, it would be unfair and ungener-

ous not to acknowledge the great services which the Pall MaM Gazet^

has done to the popular cause throughout this agitation. Well-to-do

people especially should join this League, and help it both with their

money, for a'good deal of that will be necessary, and also by sending m
their names as persons to be relied on for bail and sureties of the

prisoners taken in the war for Freedom of Speech.

William Morris.
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PRISON LIFE IN ENGLAND.
Continued from page 362.)

The ordinary routine of prison life is very dull, and to any one in

weak health would be very injurious, more especially jbo such an one

who has been used to a luxurious home and living. For myself, I

have during my lifetime had to " rough " it ; I have known what it is

to sleep in the open-air and be without food, I have experienced the

treatment of the workhouse and casual ward, and have no hesitation

in saying that I personally give the preference to the prison. The food

is at least good, though coarse. It may be as well just to give a scale

of the diet received by each adult male prisoner for the first four

months of his term If *over^six months :

—

Breakfast.

Gruel 1 pint, and bread 8 ounces.

Supper.

Gruel 1 pint, and bread 6 ounces.

Mondays

Tuesdays,
Thursdays,

and
Saturdays.

Fridays.

Dinner.

(9 ounces of haricot beans and 1 ounce of fat bacon, with

( 8 ounces of bread and 12 ounces of potatoes.

[

Soup 1 pint, and potatoes 8 ounces, with bread

8 ounces.

( 4 ounces of Australian beef, 12 ounces of potatoes,

; and 8 ounces of bread.

Suet pudding (alias bran mash), with 8 ounces of

potatoes, and 4 ounces of bread.

Wednesdays
^

and V

Sundays. J

After four months, porridge made of barley meal or oatmeal will be

given instead of gruel. I submit to any reasonable being if the above

scale is not better than many (if not most) of the working-men of this

country get. I may be asked why do some men look so ill on their

discharge ? To my mind it is simply fretting ; I cannot account for

it any other way. For myself I made up my mind that the officials

should not hurt or break me down, and I succeeded, for I was in good

health and weighed 12st. 71b. th^morning of my release, having only

lost 41b. during the nine months. •

I will try and show the Covimoniveal readers what kind of personage

they will have to deal with if ever they need the assistance of the

medical officer. It was my misfortune to have to report myself sick

once, owing to my bruising my back by knocking it against the cell

table when scrubbing my floor. I was asked by the doctor what ailed

me, and having described my ailment, a bruise, received n dose of

*' saltsJ^ I think you will agree with me that this was rather a curious

medicine for a bruised back. Every prisoner on admi^ion goes before

the doctor to see what labour he is fit for, and he must be very ill

indeed if he is excused the ^' wheel." Every Monday morning the

doctor passes by the open cell* door of each prisoner to see if he is all

right. I may also say that if a man is really ill (that is very near

dead) the doctor will order his removal to the prison infirmary, where

he will get an entirely different diet, consisting of rice pudding, etc.,

and chops or steaks, according to his condition. I have heard a

prisoner, who was returned from the hospital to his cell again, and he

told me he had never been so well off in his life as when in the hospital.

As a rule, however, tihe medical officer is (at least was with me) both

harsh and insulting, for on one occasion he asked me, when I com-
plained of my back, if I would like a bottle of champagne, a free

discharge, and £300 per year. My answer being to this insult that

he was a coward to speak to me in that manner when I dared not
retaliate. It is one more chalk, however, to wipe out from " his

"

class when the Revolution comes.

The work which I had to perform was making the officers' clothing.

I had to work in what was known as the " condemned cell." I did

not care, however, because I had a fire to heat my irons. I was ulti-

mately moved (in April) to an association cell. I had a fire here also,

and here it was in A. 3, 33, that I got my first punishment. I had
been in my spare time making a pair of slipper tops for my wife,

thinking possibly that I should be able to get them out of the prison,

and I had got them nicely embroidered with " No Master " and " All
for the Cause " done in the cloth with silk thread, when I was caught
by one of the officers, who reported me, and I was brought before the
governor, who put me back to oakum-picking and plank bed for 14
days.

I^othing particular occurred for a time after this until the 21st of

June, when I was awakened by the church bells pealing forth their

half-cracked notes to commemorate the Jubilee of Victoria Guelph,
the proprietress of the gaol in which I was confined so I'm told. The
duties of the prison were in no way interfered with, but at 8.30 a.m.,

we had to go to listen to a " Jubile service," when we were told that
it was owing to the fact of our having such a good {sic) Queen we were
enabled to boast of having advanced education, extension of the fran-

chise, advanced wages, and goodness knows what other good things

which we are supposed to have received at the hands of this person.

It wa^ a very hard struggle to sit and listen to such frightful mis-

statements and perversions of the truth; but the worst -was to come
when a special prayer was ofiered up for the celebrated hero of the

Cole, Mordaunt, and Pimlico exposures, A. E. G., otherwise known as

Prince of Wales and coming K .

C. W. Mowbray.
( To he, continued.

)

"BROKEN CISTERNS."
(Continued from p. 371.)

Let us study political economy by all means ; it will teach us what

our present system is and how it works, and we shall be the better able

to compare it with any one proposed to supersede it, and be the better

qualified to answer the defenders of the present system, supposing we

should be ampngst those who want to change it for a better. But

evidently, if we are not content to accept the present system and be

ground to fit it, we must seek elsewhere for help.

Another agency which is trusted by many to bring better times is

the moral elevation of the people ; and here two things suggest them-

selves for our consideration—how far the moral improvement of the

individual can go without first improving the system which is doing its

best to grind him till he fits it, and how far the individual, supposing

he can be morally elevated, could help evils which are brought on by

changes and laws of the system under which he lives.

First, then, how far can the individual be raised morally under the

present system. We are told that honesty is the best policy, and that

therefore the system tends to make people honest: the church or

chapel magnate who has made a fortune dilates upon this to the youth-

ful members of the mutual improvement class. But what is this

honesty which is said to be the best policy ? If we come to examine

it we shall find it is a mere following of some conventional rules which

society takes for morality. It says you must not steal your neigh-

bour's watch or rob his till, or gamble at cards or on the turf ; it says

in some cases you must pay your debts
;
you must, if poor, save money

and not be extravagant, and feel too honourable to ask for relief if in

distress; it says you must not steal turnips or leave a house without

paying your rent, etc., etc. These and many suchlike conventional

honesty requires; but we shall be able to form a more exact opinion

of it if we look at a few things which it does not require. First, then,

it does not say you shall not steal common land from the people or

houses that others have built, nor does it say that you shall not take

10s. worth of labour and give 5s. for it. Nor does it say that your

articles shall be as good as you say they are, or that when you sell

cotton and the like that you shall not sell water with it to make up the

weight, or clay or size to make up the look. It does not say that you

shall not tell lies at street corners or in public newspapers about your,

own goods or those of others; it does not say that you shall treat those

poorer than yourself with greater generosity and respect because of

their harder lot ; nor does it say that if a man trusts you in business

you should treat him if anything better than one who looks upon you

as a scamp and tries to get as much out of you as possible. These and

many suchlike things conventional morality does not include ; and I

think we may safely say that modern trade tends to develope not

honesty, but dishonesty, skilfully clothed in the appearance of goodness

and legality.

But there is something behind morality which many think to be the

only true basis of it, and which all agree to be essential to the truest

morality, and that is disinterestedness, unselfishness, in its negative

aspect, love of others, love of the common good in its more positive

form. This love it is which forms the genuine part of all goodness,

which declares many a man and woman, judged by society as vicious,

to be good, and many a one praised by society as righteous and pious,

to be anything but good.

What chance is there of fostering this spirit under our present com-

petitive system ? A child is taught that it's duty is to get on, to climb

up the social ladder, to make a name greater than his fellows, to get

more wealth and honour than his fellows, to look after number one

first and if when he has raised himself into a high position he has still

to spare then let him look round for some others for him to love—

if indeed it be love which gives but that which is not wanted or

missed ! The man with his thousands of acres gives a bit here for a

park and a bit there for a church or museum, and perhaps steals a

piece of common-land twice the size of all put together, and the local

papers speak of his philanthropy, which used once upon a time to mean

the love of men. There is little deeper unselfishness than this taught

by modern society ; and if we come to industry and the production of

wealth—and after all, modern society is based on wealth—things are

still worse. If a man has shares which he finds out to be worthless,

he seeks to pass them off on his neighbour a^ soon as he can, lest his

neighbour should find out their true value too : perhaps by this a

wealthy man ruins some poor widow or aged couple dependent on. their

savings for a living. This is the " honesty " which is " the best policy ;

'*

this is "good business faculty" ; and this is the morality taught by our

industry. Instead of teaching love of the good of others, it not only

teaches love of sel^, but it crushes out all who will not learn its lesson.

Tlie greater need a man is in, the more is got out of him. The more

a man needs to sell the less is given him for his goods; the more need

he has to buy the more he is charged for what he wants. Stripped of

all garnish, society represents a huge struggle or scramble for wealth

and position, in which a few clambering over the bodies of the fallen

and on the shoulders of the less fortunate, get to the top and have an

easy time of it, while the majority have to continue to struggle for very

life all their days. I am well aware that there are mitigating circum-

stances ; custom still holds out to some extent against the inroads of

competition, and human nature is not yet degraded enough to allow

the scramble to go on quite unchecked ; but I maintain that the present

system is such a scramble, and the more completely it is developed the

greater must be the struggle ; for those who will not take the advantage
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will be taken advantage of, and all must be forced more and Diore to

fight for their own hand regardless of others.

In the midst of sucK a system as this, how is the moral tone of the

individual to be raised 1 Every step he takes in the upward course

makes it harder for him to hold his own. One is constantly being

astonished at the utterly selfish and inconsiderate acts in business

matters done by men who in private life are of the most unselfish dis-

positions : the system is too strong for them. And to the people who
trust to improving the individual as a remedy of our social evils we
must reply that if we want men to become less selfish and more con-

siderate of others' welfare, we must change that system which is forcing

them in the other direction.

The second point we had to consider was whether the individual,

supposing he could be raised morally, could prevent the evils of our
present system. We have seen already that men whose natures are

most unselfish in private life have nevertheless to act most selfishly in

business, and we must conclude that they are unable to help themselves
in the latter case. And in fact it is so ; the individual has very little

power when face to face with a system.

I have shown in an article before how in a town the whole of one
trade can be coerced by any one or two firms selling cheaper or adulter-

ating or refusing to close for a holiday, and in numerous other ways.

But our friends will not so easily give up their theory about honesty
being the best policy. They will say that you can always find one or

two shops or manufactories where none but good articles are made or

sold and no advertising is done, and that these often do very well.

This is true to a great extent, but does not disprove what I have said.

I think it is one of those numerous cas#s where it is assumed that

because one or two can raise themselves by a certain course of action,

therefore all could. Like the question of temperance, a few teetotallers

among a lot of drinking men may get higher wages because compared
to me general set of men they are more valuable ; but if all turned
teetotallers they would lose their advantage over their neighbours and
with it their higher rate of pay. It is in a similar way that the shops

above-named get on. They have an advantage over their neighbours,

and are to that extent lifted above competition. There are generally

enough people who understand something about an article and can
judge when it is pure to support one shop selling a good article, even
at a higher price than it is sold elsewhere ; but the public generally

can never be good judges of all articles, and must in the majority of

cases go by price and trust to the word of the tradesman. We must
remember that had it been possible to do without all these dodges and
tricks of trade probably we should have had much less of them, for

there was a time when things were done honestly. All this has arisen

with the system, and the individual is powerless to prevent it.

The system of competition allows to all freedom to go with the

stream and to go at what rate they can in that direction, but if any
tries to go against it he is swiftly overwhelmed. Mr. Thompson, of

Halifax, said in a lecture that he had found it harder and harder to

carry on business without using shoddy, but he had managed it, and
he doubted if any other firm in the district could say as he could that

they had never used it.

Raymond Unwin.
( To he continued.

)

Socialists at Church in Scotland.—Last Sunday the Dundee Socialists

held large meetings in Hilltown, Barrack Park, and High Street, and several

addresses were delivered by members. After the High Street meeting in

the afternoon about 200 marched to East Parish Church and attended service,

which was conducted by Kev. Mr. Mitchell, assistant to Kev. Colin Campbell
Their behaviour throughout was very orderly.

"Spoiling the Egyptians."—A general meeting of the shareholders of the
Anglo-Egyptian Bank was held on the 16th, when it was stated that the
profits for the past six months amounted to <£27,862, 9s. 6d., of which the
directors proposed to take £24,000 to pay a dividend of 6 per cent, this time.

The average rate of interest for loans to the fellaheen had been reduced froi^

18 per cent, to 6 per cent. ; the robbery under which they suffer is less by
two-thirds than before, and yet the total of the spoil makes a " respectable "

sum.

Coercion in Norwich.—The Norwich Corporation is applying to Parlia-
ment for new powers with respect to public meetings in the city. Amongst
other clauses is one asking for authority to prohibit processions in the streets

and meetings in public places. This is undoubtedly due in a large degree to
the dislike with which most of the " respectables " of the city view the So-
cialist meeting in Norwich. Every week there are nearly a dozen open-air
meetings in the city, all well attended and enthusiastic. The middle-class
humbugs who drew up the Bill for Parliament are simply showing th6ir own
fright at the way in which workmen respond to Socialist ideas at these
meetings.—F. H.
Committal of Mr. Doughty—Extraordinary Scene.—At Ennis Court-

house on Friday 18th inst. Henry B. Doughty, the London working-men's
delegate to Ireland, was sentenced to a month's imprisonment under the
Crimes Act. An extraordinary scene followed, and one which has not been
witnessed in an Irish court of justice for some considerable time. Mr.
Doughty, who sat beside his solicitor, was directed to be taken into custody.
Standing up suddenly, he raised his hat in the air and called out '* God save
Ireland ! " There was a wild response from the crowded audience in the
court, and the soldiers of the Leinster Regiment who filled the gallery were
the most demonstrative in cheerily answering the prisoner's appeal. About
seveijty of this regiment had been marched over fr"m Clare Castle in the
morning to do duty at the court-house, and having piled their arms in front
of the building, a guard was placed and the rest of the men allowed to enter
the court and listen to the proceedings. The military, in full marching order,
occupied the gallery fronting the magisterial bench, and when the cheers
arose from the people in answer to Mr. Doughty's challenge, the military
seized their helmets and waved them frantically, while shout after shout
vent up for Ireland.

DE LUNATICO.
RAVINGS OF A PRESS CENSOR IN PRISON.

(J5y Ferdinand Fbeiligrath. Translated by J. L. Joynes.

One chamber has not yet been shown

;

A single grating gives it light

;

Stiff like a statue carved in stone
Its inmate stands, a woeful sight.

Nought haps to rouse his fury here ;

He struggles face to face with death ;

His glassy eyes are fixed in fear ;

So gazed on Banquo's ghost Macbeth.

There !—What was ice is turned in-

stead
To flame. He starts.—What is't he

sees?
Whence comes and why the vision

dread,
That stirs his hair and shakes his

knees ?

He clasps his hands against his face,

To shut from sight avengidg swords ;

He hides his head and begs for grace,
And groans and grovels on the

boards.

And hark ! he cries, *' Was mine the
knife

That stabbed ye? Mine the noose
that caught ?

Who hounds ye on to hunt my life,

Ye pale blood - boltered ghosts of

Thought ?

Who bade ye bridge the backward way
That leads from limbo up to light,

Old scores at last in full to pay,
And with ill visions vex my sight ?

** I mowed ye down by legions ; dumb
Ye fell like ears of garnered grain :

I little thought the time would come
When your pale ghosts would rise

again,

To haunt with horror this abode.
Wherein it likes me else to dwell

—

By Royal favour 'twas bestowed
For service wisely done and well.

'* No finer place the country boasts,

And yet 'tis cursed, as all may see

—

Avaunt, ye swarms of angry ghosts,

Athirst for blood, why haunt ye me ?

Your knitted brows are pale and bleed,

Yet courage lights your eyes in sooth

;

Two noble forms your forces lead,
'Tis Freedom, as I think, and Truth,

" 'Tis they mdeed ! For them have ye
Sprung forth full-armed from teeming

brains, •

To haunt and hunt and torture mp
Despite of penalties and pains.

Full at my heart ye aim your blow,
•As if 'twere murder ye would do

;

Off, off, ye scoundrels, let me go.

And I will come to terms with you.

**Fair terms—but how?— the devil
knows

!

Hold—have not I the knaves for-

%)idden >
Ye hem me round in ranks and rows

—

I thought the dead in hell were
hidden.

Bow down to earth beneath my tread.

That I may crush ye where ye lie :

Alas ! ye only shake the head,
And say * The Spirit cannot die.'

*' Ye mock me, knaves ? I bid ye fall

And bite the dust, or turn and flee.

God's cruel curse upon them all !

The scoundrels are too strong for me.
Truth strikes me sternly in the face,

And Freedom clenches hard her fist

;

Swift subtle Thoughts press on apace ;

God curse them all ! they still resist.

" Have mercy ! Sure 'tis truly said

That scores of Censors farther stretch

The law than I" He strikes his

head

—

A warder grasps the raving wretch.
Stout straps and cords his fury cool

;

He trembles, see ! in every limb.

The man was nothing but a tool

!

We do not damn, but pity him.

Tramway Stike in Cincinati.—New York, Nov. 18.—Intelligence from
Cincinnati states that the drivers and conductors of the Consolidated Street

Tramways Company, in that city, have struck work, demanding the discharge

of the manager. Traffic is thus temporarily stopped on one hundred miles of

tramway, and six hundred men are idle.

The poets have always spoken of panic as diverse, many-sided, and the

like. One sees the truth of this in the very different forms it takes at

different times in our midst. The bitter cry of outcast London is the stand-

ing terror of us all. We try to stifle it, as we try to stifle other forms of

evil conscience. Last time the panic took the form of a Lord Mayor's fund
;

this time it is to be embodied in special constables. The one remedy will be
as futile as the other. A diseased society can no more lay its spectres by
special constables than by special charity.

—

Pall Mall Gazette. «

Landlordism in London.—At the Thames Police Court la^t Thursday, a
poorly-dressed woman applied to Mr. Lushington for advice. She said that

she owed 12s. rent and the landlady put in the brokers, who distrained on
her goods. On Wednesday evening a man came to her and said he had an
order from that court to take out the door and windows from her room.
She told him that her children were very poorly. He, however, took out
the windows, but left the door. The children had been in the room all night
with the windows out and the fog coming in.—In answer to the magistrate,

the applicant said the man in question was employed by the landlady.—Mr*.

Lushington said an officer of the court would go with applicant to the land-

lady and tell her that it was a monstrous act, and that if an action were
brought against her she would have to pay heavy damages.

Good Enough for the Keaders of the * Globe.'—This is a sample of

a leader which filled a column of the Globe of the 17th inst. : "The mobs
who have gathered near Charing Cross are" protean. One day they call

themselves the " unemployed "
; when that does not serve they masquerade

as Kadicals seeking to affirm a common right ; and then they turn out as

Socialists, braying for the Milennium. But the true character of the whole

body of disturbers is that they are nothing more nor less than Communards
and Anarchists. They belong not only to the * rebel and obstructive con-

spiracy,' but they are next of kin to the hordes who murdered the 'hostages

'

and burnt down so much of Paris in 1871. It is neither liberty of public

meeting nor freedom of speech which they want ; it is a reign of teiror and
liberty to plunder and destroy." Seventy or, a hundred thousand "Com-
munards and Anarchists" for London alone is by no means bad.

Justice's Injustice !—Mr. " Justice " Day is a good specimen of his in-

human class. At Liverpool Assizes on the 16th he sentenced a solicitor to

twelve years' penal servitude for forging a cheque for £1000 and obtaining

goods by false pretences. The judge denounced the heartless frauds of the
prisoner, especially in reference to the cruel way in which he had victimised

poor clients. On the same day a woman aged 69 was sentenced by him to

seven years' penal servitude for stealing a pair of drawers. The prisoner,

who presented a melancholy picture in the dock, and kept her hands in the
attitude of prayer, dropped down like a person shot, jand was carried away
by two warders. He also sentenced a man toifive years' penal servitude for

fraudulently obtaining a shilling under the pretence that it was for a charit-

able object I Compare these sentences and then ask, if any one of them be
j^st, what are the others ?
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW I FIRST, FEW MEN
XD IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND* THE CAUSE IS WON 1

Oommunications invited on Social Questions, They should be written on one side of
the paperf addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Rd. ,E.G,, and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer ^ not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed^jio special significance attaches to them because of theirposi-
tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS. only returned ifa stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.

Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s,

six months, 3s.; three months. Is. 6d.

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the CoMMaNWEAL, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E. G, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. A.—Walter Crane's lecture on "Importance of the applied Arts and their

relation to common life" was printed in the Journal of the Society of Arts
for June 3 (Bell and Sons, 6d.). It was of course written from the Socialist
point of view, and plainly worded.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday November 28.

England
Croydon Echo
Die Autonomie
Jus
Justice
Labour Tribune
Norwich—Daylight
Railway Review

New South Wales
Hamilton—Radical

,

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

United States
New York—Der Sozialist
Truthseeker
Backer Zeitung
Volkszeitung

Boston—Woman's Journal
Chicago (111.)—Vorbote
Labor Enquirer

Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer
Hammonton(NJ )Credit Foncier
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West
N.Havcn—Workmen's Advocate
Albina (Orcg.)—Weekly Courier

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
La Revolte

Lille—Le Travailleur
Holland

Hague—Recht voor Allen
Amsterdam—Voorwaarts

Belgium
Seraing (Oiigree)—Le Reveil
Ghent—Vooruit
Brussels—L'Avant Garde

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat

Italy
Gizetta Operaia

Spain
El Productor
Madrid—El Socialista

Portugal
Lisbon—O Protesto Operario

Germany
Berlin—=Volks Tribune

Austria
Arbeiterstimme

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

Roumania
Jassy-Lupta

Stockholm-
HWEDEN
-Social-Demokraten

THE LIBERAL PARTY DIGGING ITS OWN
GRAVE.

For months past the Gladstonian Liberals have been protesting loudly
against Coercion in Ireland, and the speeches of the "distinguished"
amongst them have been filling columns on columns of the papers.
They have just had a splendid opportunity of striking a great blow
against Coercion in Ireland by coming forward to protest against
Coercion in London. We need not ask how they have used that
opportunity, that would be a joke ; but it may be profitable to point
out some possible consequences of their gross stupidity. in throwing it
away. It is their busirrcss as political Liberals to get the w^orking-
classes to believe that if they come in again some benefit will result to
the workers above what the Tories have to offer them. They have, in
fact, to win the vote of the ordinary working-men, not only those who
prpfessedly take interest in politics, but especially those who stand
aloof from them, and that in Britain rather than in Ireland (since
Ireland through its native leaders is theirs already), and especially in
London, where there is so much to win. Now as long as the meeting
in Trafalgar Square was "a genuinely political meeting," that is a mere
home rule aftair, their presence and support was of little importance,
since their good-will towards it might have been taken for granted!
But when it became, as it did some days before the meeting, a^ protest
against the repression of free speech, and was, whatever may be said
to the contrary, a protest also on the part of the " respectable " w^ork-
ing-men of London against the maltreatment of their unemployed
brethren, their support became of very great importance, at any rate
to the future of the Liberal Party. It would have been accepted as
a token of their sympathy with the popular cause, and would have
gained them many thousands of votes which will now either be cast
in favour of some Conservative of the "dishing" kind, or will never
be east at all. In short, they would have won whatever of London
could be won by them under any circumstances, and they would have
lost nothing at all ; for they may be quite sure that they have no
chance of the votes of the shopocracy big or little ; they have done
enough to lose that, while they have done nothing to win what was to
be won.

Their conduct gives a good measure of the utter political incapacity
of the Liberal Party. It is quite likely that they may plead that
their " great and noble leader " is hard to move, that is, quite devoid
ot any perception of a dramatic situation; that at every crisis he has
done all he could to discourage his friends and encourage his foes, but
that IS no excuse worth putting forward. The oracle of the Great

Panjandrum was not needed to speak ; even the next greatest pan-
jandrums might have been dispensed with, t.e., Morley and Harcourt,
and such like. If some dozen of Liberal M.P.'s of the more respect-

able kind had given by some means their open support to the business,

it would have been enough, and the assent of the " leaders " would
have been inferred, and the trick would have been done.

All this is now a thing of the past, and as a first consequence all

people who can think at all must clearly see that the political Liberals

look upon the Irish question simply as a mechanical matter to get

them into office again. It is equally clear that freedom of speech for

the people in general is no concern of theirs, except so far as they are
afraid of the consequences of it if they were in power. No less clear

that they do not care a button for the unemployed so long as they can
be kept quiet ; and finally, that they have no foresight or plan for the
future and determined to shut their eyes resolutely to it. The result

of all which will probably be, unless some blessed accident, turns up
to help them, that they will be exposed at the next election as the
mere dregs of a beaten political party, a set of men afraid to proclaim
themselves either Radicals or Peactionists ; afraid of revolution, and
(perhaps) ashamed of open reaction.

"Well, but what does all this matter to us?" a Socialist may say.

Well, it is a matter of importance that the people should learn to know
their friends from their foes ; the people whom we still have to win
over to our side—nay, whom to a great extent we still have to get to

listen to us. Those Liberal members who have been crying out so loud
about the wrongs of the Irish peasants and are so wholly blind to those
of the London workmen, which are no less than those of their Irish

brethren, have been teaching the lesson in question to the people sharply
this time. They will understand that these champions of liberty are
really saying, " There is no political capital to be made of you, so we
don't heed you : nay, since you are at our very doors, and are beginning
to look dangerous, we are at heart glad that the muzzle is being clapped
on to you."

This is the meaning of the Liberal members standing aloof from the
struggle for free speech in London ; and used as people are to official

poltroonery, they must see something of this meaning in it, and a heavy
blow will be struck at the hope which some simple people still have in

a change of ministry—it is called a change of parties, but it hardly
amounts even to that. The people will in consequence begin to cry
out for a party which does at least aim at being a popular one ; which,
however partially and ignorantly, does admit that the welfare and
progress of the workers is the one necessary thing to be aimed at. In
short, the orthodox Liberal party will visibly melt into the great
reactionary party, and that very soon now in all probability ; and
though there will scarcely be a solid democratic party, yet at least there
will be a great mass of ever-growing discontent. Both that of people
who are increasingly suffering in their own persons from the progress
of economical events and also of people of honest democratic instincts

to whom all oppression is hateful when they see it, under whatever
name it goes. This body of discontent it will not be difficult to
penetrate with Socialist ideas, since it will no longer be able to hope
anything from the vague bundle of makeshifts and evasions that passes
unper the name of a Liberal policy.

The gain, therefore, of the renunciation of the defence of freedom
of speech by the Liberal leaders and their henchmen is all ours and the
loss is theirs. The only possible reason for wanting a Liberal ministry
in again is that the Irish question might be settled for the time.
Against that possible gain is to be put tne certainty that the longer
the question is delayed the more revolutionary the change will be.

Nor is it so sure either that the Liberals would do much to settle

it if they were in office, on the one hand, or on the other that the
Tories may not dish them at last by doing pretty much the same as
their opponents would do.

Anyhow the education of the Radicals ought to go on pretty fast,

now tliat a strong Liberal minority pledged up to tlie eyes to resistance
to coercion, and looking forward, rightly or wrongly, to winning at
the next election, has stood by and looked on with half-approving eyes
while the Tories were taking away from the people the right of meeting
in open spaces in London with a high-handed violence worthy of the
times of Castlereagh. William Morris.

The efibrts of the people to overthrow the system, doomed and cursed as
it is, of wage-slavery are called " anarchy " by the powers that be, and they
foolishly, blindly seek to strangle those efforts by dropping from a scaffold
the bodies of seven preachers of an idea. Vain hope ! stupendous delusion !

The shock of the descending bodies of our seven martyrs will jar the world
and shake the nrops from under wage-slavery in every land.—Denver Labour
Enquirer.

It is as well to be frank, and those of our friends who are attempting, with
great display of ingenuity, to draw many elaborate distinctions between
Mitchelstown and Trafalgar Square are wasting their time. Of course no
one pretends that the circumstances are identical. The Daily Neivs points
out, for instance, that at Mitchelstown the police tried to thrust their reporter
through a public meeting, whereas in Trafalgar Square they merely blud-
geoned every man who tried to make his way through the Square.. Our
sapient cotemporary might also have pointed out that the people shot at
Mitchelstown spoke with a brogue, whereas those ridden down in North-
umberland Avenue had a cockney accent. But notwithstanding all these
minor details, the fact remains that in approving as " admirable " the blud-
geoning of the people who came to meet in Trafalgar Square as has been
their wont ever since the Square existed, and after the Home Secretary
expressly declared political meetings would be permitted, our leaders have
spiked their most effective Irish artillery. We regret this as much as any
one. But the fact is there, and there is no blinking it,—Pall Mall Gazette.
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, THE TRUTH ABOUT THE UNEMPLOYED.
BY ONE OF THEM.

During tte last three or four weeks the neighbourhood of Trafalgar

•Square has been in a state of contin\ial turmoil. The police have daily

assembled there on horse, on foot, and in private clothes. Sanscullotism

has met in multitudinous numbers there to demand work or bread, and

the Patrollotic myrmidons of law and order—i.e., lawlessness and dis-

.order—^have also thronged thither with the object of either aweing the

workless many into quiescence, or in default of that, belabouring them

from the streets with their batons. Sir Charles Warren has far

exceeded his duties as Chief Commissioner of Police to silence the cry

of the unemployed; and finding brutality ineffective to achieve his

purpose, has begun to try benevolence and usurping the functions

of a commissioner of the Poor Law, doled out free tickets for food and

lodging to starving outcasts. An alderman has—most remarkable to

relate—turned political economist,—or rather, attempted it; and a

certain parson, the Rev. Mr. Kitto, has surprised the world with a new
phase of Christian charity by distributing refreshments to the barbarous

lirabs of the law tired out with bludgeoning wretched men whose only

crime was that they had cried out for work. Meanwhile the shutters

of the large West-end emporiums of shopocratic sweating and swindling

have been hurriedly closed daily, and Timidas Plutus has stood shiver-

ing in the cellar while the demonstrations of the unemployed have

surged tumultuousl^t along the streets in the wake of banners black

and red.

' The motives of the men who formed these demonstrations have been

so often misrepresented of late, and the honesty of the speakers at them
so often questioned, by the scurrilous sheets of lies, nonsense, and ad-

vertisement called daily papers, that I feel myself compelled to pen

this, with the intention of laying before the public, or at least the

Socisllist public, the truth anent the unemployed.
Returning from a meeting held early in October to protest against

the murder of our Chicago comrades, four Socialists had occasion to

pass^through Trafalgar Square ; and one of them, moved to indignation

by the presence of so much misery and so many squalid homeless

wretched on " the finest site in Europe," suggestied that meetings should

be at once started and conducted by those in our ranks who happened

to be. out of work. The suggestion was at once taken up, and the first

npeting was held next morning, the speeches being delivered from one

of the seats and beneath the shadow of a black banner upon which the

words " We will have work or bread " were inscribed in large white

letters. The result of this meeting was a series of daily assemblages
' in the same place to ventilate the same grievance. Day by day the

Sansculotic workless multitude met, marched, and spoke, and daily

iheir numbers increased and their cry became more clamorous. The
press, which at first had ignored us, at length began to notice the

meetings, but it noticed them only with sneers and sarcasm. We were

styled loafers, vagabonds, and paid agitators by the foul-mouthed

and abusive Thersites who dwells beside the filthy Fleet Ditch. The
abuse of the press was seconded by the rufiianism of the police, who,

acting under the instructions of that bloody-minded arch cut-throat Sir

Charles Warren, whose only reply to the vehement demand of Sans-

culotism for bread is that he instructs Patrollotism to apply the baton,

frequently dispersed the demonstrations in a most savage and barbarous

manner.
Upon the occasion of the first of those unwarrantable interferences

a significant incident occurred, symbolical in its way of the manner in

which the demands of the lower orders are always met by authority.

The processionists were proceeding towards Stepney Green via Strand

and City when, opposite Charing Cross Station, the police suddenly

pounced upon them, seized and smashed up their black banner, and
dispersed the procession. Strange to say, though, the red flag remained,

and from that day till quite recently was borne before the procession.

The black banner, representing the dark prospects of unemployed
workmen, and borne in our parades as an appeal to the commiseration

of tlie wealthy and a symbol of despair, was torn from us, broken, and
thrown away. They would not be appealed to, refused to pity, and
contemptuously rejected our peaceable pleading. But the red flag, the

emblem of sturdy revolt, remained with us, and henceforth we marched
in the wake of the flame-coloured flag.

The deputations appointed to wait upon the different responsible

governmental officials met with much the same treatment as the

demonstration which paraded the streets. Some refused to receive

them altogether ; others received them simply to either return in

answer to their plaints the usual sempiternal official non possumus, or,

to avoid returning answer to them by telling what turned out upon
investigation to be the most deliberate and barefaced falsehoods. A
good example of the former was the reply returned by the official at

the Home Office who represented Mr. Matthews in his absence tp the

deputation which waited upon him. This* official, with a lengthy title

which reminds one of Dickens's "Circumlocution Office"—viz., the

Under Secretary to the Chief Secretary of the Secretary of State—told

the representatives of the unemployed, in the usual official sorry-to-

disoblige-you manner, that he could do nothing for them. The reply

vouchsafed by the Metropolitan Board of Works, on the other hand,
turned out to be, when . enquired int^, nothing more or less than a lie.

They stated that the Board was already employing a large number of

men, and that one of their undertakings alone was en^ploying 2000
men. When we enquired into the truth of these statements, it

transpired that the latter "fact" was untrue. The extensive under.

taking was found to mean certain works in connection with Barking

Dockyard, which was in the Hands of a private firm—that of Mowlem
and Co.—and not directly undertaken by the Board of Works.

Besides being lied to and put off with non possumus ia thiis manner,
these deputations were sometimes referred to the union or treated* to

long and nonsensical dissertations anent Socialism and political economy
by persons who evidently knew little or nothing about either. Sir

Henry Knight—that cross-breed between a Dombey and a Bumble,
with all the failings of both and none of the redeeming features of

either—told an unemployed deputation the astounding lie that the

luxury of the few tends to the enrichment of the many—a theory by
far too absurd even to com'e from an alderman. A certain journal,

erroneously thinking it possible for an alderman to study the elemen-

tary principles of political economy, recommended to this incarnation

of capitalistic cupidity and stupidity the perusal of Mrs. Fawcett's
* Political Economy for Beginners.' Strange that the Fall Mall Gazette

should offer such advice to such a person, in the face of the admitted

fact that an alderman's discretionary powers are centred in his belly.

Aldermen are undoubtedly authentic authorities upon the respective

qualities of turtle soups and expensive wines; but anything in the

shape of sensible science is entirely out of their province.

The brutality of policemen towards the unemployed, and the sneers

of pressmen at them, have, however, been ameliorated by a most benign

and heavenly manifestation of Christian benevolence and charity on

the part of Rev. Mr. Kitto. A certain individual once compared the

condition of the working classes at present to the parable of the Good
Samaritan with the good Samaritan left out. This may be considered

by some an exaggeration ; but for my part, after recent experiences in

the Square, I am rather inclined to think th^t not only was the com-

parison appropriate, but that it understated the attitude adopted by
wealthy hypocritical ecclesiastics towards their more unfortunate

humble brethren. The brutal vicar of St. Martin's in-the-Fields not

only, like the Levite in the parable, passes by his prostrate neighbour,

but he refreshes with coffee and sandwiches the ruffians who have

succeeded in batoning his neighbour into senselessness. The Good
Samaritan does appear upon the scene, but instead of assisting the

poor and wretched outcasts who long have found a bed upon the cold

hard stone, and who have nightly slept exposed to all the bitter

inclemencies of the weather, with tiie grey chill sky for a roof and a

stone for a pillow; but when, determined* to starve no longer, they

came forth to demonstrate, he then doles out food and good cheer to

scoundrels worn out in the performance of a duty which he should be

the first to condemn. Nothing was given from the over-filled larder

of this well-paid parson to starving homeless men, but Christian charity

at once prompted him to feed the heartless and willing tools of authority

gone mad. This is Christianity according to capitalistic interpretation.

The gospel of the Lord according to Mr. Kitto.

There are many I know among Socialists who disagree, and very

rightly too, I think, with the claim of the unemployed as being insuf-

ficient to permanently improve the condition of the workers. This

I admit is the case ; but still I submit to people who entertain such

opinions that workmen who demand work from responsible officials and
are told by such officials that they can do nothing, are doing good in

exposing the absurdity of a state of society under which expensive

ministers are maintained who frankly confess in the event of im-

portant social emergencies like the present that they are powerless.

By so acting they bring the authority of the predominating classes into

contempt, and prove to the satisfaction of all thinking men who par-

ticipate in such agitations the necessity not only of the commencement
of relief works for the unemployed to enable them to tide over tem-

porary trouble, but also the urgent requirement for a readjustment of

social affairs on a more manly and sensible basis.

James Allman.

LITERARY NOTICES.
* Remember Trafalgar Square!' {Fall Mall Office, Id.) is a concise>and

striking account of the civilising influences brought to bear upon the crowds

of the 13th. Copies may be obtained for distribution at 100, 6s.; 500, 30s.,

carriage free.

No. 4 of the Hitma7iitas pamphlets, ' Vittime e Pregiudisi ' (Victims and

Prejudices) contains observations on bourgeois life, the family as it is and

should be, prostitution, and similar social questions, written in simple and

direct language, which will render it a very useful little work for propaganda.
' La Vendetta Sociale,' by Paolo Valera, is a collection of a few articles

rather sensational on prisons and corporal punishment in England. It will

give a good deal of information to Italian readers of a somewhat slight

description. English slang terms are profusely scattered over the articles,

well tranlated in the text and mostly correctly printed.

Only by making the ruling few uneasy can the oppressed many obtain a particle

of relief.

—

Bentham.

The white men drove the Indians towards the setting sun and dispossessed

them of their land because they had more than they could use. Civilisation

demanded more room. Now that humanity demands more room, are land

monopolists to be permitted to hold millions of acres which they will not and

can not use ?

—

Craftsman.
" Progress."—Here are the figures of ten years progress in New Zealand

:

Year. Population. Revenue. Shipping. ^^^l^' ^'n^f'
1875 375,856 2,813,928 783,050 542 3,156

1885 575,226 4,096,996 1,032,700 1,654 4,163

During the same period there has grown up a large " unemployed question "
;

" labour and capital " behave as in other coun trie's ; and all the well-kqwn

conditions are repeated. Yet the resources of the country are not nearly

exhausted. Is there a possible explanation of it all outside Socialism 1
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THE LABOUR 8TRUGaLE.
BRITAIN.

At every colliery in Leicestershire, with the exception of one, the men are

handing in their notices for an advance in wages, this week, and have every

prospect of being successful.

Strike ob Carters.—Last week about 60 carters in the employment of

Alexander Scott, contractor, Meams Street, Greenock, struck work against

a reduction of wages. It was sought to reduce their wages by Is. per week.

The directors of the new British Iron and Steel Company, Congreve, Staf-

fordshire, and owners of collieries and works at Swansea and Ruabon, have
decided to wind up the company, owing to the badness of trade. This will

cause from 4,000 to 5,000 hands to l>e out of work.

The Yorkshire Miners.—At a conference of miners held on Saturday at

Bamsley, on the question of restriction of working hours, a majority were in

favour of the resolution, and the delegates were empowered to attend the

Newcastle conference and vote accordingly.

Scottish Miners and London Police Riots.—At a meeting of the Scotch
Miners National Federation held in Glasgow on the 21st, it was agreed that
if Mr. Cunninghame Graham is imprisoned the working classes should pro-

claim a great strike until he was released. The meeting considered that he
had been brutally ill-treated by the London police.

Nottingham Cigar-makers.—The dispute in the firm of Robinson and
Bamsdale has been settled. The women and girls who have formed a branch
of the union, offered to work short time until stock was reduced, but would
not accept reduction. A deputation waited upon the firm, and after discus-

sion, these terms were agreed to. Branch now numbers 280.

Reduction of "Wages.—A notice has been posted at the Newton Works
of the Steel Company of Scotland, intimating that on Saturday week all

existing contracts with workmen will terminate. Formerly such notices

have always preceded a rearrangement and reduction of wages, and the
present one, the workmen believe, will be no exception. The intimation has
come as a great surprise. Already the men in several departments are
speaking of resistance. They consider that a reduction is unwarranted.

The late Midland Strike.—The Central Committee thankfully acknow-
ledge the receipt of ^40 for general distribution. The men still find it very
difficult to obtain employment, consequently the number out reduces very
slowly. The returns to hand this week show the number out to be about
260. The committee are glad to note that men going abroad are now able
to obtain a clear character, minus the term "Left on strike."

—

Raily. Review.

Proposed Limitation or the Output of Coal.—During the week the
miners in nearly all parts of the kingdom have been supplied with ballot-
papers to vote on the question as to whether they shall limit their production
of coal by working only five days a week or not. This course appears to
have been adopted so as to secure the co-operation as far as possible of the
non-unionists, who outnumber the members of the various associations by
four or five to one.

An Early Closing Congress.—The board of management of the Early
Closing Association have determined to hold an Early Closing Congress ; to
consider the provisions of the bill introduced in Parliament by Sir John
Lubbock, and to receive amendments and resolutions in respect thereto. Im-
portant proposals will be made respecting the machinery for promoting the
bill. The Congress will be held in London on Wednesday the 8th and
Thursday the 9th of February next. .Sir John Lubbock, Mr. Cameron
Corbett, and other parliamentary supporters of the bill, will be present.

The Northumberland Miners.—At a delegate meeting of the North-
umberland miners on Saturday it was announced that a motion in favour of
the adoption of the restriction of the output of coal had been arrived at, and
that It was intended that the subject should be fully discussed at the ad-
journed conference of the Association in Newcastle on Tuesday. The ques-
tion of the payment of the salaries of Messrs. Burt and Fenwick it was after
much discussion resolved to submit again to the miners for their considera-
tion.

Nailmakers.—At a meeting of nailmakers at Bromsgrove, Mr. Roberts,
who presided, said they had now got the advance, and must do all they could
to keep It. For his part, he would willinglv pay 6d. a-week rather than

T?
^?:.?;^^"c^ion from his wages.—Mr, Powell (secretary) said some men

at Catshill were still on strike, as their employers refused to pay the price
agreed to by the others. He thought it would be better to let those men
work, and buy the work from them, rather than pay them to plav, and that
would start a joint-stock warehouse at once.

Overtime in the Engineering Trade.—On Saturday night a meetino" ofworkmen connected with the engineering trade of Tyneside was held in'the
Lecture Room, Newcastle, to consider the best means of minimising the over-
time worked m that trade. Mr. Howitt presided, and there was a large at-
tendance. A resolution was adopted that in the opinion of the meeting
systematic overtime is detrimental to the workers, and that meetino-s of themen of the various workshops in the district be held to appoint deleo-ates
who could be instructed to arrange a meeting with the employers with the
view of restricting overtime and of giving employment to some of the unem-
ployed.

London Trades' Council and the Unemployed.—The Tories Toadies
and Tricksters who do the wire-pulling for the London Trades' Council met
on Monday night to consider the question of the unemployed. Needless to
say, the proceedings were of the prosiest and paltriest character. Mr
George Shipton maintained the reputation he has acquired as Flunkey-
m-Chief by proposing to " approach " the Lord Mayor (on his belly I pre-
sume) to ask bim to be treasurer of a fund to be dispensed by the Council
to the "deserving distressed population." He also made some drivelling
remarks about the recent agitation of the unemployed, and appears to bevery much shocked at their partiality for the Phrygian cap, etc., and theirwant of reverence for the " Glorious Constitootion " (including the Prince of
Wales and the Peelers).

Indignation Meeting of Miners.—At a meeting of miners held at Irvine
Ust week Mr. Robert Smillie, Larkhall, referring to the importation of
Russian Poles by Messrs. Merry and Cuninghame, said the system was a
secret to the miners of Lanarkshire until exposed in the Daily Mail There

^T-/^r*^ ^^^7 ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ Scotland without sending to Russia for Poles,and^ Merry and Cuninghame were to be allowed to continue their evil ways
lor tHe purpose of bringipg down the wages to 12s. per week, he did notimow what It would come to. The following resolution was carried unani-

mously ; "That this meeting views with indignation the importation of

Russians to the district, and calls on the authorities to have them removed
at once, as their presence is a menace to the health and morality of the place,

and is besides being used to reduce the already too low wages earned by^
the workmen."

The Manchester Ship Canal.—Work has now seriously commenced on?

the ship canal at Eastham, and the excavations are proceeding, a staff of some^
350 men being at present employed. The principal work now going on is

that of preparation for future operations. At the works on Thursday a large

number of persons assembled who had come from all parts of the country to

seek work. Only five men could be taken on. It was a bitterly cold day,

and some of the men had walked twenty miles to arrive at the works by nine
o'clock in the morning. On an average a thousand men a-week are person-

ally applying for work on the canal. The huts for the accommodation of the-

navvies are not yet constructed, and the cottages of Eastham and the neigh-
bourhood are crowded with lodgers—so much so that in some cases the
nuisance inspecter has had to turn men out of houses that were overcrowded^

London Compositors.—It is indeed a painful sight to turn out of busy
Fleet Street at noonday and encounter the crowd of anxious faces of the men
who assemble daily to sign the unemployed book. Dreary, weary, and de-
moralising is this waiting at the gates of the vineyard for a " call," and some
of these labourers never, I am afraid, recover the self-respect and independ-
ence they lose while thus hanging listlessly about for the chance of a casual

job. Yet what can they do ? To seek for employment by walking from
office to office is almost a farce ; besides it is appetising, and men out of work
must not get very hungry. There are some hundreds of compositors belong-
ing to the London Society in this position to-day. They have been similarly

circumstanced for weeks. There seems no prospect of a speedy revival of
trade that will re-employ one-half of them. What's to be done ?

—

Scottish

Typographical Cireular.

Northampton Shoemakers. — The Northampton ^hoe Manufacturers'
Association have determined on a lock-out of all their boot and shoe rivetters

and finishers, and notices to that effect have been posted in the factories.

This decision will affect five to six thousand hands, and if the lock-out is

persisted in for any length of time the whole of the shoe operatives of the
town—eight or nine thousand more—will be necessarily thrown out of em-
ployment. The manufacturers have resolved upon this step in consequence
of their inability to settle a dispute, which led to the men employed at

Messrs. Cove and West's factory coming out on strike last July. The ^ men
objected to alleged reductions in prices paid for making and finishing boots.

After the strike had existed for some months the matter was referred ta
arbitration, but the Arbitration Board broke up on the refusal of the manu-
facturers to refer an important question to a referee. Subsequentl^t the
employers compiled a statement of wages for the whole of the town, but
the Trades' Union refused to accept it.—On Tuesday riveters and finishers in

over 200 factories commenced a strike. Several large manufacturers with-
drew notices. Meeting 4000 operatives determine to enforce their terms.

The Glasgow Trades Council.—At a meeting held last week stro^
resolutions were passed protesting against the action of the Government in

attempting to suppress the right of free speech. Mr. R. C. Grant, in second-
ing the resolution, said it was certainly his duty to protest against the
attempt presently being made to curtail freedom of speech. If allowed to

go, we cannot know how soon trades meetings might be interfered with.
He felt sure that farmers in Ireland had as much right to meet to try to get
fair rents as we had to seek fair wages ; and it was only because it was
opposed to the interests of the landlord class that they were determined to
put down free speech both in Ireland and now in London. Mr. Tait, in
supporting the motion, said the Council was quite consistent in this matter,
seeing that they protested against the passing of the Crimes Bill becauie it

made such things possible. He said that the present system o| espionage in
London would be a disgrace to the most despotic government in the world,
and he thought it to be the duty of every man to raise his voice against it.

Rural Labour Notes.—In many villages in Hertfordshire and Cambs
the wages of agricultural labourers are not more than 10s. per week, and I
have heard of some cases of 8s. How our workmen's wives do as much as
they do with such sums is a marvel in the way of finance. In one village
near there are 26 men out of work and in great distress. This parish (Steeple
Morden, Cambs) contains 3,767 acres, and is rated at about £6,000 yearly
value. This extent of land should produce abundance for the population of

1,000, but yet there is want. Lord Hardwicke is the largest landholder, and
his creditors yearly take thousands of pounds value from this and neigh-
bouring villages. How long will the men who produce this wealth stand by
and starve while their subsistence is absorbed by idlers ? Other villages are
in much the same condition, here 20 men out, there .30 and more, and so on.
A fruitful and pleasant country, but held back as by magic from the people's
enjoyment. At St. Neots (Hunts) a large paper manufactory has lately
been closed. When in full work this factory employed nearly 400 people,
mostly women. The business has been sold to another paper maker, who
says he can supply all the paper for the St. Neots business with his present
plant and hands. Four hundred more added to the "margin." A good
many may find work elsewhere, but to most of them this is well nigh im-
possible.—P. C. W.
The Unemployed.—What's to be done ? This is the social problem that,

let what may stand in the way, will have to be solved. It is a question that
grave men are asking day by day, for the depression is general and wide-
spread, and meanwhile disaffection is growing apace. It is folly for our
newspapers to ignore it, useless for them to point to a great cheering crowd
at a royal progress or civic procession and try to delude their readers by
telling them that the heart of the people is loyal and contented to the core,
and that only a handful of advanced Eadicals and mad Socialists are at the
bottom of the discontent. Working men could convince them otherwise if

they were open to conviction ; but the dignity of the press will not allow
leader-writers to seek information where it is best to be obtained. So our
great dailies ontinue to talk of " idlers " and " loafers," and profess to believe
that the distress cannot be very widespread, because the tens of thousands
of unfortunates have not joined the less discreet contingent which has been
rendering itself so obnoxious to West-end and City respectability lately.
Yet doubtless this advanced guard—despite the ruffian element which is

common to all large gatherings—somewhat represents the horny-handed
sons of toil " whose " honest, upturned faces " and " hearty British cheers "

the newspapers are so fond of pictujing on occasions when they are invited
to " assemble in their thousands " to support a popular politician in " pot-
ting " a political opponent. But they must not " demonstrate " on their own
account. That is wrong, and constitutes them sansculottes at once.

—

Scottish
Typographical Circular.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.
FRANCE.

T On the 10th of this month, Eugene Pettier, member of the Paris Com-
inune, and one of the best poets of the Social Revolution, was buried by
his colleagues of the Commune, the various Socialistic organisations of

Paris, and a great mass of people. As soon as the red colours were dis-

played the police,.under the command of one Honorat, made a rush on the

.assembled people and succeeded in stealing the banner away. They charged

the crowd, knocking down every one they could get hold of, severely wound-
ing women and children, in one word, behaving themselves in a most brutal

manner, recalling to mind the most sinister days of the Empire. Municipal

councillors, our friends Vaillant and Lavy, were trampled down, the deputy
Clovis Hugues was very much hurt, and Joffrin, the Paris councillor, was
even arrested. Since the affair at Pere la Chaise, no such scandal has been
-witnessed by the people of the revolutionary city. But on the following

day the Paris Municipal Council made a sharp interpellation to the Prefect

of Police, the same Gragnon who has now been superseded on account of

the Caffarel-Wilson scandals, and as his answer was as bad as possible the

council passed a resolution condettining the action of the police, urging the

dismissal of Honorat, and of all those agents who acted in the same das-

tardly way, and further deciding that until the administration of the police

has been made by the Government responsible for its doings before the

Municipal Council, they cease to have anything whatever to do with that

administration, and refuse to deal with any matter in which the police are

concerned.
HOLLAND.

One of the ablest contributors to the Dutch organ of Social Democracy,
llecht voor Allem. (Right for All), S. W. Roorda van Eyzinga, has come to an
untimely end lately at Clarens, in Switzerland, where he lived as an exile

from his native country. He had been a high official in the service of
' Holland, in Dutch India, where he could witness the frauds, the injustice,

the rapine which are incessantly committed there by Dutchmen against the

poor Indians. He publicly denounced this system of enriching Holland at

tlie cost of India, and was obliged to resign. Afterwards, no more than
Buen Husket, than Multatuli, he could remain in his "dear Fatherland"
and went to Clarens, where he died. He was also a contributor to the

lievolte.

Last week our comrade Cohen was on his trial at the Hague, on a very

*' serious" charge indeed. On the 16th of September last, the King of

Holland, William III. (and we hope the last) came back from Amsterdam
to his well-beloved Hague, and defendant cried out :

" Hurrah for Domela
Nieuwenhuis I Hurrah for Socialism ! Down with the Gorilla ! " Now,
the charge against him is one of insulting the king by giving him names.

The Public Prosecutor made a most dreadful statement, saying that Gorilla

must absolutely mean his Majesty the king, because of the fact that really

his glorious master has unmistakably, although unfortunately, the face of an
ape ! I am afraid that honourable Public Prosecutor has for ever broken
his career. The tribunal will deliver judgment next week.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
At Innsbriick, in TyT6l, a new Socialist paper will be started on the 1st

of next January, to be called Volksstimme (Voice of the People). It intends

to deal specially with the Catholic population of ultramontane Tyrol, and to

convert them to Socialism. We wish good luck to our new colleague
;

Catholicism is a mortal plague, and must before all other things be eradicated

out of man's mind.

At Vienna, the new Arheiter Kalendcr (Almanack of the Workers) for the

year 1888 has just been issued, and contains some very interesting matter,

as for instance, a biographical sketch of Frederic Engels, with a bibliography

of his writings, a short history of the social and political events of the year

1887, a clever article from Andreas Scheu, a good deal of poetry, notes,

statistics, etc.

The workers of Hungary have done the same as their Austrian comrades.

Their annual Allgemeiner Arheiter Kalender (General Almanack of the

Workers), which has just appeared,' is very interesting. It contains among
other articles, a thoroughly well-written biography of Johann Philip Becker,

who recently died at Geneva, and who has been all his life through a valiant

revolutionist ; the history of the Pesth high treason process of 1871-72

;

several Socialistic novelettes, etc.

SWITZERLAND.
Our readers are aware that the chairman of the Social Democratic Con-

gress, recently held at St. Gall, has been murdered, and that it was at first

thought that party politics had somewhat to do in the ugly business. Now
it appears that a clown of the Circus Wulf, of Berlin, has been arrested by
the St. Gall police as being one of the murderers of comrade Saluz. After-

wards, it was ascertained that this miserable clown is an international secret

police agent in the pay of Prussia.

RUSSIA.

A fefw days ago an extensive house search was ordered by General Gresser,

the^ actual governor of St. Petersburg. The police ransacked over four
hundred houses, and arrested one hundred and forty persons. A secret

printing press was found, also an immense lot of revolutionary proclama-
tions. Amidst the written documents possessed by a group of Socialists,

were som'e bearing witness to the relations of some of the members of that
group with the German secret police. Unfortunately, these documents are
now lost. As I said a fortnight ago, the German police penetrates every-

where : In Austria, Belgium, Switzerland, France, England, and Russia.

Bismarck has done his work well enough indeed, but we sincerely hope that,

after him, it won't last long. The Germans will not everlastingly be so

patient as they have been until now ; such a kind of patience bears, in the

long run, quite % different name. Go ahead ! Get up, Lazarus !

BELGIUM.
On the 16th inst., Oetave Jahn, who was arrested at La Louviere some

months ago on account of the disturbances which occurred there during the
coal miner's strikes, was tried by the Court of Assizes at Mons, and sen-
tenced to two and a-half years of imprisonment. He was accused of having
maliciously and publicly attacked the laws of the country and provoked
people to disobey them ; further, of having*by means of an inflammatory
speech in a public meeting, caused the hotel called Hotel du Commerce to
be blown up by dynamite ; and lastly, of having had in his possession pro-

hibited arms, such as a dagger and a revolver. Octave Jahn is only eighteen

years of age, being born in 1869 at Cherbourg, France. He^ was for four

years a telegraph boy at Paris, but resigned on account of an injustice done

to him by his chiefs. Then he organised the famous strike of all the tele-

graph boys of Paris, which was so much talked of at the time. He also

was tl\e founder of the French League of the Anti-patriots, which in a very

few month's time succeeded in getting several thousand members all over

the country, and made an extensive work of propaganda among the younger
workers* and the soldiers of the French army. V. D.

ITALY.

We have received a communication from the editors of Humanitas, from
which we learn that their offices have been lately visited by the censor of

Naples and the last number of the paper confiscated while yet in ppof :

—

" To the censor of Naples and his police we present our hearty thanks foK

having publicly belied what he in his cowardice affirmed in private, i.e., that

Humamtas was not worth his notice, and in our turn we assure him that we
shall abide by our promise that Humanitas, published and distributed in

the dark, shall yet disturb the monotony of the careless lives of him and his

kind. To these gentlemen our greeting is ' Au revoir !'.... A few words

to our friends : Humanitas in its 25th number is forced by official command
to stop its publication, but intends to appear all the same though sub rosd,.

Next January will see it again lively as ever. . . . There are debts of 1500fr.

owing to the paper by its retailers ; as for the subscribers it is better not to

speak of them, as unluckily not all are able to pay a subscription, but he

who takes upon himself the sale of papers and keeps the money for his

private wants, we know not what name he merits. It is beyond doubt that

many Socialist periodicals have died by means of these 'parasites of So-

cialism.' But we trust that honest subscribers will pay their accounts and

continue their aid. . . . Forward, then, in the name of the Social Kevolu-

tion !—For the editors of Humanitas, Emilio Zuccarini, Alfredo Cantiello."

M. M.

SOCIALIST DEFENCE ASSOCIATION.
A BRIEF account of the work of this Association is due to the readers of the

Gommoniceal.
The Association was formed -in consequence of poor men, concerned in the un-

employed agitation, being condemned, unheard and undefended, on police

evidence alone. The first case defended was that of Alfred Oldland, who was
prosecuted for " assaulting the police," i.e., for defending himself against unpro-

voked attack. He was committed for trial, and despite overwhelming evidence

that he only struck in self-defence and was brutally beaten by the police, Mr.

Edlin, at the Middlesex Sessions, sentenced him to twelve months' hard labour,

six months for each blow. The next case taken up was that of J. AUman, pro-

secuted for seditious language ; bail was refused, but the Secretary of the Asso-

ciation visited Mr. AUman in Holloway Gaol, and arranged that he should be

defended ; on the second hearing of the case bail was granted, and on a third

hearing the case was further remanded for lack of evidence. If there had been

no defence, our truthful police would have sent our comrade to gaol ; as it is, he

will apparently get off scot free. Next, J. Knight was incarcerated ; we offered

bail, but it was refused ; on hearing, Mr. Thompson, by much pertinacity, forced

the iiivigistrate to accept bail, but it was fixed at the monstrous figure of £400,

The bail was given, Mr. Knight was freed, and, on hearing, the charge against

him was dismissed, overwhelming evidence having been collected of the falsity

of Inspector Shepherd's sworn statement against him.

The members of the Association have come forward to give bail in the most

admirable way. Bail for nine men was wanted last Friday, and a crowd of good

Socialists presented themselves at 10 a.m. at Bow Street, having received their

summonses only by the first post that morning. As Secretary, I do not offer

grateful thanks to all these good men and women who came so promptly to the

aid of the helpless, because the service is its own reward. But I must venture

to say one word of special homage to the Rev. S. D. Headlam and Thomas Bolas,

who, during the last three weeks, have shown an absolutely selfless devotion, and

have sacrificed time and taken trouble without ever courting personal cost.

Thanks to the Association, thirteen men have been released on bail, in addition

to the cases previously cited. When I say/that in three of. the cases in which

appeals have been lodged, witnesses for the defence were kept out of court by
police violence, it will be understood how useful has been the work of freeing the

men for appeal. I say nothing of the touching gratitude of poor men unex-

pectedly rescued, that has been the one bright thing in these sad days. Thanks

to Mr. Stead, who gave us the money, eleven men have been released on payment
of fines. ^
Now as to funds. I do not want any more subscriptions at present. Sub-

scriptions had better be sent to Mr. Stead. But I want some more people who
will serve as bail, and I want another fifty who will guarantee to respond to

calls up to £2 2s. Od. , if the money is wanted. The Law and Liberty Defence

League is now paying all costs of defence, and I ask only for guarantees from

Socialists in case of need. Annie Besant,

63 Fleet Street, E.G. Hon. Sec. Defence Association.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
OrricEs : 13 Fareingdon Egad, E.G.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and affiliated

bodies. Library Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d. B. J. Nicoll and

W. Blundell are the Librarians.

Co-operative Store.—The Committee attend at the offices at 8.30 p.m. on

Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. All Groceries can be had at current store

prices. Orders over lOs. will be delivered carriage paid in London.

BEANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.

Mitcham, Walsall to July 31. Bloomsbury, Leicester, Hammersmith, Hoxton
(Labour Emancipation League), Hull, Mile End, Wednesbury, to September 30.

Clerkenwell, Oxford, to October 31,

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Donation by "Noddit," £1. Weekly Subscriptions~K, F., la. C. J. F., 2s.

Oxford Branch, 2s. Langley, 2s. P. W., 6d. W. B., 6d.

Ph. W., Treasurer, Nov. 21.

Fund for the Provision of the Wives and Families of the Martjrred
Anarchists.

Under this heading we shall he pleased to acknowledge donationsfor the ahovt object,

Hoxton (L.E.L.), 4s. H. Halliday Sparling, Treasurer.
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REPORTS.
Bloomsbury.—-On Thursday, T. E. Wardle lectured

at the Communist Club, 49, Tottenham Street, W., on
"Society, Present and Future." On Sunday morn-
ing, very large outdoor meeting at the Arches, St.

Pancras. Wardle, Walker, Spenser-Howell, Spring-

field, and Loban, H.R., spoke. Commonweal sold out
before close of meeting.—D.
Clebkenwell.—On Wednesday, Nov. 16th, W. H.

trtley lectured on " The Iron' Age." Sunday evening,
an enthusiastic audience listened to Wm. Morris, the
gu^ject being "The Coming Society." Lively debate
at each meetinff. Will members of the branch turn
»p at a special Dusiness meeting on Sunday, Dec. 4th,
7p.m., to consider winter propaganda, ways and means,
and appoint managers for the ye^r 1888 ?—B.
FuLHAM.—Meetinej on Sunday morning opened by

Tarleton ; Turner, Morris, and Mahony followed.
Some opposition, using worn-out argument of " over-
population " and advocating emigration as panacea.
Mahony answered, easily disposing of these fallacies.
Fair sale of Commonweal.—8. B. G.
Hammersmith.-—Usual meetuig at Starch Green on

Sunday morning. Tochatti, C. Smith, and Maughan
speakers. Meeting kept up three hours. Fair sale of
Uommonweal.—T.
KiNGSLAND Green.—A large meeting was addressed

here on Sunday morning by W. B. Parker.
North London.—Regent's Park Sunday morning,

meeting held by Cantwell and Nicoll. Resolution
condemning recent police action carried unanimously,
and 6s. IJo. collected for Prisoners' Defence Fund.—C.
Stamford Hill.—Only a short meeting here on

Sunday evening owing to fog.

Glasgow.—On Thursday, Nov. 17th, discussion class

met. Brown opened debate on " The Unemployed."
Saturday general meeting of the branch held, arrange-
ments made for Rev. Headlam's meeting. Sunday at
1 p.m., new out-door station opened at St. George's
Cross, Pollock, Glasier, and Bullock speakers. Im-
mense success, Commonweal being eagerly bought, and
our supply sold out. At 5 p.m. meeting addressed by
Bullock and Downie at Paisley Road Toll. In hall,
Watson Street, at 7 p.m., Mr. Richard McGhee, a
local apostle of Georgism, endeavoured to prove it

preferable to Socialism. McLaren easily controverted.
General discussion adjourned.—J. A.
Leicester.—At Secular Hall, on Nov. 13th, Rev.

Stewart Headlam, and Graham Wallas Nov. 20th,
lectured to large audiences. Feeling in favour of So-
cialism very evident. Headlam dealt with " Chris-
tian Socialism," and Wallas with " Why Socialism is

now Practicable." Excellent discussions.—J. F.
Leeds. —On Sunday n-iorning, Corkwell, Sollitt,

Hill, Paylor, and Maguire spoke. In afternoon, Ma-
guire spoke at meeting called in support of Free
Speech. A resolution condemnatory of the action of
the Government was carried. At night our room was
crowded to hear debate between J. G. Fisher and
Maguire on ** Individualism V. Socialism." 6s. lOJd.
collected. During month five new members enrolled.
Walsall,—Sanders lectured Monday last on * *Tory-

ism and Radicalism v. Socialism." Good discussion.
Outdoor meeting Sunday top of Stafford Street, atten-
tive audience, increases each time.—J. T. D.
Wednesbury.—Donald spoke here Thursday even-

ing. Good attendance despite inclement weather.

Scottish Land and Labour League.

Arrangements for Champion's lecturing tour com-
plete. He will speak on Dec. 10th at Kirkcaldy,
llth Dundee, 12th Edinburgh, 13th Aberdeen, Mth
Carnoustie, 15th Arbroath, 16th Dumfernline, 17th
Lochgelly, 18th Glasgow. Large halls have been
taken, and advertising on a big scale gone into. Mahon
is preparing to open up new ground, and goes to Glas-
gow and the mining districts of Lanarkshire next
week.
• Edinburgh.—Three most successful meetings on
Sunday. In afternoon, 2,000 people in Meadows to
protest agamst Trafalgar Square outrages. Christie
presided, and Tuke, Noble, and Mahon spoke. Reso-
lutions passed with enthusiasm. At 6 p m success-
ful meeting in High Street, and at 6.30 Mahon lectured
to about 700 m large hall. Trades' Buildmgs, on " The
Unemployed and the Coming Revolution." A course
of Monday evening lectures in the Free Tron Hall
have been begun. Political Economy Class going on
successfully.

Notibe to Branches of the S.L.L.L.
Branches desiring literature apply to D. K. Mac-

kenzie, librarian, 163 Pleasance, Edinburgh.

North of England Socialist Federation.
On Monday evening, the Rev. John Glasse, of Edin-

burgh, opened a week's campaign in Northumberland
by addressing a meeting of about 900 in the Nelson
Street Hall, Newcastle. Tom Mann occupied the
chair, and in a vigorous speech, with special reference
to the unemployed, introduced the lecturer. Mr.
Glasse spoke for about an hour and a quarter on
"Poverty, its Cause and Cure," and after considering
the causes brought forward by the abstainers and the
Malthusians, showed their insufficiency to account for
the present condition of our industrial classes. The
reason of their poverty, notwithstanding the growing
wealth of the nation, he found on the contrary in the
monopoly of the means of production and distributionm the hands of the capitalists. After dealing with
the cures professed by the church, with its mission-
hal^ and regenerated humanity ; by trades' unionism,
with Its recognition of the essential justice of capi-
talism, and by co-operation, with its maimed doctrine
ot self-help, the lecturer concluded they were mere, if

not miserable, palliatives, and declared that nothing

short of Socialism was an adequate remedy for the

necessities of the case. The various points of the lec-

ture were well taken up by the audience and heartily

appreciated. The questions were of the usual order,

and the only opposition came from some teetotallers,

partly because they^ misunderstood the drift of the

remarks made upon the drink question, and partly

because they wer^ annoyed that so little commenda-
tion was given to their paltry panacea. A most suc-

cessful meeting was brought to a close by a call from,

the chair to give a ringing cheer for the Social ReVo -

lution.

On Tuesday evening, Mr. Glasse went to Blyth, and
in spite of very disagreeable weather an audience of

nearly 300 came together to hear an address on " Chris-

tian Socialism." The lecture was simply an exposi-

tion of ordinary doctrines, enforced not merely by
illustrations drawn from our social condition, but also

by the teaching and practice of the Christian Church.

The schoolroom was crowded on Wednesday even-

ing at Seghill, and the concluding meeting among the

miners was held at Seaton Terrace. The lectures were
everywhere listened to with interest and sympathy.
The circumstances of the miners in Northumberland
are extremely favourable to the spread of Socialism,

and the most sanguine hopes may be entertained of

their almost unanimous adhesion to our principles at

no very remote future. There is much privation from
irregular employment, and little is needed to commend
our cure to their superior intelligence.

A meeting at North Shields on Friday night brought
the enajagement of Mr. Glasse to a close. Here the
same friendly reception was given to Socialist doc-
trines by a good audience. This town seems also a
promising place for our work. The members of this

branch are distinctly enthusiastic, but complain about
a want of speakers. The best results might be ex-
pected from a propaganda carried on for a protracted
period in Northumberland.

[The above report held over from last iveeL

)

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Bloomsbury,— Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,
Tottenham Court Road, W. On Thursday Nov. 24,
at 7.30, business meeting; at 8.30, lecture by Ed-
ward Carpenter, "Peasant Life in Italy." Athen-
aeum Hall, Tottenham Court Road, on Thursday
December 1, at 8 p.m. William Morris, "The Com-
ing Society."

Clerkenvjell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.C. Lectures every Sunday and Wed-
nesday at 8.30.

Fulham.—Committee meets W^ednesday evenings, 8
o'clock, at 4 Werlery Avenue, Dawes Rd. , Fulham.

Ramynersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday November 27, at 8 p.m., Annie Besant
(Fabian Society), " Socialism : Old and New."

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—Concert and Draw Committee meet
on Saturday evening at 8,30, at 8 Dunloe Street,
Hackney Road.—On Wednesday November 30, at
8, at the Globe Coffee House, 227 High Street, Mrs.
Annie Besant (Fabian) will lecture on "The only
Path to Freedom for Labour."—Saturday evening
December 10, Grand Concert and Draw at Farring-
don Hall, to raise funds for the purpose of forming
a Socialist Club in the East-end.

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Mile-end and Bethnal Green.—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road. Business Meeting every Thursday at 9 "p. m.
Debating Class for members after Business Meeting.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—James Leatham, secy.,

15 St. Nicholas Street.

Arbroath (Scot. Sect.).—High Street Hall. Meeting
Friday evenings. W. Smith, 12 Maule St., secy.

Bradford.—yiovTi^'s Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section : Forfarshire).—Secretary
pro tern.), D. M'Dougal, East Path.

Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI., sec
Z)?i?)^m.—Saturday Club, Central Hail, 12 Westmor-
land Street, every Saturday at 8 p.m. Free debates
on Social and Political subjects. All friends invited.

i)2mci?ee (Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the
Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station. Political
Economy class, 11 a.m. Lecture at 6.30.

£^rfm6wr^/i (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. 'Das
Kapital' class every Thursday at 7.30. Members
requested to pay weekly subscriptions on that night.
Sunday evening lectures, Trades Hall, High Street,
6.30. Free Tron Hall, Chambers St., Mondays, 8.

hulashiels (Scot Sect).—J. W^alker, 6 Victoria St., sec.
(xallatoivn and Dymrt (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.
Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St,

Olasgow.~^4. John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.
till 10 p.m. daily. Music and Shorthand Classes.
Tuesday at 8. Choir Practice, Wednesday at 8,
Discussion Class, Thursdays at 8 (on Dec. 1st Downie
will open debate on " The Need of Moral Courage ").
Special Lectures.-On Sunday November 27, Rev.
S. p. Headlam, in Waterloo Halls, at 7 p.m.-sub-
ject, "Trafalgar Square Riots." J. L. Mahon will
commence a week's campaign in the Glasgow district
on the same date. On Sunday Dec 18 H H
Champion will lecture in Waterloo Halls—subiect'"What Socialists Want."—Saturday Nov. 26, at 8
meeting of branch in rooms, to arrange for Rev. s!
D. Headlam's lecture, also Mahon's tour.

Hamilton.—?d,ton's. Hall, Chapel St. Thursday, 7.30,.
Leeds.—17 Chesham St., Sweet St. Club open every

evening. Business meeting Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
Sunday Nov. 27, at 7.30, M. Sollitt, "Temperance."'

Leicester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, {pro tern.),

John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.
Norwich.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures
every Sunday at 8. Business Meeting Monday at
8.30.

Nottingham.—Club and Reading Rooms, 1 Tokenhouse
Yard, Bridlesmith Gate, open %very evening. Lec-
tures and Discussions every Sunday.

Oxford.—^Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.
Wednesdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Temperance Hall. Meets every Monday.
West Calder (Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay ,^,

West Calder.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 21.

10. 30...Starch Green Hammersmith Branch;
11. 30...Hackney—Salmon and Ball Graham-
11.30.. .Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Lane
11.30. . .Kingsland Green Brookes
1 1.30...Merton—Haydons Road The Branch
11. 30...Mitcham Fair Green The Branch
11.30...Regent's Park Parker
11. 30... St. Pancras Arches Walker & Wardle
11.30. ..Walham Green The Branch
3 ...Hyde Park Graham
7 ...Stamford Hill Parker
7 ...Clerkenwell Green Nicoll

Tuesday.
8 ...Mile-end Waste Davis

Wednesday,
8 . . .Broadway, London Fields Graham

Thursdau
8 ...Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Wade&Pope

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—*S'^. George's Gross : Sunday, 1 p.m.

Paisley Road Toll : Sunday, 5 p.m.
Leeds.—Sunday: Vicar's Croft, 11 a.m.
Norwich Branch.—Sunday : Market Place at 3 ; Agri-

cultural Hall Plain at 7.

Dereham.—Every Wednesday, Market Place at 7.

SCOTTISH LAND AND LABOUR LEAGUE.
{Scottish Section of the Socialist League)

Sat. 2^—Kirkcaldy. Port Brae, J. L. Mahon, 6.30.

Sun. 27

—

Kirkcaldy. Mahon will speak at Port Brae
at 6, and in Hall at 7.

,, Dunfermline. Public Park, Mahon, at 3.

„ Edinburgh. Trades Hall, High Street, 0.3O
Mon. 28

—

Edinburgh. Rev. S. D. Headlam in Free
Tron Hall on *' Christian Socialism," at 8

,, Dunfermline. J. L. Mahon, Co-operative
Hall, "The Aims and Methods of Social-
ism," at 8 p.m.

Mahon will also address a series of meetings for the
Glasgow Branch from 28th Nov. till 6th Dec, and
will address the Lanarkshire Miners for a few days
afterwards.

Sheffield Socialists, Commonwealth Caf^% Scot-
land Street, Sheffield.—Discussions or Lectures every
Sunday evening at 7 o'clock. Free.

Norwich Anarchist Group.—Yarmouth—Thurs-
day, on the Quay, at 7.30. Carroio—Friday, at 1.30.

Norwich—St. George's Plain, Saturday, at 1.15; Hay-
market, Saturday, at 8 ; Market Place, Sunday at 11
and 8. Ber Street Fountain, Sunday at 3.

Y'.M. Literary a.nd Training Society, Mornington
Chapel, Hampstead Road, N.W.—Monday Nov. 28,
T. Shingles, "Socialism Practically Considered," 8 pm
Nelson and Boroiu^h of Strand Radical Cdub,

2 High Street, Bloomsbury.—A short series of Lessons
in Political Economy are being delivered on Sunday
mornings by L. E. Eraser, at 11.30. No Fees.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

The Lecture Secretary requests all London Lec-
turers of the Socialist League who have not already
sent in the titles of their lectures to do so without
delay. Tnos. Cantwell.

gOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE FEDERATIOX.—
Meeting at Coimnomveal Office, 13 Farringdon

Road, on Sunday Nov. 27, at 4.30 ]p.m. —Business :

To draft a Declaration Form of membership.

NUPKINS AWAKENED,
On Saturtlay December 3rd the above Dramatic Sketch

will be performed,

IN aid of "The Prisoners' Defence Fund,"

AT 13 FARRINGDON ROAD, E.C.

FACTS FOR SOCIALISTS.
(The Distribution of Wealth in England)

16 pp., One Penny.

Published by the Fabian Society, 180 Potsdown Road
also at 63 and 185 Fleet Street.

Printed and Published by William Mobris and Jositpi^ Lanb
at 13 Farringdon Road, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
One lessoiij and a very valuable one, the authorities have been giving

us by their recent conduct. They have, so to say, preached us a

practical sermon on the value of the vague something called " moral

force." This time surely the " moral force " was on our side, and it

was natural that many should have thought that the affair of Dod
Street would be repeated, and that the Government, glad enough to

harry and bludgeon a small band of poor unemployed voteless men
here and there, would draw back when the Radical clubs entered the

arena. Well, on this occasion they did not draw back, and many
people are astonished at it. But they must remember that it was
convenient for the then Government to draw back at Dod Street,

while it was inconvenient for the present Government to draw back

at Trafalgar Square. That is just as far as " moral force " can push
Governments who have in their hands physical force.

The Government with their big majority in Parliament felt perfectly

safe against any mere talk, even though Mr. Gladstone himself and
the United (i) Liberal Party were the talkers ; therefore they thought
that the opportunity was good for striking a blow which should en-

courage their friends and cow their enemies, and so far from drawing
back they have been acting as an " agent provocateur," and would
have been only too glad if they could have had an opportunity for

shooting as well as bludgeoning the people. They believe themselves

safe behind their bludgeons and bayonets against any " moral force
"

that can be brought against them ; and so they are until the " moral
force " arrayed against them means a corresponding amount of physical

force, until apathy is turned into determination, timidity into despair,

and organisation grows out of necessity.

Meanwhile, there is nothing to discourage Socialists in all this ; w^e

have known our present physical weakness all along ; and the action

of the Government has at least shown us that the classes are afraid of

something, that they are beginning to forecast the inevitable trouble

which the approaching break-up of wage-slavery is brewing ; that

forecast \will almost certainly as it grows lead us into a period of per-

secution, and that again to a general knowledge among the workers of

what Socialism aims at, and the threat of physical force (or let us say

at once of force) which that knowledge will imply, will either make
the oppressors waver, lose counsel and conduct, and so at last give

way ; or the oppression will become so unbearable that it will force
the revolution to break all bounds and sweep it away.

A writer in the Daily News is sorely grieved at Sir C. Warren being
called a martinet, a mere official soldier, in short, a lump of pipe-clay,

and sets forth at length his amiable and humanitarian qualities.

Surely this is either a day too late or too early. The innocent Arabs
who were slaughtered because their tribesmen slew the briber Palmer
may be forgotten, and at any rate they can tell no tales ; but how
about our kind-hea»ted friend on the 13th and the 20th of November,
1887? Really Sir C. Warren's love for humanity took a strange form
on those days ; we have not yet forgotten all that so cleanly that we
do not also remember that passage from an old book :

*' By their fruits

ye shall know them. Do men gather grapes from thorns or figs from
thistles?"

The police, as we know too well, are, to put it mildly, very much
irritated against the people in the streets, whether they are unemployed,
or processionists, or what-not short of respectability. Naturally
irritated, say some people, since they have been hustled about from
pillar to post, overworked, kept without their meals (except when fed
by the shopkeepers and the Prince of Wales). Well, you see, since
they are "naturally irritated," they can be depended upon. I was
talking about these matters to the son of an old chartist the other day,
and he said^ that in the MS time the soldiers were kept at extra drill

for some time before the Kennington Green meeting, and in con-
sequence were "naturally irritated" against the people. There are
more ways than one of killing a cat.

The Liberal leaders are in a terrible fright of being involved in a
contest against law and order. Harcourt, Morley, and others have
been speaking about the country, and ndt a word have they to say
about the state of things ya London. The Tories are not so reticent:
they are naturally crowing over the victory of force o^er reason. The
clever cartoon in Punch, which is really the illustrated Times in a

political sense, puts the point to Mr. Gladstone in an unanswerable

way. Only he won't answer it, or indeed think of the matter as long

as he thinks it can be safely disregarded from the political or vote-

catching point of view.

The " unemployed " agitation has got as far as the setting on foot of

a census of them ; which to my mind does not seem very far ; but if

they themselves want it done, as it appears they do, all one can do is

to hope that something, however little, for their benefit will come of

it. But how shall a census be made of men (and women and children)

working for the wretchedest of wages ? The wages now being ofered

to men on the ship canal works now beginning in Lancashire are 4|d.

an hour, and I hear that thousands of men are eager to accept this

" reward of labour." There is employment for you ! I want to know
also if a man who is an artisan, a carpenter, cabinet-maker, weaver, or

what not, is set to do navvy's work, whether he can properly be said

to be " employed "? Once again, it means but one thing—out-a-door

relief. This is what the Captains of Industry and their governing

committees, parliament and the rest of it, have to offer to the people

they lead. That is their way of organising industry.

It is curious to see the eagerness with which well-to-do people accept

any scheme short of the one obvious remedy for dealing with the

" unemployed " business. You would think, to see the high spirits of

some of them over this census business, that the men were by now
not only numbered but also set to well-paid remunerative labour.

Again the "beggar colonies" scheme, here called politely ." home
colonisation," has been received with a kind of enthusiasm m some

quarters. Mr. Herbert Mills set the ball a-rolling with his Scheme,

which was to be an imitation of the Dutch beggar colonies ; and then

there was an account of a similar scheme in work at Berlin, whereby

people by dint of working eleven hours a-day and a strong dose of

church to boot, all under strict discipline, were to earn a splendid

livelihood of 6|d. per diem. That such schemes of slavery can be

received as "palliatives," that they are not received with universal

horror and disgust, shows how miserable our condition is, and what

a tremendous upheaval it will take to amend it.

The Liberty and Property Defence League cannot be congratulated

on the result of the "big name" they got to lecture .for them. Mr.

Froude, almost of course, showed coinplete ignorance of Socialism and

its aims, and quite of course violent prejudice in favour of reaction

;

and in short his address was a queer performance for a 'man with a

reputation. And yet he gave his friends a hint or two worth their

remembrance, when he told them, e.g.^ that the rich had in these latter

days surrendered political power in the hopes of preserving property,

and tliat in all probability they would as a consequence temporarily

lose their property. Sotme of their faces must have fallen at this

temporary prospect. What Mr. Froude really meant was that liberty

and private property are incompatible,—who shall say him nay?
W. M.

A great lady and seigneur of the ancien regime were speaking about

what was likely to happen to a certain old rake, lately of their

acquaintance, but whose life and debaucheries had been cut short with

very little notice. " It is to be regretted," said he, " that his Highness

was not more careful in securing the good ofl5.ces of the Church." " No
doubt," said she ; " but depend upon it, sir, God will think twice before

he damns a man of that consideration." Kindly people flatter them-

selves that such notions belong to a time that has passed away ;
they

will, then, be shocked to hear that at the great Tory gathering^ at

Oxford on November 23rd, Monseigneur Salisbury said, when for ofice

in a way he spoke the truth, "One of my Ministry is worth all the

ei^ty-six Irish M.P.'s." These are but brutal ways of stating what

to the speakers is the truth. But they are shocking more for the

underlying t?^th on which all such ideas are based, than for the mode

of putting tfeem forth. It is not true that one man is worth more

than another,1?ut it is true that the whole of our society is arranged

on the assumption that one set of men, selected by the merest chance,

are better than the rest. The ideas expressed in "the claims of

capital," or "the rights of property," and similar ones, all assume that

men who happen to be chained to certain material surroundings are

more worthy than if they were free from such encumbrances. Those

who hold such ideas do, not hesitate any more than the great lady of

the ancien regime to take God into partnership when they quote
" Dieu et mon droit " against others. C. J. F.
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A LEAKY OLD TUB.

The good British ship " Constitution,'' with its fleet of colonial con-

sorts, ^0 longer bounds over rippling waves of commerce under favour-

able trade"winds, but for many years past has been labouring in the

stormy "sea of competition. As it sinks into the trough or rises to the

swell, it rolls heavily to the Tory or Whig side and plunges slowly

forward. Admiral King and Vice-Admiral Chancellor have had Cap-

tains Laud and Walpole and Pitt, Lieutenant Dizzy, Purser Gladstone,

and their able-bodied tradesmen to guide and steer. But somehow the

old ship no longer answers her helm. Indeed, the officers do not seem

to be sure whether the tiller-ropes are not altogether broken away

from the rudder. There used to be during the voyage from Feudalism

to Whiggery a very serviceable tiller-rope in the Church. The officers

had only to grease the ropes and wheels liberally with tithes and

church-rates, and bur bishops with the merry song, " Why do the

heathen so furiously rage together and the peoples imagine a vain

thing]'' guided us out of the stormy waves of foreign competition.

Let the idolatrous Don vapour as he might, let the Mounseers vainly

fancy that they could raise the wind or disturb our waters with their

South Sea bubbles ; even if the chopping seas did rise a little high, our

clerical guides blessed and even pointed the noisy salvoes of artillery,

which in these cases at all events, soon brought down the waves to a

more endurable level.

Ah ! if it could only have gone on so ; if our good ship could but

have lengthened its halcyon course just for our time, with its gallant

crew of Raleighs, Clives, roast beef farmers, Squire Westerns, rich

burghers, petty traffickers, merchant princes, and ducal rent-rollers. . . .

But where to 'i There's tlie rub. The world is limited in size, and has

the unfortunate peculiarity that the more successful a voyager is in

pushing forward and opening up new fields of enterprise, the sooner

he meets face to face the heathen and the foreigners, whom he kicked

off but a short time since and turned backwards on their way. Our
ship got round the world about 1770 along with Captain Cook's, and
seems now as if it might suffer the same fate as his. His ship was
caulked and tarred and painted ; the timbers of the leaky old tub
were strengthened to fit it for the carrying of coal, which does not

suffer from damp, and finally, nearly a hundred years after its celebrated

voyage, it went down in the narrow seas with all hands and coals on
board.

The halcyon days then are done, when we could be astonished at our

own unforced moderation in dealing with Hindoos and Negroes. Our
Captains under Queen Bess or the Sacred Majesty of the Stuarts

found it pleasant enough exchanging knives and guns, linen and cloth

for Javan spices or Guinea gold-dust ; or better still, as De Foe puts
it, a few toys and trifles for Guinea Negroes. These last, it is true,

were of no use at home ; on the contrary, the Captains' friends there

had white slaves on their hands, whom they willingly sent out as

"servants under bond for a period of years " to help in winning Bra-

zilian Sugar and Rum, or Virginian Tobacco. But the world is limited,

and has, it is said, progressed ; so the happy hunting-grounds of those

times contain now plenty of slaves of their own, and the people are

as busy in making frippery as ever we were. They do not want our
wares of either kind, but we and they are engaged in the not very
hopeful attempt to become rich by exchanging toys and trifles with
each other. We are all hard put to it to get rid of our cargoes, while
the back-wave" from the continual struggles and collisions with our
own kith and kin, heathen and foreign, on the other side of the world,
seriously troubles our home waters. Our poor officers call out and
perhaps try to believe, that we are still on our old track ; but the old
ship is driven hither and thither, and knows not where it is nor what
people it faces. Its crew rush on as of old, but the world is shrunk,
and our comrades, equally with those against whom our leaders guide
the attack, are just as likely to be foreigners and heathens as fellow-
citizens and neighbours.

Our old " Constitution " was framed originally for true Britons only.
The Commercial Adventu^rer and Free Trader in adapting it to foreign
elements, however worthy and desirable, have strained it much, and
made its timbers to .gape terribly, besides cutting new entrance-ports
for convenience in its sides. Even a philosopher, however, finds it

difficult to make a hole to admit a cat, but which will keep out a
kitten ; and if heathens of every kind capable of earning a living are
to be welcome, it would require the wits or the brass of a London
magistrate to frame a test of visible means of subsistence, which shall
admit Giuglini but exclude the organ-grinders.

We still do a vast business with each other and with foreigners in
toys and trifles, but take now by way of exchange not rum and tobacco
for the amusement of men, but mostly butter and meat for his neces-
sity, or at least what stands for these. For if we had been sailin<y in
a butter-tub on a sea of melted butter, our lower decks could not have
been worse flooded with various forms of grease. Captain Salisbury
has rightly received credit for his recent ingenious stoppage of one
offensive kind. Butterine or oleomargarine (I forget which of these
two) cannot now leak in from Holland, but our ship-mates will have a
free choice, as free as the circumstances admit of, between articles
labelled " Pure Devonshire " or " Pure Irish," or " Pure Manchester
oleo-butyrio-margarino-grease, extracted from the best coal-tar, and
warranted to contain all the elements of nutrition." The educated
m^nd trained in the purest doctrines of British Free Trade sees the
difference—he doesn't generally try it by tasting—sees as clearly the
difference between oleo-butyrio-margarino-grease and oleo^margarine,
as that a cod-fish from one side of a parallel of latitude differs from

one caught on the other side. And so our most active British Free

Trade mate has gone over the seas to point out to our Canadian Con-

sorts, that there is a difference, and to advise them against taking in

their supplies indifferently from both sides of the line, but to leave the

fish from the inferior foreign side for the American, market. It is

quite good enough for them ; and if these inexperienced Colonials and
untrained Americans cannot see the difference, why they must accept

the doctrine on the authority of the Free Trade Pope of British In-

terests. The Pope has said that British interests shall not sufter in

his hands ; he will bring his political hocus-pocus to bear, and enforce

the view that there is a difference between two apparently identically

similar fishes. Orthodoxy has before been successful, where sight and
hearing, touch and taste and smell, all failed.

Active, however, as are oui Admirals and Captains, they do not

seem able to come at one most serious leak in our "Victory." There
is the Emigration Pump, the Congested Districts Pump, the Allot-

ments Pump, and many others. " All hands to the pumps " is a stand-

ing order, morning, noon, and night, while the pauper-bilge-water

increases ever in the hold. The officers groan that pump as they may,
they cannot touch it, and complain that though vast quantities are

poured into and enrich foreign lands, yet the inrush of foreign dregs

through the gaping sides baffles all their labour. None of them knows
what to suggest, and the crew are about to strike work ; for they

begin to see that they will all go to the bottom together in the leaky

old tub, unless they get out or her on to some temporary raft, till they

can build for themselves an entirely new craft. C. J. F.

"BROKEN CISTERNS."
(Continued from p. 379.)

The next two movements we have to deal with are those of trades

unions and co-operation ; these both touch the industrial question, and
have both been able to improve the condition of certain sections of the

people to some extent. Before we shall be in a position to judge of

their power to find a permanent solution of the difliculties which modern
society has to face it will be necessary for us to get as clear an idea as

possible of those difliculties and Hx upon the causes of them as far as

we can ; we shall then be able to judge what these two great move-
ments can do towards the removal of these causes. I shall not here

restate the oft-told tale about the poverty and misery of the workers
or the luxury of the idlers, but shall assume that readers of the Co7,i-

monvjeal have at least had their eyes opened enough to see the disgrace-

ful contrast and are wishful to mend it if possible ; but we will take

some of the phrases commonly used both by employers cAnd oxnplcyif.vl

to explain poverty, bad times, etc., and see if we can find how they

originate and what they really mean. First, then, the capitalists talk

a lot about over-production and take measures to restrict the output of

various kinds of goods. To the man of an unsophisticated mind over-

production sounds a very queer word to explain our evils by. Surely

it is rather odd to explain poverty by saying that it is caused by our

having too much of everything, or in other words the ^ant of things is

caused by the great abundance of them ! If this is really so there

must be something very wrong somewhere ; evidently to try and cure

poverty by reducing the stock of wealth is, to say the least of it, a left-

handed way of setting about it.

Now how does this over-production arise ? Let us take an example
of a simple society on a small scale. We will suppose it to consist of a

farmer, a tailor, a shoemaker, a tool-maker, and a builder and furnisher

of houses. Each one of these would work at his trade and exchange

the result with his neighbour. Thus the farmer would give corn, efcc
,

to the tailor for clothes, to the shoemaker for boots, and so on ; or the

tool-maker would give tools for boots or corn or whatever he wanted.

Now it is quite evident that there can be no general over-production

here unless there is so much produced of all sorts of goods that all the

wants of each member are satisfied ; and it is further evident that such

over-production if it did exist, far from causing poverty, would make
every one wealthy and provide them with additional leisure, so that it

might be a great blessing to them. Of course there might be too many
of any one article produced. For instance, the builder might fit them
all up with houses to their liking, and then if he went on building they

would not give him of the results of their labour in exchange for a

second house. But that is quite a different thing ; it merely refers to

an increase of one article proportionally greater than that of any other,

and would be righted by the builder doing something more needed,

perhaps draining the farmer's land or taking to ordinary joiner's work,

but there would be no general over-production such as we are now dis-

cussing ; that could only happen when all were satisfied. How is it,

then, that this general over-production, which would be a blessing to

such a society as we have sketched, is such a curse to us ? The reason

must lie in some difference between this society and ours, and that

difference will not be far to seek. In this society we have assumed

that each brings into the market of exchange all that he produces

;

but in society as it now exists this is not the case : a man brings into

the exchange money which represents <>n\j a portion of his production.

A woman is making shirts all week : she will only bring power to

purchase one-twelfth of the number she has produced. And taking the

workers generally, they don't bring more than enough to purchase one-

third of what they produce ; the employers or some other members of

the non-working class tak€ the two-thirds. We will, then, introduce

an employer into our little society, and see what the result will be.
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The fanner (or agriculLuial Iciboiuer, as he wiil hkjw u^), the builder

(or mason), the tailor, the shoemaker, and the tool-maker, will now all

be working for an employer, who takes all they produce and gives them
back as wages purchasing-power equal to one-third of what they have
made. Now the first result of course will be that they will either

have to live on one-third of what they did before or work longer to

make up for what the employer takes. The second result will be this

same over-production, for it is evident* that the employer cannot eat

three-times as much corn, wear three-times as many clothes, boots, etc.,

as all the others, therefore he will soon accumulate a large stock of

goods of all sorts which it will take him years to use up. Of course he
will try and set the workers to other work—making cigars for him to

smoke, or growing wine, or working up jewellery—and so prolong the

process ; but even here he takes two-thirds of everything and leaves

the workers one-third, so that each article becomes a drug on his hands
and over-production will ensue. He does not want any more himself,

and won't allow the workers to use the tools, etc., to produce for them-
selves, hence over-production results in poverty for the workers. The
time might be staved off if there were other societies near which did

not know how to make the things produced in this society and which
had such things as jewels, ivory, skins, etc., to give in exchange, or

such things as tea, coffee, sugar, etc. Then the employer c©uld get rid

of his goods for things which he would like to make his life happier.

But the time comes when these neighbouring societies learn to make
for themselves, and they will no longer buy at prices which the em-

ployer thinks worth while to sell at, and over-production comes on
again and misery results, relieved occasionally by the introduction of

a new market or by the invention of something which the employer

would like, or his daughter perhaps : the fashion of wearing a bussle

improves the steel-trade for a while, or a fancy for a certain sort of

clothing briskens up that branch, but' nothing except new foreign

markets can brisken up the whole community.
Hence we see that in our simple community the introduction of an

employer and the unequal distribution of wealth is the direct cause of

so-called over-production. The remedy of course would be to revert to

the old system of fair division of produce. We may take it as a truth

worth remembering, that if we are to do away with trade crises and
gluts each must have a purchasing power equal to his productive power,

or at least approaching to such equality ; for if we have to trust to

a small section of the community consuming two-thirds of the produce,

there is sure to come a time of over-production,—in other words, there

comes a time when the manufacturers of most staple articles are pro-

ducing much more than the wealthy class need, and are giving the

workers such a small share of purchasing power that although they

need the goods they cannot buy them. Then we get the most disgrace-

ful spectacle of modern times—rows of warehouses full of all sorts of

useful things, food, clothing, furniture, etc., which cannot be sold, and
in many cases are going to rot for want of using, and at the same time
thousands of people going about with empty stomachs, their naked
bodies showing through their ragged clothing, even in the depth of

winter, living in houses not fit for dogs, with perhaps an old box or

two as sole furniture or a few broken sticks which have not gone to

the pawn-shop.

The fault lies not in any law of nature which decrees that ev^ry ten

years or so there should be a season of glut or bad times, but lies in

the violation of a law of nature which says that if a small section of

the community take from the rest the greater portion of what they

produce, that such robbery shall work the destruction of society unless

it be stopped.

I have here dealt only with the increased amount of misery brought
on the workers and some of the employers by these times of glut, and
have said little of the evident injustice of taking two-thirds of the

produce from the workers and giving it to the idlers. My object was
rather to show that these successions of good and bad times are caused

directly by this bad distribution, and that therefore if we are to do
away with this evil we must do away with the bad distribution. Com-
petition greatly aggravates the evil ; as soon as there is the least sign

of an improvement, every factory starts and makes about twice as

much as is needed, trying to get a larger and larger share of the

general market, the only regard each man has is to the share of the

market he can get. A fierce struggle ensues ; they cut each other in

price ; the workers are driven like slaves ; and the result is that some
make vast fortunes which put them quite outside the influence of bad
times, the rest who are not so fortunate in getting a large share of the

market are left with tons of stuff which they cannot sell. Then,it is

that we hear capitalists wishing there might be a good war to liven

things up a bit—really to consume some of the surplus wealth a bonfire

would do as well; in fact each fire is looked upon by the workers as on
the whole rather a good thing, being good for trade and finding extra
work. Each is right from his point of view. A war finds the em-
ployers profit because the nation makes a demand non-existent before,

and a good deal of the purchasing power comes from sources which
would not have given an effective demand. A fire finds wprk, and so

wages, for the workers to build up again and re-stock the place burnt
down : again ihe money comes largely from sources where it would not
have been used to pay wages. Raymond Unwin.

{To be continutd.)

NEW FORM FOR THE SWEARiNG-IN OF CONSTABLES.

(A Suggestion for Sir Charles Warren.)

*' Dost thou accept the old creed of Coercion

In England, as in Ireland, tried and true'?

Dost thou regard all freedom with aversion.

And hate her name ? " " / c?o."

" Wilt thou respect, court, venerate the classes,

Whate'er they seek to compass—good or ill ?

Wilt thou molest and vilify the masses #

In word and deed ? " " / ^v^llJ'

" Swear'st thou to wield thy truncheon for the Tory
;

To smite, and curse, and wound, and overbear ]

Then seize and prosecute with lying story

Some injured wretch ? " *' / sivearJ^

" Wilt thou perform thy duty in this station.

And tread the path that Endacott has trod ?

What is thine oath of solemn adjuration ?

"

" / tvill—so help me God I
"

—H. S. S. in Pall Mall Gazette.

PODSNAPPERY.
" Mr Podsnap was well to do, and stood very high in Mr. Podsnap's opinion.

Beginning with a good inheritance, he had married a good inheritance, and had

thriven exceedingly in the Marine Insurance way, and was quite satisfied. He
never could make out why everybody was not quite satisfied, and he felt con-

scious that he set a brilliant social example in being particularly well satisfied

with most things, and, above all other things, with himself.
" Thus happily acquainted with his own merit and importance, Mr. Podsnap

settled that whatever he put behind hiHi he put out of existence. There was a

dignified conclusiveness—not to add a grand convenience—in this way of getting

rid of disagreeables which had done much toward establishing Mr. Podsnap in

his lofty place in Mr. Podsnap's satisfaction. . ' I don't want to know about it ; I

don't choose to discuss it ; I don't admit it !
' Mr. Podsnap had even acquired

a peculiar riourish of his right arm in often clearing the world of its most difficult

problems, by sweeping them behind him (and consequently sheer away) with those

words and a flushed face. For they aflronted him.
" Mr. Podsnap's world was not a very large world, morally ; no, nor even geo-

graphically,—seeing that although his business was sustained upon commerce

with other countries, he considered other countries, with that important reserva-

tion, a mistake, and of their manners and customs would conclusively observe,

' Not English ! ' when Presto ! with a flourish of the arm and a flush of the face

they were swept away. Elsewise, the world got up at eight, shaved close at a

quarter past, breakfasted at nine, went to the City at ten, came home^ at half

-

past five, and dined at seven. Mr. Podsnap's notions of the Arts in their integrity

might have been stated thus. Literature : large print, respectfully descriptive

of getting up at eight, shaving close at a quarter past, breakfasting at nine, going

to the City at ten, coming home at half past five, and dining at seven.
^
Painting

and Sculpture: models and portraits representing Professors \)f getting up at

eight, shaving close at a quarter past, breakfasting at nine, going to the City at

ten, coming home at half past five, and dining at seven. Music': a respectable

performance (without variations) on stringed and wind instruments, sedately ex-

pressive of getting up at eight, shaving close at a quarter past, breakfasting at

nine, going to the City at ten, coming home at half past five, and dining at seven.

Nothing else to be permitted to those same vagrants the Arts, on pain of excom-

munication. Nothing else To Be—anywhere !

"As a so eminently respectable man, Mr. Podsnap was sensible of its being

required of him to take Providence under his protection. Consequently he always

knew exactly what Providence meant. Inferior and less respectable men might

fall short of that mark, but Mr. Podsnap was always up to it. And it was very

remarkable (and must have been very comfortable) that what Providence meant

was invariably what Mr. Podsnap meant.
" These may be said to have been the articles of a faith and school which the

present chapter takes the liberty of calling, after its representative man, Pod-

snappery. They were confined within close bounds, as Mr. Podsnap's own head

was confined by his shirt-collar ; and they were enunciated with a sounding pomp
that smacked of the creaking of Mr. Podsnap's own boots."—i^row * Our Mutual

Friend,'' by Charles Dickens.

Men are educated and the State uplifted by allowing all—every one—to broach
all their mistakes and advocate their errors. The community that will not pro-
tect its humblest, most ignorant, and most hated member in the free utterance
of hi« opinions, no matter how false or hateful, is only a gang of slaves.— Wendell
Phillips,

Child Labour in German Factories.—One of the demands made by
the German Socialist party is that child labour in factories shall be abolished.

In view of this it is not uninstructive to note the steady increase in the

employment of children, which is testified to by the reports of the German
Inspectors of Factories. In 1881 the number was 9,347 ; in 1882 it was

14,600 ; in 1883, 18,395 ; in 1884, 18,865 ; and last year (for 1885 no statistics

are available) the number was 21,053, or far more than twice the number in

1881. So much for official statistics ; but there is every reason to believe

that these figures do not represent the actual state of things, the employ-

ment of children in industry being carried on to a much greater extent than

the factory inspectors are able to learn. Thus the Inspector for the DUssel-

dorf district says he has " often found in grinding^^works, small weaving

works, and turning works, children of from four to twelve years, who were

said not to be working,i^ut only to be under the care of their parents or

brothers and sisters. Only in a few cases did I succeed in proving their

employment, notwithstanding that the untruth of the representations made
was demonstrated by the fact that the children's hands were soiled by work-
ing material." The German Gewerbeordnung forbids the employment of

children under twelve years of age, but the inspectors state that this pro-

hibition is often disregarded, and especially is this the case in the so-called

"houseindustry," which it is, from the nature of the case, impossible to

subject to perfect supervision. Thus, an inspector writes respecting Plauen,

in Saxony, that he has found many cases in which children of seven yeara

have been made to work ten hours daily, besides attending school. Saxony,

indeed, seems to be especially guilty of infraction of the law respecting the

employment of children. In 1883 the number of offences reported was 613,

in 1884 it was 577 ; in 1885, 1,088 ; and last year, 1,499. In Germany there

is a growing opinion in favour of an increase of the minimum age at which
children can be put to work ; that the age of fourteen is not too high.
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HAVB YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW : FIRST, FEW MEN
IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON 1

Oommunications invited on Social Questions. They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Ed. ,E.G., and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-
tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MS^, only returned ifa stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them,

8ti)scriptioni.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s,

six months, Ss. ; three months. Is. 6d.

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-
ringdon Road, E. G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Received with thanks, but found unsuitable—J. G. (Socialist poem); E. R.,

Stratford i " Charley Warren " (son^) ; J. B. (*' Waifs").
W. H. S.-H.^We will carefully consider your first proposal and make the second

public meanwhile,
B. K.— * Natural Causes and Supernatural Seeming,' by Henry Maudsley (Kegan

Paul, London, 1886, cr. 8vo, 5s.) ;
* A Story of an African Farm,' by Ralph

Iron (Olive Schreiner), 3rd edition (Chapman and Hall, London, 1887, cr. 8vo,
28. ). Mr. Beale's book on Morality we have not yet seen.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday November 30.

England
Jus
Justice
London—Freie Presse
Labour Tribune
Norwich—Daylight
Railway Review
Worker's Friend

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald
Madras—People's Friend

United States
New York—Der Sozialist
Truthseeker
Volkszeitung

Boston—Woman's Journal
Liberty

Chicago (lU.)—Knights of Labor
Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer
Hainmonton(NJ)Cre4it Foncier
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt

St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole
Detroit (Mich.)—The Advance
Albina (Greg,)—Weekly Courier
San Francisco Arbeiter-Zeitung
Coast Seamen's Journal

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
La Revolte
Le Socialist©
Le Moniteiir

Lille—Le Travailleur
Holland

Hague—Recht voor Allen
Amsterdam—Voorwaarts

Belgium
Seraing (Ougree)—Le Rcveil
Ghent—Vooruit
Brussels—L'Avant-Garde
Liege—L'Avenir

Italy
Gazetta Operaia

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat
Geneva—Bulletin Continental

Spain
Madrid—El SociaUsta

Portugal
Lisbon—O Protesto Operario

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Vienna—Gleichheit
Brunn—Volksfreund

Hungary
Arbeitcr-Wochen-Chronik

Koumania
Jassy—Lupta

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

North Africa
Tunis - L'Operaio

'THE CONDITION OF THE WORKING-CLASSES.'^

The wise of the world have declared that labour is honourable, that
" work is the only noble thing," and although civilised society—sham
that it is—says so too, the nobleman to-day is not the labourer—was
he ever I—but the idler. The ideal man of the Christian faith was a
workman, and though for centuries his deeds have been glorified, to-day,
as when he lived, the worker sheds his blood that the shirker may lap
it and live. But the feeling that the game of gammon would soon be
up has induced some considerable section of tlie shirkers, in hope,
perchance, that it might stave off the evil day of the workers' emanci-
pation, to manifest a dilettante interest in the welfare of the workers,
to fool about in matters pertaining to art and science, ,to " rusticate "

in summer-time among agricultural folk, in short, potter about, pre-
tending to work but taking care not to do so. And following in their
wake is a class of persons which not being able to live entirely without
labouring has, through the kindly offices of its more fortunate friends,
been secured some comfortable and lucrative position, where the work
may be said to be " put out " for somebody else to do. And so we
come down by gentle gradations to those whom the disease of indo-
lence has not wholly contaminated, but which would soon succumb did
its olfactory organs in the course of its labours greet anything less
pleasant than eau de cologne.

We may divide off the whole of those alluded to up till now from
the working-classes proper, and although perhaps, if we were to analyse
them thoroughly, we might find . 1 per cent, performing some useful
service to society, the other 99 per cent., we venture to assert, would
be found to be so much human dross. And if it were inanimate
society would not be much encumbered by its existence, but bein<y
corporeal and omnivorous it eats out its veiy heart.

But this is all mere generalisation, and that we may ascertain what
is and what has been the condition of the working-classes, we must
descend to detail.

Beginning at the latter half of last century, let us examine their
condition from that time to the present. Before the invention of the
"Jenny " by James Hargreaves in 1767, the condition of the working-

^ Facts relative to the condition of workers in 1844, from * The Condition of
the Working-classes.' By Frederick Engels. (Lovell, Jesey St., N.Y., 6s.)

classes was as compared to their present, one of affluence and com-
fort, then the handicraftsman supplied the community with those
commodities which machinery plus the machine-tender does to-day :

" Wife and daughter spun the yarn that the father wove or that they
sold, if he did not work himself. These weaver families lived in the country
in the neighbourhood of the towns, and got on fairly well with their wages,
because the home market was almost the only one, and the crushing power
of competition that came later witl^ the conquest of foreign markets and the
extension of trade, did not yet press upon wages. There was further a con-
stant increase in the demand of the home market, keeping pace with the
slow increase in population and employing all the workers ; and there was
also the impossibility of vigorous competition of the workers among them-
selves, consequent upon the rural dispersion of their homes. So it was that
the weaver was usually in a position to lay by something, and rent a little

piece of land that he cultivated in his leisure hours, of which he had as
many as he chose to take, since he could weave whenever and as long as he
pleased. True he was a bad farmer, and managed his land inefficiently ;

nevertheless, he was no proletarian, he had a stake in the country, and stood
one step higher in society than the English workmen of to-day."

What was true of the weaver was true of the workers generally,
and although so far as their material needs were concerned they were
fairly satisfied, intellectually they were dead.
The effect of the invention of Hargreaves, and those of Arkwright,

Crompton, Cartright, Watt, and others, and the improvements effected
upon them from year to year, was that a " complete victory of machine
work over hand-work was won in the chief branches of English in-

dustry, and from that time forward history simply relates how the
hand-workers have been driven from one position after another."
From the use of these numerous labour saving appliances, the manu-
facturing system grew and developed, and with it also that class—the
Proletariat—which, before what is known as the industrial system
began to develope, had practically no existence in this country.
" Hitherto, the worker had always had the prospect of establishing
himself somewhere as a master artificer, perhaps employing journey-
men and apprentices ; but now, when large capital had become neces-
sary for carrying on work independently, the working-class became for

the first time, an integral, permanent class of the population." " Now
the worker was born to toil, and had no other prospect than that of
remaining a toiler all his life."

By the year 1844 the capitalistic system of production had so de-

veloped itself, that it had reduced the workers to a propertyless labour-
vending class ; it found them concentrated, or rather herded together
in the great towns, which had by this time become veritable cesspools
of human filth. In Manchester, from 40,000 to 50,000 persons were
living in cellars ; in London, Liverpool, Glasgow, Edinburgh, and Bir-
mingham, the dwellings were so abominally foul and unsanitary as to
be almost past describing. Overcrowding was general throughout the
working-class quarters of all the large towns. Here is a sample taken
at random from EngeFs book :

" In the parishes of St. John and St.

Margaret, London, there lived in 1840, 5,366 working-men's families

in 5,294 ^dwellings' (if they deserve the name), men, women, and
children thrown together without distinction of age or sex, 26,830
persons all told ; and of these families three-fourths possessed but one
room." These together paid a joint rental of £40,000 per year.

Hundreds of thousands crowded together in common lodging-houses,
and all the horrors of disease and misery brought to light by the recent
" Royal Commission on the Housing of the Working-classes " abounded,
but in a more intense form. It is a sickening picture to dwell on, these
poisoning, soul-killing holes into which the workers—from whose in-

genuity all the wonderful contrivances which have revolutionised pro-

duction have been evolved, and the immense wealth which has resulted
from their use has been acquired—are forced to creep.

The " manner in which the need of a shelter is satisfied furnishes a
standard for the manner in which all the other necessities are sup-
plied." Ofial and rags supplying the place of life-sustaining and
weather-protecting food and clothing. This is the reward of society

to the workers, to whom it owes everything—its very existence.

The lot of the serf was an enviable one as compared to that of the
free labourer, he at any rate had secured him the means of life, which
the competitive system, " the battle of all against all," denies to the
free-labourer. " Left to himself he cannot live a single day." The
bourgeois has a monopoly of all the means of subsistence. Work
for him the labourer must, when, where, and how he pleases, he must
compete with his fellows for the oppod unity to hire himself out—for

there is always a surplus of labour in the market—and the result of

the struggle to obtain employment is that the successful obtain work,
and to the unsuccessful is left the choice -of starving, stealing, or the
workhouse. And those, the '' fortunate," what is their lot ?—the great
pleasure of slavery for a bare subsistence wage. But the struggle for

supremacy goes on among the monopolists as well as among the
labourers ; the possessor of the best " wage-saving machinery, i.e., the
means of producing goods the cheapest, drives remorselessly the weaker
monopolist, the small capitalist, out t)f the market and even sometimes
bodily out of existence. And not within the nation does the struggle
end, right throughout the civilised world the battle rages, nation fights

nation, thousands of proletaVians dye the fields with human gore, that
the monopolist may find a "shoot" for his shoddy wares.

Thus competition goes blindly and ruthlessly on, dividing mankind
into warring atoms, destroying its social instincts and making all men
foes. And so it must go on until it is dead and mutual interest draws
men together in holy brotherhood. H. A. Barker.

An article on "The Unemployed" by Bennet Burleigh is announced for
the next number of the Contemporary.
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HER MAJESTY'S GUESTS.

Being one of those arrested in Trafalgar Square on Sunday the 13th, I think

that my experience will be of interest, and may be of some use to those who
are likely to find themselves in the same position.

Immediately on my arrest two policemen searched all my pockets, under

the pretext of finding revolvers, knives, or dynamite bombs, and then I was

marched to Scotland Yard under an escort of five foot and three mounted

men, one being deputed to take charge of my right hand, and on no account

to let go of it. On arrival I was placed in a room with ten policemen and

their prisoners. From the remarks which fell from some of the police, I

«ame to the conclusion that several of them had taken prisoners in order to

escape from the mel^e and get a rest and a quiet booze, as several of them
had provided themselves with bottles of spirits which were stowed away in

a sort of secret pocket in their coat-tails. One of them started a discussion

•on Socialism with me, which we carried on for about half an hour. Anothef
who sat close by, feeling himself aggrieved by having to do some amount of

extra duty, kept interjecting, putting his wrongs down to the vicious activity

of myself and comrades, generally concluding with, "If I had my way, I'd

chuck the lot of you into the river." •

We were detained at Scotland Yard until about 7.30, when we were re-

moved to King Street, Westminster, police-station

—

fifteen prisoners, under
an escort of forty-five foot police and ten mounted men—where we were
charged and placed nine in a cell ; and although ordinary prisoners can
obtain an evening meal by paying for it, we were kept without food until

7.30 a.m., having had nothing to eat since dinner except one or two whose
friends had seen their arrest and brought them some food. I found that those

of my fellow prisoners who were not dressed " respectably " had received a
good cudgelling on their arrest and were kicked and punched unmercifully
wh;le going through the station yards, which were full of police. One was
.so bruised and sore that he was unable to lie down all night.

About ten o'clock a num^ber of prisoners were removed in cabs to the

various stations in the neighbourhood, leaving three in our cell. A police-

man pushed a tug through the wicket, informing us surlily that was all we
should get ; and as the rug would only cover one, we took it in turns, when
we could get to sleep, which was not till the police had finished hurrahing
over the day's achievements, and inviting Britannia to continue ruling the
waves, for Britons never, never, never would be slaves.

The following morning, after having a pint of coffee and two slices at the
expense of the country, and not being allowed to wash, we were removed
in the " Queen's omnibus " to Bow Street at 9 a.m. On the evidence of a
policeman, without corroboration, being fined forty shillings or twenty-one
days, I was put back into a cell without being allowed to send to my friends

for the amount of the fine, or to obtain any food even by paying for it ; and
at 5 p.m. I was removed to Millbank prison, my requests to be allowed to

send a note or telegram to a friend being referred to the governor of Mill-

bank.
When we arrived we were ushered into a long corridor with cells all along

the left-hand side, and near the entrance a room which we were invited
to enter and be seated. This room was half paved and half board floor, with
a tire in the corner. A warder was seated on the board half in front of a
desk, a standard of height, and a weighing machine. We were seated on the
paved half directly in line with the door by which we entered, and another
door opening into a room in which we were undressed, our clothes being
made up into a bundle by one of the long-term convicts, who took to himself
all the airs of a warder. Beyond this room was the l3ath-room, in which
were three small concrete baths partitioned off from each other, containing
about ten gallons of warm water each, in which eighteen of us had to bathe,
the water being unchanged! Marvellous ingenuity had been lavished

upon the sanitary arrangements of this palatial residence. The ventilation

especially attracted my attention. A perfect hurricane §wept through the
corridor, and through the open door, through us and the rooms where we
were stripping and bathing ; and in order that our constitutions might not
be too severely tried by feeling at once the extremes of heat and cold, the
warmth of the fire was carefully kept from us by a screen which werved the
double purpose of keeping at the same time the draught from the warder
and preserving to him the full heat of the fire. An inventory was taken of

our names, ages, religions, occupations, heights, weights, and clothes. We
bathed and were then furnished with a suit of prison clothes by one of the
aforesaid convicts. On getting into mine, I found them to be an ingenious
muddle, one sock just fitted me, the heel of the other reached the middle of

my foot ; and when I drew the attention of the clothier to it, he wanted to

know whether I wished him to go to Begent Street and buy a pair (I

presumed he would welcome the chance). I found the shoes dittt), but he
soothed me with a promise to change them in the morning. Finally we
were served with a ^-Ib. loaf of bread each and sent to our cells, where we
found some water to moisten it with. This was the first food we had
since 7 a.m.

^
«

The following morning we were served with another loaf of bread about
7 a.m., and about 8 a warder came round with another convict carrying a
basketful of hymn and prayer books and bibles, but as I had saved my soul
from that everlasting hypocrisy I refused them. He then took the name
and address of the friend to whom I wished to send for the amount of my
fine, and departed. At 10.30 I was called out and informed that my fine

had been paid, and at 11 a.m. I was released, having been confined 42 lioius.

Now what I want to call attention to is the barbarity with which prison r s

who from their appearance were assumed to be poor, and therefore friend ie.s.s,

were treated.
^
After having a good clubbing before arrest, they were kickocl

and punched in the station-yard. Then we were all indiscriminately starved
for two days. Several of my fellow-prisoners who were in work were
deliberately detained until past mid-day on Tuesday, in order that even tiie

majority who were able to obtain the payment of their fine would lose tluir

work ; for though an employer might excuse one day's absence, two would
be beyond his patience. In the present state of the labour-market, what
privation will they and tlieir families suffer before obtaining work again !

Not only were we prevented from comnmnicating with our friends, but our
friends were debarred all knowledge of where we were or what our sentences
'amounted to; whereas on ordinary occasions the information is readily
obtained. I received my sentence before 12 noon, and between 2 and 6
o'clock my friends come four times to Bow Street to see what they could do
for me, and all their enquiries elicited was " Don't know ; wait ; come again."
Working men who read this should do their best to help in providing against
this new method of terrorising even " constitutional agitation."

T. Cantwell.

WHAT I LIVE FOR.
(See " My Aim," in Commnweal, October 8.)

I LIVE for those above me, who rob me of my due.
Who feign, good lack ! to love me—but love my labour too,;

I live, all meek and lowly, while want consumes me slowly,

For the end and object solely of the work that I can do.

I live to serve my master, to wait his beck and call.

And woful's the disaster which rids me of his thrall

;

I cling to those who use me, who scorn, despise, abuse me,

—

I labour for their needs alone and not mine own at all.

I live—and that suffices ! I live as lives the swine,

No historic page entices, I nothing may divine

Of Nature and her beauties, of manhood and its duties,

—

Already damned and mute is the soul that should be mine.

I live for those above me—myself a traitor to !

To god and man and neighbour consistently untrue.

A man in shape and stature, a " hand " in nomenclature,

A coward slave by nature, who, if he dared, might do.

A Worker.

LITERARY NOTICES.
Mr. T. P. O'Connor's halfpenny evening paper will be called the Evening

Star, and will appear early in next January. It cannot be published sooner
than it is wanted.

' Coercion without Crime,' by J. A. Fox (Nat. Press Agency, Whitefriars,
Id.), contains a summary of the charges of H.M. judges to the various grand
juries throughout Ireland at the Summer Assizes of this year, held while the

Coercion Bill was passing, and most eff'ectually crushes the contentions made
in support of that measure.

^ Paris and London : a bundle of contrasts,' by Jules Magny (Standring,
Finsbury Pavement, Id.), is a pamphlet principally translated from the
preface to an as-yet-unpublished work of M. Felix Pyat entitled * Angleterre

. et France.' The contrasts between Parisians and Londoners are amusingly
and pointedly put, though a few are rather strained for antithesis' sake.

' Rhyme and Reason,' by H. S. Salt (Modern Press, Id.) is a collection of

verses reprinted from Justice, with the "Modern Guy Fawkes" from the
Coramonweal of November 5. The writer is too well known to need intro-

duction to our readers, who are pretty familiar by this time with his witty
and striking productions both in verse and prose.

Mr. Thomas Kirkup, writer of the admirable article on Socialism in the
present edition of the Encyclopaedia Brittanica, is about to issue a volume
entitled ' An Enquiry into Socialism.' Those who have read his historical

article will look with great interest for the appearance of his book, which is

designed to explain the root-ideas of Socialism, both in contrast with those

of the present system and those of certain theories usually mistaken for

Socialism. Messrs. Longman will be the publishers.

Articles of interest to Socialists in November magazines:

—

Murra'ifs:
" Irish Secret Societies," Capt. Ross of Bladensburg. Antiquary : " Open-air
Assemblies," G. L. Gomme, F.S.A. Blackvjood)s : "Self-government v. Home
Rule." Womero's World: "The Fallacy of the Superiority of Man," Mrs.
Chas. M'Laren. Century : "Prison Life of the Russian Revolutionists," Geo.
Kennan. Fortnightly : " Count Leo Tolstoi," Matthew Arnold ;

" The Sweat-
ing System," David F. Schloss ;

" Our National Expenditure," Prof. Leone
Levi ;

" Labour Organisation," Canon Leigh.

^ The Politics of Labour,' by Phillips Thompson (Bedford, Clarke, and Co.,

New York and Chicago), is a well-written and useful addition to the growing
library which is being provided for the studious worker. It is written to

suit American conditions, and its instances and applications are also trans-

atlantic, but it is well worth perusal by men of other nations who are not
Socialists ; the full-fledged Socialist will read it with interest and pleasure

but glean little new learning from it. It is a book of the kind that a few
years ago would have been ushered into the world amid " excursions and
alarms," but is now becoming part of the expected and therefore unalarming
fiuit of the press. In sending review copy all mention of the price at which
it is sold has been omitted.

* A Dock Labourer's Bitter cry,' by Benjamin Tillett (Author, 19 Hunslet
Street, Bethnal Green, E., Id.), is an address delivered by the writer to his

fellow " Dockers " at a meeting held in support of the union they have formed
and is an admirable statement of the ills from which they suffer. We quote
from his prefatory note :

" 'Horrible London' is painfully and acutely realised by our * class' in all its

agonising torment and debasement. We, the * Dockers,' are among the ' Lazar-

uses ' that starve upon the crumbs from the rich man's table. An endeavour is

being made to shorten our supply even of them. At present, under a thin film

of civilisation, there is a mass of corruption, stagnant and putrid, the rotten fruit

of poverty. I cannot wonder that men lose the dignity of their manhood, when
they are driven helter-skelter to the gutter by a system that degrades and imbrutes

on the one hand, in proportion as it profits and enriches on the other. There can

be nothing enobling in an atmosphere where we are huddled and herded together

like cattle ; there is nothhig refining in the thought that to obtain employment
we are driven into a shed, iron-barred from end to end, outside of which a fore-

man or contractor walks up and down with tlie air of a dealer in a cattle-market,

picking and chosing from a crowd of men, who in their eagerness to obtain em-
ployment, trample each other under foot, and where like beasts they fight for the
chances of a day's work." S.

Wrong for Once.—A Fact.—Scene, private bar of the " Drones " public-

hou^e ; customers drinking and smoking. Landlord enters and in the most
insinuating manner thus addresses a small ring of his own specially-selected

confidants :
" Well, gentlemen, I suppose you have sworn yourselves in as

special constables \ At least, I—er-—hope so." One of the Select : "No, I«

haven't. I should have been on the wrong side if I had ; I saw the abomin-
able outrage which the police committed upon the people the other Sunday.'
Speedy exit of the landlord, who didn't " show up " any more that evening
and the public wondered why.—H-. A. B. '
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BEITAIN.

Yorkshire Farm Sertants.—A great many farm servants are out of work
in Yorkshire since the termination of the Martinmas contracts. The wages
have fallen from £1 to £l, 10s. per head, and farmers seem determined to
retrench as much as possible in the matter of hand labour.

Work on the Manchester Ship Canal.—The contractor of the Man-
chester Ship Canal hopes to get the steam navvies or excavators at work

^

within a week. The engagement of labourers would then begin. The 400
men now at work are receiving some 4|d. and others 4|d. per hour. About
2000 labourers will be required on the first section.

Starving Labourers in Tipperary.—Last Wednesday a body of unem-
ployed labourers attended the meeting of the Tipperary board of"guardians,
seeking employment and outdoor relief. They stated that their wives apd
children were starving. After some discussion the labourers left to interview
the paHsh priest. Rev. Canon Cahill, with a view to organising a fund for
their relief.

The Glasgow Trades Council and the Russian Poles.—At the meeting
of the Council last week Mr. Hodge gave notice of the following motion :

" That the action of Messrs. Merry and Cuninghame, who pose as patriots
and constitutionalists, in importing Russian Poles, and keeping them huddled
together in such numbers so that from their filthy condition they are a source
of danger to the general community, calls for public indignation ; that it is

the duty of the authorities to take action, so that they shall not become a
* source of danger to and a burden on the community."

West Cumberland Ironworkers.—An important conference of the iron-
masters of West Cumberland with their workmen and furnacemen about the
proposed reduction of 10 per cent, in wages is likely to stave off a strike or
lock-out. The masters explain that it is impossible for them to pay the
current rates at present prices, and they are therefore obliged to ask for this
reduction, and if this were not granted some of the works would be oblio-ed
to stop. It is the condition of trade which' forces the masters to ask the men
to accept less wages. The men have not as yet given their answer to the
proposals, but it is likely they will make the concession and afterwards adopt
a sliding scale.

G. W. Goods Guards.—There are few men who have more unsatisfactory
conditions of service than the G. W. goods guards, who, though onlv sup-
posed to work sixty-six hours for a week's pay, are not paid for their over-
work unless the total number of hours worked in a fortnight exceed 1 44, and
then only at the rate of twelve hours per day. It wiirthus be seen 'that
a guard might work, say, eighty-four hours one week and sixty the next
without receiving a farthing extra ; also that to receive a quarter day's over-
time 147 hours would have to be worked in a fortnight. Some years ao-o
the G. W. guards acted as if they meant to have this unfair system chano>ed,
but they seem to have abandoned the agitation raised against it.—Raibway
Review, ^

Motherwell (Scotland) Miners.—The colliers employed at the Camp
Works, occupied by Mr. Williams, have not resumed work in consequence
ot a grievance with regard to deductions of weights which they alleo-e are
unjust. In consequence of this dispute the whole of the miners of tlfe dis-
trict held an idle day on the 24th. A mass meeting was held in the Dalzell
hall to hear the complaints of the men. Mr. John Donnelly presided. The
result of the meeting was that it was unanimously agreed that the Campmen come out on strike and remain idle till their grievances are removed
It was also agreed that the district contribute so much per man weekly to
support the Camp men. By this action about 150 men will remain idle.
The Unemployed in Norwich.—Frightened by the attitude of the starv-

ing men ot last winter, the authorities here determined to open some relief
works. Several hundred tons of unbroken granite have been ordered, andmen employed to break it. The applicants for the work must first provide
themselves with a character from their last employer. They are paid the
princely wage of five farthings a bushel, and men unused to such work can-
not break, m many instances, more than two bushels a dav. Thev becrin atseven m the morning and work till dark. Some poor fellows have come tome after a day s work with swollen wrists and blistered fingers, totally un-
nttecl tor a second day's experience.—F. H. & j

j
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.
HOLLAND.

Comrade Cohen, who committed the offence of crying aloud in the street

:

" Away with Gorilla " on the passage of the ape-faced King William III.,
has got SIX months' imprisonment for it. Our comrade, who defended him-
self, delivered one of the wittiest speeches ever heard in a law court. Recht
voor Allen (Justice for All) reproduces the entire address as a masterly little
bit of propaganda.

It is believed that Recht voor Allen^ which now appears three times a.
week, will ere long become a daily paper.
A new organ of the Dutch Socialists is about to be started at Amsterdam.

His title will be ExGelsior (Furthei Ahead !).

GERMANY.
The Federal Council of the German Empire is going to bring about a

new scheme of law, which assuredly will be agreed upon by the legislature^
to the effect of trying all political cases throughout Germany within closed
doors ! That's the very thing which remains to be done l^y that gang of
criminal reactionaries who style themselves legislators. In tha/t way the
German Nupkins, low and high, will be enabled to suppress Socialists with "

much more ease even than they have done hitherto. How long that scan-
dalous system will last is quite another thing altogether ; many symptoms
show that our German friends are at last becoming out of patience, and such
miserable laws will only help them to lose their temper.
In a few days a great trial of Socialists will be held at Posen, when a

large number of our comrades will be sentenced, as the bourgeois papers
tell us beforehand. The bill of indictment is a large octavo-sized volume of
no less than four hvMdred andforty-one pages ! How many pages of magis-
terial nonsense that volume contains is not stated, but surely we may say
four hundred. -> j

The Socialist trial at Breslau has come to an end. Eight of the accused
have been acquitted, twenty-nine others sentenced to various terms of im-
prisonment varying from four weeks to one year. Eight men got off scot
free ! But once does not make a habit.
The German papers announced a few days ago that William Hasenclever

had suddenly become insane, and been conveyed to a lunatic asylum at
Berlin. He has rendered to the Socialist cause in Germany valuable ser-
vices, and his loss will be heavily felt by his fellow-workers in the revolu-
tionary struggle. He was born on the 19th of April, 1837, at Arnsberg, in
Westphalia, where he visited the local schools. As a handworker, he
travelled all through Germany and Northern Italy. In 1862-63, he became
editor of the Westphalische Volkszeitimg d.t Hagen, then contributor to the
first Sozial Demokrat and to the Agitator, and afterwards director of the
Neue Sozial Demokrat and publisher of the Smial Politische Blatter. In the
year 1868 he was elected general cashier of the General German Working-
men's Association, 1870-71 secretary of the same, and from July 1st, 1871
to 1875 chairman of that body. He presided over the general Congresses
of the party at Gotba in 1875, 1876, and 1877. In the autumn of 1875 he
became the chief editor of the Hamburg Altonaer Volkshlatt, and in 1876
was chosen with Liebknecht as one of the editors of Vorivdrts, the central
organ of the Socialist party of Germany. He was expelled in 1881 i^oin
Leipzig, and lived since that time at Wiirzen and at Halle. From 1869-70
he was a member of the North German Eeichstag, and from 1874 until
1886 member of the new Eeichstag, successively for Altona, Breslau, and
Berlin.

At Breslau, the police have suppressed the Socialist paper Volksstimme
(Voice of the People). These silly folk think that by suppressing papers
they will at last suppress Socialism, when their stupid tyranny is the very
thing to create new revolutionists.

AUSTEIA-HUNGAEY.
At Haschendorf, near Vienna, an Anarchist named Benedict Stark has

been arrested, after having been for a long time wanted by the police. He
was a prominent member of the party, well known in Switzerland and
among London Anarchists. It is said that he has been betrayed by some
scoundrel who has lived in London, and was known as an extra-clever
Anarchist. The trial of comrade Stark will perhaps bring us some more -

disclosures about the personage we are alluding to.

A week ago a Eussian Socialist, Leo Jassiewicz, was extradited from
Vienna and given up to the Eussian police under very cruel circumstances.
His extradition was demanded on account of his having been an accomplice
to the execution of the late Czar. After two months' imprisonment, which
he underwent in the prison infirmary of Vienna (our friend came to Austriam a dyin^ condition), he was happy enough to disprove the charges brougljt
against him. But the Eussian police did not intend to lose their prey and
brought a new charge forward, that of having been concerned in a '^ robberv "

at a post-office. He was able to show that at the time of that ^' robbery ""he
was several hundred miles away from the spot, then being in fact in Siberia,
where he had been transported by administrative order as a Socialist. The
Austrian magistrates declared themselvfes satisfied that he had provisorily
disqualified the new indictment, but resolved at the same time to send him
to Russia, in order that he might disprove the accusation definitively. The
Austrian beasts send an innocent man to his mortal enemies, knowing
very well that he will be done to death for some reason or other. These
judges are worthy of their fellow-brethren, the monstrous German Keichs-
gerichts scoundrels.

ITALY.
II Demolitore (The Destroyer) has been obliged to stop its publication,

owing to police prosecutions. But our Neapolitan friends will, as soon as
they possibly can, start it anew. At Marsala a new Socialist paper, Fiac-
cola (The Torch), has been issued. At the offices of the Gazetta Operaia
(Worker's Paper) at Torino, our Italian friends will publish this week a
volume of one hundred pages, entitled, ' The Trial of the Chicago Anar-
chists.' It will contain a brief account of that scandalous «lass trial, and
the speeches of the revolutionary martyrs. All over the country, and
specially among the peasants or landworkers, Socialism is spreading in a
most remarkable and vigorous way. All the attempts of the police to check
the movement are vain

; as soon as a paper is forced to disappear, half-a-
dozen others are ready to replace the fallen combatant; as soon as one
comrade is imprisoned, several others are at hand filling the ranks and
taking their share in the struggle. The Italian ^^ow^A. specially are admir-
able

;
their enthusiasm for the Cause of Kevolution gow beyond all Je-

Bcnption. *
•' V D
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LETTER FROM AMERICA.
The minute description of all the ghastly details of the Chicago crime has

had an effect entirely unexpected by the capitalistic press in their rush for

pennies. It has inflamed every Socialist with a spirit of revenge, and even
the mildest and those who up to now only hated the system, cannot help

after the events of last Friday feeling bitterly, very bitterly against some
persons prominently connected with this affair. There is no loud talk---this

might not be very dangerous—but quiet is all the more significant, and the

determination seen on many faces forebodes evil for capitalism. When the

bodies were handed over to their families, Mrs. Parsons received the body
of her husband in person. She lifted the lid of the casket, mechanically

she untied the strings of the cap and took it off. Then she took a long,

intense view at the remains of her murdered husband, bending over and
passionately kissing the cold lips. " The grief of this woman whicli knows
no tears is more terrible to our law and order people than a thousand
rioters," said a policeman, and he is right

!

The wives of Fischer, Engel, and Spies are completely broken down. Lingg
has no family in Chicago, btit his poor old mother in Germany must suffer

terribly. She is as noble as the mother of the Gracchi. " Do not show
these people any fear ; step firmly on the gallows. You die for a just

cause," are some of the words she wrote to her son but a few days before his

death. Saturday the bodies lay in state at their homes, and were visited by
nearly all Chicago. Yesterday (Sunday) was the day of the burial. It was
a grand funeral, and the capitalistic pj^ess is perfectly terror-stricken. "We
thought we had killed Anarchism !

" they exclaim, "it seems, however, we
have made propaganda for it, and have made those who are already Anar-
chists more determined," Verily they speak the truth.

The remains of the men rested in plain black coffins. Each of the four

martyrs had a red sash round his chest. About 20,000 persons composed
the funeral cortege, and 250.000 more witnessed the procession. The pro-

cession marched most solemnly through the streets of Chicago to the railway
station, where au express train conducted the mourners to Waldheim ceme-
tery. Captain Black made the funeral oration. It was a splendid discourse.
" It is said that these men were of no religion. That is a libel. Their re-

ligion was the best of all creeds—love of fellow-men—and it filled their

wliole lives with deeds of devotion and tenderness. Their creed would have
to do with the to-morrow of the coming revolution, and the whole of th6ir

philosophy as Anarchists was the establishment of an order of things that
should be symbolised in the words, ' Order without force.' " He was fol-

lowed by Thomas J. Morgan, whose speech is to-day compared in effective-

ness and beauty of language to Marc Antony's famous oration over Cc^esar's

body. After his speech the people took each other's hands in token of

sworn brotherhood. The proceedings finished soon after, and the mourners
returned to town.

If capitalists but knew the feelings sincere revolutionists experienced
<luring the last few days, the joy paraded to-day might perhaps not be so

great.

Labour Movements.

The compositor's and pressmen's strike at New York has ended in the
return of the men to work. Tht fight for the " card office " rule was lost,

l)iit the men claim tliat tlu-y have won a. partial vir-toiy because of the
advance in wages conceded and the adoption of the apprentice system.
The bosses assert that over 200 printers are out of work by reason of the
strike.

About 800 men out on strike in Davies's County, Indiana, have gone back
to work. It is expected that the strike will end shortly. In all about
3,000 men are involved. The result of the strike is slightly in favour of

the bosses.

The strike of sugar hands in Louisiana is general in Iberia, Lafamche,
Terrebonne, and St. Mary parishes, and affects about 200 plantations large
and small. The average number employed on a plantation is fifty persons.
The strikers are all negroes. The strike was ordered by the Knights of

Labour for an advance of 25 cents per day. The general estimate of persons
affected by the strike is 10,000. The governor has sent troops to the scene
of the strike.

The brass-workers' lock-out in New York and Brooklyn has ended in the
defeat of the men, who have nearly all gone back to work.

It is estimated that 1,000 textile workers are out of work in Philadelphia
owing to slackness of trade.

The glass manufacturers have d^ecided that every glass factory in the East
will be shut down in case the strike of the Western glass-workers takes
place on November 27. It is claimed that 7,000 hands will be involved.

The dispute between the miners and operators in Southern Illinois has
been settled by a compromise. The miners get about half the advance they
demanded.

Late advices indicate that the reported settlement of the coal strike in

Davies's County, Indiana, was premature. The action of the President of

the Federation in settling the strike on such a basis has been condemned by
the men, and he has been deposed from his office. The coal miners in the
neighbourhood of Evaiisville who returned to work, have again gone out.

The latest despatch from New Orleans says :
" The strike among the

sugar labourers is over, but the military is still kept in the district."

List of Strikes for November 1 to 11.

Biloxi, Miss.—Oyster packers and canners, strike and shutdown, caused
by demand for advance in wages, November 1 ... ... ... 1,000

Chicago, 111.—Job-printers, for nine hours day, November 1 ... — 250
Teche country, lower Louisiana—Sugar-plantation hands, mostly negroes,

for advance 25c. per day in wages, November 1 ... •'* ... 6,600
Teche country, lower Louisiana—Sugar-plantation hands, mostly whites,

thrown out of employment by above strike, November 1 .... 3,400
Buffalo, N.Y.—Shipyard hands, iron-workers and carpenters, refusal of

union men to work with non-union men, November 1 ... ... 300
Buffalo, N.Y.—Lockout by employers in consequence of above strike 150
Reading, Pa.—Iron-works employes, against reduction in wages, Nov. 1 20
Tyrone, Pa.—Coal-miners, for unionism, November 1 ... ... 75
Portland, Me.—Hat-factory hands, against employment of apprentices 12
New York city—Book-binders' hands, for advanced wages, November 1 50
Laconia, N. H.—Shoe-lasters, for higher wages, November 1 ... —
Chicago, 111.—^Electrotypers in syiftpathy with printers, November 1 ... —
St. Louis, Mo.—Job-printers for advanced wages, November 2 ... 200
Bochester, N.Y.—Shoe-cutters, for advanced wage^, November 2 ... 250
Rochester, N.Y.—Paper compositors, for new scale of prices, Nov. 2 ... 275
Milford, Mass.—Hat-factory girls, for higher wages, November 2 ... —
Danbury, Conn.—Street railroad employes, for advanee and shorter

hours, November 5 ... ... ... ... ... .«. — -

Leavenworth, Kan.—Coal-miners, for higher wages, November 7
Louisville, Ky.—Box-factory hands, for discharge of objectionable fore-

man, November 7

Louisville, Ky.—Job-printers and compositors, for advance, Nov. 7 ...

Wilkes Barre, Pa. —Coal-miners at Paradise colliery, against docking of
wages, November 4 ...

Milwaukee, Wis.—Maltsters, for increased wages, November 8
Scottdale, Pa.—Coal-miners at Alice mines, because of mine-boss re-

fusing to furnish necessary posts and caps, November 7
North Berwick, Me.—Shoe-lasters, disagreement as to price to be paid
Chicago, 111.—Additional printers, for nine-hour day, November 1

Norristown, Pa.—Cigar-makers, for higher wages, November 9

14
81

300
125

700

200

Total known for November 1 to 1

1

New York, November 16th, 1887.

10,602

Henry P. Charles.

CORRESPONDENCE.

SONGS OF LABOUR.
In one of your '' Notes '"' you niight perhaps give a hint that would be

taken up by some one of your readers wliereby fame if not fortune might be
secured, to say nothing of the service rendered to the cause. There are no
good practical En£';lisli words to the " Marseillaise." Anyone who has noted
rhe inspiriting etl'ect of the cjlorious song even when merely played, can
readily imagine that, witli words, we may yet see the day when it will be
prohibited in the streets of London. E. T.

llighgate, Nov. 21.

[There are several other good tunes to which the same thing might be
done. We shall be glad to receive the songs when written.]

A GOOD PROPOSAL.
I am desiro;]s of forming a Junior Socialist Improvement Society, the

object of which will be to educate each other's friends in the principles by
evening fireside talks. If any young Socialist would like to communicate
with me on tlie subject, I should be glad of his or her assistance.

42 Howland St., W., Fitzroy Sq. W. H. Srp:xcER-HowELL.

"Glass-house" EnETORic.—The following is taken from the speech de-

livered by Lord Salisbury at Oxford on the 23rd inst., and irresistibly

reminds one of the danger attributed to stone-throwing under certain con-

ditions :

—"Sir George Trevelyan seems to think that when a man has a
jjarty, and when a man has convictions—if his convir;tions and his party go
together all is for the best, but if his convictions are on one side and his

party on the other so much the worse for the convictions. Now that seems
to me to be an entire distortion of the idea of party, which, if it is not to

become a pocitivc evil in the State, must always be the union of men honestly
wishing the same objects, and struggling for it on that account. Directly

it becomes the union of men who have conflicting opinions and wish poli-

tically for ditferent objects, and is only maintained in order' that a certain

party may retain all its vigour, and that certain politicians may resume
their places in Downing Street, then it becomes, instead of a beneflcent and
honourable institution, a mere joint-stock company for the maintenance of

place and power."'

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Egad, E.C.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and affiliated

bodies. Library Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d. D. J. Nicoll and
W. Blundell are the Librarians.

Co-oper5Ltive Store.—The Committee attend at the offices at 8.30 p.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. All Groceries can be had at current store

prices. Orders over 10s. will be delivered carriage paid in London.

London Members.—The monthly meeting of London Members will be held

on Monday December 5th, at 9 p.m.

The Lecture Secretary requests all London Lecturers of the Socialist League
who have not already sent in the titles of their lectures to do so without delay.

Thos. Cantwell.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.

Mitcham, Walsall to July 31 . Bloomsbury, Leicester, Hammersmith, Hoxton
(Labour Emancipation League), Hull, Mile End, Wednesbury, to September 30.

Clerkenwell, Oxford, to October 31,

Socialist Defence Association.—Mariam Grove, is. Isabella Sandheim,

10s. A Medical Student, 5s.

Strike Committee.—Collected in Regent's Park—Sunday Nov. 27, 2s. 8d.

—J. Lane.

Fund for the Provision of the Wives and Families of the Martyred
Anarchists..

Under this heading we shall he pleased to acJcnoivledge donations for the abovf. object.

Kent, Is. H. Halliday Sparling, Treasurer.

KEPORTS.
Bloomsbuky.— Business meeting Nov. 24th, at 8 p.m. ^Lecture at 8.45 by

Edward Carpenter, on " Peasant Life in Italy." Good audience. Sunday, 27tb,

large meeting at the Arches, Bartlett, Mrs. Taylor, and Springfield spoke, and

a resolution condemning the action of the Government at Trafalgar Square, pra-

posed by Palziel and seconded by Loban, H.R., was carried imanimously.—D.

Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, Nov. 23rd, H. H. Sparling lectured on
" Wilful Waste and Woful Want." Sunday evening, William Blundell on
" Poverty, Disease, and Crime." Good discussions. D. Nicoll addressed large

meeting at Clerkenwell Green.—B.
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FuLHAM.—Mahony, C. Smith, and »Tochatti spoke

Sunday morning. Fair sale of Gommonweal. In the

Evening new station opened in Dawes Road, opposite

Halfway House, by C. Smith, Groser, and Tochatti.

We intend speaking here every Sunday evening at 7,

and every Thursday at 8.30.—S. B. G.
NoBTH London. ^Regent's Park Sunday morning,

a s^ood meeting was addressed by Cantwell and Parker.

.28. 8d. collected for propaganda.—T. C.

Marylebone.—Splendid meeting here on Sunday
afternoon, addressed by Murphy, Lloyd, and W. B.

Parker.
MiTCHAM.—A good meeting on Mitcham Fair Green

on Sunday, addressed by Eden and Kitz. Good sale

of GommonwecU. In the evening, Kitz lectured on
"Irish Problems." Two members made. Our open-

air meetings have added about a score of members to

our branch during the season.—R. C.
Leeds.—Usual meeting Sunday morning at Vicar's

Croft. Some weak opposition easily disposed of, and
2s. 3d. collected. At night SoUitt lectured in room
on ** Temperance," dealing with the broader aspects

of it.—T. P.

Glasgow.—Downie lectured to a meeting of miners
at "Bumbank, on Wednesday the 23rd. Sunday rain

prevented outdoor propaganda. At 7 a.m. , in Waterloo
Halls, Rev. S. D. Headlam lectured on " Trafalgar*

Square Riots."
Oxford.—On Nov. 23rd, the branch meeting was

attended by many members of the Russell and Social

Science Clubs. Rev. C. L. Marson lectured on *' The
School, the Work, and the Workhouse, which are the

lot of the Kentish Peasant, and the way to amend
them." Mr. C. H. Roberts, Balliol College, and Pre-

sident of the Russell Club, took the chair, and several

members of both clubs Joined in the discussion.

Walsall.—Deakin opened meeting last Monday,
followed by Sanders. Sunday three outdoor meetings
addressed by Sanders in diiferent parts of the town.
Good audiences at each.—J. T. D.
Wednesbury.—Meeting Market-place on Thursday

addressed by Donald.

Dublin.—At the Saturday Club, Nov. 26th, J. A.
Poole lectured to a large audience on ** Democracy
and Progress," directing most of his arguments against
racial and religious feud. Hutchinson, Upward, Cran-
well, and two "Conservative" working-men took
part in the discussion.

Chesterfield. — At a meeting held on Monday,
Nov. 21, the following resolution was passed :

—" That
the Chesterfield and District Radical Association pro-

tests against the interference with the right of public
meeting in London, and the action of the police in

forcibly breaking up lawful meetings and maltreating
the citiisens."—R. TJ.

Norwich Anarchist Group.—Good meetings held
during week at Yarmouth, Carrow, and Norwich on
St. George's Plain, Haymarket, Ber Street, and twice
in Market Place. At Ber Street, where the police in-

terfered last week, meeting was most successful, not a
policeman being visible.—A.

Scottish Land and Labour League.

Edinburgh.—On Sunday night Gilray lectured on
" Social Utopias according to Lewis Morris." Rev.
Stewart Headlam addressed a large meeting in Tron
Hall Monday evening. Good discussion.—T.
Dundee.—Outdoor meetings addressed by Duncan

atid Carr. Duncan lectured in Trades' Hall on " The
Labour Party" Sunday night, 20th. He suggested
organising branches of National Labour Electoral
Association, and supported by Mr. Nicoll. Strongly
opposed by WexsleJer, Devlin, and Carr.—J. C.
West Calder. — Mahon spoke Tuesday last in

the Miners' Hall; they were pleased with meeting,
and a second was arranged. The branch will work in
cooperation with the Miners' Union in holding meet-
ings, etc.

Notice to Branches of the S,L,L,L.
Branches desiring literature apply to D. K. Mac-

kenzie, librarian, 163 Pleasance, Edinburgh.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Bioomsbury.—Athenseum Hall, Tottenham Court Rd.,
on Thursday December 1, at 8 p.m. William Morris,
" The Coming Society." Communist Club, 49 Tot-
tenham Street, Tottenham Court Road, W., on
Thurs. Dec. 8, at 8.30, Spencer Howell, "Educate,
Agitate, Organise."

ClerkentvelL—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Road, E.C. Sunday Dec. 4, Business Meeting
of members at 7 o'clock sharp ; at 8.30, Free Concert
by J. J. Hart and Friends. Wednesday Dec. 7, at
8.30, Edward Aveling, " Socialism and Science."

Ftdham.^-Committee meets Wednesday evenings, 8
o'clock, at 4 Werlery Avenue, Dawes Rd., Fulham.

ffcLchney.—28 Percy Terrcyce, Victoria Road, Hackney
Wick. Special general meeting on Sunday Dec. 4,
at 6 p.m. All members requested to attend.

fiammersmith.^Kelmacott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday December 4, at 8 p.m., Geo. Bernard Shaw
(Fabian Society), a lecture.

ffospUm (L.E.L.). -—Concert and Draw Committee meet
at 8 Dunloe Street, on Saturday evening at 8 o'clock.

' Tickets (6d.) now ready. Please note that date of
the Draw is altered from Dec. 10 to Jan. 14.—See
** Special Notice " below.

Jftee/k»m.—-Comer of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
Club Eoom open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Mile-end and Bethnal Green.—^5 Boston St., Hackney
Road. Business Meeting every Thursday at 9 p.m.

Debating Class for members after Business Meeting.

PROVINCES.

Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—James Leatham, secy.,

15 St. Nicholas Street.

Arlyrbath (Scot. Sect.).—High Street Hall. Meeting

Friday evenings. W. Smith, 12 Maule St., secy.

5rad/orc^.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.

Wednesdays, at 8.

Gamoustie (Scottish Section : Forfarshire).—SecreUry

jyro tern,), D. M'Dougal, East Path.

Gowdenheath (Scot. Seq).—J. Dunoan, 30 Arthur PL , sec

Z)M&^iw.—Saturday Club, Central Hall, 12 Westmor-

land Street, every Saturday at 8 p.m. Free debates

on Social and Political subjects. All friends invited.

Dundee (Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the

Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station. Political

Economy class, 2 p.m. Lecture at 6.30 by M.
Wexsleder, "The Labour Movement on the Con-

tinent."

Edinburgh [Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. *Das
Kapital' class every Thursday at 7.30. Members
requested to pay weekly subscriptions on that night.

Sunday evening lectures. Trades Hall, High Street,

6.30. Free Tron Hall, (Chambers St., Mondays, 8.

Galashids (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

Gallatown and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.

Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow.—84 John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.

till 10 p.m. daily. Propaganda Committee, Mon-
days at 8. Shorthand Class, Tuesdays at 8. Music
Class, Tuesdays at 9. Discussion Class, Thursdays
at 8 (on Dec. 8 Hart opens debate on '

' Georgeism v.

Socialism"). Saturday Dec. 3, general meeting of

members at 8. Sunday 4th, at 6.30, lecture by
J. L. Mahon in Hall, 8 Watson Street. Sunday 18,

Waterloo Halls, H. H. Champion—subject, '*What
Socialists Want."—Mahon will address the miners
of Coatbridge Dec. 1st; Kirkintilloch, 2nd; Kil-

syth, 3rd.

Hamilton.—Paton's Hall, Chapel St. Thursday, 7.30.

Leeds.—17 Chesham St., Sweet St. Club open every
evening. Business meeting Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
Sunday Dec. 4, at 7.30, P. Bland, "The National
Debt."

Leicester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefewr St. Fridays at 8.

Lochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, [pro tern.),

John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.
Norivich.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures
Sundays at 8. Business Meeting Monday at 8.30.

Nottingham.—Club and Reading Rooms, 1 Tokenhouse
Yard, Bridlesmith Gate, open evory evening. Lec-
tures and Discussions every Sunday.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25^ Pembroke Street.

Wednesdays, at 8,30 p.m.
Walsall.—Temperance Hall. Meets every Monday.
West Galder [Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,
West Calder.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday ^.

10. 30 . . .Starch Green Hammersmith Branch
11..30...Bell Street, Edgware Road Brookes
11.30.. .Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Davis
11.30...Kingsland Green Lane
11. 30...Merton—Haydons Road Parker
11. 30...Mitcham Fair Green The Branch
11. 30... Regent's Park Graham & Mrs. Schack
11.30.. .St. Pancras Arches Bartlett & S. Howell
11.30.. .Walham Green The Branch
3 . . .Hyde Park Graham & Mrs. Schack

Wednesday.
8 ...Broadway, London Fields ..Lane

Thursday.
8 ...Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Parker

Sdturday.
8 ...Harrow Road (Prince of Wales) ...Mainwaring

PROVINCES.

Glasgow.—St. George''s Cross: Sunday, 1 p.m.
Paisley Road Toll: Sunday, 4.30 p.m.
Kilsyth.—Saturday.

Leeds.—Sunday: Vicar's Croft, 11 a.m.
Dundee.—Saturday : Greenmarket, 7 p.m. Sunday :

High Street, 3 and 6.

North of England Socialist Federation.

Branches and Secretaries.

Annitsford.—F. Rivett, Dudley Colliery.

Backwwth.—W. Maddison, C. Pit.

Gonsett.—i. Walton, Medonsby Road.
Blyth.—^Martin Mack, 4 Back Marlow Street.

Souih Shields.—¥. Dick, 139 Marsden Street, West.
North Shields,—J. T. Harrison, 24 Queen Street.

East Holywell.—J. M'Lean, Top Row, Bates's Cottages

West Holywell—¥. M'CarroU, West Holywell.

Seaton DelavaJ.—W. Day, Seaton Delaval.

Seghill.—Wm. Whalley, New Square.

M. Mack, Gen. Sec, 4 Back Marlow Street, Blyth.

NUPRINS AWAKENED,
On Saturday December 3rd the above Dramatic SketcK

will be performed,

AT 13 FARRiNGDON ROAD, E.G.

IN AID OF **The Prisoners' Defence Fund."

ANTI-STATIST COMMUNIST MANIFESTO
"The^e is a sad lack of Anarchist pamplilets in England, and

we gladly welcome our comrade Joseph Lane's contribution of

'An Anti-Statist Communist Manifesto,' which is an energetic
and earnest exposition of Anarchist Socialism from a worker's
standpoint. The second portion, which deals with practical

politics, is specially interesting. W« hope the tract will have a
wide circulation."

—

Freedom.
"There is a great lack of literature from this standpoint. We

do not agree with all the points, but at the same time recommend
it to all our friends and also its translation into the French and
German language."

—

Freiheit.
•, .

" The State in every form is denounced as the abomination of

desolation. Mr. Lane is extravagant in many of his statements,
but his pamphlet is quite worth reading."

—

Our Corner.

Price One Penny, or 9d. per dozen.

Gommonweal Office, 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

38 Ainsley Street, Bethnal Green.

Nov:) ready. 32pp.^in Wrapper.

THE TABLES TURNED;
Or, Nupkins Awakened.

A Socialist Interlude

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.
Price Fourpence.

Gommonweal Office, 13 Farringdon Rd., London, E.C-^

Special Notice.—The combined East-end Branches
will meet at the "Brunswick Arms," Dunloe Street,
Hackney Road, on Thursday evening, Dec. 1st, at 8
prompt, to consider the basis of proposed Socialist
Club. ^ ^

Nelson and Borough of Strand Radical Odub,
2 High Street, Bloomsbury.—A short series of Lessons
in Political Economy are being delivered on Sunday
mornings by L. E. Eraser, at 11.30. No Fees.

Sheffield Socialists, Commonwealth Caf^, Scot-
land Street, Sheffield.—Discussions or Lectures every
Sunday evening at 7 o'clock. Free.
Norwich Anarchist Q^ovv.—Yarmouth—ThuTs-

day, on the Quay, at 7.30. Carrow;—Friday, at 1.30.
Norwich—St. George's Plain, Saturday, at 1.15 ; Hay-
market, Saturday, at 8; Market Place, Sunday at 11
and 8. Ber Street Fountain, Sunday at 3.

IRISH MINSTRELSY.
Being a Selection of Irish Songs, Lyrics, and

Ballads.

Edited, with Notes and Introduction,

BY H. RALLIDAY SPARLING.

Cloth, cut or uncut, Is.

"The most interesting; and the most comprehensive
compendium of national poetic genius yet given to the^

public."—SrERANZA (Lady Wilde) in Pall Mall Gazette,

Walter Scott, 24 Warwick Lane, Paternoster Row.

The Workman's Question : Why He is

Poor. 24 pp., in Wrapper. Price Twopence.
6 or more copies post free.

Birmingham : J. Sketchley, 8 Arthur Place Parade.

Echoes of Truth. Twenty-four Sermons by
the late E. M. Geldart. Selected and arranged by
his Widow. Bound in cloth, 6s. Kegan, Paul,

Trench & Co. , Paternoster Square ; or Mrs. Geldart,

82 Lansdowne Road, Croydon.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

Id,

SOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE FEDERATION.—
Meeting at Gommonweal Office, 13 Farringdon

Road, on Sunday December 4, at 4,30 p.m.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. .

Organised Labour: The Duty oi the Trades*
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors).

Socialism on its Defence. A Reply to Pro-
fessor Flint. id.

The Rights of Labour according to John
Ruskin. By Thomas Barclay.

The Tables Turned; or, Nupkins Awak-
ened. A Socialist Interlude. By William
Morris. In Wrapper

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded.

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morris. . . .

The Aims of Art. By Wm. Morris.

Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d..

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By WilUam
Morris *14.

J.d.

Id

4d..

Id.

2d.

"All for the Cause!" Song. Words by WiUiam.
Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 48. 6d

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.

Fine hand-made large paper. 6d.

Printed and Published by William Morris and Josbpw Lakf-
at 13 FarriDgdar. Boad. London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
A CERTAIN Mr. Pynes offered a petition to Lord Hartington as he made
hi« triumphal entry into Dublin the other day, and his lordship declin-
ing in a royal way to accept it, Mr. Pynes adventurously threw it into
the carriage, whereupon the police arrested him and he was brought
before a magistrate next day ; but luckily for him he was in Dublin
and not in London (where there is no Coercion Act), so the magistrate
dismissed the charge.

" The police, excited by the hooting, behaved like ruffians, and dealt
blows with clenched fists to utterly harmless individuals who had
remained within arm's length."

—

Daily News,

What
! is the Daily News coming round, then ? Why, we shall have

Mr.^ Gladstone next taking some notice of the bludgeoning of " harmless
individuals '' by our " admirable police " Nav. ston a little ! This
report is from Paris, not London !

Nay, stop a little ! This

For the information of our comrades and other readers in the country
I should mention that, however incredible the account of the behaviour
of the police to the prisoners of Bloody Sunday, as published by the
Pall Mall, may seem to them, there is no doubt that it is true, and
they must believe in it. Indeed, after all, is there anything to wonder
at in it? Such brutality is the blossom of the slum-life enforced on
the *j lower classes " by our civilisation. Enlist that brutality in the
service of a class whose one business is to uphold the oppression on
which it lives ; when occasion demands it, harass your enlisted
brutality by sending it fools' errands up and down, and down and up

;

make it clear to the servants of law and order that in such service
they can only commit one fault—to wit, behaving civilly and decently

;

promote men like Mr. Superintendent Shepherd, to show your «' ad-
mirable police" what model they should follow; and then sit down
quietly and without fear, enwrapped in your respectability, and you
may be quite sure of the results.

The preliminary trial of Cunninghame Graham and T>urns in Bow
Street was curious to witness and sufficiently damaging to the Govern-
ment and its tool Wooden Warren

—

i.e., it would have been if the
evidence for the defence had not been suppressed by the daily papers.
Of course if Mr. Yaughan had not been practically under orders he
must have dismissed the case, but equally of course it was more than
his place was worth to do. The police gave their evidence in the
usual way, and if there is any truth in an old saw, there must be few
pots in the neighbourhood which have kept their legs, especially after
Shepherd had done his duty. He was well " sorted " by Mr. Asquith
in cross-examination

: the latter, by the way, was a brilliant contrast
to that Knight of the Doleful Countenance, Mr. Poland, and I am
really sorry that he is a lawyer.

The evidence for the defence was so clear and unanswerable that
Poland had nothing for it but the regular traditional brow-beating,
which served his turn very poorly, not only, as was to be expected,
with such an old stager as Mr. Bradlaugh, or with Mr. Hyndman
(who he had the impudence to ask to give the names of the others who
formed the group about Mr. Graham and Burns), but even with the
ordinary witnesses. In short, Poland tried hard to establish that the
Government had with great difficulty quelled a dangerous riot headed
by the defendants, and only succeeded in showing that the police
attacked Graham and Burns as they attacked other citizens on
that day.

Of course, unless the jury is very well packed, our friends will be
acquitted

; but one can't help asking, supposing Burns had been by
himself, what would have happened] And again, how about the
victims of the drum-head court-martial, with no clever Mr. Asquith
(he is clearly very clever) to defend them, and no respectable witnesses
like Sir E. J. Reid and Mr. Bradlaugh on their side ? We shall have
to ask, as we asked before, if these men are acquitted or only have a
formal sentence, what is to be done to compensate the defenceless men
who have been sentenced, and what ignominious punishment is to be
meted out to their sentencers ]

I came in for a quaint little piece ot coercion last Friday. I had
been invited to lecture on Socialism and the " disturbances " in Lon
don in the parish school-room at Buscott, a little village high up the
Thames, by the rector, our friend Mi-. Oswald Birchall. It had been

agreed some little time back by the squire and other village magnates,
who at the time wanted the said school-room for Primrose League
purposes, that it should be free to speakers of all parties ; so I went
down expecting the usual quiet meeting ; but at the last minute the

said magnates forbade the meeting, I believe on the grounds that they

expected a riot if I showed there. Then they stole a march on Mr.
Birchall by locking up the room and taking the key away and " picket-

ing " the room to send away anyone who might come to the meeting.

We tried to get the publican to let us have a room, which, however,

he declined to do, fearing, not without reason, the wrath of the squire

and farmers. However, things went pretty well, as, in spite of all

precautions, a few of the right sort had gathered round the school-room

and with these we adjourned to the rectory, where we had a very use-

ful meeting, the men listening very attentively and sympathetically.

The true story of the " riots " was clearly quite new to them, the Pall

Mall (not to speak of the Commonweal) being of course tabooed in the

neighbourhood ; but they were clearly much impressed by it, and will

spread it about wherever they go. I may say that men like this are

not slow to learn the facts of their present position, their slavery to

the farmers being so direct that it presses on them every day. A
good distribution of leaflets would be fruitful among such men : though
many of them cannot read, they would get them read to them.

Mr. Thompson did his best to get a inandamus to compel Mr.
Yaughan to hear evidence about the police attack on November 20th

on a band of harmless processionists. It was a matter of course that

the two " Justices " stuck close to their brother Nupkins of Bow Sire^t,

but it is not a very cheering prospect for those who believe that the *

law will dp anything to protect "discontented" people ; whether they

are " discontented " at having the results of their labour stolen in the

lump, or at having their musical instruments stolen every now and then
directly to the tune of " Wigs on the Green."

A show of pet dogs opened at St. Stephen's Hall is a good example
of the way in which labour is organised amongst us at present, to pro-

duce luxuries and to stint the people of necessaries, to say nothing of

comforts. Perhaps Alderman Knight will suggest that some of the

unemployed should have the job of combing the dogs.

Meantime, poor Linnell lies dead, slain by what I suppose the bour-

geois press, when they are forced to say something about it, will call

a "lamentable accident." It is, however, the kind of *' accident"

which is likely to become common enough as, on the one hand, the

workers become conscious of the fact that they are robbed of the

great»;r part of their earnings, and become less and less inclined to put
up with it, and as on the other hand those who live by the robbery get

more and morar-frightened and therefore more and more repressive.

The Lord Mayor of Dublin is sent to prison, in spite of all his state

in a sort of mediaeval fashion : but the authorities have been afraid of

sending him as a proper prisoner, and so have spoilt their joke in a
very contemptible manner. I remember when I was a boy I used to

hear a good deal about "gentlemen-farmers" (a profession which I

suppose has now ceased to exist, what between agricultural depressson

and the elevation of all farmers to the rank of gentlemen). It seems
as if a similar addition must be made in these cases also, and that some
people must serve tlieir time as gentlemen-prisoners. The Lord Mayor
deserves and has our condolence in having to submit to this insult of

gentlemanliness. William Morris.

A VOICE FROM AMERICA.
[The following brief acoount of the events which led to the murder of fiv^

working-men and the living death of three others, shows how seriously this
terrible and shameful event has stirred people in America in contrast with the
interested lying silence of our bourgeois press and the lamentable apathy (the
result of ignorance one would fain hope) of our working-classes.—En.]

The Eight Hours' Movement.

In October, 1884, the Federation of Trade and Labour Unions of the
United States and Canada, then in Session in Chicago, resolved that
on and after the first day of May, 1886, eight hours should constitute

a days' work, and determined to use every endeavour to make the
movement a success. In November, 1885, a few individuals in Chicago
met and organised the " Eight Hour Association of Chicago." They
issued a manifesto, and concluded with the following words, to-day full

of significance : "Do you think that capitalists are justified in using
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all the powers of the Government and Society to reduce the working

people to wage-slavery, and to accumulate all the results of societary

work in the hands of a small number of millionaires and soulless cor-

porations, and in case of a general movement for eight hours' daily

work among the people of the United States, would you demand the

interference of the army, police, and sherilBT's posse, and employ Pinker-

ton's hirelings and other mercenaries to coerce the people into sub-

mission, and would not such course if adopted inevitably lead to blo'bd-

shed, chaos, destruction, and social death 1

"

Owing to the activity of this Association the movement became

general in Chicago, and other cities aimed at emulating it by their

co-operation. During the beginning of the agitation our now mur-

dered and imprisoned comrades held aloof from it, not because they

were opposed to a reduction of the hours of labour, but because the

movement did not strike at the root of the evil. But eventually they

were carried away by the overwhelming enthusiasm, and gave it their

full support. Possessing the confidence of the great body ^f wage-

workers, whose cause they had for years espoused, they naturally

became the champions of the movement owing to their recognised

ability, intelligence, and sincerity. Both sides were preparing them-

selves actively for the great conflict on the coming 1st of May. On
the 16th of February, 1886, McCormick's Harvester factory was closed

down, and 1200 men were locked out. The dispute arose over a

demand on the part of the men that a guarantee should be given that

no man in the factory or any one serving on an eight hour committee

should be discharged for having acted as a representative of his com-

rades. This was absolutely refused. On the 2nd of March the locked

out men assembled in mass meeting, and were addressed at length by

A. R. Parsons and Michel Schwab. The meeting had been called not

only for the purpose of stating their grievances, but to protest against

the armed force which had been enlisted against them—four hundred

uniformed police and three liundred Pinkerton detectives, all armed to

the teeth. To beseech an employe not to take the place of another

became an attack on the State, and the armed men employed by the

State came forth at the behest of capitalists, struck down the peace-

able citizens, clubbed and searched tliem, and cast them into the patrol

wagons and hustled them off to prison. The banditti of " law and

order" maintained the legal right of capital to do what it pleased with

labour, and the authorised "pickpockets" searched ev^ery workman. for

weapons of defence These stormy scenoo but intensified the general

feeling of resistance and determination to unite in making the strike

of May 1st universal.

The Chicago Riots.

The eventful day at last arrived. Fully 25,000 men laid down their

tools, and by the 4th of May this number was doubled.

On the 1st of May, the Chicago Daily Mail used the following sen-

tence in an editorial :
" These two fellows. Parsons and Spies, have

been at work fomenting disorder for the last, ten years. . . . Mark
them to-day. Keep them in view. Hold them personally responsible

for any trouble that occurs. Make an example of them if trouble does

occur !
"

On the 3rd of May the strike had become general. On that day a

riot occurred near the McCormick works, arising out of an attack by
the strikers on the " scabs " who had taken their places. Police and

Pinkertonians were quickly hurried to the spot, and opening a mur-

derous fire soon cleared the field. It was to protest against the grow-

ing tendency to shoot workmen on slight provocation that the now
famous meeting at the Haymarket was called. Six men were killed

and many wounded by the murderous attack of the order bandits on
the McCormick men.
On the 4th of May the following handbill was scattered broadcast

through the streets of Chicago ;

—

" Attention, working-men ! Great mass meeting to-night at 7.30 o'clock

at the Haymarket, Randolph Street, between besplaines and Halsted.
Good speakers will be present to denounce the latest atrocious acts of the
police — the shooting of our fellow-workmen yesterday afternoon.—The
Executive Committee."

An immense mass meeting assembled in the Haymarket. Spies
spoke first for about twenty minutes. Then Parsons spoke. The
audience was very quiet and attentive. Parsons confined himself to

the eight hour question. Fielden began to speak at about 10 o'clock,

^oon after a dark and threatening cloud moved up from the north.
Two-thirds of the people fearing it would rain left the meeting.
Mayor Harrison, of Chicago, inspected the meeting. On leaving, he
•called at Desplaine's police-station, told Captain Bonfield that the

speeches were tame, the meeting peaceable, and that he might order the

reserves to go home.

When the people left the meeting in swarms, Fielden, who was then
on the stand, said :

" Stay just a minute longer ; I will conclude pre-

sently." One minute later 200 policemen formed into line at the
intersection of Randolph Street, and marched upon the little crowd
in double-quick step. Raising his club in an authoritative way.
Captain Ward, addressing his words to Fielden, said : "In the name
of the people of the State of Hlinois, I command this meeting to dig-

perse." "Captain, this is a peaceable meeting," retorted Fielden,

while the Captain turned around to his men and gave the command,
•** Charge upon them." At this juncture a terrible detonation occurred.

A bomb exploded in the lines of the policemen. In an instant the

fusillade of the police began. Everybody was running. All this was
unexpected, as if suddenly a cloud had burst. Immediately after the

;«xplogion the police pulled their revolvers and fired on the crowd. An
inoes«ant fire was kept up for nearly two minutes, and at least 2IQ

shots were fired. The air was filled with bullets. The crowd ran up

the streets and alleys, and were fired on by the now thoroughly in-

furiated police. Many of the crowd had taken refuge in the halls or

entrances of halls and saloons. As the firing ceased they ventured

forth, and were instantly fired upon by the police. At half-past eleven,

curiosity and a desire to find friends drew a large number to the spot,

and another charge was made and two volleys were fired, which dis-

persed the crowd. The capitalistic Tribune confesses in plain words :

" Goaded to madness the police were in that state of mind which

permitted of no resistance, and in a measure they were as dangerous

as any mob of Communists, for they were blinded by passion." Eight

police were killed or died in consequence of wounds received ; sixty-six

police were disabled. About seventy working-men were wounded;

how many were killed and wounded could never be truly ascertained,

as they were mostly picked up by friends and relatives and carried

home. Henry F. Charles.

[To he continued.)

"BROKEN CISTERNS."
(Continued from p. 387.)

This brings us to the examination of such phrases used by the

workers as " There are too many of us," " There is not work enough

for us all "
; and the ideas which give rise to these expressions also

give rise to many of the doings of workers which are so much objected

to. Why does the plumber make a hole in the gas-pipe just where it

will be hardest to get at ? It will find work when the leak is dis-

covered and has to be set right. Why does he rejoice in a frost '? For

the same reason ; it bursts pipes and finds work. Why do men in

making and repairing machinery not like to make too good a job of

iti It would last too long; they want to see it back again to find

them work. What is the foundation for this idea which underlies so

much of the action of working men 1 It is that they are wage-workers
;

they get no wage except they get work, therefore they desire work.

The political economists try to show them and others that if a fire

reduces the amount of wealth it must reduce the amount of wages,

that bad work which needs doing again leaves so much less to pay

wages in another direction. But here they lose sight of the fact that

wages are a share of a much larger whole—namely, the produce of the

country. Now any increase of that share is a gain to the workers. If

by the destruction of a certain portion of wealth in the larger share

the workers have more wages it matters not to them whether the total

wealth is reduced thereby. The same applies to the introduction of

machinery. It is always said that though it throws out of work men
in that line it creates a greater demand in another line ; but this is

not always so, for we must remember that the workers only get one-

third of the amount saved—only one-third goes in wages, two-thirds is

consumed by non-producers.

Another great source of such actions as I have described above by

the plumber, is the competition between different trades for their share

of the general purchasing power. This is a branch of competition

which has not received as much attention as some others. It is not

only that grocer competes against grocer, plumber against plumber,

but grocer competes against draper and plumber against confectioner.

The frost which is a harvest to the plumber, or the hole he puts in the

pipe which finds him another job, takes so much from other*; for if a

man has an income of two pounds a-week, if ten shillings haft to go to

the plumber there is ten shillings less to go to grocer, draper, etc.

This competition helps the general glut, for not only is each competitor

trying to get a large share of the effective demand, but each trade as

a whole is trying for a larger share. It is also the cause of partial

gluts; each trade tries to persuade the public that it wants a 'arger

proportion of its goods, and offers constant temptations in the form of

novelties. After the issue of each successful novelty there is a rush

on that trade for a while, but the public are soon satisfied, and go off'

on another trade, leaving the former one with heaps of stuff for which

there is no demand This constant fluctuation of the amount of work,

and so of employment, required in each trade causes a vast amount of

uncertainty and misery to the workers. Even in times of general

prosperity some freak of fashion will often throw a whole district into

poverty, and while the capitalists lose their profits the workers starve.

These freaks of fashion are of course sometimes started by the public

themselves, but are often the result of competition between firms or

trades.

Surely in a rational society demand should come before and be the

gauge of supply ; now, supply seeks to force demand. Let the people

choose what they want, and want things before they are thrust at

them, instead of having a thousand trades shouting in their ears " Spend

your shilling in this," and this, and this. Tons of rubbish would never

be produced but for this forced demand ; the proportion between trades

would be fairly constant but for this ; and the amount of useless work

and of misery saved would be simply enormous.

Competition between nations is another form which tends always to

reduce the wages of all competing countries down to the level of the

lowest amongst them. The employers are constantly pointing to some

other country and saying to the workers, " See, their labourers work so

many hours longer each day for so many shillings less wacjes ; how can

I compete with them 1
" Then down comes their wages.

This brings us to another root-oause of much of the evil which we
want to set right—namely, tho opposition of interest between the
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employers and employed. The economists try to show that their

interests are one and the same ; they say that good times are good for

both and bad times bad for both ; that high wages and high profits go
together. This may all be true, but it does not show that their interests

are the same. Two animals fighting for a ca^'case are in the same iix,

the larger the carcase the better for both, the larger the share of the

stronger the more' he is likely to allow the weaker to get. Yet, are

their interests the same ? Each wants the whole, and they fight for it.

Why are wages highest when profits are, and lowest when profits are

lowest ? Why, because the employer takes care to have fifty per cent,

profit before he gives twenty per cent, rise in wages. But wages are

a share, and when two are fighting for the larger share their interests

are hardly identical. The master wants to get as much work as he
can for as little pay, and he wants to produce his goods with as little

labour as possible ; on the other hand, the men want to get as much
pay as possible for the smallest amount of labour, and they want to

put as much labour as possible into the goods, for the more labour the

more men are provided with wages. This opposition is at the root of

most of the disputes between men and masters ; it is the reason why
the State has had to step in and compel the employers not to push
their interest further than a certain point ; to make them responsible

to some extent for any accident happening to their men ; to make them
take precautions against accident ; or to force them not to make con-

tracts with women and children which shall keep them at work more
than a certain number of hours a-day. This opposition of interest is

at the root of a very great deal of the evil we are seeking to remedy,

and no reform which leaves this opposition will bring a satisfactory

issue.

We may then sum up this search for the causes of our evils into

three main heads, first, bad distribution or unjust division of the pro-

duce of labour ; second, competition in all its different forms, some of

which only have been touched on here, others were referred to in a

former article. The forms dealt with in this were competition between
manufacturers causing or hasteniug gluts, competition between different

trades, and competition between nations tending to lower wages to the

level of the lowest standard. One result of competition I have not

named is the enormous waste of labour there is in the armies of men
whose sole business is to carry on this competition, such as many busi-

ness managers, all commercial travellers, agents, advertisers, with all

the attendant adjuncts of each ; it is sufficient here to name this, we all

realise it in our every day experience. The third cause is the opposition

of interest between employers and employed. This might be called

another form of competition, but I think is better kept separate, as it is

of a rather different nature to ordinary competition, though ordinary

competition gives rise to opposition of interest, in fact our whole system

consists of warfare more or less veiled, every man is fighting against

his neighbours and every association against every other.

Having traced our evils somewhat to their sources, we shall now be

in a better position to judge whether trades unions and co-operation

can either or both go to the root of the evils and remove the three main
causes we have seen. The real aim of trades unions is to raise wages
in one way or other, either by increasing the money wage, reducing the

hours worked, or improving the conditions under which work is done.

It assumes that the workers are always going to be wage workers and
therefore that their interests will always be opposed to those of the

masters. This being the case it seeks to organise the workers in such

a way that they shall be in a position to dictate terms to their masters.

We saw that this opposition of interest was one of the causes which
will have to be removed and tradei unions as at present organised offer

no chance of settling that part of the question. Nor do they touch

competition, which is another cause of the evils. The only cause which
they touch at all is the bad distribution. So far as they are successful

in raising wages, they improve the distribution of wealth ; but even

here their power is very limited. Supposing the workers were much
better organised than they are now, so that they could compel the

capitalists to pay as high wages as they could afford, they could still

only get a share of the produce, and that probably not more than half.

For the individual capitalist will not work or allow them to use his

capital unless he can make some substantial profit. That point wages
can never pass which takes away the profit from the average employer.

But the wages which will allow the average employer to make a profit

will leave some employers making vast fortunes. For these having
greater business faculty—in other words, more cunning, more gambling
ability—will be able to get to themselves the best of the trade and
make most profits, even when the average employer is only just living.

The trades union could never get any of this. Then again, as I said,

competition is not touched, therefore all the waste of competition would
still go on ; and in short, trades unions could do but little on their

present basis to improve the condition of the poor. The time of their

success was in the time of enormous increase of our foreign trade ; and
their success amounted to this, that when the profits of employers
increased fifty per cent, wages were with difficulty increased ten or

twenty per cent. That great increase of foreign markets, humanly
speaking, can never come again, and it is already evident that much
of the power of the unions has gone with the narrowing of foreign

markets We must go nearer to the root of the matter than trades

unions do if we are to solve the problem.

Raymond Unwin.
( To be continued.

)

A SOCIALIST MARCHING SONG.
(To the tune o/ "Garryowen.")

Come all brave lads and loudly sing,

The Red Flag to the sky we fling,

We care no rap for priest or king.

The People's day is coming;
Too long the wolves of capital

Have drunk our blood and filched our all,

But from their power they'll have to fall,

The People's day is coming.

Chorus—Above all colours exalt the red.

It fills a tyrant heart with dread,

And while it proudly floats o'erhead,

Advance the Men of Labour.

We've had the husks and they the grain.

They the pleasure and we the pain.

We'll toil no longer for their gain

—

But make them earn a living
;

The idler fat and the worker lean.

This is the way that things have been,

But from the beggar unto the queen,

All soon must earn their living.

Chorus—Above, etc.

No more shall men with arms arrayed

Against their fellow-men parade.

We'll stop the soldiers dreadful trade.

And men shall be as brothers

;

As soon as freedom has been won.

Away shall go the sword and gun.

There's nothing with them to be done.

When men shall be all brothers.

Chorus—Above, etc.

We'll hear the wise and help the fool.

And put the idlers all to school.

Until they learn the golden rule.

To do as they'd be done by.

With stern resolve intojthe fray.

We go to sweep the wrong away.

To bring the brighter better day.

And do as we'd be done by.

Chorus—Above, etc.

H. Halliday Sparling.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO LANDLORDS.
The following letter from a Donegal landlord, named Nixon, to the parish

priest of his tenants was published by the Dublin Conservative papers as if

the tone were commendable, and the threatened action worthy of imitation.

It is an instructive example of telling the truth as it is seen, and is an
almost perfect specimen of the true spirit of landlordism :

—

"Yacht * Finola,' Nov. 11. . . . Now, in as few words as possible, I will

answer your letter. Owing to the very oflensive wording of the resolutions and
speeches, which show me plainly that it is useless to deal kindly any longer with

those tenants, I may tell you that I would not now accept 99 per cent, of all

rents and costs due to me, as I am going to clear the two townlands of Brinlack

and Glassagh, and it is my land I want now. Remember they are merely living

on my land as long as I let them, ar.d I will not regard costs in carrying out my
plans : I have ample private means, and will set aside a certain sum yearly until

all are out of that. In doing this I am only following out the Scriptural precept

that ' a man may do what he likes with his own ' I am determined on this, and
in five, or, at the most, ten years' time there will probably not be a single family

left there. It will be no hardship to the people to have to go elsewhere, as,

according to you, they are in such circumstances they can hardly live, and be-

sides, according to you, each one, as they are evicted, will be supplied with a

house with three chimneys. In fact, I think, according to your showing, I will

deserve their hearty thanks for evicting them, and, of course, I will level each

house as I proceed, so you may look around for some sites for your three-

chimneyed houses somewhere clear of my property. ... I need hardly tell a

man of your shrewdness, or rather cunning, that resistance will be utterly use-

less, as it is only a question of time and money, of both of which I have plenty.'

*^They [the inhabitants of Bleeding Heart Yard] believed that

foreigners were always badly off; and though they were as ill off them-

selves as they could be, that did not diminish the force of the objec-

tion. They believed that foreigners were dragooned and bayonetted ;

and though they certainly got their own skulls promptly fractured

if they showed any ill-humour, still it was with a blunt instrument^

and that didn't count."

—

Dickens^ in ' Little DorritJ

Owing to a wages dispute in the Havannah cigar trade, ninety-five fac-
tories have been closed, throwing 12,000 workpeople out of employment.

East easy, capitalists and politicians ; the working-men are m no hurry to

break their chains. Have they not enough to satisfy the wants of slaves ?

Mayhap they can do with less—try them !— Workmen's Advocate.

Articles of interest to ^oc\dM^t& '.— Westminster :
"* Capital,' by Karl

Marx "
;
" Charles Darwin." Contemporary : " The Unemployed," by Bennet

Burleigh. Nineteenth Century: "Mr. Gladstone and the Irish Union," D».

Duncan Ingram ; "The Time it takes to Think," J. McK. Cattell ; "Irish.

Land Purchase," H. O. Arnold Foster. National Review : " Peasant Proper-

ties in France, 1787 to 1887," Lady Vemey.
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW : FIRST, FEW MEN

VJtSD IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON !

Communications invited on Social Questions. They should he written on one side of

the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 FarringdonEd., E.G., and accompanied

hy the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

il* all articles are signed y no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in ihcst, pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.
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six tnonths, Ss.; three months. Is. 6d.

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-

ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Leonard Hall.—We have no leaflets specially addressed to the unemployed-

Re Library, see Commonweal for March 19th (p. 95) and 26th (p. 103), 1887.

A. J.—"Mrs. Grundy" comes from Tom Morton's comedy, 'Speed the Plough,'

where Farmer Ashfield, annoyed at his wife's continually citing a neighbour's

wife, exclaims, *'Be quiet, will ye? always ding-dinging Dame Grundy into

my ears— ' What'll Mrs. Grundy say ? what'U Mrs. Grundy think ?
'

"

E. Teesdale ; A. K. Donald.—Will you please look up Gommonweal for March
19, 1887, and March 26th, 1887. Books must be returned.
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Chicago—Alarm
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Detroit (Mich.)—The Advance

j
Rome—L'Emancipazione

San Francisco (Cal) The People' Sp\in
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N". Haven—Workmen's Advocate! Ger:many

Springfield (111.)—Voice of Labor Berlin—Yolks Tribune
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j
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i

Ghent—Vooruit

j

Brussels—L'Avant-Garde
* Liege—L'Avenir

Austria
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Arbeiterstimme

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

Roumania
Jassy—Lupta

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

XoRTH Africa
Tunis - L'Opcraio

ence, " to the habits of industry and method they had acquired through

having their intellectual tastes systematically cultivated." It is really

absurd to suppose that a special course of instruction is needed to

enable a boy to become a clerk. Any intelligent and well-informed

lad will pick up the details of mercantile procedure in a very short

time ; and his true training for the superior work, such as book-keeping,

should be got in the office, as the young artisan (who needs a very

much longer apprenticeship) gets his training in the workshop.

The truth is that the spirit of competitive commercialism cannot but

be antagonistic to true educational interests, and it is to Socialism

that we must look for the rescue of education from its fatal clutches.

Under our present system everything has more and more to subserve

bread-winning and mammonite interests. The struggle for existence

becomes more and more an intellectual contest, and necessitates increas-

ing specialisation of human function, thwarting the full development

of our manhood. The first care of parents must be how to equip their

children for life's hard battle ; a 'career has to be early decided upon

for each boy and girl, and to secure success in it, even at the cost of

everything else, is the main purpose of education. Nor does the

struggle cease with the adult. Men and women can often only main-

tain a position, or at any rate advance their position, in business by

an exclusiveness of attention to business affairs which leaves neither

leisure nor inclination for the pursuits of a thoroughly human life.

(What a common thing it is to find a man who leaves his offce at night

only to continue his business work at home I) The evil has already

attained alarming proportions, and must increase with the growing

stress of competition ; bread-wdnning, which should be a means to living?

and to the education of our human powers and aptitudes, becomes the

absorbing aim of life.

Under such a condition of things, what can we expect but the debase-

ment of education'? Instead of becoming the leisurely and natural

development of our capacities, and the culture of mind and heart to

rejoice in the beauty and wonder of the world, it becomes a hurried

and sordid training to enable each to outrun his brother in the severe

race for subsistence. It is for Socialists to emphasise this fact, and to

show the incompatibility of our present ruinous system with the higher

aims of human life. And meantime, whilst supporting any wise reform

in educational methods, let us keep an eye upon the designs of those

w^ho, although they may profess a desire to advance the interests o^

their countrymen, may nevertheless be injuring the great cause of

education, which is the cause of human progress.

Percival Chubb.

COMMERCIALISM AND EDUCATION.
At last it seems that the question of the reform of education in our

schools is to receive public attention. The disinterested pleadings of

larger-minded educationists for a revision of old methods have had

little effect ; but the traders have discovered that the question is one

which has '* practical" bearings, and the fact is to be impressed upon

the public. It is found that not only are Englishmen, through lack

of training, getting worsted in their competition with the more tutored

craftsmen and manufacturers of foreign lands, but that they are actu-

ally being driven out of the offices and counting-houses in their own
country by the better instructed foreigner. So that the problem of

educational reform is forced upon us by the sheer exigencies of com-

petititive commerce. This fact lends special interest for Socialists to

the proceedings at the meeting held in the city last week, at the

instance of the London Chamber of Commerce, to consider w^iat should

be done to raise the standard of commercial education in Eno-land, so

as to fit English youths for places now held by more competent Germans
and others.

Now although there is great need for the reform of school education

in this country, it will obviously be a great pity if this reforn;i is to be

carried out merely to meet the requirements of the traders ; and we
must be on our guard against their recommendations. They want
cheap and competent native clerks, efficient wage-servers, and would
wish to bend education to meet their " practical " requirements.

We must, however, protest against any attempt to narrow the scope

and objects of education to suit the profit-makers. The object of school

training is not simply to turn out good clerks, or good mechanics, or

good artisans, but also and chiefly to help the making of well-developed

men and women and good citizens. And indeed the superiority of the

young Germans as clerks is not due to specialised training in com-

mercial technicalities, but to their superior all-round education, or,

as Dr. Percival (one of our very best educationists) said at the confer-

PRISON LIFE IN ENGLAND.
(Continued from page 378.)

The general feeling among the prisoners, so far as I could judge, was

one of very great disgust at hearing a special prayer offered up for one

whom they cursed (as loud as they durst, for fear of being punished)
;

and many were the bitter oaths taken against the system which made
them commit crime in order to live. I risked punishment many times

in order to drive as much Socialism as I could into my next door

neighbours, but I am sorry to confess that it seemed a very hard task
;

but a few crumbs of bread cast upon the waters will undoubtedly turn

up after many days. I was greatly amused whilst at exercise on the

Jubilee day to hear a voice from behind me call for three cheers for

the Socialist and damn the royal family. Of course this caused a

commotion amongst the warders—who are generally known as " screws
"

—but though they blamed several, they failed to catch the right party

;

but nevertheless they punished a poor fellow named Stone, who is doing

two years ; and for the instruction of the busy " screws," I may inform

them he was in A. 2, 10. Of course these "screws" could not stand

by and hear their beloved royal family " damned " without someone
being punished, hence an innocent man must suffer when the guilty

one cannot be caught. I may say that talking was very prevalent, in

spite of the activity of the *' screws." I should say here that I do not

wish to assert that all these unfortunate " screws " are bad ; on the

contrary, were it not for the parson, who is a " screw " in clerical garb,

and the governor and doctor, who are *' screws" of the higher grade,

always dodging about to see if they can catch any of the lower " screws "

sympathising or pitying any of the prisoners, the ordinary warders

would be a great deal more humane. But they dare not ; the alterna-

tive to being a brute is, vulgarly speaking, the **sack." I will pass

over a few weeks, as nothing particular occurred, and endeavour to

describe what occurred to me toward the latter end of August. I had
for some considerable time been passing notes to another prisoner,

whom I was trying to convert to Socialism, and strange to say I made
the warders my corresponding medium. Of course they did not know
what they were doing. It happened this way. The other prisoner

was a tailor, and I pressed his work for him, as he had no fire ; and
when sending in his work to him I put a note inside the garment by
prearrangement. We never were caught whilst the warders carried
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our messages, but I fancy we were suspected, for one Sunday I passed

a message to the other prisoner in chapel, and gave another to one of the

cleaners to drop in his cell ; the schoolmaster, however, caught us, and
the result was three days bread and water with solitary confinement^

—

1 lb. of bread and as much water as you wish. In solitary confine-

ment you are not allowed outside your cell for any purpose whatever

(short of being buried), and you have a plank bed. You must also put

your clothes, boots, books, etc , outside your cell door every night, and
-all books are taken away except the Bible. The note which was inter-

cepted in transmission contained among many other things a wish for

the Social Revolution to break out, and that all prisons should be

put an end to. In return I got the above punishment, together

with fourteen days' plank bed and oakum-picking. I was also removed
from A. 3, 33, where I had a fire, and put. back in A. 2, 6, and here

I finished my time. I, however, endeavoured to pass my time in as

lively a manner as I could, and arranged with my next-door neighbour

s, set of rapping signals, using one for A, two for B, and so on, with a

^short pause between the words and a series of loud raps at the end of

a sentence. This enabled me to teach my neighbour a few Socialist

rhymes and songs, and every Sunday at four o'clock we gave three

series of loud raps as cheers for the Revolution. Of course rapping

was not allowed, and we had to be very careful that the "screws " did

not catch us. We managed, however, to evade their vigilance, and
passed many a pleasant hour in exchanging messages, using our slates

and pencils for taking them down. I always had a Socialist song on
my slate for the instruction of the warders who used to inspect the cells

when the prisoners are at exercise. I may in passing say that the

prisoners when at exercise are supposed to keep about four yards apart,

but as the prisons are worked on the short-handed system (like most
factories now are), we used to get a little closer in order to talk, having

to separate when the warders caught sight of or suspected us.

C. W. Mowbray
( To be continued.

)

CONTINENTAL NOTES.
FEANCE.

It is all over, onco more, in political France. The bourgeois people have
a new President, and it is not Ferry the Tonkinese. So France has escaped
a revolution. We don't care after all, for the social revolution will not be
kept away from there, and that's the only one we are looking for. If our
readers are desirous to know the fresh master the bourgeois have, given
themselves, we may tell them in a few lines who is M. Marie Frangois Sadi
^Carnot. He was born at Limoges, on August 11, 1837. He is a grandson
of Carnot, the member of the Committee of Public Safety and of the
National Convention. His father is a Senator, and was Minister of Public
Instruction in 1848. M. Sadi Carnot, who is an engineer by profession,
entered the Polytechnical School, where he attained the highest position.
His first appointment was as government engineer at Annecv, and he re-
mained in that position until the collapse of the Empire. In January, 1871,
he was appointed Prefect of the Seine Inferieure and Commissioner of
National Defence for that department, the Eure and the Calvados. He first
entered Parliament as member for the Cote d'Or, which he represented until
now. He was in turn Under Secretary and Minister of Public Works, and
Minister of Finance. To tell the truth, we must say that he displayed a
good deal of firmness all along in opposing the Elysee favouritism of Grevy
and Wilson. Bat, ahsit omen, Sadi Carnot also has a son-in-law !

Now let us look at some more interesting facts. Our colleague, La Revolte,
has kept its promise to give its readers a literary supplement. Two have
already been issued, and the various matters which they bring forward are
of the most attractive character. We feel sure that these supplements will
greatly contribute tothe growing success of this excellent Parisian organ.

A new Socialist paper has been started at Sidi-ali-Azons (Algeria) under
the title VOperaio (The Worker). This weekly is also supported by the
Anarchist groups of Tunis. In the last named town, the Socialists are
about to publish another paper entitled Tunisia.

On the 1st of January next, a new Socialist paper will be started at Lyons,
wherein the different schools of Socialism will be at home. L'Egalit^ Sociale
(Social Equality) will be an organ of revolutionary union, conducted by
Bessy, Deschamps, Farjat, Labrosse, Perrin, of the Parti Ouvrier (Workers'
Party)

; by Bernard, Blonde, Burnichon, Monier, Sibylat, and Eivet, of the
Lyon Anarchist groups

; by Bonard, Delanges, Durgniat, and Etienne, of
the Central Revolutionary Committee ; and by Claverola, Drevet, Mathieu,
Peronnat, Roussel, and Watier, of the Independent Socialist groups. We
hope that the representatives of these various schools of Socialist thought
will agree together, and at all events, we wish them good luck and success
in their new experiment.

HOLLAND.
Whereas Socialism is spreading too rapidly in Holland, the Dutch Par-

liament mtends to bring in a bill to the effect of considerably reducing the
right of public and private meeting, which has existed there without re-
striction up to the present time. The Dutch bourgeoisie begin to fear for
the maintenance of their privileges, and the best thing they can do, as they
fancy, is to muzzle the workers. Happily, that won't do. The answer of
our Dutch comrades will be the daily issuing of their organ, Recht voor

-Allen, which now appears three times a week.

BELGIUM.
A fact worth noticing. Vooruit, the Almanack for 1888 of the Socialists

of Ghent, has been published four or five weeks, and in that short time the
whole edition, 10,000 copies, has been sold out. A second edition of 10,000
copies is in preparation.

In the same town, the society of compositors and printers has started a
monthly trade paper, called T/ie Printing Press, which will represent the
interests of the compositors of Flemish Belgium and of Holland. The com-

positors of the French part of Belgium have a French trade paper, entitled^

Guttenburg,

Some of our Belgian comrades, who had been sentenced in the month of
July, 1886, in connection with the great miners' strikes of last year, have at
last seen their sentences reduced to a certain extent. Comrades Toty and
Bourgogne, condemned to imprisonment for life, have their terms reduced
to twenty years. We hope that this reduction is only a fii«t instalment
Comrades Schmidt and Falleur, sentenced to twenty years, are reduced to
seven years; comrades Klaus and Pierard, sentenced to. fifteen years, are
reduced to five ; comrades Defrane, Collet, Baudoux, Hulet, and Vincent^
sentenced to twelve years, reduced to four ; comrade Priels and Taton, sen-
tenced to ten years, are reduced to three. But we again express confidence
that they soon may be set free altogether, for we know very well that all
these monstrous sentences have been dictated by mere class-justice, that is

to say in spite of all justice.

Comrade Lootens, editor of Opstand^ who was tried at the Court of Assizes
of Ghent for having fired a revolver on his assailants, has been acquitted
by the jury. But he declares at the same time that the Opstand stops its
publication.

AUSTRIA-HUNGAEY.
The Austrian police are as silly as the German. Paul Lafargue's pam-

phlet, * The Right of Idleness,' has been forbidden there ; and so has another
book entitled, 'The Condition of the Working-classes in Bavaria,' by B.
Schonlank. This last work is a very remarkable one ; the dreadful facts
therein stated are all of indisputable truth, as they have been gathered from
the most reliable sources.

At Brunn, the Volksfreund (The Worker's Friend) has also commenced the
publication of a Socialist library. The first pamphlet, entitled * What exists
and what we want,' has been confiscated by the police. A second edition,
expurgated, has now been issued. It is a handsome brochure of 32 pages,
popularly written on the general principles of modern Socialism.

ITALY.
We may recommend to our comrades who understand Italian, the pam-

phlets of the Bibliotheca Humanitas. Six have already been issued, which
are entitled: 1. 'The End of Parliamentarism'; 2. 'The International
Anarchical Alliance '; 3. ' The New Religion '; 4. ' Victims and Prejudices';
5. 'The Apostles of Socialism in Russia'; 6. 'Pisacane, and the Modern
Socialism.'

On the 1st of January, a new Socialist paper, LOperaio (The Worker) will
be started at Reggio Calabre. V. D.

Free Speech Demonstration in Glasgow.
On Sunday, December 4th, one of the largest and finest meetings ever

held, assembled on Glasgow Green. The demonstration was promoted by a
committee of men from the Irish National League, Socialist League, Social
Democratic Federation, Land Restoration League, and other bodies. On
reaching the Green the speakers found an enormous mass of people stretch-
ing several hundred yards from the four sides of the monument at which the
four platforms were piaced. The resolution affirmed the principle of free
speech, protested against the growing despotism of the police and called for
the punishment of those responsible for the outrages at Trafalgar Square,
Mitchelstown, and other places, and pledged the people to back up Graham
and Burns in tkeir defence of public rights. Graham was ui.able to attend
owing *to| the 'serious illness of his wife. Burns and Saunders were the
chief speakers, but a large number of others including Shaw Maxwell,
Murphy, Mahon, Murdoch, Hutcheson, Glasier, Stewart, Macmillan, Curran,
and M'Farlane, also addressed the meeting. Mr. Wm. Saunders spoke in
a very eloquent fand effective style, and w^as exceedingly well received.
Burns, who spoke with great force, roused the audience to an extraordinary
pitch of enthusiasm. The demonstration was a complete success. The occa-
sion was made use of to move resolutions in regard to the unemployed,
which were heartily carried. A good meeting was held at night in the
Albion Hall, at which the same speakers attended. Saunders gave a pithy
and amusing account of his experiences in London, and Burns delivered a
masterly exposition of the doctrines of Socialism.—J. L. M.

The Government are adding to the list of Irish martyrs at a rapid rate.
Lord Mayor T. D. Sullivan lies in Richmond Gaol, the editor of United
Ireland in Tullamore ; Mr. Timothy Harrington, the soul and centre of the
National League, was arrested last week, and a warrant is said to be out for
Mr. Timothy Healy. There can be little doubt that Mr. Dillon will share
the fate of his colleagues as soon as he returns to Ireland. In England the
same Government is doing the same work ; and those who read history can
see that in days to come it will ])e known as the Government of Suicides.
The wrathful sense of wrong spreading among the workers ; the swift sort-
ing of reactionaries from the men of the advance,—these things are hastening
the revolution more even than all our propaganda.—S.

New" Words.—It will be a thousand pities, by the way, if the present dis-

contents do not enrich the vocabulary of the English language. Various
suggestions for new coinages have been made with reference to Irish matters.
The St. Jameses Gazette, for instance, has proposed, not unhappily, when, or
if ever, Mr. Gladstone falls into another inaccuracy, to say, "Mr. Gladstone
has been dopping again." Several correspondents have written here, on the
other hand, pointif»g out various uses for a verb '' to balfour." But the
termination of one already accepted neologism—namely, boycott—at once
suggests a word that ought to be imported from the ways of the London
police. "To bear false witness which is yet not legal perjury," that is

terrible mouthful, and yet in these days the expression is constantly wanted.
One word, of course, will do it : to endacott. When the police reformation
comes, "Thou shalt not endacott thy neighbour," will appear in every table
of the law.—Pa^^ Mall Gazette, Dec. 3.

Railway "Enterprise."—There w^as a rocky valley between Buxton and
Bakewell, once upon a time, divine as the Vale of Tempe

; you might have seen
the Gods there, morning and evening, Apollo, and all the sweet Muses of the
Light. . . . The valley is gone and the Gods with it ; and now, every fool in
Buxton can he at Bakewell in half an-hour, and every fool in Bakewell at
Buxton ; which you think a lucrative process of exchange — you Fools every
where !

—

J. Buskin, * Fors Clavigera,
'
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BKITAIN.

A demonatration of the unemployed took place at Dundee on Monday.
About 400 gathered, and after being addressed by a Socialist lecturer, they

marched the streets. Six of their number waited upon the provost and
magistrates, and submitted their case to them. The authorities agreed to

keep a register of the names of the men for investigation, and stated that

work would soon be provided at the extension of the esplanade and water-

w(»rks.

Under the auspices of Mr. Dunkerley, an effort commenced on Monday
morning of taking the census of the unemployed in every constituency of

London. Sixty offices opened at noon, and will open each day during the
present month from twelve till nine o'clock to register the names of the un-
employed, and their various capacities for work. The committee trust that
employers of labour will second their efforts in finding a great number em-
ployment. No district is without an office for registration, and working
men can always find the address by applying to their nearest police-station.

The Eush for Work.—On Monday morning nearly a thousand men
attended at High Street, Islington, in response to an advertisement for 100
assistants at a new " Home and Colonial stores " there. The great crowd
about the doors considerably impeded both vehicular and pedestrian traffic,

and the services of the police had to be obtained to restrain the eager as-

sembly. The greater portion of the applicants were of a very respectable
order.

The Yorkshire Miners' Association.—An adjourned County Conference
was held on Saturday at Barnsley in connection with -the Yorkshire Miners'
Association. Mr. Pickard, M.P., was present, and it was decided to demand
a 10 per cent, advance on the present rate of wages. It was likewise sug-
gested that a Board of Conciliation should be established for the district,

which would regulate the payment of wages. Most of those present were in

favour of restricting the output. A deputation was appointed to wait upon
the colliery owners in the district.

Bermondsey—Tm-PLATE Workers.—For the last seven weeks a struggle
has been going on between Messrs. Harding and Sons of Long Lane and
their employes, owing to a threatened reduction in wages varying from 20
to 60 per cent, which has not as yet been put into force because of the con-
tracts the firm have now on hand, and which they are compelled to execute
within a specified time. The men, however, seeing danger ahead, sought
protection by joining the East London Tin-plate Workers' Society. Messrs.
Harding and Sons, while "allowing full freedom to their men to'do as they
please," refuse to keep in their employ those who have joined the Union, and
are endeavouring to weed them out of the firm individually, seeking by that
means to avoid an impending strike.

West Cumberland Ironworkers.—On Saturday notices were posted by
the masters at most of the ironworks in the West Cumberland district stating
that all engagements between themselves and their workmen will terminate
in fourteen days from date. The ironmasters have taken this step in conse-
quence of the determination of the blast furnacemen not to accept a reduction
of five per cent, in wages. At a conference between delegates and iron-
masters, held on the previous afternoon, the chairman, Mr. Baird, of the
Lonsdale Ironworks, Whitehaven, said the masters had been too long in ask-
ing for a reduction. He suggested a reduction of 2^ per cent., and the adop-
tion of a sliding scale. If iron went below 44s. 6d. per ton, the men would
have to submit to 2^ per cent, rediiction, but for each 2s. 6(1. advance above
44s. 6d., an advance of 2^ per cent, in wages would be given. These terms
were declined by the men, who asked for further time. The masters refused
to wait longer, hence the posting of the notices. Should the threatened lock-
out be proceeded with, about six thousand men will be aftected.

•yOUNG woman clerk wanted. .>e,HL
-^ correct at figures. Must give three months.

Xeat writer,
— >.g,..*v.^. ..^.*ou givv. i,xiitt- months. S;l!ar^'

commencing at 10s. weekly after. Hours 8.;^>0 to 7 p.m.';
Saturday 2 p.m. Close to Westbourne Park Station. Letter
stating age, to—(fee.

"Is it possible that any human being could offer such remuneration for ten
and a half hours' work a-day ?" asks an esteemed correspondent. Not only
possible, but he will think himself a good man to give so much ! Dozens of
such advertisements could be gathered daily; for instance, here is a sub-
missive angel wanted who is required to be "cheerful" under tryino- circum-
stances :

*

T ADY HELP (quite young) WANTED, not afraid of work
Must be good-temper«d, ch«erful, early riser, strictly

clean, and especially rtfined. Very good, cheerful home, no
children, but only £6 or £8 a-ytar to commence.

Scotch Cottars.—A Correspondent writes to the Daily News : I have the
most absolute proof that in Lochs parish, Balallan, in some families as many
as three and four invalid children are lying on lairs of straw on the damp
floors of mud-hovels, without any bed-clothing to cover them. The medical
officer prescribed a meal poultice for some, and there was not enough m.ealm the house to make it, nor had the neighbours any to give. In one instance
of this kind one of the children died last Saturday, and several ar« beyond
recovery. I sent a boll of meal last Wednesday to that township, and it was
divided between twenty families. On Saturday I ascertained that in that
towaship as many as five, six, and seven children are lying under measles
without as much meal in the house as would make a drink for the patients •

yet the authorities have done nothing to meet their cases beyond that a few
met at Stornoway, fifteen miles away, and passed a resolution askino- the
Scottish Secretary to appoint a commission to enquire whether the aUef^ed
destitution is a fact. At a large meeting of delegates from the various town-
ships of Lochs, held in Balallan School last Friday, Mr. Donald Macrae
was appointed secietary and treasurer of the Eelief Fund for Lochs the
parish in which the deer-hunt took place. Mr. Macrae has already' dis-
tributed over twenty bolls of meal ; in fact, he has done all that has been
done in this direction. Funds are urgently required, and it is impossible to
forecast what will next happen.
Northampton.—Strike in the Shoe Trade.—-Dec. 2.—Kioting over the

woe trade dispute has commenced in Northampton, and, it is feared, will
Mfttme alarming proportions, as at the end of this week twenty thousand
JJflWKpeople will be out of employment through the lock-out of the manufac-
wowws. Considerable irritation is felt at the action of the police, who on
Wednesday night attended a perfectly orderly meeting of four or five thou-
«uad workmen. Bodies of police have been drafted into the town during
thui week, and others at Leicester and neighbouring towns are awaiting tele-
graptiic instructions to proceed immediately to Northampton. At Sheffield

a hundred soldiers are awaiting similar orders. The police nightly escort ta
their homes workmen employed at Messrs. Cove and West's factory where
occurred the dispute which was the cause of the rupture. The police and
men are followed by crowds hooting and throwing stones. Last night severe-
struggles took place between the people and police. The latter were roughly
handled, and some few were struck by stones and other missiles. Three
arrests were made. Eight police were injured. The magistrates have for-
bidden any assembly of persons in the vicinity of the factory of Messrs. Cove
and West, and police guard it night and day. Dec. 5.—A renewal of rioting
is feared by the authorities, who, in addition to large bodies of police from
Leicester, Wellingborough, Kettering, and other places, on Saturday brought
a force of 111 rank and file of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Eegiment by
special train from Sheffield. Arrangements have also been made for drafting
a cavalry regiment into the town. The magistrates have passed some severe,
sentences on rioters. On Saturday morning Frank White, a shoe rivetter,.

was sentenced to three months' hard labour ; Walter Brown, another rivetter,.

was sentenced to five months' hard labour ; and a third participator in Thurs-
day evening's disturbances was sentenced to two months' hard labour. A
fourth man was fined £5, or one month, for window-breaking. To-day the
factories belonging to the members of the Northampton Boot Manufacturers'
Association will be closed in accordance with. a resolution of a general lock-
out. These factories include nearly all the largest in the town ; and nearly
20,000 workpeople are affected. A public appeal for funds on behalf of these
operatives has already been made, and is being generously responded to.—

A

special meeting of the School Board was held on Saturday to take into con-
sideration the feeding of children sent to school without having had breakfast
or dinner. Dec. 6.—Last night a mass meeting of the locked-out operatives
at Northampton sent a deputation to the Town Council then sitting, asking
for relief works. The destitution through the boot trade lock-out is making
itself felt in Northampton. On Tuesday, 200 Board School children were
found to have gone to school without having received any food since the
previous day. A hot meal was immediately prepared for them at neighbour-
ing cafes. The clergy and licensed victuallers are organising relief arrange-
ments. On Tuesday afternoon a conference of masters and men sat two
hours discussing the terms of re-opening the factories, but broke up without
coming to a decision.

Socialists, Tirades Unionists, and others, are earnestly urged to send
regidarlij reports of all matters hi connectiomvtth the '^Labour Struggle^^
that come under their notice. Members of the various trade societies

should endeavour to make the Commonweal a recognised medium for
announcing meetings in connection with their respective trades, and
shoidd send notice of disputes, number of unemployed, etc. CtUtiiu/s

from local papers, with name and date o/ issue, are usefid, and copies

of trade journals, trade reiyorts, etc., are cdso much wanted.
It is disheartening to find hoio little support those who sacrifice health,

time, and money in running a Labour Paper receive from those in
whose interests entirely it is that such a "paper as the Commonweal is

inibiisJied. It is discreditable to British workmen, that icJiUe they indi-
rectly, if not directly, help largely to support their most deadly enemy, the
corriipt capitalist press, ivhich spreads broadcast its poisonous ccdumnies
against the adcocates of Labour, the papers which espouse the cause of the
v)orkers are Uft to struggle for existence against cdmost overwhelming
odds, thus tending to delay the emancipation of labour, which can only
be accomplished by the combined energy and self-sacrifice of the ivorkers
themselves. T. Binning.

PiiEPARiXG FOR THE UxEMrLOYED.—There arrived at Liverpool on the
29th ult. from New York, by the Cunard steamer Aurania, two cases of rifles

and cartridges, addressed to'^the Marquis of Salisbury. The goods were for-
warded to his lordship's address. He is said to be arming his household.
The Red.— If Labour's banner were never before dyed crimson by the

blood of her niartyis— if it had been white as snow it is red now. America
has re-dyed the crimson flag, making it more truly the flag of the working-
men of all countries. Let the enemies of labour not complain of the colour
their cruelty has indelibly dyed the flag of all nations.— Worhnen's Advocate.
Mr. Andrew Carnegie, the Scotch-American millionaire, is writing fancy

letters to 'the American papers. In his last epistle he declares that the
masses of the people of Britain were never as well off as they are at pre-
sent, and he also asserts that there is very little if any destitution in Scot-
land for which the destitute themselves are not to blame. I hope my Scotch
friends will remember this.— H. F. C.
The Working of the Allotments Act. — In South Lincolnshire the

demand for allotments under the new Act is assuming gigantic proportions,
and it is feared it will not be met without considerable difficulty. Up to
Saturday night requisitions had been signed by labourers in the Spalding
Division for over a thousand acres of land from three central towns. Seven
hundred applications had been made. The majority of labourers ask for the
maximum quantity of land allowed under the Act. None of the applications
have yet been granted, the authorities declining to set the Act in motion,
not being convinced that allotments cannot be obtained voluntarily.
Parsonic Opposition.—The following facts are of interest in view of the

general opposition on the part of the clergy to Socialism or anything else that
tends to the elevation of the masses. The Earl of Lonsdale (holy man !) has
43 livings in the Church of England in his gift ; the Marquis of Aylesbury
(the blackleg who was expelled from racing circles) holds 11 ; while among
the comparatively respectable peers the Duke of Beaufort appears to have
in his gift 24 livings

; the Duke of Bedford, 25 ; the Duke of Devonshire,
38 ;

and the Duke of Kutland, 25—112 livings in the hands of four dukes.
More than 200 peers present to about 1,300 livings ; can it be expected
that their creatures and nominees will speak against them and the system
which enables them to live as they do ? S.
Brazilian Slaves in Kevolt.—From Eio de Janeiro we hear of a great

rising of slaves on the plantations near St. Paulo and conflict with the troops
and police. The slaves on two plantations in the municipality struck work,
and, seizing all the horses and mules they could find, made off with their
wives and children. As they made for the forest, they were joined by all
the slaves on the plantations on the way. Fifty well-armed policemen were
sent in pursuit, but had to beat a rapid retreat. They returned to Amaro
demoralised, and did not interfere with another band of slaves, who marched
through the town shouting "Hurrah for freedom! We prefer death to
recapture.'^ The planters were in great fear, and the troops were stated to
be unwilling to hunt the slaves. Slavery was already on the decrease in the
country.
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LETTER FROM AMERICA.

A TERRIBLE tale comes again from Chicafifo. Your readers will remember
that during the strangulation of her husband, Mrs. Parsons was locked up
in Cook County Jail, Chicago, with Mrs. Holmes. But this was not suffi-

cient for the police. No sooner did they have Mrs. Parsons completely in

their clutches than they began at once to search her for bombs ! Three or

four policemen overpowered the poor woman and began undressing her till

she was exposed in a nude state to the vulgar eyes of the policemen ! Of
course they never found a bomb. Directly after release Mrs. Parsons accused

the police of this infamy, and was corroborated in her accusation by Mrs.

Holmes. The police now admit the searching and disrobing—after first

denying everything—but assert that it was done by the prison matron.

The police already stand convicted by their half admittance of the accusa-

tion, even had Mrs. Holmes not witnessed the affair.

Here is another police outrage, taken from the Morning Journal^ a paper
'which constantly denounces in strong terms all Social Democrats and
Anarchists :—" Lingg was in the agonies of a death a hundred-fold more
Npainful in a physical sense than strangulation when I stood in the vestibule

of the Cook County Jail, and heard the remarks of a cluster of police-

officers. * Damn that coward,' ejaculated one. * He promised he would die

game, and now he cheats us out of the fun to-morrow' (the execution). The
assistant of one of the surgeons was hurrying by with some anaesthetics

when a police-sergeant caught him by the arm exclaiming :
' Say, fix that

up in shape so that he can get the rope to-morrow.' " Again, I say
the above is taken from a capitalistic paper and not from a labour paper.

One paper a few days ago declared that if Socialists and Anarchists did not

abstain from spreading their pernicious doctrines they might expect a second

St. Bartholomew's night. This is written in the land of freedom, in America !

The government of the police by the police is more and more perfecting

itself. A movement has been started to induce the legislature to give the

police power to arrest any man who utters so-called treasonable and seditious

language, to avoid writing until a grand jury has found an indictment
against him.

John Most is again on trial. The police and the TFor^c/, a newspaper
which is principally responsible for the Chicago tragedy, will not be quiet

till he is hung. On the day of the Chicago execution, the men engaged in

the Freiheit office bounced a reporter of the World who came spying round.

He resolved to revenge himself. The next day Most spoke in his club. The
INew York comrades were so depressed and, paralysed by the events in

Chicago, that the suggestion of a plan of revenge would have fallen very
flat indeed. In fact, Most's oration that evening sounded more like a funeral

sermon than anything else. He spoke very touchingly of the life and death
of our martyrs. Three days later he is arrested^ for having incited the
people to murder Grinnell, Gary, etc.: not that I should deplore the removal
of this infamous gang, but it is cowardly to charge a person wdtli something
he never uttered. The low sneak from the }Yorld^ in company with two
detectives, had concocted a speech which for absurd nonsense stands un-
equalled. In fact, if Most had ever given utterance to such hideous idiocy

he deserved hanging twice. The three conspirators allege that they attended
the meeting and took down Most's speech in shorthand. Most has about
fifty witnesses to prove that nobody took any notes, that no reporter was
present, and that he never spoke one word about removing Gary and Co.

The whole thing is so absurd that even the New York Herald is obliged to

say to-day :
—" This matter of free speech ought to be a very tender point

with Americans. We prize it rather highly, and even when somebody
shoots off his mouth or puts his foot in it we should be a little slow to in-

terfere." . . . The trial began yesterday ; four of the jury are already

chosen ; the first has no occupation, the second a dealer in liquors, the third

a pawnbroker, and the fourth a tobacco manufacturer. The case must be
weak indeed if the prosecution is obliged to select so intelligent a jury.

The deliberations of both branches of the South Carolina Legislature are

conducted with all the tomfoolery of the British Houses of Parliament.
The two presiding officers are attired in gaudy and costly gowns of the

finest blue and royal purple silk velvet. The clerks wear long flowing gowns
of plain black silk, while the sergeant-at-arms open and close the daily

sessions with the ancient mace and the sword of State—relics of colonial

days. In the House of Pepresentatives a member when in his own seat

may wear his hat during the entire Session, as in the English House of

Commons, The most important measures to be considered at present are

propositions to punish organised interference with labour and wages (Anti-

Knights of Labour Bill), and to pension disabled ex-confederate soldiers.

Labour Movements.

The Miners' Federation and National District Assembly Knights of Labour
have united forces. The 250,000 miners will present a united front in all

action they may take hereafter.

At the Convention of the United Labour Party of Wisconsin, a resolution

condemning the execution of our Chicago comrades as a curtailment of the

constitutional rights of mere social reformers, was almost unanimously
tabled.

The Knights of Labour have ordered a vigorous boycott of the Lebigh
Coal and Eailway Companies and other operators, with the object of aiding

the striking miners in the Lebigh region.

At a meeting of the Point Arbitration Board of National Federation of

Miners and Mine Operators, on November 14th, it was decided to pay
5 cents. (2Jd.) per ton for mining. The advance is to date from Nov. 1st,

1887, and continue to May 1st, 1888.

Negro miners at Pocahontas, Va., refused to allow the Hungarian miners
there to work. About 110 Hungarians have joined the strikers in conse-

quence. The negro miners number about 600.

A Knight of Labour co-operative store at Paterson has declared a divi-

dend of 10 per cent, after an existence of three months.
Reports are circulating to the effect that the surface railroad workmen

and employes of Brooklyn will demand a ten-hour instead of a twelve-hour
day after January 1st. Last January the men agreed to work for one year
without making any new demands.
The Journal of TJnited Labour recently advised working-men who receive

requests from statisticians for information relative to their employment,
compensation, living expenses, and other points, to give the information
freely.

Reports of an additional strike in the Louisiana sugar-field come this
week. The labourers on eight plantations near Shriever, La., quit work on
"Tuesday, owing to a refusal to grant increased pay.

List of Strikes for November 1 to 18.

Number of strikers, November 1 to 11 ... ... ... ... 10,602
Pittsburg, Pa.—Nut and bolt works' hands, against shorter hours and

reduced wages, November 16 ... ... ... ... ... 175
Shriever, La.—Sugar hands on eight plantations, for higher wages,

November 16 ... ... ... ... ... ...
—

Scottdale, Pa.—Coke hands, against employment of non-union hands,
November 14 ... ... ... ... ... ... 350

Brooklyn, N.K.—Wood-bundlers, for increase in wages, November 14 50
Indianapolis, Ind.—Dining-room waiters, for discharge of head-waiter,

November 13 ... ... ... ... ... ... —
Reading, Pa.—Foundry hands, against discharge of one man who

violated a factory rule, November 15 ... ... ... ... —
New York city.—Lock-out fixture makers, for stopping work on elec-

tion day,. November 10 ... ... ... ... ... —
New York city.—Builders, against using boycotted material ... ... —
New York city.—Painters, for increase of wages ... ... ... —
Bridgeport, Conn.—Corset-stitchers, against reduction, November 15 ... 75
New York city.—Glass bevellers, for advance, November 16 ... ... 75
Cincinnati, Ohio.—Street-car hands, refusal of company to discharge

superintendent, November 17 ... ... ... ... ... 600
Cincinnati, Ohio.—Stage carpenters, against alleged overwork ... 3
Waverly, Ohio.—Coopers, against reduction of wages ... ... —

Total known from November 1 to 18

New York, November 23rd, 1887.

11,930

Henry F. Charles.

The real war in Europe, of which the fighting in Paris was the inauguration,

is between the capitalists and the workmen, such as these have made him. They
have kept him poor, ignorant, and sinful, that they might, without his know-
ledge, gather for themselves the produce of his toil. At last a dim insight into

the fact of this dawns on him, and such as they have made him he meets them,
and ivlll meet.—/. Buslin, ' Fors Glavigera.^

Freemen, indeed ! You are slaves, not to masters of any strength and honour,

but to the idlest talkers at that floral end of Westminster Bridge. Nay, to

countless meaner masters than they. For, though indeed, as early as the year

1102, it was decreed in a council at St. Peter's, Westminster, " that no man for

the future should presume to carry on the wicked trade of selling men in the

markets, like brute beasts, which hitherto has been the common custom of Eng-
land," the no less wicked trade of ?mc^erselling men in markets has lasted to this

day, producing conditions of slavery differing from the ancient ones only in

being started instead of well-fed, and besides this a state of slavery unheard of

among the nations till now, lias arisen with us. In all former slaveries, Egyptian,

Algerine, Saxon, and American, the slaves complaint has been of compulsory
ivork. But the modern Politico-economic slave is a new and far more injured

species, condemned to compulsory idleness, for fear he should spoil other peoples'

trade.

—

J, liiiskin, ' Fors Glavigtra.^

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 13 Farringdon Egad, E.C.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and affiliated

bodies. Library Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d. D. J. Nicoll and
W. Blundell are the Librarians.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
Mitcham, Walsall to July 31 . Bloomsbury, Leicester, Hammersmith, Hoxton

(Labour Emancipation League), Hull, Mile End, Wednesbury, to September 30.

Clerkenwell, Oxford, to October 31,

''COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
WeeUy Suhscri2:)tions—K. F. (2 weeks), 23. C. J. F. (2 weeks), 4s. Oxford

Branch (2 weeks), 4s. W. B , 6d.

Strike Committee.—Collected in Regent's Park, 4s. 3d.—J. Lane.

Fund for the Provision of the Wives and Families of the Martyred
Anarchists.

T. T., C. T., and H. T. (Oxford), 6s. 6d.—H. Halliday Sparling, Treasurer.

REPORTS.
Bloomsbury.— On Thursday, December 1, W. Morris lectured at the Athe-

naeum Hall, Tottenham Court Road, on " The Coming Society." Fair audience

and good discussion. On Sunday morning, December 4, meeting was considered

an open one, platform and members of the branch not turning up till late. —D.

Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, Noy. 30th, H, H. Sparling lectured on

"Podsnappery." Good discussion. Sunday evening, members and friends held
'* social." Turner addressed large meeting at Clerkenwell Green. Commonweal
sold out.—B.
FuLHAM.—Excellent meeting addressed by C. Smith, Mrs. Taylor, and Besley.

Fair sale of Commomveal. In the evening we had a meeting in Dawes Road,

and considering it is a new station, it was well attended. C. Smith, Tochatti,

Groser, and Mahony spoke.—S. B. G.

Hammersmith. —Usual meeting Sunday morning at Starch Green, Broadway,

speakers were Mahony, Tochatti, and Tarleton. 16 Commonweal sold. AH com-

rades turn up next Sunday. In the eYening, G. Bernard Shaw lectured in hall.

North London.—A Yery good meeting at Regent's Park, Sunday morning,

was addressed by Cantwell and Graham, who made an appeal on behalf of- some

strikers at Messrs. Hardings, for whom 4s. G^d. was collected ; Mrs^ Schack and

Mainwaring followed, and 4s. ^d. was collected for propaganda.—T. C.

Leeds.—Sunday morning, Maguire, Paylor, and SoUitt addressed meeting at

Vicar's Croft. In evening, Bland, of Bradford, spoke on *' The National Debt.

Norwich.—Good meeting held in Market Place, addressed by Mowbray who

also lectured in the Gordon Hall at 8 p.m. to a crowded audience, subject ' Wag«
Labour and Capital." Good collections at both meetings. A discussion class it

held every Thursday night in our hall at 8 p.m.; comrade larker read a very

good paper last week on " Socialism and the Unemployed.
^
A very lively dis-

cussion followed. A free concert is given every Monday mght. Our orchestra,

which is under the leadership of Mr. A. Rumbsby, late R.H.A. band, is pro-

gressing very w^ell, and will soon be a very useful addition to our means of

propaganda.—C. W. M. ^ ,^ , . , -, ^ ^^ -, ^^

Walsall.—On Wednesday evening last, P. Kropotkin lectured for Walsall

Literary Institute on "The Moral Effects of Prisons on Prisoners." Larg*

attendance and lecture well received. Thursday morning, Kropotkin spoke at

our meeting-room to members of the branch, giving a most interesting addrew

on the " Socialist Movement in America, and on the Continent and England.

At Monday weekly meeting, H. Sanders spoke on *' The Principles of Soolaliim.

Saturday large meeting held on the bridge, and a good impresaion mad«.—D.
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Wbdnksbuby..—Donald addressed the usual meeting

in the Mi|rket-place, but was rather interrupted. This

k4ii obviated if the branch members were to

regular and remove disturbers. Donald ad-

J a ^ge meeting in the Town Hall on Wed-
iMiy on * * Fair Trade.

"

Birmingham.—^We continue to hold the usual meet-

ings. Tarn addressed some people at West Bromwich
aikd Swan villac^e, and Donald in Birmingham.
Staffobd. —Comrade Pengell arranged a meeting

at 1^6 Stafford Liberal Club, which was addressed by
DcMiald on Tuesday. There was a very good attend-

ancer of club members, who were very interested in

tie address, ahd invited the lecturer to visit Stafford

agltin to further explain Socialism to them.
Sheffield Socialists.—Last Thursday week, the

first of a series of meetings of the unemployed of

Sheffield and outlying districts was held at the Com-
monwealth Cafe. Out of over 200 present only eight

were in employment. A deputation waited upon the

mayor next morning, who promised to confer with the

Corporation ; he could hold out no hope of employ-

ment, but they had a right to the workhouse. A mass

maeting at West Bar at 12 o'clock on Monday, sent

another deputation with no better result, the mayor
again advising workhouse relief. A second mass

meeting on Wednesday, which was so large that they

had to adjourn to Paradise Square, sent more dele-

gates, who after waiting some considerable time, were

allowed to see some members of the Corporation, and
were informed then that they would make their de-

cision known to them on Friday at 3 o'clock. On
Friday they were told there was no work for them
rie» ihdney to pay for work. The Friday evening

meeting at the Cafe was very crowded, hundreds could

libil get lii.' A resolution was carried "that mass
meetings be held in different parts of the town, and
that the men out of employment come with their

nances and addresses and trade written on a slip of

p«^r.'* Several meetings have been arranged for.—M.
Dublin.—At the Saturday Club, Dec. 3rd, Mr. J.

Hutchinson lectured to a large audience on *' Co-

operation," advocating the establishment of co-opera-

tive societies on the Rochdale system. The Socialist

view of the question was ably supported by Coulon,
O'Gwman, and Fitzpatrick, who were well received.

Scottish Land and Labour League.

Edinburgh.—During the last ten days, Mahon has
beesp lecturing amongst the miners of the West of

Scotland on behalf of the Glasgow Branch of the
Socialist League, and organising the free speech de-

mcHWitration. A full report will be given next week.

Notice to Branches of the S.L.L.L.

Branches desiring literature apply to D. K. Mac-
keiiflSe, librarian, 137 Pleasance, Edinburgh.

Oallatovm and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.

Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow,—^^ John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.

till 10 p.m. daily. Propaganda Committee, Mon-
days at 8. Shorthand Class, Tuesdays at 8. Music

Class, Tuesdays at 9. Discussion Class, Thursdays

at 8 (on Dec. 15 Wm. Mulvenny, " Socialism Real-

ised"). Dec. 11, at 2 o'clock, in Rooms, Special

Meeting of all members, to consider very important

business. At 7 p.m., in Hall, 8 Watson Street,

Arch. M'Laren on ** Compensation." Sunday 18,

H. H. Champion in Grand Hall, Waterloo Rooms,

at 7 p.m.—subject, "What Socialists Want." Ad-
mission 3d., 6d., and Is.

Hamilton.—?B,ton'^ Hall, Chapel St. Thursday, 7.30.

Leeds,-!*! Chesham St., Sweet St. Club open every

evening. Business meeting Wednesdays at 8 p.m.

Sunday Dec. 11, at 7.30, T. Braithwaite on " Social-

ism and Co-operation."

Leicester,—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees. {j>ro tern,),

John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.

Norwich,—GoTdion Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures

Sundays at 8.

Nottingham.—Clah and Reading Rooms, 1 Tokenhouse

Yard, Bridlesmith Gate, open every evening. Lec-

tures and Discussions every Sunday.
Oa;/orc^.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.

Wednesdays, at 8.30 p.m.

ffa^saZZ.—Temperance Hall. Meets every Monday.
West (7a^c?er (Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,

West Calder.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 11.

11 ...Starch Green Smith, Tarleton, Mahoney
11 ...Walham Green Graham Wallas & Tochatti

11.30.. .Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Parker
11. 30...Hackney—Salmon and Ball ...Samuels & Cores

11.30...Merton—Haydons Road NicoU
11.30...Mitcham Fair Green The Branch
11. 30... Regent's Park Davis

11.30.. .St. Pancras Arches... Bartlett, Howell, Wardle
3 ...Hyde Park Brookes

7 ...Stamford Hill Graham
7 ...Clerkenwell Green J. Allman

Wednesday.
8 . . .Broadway, London Fields The Branch

Thursday.

^8 ...Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Cooper

PROVINCES.
Glasgow,—*S^^. George's Cross : Sunday, 12 o'clock.

Leeds.—Sunday: Vicar's Croft, 11 a.m.

aOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE FEDERATION.

—

Meeting at Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdoa*

Road, on Sunday December 11, at 4 o'clock.

Ghildren's X^arty.
Boxing-Day, December 26.

The Committee arranging the Annual Cliildren'S'

Party—Mrs. Lane, Lena Wardle, Mrs. Grove,

May Morris, and Joseph Lane—will be glad to

receive donations of presents, money, etc.

The Children's Party will be followed by an Enter-

tainment entitled

THE LAMP: An Extravaganza,

By H. A. Barker; Scenery, Appointments, etc., by
C. Barker.

Free to Members and Friends.

THE TABLES TURNED.
ENGAGEMENTS.

December 21st West Marylebone W. M. Club....... Cleveland Hall.

January . . Hammersmith Branch S.L..

. . . . . Chiswick Club..

Applications for engagements to be made to the

Manager, H. A. Barker.

THE COMMONWEAL,

Special Notice.

Persons wishing Commomveal sent by post can have

2 copies, 2id.; 4 copies, 4d.; 6 copies, 5^d. —including
postage. Half quire, 13 copies, Parcel Post, lid.; or

1 quire, Is. SJd.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Bloomsbury,—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W. Thursday December
8, at 8.30, Spencer Howell, "Educate, Agitate,

Organise." Dee. 15. Walker will lecture on "The
Unemployed."

Clerkenwell,—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Rd., E.C. Business meeting every Sunday at 7.

Sunday December 11, at 8.30, H. A. Barker, "The
Condition of the Working Classes." Wednesday
14th, 8.30, a lecture.

Fviham,—Committee meets Wednesday evenings, 8
o'clock, at 4 Werlery Avenue, Dawes Rd. , Fulham.

Hck4ikafiey,—28 Percy Terrace, Victoria Road, Hackney
Wick.

HamTnersmith,—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday December 11, at 8 p.m. Edward Carpenter,
"Peasant Life in Italy."

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—C. J. Young, 8 Dunloe Street,
Hackney Road, Secretary. Concert and Draw on
January 14. Tickets now ready.

Mitcham.—Comer of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Mihrcnd and Bethnal Grfen.—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road. Business Meeting every Thursday at 9 p. in.

Debating Class for members after Business Meeting.

PROVINCES.
Ahiscdeen (Scottish Section).—James Leatham, secy.,

15 St. Nicholas Street.

Arbroath (Scot. Sect.).—High Street Hall. Meeting
Friday evenings. W. Smith, 12 Maule St., secy.

Bif9mngham.—Meetings at Summer Row Coffee House
every Saturday evening at 8.

Brcid/cyrd.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Ccsmoustie (Scottish Section : Forfarshire).—Secretary

pro tern.), D. M'Dougal, East Path.
Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—J. Dunoan, 30 Arthur PI. , sec

DttWtn.—Saturday Club, Central Hall, 12 Westmor-
land Street, every Saturday at 8 p.m. Free debates
on Social and Political subjects. All friends invited.

Jhatdee (Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the
Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station. Political

JEconomy class, 2 p.m. Lecture at 6.30.
Mdinburgh {ScottiMk Section),—4 Park Street. *Daa
K^itar class every Thursday at 7.30. Members
requested to pay weekly subscriptions on that night.
Sunday evening lectures, Trades Hall, High Street,
6.30. Free Tron Hall, Chambers St., Mondays, 8.

Oakuhieh (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

SCOTTISH LAND AND LABOUR LEAGUE.

{Scottish Section of the Socialist League)

December.

H. H. Champion will address a series of meetings

on Socialism as follows :

—

KirlccaUbj—Saturday 10, Corn Exchange Hall, 7 p.m.

Dundee—Saturday 11, Buchan's Hall, Barrack Street,

at 3 and 6.30 p.m.
Edinburgh—Monday 12, Free Tron Hall, Chambers

Street, at 8 p.m.
Aberdeen—Tuesday 13, Northern Hall, George Street,

at 8 p.m.
Carnoustie—Wednesday 14, Panmure Works Hall,

at 8 p.m.
Arbroath—Thursday 15, New Public Hall, at 8 p.m.
Buvfermline—Friday 16, St. Margaret's Hall, 8 p.m.

Kilmarnock—Sa^tiwdsiy 17, The Art Gallery, London
Road.

Glasgow—Sunday 18, Waterloo Grand Hall, Welling-
ton Street, at 7 p.m.

Admission 3d., 6d., and Is.

North of England Socialist Federation.

Branches and Secretaries.

Annitsford.—¥. Rivett, Dudley Colliery.

Backworth.—W. Maddison, C. Pit.

Consett.—J. Walton, Medonsby Road.
Blyth.—Martin Mack, 4 Back Mariow Street.

South Shields.—F. Dick, 139 Marsden Street, West.
North Shields.—J. T. Harrison, 24 Queen Street.

East Holywell.—J. M'Lean, Top Row, Bates's Cottages
West Holywell—¥. M'CarroU, West Holywell.
Seaton Delava/.—MV. Day, Seaton Delaval.
Seghill.—\Ym. Whalley, New Square.
M. Mack, Gen. Sec, 4 Ba.k Marlow Street, Blyth.

The Land Question and the Unemployed.—
Mr. Michael Davitt will preside at a Mass Meeting
to be held under the auspices of the English Land
Restoration League and the local Radical and Irish
National Clubs on Saturday December 10, at Millpond
Bridge, Rotherhithe, 6.30 p.m.

Sheffield Socialists, Commonwealth Caf^, Scot-
land Street, Sheffield.—Discussions or Lectures every
Sunday evening at 7 o'clock. Free.

Norwich Anarchist Group.—rarmoM^A—Thurs-
day, on the Quay, at 7.30. Carrow—Friday, at 1.30.
Norwich—St. George's Plain, Saturday, at 1.15 ; Hay-
market, Saturday, at 8 ; Market Place, Sunday at 11
and 8. Ber Street Fountain, Sunday at 3.

ANTI-STATIST COMMUNIST MANIFESTO
"There is a sad lack of Anarchist pamphlets in England, and

we gladly welcome our comrade Joseph Lane's contribution of

'An Anti-Statist Communist Manifesto,' which is an energetic

and earnest exposition of Anarchist Socialism from a worker's

standpoint. The second portion, which deals with practical

politics, is specially interesting. We hope the tract will have a

wide circulation."

—

Freedom.
" There is a great lack of literature from this standpoint. We

do not agree with all the points, but at the same time recommend
it to all our friends and also its translation into the French and
German language."

—

Freiheit.
" The State in every form is denounced as the abomination of

desolation. Mr. Lane is extravagant in many of his statements,,

but his pamphlet is quite worth reading."

—

Our Corner.

Price One Penny, or 9d. per dozen.

Commomveal Office, 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

;

38 Ainsley Street, Bethnal Green.

FACTS FOR SOCIALISTS.
(The Distribution of Wealth in England)

16 pp., One Penny.

Published by the Fabian Society, 180 Pcrtsdown Road?
also at 63 and 185 Fleet Street. ;

The Workman's Question: Why He is^

Poor. 24 pp., in Wrapper. Price Twopence.
6 or more Copies post free.

Birmingham : J. Sketchley, 8 Arthur Place Parade,

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. . Id

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors).

Socialism on its Defence. A Reply to Pro-
fessor Flint.

The Rights of Labour according to John
Ruskin. By Thomas Barclay.

The Tables Turned; or, Nupkins Awak-
ened. A Socialist Interlude. By William
Morris. In Wrapper 4d^

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded.

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morris. -

.

The Aims of Art. By Wm. Morris.

Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d..

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William
Morris Id.

Id.

Id.

Id

Id.

2d.

" All for the Cause ! " Song. Words by WiUiam
Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 4s. 6d

Mrs. Ganindy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.

Fine hand-made large paper 6d.

Printed and Published by William Mobbis aLd Josbph I anet
at 13 FarriogdoD Road, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The Liberal Unionists had a great field-day at Westminster on the

9th. They seem to have been very cheerful about their prospects, and
if they will but admit that they are a part of the Tory party, we on
our part must admit in all honesty that they have some reason to be
so—for the present—now that the Gladstonite Liberals have shown
that there is no fight in them.

Lord Hartington made a long speech, as a leader must in spite of the
torture he may inflict on his audience, of which torture his lordship is

a master. The reporter makes the unfortunate Jesse Collings say that
"the great minority of the people of Ireland were loyalists." And
really since ijb was Mr. Collings, perhaps he did say so. Lord Selbome
in attacking the worship of Mr. Gladstone as a pope (with which
attack I cordially agree) held up Lord Hartington as a counter pope.
Mr. Richard Chamberlain, in the absence of that illustrious humbug
his brother, proposed " extended organisation among the constituencies,
not so much by holding meetings, as by private agency among the
electors." This latter phrase seems indiscreet. Might I as an inter-

ested person (possesse^ of six votes) ask Mr. R. Chamberlain, How
much a vote ?

^)^^-

^^
Lord Derby|^peech deserves more respect than these weary fatui-

ties, althougli||pre was a hole or two in his logic even granting his

premises ; b|ii'^at least it had meaning in it, and the moderates would
find some of his taunts hard to answer. Yet one may remind him that
if the Southern States put up (after a terrible war) with the coercion
of the Koi-th, their struggle was for the continuance of chattel-slavery,
which was doomed both by the ethical and economical circumstances,
whereas the Irish are struggling for federalism, the feeling for which is

obviously on the increase ; it is not the form which a contest takes,
but the reason for it which is important.

Lord Derby seemed conscious indeed that the tide was setting to-

wards federation ;
" Whatever was done for Ireland might be demanded

for Scotland, certainly for Wales." "Were they prepared for four
local parliaments with perhaps a federal council over all 1 it would be
suicidal. Home Rule would lead to the absolute power of the^Crown 1"

Well I don't see why, comparing it with what is, we should be terrified
at the picture. The absolute power of the Crown would certainly lead
to the abolition of the Crown, which would be a blessing, though a
small one.

" Coercion in some form," says Lord Derby, " is only another name
for civilisation." I think he is right ; civilisation means turning the
whole world into a vast prison ; the destruction of all manly ideals

;

the attempt to substitute " comfort " so called, for happiness—the con-
tented prisoner's ideal of life. I daresay Lord Derby would agree to
that and say, " Well, what would you have ? " But then, you see, he
and those like him are withdrawn from the struggle like the popular
gods of Epicurus. They are dull, but they don't suffer ; they leave
that to others.

After the Conference came the banquet at which Mr. Goschen made
the conscious, and the Duke of Argyll the unconscious joke of the
evening. A certain Mr. Sinclair hac} gone on his knees before the
Unionist triumvirate—-Hartington, Goschen and Chamberlain ; so the
midmost of those gods made the remarkable joke of picturing the-feel-
ings of those in the hall if they had the prospect of being governed by
Hyndman, Conybeare and Cunninghame Graham, which to the audi-
ence of worshippers of the first trinity, seemed very funny ; why, our
readers can find out perhaps better than I can : I can only say that
the Stamdard enjoyed it hugely, which is not much in its favour.

The Duke of Argyll's joke was better, much better. "God save
Ireland ! to be for many years " (how many, your Grace %)

" an integral
part of that Constitution which promises perfect freedom to all."
Apart from a country being an integral part of a Constitution a con-
ception which people below the degree of a duke might find it difficult
to master, this is a rich joke indeed. " The promise of perfect free-
dom " is kept by enacting a stiffish Coercion Act in Ireland, and by
doing without it in London and getting on pretty well by dint of open
assault and robbery on the highway, backed up by drum-head court-
martial afterwards.

By the way where is the Constitution and what is it % Wo hear a
great deal of talk about it as a thing well known to all ; but to most
of us it keeps about as much out of the way as the sea-serpent. Per-

haps the Commonweal might offer a prize for the solution of the above

question—if we could only find judges to decide it.

Another of the infamous sentences of the courts of "justice " \^
fallen on Coleman—12 months' hard labour for asserting the freedom
of the highway—the jury giving Edlin the opportunity by not appreci-

ating at its due value the official evidence of the police, which has to be
bolstered up by signs passing between the witness in the box and the

coming witness. Unluckily, quite apart from the prejudice of a
"respectable" jury, it has become the practice of juries simply to allow

their ears to be tickled by the .fudges' summing-up, instead of carefully

weighing the evidence themselves.

Trade is reviving—once more—perhaps. Or perhaps a ring or two
are at work. Also, some person or persons interested, are working up
the periodical war scare again ; which is far enough advanced to have
the honour of maps in the morning . papers with the position of the

Russian troops marked in them. Meantime the revival has not reached

everybody ;
" trade never so bad," is the usual answer of retailers to

any questions on the subject.

The attack on M. Ferry is a droll affair—hit by three bullets and
never a hole in him—what does it mean ? Is he like Glaver'^e and
others in seventeenth century story, who had made a compact with the

Devil and couldn t be pierced by any baser metal than silver? This
would be rather suitable to his stockjobbing antecedents too.

Linnell's death is called, as one foresaw it would be, an "accident"
by the bourgeois press. Just so accidents happen when a hundred
men pull the triggers of a hundred rifles loaded with ball cartridge,

and other men happen to be standing opposite to them. The general

attitude of the press on this business is best characterised by the word
shabby. The shabby dodge of reclaiming the body to prevent the
funeral on the 11th ! The shabby attempt to prove that Linnell drank,
poor man ' And again, in the case of Joseph Ellis, the harmless
partyless man, the exultation of getting hold of a " Socialist leader !"

Shabby ! Shabby ! ! Shabby ! 1 ! One is ashamed of having such

They are terribly powerful, though, in spite of—or rather, because
of—their shabbiness. As witness the above case of Joseph Ellis

:

that such a piece of malignant injustice could have been perpetrated
without an outcry even from the shabby classes shows how strong they
feel themselves. To pass by other matters in the case—e.^., the swear-
ing through a brick wall, so familiar to us by now—let it be remem-
bered that Ellis was charged with hurting Livingstone, and that he
was obviously hurt with a weapon. Well, the jury, cowed and con-

fused let us hope, by the style in which "justice" is administered in

that court, bring in a verdict of guilty ; but the muddled Britons say
at the same time that he did not strike Livingstone with an instru-

ment, but with his fist : which, since Livingstone was not struck with
a fist but with a weapon, is tantamount to an acquittal. After which,

Edlin (I regret to have to soil these pages with his name) sentences

him to* eight months' hard labour. This is what Palmerston's once
famous " Civis JRomanus sum " has come to ! This is the protection of

the law ! Let us add as a crowning piece of shabbiness that the Liberai*

Daily JSfews omitted in its report of the trial this quasi-acquittal of the
jury.

Mr. Bradlaugh has been defending his conduct in Parlian^entVbef^^
his constituents, who, it must be said, did not appreciate his rea^tiKH
for voting against his colleague in the matter of cutting down the
preposterous salaries of the successful lawyers called judges. He was
in favour of women working at the pit brow, and thereby reducing the
wages of the men of their own households ; he is shocked at women
being driver^ on the streets, but seemingly not so shocked at men
knocking about the streets workless, which clearly must result in the
women supplementing their scanty pay by street-walking. He objected
to Land Nationalisation on the grounds that it must either be bought
or stolen ! Would he object to taking his fishing-boots back from a
thief on the same grounds ? William Morris.
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Co OPERATION next claims our attention. Here we have an attempt

to reduce the evil of bad distribution and to some extent the evil of

competition. In the distributive store they do undoubtedly succeed

in both to a large extent. But when things get into shops it is too

late to save the bulk of what the worker is robbed of. Co-operative

production has been tried, but not often on a truly co-operative basis,

in which those who work own all the capital. Mostly it is a system of

joint-stock companies with small shares owned by working men instead

of capitalists; others are simply factories owned by a co-operative

society, in y^hich the worker is in exactly the same position as in any

other factory. The first form, in which the workers in any factory

own all the capital and so get what profits there are, is the only one

which can really solve any part of our social problem, and the chance

of this form doing so is very small. The amount of capital required

in many trades is so great per man that there is no chance of a suf-

ficient number of working men being able to find it. And then comes

even a greater difficulty ; the competition prevents them getting a

fair start.

I will not go over all the reasons why co-operative productive

societies cannot compete with others, as they were given recently in

this paper.

The only way in which we could imagine co-operation solving the

problem would be in becoming in fact national co-operation or Social-

ism. Supposing co-operative production by some means yet to be dis-

covered should be able to compete and drive out private firms, they

would then compete amongst themselves, bringing many of the same

evils that we have now. To do away with this,. each trade would have

to organise itself ; all the workshops or*factories in that trade would

have to federate ; but then each trade would become a monopoly, and

there would still be the waste of the competition between the various

trades which we saw above. To do away with these two evils the
' different trades would have to be federated, and the whole placed under

the control of the people. Then we have Socialism, or at least a form

of it. Hence we see that co-operation can only solve the difficulties

for which we are seeking a cure by going on and becoming Socialism,

and in this it differs from all the other means of improvement we have

seen, that there is in co-operation a germ which it is possible to con-

ceive might develope into a complete solution. But in co-operation

with its present limited scope and tendency to profit-mongering, there

is very little ground for hope that it will so develope ; and even if the

movement should be widened, the way of its development is barred by
competition. It is a remedy which would be good if most of the evil

could be cured before this was tried. If we could abolish some of the

evils of competition then there might be a chance for it, but it has not

the force to fight all the evils with which we are beset.

We have now reviewed all the chief remedies which are proposed

and trusted in by the majority. There are a few minor ones, such as

temperance and thrift, which, even if they produced the utmost effect

hoped by their advocates, could only make poverty rather less severe

;

they do not touch at all the industrial evils ; they are powerless to

influence the growing uncertainty of employment, or the crises pro-

duced by so-called over-production.

This survey of the gods to which the modern world is trusting for

deliverance calls to one's mind the words of the Old Book :
" For my

people have committed two evils : they have forsaken me the fountain

of living waters, and hewed them out cisterns, broken cisterns, that

can hold no water."

Truly we have forsaken the only principles upon which a happy
society can be based—the principles of justice, freedom, and brother-

hood—and having founded our system upon competition, injustice,

selfishness, and theft, we in vain try to hew out such institutions as

shall enable a happy society to exist upon such a basis.

I think it has been abundantly shown that nothing but a complete
change of the basis of society will avail, and that those who continue

to try and prop up society on its present basis without seeking entirely

to change it, are, as it were, simply hewing broken cisterns which can
hold no water. The Socialist, much abused for his unpractical views,

stands forth, then, as alone proclaiming the absolute necessity for the

complete change of basis, and it behoves all to examine carefully the

change which he proposes, to see whether it will cure the present evils

and also fulfil the needs of mankind. Now what are these needs 1

First, probably, both in order of development and importance, is the

need of social life and intercourse, which drew men together long

before they had learnt that they could satisfy their other wants better

when united. We need, then, a society in which there shall be the

least possible hindrance to social intercourse, in which there shall be
no artificial barriers raised to prevent men from sharing the love and
intercourse of the spirits most congenial to their nature. Opposing
interests must not divide men into antagonistic cliques and classes,

thus very often separating those who could have enjoyed a wealth of

social intercourse. Then a substantial equality of conditions is a
requisite of all free and easy social intercourse. So much is this so,

that even the love of lovers which is strong enough to brave social

ostracism, to face the hardships of a comparatively poorer way of living,

is seldom strong enough to overcome the insidious inflhence of the

different conditions to which the two lovers have been accustomed.

The number of tragedies which one sees resulting from the inter-

marriage of those who belong to classes whose wealth is greatly unequal,
testifies at once to the power of inequality of conditions to break down

sympathy even where it has formed strongest, and also to the frequency

with which such inequality separates those who would otherwise have

been suited for mutual friendship or love. We saw in an earlier part

of this article that substantial equality was necessary for the full

development of the first want of man, the want of social intercourse

with his fellows.

Man next needs from society an easier way of satisfying his material

wants than he could use as an isolated individual. This to a large

extent present society has found, but at present does not know how
wisely to use. Then he needs that his portion of necessary work shall

be as pleasant as possible to him, and this even if the time should have

to be lengthened to allow it, for surely it were better to work five

hours a-day at an occupation in such a way that they might be five

hours of pleasure, than to work four hours under conditions which
make them four hours of pain. To this end there must be the greatest

freedom allowed to each individual in the choice of his work, so that

he may choose the kind in which he can take most pleasure, and if this

should result in the overcrowding of certain trades, there must be as

far as possible compensation offered in those trades which by their

nature cannot be made pleasant. Then there should be freedom to

each 'to judge to some extent of the relative value of leisure and
material wealth, so that one who might wish to live sparingly and have

much leisure could do so, and one who might wish to have less leisure

and more material wealth could also do so.

These are some of the needs of mankind ; and we must first test the

great change which the Socialists propose to make, by seeing if it

promises to satisfy those needs better than the present system.

The change which the Socialist proposes is, in a few words, the

abolition of private property in the means of production ; and he thinks

that upon the new basis of common ownership of the means of produc-

tion, a society will arise whose guiding principles shall be, as the old

popular cry has it, "Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity." Freedom
for the individual to develope his individuality to the greatest extent

consistent with the same freedom to others. Equality of condition

for all ; equal chance for all to find the position in the economy of

society unto which he was destined and for which he is best fitted.

Brotherhood fostered by common interests, by work and consultation

shared in by all, by hardships faced and pleasures enjoyed by all in

common. Raymond Unwin.

( To he continued.

)

PLAIN SPEAKING.

(To the Editor of the Adelaide Cominonwealth.)

Sir,—I do not know you ; I do not want to know you. I simply wish to

point 'out to you how absurd it is your wasting your time and ability in

advocating the rights of the whole community to the land in which they

live. I am not going to discuss whether your views are right or wrong ;

that has nothing to do with the matter. You must remember that we, who

have the money at our command, own not only the land but also all the

other means of production and exchange. We have the daily press in our

pay ; the leading lawyers are retained in our favour the banks are our

staunch supporters, in fact our fortresses. Through them we control the

majority of the workers, even those who fondly imagine themselves to be

independent and fairly well off. Independent! Why you, sir, must,know

how interdependent all of us are. And so long as we as a class can command
possession of the soil, the mines, the water, and the greater part of the

machinery and the money ; which is, after all, simply a machine to facilitate

the exchange of goods; so long we are the masters^ of the situation and

the workers simply our slaves ; slaves whom we keep to produce wealth for

us. If it were not so the workers could daily in a very few hours produce

all the wealth they want, and a long way more than they now get, or are

likely to get. But you see they do not produce for themselves, but for us.

So the longer they work and the more they produce, the more we take from

them as rents, interest, or profits. This is a very good thing for us, and we
shall maintain it as long as we can. And really, sir, you are quite helpless ;

vou and your fellows can do nothing. You want a good substantial land

tax, as you call it, but you won't get it. Why, all your politicians are

opposed to it. Of course they are ; those who do not yet belong to our class

hope sooner or later to do so, and in the meantime we can put some good

things in their way which enlists them on cur side. A good substantial

land tax, if imposed at once, would, indeed, weaken our power ; it would

lessen our hold of the soil, of the mines, etc. ; and I know it is their posses-

sion which enables us to own and profitably manage for our benefit all other

means of production. Do you think we are going to give up that which

gives us our strength ? Honesty, Justice, and truth are very good expres-

sions, and we often use them—on Sundays ; but give me good commercial

principles for our everyday life. We have the power, and intend sticking

to it ; we can invoke all the forces of the British Empire to assist us. We
always stick together, you know, and we are good patriots. Must we fight ?

Oh, no ! We can get plenty of men to do so for us at about one shilling

a-d'ay. So you see you can do nothing. We are the respectable classes
;

our politicians and our lawyers will always manage to deceive the majority

of those you wish to help. Take my advice, my dear Mr. Editor, and don't

bother about other people. Save all the money you can. Get it honestly,

at all events legally. Invest it carefully and you will soon have plenty free

slaves of your own working for you. You will not be called a slaveowner,

but ^ Capitalist.

There Is no phy»ical crime at this day so far beyond pardon, so without parallel

in its untempted guilt as the making of war-machinery and invention of mis-

chievons substance. We are so humane, forsooth, and so wise ; and our ancMtort

had tar barrels for witches, we will have them for everybody else, and drive the

witches' trade ourselves by daylight ; we will have our cauldrons, please Hecate,

cooled (according to the Darwinian theory) with 6a5oow'« blood, and enough of

it, and sell hell-fire in the open streets.—/. Ru$kin, ' F«r$ ClavigeraJ
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The Trial.

On May 18th, the grand jary began the examination of witnesses. On
the 25th, they indicted August Spies, Michel Schwab, the editors of

the Chicago Arbeiter Zeitung, Albert R. Parsons, editor of the Alarm,
Adolph Fischer, Samuel Fielden, George Engel, Louis Lingg, Oscar

Neebe, Rudolph Schnaubelt, and Wilhelm Seliger for the murder of

Mathias J. Degan and others, for conspiracy, riot, and unlawful
assembly. Schnaubelt left the city and never returned. Parsons also

left the town. Seliger turned informer, and was not included with the

others. The trial was commenced before Judge Gary in the Criminal

Court, June 21st, and the sensation of the day was the return and
surrender of A. R. Parsons, who walked quietly into court and took
his seat beside his indicted comrades. Twenty-one days were consumed
in the effort to secure twelve men for the jury. The right of trial by
an " impartial jury " is a constitutional provision. How "impartial"
the jury was may be seen from the following status of juror No. 1 :

—

" In answer to questions which were permitted, he stated that he was
prejudiced against Socialists, Anarchists, and Communists as a class.

The rulings of the court, however, prevented inquiries as to whether
that prejudice would influence his verdict, or the weight he would give

to the testimony of the defendants, if they should be eworn, and to

their witnesses, in his determination of the cause." Nine others ad-

mitted similar prejudices.

It is impossible to enter here into all the details of the trial, but no
stone was left unturned to secure all possible evidence against the

men. An informer piled up the agony to save his neck; police per-

jured themselves ; witnesses were terrorised to speak against the men,
etc., etc. One thing, however, . is certain ; that it has amply been
proved during the trial that none of the accused either threw the

deadly bomb or induced anybody to do so. In fact, who threw the

bomb is to-day as much a mystery as it was on the 4th of May.
Judge Gary presiding at the trial, and Attorney Grinnell, competed

with each other in their efforts to secure a verdict detrimental to the
men. The sentence of death against seven, and imprisonment for

fifteen years against Neebe, was passed on October 10th, 1886. The
date fixed for execution was December 3. The same date on which
John Brown was hanged twenty-seven years ago for trying to liberate

the slaves. Efforts were made to obtain a stay of execution. This
was granted on November 25th. An appeal was then made to the

Supreme Court of Illinois, They gave judgment on Sept. 14th, 1887.

Then an effort was made to secure a writ of error from the Supreme
Court of the United States at Washington. On November 2nd, 1887,
this Court declined to^ grap.t a writ of error. The day, for the* e;3?:ecu-

tion was fixed for November 11th, upholding the Chicago Court de-

cision.

Nothing could save the men now but the Governor of Illinois. The
capitalistic press and the police thrqughout the States howled for the

blood of the men. From all parts of the country appeals were made
to induce the Governor to pardon the men. The President of the

Federation of Trades' Unions, and the Master Workman of the prin-

cipal Districts of Knights of Labour went in person to the Governor
;

but all in vain. He commuted the sentence of Fielden and Schwab,
but refused to do anything for the other five. They were doomed to

swing. Oscar Neebe had already been taken to Joliet Prison to do
his fifteen years.

Scenes in Prison.

The seven men were imprisoned in Cook County Jail, Chicago, a
large gloomy brick structure, surmounted by a cupola. The office of

the jailer opens by an iron-grated door into a large area enclosed in a
strongly built iron frame, covered with closely woven heavy wire.

This structure is called the " cage," and it is here that the visitors of

the seven men came to see them. The prisoners were kept, however,
in the jail proper, and communication had to be made through the
narrow meshes of wire. The cells of the men were situated in the

so-called " murderer's row " on the ground floor. The seven cells are

in a line, and can be seen distinctly from the office. The wives and
children spent the visiting hours every day with the husbands and
fathers. They were admitted to the huge " cage " that rises into the
air and covers the yard space, and through the wires of this screen
they talked with the prisoners.

The following description was given in the press shortly before the
murder was consummated :

—

V " Mrs. Fischer is a daily visitor. She is only twenty-seven y^ars of

age, and looks much younger. She knows nothing whatever outside of

her three children and her household duties, and is at a loss to under-
stand how her husband got into his present difficulty. The youngest
child was born on the day after the sentence of death was passed upon
his father.

" Schwab's wife is a tall, handsome woman, of good presence and com-
manding demeanour. She has two children. They accompany her to

the " cage " to see th^ir father, and console hi.ii. Mrs. Schwab has
maintained a stoical air until the last few days. She has been unre-
mitting in her attention to her husband, and has made every effort in
her power to help the movements in his favour. The children are
bright and pretty, and have always been well dressed. They are great
favourites with the keepers, and have frequently been allowed to go
within the jail itself. This is an unusual privilege, but has been
accorded them because of their winning manners and intense love of

their fathers. That love is well returned. No man in this broad land

is more attached to his children than Michael Schwab, the Anarchist,

y "Mrs. Parsons is the other half of her husband. She shares his

opinions, and has always taken part in his proceedings. She has two
children. She spends little time in the prison, having business out-

side, but she is a good and attentive wife for all that. She sends the
children to see the father, and has them kept with him during the per-

missible hours. Mrs. Parson's notion is that she can best serve her
husband by continuing the work he had at heart, and when he has
gone she will be solaced with the thought that she is doing as he would
have wished.

" The very opposite to Mrs. Parsons is the wife of Fielden. She is a <

small woman, with a shy manner, and a nervous shrinking way. She
is an English woman and very domestic. She has been brought up in

an atmosphere of the strictest respect of law and order, and knows no
more of the teachings of Anarchism than an unborn babe. It is

thought that the hanging of her husband will be fatal to her. Her
eldest child, Alice, is five years old, and very attractive, and when
allowed to go behind the bars invariably goes up to her father's cell

and ransacks his clothes for candy. Previous to his imprisonment, he
was in the habit when returning from work of taking her candy or

fruits and permitting her to hunt for it in his pockets. She still re-

members it, and of course is too young to comprehend the change that

has come. He is very fond of her, as well as his little boy, who bears

his name, and who first saw the light on the day before Judge Gary
pronounced sentence of death upon him.

V " Engel has more callers than any of the others. This is due to his

numerous family. He has a good many children, but they are grown
up and mostly married. He has one single* daughter, and she is at

the jail every day. Engel is devotedly fond of her, and would do any-

thing to escape for her sake. She is quite pretty and an immense
favourite. It is whispered that she was engaged to be married, and
that the match was broken off on account of her father's arrest. The
young fellow belonged to a good family in Indiana, and they would not

hear of his taking the Anarchist's daughter. The family are church-

goers, and the man himself is said to be a type of his home. He was
shocked at the notion of the arrest, but the sentence of .death and the

rest of it drove him completely off. The girl was very much in love

with him, and the affair has completely ruined her life. She has no

hope now but in her father's pardon, and at this hour that is the

dimmest kind of a ray.

"

Louis Lingg was not married, but engaged to a young German girl

who visited him daily.

. August Spies at the time of the trial was also a single man. Nina
van Zandt made his acquaintance while he was in jail ; she learned to

love him and married him by proxy. Nothing can be truer tba«|. thjaL-

lc?rj levels all obstaclesl^d laj^£h(§i shepherd's crook beside thesoep^
There was not a more determined Anarchist than August Spies on the

face of the globe a short year ago. He held his life like a feather, and
had no other thought than the welfare of his kind. Heart and soul

he went into the movement, and his energy and ability were devoted

to it. His history in connection with the labour movement in Chicago

is well known ; his courage, his daring, his connection in the line of

conduct he had marked out for himself, and yet this man so wrapped
in a single thought signed a request for a pardon. Was that con-

viction ? No. Was it a change of view 1 No. Was it because he

feared death 1 No, a thousand times. It was because a woman's face

had crept into his heart and taken possession of it. It was because

that woman's face, that woman's love had banished every other resi-

dent from the citadel in which she had made her home, and henceforth

she should rule supreme in that seat of love. Spies held back until

the last moment. He would not even listen to those who begged him
to try and help his case. He held that he was sacrificing himself in a

good cause, and it was worth dying for the benefits that would accrue

to others. When the sad fair face of Nina looked at him through the

wires and her sweet voice pleaded for their happiness he capitulated,

nor can we blame him, despite the apparent weakening it showed.

Since then Spies has died like a true hero. He met his death as un-

flinching, as calm, as any of the other four.

HiNRY F. Charles.
{To he continued,)

Clerical Bigotry at Lowestoft.—Lowestoft is distinguishing itself by
the uncompromising opposition of its local Tories to the Socialist propaganda,

or even to discussing Socialism. The latest phase is as follows ;
The local

branch of the Y. M. C. A. has a literary class, which was at one of its meet-

ings to debate the question, "Would the adoption of Socialism benefit the

working classes ] '' On hearing of this the Rev. T. A. Nash, president of the

society, hastily called together the committee, for the purpose of taking

prompt steps for stopping such a horrible design. All the parsons attended

in force, full of pious lies about the unholy character of the subject, and of

assertions that it was opposed to the teaching of the Bible, and was not at

all fit for debate in a Christian association. After the experience which

comrades NicoU and Henderson had at this parson-and-tory-ridden town, it

is no matter for surprise that the subject was not discussed in the Y.M.C.A.
rooms. Perhaps the surprise might be shown on learning tnat the persons

interested were able to hire a suitable room and hold their debate at all

;

but such was luckily the case. The Hull Express tomments severely on the

attitude of the parsons, and says, " It is interesting to reflect that the clergy-

men who thought Socialism an unfit subject of debate professed the faith

whose earliest professors * had all things in common.' Socialism, no doubt,

may mean a great many things, which may or may not be for the good of

mankind, but the term itself implies nothing more than that human society

should be based more on the common good and less on private interest. We
may call this a dream, but it is certainly not an ugly nor a bad dream."
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW I FIRST, FEW MEN
BED IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON !

OommuniccUiona invited on Social Qitestiona, They should he toritten on one side of
the paper^ addressed to the Editors^ IS FarringdonRd,^ E,G., and accompanied
hy the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication,

A* all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of theirposi-

tion in these pages. None to he taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views ofthe Leojgue as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

Rtjected MSS, only returned ifa stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them,

StAscriptions.—For Europe and United States, iitcluding postage, per year, 6s,

six months, Ss,; three months. Is, 6d,

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-
ringdon Road, E,G, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
M. A. Maloy (Sheffield).—Your report cost us a penny, only a half-penny stamp

being affixed to the envelope.

F.—The coincidence is as your friend says : the Illinois Conspiracy Law was
passed on the anniversary of the signing of the Magna Charta, June 15—ad-
vance made in 672 years !

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday December 14*

England
Anarchist
Jus
London—Freie Presse
Labour Tribune
Norwich—Daylight
Railway Review
Worker's Friend

New South Wales
Hamilton—Radical

South Australia
Adelaide—Our Commonwealth
Melbourne—Liberator

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald
Madras—People's Friend

. XJnitsd States
Our Union
New York—Der Sozialist
Truthseeker

Boston—Woman's Journal
Chicago—Labor Enquirer
Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer
Detroit (Mich.)—The Advance
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole
San Francisco Arbeiter-Zeitung
Coast Seamen's Journal

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
La Revolte

Lille—Le Travailleur

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen
Amsterdam—Vourwaarts

Belgium
Seraing (Ougree)—Le Reveil
Ghent—Vooruit
Antwerp—De Werker

Brussels—L 'Avant-Garde
Liege-^L'Avenir

Italy
Marsala—La Nuova Eta
Rome—L'Emancipazione

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista
Barcelona—Acracia

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta
Muncitoriul

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

North Africa
Tunis - L'Operaio

THE CONSCIENCE OF THE UPPER CLASSES.

It seems to be universally admitted that the conference held on De-

cember 5th in the Memorial Hall, Farringdon Street, on the prevailing

distress in London was the direct outcome of the unemployed agitation,

for joining in which so many poor men have been sentenced with a

spite at once so malignant and so petty that it fairly sickens an honest

man to think of it. These rich and well-to-do persons were driven to

meet together by a fear which I do not say they all felt in their own
persons, but which is certainly permeating their class, a fear so easily

aroused that a few hundred destitute, unarmed, peaceably behaved
persons' parading London streets could strike terror into the hearts of

the well-to-do of the richest city of the most powerful empire in the
world.

It is scarcely worth while to, criticise the various schemes and
opinions of the Speakers at the meeting. In plain terms the one
person who said anything worth listening to was Cardinal Manning
and it is a curious sign of the times that a high official of the Catholic

Church should give a lesson in sociology to Liberal and Radical poli-

ticians, humanitarian dissenting ministers, and professional philan.

thropists—the latter represented by Mr. Arnold White, who one
might think, would be glad, if he dared, to advocate a battue of the

useless foreigners and quick-breeding Britons of London, after the

fashion of-the Spartan Helot-hunts.

Of the Cardinal it must be said that he showed none of that base

and cowardly hatred of the degraded poor (the poor whose degradation

is caused by the exclusive "refinement" of the rich) which is the

ordinary feeling of the cultured classes, whether openly expressed or

veiled under the pretext of poor-law-philanthropy. Said he :
" Thirty

years ago I went into places where it was said the police dared not go,

and found them very harmless."

Again, as a Catholic prelate he was not concerned to support the

cheerful oommercial optimism (about other people's troubles) which is

the lining, so to speak, of the moral pessimism of the well-to-do ; and

he exposed their miserable evasion of setting down the greater part of

the unemployed demonstrators as criminals and loafers, and roundly

accused "society" of being responsible for their existence. Lastly

he attacked, however mildly, the ferocity of the philanthropists about

out-door relief. In fact it is clear that he could see nothing else for

dealing with the present distress but that very out-door relief in some

form or other, the horror of which a few years ago had established

itself firmly in the hearts of all philanthropists ^s a kind of holy dogma

not to be questioned ; a piece of altruistic piety invented to take the

place of the now obsolete " Do unto others as you would have them do

unto you." There is a great deal of virtue in the Latinisation of an

English word : A Gods' name (or the Other One's) don't " pauperise "

people! But you may carefully keep them poor and feel none the

worse for it

!

The Cardinal wound up with what may be regarded as an official

tag, about " voluntary agencies," and the necessity of " visiting the

homes of the poor." This was what his office compelled him to say

and need not be noticed, if it were not of value as showing that we
must not reckon on real help from the Catholic clergy. All that can

be expected of them is the administration of charity in its less in-

sulting and kindlier form, and the occasional startling of smug respec-

tability from its after-dinner doze by the enunciation of some obvious

social truth, which the genuine Catholic, with his contempt of human
life on the earth except as a preparation for another, non-human life

finds it easy to see ; but which is quite strange to the commercial

religionist engaged in saving his own soul in this world and the next

at everybody else's expense.

For the rest nothing was proposed except a mere bundle of evasions

of the fact that our system of production is breaking down into ruin

through its own triumph. Whatever middle-class rule has put before

itself as an aim it has won ; but the well-being of the worker was

never its aim and could not be ; his endurance and quietude only has

been aimed at. But since the middle-class ideal is that there should

be widely-spread comfort for those living wholly or partly on the labour

of others, while those others should not be so sorely pinched as to rebel

or refuse to work, the safeguards against the ruin of the system of

wage-slavery have been disregarded ; especially the chief safeguard,

the organisation of labour ; the widening of the basis of spoliation by
making it as easy as may be for the worker to pinch and screw himself

out of his class into that of the robbers of labour, has been thought

safeguard enough in this direction ; but this safeguard is now yielding

to the increase in the pace of competition ; and we are face to face

with the consequences of the wholesale waste of labour which is sure

to happen in a society composed of rich and poor in an epoch well

equipped with mechanical resources.

We have been forcing the great mass of the workers to make things

of no use to the workers (or to any one else for that matter), and we
have assumed that we shall always be able to find people willing to

take these pieces of manufacture from us in exchange for food and

other necessaries which are produced by the workers, and not by the

buyers of the useless things. When we come to think of the fact,

that these buyers of inutilities have nothing to buy them with except

the necessaries which they steal from the workers, part of which they

must dole out to them again as slave-rations under the modern name
of " wages," one need be no longer astonished that the scanty and

seemingly harmless gatherings of the unemployed should havefrightened

the class that owns " Society," and made them ask " What's to be done

now ?" They will not find an answer, though the answer will come
;

because any attempt they may make to limit the waste of labour will

but act as a lever for the destruction of the Society which they are so

eager to save. William Morris.

Jottiiigs from the Bylaws of the Coast Seamen's Union of the
Pacific Coast.

1. Be truthful and honest, generous and courageoue. It is for these ob-
jects, also, that the Union is formed. Try and make yourselves men in every
sense of the word.

2. Educate yourself on the Labour question, and try to become thoroughly
acquainted with all the details of your occupation.

3. When on board, try to do your work well—first, because the better
workman you are, the better man ; second, because to be a Union man should
be synonymous with being an able and ready seaman.^

4. Avoid backbiting and jealousy of each other as the supremest curse.
Nothing so quickly breeds discontent and division as these low vices. Either
speak well of your brother or be silent.

5. Consider it an honour to be a Union man, and a dishonour to be a liar,

gambler, scandal-monger and mischief breeder.
6. Do not permit any member of the Union in your hearing to prophesy

tTil or defeat of the Union, outside of the meetings.
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SOCIALISM IN NEW SOUTH WALES.
;SoME time ago we chronicled the formation of the Australian Socialist

League ; we are glad to be able to report now that much progress is

being made, and that the movement promises well. The hon. sec. of

the League is W. H. M*Namara, 109 Castlereagh Street, Sydney, from

whom its Manifesto and publications may be obtained. The following

extract from the Manifesto shows its character

:

"Labour being the creator of all wealth and civilisation, it rightfully follows

jfchat those who labour and create all wealth should enjoy the full results of their

.toil. ... A just and equitable distribution of the fruits of labour is utterly im-

possible under tho present system of society. This fact is abundantly illustrated

by the deplorable condition of the working classes, which are in a state of desti-

tution and degrading dependence in the midst of their own productions. While
the hardest and most disagreeable work brings to the worker only the bare neces-

saries of life, others who labour not riot in labour's production. The present

industrial system of competition, based on rent, profit-takings, speculation, and
interest, causes and intensifies this inequality, concentrating into the hands of a
few all means of production, distribution, and the results of labour, thus creating

gigantic monopolies dangerous to the people's liberties."

A leaflet of " Platform and Principles " has also been issued, which is

calculated to do great good by its plain speaking.

** 2. To uphold and maintain the principle of Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity.

By liberty we mean * the equal liberty of each, limited alone by the equal liberty

• of all.' By Equality we mean *the equality of opportunity for each individual.'

And by Fraternity we mean that principle which denies national and class dis-

tinctions, asserts the brotherhood of man. and says * the world is my country.'
** 3. To endeavour to alter from its foundation the prevailing system of pro-

duction and distril»ution ; to seek to overturn the reign of Capitalism and Land-
monopoly. The land, capital, machinery, factories, workshops, stores, means of

transit, mines, banking, all means of production and distribution of wealth, must
. be declared and treated as the common property of all. Every man will then
receive the full value of his labour, without deduotion for the profit of a master,

and as all will have to work, and the waste now incurred by the pursuit of profit

will be at an end, the amount of labour necessary for every individual to perform
in order to carry ©n the essential work of the world will be reduced to something
like two or three hours daily ; so that each person will have abundant leisure for

following intellectual or other pursuits congenial to his nature.
** 4. The regulation of all commercial transactions between individuals upon

the just and equitable principle of making the cost to the seller the measure
^f price, or consideration, to the buyer or receiver ; and not as at present

making price dependant upon the incidental value of the commodity or service.

In other words, to make all exchanges of wealth or service on the principle of

-equal labour for equal labour—time for time—cost for cost—^burden for burden.
*' 5. To foster mutual confidence and fraternity amongst the working people of

.all ranks. To remove the elements of war ; distrust and discord caused by com-
petition for profits, and class exploitation of the workers. To abolish standing
armies and all vestiges of militaryism and coercive laws ; the people themselves
being the best defenders of their own rights, they therefore can decide on peace
or war."

In Hamilton (N.S.W.) there is published a weekly paper called the

Radical^ which is much more worthy of the name than its London
namesake, as.it stays for no prejudice in advocating all-round social

freedom. Its editor, W, R. "Winspear, is manifestly not only an ad-

vanced politician, who is not afraid of the name of Socialist, but is also

A well-read man and a smart writer. His paper should be a great

power for good in Australian politics, where it is as much wanted as

At home here, even if not more. It is cheering to note that the Radical
and the Socialist League are doing all they can to help each other, and
while the following statement of what the paper opposes remains true,

we do not see that the League can do much better, until it has an
organ of its.own :

" The Radical opposes Imperial Federation ; imperial titles and distinctions ;

all expenditure for war purposes, the maintenance of standing armies or navies

for providing royal or aristocratic sinecures ; all pensions to previously well

paid officials, or grants of large sums of money to played out politicians ; all

expenditure for a second chamber composed of foolish old men chosen by foolish

old premiers ; all expenditure of public monies upon the property of private indi-

viduals, to the detriment of public property ; all expenditure of public money for

the aggrandisement of any sect or creed ; all compensation for land resumption,
unless in cases where the improvements of the owner are involved ; the present
system of election on diff'erent days, because we believe the elections should all

take place on one day ; the present distribution of power among merchants,
squatters, and lawyers, because labour should have the bulk of legislative power ;

we are opposed to the protection which is now afforded the capitalist, for we
believe the transgressor should be met with the strong arm of Justice, whether he
be manager, miner, or councillor."

Now that Australia has the unemployed, a real Radical paper, and
the " damned Socialists,'' it will begin to be probable that it will not

be so much praised as a paradise for workers, in which milk and honey
flows all day and discontent is unknown. The privileged classes there

are viewing the progress of affairs with alarm, and ominous mutterings
are heard every other while from what our American comrades call the
'^reptile press," that are pleasant-sounding to Socialist ears. S.

A Reuter's telegram from Berlin dated December 7th states that private

advices from Moscow report that during the last few days a large number
of pupils of the high sc^»<)ols have been arrested on a charge of being con-

cerned in revolutionary plots.

Cigar-making Machine.—For years the employers in the cigar trade have
endeavoured to supplant manual labour, but notwithstanding the many at-

tempts, they have, up to the present time, failed. Now, however, a machine
has just been introduced into a union shop in Tottenham Court Road, which
promises to be successful in the manufacture of cigars.—H. D.

Cardinal Manning and the Unemployed.— By the directions of Car-

dinal Manning a circular letter appealing for alms on behalf of the poor was
on Sunday read in all the Catholic churches in the Archdiocese of West-
minster, and a collection for the same purpose was made at the different ser-

vices. At the Pro-Cathedral, Kensington, his Eminence supplemented this

appeal by a personal entreaty.

"DO" OR BE "DONE"!
(Oke way of Rbforming Socijtt.)

1.

It was a young capitaliit,

From Oxford fresh he came

;

To start himielf in business,

And gain an honest name
;

He took a conscience with him, which
He should have left at home

—

He would not do as Rome did,

And yet he went to Rome.

2.

It was a weary bankrupt
That trudged from Rome one day,

But what to Rome is a broken heart—
He passed unseen away

;

He left his cash behind him,

His conscience he took home

—

He would not do as Rome did—
So he was " done " at Rome.

T. Maquire.

LITERARY NOTICES.
Chapman and Hall announce the issue of some of the most popular of

Carlyle's works, in volumes of Is. each, bound in red cloth, crown 8vo., to

begin with the ' French Revolution ' (3 vols.) and * Sartor Resartus,' which
will be followed by * Heroes and Hero Worship ' and * Past and Present.'

'Tory and Socialist' (Shrimpton, Oxford, 3d.) is a neatly-written pam-
phlet " by an Oxford Undergraduate," the keynote of which is in its closing

words :
" Is it not possible that Socialists may find in Tories their best

friends, and that in aiding Socialists, Tories will be holding out the right

hand of fellowship to men who are willing and eager to preserve the ancient

greatness of our country as resolutely as themselves ?
"

' The Road to National Prosperity ' (H. Campkin, 272, St. Ann's Well
Road, Nottingham ; 6d., by post, TJd.) is a really admirable pamphlet ad-

dressed by a workman to working-men. The author is not a " full-blown "

Socialist, but is not far ofi*. It is well worth reading, and should command
a large sale. S.

AUGUST VINCENT T. SPIES.

August Vincent Theodork Spies was born December 10, 1855, at Friede-
wald, Kurhessen (Province Hesse-Nassau since 1866), Germany. His father

was a forester (government ofiicial). He received his early education from
private tutors, who prepared him for the Polytechnicum, which he attended
for one year. He then began to study forestry, having chosen his father's

profession. He was unusually bright, and made quite a reputation for him-
self among his schoolmates. When but fourteen years old he had read the

great German classics, and even parts of Kant's and Hegel's philosophy

;

before that he had already become a religious sceptic. His philosophical

disposition was so manifest that his father named him " the dreamer." At
the age of seventeen, owing to the sudden death of his father, he abandoned
his studies, they being too expensive to continue, and went to America,
where a number of wealthy relatives were living. So far from being a
Socialist at this time, he was an enthusiastic admirer of Bismarck and " Old
William." He knew nothing about Socialism, except what he had read
about it in the newspapers during the Paris Commune—namely, that it

meant an equal distribution of property : too preposterous a thing, as a
matter of course, to be deserving of the least consideration. His relatives

in New York advised the youth to learn a trade, and he chose the furniture

business (upholstery). He did not remain in New York very long, but went
to Chicago, where he lived since October 1872, One year of this time, how-
ever, he spent in the country, working on a farm, with the intention

of becoming a farmer. Finding that the small farmers, and particularly the
renters, were systematically robbed of their labour by the mortgage fiend,

railroad and other sharks, and that they were made homeless and driven
from the soil, which they had by hard labour transformed from prairie into

cultivated acres, he returned to the city and engaged in the furniture business

for himself. Prior to this, however, he travelled through the northern and
southern States to see and study land and people. He first became ac-

quainted with Socialistic literature in 1876 ; the events of 1877 made him an
avowed Socialist. He studied the great German, French, and English
writers and thinkers upon the subject (among them Marx and the social

historians Buckle and Morgan), and in 1878 he became connected with the

Socialistic Labour Party. In 1880 he was called to take the management of

the daily Arbeiter Zeitung, then on the verge of bankruptcy. He succeeded

in saving the paper, and a year later was entrusted with the editorial man-
agement, in which position he remained until arrested after the Haymarket
occurrence. In 1879 and '80 he was a candidate on the Socialistic ticket.

But later his views regarding the practicability of " political action " changed.

He believed that only on the economic battlefield could the great issu«

between the producer and the product-monger, between the wage-slave and
his fleecer be settled. He became an Anarchist. For further particulars

we would refer the reader to 'August Spies' Autobiography ' (price 25c.),

published by Nina Van Zandt-Spies, Chicago, 111.

The London Trades' Council and the Prince or Wales.—The report

has been contradicted that at the meeting of Mr. George Shipton and the

Prince of Wales in the East End, overtures were made to the Prince of

Wales to preside at a Aeeting of the " genuine " unemployed to be held in

Trafalgar Square. What the conversation turned on was the representative

character of the London Trades Council, which it was explained embraces
CI societies representing 25,615 members. The Council feels itself able to

deal with the unemployed question without appealing direct to the Prince
of Wales. Full particulars of the action of the Council and the unemployed
will appear in the next annual report.
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Durham Miners.—Troubles have arisen between masters and men at

Ryhope and Wingate Collieries, concerning the imposition of tub-loadi ng

on Sundays at the first-named, and an extra night shift at the other. The.

men have ceased work, and nearly 4,000 hands have been thrown idle.

Dockyard Workmen.—The reductions which were being made wholesale

some time ago, and which were stopped owing to the pressure brought to

bear by the constituencies on the local members, are being revived, and it is

reported that the staff at the Sheerness Dockyard will be largely reduced.

Two hundred men are to be shortly disch^irged.

Leeds Tailoring Trade.—On Saturday last, a meeting of the unionist

and non-unionist Jewish machinists took place for the purpose of inducing

the non-unionists to become members of the Machinist Society. About 600

persons attended, and there seems every likelihood of a sound organisation

resulting from it. The question of a Federation of Machinists, Tailors, and
Pressera was also discussed.

West Cumberland Ironworkers.—The ironmasters of the West Cum-
berland district held a meeting at Workington last Friday, and decided, in

consequence of the advance in the price of iron to 46s. 9d. per ton, to with-

draw the notice of a reduction of 2^ per cent, in the blast furnacemen's

wages. This will prevent the expected lock-out of several thousand men,
and has given general satisfaction.

Agricultural Labourers.—The agricultural labour market in Yorkshire

continues much depressed, and it is many years since there was such a large

number of yearly servants disengaged. The country market places are

crowded each market day with men and youths seeking situations, but
the supply is greatly in excess of the demand. Many of these farm hands
will be idle, it is said, until about February.

An Essex rector calls attention to the very low wages for agricultural

labour paid in his district. The wages do not exceed lOs. a-week, and on
wet days the labourer has nothing. One man, who had been idle two days
on account of the inclemency of the weather, went home on Saturday with
6s. 8d. in his pocket for his wife and family.

Reduction of Cathedral Official's Wages.—Owing to the falling off

in their revenues by reason of the depression iu agriculture, the Dean and
Chapter of Peterborough have reduced the salaries of the cathedral officials.

The reduction is at the rate of 10 per cent., and applies to all the officials,

from the minor canons down to the vergers. The salaries of the dean and
the canons had been previously reduced. The ecclesiastical employes will

find some consolation in the figures of Goschen and Co., which prove that
as prices have fallen and the commodities are cheaper, it is possible to man-
age with much less wage, if not without wage at all. The depression ha s

not yet affected the " moderate stipend " of the Archbishop of Canterbury
and other " big guns."

Glasgow United Trades Council.—This council met last week, when a
subscription from the Glassmakers Society for Broxburn miners was acknow-
ledged. The delegate from the steel-smelters stated that the late attempted
reduction had been a failure, that in some classes of work a rise had been
obtained, and he was happy to say that the result had been much to the,

benefit of the society as regarded numbers. It was agreed to issue a circular

to all the trades councils in the kingdom in connection with the importation
of labour, as resolved on by the council at its last meeting, as it was thought
to be a much wider question, affecting other districts as much as it did at
the works of Messrs. Merry and Cuninghame.

Miners' Meeting at Hednesford.—On Thursday evening, a mass meet-
ing of miners was held in the Market Hall, Hednesford. The chair was
occupied by Mr. P. F. O'Kelly. Mr. A. Stanley, miners' agent for the dis-

trict, proposed, " That in the opinion of this meeting it is essentially neces-
sary that all men employed in and about mines should become thoroughly
organised in order to obtain fair wages, just weights, better legislative
protection, and further by combined action, to help on reform so much
needed by a radical reform of the land law6, thei abolition of royalty rents,
the reduction of railway rates and the amendment of the Employers' Liability
Act ; and to secure these and kindred objects we pledge ourselves to join
the Cannock Chase Miners' Association." Mr. W. Kibble seconded the
resolution, and Mr. W. E. Harvey, miners' agent for Derbyshire, supported
the resolution in a vigorous address urging the necessity of organisation.
The resolution was carried unanimously.

Plumbers' Strike in Hull.—The local branch of the Operative Plum-
bers' Association objected to the employment by a Mr. Wells of a non-society
man, and he was requested to dismiss 'him, which he refused to do. The
whole of the society hands in Mr. Wells' employ thereupon *' turned out,"
and left him with only the one non-society man referred to. Mr. Wells then
brought the matter under the notice of the master plumbers of the town,
and after due consideration of the matter they decided to formally notify to
the Operatives' Society that unless they withdrew their action in regard to
Mr. Wells, no society man would be employed in any of their shops. One
week's notice was given to the society, and the week having elapsed without
any reply being received, the whole of the employers, acting in combination,
discharged the society hands in their employ, and are now engaging non-
society men in their place.

The Thames Shipbuilders.—Mr. E. Knight, the general secretary of the
Boilermakers and Shipbuilders Society, in his monthly Eeport, says :

" The
report from our Hull district is not very cheering, but our members may
soon be agreeably surprised to find that there are orders in the office. The
Thames district is just now passing through a period of deep and exceptional
depression, and consequently great distress exists amongst the workmen
many of whom are, without exaggeration, on the verge of starvation. Winter '

is upon us, and unless matters improve very shortly the outlet will indeed be
a gloomy one. The East India Docks, which are usually scenes of great
activity, are almost bare. Blackwall is also in a similar condition, this
generally busy neighbourhood being now quite silent. At Messrs. Samuda's
yard, which formally gave employment to between 2,000 and 3,000 men,
there are hardly 20 men ot work. The Blackwall yar^is closed."

Nottingham Colliers.—The colliers of Nottinghamshire are practically
agreed as to demanding an increase of wages equal to 10 per cent, all round.
About 650 men employed at Clifton Colliery, Nottingham, on Tuesday night
determined to strike unless the increase be conceded. They also demand an
extra 26 per cent, yardage. On Thursday before the Nottingham Borough
Bench, Mr. Marriott, solicitor, applied on behalf of the colliery company for

summonses against John Price and sixty other men, for leaving-work with-
out notice, damages being claimed. Friday December 9th, being pay-day at

the colliery, the men went as usual to draw their wages in the afternoon.

They found the office guarded by a strong body of police, and a notice dis-

played in the window to the effect that certain of the men would, not be paid
pending the decision of the magistrates with regard to the summonses issued
foi leaving work without notice. The odd men, top men, and lads were paid
as usual, but the coal-getters, that is, the stallmen and holers, were disap-

pointed and received no pay. The miners displayed no ill-feeling at this

unexpected treatment, but a committee meeting was held during the evening
and the men confirmed their previous resolution to remain firm.

The Scotch Crofters.—The Crofters' Commission in Caithness has been
cutting down rents with an unsparing hand . In many cases the rents have
been reduced 50 per cent., and in some 65 per cent. The arrears cancelled
in some cases go up to 72 per cent., and even 82 per cent, of the whole. An
evening paper pertinently enquires : "What becomes now of the professions

of the Highland landlords that they treated their small tenants with such
generosity and kindness that no Crofters Act was required '? " A correspon-
dent of the Glasgow Weekly Mail gives an account of the condition of the
crofters of the Lewis, where measles and starvation are now prevalent. He
says :

" In twenty houses there was not sufficient meal to make gruel for

persons suffering from the measles ! And this on an estate yielding a rental

close on £20fi00 a year to the Matheson family ! Should I not also add

—

and this in a Christian land!" It is said that the Secretary for Scotland
has written that it is his intention to introduce into Parliament next Session
a Bill for the purpose of enabling the Government to assist the Highland
crofters to emigrate. This generous offer to revive the Botany Bay trade
is not likely to be accepted. At the last meeting of the crofters it was re-

solved to defend the inalienable rights of the Highland race to live and
thrive in the land of their birth.

Northampton.—Strike in the Shoe Trade.—Dec. 8.—The distress in

Northampton in consequence of the shoe strike is becoming great. Yester-
day morning between 400 and 500 children were breakfasted at two caf^s by
an anonymous gentleman, and Mr. William Cooper, a local fishmonger, dis-

tributed gratis to women 2 tons 3 cwt. of fish, thus providing a meal for

1000 families. The scene on the Market Square was extraordinary—women
fainting and children shrieking. The Mayor has opened a public subscrip-
tion fund. On the 9th inst., at the adjourned conference, an arrangement
was proposed to be submitted for confirmation to the general body of

unionists. The masters' statement of wages were to be temporarily accepted,,

subject to revision where proved unfair. The proposal for a standard case

of boots was abandoned, and all disputes were referred to reorganised arbi-

tration. On the 12th, the strike which was expected to speedily terminate,,

was intensified by the collapse of the conference between the representatives
of the masters and men, the masters refusing 5Jd. on youths. The men
decided to leave the masters to determine whether arbitration shall be re-

sorted to. The distress is getting great. Kettering and other towns are
sending supplies, and the appeal for subscriptions and support is bein^^

liberally responded to. Dec, 14.—Last night the Northampton Boot and
Shoe Manufacturers' Association passed a resolution to the effect that all

men may return to work immediately, and that the disputed question of

wage prices for different boots shall be referred to arbitration.

FEEE COMPETITION WITH THE LEICESTEESHIEE
MINEES.

The issue of the Commonweal for Nov. 26th contained a paragraph th^^t " at
every colliery in Leicestershire, with the exception of one, the men are
handing in their notices for an advance in wages." This was not quite-

correct, as only at four collieries were notices given ; the recalcitrants being
Ibstock, Bagworth, and Ellistown. On the 24th ult., the masters met the-

representatives of the men at the South Leicestershire Hotel, with a view
of coming to some settlement. The chairman, Mr. J. P. White, a coal pro-
prietor, of course indulged in the well-worn arguments about supply and
demand, smoothed over with expressions of sympathy for the men, and^
ended with the usual crowning absurdity that the interests of the masters
and men are identical. All this, however, is so commonplace as to be un-
worthy of notice. The men based their claim for increased wages on the
fad that the price of house coal had been recently advanced, but all the
coal owners present were pretty unanimous in their assurances that no such
advance had taken place. The meeting broke up without any decision being
arrived at, and it was adjourned to the following Monday. Meantime, a
letter, signed " Coal Merchant," appeared in the local press, directly giving
the lie to the coal-owner's statements, and deliberately affirming that house
coal had recently been advanced from 6d. per ton on common sorts to Is.

per ton on better sorts. No answer was made by the coal-owners to this

letter, and at the adjourned meeting the report merely stated that the chair-
man "dealt with the letter." At the second meeting, another argument
used by the chairman was, that if the collieries advanced prices all their
London trade would leave them. Now at other times, when the men have
been asking for an advance on the ground that London prices had risen, the
same chairman has replied that London trade affected them in no way as
they sent so small a quantity there. The men were so influenced by these
tactics, and by other considerations, that they eventually consented to with-
draw their notices, and the movement ended in a collapse, although there-
was little doubt that the masters would have yielded sooner than have had
a strike.

Let us consider the reasons for the surrender by the men. First and fore-
most comes their utter lack of effective organisation, as instanced by their
waiting till the winter was well on instead of agitating in October. The
miserable wage they have so long been receiving has prevented them from
accumulating the smallest fund in hand. Then their difficulties are increased
by the fact that at one of the largest collieries in the district, Ellistown, the
coal is easier to win, and also that this colliery, for numerous reason?,,

manages to sell its coal better than its neighbours, thus giving the men em-
ployed there more regular work and rendering them unwilling to join their
more unfortunate brethren. This, no doubt, was a main cause of the collapse..
Then, too, there are a great many more men than can find regular employ-
ment, and as it answers a colliery's end better to work say two and a-half
days per week with 500 men than five days per week with 250 men, it follows,
that the whole 500 are employed half-time on the barest subsistence wages.
Amongst so many there must be always black sheep, and the masters find
no difficulty in bribing some to attend the men's meetings and to report to-

them afterwards—the reward being that no matter what happens the spies-
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are always safe from discharge and the best stalls are kept open for them.
Thus the masters being few are able to keep their intentions secret, whilst

those of the men are always known to the masters. The masters have
another little game, and one w hich is now being played in Nottinghamshire.
If an agitation for better wage s is going on, the output of coal is limited by
thti masters notwithstanding a good demand. Then, when the day comes
for the meeting between maste rs and men, the latter are told that, as they
can see for themselves, trad e is very bad and does not warrant any increase

in wages.
The above simple statement of facts will sutiice to show how the men are

juggled into living a fearful lif e of slow starvation. On the one hand there are

the few, unscrupulous, -health y, cunning, and combined ; on the other there

are the many, simple, poor, ig norant, and disorganised ; and thus, according

to Mazzini, goes on "war between individuals in economy, under the name
of free competition

—

free com petition between those who have nothing and
who work for their livelihood, and those who have much and seek a super-

fluity!" X. Y. Z.

AMEEICA.

The eviction cases brought by the Stout Coal Company, of Milnesville,

Pa., against their striking min ers, were decided in favour of the latter this

morning. Judge Woodward granted a rule to strike off all judgments
entered by the company for dispossessing the striking tenants. The men
will, under these rulings, hold possession of their houses during the remain-
ing time of the strike, and cannot be evicted. There is great rejoicing

throughout the valley over th is victory.

Contributions are coming in freely into the Lehigh Yalley coal region, and
the strikers are feeling consequently stronger.

The strike and lock-out of 5,000 shoemakers at Philadelphia, which began
October 18th, practically ended November 21st, when a large number of the

hands went back to work as individuals. The bosses were entirely suc-

cessful.

The new scale of wages for the steel-workers, adopted this week and to

be shortly presented to the manufacturers to be signed, provides for an ad-

vance of about 10 per cent, in wages all round.
The low stage of water in the Monongahela Yalley has affected mining in

that section. As coal mining is the leading industry of the valley and this

is checked by the low water, the outlook is said to be very bad. Not one
€oal boat has left Pittsburgh since June 20th. There are between 7,000 and
8,000 miners in the Monongahela Yalley, and a large number of these are
and have been for some time, practically without work.
The Kochester printer's strike was officially declared off' on November 19.

It was a failure.

The printer's strike at Chicago practically ended on November 18, a victory
for the bosses.

The Worcester Bessemer Steel Works shut down on November 18, owing
to a refusal of the men to accept 10 per cent, reduction in wages.
About 3,000 brewery hands are expected to strike next week.
The coal-miners' strike in Alabama is expected to extend to very large

dimensions.

List ov Strikes for November 18 to 25.

Number of strikers, November 1 to 18 ... ... ... ... 11,930
Wellsburgh, W. Ya.—Labourers in paper mill, against extra work,

November 18 ... ... ... ... ... ... —
Norristown, Pa.—Cigar-makers, for advance, November 14 ... ... —
Birmingham, Ala.—Coal miners at Coalburg mines, against system of

wages docking, November 16 ... ... ... ... ... 200
Houston, Tex.—Switchmen on Southern Pacific Railroad, for advance

in wages, November 16 ... ... ... ... ... 150
Worcester, Mass.—Bessemer Steel Works employes, against 10 per cent.

wages reduction, November 18... ... ... ... ... 400
Cincinnati, Ohio.—Blacksmiths in carriage factory i ... ... ... —
Cincinnati, Ohio.—Shoemakers, for higher wages, November 17 ... 8
Sharon, Pa.—Coal miners, for Columbus scale, November 21 ... ... 500
New York city.—Waiters in public garden, unionism ... ... 8
Richmond, Me.—Lasters, for increase in wages, November 23 ... —
Reading, Pa.—Stonecutters, unionism, November 23 ... ... 12
Pittsburgh, Pa.—Iron-mill puddlers, against poor materials furnished,

November 23 ... ... ... ... ... ... IQO
Dover, N. H.—Shoe-lasters, for higher wages, November 17 ... ... 10
Holbrook, Mass.—Shoe-heelers, for higher wages, November 21 ... 3
West Dorsett, Yt.—Marble quarriers, against employment of non-union

men, November 19 ... ... ... ... ... ...

San Antonio, Tex.—Switchmen on Southern Pacific Railroad, sympathy
with Houston strikers, November 21 ... ... ... ...

Total known from November 1 to 25

New York, November 29th, 1887.

13,209

Henry F. Charles.

ITALY.
La Nuova Eta says :

" Tha ks to the new penal code the Cipriani ques-
tion seems finally to be reach inj its solution. It is indeed time, for every
^•^^

"f^^
*^^ injustice from which the convict of Porto Longone has

suffered, and his transformation into a free citizen is imperatively demanded
by all honest men. Well-known jurisconsults of the Italian forum have
given their favourable decision ; Professor Lucchini, of the Bolognese Athe-
naeum, who is m the first ranks of legal specialists, in the Revista Penale of
the present year speaking of a little pamphlet by the Advocate Augnsto
Santini m defence of the rights of Cipriani, says that ^the said pamphlet'
renders easy the solution of the Cipriani difficulty, placing it in a practical
and legal light, of which until now the public had been unaware.' Thus it
is to be hoped that truth and justice will triumph."

The busy speculation of Roman builders has created a crisis in the build-
mg trade in this city. Newly erected houses stand empty, folk being too
poor almost to pay for the hutches they already crowd together in, much
less to move into new ones ; there is a lull in work, and some thousands of
men thrown on the street. Costa, Maffi, and Armirotti presented a note to
the Camera on the building crisis and raised the question, which, after a
certain amount of discussion, was on a motion of the On. Crispi, "ad-
journed for six months." One admires the charming indifference of our
rulers and legislators and representatives to the well-being of those whom
they profess to represent and for whom they profess to legislate.—M. M.

THE LATEST DECALOGUE.
[Arthur Huch Clough, d. 1861.)

I. Thou shalt have one God only ; who
Would be at the expense of two %

II. No graven images may be
Worshipped, except the currency.

III. Swear not at all : for, for thy curse

Thine enemy is none the worse.

lY. At church on Sunday to attend

Will serve to keep the world thy friend.

y. Honour thy parents ; that is, all

From whom advancement may befall.

YI. Thou shalt not kill ; but need'st not strive

Officiously to keep alive.

YII. Do not adultery commit

;

Advantage rarely comes of it.

YIII. Thou shalt not steal ; an empty feat,

When it's so lucrative to cheat.

IX. Bear not false witness ; let the lie

Have time on its own wings to fly.

X. Thou shalt not covet ; but tradition

Approves all forms of competition.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdox Egad, E.C.

LEAGUE LECTURERS AND THEIR SUBJECTS.

Allman, James.—Production and Distribution—The Unemployed—Methods of
Extortion.

Barker, H. A.—Socialistic Morality—The Arts of Peace—The Condition of the
Working Classes—Evolution and Socialism—The Aims of Socialists—The
Rights of Labour.

Davis, H.—The Modern Trinity: Land, Labour, and Capital—The Survival of
the Fittest.

Lane, Joseph.—Different Schools of Socialistic Thought—Poverty: its Cause,
Result, and Cure—The National Loaf, who Earns and who Eats it

—

Lessons from Trafalgar Square—Will Land Nationalisation alone Benefit
the People ?—Capitalistic Morality verms Socialistic Morality—Socialistic
Morality—Socialistic Experiments and their Results.

KiTZ, Frank.—Lessons from the Lives of Famous Working Men—A glance at
Irish History—Criminal Classes High and Low.

Morris, William.-—True and False Society—Dawn of a New Epoch—Socialism

:

the End and the Means—Monopoly—What Socialists Want—The Society
of the Future—Origins of Ornamental Art—Art and Industry in the Four-
teenth Century.

Mainwaring, S.—Law and Liberty—Reform and Revolution.
NicoLL, D.—The Charms of CiviHsation—Law and Order—Our Political Parties—The Benevolent Bourgeois—The Signs of the Times.
Parker, W. B.—What the Workers Want : How to get it—Objections to Social-

ism—Absolutism, Monarchism, Socialism.
Samuels, H.—Carlyle's 'Sartor Resartus '—Socialism and Force—State Inter-

ference.

Sparling, H. Halliday.—The Blind Samson—Podsnappery—The Delights of
Laziness—Commercial Cannibalism—The Iron Law of Wages—Wilful
Waste and Woful Want—Life under Socialism—Health and Wealth—The
Labour Struggle—The Latter-day Devil.

TocHATTi, J.—Human Nature and Socialism.
Wade, W. C—England in the Fifteenth Century and Now—The Cry of the

Children—Brotherhood.
Utley, W. H.—The Meaning of Socialism—Freeing the Debtors—Rent, Interest,

and Profits—Socialist Politics—The Evolution of Society—The Gospel of
Socialism.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and affiliated
bodies. Library Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d. D. J. Nicoll and
W. Blundell are the Librarians.

Strike Committee.—In future this committee will meet at the offices of the
League at 8p.m. on Saturdays.—J. Lane, Sec.

BRANCH SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID.
Mitcham, Walsall to July 31 . Bloomsbury, Leicester, Hammersmith, Hoxton

(Labour Emancipation League), Hull, Mile End, Wednesbury, to September 30,
Clerkenwell, Oxford, to October 31,

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Weekly Subscriptions—W. B., 6d.

Fund for the Provision of the Wives and Families of the Martsnred
Anarchists.

Ernest Ranger, 2s. 6d. ; H. J., Is. H. Halliday Sparlino, Treasurer.

SPECIAL NOTICE,

The Socialist League will take part in the funeral of Linnell on Sunday
next, starting (preceded by a brake) from Clerkenwell Green, and proceeding
direct to the Thames Embankment and there falling in with the general

procession
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REPORTS.
Bloomsbuby.—On Thursday, December 8, at 8.30,

Spencer Howell lectured to the branch on ** Educate,
Agitate, Organise." ^ It was decided to send a depu-
tation of women members to place a wreath on Lin-
nelFs coffin.

Clekkbnwell.—On Wednesday, Dec. 7th, Edward
Aveling lectured on "Despotist from a Socialist
Stan(^int." On Sunday, H. A. Barker on ** The
Condition of the Working-classes." Good discussions
and audiences.—B.
FxiLHAM.—In spite of weather usual meeting h^ld

at Walham Green, Tochatti speaking. In evenmg at
new station in Dawes Road, good meeting addressed
by C. Smith, Tochatti, and Groser. Some opposition
easily disposed of. Two new members made.—G.
Glasgow.—General meeting of members held on

Sunday. Arrangements made for putting the finances
of the branch on more satisfactory basis. Weather
prevented outdoor propaganda. In evening oiir mem-
bers went to hear comrade Rev. John Glasse on " The
Ethics of Socialfem."—J. A.

Leeds.—^Faylor and Hill spoke in Vicar's Croft on
Sunday morning. In evening, Braithwaite lectured
on ^'Socialism and Co-operation." Two new mem-
bers.—T. P.
^^SouTH Sussex. — Weekly meeting was held at a
member's house on Sunday night at Bexhill-on-Sea.
League ' Manifesto ' discussed, and question of local

education in Socialist principles considered. The pre-
sent members are deeply interested in the movement,
and it is hereby asked that detached comrades in this

neighbourhood will join us at once, or help in cost of

distribution of literature, which will necessarily be
our principal method of propaganda for the present.

—

Leonard Hall, Wratten House, Bexhill.
Walsall.—Monday, Donald addressed meeting on

the Bridge, and afterwards lectured indoors on ** What
Socialists Want" to a good audience, his remarks
meeting with entire approval ; Lamsdale in the chair.
Good meeting addressed by Sanders Saturday even-
ing.—J. T. D.

Sheffield Socialists.—On Monday evening, De-
cember 5th, at 8 o'clock, at the Commonwealth Cafe,
Scotland Street, M. A. Maloy lectured on ** Force no
Remedy " to a rather large and very intelligent audi-
ence, who listened with close attention for 40 minutes,
after which Messrs. Story, Daniels, Godley, Palfri-
man, and others took part in the discussion, which
was both interesting and instructive.—M.
JimioR Socialist Educational Society. — Pre-

liminary meeting held last Saturday evening to con-
sider formation of this society. There was a fair
attendance, mostly of young members of the Tieague.
Business of evening was drawing up of rules ; as
qpinion was divided with regard to one rule in par-
ticular, a full report delayed until after next meeting,
at which the rule in question will be brought forward
for further discussion. As I am under notice to quit
this address—rather sudden notice—owing to its being
used for Socialistic purposes, my friend, at whose
rooms the meeting takes place, desires me to with-
hold the address. Therefore, I should be only too
pleased to send a post-card with particulars to any
desirous of attending our meeting next Saturday even-
ing. The business will, I think, be opened by com-
rade T. Wardle, who will read a paper on " Value."
It is earnestly hoped that as many young Socialists
who can make it convenient to attend will endeavour
to do so.—W. H. Spencer-Howell, 42, Howland
Street, Fitzroy Square, W.

Scottish Land and Labour League.
Edinburgh.—Gilray lectured on 4th and Mahon on

11th m Trades' Hall. On 8th, C. W. Tuke resigned
the secretaryship on account of pressure of private
business. J. H. Smith elected in his place.

Notice to Branches of the S.L.L.L.
Branches desiring literature apply to D. K. Mac-

kenzie, librarian, 137 Pleasance, Edinburgh. Remit-
tances must be sent with orders.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Bhomsbury,—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,
Tottenham Court Road, Wl Thursday December
15, at 8.30, Walker will lecture on "The Unem
ployed." Dee. 22, Business meeting at 8.30.

OhrhenwdL—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Rd., E.C. Business meeting every Sunday at 7.

Sunday December 18, at 8.30, George Bernard Shaw
(Fabian), a lecture. Wednesday 21, no lecture.

jPte^^m. —Committee meets Wednesday evenings, 8
o'clock, at 4 Werlery Avenue, Dawes Rd., Fulham.

HcLckney.—28 Percy Terrace, Victoria Road, Hackney
Wick.

Ham?M€r«mt«A.—Kehnscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday December 18, at 8 p.m. William Morris,
"The Present Outlook in Politics." No lecture on
the 25th.

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—C. J. Young, 8 Dunloe Street,
Hackney Road, Secretary. Concert and Draw on
January 14. Tickets ready. (See Special Notice.

)

Mttcham.—Comer of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Mth-end and Bethnal Qre.en:—95 Boston St., Hackney
' ™?<i'. Business Meeting every Thursday at 9 p.m.

Debating Class for members after Business Meeting.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—James Leatham, secy.,

15 St. Nicholas Street.

Arhroaih (Scot. Sect.).—High Street Hall. Meeting
Friday evenings. W. Smith, 12 Maule St., secy.

Birmingham.—Meetings at Summer Row Coffee House
every Saturday evening at 8.

Bradfwd,—^Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section : Forfarshire);—Secretary
pro tern.), D. M'Dougal, East Path.

Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—J. Dunoan, 30 Arthur PI. , sec

Dti^^tn.—Saturday Club, Central Hall, 12 Westmor-
land Street, every Saturday at 8 p.m. Free debates
on Social and Political subjects. All friends invited.

Dundee (Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the
Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station. Political

Economy class, 2 p.m. Lecture at 6.30.

^rftwdwrgr^ (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. *Das
Kapitar class every Thursday at 7.30. Members
requested to pay weekly subscriptions on that night.
Sunday evening lectures, Trades Hall, High Street.

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

Gallatown and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.
Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow,—S4^ John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.
till 10 p.m. daily. Propaganda Committee, Mon-
days at 8. Shorthand Class, Tuesdays at 8. Music
Class, Tuesdays at 9. Discussion Class, Thursdays
at 8. Sunday 18, H, H. Champion in Grand Hall,
Waterloo Rooms, at 7 p.m.—subject, "What Social-
ists Want." Admission 3d., 6d., and Is. Dec. 25,
General meeting of Branch—a large attendance is

earnestly requested.
Hamilton.—Paton's Hall, Chapel St. Thursday, 7.30.
Leeds.—17 Chesham St., Sweet St. Club open every

evening. Business meeting Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
Sunday Dec. 18, at 7.30 p.m. T. Paylor, on "The
Future of Radicalism."

Leicester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, {pro tern.),

John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.
Norwich.—Grordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures
Sundays at 8.

Nottingham.—Club and Reading Rooms, 1 Tokenhouse
Yard, Bridlesmith Gate, open every evening. Lec-
tures and Discussions every Sunday.

Oaj/brd—Temperance Hall, 25^ Pembroke Street.
Wednesdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Temperance Hall. Meets every Monday.
West Ca^c^er (Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,
WestCalder.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—iS'ttwc^ay 18.

11 ... Starch Green Hammersmith Branch
11 ...Walham Green The Branch
11. 30...Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Parker
11. 30...Hackney—Salmon and Ball ...Samuels & Cores
11. 30...Merton—Haydons Road The Branch
11.30...Mitcham Fair Green The Branch
11. 30...Regent's Park Davis
11.30.. .St. Pancras Arches Bartlett
3 ...Hyde Park The Branch
7 ...Stamford Hill Parker
7 ...Clerkenwell Green Brookes

Wednesday,
8 . . .Broadway, London Fields The Branch

Thursday.
8 ...Hoxton Church, Pitfield St J. J. Allman

PROVINCES.
i^eerfs.—Sunday: Vicar's Croft, 11 a.m.

SCOTTISH LAND AND LABOUR LEAGUE.
{Scottish Section of the Socialist League)

December.

H. H. Champion will address a series of meetings
on Socialism as follows :

—

Dunfermline—Frid&y 16, St. Margaret's Hall, 8 p.m.
Kilmarnock—S&tvLrda.y 17, The Art Gallery, London

Road.
Glasgow—Snnd&y 18, Waterloo Grand Hall, Welling-

ton Street, at 7 p.m.

Admission 3d., 6d., and Is.

North of England Socialist Federation.

Branches and Secretaries.
Annitsford.—¥. Rivett, Dudley Colliery.
Backworth.—SV. Maddison, C. Pit.
Consett.—J, Walton, Medonsby Road.
Blyth.—Ua.Ttm Mack, 4 Back Marlow Street.
South Shields.—F. Dick, 139 Marsden Street, West.
North Shields.—3. T. Harrison, 24 Queen Street.
£^iffolyivell—J. M'Lean, Top Row, Bates's Cottages
West Holywell—F. M*Carroll, West Holywell.
SeaionDelaval.--~W. Day, Seaton Delaval.
SeghilL-Wm. Whalley, New Square.
M. Mack, Gen. Sec, 4 Back Matlow Street, Blyth.

Special Notice.—The members and delegates of
Hoxton (L.E.L.) Hackney, Mile End, and Stamford
Hill Branches wdl meet at the Crown Coffee House,
Columbia Triangle, Hackney Road, on Thursday
evening, December 15, to discusss formation of Social,
ist Club. Time, 8.30.

^

Hoxton (L.E.L.)—Concert and Draw on January
14, at 13 Farringdon Road, when, by special arrange-
ment, The Lamp, by H. A. Barker, will be performed.
Tickets now ready.

West Marylebone Working Men's Club (S.D.F.),
123a Church Street, Edgware Road, W.—-Sunday-
December 18, at 8 p.m., H. H. SparUng (S.L.), "The
Iron Law of Wages."

Sheffield Socialists, Commonwealth Caf^, Scot-
land Street, Sheffield.—Discussions or Lectures every
Sunday evening at 7 o'clock. Free.

Norwich Anarchist GRbup.--Iar?rk)t*<A—Thurs-
day, on the Quay, at 7.30. Carrow—Friday, at 1.30.

Norwich—St. George's Plain, Saturday, at 1.15; Hay-
market, Saturday, at 8 ; Market Place, Sunday at 11
and 8. Ber Street Fountain, Sunday at 3.

SOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE FEDERATION.—
Meeting at Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon

Road, on Sunday December 18, at 4.30.

CHILDREN'S PARTY
Boxing-Day, December 26.

The Committee arranging the Annual ChUdren's-

Paxty—Mrs. Lane, Lena Wardle, Mrs. Grove^

May Morris, and Joseph Lane—will be glad to

receive donations of presents, money, etc.

Donations of money to be sent to Mrs. Groves^
treasurer, 15 Oflferton Road, Clapham Common, 3.W.-
Toys, Presents, etc., to be sent to 13 Farringdon Rd.
Received—^W., 2s. 6d.; Esther Isaacson, 5s.

The Children's Party will be followed by an Enter-
tainment entitled

THE LAMP : An Extravaganza,

By H. A. Barker ; Scenery, Appointments, etc. , by
C. Barker.

Free to Members and Friends.

THE TABLES TURNED.
ENGAGEMENTS.

December 21st West Marylebone W. M. Club.

„ 31st . . -. Cleveland Hall..

January 21 . . JEIammbrsmith Branch S.L.,

Applications for engagements to be made to the
Manager, H. A. Barker.

THE ROAD TO NATIONAL PROSPERITY
Contains useful hints to the working classes for the
bettering of their wages, and our home trade (without
protection), and the reduction of our excessive rents

and taxes, etc., together with the chances of bank-
ruptcy amongst farmers and traders.

» .

H. Campkin, 272 St. Anns Well Road, Nottingham.
Price 6d., by post 7id.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. . id.

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors). Id..

Socialism on its Defence. A Reply to Pro-
EESSOK Flint. .Id.

The Tables Turned; or, Nupkins Awak-
ened. A Socialist Interlude. By William
Morris. In Wrapper 4d..

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded. ... Id.

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Baac,

Victor Dave, and William Morris. . . , 2d..

The Aims of Art. By Wm. M«si4%
Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d.

Useful Work v. Useless ToiL By WilUam
Morris Id.

" All for the Cause ! " Song. Words by William.
Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 4m, 6d

Idrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By WalUr Crww.
Fine hand-made large paper. .... 6d.

THE COMMONWEAL.

Special Notice.

Persons wishing Commoniveal sent by post can have
2 copies, 2id.; 4 copies, 4d.; 6 copies, 5Jd.—including
postage. Half quire, 13 copies, Parcel Post, lid.; or

1 quire, Is. 8Jd.

Printed and Published by William Mo&kis and Josxph Lans
at IS Farringdon Boad, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The tremendous mares' nest of the Times, big enough for the hatching
of a division of cavalry, about the New York Dynamiters, is at first

sight only a cause for laughter. One need not suppose that the wonder-
ful and mysterious correspondent mentioned by that veracious journal

manufactured the lie himself. He was (if he existed) probably some
egregious fool on the hunt for something to please his employers, and
glad enough to accept the wildest yarn of a Yankee joker. That is all

very funny : but when one remembers that there are men on their trial

for suspicion of plotting dynamite this idiotic lie wears another garb,

let alone the convenience of pretending to believe [anything that may
be used as a weapon against the Irish party. However, it may be
hoped that this time the story is too preposterous to have much effect.

The war scare is not subsiding—indeed, is rather on the increase

;

but perhaps, as was said last week, Bismarck'^ army bill will account
for it. It is not easy to believe that the absolutist governments
are re^ly inclined to court the dangers of foreign war, with the
ever increasing discontent which their armies must leave behind them
when they march to the frontier ; nor is it easy to see at present any-
thing to force them into war.

But besides his army bill the German dictator has another bill on
band, a bill to make the anti-Socialist law still more stringent ; amongst
other mattersi in it is a provision for the International Congress of

working men which is being organised for next year : it will be a penal
offence involving loss of citizenship to take part in any Socialist con-

gress. Perhaps somr of our German friends can tell us what is likely

to come of this. Meantime our own government is requested to take
note and to learn something new from this passed master in it.

The police are to' have a medal for their services in last summer's
Jubilee raree-show. Here is a chance for the Government : why don't
they strike a medal and present it to the force for their services on
November 13th? It would be quite according to precedent: the
Treasury honouring the first Commissioner of Police ; two such digni-

fied powers as that. In like manner the Pope struck a medal in honour
of the French King after the massacre of St. Bartholomew. If the
medal is struck (and by the way. King Warren's face should be on the
obverse), the poor specials also ought to be decorated with it.

Mr. Justice Stephen's sentence on Harrison, convicted on police

evidence of attacking and wounding the police, is the most infamous
deed yet done i^i the infamous chain of injustice and cruelty of the
present Tory Terror. The cold and cruel pedant Stephen has at last

earned a title to distinction. It is true he is well known to a limited
circle as a specimen of legal shoddy yarn, and I believe has enthusiastic
admirers of his very commonplace feats in that line ; but these fools,

who are but few, will die presently and their hero will be forgotten as

a pettifogging writer : as a cold and cruel pedant and enemy of truth
and reason he may yet be remembered.

Yet if one could forget his existence it would be happier for us : so
let us consider one or two things this soulless pedant said as spoken by
the chair he sat on, and then say a word about them with less disgrace
than if we spoke of him. The Thing laid down the doctrine that the
"law of England undoubtedly was that if the police or any other
authority gave notice that any particular proceeding would not be
permitted to take place it was the duty of the parties concerned to
obey the notice and then to take any remedy which the law might give
them if the notice wa^ illegal." Might I ask the Thing what remedy
it advises Alfred Linnell to take ?

It is well that we know the law, however, and that we understand,
how far we have drifted from the rough days of our forefathers, who"
with all their shortcomings never meant this, which simply implies that
persons in authority by reason of their authority are free from the
responsibilities of citizenship. The hide-bound pedant above-mentioned
does us some service in stating this so clearly.

The coercionist rag the Daily News, with all the fervour of a new
convert, very naturally highly approves of the law-grinder's sentence

;

which doesn't look well for the attempt which is to be made in Parlia-
ment to call attention to these shameful pieces of legal tyranny. Can-

not we turn from such sneaks and try to find. 3.n enemy with some
spark of generosity in him. Is there not some stout Tory bard-hitter

to say, " Stop, that, you legal fools ! The man held principles that I

loathe, and if I had come across him in the row I would have given

him one for his knob ; but after all he did what I would have done,

struck a good stroke or two in a shindy in which he was excited by
seeing all sorts of violence going on. ^ Don't be fools and call it a

crime : say you have got him and mean to serve him oilt—though /
should let him go since he got out of the scrimmage unhurt." That's

what a generous enemy lighted by the light of reason would say. Is

there nobody to come forward and say it ?

o The bourgeois press is very naturally spiteful over the great success

of Linnell's funeral, and of course the procession and the spectators

are called roughs, rowdies, thieves, and the like. What a lie this is

those know best who were eye-witnesses of this great demonstration,

and saw the quiet but sympathetic behaviour of the crowd, incalculable

as to number. However, let us not trouble as to the lie, for if all that

crowd were rowdies and roughs, the Times supporters should be shak-

ing in their shoes—as one hopes they may one day have to do with

better reason. Meantime the words rowdy, rough, and thief are clearly

changing their meaning, and are coming to signify an honest and hard-

working man, as opposed to a useless person who lives on other people's

labour ; for such worthless rags who are our present^ rulers it is not

worth while finding a name. W. M.

Last week, the Pall Mail in a spirited rough sketch contrasted the

position at the present time of the two Sullivans—one, the bully and
bruiser, an honoured equal of the future king of England—the other,

poet and patriot, within four walls for having published reports of

" suppressed " branches of the National League in his paper. By the

idlers 50 guineas are paid readily to see the illegal prize-fight which

will gratify their degraded lust, and on which the vigilant police will

keep a blind eye steadily—two years' amount of an agricultural

labourer's wages given by those who did not produce it to see this

brutal exhibition !

Not that boxing is necessarily brutal, or fighting to be condemned.

But ,when it is done for pay it becomes debasing both for those that

hire and those that are hired. Informers, policemen, and prizefighters

are not only themselves lowered by being the mercenary tools of ^yrers,

but those others in their turn are injured far more by the vicarious

gratification of their blood-lust, than if they themselves "defended
law'n'order " or pounded one another in the ring.

The working-men of Prague held a meeting on Sunday, the 11th,

when a resolution was passed to the effect that the Czech working-men

will show their superior culture by holding aloof from all national

squabbles, and by refusing to become the tools of selfish persons who
trade on the Home Rule movement in the country. They may not be

Socialists, but this looks on the surface as if there were a strong in-

fusion of international feeling among them.

Moscow University has been closed, in consequence of the recent

" riotous " conduct oi the students, who beat an inspector, and insulted

their rector. The papers have been strictly forbidden to mention the

occurrence, arid are obeying, of course. The fact is, as Prince Bismarck

long ago advised, that all the Russian Universities should be abolished
;

they are institutions incompatible with autocratic rule, and must either

be ended by despotism or they will end it.

It was very funny to read of the conference of landlords in Dublin

on the 13th, and their declaring that compensation was due them " on

various grounds." They decided to await awhile before deciding what

form it should take. That men so crassly stupid should exist is rather

depressing than amusing, but one cannot help a smile when looking at

the colossal impudence of their demand. If they put off the decision

as to the form they would have it take for very long, it may be decided

sharply for them !

The Globe was deeply exercised over the announcement that William

Morris, Malcolm Lawson, and Walter Crane had joined in the com-

memoration of poor Linnell's fate. But it was easy to see from whence
the sorrow arose. If only all men of recognised standing would keep

aloof from such movements, it would be easier for the Globe to sneer

them down ; even the besotted readers of that " respectable " paper

cannot fail to see through its hollow pretences when they are given the

lie by SjO'^any men whose reputation compels a hearing. S.
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THE RATIONALE OF THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION.^

Our comrade Laurence Gronlund has made a distinctly valuable con-

tribution to Socialist literature in the publication of this work;

though the name of Socialism is hardly once mentioned in it : for the

great French, Revolution is looked upon from the Socialist standpoint

as a link in the chain of events of which the social revolution of the

future will be the final consummation. " All historians," says Gron-

lund, " in the English language at least, have presented the Revolution

as a panorama of kaleidoscopic pictures, and thereby made it simply

a perplexing and puzzling subject. Such pictures are altogether un-

profitable to us in our generation, since they necessarily leave the

crisis an incomprehensible, unexplained phenomenon. . . . Mere history

or simple story-telling cannot possibly explain it : historic philosophy

is indispensable to that."

The historic philosophy which the author brings to bear upon his

subject is that of Hegel, which regards all historic phenomena simply

as the product of the forces of the past and as the preparation for

further developments in the future ; in brief, the theory of evolution

as applied to history, which, thanks mainly to the lucid and careful

expositions of our comrade Bax, is or should be now the common pro-

perty of all who profess to call themselves Socialists. Where the

author differs from most modern evolutionists is at that point where

they leave off, while he prefers to go on ; in his faith in what he is

fond of calling " the Power behind Evolution "—God, if you will ; a

kind of Providence, wliich is more concerned with the progress of the

race and the development of social conditions than with the adjustment

of relations between individuals. Believing that the inevitable out-

come of all social struggles will be the new-birth of social happiness,

he holds that this is the work of a supreme intelligence. To me this

belief seems not only helpful and inspiriting,Jbut a logically necessary

consequence of the complete evolutionist hypothesis ; and as a matter

of policy it may well be doubted whether such a theory would not be
a far greater help than hindrance to our propaganda, seeing that it

runs parallel, though on a far higher level, to our eeneral habits of

thought. But whether this belief of the author's, which I resolutely

share with him, be true or false, accepted or rejected, can make no
difference to the argument of evolution in history, since it is only put
forward as an aherglauhe or additional belief when that argument has

been fully accepted.

Having now briefly indicated the points in which not all Socialists

are likely to agree with the author, I will try and give a summary of

his conception of the French Revolution, with which all Socialists who
know upon what ground they are standing v/ill be at one with him.

Looking backward and forward over the whole field of history and
the new society which is silently preparing, Gronlund says : "Our race

was to be raised to a far higher level than it occupied during the Middle
Ages " ; and the supremacy of the middle-class was intended to bring-

about such an increase of production and productivity as to render

the transfer of social power into the hands of the entire community
not only feasible but imperatively necessary. Far, therefore, from
holding with the orthodox historian that the French Revolution was
a failure, he calls it a " splendid success "

; regarding it as a dramatically

forcible assumption by the bourgeoisie from the noblesse of the social

and political power which the English aristocracy, wise enough to agree
with their adversary quickly, were content to share. Historically

considered, it is parallel with the English revolution of a century and
a half earlier. "Besides the essential correspondences," says Gron-
lund, " between these two periods, there are many curious coincidences.
Naseby of 1615 coincides with 'Aug. 10'; Pride's Purge, applauded
by Sir Harry [Yane], with what I shall call the suspension of the
Girondins, contributed to by Danton. In both revolutions the reigning
kings were executed ; and by the way, it is almost comical, when we
think of the fate of their own royal family, to recall the reproaches

• and contumely which Frenchmen of the age of Louis XIY. heaped on
the English for their * brutality' and disloyalty in their treatment of

, Charles and James. Both crises ended in the supremacy of successful
selfish soldiers; in both countries this supremacy was followed by a
restoration; in one, as in the other, the restored inonarch was followed
by his brother ; and lastly, in one as in the other, this brother was
exiled, and gave way to a middle-class king. ... It is, however, in
the region of ideas that the connecting-link between the two revolu-
tions is to be found."

Thus holding to the idea that the French Revolution as a whole was to
bring about bourgeois supremacy, unrestricted private enterprise, com-
petition, et hoc genus omne, the author traces in outline the leading
events of that fascinating period, and shows how even with the best
intentions and whole decalogues of lofty general principles, men were
unable to see or get beyond the establishment of a free commercial
system, based upon wages and profits, simply because nothing further
was then possible. He makes a sharp distinction between the Revolu-
tion and the Counter-Revolution, or the powers working for the needed
social change and those of the old regime seeking to re-establish them-
selves by force. Speaking of the time after the constitution of the
National Assembly in June 1789 he says: "The people cried, 'The
Revolution is finished ; it is the work of the philosophers, and it has
not cost a drop of blood.' Our historians have pitied these people for

* Ca Ira ! or, Danton in the French Revolution ' : A Study. By Laurence
€!r9nlund. Beaton : Lee and Shepard.

their near-sightedness. Yet it is the historians that are near-sighted.

The people were right. The Revolution was accomplished, and not a

blow had been struck, not a particle of violence committed, so far. . . .

But what about the violence, the massacres, the terror 1 Ah, they do

not belong to the Revolution ; they are, indeed, diametrically opposed

to the Revolution,^however much historians persist in including them,

and in even making the French Revolution principally consist in them."

But the freedom gained by the Revolution "benefited only the middle-

classes ; that is to say, only those who owned raw materials and means
of production. But the workers, the poor, the masses who possessed

nothing but their labour*? They, whether in town or country, were

not benefited at all. True, they now became free as.to their persons

and their actions ; as far as the bourgeoisie had secured that much of

liberty for them it represented the whole people, and raised the masses

with itself. But was this done from sympathy with the masses 1 Not
at all. The plutocrats had done it because it was absolutely essential

to themselves as a class ; because the new mode of industry and agri-

culture required that workmen and labourers should be able to migrate

from places where their labour was not wanted to places where it was.

How far the interests of the masses were from the minds of the

bourgeoisie is shown by the fact that when, during the sitting of

Aug. 4, Malonet, moved by an inspiration that should honour his

memory, entreated his colleagues to consider the lot of the labouring

classes, and establish workshops for those who were out of work, a

general murmur arose, and they passed on to other matters."

The immediate object of the Revolution being to place the middle

classes in supreme power for the purpose of increasing production, no

shortcomings on their part can afiect the issue so long as this main

object is attained, as it has undoubtedly been. Gronlund, therefore,

emphasises without hesitation the unblushing rascality of the French

bourgeoisie, which he says is without parallel in any other country, and

many of the most glaring instances of which have only just come to

light. Principal among these he names the nefarious speculations in

land, which the people were repeatedly promised and cheated of whole-

sale, until finally led away by the bait of " glory " so astutely held out

before their national vanity by Bonaparte.

It will be seen from the above that the book is by no means a

mere biography of Danton
;
yet all the charm of a biography is present.

The author holds with Carlyle that Danton was the Atlas of the

Revolution, who supported it on his own shoulders ; and while by no

means its " maker," was certainly its saviour, on three distinct occasions

at least. While speaking of him as " my hero, Danton," and following

his career throughout with an affectionate interest, the author insists

upon it that he was not a "saint," but simply a "whole man"; and

unsparingly points out Avhat he thinks his errors, even when these have

been upheld by less discriminating admirers. His great fault is held

to have been a " total ^lack of ambition" ; and though his lofty exclam-

mation, "Let my name be accursed, if but the cause be saved !
" must

ever win him honour, it is possible to conceive that much subsequent

failure might have been avoided had Danton been more ambitious

than he was. For while it is undoubtedly true that many of the

greatest practical exponents of the wants of the people have been slow

to perceive when their work was done, Danton was rather one of those

rarer spirits who are ready to give place to their inferiors sometimes

at critical moments. But " Danton the monster, Danton as nearly

all our historians paint him, is purely a creation of the imagination

;

the cloud of obloquy which has hitherto enshrouded his memory having

been successfully dispersed by the efforts of a few French Positivists

whose works and authorities have not yet been translated into English."

"The principal lesson," the author says, "which this volume will

draw from the French Revolution, in the way of example and warning,

are, that Danton was a true instrument in the hands of the Power

behind Evolution [or to put it in another way, the man who saw what

the time demanded, and did it], and just the kind of leader we in our

day should encourage ; that on the other hand good intentions alone

avail nothing in popular leaders, and that therefore we should with all

our might repress our Robespierres, Heberts, and Marats."

Our comrade, as a native of Denmark, may really be congratulated

on his mastery of English style, which is distinctly in advance of that

of his former work. The book abounds in good passages, and is

thoroughly readable throughout. The artistic unity is somewhat

destroyed by the insertion of a disquisition on the whole history of

the bourgeoisie up to the present at the end of the second chapter,

"The Middle-Class Regime"; this would have been better at the

beginning of the last chapter, " The Present Transition State." But
as a whole the method of arrangement is excellent. The volume is

clearly and correctly printed, and is supplied with an excellent index.

We hope soon to see an English edition.

Reginald A. Beckett.

It is a perfectly evident truth that among all the ageucies of the advance-

ment of human civilisation the two most effective have been hell and hang-

ing.

—

Chicago Times.

Great Increase in Metropolitan Pauperism.—The weekly return of

metropolitan pauperism shows that the total number of paupers relieved in

the first week of the current month was 102,659, of whom 59,099 were in-

door and 43,460 outdoor paupers. The total number relieved shows an
increase of 6,481 over the corresponding week of last year, 8,314 over 1885,
and 9,069 over 1884. The total number of vagrants relieved on the last day
of the week was 1,208, of whom 1,0§9 were men, 124 women, and 25 children
under sixteen. These figures are exclusive of the patients in the fever and
small-pox hospitals, which on the last day of the week numbered 2,732,
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REVENGE.
When the workers have their own again,

And Labour rules the roast,

And weVe really won the freedom
Which to-day we only boast.

How shall we treat our masters
Who treated us so ill "?

Well make it pretty warm for them,
By Jupiter, we will.

In field or pleasant work-room
Each one shall do his spell.

And, whether coats or cabbages.

Well see he does it well.

Two hours' good useful work a-day,

Although it needn't kill,

Will touch the gentry up a bit.

By Jupiter, it will.

And when the work is over.

Quite early in the day,

Unless they'd rather sit and sulk.

We'll fetch 'em out to play
;

Of song and sport and laughter

Each one shall have his fill

;

And won't that be a sweet revenge.

By Jupiter, it will.

By mirth of hopeful labour,

And beauty born of mirth,

Well gradually educate
The loafers of the earth

To see the good of brotherhood
And industry and skill

;

Well hail them then our fellow-men.

By Jupiter, we will.

C. W. Beckett.

"BROKEN CISTERNS."
(Continued from p. 402.)

The common ownership of the means of production, of the land and
capital of the country, would at once put a stop to all chance of indi-

viduals or classes living by lending these to the working part of the
community for an annual payment. Every one would have to take to
some sort of work before he could earn anything wherewith to procure his
living. This would abolish the worst features we saw arising from bad
distribution. No one could become extremely wealthy if he had only his

wages to depend upon. On the other hand, if all the tribute which is

now paid by the workers for the use of land and capital was put a stop
to, the reward of labour would be vastly increased

;
probably it could

be doubled at the first start, and the hours worked much reduced ; for

it would become the duty of the community, organised for that purpose
in local communes federated under some large central direction, to see

that work was shared as well as pay. The complaint we hear so much
of now, about there not being work enough for all, would soon be met
by a reduction of hours.

^ At present the private ownership of the
means of production prevents this, for it is to the advantage of private
owners to pay wages to as few men as possible and to get as long a
day's work for the wage as they can, but if the community owned the
means of production it would immediately become apparent that the
best way for all would be to share the work and share the product.
The people would at once see that they do not want more work, but
less, what they would want would be to produce the greatest amount
of wealth with the least amount of labour consistent with that labour
remaining to some extent pleasurable. Thfe opposition of interest
between capital and labour would for ever cease. Wherever the in-

crease of capital could reduce the amount of labour needed to produce
a certain quantity of goods it would be to the interest of the workers
to save that much capital—a very simple process, and one which would
probably be carried on continuously. After all expenses of manage-
ment, all payments to useful people who are not absolute producers,
and all deductions for the maintenance of capital had been made, it

would be very easy to deduct a small percentage of the produce to go
towards the increase of the stock of capital ; the rest would then go to
the workers, each according to his share. Gluts and trade crises would
be things of the past, their cause would be removed, for the more
wealth there was produced the greater would be the wages or share
each could consume. Over-production could only happen when all

were satisfied, and then they could proclaim a month's holiday in
which to consume the surplus stock.
The waste of competition in all its forms would be done away with

;

there would be no individual employers or merchants to compete ; one
shop would no more compete against another than one post office does
against another now ; one factory would not compete against another
any more than one Government factory does against another now. All
the incentive to competition would be gone ; each place would have
a fixed quantity to produce and a fixed quality, and its interest would
be to produce it as easily and pleasantly as possible, and of as good
a quality as possible, so that it might last and their work be lighter in
the future. All the waste of competition would be gone ; there would
be no need to advertise or send an army of travellers or agents all over

the country ; these would be set to useful work, and so help to lighten

the toil of the rest. All interest in bad work would be gone, the better

the work was done the less would have to be done in the future for the
same reward ; the longer the peoples' clothes and boots lasted the less

work it would take to clothe and shoe them ; and this would come
home to each worker, and it would be apparent to him at every stitch

or blow that the better the quality the easier his labour would become
in the future. Under the present system it is just the opposite. Every
workman knows that the better job he makes of his work the less work
there will be in the future ; but then under present circumstances less

work means less wages ; and he must have wages, hence he seeks to
make work. And the employer, too, is often influenced in the same
way. If he can make ten shillings profit on the best quality of cloth
and only five shillings on a poorer quality, it still pays him to sell the
poorer quality if the people will wear out three of it to one of the
better ; the greater number of articles worn out, the greater number of

profits : hence the success of the cheap ready-made clothes shops.

Then we come to the question of foreign competition ; and here again
I think we shall find that the proposal of the Socialists will take away
the evils of this branch of the universal warfare which is going on.

Many Socialists hold that Socialism will only be possible when all the
civilised world become socialised. To me this seems to be one of those
cases where a statement is accepted from the weight with which it

comes, without examining it. I have seen very few arguments brought
forward in defence of it, and for myself am inclined to dispute it. Thus
far one must acknowledge the truth of it, that a small country becom-
ing prematurely Socialistic might be liable to invasion by a united

army of all other capitalistic countries, and in that way might be
crushed. But it is not likely that any country will adopt Socialism

until there is at least such a body of opinion in other civilised countries

as would render such, a united attack impossible. Moreover, a people

who had tasted of the real freedom of Socialism would probably defend
it in a manner not very easy to subdue. But military invasion apart,

I see no reason in the industrial relations of nations to prevent Socialism

developing in one nation some considerable time before it does so in

others. England is often said to depend entirely upon foreign trade

To some extent, no doubt, this is true ; there are many things which
we use which we either cannot produce or don't produce enough of,

such as corn, tea, sugar, silk, fruits, etc. ; but then if the country
became Socialistic there would be no real difficulty in persuading the

American farmer or the French silk-merchant to sell to our government,
nor would he refuse to be paid in the same articles as now because they
were made in communal workshops. There is a deal of superstition

hanging about our foreign trade ; a great deal of it is no use to any one
but the merchant who makes a profit out of it. It is very likely that

we might, supposing we became a Socialist country before the rest of

the world, have to pay a little higher price for the things we needed
to buy from abroad than we should if all the other countries were
Socialistic too ; but that would be a small matter, for we should not
then be depending upon a small margin of profit for our existence, but
should be depending upon the product. It is this dependence upon a
small margin of profit which frightens people about our foreign trade

;

if that margin goes now through foreign competition the whole comes
to a stand and thousands are ruined ; but when the goods we buy be-

come our aim, and not the profit on them, it will be a small thing
comparatively whether we have to give 3|d. a pound for our sugar
instead of 3d., or 40s. a quarter for our corn instead of 35s. True we
might have to work a little longer than might otherwise be necessary

—

say half*an hour extra all round—but there is nothing that I can see

in that to ruin the chance of a Socialist community,
I think now we have shown that the change of basis proposed by the

Socialist would cure the evils of society, would take away the bad dis-

tribution and the opposition of interest, wonld put a stop to industrial

crises with all the misery they entail, would do away with all the waste
of competition and all the selfishness produced by it—would, in fact,

lay the only sort of foundation upon which a society might rise, guided
by the principles of freedom, equality, and brotherhood. But our
opponent, when unable to answer us on this ground, has one more
argument to fall back upon. He says it is all very nice, but it can't

be done. How are you going to abolish private ownership in the means
of production, and how are you going to organise your society? One
thing mainly is needed, that is to get the useful classes to wish that it

should be done. Nothing but the definite desire of the workers as a

whole can bring it about, nothing else but a clear understanding on
their part of the better society which is to be formed can keep reaction-

ary forces in check during the time of partial confusion which must
elapse before the new society can be completely organised. All Social-

ists at present believe that their chief duty is to lay this picture of a

better society before the public, that they may ^et to long for it ; and
we have faith enough to believe that when a people long for a more
just and a happier form of society that the hour will come for its real-

isation, and will bring with it the right man and the right plan for

carrying it out. What that plan will be we do not profess to know,
nor can we foresee the details of the society which shall arise upon the

new basis, therefore all schemes and all pictures of details are only use-

ful as they may help to show people that there are ways in which it

might be done. Of one thing we are convinced, that unless the people

see the danger and commence to reorganise society quietly and peace-

ably, that the economical progress of the present system will inevitably

bring things to a deadlock before so very long, and then they will be
forced to do violently and in a hurry what would have been better

done peaceably and more carefully. Raymond Unwin.
{To he concluded.
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HAVC YOU KOT HKAKD HOW IT HAS QONK WITH MAKT A CAUSB BEFORE NOW ! FIRST, FXW MIN
Waj> IT ; KKXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON I

Oommunications invited on Social Questions, They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, IS Farringdon Rd. ,E.C., and accompanied
hy the name and address of the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

An all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of theirposi-
tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing
the views of the League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

Rejected M8S, only returned ifa stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them,
S^tbscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s,

six months, Ss.; three months. Is, 6d,
Btisiness communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-

ringdon Road, E,G, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stampt.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Grainger (Dundee) ; Thomas (Ipswich),; and others.^Kindly do not acfdress

orders and cash to the Editors, but to H. A. Barker, Manager.
Carr (Dundee).—Vour report almost invariably reaches us a day a{|(^r publica-

tion and thus has to wait a week. Please see that it is postecf%i time to
reach us by first post on Tuesday.

S. W.—Wager of Battle was not abolished until 1819. It had been forgotten for
centuries, when a man named Abraham Thornton, in 1817, on trial for alleged
murder, demanded a "trial by battle," and on the refusal of the prosecutor
was discharged, and this drew attention to the subject.

Brook Farm.—Articles on this interesting experiment may be found in the Dial
(Boston), 1842: 361; 1844: 351; Atlantic Monthly, 1878: 458, 556; Old and
New, 1871 V. 1 : 175, 425 ; v. 1 : 347 ; 1872: 517 ; Overland Monthly, 1870: 9.
See also J. H. Noyes' History of American Socialisms ; C. Nordhoff's Gom-
munistic Societies of the United States, The lives of Emerson, Marg. Fuller,
Hawthorn, Ripley, and Channing, would also give incidental help.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday December I4.

England
Die Autonomie
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Justice
London—Freie Press©
Labour Tribune
Railway Review
Worker's Friend

New South Wales
Hamilton—Radical

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald
Madras—People's Friend

United States
Ndw York—Der Sozialist

Freibeit
Trutbseeker
Volkszeitung
Backer Zeitung

Boston—Woman s Journal
Liberty

Chicago—Alarm
The Open Court

Albina (Greg.)—Weekly Courier
Buffalo—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer
S.Haven—Workmen 's Advocate
San Francisco Arbeiter-Zeitung
dpringfield (111.)—Voice of Labor

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Socialiste
La Revolte

Lille—Le Travailleur
Guise—Le Devoir

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen
Amsterdam—Voorwaarts

Belgium
Seraing (Ougree)—Le Reveil
Ghent—Vooruit
Antwerp—De Worker

Brussels—L'Avant-Gaurde
Liege—L'Avenir

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Deraokrat

Italy
Gizetta Operaia
Brescia—Lo Sperimentale
Marsala—La Nuova Eta

Spain
El Productor

Portuoal
Lisbon— Protesto Operario

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Arbeiterstimme
Vienna—Gleichheit

HUNGAIIY
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

ROUMANIA
Jasey—Lupta

THE LAND OF GOSCHEN.
" And Israel dwelt in the land of Goshen.'' Throughout the whole of

their strange, eventful history the Israelites have shown a marked
capacity for settling in the land of Goshen ; and there is little wonder
that when Moses, in the pursuit of a mirage, led them away across the

wilderness, they rather remembered with longing the fertile pastures

their forefathers had enjoyed than with sorrow their own hard times.
The Right Honourable George Joachim is almost another Joseph.

At the Statistical Society of which he is president, on last Tuesday
we^k, he endeavoured to show his brethren that the land towards which
we are tending will be a land flowing with milk and honey for them,
the middlemen, and that Socialism in fact means nothin<^ more than a
Paradise for the middle-class, where every one will be more or less
wealthy—except, of course, the workers. How the new Joseph regards
these poor despised Egyptians is evident from his own words :

" De-
spite," he said, " the complaints of bad business and no profits, of want
of work, and of irregularity of employment among even those who had
work, the great central body of society was strengthening its economic
position." Truly the middle-class is the central body of society by
virtue of its position. So is the stomach in the human body. Whether
it is so by virtue of its importance is a somewhat different matter.
But mark the grim hardihood of Mr. Goschen's statement. Wages
are bad, employment is precarious and scarce ; but no matter. " The
great central body is strengthening its economic position." That is,

the small fry and the large fry of , the middle class are accumulating
BQore wealth every year. This, is the "silent kind of Socialism " which
Mr. Goschen says is actually in progress. The new land of Goschen
i« to be peopled by the possessors of moderate fortunes ; surplus-value
IS to be distributed over a larger area; aristocrats and very rich people
will no longer exist; large businesses will all be limited liability com-
panies; in short there will be nothing but a bourgeoisie and a prole-

tariat. This will be very nice for the bourgeoisi^^but, as Creorge
Stephenson remarked, "very bad for the coo,"—^which is, after all, the
animal which gives the milk, and in this case the honey too.

Nevertheless Mr. Goschen's figures are interesting to Socialists.

Figures are unmanageable beasts ; and^ although a clever financier like
Mr. Goschen can marshal them much as he pleases, a quick eye can
detect tb^ disengenuousness of their manipulator. Our Joseph of the
parti-<:oloured coat succeeds completely in proving that moderate for-
tunes are on the increase, but he does not equally well demonstrate
thft large fortunes are decreasing or that wealth is becoming at all

c^^^]^^ dw^ributed. He confesses, indeed, though "with much em-
broidery of language," that the workers do not participate in the
general dividing-up that he believes is going on among the proprietary
classes. The amount per head invested in post-office and other savings
banks was £20, 15s. in 1875, whereas in 1886 it had decreased to £18,
7s. per head. Mr. Goschen points out that the number of dwelling
houses of from £10 to £15 rental has largely increased since 1875, and
argues that this is because the working class can afford to live in better
houses, though everyone knows that it is because rents have risen
enormously since 1875. The savings banks returns show sufficiently
well that the workers are not more prosperous.
But is it the case that large fortunes are on the decrease ? It is of

course quite possible for very large fortunes* to diminish in number
without the working classes being one penny the better for it. It is

only that there are more to share in the plunder. Mr. Goschen gives
the following table of estates which paid probate duty in 1885 and
1887, which I have slightly abbreviated

:

Estates not exceeding £1000
Between £1000 and £5000

,« £5000 and £20,000
Above £20,000 ...

From which it appears that in every case the lyimber of fortunes which
paid probate duty in 1887 was greater than, in 1885. It is not at all

evident therefore that large fortunes are decreasing, and one is at a
loss to know how the great financier could suppose such to be the case
with lite above table before him, especially when we further learn that
the njljpber of fortunes above £20,000 which paid probate duty in 1887
wsk larger than in 1877.

Thjise legacy returns, however, add further strength to Mr. Goschen's
third contention, that' moderate fortunes are on the increase. The
number oMortunes below £4000 which paid probate duty was in 1877
36,751, but in 1887 it had risen to 46,903. The Income-Tax returns
show that under Schedule D the number of incomes between £150 and
£1000 rose 19.26 per cent, from 1877 to 1886. The capital of regis-

tered companies has risen in the last ten years 92 per cent.> or from
£307,10^466 to"59r:50%692. This is where the money goes. The
wealth of the country increases every year, but the workers get poorer.
The middleman is everywhere—letting, sub-letting, contracting, sub-
contracting—but always fulfilling his function of sweating to the
last penny the man who really does the work.
And this is the silent Socialism towards which we are now progres-

sing ; this is the land of Goschen, flowing with the milk of dividends
and the honey of salaries, where the great central body of society will
be so strongly entrenched in its economic position that nothing can
overthrow it ; this is the promised land ! Sir William Harcourt says
we are all Socialists now, but probably his idea of Socialism is as great
a burlesque of the truth as Mr. Goschen's.^ For both of them Time
will some day have a rude awakening, and Joseph and his brethren
will have to seek another land. W. H. XJtley.

In 1885. In 1887,

45,950 46,903
8,782 9,093
3,155 3,272
1,097 1,181

A VOICE FROM AMERICA.
(Continued from page 394.)

The Last Letters of the Prisoners.

A. R. Parsons wrote to the editor of the Alarm, and concluded his

letter with the words :

" And now to all I say : Falter not. Lay bare the iniquities of

capitalism ; expose the slavery of law
;

proclaim the tyranny of

governments ; denounce th€ g^eed, cruelty, and abominations of the
privileged class, who riot andrrevel on the labour of their wage-slaves.

Farewell!"

In a letter to George A. Shilling, a friend, he closed with the words :

" Thus, over a very extensive region of country, among cotton, co^n,

and sugar plantations, I became somewhat famous as a champion of

political liberty. Beloved by the blacks, I was hated and scorned by
the whites. 1 then believed that the coloured people were truly free-

men, and that they only needed courage to assert it. But I did not
then understand or know that economic dependence

—

i.e., industrial

servitude—made political liberty impossible. I did not know, nor did
the blacks, that they had been merely emancipated from chattel to

wage servitude. I did not then know that economic freedom must be
the basis for political liberty, and that the wage-labour system created
classes, antagonisms, and class servitude. And now, as the helots of

old, the so-called * free ' blacks, in common with their white brethren,
work and die like beasts in the unceasing treadmill of wage slavery.''

Lingg, Parsons, Engel, and Fischer wrote to the Governor saying
they were innocent of the charge brought against them by State-
Attorney Grinnell ; they did not desire commutation, but demanded
their liberty, being unconscious of having committed a crime.
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Schwab, Fielden, And after long persuasion, Spies, signed an appeal

jor clemency to the Governor of Illinois, R. Oglesby. August Spies

itwo days later wrote to the Governor :

" If a sacrifice of life there must be, will not my life suffice 1 The
.State-Attorney of Cook County asked for my life, declaring I am the

arch conspirator. JBEe asked originally for no more. Take this, then ;

take my life. I ofier it to you that you may satisfy the fury of a

: semi-barbaric mob and save those of my comrades."

Lingg wrote to the editor of the Alarm on the Sunday before his

death, concluding

:

" Now with a last and earnest farewell to all friends and comrades,

and with final wishes for their prosperity, I close ; in view of the

certainty that I shall never have the chance of seeing you again, my
beloved comrade, with an earnest and hearty wish for your future

success in life. Long live Anarchism !

"

The Suicide op Lingo.

Tuesday morning the whole population of the United States were
startled with the news that four bombs had been found in Lingg's cell.

The report said that Engel had tried to commit suicide by taking

laudanum ; the warder heard him moan and rushed to his cell.

Within an hour they brought him again to his senses, miraculous to

isay. In consequence they searched all the cells, and found the above

alleged four bombs. The finding of the bombs was a miserable police

plot to make sure of hanging Lingg, whom they hated most. The fact'

of the matter was a petition to pardon the men circulated in Chicago,

And was largely signed by the inhabitants of the city. The police got

mad through this action, and declared that the capitalists could do
their dirty work in future themselves. Two days later on, Wednesday,
-the lawyers for the defence tried a new plan. They attempted to get

a stay of the execution by having poor Lingg declared an idiot, and
they seemed to have a chance of succeeding. This was too much for

our brave comrade. He did not mind dying a martyr for the people's

cause, he did not mind sacrificing his young life on the altar of free-

dom, but in full possession of his mental faculties through lawyer's

cunning trickery to be declared a lunatic ; this was too much for him.

He resolved to prevent this insult. The man had an iron nerve, and
no heart ever did more sincerely beat for the sufiering toiling class

than the heart of Louis Lingg, a youth of 22 years. Thursday morning
at about nine o'clock, Lingg was observed putting a light to his mouth
as if attempting to light a cigar. Soon afterwards a noise was heard
similar to the sound produced by the explosion of powder in a stone

quarry. The guards who were on guard in front oE Lingg's cell in-

stantly rushed to the door grating. They witnessed a horrible spec-

tacle. Lingg was laying on his bed with the blood running out of his

rounds, writhing and whirling his arms and legs with frightful con-

tortions. His face was one mass of blood and torn flesh ; the upper
and lower jaws had been battered and forced apart by the explosion of

the deadly missile in his mouth. The base of the mouth was torn out,

including a part of the tongue, and allowed the remainder of the

tongue to fall back, thus threatening sufibcation. The surgeonS; how-
ever, passed a ligature through the tongue and drew the organ forward
SO that breathing could be carried on without difficulty. There was a

double fracture of the left thumb, caused by a portion of the missile

striking it as Lingg lit the fuse of the bomb held between his teeth.

How Lingg got the bomb is as yet not known, but it must have been
of very small proportions. Yery probably it was concealed in a candle.

Lingg, poor feilow, remained conscious for several hours, and did not

die till 2.50 p.m. At 11 o'clock he was so far sensible in spite of his

terrible wounds that he moved his hand as if he wished to write. A
reporter placed a pencil in his hand and paper before him, and he
wrote quite legibly the words " Head high," meaning his head to be
raised. Captain Black, the attorney of the men, came in shortly after.

Lingg recognised him, and greeted him with his eyes. At 12 o'clock,

the surgeons performed an operation, but in spite of the terrible pains

and despite the frequent injections of morphia, he remained conscious

throughout the time. He again took the pencil from the hand of one
who was holding him, and wrote on a piece of paper, " I cannot breathe
lying down. I would rather sit up." At 2.50 our poor, brave, heroic

coiiuade breathed his last. Henry F. Charles.

{To be concluded).

The Causes of Wak.—The first reason for all wars and for the necessity cf
national defences, is that the majority of persons, high and low, in all European
nations are thieves, and in their hearts greedy of their neighbour's goods, land,
and fame. . . . And the guilty Thieves of Europe, the real source of all deadly
war in it, are the Capitalists—that is to say, people who live hy percentages on
the labour of others, instead of by fair wages for their own.

—

John Rushin.
In what length of time could Society by the utmost industry and frugality

accumulate supplies to maintain all succeeding generations free from toil? Ob-
viously, never. Each season brings its share of toil,' and each year we consume
the bulk of the product. Wonderful as have been the applications of stea'm and
electricity, we have no indication that humanity will ever be exempted from toil.

The physical law is inexorable. ''By the sweat of thy brow shalt thou eat
bread." But a portion of the race now enjoy incomes which exempt them from
toil and with every guarantee, so far as our laws and customs can guarantee any-
thing, that such exemption shall continue to the end of time. What are the
inevitable conclusions from these two considerations ? 1st, Since no man or
number of men can produce sufficient supplies to maintain them for all time
without further toil, therefore that part of society which enjoys everlasting in-

comes that require no toil from their recipients for their maintenance, possesses
the power of appropriating an amount of wealth that could not by any possibility
be the result of its own productive effort. 2nd, Ail society cannot possibly live
for all time without toil ; some now possess that power. Therefore some enjoy
a privilege from which others by an inexorable physical law must be for ever
-excluded.—'^ri^a<5ro?wsm of Social Forces' {by W, A. Douglas, B.A.), in the

* proceedings of the Canadian Institute' for Oct., 1887.

FUNERAL OF LINNELL.
Ok Sunday last, 18th inst., the public funeral accorded by the L. L. L.? to the
first victim of police brutality in connection with the recent Trafalgar Square
meetings, was duly held. As Warren who had the man slain would not allow
his coffin to pass near the spot on which he fell, and was bent on doing all in
his power to mar the impressiveness of the ceremonial, the committee decided
on Saturday night upon a different route from that proposed before, and gave
notice to Warren of the streets they intended to pass through. The usual
large force of police held the Square valiantly against no comers', and patrok
and specials were conspicuously present in diflferent parts of the West-end.
The body lay at an undertaker's (Mr. Dawes) in Lexington Street (formerly
Great Windmill Street) Golden Square, and there the committee, the rela-
tives, pall-bearers, stewards, etc., assembled between one and two o'clock.

An open hearse with four horses was used ; on top of it was a shield painted
black, with large white letters "Killed in Trafalgar Square " on it ; behind
the shield were three flags, green, yellow, and red, for the Irish, Radicals,
and Socialists. A little adfter two the coffin was placed in the hearse, the pall-
bearers being Cunninghame Graham, Mrs. Besant, Mr. Stead, Herbert Bur-
rows, Mr. Smith and William Morris. Two mourning coaches and a wag-
gonette containing the choir followed, a band preceded, playing the " Dead
March," and the procession made its way to Wellington Street, Strand,
passing on the way, appropriately enough, the butcher-shop of Bow Street.

Despite the fact that the committee had kept the route so* far a secret, and
had asked Warren to do the same, considerable crowds were assembled and
showed great sympathy. At Wellington Street an attempt was made by the
police to turn to account in breaking up the procession the natural momen-
tary confusion caused by large bodies of men meeting from different direc-

tions ; here the Radicals and Socialists of South-West London joined the
procession and there was also a dense crowd filling the Strand both ways ;

but the tender care of the E. division was made fruitless by the serious and
self-restrained behaviour of the crowd. At Ludgate Gircus there fell in

some South-East London clubs, the Patriotic and East Finsbury, the Clerk-
enwell aiwi Bloomsbury branches of the Socialist League, and the Clerken-
well branch of the S. D. F. At several points along the route the line was
lengthened by the joining of branches of the Irish National League, S. I^.,

S. D. F., and many Radical Clubs. When Mile-End Road was reached the
sight was an imposing one, as the train stretched in an unbroken length for

nearly a mile, with a large number of banners, mostly red, and several bands
playing slow marches. Enormous masses of people lined the waysides the
whole distance from the city to the cemetery and at many places there were
lines of police to keep the road clear. These the onlookers usually greeted
as the coffin went by with " That's your work !

" and similar cries.

Bow Cemetery was reached after half-past four, when it was already dark
and rain beginning to fall. Linnell's grave is situated in Square No. 73,

close to the entrance on the right as one enters the cemetery. The walls of

the grave were ornamented with holly and evergreens, and as much as could
be done to render the interment decent and respectable had been accom-
plished. The coffin, covered with black cloth, was conveyed to within a few
yards of the grave. It was covered with wreaths sent by the Radical clubs
and Socialist organisations, including one from " the Women of the Blooms-
bury Branch of the S.L.," and one from " A Woman of the Clerkenwell
Branch of the S.L." By the aid of a lantern, the Rev. Stewart Eead-
1am read the Church of England Burial Service, the rain meanwhile descend-
ing rather heavily. When the service was concluded and the coffin lowered
into the grave, Mr. Tims, of Battersea (Liberal and Radical Federation),
tendered, in the name of the Radical clubs of the metropolis, to the relatives

of the deceased their sincere regret at the early death which had overtaken
Linnell. He entered his most indignant protest against the scandalous
brutality and astounding cruelty of the police. Let them never rest until

they had got these men under their own control, instead of allowing them to
control the people. It was certain that Englishmen, Scotchmen, Irishmen,
and Welshmen would not submit to the conduct of this autocracy. Let
Scotland Yard and the Home Office take warning. They were putting in

prison the leaders of the people who guided, controlled, and kept them back
;

but the authorities did not seem to know that, and if they continued in their

blind course they must not be surprised if things should be much worse.
William Morris said they all wished to show their condolence with the

relatives of the deceased. There lay a man of no particular party—a man
who until a week or two ago was perfectly obscure, and probably was only
known to a few. Through this strange occurrence—(A Yoice : "Murder")
-—Linnell had become a person to be remembered by them. Their brother
lay there—let them remember for all time this man as their brother and
their friend. If the police knocked them about and treated them ill it was
to a certain extent their own fault, because they had given the management
of their own affairs to other classes. Their friend who lay there had had
a hard life and met with a hard death ; and if society had been differently

constituted from what it was, that man's life might have been a delightful,

a beautiful one, and a happy one to him. It was their business to try and
make this earth a very beautiful and happy place. They were engaged in

a most holy war, trying to prerent their rulers—people who did not under- "

stand them—making this great town of London nothing more than a prison.

He could not help thinking the immense procession in which they had
walked that day would have the effect of teaching a great lesson. He begged
them to do their best to preserve order in getting back to their homes, be-

cause tVieir enemies would be only too glad to throw a blot upon that most
successful celebration ; and they should begin to-morrow to organise for the

purpose of seeing that such things should not happen again.

Mr. Dowling (London organiser of the Irish National League) invited

Englishmen to imitate the men oi Ireland and organise. Linnell fell in the

same cause in Trafalgar Square that they in Ireland had fought for in

Mitchelstown. Let them organise their own National League in England,
which would soon establish such an influence in the country as would make
the ruling classes tremble in their shoes.

Mr. Quelch (Social Democratic Federation) denounced Sir Charles Warren
and his orders, and said that it was not the men in uniform who murdered
members of the working classes, but the men who paid them. These men
they should regard as their enemies.

The Choir then sang "A Death Song " by W. Morris and Malcolm Lawson.
The rain, which came down very heavily, had by this time considerablk

thinned the part of the cemetery where the interment took place, and as sooy

as the "Death Song" was finished, all present at and about the grave toon
their departure, passing readily along the thoroughfare beyond the gates, ^
there too the rain had dispersed the crowds. It was just upon half-past fire

when the ceremony was concluded. S.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BRITAIN.

Rochdale Woollen Trade.—The Rochdale woollen trade is reported to

be in a depressed state. Stocks are heavy, and curtailment of production is

increasing. A large number of firms are working short time.

Edinburgh Joiners.—At a largely attended meeting it was reported that

in every case where notice of reduction had been given and the men had

resisted the notice had been withdrawn. One or two of the employers were

reported as having reduced only a few of their hands, but were busy urging

upon other employers the advisability of a reduction all round. A resolution

strongly condemning these tactics was unanimously passed. It was further

resolved to continue the moral and material support of the trade to any who
may yet be threatened.

Shop Slavery in Dublin.—Perhaps in no part of the three kingdoms

are the unfortunates of what Mr. Stead has called " white slave plantations"

so overworked as in Dublin ; here the cheap advertising " popular " draperies

are open from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m., and on Saturdays till 11 p.m.; till Christmas

they will be open an hour or two later. Many are the unfortunate girls who
will be slung out to swell the ranks of the unemployed after the employers'

vinual harvest is over. Every effort is being made by the money-grubbers

to secure uniformity in keeping open on Boxing Day, thus cheating their

drudges out of their hard-earned holiday.

The colliers of Tipton and West Bromwich held a meeting recently, when
a resolution was unanimously passed :

" That in the opinion of this meeting

the working of overtime in the mines is an evil to those who work, an in-

justice to the unemployed, and a serious prevention to the more equal dis-

tribution of the means of life ; and this meeting urgently calls upon all

miners to use all legitimate means to prevent working overtime in the

mines." It was also agreed that the men present should do what they could to

raise funds for the Netherseal men, who have been on strike for six months.

Scotch Miners.—A mass meeting of miners of Larkhall was held on the

15th, Mr. D. Cunningham in the chair. The day was held as a holiday in

the district, and a large company assembled. The meeting was addressed

by Mr. Stephen Mason, M.P. ; Messrs. John Fergusson, Glasgow ; John
Wilson, Broxburn ; Wm. Small, and others. The resolution passed was as

follows :
" We, the miners of Larkhall district, express our hearty sympathy

with the people of Ireland in their present struggle for legislative freedom,

and we further express our heartfelt thanks to Mr. Cunniiighame Graham,
M.F., for the noble stand that he has made in the interests of the working
classes of this country ; and further, it is our opinion that it is the duty of

every free man to stand up for the right of free speech."

The Importation of Russian Poles.—Last week, at a meeting of the

Edinburgh Trades Council, a letter was read from the secretary of the Glas-

gow Trades Council as follows :
" Dec. 14.—Dear Sir,^—You will have seen

from the papers about the importation of Russian Poles by Merry and Cun-
inghame. It was before the Council last night, and as the result explains

itself, I send you a cutting from the Mail^ as also an article from Tuesday's
Mail. Trusting your Council will move in the matter," etc. It was unani-

mously agreed to endorse the resolution of the Glasgow Trades Council,

asking the other councils to join in urging on the Parliamentary Bills Com-
mittee of the Trades Union Congress the necessity of having the matter
brought before Parliament at the earliest possible moment.

Plumbers' Dispute at Hull.—A dispute in the plumbing trade has
arisen through the refusal of society men to work with those not members of

the society. For some time past a man in the employ of Mr. Wells has been
pressed to join the society and has given evasive enswers. In consequence it

was decided to take action in the matter, and after a final warning to the
man, a deputation waited on the employer. Mr. Wells, on being told that
all the society men were going to withdraw from his shop, immediately did
his best to induce the other masters in the town to join with him in a lock-

out of society men. In this he has only partially succeeded, most of the
masters preferring good workmen (the Hull Society has all the plumbers
belonging to it who are worth having, and the masters know tliis) to damag-
ing their business by the employment of lads and incompetent men. The
consequence is that several masters who had joined in the lock-out have re-

treated, and it is confidently expected that the dispute will be settled in the
men's favour before Christmas.—E. T.

Northampton Shoemakers.—Dec. 16.—In reply to the resolutions of the
manufacturers, a mass meeting of 5000 operatives yesterday morning offered
to refer all disputes to arbitration, and this was conveyed to the employers.
The Manufacturers' Association replied last night that the resolution of the
men could not be accepted as any answer to their conditions. An extem-
porised meeting on the Market Square was immediately held, and the deci-
sion of the manufacturers was received with intense indignation. Some of a
deputation of non-unionist workmen who had been appointed to wait on the
association for the reply to their request to resume work refused to go to the
manufacturers on account of the manner in which the combined deputation
of unionist and non-unionist workmen had been received. Subsequently,
however, two or three of the deputation went to the manufacturers, and
were then told that by agreeing to help the union they had placed them-
selves beyond the sympathy of the manufacturers. Another outdoor meeting
was held to inform the people of this reply, and again great indignation was
expressed. Dec. 21.—A long procession, headed by the union banner and
accompanied by two bands, paraded the principal streets yesterday afternoon
and afterwards went to the Market Square, where a resolution to abide by
arbitration was carried.

The London Unemployed.—At a meeting of the Clerkenwell Yestry on
the 15th inst., the clerk read a letter from the Metropolitan Board, in reply
to a letter of the Yestry asking the immediate completion of the new spur
street between the Angel and Holborn. The Board of Works pointed to the
necessity for providing dwellings for the people displaced before completing
the street. Mr. Kelly moved :

" That a memorial be presented to the Home
Secretary, pointing out the delay which has occurred in carrying out the pro-
posed new street, and asking Mr. Matthews to modify the restrictions placed
upon the Metropolitan Board of Works with respect to the Housing of the
working classes, as such relaxation of the law by the Secretary of State, who
is armed with full discretionary powers, would result in the immediate car-
rying out of a much-needed public improvement, and lead to the employment
of a large number of artisans and labourers now out of work." There was
no necessity for the new buildings mentioned by the Board of Works, be-
cause there were at the end of the September quarter 292 empty houses and
nearly 1000 rooms to let in the parish, whilst at the same time there were

large industrial dwellings sanctioned, and shortly to be erected near the
Holborn Town Hall and on the site of Coldbath Square. The Home Secre-
tary had now a chance of showing his sympathy with the unemployed, for
with one stroke of his pen he could give a great number of the unemployed
work.—Mr. Bonney seconded the motion, and it was adopted.

Railway Overwork.—Other two cases of long hours came to public view
this week through the medium of the Board of Trade reports on accidents.
The one is the case of the driver of the pilot engine at Plymouth, whose
duty it was to back his engine against passenger trains and push them into
the station. Great care is required to be exercised in performing this kind
of work, as there are two dangers to contend against. The first is to avoid
coming into violent collision with the train when setting against it, and the
other is the risk of striking the buffer stops with the carriages that are
being propelled. For this kind of work the Great Western Railway Com-
pany do not consider fourteen and a-half hours a day too much, as that is

the number Driver Cleaver—who had the above work entrusted to him

—

usually worked. The other case of long hours occurred on the Cambrian
Railway at ar station called Ellesmere on a single line where a train ran off

the rails through a pair of points standing partially open. It appears that
it was part of the porter's duty to see that the points in question closed,

after each train passed through them in an outward direction, but there
appears to be some doubt as to whether he did so in this case. Seeing, how-
ever, that he had been on duty sixteen hours and a-half at the time when
the points should have been examined (he had been nineteen when the
accident occurred) there are some grounds for the suggestion that he, feeling

somewhat worn out, could not resist the temptation of trusting to luck and
saving himself a walk. If he was to blame, surely those who arranged his
day's work are more so. It appears that long hours on the North-Eastem
Railway are not confined to any particular district of that line, nor to any
special class of traffic. According to the letter of a correspondent, passenger
trains running to and from Starbeck are worked by men who stand shifts

varying from fourteen to sixteen and a-half hours. What has Sir Joseph
Pease to say about this state of things ?

—

Railway Review.

Linen-Spinners.—Linen-spinners aie a class of female workers whose
condition is very little understood by the outside world, yet there is no class

of operatives more deserving of sympathy. To those unacquainted with
this industry, it may be necessary to state that in a spinning frame, the
roving, in passing from the creel to the spindle, goes through a trough of
water heated to almost boiling point by steam. The heat of such a room
may be imagined when we take into consideration the number of steam pipes
and troughs which it contains. There is a trough for each side of the frame,
which extends the whole length of same, and a separate steam pipe for each
trough. When these troughs, which are constructed of wood, get out of
order, or the water boils over—which it very often does—the water falls on
the bands which drive the spindles underneath, and is thrown out with
considerable force, so that when the spinner is piecing up she is being con-
tinually rained on as it were, and by evening is very often drenched to the
skin. Through the excessive heat of the room these people may very fre-

quently be observed lifting their knife up, and with the back of it dashing
away the great beads of sweat from their face. In the condition of these
workers is fully illustrated the glaring and heartless oppression of the poor,
perpetrated by avaricious employers in those departments of labour where
no organisation exists for their protection. Here are females confined in a
heated and unhealthy room for about 60 hours per week for nine or ten
shillings. A superficial glance at their condition is sufficient to convince
any person of the necessity of trade societies for the proper protection of

the workers against reductions of wages to the very lowest margin of

possible existence. No society has ever been established for the protection
of the above class of operatives, hence their present deplorable condition.

Perhaps this may be accounted for by the fact of them all being females,
and not having sufficient confidence in themselves. If this explains the
reason, then we say organise on the lines of the cotton operatives. We
find that t<ie majority of the weavers and cardroom societies are females,
but that their business is principally conducted by men, and we feel confi-

dent that there are many young men employed in these linen mills who
would be most anxious and willing to assist the weaker sex in any move-
ment that they may inaugurate for the betterment of their condition.

—

Cotton Factory Times.

Blackburn Engineers and Overtime.—The Cotton Factory Times thus
scathingly comments on the scandalous behaviour of the Bolton and Black-
burn engineers in regard to the question of overtime :

—
" Next to the settle-

ment of the Bolton engineers' strike, one of the most deplorable events that
has happened, from a workman's point of view, is an arrangement which
has been come to by the engineers and smiths in Blackburn. The iron trade
in that town has been in an unsettled state for some time. At one of the
principal firms in the district a settlement was arrived at a week ago, under
which the mechanics are to receive an advance of 2s. per week in wages, to

commence with the New Year, So far so good, but when we come to

examine the price the men are to pay for this advance we are simply dis-

gusted. In order to obtain it the men have agreed to start working over-

time at once. What do the engineers mean ? At Bolton they agreed to

work overtime as part of the terms of settlement, and in Blackburn they
have followed suit. Are the unions a fraud and a sham, or what are they \

Their leaders march up to the Annual Trades' Congresses and make speeches
and propose resolutions in favour of eight hours' movements whilst their

^
members are deliberately agreeing to exceed the present limit. At the last

Congress held in Swansea, Mr. Swift, of the Steam Engine Makers, pro-

posed a resolution on the lines indicated, which was supported by Mr.
Austin, of the Amalgamated Engineers, and other representatives of the
iron trades. In the teeth of this, two disputes have been settled by members
of the unions of which the two gentlemen named are general secretaries,

in which a special clause has been put in the agreement authorising over-

time working. So far as the two gentlemen named are concerned we acquit

them of any blame, but what are we to think of the unions that allow it ?

It is time that working-men spoke out on these matters. The canting
hypocrisy which speaks one way and acts the reverse deserves exposure.
With the exception of repairs the reason given by employers in the iron

trade in favour of working overtime would equally apply to every occupa-
tion in the kingdom. Let the engineers speak the truth and say plainly
that they work overtime because it puts a little money in their pockets.
They can talk glibly about the thousands of working-men who are starving
for want of work, but the business ends with talking. Their avowed prin-
ciples and any feeling they profess to have for their fellow-workmen, are
sent to the winds in presence of a paltry shilling or two per week. The
iron trade representatives assist in instructing Congress to send out mani-
festoes in favour of reducing the hours of labour and to ascertain whether
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•w^orkmen are in favour of an eight hours working day. Let us stop this

liypocritical tinkering with an iniportant question. Let the organised

workmen of the country first make up their minds on the nine hours' ques-

tion, and then, and then only, will they put themselves in a fair position to

go a step further. . Amongst organised workmen the iron trades are in this

respect the greatest sinners. In Bolton we hoped against hope that rather

than allow the hours of labour to be tampered with, the wages question

would have been allowed to go to the wall. We were disappointed, but now
that the Blackburn ironworkers have followed suit, we can only say that it

is time the reformers reformed themselves."

AMEEICA.
There will be two representative gatherings of working men at Albany on

January 17 and 18. Delegates from various organisations will meet on
January 17 to form a State branch of the American Federation of Labour
similar to that organised in Connecticut about a year ago ; and on January
18 the Working-men's Assembly of the State of New York will hold its

annual Convention.
The organised workers of this city will watch the proceedings of these

bodies with a great deal of interest, as it is claimed that the Federation is

to be organised in opposition to the Working-men's Assembly. The As-
sembly claims to believe in rewarding friends and punishing enemies of

Labour, no matter in which political party they are found, and to have
secured some very important legislation in the interest of organised labour.

Through its efforts some years ago nearly 200,000 votes were rolled up as a

protest against contract convict labour.

Those who favour the State branch of the American Federation of Labour
claim t]iat the Working-men's Assembly is gradually being made a political

machine, and that the various interests of working men demand that a State

branch be formed. One of the peculiar features of the two conventions is

that Samuel Gompers, who spoke up for our murdered Chicago friends, is

president of both organisations. There may be a lively time among the

delegates.

The organised tram-car employes of New York and vicinity have succeeded
in getting the local assemblies of car employes in New York, Massachussetts,

New Jersey, Michigan, and Pennsylvania to agree to form a national district

of the Knights of Labour.
The new national district will be organised in local sections. Each sec-

tion will control its own affairs, and the National Executive Board can only
interfere in the business of a section when called upon by such section. No
strike or tie-up can take place without the consent of three-fourths of the

locals in the district. It is the intention of those interested in the new dis-

trict to push it along until it has ail the important cities of the United
States under its banner. If this can be accomplished it will be a most power-
ful body.

Speaking of the serving-women establishments in the United States, a
Central Labour Union prominent official said, ''they are all beehives of

industry and bonanzas for undertakers."

A delegation of union engineers employed in the Lehigh Valley coalmines
will try to induce the coal barons to agree to arbitration. If they are not
successful in this they propose to strike and allow the mines to be flooded

with water.

The seceders from the Knights of Labour have issued a circular which is

addressed to the local assemblies of the Knights of Labour, requesting these

bodies to co-operate in reorganising the order on an honest and substantial

basis. The ]jlaii of action is that each assembly shall refuse to pay further

tribute to the General Assembly unless an itemised account of the receipts

and expenditures of the General Assembly be presented to the local

assemblies.

It will be a long time before the Chicago Georgeites invite Henry George
to that city again. The two recent lectures were not attended by 300 people,

and left in consequence a large deficit, and futile efforts were made by the

society to raise the necessary amounts. Lawsuits will probably ensue.

The American Federation of Labour will meet on the 13th inst. in Balti-

more to shape its policy for the next year.

The strike of 500 miners near Scranton last week has ended satisfactorily.

The men returned to work yesterday.

The strike and lock-out of 450 ship-building hands at Buffalo has ended.

About 12,000 men were thrown out of work by the shut-down of all the
cigar-factories at Havana, Cuba. The shut-down was precipated by a
demand of the cigar-makers for increased wages.

The threatened strike of 7,400 coal-miners in the Yonghiogeny and Mon-
ongabela Yalleys has not yet taken place. The men demand an advance
in wages and the adoption of arbitration in settling disputes.

Several furnaces at Easton, Pa., have been compelled to shut-down, owing
to the scarcity of good coal caused by the Lehigh strike.

List of Strikes for November.
Number of strikers known, November 1 to 25
Marblehead, Mass.—Shoe-cutters, against reduction
Bellefonte, Pa.—Bricklayers, against discharge of one of their number
El Paso, Texas—Smelting-works hands, for higher wages, Nov. 28

Total known for November

13,209
20

100

13,329

H. C.

CONTINENTAL NOTES.
GERMANY.

During the month of November, 11,474 Germans have left their native
country in order to go to America. Since the beginning of this year, the
number of emigrants has been 99,556, whereas the corresponding figures for
last year are 78,841. A symptom of increasing prosperity !

•

The police of Breslau arrested last week three Socialists in an hotel of
the suburb Nicolai. They were searched, and a considerable number of
proclamations addressed to the soldiers and leaflets to the peasants were
found in their possession.

Bismarck has at last found the right way to get rid of the Socialists and
of Socialism as well. It appears that he is going to enforce the Anti-Socialist
laws by the addition of one single paragraph, but a masterly one ; instead
of expelling our comrades from town to town, it is contemplated to banish
them at once out of the country. The chasing of Socialists from one town
into another has not proved successful enough, exiling them from Germany
will do better. So, at least, he thinks of it ; but our friends are of another
opinion altogether ; who is right and who is wrong ? Besides, the legendary

Eeichsgericht, the Supreme German Court of Law, interpret the existing

Anti-Socialist laws in a most tyrannical way. Until now it was allowed to

be a subscriber to a prohibited paper, say Freiheit or Sozial Defmocrat, and
as long as the paper remained in the subscriber's possession he was not
liable to prosecution. Now the Eeichsgericht has decided that the fact of

being a subscriber to such a paper amounts to propagating Socialism, because
the few marks one has to pay in order to get the paper sent to him is a
financial help towards the general fund of Revolution ! Lastly, a Socialist

had to answer a charge of being a subscriber of a forbidden paper, and he
was about to be convicted on that ground, when he had (so at least he
thought) a good inspiration. He denied that he was a subscriber, and
proved that he received a free copy. Well, said the Court, then it is even a
more serious charge, only influential persons in the party receiving free
copies

;
you deserve on that account to be convicted much more severely !

The special organ of the shoemaker trade at Gotha, Das Schuhmacher-
Fadihlatt^ which never made an attempt of propagating revolutionary
doctrines, has nevertheless been prohibited and suppressed by the police

there. But the Imperial Revision Committee has found that suppression
too ridiculous and too funu)' indeed, even for Germany, and has decided
that the shoemakers may start their trade paper again.

The " authorities " have added two new volumes to their list of prohibited
works on Socialism :—1. ' The Record of the last Social Democratic Con-
gress of St. Gall, in Switzerland'; 2. 'The Second Edition of F. Engel's
Critical Analysis (and Burial !) of Diiring's Works ' (During's * Umwalzung
der Wissenschaft '). The very best way of soon making new editions

necessary.

In Berlin, a number of Socialists have been arrested and their houses
searched. Some papers and pamphlets were found, and that will suffice to

charge them with the most dreadful crimes : secret conspiracy, attempt to

ov^erthrow the existing o*>ar, and so forth. Afterwards, a certain number
of town councillors, also Socialists, were honoured with a thorough house
visitation. As nothing was found they were allowed to go—for the time
being.

At Hamburg, the police have seized G,000 copies of the ' Record of the

St. Gall Congress,' and fourteen comrades in consequence thereof were sent

to prison. At Stettin, in a few weeks, there will be a new trial for con-

spiracy.

At Breslau, a new Socialist paper has been started under the title of

ScJdesische NacJiricliten (News from Silesia).

At least, one good thing has of late been done in Germany, and I will not
overlook it (although I, personally, am not in the least a partisan of the
rotten Parliamentarism), namely, the eloquent and powerful speech of

August Bebel in the Reichstag. For more than two hours the rulers of that

land had a very impressive flogging indeed ; Bebel denounced in the most
vigorous terms both the home and foreign politics of Bismarck, and he de-

serves to be congratulated for his courage. I should like to see Bebel's

speech translated and spread as widely as possible.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
Another sensational trial took place at Vienna on the 10th inst., with the

result of four " genuine " Anarchists and one police-spy, who called hi\nself

an Anarchist, being sentenced from one to five years' hard labour. In this

case, however, the pseudo-Anarchist, who apparently played his game too

badly, was sent to prison with his victims. I only notice this new plot, be-

cause I am struck with the fact that in Austria for years past, there has
been hardly a single " Anarchist " trial without some scoundrel having been
mixed up in the matter from the very beginning. This certainly proves
first, that most of these things are merely arranged and concocted by the
police ; and second, that there must be a considerable deal of imprudence
in the ways and means of our Austrian comrades. They seem to gather
without in the least knowing each other, and are extremely surprised to be
arrested without having arrived at any result whatever. The contrary
course rather would surprise me. The scoundrel who denounced his com-
rades in this case is one Anton Schroger, who was in 1884 editor of the
Fiadical^ at Budapest, and in the pay of Police-councillor Frankel, at Vienna,
since 1885. V. D.

SPAIN.
Madrid.—A very serious agitation is spreading among the workmen in

Catalonia, where much suff'ering exists owdng to the depression in trade
which has obliged many manufacturers to close their mills. In consequence
many thousand operatives have been throWn out of employment, and have
enrolled themselves in powerful trades unions, the members of which for the
most part are Federal Republicans. About a fortnight ago in the works
which are being completed for the approaching Barcelona Exhibition, the
workmen and contractors quarrelled about wages. The men struck and
began a series of street manifestations of a pacific nature and an active can-

vass to induce the other classes of workmen to join the strike. Their efforts

met with such success that since the 16th inst. matters have taken a serious

aspect in Barcelona. Carpenters, masons, locksmiths, have struck, and are

expecting to be joined by the bakers and tramway men. They have taken
to parading the Boulevards at the busiest hours of the afternoon. 2,000
men last Saturday marched to the ofiicial residence of the Governor, and sent

a deputation to ask him to mediate between the employers and the men, who
are greatly in want of work. The Governor promised to do so, but inti-

mated that he could not tolerate the street manifestations, or the attempts
to force other operatives to join the strike. Military and police precautions

on a large scale have been taken, and cavalry patrols follow the workmen's
processions. El Einparcial says that if the strikes spread a state of siege

will be proclaimed.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.G.

SPECIAL NOTICE.—In consquence of Monday Deeember 26 being Boxing
Day, the usual weekly meeting of the Executive will not be held unless
business necessitates it. The next meeting of Council will take place on
Monday January 2, 1888.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Weekly Subscriptions—W. B., 6d.

Strike Committee.—Collected in Regent's Park, Dec. 19, 3s. S^d.-^. Lane

For Wives and Families of the Martyred Anarchistg.
Norwich Branch, 4s. ; M. A. T., 7s. H. Halliday SparlinCx, Treasurer
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REPORTS.
Bloomsbubt.—On Thursday, December 15, at 8.30,

T. J. jy&lAel lectured, the appointed lecturer not
turning up. Fair discussion.—T. J. D.
CLEBtKENWELL.—On Wednesday, no lecture. On

Sunday, Dec. 18, G. Bernard Shaw lectured to good
audience.—B.
North London.—We held our usual meeting in

Regent's Park on Sunday morning, Cantwell and
Mamwarinespoke, and we collected 3s. 3Jd. for pro-
pa^knda.—-T. C.
SiBMiNGHAM.—We have been attending various

clubs aiid putting some little life into their debates.
The Tories at Ladywood and the Liberals at Hockley
were visited during the week, and were not at all dis-
pleased with our view.—^A. D.
Glasgow.—No meeting Saturday owing to rain.

Sunday, Glasier and Gilbert held good meetmg in
Jail Square, where GommonwecU sold well. In even-
ing at Waterloo Rooms, H. H. Champion lectured on
" What Socialists want," and was well received.
Hull.—But little in the way of direct propaganda

has been done of late, our efforts chiefly being made
through medium of meetings promoted by Hull Radical
Club and other like societies. We expect a visit from
Mahon shortly, and have challenged Councillor Maddi-
son. President of Trades' Council, to debate with
him, as yet have had no reply. Debate between
Mahon and Mr. Wing, of Radical club, has been
postponed owing to the latter's many engagements.
Walsall.—Monday, Dec. 12, J. Sketchley (Bir-

mingham), delivered a lecture to branch on " Social-
ism, what it is and what it is not." Audienc
lecturer hearty reception.- T. D.

Audience gave

Dublin.—At Saturday Club, December 17th, J.
Murray, T.C., lectured on " Law and Order " from a
bourfi^eois standpoint. The international aspect of the
question was well expounded by Fitzpatrick. H. H.
Johnson, B.A., late Parliamentary for Trinity College,
also spoke.

Junior Socialistic Educational Society.—Ad-
journed meeting Saturday at 64, Charlotte Street

;

good attendance; T. Wardle in chair. Following
rules agreed to :—1. That the age of membership be
restricted to thirty -five ; 2. That members will be
allowed to bring friends to the discussions of the
society, who will be permitted to take part in the
discussions ; 3. That at each meeting the time and
place of the following meeting be determined ; 4. That
discussions be held in the rooms of the members, or
elsewhere if necessary ; 5. That all necessary expenses
be met by an equal levy upon the members ; 6. That
the mode of discussion be : That members be invited
to read a paper on a Socialistic subject, such subject
not to exceed twenty minutes in delivery, and to be
announced at the previous meeting ; 7. In the event
of any subject not being debated to the satisfaction

• of the members present, the right of adjourning the
same for further discussion to be vested in a majority
of at least three-fourths. Wardle vacated chair
(which was taken by H. Fry) and read a paper on
" Value." After the usual questioning a spirited dis-

cussion took place, in which McGill, Cross, Cooper,
Fisher, Fry, Mrs. Gostling (visitor), and Spencer-
Howell took part. Next meeting on Jan. 21st next,
at No. 12, Fitzroy Street, at 7.30 p.m., when Fisher
will read paper on "Socialism and Private Life."
Those who are desirous of joining the society will
please communicate with W. H. Spencer-Howell,
hon. sec, 15, Howland Street, Fitzroy Square, W.

Scottish Land and Labour League.

Edinburgh.—In Free Tron Hall large meeting was
addressed on 5th by Rev. John Glasse, and another
on 12th by H. H. Champion. Lecturers listened to
with the closest attention and enthusiastically ap-
plauded. These meetings conclude first series of our
winter week-day lectures. Socialism has made great
headway iu Edinburgh this year. On the 18th John
Smith lectured on " Equality." Mahon has resigned
the organisership and has left for Northumberland.
Arbroath.—Champion spoke in public hall here ;

the audience seemed to agree with all he said. Sale
of literature good. At weekly meeting Friday, the
secretary resigned as he was leaving the town in
sedrch of work.—W. S.

Dundee.—Saturday week, Dempster, Devlin, and
Carr spoke in Green Market. Champion delivered
two lectures on Sunday in Buchans Hall. Both audi-
ences expressed their satisfaction, and all hope to hear
Champion again.—J. C.
Carnoustie.—H. H. Champion delivered a lecture

on '* Socialism" in the Panmure Hall on Wednesday,
comrade Carr (of Dundee) in the chair. There was a
good audience, who listened with great attention. We
made four new members.

Notice to Branches of the S.L,L.L.
Branches desiring literature apply to D. K. Mac-

kenzie, librarian, 137 Pleasance, Edinburgh. Remit-
tances must be sent with orders.

Now ready. 32 pp., in Wrapper.

THE TABLES TORNED;
Or, Nupkins Awakened.

'

A Socialist Interlude
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

Price Fourpence.
Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon Rd., London, E.C.

LECTURE DIARY.

LONDON.

Bloomsbury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W. Thursday December
22, at 8.30, Business meeting. Thursday 29th, at
8.30, Social Evening.

Clerkenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Rd., E. C. Business meeting every Sunday at 7.

Fulham.—Committee meets Wednesday evenings, 8
o'clock, at 4 Werlery Avenue, Dawes Rd., Fulham.

ffachney.—28 Percy Terrace, Victoria Road, Hackney
Wick.

Hammersmith.—Kelmacott House, Upper Mall, W.
No lecture on the 25th.

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—C. J. Young, 8 Dunloe Street,

Hackney Road, Secretary. Concert and Draw on
January 14. Tickets ready. (See below.)

Mitcham.—Comer of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Mile-end and Bethnal Green.—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road. Business Meeting every Thursday at 9 p.m.
Debating Class for members after Business Meeting.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—James Leatham, secy.,

15 St. Nicholas Street.

Arbroath (Scot. Sect.).—High Street Hall. Meeting
Friday evenings. W. Smith, 12 Maule St., secy.

Birmingham.—Meetings at Summer Row Coffee House
every Saturday evening at 8.

Bradford.—Morris's Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section: Forfarshire).—Meeting
every Wednesday, at 8 p.m., in the Carnoustie
Restaurant. H. M'Cluskey, Millar Street, Secy.

Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI., sec
Dublin.—Saturday Club, Central Lecture Hall, 12
Westmorland Street. Saturday Dec. 31, at 8 p.m.
T. Fitzpatrick, " Socialism : What is it ?

"

Dundee {^Qot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the
Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station. Political
Economy class, 2 p.m. Lecture at 6.30.

^c^mfewrgr^ (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. *Das
Kapital' class every Thursday at 7.30. Members
requested to pay weekly subscriptions on that night.
Sunday evening lectures. Trades Hall, High Street.

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

Gallatown and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.
Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow.—84 John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.
till 10 p.m. daily. Propaganda Committee, Mon-
days at 8. Shorthand Class, Tuesdays at 8. Music
Class, Tuesdays at 9. Discussion Class, Thursdays
at 8. Sunday Dec. 25, in Hall, 8 Watson Street, at
7 p.m., A. McLaren, ** Compensation." — Books,
magazines, and other library requisites will be
thankfully received and acknowledged.

Hamilton.—Paton's Hall, Chapel St. Thursday, 7.30.
Leeds.—17 Chesham St., Sweet St. Club open every

evening. Business meeting Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
Leicester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, {pro tern.),

John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.
Norwich.—Gordon Hall, 5 Duke Street. Free Lectures
Sundays at 8.

Nottingham.—Club and Reading Rooms, 1 Tokenhouse
Y'ard, Bridlesmith Gate, open every evening. Lec-
tures and Discussions every Sunday.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25^ Pembroke Street.
Wednesdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Temperance Hall.- Meets every Monday.
West (7a?c?er (Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,
West Calder.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 25.

11.30...Garrett—" Plough Inn" Kitz
11. 30...Hackney—Salmon and Ball Graham
11.30.. .Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Wade & Pope
11.30...Kingsland Green Parker
1 1.30...Merton—Haydons Road The Branch
11. 30...Mitcham Fair Green The Branch
11.30.. .Regent's Park Nicoll
11.30. ..St. Pancras Arches Bartlett
11.30.. .Walham Green The Branch
3 ...Hyde Park The Branch
6 ...Stamford Hill Cores
7 ...Clerkenwell Green Cooper

Wednesday.
8 ...Broadway, London Fields The Branch

Thursday.
8 ...Hoxton Church, Pitfield St The Branch

PROVINCES.
i>^<?ic?ee.—Saturday : Greenmarket, at 7.
Z^eec^s.—Sunday: Vicar's Croft, 11a.m.
Glasgow.—JaiVs ^S'gtiare—Saturday, at 6. *

St. George's Cross—Sunday, at 1.30. «
Paisley i?oacZ—Sunday at 5.

Hoxton (L.E.L.)—Concert and Draw on January
14, at 13 Farnngdon Road, when, by special arrange-
ment. The Lamp, by H. A. Barker, will be performed.
Tickets now ready.

Sheffield Socialists, Commonwealth Caf4, Scot-
land Street, Sheffield.—Discussions or Lectures every
Simday evening at 7 o'clock. Free.

DtTBLiN.—-A Socialist Club, open to all achooli of
Socialistic thought, being in course of formation, any
person desirous of joining or otherwise co-operating is.

requested to communicate with J. O'Gorman, or Cr.

King at 21 St. Ignatius Road.

North of England Socialist Federation.
Branches and Secretaries.

Annitsford,—F. Rivett, Dudley Colliery.
Backworth.—W. Maddison, C. Pit.

Consett.—J. Walton, Medonsby Road.
Blyth.—Martin Mack, 4 Back Marlow Street.
South Shields.—-F. Dick, 139 Marsden Street, West.
North Shields.—0. T. Harrison, 24 Queen Street.
East Holywell—J. M*Lean, Top Row, Bates's Cottages
West Holywell.—F. M*Carroll, West HolyweU.
Seaton Delaval.—W. Day, Seaton Delaval.
Seghill.—Wm. Whalley, New Square.
M. Mack, Gen. Sec, 4 Back Marlow Street, Blyth.

EMTORS OF ALL SOCIALIST PAPERS
published in English are urgently asked to send a

sample copy to the Vooruit Library at Ghent. Postal
address to which they should be sent is Edouard
Stautemas, Rue van Wittenberghe 34, Gand, Belgium.

CHILDREN'S PARTY
Boxing-Day, December 26.

The Party will commence at three o'clock. Tea will
be taken at four o'clock. The Committee arranging
the Paity are Mrs. Lane, Lena Wardle, Mrs. Grove,
May Morris, and Joseph Lane. Donations of money
to be sent to Mrs. Grove, treasurer, 15 Offerton Rd.,
Clapham Common, S.W. Toys, Presents, etc., to be
sent to 13 Farringdon Road.

Received—Mrs. Mainwaring, Is. ; Wm. Morris,
2s. 6d. ; Jenny Morris, 5s. ; T. Bolas, 2s. ; M. Grove,
5s.; S. C. C, £1; J. L. J., 2s.

The Children's Party will be followed by an Enter-
tainment entitled

THE LAMP : An Extravaganza,

By H. A. Barker ; Scenery, Appointments, etc. , by
C. Barker, beginning at 7 o'clock.

Free to Members and Friends.

For further particulars see Programme.

THE TABLES TURNED.
ENGAGEMENTS.

December 31st . . . Cleveland Hall
January 21 . . Hammersmith Branch S.L.

Applications for engagements to be made to the
Manager, H. A. Barker.

IRISH MINSTRELSY.
Being a Selection of Irish Songs, Lyrics, and

Ballads.

Edited, with Notes and Introduction,

BY H. HALLIDAY SPARLING.
Cloth, cut or uncut. Is.

" The most interesting and the most comprehensive
compendium of national poetic genius yet given to the
public."—Speranza (LadyWilde) in Pall Mall Gazette,
"A triumph of consistent editing. Mr. Halliday

Sparling has brought to his work a rare sympathy, in-
telligence, and earnestness."

—

Truth.
"No less triumphantly successful than difficult of

accomplishment.~Z)w6Zm Morning Mail.

Walter Scott, 24 Warwick Lane, Paternoster Row

Important Notice.

Social Science. Size of page 15 by 111
Containing splendid Portraits for framing of the
eight Chicago Anarchists, with Biographical No-
tices. Price 5d. , post free 6d. •

The Irish Question. Third Edition. 32
pages, in Wrapper. Price Threepence. 6 or
more copies post free.

The Workman's Question: Why He is
Poor. 24 pp., in Wrapper. Price Twopence.
6 or more copies post free.

Birmingham : J. Sketchley, 8 Arthur Place Parade.

IdChants for Socialists. By William Morris. .

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors). . . i Id.

The Aims of Art. By Wm. Morris.
Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d.

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William
Morris id.

Printed and Published by William Morkis aiid Joskph Lane
at 13 Farringdon Bead, London
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EMIGRATION AND COLONISATION.
The minds of the upper classes are still more and mere turned towards

emigration. It is true that they have not any wish to emigrate them-

selves, as one might suppose they would have, since they are always

talking about their diminished incomes, and are never tired of dinning

into people's ears the splendid career that lies before the emigrant.

They are after all tolerably contented to live in the British Islands

(Ireland excepted, where there are extra risks). But they have at last

got to understand that there is a great mass of " our poorer brethren "

who have abundant reasons for not being contented with life in Great

Britain and Ireland. The upper classes would dearly like to see the

backs of these ; for even in these early days they are sick of them and
their troubles.

Enlightenment is, however, growing. Lord Salisbury at Derby had

something to say on this emigration subject which, as coming from a

Tory minister, was new. He would like to send a few more people

out of Ireland, conveniently forgetting for the moment that the con-

dition of the ^ve millions now inhabiting Ireland was not so much
better than that of the eight millions who once inhabited it. He said

Mr. Tuke the Quaker Liberal told him that in large tracts of Ireland

the people could not live upon the land. Exactly ; because other large

tracts have been stolen by the landlords and rack-rented to the tenants

by them, just as the starveling larger tracts are.

However, this is not my lord's new idea. It is true that he seemed
chiefly thinking about Ireland, because the Irish are better rebels than
the English, but he was speaking of emigration in general ; and thereon

he said what certainly was remarkable for him. Quoth he : "I am
aware that emigration . . . happens not to be popular. . . . You will

hear people say. Why should not emigration come from the upper
classes 1 Well, I entirely agree with the people who make that contention,

my idea of emigration is that it should involve all classes of the com-

munity." And he went on to say that he thought it would be dis-

astrous if only the unsuccessful and desperate took to emigration. It

must be noted that these are the groups that the philanthropists of

all kinds want to send away, and then we can give Lord Salisbury

credit for a certain amount of enlightenment—for, in fact, recurring

for the occasion to the older and more human Tory ideas of paternal

government, which are assuredly far better than the new commercial

absolutist idea» that have taken their place, whether their supporters

be called Tory, Whig-Liberal, or philanthropist.

However, it must be pointed out that Lord Ssilisbury didn't under-

stand the popular cry he quoted, " Why don't the upper classes emi-

grate ? " or rather, didn't choose to understand it. His idea presup-

poses the sacredness of the present three-class society—nobles, trades-

men, and workmen—just as the Roman idea of colonisation did. The
popular cry means " Why don't the upper classes turn workmen V And
the answer clearly is, "Because you, the workmen, don't make them
do so."

After all, the difference between Lord Salisbury's grandiose, old Tory
Idea of the natural leaders of the people leading out a colony like the

Romans of old, would mean in practice (if it could be put in practice,

which it cannot) going out with ready-made somewhat old British

bosses instead of stumbling on new-made colonial ones, or gradually

evolving them from the rough and tumble of the early colonial gambling
struggle for riches and position. There is little to choose between the
two methods—the happy-go-luc|^y, and the paternal : all the more as
the dignified paternal bosses would soon lose their dignity in the
general scramble above-said. As things go, emigration must be a

miserable, degraded scramble, a mess and a muddle that makes one
sick to think of.

But our younger Socialist readers must not suppose that Socialists

object to persons or groups changing their country, or fertilising the

waste places of the earth. Granted that society really were the sacred

thing that it should be, instead of the mass of anomalies and wrongs

that it is, the Roman idea of leading a colony is right and good, and
it will surely be one of the solemn duties of the society of the future

for a community to send out some band of its best and hardiest people

to socialise some hitherto neglected spot of earth for the service of man.

At present that cannot be done ; all we can now do when pushed by
our necessities is to waste and spoil some land which should be kept

unwasted for the better days. As things go, we are as great a curse

to the lands we overrun as were the Mogul hordes of the early Middle
Ages—or worse, may be.

Meantime the "remedy" of emigration is receiving rude blows.

Lord Salisbury says the rich (perhaps the House of Lords) should lead

our colonies. Others looking about them on the waste of the land ia

England itself, ask very naturally why it should not be cultivated. To
set aside the direct answer which Socialists have to make, here is a

scheme for Home Colonisation about which a few words should be said.

It has been set on foot by Mr. Herbert V. Mills; who has noted with

interest the Beggar Colonies of Holland, and being himself both by
nature and profession an ascetic, has not be^ shocke4 at the sl[avish-

ness and despair of the future of humanity which such schemes involve.

The essentials of his scheme come to this : that charitable persons

should subscribe a vast sum of money to buy land, whii;h can be had
cheap in England to-day and apparently will be cheap in times to come
(unless Mr. Mills's scheme grows vastly and so raises the price), and
that on this land certain families and persons are to be planted, having

been chosen by the Charity Organisation Society (!). This community
will feed, clothe, and house itself, consuming its own productions, and
only sell to the outside world the surplus of what it produces. The
colonists will be bound to work three hours a-day in return for sub-

sistence (as I gather, at a low standard), and will also be allowed each

to cultivate a plot of land for his own benefit. The first experiment

is to be made on 500 persons, and £25,000 will have to be collected in

order to set it on foot.

' Now with all respect to Mr. Mills,' who is undoubtedly a kind, dis-

interested, and devoted man, it must be pointed out, that while his

idea of getting the people back on the land is a right one, and while it

must be admitted that the members of such a community will be infi-

nitely better off than their workhouse or slum-dwelling brethren, yet

his scheme will nc^t lead to any solution of the question between capital

and labour Not to make any carping objections, let it be admitted

that the exj^riment gets over the natural difficulties and succeeds, i.e.,

that granted the land given by charity, the community supports itself

;

yet the colonists after all are slaves unless they succeed in producing

more than a bare subsistence ; and if they do so they then become
capitalists also ; and furthermore it must be asked what is the nupaber

of persons to be so benefited, and if that number is what it should be^

where is the " charity " to come from 1

Clearly the answer must be that the " charity must be universal

in other words that all the land in the country must be given up to

gain the end Mr. Mills aims at, due livelihood for the people, and along

with the land all the other means of production. If " charity " will do
this, well and good ; but it is not a matter of fear but of certainty that
if Mr. Mill's scheme is taken up, it will be as an evasion of the demand
of the Socialists that monopoly in the means of production should
cease. And it is quite as certain, as has been said over and over again.
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in these columns, that this demand will only be yielded on compulsion.

A proprietary class neither will nor can yield its privileges voluntarily.

A word with Lord Salisbury again ; I must quote him. He says,

apropos of emigration :
" Every year between three and four hundred

thousand souls are added to your community. Do you believe>that the

means of supplying them grows, increasing as rapidly 1 " The answer

is *' Certainly not, so long as labour is organised first to make profits

for the idle rich, and next to supply them with luxuries, so long as it

is organised wastefully : if labour were not so organised, or disorgan-

ised, then we should see."

Meantime Lord Salisbury makes one admission of importance enough,

and which if statesmen ever think, which is doubtful, must have made

him feel how empty and hollow his suggestions of remedies were.

Said he :
"We are in the most perplexing and anomalous condition

—

we are ruined because everything is cheaper than it was before—but

of course youi||(3uld at first sight imagine that when everything is

cheaper everybody ought to be better ofi*. Somehow everybody is not

:

everybody feels that his industry is checked and his income straight-

ened, and we look round in vain to see some solution for our difficul-

ties, some mitigation for our suiferings."

In vain indeed, my lord ! Possibly because when you speak about

our sufferings, you are using rather an extravagant figure of speech.

O^, if only those whose sufi:erings are but too real would only " look

round " them, surely it would 7iot be in vain !

William Morris.

A VOICE FROM AMERICA.
. * ' (Concluded from page 413.)

On the last night the relatives of Fischer, Engel, and Spies took
leave of these men. Mrs. Parsons was, however, refused even this

last favour. " But I must go to see my husband !
" she exclaimed.

*' You cannot," was the'cruel reply. She fell down fainting, and had
eventually to be carried away. Next morning she again tried to get
admittance, but was simply locked up by the authorities during the
strangulation of her husband.
On the day of execution the excitement in the States was at fever

heat. New York had the appearance a city bears on the day of a
great battle. Specials were issued everyminute; the people were mobbing
the newspaper boys. In fact the headings of the newspapers, the thirst

of the populace for sensational news, indicate that they were not to be
content short of gladiator scenes. The capitalist class recognise they
have to meet a most determined foe, and the working-men see clearly
liow brutaHy they are treated. It cannot last long, but the struggle
will be severe. No quarter will be given either side.

The Socialists, 10,000 strong, marched through the streets of New
York with black flags and muffled drums, as if attending a funeral.
Few of us could sleep, eat, or even think. A spirit of restlessness had
overpowered us completely. To think that four of our best men were
going to be done to death ; to think this and also to think of the in-
ability to do something to prevent it was horrible and unspeakable !

The Last Night.

All hope was lost now. The Governor absolutely refused to inter-
fere, and the men had but little time to prepare themselves.

The men passed the night quietly. At 4 a.m. one of the reporters
made a tour of the lower corridor, where Spies, Parsons, Fischer, and
Engel were confined. Spies lay on one side, his head on his arm, and
slept as peacefully as a babe. Fischer had turned over on his back

;

Engel lay motionless, as did Parsons, except that at times the latter
started uneasily as if dreaming.
Between 1 and 2 o'clock the Sheriff and his assistants ^tested the

^^llows. Heavy bags of sand were attached to the ropes, and the
traps were sprung. The horrible machine worked but too well. A
few minutes after 2 o'clock Spies stood at the door of his cell smoking
And talking through the bars with his guard. The rumble of wheels
was heard outside about 4 a.m., and a wagon drove up and unloaded
four coffins. At about 7 o'clock the men awoke and dressed them-
selves. They stepped over to the plain iron sink and took a good wash.

Breakfast was served in the jail at 7.30. The men ate heartily.
They bore up well. .At 8 o'clock the Rev. Dr. Bolton arrived, but was
plainly told he was not wanted. Spies exclaimed, " Pray for yourself,
you need it more than I."

The Last Hours.

Then all was quiet again in the jail. Suddenly the voice of a man
was heard in ^ng. He began in low sweet tones. Gradually the
voice rose higher and higher ; each note was clear. It was Parsons

;

he sang the last greetings to his wife. He was standing in his cell
' with his head up and shoulders thrown back, singing as if he were a

lark in the meadows instead of a man upon whom the black cap was
to be placed in a few hours. This was the song :

—

" Maxwelton braes are bonnie, where early fa's the dew ;

And it's there that Annie Laurie gie'd me her promise true,
Gie'd me her promise true,

Which ne'er forgot will be ;

And for bonnie Annie Laurie I'd lay me down and dee."

It was a sweet pure voice, and the singer sang as if he were the
happiest man in the world.

At the very moment that Parsons was singing, Mrs. Parsons was at

the jail door pleading to see her husband but once more. This was
refused and she rebelled. The cowardly law-outragers arrested her
and put her in a cell.

The hour of death is nigh. All are waiting for the moment when
the sheriff shall lead the way to the gallows. Then all at once another
voice is heard. A more familiar air ; an air that makes the heart beat
faster. It is the " Marsellaise." This time Fischer is singing. All
join in the chorus, and for the second time the jail is filled with music.

The death warrant was read first to Spies, then Fischer, then Engel.

and at 11.43 a.m. the Sheriff read it for the last time to Parsons
White shrouds were then adjusted upon each of the prisoners, and they
were led out upon the scaffold. The caps, also of white, were at once
placed upon their heads and the nooses slipped over them.

The Strangulation.

They were then put on the trap. The great drop swung back, four

bodies swayed free, turned half around, and then shot down. Fischer

died very hard, as did Spies and Parsons, the last struggling and
kicking fearfully. But it was soon all over. All of the men died of

strangulation, none of their necks were broken.

The last words of each were as follows :

Sjnes: "There will come a time when our silence will be more
powerful than the voices they are strangling to death now."

Engel: Long live Anarchism."
Fischer : Long live Anarchism. This is the happiest moment of my

life."

Parsons : " May I be allowed to speak ? Will you let me speak,

Sheriff' Matson ? Let the voice of the people be heard."

During the last hour or two before the hanging, the nerves of every

person in the jail were at their greatest tension, and the police them-
selves shared the subdued but intense feeling of excitement which
pervaded the building ; the four men alone were quiet and collected.

The Mail and Express, one of the vilest capitalistic sheets, which
has constantly clamoured for the blood of the men, said the same
night

:

" It is all over. The Anarchists are dead. The drop fell at 11.50

o'clock. There was no trouble anywhere. The men met their fate

bravely. They seemed to have hearts like lions."

The strangulation was witnessed by nearly 250 reporters, deputy
sheriffs, and local politicians.

Such is the fate of the teachers of humanity.

Henry F. Charles.

"BROKEN CISTERNS." *

(Concluded from p. 237.)

But there is one feature about such a change which we must not

los6 sight of, and that is, that of its very nature it cannot be done
gradually. A change of basis must be a suddeJl change. But^ it

makes all the difference whether this sudden chan^'has been prepared

for or whether it is hurried on by violent revolution, and change and
preparation have to go on simultaneously. Many Socialists aim at

getting a parliamentary party to force on the gradual change. Person-

ally, I think they are mistaken. A parliamentary party might be

useful for propaganda purposes; but the kind of preparation which
could alone be of much good can only be made by a substantial

majority elected for the definite purpose of making preparations for

the complete change of basis. I prefer to hope that the change may
thus come through the conversion of the majority to our views—instead

of coming violently—and I,i will therefore indicate what I mean by
preparatory measures for such a peaceable transformation, leaving to

others more able than myself the more difficult task of dealing with a

sudden change. Assuming, then, that we have appointed a govern-

ment backed by a strong majority to definitely prepare for the change,

I imagine they would first set about raising a national store by taking

the larger part of all rents and all incomes over a fixed amount. They
would then organise a system of local self management, which would
have to begin by organising in each locality a system of communal
distribution of the chief goods in common use. They would for this

purpose have the right to appropriate any shops, buildings, etc., which
were suitable for the purpose, retaining as far as possible the present

owners, managers, and assistants to manage and work the affairs at

fixed salaries. They would also have to organise a commission in each
district to hear any cases of hardship or actual want caused by the
disturbance of relations necessary during the transitional period ; and
this commission would have to use the national store above referred to
for the purpose of conpensating such people, not on a basis of property
lost, but simply on a basis of providing them reasonably with the
means of living, those compensated, of course, being liable to be called
upon to do some work as soon as suitable work was found. Having
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got an organisation for the distribution of all products, it would become
easy to take over gradually all productive enterprises, keeping them
working and paying wages in some form of money which would be
acknowledged at the government store. The hours of labour would
be gradually reduced until all were found employment; and as ex-

perience told what the amount of produce would allow, waf^es would
be raised, always keeping a large balance in hand for emergencies.
Very much of the details of organisation might then be left to the
local communes, the federal management only having a right to super-
vise and veto anything which would endanger the harmony of the
whole. A very short time would be enough to show the people the
advantages of the system, and they would soon come to see that every
improvement they made, either in the quality of their products or in
the method of producing them, would directly tend to lighten their
labour or increase their wealth, wliich they liked. Gradually as things
settled down and men became accustomed to common work and com-
mon interests, restrictions on the individual could be removed. During
the transitional period each would have to do, to some extent, what he
was told ; the idlers would have to do the work they were set to, and
all would have to work a fixed number of hours. Many restrictions

of this sort might be necessary during the transitional period, which
could be easily dropped as things settled down and the people began
to intelligently enter into the work a-nd appreciate its advantages. For
instance, in many cases it would be quite easy to let each man work
as long as he liked, rewarding him according to the time worked, so
that if he liked to work hard one week and play the next he might be
free to do so. Similarly it might gradually be allowed to any one to
change his work, if he liked to take the trouble to learn a new trade.
This would to a large extent influence the reward of labour ; for if all

men began to crowd to one trade, thus showing it to be an extra
pleasant one, as for instance if a large number wanted to be cab-
drivers, the reward of cab-driving would have to be to some extent
reduced, • either by increasing the work expected, or directly reducing
the wage. Similarly if there was a difficulty in getting men to do
certain work—mining, for example—the reward in tliat case would
have to be increased or the hours shortened. In tliis way it would
become possible for men to develope their individuality to an extent
utterly unknown now. Freedom would ha^e a real mea^iing : it would
mean not the freedom to be crushed out by others or to try and crush
others out, but freedom to develope in any direction and to the largest
extent which the resources of society could allow.

The substantial equality would be maintained, because one advan-
tage would balance another; one man would have slightly more wealth
than another, but then the other would have pleasanter work and more
leisure. As it is now, all the advantages are piled on to one and all

the disadvantages on to another. The greatest wealth goes with the
pleasantest work and the greatest amount of leisure ; the greatest
poverty goes with the worst work and least leisure. There vrould be
equality without the dead level so much dreaded by many. Brother-
hood would form the very foundation of the system ; all the dividing
interests arising from the private ownership of capital and the working
of it for private gain would vanish in the common ownership of it.

All the class interests and all the scrambling of competition v/hich give
rise to ^' envy, hatred, malice, and all uncharitableness " would be cut
away from the root. One common property owned by all and shared
by all would give common interests to all, and the growth of new
divisions and separate interests would be prevented by a system of

federation, where each interest was subject to the management of a
body rofu-esenting all other interests of the same kind. The abolition

offall con|yieting interests would leave the more social side of man's
©tpractepffeoe to expand, arid human nature under the new conditions
Would be found 4d he something nobler than it gets credited with being
now, when men are forced into strife with one another through their
conflicting interests. The results of such a brotherhood who can
foresee ? When we gaze upon the marvellous beauty of the creations
of men, the sudden bursts of enthusiasm in art and work which have
marked the times when men hoped that freedom was dawning upon
them, we are dazed at the thought of what would result if mankind
were indeed freed from the degrading stru^^orle and the benumbinor
serfdom under which they groan ! Let the thought of it inspire us

;

and forsaking the broken cisterns to which we have so long trusted,
let us struggle with all our might for the one and only change of basis
which will allow a nobler society to arise, guided by the three great
principles round which have centred the hopes of ages— Freedom,
Equality, and Brotherhood. Eaymond Unwin.

" Everyone has a right to live. We will suppose this granted. But no
one has a right to bring creatures into life, to be supported by other people.
Whoever means to stand upon the first of these rights, must renounce all

pretensions to the last. '^—i/z7^'5 'Principles of Political Economy; Booh 11.
chap. xii. This, originally written in condemnation of the propagation of
the extreme poor, seems peculiarly applicable also, to our "nobility and
gentry," the majority of whom are "supported by other people " under the
present system.—J. S.

A Young Anarchist.—It sounds a little bit irreverent, but as it was told
by a highly esteemed clergyman, and in Sunday-school, too, it is presumably
tellable in printf^ A little girl, walking in the public garden on Sunday with
her mother, began to play upon the grass, and was instantly restrained, to
her chagrin. " Why can't I run on the grass, mamma ? " she exclaimed.
" Because the policeman will make you go off if you do. Don't you see the
policeman over there ? Besides, it is Sunday, and God doesn't want you to
play." " Oh, dear," said the little girl, "if it wasn't for the policemans and
God, what nice times we could have I

"

—

Boston Transcript.

ALBERT R. PARSONS.
Albert Parsons was born June 24, 1848, in Montgomery, Ala. He has
nine brothers and sisters. His father, Samuel Parsons, had a shoe and
leather factory. He was noted as a public-spirited philanthropic man. He
was an Universalist in religion, and an active, prominent temperance advo-
cate. Albert's mother died when he was two years old^ and his father died
three years later. His eldest brother, General AV. H. Parsons, who was
married and living at Tyler, Texas, became his guardian. Two years later
the family moved to the Texas frontier, where Albert became an expert in
the use of fire-arms, riding, and hunting. In 1859, he went to Waco, Texas,
where he lived one year with hi^ sister (wife of Major Boyd). In 1860 he
was apprenticed to learn the printer's tirade in the Galveston News office.

When the rebellion broke out in^ 18G1, though but thirteen years old, he
joined a local volunteer company called the " Lone Star Greys." He wanted
to enlist in the rebel army, but his employer and guardian ridiculed the
idea on account of his age and size, and told him that it was all bluster any-
way, and the war would be over in sixty days. Albert therefore took
"French leave " and joined a local artillery company. His military enlist-

ment expn^ed in a year, and he then joined Parsons' Texas cavalry brigade.
His brother, Major-General W. H. Parsons, was at that time in command
of the entire cavalry outposts on tjie west bank of the Mississippi Piver
from Helena to the Ped Piver. Albert was afterward a member of the re-

nowned McMoly scouts. He returned to Waco, Texas, at the close of the
war, and for a short time attended the University at that place. This was
followed by learning the trade of type-Betting. In 1868 he founded and
edited a weekly newspaper, the Speciator, in Waco. In it he advocated the
acceptance, in good faith, of the terms of surrender, and supported the
thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth constitutional amendments, and the
reconstruction measures. He became a Pepublican, and consequently
incurred the hatred of many former army comrades, neighbours, and the
Ku Klux Klan, as well as the love of the enfranchised slaves. Of course
the Spertator could not live in such an atmosphere. In 1869 he w^as appointed
travelling correspondent and agent for the Houston Daily Telegraph. It
was during a trip through Johnson county that he first met the charming
young Spanish-Indian maiden, who, three years later, became his wife. She
lived in a most beautiful region of country, on her uncle's ranch near
liuft'alo Creek. He lin^^ered in tlii.s neighboui^hood as long as he could, and
then pursued his journey with fair success. In 1870, at tw^enty-one years
of age, he w^as appointed Assistant Assessor of the United States Internal
Pevenue, under General Grant's administration. About a year later he was
elected one of the secretaries of the Texas State Senate, and was soon after

appointed Chief Deputy Collector of the United States Internal Pevenue,
at Austin, Texas, which })osition he held, accounting satisfactorily for large
sums of money, until 1873, wdien he resigned the position. In August, 1873,
he accompanied an editc-rial excursion, as the representative of the Texas
Agriculturist dit Austin, Texas, and in company with a large delegation of

Texas editors, made an extended tour through Texas, Indian Nation, Mis-
souri; low^a, Illinois, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, as guests of the Missouri,
Kansas, and Texas Pailway. He decided to settle in Chicago. He had
married in Austin, Texas, in the fall of 1872, and his wife joining him at
Philadelplii'i th-^" c'li.y.', t:> Chica^^-c together, where they have since lived.

He became interested in the Labour Question in 1874, through the efforts of

the Chicago working people to compel the " Pelief and Aid Society" to-

render an account of tlie several millions of dollars contributed by the whole
^vorld to relieve the distress occasioned by the Chicago fire of 1871. It was
claimed by the working peo|)le that rings of speculators were corruptly
using the nioney, while tlie di^tressud and impoverished j)eople'for whom it

was contributed, vrere denied its use. The new^spapers defended the " Pe-
lief and Aid Society," which denounced the dissatisfied working-men as
" communists, robbers, loafers," etc. It has since been established that the
working people were I'iglit in their accusations. In 1876, Parsons joined
the " Working-men's Piirty," and soon became one of its most trusted
leaders. In 1876, July 4th, he beca,me a member of the Knights of Labour.
In 1877, he received as candidate for County Clerk, on the working-men's
ticket, 7,963 votes, running over 400 ahead of his ticket. He has been
nominated by the working-men of Chicago three times for Alderman, twice
for County Clerk, and once for Congress. In 1878, he was a delegate to the
National Convention of the working-men's party. In 1879, he was a dele-

gate to the National Convention of the Socialistic Labour Party, and was
there nominated as the labour candidate for President of the LTnited States.

He declined the honour, not being of the constitutional age (thirty-five

years old). When in 1876 an English weekly, entitled TJiC Socialist^ was
first published, Mr. Parsons w\as chosen assistant editor. Meanwhile he
kept a vigilant w^atch upon the progress of labour organisations in America.
So formidable became the plans of labour at this date, that the- Legislature
of Illinois in 1878 passed a law disarming the wage-workers. This law was
tested and confirmed by the Supreme Court of the United States. No
sooner had this policy become effectual and dissensions in consequence had
followed throughout the ranks of the whole Socialistic organisation, than
Parsons saw the almost hopeless task of accomplishing political reformation.

When in 1878, '79, and '80, ballot-box stuffing and other outrages upon the

liberties of the people became the order of the day, all faith in the potency
of moral means to insure justice, left the minds and failed to touch the

hearts of working-men. To Parsons it appeared for the last time that the

functions of government were practically intended to subjugate labourers'

interests to the needs of corrupt power and ill-gotten wealth. In other

words, the fact obtained that wealth controlled the political machines. In
1880, he withdrew from active participation in the labour struggle. The
conviction gained upon him, that long hours and low wages practically dis-

franchised the masses of so-called voters. This experience, he says, had
taught him '^ that bribery, intimidation, duplicity, corruption, and bull-

dozing grew out of the conditions, which made the working people poor and
the idle rich." On this account he subsequently turned his efforts toward
reducing the hours of labour. The National Conference of Labour Re-
formers held in Washington, D. C, in 1880, adopted a resolution forwarded
by Parsons, which called attention to the fact that the United States Con-
gress, while it neglected to enforce the Eight Hour Law passed years ago,

and applicable to Government departments, found it easy enough to pass
and enforce all the capitalistic legislation demanded. On October 1st, 1884,

the International founded in Chicago a weekly newspaper called The Alfxrmy

on which he was elected to the position of editor, a post held by him down
to the date of the paper's suppression in May, 1886. From this date, the
history of Albert P. Parsons, his trial, conviction, and execution has passed
into a thousand and one periodicals and journals.
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' HAVB YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW I FIRST, FEW MEN

HXKD IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON I

Oommunicationa invited on Social Questions, They shotUd be written on one side of

the paper, addressed to the Editors, IS Farringdon Rd. .E.G., and accompanied

by the name and address o) the writer, not necessarilyfor publication,

^« al.l articles are signed, no special signijicance attaches to them because of theirposi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views ofthe League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Ktiected MSS, only returned ifa stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them,

8\iJb%cfriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s,

six months, 3s.; three months. Is. 6d.

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Jfar-

ringdon Road, E.G, Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

De Lisle was cashiered for expressing disapproval of the events of

10th August, and was in prison when his chant was dramatised and

given at the Fete of Oct. 14, 1792. He was released on July 28, 1794,

after the fall of Robespierre. Louis Philippe gave him a pension on

Aug. 6, 1830, which he received till his death. He was born at Mon-

taign, Lons-le-Saunier, May 10, 1760; died at Choisy-le-Roi, ne^r

Paris, June 27, 1836. Besides the Marseillaise, he wrote ' Essais en

vers et prose ' (Paris, 1796); * Cinquante Chants Fran^ais' (Paris, 1825);

the librettos of ' Jacquot, ou VEcole des Meres,' comic opera by Della-

maria, 1790, and 'Macbeth,' opera by Chelard, 1827 ; and many battle-

songs in the style of the Marseillaise, none of which attained more

than local fame. ^»

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
B. X.—Maxwell's * Irish Rebellion in 1798' is one of the most repulsively hypo-

critical books to be found anywhere.
i , . i

B._* Garryowen ' is No. 696 of Boosey's ' Universal ' Music, and may be obtained

for 2d. from Boosey and Co., 295, Regent Street.

Feriodicals received during the week ending Wednesday December 38.

England
Jtis
Jtiatlce

Labour Tribune
Norwich—Daylight
Bailway Review

India
Madras—People's Friend

United States
New York—Der Sozialist

Freiheit
Tnitliseeker
Volkszeitung

St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole
Altruist

Boston—Woman's Journal
San Francisco Arbeiter-Zeitung
Coast Seamen's Journal

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)

Guise—Le Devoir

Holland
Amsterdam—Voorwaarts

Switzerland
Geneva—Bulletin Continental

Italy
Gizetta Operaia
Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Marsala—La Nuova Eta

Spain
Madrid—Bl Socialiata

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Vienna—Gleichheit

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

North Africa
Tunis- L'Operaio

THE " MARSEILLAISE.'
We have again been asked for information regarding this fine song,

and assume that it will interest other readers than our querist, and so

give a brief statement of its history.

The words and music are both composed by Claude Joseph Rouget

de Lisle, a Captain of Engineers, who was stationed at Strasburg wheu

the volunteers of the Bas Rhin received orders to join Luckner's army

during the excitement caused by the declaration of war against France

by the King of Bohemia and Hungary. Dietrich, mayor of Strasburg,

in conversation expressed regret that the young soldiers had no song

to sing and march to. Rouget de Lisle, who heard him, returned to

his lodgings (Maison Bochel, No. 12 Grand Rue) and composed the

words and music during the night of April 24, 1792. ^
With his violin

he picked out the first strains of the inspiriting melody ; but being only

an amateur he unfortunately added a symphony, which jars strangely

with the hymn itself, and has since been suppressed. The original

edition was printed (on a half-sheet, oblong 4to) by Dannbach of Stras-

burg, under the title of ' Chant de guerre de V arniee dit Rhin, dedie

au Marechal Lukner ' (sic). The ' Chant de Guerre ' was sung in

Dietrich's house on April 25, copied and arranged next day, and per-

formed by the band of the National Guard at a review on Sunday the

29th. On June 25 a singer named Mirenssang it at a civic banquet at

Marseilles with so much effect that it was immediately printed and

distributed among the volunteers of the battalion just starting for

Paris. They entered Paris orv July 30 singing their new hymn ; and

with it on their lips they marched to the attack on the Tuilleries on

Aucy. 10, 1792. From that day the song lost its old name and was

henceforth the 'Chanson' or 'Chant des Jlarseillais,' and finally 'La

Marseillaise.' Shouting it in the streets the people altered it a note

or two ; the musicians, Edelmann, Gretry, and most of all Gossec, in

their accompaniments for . pianoforte and orchestra, greatly enriched

the harmonies, and soon the Marseillaise in the form we have it now
was known from one end of France to the other. The original song

had only six verses ; the seventh (' ^ous entrerons dans la carriere ',

etc.) was added by Louis Dubois for the fete of the Federation.

During the revolution a vast number of ephemeral versions appeared,

but the first has never been superseded.

That De Lisle wrote the words has never been disputed, but many
attempts have been unsuccessfully made to prove the prior existence

of the tune. All dispute was definitely closed by A. Rouget de Lisle,

a nephew of the composer, who in his pamphlet 'La verite stir la

puternite de la Marseillaise' (Paris, 1865) gives precise information and

documeDtary evidence which place his uncle's claim beyond a doubt.

The controversy is examined at length by Roquin in ' T.^<^ nnJnrl^io^

popidaires de la France' (Paris, 1879).

' Les Melodies

PRISON LIFE IN ENGLAND.
(Concluded from p. 188.)

Talking was very prevalent among the prisoners, who did not seem to

care for the punishment which they would get if brought before the

governor, who is by the bye a very great official, holding almost un-

limited power to flog or starve a prisoner to the extent that his evil

passions bid him, short of killing the man, though very often the

result is the crippling of a prisoner for life. If brought before this

petty domineering official he will always ask you what you have to

say for yourself, but woe betide you if you dare to answer ; it is much

better to say nothing than to try and clear yourself, as I myself found

out from experience." The most trivial and paltry crimes (if they must

be so-called) are brought against a marked man, in other words, a

prisoner who has dared to show the least spirit or fepark of manhood.

As to paltry crimes I will give an illustration of what I mean by them.

It was my unfortunate lot to have to sit and listen to as large a number

of lies on a certain Sunday morning as ever I had listened to in my
life before. Our clerical friend, the very Rev. Grenville Smith, was

preaching upon the great reforms which had received the sanction of

the Queen and Church of England; amongst which he mentioned in

particular the Franchise Bills, Employers' Liability Act, Education

Acts, increased comforts amongst the people, model prisons as against

the old system (the only thing on which he was right), and he par-

ticularly mentioned the assistance the Church had given to those

movements. Of course you can guees my feelings, knowing as I did

(and he must also) that they were a tissue of the most damnable lies

ever uttered by a clerical parrot, since whatever might have been the

value of the above reforms they were all opposed by the Church. Of

course I could not sit still under this ; to listen to it was more than

Job ever had to put up with, so I scratched my head and was brought

before the Governor, who cautioned me as to my conduct, which he

said was likely to cause a tumult in the prison ; and he also bade me

to remember that the truth must be spoken, whether I was pleased or

offended at it. Did ever any one hear such a speech before !
the

'-Truth'' mark you. Truth, what strange things this sacred name is

made to cover.

Now, in concluding my few remarks on English prisons, I^ should

like to mention how the day is made up. The time of rising is 5.45

a.m. ; the bell at that time rings, and you must at once rise, make up

your bed, wash, and clean yourself. At 6 o'clock the warders open

the cell doors, when each prisoner must be ready to empty all dirt and

slops, then return to his cell close his door and work until 7.30 o'clock,

when the bell rings for breakfast; at 8.15 the bell rings for chapel,

which is over by 9, after which the governor visits all the cells to ad-

minister punishment (not justice) to those whom the warders .have

hatched up, in most cases, a yarn against. A.t 10 o'clock exercise

commences until 11, after which you must resume work until 12, when

the bell rings for dinner, then you commence operations upon your

oakum again until 3 o'clock, at which time thft oakum officer pays you

a visit with a pair of scales to weigh up, and woe betide the unlucky

prisoner who has been unfortunate enough to court the ill will of this

officer if the task of oakum is not done. A fresh supply is then given

out and work resumed until 5 p.m., when the bell rings for supper.

And now commences the brutal system of espionage by^ the night,

officers, who every few minutes pay a visit to the peep-hole in the cell-

door to see if each prisoner is going on with his work all right. If

any are idle or reading, and they have not got their task completed,

then they are brought before the governor and punished. At 8 p.m.

the bell rings for bed ; no beds must be touched before this bell rings,

or punishment is the alternative. After the beds are made each

prisoner must undress and carefully fold up his clothes, put them on a

stool, and stand facing his door until the night watchman and one

officer visits him and receives his empty supper tin, after which he is

at liberty to go to bed, when all lights are put out and silence reigns

supreme, to be broken only by the getting-up bell, followed by the

same routine day after day.

As a last word, I should like to advise any of my comrades who may

get into prison not to be at all downhearted, but to make up their

minds to bear their sentence whatever it may be without fretting
;
for

that will not do them any good. So they had better stand the punish-

ment like men, and grin and bear it as the saying goes, for if they are

careful and obey the rules they need have no fear ; let them take things

easy and cool, and imprisonment will not hurt them. Speaking tor

myself, I may say the time flipped away quick and easy, and I hope

when duty calls me to the front again, that I shall show by answering

to the call " forward " that Prison Life has no terrors for

i C. W. Mowbray.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

EMPIRICAL SOCIALISM.

Comrade Lane's ' Anti-Statist Communist Manifesto ' is certainly

interesting reading, and contains much that is well put, clear, and

forcible. As for instance, the following :
" The economic equilibrium

realised, there will be no need of force to maintain it; war by its nature

being a huge parasite, could only disturb and not consolidate it. Peace

is the necessary resultant and sublime crowning of the social forces

directed towards labour. The latter being essentially a peace-maker,

the people being emancipated by the revolution will endeavour to

guarantee the fruits of their labour, and consequently the fruits of

the labour of all ; instead of creating, as must inevitably occur now-

a-days, new monopolies for the benefit of the few, it will extend, on
the contrary, these guarantees, and confederate from town to town,

from country to country, internationally. It makes all working-men
unite together, and creates what is called the life of relationship in the

economical order. Is it conceivable that politics and war could find

room, be it ever so small, in a Society so transformed ? No ; and when
the constitution of labour shall have definitely replaced the constitu-

tion of the old world, the advent of the working-classes will be realised

with a character so imperious and fateful that the most severe justice

must acknowledge its legitimacy."

As a comparatively raw recruit in the service of Socialism, I feel

great diffidence in pointing out what I conceive to be the errors of an
honoured veteran of the Cause ; especially of one whose name appears

in a responsible position in every issue of this paper. Yet we are all

ooncerned with nothing else than to find out and proclaim the truth,

and errors are apt to be the more dangerous when coming from a

quarter whence they are least expected. For this reason, though it is

abundantly clear that our comrade's aim and ideal is really that of all

Socialists, at least in its negative form of the destruction of wage-
slavery, I feel bound to point out, though cordially hating controversy,

that his method of stating the case is an unscientific and erroneous one.

The ' Manifesto ' begins in the approved style of French proclama-

tions and the American Declaration of Independence, with a state-

ment of general principles :
" Human Society can only be organised

upon the basis of one or the other of the two principles of authority

or of liberty. From these two principles are derived two political

systems, equally broad and far-reaching, though diametrically opposite

in their effect, that of the one being the happiness, and that of the

other the misery of mankind."- So far as it is possible, to be sure that

one has grasped what is meant by such " general principles," I believe

this to be incorrect. Has not almost all human society been orga-

nised, not upon either of these principles pure and simple, but upon a

more or less imperfect adjustment of the two ? Again, may not a

greater degree of real liberty exist under a severer form of authority

(such as negro-slavery or a feudal system in which reciprocal duties

are recognised) than under a sham democracy ^ Is it true that the

two political systems are derived from the two principles % And why,

if no intermediate system is at any time possible, is it only " in this

nineteenth century of ours" that *' no other political system is capable

of contending for mastery "
?

The ' Manifesto ' states that " authority affirms that the world pro-

ceeds from God . . . who has delegated to his representative on earth,

priest or monarch (both are kings), a portion of his might and power.

. . . God, King, and Nationalism, is the cry and motto of the most

formidable re-action. It believes in God, without whom it would not

€xist itself ; in the King, who is an emanation from God ; and in

Nationalism, which is a mere Jingo sentiment, belonging to the God-
idea." So that God is established by authority, and authority (or

king-ship) by God ; which is reasoning in a circle ; and to say that

Nationalism, representing an immense phase of social development,

and covering nearly the whole :2eld of written history, including the

main work of philosophers, heroes, and poets, " is a mere Jingo senti-

ment," is hardly exact enough for a philosophical work.

Again, I find :
" Be it what it may, religion teaches the renunciation

of earthly possessions, and a love for the heavenly beatitudes." The
Jews were the most distinctively religious people that ever lived, and
if comrade Lane will take the trouble to consult a copy of their ancient

literature, he will find his loose statement overwhelmingly contradicted.

If he means that religion teaches that the nearest good is not always

the greatest, that morbid self-seeking is anti-social, that self-sacrifice is

a social duty, he is right, and evet-y Socialist knows that this is so,

-else where,is Bax's * Religion of Socialism,' and where will it be in that

future state which Lane parenthetically describes as " religion annihil-

ated " ? " We," says our comrade, " can therefore only consider as true

revolutionary Socialists, conscious of the object they pursue, those who,
like ourselves, declare themselves Atheists, and do whatever in their

power lies to destroy this corrupting notion of a God in the minds of

the masses. The struggle, therefore, is against every l»ind of religion,

and the propagation of Atheism must form a part of every Socialistic

programme that pretends to give a logical exposition to the ideas, the

aspirations, and the objects of the adepts of the Social Revolution."

It is kind of our comrade to visit religious Socialists with the mild

reproof of being " unconscious of the object they pursue," and for my
part I should not cease from taking part in the propaganda because

comrade Lane considered me insufficiently " logical." But every re-

ligious Socialist would agree that comrade Lane's God deserves all his

efforts at destruction. Nevertheless, we shall have to wait a long

time for the accomplishment of our aims if we are first to see God

annihilated as a philosophical preliminary ; and to one who thinks that

the idea of God will be absent from the minds of the men of the

future, I will not say that he has studied history ta vain, but simply
that I think he is mistaken.

, Still putting the cart before the horse, our comrade proceeds :
*^* We

decline to recognise a divine absolutism, because it can only give rise

to the slavery of reason and intelligence. Why then should we recog-

nise a human absolutism that can only engender the material exploita-

tion of the ruled by the rulers ? " All government is bad, including
parliamentary democracy. Therefore "we aim at the abolition oi the
state," "we are anti-statists." It is not clear whether our comrade
uses the word "state" in its popular sense of a class-government,
which all Socialists wish to abolish ; or in its true etymological sense,

as the standing or permanent part of society, the corporate community.
The latter it will always be impossible to abolish, for it is inconceivable
that a society should exist without some common means of expressing
itself. But as "in the elaboration of all our conceptions we always
start from the principle of liberty," so, in deference to that principle,

we are to ignore evolution. For the development of nationalism must
be worked out before internationalism can be possible ; and it is

against all reason to suppose that all the past and present struggles

for national unity can mean absolutely nothing. The Irish, for

example, are entirel}' unfit for Socialism until their national life has .

had free play ; and it is easy to believe that the patience of the Ger-

mans under military tyranny is partly due to the unconscious feeling

that it is a necessary process that is being gone through. To the

Socialist it would seem natural to believe that the centralisation which
is everywhere hastening to its culmination is a preparatory step that

will both necessitate and facilitate the assumption of power by the

people ; that production and distribution on an increasingly gigantic

scale, the undertaking of works of public utility by the State, and so

forth, should make our way easier for us, and point out the path to •

follow in the future. But no ; it seems we are to watch our oppor-

tunity to arrest the progress of evolution, and introduce an arbitrary

decentralisation, instead of waiting for it to take placle naturally when
the time is ripe.

I am not at all sure that I understand what is meant by " free com-

munism " ; it seems clear that any association of individuals must have
some kind of arrangement among themselves ; if it is a question of the.

extent of such association, the matter is greatly simplified. Our com-

rade prefers that society shall consist of a number of communes, towns,

or villages ; I think that it will probably consjst of a number of ino'ples.

" Internationalism " as an aim means nothing to me if not a number
of peoples freed from economical servitude freely federating and com-
municating with one another through corporate media : if it simply

means the sentiment that every man of another race is my brother, it is

true and noble enough, but hardly a new discovery or a tangible benefit.

The second part of the treatise, dealing with various aspects of

practical politics, seems to me by far the more valuable of the two,

and less open to objection. Indeed, one is not likely to quarrel with
our comrade for being a Socialist, or for dealing with opponents from
that point of view. What is contended is, that Socialism, instead of

being considered as tUft outcome of an inductive investigation of the

evolution of society, is bolstered up with general principles, conceptions

of liberty, etc. ; and the past history and thought of mankind, instead

of being scientifically studied for a solution of the mysteries of the

future, is subjected to an irregular deductive process in accordance

with these previously-adopted principles and conceptions. No wonder
that the world appears to our comrade as a " lottery of events," a
phrase which he accidentally lets drop.

One returns with renewed satisfaction to the perusal of our own
Manifesto,- so logical and convincing as it is, after reading that in

which our comrade's conception stands forth naked and unsupported.

His notion seems to be that man has arbitrarily saddled himself with

the burden of authority, that theological slavery produces political,

and political economical. Compare with this the succinct summary
contained in Gronlund's recent work : Social revolutions " always start

in the region of ideas, and first of all in those ideas that have the most
powerful dominion over men—their religious conceptions, their views

of the universe and their own place in it. Naturally this change first

shows itself in the form of scepticism, religious anarchy ; then the

anarchy filters down to those ideas that relate to our fellow-men, to

society, to our moral and political notions ; finally the anarchy reaches

economics, the basis of society. There the real revolution, the real

change takes place ; and there, on the new basis, our new political,

moral and religious ideas are reconstructed."

Nobody has felt more strongly than I have done the fascination of

a iiriori principles and primary conceptions such as those now put
forward : but I am all the more fully convinced that to be of any
service they must be intelligibly obtained by scientific research. Not
that I have any alternative scheme to offer to our comrade Lane's ; I

am simply pleading for a sound and trustworthy method. Socialism,

happily, is greater than the private conceits of any one of us, or than

the profoundest conceptions of the greatest thinker that ever lived
;

and we should all lay to heart the words of our comrade: '^ Let us

mature our ideas and our aspirations / " Reginald A. Beckett.

[I note here that the word " religion " is often used very loosely ; the ancient
Jewish religion was not one of the '' religious " religions as Bax calls them. Also
I cannot see how "Internationalism" can fail to hring about the extinction of

nations, and so give us the free communes of Lane's manifesto : the federal idea
as opposed to the national is clearly growing even now. The centralisation of
production and distribution is no doubt hastening the advent of Socialism ; but it

is in itself an evil, just as the class war is which is doing the same thing ; true
society once realised, we should get rid of such evils.

—

Ed.]
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BEITAIN.

The extensive engineering works of, Messrs. Sharp, Stewart and Co., of

Manchester, are about to be removed to Glasgow.

Nottingham.—A strike has occurred in the hosiery trade, the hands em-

ployed by Messrs. Eden and Son having turned out against a reduction in

their wages.

Closing of Ironworks in North Wales.—The large ironworks of the

New British Iron Company, at Ruabon, which are the most extensive works

in North Wales, were closed on Saturday, and all the furnaces ath blown out.

A large number of men are thus thrown o\it of employment. The company,

which is one of the oldest in the princip^-lity, is in voluntary liquidation.

Ship-Building in Scotland.—It is currently reported in Glasgow that

Sir William Pearce, M.P., has secured for his firm, the Fairfield Ship-build-

ing Company, an order to build three steel steamers, with a fourtli in pro-

spect, for the Vancouver and Japan services of the Canadian Pacific Kail-

way. Each steamer is to be of 3,000 tons.

End of the Northampton Boot Strike.—Through the mediation of the

Eev. Fleming Williams, of London, the prolonged dispute in the Northamp-

ton boot trade ended on Saturday night, the conditions of agreement being

then signed by the chairman of the masters' association and the union

ofiicials. The terms are on the same lines as those offered by the masters

last week, excepting that a standard case of goods will now be formed. The

men resume work early this week.

Northumberland Miners' Agitation. — The Northumberland miners

have taken action on the resolutions passed at the recent Miners' National

Conference at Newcastle. They have requested the colliery owners to meet

a deputation from the men to discuss the proposals for 10 per cent, advance

in wages, seven hours per day work, and a general holiday at stated periods,

in view of restricting the output. No reply has yet been received.

The Dowlais Iron Works.—Arrangements are now completed for the

permanent removal of the Dowlais Iron Works to Cardiff". The operations

will be commenced at once, and three blast furnaces of the largest type are

to be completed within three years, the work involving an expenditure of a

quarter of a million sterling. At a future period the works are to be ex-

tended to include Siemens' furnaces. It is estimated that before the expira-

tion of ten years the whole of the Dowlais undertaking will be established

in Cardiff, where the works will be the largest of the kind in the kingdom,

employing over 10,000 men.

The Cotton Trade.—In the Lancashire cotton trade the New Year is

beginning with no improvement or sign of better times. There are

several wages disputes on hand. A strike is threatened at Highara, near

Burnley, while the dispute at Colne still continues. Last week the Weavers'

Committee were unable to raise the strike pay, but they expect to be able to

do so this week, and they have appealed to other East Lancashire districts

for increased support.

Cottars Demanding Land.—At a meeting of Lews crofters and cottars

recently held at Garrabost, it was resolved: "That this meeting demands

restoration of the crofters' ancient holdings now wasting under deer and

sheep throughout Lews, so as to provide new crofts for the landless cottars

who are famishing through want of land." Three hundred cottars from

Borve, Shader, and Barvas marched upon Galson sheep-farm, and surveyed

the lands, and warned the tenant to leave when liis lease expires next March.

The contingents were headed by pipers and flags in military order.

Low Wages of Eailwaymen.—A correspondent of the llaihcay Review

writes from the North Eastern Railway as followl :—" I have been collecting

an account of the wages paid to signalmen and porters on this line, and to

give your readers a slight idea; of the condition of affairs, I give a list of one

or two cases. If needed I can send the names of the stations where these

men are employed : porter, 20 years of age, 15s. a week of seven days
;

porter, 18 years of age, 13s. I find I have a clerk, too, on my list, 21 years

of age, who has 17s. 6d. a week ; and a signalman, in a 12 hours cahin working

72 hours a week for 20s. 6d. I have three cabins worked by five men, two of

them have 22s. 6d. and three 21s. They all discharge the same duties and
stand the same hours.

Lanarkshire Miners.—At a meeting of the delegates in conference last

week, the following resolutions were passed :—This conference, learning

that conditions of employment under the Truck Act are being presented to

the miners of the county for signature, would desire to protest and express

disapprobation of the illegal pressure brought to bear upon men to compel
acceptance, and would urge all miners to amalgamate and prepare for joint

resistance to such arbitrary and tyrannical proceedings, and secure, as in

the case of quarrymen and ploughmen, that tools be supplied. In consider-

ing wages, the delegates unanimously agreed, in consequence of the reported

advance in coal, and the fact that many employers had not yet reduced their

workmen, that the associated masters be asked to withdraw the reduction

of 7J per cent, enforced during the summer months. Arrangements were
made to have a series of demonstrations throughout the country early in

January, it being left in the hands of the secretary to convene conferences

and secHre speakers.

AMERICA.

The Havana cigarmakers have signified their willingness to submit the

matters in dispute between themselves and their employes to the arbitration

of government, and it is expected that the operatives will consent to abide

by the government's decision.

The employes of the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad shipped on the

9th inst. a carload of provisions from Philadelphia to the striking miners

of the Lehigh coal regions. The same day the Building Trades Council ap-

pointed a committee of five to get up an entertainment for the benefit of

the Lehigh miners.

The "Provisional Committee" of the Knights of Labour who are dissatis-

fied with the methods of the present general officers are themselves surprised

at the support they are receiving from all sections of the country. An
assembly to formulate a plan of action will soon be called.

*

The National Convention of Moulders is in session at Cleveland, making
arrangements to get all the men employed in foundries into the Knights of

Labour.

The strike of the table-glassware workers at Pittburgh, Pa., affects 1,400

men directly and 2,100 indirectly. Secretary Dillon of the Glassworkers?

Association stated that their union had ample funds to conduct a long strike

At present they have 150,000 dollars, and they expect 75,000 more before-

next year. The manufacturerers arc equally firm, and a protracted struggle
may be expected.

At the meeting of the Central Labour Union, New York, a communication
was read from the journeymen brewers and malsters of Milwaukee. They
state that there is trouble with the bosses, who have broken with the men,
and the men are locked out. It was resolved to boycott Milwaukee beer
until the trouble is settled.

The strike of the shoe-cutters in Rochester. N.Y., is approaching a crisis.

300 shoe-cutters on November 1 threw down their tools because the manu-
facturers refused' to give them an increase of wages amounting to 1 dol. 50 c.

a-week. The action caused the stoppage of the factories, as over 3,000 per-

sons, including many women and children, joined them. Most of the firms

have acceded since last week to the demands of the strikers, and it is

expected in labour circles that all the employers will grant the demanded
increase in wages.

Most has been sentenced to one year's imprisonment. His lawyer, Howe,
has been able, however, to obtain a stay of proceedings pending an appeal to

the higher courts. The hearing before the Criminal Term of the case will

not be before alioutfive or six months. In the meantime Most is out on bail

for 5000 dollars.

Capitalists are very joyful just at present ; they point to the gallows of

Chicago, to the disintegration of the Knights of Labour, to the small vote

cast last fall for labour candidates. They really believe by corrupting

leaders and hanging devotees they have broken the back of the Labour
movement !

Congressman Adams, from Chicago, will propose in the fiftieth Congress
the following law :

Whereas aliens residing in the United States have lately menaced the public

peace by advising and encouraging the destruction of property and the murder of

officers of the law ; and whereas such acts are offences against the sovereignty of

the United States; therefore, when any District Attorney of the United States

shall have information in writing from no less than three reputable citizens that

any alien has aided, advised, or encouraged ahe destruction of property or murder
of any officer of the law, or has attempted to overthrow the laws, or to excite

domestic violence in any State, such information shall be transmitted at once to

the President of the United States. The President shall then issue an order in

writing requiring such alien to depart from the territory of the United States

within a given time, and this order shall be served by the United Str.tes Marshal
upon the person to whom it is directed. The President shall have power to

revoke such order or extend the time within which such alien is required to leave

the country for good cause. If the offender shall refuse to obey such order, it

shall be the duty of the Secretary of State to cause him to be arrested and con-

veyed out of the territory of the United States, and if he shall return again to

this country he shall be punished by imprisonment for not more than three years,

and at the expiration of his term of imprisonment shall again be conveyed out of

the country, and not be permitted to return until the order expelling him shall

be revoked. Section 8 of the bill provides " TJiat whenever, in the judgment of

the President of the United States, the public safety shall require, it shall be

lawful for the President to cause any such alien to be arrested without notice and
conveyed out of the United States."

Reports that come from Philadelphia concerning an approaching crisis in

the affairs of the Knights of Labour that may lead to its complete disintegra-

tion are fully confirmed by New York Knights of Labour. James E. Quiiin,

Mastei Workriian of D. A. 49, has cut loose completely from T. V. Powderly,

and in the last issue of Solidarity declares war on him. In one of the

passages he says :
" Through the action of the General Assembly at Minne-

apolis the Order will in the near future be held responsible before the world

for the lives of five of the most noble champions of humanity that this planet

has ever yet been blessed with thus far." Quiun does not agree with the

seceders ; he says they do not act wisely ; they should imitate the leaders of

D. A. 49 in 1882 when they differed with Powderly. . These organised the
" Home Club " and fought the general officers until they brought them to

terms. Powderly, it is said, hopes to compromise with all his opponents.

The new labour organisation which was formed in Chicago after the Minne-
apolis convention by the seceders will accept nothing but the positive, and
not the " hismarckian " resignation of Powderly and his lieutenants. The
new organisation, will be styled "Brotherhood of Labour." If Powderly
persists in his course he will ruin the Order.

List of Strikes for December.

Number of strikers to December 2 ..

.

... ... ... ... 18

Birmingham, Ala.—Coal-miners, demand by men for new weighing
arrangements, Dec. 3... ... ... ... ... ... 150

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Glass-workers, against new scale adopted by manu-
facturers, Dec. 5 ... ... ... ... ... ... 250

Boston, Mass.—Hat-factory employes, for shorter hours ... ... —
Providence, R. I —Girls in rubber-factory, against doing certain work 35-

Palmer, Mass.—Carpet-works employes, against reduction ... ... —
Marblehead, Mass. —Shoe-cutters, for higher wages, Dec. 5 ... ... —
Dayton, Ohio—Freight brakemen and switchmen, for higher wages, ... —
Fairport, Ohio—Ore-handlers, December 6 ... ... ... ... 100

Baltimore, Md.—Oyster-shuckers, against false measurement, Dec. 8 ... ' 100

Pittsburgh, Pa. ^-Iron-works employes, question of management, Dec. 7 oOO

Total number of strikers known to December 10 1,351

Revolutionary Calendar and Book of Days.

All other people but English Socialists have their several calendars

to keep them in mind of the tidings of past years as the days go by.

Now, however, this omission on the part of the English revolutionary

party is about to be rectified. Our comrade Tom Muse, of Carlisle,

sent to the Editors of this paper a calendar of revolutionary dates

compiled by himself, with a request that we should find a publisher for

it if we deemed it worth. We did so consider it, but found that it was too

late for hope of getting it published by the end of this month. There-

upon we resolved, with comrade Muse's permission, to print each week
in the Commonwealths week's instalment, after carefully revising and
adding to it; with explanatory notes and comments on the week's

events. In the next number this will be begu'n. At the end of the^

year we intend to issue the completed work in one volume ; meanwhile
we cannot but think our readers will be pleased with the new feature.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.
BELGIUM.

On Christmas-day, a Congress of all the Belgian Freethinkers' Associa-

tions was held at Brussels. I only notice the fact because I^ should like to

point out that in all Eoman lands Freethinkers are Socialists also, and con-

sequently their meetings are Socialistic and revolutionary, whereas in Eng-
land and other Anglo-Saxon Countries, it is often found that the freest

thinkers- in point of philosophy are most reactionary in politics and econo-

mics, and the Socialists in these lands are not always Freethinkers.

Our comrades in Belgium, of course, are not satisfied with the scanty

measure of pardon granted to the miners of Charleroi and Mons,^ and they

are going to set on foot an agitation in order to have their fellow-workers
completely amn^tied. Let us hope that they will ere long succeed in theii:

re-vindication. \ ^

Our readers will perhaps remember what was said about the fishermen of

Ostend, at the time when they wei*e quarrelling with their English trad^^

comrades. How just the case of the poor Ostend wage-slaves was, magy

easily be deduced from the following facts. The whole fishery trade at

Orftend is monopolised in the ha.nds of fifteen ship-owners. Each of them
owns on an average a dozen of fishing-boats. After five or six days' fisb*-

ing, each boat comes back with a cargo of fish; the value of which caiij|be

reckoned at an average of 500 frs., or £20. Out of this sum, the shipowner
first deducts for the sinking and interest of his capital and tl^e redeem-
ing of ;^t)me other expenses 55 per cent., that is to say, 275 |rs., or JBH of

the above £20. The remainder, z.e., 225 frs., or £9, is considered as nett

profit ; on this sum each man of the crew gets 5 per cent., or 12f. 50c. (10s.)

a-week. If we suppose that he has the same amount of wages during forty

weeks in the year, which is a very fair supposition indeed, his yearl}^ earn-

ings will amount to the '' enormous " sum of 500 frs., ^r £20. .Now what is

the share of his master, the shipowner ? If he gives 12fe 50c. to each Sea-

slave, that will be for the six men of each boat a total sunj of 75f. or £3 ;

deducting the £3 from the gross produce he will have a profit of 425 frs., or

£l7 per boat and per week, and reckoning for him forty >weeks fishing as

well, bis yearly income for one boat amounts to 17,000 frs., or £680! I

don't know the proper value of the boat nor the sum total of his expenses,

but I imagine that the investment of his capital fairly, gets him 200 per
cent. Each shipowner having on an average twelve boats^ his yearly income
v/ill reach 200,000 frs., or £8,000, and he earns it not by his work, but by
remaining all day long at the fireside doing nothing, if he likes that kind
of idler ess. He gets/o?/?" hundred times more than the poor fisherman, who
toils night and day, and always exposes his life and the welfare of his

family by tlie most dangerous of all trades. How could this dreadful posi-

tion of the starving fishermen be ameliorated ? Simply by their being
themselves in jjossession of the boats. Instead of their earning 10s. a-week
they would have, on the basis of the above mentioned figures, 80 frs., or

£3, 4s. weekly. But that would be Socialism and not Commercialism, as

it is nowadays ; commercialism or capitalistic accumulation of wealth being
the appropriation of the work of others by mischievous, superfluous, and
parasitical monopolisers.

FKANCE.
As a New Year's gift. President Carnot is going to grant full amnest^J^

all political offenders now in the prisons (^the French E-epublic. ..^"^

On Tuesday 20th inst., conitad^Kropotkine lectured at Paris, in the Salle

de Pvivoli, before a crowded and Enthusiastic audience, oil a very interesting

subject— the moral influence of prisons on the" prisoners. After having
examined how prisons could be organised, as long as prisons exist at all, he
conies to the conclusion that, even if it were reorganised, the penitentiary

regime v^owlil remain absolutely immoral, because it kills all noble and human
feelings and fatally developes all the instincts of the brute—lust, covetous-

ness, servility. He pronounces that the only way to ameliorate prisons is to

suppress them altogether.

Up to the present moment there have not been different fractions enough
in the French Parliament ; a new one, the Group of the Socialist Deputies,

has lately been formed. It may be interesting to our readers to know the
parliamentary programme of this group, numbering some twenty-five mem-
bers. It runs as follows : 1. Individual freedom and communal autonomy ;

2. International federation of all nations ; 3. Solution of all differences and
variances between nations and between individuals, by way of arbitration

;

4. Transformation, as far as possible, of all standing armies into national

guards, all adults being obliged to serve ; 5. Abolition of capital punish-
ment ; 6. Sovereignty of the people guaranteed by universal suffrage, or-

ganised so as to recognise the right of minorities ; 7. Progressive emancipa-
tion of woman ; equal civil rights for legitimate and so-called illegitimate

^ children ; 8. Integral, scientific, professional and military instruction gratui-

tous to all and in all standards ; 9. Separation of all churches from public

administrations, schools, charitable institutions, etc.; suppression of the
budget for religious purposes ; 10. Absolute freedom of thought, speech,

press, meeting, contract and work regulations ; 11. Transformation of all

monopolies into public services, conducted by their respective trades' associa-

tions, under direct control of the public administration ; 12. Progressive
nationalisation of private property ; 13. Abolition of all town-dues and
indirect taxes ; establishment of progressive taxes on personal income and
on successions ; abolition of successions by collateral line ; 14. Public insti-

tutions for charitable and benevolent purposes, infant-asylums, schools,

retreats for old persons, etc., to be provided for by the community.

GERMANY.
Comrade Steinfatz, formerly editor of the Burger-Zeitung, which was lately

suppressed by the German police-censure, has been expelled from Hamburg.
He had only just been released from prison.

One of the scoundrels who played the role of Crown witness or informer
at the trial of our Chicago comrades, Godfrey Waller, now lives at Hamburg
under the name of Karl Miller. Our friends there should keep their eyes
open and be warned against that wretch.
During the last fortnight active perquisitions have been made on all the

barracks of the German army, on a spr rial order issued by the Minister of

War, who is anxious to ascertain the enormous progress of Socialist ideas
among the soldiery. At Posen, Berlin Breslau, Frankfort, Mainz, etc., the
inquirers have found out that they W6 :e not searching in vain and that our
"detestable'' doctrines really have had a good hearing. Of course, many
a soldier friend who had in his possession pamphlets or papers or leaflets,

will be sent to prison for a while, but a firm and convinced man doesn't care
a ^g for that nowadavs : the tables soon will be turned. V. D.

PEOPLE.^ WHj) WOULDN'TVIe MISSED.

[With Apologies to Mr. W. S. G-ilbeet.]

As it seems to be.concedg^ that a clearance must be
.'ve got, a littld list, I'v4 got a little list

made,

Of certaiti individuals who, if 'they should get mislaid,
I'm sure would not be missed, they never would be missed.

The patriotic gentlemen I speak of, it vk clear,,

(With a slight amount of pressure) would consent, to disappear
;

And the^a^ration-mongers should support me to a man,
For, noliflpe consistency and beauty of the plan,

e picked enough to please a rabid emigrationist,
e of theJM b# missed, they'd none of thehi be missed.

e'll put "em on ^tlie list, though it's likely they'll resist
;

or they'll none of 'em be missed, they'll none of 'em betnissed.

; the bourgeois statistician of the Levi-Gifi'en ttp'e, •

Pith his curious mental twist, I've .got him on tiie li^t
';

Then the military Bobby who has London in his,'gri^e^

He never would "^be missed, oh, no, /te'd not.be inisged ;

The cunning deyils who would' fain -put off ttw Labour pack
By trailing semi-decompose(i red herrings on .thfe .track,

And the frothy fools who bawl that Britons never will be slares, •'

When they're ttia-t and nothing bettef'<fr6tn their cradled to 4iheir graves
;

The blue-ribbonite fanatic, ari4 the' sniu^evangejtji^f,*','

They never would be njissed, tlijeiy lievfe.would b^xiii^

The jolly jerry-builder, whom I own a ^ft'6tig desire ,

'

To pummel with my fist, I've g^ Am|^lphe list;; '.

The advertising agent whose produ9tip^,s |Be*.W

He never would be missed, he never wQuid^ je missed
;

Tlie brassy rent-collectors, and the sweating middlemen.
Who fleece the happy worker when they get him in their den

;

The respectable debenture-holding prdRt-Hunting thieves
;

And the nugatory landlord who unbltishingiyireyelYes

A premium for graciously consenting to eadis^'

He never will be missed, I'm sure he'll.notjDe missed.

Then the money-lord without whose 9:1^, o^i^r labour could not thrive,

The boss capitalist, that consummat.e tiiBpiorist,

Who claims to clothe and house and feed and' keep.U'S all alive,

We've got him on the list, we've got him on the list

;

And the rascal who to mutfle up his income makes a shift

With the " Dignity of Laboui " or " Advantages of Thrift "
;

AikI along with him his brother-shark, the crafty business man.
Who combines a sound percentage with a charitable plan,

And poses vS the worker's friend, the pure philanthropist,

He never would be missed, he never would be missed.

C. W. Beckett,

LITERARY NOTICES.
^ The Eedemption of Labour,' by Cecil Balfour Phipson (Swan Sonnen-

schein, 12s.), is a large and imposing-looking work in two volumes ; which,
however, before it is tvell open proclaims what it is. On the title-page it

asserts by way of motto :
" Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every

word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God." The preface informs us
that :

'' The end he seeks may be reached by man, but only when he acknow-
ledges his dependence upon and humbly follows the guidance of his God."
A list of twenty errata, numbering among them such as "for ^ blue ' read
'pink,'" ''for 'blue' read 'red,'" "for 'Diagram of Table No. V.' read
' Ratios of Table No. IV.,' " makes one's brain reel with the endless vistas

of perverted meaning it opens up. Mr. Phipson has succeeded after great
labour in producing a book for which there is no strong reason of being ;

which has little chance of obtaining a wide circle of readers ; and has for

the few who will read it nothing to offer beyond that which they will have
already received from a hundred less pretentious and more workmanlike
productions. A certain reluctance must always be felt in condemning any
honest attempt at solving the labour problem ; and that feeling is intensi-

fied when, as in the present case, the attempt is transparently painstaking
and well-intentioned ; but writers (and readers) of books must remember
that what would have been a striking book a few years ago, say when ' Pro-
gress and Poverty ' appeared, is now a very ordinary thing indeed, and that

to be worth writing or reading, a book must bear a new message or put the

old in a better shape ; neither of these requirements does the present book
fulfil.

* Liberty and Law,' by George Lacy (Sonnenschein, 12s.), is just the re-

verse of the above-named in the impression it produces when opened ; on
the title-page it offers itself as :

" An attempt at the refutation of the In-

dividualism of Mr. Herbert Spencer and the political economists ; an expo-

sition of natural rights, and of the principles of justice, and of Socialism
;

and a demonstration of the worthlessness of the supposed dogmas of

orthodox political economy ;" the preface explains that " this is not a work
written by a thinker especially for thinkers ; it is a work written for the

people by one of themselves," and proceeds to attack with cheery impar-

tiality all and sundry of the great thinkers that men bow to nowadays. A
glance through the book shows the author's wide reading ; copious extracts

from all modern books of note on ethics, law, morality, etc., are given as

foot-notes, each with a clear reference to where it may be found ; and its

whole appearance lulls the reader into a belief that his road has been made
smooth for him, that here at last is a man who, freeing himself from cant
and prejudice, has had a workmanlike try at making clear a complex
question. Alas for the perishing of human hope ! A few pages on we
come with a jerk upon statements like " to say that the race is always ahead
of its laws is clearly absurd," and on reaching the last chapter we are treated

to a tirade against freedom of the press, of public meeting, of open-air

speaking, and of many other things we fondly imagine that we have a right

to enjoy. " There is something in the book," for the quotations are valuable,

but a mass of undigested material does not form a book any more than un-
tiring industry and unquestioning self-belief makes up for lack of reasoning
power and capability of expression. S.
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Offices : 13 FARRmaDON Koab, E.G.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the
Socialist League and affiliated bodies. Library
Catalooue, containing the Rules, 2d. D. J. Nicoll
and W. Bluni>ell are the Librarians.

REPORTS.
Clekkenwell.—Usual lectures not given, owing to

hall being used for preparations and arrangements of
Christmas festivities.—B.
Hammersmith.—Usual meeting at Starch Green on

Saturday, held by C. Smith, Maughan, and Tochatti.
Fair sale of Commonweal, Comrades in neighbour-
bourhood kindly turn up.—J. T.
GrLASGOW.—Thursday, Downie read paper on ** 1890,

being a Schoolboy's Retrospect." Good discussion
followed. Sunday 5 p.m., good meeting at Paisley
Road Toll, addressed by Gilbert, Downie, and Pollock.
At 7 p.m., A. McLaren, M.A., gave a splendid lecture
on ** Brotherhood, a Christmas Sermon." Interesting
conversation followed.—J. A.
Walsall.—On Monday, Dec. 19th, H. Sanders lec-

tured. €k>od discussion by members and visitors at
close.—J. T. D.

Seottish Land and Labour League.

Edinburgh.—On 25th, usual meeting held. Good
discussion. Ko lecture on Jan. 1st. Edward Pease
in Trades' Hall on 9th.-^. S.

Notice to Branches of the S. L. L,L,

Branches- desiring literature apply to D. K. Mac-
kenzie, librarian, 137 Pleasance, Edinburgh. Remit-
tances must be sent with orders.

i.LECTURE DIAR
LONDON.

Bloomahury,~Qomm\mist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,
Tottenham C«fert Road, W. Thursday December
29th, at 8.30, Social Evening.

Cltrhenwell.—RB.\\ of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don.Rd., E.G. Business meeting every Sunday at 7.

Jan. 1, Free Concert by Wm. Blundell and Friends.
Fvlham.—Committee meets Wednesday evenings, 8

o'clock, at 4 Werlery Avenue, Dawes Rd. , Fulham.
Hackney.—2^ Percy Terrace, Victoria Road, 'Hackney
Wick.

^

J?a»imers?»i^A. —Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Jan. 1, C. J. Faulkner, " Property, the New Super-
stition."

Hoxton (L.E.L.).—C. J. Young, 8 Dunloe Street,
Hackney Road, Secretary. Concert and Draw on
January 14. Tickets 6d. (See below.)

Mitcham.—CoTnev of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
Club Room open every evening from 7.30 till 11.

Milt-end and Bethnal G^reeri.—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road. Business Meeting every Thursday at 9 p.m.
Debatinsj Class for members after Business Meeting.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—James Leatham, secv.,

15 St. Nicholas Street.

Arbroath (Scot. Sect.).—High Street Hall. Meetmg
Friday evenings. W. Smith, 12 Maule St., secy.

JSirmmgr^am.—Meetings.at Summer Row Coffee House
every Saturday evening at 8.

Bradford.—MoTvis,'^ Dining Rooms, 114 City Road.
Wednesdays, at 8.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section: Forfarshire).—Meeting
every Wednesday, at 8 p.m., m the Carnoustie
Restaurant. H. M'Cluskey, Millar Street, Secy.

Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI. , sec
Dublin.—Saturday Club, Central Lecture Hall, 12
Westmorland Street. Saturday Dec. 31, at 8 p.m.
T. Fit2patrick, " Socialism : What is it ?

"

Dundee {&cot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the
Trades Hall, Opposite Tay Bridge Station. Political

Economy class, 2 p.m. Lecture at 6.30.

Edinburgh {^cottizh. Section).—4 Park Street. *Das
Kapital' class evefy Thursday at 7.30. Members
requested to pay weekly subscriptions on that night.

Sunday evening lectures, Trades Hall, High Street.

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

Gallatown and Dysart (Scottish Section ; Fife).—Meet
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.
Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow.-—^4: John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.
till 10 p.m. daily. Propaganda Committee, Mon-
days at 8. Shorthand Class, Tuesdays at 8. -Music
Class, Tuesdays at 9. Discj^ssion Class, Thursdays
at 8. Sunday Jan. 1, meeting in Rooms at 2 p.m.
to exchange New Year's greetings an4 hear ad-
dress from comrade Muirheard. Instrumental and
vocal music; coffee, etc., will be served to members.

HamUton.—Baton's Hall, Chapel St. Thursday, 7. 30.
Leeds.-^17 Chesham St., Sweet St. Club open every

evening. Business meeting Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
£retce««er.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.
LochgeUy (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, {pro tern.),
John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.

Nottingham.—Club and Reading Rooms, 1 Tokenhouse
Yard, Bridlesmith Gate, open every evening. Lec-

tures and Discussions every Sunday.
Ofc/brc^.-—Temperance Hall, 25i Pembroke Street.

Wednesdays, at 8.30 p.m.
FTa^sa^^.—Temperance Hall. Meets every Monday.
West Colder {Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,

West Oalder.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 1,

Plough Inn" Kitz
^ almoin and Ball Graham

Pitfield St Wade & Pope
Parker

Road The Branch
reen The Branch

...Nicoll

Bartlett

The Branch
.The Branch

Cores

11.30..

11.30..

11.30..

11.30..

11.30..

1L30..
11.30..

11.30..

11.30..

3 ..

6 ..

8 ..

8 ..

.Ga]

.Ha<

.Hoxi

.Ki

.Me]

.Mil

.Regent'

.St. Pane]

.Walham

.Hyde Park

.Stamford
'"

^;...Tl^jRri«ich

Wedrie

.Broadway, London

Thursday. % ^ v ';/ '

.Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Th^ranch

PROVINCES.

Dundee.—Saturday: Greenmarket, at 7.

Leeds.—Sunday: Vicar's Croft, 11 a.m.

Sheffield Socialists, Commonwealth Caf^, Scot-

land Street, Sheffield.—Discussions or Lectures every
Sunday evening at 7 o'clock. Free.

Dublin.—A Socialist Club, open to all schools of

Socialistic thought, being in course of formation, any
person desirous of joining or otherwise co-operating is

requested to communicate with J. 'Gorman, or G.
King at 21 St. Ignatius Road.

North of England Socialist Federation.

Branches and Secretaries.

Annitsford.—F. Rivett, Dudley Colliery.

Bachioorth.—W. Maddison^ C, Pit.

Gonsett.—J. Walton, Medonsby Road.
Blyth.—Martin Mack, 4 Back Marlow Street.

South Shields.—F. Dick, 139 Marsden Street, West.
North Shields.—J. T. Harrison, 24 Queen Street.

East Holywell.—J. M'Lean, Top Row, Bates's Cottages
West Holywell.—F. M'CarroU, West Holywell.
Seaion Dtlaval.—W. Day, Seaton Delaval.
Seghill.—Wm. Whalley, New Squt^re.

M. Mack, Gen. Sec. , 4 Back Marlow Street, Blyth.

gOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE FEDERATION.—
Meeting at Commomoeal Office; 13 Farringdon

Road, on Sunday January 8, at 4 p.m.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

EI>ITORS OF ALL SOCIALIST PAPERS
published in English are urgently asked to send a

sample copy to the Vooruit Library at Ghent. Postal

address to which they should be sent is Edouard
Stautemas, Rue van Wittenberghe 34, Gand, Belgium.

THE TABLES TURNED.
ENGAGEMENTS.

December 31st . . . Cleveland Hall
January 21 . . Hammersmith Branch S.L.

Applications for engagements to be made to the

Manager, H. A. Barker.

L. E. L.

GRAND CONCERT AND DRAW
(To raise a fund for the forming of an East-end Socialist Club.)

AT 13 FARRINGDON ROAD, E.G.

On Saturday January 14, at 8 p.m.

Tickets now ready, and must be secured
beforehand.

There will be about Thirty Prizes, and besides Music

THE LA WfP ; .An JExtravaganza
by H. A. Barker, will be performed.

GLASGOW BRANCH S.L.
k

.

Ouw First GRAND SOIREE and

VOCAL AND INmOMEKTAL CONCERT
will be held in the

Clydesdale Cafe, Argyle Street,

On TUESDAY 3rd JANUARY, at 7 p.m.

Tickets Is. each, to be had at the Rooms.
A large gathering of members and friends is requested.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. . IcP

Oi^anised Labour : The Duty of the Trades'
unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors) . . Id.

Socialism on its Defence. A Reply to Pbo-
FESSOR Flint. .Id..

The Ainift of Art. By Wm. Morris.
Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, Qd^

The Tables Turned; or, Nupkins Awak-
ened. A Socialist Interkide. By William
Morris. In Wrapper • • ^ • • '^'-

The Manifesto of the SocialisArleagtie.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax aid William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded. . . . Id*

The Commune of Paris. By rf Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morrfs. . . . 2d^

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William
Morris . . .Id.

" All for the Cause ! " Song. Words by WiUiam.
Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 4s. 6d

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.

Fine hand-made large paper. . . . . 6d.^

Now ready. 32 pp., in Wrapper.

THE TABLES TURNED;
Or, Nupkins Awakened.

A Socialist Interlude

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.
Price Fourpence.

Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon Rd., London, E.G.-

ANTI-STATIST COMMUNIST MANIFESTO
"There is a sad lack of Anarchist pamphlets in England, and

we gladly welcome our comrade Joseph Lane's contribution of
'An Anti-Statist Communist Manifesto,' which is an energetic
and earnest exposition of Anarchist Socialism from a worker's
standpoint. The second portion, which deals with practical

politics, is specially interesting. We hope the tract will have a
wide circulation."

—

Freedom.
"There is a great lack of literature from this standpoint. We

do not agree with all the points, but at the same time recommend
it to all our friends and also its translation into the French and
German language."

—

Freiheit.
" The State in every form is denounced as the abomination of

desolation. Mr. Lane is extravagant in many of his statements,
but his pamphlet is quite worth reading."

—

Our Corner.

Price One Penny, or 9d. per dozen.

CommorAoeal Office, 13 Farringdon Road, E.G.; or

38 Ainsley Street, Bethnal Green.

IRISH MINSTRELSY.
Being a Selection of Ibish Songs, Lyrics, and

Ballads.

Edited, with Notes and Introduction,

BY H. HALLIDAY SPARLING.

Cloth, cut or uncut, Is.

*' The most interesting and the most comprehensive
compendium of national poetic genius yet given to the

public."

—

Speranza (Lady Wilde) in Pall Mall Gazette,

"A triumph of consistent editing. Mr. Halliday
Sparling has brought to his work a rare sympathy, in-

telligence, and earnestness."

—

Truth.

*'No less triumphantly successful than difficult of

accomplishment.

—

Dublin Morning Mail.

Walter Scott, 24 Warwick Lane, Paternoster Row

Important Notice.

Social Science. Size of page 15 by 11^.
Containing splendid Portraits for framing of the

eight Chicago Anarchists, with Biographical No-
tices. Price 5d , post free 6d.

The Irish Question. Third Edition. 32
pTages, in Wrapper. Price Threepence. 6 or

more copies post free. , ..

The Workman's Question : Why He is

Poor. 24 pp., in Wrapper. * Price Twopence.
6 or more copies post free. r' >• ) •

•'

Birmingham : J. Sketchley, 8 Arthur Place Parade.

FACTS FOR socialists.
(The Distribution of VYealth in England)

16 pp., One Penny.

Published by the Fabian Spciety, 180 Portsdown Road:
ali3o at 63 and 185 Fl^ict Street.

Echoes of Truth. Twenty-four Sermons by
the late E. M. Geldart. Selected and arranged by
his Widow. Bound in cloth, 6s. Kegan, Paul,

Trench & Co. , Paternoster Square ; or Mrs. Geldart,

82 Lansdowne Road, Croydon.

Printed and Published by William Morris and Joskfh Lanf
at 13 Farringdon Buad, Londoa


